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And Peace on Earth and Good Will toward Men.
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PATENT niYES—WHAT FRAME OR IIIVE TO USE—SHALL WE USE AN EXTRACT-
OR, OR RAISE COMB IIONEY?—ITALIANS—TnE BEE MOTII—SRACE FOR COMBS.

"While 1 earnestly try to maintain a broad "charity for all, and malice toward none," and while
1 do not wish to take upon myself the responsibility of dictating- a course for others, I feel it a
duty to discourage with all my might, both by precept and example, everything in the shape of
patented bee hives, or patents on anything pertaining to bee-oulture. On the other hand. I shall
try to encourage every one to do all in his power to advance the common good of all. I do not
believe the world "selfish and grasping, but have much confidence in the disposition of our
people to desire to pay for everything they get, and to reward those who work for them disinter-
estedly, when they once get a clear understanding of the matter. If you have made a valuable
invention or discovery, give it to the people rejoicing that you have been enabled to contribute
your mite to the common good, and in seeing others happy, and sooner or later, you will surely
have your reward. Nothing that we manufacture, in the shdfpe of hives or implements, is patented.

I recommend the Lanjrstroth frame for everybody, and for every purpose whatever, in pref-
erence to anything else, and I have pretty thoroughly experimented with all shapes and sizes.
There may be other forms that will give just as good results, but I do not believe there are any
better. For all general purposes, I advise the Siniplicity hive holding ten of the above frames.
The Simplicity (or Improved and Simplified Langstroth hive) is not patented, and never will be.
The hive is made of % lumber, and is 20 li by 16 inches outside measure. The Langstroth frames
as our gauges make them, are 11% by $ya outside measure. As the chaff hive is the same thing
with an outer shell to hold the chaff that protects the hive from the winter's frosts, as well as
summer's sun, no confusion can result from using both in the same apiary.

Produce just whichever pays best in your own market, and no one can tell so well as you
yourself can by trying both ; you can perhaps produce a nice article of extracted for about 15c,
as cheaply as comb honey for 20c. You can produce thin, raw, unripened hone y without any
trouble for 10c. or less, but it will probably pay you best to give your customers an article as good,
in every respect, as that found in the nicest comb honey.

The comparative advantages of the black, or common bees, and Italians, is a matter that no
longer admits of discussion, and I must consider the very few individuals who write in favor of
the former as belonging to that class of unfortunates who seem to delight in being contrary. If
tons of honey are to be considered a proof, the matter has long ago been amicably settlod in favor
of the Italians.

The bee moth need hardly be mentioned now, unless it is to advise you to drive them opt with
Italians, for whenever they come into a neighborhood, the moths get out without any farther
trouble or bother. This one feature alone, is enough to justify introducing Italian queens in
place of the blacks.

The usual space'allowed for brood combs is about 1 T-lfi inches, but the matter i» not at all im-
portant. They can be worked as closely as 1%, or as far apart as 15£. For surplus honey we
would have about 2 inches space from centre to centre of the combs.

Now my friends, I beg to be allowed to make a request of you. Answering questions by letter,
or by postal, is a grievous tax on my health, strength, time and money. Will you not, before ask-
ing, look over the above, our circular which we give away, besides paying postage, and our ABC
Book for beginners. Nearly ail the questions that are asked, are carefully and de-
liberately answered in the above, if you will only take the time to look them up. It takes
hard brain labor to answer your questions faithfully, and when they come by the thousand, it

takes all my time from the journal, and from those to whom it belongs, having paid me their
money. Now please do ncit think me unkind, if your answers are brief, on a postal, and written
by one of the clerks. It is the very best I caw do. Your busy friend, Novice.
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GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
We require that every advertiser satisfy us of

responsibility and intention to do all that he agrees,

and that his goods are really worth the price asked
for them. In fact, I huld myself responsible for

every advertisement on these pages.

Rates for Advertisements.

All advertisements will be inserted at the rate of

20 cents per line, Nonpareil space, each insertion.

Discounts will be made as follows:

On 10 lines and upward, 3 insertions, 5 per cent; 6

insertions, 10 per cent; 9 insertions, 15 per cent;

12 insertions, 20 per cent.

On 50 lines (
lA column) and upward 1 insertion, 5 per

cent; 3 insertions, 10 per cent; 6 insertions, 15

percent; 9 insertions, 20 per cent; 12 insertions,

25 per cent.
On 100 lines (whole column) and upward, 1 insertion,

10 per cent; 3 insertions, 15 per cent; 6 inser-

tions, 20 per cent; 9insertions, 25 per cent; 12 in-

sertions, 33}3 per cent.
On 200 lines (whole page) 1 insertion, 15 per cent; 3

insertions, 20 per cent; 6 insertions, 25 per cent;

9 insertions, 30 per cent; 12 insertions, 40 per
cent. A. I. HOOT.

$1.50 per YEAR; ILDBSof 5 or MorcSl.OO.

Send Ten Cents for a S?ample Copy of

The American Bee Journal
The Oldest, Largest and Best Bee Paper.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN «fc SON, CHICAGO.

BARNES' PATENT FOOT
POWER MACHINERY !

CIRCULAR and SCROLL SAWS.
Hand, Circular Rip Saws for heavy
and light ripping. Lathes, &c, &c.
These machines are especially
adapted to Hive Making • It

will pay every bee-keeper to send
for our 64 page Catalogue. Ma-
chines Kent on Trial.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES,
Rockford, Winnebago Co., 111.

You can not look over the back No's of Glean-
ings or any other Periodical with satisfaction, unless
they are in some kind of a Binder. Who has not
said—"Dear me, what a bother—I must have last
month's Journal and it is no where to be found."
Put each No. in the Emerson Binder as soon as it

comes, and you can sit down happy, any time you
wish to find anything you may have previously seen
even though it were months ago.
Binders for Gleanings (will hold them for one

year), gilt lettered, free by mail for 50, 60, and 75c,

according to quality. For table of prices of Binders
for any Periodical, see Oct. No., Vol. II. Send in
vour orders. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

cjujuhiivcj; list.
We will send Gleanings—

With The American Bee Journal (f1 50) $2 25
" The Bee-Keeper's Magazine (100) 150
" The Bee-Keeper's Exchange.. (75 c.) 140

All three of the above Journals 3 00
" Bee-Keepers' Instructor (50c.) 130
" Bee-Keepers' Guide (50c.) 130
" Western Honey Bee (50 c.) 1 30

All above (Eee Journals of America) 4 25

With American Agriculturist ($1 50) 2 25
" Prairie Farmer (2 15) 2 90
" Rural New Yorker (2 50) 3 25
" Scientific American (3 20) 3 90
" Fruit Recorder and Cottage Gardener (1 00) 1 75

[Above rate* include all Poxtaae.~\

Comb Foundation MachineS
$15.00 TO $100.00.

SAMPLES OF FOUNDATION WITH OUR ONE
POUND SECTION BOX BY MAIL FOR

FIVE CENTS.

For illustrations see our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Implements and Supplies, mailed on ap-
plication. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

Am. Silver Watches
For $9.50

In all my experience in the Watch and Jewelry
Business, I have never before seen a good Silver
Watch for the low price of $'.1.50. I have just suc-
ceeded in getting, of the American Watch Co., a
good strong

SILVER WATCH,
(STALL REGULATED, AND INJS>

Running Order,
That I will mail to any address for the above price;
and if it does not please you, you may return it

within 10 days, and get your money. Or I will send
you the Watch, for 2n subscribers, at $1.00 each.
You can have either hunting or open face, and such
a Watch, for a present, ought to make any boy (or
man either) happy. a. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Sawing o2 a Log,

Easy and Fast,

Our Litest improved sawing machine cuts
off a 2-foot log in 2 minutes. A $IOO
PRESENT will be given to two men who
can saw as much in the old way, as one man
can with this machine. Circulars sent free.

W. Giles, 741 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

A NEW SHOP,
BUT OLD HANDS.

James Forncrook & Co. have just fitted up a new
Shop for the manufacture of Bee Hives, Honey Sec-
tions, etc. Material for the Standard Langstroth
Hive, Cheaper than the cheapest. We will make a
specialty of the "Boss" one-piece Sections, hereto-
fore called the Lewis Section, this being our own in-

vention. Send for Circular and Price List.
JAMES FORNCROOK & CO.,

ltfm Watertown, Wis.

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST,
Tlie Latest, Cheapest, and Best.

A New Illustrated 24-page Magazine devoted to the
cultivation and improvement of our American Gar-
dens. Price only Fifty Cents per year, and each
number contains as a supplement a packet of some
New Rare, or Novel Flower or Vegetable Seeds,
which alone are worth more than the subscription
price. One sample copy free. Address—
Seed-Time and Harvest, La Plume, Lack'a Co., Pa.

12-3



1SS0 GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTUKE.

IMPLEMENTS FOR. BEE CULTURE
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

For description of the various articles, see our
Twenty-First Edition Circular and Price List, mailed
on application.

For directions How to Make all these various arti-

cles and implements, see A B C of Bee Culture.

This Price List to be taken in place of those of
former date.

Mailable articles are designated in the left hand
column of figures ; the figures giving the amount of
postage required.

To Canada, merchandise by mail is limited to R%
oz., and nothing can be sent for less than 1U cents.

10

A B C of Bee Culture, Five Parts complete
in one, paper cover 1

The same, neatly bound in cloth 1
Single Parts, in papt-r, each

I
Alighting Board, detachable (See ABC) f

I
Alsike Clover. See seeds.

|
Balances, spring, for suspended hive (60 lbs.) 8

I Barrels for honey 2

I
" " waxed and painted... . 3

j
Basket for broken combs to be hung in the
Extractor

I
Basswood Trees for planting. See price li*t.

| Bees, per colony, from $7 to $16. See price
list.

Bee-Hunting Box, with printed instructions
Binder, Emerson's, for Gleanings ^0, 60,

Blocks, iron, for metal cornered frame ma-
king

I
Buckwheat. See seeds.

m

Burlap for covering bees, 40 in. wide, per yd
Buzz-Saw, foot-power, complete 35
Buzz-Saws, extra, 85c, to $3.50. See price list.

Buzz-Saw mandrel and boxes complete for
6 inch saws (no saws included) 5
The same for 7 and 8 in. saws (not mailable) 7

Cages for queens, provisioned (See price list)
" " per doz 1

Candy for bees, can be fed at any season.
per lb 08 to

Cans for shipping extracted honey (See
Honey), from 25c to $2.00.

Cards, queen registering, per doz
per 100

Chaff Cushions for wintering (See ABC)..
•' " without the chaff

Chaff Hive (See Hives) 5
2

|
Cheese cloth, for strainers, per yard

I
Clamps for making section boxes

10 | Clasps for transferring, package of 100

j Climbers for Bee-Hunting 2

I
Comb Basket, made of tin, holds 5 frames,
has hinged cover and pair of handles 1

j Comb Foundation Machines complete $15 to 100

10
|
Comb Holder to put on edge of hive

|
Cumbs in metal cornered frames, complete

20
|
Corners, metal, per 100

20 " " top onlv, per 100
15

I

" " bottom, per 100
I Corners, Machinery complete for making $250

i

Crate for shipping comb honey. See Hives.
40

|
Di\ ision B< ai ds of cloth and chaff

12 I Duck, for enveriag frames and tor feeders,
I

29 inches wide, per yd
15

| Enameled Cloth, bees seldom bite or prop-
olize it, per yard, 45 inches wide,
27c. By the piece (12 yards)

Extractors, according to size of frame,
$6 50 to 10 00.

" Inside and gearing, including
Honey-gate 5

" Hoops to go around the top
" " per doz 5

5 Feeder, Simplicity (See price list) 1 pint
7 | Feeders, 1 quart, tin,

4 The same, half size,

25 I The same, 6 qts, to be used in upper story
|
Feeders, open air

nil
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SMOKERS.

|
Smoker, Qwinby's (to Canada 15c extra)l 50 & 1 75

5 |
" Doolittle's, to be held in the mouth 25

I " Bingham's $1 UO; 1 50 ; 175
25

I
" Or/K own, see illustration in price

list 75
00 |

Soldering Implements 1 00

|
Swarming Box 75

2
|
Tacks, tinned, per paper, (three sizes) 05

|
For larger quantities see Hammers and

|
nails.

5 I
Thermometers 20

10
i
Transferring clasps, package of 100 15

|
Tin, see price list.

| Veils, Bee, with face of Brussels net, (silk) 75

| The same, all of grenadine (almost as good) 50

I
Veils, material for, grenadine, much

I
stronger than tarlatan, 21 inches in

I

width, per yard 20
Brussels Net, for face of vail, 29 inches
in width, per yard...

1

1 50
Wax Extractor 3 O.i

Copper bottomed boiler for above 1 00
Wire cloth, for Extractors, tinned, per
square foot 10

Wire cloth, for queen cages 10
Above is tinned, and meshes are 5 and 18
to the inch respectively

3
i
Wire cloth, painted, for shipping bees, 14
mesh to the inch, per square foot 05

|
Wire for grape vine trellises. See Galvan-

|
ized iron wire

All goods delivered on board the cars here at prices
named. A. I. ROOT. Medina, Ohio.

*E. W. Hale. Wirt C. H. W. Va.
*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa,
*E. M. Hayhurst. Kansas City, Mo.
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.
*J. Oatman & Sons, Dundee, Kane Co., 111.

Miller* Hollam, Kewaskum. Wash Co., Wis.
"J. T. Wilson, Mortcnsville, Woodford Co. Ky
.7. L. Bowers, Berryville, Clarke Co., Va.
"King & White, New London, O.
* F. .7. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Tusc. Co., O,
*J. R. Landes, Albion, Ashland < o., O.
*J. E. Walcher, Millersville, Christian Co., Ills.

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.
A. T. Root, Medina, Ohio.
H. Scovell, Columbus, Cherokee Co., Kans. 4-3
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. ltfd
Milo 8. West, Pontiac, Oakland Co., Mic «. 1-6
A. A. Fradcnburg, Port Washington, Tus., Co., .1-6
Geo. < lark, Blissfield, Lon., Co., Mich. 1-2

PURDY ' S RE C ORDER
«v.. i*i«uiiiiiuiiimi nnwern 'specimen free.
itptaksjor uee\f. Address PURDY/of Palmyra, N. ¥,

I
SHALL continue to keep on hand, and offer at
reasonable rates, a full variety of Bee-Ke.pers'

Supplies; such as

ninth's All Metal Honey extractors,
Uncapping Knives,

Wax i-xtratto.s, etc. Also
Lan^stroth's Bee Hives, and any Parts thereof,

Id 2 ll>. Square Glass Honey Jais, with
Tin Foil taps and Labels, [Corks,

'/2 lb. Glass Tumblers,
fruit Jars, etc.

Comb Foundation, Bee Veils, Gloves, Straw Mats,
Alsike Clover, and a variety of Garden and Field
Seeds, etc., etc. For further particulars, address

CHAS. F. MUTH,
976 and 978 Central Ave.,

ltf Cincinnati, O.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or auythingof the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-
turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent before July 1st. If wanted sooner, see rates in
price list.

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST,
The Latest, Cheapest, and Best.

A New Illustrated 24-page Magazine devoted to the
cultivation and improvement of our American Gar-
dens. Price only Fifty Cents per year, and each
number contains as a supplement a packet of some
New Rare, or Novel Flower or Vegetable Seeds,
which alone are worth more than the subscription
price. One sample copy free. Address—
Seed-Time and Harvest, La Plume, Lack'a Co., Pa.

12-3

Sections ! Sections

!

Before ordering elsewhere, send us a 3-eent stamp
for a sample of our beautiful, snow-white, poplar
Sections, dovetailed or to nail. These are ihe nicest
and cheapest in the world. (This none will deny).

HIVES AND OTHER SUFPLIES
made to order very cheap

12-2

Illustrated circulars free.
A. E. MANUM,

Bristol, AddisoifCo.. Vt.

II francs in Gold.
- 10 "

In April, ~

May and June, -

July and August, - - '.» "
September and October, - - 7 " "

Queens which die in transit will be replaced only
if sent back in a letter.

CHARLES BIANCONCINI & CO.,
Bologna, Italy.

1-12

7-3tf
1-12

lttd
2-1

4-4
4-4

1-4

8tfd
12-12

ltf.d
1-6

Before Purchasing
Supplies for your Apiaiy, send a p >stal card with
your name, and (if you will do us the kindness) those
of bee-keeping neighbors, for our Illustrated « ata-
logue of Apiarian Supplies, Sample Sectional Box,
and Comb Foundation. We wish to present
these to every reader of this journal, and hence offer
them Free. Please send your name at once. >pe-
cial attention given to rearing Italian tlueens
and Bees. The highest pi-ioe paid for Beeswax.

J. C. & H P. SAYLKS,
ltf Hartford, Washington Co., Wis.

ITALIAN 151 IS FOB 1880.
I will sell 3 frame nuclei, with tested queen, before

June 20, for $4.00; after June 20, $3.50; alter August
1, $3.00. These nuclei will be well stocked with
brood and bees, and contain young-, profitable queens.
Cyprian Queens.— I believe myself, so far, the only
one in the U. S. who has these valuable and beauti-
lul bees in purity. Descripiive rirculars sent free.

JULIUS HOFFMAN,
1-3 Fort Plain, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

QUINBY'S NEW BEEKEEPING.
The latest, most practical, and most fully illus-

trated work published. Price, by mail, $1.50.

«M(»KnK"i, $1.50, $1.75, by mail, and warranted
best in market.
For circular, ffivinsr full index of book and illus-

tration of Smoker, send to
L. C. ROOT,

Id Mohawk, N. Y.
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A B C ofBEE CULTUE, <*

TTOR several years, it has been my ambition to be
-*- able to write a book on bee culture, so clear and
plain that not only any boy or girl, .but even an old

man or woman, with the book and a hive of bees,

could learn modern bee culture, and make a fair,

paying business, even the first season. This is a great

undertaking, I grant; and it will require some one
with far greater wisdom than mine, to do it the first

time trying. After watching beginners, and an-

swering their questions almost constantly, for years,

I came to the conclusion, that the only way to do it

was to "cut and try," as carpenters say, when they
can't get the exact dimensions of the article they
wish to make.
To cut and try on the ABC book, I have invested

over $2,000 in type, chases, etc., sufficient to keep
my whole book standing constantly in type, that can
be changed at a moment's notice". The books are
printed only as fast as wanted, and just as soon as I

see I have omitted anything, or have made any mis-
take, che correction is made before any more b« oks
are sent out. To show you how it works, and how
it succeeds. I will give you an illustration.
A beginner writes to know if it is of any use to

keep a queen, after she is eighteen days old and
does not lay. Now I know very well that a qi n
Should lay when from ten days to two weeks old;
and also, that they will sometimes not commence
until they are three weeks old. and then make g I

queens. Now, although I directed that t hey should
be tossed up in the air, to see if their wings were
good, when they jdid not lay at two weeks of aire, I

did not say, if their wings proved to be good, how
long we should keep them. If I could spare the
time of the colony, I would keep a (rood looking
queen that c«mld fly well, until she fs 25 days old; it

crowded for a place to put cells, I would kill all that
do not lay at 18 or 20 days old.

I have just put the eibm e in the ARC, and that is
just the way I am K'-inn to keep d •injr. Von see,
you beginners are, ultimately, to build up the book.

The book, as it is now, contains about 27") pnges
and about 175 engravings. It is furnished e •mplete
in one, or in 5 different parts. The contents and
trices are as follows:

Part First, will tell you all about the latest im-
provements in securing and Marketing Honey,
the new 1 lb. Section Honey Boxes, mak-
ing Artilit i:tl Hwney Comb. < untly for
Bees, rtee Hunting, Artificial Swarming,
Bee Moth. &c., &c.

Part Second, tells all about Hive Making,
Diseases of Bees, Drones, How loMake an
Extractor, Extracted Honey, Feeding and
Feeders, Foul Bvood, etc, etc.

Part Third, tells all about Honey Comb, Hon-
ey Dew, Hybiids, Italianizing, Kin? Birds,
'I he Locust I ree, OTovintr Bees, The Lamp
Nurseiy, Mig-uoniietie, Milkweed, Mother-
wort, MuMaid, Nucleus, Pollen, Pro-
polis, and Queens.

Part Fourth tells all about Rape, Raspberry,
Hat in, Robbing, Rocky Mountain Bee
Plant, Sisre, Mnokci*. including instructions
for making with illustrations. Soldering, Sour-
wood. Slings, Sumac, Spider Flower, Suin-
flow r, swarming, Teasel, Toads, Trans*
ferriug, and Turnip.

Part Fifth tells about Uniting Bees, Veils,
Ventllail n. Vinegar, Wax, Water lor
Bees, Wliitewood, and Wintering. It also
includes a <»lo*s»ry of Terms and Abbrevia-
tions used in Bee Culture.

^"All are Profusely Illustrated with En-
gravities.

Nothino Patentee]. Either one will be mailed
for 25c: »/2 doz., $1.25; 1 doz., $2.25: 40, $6.00.

The five parts bound in one, in paper, mailed, for
$1 00. At wholesale, same price as Gleaninos,
"ith which it mav be clubbed. One cony, $1.00;
three copies, $2.50; five copies, $3.75; ten copies,
{6 00.

The same neatly bound in cloth, with the covers
neatly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.25; three copies, $325; five copies, $5.00; ten
copies, $0.00. If ordered by freight or Express, the
postage may be deducted, which will be3coneach
25c book, IHe on the complete book in paper, and 16c
each, on the complete brw k in cloth.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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[These pajes should be read only after read-
ing the real of the Journal, especially Ouk
UtOIES.]

USEFCL ARTICLES FOB A LITTLE
MONEY.

ONE OF MY JANUARY TALKS.

f
BELIEVE I told you once before, ray

friends, that I generally got talkative
' about the first of the year, say January or

February. I dou't really know why it is ; it

can not be on account of a January thaw, for

we have almost zero weather this morning.
After I had put two more leaves in Our
Homes, it seemed as if there ought to be two
more leaves here in the fore part of my "Bee
book," or it would not balance; and 1 want
these two leaves to contain something useful,

—

something useful to you, as well as myself.

You have noticed that, for some time past, I

have had much to say about money, especially

about money so far as it would contribute to

our happiness and well being. There has been,

as it were, a great burden on my mind in re-

gard to furnishing those who want to earn
their money, something to do. Boys and girls

are coming to me, and writing to me, for

something to do. Many would gladly work
for the smallest wages, if they could have some
work they could do at home, and thus be em-
ployed, and out of mischief and danger, while
they earned the money to pay for their daily

bread and clothing. My wife told me of an
old lady who would be glad to get carpet rags
to sew, if she only made ten cents a day at it.

I certainly would rather have something to do
at ten cents a e\?f , than to be idle, but very
likely some of you wouldn't. I should want
the work to be something that was very pleas-

ant and nice, perhaps, but—come to think of it,

I guess 1 will take another start.

A PENNY SAVED IS A PENNY EARNED,
Franklin said, and where one has good
wages, say a dollar a day, or $5.00 if you like,

it is a very important matter to save time, as
well as to save pennies. I have known folks

to come into a store (I used to keep store you
know), and if they wanted a pound of honey,
it would take the best part of a half hour to go
through all the preliminaries and ceremonies.
Their movements were so slow, and many of
them so utterly unnecessary, it seemed to me
as if they would not find the day long enough
to buy their family groceries, if somebody
should furnish the money free. When I used
to go to the post office (7. never go now, a boy
does it) I would get so tired with the people
that stood in the way and moved so slowly,
that I felt just like giving them a good shak-
ing; good naturedly, of course. Well, since I

have come to hire many hands, these slow
movements have eost me right out, in cash,
hundreds of dollars. What shall we do to
save this great waste of both time and money?
Often we cannot do a great deal ; but we can
keep an eye on these leaks and wastes, and by
bringing the right forces to bear, we can some-
times accomplish much. Setting hands to
work by the piece will often accomplish won-
ders in making them quick, as well as teaching
them the value of time. In our home here we

have made great progress of late, in this way,
and hands that used to be ready to ,stop and
look at everything that came along have got
to be so cartful of their minutes that they even
argue abi ur, who shall stop long enoughto re-

plenish the fire. You see they are assuming
responsibility.

It takes a good deal of time to make change,
and I often stop to make purchases when I

happen to have the exact coin that will pay
for the article, whereas, if I was obliged to

wait for the store keeper's slow movements in

changing a bill, I would rather go without it.

It takes time to keep accounts, and to settle

up, at the end of—when? This is one great
reason for paying cash down. In fact, it is

oue ol the fine arts, to so arrange one's busi-

ness, that he can sell a large amount of goods
in a short tfme; to tell them so that slow cir-

cumlocutions may not eat up all the* profits.

I can bring this idea before you so that you
will get it fully, by remarking that some of
our friends say they would rather sell a barrel

of honey, all in a lump for 10c. per pound,
than to retail it for 20c. Some of you, doubt-
less, who have a natural tact for retading,
might sell a barrel of honey and make wages
at it, at a profit of 2c. per pound ; but to do it,

there must not be many mistakes and blunders,
or much daubiug, or any kind of false motions
that waste Ume or honey. Grocers sometimes
sell sugar at a profit of one half cent per
pound"-" but to do it, they have to learn to lie

sipry and active, they do not have their sugar
barrel at one end of the store and their scales

at the other, nor do they spill very .much on
the counter or on the fioor.

Well, the world has discovered how much it

costs to sell things at retail, and how few there
are who can or will do it economically, and
this is why there is such a broad difference be-

tween the price that consumers pay, and the
price that manufactures get. I will illustrate

it. The one foot pocket rule which I sell you
now for 10c, I used to sell when I was a retail

dealer, at 25c. they then cost me .$2.00 perdoz.
By buying 12 gross at a time, I now get them
for 1.00 perdoz., or 8} 3C. each. I wanted to

furnish them to you, for an even 10c, and to

be sure the time occupied by the clerks did

not cost more than the If c, I went over the

ground carefully. I found that the clerk who
mails them was in the habit of wrapping up
each one, as she got an order for it. To do
this, she had first to get the rule from a distant

100m; then she got a pair of shears, cut a piece

of paper the right size, went somewhere else

after twine, tied it up, put away her things,

went to another drawer for the postage stamp.
(12c by mail you know) and then she was
ready to sit down at her desk and address it.

I told them I would start a better way, and
directed that a half gross of rules be tied up
at once. When I came round again, they were
still cutting out the papers one at a time with
the scissors. I directed that a large pile of
papers should be cut just right, at the large

paper cutter in the next room, where they trim
the A B C's. Then I found that they wound
the twine a great many times around their

knives and rules, before tying them. This was
a waste of both twine and time. After the half

gross was done, they were all taken to the
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stamp drawer, and all stamped ready for the
post-office ; then they were placed in a drawer
right under the elbow of the clerk who mails
the letters. In the former way, it might keep
a clerk nearly an hour to rill a half-dozen or-

ders for rules or similar articles; iu the latter

way, she could put up nearly 100, aside from
the work of addressing the packages.

Again; sewing-machine screw-drivers, nice
ones, sell for about a dime, usually. It occur-
red to me, that I might furnish them to you
for about 5 c, probably, and so I wrote in re-

gard to them. Here is the letter of reply, con-
cerning both rules and screw-drivers:

In reply to yours of the 22d iust., we have to say
that under the circumstances, we will accept your
order, if sent at once, for twelve gross of rules,
No. G9, at ^12.00 per gross, net cash, and allow you
to settle for the last lot sent you at the same rate.

Terms, 30 days, or 2 per cent discount for spot cash.
Sewing-machine screw-drivers, sample by mail,

$2.50 per gross, net, iu bulk, in lots of not less than
23 gross. Stanley Rule & Level Co.
New Britain, Conn., Dec. 25, 1)?79.

Twenty five gross (3,C00) is a good many to

buy all at one time, but if it happtned to be
some article you all wanted me to get for you,
it would not be any too many after all ; and
then, just think of the price

—

only one. and
three-fourths of a cent each. Does it seem pos-
sible, that anybody could make a nice, tem-
pered-steel screw -driver, with a varnished,
beech handle, aud a nicely fitting, brass ferule,

all well made, for any such ridiculous price'-
1

Well, this is the way I purchased many of the
premiums last month, that doubtless surprised
you by their beauty and goodness for so little

money. The opportunity of purchasing thus,

God seems to have thrown into my hands. It

is because there are so many of you, and be-

cause you have so much confidence in purchas-
ing anything I recommend. While I thank
you tor this confidence, I feel now as I have
many times, afraid I do not deserve it, and
that I may be tempted to take advantage of it,

and be more anxious to put money into my
own pocket, than to put it into yours. 1 pray
God to-night, that I may always feel as I do
now, more pleasure in handing you some .nice

article very low, than in putting into my pock-
et the share of the transaction that falls to me.
I have debated long and earnestly as to what
profit I ought to charge you for these things
that so many of you want. I am perfectly wil

liug you should know what all of these things
cost me.— at least, 1 am now, though self

tights hard against it sometimes, for I have a
sort of fear that you will not consider the
many trials and losses 1 have in doing so
large a business. Once in a while, an article

is lost in the maiis, and then again some
brother is dissatisfied, in spite of all we can
do, and it costs to return the things; some-
times the money is lost, and I often stand half
of it; troubles, trials, and delays occur almost
all the time in this large building, and I often

wonder if God really meant it to be presided
over, by such a selfish, cross, unreasonable, in-

consistent chap as I am. Then when I read
your kind letters, and your warm expressions
of friendship for the words God has enabled
me to speak through the Home Papers, I thank
God and thank you too, for so kindly over-
looking these mistakes and blunders. I can

trust God, and I can trust you, my friends

;

and I do not believe a single one of you would
think unkindly of me, should I tell you what
every article that 'I offer to you for sale costs
me. I want to help you, if I can, in buying
these little necessaries of life, but I am more
anxious that God will enable me to point out
a way by which you may help one another.
Most of you have spare time, during the win-
ter, and many of you have things to sell.

Many of you, I am sure, could make things
during these winter evenings, and perhaps we
shall find work for the girls as well as the
boys. Things that one makes, the others will

very likely want; and, as there are among
you the representatives of almost every trade
and profession known, I think we shall find

a great many ways in which we can help each
other.

There are some difficulties in the way, but
God will help us to surmount them. The one
that I fear most is that of quarreliug and dis-

satisfaction. There will be selfishness, but if

we make up our minds to that, and be prepared
to put up with it, there need be little quarrel-
ing. If we trust in God, we shall have little

trouble in that way.
The transportation, on many things, will be

rather an obstacle, bat perhaps we can sur-

mount that. The object I have in view is one
that has been running through all my talks in

this journal, and especially iu the Home Pa-
pers, as you may perhaps have noticed, and it

is threefold ; to furnish employment to those
who have none, or not enough ; to enable you
to save as much as possible on necessary pur-
chases; and to induce you to trust in God,
and thereby learn to love your fellow-men.
There will be at least three classes of us,

—

producers or manufactures, dealers or those
who buy and sell principally, and consumers
or purchasers. As many of you as choose can
take up the first and second, and we hope to

be able to include, eventually, all mankind in

the third.

To make all transactions as plain and simple
as may be, and to save time, expense, and de-

tails, I would have all articles as far as possi-

ble put up iu 5, 10. 2~>, and 10 c. packages.
Four counters nicely arranged will be needed,
and, to give the business a trial, you can lo-

cate these in any room in your house, fronting
the street. The advantage of having it at your
home, is tbac your wife or almost any child,

can "tend store," almost as well as any body.
When the business demands it, if it ever does,

you can put up a cheap and attractive struc-

ture, with a glass front, adjoining the street.

The four counters may be dry-goods boxes,
tastily covered with paper, unless you choose
to get up something better. The top of the
counter is to be divided into apartments, with
strips of wood about an inch high, makiug a
little box for each article offered for sale. In
the bottom of each box, is printed in plain,

large letters, the name of the article belonging
there, so that it may always be easily and
properly replaced after being taken up, aud
that another may be put in its place, the min-
ute it is sold. If you have customers that

are light fingered, you can tell at a glance,
when any box is vacant. The labor of pur-
chasing consists simply, in putting the right
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coin in the box, and taking the ariicle. In fact,

if you choose, you can go into one of these

stores pick out a five cent basket, and fill it

with five cent articles, leaving the coin in the

box in p'aceofeach, without the store keeper's

touching a tning. After you are gone, he gath-

ers up his coins, and replenishes his counters.

At the very low prices goods are sold, there

can be no trusting, and no deviation in prices,

so the time ordinarily spent in bartering and
dickering is saved. If you have got a poor ar

tide on your counters, put it into the next

grade low^r, and if it gets to the five cent

counter and won't, sell then, give it away.
In the following table, I have discarded

dozens and gross, and adopted tens and hun-

dreds, that there m ty be no time wasted or

mistakes made in figuring the cost. For an il-

lustration : if au article cosis 85c. for 10. point

off one figure and you have the price of each

right before your eye, 8 l <r:. If the price i*

$6 50 per hundred, move the decimal point two
places to the left, and the price is written out

without a mistake 6c. and 50-100, or 6)^ n. Of
course, you only move the point in your mind.

You cm hang out a sign if you like, aud I

would suggest for it, the words I have as the

heading of this article,—"Useful Goods at Very

Low Prices;'' but I shall depend mon foi your

success on your doing busitiess
(
with the fear of

God in your heart, than on all the signs in the

world. This honesty of heart will win a place

for you in spite of all the opposition and com-
petition the world can bring to bear, for it is a

quality so rare in business, thai it is sought
for far and wide Of course, you cannot sell

tobacco or pipes or anything that is useless, to

say nothing of being harmful. You may pos-

sibiy make m >ney by so doing, but you cannot

get that happy contentment that the world is

always trying to buy with money, but never

gets for money alone.

By the way, in regard to pipes and cigar

bolder*; I saw them off red as premiums by

the American AgricuUnriitt, and wrote them in

regard to it. I received a reply from Orange
Judd himself, thanking me for the solicitude I

had expressed for the morals of their paper,

and, after saying that I was right, he promised
that they should uever be ottered in their col-

umns again.

The very low prices at which these goods
are sold, and the rapidity with which the bus-

iness can be done, is to be their principal ad-

vertisement. 1 shall merely give an nut'iue of

the list this month and expect it to grow as

new things present themselves. You are to

make it grow, my friends. Any one of you
who will furnish a better article than I offer,

or the same thing at less figures, will be al-

lowed a one line advertisement ol it free. You
are to send me a sample of the article by ma'l,
aud I will decide whether I think it sufficienily

meritorious to deserve a place in the list.

Some one must discriminate, and I hope you
will not get cross if my opinion does not agree
with yours.

I know the profits on some of the goods
are very close, my friends; but, should you
put the greater part of them on the counter,
higher, they would be lower than your friends
have gmerallv been in the habit of paying. It is

not you duty to sell any thing at; less than cost.

USEFUL ARTICLES
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

FIVE CENTS EACH,
TERMS OF PAYMENT—Stricthi Cash i th Order,

45
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2
!
Coin Holders, Hold Just the Coins for
These Counters

1
85

1
8 25

10
|
Dust Pans, Japanned

;
85

I
8 00

1
]
Files for Cross Cut Saws and Hand
Saws I 70|0 00

Foot Scrapers
]

85
]
8 00

5
|
Funnels, Quart

I

85
|
8 00

8 | Garden Tr. wels. Steel
|
90

|
8 75

2
!
Glass Cutter, with Knife Sharpeuer
and Can Opener

|
95

|
9 00

4 I Hammers Small for Nails 65 |
6 00

5
|

" Magnetic
I

9u
|
8 50

10
j
Mallets, W.».d

|
85 | 8 00

10
i
Molasses Cups, Japanned, Nice for
Honey

j
95

|
9 00

5
|
Oilers, Zinc, Spring- Bottom

|
85

|
8 00

| Oil Sn »nes or Whet Stones
|

85 ' 8 00
4

;
Pocket Levels, to be Put on a Square.

|

85
1
8 00

2
!

" Knives, 1 l;laie, American,
Good I 95 | 9 00

6
|
Quart Measure, Tin

|
95 9 00

1 ! Kule, 1 Foot, Box-wood, Pocket
I

95 I
9 00

2
|
Scissors

j
75 I 7 00

10
i

Scoops. Tin
|

75
i

7 CO
2

j
Screw Drivers Wood Handles, Strong;
and Nice, 74 inches Long

|

on 8 50
4

I
Shears, 7 Inches ! P5 8 00

i Sen es, Wood Frame. Wire, Pound
|

95 I 9 GO
! Soap, Best Kind 1 know of ! 6o I 6 00

3 i Soap Stand, Silvered Wire
j

90
|
8 50

I
Spring Balance, see Balance.

3
|

Steels for Sharpening Knives I 85
|
8 00

5 ' Thermometers
\

97 9 50
5 j

Tin pail, with Cover, 1 Pint i 97 9 50
6 " " no " 1 Quart

|
97 i 9 50

1
i

Tooth Brushes. Good
|

85
j
8 00

10
]
Twine. Strong Flax, !«tt>. Balls I 95 9 <«!

10
!
Waiters Plain

|
95 | 9 On

i Wash Basins ! 95 ' 9 00

i
Whefstones

j
85

;
8 00

USEFUL ARTCILES
T1IAT CAN DE SOLD FOR

Twenty-Five Cents.
I
Braces, Carpenters | 2 10 | 20 00

I
Coal Shovels

|
1 40

|
12 30

j
Compasses, Carpenters | 2 10

j

"0 00

I
Dinner Bells I 2 00 1H 00

i
Dinner Pails

|
2 45

i
24 00

22
j
Hammers, Adzo K., Polished, Car-
penters, Excellent for the Money..

|
1 50 j

14 00
8 I Hummers, Metal Handle inlaid with

Walnut
| 1 60

|
15 00

I
Hatehel s, Painted Bed

j
2 10

I
20 00

i Knives, 2 Blades, Fine Quality, Am.
|
1 90

[

Is 00

i
Lamps, I rass, Night

| 2 25
!
22 00

I
Oil Cans, 1 Quart

|
1 60 |

15 00

i
" " 2 '

1
1 90 I

18 00
3

|
Paper Weighls, Glass, Very Pretty.

|
1 80

\
17 00

I Planes, All Metal | 1 60 |
15 00

2
|
Plyeis, Flat Nose | 1 60

|
15 00

2 1
" Round Nose

|
1 90

[
18 00

2
|
Rules, 2 Foot, Pocket, Box-wood....

!
1 25

|
12 00

2 !
Scissors. Fine Steel

|
2 10

|
20 00

7 Screw Drive" s, 1 Foot long, Fine,
Wood Handles

| 1 90
|
18 00

6 | Screw Drivers, All Metal, Hand
Forged I 1 90

j
18 00

6
I Sheais, Niekle Plated

| 2 00 |
19 00

10
j
Signs to Be Hung in Door Yard, in
Stock 3 Kinds, "Honey for Sale,"
"Bees and Queens for Sale" and
"This Property for Sale "

| 2 00 | 18 00
1

[
Silver Thimbles, Pure Coin

i

2 30 22 50
| Thermometers. Best

|
1 50 I 14 00

10
|
Tin Pails, 2 Quart Japanned and
Lettered

[
2 00

j
18 00

Tin Pails. 4 Quart Plain
j
2

|
18 00

I
Wrench, Cue's, Celeb'd Adjustable., ! 2 40

|
23 00

USEFUL ARTICLES
THAT CAN BE >OLD FOR

FIFTY CENTS.
Balances, Spring, With Dish, 241b..

I
•* 00 I 35 Of)

Braces, < arpemers, with Pat. Grip
|
4 1 5

|
45 00

Hatchets, Good Steel
|
4 00

|
35 00

23 I Plan, s, All Metal, Full Size
I
4 25

|
40 00

I .am ems, 4 50
|
44 00

10 ! Measuring Tapes, 50 Feet U 25
I
40 00

10
.
Pruning Shears

I 4 50
|
41 00

Saws, Hand, 18 in |
4 00

|
38 00

10 i Shears, Fine Steel
|
4 00 38 00

' Shovels, for Boys j 4 00 [ 38 00
" Men [4 50

|
44 00

Vises, Cast Iron, Wanted.

Now,fmy friends, if you wish a larger assortment
of goods, send to King, Briggs & Co., 596 Broadway,
New York. A great part of the goods I have men-
tioned is from their catalogue. Many of their goods,
I do not consider useful, and others are so poorly
made that I can do better elsewhere. What can you
make or produce that the rest of us need?

Under this head will be inserted free of charge,
the names of all those having honey to sell, as well
as those wanting to buy. Please mention how
much, what kind, and prices, as far as possible.
As a general thing, 1 would not advise you to send
your honey away, to be sold on commission. If

near home, where you can look after it, it is often
a very good way. By all means, develop your home
market. For 25cts., we can furnish little boards
to hang up in yourdooryard, with the words ''Honey
for Sale" neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10c.

extra for postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens
for Sale," tame price.

xtf- WILL sell Extracted Honey at 10c. per ft. by the

?
; bbl. (Barrel $1.00) delivered at depot here.

5*t J. M. Marvin.
St. Charles, Kane Co., 111., Dec. 26, 1879.

Wanted,— About 200 or 300 lb. of No. 1, extracted
honej -

; also comb honey. I would prefer to buy of
some one near me on account of freight charges.

Joel ItESSLER.
Ypsilanti, Washtenaw Co., Mich., Deo. 17, '79.

Wanted.— A few barrels of light Extracted Honey
at fair prices. D. S. Given.
Hoopeston, Virmillion Co', 111., Nov. 27, ,79.

Why don't you tell the truth at>out the Chicago
market? You quote honey 10 to 12c, when if you
double that you will be nearer the truth. The mar-
ket in < hicago is probably as good now as in New
York or St Louis, and commission men tire selling
best grades of honey at 20 to 22c. per pound.
Marengo, III., Dec. 18, 1879. C. C. Miller.

I3eg pardon, friend M. Our market reports
for Dec. were allowed to go out without re-

vising ; I have " scolded " all around about
it, and we are all going to do better now.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—Honey—Choice, in single comb boxes,

16@18c; with more than one comb in a box, 2c. per
lb. less. Extracted, 8@10c.

Bet b-mjox.—Ch< >ice, yell- >w, 20®22c. Da rker grades,
12'/2@15c. Reported by Ed. of Am. Be c Journal, Dec.
22, 1879.

Cincinnati. —Honey— There is no change in
prices of extracted honey; Market quiet. Comb hon-
ey scarce. We are selling at 15® 20c per. lb., in tho
jobbing way. Chas. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, Dec. 20, 1879.

St. Louis. — Ho net/— Isiugooddemand, forChoice
Comb, at 18c. to 20c. ; darker grades are taken at 2c.
to 3c. less. Extracted, in only moderate demand;
but few buyers, only in 5 tolOgal. casks, at 10c. to 12c.

The market remains bare of Choice Comb.
Bees-wax. — Tn good demand, at 21c. to 22c.
St. Louis, Dec. 19, 1879. R. C. Gheeii & Co.

New York. — Honey — We are quoting comb hon-
ey as follows: Best white, small neat packages, 19®
21c; Fair, ditto, 16® 18c; Dark, ditto, 13® 15c. Large
boxes, about . c. under above prices.
The market for Extracted Honey is more unsettled,

the supply being more short. We are paying from
9 to lie in large lots; small packages, in a retail way,
bring more.
Bees-wax. — Western, 24c; southern, 25c.
Should you know of any lots of Extracted Honey,

let us know. A. Y. Thurber.
New York, Dec. 23, 1879.
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NO. 2.

MY REPORT FOR '79.

5TB AST month, I gave you the results of my bee-

Jfjyji keeping for '78, and I presume, if I should

wait until next June before telling- you what
my profits were for '79, I should give some figures

that the cold weather could not shrink; but I did so

well last season that, "boy like," I can't wait any
longer without telling of it.

I came through the winter with ten colonies; some
of them were good, fair swarms, and some of them
"just squeezed through." The spring was cold and
backward, but I kept the bees well tucked up with

chaff cushions, gave them only as many combs as

they could cover, helped the weak colonies by occa-

sionally giving them frames of brood, and, if any
needed feeding, they were fed in the good old fash-

ioned way of giving them full frames of sealed hon-

ey. When warm weather finally came, and brought
with it the opening blossoms of the soft maple, wil-

low, elm, hard maple, etc., how soon the bees began
to "pick up," and the combs, brood, and bees had
that bright, thrifty look that is seen only when hon-
ey is coming in.

The yield from fruit blossoms was very light, and
just as I was beginning to wonder how the bees were
to be kept busy until clover should blossom, the
dandelions stepped in and gave them a regular
"boost."

Right here, please allow me to say a few words
about bees and dandelions. Before I commenced
keeping bees, dandelions were very scarce; I remem-
ber it well, because whenever Mrs. H. used to send
me out to pick dandelions for greens, I had to

"scrimmage" all around, and perhaps get sent back
three or four times, before I could find enough for

a "mess;" but since I have been keeping bees, dan-
delions have increased in numbers each year, and
last spiing our door-yard, the road-side, and the ad-

joining fields, reminded me of the " starry heavens."
The beauty of it was, that almost every bright, yel-

low "star" was "inhabited" by "Italians."

Enough honey was gathered from dandelions to

keep brood rearing going on briskly, and to have
some stored in the brood combs besides.

I • ad about 125 empty c< mbs, fr< m which I had
extract < d the honey ihe previous autumn, and then
had them cleaned up by hanging them in Simpl city

hives, and setting them over full swarms of bees. I

examined the bees, every day or two, and whenever

I found a hive that was a little crowded, I put a
frame of nice, dry, worker comb in the centre of the
brood nest. Oh ! isn't it just fun to build up swarms,
when they once get started !

June 1st, I had ten, good, fair colonies. I now sold

one swarm, purchased an imported queen (my old

imported queen having died the previous autumn),
and commenced preparations for queen rearing.

In the fore part of June, the bees began storing

honey from Alsike clover, and upper stories filled

with empty comb were given to nearly every swarm.
The bees worked faithfully upon the Alsike, and I

extracted about 300 lb. before the basswood harvest

commenced. (I will tell you more about my Alsike

clover, in a future article.) The yield from basswood
was so good, that I extracted 700 lb. in two weeks,
and then the honey harvest was over for '79, as

buckwheat and fall bloom were almost total failures.

To keep brood rearing going on during August,
September, and October, I fed nearly a barrel of

grape sugar. I will give the particulars in another
article.

From the 9 swarms that I had left the 1st of June,
I raised and sold 193 queens, had 1,000 lb. of extracted

honey, and increased the number of my colonies to

14. I have sold six swarms, so that at present I

have only eight. I have kept an exact account with

my bees, and, after paying all expenses, there is a

profit of just $200.00, if— if Itlon't lose any bees this

winter. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich., Dec. 13, 1879.

Those who have written long articles to
show that it does not pay to raise queens at
the "ruinous prices 11

tor which they have
been offered would do well to ponder on the
above very practical report from one who is

but little more than an ABC scholar. One
more point; does it not pay better to keep a
few colonies of bees well cared for, rather
than to make such haste to get up into the
hundreds, and have them poorly cared for?
Friend II. enjoys his work with his bees
every month in the year, and it is because
he is "faithful in the few things 1? God has
given him to care for.

QUEEN'S VOICES AND TALKING QUEENS.

•yp FORGOT, when I sent for those queens, to re-

\ quest you to send one of Henderson's loud

talking queens; however, I accomplished, to

some extent, my wish. In introducing them, we
tried dilfereut ways with success. With one, I took
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four frames of young brood, just coming- out, and

placed them in the hive, drove the bees and queen
to one side of the cage, slipped the wire off the other

side, then placed it by the side of the brood, and
watched the result. When three or four bees came
forward and discovered the brood cninbs, they made
rather a joyful demonstration, and, at this, "Zeep!
Zeep !*' went the queen, exactly as I wished her to

do. Now, what was the result? The bees went
right back at her call. I put it this way: when she

heard those bees making- such a fuss over the brood,

she called, "Zeep," or, "Come back here; you are

nil right; I am here." Then they all came out in

force, to explore. About that time, I shut the hue.
As I am deeply interested in studying their voices,

I tried the same process with one that was very

lively. She came out first, and started on the run
up the frame, and when she reached the top shook
her wings, and ci-owed somewhat after the fashion

of a rooster, with a guttural voice, "There is room
for me and all," and down the other side she went,

out of sight. I had a wire cloth over the box and
watched her for some time, but heard no '"Zeep"

from her. I was so disappointed, I shut her up for

four days, then let iht bees out. I knew she would
come too, being such a romp. Out she came and
started off to take an airing, but I stopped her flight,

cut her wing, and put her back. She sobered down
and went on with her business.

Can't you help me to some telephone, or micro-
phone, or something to intensify the sound? Some-
thing which I can apply inside the hive, and be able

to sit back four or five feet, leaving the bees in their

normal condition, and hear all that is going on in-

side? that would just suit me. By the bye, I'll send
you some of our pampas plumes, for a Christmas
gift; so when they come, you will know them.

J. N. Gilchrist.
Loma Apiary, Santa Barbara, Cul., Nov. 18, '79.

There is no trouble about arranging the
microphone, friend G., but I fear your great-
est trouble would be to rind an interpreter to
enable you to understand the meaning of all
that was said inside of the hive. If you will
have a hive so arranged that you can con-
veniently place your ear against its side, you
will get a pretty clear idea of all of the talk
inside. The queen, I believe, rarely says
anything ; like a good and faithful servant,
she keeps steadily on with her business, un-
less something very extraordinary turns up,
such tis swarming, rearing new queens, or
something of the kind.

You can hardly tell, friend G., how much
pleasure the pampas plumes gave us. They
are the admiration of the whole neighbor-
hood. Tell us what we shall do to return
the compliment.

FUIEND SIMPSOxVS STORY.
SOMETHING ABOUT "WATER FOR BEES."

r-']RIENDROOT:-I have a story to tell about™ wintering bees, and yet fear to tell it, on ac-
count of the criticism which I know, according

tothe books, and, in fact, according to all authorities
on wintering, 1 richly deserve. Yet "All is well
that ends well, " and it may be that we have gone too ,

far in preparing our winter quarters, &c. Now, T
will make a plain statement of facts, and you and
others can deduct your own conclusion.

During the summer of 1878, I purposed building a

honey house, with a cellar under it for wintering

my bees. During my leisure hours, I dug the cellar,

and when the honey season closed, I took sick and
the building of the house was abandoned. But, quite

late, I put a frame of poles in it, and laid the sleep-

ers across it with rails on them. The next step was
to get the straw ; but my team was in the corn field,

and no straw could be put on until the corn was all

cribbed. So time passed. At last, the corn was in,

and the next day it commenced snowing, and we
commenced hauling- straw. We had agood distance

to haul it, and the result was a layer of straw and a

layer of snow, until we had about two feet of snow
and straw on. when it got so cold and bad that wc
quit. That evening, 1 got some of my neighbors to

help, and set my bees in the cellar, the combs being
covered with frost, and the tops of the hives with
snow, with snow in the cellar, everything being di-

rectly opposed to teachings. Well, the next three

days were stingers, and I felt glad that they had es-

caped the severe freezing they would have got on
their summer stands. On the fourth day, it moder-
ated a little, and we commenced to haul straw and
it commenced snowing again, giving another layer

of straw and snow alternating, until I had abjut
four feet on, and quit.

Now I intended to set my bees out the first good
weather that came, give them a flight, and then put
them away according to the books; but no good
weather came until the last of February, and they
were put ra on the 7th of December. After they
had been in a week or two, I picked up heart, and
went in to see how they were getting along. When
I opened the door, I was sicker than ever; dr.ip, drip,

drip, from over head, the bottom of the cellar all

slimy mud, hives all dripping wet. Now, remember,
I had over eighty stands of Italian bees in there, but
not all the bees I had, for my lower apiary, as I call

it, contained forty-seven stands and I had them put
away according to the books, and 1 felt quite sure of

them. Well, after locking around a little while, I

found there were no dead bees on the ground, and
nothing about the hives to indicate disease or death.

So I closed the cellar, and came out of the rain into

the cold. Another snow and cold spell followed, last-

ing until sometime in January, and I did not oother

them for three weeks. When I went in again, the

snow had about all thawed off the straw, and it be-

ing flat, of course the water ran through and down,

over the bees. Kemember it was the heat of the

bees that melted the snow. I expected to find a sor-

ry lot of bees. When I opened the door, 1 could just

hear a faint hum, sufficient to let me know that

there were some left to tell the tale; but, as the

light of the lantern struck them, the humming
sounded like the joyous song of a June day. Still,

there was that drip, drip, from over-head, and the

hives were all wet from top to bottom, but there

was not a pint, all told, of dead bees on the floor.

Now, here is the point I wish you to mark: at the en-

trance of each hive that I examined, the bees were

out in regular circles, drinking the water that flow-

ed down the hive on to the alighting board, as 1 set

my hives in, bottom board and all, just as they

stat.d in the apiary. After drawing a long breath,

I felt better. I looked at them several times more

during the winter, and found them always, in great-

er or less numbers, taking water. Well, the result

was that I never saw bees come out in better condi-

tion in the spring; there was not a moldy comb, not
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a case of dysentery, and, although set out the last of

February, and before the last very cold spell, not

a case of spring' dwindling. Two only died, and they

starved. The combs of the other hives were full

of young bees with plenty of bees to cover and pro-

tect them during1 the extreme cold that followed.

My lower apiary that was put away in good style,

and kept dry, comsumed one half more honey, raised

very little brood, and, with dysentery and spring

dwindling, I got but little guod of it this summer.
All the honey I got was in the fore part of the

seasoD.

Now, friend Root, and brother bee-keepers, I have
given you the whole story, and a long one it is too,

but it may set you to thinking. The idea 1 have
drawn from it is, that dj scntcry is caused by thirst. -

tees confined a long time without water become
thirsty; to relieve that thirst they consume honey;

honey has more or less solid matter that cannot pass

off by evaporation through the pores of the body, as

water does, and the abdomen becomes distended and

diseased. This is but theory; but, hereafter, if I

have my bees in a dry cellar, I will keep a rag satur-

ated with water at the entrance, all the time they

are in winter quarters.

My report for this year is very slim, 4,200R>. of ex-

tracted honey, and 400 fl>. in prize sections, up to July

7th; none since. I started tlie first of May with 70

strong st'Cks and 4 weak ones, and increased, by

natural swarming, to 102. I doubled up this fall to

13J, fed 'i barrels of honey to late swarms, and feel

that if I get out with 75 good stocks next spring, I 11

be all right. Dm iug the last two weeks of July, the

month of August, and two weeks in September,
there was no honey in anything but Rocky Moun-
tain bee plant, spider plant, and the so called Simp-

son honey plant. I watched day alter day for bees

on other plants, but saw none. 1 have written

enough now to consign this to the waste basket,

and, wishing success to Gleanings, 1 close.

Jas a. Simpson.
Alexis, Warren Co., 111., Dec. 9, lb79.

You have given us a very valuable contri-
bution, friend 8. On lirst reading it, I was
inclined to think it only demonstrated what
I have often mentioned, that in spite of all

our learning and philosophy, we often tod
bees wintering nicely, under circumstances
we should consider, in every respect, to be
the most unfavorable. A few years ago,
after seeing a neighbor's bees come out
strong in the spring, when wintered a couple
of feet from the ground, on the summit of a
windy hill, with the upper stories all on, and
no sign of a honey board over them, I con-
cluded that protection was a mistake, and
tried a strong colony with nothing over the
cluster except a roof to keep off the rain. A
few bees were frozen at the outside edges of
the cluster, at every hard freeze, and, before
spring, the colony was all dead, while the
blanketed ones near by came through with-
out loss. I was forced to conclude my
neighbor's bees were an exception, and sur-
vived in spite of their exposed situation.
Besides the one colony without cushions and
blanketing, I tried all that were in the house
apiary, one year, before I could admit that
protection was really an advantage.
Now the point is, did your bees winter

nicely in spite of the dampness? or is it a
good thing to have them dampy In your

case, it should be remembered that the tem-
perature was excellent; it could not well
have been better, for it was a little warmer
than melting snow and ice all winter. Be-
sides, the air was pure; in fact, it was quite
different from the air of a cellar where
musty vegetables and the like are sometimes
kept. Now, in regard to plenty of water,
where they can have it to drink every day
during the winter; the experiments of Mr.
Langstroth and our friend McCord, last win-
ter and spring, seemed to show conclusively
the benefits of water, where bees were rear-
ing brood. I, too, tried the bottle of water,
and was surprised to see the bees use so
much. It may be well to mention that the
colony having it. although a fair one in
March, died with the dwindling, in spite of
the water. I fear the candy and bottle so
chilled the cluster, that it hastened the mala-
dy. Many of you remember that water was
considered, some years ago, a necessity for
wintering; Langstroth speaks of it in his
book ; but so many have since then declared
water not a necessity, that the idea, has been
mostly abandoned. For all this. I hive long
felt that bees often suffer, and perhaps die
outright, for want of water in winter. After
colonies have died, how often we see the
cells of candied honey uncapned one after
another, as if they had been searching for
moisture, or thinner honey ! But, here conies
a query ; in cold weather, there is often ice

and moisture right near the cluster. Why
do they not appropriate this? If they do,
does it prove unwholesome V Again ; during
warm, rainy weather, in the winter and
spring. I have often noticed bees standing
around, and looking out at the entrance.
Now, when water is dripping all around
them, why do they not go out and drink V I

have often seen puddles of water on the
alighting board, close to their very noses,
but I never saw them drink any; perhaps
they had drank enough, before I came
around.

With stores composed of a large propor-
tion of grape sugar, I have no doubt but that
water in winter would be greatly to their
benefit. We can readily give bees water in

the cellar, as friend S. suggests, but to give
them water in their chaff hives, all winter,
should it transpire that we wish to do so,

will be a little more difficult. AVe might
give them little lumps of ice right under the
cushion, but it would seem rather poor policy
to give them ice after taking so much pains
to keep it out. A piece of sponge laid right
over the cluster will do it, but that would
make t >o much disturbance, according to my
idea. Does it not seem that they would go
through the door and get it, if they wanted
water very bad, when wintered outdoors V

I am afraid they do not, and I am inclined
to think whenever we wish to start brood
rearing very briskly, we will gain by giving
them water as well as candy and Hour, right
near the cluster. How shall we do it best,

say in March and April V 1 paid friend
McCord So 00 for his idea of the bottle with
the candy, but I confess I don't quite like it

after all. Perhaps it was because I thought
it killed, or helped to kill, the colony I tried

it on.
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HOW TO PRINT CIKOULAHS AND HAVE
THtiTE ILLUSTRATED, WITHOUT
TV PES, PRESS, OR ANYTHING

OF THE lilMK

A PRINTING OFFICE THAT WILL PRINT
IN COLORS, FOR ONLY 50C.

iff] OR some time, I have been deeply inter-
ested in a process I am going to describe
to you, and had fully decided to make

an attempt to do away with the high prices
asked for the apparatus, before the Sunday
School Times took up the matter. As they
have done it so well for me, I take pleasure
in making the following extract from their
issue of "Nov. 8th. The engraving is our
own work.

A BOON' FOR SUPERINTENDENTS.
There is no earnest superintendent who has not

felt the need of some simple and inexpensive way
of multiplying copies of programmes, maps, illus-
trative sketches, circular notes to teachers or schol-
ars, special outlines for teachers' -meetings, etc.
Printing is unsatisfactory and expensive; the elec-
tric pen and papyrograpta promised to supply the
need, but they are boih expensive and troublesome.
Laletv. howe\ er, some Frenchman, I think, hit upon
the happy idea of using a specially prepared moist
composition pad for receiving a transfer from a
written page, and making impressions directly
therefrom, the same as from a lithographic stone,
or more nearly like the multiple copying process of
Mr. Edison, in which he used unsized paper for the
transfer plate. Numberless copies of this foreign
invention have been put upon the market here, such
as the " Electrograph," the "Chierograph," the
"Copygraph," the "Jellygraph," the "Lithogram,"
the "Multigram," and various other graphs and
grams the differences between which are not patent
to the observer.
Every superintendent can, however, easilv and

cheaply make one for himself, and he will tind' it al-
most invaluable in his work, as from one writing or
sketch he can quickly make from fifty to one hun-
dred exact copies with the least possible trouble.
For a piate capable of taking on an ordinary letter

page, procine one ounce of glue (the "white g tie"
makes the best looking pad, but any kind will an-
swer), and put it in soak in cold water until it is soft
and pliable. Then drain oil' the surplus water, place
the glue in a tin dish, and set this into another con-
taining hot water, similar to an ordinary glue-pot.
When the glue is melt"d, add six ounces of glycerine
which has previously been heated, and mix the two
thoroughly, adding a few drops of carbolic acid to
prevent moulding. Pour out this mixture into a
shallow pan a little larger than the size of a letter
sheet, say '.1x12 inches, and set it away to cool, tak-
ing care that the surface is free from bubbles. After
standing twelve hours it is ready for use. The pan
is best made of zinc, about half an inch deep, with a
cover, but a common baking-tin will answer every
purpose.

To use this composition, first write or draw on a
sheet of paper what you wish to duplicate, with a

good, sharp, steel pen, and a strong aniline ink.
When dry (blotting-paper must not be used , lay the
paper face down upon the pad, pressing it lightly
with the fingers, and allow it to remain there from
one to five mtautes, — one minute is generally suffi-

cient. On reVii iving the paper an impression will
be found on the face of the pad, and if another piece
of paper be placed upon it, it immediately receives
a similar impression; and as rapidly as sheets of
paper can be 1-iid upon the pad, lightly smoothed
with the haud, and removed, duplicates of the origi-
nal arc produced. As soon as enough are printed,
wash off the impression from the pad with a soft
sponge and cold water, and it is ready for use again.
This is all the apparatus, and, made as above, need
not cost over fifty cents.
The best ink for use with the above is purple,

made from" B. B. purple aniline" dissolved in water.
From this I have taken one hundred and twenty-five
good copies of one writing, a beautiful red may be
made from "Eosi ne, " and a fine green from "Vic-
toria green," either of which is good for forty im-
pressions. " Nigrosine B. " makes a good black, but
will not permit of more than eight or ten copies.
Blue from "Sol. 15. 1$. blue" is but little better. To
make these inks, dissolve the aniline in water until
it is a bright color, filter through muslin, and evapo-
rate until it is so strong that the writitig shows a
bronzy hue when dry, taking eare not to inhale the
fumes while evaporating it. In writing, have plenty
of ink in the pen. If the pad has stood some time
unused, moisten the surface with water before us-
ing.
Various substances may be added to the composi-

tion for the plate or pad, without materially affect-
ing its value. A portion of the glycerine may be
displaced by sugar. Soap has also been tried. If a
white plate, is desired, add whiting, or barata sul-
phate, or white lead, stirring them in well. The
principle of action is, that athin film of the plate is

taken off upon the face of each sheet, and with it the
ink. This causes the paper to feel sticky when lirst

printed, but it soon dries. As a consequence the
plate wears out, standing, perhaps, for two thous-
and impressions, but may be cheaply renewed. If

the surface be damaged, melt it again, over a slow
tire.

A good plan by which to secure placing the sheets
true with the writing is, while the original is on the
pad, to place strips of paper around it, just touch-
ing its edges. These adhere to the pad, and form a
guide for laying the subsequent sheets. If there
are large blank spaces where there is no writing,
they may be covered in the same way to advantage.
Ink stains up >n the fingers can be removed by alco-
hol, followed by pumice soap.
Plaintield, N. J. Geo. H. Babcock.

There ! does not the above make it all

plain V These pads are offered for sale, at
prices all the way from $1.00, to $1(1 00; and
it was just because there is such a specula-
tion on them, that I have been moved to de-
scribe the way in which the apparatus is

made. Let us see ! the oz. of glue will cost
about 1 cent ; the 9oz. of glycerine, about 18c;
and the tin dish, 4c. This would be 25c. for
the materials for a pad, note size. The "13. 13.

purple aniline
1
' is worth $1.00 per oz., but

an oz. would make about a gallon of the ink.
A bottle of ink could easily be furnished for
10c. I sent $3.50 to N. Y ., for an outfit, to

see just how nicely they got them up, but I

could easily furnish the whole, post paid, for
75c. With this process, you can easily give
prices on any thing you have for sale, and,
with a little skill in drawing, can make very
pretty illustrated circulars, and change them
every day, if you like. With the colored inks
mentioned, you could draw honey plants,
ive them the colors of life, and take a hun-
red copies of it, almost as easily as one. If

I had but a hundred or two subscribers, I

should try to give you one leaf, at least, of
samples of this new' art.

P. S.—The P. M. G. has decided that all

letters copied by the above process can go at
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prices of printed matter; viz., for lc. It is
not patented, nor patentable ; if any body tries
to make you think otherwise, he is a swind-
ler.

THAT NEW MATCH BOX FOR ANV
SMOKER,

3T is a comforting thought, that when I
find myself unable to invent to* order just

H what I want, I have only to mention it,

and some bright brother or sister soon sends
just exactly the thing wanted, it is friend
IJetts, this time, who has given us the match
box, the same who invented the diagonal
wires to prevent the bottom and top bars
from sagging. I gave him $5.00 for the idea
as soon as I saw it, that I might give it to
von. Let him describe it.

11IE NEW MATCn 1 OX ATTACHED TO THE
SMOKER.

P rheps you have nrver seen one of my new ex-
cel iior smokers. As I have frequently seen, in
Gl..;aninc;s, some one calling for a match box smo-
ke-, T invented the match box attachment, several
m rths ago. In Gleanings for last Nov., I see Mrs.
Jo^nn 'calling for one on the side; perhaps she
wo ild like something more complete.

I,. W. BEITS' EXCELFIOR COLD BLAST SMOKER
Differs from Simplicity C B. Smokers, in having the
following improvements:

1st. Fuel hole in the side as in pencil sketch.
I.'nd. A small draft on the other side opposite it,

mnVing a sure draft from one or the other.
3rd. It has a complete self closing match box.
4th. Tt stands upright like a sober man.
5th. It looks nicer.
The match box itself ha9 the following advan-

tages:
1st. There is no spilling matches. 2d. There are

no premature igniti 'tis. 3d. It is a match box com-
plete, which always stays closed, and has a place on
each side to strike matches. 4th. It suits either a
r*irhtor left hatided man. 5th. The boxes are eas-
'1 • made, cheap, adjustable, and can be attached to
nnv smoker, made or unmade, (ith. It can be man-
ufactured as an attachment, and sent by mail to all

who have none. Tth. It has nothing to get out of
order.

I think them a decided improvement, and have
Bent you a sample bv mail, though it is a poor speci-
men, being made from old tin. Try them. If you

don't like this, send it back, but be careful how you
write postal cards to me, for I hate them nearly.

C. A. l.ovell is several months behind on side hole
for fuel and draft. I.. W. BETT9.
Milton. Del., Nov. 11. 1879.

AIIA.TI <.ICJ'ETI.

fO-METHING ABOUT HIS F.AKI.IK1

CULTURE.
>\YS IN BKK

\rr\ DITORG LEANINGS: -I have a few facts con

V
|

cerniug Wisconsin's great bee-keeper, Adam
"- Grimm, that would perhaps be interesting to

some of your readers. There is an old gentleman
living near me, who says hi; sold Mr. Grimm the
nucleus of his extensive apiary. He says that soon
after Mr. Grimm cam;* from Germany, he sold him
a colony of black bees, in an old gum, for which he
received an English sovereign, and then assisted Mr.
Grimm home with his bees. They carried them
home, strung on a pole (as we would term it), a dis-

tance of three miles, which was quite an under-
taking, as it was a very heavy swarm. He also
states that he was at Mr. Grimm'shome three years
after, and he had some thirty swarms. From that
one. he accomplished these results, by dividing and
artificial swarming. It is quite evident that Mr.
Grimm brought his theory from his mother country,
and must have handled his bees at that time in box
hives, as this happened some thirty years ago; so
my friend informs me. By the way. this friend of
mine is an ABC scholar of yours, of TT years. He
has 28 swarms of Italians and hybrids in the Gallup
hive, with chaff cushion division boards, and packed
in chatf on their summer stands. He is also a read-

er of Gleanings. All this has been done in two
years. I mistrust he has caught the enthusiasm
that Adam Grimm had thirty years ago. There is

one more thing he has done, but I hate to own it;

he "scooped" his son and myself this fall, hunting
wild bees. M. A. Gill.
Viola, Richland Co., Wis., Dec. 15, 18T9.

DRONES IN WORKER CO:TIB I GAIN, NAT-
URAL. VKKSIS AK.IFICIALQIKFAS
AND CHAFF FAl hl\<- FOR WINTER.

fT is true, we sometimes find drones from natural

queens (both Italian and black), in worker comb'
~* but, in every case that I have seen, except when

the queens were old, the cells were not uniform in

size; either the comb was "wavy" making the cells

larger on one side, or, from some cause, the bees had

constructed a few irregular cells, and in them the

drones were reared. I have, however, had young,

artificial queens that would lay both drone and
worker eggs (they would hatch from H to % drones),

in straight worker comb, with cells of regular wor-

kersizc.

I have raised artificial queens, more or less, for the

last 13 years, and have tried nearly every way of

raising them, that I have yet seen recommended,
but have failed to get them to average as well as nat-

ural ones. If you have any way Of doing it, please

tell us just how it is done.

A few words will answer dozens of letters in refer-
ence to chalf packing. Pack chaff on all sides of the
hive; leave no side unprotected. One thickness of
carpet or bagtnntr is enough on the frames; more
would be worse than useless, as it is not as gooda
conductor of moisture as chair, and the chaff will re-

tain the heat. All that is needed of any cloth is to
keep the chaff out of the combs. Put 4 or 5 in. of
chaff on the cloth, oyer the frames. Put BO boards or
covers on the choff, except the cover to the hive or
packing boy. J. H. Townley.
Tompkius, Jackson Co., Mich., Dec. 16, lbT'J.
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BEES AND filUPtS.

i^j EEING the discussion in Gleanings as to bees

Sgrk eating grapes, we would like to give our expe-

rience, as we make grape-growing a specialty.

We have twelve acres of grapes and about 120 stands

of bees, blacks and hybrids, and we do not think that

we have ever had a grape punctured by bees. You
do not seem to be aware that the Concords are very
liable to burst, if there is a wet spell of weather
about the time they are ripe. In fact, their thin

skin is their weak point. About four years ago, we
lost nearly our entire crop of Concords, by their

bursting, on account of a two or three days' rain,

before they were quite ripe enough for wiue. If you
will take the p. tins to look at your Concord grapes
after every wet spell, when they are ripening, you
will soon become convinced of this fact.

Deliwares very often burst, because the bunch is

so compact that they have not room to grow, and
they are also so very sweet that the orioles are more
destrucih e to them. Our Delawares are about thir-

ty yards from our bees at the nearest end of the
rows, and may be one hundred yards from them at

the furthest cr.d. Our house stands by the side of

the bees, and, in consequence, is about the same
distance from the Delawares. We have usually
found it almost impossible to get a perfect bunch of

Delawares from the furthest end of the rows, and
supposed it was because the orioles worked there
more than they did near the house; but I suppose
we shall have to change our minds now, as you say
the further the grapes are fromt'.ie apiary, the more
the bees work on them. We have two brothers who
have about teu acres of grapes, within one-half mile
of our bees. One has two stands of bees, the other
none; and we have never known either of them to

complain of bees eating their grapes.
The only time when the bees trouble us seriously

is after we have commenced gathering the grapes.
We usually gather them in buckets, and pour them
into barrels in the vineyard. The handling bursts a
great many of them, and the bees get into the bar-

rels and get covered up. Then when we go to feed
the grapes in the mill, for crushing, we get our hands
full of stings, as we feed them out with our hands.
The grape juice seems to be an antidote for the
stings, however, as when we get through and wash
up, we cannot find where we have been stung, though
we may have pulled out fifty in the course of two or
three hours. At other times, a sting is very apt to
swell.

We certainly would not keep bees, if we thought
that they destroyed grapes, as we only make bee-
keeping a secondary consideration.

A. H. & Geo. B. Worthen.
Warsaw, 111., Dec. 10, 187.).

QUEEN REARING.
HOW DOOLITTLE RAISES THE QUEENS THAT GIVE

THE GREAT CHOPS OF HONEY.

iPj^N page 176, Dec. No. of Gleanings, Doolittle is

lOj) asked to stand up and tell how he raises queens.
To best do this, we wish to go back 7 or 8 years,

at which time we had a mania for artificial queens,
as they were then called. We reared a lot, by tak-
ing the best queen we had away from a populous
colony, the fore part of clover bloom, as the books
and papers told us this was the best time. We had
a fine-looking lot of queens, which, in due time, were

fertilized, and did not seem to be surpassed in egg-

laying that season, by any of those reared a little

after by natural swarming, although those reared

during natural swarming were nearly one third

larger. As soon as the first lot of cells was about

hatching, we took them all away, giving the bees

more brood upon which they started and sealed

upwards of 100 cells. To our surprise, these cells

commenced hatching in eight days from the time
the brood was given. About four hatched on the

eighth day; ten on the ninth; about twenty-five, on
the tenth; and by the thirteenth, all were hatched.

We experimented with those queens, and succeed-

ed in getting a few of the 8 and 9 day queens fertiliz-

ed, after they were two or more weeks old. They
laid well for a short time, but all died of old age be-

fore fall, one living only about a month. The next
spring, we lost a number of queens, finding them
dead at the entrance with a few bees around them;
ami upon tracing the matter out we found that ?£ of

this loss was of the queens reared artificially. We
were not slow to take the hint, and since then have
reared searely any aueens artificially. Our plan of

rearing queens is this: In the spring, we selrct the

stocks havingthe queens which gave us the best re-

subs the season previous and get them strong as

early as possible, by spreading- the brood, or, if wo
can do it in no other way, by giving them frames of

sealed brood from other stocks, so as to have them
swarm in advance of the rest, thus giving us ct lis or

queens reared just as bees used to rear them, when
they first came from the hand of the great Creator,

and he pronounced them good. These oils we give

to nuclei which wc form to suit the requirements of

the cells, and by the time we wish to use .queens in

the apiary, we have queens that are just as good as

those reared by any other method, and we judge we
shal be pardoned for thinking they are a little bet-

ter. As Novice tells you, we (my wife and I) arc

quite hands to unite bees, and, of course, keep an

eye out for the best queens at all times.

One other thing we think, and that is, that queens

reared from the egg, by all old bees ( " queens from
the egg" as Mr. Foster says), are but little better

than queens that hatch in nine or ten days from the

time the brood was given. This is our experience at

least, and we would give some of our experiments,

but it would make this article too long.

two queens in a hive.

There is one other way in which we get splendid

queens (and we see by back Nos. of Gleanings that

Novice is not slow to take hold of a good thing eith-

er), and that is, by keeping watch of all colonies that

show a disposition to keep two queens in a hive. We
have had several such colonies, and as fast as the

young queens get to laying, we take them away, and
in 3 or i weeks they have another ready. Thus we
kept one colony rearing queens all the season of 1877,

and had one other in the yard that had two queens
in the hive all the season, and both laying. We saw
those queens come together so as to touch each
other, at two different times. The old queen grad-

ually ceased laying and, at last, I found her at the

entrance, one morning in October, dead. It is not

necessary to wait for the cells to hatch in the colon-

ies showingthis disposition, but, as soon as they are

sealed, take them out and give them to nuclei, and
thus you can secure many queens of the highest

standard of excellence, provided the mother is such

a one as you care to breed from. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Dec. 1879.
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The position taken by friend I)., that
qneen cells produced by the bees during the
season of natural swarming under the in-

fluence of the swarming fever, and not be-
cause they had been deprived of their queen,
will bring forth longer lived and more pro-
lific queens, is by no means a new one. The
same ground has been strenuously held by a
great many, during the years past, and per-
haps by none more earnestly and vehement-
ly, than by our friend, J. M. Price, who
wrote for the American Bee Journal, lu or 12
years ago. In collecting facts on the subject,
so many strongly marked exceptions to the
rule were found, that I believe it was gener-
ally dropped, although all agreed that there
was a tendency to snort lived queens where
the cells were reared artificially, as it is call-

ed, unless careful precautions were taken to
prevent the bees from using large larvaB, to
nurse and feed up for queens. I do not
know that I ever had a queen hatch in s days

;

if I have, I do not now recall it to mind. I

have had ,puite a number hatch in n days,
but I have never been satisfied that these
were invariably poor. The half queen and
half worker, that we have many of us seen,
reared by poor, thriftless, weak colonies, that
lays a little and then is gone, is, of course, a
poor thing ; but, if I am correct, we some-
times find these as the results of natural
swarming, and especially, of excessive over
swarming. If natural swarming surely gives
better and longer lived queens, I wonder
why some of the friends I have now in mind
don't thrive and prosper as well as those
who do things more on the artificial way.

Friend D's way of knowing exactly the
worth of every queen in his apiary, and then
uniting that he may save only the best of the
large number he rears every year, is certain-
ly a most commendable idea, and I have
many times suspected that sharp wife of his,

whom I have never seen but have heard of
and from, has had very much to do with
many of these things, which has caused them
to bring forth such wonderful crops of comb
honey from a given number of stocks yearly.

I am very glad indeed to get encourage-
ment from two such worthy workers, in our
new plan of getting a race of queens that
will supply us with extra natural queens
without ever having a hive in the apiary
queenless. I am afraid, my friends, I shall

not be able to raise a thousand queens in a
season, if I have to get all the cells from
colonies bent on natural swarming, and have
them all from imported queens too. How
much more will I have to charge for queens
reared from such cells? As a good many
imported queens have been found dead in
front of their hives this fall, would we not
better find how Fiorini, Bianconcini, and
Tremontani rear theirs V "Who will tell us
how tlley rear queens in Italy V And by the
way, my friends, just keep a record of the
queens you have purchased, and tell us how
long they live. Did any one ever sell queens
that were reared from cells built only under
the influence of natural swarming V

" Let all

the facts come out, no matter how it hits. I

am quite in love with the idea, and have
been for koine time, of an apiary where all

colonies are allowed to swarm naturally.

Boys, how is it with the queens that come
from the woods V Are the ones you get out
of bee-trees always extra good?

THE NEW SUGAR CANE.

THE EARLY AMBER.

<7.J IXCE my offer of last month, to give

Oj any of our subscribers a few seeds of
'-' the new sugar cane, there has been so
much said about it that I have prevailed
upon our neighbor to furnish the following :

Mr. Boot:—You wish to know the name of the

seed that I sent you. It is the Early Amber sugar

cane, and I will give you my experience with it on a
small scale.

I received a small package of seed from the Com'r
of Agriculture, and planted it about the first of

June in my garden. It received no special care, ex-

cept that the weeds were cut out. I was surprised

to see it ripen about the first of September, making
nearly the whole growth in the short space of three

months. This determined me to experiment fur-

ther, thinking that sugar could be made from ripo

cane. As there was no machinery near for extract-

ing juice, I constructed wooden rollers, and succeed-

ed in getting about a gallon of juice from an armful
of cane. This was cooked down into a sticky, ropy
mess that was not very inviting. I was a littlo dis-

couraged, and th >ught no more about it for a few
days. When I came to look at it again, however, I

was astonished to find that it had grained, and I had
about two pounds of raw sugar— certainly "raw"
enough, but our Commissioner of Agriculture says

it is equally as good as the raw sugar of the South.

What the process of clarifying sugar is, I don't know,
and consequently could not experiment further.

The rest of my cane (about one square rod) T took to

a mill and got eleven gallons of juice, and from this

three gallons of syrup. You know how good it is, as

I sent you half a gallon. I find the syrup in the bot-

tom of the vessel has granulated.

This, then, would be my way of treating it: I would
make pretty thick syrup, put it away for a month,
and then about o:-:e half, I think, would bo sugar.

Drain off the molasses, and we would have a pretty

fair quality of sugar. I am satisfied that I could

furnish the syrup for 25 or 30c. per gallon, and make
a good profit from the land. My experiment shows
that one acre of cane will produce over 300 gallons of

syrup. I know of no cheaper feed for bees than this;

but this is not all the profit from the crop. I got

seed at the rate of 60 bushels to the acre, weighing

(guess work) about 40B>. to the bushel. I am s.> well

pleased with this cane that I have bought machinery
for pressing it, and intend to plant the coming sea-

son, at least an acre. Ika Bennett.
Medina, O., Dec. 14, 1870.

Friend B. did indeed bring me a half-gal-
lon about the day after Thanksgiving, and
I have eaten it at almost every meal since.
When I tell you I prefer it to honey or any
other kind of syrup, not even excepting ma-
ple molasses, you may be inclined to think
me extravagant, as do Mrs. II and the child-
ren, for not a drop of it will one of them have.
That it will make a suLrar that will do for
feeding bees, in poor seasons. 1 am well sat-

isfied ; for I saw the sugar in the feeders the
day I visited friend 15. Very likely, we can
feed them the juice, and let them do the re-
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fining; but we haven't got so far as that yet,

and the spider plant, you know, is still less

trouble ; for, with that, we do not have even
to squeeze the juice out.

P. 8. — I know the seed is good for turkeys.
for they followed after me, with wishful
looks, when they saw me have the stalks in

mv hand.
Later:— At dinner time, I happened to

think there might be sugar in our jug, and so

I pushed a knife down into it. Sure"enough,
there was sugar all over the bottom. I pour-
ed out the syrup, scraped up some of the
sugar which was in clear white crystals, and
washed them with hot water. It is sugar,
sure, and nice enough for bees or anything
else. In fact, after washing off the syrup it

seemed almost equal to coffee A, without any
refining or purifying. I confess I cannot see
why we cannot raise sugar a great deal
cheaper than we can buy it, and, if it hap-
pens to be a good season for honey, we shall

have nice sugar to sell. Bear in mind that,
if you have your sugar works near the apiary,
you will have to close the doors and windows
with wire cloth. We cannot have bees get-
ting drowned, daubed, and scalded.
The seed of this cane is worth 2-5c. per lb.,

and about 4 lb. are required to plant an
acre.

mikm"
This department was suggested by one of the

clerks, as an opp >sltion to the " Growlery." I think
I shall venture to give names in full here.

f
HEREWITH hand you one dollar, to pay you for
that nice tile, and the Gleanings for the next
six months. Now, friend Knot. I do feel mean

for willing that last letter and sending it to you, for
I do believe you do try to do right in all things. I

must have felt really ugly and cross. When the
boy came up from the office and handed me that file,

I do believe I settled down in my chair one foot;
why, I felt so mean I was ashamed to tell them how
I got it. So, please take ihe pay fi>r it. I have
thought mitiy times how delighted I should be to
see you, and now I should be ashamed to have you
know me here or hereafter. Excuse this pencil," for
I have no pen in the shop. J. Childs.
Amherst, Wis., December, 1879.

Well, well, well ! I have heard that truth
is stranger than fiction, but I never expected
we should have a manoutof the " Growlery"
and into the " Snidery," in the same number
of Gleanings. I did not take your letter as
particularly unkind, friend C, but I thought
it would do better for the " Growlery " than
any other letter I have had lately. I suppos-
ed [ needed it, and I guess it did do me good.
The tiles were some I bought of a dealer who
offered them cheaper, and, as soon as I found
out they were not good, I was very anxious
to replace all I had sold. The file justly be-
longs to you, and so we have marked you
for a whole year on Gleanings, and sent a
knife as a present for the boy who brought
that new file from the post-oftice. You need
not be ashamed a bit, friend C, if I should
ever meet you (and who knows but that I
may V). I should think far more of von, than
if you had never got cross and scolded. I do

not mean that it is right to get " ugly," as
you term it, but I do mean there are very
few in this world who have the moral cour-
age to come right out, own up, and say they
are sorry, as you have done.
"Joy shall be in Heaven over one sinner that re-

penteth, more than over ninety and nine just per-
s ms, which need no repentance."

Had it not been for your scolding letter, I
should not have made friend Alley that good
offer. And, by the way, I have just this
minute received the following from him, en-
closing a postal card

:

I inclose a card received from one of the growlers.
I wonder how it would look in print? But it would
not do to publish that side of the question.
Wenham, Mass., Dec. 17, 1879. H. Alley.

And this is what is on the postal card

:

H. All"}/:— Ynnrs, of recent date, is received.
Please accept thanks for prompt return of money.
Perhaps I was a little hasty in condemnation of you.
I am s irry I wrote as I did. as I know what it is to
be hurried and behind hand. I will most assuredly
order of you, if I want anv queens.

Plainfield, Mich., Dec, 1879. F. L. Wright.

Does it not seem, my friends, as if there
were a good many of us who would do well
to make just such confessions as the two
brothers above, who have started the way ?

BEE BOTANY AND ENTOMOLOGY.

A BIG BUMBLE BEE.

SEND by to-day's mail an insect which, next to

the moth, Is the worst enemy of bees we have.
There are great numbers of them hero- now.

They catch the bees on the wing, and their enpacity
seems illimitable. Please tell us about it iu Glkan-
ings. N. R. Fitz Hugh, Jr.
Picolata, Fla., Oct, 13, 1879.

The insect looked to us, like the " father
of all bumble bees," but, as looks are some-
times deceptive, we sent him to friend Cook.
His wings looked almost as if he might carry
off hens and chickens, let alone bees.

MALLOPHOUA BOMBOIOE^.
The insect sent by Mr. N. It. Fitz Hugh, Jr., of

Piolat*, Florida, i« the Mnllophort bomboido^, Wied,
referred to in volume VII of Gleanings, page
14, and in Uh edition of "Manual of tht- Apiary," p.
300. As I gave no description then, I will d > so now.
in color, form, and size, it much resembles a bumble
bee, hence the specific name, bomboides. ltisl?o in.

in length and expands 2'4 inches.
From the color of the hair, the body i« generally

of a lght yellow; though the •-yes, antennae, l^gs
feet, and a band near the lip of the abdomen, which
below along the sides ext'-nds to the thorax, are
black. In ihis specimen, the upper surface of the
thorax is black, but the hair is rubbed off. The
wings are smoky.
A-the characters of the eenus and family and the

habits of the insect were given by me in the articles

already referred to, I will not repeat tbem. Th '«e

insects of the Asilidoe family are noted pests to apia-
rists. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., Nov. 28, 1879.

LOPHANTHUS SCROPHULARIFOLIfTS AND SCROPHU-
LAHIA NODOSA— A COKRECTION.

In December Gleanings. I mention Lophanthu*
scr phularifoliU8 as .< sort of sriant h> ss >p. The ed-
itor surmises th»t it is rel >ted to the Simps >n h'>ney
pbint (Nodosa scrnphularia) Th^re is no plant by
the nam" of Nodosn scrop'iularia, but there is one
called Scrophularia nod sa. Tt belongs to a differ-

ent order from the Lophanthus. The latter is a
mint: the first-named is a fiirwort. W. J. Bead.
Michigan Agricultural CoUege.
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A CHEAPER IMVSMON BOAKIK

ALSO SOME GENERAL REMARKS IN REGARD TO DIVI-

SION HOARDS.

«r]?F I am rig-tit, it is admitted by all who have faith

Jyi in modern management of bees, that the divis-—
' ion hoard is an indispensable fixture, and I be-

lieve it to be second only in importance to that of

the movable frame itself.

The chaff division board is undoubtedly a very

tine arrangement, particularly for a cold hive; but-

then you know we want something cheaper, just the

same as a cheaper frame than your metal cornered

frame was wanted. For a chaff hive, perhaps a

board division is as good as chaff, and the board

division is perhaps the cheapest that can be devised.

If so, then let us all discuss and endeavor to improve

it just the same as other fixtures have been improv-

ed. This fixture seems to have been rather neglect-

ed, while others of less importance have had more
than their share of attention.

All will agree that a division board must be effect-

ually prevented from warping; that it must be

susceptible of removal without jolting, even after

the bees have perfected a good glue joint; that it

must be air tight; that it must be so arranged as to

adjust or accommodate itself to any variations in

the make-up of a number of hives, for, while a few
may be found cut with great exactness, many others

will be found varying too much for anything but an

adjustable board to fit any and all of them; and,

lastly, it must be as cheap and as simple as possible.

Having these requisites in view, I have produced a

division board that seems to fill them admirably.

It never will be patented, although ever so useful.

I have patented four inventions in my time (not

pertaining to bees), and they did not pay. No, gen-

tlemen of the bee fraternity, not near so well as

bees, although I keep only a small apiary.

Were I using a single walled hive, without outside

protection, a chaff division board would be decidedly

essential; but, in reverse cases, all that is needed is

one that will effectually retain the animal heat, be-

cause, you see, these boards are placed in a position,

where condensation can not take place in the man-
ner you so forcibly illustrate in your ABC.
In August, 1878, 1 made a new chaff hive with walls

not so thick as yours, and placed a late, medium
sized swarm in it, contracted to 6 frames with a pair

of division boards made after the fashion of the one

sent you. After the first long and severe cold spell,

I found them as dry as in summer, with scarcely a

dead bee, while others were dripping wet and had

suffered severely, and they had a single wall and

chaff divisions. This one, with the chaff hive and

board divisions, kept dry and clean all the winter

through, and spring too; they also kept their num-
bers good by constantly breeding, and in very early

spring were "on the boom" saving for me several

feeble stocks; during the swarming season, I drew

on them for 2 good stocks, and, in addition, took 50,

pound sections.

I do not produce this isolated case as being suffi-

cient proof in regard to the virtue of these division

boards, for, of course, it is not; but it does prove

one thing quite conclusively; that is, they effectual-

ly retained the animal heat, otherwise the bees

could not have bred up so like magic as they did

during so cold and backward a spring as the last one.

BAKER'ti simmer division board.
Well, here it is, taken from a colony, right out of

practical use, this very day. From my experience,

they will remove the year around, leaving the oil

cloth strips or segments at the ends as sound as

these. I find that it tries the coils that shut in over

the metal rabbets much harder than the segments,

as this division board will show for itself. I use a

frame just the size of 6 Langstroth sections, so you
see this board will not fit 5-our hive. If I would take

both oil cloth segments off the board and hang it in

my hive, there would bo just ?i in. space at each

end. The segments a little more than fill this space

so that they slightly depress when placed in the

hive. This, then, is the manner in which the divis-

ion board accommodates its shape to the walls of

the hive, and thus, too, being of a yielding structure

removes quite freely. D. B. Baker.
Kollersvillc, Sandusky Co., O., Oct. 22, 18T9.

To make this division board, you would
get out 7-8 boards, about 1 in. less in length
than the hive is wide. The bottom, where
it strikes the bottom board, is brought to a
sharp edge, to avoid killing bees. With a
half-inch cutter head, now run a groove in
each end of the board, in which to drive the
strips 1-2 by 7-8, to prevent the board from
warping. If these grooves are 1-2 in. deep,
we have the strips standing out 3-8 in., and
this allows just about the proper amount of
room for tacking on the strip of oil cloth.

The oil cloth is so loose, that it bulges into a
sort of half tube; and when the division
board is pressed into the hive, it makes a
perfectly close joint. The top bar is just like

the top bar to any frame, and to close the
holes in the rabbets, little rolls of oil cloth
are tacked to each supporting arm, in a very
secure and ingenious way, orignated, I sup-
pose, by friend Baker. As this idea seems
to be an excellent one for closing the rabbet,
with any kind of a division board. I will try

to make it plain. Get a strip of oil cloth,

about tj or 7 inches long, as wide at one end,
as your top bar, and gradually tapering to i
in. wide at the other end. Tack the broad
end directly across the end of the top bar,

and. commencing at the narrow end, roll it

up tight. When rolled clear up, it will come
under the end of the top bar, as shown in

the engraving. Now, before you let the roll

slip out of your lingers, fasten it with two
small tacks. The strip's being narrower at
the end inside of the roll will make the roll

look like a short tube, and a tack is to be put
inside of this tube, one at each end, and
driven up into the underside of the top bar.

I am thus particular, for, if you do not fast-

en these rolls securely, the propolis will pull

them out, and they will be left sticking in-

side of the rabbet, when the board is moved
along or pulled out hastily. These boards
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can be made without trouble, for about 10c.

each, or $1.00 per doz. Notwithstanding all

that friend B. says about them, I cannot
think they will give as good results in cold

weather, as a division board made of thin

wood enclosing chaff orsomething of a like

nature. The thin wood might be warmed
up by the cluster so they could rest against

it, while the other side was covered with ice;

but, if the single 7-8 boards had ice on one
side, it would be pretty sure to cold on the
other.

WHY DID THEY PERSIST IN SWARM-
ING OUT?

fjlRIEND ROOT:—July 2d, a swarm of bees came
out, and we put them in a hive, and thought all— would be right; but they came out again in

about 24 hours, after having built some nice comb.

Then we put them in another hive, giving them a

frame of brood, and the frame of comb made the

day before, and thought surely you will not desert

any more. Well, July 4th, they came out again and

started off, but with dirt, water, and the music of an

old pan, we brought them down again, and hived

them.
I made up my mind that they had no queen, and

went straightway to another swarm to And one for

them. I overhauled them, took out all the frames,

and hunted an hour for a queen,— for the queen, but

could not find her. I could not use an embryo one,

as the frames were not like my others. AVell, I had

just got through hunting, when out the bees came
again, determined to go off; and off they went, in

spite of me.
I am one of your little class, and never had much

experience, and don't know what to do. I have just

ordered an A B C of you, but.I am afraid it won't

tell about this affair. What ivas the matter? Had
they a queen? and, if so, what made them discon-

tented? Is it a difficult matter to find a queen in a

hive of bees? and how should one proceed to Qnd
her? what time of day, etc?

The hives I am using are similar to the Simplicity

story and half. Both the hives I used with the run-

aways were new. S. H. Garfield.
Hamilton, Fillmore Co., Minn., July 4, 1879.

If you put in a frame containing unsealed
larvae, your case is a very singular one, friend
G. It could not be on account of their not
having any queen, as far as I can see, for
queenless colonies are the ones most sure to
stick to unsealed brood. It is possible they
lost their queen when first coming out of
the hive, or that, by some mishap, she did
not go along with them ; but, in that case,
they would not have remained in the hive at
all, but would have swarmed out and gone
back to the old stand. Again, a swarm
without a queen seldom remains in the hive
long enough to build any comb ; if they do,
they invariably build drone comb, whether
they have brood to keep them or not. Did
you notice whether the comb they built was
drone or worker V If worker, they certainly
had a queen. A frame of unsealed brood
would be much more apt to hold them than
a new queen. Practice will enable you to
lincl queens without trouble. I would not
look more than ten or fifteen minutes in any
hive for a queen, much less an hour. Shut
up the hive and try another one. It is prob-

ably lucky you did not find the queen, for
the swarm would have killed her, and then
you would have had two colonies to fuss
with. The ABC has much to say in regard
to absconding. Are you sure the hives were
not set where the hot July sun drove the
bees out? Newr swarms should always be
carefully shaded.

WILL REQIJEENING IN THE FALL
PREVENT "DWINDLING?"

SfPSjfcURING the past four years, I have had several

f[Jjj colonies each year, that were queenless during
the month of August. I gave them young

queens, and, if necessary, a few bees, and I have al-

ways noticed that these colonies were my very best

the next season, and yielded the largest profit. In

Sept., 1878, 1 reared and introduced about 30 young
queens. Last spring, I noticed quite a number that

were far outstripping the rest, and, upon examina-
tion, I found that they were labeled "Received
queen, Sept., '78. " I at first attributed it to achange
of stock, but two of the queens had been reared

from my own stock, and one of them was second best,

so this idea was exploded.

This has been a poor honey season, yet these

stocks havogiven a larger average profit than a like

number of my best, in any year previous-. They
were entirely free from the disease called "dwind-
ling, " while the rest of my stocks were not, but only

a half dozen suffered badly. These stocks that 1 re-

queened lltst fall had no brood in any form, nor had
any of my stocks that I examined. The young
queens that I introduced commenced laying imme-
diately, without stimulating, and these stocks went
into winter quarters with plenty of young bees,

while the others did not commence to breed until

the first of January. I verily believe that nearly all

of these would have dwindled and died, had they not

been wintered in a cellar. As they had none but old

bees, these would have died before they could have

replaced them, had they been wintered out-doors.

Asmy neighbors lost heavily by d windling, I conclude

that in-door wi tering saved mine. My very worst

had a half pint of bees and a queen left, and as they

were pemevtring Italians, they came out all right by

the close of the honey season, without much assis-

tance on my part.

As a preventive of dwindling, I would suggest rc-

queening in the fall, and cellar wintering, providing

you have a suitable cellar. But who will furnish the

queens? As you, Mr. Novice, seem to be the most

expert hand at that business, I think that you ought

to take the contract at starvation wages, and board

yourself.

I have practiced what I preach this fall again, and

will report, if you wish. I. W. Vankirk.
Washington, Penn., Nov. 26, 1879.

Thank you, friend V. Your premises, I

agree to; or, at least, I admit that a large

part of the spring dwindling is caused by the
bees in the hive being too old, and that any
means that will cause the bees to rear a lot

of young bees in the fall will do much to ob-
viate spring dwindling. Your conclusion,
however, that the only way to secure this

state of affairs is to put young queens in our
hives in the fall, 1 can hardly agree to. By
feeding, or, what is still better, by the use of

flour candy, we can get almost any old queen
to rearing brood, and I think this will be
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about as well as giving them a young queen.
Many of our queens do better the second
year than they do the first ; would it not be
a great waste to kill all these off V Getting
your colonies to rear a nice lot of brood by
feeding, I think will answer every purpose.

FROJI GERMANY.
ANOTHER RELATION OF THE SIMPSON HONEY PLANT. |

j

Simpson honey plant. I am very glad to
hear that GLEANINGS " travels," and if you
do not get your numbers back again, let us

j

know, and we will send you more. I, too,
would be glad, my friend, if we were not so
far from each other ; but it encourages me
more than you can think, to hear that my
work has gone clear into the homes away
across the great waters.

W THE NEW GRAPE-SUGAR REE-CANDY.
ings how busy you are to furnish your bee

" farm with honey-producing- plants, and hare
learned, by your instructive journal, that you have
been very successful in procuring excellent plants

for summer and autumn bee pasturage. Now, I

think it would be agreeable to you to have also, on
your bee farm, a flower which yields honeyin abund-
ance early in the spring. I therefore take the liber-

ty to send you a small package of seeds of the

Scrophularia vcrnalis. It is a perennial, German
plant, and will blossom in the second year after sow-
ing, but as early as the crocuses. As soon ns the
snow is melted away, and the weather is favorable,

you will see the bees gather the sweet nectar from
it, all the day. Of course, a plant yielding' honey in

abundance so early in the spring, is of the greatest

importance to every bee-keeper. After a proti-act-

ed winter confinement, the bees long to have fresh

honey and pollen, and I take it for granted that one
pound of fresh honey does them more good than
two pounds from the old stock in their hives, or of

that which we feed them. Feeding in spring- will be
every time more profitable when the bees are able to

gather some fresh honey from the flowers.

After reading- your report in regard to the Simp-
son honey plant, and more of the Spider plant, I

should like to have some seeds of these wonderful
plants. You would oblige me very much if you
would be so kind as to send me some seeds only in a

small package, by letter.

We have not had, in most sections of our country,

a good honey year. The weather was too cold and
wet throughout the season. Only the bee-keepers of

the heath (Heidimker), in the province of Hannover
and the dukedom of Brunswick, have had some
profits from their bees. Buckwheat has failed, but
on some fine days of August and September, the

bees gathered honey from the Erica vulgaris.

Your ABC, which I had the pleasure to see at my
friend Lohmann's, who did reside, last winter, in

Brunswick, is a very instructive and unparalleled

bee-book for everyone, both in the Old and New
World. Your Gleanings, I must tell you, is, in

fact, a genuine vagrant in Germany; at least, the

copies you send me are never at home, and their

migrations go further than those of the good old

Vicar of Wakefield, from the blue bod to the brown;
they go from one be^-keeper to the other.

I might wish Medina were not so far from Bruns-

wick, and I could have, for a short time, the woid cut

of your " Home of the Honey Bees," for our Bienen-

zeituna. I would give a description of it in this pa-

per. The picture of your bee-farm is wonderful and
very attractive. C. T. H. Gravenhorst.
Brunswick, Germany, Nov. 21, 18"9.

Many thanks, friend G.. for your seeds
and kind letter. I value the seeds all the
more, as I judge, from the name, the plant
must be a relative of our much-esteemed

IT SEEMS I AM NOT THE ORIGINAL DISCOVERER,
AFTER ALL.

fN some cages of queens received last sum-
mer, I noticed some soft white candy that

~* seemed to have the property of keeping
moist, even during dry weather. I tasted it,

and wondered a little what it was made of,
but passed it by. Just now comes the fol-
lowing :

A. I. Boot: —J see by your October No., that you
have discovered a new bee-candy. I have used the
same (without the flour), since about the 1st of June
last, for food in queen cages. If you will look in the
cages of the queens I sent you, you will find the
same candy. I discovered it by accident, and also

discovered that queens can be shipped long distan-

ces without water, when supplied with this candy.
I have shipped a great many queens this season,
some in your section-box cages, and find that they
will stand confinement longer on this candy than on
clear honey. In fact, I do not know that I ever lost

a queen when provided with it, and I have sent them
very long distances, without water. This has been
a poor season, all things considered. Our apiary has
averaged us $12.86 per colony, cash, for bees, queens,
and honey sold, and we have a few hundred pounds
of honey on hand, but will keep it till spring.

F. L. Wright.
Plainfield, Livingston Co., Mich., Nov., 1879.

Although I think this candy may be much
better for sending queens (as well as cheap-
er), I do not believe we can dispense entire-
ly with water. During warm weather, the
candy keeps quite warm and soft ; but at the
approach of cool or cold weather, the grape-
sugar mixture, like honey, becomes quite
hard.

KEEPING QUEENS OVER AVINTER IN A
CAGE.

A cage is now standing in our office, con-
taining bees which have been healthy and
lively for about two weeks. They are sup-
plied with candy, sealed honey, and a bottle
of water. Although the room gets quite
cold nights and over Sunday, it does not
seem to harm them in the least. With our
cage, such as we send a half-pound of bees
in, I have but little doubt but that we might
keep a queen in good health all winter. It
would seem they should be allowed a fly, at
the approach of a pleasant day, but there
would be a difficulty in this, as they would
be almost sure to swarm out. If the queen
was caged at such a time, I rather think the
bees would all come back safely. Who wants
a queen with a half-pound of bees, to see if

they can keep them over winter on water,
candy, and honey ?
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ADVANTAGES OF A HILLY OR MODN-
TA1NOUS DISTRICT FOR AN

APIAKY, &C.

LTHOUGH this is the third year of my resi-

dence in this county (Lewis), I have never vis"

itcd the tops of the high hills around me until

to-day. Col. McGee, of Clarksburg, furnished the

horses and led the way to the summit, where he said

I would find my bees in a sea of flowers, and learn the

source of all that honey that is coming- in so rapidly

just now. I can't tell all I saw, but I know I wished

that A. I. Root was there to feast his eyes on that

scene. There were thousands of acres of beautiful

flowers, some of the yellow flowers being higher

than our heads, when sitting on the horses, while

some of the blue and white only came to the stir-

rups. Looking down the slopes, we could see the

large basswood and poplar, sourwood, red-bud, spice-

wood, and many other kinds, covering a greater area

than the flowers. I send you a specimen of each of

the flowers I gathered. When I got home, wife and
daughter gathered around me, exclaiming beautiful,

lovely, so sweet, etc.

The tallest of the yellow flowers gi-ows from 2 to 8ft.

high, with many branches, and is called here, "Fare-

well summer; " it is an excellent honey plant.

The yellow, bell shaped flower grows from one to

three feethigh; the velvety blue, about eight inches;

the variegated blue, about one foot; the other blue,

from one to throe feet; the specimen with only

buds, one to two feet, none of that being in bloom
yet. Interspersed with all of these, is the golden
rod in abundance, just coming into bloom. The
same plant bloomed in the valleys a mouth ago.

Col. McGee says, when these mature other flowers

spring up, and the scene will be the same a month
hence.

The elm is the first to bloom in the spring, then

the soft maple, sugar tree; red-bud, willow, poplar,

in May; basswood, the last of June. There are so

many honey bearing plants, trees, and flowers, I

can't think of them all; even the teasel grows wild

here. All of these and many more grow here in

abundance, and always will, because the side hills

are too steep to be cultivated. There are a great

many wild bees in the woods, and numbers cared

for in " My Daddy's Hive" (gum and box); some of

the keepers know the drone3 lay all the eggs; a few
have the movable frames, mostly the Langstroth,

and some of them now want the Italians, 1 have
sold a few colonies, and but few queens. I raise

most of my own queens, and have about 100 colon-

ies, afew of them black. M. L. Williams.
Vanceburg, Ky.,Sept. 8,1879.

SUNFLOWERS FOR SHADE, AND ODDS
AND ENDS.

yp|k NE of the brothers of the class from Salem, O.,

WJj/ Mr. Frank Taber, writes:
" Many, no doubt, would like to hear, through

Gleanings, the result of your experiments with
sunflowers for shade, how arranged, etc. I have
tried several shades, but none are satisfactory.

Please give us your experience."
With us, as mentioned in a previous article, aspar-

agus was first set by each stand. Asparagus does
not make shade enough, and it will not stand up, but
lops down in a manner quite provoking and untidy.
This year we secured excellent shades by putting a
sunflower or two (one is better than two) about a

foot to the east, another about two feet to the west
of the asparagus. I would not advise the planting
of asparagus, however. Just put three sunflowers

in line, a foot and a half apart. Some of ours were
planted on the spot, and some of them transplanted.

They bear transplanting well, and either way ans-

wers. Good plants, and extra early, can usually be
got from the self sown seeds where sunflowers grew
the previous season. When the stalks get 6 feethigh,

pinch them off. The apiary is made to look much
neater by keeping them short and of even hight.

Moreover, the lower leaves of very tall sunflowers

are somewhat apt to wither and let the sun in. If

you start the plants early, and let them bloom and
go to seed as quickly as they choose, they will be apt

to ripen and dry up before you are ready to dispense

with shade. By preventing or delaying bloom, the

plants are kept green longer. Most sunflowers

branch out very profusely, and will soon weary their

owner out if he tries to keep them from blooming.

Some, however, most rigorously limit themselves to

one head, and will not branch out when the terminal

bud is pinched. These are the most desirable. I am
trying to establish this trait by selection of seed, but

my this year's plants, many of them, went back to

their old habits. Perhaps another year's discipline

will show more complete results in next year's

plants. My present opinion is that the sunflower is

about the best of green shades; but I still adhere to

my old opinion, that our coming shade is not a green

one at ajl, but a positive, artificial, movable one. I

hope to know more on this point next fall at this

time than I do now.
There, now, it won't do to keep it any longer. I

feel ever so much taller than I did. I want to make
my salam, and shake hands with the boys all around.

I have gone and done it. I have bought the apiary

here, and am no longer a brevet bee-keeper, but a

genuine member of the fraternity.

condensation of water in unprotected hives.

Directly after that cold spell with which Novem-
ber came in, when the mercury went down to -within

14° of zero, I opened some hives that still had all the

extra space that was given them in the summer for

honey storing. Of course, the bees had had a pretty

hard time of it. I was not, however, prepared to

find such quantities of water of condensation as I

saw. Puddles of it were on the bottoms of the

hives, and the I in rahbets were trough* of water. Re-

flecting- on this circumstance, I hit upon a little in-

vention that may be of use. Why not utilize the

condensing power of a sheet of tin, to keep drops

from forming on the honey and woodwork, where
they will soak in and cause perpetual dampness?
Between the ends of the frames and the back side of

the hive, I mean to place a strip of bright tin. The
head of a tack, partly pressed into the wood, will

hold the upper end of it, while the lower end rests

on the bottom. This, on account of its position, will

be a trifle cooler than the air that circulates in the

hive; and I anticipate that nearly all the free moist-

ure will gather on it and run down. Such a condens-

er is at least very simple and inexpensive. Can you

think, dear teacher, of any hanii it could possibly do?

I, too, would like to see what can be done with the

queen that does not kill her daughters; but I can

not take her, as you suggest in November Glean-
ings, as I have another queen-rearing project that

would interfere.

I hold up my hand for the queen mentioned on
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page 431, that has her house supplied with stores

while her neighbors have none. I shall not want
many queens, however, — only two or three. — but

would like the very best without regard to recent

importation. The fact is, I won't have many Italian

queens of any sort around my shanty until I can lirst

see them decisively beat our blacks at honey-gath-

ering—a little trick which they have so far omitted
tu do.

THE CLOVER EXPERIMENT.
Those late-sown clovers which were to be made to

bloom this fall did, three of them, show bloom. They
were all from clover No. 4. A little description of

this plant in my last clover article was omitted, by a

printer's "out," probably. It has pure white blooms,

not even turning pink in fading, as other white-

bloomed clovers do, but fading to yellow. Red-clover

honey is tinted somewhat, usually, but we could

hope for a snow-white article from such as No. 4.

Not only is the bloom white, but the seed is of a

creamy white. Quite desirable it would be, for an

improved clover to be recognizable at once by the

seed. The young plants of this sort make nearly

twice as rapid growth as any other sample of clover

I have. Although large, the stalks are not coarse

and bean-poley, but rather finer than usual. But
the crowning quality of No. 4 is its readiness to come
up. All my other samples, nine in number, make
me trouble by their unreadiness to sprout. Every

seed of No. 4 seems as prompt to start as good sound
corn would be. Hundreds of thousands of dollars

being lost to the farming community every year by

the failure of clover seed to "catch," this quality of

No. 4 is a very attractive one. But alack-a- day ! all

good is not given to one. No. 4, at present, is rather

lunger tubed than ordinary clovers. I perceived this

when selecting it, but resolved to give it a trial nev-

ertheless. Shall we gain a clover that will give

more hay to the acre, always catch when it has a de-

cent chance, prove its own purity in spite of tricky

seedsmen, and, withal, expose snow-white treasures

to our delighted bees without !et or hindrance? Ah,

shall we? I had a disagreeable feeling that this must
be from a stray seed of an already established varie-

ty of clover; but no, it is a genuine variant, or

sport, as is fully proved by the three young plants

that have bloomed. All three of them revert to the

ordinary red of clover blossoms. If I do not get a

young plant to continue the parent characteristics,

it will be queer. E. E. Hasty.
Bodley, Lucas Co., O., Nov. 16, 1879.

In regard to the shade, I think the grape-
vines will prove least trouhlesome, ;ill things
considered, and with chaff hives no shade at
all will he needed, unless you choose. The
plan of condensing the moisture may be in-

genious, but, if I am correct, in a properly
constructed hive there should be no moisture
to condense. We are all interested in the
clover that is going to bloom the season it is

sowed, and, in fact, in any improvement in

clover; for clover is a great staple, aside
from bee culture.——»-••«»-

MORE ABOIT THE HONFY THAT
plka>ei» QUK.EN victoria

SO WELL.

For practical use, I think the 5 inch foundation

preferable rather than that made by the 12 inch mill,

from the fact that two pieces of the 5 in. welded to-

gether will not sag in the frames. This is not my
experience only, but that of several very practical

apiarians.

We have used it for the past 3 years, made by the

mill I purchased from you, and hived new swarms
on the same, in hot weather, with no trouble from
sagging.

FOUNDATION STARTERS FOR COMB HONEY.
The honey furnished by Thurber & Co., for the

Queen's table, was from my lot, in my fancy boxes,

and built upon foundation made by the mill I pur-

chased from you. Is not this making the use of

foundation in surplus boxes a "grand success"?

I was about the only person who advocated its use

for surplus honey, at the New York National Con-

vention, and last spring received a letter from Capt.

Hetherington, of Cherry Valley, wishing to know
my particular method of using it.

The thin flat bottomed fdu. is far superior to use

for surplus honey. C. K. ISHAM.
Peoria, Wyoming Co., N. Y., Nor. 22, 1879.

BALLING THE QIEEN.

ALSO SOMETHING AROUT WINTERING BEES.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT THE 5 IN. FDN. MILLS.

SHAVE been using comb foundation for the past

three seasons, and llnd it a great success. I also
~~ have sold considerable quantities of it. I pur-

chased, I believe, the first 5 inch machine you sold.

^Jrjk.0 bees ball any other than a strange queen?

JXjJ) and what are their motives for so doing?

The followingoccurred with me, in an attempt
to reinforce a colony of bees, Sept. 20, 1879: The col-

ony was weak; cause, an unfertile queen. I obtain-

ed ten quarts of bees of a neighbor, and dumped
them in the hive; about thirty minutes later, I look-

ed at them and found a perfect slaughter going on
inside the hive. I at once opened the hive, and
found that I had added a black queen with the bees.

The black queen was balled to the size of a goose

egg, and by the same bees that I put in with her.

I removed her at once and severed her head from
her body, with my knife. I also found my yellow

queen completely balled up, between two combs,
and not a black bee could I find among those sur-

rounding her. I then raised one side of the hive

and brushed out about one quai't of dead bees; the

number was about equally divided between the

black and yellow bees. This loss occurred within a

period of 35 minutes after reinforcing them.
In about one half hour more, I looked again, and

found that not over a score of bees had perished

since the removal of one of the queens.

Will some one better acquainted than myself tell

why such a deadly conflict should ensue during the

presence of both queens in the hive, and subside so

suddenly upon the removal of one?
I have had a somewhat similar occurrence since.

Nov. 8th, my little boy called me, and said the bees
were swarming. This I was certain was not the

case, as I had put all my bees in good shape some
time before. 1 repaired immediately to the apiary,

and found a swarm of black bees settling down to

one of my hives. As the new comers began to alight

about the entrance, my bees rushed out in goodly-

numbers to drive them off. Witt open pocket-knife,

I took my place beside the hive to watch for the

queen. Very shortly, she lit, and attempted to en-

ter, but the sentinal on guard soon put her to flight

again. By this time, the bees had begun to alight

promiscuously upon everything within reach. The
queen shortly made her appearance again, alighting
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this time on the top of the hive, but no sooner had

she lit than the bees rushed at her, and caught her

by the legs and wings; in fact, they did. not seem

particular where they got hold, so thai each had his

grip upon her. I killed the queen on the top of the

hive where she had lit, and removed her body out

of reach. The bees clustered where the queen was

killed, and remained there until about sundown,

when they pushed their way into the hives near by.

R. B. Bobbins.
Bloomdale, Ohio, Nov. 23, 1879.

I have noticed pretty much the same thing,

friend R., and have been not a little puzzled
to know why bees should ball their own
queen, just because some other happened,
by some accident, to get into the hive. Bees
do often, when demoralized by want of food,

lack of numbers, or lack of protection, ball

their own queen, as if she, poor thing, was
responsible for all these things; and I have
sometimes thought it was a kind of way they
had of doing when anything unusual turned
up. Why that murderous jack-knife, friend

R.? I should take a queen cage, and put
the offending queen into it, and perhaps
some neighbor might want her.

Pertaining to Bee Cnltur-e.

[We respectfully solicit the aid of our friends in
conducting this department, and would consider it a
favor to have them send us all circulars that have a
deceptive appearance. The greatest care will be at

all times maintained to prevent injustice being done
any one.]

M BROTHER bee-keeper thinks T oughtM to be put in Humbugs and Swindles.—
' He gives, as a reason, the following

extracts which were taken from a letter from
one of his customers. Very well ; I am will-

ing to go any where, where my friends
think I belong

:

You ask me where I got my five queens; T got
them from Root, Medina, O., and he swindled me
out of my money. He may be a particular friend of
yours; if so, 1 can't help thinking that he is a fraud.*******

I ordered 3 for my neighbors, from Root last year.
They were of no account, so I paid them back their
money. A. H.
Nov. 13, 1879.

Before replying to this, I wish to make a
few general remarks. Where one succeeds
nicely with a purchased article, he feels

pleasant toward the man he purchased of,

and everybody else ; at least, such is the gen-
eral tendency. If he has bad luck with his
purchase, I "believe he is usually inclined to
feel cross toward the one who sold him the
goods. Years ago, before I ever thought of
selling queens, a neighbor who had just
commenced to keep bees sent off for an Ital-

ian queen. I had been over to see him, help-
ed him transfer, etc. ; and one day, on meet-
ing him, I asked him if his queen had come.
"Yes sir; she came all right, is introduc-

ed, and laying."
" Well, neighbor B., you are getting to be

quite an expert, if you are so far along al-
ready. Did you have no trouble in finding
the old queen?"

" There was no old queen in the hive ; we

looked it through and through, and knew
there was none, and then introduced the
Italian.'

1

"And were you so reckless, as to risk let-

ting her out, without finding the old one at
all ? She is surely killed."
"But we found fresh eggs, so she must be

there."
"Why, friend B., those eggs were from

the old queen that you had overlooked. I
will go right over and find her for you."
Sure enough, there was the old black

queen, doing her work, as if nothing had
happened. Now for the lesson in human
nature.
"Well, the queen was a swindle anyway;

she was nothing but a hybrid."
"Why, friend B., why do you say that?"
" Well, I know by her looks she wasn't

pure."
My friends, what do you think of that?

Most of you know how little we can tell

about any queen, after a long journey, and
how much less we can decide whether she
be hybrid or pure, judging from her looks.
Now, in regard to the letter above ; I have

looked up the correspondence, and here is a
part of it.

Mr. Root :— The queens I ordered of you came to
hind all right. I rec°ived them in just one week
from the day I made my order. They were as lively
as though they had not been confined and hustled
around on the cars. They were fine queens. I intro-
duced my"&3.00 queen into a nucleus, and thought I

was doing all right. I confined them for the first

day, and when 1 looked at them at night, I found
them all dead. My hive was too warm. It smoth-
ered them all, and melted the comb all down. So
much for the first tr al.

I introduced the two $1. queens, and they are all

right, and doing well. The bees in this section of the
country are not doing any good. There is no honey
for them to get.
Tell me how late you send out queens. I am a be-

ginner, and want some one to set me going in the
right way. I want to get rid of the common black
bees as soon as I can. A. H.

I do not mean to insist that all of the
queens I sent him were in no way in fault,

for I do not knoAV that positively ; but, as
they were dollar queens, they were bought
with the understanding that some of them
might not turn out first class. I know, too,

that friend II. did not expect his letters to
come up thus in print. I hope he will ex-
cuse the liberty, inasmuch as it may prove a
good lesson for us all. We shotild beware
about writing or speaking to anyone in a
way we would not do to the individuals
themselves. I can not see, friend II., why
you should pay the money back to your
neighbors, if you delivered to them untested
queens in good condition. If I should war-
rant dollar queens to you and not to others,

I should be doing an injustice.

TIN PAILS AND BOXES FOR EXTRACTED HONEY.

Some time ago I wrote you in regard to some tin

boxes and pails for extracted honey, but did not re-

ceive any answer until I read it in the Dec. No. of
Gleanings. I put my honey up in 5 and 10 b. pails,

but had to pay considerably more here than your
price. I have nearly sold out, having only about 200

or 300 lb. left, or I would give you an order. I still

think those tin boxes would be nic^, but it would
hardly pay to give an order now with so little honey,
it is only basswood honey that is fit to go into those
tin boxes. Chas. Oliver.
Springboro, Crawford Co., Tcnn , Dec. 11, 1879.
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m <%rci»km?
[This department is to be kept for the benefit 01

those who are dissatisfied; and when anything if

amiss. I hope you will "talk right out." As a rule
we will omit names and addresses, to avoid being
too personal.]

¥OU will remember I ordered the queens the 4th
of June, and you kept me waiting- for them

. till almost the last d»y of the month, which 1

do not think right. I should have hern better satis-
fied, if you had sent enough only to cover the money
received, and that at once. Your way of dealing1

iV

not .hist the thing-

, anil you need not' be surprised
when I tell von, I am done with you, and cannot
read your silly bosh with any gusto.

Yours in disgust, E. M. G.
Oct. 30, 1879,

Are you not a little hard on a body, friend
G.V It is true, we did not fill all orders for
queens promptly in June, and as we have
never been able* to do so, I have advanced
the price for that month, on purpose to give
us a little better chance to be prompt. You
remember you did not send money in accord-
ance with our advertised prices, and. judg-
ing from former cases of the kind, I thought
best not to attempt to fill the order, until I

had heard from you. Your reply unfort-
unately never reached us, but just as soon as
you informed me you had written, I sent the
queens at" once, without the money. Would
you, my friend, want to fill orders for queens,
from utter strangers, without the money in

advance ? You wrote once, I believe, that
they had done you but little good, for you
had lost 3 out of the four we sent you. Yon
surely did not mean to urge this as a reason
why you should not pay us? I know it is

very natural to want to' feel cross at some-
body, when we have had such losses, for it is

one'of my worst besetting sins, but have you
not noticed that we feel a great deal better
when we consent to bear our share, or a lit-

tle more, thus closing the matter up pleas-
antly, and then resolve to look out next time ?

If, in your judgment, my ways of dealing
have not been fair and honorable, tell me
what amount will make it so. and I will try
to pay it. I am sorry my writings have not
pleased you, but. as people's tastes differ so
widely, it would be rather strange if I should
succeed in pleasing everybody. As I seem
to please a great number, shall we not shake
hands pleasantly, as it were, as we bid each
other that final adieu you speak of ?

Dear Sir : — J do not know as your patrons will
complain, but J think you are a little seUish in not
giving; O. E. Coon's full address until you secure all

of that brag seed to sell to us at a good profit. Now,
I should like some seed of him, or I will go without
it. And, still fmther: is it right for you to advertise
and recommend tbins-s that are of no earthly use to
anyunet for instance, that /iiv with the notch in it,

lor setting- saws, it was g-ood for nothing-; it crum-
bled all to pieces the first time f used it. Then that
Adams' Horse-Power, price $50.00, now piled with
thp waste lumber. When F wrote you to advise me
about getting- it, not one word did you answer. Now,
in your destroying- H. Alley's reputation in doing-
business, do you not think it will increase yours?
Friend Alley is a very honest man (I judge), and ex-
pats everyone to lie the same, and has trusted peo-
ple all over the different Mates. You try for one
year, and see if you can fill your bills more prompt-
lyffhan he does. .1. ChUiDS.
Amherst. Portage Co.. Wis., D ( fV s, 1879.

^
Steady, my friend. If you will read O. E.

Coon's letter over again, you will see he re-
fers to page 34(3, Avhere his full address is
given. I did not know until this minute that
the address was not on both letters. How
could we know your file was a poor one,
when you had nevercomplained? We send
you another to-day. Tut, tut, friend C. ; I
gave a picture of the Adam's horse power,
it is true, but I did not, in so doing, guaran-
tee that you could make one that would be
satisfactory to you. Because you threw
yours away, does it follow that the idea was
a bad one?

I beg your pardon if any letter or postal
was allowed to pass by unanswered; but,
friend C, as I have never had any practical
experience with horse powers, I don't know
how I could answer. I am very much oblig-
ed for the confidence the friends seem to
place in my judgment, but even though I do
know a little about bees, and machinery in
general, there are a good many things (yes,
and more too) on which my judgment would
not be worth a straw. Are you not a little
rough, about my trying to get friend Alley's
business? If I wanted to sell all the queens
myself, I should hardly be trying so hard to
have others help supply the demand. I cer-
tainly do not wish to destroy friend Alley's
reputation, but I do wish to have him take
better care of his customers. To prove it, I
will make this offer: in our May No., I will
ask for the names of those with whom friend
Alley has not settled satisfactorily. If none
reply, I will give him an advertisement of 1

inch, one year. This is worth $25.00 cash,
and he has 4 months time, in which to settle
up old accounts.

i'adiez' (4k)mrin\enL

•yjfteERHAPS, as I told you last spring how I started
v^£ with my bees, you would like to know the re-—jj suit. I had twenty-five fair colonies when
white clover came into bloom. I increased to 38
colonics, all in good condition for winter, and took
about 1,780 lb. surplus— 400 lb. extracted, and the re-
mainder comb honey. I think even Mr. Muth, who
seems so particular, would be satisfied with the
straight combs of nice white honey, packed in my
honey room, waiting removal to market.

COLOR FOB SHirPING-CRATES.
By the way, I find pink an admirable color for

shipping--crates. It gives a fine appearance to the
honey. I do not think my bees gathered much from
white clover; but they worked like little beavers on
Alsike and red clover. Basswooddidnot yield much
here, on account of the high winds which prevailed
at the time it was in bloom, and, altogether, do not
think it has been an average year for honey here.

Mns. Rose Thomson.
Cowlesville, N. Y., Nov. 25, 1879.

Very well done, indeed, Mrs. T., for a sea-
son that everybody is complaining of. If
you succeed as well during good seasons,
you will soon be among the veterans. I am
very glad indeed to hear you have succeeded
in getting nice honey in the sections. I
wonder if getting nice comb honey is not es-
pecially woman's work ; I believe the nicest
filled sections I have ever seen were from an
apiary belonging to one of our women bee-
keepers. Will Mrs. T. please send us a bit
of wood painted with the shade she prefers ?
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SPRING DWINDLING.

FRADENBURG'S PLAN FOR ITS PREVENTION.

fi
WILL now g'ive my plan for prevention of spring

dwindling, and, as I said in my former article, I—
' would like to have as many bee-keepers as will,

try the experiment that I shall propose, and report

the result; then wc can tell whether my theory is

correct or not.

1 will take some hives, like the Langstroth or your

li-2 story that has a portico, and make a light frame
that will just fit inside the opening- of the portico,

and cover this frame with wire cloth, and put it in

place in the entrance to the portico. It can be fas-

tened with light hinges, hooks, buttons, or any such

device. Thus you see I will shut my bees up at home
on all the cold, chilly days, but not shut them into

the hive by closing- the entrance. The main idea is

to give them the benefit of fresh air, and sunshine

when there is any, and a little chance to exercise

their wings, but not to fly off and get chilled. Of
course, I would not think of keeping the screen al-

ways closed. On warm days, after it gets really

warm, I will open the screen and give them a fly

once or twice a week, but be sure and know, before

letting them fly, that the air is quite warm enough
not to chill them. I believe there are many days in

the spring-, after the bees begin getting pollen and
honey, when the loss of bees by flying out and get-

ting chilled amounts to more than what they gain in

stores. I expect some bees will worry about the

screen, trying to get out, and die there; but I.think

not nearly as many as would die if the ordinary en-

trance to the hive were closed. Try, and know.
A. A. Fradenburo.

Port Washington, O., Nov. 17, 1879.

While I think it very likely that many bees
might be saved by a judicious confining of
them to their hives, I am inclined to think a
hive, with the entrance closed, without any
portico, would be better. I have fastened
bees in the hives while in the cellar, in just
the way you suggest, but they came out and
died clinging to the wire cloth. I have also
confined them in that way while moving
them in the fall, and during cool weather
they would nearly all of them go back upon
the combs. The more I think of it. friend
F., the more I am inclined to think it would
be an advantage in the hands of a careful
bee-keeper who is always on hand at the
right time. Remember, there will be many
days in the spring when the morning gives
every promise of a most favorable day, but
about noon, perhaps, it will cloud up and
the weather change so suddenly that you
may lose great numbers of bees in spite of
all the precautions you may take in keeping
them at home.

^ •
SCOTLAND.

BEES AND BEE-KEEPING IN 1879.

BEE-KEEPING, this season, has been a failure.

Of all the bad seasons the present race of bee-
keepers have had to contend with (and such

seasons have been by no means few), the season of
1879 has been decidedly the worst. From all quarters,
reports come to us of wholesale death and starvation
among bees; whole apiaries cleared out, and not a
single " ruskie " left to mark the place where, but a
little while ago, whole colouies were toiling and

singing as bees only can. Even from the most favor-

ed spots in England, we have letters bewailing the

loss of whole apiaries; and little wonder; more ty-

rannous than Pharaoh of old, the wretched summer
supplies no material for the poor creatures to oper-

ate on, though they wandered more widely and
searched more diligently than did the brick-making
Israelites. In the whole month of July, our best

honey gathering month, there wci-e not more than
four good honey-gathering days; so rare were the
" westlin winds" that "bring hame the laden bees,"

and so frequent the easterly winds with their sad
drizzle.

We learn from correspondents in various parts of

Aberdeenshire and the north generally, swarming
has been the exception and not the rule. Swarming-
with us was about six weeks late and only from one
swarm, a Ligurian, have we been able to secure any
surplus honey, all the others needing their stores for

self support. The working power of these foreign-

ers is indeed astonishing, and their early habits are

worthy of imitation. Our acquaintanceship with the

Ligurians and our observation of their merits, have
led us to decide on abandoning the old native race.

No doitbt the Ligurians are dreadful thieves, but
their thievish propensities find little scope in a com-
munity where all alike are "tarry Angered;" or it

may be the honor which is said to exist among thieves

will make honest bees of the Ligurians, when all

temptation in the shape of black bees and their

stores is removed. Anyhow, since we Ligurianized

our apiary, we find less fighting than with the native

bees; and, besides the decrease in robbing and wor-

rying, we find the honey yield of the Ligurians to be
most certainly greater than that of the old race.

Returning from this digression into which the

mention of Ligurians has led us, we would remark,
how unfortunate it is that such a year should have
overtaken us when the public had become really so

interested in the subject of bee-keeping! Through-
out the country, a keen interest in bees has been
manifested, which a glance at the newspapers will

amply demonstrate, shows and other apicultural

matters finding a place among other items of news
that the general public are supposed to peruse.

This year, we have had noted apiarians from foreign

countries visiting the exhibitions representivo of

this country's apiculture, America, Germany,
France, and Italy, especially, sending delegates.

What a pity then that we should be seen in such

form by " chiels amang us takin' notes!" but worse
than the weak front presented by the great gather-

ings is the fact, that some honey and bee shows have
had to be entirely abandoned this season, and, when
held, these local exhibitions have been almost minus
honey exhibits.

All we now want in this country is a scries of good
years to place bee-keeping on a firm basis, as one of

the regular industries, and to make good its claim

to'rank among the most profitable of them.

Parkhill, Aberdeenshire, Scot. K. M. Greig.

The "Christian Weekly " writes to one of our sub-

scribers, as follows:

As to Mrs. Cotton, although we can not find any-
thing positive against her, 1 think, in the future, we
shall decline her advertising.

. B. C. EVh-RiNGHiM, Manager Advertising Dept.

It seems to me they find it a little hard to own up,

that they have been in the wrong.
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%ml§ 4 pain,
From Different Fields.

fN November Gleanings, I saw something said
about the length of time that the eggs remain

_j in the cell before hatching-. 1 thought it was
well known that they would hatch, even if over a
week old. List summer, I used the queen from a
nucleus, and they failed to raise a new one from the
eggs left, so I gave them a piece of new comb, about
as large as my hand, taken from a new swarm, and
every cell containing- an egg. For 3 weeks it re-
mained untouched, and then they built out the cells
and capped them over for workers; but there was
no sig-n of a queen-cell anywhere in the hive. Then
I g-avethem a frame of old comb with fresh eg-g-s,

and in due t me they had a new queen. I have fre-
quently noticed eg-g-s remaining a week untouched,
and thoug-ht it common. Bees have done virtually
nothing- in this section except increase; and as much
as half of the increase and a Large proportion of the
old stocks have not honey enough to winter on.

Stephev W. Hall.
La Moille, Marshall Co., Iowa, Nov. 27, 1879.

You may be right, friend II., but if you
are it is something that has so far escaped
my notice. Whenever I put eggs into a
hive, after three days' time I have always
found the eggs hatched into a minute larvae,

or spoiled for want of warmth or care ; at
least I can remember of no exception to this
rule.

CELLAR WINTERING.
Send me one thermometer to hang in my bee cel-

lar.

Now let us quarrel a little. Your chaff and cush-
ion hives are not worth their cost to winter bees in.
The best winter hive is a frost-proof room or cellar,
then learn how to use them, and you have got the
right hive.

I commenced the season with TO swarms, increas-
ed to 145, and have taken 2200 tt>. of honey. Bees
were in the cellar ou Nov. 20th, all in good order.

D. L. Buler.
South Fairfield, Lenawee Co., Mich., Nov. 21, 1879.

There are two conditions, friend B. You
say "a frost-proof cellar,'" and " then learn
how to use it." If I am correct, both of
these are difficult to attain ; so much so, that
I think it safer to advise our ABC class to
winter out-doors.

Mr. Rout:—I wrote to you some time ago about
shifting- my bee-shed, and you advised me to shift
the shed gradually. I could not do so, as the posts
were in the ground; so I carried the bees into my
cellar, and took down the shed and put it up again.
Mr. Doolittle talks of carrying bees into a cellar
without disturbing- them. I can't do it; but my bees
always act differently from other folks' bees. Oth-
er folks' black bees do not go on red clover; mine
always do when there is honey in it. Other folks'
bees (Italian) do not sling- or rob; mine do, and they
are go->d at it. So, as I said. I carried the bees into
th" cellar, Nov. 3d. It was too warm, and they kept
up a roaring-, nig-ht and day ; so 1 had to carry them
out to the new shed on the 15th, after they had been
in twelve days. The shed was shifted thirteen or
fourteen yards, back from where it was before. The
15th was a fine day, and, on opening the hives, how
they did fly! it was a perfect jubilee with them. I

think the only bees lost were a few who mistook
their hives, and went into other hives. 1 had a good
day to move them, and am thankful. I will not put
them into the cellar again.

If you put the bees in the shed in the same
position they formerly occupied, it is my
opinion they would have made no trouble
had you not put them in the cellar at all

;

for the shed is such a strong landmark they
would have gone to it any way.

ITALIANS VERSUS BLACKS AS ROBBERS.
In September last, a girl came to me, saying that

they thought one of her father's hives was being
robbed, ami wished me to go andsee. Before I went
I looked at all my bees, and found all the blacks as
quiet as usual; but the Italians and hybrids, every
hive where the bees had yellow on them, were going-

it in style. When 1 went to see the neighbor's hive
which they were robbing-, they were just tumbling
over one another in handfuls, and all in yellow dress.
I shut up the hive. They tried every part of it to
get in, and then pitched into the next hive, "U there
was Of them. It was a strong- hive, but, if I had not
shut it up too, they would soon have made short
work of it. I waited till nearly night, then let the
robbers out, and carried the hives into a dark closet
and shut them in. Every spring and fall I have to
make the entrances of my black bees small, so as to
enable them to defend their hives. I used to think
the black Dees needed reformation, but they are
honest in comparison with the others. All bee-
keepers around me give them the same character.
One thing- more: 1 would advise bee-keepers to have
all Italians or else all blacks. In spite of what Mr.
Cook says of the twelve or fourteen points of supe-
riority of Italians over the others, they are whittled
down to a very small point with me, and with others
around here also, even at the risk of being one of
the unfortunates who delig-ht in being- contrary.

I do not despise the Italian bee, but think there
has been an awful number of lies told about them.

The case of robbing which you mention, I

think was one where the Italians discovered
a hive of stores unprotected. In such a case
they are ahead of the blacks, because they
are more enterprising. It is almost univer-
sally agreed, that Italians will be laying in
stores without trying to rob at all, at seasons
when the blacks do nothing but rob, and ac-
cumulate nothing. I have often seen this
state of affairs, when keeping both kinds of
bees in my apiary.

BENEFITS OF FEEDING DURING A SCARCITY OF
FORAGE, ETC.

When I told you of my feeding three swarms 29 lb.

of sugar made into syrup, in September, I forgot to
tell you that I fed it in eight days, and gave it to
them at night. In the day time, they carried in a
great deal more pollen than unfed bees, and, on tho

!
ninth day, I weig-hed them again, and carefully;

i they were just 22 lb. heavier, and there was no rob-
, biug. I suppose if I had fed it all in—say two days,
i

the result would have been different; but, I suppose
I

if I had fed it so quickly, and had weighed them eig-ht

J

days after feeding-, the result would have been about
! the same. It will not do to feed a certain quantity
i

of sug-ar and expect your hives to weigh just as
i much.

I think it is well established, that colonies
fed every night, during a dearth of honey,

: will gather more pollen and rear very much
more brood. A pound of sugar ought to

: produce a pound of sealed stores, aside from
; what is used for brood-rearing, and consum-
ed by the inmates.

SIZE AND SHAPE OF STARTERS.

Some bee-men put a small bit of fdn., triangular
in shape, into 4J4 x 4J£ sections. Is that as good as
more?

I do not know that the shape of the starter
is very material, though it has been suggest-
ed that a triangular piece is nearer the natu-
ral shape. Bees will get along faster with a
large-sized starter, but the base of the cells

is more apt to be objectionable in the comb
honey. With the very thin fdn. we are now
able to make, I think it very likely that it

will pay to have the fdn. till the boxes.

VACANT CORNERS IN SECTIONS OF HONEY.
My bees leave holes in corners of sections; how

Can I get them to till them up? JOHN DAWSON.
Pontiac, Oakland Co., Mich., Nov. 22, 1879.

Bees are more prone to leave these open
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corners when the yield of honey is not very

good ; when honey is coming in rapidly, and
they are crowded for room to put it, the^

will fill every cell, clear up to the wood
Filling the section-box with fdn., as men
tioned above, seems to favor filling out the

corners, yet does not insure it during a poor

How of honey.

UNSEALED STORES FOR WINTER.

1 see. on page 49fi of December Glf,a kings, thai

•you ask if it i* an advantage to use unsealed comb
of honey to winter bees on, and if anyone has tru e

lit. I have always advised and practiced having
sealed stores when this is possible, hut sometimes,
when colonies are united and fed late in the fall, a c

queen-rearms- nuclei, for instance, T have had therr
leave some of their honey uncapped: and if the«'

were suitably packed, I could not see that it was an<
disadvantage I had several colonies in this condi
tion last winter, and they wintered tinelv. I sup-
pose, under th<*se circumstances, Ihere is specia'

need that the hive should be dry inside, which con-
dition seems to be secured by the use of ohaft'.

A. D. Weed.
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 8, 1879.

ADVANTAGE OF BEING ALWAYS WITH YOUR BEES.

We have six apiaries on shares, in the country, and
our own apiary at home. Apiary No. 1, at home, fi-

swarms, gave 2,340 lb. of section honey, 130 lb. of ox
tracted honey, and 41 new stands; but I hadtokil
the new swarms so as to feed the rest, to keep them
over winter. It took all except 138 lb. in frames sold
to neighbors to winter their bees on. Apiary No 2.

41 swarms, gave 450 lb. of section honey, and 207 lb

of extracted honey. I killed the increase to feedth
remainder.

Apiary No. 3, 12 sw'ms, A. Knupp's, no honey, fi inc
" 4, 11 " J. Shnlers, " " 7 "
" 5, 8 " W. Yagel' s, " " "
" 6, 2 " C. Teonharfs, " " 1 "

So you see that those bees at home, with care, out-
strip all the rest. Thiswasthe poorest vear for bee?
for many years. Of hees that swarmed two or threi
times, I dare say six-tenths will starve before March
1 know young swarms that came about the 20th of
dune that h ave not got 8 pounds of honey; 1 mean
tirst swarms.

DYSENTERY IN THE FALL.

John Elliott told me, about three weeks ago, that,
being in his apiary, he heard a peculiar hum of bees,
and; on examination, found that it came from three
hives. The bees were all on top of the frames, and
when he uncovered them they began to fly, and ha 1 '

the worst dysentery he ever saw; so he killed them
at once. What was the cause of dvsontery in those
thrte swarms, out of his apiary of 07 swarms?

Henry Knupp.
Warren, Pcnn., Dec. 6, 1879.

I have never seen a case of dysentery in
the fall, such as you mention, and I can give
no reason for such an occurrence, unless it

was that these three had gathered stores
from something which the rest did not find
An examination of the hives might reveal
something else. How does the honey look
and taste ?

Mr. Root: — J should think you would get out of
patience with us, for, every time we think of any-
thing we write to you, as if we had made some great
discovery, when perha s it is as old as bee-keeping.
By we, I mean the ABC class. In the first place, I
have a chaff hive that is a little different in its con-
struction from yours. Don't we all like anything
we make ourselves a little the best?

LEGS TO HIVES.
Do you object to legs to a hive? I don't Like to put

them in the ground, for it must rot them so much
faster. Rowland White.
Grand Rapids, Wood Co., O., Dec. 9, 1879.

I object to legs to hives, because it is so
much harder for the bees to get in at the en-
trance. It is true, you can put a slanting
board up to the entrance, but this, with the

legs, would be an extra exoense. mid it would
he hard to keep the space under the hives

rjlean and tidy. If the corner posts to the
hives are rested on four half-bricks, and coal

cinders are piled up just even with the bot-
tom around the outside, the bottom will not
rot: and, by covering all with n. little clf-m

white sand, we can have it all clean and
tidy, without any lurking-places for spiders,

toads, and otherenemies of the bees.

HOPES NOT BLASTED, AFTER ALL.

Well, friend Root, I see you have got me in Bla c t-

^d Hopes, but I h >ve just begun to be encouraged.
; have been keeping bees 25 vesirs, and one vPil'- "fo
last spring thought T would mike a business of it,

vnd so vou call me an ABC scholar. Well, I didr rd
ill of your ABC books, and then gave them awaj ;

r alsoV ad ihe A. B. J. and Gleanings, and many
ither bonks in that line; I also bought Ave colonies
>f Rev. Mr. Saulsburv. Those were nice b«cs. This
ins been my ftr-t failure in business, but then, may
e one needs to fall, so he may know how to rise.

But, " On to victory!" so. give me a good season and
' will tell you a di'Terent storv. My bees now are
ill packed in chaff boxes, with plentv of sugar to
>at. W. Emerick.
Sumner, Lawrence C.i.. 111., D-c. 6, 1879.

GOOD FOR AN A B C SCHOLAR.
Remembering the bees of mv childhood's home, it

'oeurred to me th it bee-keeping would at least pro-
vide an occupation and assist in making our income
arger; so I bought fi stands last spring, increased to
'4, and sold $50. worth of honey. I don't know of any
on" else around here who has dine half so well even
in honey, while the great majority are not able to
ealize over 5!b. of honev to a hive. Let me say,

•• ; u'ht here, that I consider that to vouv admirable A
B C and to Gleanixos, the credit is mistlv due.
^riend Sawyer and T exchange publications; ho
takes Gleanings. T have puwhased some verv tine
ineens of Messrs. Dadant and Hai'bur?t ; among the
est, a tested imported one. which h is given promise
of being extra, good. Would yon car.' for s -me of
her dniohters next war? T shall not expeet nv of
my queens to produce hybrid workers, and will
make all such good. The neighboring bee-keepers
h ve already given me orders aggregating 250
ineens: I intend raisins- about 500.

I shall send you, before long, a design for a bench
o make hives on, as so few are able to fret out the
-tuff in go-«l shape by hand. I think you will like it

;

[ know I do.
ANSWERING LKTTERS mvself.

I have written you a Ion? letter, and wish you.
would answer it yourself, even if it waits a week; I

^•ould feel better satisfied. T. L. Vandorn.
Omaha, Nebraska, Nov. 3, '879.

We shall be very glad indeed, friend V.,
to see your plan of a work-bench. I have
often thought of something of the kind for
bee-keepers.
In regard to my answering letters individ-

ually ; it seems hard to refuse "so simple a
request, and since so many have made it of
late, I think I shall have to tell you why I

can not well do it. I have learned by expe-
rience, that it is far better for me to have
each letter answered the day it is received.
If I commence laying them away until some
better time, a pile will accumulate, and I

shall have them lying on my conscience and
worrying me every day for months it may
be. Well, after reading a letter through, as
I always do everything you write, I am bet-

ter prepared to answer it then than I evpr
shall be again, for it would be a great waste
of time to read a letter more than once, and
enter into the spiiifc of it, and get acquainted
with the writer, as I always try to do. Now,
I do not answer letters at all ; in fact, I have
been absolutely unable to answer the kind
letters I have received from my own broth-
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ers and sisters, for years past. This is what
I do : I have a lot of lead-pencils sharpened
up to a keen point just like a needle. As I

read your letters carefully, weighing eaeh
line and sentence, I use these line-pointed
pencils to indicate to the clerks, between the
lines or words, the outline of their answers.
The words I put in, at the proper point in
the sentence, are something like this :

• Yes;
no; perhaps; probably; (). K.; can't prom-
ise; see A 13 C ; see price list; accept his
proposition; do all he asks," etc., etc.; or,

in cases which specially demand it, I often
write more at length on the margin of the
letter. From these penciling the clerks
write the answers, and, before the cards and
letters are mailed, I read every one careful-
ly, and, with these same line pencils, amend
or correct the replies. As soon as a pencil
gets worn so it is not line, I take another.
and, when all are dull, have them all sharp-
ened again. Now, to do even this, for all of
you, I have to economize my mental powers
to the utmost. After working an hour or
two hours at the letters, I take a run over
the grounds or through the rooms, and see
how the boys and girls are doing, and this

alternation of duties is generally kept up
from before t> in the morning until after 9 at
night. It is true, I decide many difficult

points on pretty short notice, but I am
obliged to decide hastily or not at all. My
type-writer is used only for my work on the
journal, such as I am writing now, and it is

in use the greater part of the time. I have
made this explanation, mainly that you may
not scold, and call me unfriendly, when I do
not reply to you personally.

HOW I INTRODUCED A QUEEN ON DEC. ]ST.

Having one stand of black bees yet, and two
swarms of Italians that were not as large as 1 wish-
ed, I determined to Italianize the blacks and unite
the It dians. So I removed one Italian queen and
united the two Italian swarms by smoking- them;
then I removed the black queen, and smoked the
bees and queen thoroughly, then lifted a frame of
bees out, and placed the queen among them. Some
began to feed her; others, to bite her wings and legs;
one tried to sting her, and 1 took him by the wings,
held him out and smoked him, till he promised,
solemnly, never to sting any thing again. I watched
them a few minutes, and saw that they were not go-
ing to kill her .just then, at least. I -then placed the
frame in the hive and closed ir, and kept a watch on
them, but the queen is there to-day, and all right.

FRIEND ALLEY AND HIS QUEENS.
As a great amount of talking is being done in re-

gard to All'.v's business transactions, and about his
queans dupli'a ing themselves in their queen pro-
geny, I have this to say : Two years ago la»t August,
I sent to him for on •, "dollar" queen, and last

March or April, I sent for one tested queen to be
sent as soon as possible. The first came promptly;
the second, some time in July. Both are very yel-
low queens, but small. Neither one will duplicate
herself. I have raised but two queens from the
tested one. and they are nearly as black as black
queens, and both pro luce hybrid bees. How is that,
when a m in < ri'rj a queen that the breeder can
swear be, an 1 wh n one was wanted for the purpose
of breeding fellow uueens?

Are you not mistaken about friend Alley's
agreeing to warrant his queens to duplicate
themselves V I did not know that anybody
offered to do that.

ANTS VERSUS QUEEN ItEES.

Under the above head, Mr. Geo. B. Peters, of
Council Bend, Ark., writes in regard to ants killing
queens; that ants trill kill queens and also worker
bees I kn )\v, fr m objervatiou, to be a fact. I once

Obtained a queen and about a dozen worker bees in
a cage, wiih a sponge containing honey for food. It
being too late to introduce them, 1 placed them
under the quilts, in a strong stand of bees, that they
might not be chilled. Upon going to them in the
morning, I found the queen and nearly all the work-
ers dead, with ants still clinging to their thorax and
feet. Again; a friend of mine sent last summer for
a One tested queen. She was shipped in a candy
queen cage, and arriv, d late in the evening. He
placed her on a shelf in the kitchen until morning,
intending then to introduce her. When he went for
his queen, he found her in the agonies of death,
with ants still clinging to her. This I saw mvself.
I have often taken bees and queens, and placed them
among ants, when they would be immediately at-
tacked. That ants do any harm when clustered
about a colony of bets, I do not believe; but when
they are disturbed, they annoy the bees by running
among them. .1 can always drive ants away by plac-
ing bruised walnut leaves in the hives where ants
fluster. J. a. Buckxew.
Chirks, O., Dec. 8, 18T9.

I do not know but that I shall have to give
up in regard to the ants. It seems that
queens should, at least, be kept out of their
way.

CLOVER seeds; alsike, white dutch, and com-
mon WHITE.

I sowed some of both kinds of white clover, and
some Alsike clover seed, on ploughed land, without
any other seed. 1 mowed them once to cut off the
heads of pigeon grass. Some ot the Alsike stalks
grew Z' 2 It. long, and blossomed Some. There was
not much difference between the two white clovers.
Both grew very large and blossomed nicely. They
all spread tremendously over the ground.

1 think either of the above clovers will be good to
mix sparingly with other grass seeds, to sow on any
grass lands. They will keep out the moss, and make
hay, feed, and good honey. William martin.
Hudson, Wis., Dec. 2, 1&79.

I was not aware, friend M., that common
white clover seed could be procured in the
market. Our seedsmen have invariably told
us the only kind they cotdd buy was the white
Dutch. Where did you get what you had ?
ami what did it cost '! I am glad to see, by
your report, that you have succeeded so well
with the clovers. It seems to me, with the
demand for seeds of these clovers, they ought
not to be so high. 15ee-keepers could cer-
tainly make it pay to raise them on good soil,

and the seeds would pay all expense of culti-
vation, and leave the honey they produced a
clear profit. No one should undertake it,

unless he can give us nice, clean seed, with-
out the possibility of any Canada thistle seed
in it, or anything of the kind. Wake up,
boys, and raise us clover seeds at a less price,
and show us what a nice show of blossoms
you can make for the bees. It is impossible
for us to raise, on our honey farm, a tenth
part of what we sell.

INTRODUCING by special methods.
Friend Hoot: — Last August, I had to go 30 miles

from home into Howard Co., and be absent 2 months.
1 did not know about going until 2 or 3 days before
1 started and had Ordered a lot Of queens from EL
Alley. Ten of them came while I wasaway, but I had
engagedmy friendand neighbor, Capt.J. H. Raleigh,
to introduce tin n.. Capt. Raleigh is an experienced
and practical modern bee-keeper. I directed him to
use the Betsinger cages that 1 had in the honey
house. The cages were used, and the whole modus
operandi was precisely as directed by .Mr. netsinger,
or Prof. HasbroLiek, in li. K. .1/., and just one half of
the queens were lost. K. F. Wikr.
South River, Anne Arundel, Co., aid., Dec. 9, 1879.

This goes to verify what I have so often
told you, my friends, that no plan or cage
can be retted on, without special and con-
stant supervision.
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1 am one of your ABC class and a beginner, and
want some of your advice. We began last spring
with 3 stands in the old box hives.

ANOTHER HIVE FULL OF HONEY AND DIDN'T KNOW IT.

One was in an old tea chest. After they stopped
swarming, July 22d, I transferred them to an L. hive.
The neighbors all said that they would not store any
honey after the first of July, so we did not pay any
attention to them, and the first we knew they had all

of the upper story stored with comb and honey.
Shall we take it off this fall, or wait until next spring?

Friend T., T should recommend you to
look to your bees, and see if they are getting
honey, no matter what the neighbors may
say. Take off the upper story, and take out
the honey. If the bees have not enough be-
low, give them what they need, and then fill

the upper story with chaff or the chaff cush-
ions as I have so often told you.

WHAT TO DO WITH A BARREL OF BEES.

I have bought a barrel of bees; what shall we do
with them? Shall we thatch th^m in straw and let

them stand, or brimstone them, as the neighbors do?

If your barrel contains a strong colony of
bees, thatch them with straw, as you suggest.
If the colony is weak. I would manage to
get chaff cushions inside the barrel, in some
way, so as to fill the great amount of unoc-
cupied space around and near the bees.

BRIMSTONING BEES, AN INFRINGEMENT OF
THE LAWS OF OUR LAND.

At the last National Convention, the ed-
itor of the Magazine read a paper that shows
pretty conclusively that any one who brim-
stones bees is liable to prosecution by law
for needless cruelty to animals. I feel like
tendering thanks to friend King, for bring-
ing the subject prominently forward. Of
course, we do not claim that starvation is

any better. A man who would let a horse
or cow starve would probably be arrested in
almost any community. My friends, shall
the little bees, whose comfort and safety
seem to devolve particularly on us. be less
protected by the laws of our land than the
horses and cattle ? Go on, friend King, and
let us wake up the readers of the bee jour-
nals, at least.

BEE HOUSES.
I want to build a bee house. How large should it

be to hold from 50 to 100 stands?

The term bee-house is rather indefinite.
If you mean the ordinary open sited, I do
not believe you want one. If you mean a
house to winter them in, a house 8 by 10 and
8 feet high inside will be about right, but I
do not feel sure that you want one of those
either. If you mean a house apiary, see page
38-4, last year's Gleanings, and A B C, part
I. I am not, at present, positively sure you
want a house apiary. They are nice to win-
ter in, and we get better crops of honey from
them than perhaps by any other method;
but, as yet, there has been no way devised
for making it as pleasant to work in them,
as with the out-door hives.
Ten of our neighbors keep bees, and not one of

them has had any honey this year. They all keep
them in box hives. 1 am not quite ready to go into
blasted hopes yet. L.' Terrell.
North Ridgeville, O., Nov. 22, 1879.

ALIGHTING BUSHES AND TREES.
In answer to friend Hasty (page 415, Oct. No.), I

would say that of 11 natural swarms which issued
lor me this season, 3 clustered on a lilac bush, 1 on
an elder berry bush, 3 ou peach trees, and 4 on a

grape arbor (on the arbor not on the vine). Other
trees close by the hives were apple, pear, plum,
cherry, quince, and maple.

ROOFS FOR HIVES.
After reading W. E. Flower's letter, on page 451,

Nov. No., and your answer to it, I thought that per-
haps you might like to hear my experience with the
roof to the lk story hi%re. I bought 50 from you last
spring, and, after a season's experience, I say un-
hesitatingly that it is an impossibility to put them
together so that they will turn water when exposed
to the weather. The trouble is that the roof boards
will "go and come." This breaks the paint where
they join the ridge board, and then a dashing rain
beats in at the joints in qunntities which would as-
tonish you. I kept the edges of the enameled sheet
raised all round a little, and have poured a half pint
of water off from it, that came through the roof
from one shower. I took the stuff for 10 covers and
dried it until it would not curl when exposed all day
to an August sun, then put them together with the
greatest care, filling the joint with white lead and
painting thoroughly ; but they all leaked in less than
a month. All my hives are now covered with old
boards, and have been for a long time. I must
make entirely new covers for them this winter, un-
less you can tell me some cheaper way to make the
old ones tight, for a leaky hive-roof is an abomina-
tion. I am not writing for the "Growlery," but be-
cause I presume you want to know the defects in
your hives. M. Frank Taber.
Salem, O., Nov. 20, 1879.

To be sure I want to know the defects,
and I am very much obliged to you for your
report of your faithful experiments. We
are now making all of our story and a half
covers in the way friend Baker described in
the last number ; that is, fastening the lap
with screws. We have credited him with
Gleanings for 1880 for the idea. What
shall we do with the leaky covers to hives
we have sold V

In the spring, I commenced with 11 colonies of
bees, in Simplicity hives, and increased by natural
swarming to 22. The least comb h >ney obtained
from any one colony was 24 H>., and the most (J5tt>.,

all ba«swood honey, in pound sections.
Bees are all in good condition for winter, with plen-

ty of young bees and honev. Bees gathered honey
from aster bloom quite lively up to the 23d of Oct.
The queens I received of you, in Sept., have their
hives lined with nice, yellow Italians. When I order-
ed the extractor. I did not expect to have any use
for it this fall, but have extracted nearly sufficient
honey to pay for it. Wit. Pakmelee.
Bean Blossom, Ind., Nov. IT, 1870.

A CLEAR CASK OF BEES BALLING THEIR OWN QUEEN.
A few weeks ago, I went to a nucleus hive, to take

away their queen, and introduce her to another
stock. It had not been opened before for more than
a week, and I at once found a ball of bees near the
lower edge of a comb, as if they were holding a
queen. I dropped the ball into a dish of water, and,
sure enough, they then released a queen, and I be-
lieve she belonged to that same hive, as I knew her
by her particular form and color. She was raised
from a cell I had put in that hive, and had been lay-
ing about two month*. She was very small but a
bright yellow. I had seen her quite a number of
times, and I just thought I would know for a cer-
tainty if she did belong there or not. I successfully
introduced her to the other stand, thon went back
and examined the combs of the nucleus. I found
some capped brood and a few newly laid eggs, but
no larva? or queen. I watched the hive closely, and
in an hour or two the bees were running about as if

hunting for their queen. I looked over the combs
twice after that for a queen, but in vain. After 3
da< s I united them with another stock. Now, why
did they ball her? All had been quiet, no robbers in
the hive, and they hud not had time to ball her from
any fright, by my opening the hive. I did not have
smoke, and it was not, probably, more than 5 sec-
onds from the time I got to the hive, until I saw the
ball. A. A. Fradenburg.
Port Washington, O., Oct. 17, 1878.

The bees balled her because they Avere dis-

satisfied with so small a cluster, I think; the
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fact that there was no larvae in the hive
seems to indicate that they were dissatisfied,

and would not take care of the eggs.

WHEN DOES THE QUEEN CEASE LAYING?
Now, Novice, I want to ask a question: How

early will the queen cease laying if the bees crowd
her with honey? 1 had a strong- swarm that kept
their drones very late. On the 12th of October I ex-
amined and found no brood but all the frames filled

with honey. What shall 1 do?
I have seven stocks in Simplicity hives. I intend

to winter them all safely; one out of doors, the oth-
ers in the cellar. If 1 am all right in the spring 1

will tell you. I have doubled up some in Simplicity
and some in American hives. The last queen I got
from you was a failure, I watched carefully, but the
crazy things killed her. The other two did well.

CARPET FOR COVERING THE FRAMES.
I use, for covering the frames in Simplicity hives,

nearly worn out tapestry carpet, the wrong side next
the bees, and don't want anything better. It turns
up anyway you wish, and affords escape for the
moisture in cold weather, and is warmer than either
oil-cloth or slats. The season here on the moun-
tains has been the poorest I ever knew for honey;
yet my bees have nearly all honey to spare, and I

greatly prefer just enough honey to too much, for
bees in the cellar. I have always found bees to breed
faster in the spring by feeding; or, if they have cap-
ped honey, to uncap small patches every few days.
In preparing American hives for winter, I take out
a frame and leave the space open, or till it with an
empty comb, with a narrow top. A. M. Wills.
Clearfield, Clearfield Co., Pa., Nov. 18, 1879.

The queen will stop laying when the flow
of honey ceases, usually; and even if fed,

they usually stop at the approach of cold
weather. If, however, the tood contains the
pollen element, and is fed in such a way as
not to allow the escape of the animal heat
of the cluster, a strong colony may be kept
breeding almost, if not quite, throughout the
entire winter. JNIy own experiments, and
those of Mr. Langstroth, given through the
Gleanings last winter and spring, have
pretty thoroughly demonstrated this.

THREE REMARKABLE QUEENS.

I have three remarkable queens that I propose to
give you a short account of.

HOW OLD MAY A QUEEN BE, AND STILL BECOME FER-
TILIZED.

The first one led off a swarm on the 12th of July.
I noticed she did not become fertilized in the usual
time, and 1 gave the bees a sheet of brood, from
which they started several queen cells, and capped
them over. For several days, the queen did not ap-
pear to notice them; but about lhe first of August,
1 opened the hive and found all the cells torn down.
I looked up the queen, but she was not yet jertilized.

Again, about the 6th or Tth of August, I noticed her,
and she had grown considerably; on the 10th of
August, she was fully grown and fertilized; and ou
the 12th, she was laying. She was, at least, a month
and 6 days old when she began to lay. 1 have the
writings of the immortal Langstroth, Quinby, Cook,
and Hoot, and in none of these do I tind a parallel to
this queen. Please give us your ideas.

Thanks for the item you furnish, friend S.

If you will look on page 164 of ;t late issue of
the A 13 C, you will find that 1 mention hav-
ing queens that began to lay after they were
25 days old. If your queen led out a swarm
the day after she was hatched, it would be
nothing very unusual, and she might even
do it the same day. I have mentioned, if

you recollect, seeing a queen take wing the
very minute she was cut out of a cell. In
that case, your queen was not more than 5
or days older than the one I have mention-
ed in the ABC.

A HYBRID QUEEN THAT GROWS PURE AS SHE GROWS
OLDER.

The second queen to which I call your attention
was hatched in an artificial colony, on er about the
20th of May, became fertilized about the 1th or 7th
day, and began to lay in 2 or 3 days afterward. I

noticed that she was a very short and thick bodied
queen, and somewhat dark. She was quite prolific,
and when her brood began to hatch, 1 saw that she
was a hybrid. In July, one-third of her brood was
black. 1 noticed a great improvement in the second
and third batches of her brood, for nearly three-
fourths of them were nice three banded bees. She
continued to lay till about the first of October, and,
if the last batch of brood she raised had the first

black bee in it, 1 failed to find it. She may produce
some black bees in the spring, when she begins to
breed again, but my opinion is she will not; fori
believe she was first a hybrid, but has become a pure
Italian queen. If you can do so, rise and explain all

about her, or step down and out, and let the next try.

I should explain this case, and other sim-
ilar cases, friend S., by suggesting that the
queen first met a black drone, and afterward
an Italian. That queens do very often go
out twice for fertilization has been demon-
strated by many testimonials. I will cheer-
fully step down and out, for any one who
has any other explanation.

STILL FARTHER ABOUT QUEENS THAT ALWAYS KEEP A
LAYING DAUGHTER WITH THEM.

The third queen led off a swarm early in April. It
was a very large swarm, and 1 gave them several
sheets of comb already drawn out, so the old queen
began to lay at once. About the 4th day, I opened
the hive, and, to my surprise, 1 found several queen
cells started, some of them nearly or quite half fin-

ished. I was quite sorry, for I supposed the old
queen was dead. I looked through the hive several
times, and could not find her, but before the young
queen had time to hatch, I found the old queen on
one of the outer 'Sheets of comb depositing eggs.
You may guess I was both glad and surprised. The
young queen, in due time, hatched out, and made
general havoc with the remaining cells. 1 waited
until she became fertile, and sold her to Dr. J. S.
Wilson. The bees began immediately to construct
other royal cells, and 1 have sold three queens from
that hive, and they have raised the fourth one, and
she and the old one seem to be on the best of terms.
The old queen appears to be as vigorous and aciive
as she was a year ago. I have been managing bees
for upwaids of 30 years and have never found three
cases parallel with these. A. S. Smith.
Atlanta, (Ja., Nov. 13, 1879.

Your last, friend S., is a very valuable
contribution to the number of cases men-
tioned lately, showing that we may have
queens that will always keep a fertile daugh-
ter in the hive with themselves, and tiiat

we may therefore raise queens for sale with-
out having a queenless colony at all. If the
queen is a full blood Italian, she is worth, I
should say, at least £10., to raise queens
from. These reports seem to indicate that
such queens are not so very scarce after all.

if we could find one whose workers, at the
same time, had the desirable quality of gath-
ering stores in the fall, like tne one we are
going to raise queens from next season, she
might be worth — well, considerable, if not
more. Who will be the first to tind such a,

one ?

AN OCTOBER SWARM.
Mr. Boot, I had a swarm of bees Oct. 18; in two

weeks I found sealed brood, Lai vie, and eggs.

WINTERING BEES IN A CELHR.
I have wintered my bees for five seasons without

losing more than two in a season. Last winter 1 had
121 swarms in the cellar, from the -0th of Nov. until
the 2tth of April, and only one was lost. They came
out dry and free from mold and strong with bees,
but during the spring, I lost 12 stocks. Some were
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robbed, and some were queenless. I can winter a

swarm on 12 ff>. of honey. E. M. Kellogg.
Croton, N. Y., Nov. 22,1879.

So it seems to be the springing, friend K.,

rather than the wintering that troubles,

when they are kept in cellars, as well as

when left on their summer stands.

The following comes from the Mt. Carroll

Seminary

:

KEEPING BEES WITHOUT TROUBLE.

We contemplate trying " 1'ee Culture" in 1he
spring-, and want to get at the most reliable informa-
tion. Jf we could keep them in a house, and never
have any trouble with their swarming-, we would not
hesitate. We want the bees and the honey, but do
not want the trouble with their swarming-. Please
refer us to the best information on this point.

F. A. W. Shimer.
Mt. Carroll, Carroll Co., 111., Dec. 2, 18T9.

I presume, my friends, you will find plenty
of advertisers of patent right hives, who
will tell you that you can keep bees in their

hives, without any trouble from swarming,
etc. I shall tell you no such thing. I do
not know how any body can keep bees suc-

cessfully, without trouble, or at least much
care, and unexpected difficulties will come
up almost constantly. If you keep bees for

box honey, you are always liable to have
swarming, and must expect it. If the honey
is carefully extracted before the hives get
full, you will have much less of it. If you
rear queens for sale, and keep all your stocks
weak by division, you may escape swarming
entirely, but I know of no other way. Now
after all I have said, I will add that there
are those who are so much in love with bee-
culture, that they consider all these troubles
and difficulties only fun, and it is this class

who will probably succeed.

QUEEN DEAD AT THE ENTRANCE.
I lost my queen by introducing-, but Hopkins was

successful with his, and the hive was half full of
Italians; but, yesterday, he sat looking at them, and
you can imagine his chagrin at finding the queen
dead before the hive. Now the question is, what
can he do to save them, at this season of the year?
The hive is extra large and very full of bees and
honey.

I am inclined to think, friend II., that
there was another queen left in the hive ; if

you made an examination, you probably
know. Where a queen has been laying in
the hive, and I rind one before the entrance,
I always expect to find another in the hive.

I do not remember of any exceptions to this

i ule until the present season. This fall, we
liave found quite a number of imported
queens dead at the entrance, when there
were no young queens in their places, in the
hive. Very likely this was occasioned, in
part at least, by the death occurring at a
time after the queens had stopped laying in
the fall.

FEEDING UP A SEPTEMBER COLONY.
I have a case to report to you. Sifert, a neighbor

of mine, had a swarm of Italian* cluster on an apple-
tree, the 12th of September, and, it being late in the
season and so dry, all the old bee-men told him he
could not save them. For the sake of experiment,
we put them in a hive, gave them some foundation,
and some empty comb, and empty frames. We
gave them coffee A sugar syrup, and they went to
work on the fmpty frames and built comb out of
the syrup, which is white sugar comb and nothing
else. They have built 4 large c >mbs and are draw-
ing out the foundation, and breeding fast. Is not

that doing well? If they live over winter, I will
report. - M. T. Hobbs.
Middleport, Meigs Co., O., Nov. 29, 1879.

I think it is doing quite well, and it is

mainly because they have been carefully fed
and attended to. The colony will be very
apt to turn out one of the best you have.

WILL ITALIANS PREDOMINATE IF LEFT TO THEM-
SELVES?

About the year 1865, the Italian bee and American
patent hive fever swept over this country, and near-
ly every bee-keeper had the most of his bees trans-
ferred into the American hive, and Italian queens
introduced. The queens were said to be imported;
but, as the venders transferred a colony and intro-
duced the queen for $5.00, I hardly think they were
imported. Well, every one thought they had done
all that was required to make bee-keeping a success,
so they did no more, except to hive the increase,
and take off honey, etc. There has, to my knowl-
edge, been no more Italians introduced into this
part of the country, except one tested queen in 1878.
This was 4 miles or more from my apiary.
About the year 1*70, my grandfather gave me a

colony of the yellow bees (this was my start; I now
have 10 stands in Qninby hives), and now, 14 years
from the time the Italians were introduced, I have
one queen that produces a fine quality of Italians.
Fully one-half show pretty clearly the three yellow
bands, and the other half show two. I have seen
none without two yellow bands. The remainder of
my colonies all show plain marks of Italian blood,
according to the rules in A 15 C. Now, with me, the
question is, how long will these bees show the Ital-
ian blood if let alone? I don't think it will ever
leave them entirely. T. J. Cook.
Newpoint, Ind., Dec. 1, 1879.

This is an interesting point, friend C. It
is my impression that the Italians will even-
tually take the place of the common bees,
even if let alone. I judge so, from seeing so
many beautifully marked Italians among
the wild bees in the woods, and we frequent-
ly find as nicely marked Italians in bee trees,

as we can get from any apiary. The fact
that the Italians will thrive where the blacks
starve will, without doubt, enable them, in
time, to almost, if not entirely, supplant the
natives, even if both races should be let

alone.

WINTER PASSAGES, AND HOW TO MAKE THEM PER-
MANENT.

Friend Novicn:—1 have bothered myself a great
deal about winter passages through the brood
combs. I think them necessary, and want a perma-
nent passage. I rejected an upright of wood with
holes through it, because it took up room; tin and
wood thimbles won't do, because the bees will nibble
at them; to make the holes every fall, with a sharp
stick, is a great deal of trouble; besides, if they are
made too early, the bees will shut them up in a few
days. Now, I have struck an idea. If we are going
to use wired frames, and they must have a support
in the center, why not make it of a piece of wood 3

a

full by ?b, and have three or four hi in. holes in it for
the bees to pass through. This would give us a per-
manent winter passage, and there will be no forget-
ting to make holes in the combs. Besides, in cool
spring weather, the queen, in her egg-laying rounds,
can pa«s from comb to comb right through the clus-
ter. What do you think nl the idea?

I have a machine which I have used for years, that
I think a great deal of, and don't see how I could get
along without it. I call it an uncapping-box. I have
never seen one described, so I will just offer mine as
a sample to work from.

SCOVELL'S UNCAPPING-BOX.
For an L. frame, I make a shallow box, 10 in. wide,

18 in. long, and about 6 in. deep. The lid is hinged
to the box just as you have seen pocket looking-
glasses hinged. W'-en the lid is raised up in posi-
tion, it makes a support for the comb. The bottom
of the comb-frame rests ag-ainst a cross-bar. In
unc ippitig, you draw the knife downward, and the
capping--: roll ahead of the knife and fall into the
box. Put a strainer, near the bottom of the box,
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and a faucet on one side, and .von have the thing
complete. When the uncapping is d>>ne, the knife
can be thrown in the box, the lid closed, and every-
thing is secure from dirt or robber bees.

AN IMPROVEMENT IN WABBLING SAWS.

1 suppose that you have noticed, when using wab-
bling saws, that the board sometimes takes a notion
to wabble as well as the saw. A lew days ago I had
some grooving to do on long boards, and they would
wabble in spite of me. So I began to study up a
plan to make them run steadily. After a great deal
of hard thinking, I struck on the following plan:
By using three saws (two straight ones and one wab-
bler), I got the thing that I wanted. The straight
saws act like the spurs on a cutter-head, and carry
the wabbler straight through the work, knot or no
knots. This is the best arrangement for cutting
hand-holes in hives that I have tried. H. Scovell.
Columbus, Kan., Dec. 5, 1879.

I, too, friend S., have bothered about win-
ter passages, but have come to the conclu-
sion to cut them every fall, or, at least, all

that the bees have closed up during the sum-
mer. Your plan will do nicely, but the bees
persist in leaving that stick bare in such a
way as to cause so much waste room, that I

would far rather have the bars of tin, shown
last month. In the L. frame, we have two
winter passages, about six or seven inches
apart. Tne uncapping-box will doubtless be
found very convenient by many, and the
wabbler made with three saws, I know, will

be quite an improvement. I am sure, friend
S., that no one but you has ever thought of
such a thing before.

FROM 3 TO 60, IN li YEARS.

Friend Root:—Please count me in the ABC class,

although with a gray beard. In the spring of 1876,

we had 3 colonies of black bees in box hives, now we
count 60. As I had to hive them when they gave a
swarrn that year, I became much interested in them.
I think much of my bees, but 1 hope I do not worship
them, for that javelin of theirs is tor some good pur-
pose; yet, with the use of a good smoker, they may
be successfully handled. But few here keep bees
except in box hives, and many swarms go to the
timber every year.

A SUCCESSFDL DECOY HIVE.

In 1878, 1 fastened a box in a tree, about 30 feet
high, and a swarm took possession of it, and re-

mained there until mid-winter. They were taken
down while the mercury stood at zero, and placed
by the south side of a house. In May they were
quite strong, and gave a good swarm this unusually
poor year. How is that for chaff piicking?
Last winter and spring was noted for a heavy loss

in bees; some froze up and smothered, and some
starved because too cold to git to the honey; but
the greatest loss was by dysentery and spring dwin-
dling, or from a cause unknown here. Last fall, the
bees did not get a late tiy, and it was about Christ-
mas time to them, at Thanksgiving. This year, the
bees got a good fly on Thanksgiving day, also on
Dec. 1st. I hope they will be the better for it. Suc-
cess to Glean inc. s and that honey -garden.
Limerick, 111., Dee. 4. 1879. E. Pickup.

INTRODUCING CAGE FOR COLD AVEATHER, AGAIN.

I have just got out of humor, and will complain
some, for 1 see that you have gone and given Will
the credit of my invention (the cage described on
page 470 of Gleanings). 1 have used that cage for
two years, as my neighbors know, anil wrote it up to
you more than a year ago. 1 use a wire to suspend
it in the hive, and thus can put it right among the
brood where the queen will be sure to keep warm.
I also make both ends as corks; the one at the end
where the candy is, is made of wood ami hollow, so
the candy is safe from the bt>es outside of the cage;
so also the end which holds the bottle. If you like,

I will send you one. I do really think that, after go-
ing to the trouble of writing you about it, I should
have had the credit of it; but don't be afraid of my
ever bringing any suit against you for it, for 7 do
not expect to yet it patented.

I beg pardon, friend K. Since you speak

of it, I believe I do remember such a letter,

and as I did not realize the importance of
such an arrangement then, perhaps, I allow-
ed it to pass by. Please send me a cage.

the Cartoons.
One more complaint, and I will put the stopper in

my ink bottle; I would rather you would cut "Car-
toon" short, and put in its stead, some one of those
good pictures which you say were crowded out.

Now, friend K., I thought the cartoons
would enforce lessons of care and neatness
when nothing else would. From what
others write, I am inclined to think the
majority do not agree with you.

EXTRACTORS WITH A VERTICAL MOTION TO THE
CRANK.

Do you ever' make any extractors with vertical
motion to the crank instead of horizontal? it cer-
tainly is best. I will need one next year.

We have never made any in that way, and
feel sure the greater part of our friends
would hud them less handy, if not inconve-
niently in the way, but we can make them
thus, when Wanted, for about 50 c. extra.

A pocket compass rigged with a clamp to attach
to a common carpenter's level and plumb is what 1

thiuk C. M. Keed wauts; it should not cost more
than $2.00, and I think one could be got up for $1.00.
Vevay, Ind., Dec. 8, 1S79. M. G. Keeney.

COMBS OF SEALED HONEY FOR FEEDING.
I want to ask your advice about using the extract-

or. I have taken about 20 frames all nearly full of
capped honey. 1 want to use those combs to build
up new swarms next summer. When should I ex-
tract the honey? My bees, except one stock in a
Simplicity hive, have plenty of honey until spring,
when I always take out nearly all the honey left,

and feed syrup, or uncap some of the honey every
day or two in spring. How would I better feed my
weak swarm? They are in the cellar with 13 other
stocks. A. M. Hills.
Clearfield, Pa., Dec. 4, 1879.

Do not extract, by any means, friend II.

I would give 2 cents per pound more for the
honey as it is, in the combs, for feeding, than
I would after you had uncapped it and
thrown it out. Full combs are better than
money in the bank, for new swarms, for they
can go right to work in the surplus boxes, if

they have full combs to start with. Give the
swarm in the cellar, which you say needs
feeding, a comb or two of this sealed honey,
as they need it, and by no means think of
feeding them liquid honey, when you have
it already sealed up in the combs. Do not
uncap any for them while they are in the
cellar; but next spring, say in April, if you
wish to push brood-rearing, uncap some of
their honey, as you suggest. If you prefer
extracted honey', I would still leave this in
the combs, and do no extracting until honey
comes in next season, and you are sure you
will have no feeding back to do. I do not
know of a much greater blunder made in bee
culture, than to uncap and extract honey
that you will be obliged to feed back, to be
capped over again. There is no feeder in

the world equal to combs of unsealed stores.

EXTRACTING IN NOVEMBER.
I am I'm shing extracting honey this week. Bath-

er late, you say. Will, so it is; but remember we
have no winter quarters here. Your extractor gives
entire satisfaction. I have used one of your old
smokers two years, and it is pretty go d yet.

O. R. Flourney,
Belmont, Gonzales Co., Tex., Nov. 24, 1879.
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STILL MORE ABOUT TWO QUEENS IN A HIVE.
I made some bee-candy by the ABC receipt. It

was several days in hardening. I got a barrel of
grape-sugar, and want to do something in ihe spring.

I had 4 hives this season, that had 2 queens in each.
I removed the black queen where I introduced the
one I got of you, and in about 10 days afterward, I

removed the Root queen, and looked for loyal cells,
but found none. Then, on examination I found a
black queen which 1 think was in the hive with the
Italian.

I think it is not safe to introduce a good queen,
until the bees have commenced to build cells.

I have lost 2 queens this season by taking one
queen out, and looking no further, and afterward
finding that there was one left in. I have never
found this trouble before this season.

Jos. Harris.
Moundsville, W. Va., Nov. 24, 1879.

The candy is sometimes a day or two in
hardening, but the bees will take it much
faster, if it is rather soft and moist when
given them. Yon did not state how many
colonies you have, friend PL, so we cannot
tell whether your having 4 colonies with two
queens each is so very singular or not. If
you have only 4 hives, it is a little remarka-
ble ; but, if you have 50, 1 should expect to
find so many or more with two queens. Will
the friends, in making reports, keep this
point in view?

Find enclosed $1.00. That Gleanings fellow told
me, if I didn't hunt around in my old clothes and
find him some stamps, he would forget me next
month; and I guess he would, because he said he
would. '• Curious critter," isn't he? I never have
seen him, but feel as though I were pretty well ac-
quainted through reading his Home Papers. 1 am
not a professor of religion, no; not now do 't

hold up both hands not even a believer in the
Divine Revelation; but I do love to read those Home
Papers. Y\ hy? Because they are written, I believe,
by an honest, sincere man, striving to lead a Chris-
tan life. They have done me good.
This has been a very poor season for surplus hon-

ey, in this locality. I have a neighbor who has ;J0

swarms in box hives, that did not get a pound of
surplus. My 9 swarms that I had last winter came
through all right until spring; they were in box
hives when they commenced swarming out, and they
dwindled so that I only saved 3 swarms, or rather
handfuls, out of the lot; audi have divided them
until now 1 have my old number, 9, in Simplicity
hives, which, by the aid of the grape sugar candy I

hope to bring through. The box of grape sugar that
I am using is what is called confectioners sugar, and
is very white, made by the Buffalo Grape Sugar Co.
Is that the right kind? W. P. Hall.
Pembroke, Genesee Co., N. Y., Nov. 24, 1879.

Thank you, friend II. If you will turn in
and help try to lead a Christian life, I shall
have no fears from your unbelief. God will
take care of that.

I am very sorry you have done so poorly
with your bees, and 1 fear you are trusting
too much to grape sugar. The kind you
mention is right for bees.

ANOTHER ABC SCHOLAR.
If you are ready to hear my lesson, I'll recite. I

made a lot of L. hives last winter, and transferred
my 8 box hive colonies, about the last of April. I
succeeded, without the loss of ,a single queen. So
far, I was all right; but the colonies weie all very
weak, not able to cover the brood during a very cold
snap of weather that came soon after they were put
in their new hives. Consequently, the brood chilled
which gave them quite a set-back. I also had to
feed them before the white clover came to their re-
lief, bo you may guess they have made poor bead-
way. Bees are very little worked with, in this part
of the country.

RED CLOVER HONEY.
Will Italian bees gather honey from red clover?

If so, what quality of honey does it make?
L. F. MOORE.

Morris Church, Campball Co., Va.

You have recited very well, friend C.
Had your transferred colonies been closed
up with division boards into a small space,
I hardly think the brood would have chilled.

! Did you place the brood all of it close to-
i aether, very nearly as it was in the old hives V

Chaff hives, perhaps, are the surest remedy
!
for such mishaps. Italians always work on
red clover in June and July, with us, but
they do not work on it during the fall months

|

every season* The honey is very nearly like

|

that from white clover. The flavor is per-

|

haps a little more rank, and one who is nice
in such matters would, perhaps, give the
white clover honey a little preference. The
white Dutch clover differs little, if any, from
the common white clover, for honey.

A SMALL SWARM COMING OUT OF A HEAVY NEW
SWARM.

Last fall, I introduced an Italian queen to a heavy
swarm of black bees. They wintered finely, and the
19th of June, sent out a very large swarm, which I

hived, and they went to work all right. On the 28th,

|

a little over a week afterward, about 2 qts. of bees
came out of that hive, and lit on a small bush. I

[

shook them into a box, gave them a little smoke,

J

and trit d to find the queen, but failed.
1 had another colony of Italians which was rather

weak, and I put them all together, and have had no
trouble with them since. What was the cause of
their coming out? and was there any harm in put-
ting them with the other swarm? H. E. Spencer.
Center Village, N. Y., June. 3, 1879.

It is a hard matter to account for the case

|

you mention, friend S., without having an
opportunity to examine the colony it came

1 from. I have never known a body of bees
: to thus emigrate, unless they had a queen,
I or at least started with one. In lieu of a
!
better explanation, I will suggest that they
undertook to swarm, but the old queen fail-

I

ing to go with them, the greater part of the
i bees returned to the hive, and the two quarts

|

you mention pushed on, and had not discov-
ered they were queenless, when you found
them. There was no harm in putting them

|

with the other swarm if they were queenless,
and you watched to see that they did not
kill each other.

A GOOD REPORT FROM THE BLACKS.
A bee-keeper not more than a mile from here took

200 lb. of honey from a colony of black bees. Do
you not t hink t hat is very good for the blacks? Just
one question: Do you think it will pay, i his fall, to
give from $5.00 to &10.00 for black bees, well supplied
for winter, packed in chaff, etc.?

Edwin Granger.
Deer Park P. O., Ont., Can., Nov. 28, 1879.

If you can get, for $10., the colony that
gave the 200 lb., I think it would pay ; but I
would not give over $5. for common bees or-
dinarily, and they should be in movable
frame hives, at that price.

JUICE OF SUGARCANE FOR BEES.

Will the juice of the common sugar-cane injure
bees? Wc have been making syrup for the last
week, and the bees swarmed around the mill all the
time. Let us know what ynu think about it, and
then, next spring, well, I'll tell what I think a-

bout it. We fed thenr syrup to keep them away
from the mill, but it did not keep more than 1 half
of them awav. D: S. Bethune.
Snyder, Ark., Nov. 14, 1879.

The juice will do them no harm (unless
they get drowned in it), if the weather is so
they can fly. For winter stores where the
winters are so cold they cannot fly almost
every day, it often produces dysentery.
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THE CHAFF HIVES AHEAD AGAIN, FOR COMB HONEY.

HAVE 64 colonies, one oaly being- in a chaff hive.
It has been a very poor honey year with me.
I've taken only liUO tt>. of comb honey, and 72 fi>.

of it came from the chaff hive. I use the one pound
sections and the Hat bottomed fdn. I let my bees
swarm the natural way, and did not lose a swarm,
but my father lost one.

CHOOSING A LOCATION BEFORE SWARMING.
It first lit about 6 rods south of the old swarm.

He hived it, and let it remain under the tree in the
shade. In about 4 hours, it went north until it got
in range of the old swarm, then it started west for
the woods, which shows that they select their place
before swarming-

, as they took a bee-line from the
old swarm. A. M. Sawdey.
Poolville, Madison Co., N. Y., Dec. '.), 1879.

[It seems from this, and a great many other facts,
that they do, at least very often, choose their tree
before swarming-.]

FOUNDATION FOR COMB HONEY.
"What kind of fdn. would you prefer for boxes, for

surplus comb honey only? and how large pieces
could be used with safety and not injure the s de of
the honev? D. \V. Fletcher.
Lansiugville, N. Y., Dec. IT, 1879.

[If I could have very thin fdn. that would not
leave any piece of hard wax in the honey, under any
circumstances, such as Mr. Washburn is now at
work at, I would have the starters nearly or quite
fill the section, because I am sure the bees would
make more rapid progress, by so doing. The start-
ers in the sections we ship are only about one inch
deep, because they would be broken out in transit,
if larger.]

dark honey and old bees.

I told you, March 10th, 1H79, I thought I would
have about 25 swarms left out of 70. 1 had only 3
left. There w>s not much candied honey in last
year's combs, but a g >od deal of dark, muddy color-
ed honey. 1 have 20 set of cembs of that honey yet,
left from last year. I examined my bees, Sept. 1st,

and found the combs all full of honey and pollen, all
capped over; so you see they are all ol i bees, which
have gone into winter quarters. I had no empty
combs to give them. Stephen Hill.
Port Huron, St. Clair Co., Mich., Dec. 13, 1879.

[Your dark honey, I would prefer feeding to the
bees when they can fly out; but perhaps it will do
them no harm, if they are in chaff packed hives. If
you had a good yield of honey in the fall, I can hard-
ly understand how the bees can be all old. Even if

the honey did come, so as to fill all the combs, I

think enough brood would have been started to
make them safe to winter. In my experience, I

have always found that a b mntiful flow in the fall,

whether from natural sources, or not, is just what is

wanted.]

HOW NEAR TO EACH OTHER HIVES MAY BE PLACED.
Please state in Gleanings whether or not the

bees ever get Into the wrong hives, in such numbers
as to cause serious loss of both the bees and queens.
when ihey are set 8 ft. by 8 ft. apart, the hiv s being
alt alike, and facing- to the east with trellises on
south side of each, as you have them in the hexag-
onal apiary. Many of my hives are sadly depopu-
lated, and 1 judge it is from this very cause. What
say you? The honey season has been the worst I
ever knew, and in consequence, I had to feed 200 Tr>.

of sugar to winter 38 hives; hut I think I have been
well paid, as I have sold about 500 lb. of honey in
sections, besides having- on hand about 300 ft. of
honey, extracted and in brood frames.
Chadd's Ford, P*., Dec. 18, '7a. W.u. T. Seal.

[If hives are exactly alike, and facing- the same
way. there will probably be some trouble, unless
there are trees, buildings, or -om other objects for
land-marks. In our old apiary, we had no trouble at
6 feet, hut we have had s ime in our new. with 7 feet.
Bv making the entrances point in different direc-
tions, as explained in the A H C, you will have little

or no trouble, even if the hives are exactly alike.] '

CAN HIVES BE TOO WARM? AND BROWN SUGAR FOR
WINTER FOOD.

I have 2 swarms of Italian bees. This is my first
experience in bee-keeping. I have put them up in
chaff hives, and do not know but I have got them
too warm. One of my colonies is not so strong as
the other, and 1 fed them some in the fall, on sugar
syrup, some of which was made of brown and some
of white sugar. My chaff hives are made of inch
b >ards, and then shingled. There are 4 inches of
chaff on all sides, and about 8 inch s on top and 3
inches at the bottom. I made the entrance quite
small so that as little cold as possible would get in
there. Every warm day, all the bees come out. and
fly, and oue day it was so e<ild that they could not
fly, but many of them came out and froze before
they could get back in again. Is the hive too warm
fur them, or was it some disease that drove them
out in the cold? My 2 hives are just alike, but only
a few bees come out of the strong colony, while
many come out of the small one. If it is some dis-
ease, what can I do for them? or can nothing bo
done? If bees are close to the road, does the rum-
bling of wagons interfere with them, duriug the
winter? How do bees act when they have the dys-
entery? F. W. Winters.
Onondaga, Ingham Co., Mich., Dec. 21, 1879.

[I do not know what the trouble is, friend W., un-
less the brown sugar you fed them has produced
dysentery. It is hardly possible that the bees are
too warm, unless the colonies are very strong indeed;
and. in that case, the stronger one would be most af-
fected. In dysentery, or dwindling, the bees often
crawl out of the hive during cool weather; some-
times it is only the very old bees that do this, and
soon ceases. We trust it may be so in your ease.
The teams passing along the road would 'not harm
them, I think.]

SETTING BEES NEAR TO A MAIN ROAD.
Will I be likely to uret into trouble by putting 30

stocks of Italians and 35 of hybrids, 6 to 8 rods from
the road, where 150 teams pass daily, with nothing
between bees and road. It is a good place to set
bees.

[I think it will do no harm; certainly not, unless
you are careless, and get them to robbing.]

GETTING BEES TH vT ARE TO BE BKIMSTONED.
I went 9 miles, to a man who was going to sulphur

some bees, and took them out in pails, brought them
home, and put them »u combs taken from other
hives. They were blacks. Will this pi.v ?

[I think it will pay excellently, so long as you have
surplus combs to put I he bees on. It will also pay
to s tve combs of honey, especi illy for this purp >so,
so long as you can fltid bees that are to be taken
up.]

INCREASING FROM 2 TO 25 IN ONE SEASON.
I winter iu chaff hives. I started with 2 hives and

increased to 25 the first year, how is that for a nov-
ice? I 1 bought 18.

[I 1 rather think, friend H., I would advise a
novice to increase from 2 to 7. without buying 18.

However, all is well that ends well.]

HOW TO CONTRACT THE ENTRANCE TO CHAFF HIVES
FOR WINTER.

How long should winter entrances be?
[With a strong colony, wo leave the chaff hive en-

trances open the whole 8 inches; but, this winter, as
so many of ours are weak, we h tve contracted the
entrances to about 2 inches. We do this with tho
following arrangement: Take .' little board", 4x(5,

and % thick: slip these into a little bag of burlap,
and till between the boards with chaff, until the little
cushion will just press nicely into the entrance. If
dead bees fill the passage, pull out the cushion, get
them out with as ick, and then replace the cushion.]
Jackson, Mich., Dec. 15, '79. W. D. Higdon.

EXTRACTING ALL UNSEALED H3NEY FOR WINTER.
Extracting from the brood nest, all the honey that

is nut sealed, I think, is nonsense. Did you or »ny
one else ever open a swarm of bees, and find the
honey all sealed up? If you have, you have found
something I have not; they alwa» s have some open
lor their own use. I have put 150 swarms iu a small
cellar, without taking any honey from the brood
department, and all wintered we'll. My bees have
done well this season, giving me nearly 3 tuns of
box honey. Albert Potter.
Eureka, Wis., Dec. 9, 1879.
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LETTING BEES STARVE.

The grape sugar has come at last, in good condi-
tion, but was weeks on ihe road, and, by its delay, I

lost 4 stands of bees. 1 think full 4-5 of the bees in
this country will die before spring. One of my
neighbors had lost 40 stands, some weeks ago, and
doubtless many more by this time.
Slater, Mo., Dec. 5, 1S79. Geo. W. Baker.

THE BETTER WAT.
Friend Hoot:— After you so kindly offered to take

my imported queen back, and send me another, it

made me feel ashamed of mjself, and 1 thought that
1 was probably mistaken afier all, and I would keep
her. black or yellow. P. B. Stout.
Paola, Miami Co., Kas., Nov. 21, 1879.

[Many thanks for your kindness, friend s. I fear
you do me more than justice; the above illustrates
how easily most business transactions may begot
along with, where a Christian spirit is shown on one
or boih sides. If the queen does not prove what
you have a right to expect for the money you paid,
i will take her back, or make the price as it should
be.]

WILL THE LOSS OF THE STING KILL A BEE ?

What bee-keeper has not been asked this question?
and how many can answer it? When a bee stings,
it dies, don't it? A few years ago. I shut a bee which
had stung me, under a tumbler, and kept it 24 hours;
then I let it go. The present year, in June, I shut
up two that had stung me. One that was badly
mutilated lived over 50 hours; the other, over 70
hours. In August, one morning, I shut up two that
had not lost their stings. At night, they were both
dead. They were all fed. B Finch.
Gallupville, Schoharie Co., N. V., Nov. 24, 1870.

ed them thoroughly as soon as they commenced
hostilities, you could have saved them.]

Hurrah for Gleanings ! What a glorious thing it

was they did not take you to the asylum when you
first went crazy ! A. N. DUFF.
Flat Ridge, 0., Dec. 12, 1879.

ONE GOOD REPORT FOR 1879, ANY WAY.
My bees are doing better than for years. I have 4

colonies, from which 1 have taken 290 one-paind
boxes (black bees at that), and will get enough to
make the even 400, if I can get my sections in time.
Republic, O., July 8, 1879. E. F. Beard.

HOW TO PREVENT PROPOLIS STICKING TO THE
FINGERS.

Hard soap rubbed on the hands while handling
sticky frames prevents propolis from sticking, and
is much cleaner than grease. 1 keep a piece handy
while at work, and it saves much vexation. This is

the poorest honey season I ever knew. 1 do not
think over half the bees in the country have honey
enough to winter on. Stephen W. Hall.
Lamoille, Marshall Co., la., Dec. 8, 1879.

[Many thanks, friend H., for your novel idea. It
is said prevention is better than cure, and 1 have no
douut but that it will prove so in this case.]

PUTTING GUMMED HONEY LABELS ON TIN.

[ ordered some of your gummed labels, received
them in due time, and was very much pleased with
them; but when I came to put them on tin pails,
they would come off as soon as dry. I soon discover-
ed a remedy, however, that prevents all such diffi-

culty, and thev now work splendidly.
Winooski, Wis., Dec. 1, 1879, G. H. Peirce.
[Labels are generally made so as to go clear around

the tin can or pail, and then there is no such thing
as coming off. Another way is, to make the tin
rough with sand paper; but this is too much work
where there are many. Have you any better plan,
friend P.?]

Our bees have done so much better on your im-
proved plan of handling them, that my friends are
astonished. I am making the chaff hive, and have
quite a number of stocks in them. E. L. Stove.
Beardstown, Wood Co., O., Nov. 21, 1879.

UNITED STOCKS QUARRELING.
I had a small colony of blacks, and thought I

would destroy their ()ueen, and put them in with a
small clony <>f Italians. Next morning, everv black
was killed. What do you thiuk was the cause?
Ft. Smith, Aik., Nov. 18, '79. Stacy Pettit.
[Such will frequently be the cflse, unless the col-

ony to be united with another has been sometime
queenless. As I understand it, you killed their
queen and united them right nway, did von not,
frleud P.? Had you kept watch of them, and smok-

FEEDING SUGAR TO MAKE HONEY.
[One of our subscribers sends us the following,

;

which I fear will have to go the rounds of the news-
j

papers, simply because it is such an abominable
,
suing of falsehoods from beginning to end; the

i worst art of it is, that every paper that quotes is al-
most sure to give it as a sober fact.]

feeding honey bees. — Without speaking of the
I

numberless attempts to feed bees upon cheap food
!
which were all failures, we give the following as the

J

result of our experimen's: That if bees be fed upon
good, pure loaf-sugar dissolved in only water enough
to render it liquid, so that they can eat it, or suck it

]

up, that an ordinary hive will consume from one to
two pounds of svteh mixture every day; but that the
actual gain in weight is only what the sugar weighs
without the water; the latter being only a solvent,
and not convertible into honey. That the sugar is at
once converted into the most piire and delicaie hon-
ey possible for the bees to make, wiih all the deli-
cious flavor perlainingto the best honey; while for
whiteness both of honey and comb, it far excels any
made from the sweets of flowers. It becomes then
simply a matter of cost and profit. Sugar by the
tun, in a large api try, can lie converted into honey
worth from seventy-five ccntsto one dollar a pound,
while present prices continue. Th it by this process
bees can be kept at work to profit at all seasons of
the year, where the climate is not too cold for them
to manufacture the comb, to hold the honey. — Cali-
fornia CxMuHst.

I beganJast spring with two box hives. One of the
swarms I found July 8th., 1878, hanging on a small
tree. Being a small swarm, I put them in a small
box, and ted them 50ft. of coffee sugar. I put them
up strtirs in a dark closet. They came out all right
in spring. I bought another box hive in the spring,
and not knowing any thing about bees, I got no sur-
plus honey, but J have plenty of bees. I have 6 col-
onies in movable comb hives, and one Svvarm I lost;
it went off and never bade me good-bye.

Wm. Coleman.
Devizes, Ont., Ca., Dec. 15, 1879.

[You did well, friend C, especially as yon arc
about the first person I ever knew to succeed, who
put bees up stairs for winter. Your keeping the
room perfectly dark was probably why it did not
harm t hem. ]

troubles.
Some of my neighbors think that I ought to go in-

to Blasted Hopes, as I went io so much expense and
trouble this last season, and got no honey to pay me.
My transferred stocks all built themselves up nicely,
except the very late ones, and they would also have
done so, had I helped them.

TROUBLES IN FALL FEEDING OUT-DOORS. V

My fall feeding came near proving a failure. I
first tried out-door feeding wiih glass fruit-jars. It

started robbing. My only Italian stock got to killing
one another. I would not have believed it, but there
are no Italians within 4 miles of me except my one
stock.

TROUBLES IN FEEDING AT THE ENTRANCE.
I then sent to you for a dozen Simplicity feeders,

and tried the night-feeding with them, and they
were taken possession of by- the little red ants by the
thousands. In the morning the feeders would be
red with them.

TROUBLES IN FEEDING IN THE UPPER STORY.

I then used, on my weakest colonies, a second
story, and in it I place I an inverted fruit-jar fill d
with syrup. That did first rate, except wiih a couple
of colonics, which I had to close up to keep rubbers
away.

TROUBLES IN UNITING.

T tried doubling one colony with another, and the
one that I put in was all killed.

ALL IS WELL, IF IT ENDS WELL.
T have chaff cushioned all of mv transferred stocks,

both sides and tops, and of those not transferred, I
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opened the tops and put cushions on them. Not
one of the latter show the honey they did hist March.
In this section, bees went into winter quart era with
slim supplies. L. B. Wolf.
Evansburg, Coshocton Co., O., Dec. 13, 1879.

Last winter, I lost 8 hives out of 50, leaving 42, and
got 1,800 in. of honey,— about 400 lb. box, the rest

extracted. I have now 51 hives.

WILL HONEV FKEEZE
Hard enough to break glass cans or stone crocks?

[I did not know, friend IT., that honey would freeze
at all; but I do know that, in candying it will often
push the corks out, and even buist tin cans in which
it is soldered up, if the cans are entirely full, unless
they are sealed up hot like fruit, in which case there
is no candying at all.]

HOW TO PUT THE TIN ROOF ON A CII *FF HIVE.

How do you make the tin covers for chaff hives?
Amity, N. Y., Dec. 10, 1879. J. W. Utter.

[I will answer this by lifting out a portion of one
the ABC pages.]

quantity for supper, and I suppose you have enough
to almost give all the readeis of Gleanings a taste.
Then you see we e< .uld give you some, when we have
a big lot and you don't have any.]

PICTURE OF THE APIARY, AND THE CARTOON.
Thanks for the beautiful picture of your apiary,

given us in the Nov. No. of Gleanings. All who
Bee it call it "just splendid."

I see, by the cartoon in the same No., that you
have at last succeeded in getting an excellent
"photo." I think 1 should h <ve knowti that any-
where. I tell '• my folks, " if a visitor c< mes here
when f am away, looking just like the man in the
picture, they can catl him Mr. Boot, with a certainty
of being correct, and give him a cordial reception.

J H. TOvTNLEV.
Tompkins, Jackson Co., Mich., Dec. 16, 1879.

COVET. TO CnAFF HIVE, HEADY FOB THE
TIN SHEETS.

To make these cheap roof-boards water
proof, we will cover them with tin. Get
12 x 24 roofing tin, which will cost, at pres-

ent prices, about $8.50 per box. Two sheets

are required for a cover. Notch out two of

the corners to each sheet, f x f ; fold three

sides of the sheet at right angles, f of an
inch, and it is then just right to put on the

covers, if the covers are as they should be.

The tin is nailed fast only in the edges of

the eaves and along the gable ends, no nails

being on the top side of the cover. In our

picture of the cover, the ridge-board is rep-

resented in place, but it is not to be put on
until after the sheets of tin. It is put on the

last thing, and held by nails from the inside,

none of them being allowed to come up
through. This tin cover is to ba painted

like the rest of the hive, and, so long as it is

kept painted, the tin will last unimpaired.

LOCALITIES FOR BEE KEEPERS IN MICHIGAN.
I would like to know the price of land in Central

Michigan, and if there is goverment land ihere for
sale: also if there is plenty of basswood in that vi-

c nity, or any thing else to make a good apiary. If

some reader ot Glkaninos will answi r the question,
they will greatly oblige an ABC scholar.

Samuel HRATn.
Mahoning, Armstrong Co., Penn., Dec. 15, 1879.

Bees in this set ion did not gather more than about
a
3 as much surplus as in the year 1878, and, as a gen-
eral thing, have gone into winter quarters with a
large portion of their honey unsealed; but 1 hope

:
the winter will be more mild than last, so that bees

1 may have more chances to fly.

fut-bottomed fdn. not a success.

Thave uspd considerable flat bottomed fdn. in sur-
plus i his season, but do not consider it a success, as
the bees bite the base of the cells through in their
efforts tomake the bottom like n.ituralcouib. They
do not leave the bottom of the cells flat.

Comb honey brings 20c. ; extracted, 15c.

[I believe the only merit ever claimed for flat bot-
i tomed fdn. is its being thinner than the other could
! well be made. Mr. Washburn is now at work on a
[
$15.00 machine, expressly for starters, which, we ex-
pect, will make fdn. so thin— so thin— w» 11, so thin
that it will take sever.d sheets to make a decent
shadow; and you know, when Mr. W. starts out, ho
never fails; at least, he never has yet, on any ma-
chine I ever knew him to undertake.]

worker brood from a queen that was hatch-
ed WITHOUT WINGS.

The past season, in one of my nuclei, I found a
queen jusi as she was emerging from her cell, with-
out, wings; and, on the 12th day after hatching, I

found she wasl.iying. As the eggs were laid so very
regular, I left her in, and in 21 days found as pretty
yellow workers as you can find. 1 then introduced
her to a full colony, and her progeny prove to be
among the best workers I have in my yard.
Query : — How did she get mated, if they must fly

to mate? H. H. Brown.
Light Street, Col. Co., Pa., Dec. 5, 1879.

[Do you know, friend B., that I shall be reckless
enough to say I do not believe that queen ever Wa8
fertilized? See in A B C, the concluding remark in
regaid to drones.]

A GREAT CROP OF HONEY IN ONTARIO, CANADA.
This year's honey crop, in Ontario, has vastly ex-

ceeded any thing in the same line for years. A few
years ago, "bee-ing" w«s almost extinct; but now,
prices have been so reduced that the profits are
small, except to very extensive apiaries, of which
there are not many in the province. 1 have been
digging honey out of barrels for some days, and
while raising the rich and luscious Mores, i have
been impressed with the idea of waste, all over the
country, of thousands of tons of itweete ungathered.

John Fotheringham.
St. Mary's, Ont., Canada, Dec. i:<, 1879.

[Don't you hope it will be our turn next year, boys?
Friend F., we would very much like a "scoop" out
of one of those barrels. Those new tin plates that
don't cost quite a cent apiece would hold a nico

I went into winter with 26 hives last year, with
quilt on, and cotton waste in upper story. They
came through winter all right. I doubled the weak-
est to 23, for p .plar honey, which is our first surplus,
and usually very prolific. I extracted ;500 lb., after
which the supply strangely stopped. Lynn, of
which we have nil abundance, only yielded enough
to keep them rearing brood. We got no increase
this year, not so much as one swarm. Bees suffered
badly last winter, where they were not protected.
Bee-keeping received a great stimulus 8 yeai S ago,
and the market was overstocked wiih honey and
bees, hence both went down. It now has Somewhat
rallied; extracted honey is worth 10 to 12'

i c, and
has ready sale. Nothing can excel poplar as a h"iiey
producer. In a good year, for ti weeKS, we extract
every week or oltener. Lynn never fails, but yields
largely only once in 4 or 5 years.

WHITE CLOVKIl THAT DON'T YIELD HONEY.
White clover is abundant, but we never get any

surplus from it.

GREAT YIELD FROM THE ASTERS.

But when asters came, in Sept , they went for the
h >ney, and hives were filled full. Asteis were un-
known here 10 years ago; now, they ar ecerywherc,
and never fail to yield honey from 6 to 10 weeks.
We are in tine fix for winter. I extracted all but
enough to fill the lower story, in which we have the
bees packed with cotton waste. J. H. Bahi>ow.

Lyunville, Giles Co., Tenu., Dec. 10, 1879.
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POISONING BEES WITH YEAST.

Two men threaten to poison my bees, —one of
them because my Italians robbed his blacks; the
other, because the bees spoiled his Delaware grapes.
The way they are going- to poison them is to mix
brewer's yeast with honey, and set it out tor the
bees. They say it will make the honey all run out
of the hives. Let me know whether this is a fact,

and if there is any remedy for this yeast business.
VV. w. Wil&on.

Hartland, Waukesha Co., Wis., Dec. 12 187n.

[[ have eard, years ago, about poisoning bees by
feeding theuj honey containing yeast; but, although
1 have never tried the experiment, I believe, from
what I know of their habits, the bees are equal to
the task of taking care of yeast even, if they are
strong and in go >d health. Noi withstanding, I would
try to make friends with ihose neighbors, if it is a
possible thing. Talk the matter over in a pleasant
way; show them the articles we have recently pub-
lished on the subject; then agree upon damages,
and pay it, if they are not too unreasonable. If you
can not stand it, got a new location for your bees;
but don't quarrel with your neighbors, if you have
to give up bee-culture and stop taking Gleanings.]

CALIFORNIA SAGE AS A HONEY PLANT.

HbNEY DEW FROM THE BEECH, ETC.

We have 125 colonies all packed in chaff hives, on
theirsummer stands, all in good order, except that
they at he red a lot of honey dew from the beech
leaves. This fall, some beech trees had the limbs
covered with white insects about a quarter of an
inch long, and those were the trees that the bees
worked on most. The Italians seem to work on it

more than the blacks. Buckwheat was a failure

here this year.
We commenced the season with 45 colonies, and

made 2,000ft>. of comb honey in one and two poui d
sections. This was a good se is -n for honey up to
the end of basswood, but the fall was very dry.
Lifford, Out., Can., Dec. 8, 1879. J. Russell.

REPORT FUOM IOWA.

I started with 15J stocks In the spring, extracted
1,8001b., and took 2,i00tt>. of section honey, and in-

creased to 19i. 1 h ive s >ld somewhat over 4,100ft>. of

honey, about 1,700 ot which was extracted honey. It

averaged, both comb and extracted, loc. per. lb.

My bees are mosily black. I have some h.\ brids,

which are as saucy as yellow jackets. I'.ees have not
done very well among ihe former bee-keepers of
this county. There was scarcely any homy raised;
the season was too dry; from July till the frost came,
there was not much more honey gathered than the
bees used to live on.

CELLAR WINTERING IN IOWA.

My bees are all housed in out-door caves or cellars,

with the caps tilled with dry straw. It took one man
one day to carry them in, and cost me $1.00, which I

think is che per than to fuss with chaff. I have lost

only 5 stands wintering for 3 years.

[But the chaff packing is an excellent thing when
the bees are not iu-doors, friend Q ]

ADVERTISING BEES DON'T PAY THIS YEAR.

My advertisement of bees, in Gleanings, did not
pay, as 1 have not sold any yet. The mistake you
made in September advertisement brought me about
100 postals, but when I wrote them it was a mistake,
none seemed to want to buy.

ADVERTISING HONEY DOES PAY THIS YEAR.
But the honey advertisement made it all up, as I

soon sold all my extracted honey. The comb honey
1 s >ld near home. Kobt. Qcinn.
Shellsbug, Benton Co., Iowa, Dec. 12, 1879.

AGE OP DRONES.
I see, on p. 481, in December Gleanings, 1879. that

broiher Demaree advances a new theory in regard
to the length of the life of drones. I do not think
his theory a true one, for I have a colony of bees
that has kept drones for the past 2 winters. I am
ceitain th tt none of them were reared later than the
2itth of October. OnTuesday. the 16th of this month,
my bees had a good fly, and in that one colonv, I

n 'ticed quite a number of drones. The queen is a
large black one, and is 3 years old. If those drones
live through this wint'T. as they did last, I will re-
port airain. My bees are all nicely packed away and
enjoying a good rest. Thomas Butler.
Blooniington, III., Dec. 23, 1879.

SUBSCRIBER sends me an article

from which I clip the following:

When the plants are well established, which will
be when they are two years old, they will yield rich
returns, and the seed will scatter and take root on
adjoining laud. Year after year the plants will in-

crease, more acres will liloom, and the hives will
groan under tho weight of honey that will in quality
surpass that of vit. tiymettus.
As the white, blue, and black sage do so well, are

of easy culture, and yield large quantities and an ex-
cellent quality of honey, they should be distributed
in all puts of the State where they will grow; and in
a few years, where one pound is now gathered there
will be ten pounds.
Do not

.
wa it for your neighbor to try it first, but

obtain the seed now, and have plants to set out next
sprint. Propagate by cuttings as well as by seed,
and thereby increase rapidly. Plant on the hillsides,
on t he banks < if creeks, and by the roadside. Do this,
and the honey-producing flora of your locality will
be augmented; and perhaps in a shorter time than
one thinks the bees will tie collecting exclusively
from sage blossoms, and the honey will be as clear
and limpid as one could desire.,— W. A. Pryal, in Pa-
cific Rural Press.

Now if the friends in California are hard
up, too, this year, as we are, why do they not
send us some seed at something like a fair

price? The only price I have seen quoted,
was 5c. per packet, or $2.50 per oz. Surely
some one can gather seed at less than this V

We want some of the three kinds mentioned,
and we want to try it, even if it will not bear
honey in our climate. Perhaps Ave can get
friend Hasty to raise us some that will ripen
in " t+0 days, " like the new sugar cane. W\ o
can furnish the seeds V My opinion of the
honey is, that there is nothing in the world
equal to it. I hope soon to be enabled to
mail samples of it for 10c.

THE SPIDER PL \NT, ANO SIMPSON
HONE* PLANT.

ALL I KNOW ABOUT THEIR CULTIVATION.

TJnlpOW often will the same ground need to be re-

r(r|l set with these plants? or how long will they

last? Will they nee i cultivatingafter the first

season? I do not tind anything in Gleanings touch-

ing these poin's.

Can you furnish tho plants for 2 or 3 acres, in tho

spring? and, if so, for how much per hundred? I

want to get that many in the spring.

M. G. Hakes.
Tekonsha, Calhoun Co., Wis. Dec. 17, 1879.

The Simpson honey plant, if I am correct,

will remain and blossom year after year in-

definitely. On page 407. of Gleanings. 1879,

a subscriber says he has one that has blos-

somed for 40 years. I would, by all means,
keep the weeds out by cultivation. Plant
the seeds in boxes of leaf mold from the
woods, any month in the year. Keep them
in a warm room, and they will come up as
thickly and as easily as cabbage plants; but
if you try them in hard, common soil, they
will not grow at all. I presume February or
March would be about the right time to

start plants for next year. I have thought
they might bloom more next season, if they
were sown now. and, to try the experiment,
we have a lot of them, already from 2 to 6
inches high, in boxes. You will have to try

it and see ; it costs but little for seed, or time
either.
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The spider plants are to be raised exactly
in the same way, and transplanted after ail

danger of frost is past. As they die down at
the approach of heavy frosts, they most lie

sown again every season. I would set both
plants at about the same distance apart as
yon plant corn, and give them the same cul-

tivation. It will take about 5,000 plants per
acre. As you will see from my remarks on
page 430 (1S7V-), I am going to try to have these
plants for sale in the spring, but as I have so
much on mv hands, it seems to me some of
yon might do it far cheaper. Where are our
green house men? You that are wanting
something to do might raise them in your
own homes this winter. Fix up your boxes,
and get your nice leaf mold from the woods,
even if it is cold and stormy, and when you
get a nice lot of plants ready to ship, send
me a sample by mail, and tell me how low
you can sell them by the hundred or thou-
sand, and I will give you a notice free. "Who
will furnish the nicest plants, for the least

moneyV

GLEANINGS !fU5_EE CULTURE.
-A.- I. ROOT,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,
MEDINA, OHIO.

During this month we will pay 22c. in cash, or 25c.

in trade, for beeswax delivered at our depot.

Please do not think unkindly of me, my friends,

if you find I have omitted some of yourconimunica-
tions. There are a great number of letters waiting,

and they are good enough for a place too.
-•-.. -a—

REDUCTION IN FREIGHTS ON BEE HIVES.

At length, the K. R. Cos. have decided to call bee-

hives in the flat, or sawed lumber, as they term it,

only 3d class freight, instead of tirst, as it has always

been heretofore. As this will reduce the freight

bills very materially, we have all great reason to be

thankful.

THAT RED CLOVER QUEEN.
There have been great numbers of applications

for queens next season, from the one whose bees
gathered such large amounts of honey from red
clover, should we winter the queen, and I know of
no reason why we shall not, the price will be just
the same as fur queens from our imported stock. I

am afraid some of you will complain, for the queen
herself and her bees are rather dark, though the
bees show plainly the three bands. We shall hardly
be able to send out any before July.

HAVING THE CUSHIONS FIT CLOSELY IN THE UPPER
t-TORV.

Bees are wintering beautifully, so far; but, as we
have had no weather colder than 2' above zero, it is

not yet time for trouble. After a pleasant day, it

will be a good plan to look on top of the cushions,
and see if there are no bees that have found their
way above them. If your cushions are not put
down bee-tighr, the bees sometimes go up and try to
get out at the wire-cloth-covered holes in the cap,
and thus perish. Remember not a bee should ever
get above the cushions. If you can't make your
cushions fit bee-tight, pour in some loose chaff to till

up the corners.

TEKiTIS: $1.00 PER VEAR, POST-PAID.

HYHEZDirsT^, J.A.3Sr. X, 1880.

Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be
afraid.— John, xiv. 27.

In my report given last month, of hives, etc. sold,
there were' at least two errors in the figures. It
should read like this:
Simplicity hives, 2,760; nucleus hives, 77; 154 story

hives, 863; wide frames to h"ld sections, 13,349;
brood frames, 45,31-1; sections, 408,978; and 10,284 lb.

of fdn.

During the season, we sold 1,705 queens. Of these,
144 were imported; 252 were tested; 1,197 were
dollar; 21 were hybrids; 29 were blacks. Wo also
sold 24 whole colonies, and 38 nuclei. 1 give the
above, that you may see what is mostly in demand;
for instance, there are a great m«ny more Simplici-
ty hives sold, than anything else; also nearly % of
all the queens wanted are dollar quet ns. As these
have now been before the people several years, they
probably know what kind is most profitable to order.

SNOW OVER THE HIVES, AND ICE IN THE ENTRANCES.
If your hives are covered up with snow, all the

better. Do not stamp the snow down, nor brush it

away, for the chaff cushions will give them all the

ventilation they need. So long as the weather is

cold, the entrances are just as well frozen up with

ice, as any way, but when a day comes warm enough
for them to fly, see that they can get out if they

want to. ^ m m —
A NEW BOOK ON TAXIDERMY.

From O. Judd&Co., we have a beautiful new book,

entitled "Practical Taxidermy and Home Decora-

tion." It is beautifully illustrated, on tinted p per.

and the quality of the engravings is such that it is a

real pleasure to take a look through it. 1 know at

least one boy who will be likely to go wild over it

when he finds it Christmas morning. If our boys

must have guns, let us help them to use them in the

service of science, instead of wanton cruelty, f1.50.

PRIZES AND PREMIUMS.
1 hope the friends who think differently will ex-

cuse me for thinking it unwise to offer any thing in

the shape of premiums and prizes, at fairs or con-

ventions, that may excite a spirit of competition
and rivalry, or any thing likely to result in dissatis-

faction. I would reward every thins that is good,

but I would not make any offer for the best. It may
be urged, that no one ought to feel hard or com-
plain, when he is not given the first prize, but, inas-

much as there is no way that I know of but to take

humanity as it is, I feel stronsly impressed, that we
should beware of encouraging the love of this mild-

er sort of gambling. Therefore, my friends, will

you excuse me for saying I cannot publish any of-

fers of prizes, for the largest number of subscribers,

for the best show of honey, for the best essay, or

any thing of the kind.
—*»»«—.

LUCERNE AND ALFALFA.
In reply to yours of Dec. 2d. we will say: All cata-

logue* give prices on both separately, but, as they
always come out of ihe same b.ng, the prices are al-

ways the same. Lucerne is the name this clover has
been grown under, for at least one century. S >mo
inventive genius in ( lalifornia has brought the same
thing out under the name of Alfalfa, but, no matter;
It is good fodder, and If it would stand our winters
better, would be very profitable. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, O., Dec. 3, 1879.

I thought when the two plants stood side
by side in our garden they looked surprising-
ly alike, but as seedsmen advertised the two,
I thought they must be different. I wonder
if these same seedsmen are not just a little

bit guilty of more of that same kind of work,
especially in garden seeds; pease, lettuce,
and the like, for instance.
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DEPOSITORY OF

Or Letters from Those Who Have JTIiide
Bee Culture a. Failure.

MUST confess lam disappointed in bees. Wheth-
er or not my poor success is because T live in
New Engltnd. where h >ney is not produced in

very large quantities, I do not know.
IN THE SHADE OR IN THE SUN FOR WINTER?

In thf> first place, many bees were lost on the
snow. When 1 bought them, I set the hives iu a
sunny place, and, on ihe first day that was a little

warm, they Hew out, staining ihe snow, and leaving
their dead bodies in great numbers, whilo others,
bought at the same place, which were in the shade,
did not fly out at all.

"blesskd bees."

I read the reports in Gleanings, of the success of
those who had frame hives, and was also rather "ta-
ken in" by that fascinating book, "The Blessed
Bees." Now, do you think I did ri^ht in deciding to
transfer my bees into a Langstroth hive.' I did it in
spite of the di>c uragt menis I received from others
who said it was impossible. I placed one frame of
boxes in the hive. The roadsides and lields began to
be covered with white clover, and I thought they
ought to make a nice little lot of honey, especially if

they did no' swarm; but thev did not seem to do
much in the boxes, and when I took them out after
the bu kwbeat bloom, there was nothing in iheni at
all, ai d the foundation-starters were somewhat eat-
en. Do you think this is because there is not enough
pasuinige, or because the colony is not strong
enough? Basswoid is almost unheard of here; so,

would it not be well to sow some of the honey
plants? or would it be a good plan to feed them up
next spring with grape snoar? 1 have a Doolittlo
smoker, but can not make it work. I came near
taking Mrs. Cotton's offer before I knew she was a
fraud. Wm. L. Hyde.
Lyme, Ct., Nov. 34, 1879.

I am sorry to hear you are disappointed,
my friend, but the best advice I can give is

for you to go slowly, and demonstrate for
yourself, with your one or two hives, what
bees will do, before placing very much de-
pendence upon what others may say. Not
that others do not tell the truth, but that
what succeeds with thern may not succeed
just the same with you. " Blessed Bees,' 1

I

have no scruple in branding as a positive un-
truth, because almost everybody who reads
it accepts it as truth and not fiction. I am
quite sure the State of Connecticut will give
as good results as the general run of other
States, if you persevere and become a profi-

cient. You. probably, like the rest of us,
have had a poor season ; but, had your col.i •

ny been strong, I think an old hand would
have got some surplus honey, at least. I

would not, at present, place much depend-
ence on raising honey plants. Take care of
the honey that is yielded naturally, first, and
leave it to older hands to experiment with
artificial pasturage.

$}m-
(gih §^pa%ifi0it.

^i? HAVE nothing very big to tell about my bees,

*|| except that I lost U out of 2i last winter, and
*-* some that came through were not able to swarm
this summer. I think the cause of loss was th<ir
being k<j pt in a cell a- that was too cold. This sum-
mer has been a very poor one in Delaware county
for making honey, and stocks are now generally
very light, both in bees and honey. I am a beginner

in the business, and thought I put my bees into win-
ter quarters in fine condition last fall, but in the
spring I made up my mind I did not know anything
about bees. My courage revived a Utile, however,
and I thought I would purchase a few to make up
the break. So I started out to one of my neighbors,
who kept about twenty hives. I asked him how his
bees hsid wintered.

" First rate," said ho.
I asked him if I could purchase a few colonies.
"Oh! yes," said he; "we have far too many."
"We will go down and look at them," said I.

"Oh!" was his reply, "I haven't time (he was
working the team); jusr go down and pick out what
you want, and when you came after them at night,
we will arrange it."

I thought that would have been a good chance for
an expert.
To my surprise,! found them all standing on their

summer stands where they had been wintered.
There was no wind-break of any description, and a
good many of them were not even covered with a
board, and some of the old hives were cracked on
two and three sides, and the bees were working just
splendidly. How is ihat for chaff picking? At
night I loaded live hives into mv wagon and paid him
$15.00, and we parted friends. I carried them home
safe, and they has " done well for this year. I w( uld
like to tell you how i he robbers went for some of my
half-dead hives, and how I succeeded in sa\ inglhem;
but you have such a big family to sympathise with,
I will forbear. I bought a nice Italian queen of L.
C. Root, in June, and was successful in introducing,
and bave raised some queens this summer. I n>>w
have 31 hives put away in the same cellar, onlr made
a good deal warmer, with a cement floor in it; also
the chambers of the hives are tilled with fine hay.
What the result may be remains to be seen. I would
like to know if it is necessary to carry them out in
winter, f>r a fly. Frances Graham.
Delhi, Del. Co., N. Y., Dec. 1, 1879.

Why do you persist m carrying them into
the cellar, friend G., when your neighbor
winters his so nicely out in the wind and
weather ? If you can keep your cellar from
getting too warm, I do not think you' will
need to take them out for a rl v , and I would
not take them out so long as they are quiet
and doing well. I know bees sometimes
winter all right out-doors without protec-
tion, but there are so many other times when
they don't, that I do not dare advise it.

OBITUARY.
Bro. Root:— While you, with many others, were

enjoungr Thanksgiving Day, we were sadk mourn-
ing the loss of our dear little pet (daughteri 5 years
old. Her name was Valeria; and she alwavs said
she was "Pa bee boy," and often was with mo
among the bees. She sometimes called me, saying
"The bees are swarming"; but that sweet voice is

gone. She was only sick :? days. Why do such sad
afflictions come wh^n one is already trying to serve
God? Is it to make us still more god-like? May
G' d help us. Prav for us. Yours in hope,
Martinsville, 111., D> c. 8, "fl. Wm. St. Mary.
May God indeed be with you and yours,

friend S., in your affliction. I presume there
are few of us who can not sympathize with
you, and it will help us to be careful how we
become unthankful and fretful, while these
little ones are spared to lighten and gladden
our homes. Even while I write, a little one
of two is looking out of the window by my
side, at the locomotive that brings our coal.

I do not know why, friend S., God sees lit to

afflict us so grievously, but I know it is easier,

far easier, if we can say " Thy will be done,"
and rest on his promise of meeting them by
and by, in a better and happier land. As we
think of our own little ones, we all of us, I

am sure, breathe a prayer for our bereaved
friend, that God may help him to bear the
trial submissively.
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The contents of this leaf and the one following are
not directly connected with the subject of bee-culture.
On this account, I make no charge for them, and, if you
chouse, you can cut them out Without reading.

\ur tmm-
But seek ye first the kingdom of find and his

righteousness; and all these- things shall be addtd
unto you.— Matt. VI. 33.

.A MONG my many friends scattered all

Jr^ over our land and other lands, whom
??'-~

'• I have known since these Home Pa-
pers have had life, there is one I would in-

troduce to you to-day, by two little extracts
from letters received from him.
The following was the concluding sentence

of a letter written just after he had read Our
Homes for last February :

Friend Root:— It looks SO exceedingly selfish and
bigoted for an editor to ventilate himself, while de-
nying: any right to reply, that 1 have concluded to
ask it as a favor to send me no more numbers of
Gleaninc.s. D > as you please about retaining- any
of the money. Some one has said, "Any creed or
opinion that shuns investigation openly manifests
its own error," and it looks like an axiom. I wish
you well, and I know that either here or "over
there," you will see your error.
Memphis, Mo., Feb. 15, '79. Stephen Young.

I directed that his money should be
promptly returned, but begged him to accept
Gleanings as a present, for the remainder
of the year. I often thought of this friend,
and hoped he might sometime see things
differently.
After the April No. was out, he wrote

again ; and although he did not agree with
me in that either. I was rejoiced to see his
letter close with these words :

My dear friend:— With all your idiosyncrasies, I

love you still, and ask you to forgive me for order-
ing Gleanings stopped on account of " Our Homes."
Speak on; I'll read all. I have re-sent the funds
which you forgivingly returned Gleanings will

be more than ever welcome. Stephen Younu.
April 16, 1*79.

Most freely did I forgive him, and tried to

tell him how keeuly I often feel that I am
not half worthy of so many kind and cheer-
ing words as I get continually, through al-

most every mail.
Well, this brother still insists that I do

not give both sides a hearing, and begs me
to publish the following

:

Friend Root: I have read all your Home Papers,
and in every case with the deepest regret, that one
so honesr and earnest should entertain such errone-
ous views of the Divine government. A great ad-
vance has been made in the lasi 30 or 40 years in

regard to the ways of God to man, and I hope and
believe that you will not take offense at the sugges-
tion, that your present views may perhaps lie but
the awakening- of the old dogmas impressed <m your
plastic mind at Sunday School, when a child.
The educated and logical youth of to-day will be

slow to accept the doctrine of a personal God, per-
sonal Devil, and eternal punishment for the mass of
mankind.
In your preface to A B C, I find this passage: "

' In
God we trust.' So long as we continue to trust in
Him. and look to Him daily for help, the business
will continue to prosper, and we sh ill be ot use to
ourselves and to all those about us; hut just so soon
as we cease to trust in Him, the business will go
down: saloons will spring up about us; and ruin and
devastation will be the end."
Now. is it possible that one evincing so muchcom-

mou-sense in nee-culture can entertaiu such views?
Of course, by "trus lug m G id," you must mean

practicing the two greut commandments, loving

God with all your heart, and your neighbor as your-
self; and that those who obey are certain to succeed
in earthly business, while oiheis are as certain to
fail.

But 1 look at the matter in the opposite light.
Think of the millionaires — the Rothschilds, Bel-
monts (Jews), Vanderbilts, Stewarts, and scores
more with hearts of Hint How the elder Bennett
prospered in publishing the '• Satanic Prt ss !

" And
now, Zach Chandler, who has b"en profane and a
tippler all his life, has left neurly j-.',000,UOO to an
only child. Peter Cooper is an exception to the
general rule; he uses his weal' h to benefit mankind,
but he is understood to be a Free-thinker. Gerritt
Smith inheiited his wealth but distributed it wiih a
lavish hand to the needy, and he was a Spiritualist.
Hut. as yon accept Jehovah of the Bible, as your

, God, I don't see how you can have confidence in him.
According to the record, after creating heaven and
earth and all therein, he pronounced all" very good,"
yet he was soon grieved at heart and repented of

i ever having made man, because he had become so
1 corrupt. He then, by way of experiment, drowned
the whole race with the exception of a few of the
most promising specimens; bin i his venture turned
out no better, as Noah got drunk as soon as he got
ashore, and matters went on from bad to worse, un-

j

til, as a dernier resort, he sent his only begotten son
into the world to sutler in place of guilty man. But
this also has turned out no more auspicious, accord-
ing to orthodox theologians.
Now, my God is a very different being from that..

He makes no mistakes, governing all things by ex-
! act and undeviating law, which insures the eternal
progress and happiness of all his children.
Were you to take this view ot things, you would

be much more potent for good among your fellow
men. Teach them that all physical and mental pain
has for its obj- ct the education of the sufferer; that
opposite causes must produce opposite effects; con-

i sequently, if doing: good brings peace uf mind, injur-
ing any one must bring m sery.

I perceive that you regard prayer as omnipotent.
If so, please, through prayer, show how a being of
infinite mercy can torment a single human being
eternally. S. Young.

I entirely agree with your opening thought,
friend 1\, and I candidly believe I never

: quite got over the eai ly Sabbath School
teachings of my childhood, not even during

! all those years of my life, when 1 was a skep-
1 tic. I would urge tnis thought, too, for ttie

encouragement of mothers and fathers bring-
ing their children up in just that way.
Alost certainly do I mean that one who

loves God supremely, and his neighbor as
himself, will succeed in business; but, my
dear friend Y., 1 did not mean to convey the
idea that getting rich was necessarily suc-
ceeding in business. You certainly did not
understand that in our noon-day prayers I

daily ask God to send me money that I may
I

have a line residence, and a gold watch and
chain, and all these things, to the exclusion
of the faithful boys and girls who meet with
me and join in the hymns, and prayers too,

as I hope and believe 't or that God would
bless our number, to the exclusion of the
rest of the town, or world in general 't Was
the life of that man of whom you spoke a
success, even with his two millions, while he
was all the time a tippler? I have asked,
and do ask, God for just so much money as I

need to enable me to give employment to the
greatest number of those who honestly merit
and need it, and as will help me to help you
and all my readers most. If the money came
too last or too easily, 1 should lose my incen-
tive to. and my zeal in, prayer, and 1 verily
believe too much money would tempt me
away from (iod. sooner than any other one
thing in this world. 1 thank my Heavenly
lather just as much for withholding the

1 money that would do me injury, as i do for
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so kindly sending just at the time, when I

need it most sorely. Is it not possible, my
friends, that it is one of the greatest mercies,
that we have been kept poor ? I most earn-
estly pray, that we may all be kept poor, so

long as riches have any power to do us harm,
rather than good.

I do not know why God has seen fit to

punish the wicked eternally. A boy once,
in anger, threw the scissors at his sister, and
one of her eyes was put out. For that little

simple act, the boy was punished for life,

and it may be eternally, but can you blame
God for making eyes so that they can never
be restored again t

I frankly admit, friend Y., that I cannot
answer your principal argument. During
the years that I was a skeptic, I frequently
dwelt upon the absurdity as I then express-
ed it, of God's wasting his time in futile

efforts to improve stubborn and unthankful
mankind, and the thought would trouble me
even now, if I should allow myself to think
I was capable of comprehending and discuss-
ing such a matter, as I grow older, I begin
to get a view in it, of man's natural depravi-
ty and of God's loving kindness, even to the
unthankful.

Is it probable, friend Y., that we are en-
tirely capable of understanding why God
does all these things thus and so V i)o you
remember Job, xxxviii. 2?
Who is this that darkcnetta counsel by words with-

out knowledge?

And xxxviii. 33.

—

Knowest thou the ordinances of rieaven? Canst
thou set the dominion thereof in the earth?

I remember much such a letter as yours
some little time ago, btit the writer, after
ridiculing the Bible and my faith in it. took
me to task also, for saying in the A B C that
the drone had a mother but no father. I an-
swered him mildly, and quoted Langstroth,
Quinby, and others. He replied, sweeping
all these men away with a single wave of his

hand, and called us a pack of fools for dis-

seminating any thing so contrary to common
sense, and all known laws of nature. I

wrote him once more, and asked him to get
some bees, and test the point himself. His
reply to this was more abusive than any
thing before, and in despair I gave the man
up. What do you think of such a man, my
friends? He was so sure of his ability to
reason out these wonderful things in nature,
he would not even take the trouble to follow
the directions I gave him.
God, in his infinite wisdom has seen lit to

give these humble Home Papers (the off-

spring of prayer) a power for saving immor-
tal souls, and hundreds have felt their influ-
ence as well as you, friend Y. Shall we
waste, in discussion, these precious moments
that may just as well be spent in the service
of the Master?
Whether it be in bees, or the Bible, among

all that we do not understand, there is

enough we do understand to enable us to go
to work, and you know,

If any man will do his will, he shall know of the
doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak
of myself.—John, vii. 17.

Or, in other words, as in our opening text,

But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his

righteousness; and all these things shall be added
unto you.

Now here is a brother that seems stumb-
ling, discouraged, and disheartened, on the
very words of that last text. Let us see if

we cannot help him and others, who are in
debt and in trouble.

Mr. A. I. Root:—0 I how I wish I could spe and
talk with you one honr ! I have read with great in-

terest your Home Papers. After a religious life of
fifty years, 1 am in the greatest darkness 1 hat has
ever fallen to my lot. Something over a year ago, I

did for a brother Christian, what I thought to be re-
quired of me as a Christian, and ihe result is that it

has involved me in financial embarrassment, so i hat,
by to-morrow, 1 must raise seven hundred dollars or
have the mortgage foreclosed on my house and lot.

Fur weeks and months, I have resorted in secret
to God, in earnest pleadings for a way of deliver-
ance, pleading every Bible promise that I could
think of, and yet, up to this moment, every thing is

as dark as Egyptian night. I cannot think of any
thing that I have not brought to the al'ar, so that £

am like the Children of Israel ai the Red Sea, — an
impassible sea before me, mountains on the right
and left, with the enemy pressing me forward.
Sometimes, I think I am like Saul on Mount Gilboa,
forsaken and left alone. My creditor, in Europe, is

worth his hundreds of thousands, and I suppose
never knew what it was to want for a dollar, and yet
has a heart like the nether mill stone.

I think I do not dread so much the loss of my prop-
erty as the loss of my life long trust in God, as hear-
ing and answering prayer iti temporal matters as
well as spiritual. I have been a Sabbath School
tencher or superintendent for forty years, and have
taken so much pleasure in impressing my scholars
with the impossioility that ami one. under any cir-

cumstances, should trust God in vain, and yet 1 am
to-day out on a stormy and tempestous sea.
After myT secret devotions this morning, I was im-

pressed with the idea of writing to you, as my heart
yearns for sympathy; 1 have nowhere to go for that
but to God, and if all is swept away I will still look
up. In trouble, - W. O.
Nov. 28, 1879.

Friend ()., I thank you for your kind.
frank letter, and for the confidence you have
shown in me in coming to me in such a time
of trouble. I pray God to direct the words I

may say to you, and that it may not be in

vain that you heeded the Spirit which
prompted you to write as you have. I fear,

my friend,' that you are doubting. I know
it is a trial to lose the property you speak of,

but God knows best, and, if your heart is

right before him, and the money will con-
tribute to your best spiritual welfare, your
prayers will certainly be answered. As you
know, I have had some experience in asking
God for the money I felt I needed, and I

think I know something of the conditions
he requires of us before he can consistently
answer such prayers. Forgive me if I ques-
tion closely, for 1 sincerely wish to guide you
into a happier and more trustful frame of
mind. The promises of his word are sure in
giving us peace of mind, as well as the
things of this earth, of which we stand in
need.

Are you at peace with everyone you know
of on the face of the earth at this present
moment? Can you put out your hand cor-
dially and in unfeigned friendliness to every
human being you know, even to the one who,
you say, is rich and does not need the mon-
ey ? When you signed with the brother you
speak of, or did some equivalent act, did you
not do it with a fair and plain understanding
that you were to pay it if he did not ? If you
did this when you knew you had not the
means to spare, you did wrong, and God may
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think it best to let you suffer somewhat, that
you may receive a wholesome lesson, to en-
able yon to be more careful in future. lie
knows best, and lie is always right. Assume
the debt, just as you would the most honest
one you can think of, and try to feel that it

is to* God you are giving the money, and not
to an unfeeling enemy. If God says it is

right to pay it, do so cheerfully, even if it

leave you houseless and penniless.
Who was it that said, —
"Ye arc of mire value than many sparrows" ?

and,—
" Even the very hairs of your head are numbered"?

Are you sure you have never thought of
putting your property out of your hands, or
of concealing it, or of eluding the hand of
the law in any way ? Are you sure you have
ever been ready to hand over every copper of
the little you have without thought or wor-
rying about the consequences, if a fulfill-

ment of the promise you gave this brother
demanded it r Have you been diligent and
faithful, working early and late, ever since
you found it was probable that you might
have to pay this money ? Have you wasted
no time in reading unprofitable books, or in
listening to idle talk that did in no way fur-
ther the work and claims of the Master?
Have you never lain in bed one half-hour
when you might just as well, or better, have
been up and doing? Are you busy now
every Sabbath-day in working for the Mas-
ter, and in instilling that same kind of faith
into the minds of the little ones that you

j

just spoke about? Did the darkness come
while you were in the harness, engaged in
this work, or has it come since you have left

it off ? In asking these questions, I do not
j

mean to say I am always perfect in these
;

things. Only a very few minutes ago I felt

that 1 had been writing all day, and was
dreading this little task of writing to you, i

my brother ; but had I yielded to the dispo-
sit ion to look over the papers and a new

I

catalogue, I should not have felt as happy as
I do now. Temptations meet us all, I be-
lieve, at almost every turn, and, O my broth-
er ! if we would evade these spells of dark-
ness, we must watch and pray almost every
minute of the day.

Last week I felt blue and dull one day ;
jmy spirits seemed to oppress me, and I had

no heart or energy for anything. I tried to
think what it was,' but could think of noth-

:

ing that I had done that was wrong or in
the least out of the way. I went off by my-
self and prayed, and asked God to tell me

;

why it was that my usual happiness and joy-
j

ousness were gone. As I prayed, I began
looking back and scanning the events of the
day. Pretty soon my mind caught on an in-

cident, and' something seemed to say that
these dismal feelings had their source and

]

origin somewhere about that spot. I thought
back. Yes; there it was. It must be be-
cause I had there been a little careless and
regardless of telling the exact truth. Mem-
ory went back a little further, and I saw
other places in which I had put a seltish

construction on things I had said. Still more
came to my mind; in fact, I saw them all

along. At one time I had been extravagant

in my speech ; at another time I had spoken
hastily and carelessly; again, I had made
something a little funnier by telling it as it

might have been instead of exactly as it was.
As these things loomed up, it seemed to me
as if I could hear the words, " Liar ! liar !

"

pronounced, and that they were not so very
inappropriate, after all. In dismay, I turned
to that only Friend— to that only Savior,
and, as it were, fell on my knees before him.
" Forgive me, (J my Savior ! forgive me this

once again," for it was aprayer I had uttered
many times before, ll and 1 will try hard, so
very hard, to do better in this one respect. I

will think every morning, every noon, and
every night, and I will make it my especial
business, all the day long, to be careful be-
fore I speak." As t prayed I laid my plans
for a 'more vigorous fight than any 1 bad
ever made before, against this besetting sin.

All at once I bethought me that I was hap-
py again. Yes, a whole flood of quiet joy
had come, and I could feel, if not hear,

—

" This is all I want, my child ; the past is

forgiven, freely forgiven. Go thy way, and
sin no more."
This is the way in which I escape dark-

ness, my friend, for God always shows me
where I have done wrong, and always for-

gives me when I get into that attitude. If I

have wasted my time, or made a foolish use
of my money, I often feel that he wishes me
to bear the consequences, that I may remem-
ber better in the future, as a kind father
would school and train a beloved child; but
he never turns away from me when I am in

real distress. I have hard, unpleasant duties
to take up ; but when I can feel they are for
the Master's sake, and that it is his will I
should bear this little burden, it soon be-
comes a joyous one. When I have been pa-
tient long, and have taken up some task that
my seltish nature is strongly inclined to slip

out of, how beautifully the following lines
sometimes burst forth:

"Come unto me. all ye that labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest. Take my y kc upon
you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in
hiart: and ye sh-ill find rest unto your souls. For my
joke is easy, and my burden is liKht."-»ATT. xi. 28-30.

If it is all in his hands, my friend, and we
are doing just the very best we can, why
need we be gloomy, or worry ?

If there is no prospect ahead of your being
able to earn or to raise this money, let the
homestead go. and trust and expect God to

take care of you. Come out of that darkness
any way, friend O. In the name of our Sav-
ior, Jesus Christ, who died for us both. I bid
you come out. If there is a prospect of your
being able to earn the money in a few years,
tell your creditor so, and pay him just a lit-

tle, if you can. Go and see whoever has
charge of the matter, and have a friendly
talk about it. After it is arranged to let you
have another trial of it, as I know it will be,
ask God to help you to work it out, and then
go to work. As you value your peace of
mind, — nay, as you value the salvation of
your soul. — work, work, and doubt no more.
He up and doing. at fiveo'clock in the morn-
ing. Work until you go to sleep at night,
and. as you deal the vigorous strokes, say,
tw Get thee behind me, Satan," with an enor-
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gy and faith that will, with (iod's help, carry
you to the gates of the golden city.

My friend, I have spoken thus to an utter
stranger : I know nothing of your faults and
failings, but I trust God has directed these
words, and that they may do good. If I

never meet you here on earth. I hope to meet
you in the world beyond; and I confidently
expect to hear, ere long, that you are out of
trouble. May (jod bless and guide you !

And now, a few words to others of my
friends who are in debt, and who, like our
friend above, may be getting discouraged
and disheartened: Please do not mistake
me, my friends, when I say the first and
most important thing to be done, is to go
down on your knees, and ask your Heavenly
Father to help you. A few days ago, in
talking with a young man who was going to

start a saloon, that he might get the where-
with to pay his debts, he came out with the
question,

•' Mr. Root, what shall I do, to support my
wife and children V"
Of course, I gave him the advice I have

given above. lie laughed ironically, and
told of an old fellow he knew that prayed
the Lord to take care of his sheep, and they
starved to death, the whole of them. Are
there any of my readers who can so far mis-
take me as to think I mean that God will pay
their debts while they sit by the stove ? You
have no business asking God to help you,
unless you are doing: all you can, and instead
of doing less, after so praying, I should cer-
tainly expect you to continue doing all you
can. and more as the Lord gives you oppor-
tunity. In the first place, you want your
creditor or creditors to be patient, and give
you a little time. Ask God to bless your
words or letters to them, and then state the
case fairly and honestly. Do not, by any
means, allow yourself to cherish any hard
feelings toward them, even should they be
importunate, and speak or write harshly;
those you owe, in all probability, have be-
friended you, or you would not be owing
them. If 'you get a dunning letter, reply to
it at once. Any reply, no matter how brief,

is better than silence. I know it is often
said promises are cheap, but I believe the
world thinks far better of a man who keeps
promising, than one who makes no reply at
all. If, along with your promises, you can
pay just a little, on what you owe, it will go
a great way in restoring confidence. God
seems to honor even little evidences of good
intentions, and the man who keeps paying a
little, month after month, or year after year,
will in the end triumph. Do not, I implore
you. my friends, ever give up. and make up
your minds you will have to go down to your
last sleep with the consciousness of having
used some other brother or sister's hard
e irninys, for which you have never rendered
them any equivalent. 1 know a hard work-
ing farmers boy, who got a few hives of
bees, lie chopped wood to pay for his bees
and hives, getting up and working early in
the morning, and late at night. With the
sweat of his face, did he earn his little pos-
sessions. Hard and rough were his hands,
and bent was his form with toil, yet he loved

work, and loved his bees. To get his crop
of honey secured in good shape, he got in
debt some for boxes and an extractor. He
raised a fine crop of honey, and took it to a
city to sell. At one of the groceries, he was
offered a better price, but the proprietor
said he could not pay him for it that day.
He trusted him, and a few months after
learned that the man was irresponsible. He
never got a cent for his honev, and the blow
seemed to crush him entirely. How could
that man, how could any body, be content,
to take a boy's hard earnings, like that?
My friend, are you sure that the money that
you or I may be owing somebody, and which
should have been paid long ago, is not indi-
rectly robbing some poor soul in just that
way ? Do you know that professing Chris-
tians sometimes sit down idly, with folded
hands, by the fire, when they have appro-
priated, perhaps eaten up, just such hard
earnings of others? Does some one say,
' But what else can I do V" I will try to tell

you presently. I wish first to follow the
fortunes of this boy. He seemed to lose
heart in his work, and his bees were neglect-
ed. I soon saw him with a cigar in his
mouth, idling away his time. Do you not
see why. boys, I almost shudder at such a
sight ? He has not paid me for the supplies
he bought last, but I do not care for that ; I

would rather lose it a thousand times, than
to feel that my young friend is in danger of
being lost. Do you ask how praying could
have saved this boy from making bad bar-
gains V That is exactly what I expect pray-
ing to do, or rather praying and working.
If any of you lack wisdom, lot him ask of God,

that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not;
and it shall be given Mm.— Jas. i. 5.

Do you not realize that wisdom is far ahead
of physical strength i The weakest and
most obscure one among us, had he wisdom,
even in business matters, would far outstrip
the mighty. Ask God to save you from
making bad debts, and ask him to bless you
in making business ventures, but by all

means push ahead, and show him by your
actions, that you mean what you say.
AVhat shall I do? I am asking God now,

to guide me and give me wisdom, while I
attempt to answer this question. To those
who have wages or salaries, I would say stick
to your places, and do your work faithfully
and cheerfully and well, in the sight of God,
and it will soon be well in the sight of man.
If your time is all occupied, the greatest task
you may have is to learn to save. A little

scrap of paper sent me by one of you seems
to hit the point.

A wife, writing to a friend, said:
"We have a csy house; it is thrice dear t > us be-

cause it is our own.
We have bought it with the savings of our earn-

ings. Many were the soda fountains, theconfec-
liouarv saloons, and the neeessaries of the market
we had to pas*; many a time mv noble husband de-
nied himself the comforts of tobacco, ihe refresh-
ing draught of b'H'r, wore his old cloihes, and even
patched up boots; and I, O me ! made my old bon-
net <io, wore the plainest clothes, did the plainest
cooking.
Saving was the order of the house, and to have a

homp of our own had been our united aim. Now we
have. There is no Ian Uord troubling us with rais-
ing the rent, and exacting this or that. There is no
fi-ar harbored in our bosom that in sicknessor in old
age we will be thrown out of house and home, and
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the money which otherwise would have gone to pan-
tile rent is sullicient to keep us comfortable in the
winter days of life.

This is the point exactly: and when one
once gets ] ight down to it, it is astonishing
how little will give ns all the comforts of life.

and I have many times been surprised to
learn of the new and unexpected happiness
which comes to one who sets seriously at
work to "go without things,*" when it is done
for Christ's sake: and if paying our just
debts is not Christ's work, then I do not
know what is.

Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least
of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.—
Matt. xxv. 40

In the first of the Home Papers. I gave you
experiments to show how cheaply one can
provide himself with plenty of food, and im-
prove his health and spirits at the same time.
Some years have passed since then, but I

have no reason to change the views then ex-
pressed. While I think of it, I am glad to
say there is a prospect, that the Home Pa-
pers will soon be published in book form,
with such changes as may be deemed best.
You are busy all day." Very well ; but

what do you do with your long evenings ?

A great inany will say they are tired, and
need rest. How do you take your rest ? If
you are near a town, perhaps you go down
to the stores and groceries. Stores and gro-
ceries are good things,— in fact, they are
very good things, but I cannot think they
are good places to "rest" in. Too many of
the people whom I rind resting there are
smoking the same cigars I was speaking of
a little back. Others who do not smoke tell

stories that are idle, if they are not positively
j

bad. I cannot help fearing for the boy who
j

spends his evenings in stores and groceries,
j

Some of you stay at home and read. Very
j

well, but i do not believe it is best to read a !

great deal at one time; no not even though
you are reading the Bible. When I read the
Bible a whole hour, it does not do me half
the good which it does to catch a glimpse of
some text when I am so hurried I cannot I

take time to read more than one verse.
|

What shall you do V If you cannot do some- i

thing to lay up treasures here on earth (it is

right to lay up enough to pay your debts),
lay them up in Heaven. Help somebody.
That is a glorious way of resting. If no one
else is near, help your wife. I believe wives
are always busy, and they are almost always
busy in something that is useful. It may be
a good thing to sit down and talk occasional-
ly; but if you are asking God to help you
every morning and night, I do not believe it

is best to sit and talk very long. When I
write on the Home Papers until I am re idy
to go home and go to bed, I feel the approv-.
ing voice of conscience much more strongly
than when I read all the evening, or talk
with somebody, lazily or idly. A young
friend told me last evening, that he had all

his married life stayed at home with his wife
evenings, but he began to think it was not
best for him to continue to do so. During
the long winter evenings, he and his wife
would get to arguing, and finally disagree to
such an extent, that it was unpleasant to
both of them. After he mentioned it. it oc-
curred to me that I knew of another husband

and wife that came very near arguing "once
upon a time." They came so near it that
they neither of them felt "really happv," at
the time, at any rate. What was the trouble ?
I think the trouble was. that at least one of
them had nothing to do for a little while.
••Satan always tinds"— etc.

What shall we do V work! rest yourself
by working. Why. bless your heart, my
friend, the happiest life that is in store for a
mortal is one where you are always busy.
What at ? Why. there are a thousand things.
I will tell you a few of them, (let a pen, and
improve your hand-writing, llight under my
hand, are hundreds of letters from you. my
friends, and— will it pay for you to improve
your hand-writing V Whew! the real good,
plain writers are so scarce that, when I find
one, I can hardly help saying, "I wonder if

I could hire that fellow,"' although I have
hundreds of applications all the time. The
hand-writing of the girl who will correct this
just as soon as it leaves my type-writer is
worth, at least, 2oc. a day to 'her. If she
should apply to me for a situation, I would
estimate it at that. If you cannot all write
as well as she, you can at least all improve
greatly. Our friend Hutchinson, who rills

the first page every month, though by no
means a pretty writer, writes so plain that I
can read it about as well as print; and it is
so carefully punctuated that I do not have to
pay a skilled and educated hand for prepar-
ing it for the journal. Since business, of
late, is getting to be so much done by writ-
ing, will it not pay you to use these winter
evenings to improve your hand-writing V
Pad writing costs both' you and myself,—

I

guess I won't say how much, every year. If
>ou have something to sell, rig up the appa-
ratus I have described on another page, and
then your writing will be as good as money
in the bank. One more thought ; if the apol-
ogy you write to those you are owing is well
and carefully written, it may have the effect
of softening them toward you.

Aside from the writing, learn to save mon*L
ey by manufacturing the things you must*'
have, instead of buying them. I used to
laugh at my mother for twisting up papers
to light the lamp with, to save buying match-
es. When I laughed, I was not worth near-
ly as much as 1 am now, but. if she had the

j

time to do it, I now think it was just right.

j

Sit down with a pencil and paper, and figure
on every article you are obliged to buy in

!
your household.' Ask God to help you and

I
give you patience, and you will be astonished
at what you can save. Of the things you

i have to buy. find out what amount you are
going to need for a year, and then with your

(

copying pad. get figures from several deal-
ers, and examine their goods, and see
where you can buy best. You will be aston-
ished at the difference there is in prices, for
the same article. I do not mean to have you
penurious and nigardly, but I want you to
be carefuf and faithful. Buy of those you
are owing, in preference to anybody else,
prices being equal, but pay cash down", and
then you can ask for close figures with a
clear conscience.

I am a yankee, and like to buy and sell,

but may God help me, and you too, to buy
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and sell so that those with whom we have to
do will be benefited as well as ourselves.
If you are a bee-keeper, have a neat place to
retail your honey, and have every thing nice
and convenient. If you are a carpenter,
spend your evenings in planning and mak-
ing little helps for the household, — things
that many will want; and have the prices so
low that your customers will be surprised
as well as pleased ; the same with the tin-
smith ; the same with the blacksmith; and
so on all through; but in all that you do, my
friends, pray and work at every step. Let
your foremost object and aim be to benefit
others, and your next, to get fair pay for
your work. Never loose sight of the idea
that it is better to work for 2-> c. a day, than
to remain idle. Do this, my friends, and you
can not help succeeding; for, although the
world is full of people, there is room, great
room, and always will be room, for those who
start out with the earnest determination to
obey the command,

Si ek ye first the kingdom of God. and his right-
eousness; and all these things shall be added unto
you.

My friends, this is Christmas Eve. I am
alone with my type-writer and the piles of
letters you have been sending me. For years
back, there have been warm, friendly ex-
pressions in them, in regard to the Home Pa-
lters, but this winter they exceed, by far, in
numbers and in warmth of expression, what
they ever did before. I once almost feared
to go on with them. I can not fear now, for
lam abundantly satisfied with the floods of
cheer and encouraging words that have come
from you. I tried, for a while, to reply brief-
ly to you all, but it is now impossible; and I
beg you will lake this as a reply, and believe
me. when I tell you that not one of these kind
words has been lost, or passed by unheeded.
I prayed that I might help you. and be of use
to you, and ( i od has answered this prayer; give
him the thanks. What shall I do to show
my gratitude to you all. this Christmas Eve V

I will tell you what I have been thinking.
1 have finished the Home Papers, or rath-
er had finished them, and I mentally figured
up what it would cost me to put in just two
leaves more, that I might talk with you a lit-

tle further on this occasion. It will cost me
just about SCO 00 ; may God bless my words
to-night, on these four pages, and 'may he
make this investment a profitable one, for
his name's sake!

I want first to give you a little picture of
one of the homes where Gleanings goes.
To explain it, I must remark, that I de-
cided this year that it wstsnot right to send
out our price list, as I had heretofore done,
with the journal, and so I mailed them all to
you in Nov., paving the postage, which was
quite a little bill. Several of you took the
price list for Dec. Gleanings, it was so much
enlarged; and among them our good friend
whom I will now allow to speak for himself.
Bear in mind that he is thinking I have

dropped the Home Papers.
Broth r Rant .-—To-day I went down town, looked

in my post office box, and saw a package. I thought
at nncp, this is from Brother Root. [ tore it open,
and found I was right. I went into a store and
lh' 'light 1 would read Our Homes, but found I was
without my glasses. I hurried home; but when I

came there, my girl wanted me to put some window
glass in before dinner; so, when dinner was ready, I
took my glasses and the bee book, laid them beside
my plate, asked God's blessing, and waited on grand-
mother, and then took up the bee book, thinking to
read at least part of Our Homes, as you name it, be-
fore I ate my dinner ; for I always like to read holy
reading to my family, when we sit around the table,
for there they will all hear it.

I opened the book, turned over, but couldn't And
the place. 1 said to my children,
"I don't believe there is any home reading in this

book."
One said,
" Oh! you have not found it yet."
But I looked it all through, and to my great sur-

prise I found nothing that 1 looked for.
M ell, I was completely puzzled, but could not al-

low myself to think for a moment that as good a
man as A. I. Root had ceased to work in the vine-
yard of the Master; and yet, why not continue this
important and extensive work, which would reach
so many minds and hearts, and, without fail, be a
blessing to many a one? *\ hy, dear brother, your
preaching is just what the world needs, aud I know
it is the spirit of God in your heart, that moves you.
I believe that the good Lord has raised you up for
this good work.
Now, just think what an instrument you can be,

by putting in2or3pages of s ich holy reading, to
gladden the hearts of many of God's children, and to
tiring in many who are not now his children, but
who will call thee blessed in eternity. It is a mes-
sage from God ; seud it along ; it may be,—yes, I

firmly believe it will be, as leven mixed in meal ; it

will rise and spread till it reaches eternity.
Dear brother, we are the representatives of God,

the light of the world, the salt of the earth; let us
never become weary iu well doing, but always be
about our Master's business, and he will raise us up
and give us in return the indwelling of his Holy
Spirit, to rule in and over us.

If 1 had anything else to say to encourage you, I

would not yet stop. But may God's blessing rest up-
on these lines, for the salvation of souls and to the
glory of God.
Pray for me, and let me often hear of you.. I may

never see you here, but if we are faithful to our call-

ins", we will meet in Heaven. Good-night, brother.
Vpsilanti, Mich., Dec. 18, 1879. Juel Resslek.

Does it not seem as if you could really see
our good friend hunting for his spectacles 'i

and, when he finds he has left them, careful-
ly putting the" bee-book" in his pocket?
When he gets home, he attends patiently to

all the little duties first, asks Cod's blessing
on them all, then waits on grandmother (I

am afraid I know somebody who might get a
good lesson there), and at length wipes his
glasses, and turns over the leaves for the
"home reading." There was a providence
in it all, friend R.; had you not made that lit-

tle mistake, I should never have known what
a warm place I had in that family circle

away up there in Michigan. I think God's
blessing has indeed rested on the lines you
wrote, for long shall I remember and be en-
couraged by the thought that, in at least one
home, my poor work has been called "holy
reading, '*' and has been given a place near to
the family Bible.

Two letters have been received cautioning
me against holding up "pious people who do
not pay their debts." Here is one:

Will you allow one who is deeply interested in
"Our Homes" department of Gleanings to suggest
a query? If so, read tin.

Are vou reallv sure that your replv to H. Allev, in
Dec. No., 1879, p. 49S, was dictated by the Holy Spirit?
Is this your special mission? Where would such a
course lead as to the size of the journal and in its

consequences to all concerned? Matt. vii. 1.— 2d
The«s. iii. 15. Would not a continuing- of holding up
the right, as shown in God's providential leading, in
your very marked experiences, win from error bet-
ter than 'holding them up to scorn? Matt, xviii. 15.

— 1st Sam. xii. 23.
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However you may decide, I believe from the tone
of your articles, you will nut be offended by the sug-
gestion of— A Friend.
Delavan, Wis., Dec. 20, 18T9.

To be sure, I am not offended, my friend,
but my faith in Christian people is greater
than you think perhaps. Of course, I did
not mean, nor did friend Alley, those who
wished to pay their debts and could not. but
the class who make professions of Christian-
ity on purpose to cheat their fellow men. I

do not think Gleanings will ever have to
be enlarged to give the names of such, nor
have I the remotest idea that I shall ever
have occasion to show up one who fears God.
The man or boy who writes a square, honest,
candid letter, when appealed to in such a
matter, God will take care of, by raising up
friends to his aid, wherever he may be plac-

ed. The matter came up at our noon-day
service. Mr. Gray said he had never, in all

his business experience which has extended
to several states of our Union, known a man
distressed for a debt, where he was honestly
and faithfully doing all he could. Although
I have no money to spare, show me a man
or boy. girl or woman, who has the fear of
the Lord in his heart, and who will go right
along letting his actions speak as well as his
Avords, and i will hand over the money that
they may want, without a moment's hesita-
tion.

This is a pretty strong assertion, my
friends, I know ; but, in every case that has
come under my notice, where there was
trouble and want, I could, by a very few
questions, find some point where the individ-
ual refused to obey, and to trust himself and
his affairs entirely in God's hands, as com-
manded in the word of God. From my
stack of letters, here is one right to the point.

Brother Root:— A few years ago, T found myself
without employment, and a thousand dollars below
par, with a big family on my hands; but I promised
the Lord I would be faithful, and work at the first

job that turned to my hand. Well, it was a job of
white-washing; and I have never seen the time
since that I have not had all I could do, and I never
had a man come to me for work but what I could
find something for him to do. I have given empl. >y-

ment to a doz. or more of hands, but among all of
them, I have not found one to take ca>-e of my bees.
What shall I do? Geo. M Kellogg.
Pleasant Hill. Cass Co., Mo., Nov. It, 1879.

There, boys, do you see the point V If our
friend only received 2oc. a day, for that white-
washing, he would have been cheerful about
it, for he was working for God, and God knew
what wages was best for him. This trust
and faith is what is wanted. Our friend is

now a market gardener, employing many
hands, and the poor fellow is in trouble now,
because God, after having found him faith-

ful in a few things, has made him ruler over
so many that he can't get any body to take
care of a part of them. Keep up your faith,

friend K.; kneel down and ask God to send
you a bee-keeper, and you will lind one, with-
out a particle of doubt. Perhaps you will

find him where, of all the places on earth,
you least expected him; for the dear Saviour
seems to delight in showing us the overlooked
blessings that have always existed almost
under our very noses.
Do you think I speak positively of that

of which I am not certain V Last summer, a
young man who is working his way through

college wrote me that, while kneeling in
prayer, God had directed him to come to me.
Without hardly taking time to consider the
matter, I told him to come along, and, after

he got to Medina, I had forgotten about it,

and came very near telling him I could not
possibly make a place for him. I was almost
out of health at the time, and was so worried
trying to scrape up brains enough to make a
good index to my A B C book, which was
just completed, that I felt as if I hadn't a
minute to look after anybody, especially a
new comer. After looking up the letter to

see what I had told the clerks to write him, I

finally had faith enough to ask him to go
with me to prayer meeting, and to feel that
God would likely take care of us both. On
my knees in the meeting, I asked God to
show me what I could do for this new friend.

To my surprise, the answer burst upon me
that I could give him the index to compile,
that he might take care of me, and ease my
failing health, instead of my taking care of
him. I found, next morning, that he was
a skillful bee-keeper, as well as a scholar,
and he took hold of the book, examined it in
all its parts and phases, in a way that none
but an outsider could do, and gave us the
beautiful and comprehensive index which
many of you have seen. Now, this is not
half of it.

At the time I speak of, there was a poor
fellow in jail, with whom I seemed to make
little headway. In fact, I was discouraged
with him, almost at the outset. Well, this

young student went with me to the jail Sun-
day morning, and then, before I knew it, he
was going into the jail evenings; and, pretty
soon, he had carried this poor ignorant broth-
er of his a slate and pencil, and later, a writ-
ing book and pens and ink. During the
summer, he not only taught him to read a d
write, but he taught him of the Saviour's
love, and from that humble stone room, the
first letter the boy ever wrote in his life went
home to his mother and sisters in Canada,
exhorting them to become followers of the
Saviour, and telling them of his new life.

Up, up, up, came "Chris," for that was
what we used to call him, and when God
opened his prison doors, and sent him out a
free man, as he has done others before him,
of whom I have told you. and as God always
does, when it is best for them to be out, he
was. in truth, a new man, and really born
again. My friends, imagine those two. the
teacher and the pupil, bending over their
books in that little room,— the one happy,
because he knew he was doing the will of
Him who said. " I was sick and in prison,
and ye visited me,'' the other, happy because
he was forgetting his oaths and curses, his
vile and filthy stories among his former as-
sociates (he had been a sailor on the lakes),
anil because he was beginning to drink of
the pure waters of everlasting life. Do you
wonder that it seems to me as if angels must
have been hovering over them at such times V

Chris has gone back to Canada, but God is

with him. Mr. House, for it was he, has
gone back to his college work, that he may
be fitted for a missionary to Africa. Do you
know how I thank God for the glimpses I

had of the lives of those two V How I would
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like to see their bright, pure, happy faces to-

night ! Shall I give you a little extract from
the letters of each V They will forgive me
for it, for they know I do it to help others.

I have settled myself in a very quiet pUce, hav-
ing hip d * ith a farmer for one year, tor $160.00.

I can go to church and Sunday school every Sun-
day. I would have liked to work for j ou, but I saw
that you were not busy enough to employ me. I

met some of my old shipm ites, and found it no
trouble to do right among them. It seemed very
odd to them uht-n I would not drink with them.

I shall never forget your kindness, and the trouble
you took in teaching inc. I send my best respects
to von q)|. Chkisiopheh Ibbotson.
Kilbride, Ont., Can., Oct. 19, 18T9.

My friends, the letter is written as well as
the average ones I get from you, who have
written for years instead of a few short
months. May God bless you, Chris, for re-

membering the little I did for you. It was
Mr. House, to whom you owe so much, but
most of all to God, who moved our hearts to

do this for a brother in trouble.

As to myself, I am getting on nicely, though I am
great ly prt-ssed by my studies. I work for my room,
and by boarding myself, have reduced my board
bill to 75c. per week Two of us board togei her, and
live on the "fat of the land" for the above amount.
We look forward to a great religous work this

winter.
1 often think of, and pray for. your work. By va-

rious means I hear of you very frequently I think
it was best, under the circumstances, to give up the
Sunday School in Abbe^ ville, though it must have
been a struggle for you.
How is the work at the Infirmary and at the Jail ?

The last [ heard from Chris, he was in Canada ; he
had hired out on a farm for a year, and was receiv-
ing good wasres.
The thoughts of my many Medina friends are

among the most pleasMiit [ have. Please rem mber
me kindly to the shop hands, and also to Ernest and
your wife.

In the fellowship of Christ, you- friend,
Oberlin College, O., Dec. 22, '79. W. B. House.
P. S. Last Sabbath, the 14th, Mr. Mathews, the

one who is doing so great a work in th^ line of read-
ing mMttnr for jails, spoke in the 2d church. Per-
haps you saw him in Medina. When a boy his home
was here, and he was known as the one-armed boy
wh'><j.iid peanuts on tho College square. A box of
papers was sent from here. W. B. H.

Are not the angels watching over those
two boys still y Will God not see to it that
thev do not suffer? I am afraid friend II.
will scold me "awfully," for having put this
in print, but the point of being able to board
himself on 7oc. per week, is just the illustra-
tion I wanted. Do you not see that one
could lay up a little money, if he earned only
50c a day V And do you not see that we all.

every one of us, can lay up something, if we
really want to. I have had many close talks
with friend II., about these answers to pray-
er, and he has trusted me with his accounts
of his close economy, in a way he would not
otherwise have done. Should you go to dine
With him, I think you would rind it true, that
they have plenty of good food, for this small
sum. If you want to know how it is done, I
shall have to refer you again to the opening
chapters of Our Homes.
Do you not now get a clear view of what I

meant when L said I did not fear to help
those who were ready to obey V I engaged
to pay him duringhis vacation a dollar a day.
When he was ready to return, it was a real
pleasure to me, to pay him. all in alurap,25c.
extra for each day. This 'lump"" happen-
ed was there really any happen about
"r happened to be just about the

amount he needed to enable him to start in
school squarely with the world, and he call-

ed it, I presume, an answer to prayer. If

you choose, I called it answer to prayer too.

Our prayers were both answered, mine by
giving, his by receiving.

I purposely retained the P. S. referring to

Mr. Mathews. You see he commenced as a
one armed peanut boy. Now he is perhaps
the greatest wrorker for the inmates of our
jails of any one in our land. The Express
Co's have consented to carry his packages of
religious papers free, to any prison in our
land. Why do they do this ? They are not
often accused of having any conscience or
"souls "at all. Is it not because God has
listened to friend Mathews' prayers ?

A few days ajjo, it came to my ears that
the warden of the penitentiary had said, that
the convicts from Medina Co., showed a
marked difference from those of any other
Co. in the state, in point of good behavior,
and evidences of religious training. Are
there not those among my readers who will
try to have this so no longer f

Now, my friends, had I doubted God's
hand in sending this young student to me,
and sent him away, as I came very near do-
ing, I should have lost this bright spot in my
life, and missed the lesson I have just given
you, in making missionary work a practical
business with the slate and pencil, spelling
book, etc. _

Having eyes, see ye not? and having ears, hear ye
not? and do ye not remember?—Mark, viii. 16.

Here is another brother who has a word to

say about asking God to help us in our busi-
ness.

Now, Mr. Root, we all know that you can make
God do just as you wtnt him to, as regards your
business, and 1 have to request again, that you turn
your great powers into a public channel, and re-
quest God not to kill anymore of his children by
Ho ids, tornadoes, and earthquakes, and likewise
shipwrecks Georoe K. Whighi.
Cambria, Niagara Co., N. Y., Dec. 17, 1879.

Have you not got it a little "wrong side
out," friend W? How would it sound for a
very small boy to say that his father would
do any thing he wanted him to do V Would
it not be more rational for the boy to say that
he tries to do every thing his father wishes
him to do V If the father is a very good fath-
er, and the boy a good boy, would it not
amount to much the same? It is because I
have been trying to please my Heavenly
Father, that I feel free to ask him for what I

need, trusting confidingly to his infinite wis-
dom to decide what is best for me. and those
around me. I do not know about floods, tor-
nadoes, etc , but. as he permits them, I am
sure it must be rigiit and best. Suppose we
should pray that all the boys in our Ohio pen-
itentiary might be let out just as they are,
without any change of heart or purpose in
life; would it be best to have such a prayer
answered ? Or would it be best for you or
me to pray for a single inmate, say a son, in
the same way V Before prayer can be answer-
ed, our lives must be in harmony with the
spirit of Christ, and then our petitions will,

of a necessity, be such as are pleasing in his
sisdit. The loss of life, in the way you men-
tion, as it seems to me. is a small matter,
compared with the loss of souls, that is con-
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tinually going on, right by our very doors.
Mr. House 1

labors with Chris, resulted in
the saving of a sovd probably ; was not this
act of more weight with God, than saving
the lives of men without affecting their
spiritual condition, one way or the other i

SIMPLICITY CHAFF HIVE.

FEW days ago, a very pretty mo'V* of

^ a chaff hive came by express. The
' chaff packing only extends around the

lower story, and. above that , we ha\ e the out-
side shell. For summer use, a Smplicity
hive is set inside, over the lower story; but
for winter, this is lifted right out. with the
surplus combs, and set away. The whole
space above is then filled with a large chaff
cushion. The thin boards that cover the per-
manent chaff packing around the lower sto-

ry are made with saw cuts which fully ven-
tilate the chaff packing. My objection to
it is, that these thin boards running through
the chaff to the outside, furnish a path to
the frost, and thus make a break in the per-
fect isolation which we get with the ordinary
chaff hive. Also, the lifting out and replac-
ing of the Simplicity hive in the upper story,
I have found, by practice, to be to me a troub-
lesome operation, on account of bees and
propolis, as well as because it is heavy and
unwieldy. As the idea has been a great
many times advanced, I give place to it. lie-

low is the engraving and friend D's remarks.
The model is extremely well made, and a-

side from the above, it has several points
which I like.

This is what Lucinda L. Harrison says, in
the Prairie Farmer :

Those persons who commence bee-keeping with
colors Hying-, headed by a brass band, will be shut up
in a few years by the sheriff.

At.r.those havingstory and a half covers that leak,
if they wen; bought of us, can have new ones at Vi
price; that is, 15c. for paiuted ones, and frum 10 to
1254c. for those bought in the Hat. If you can fix
the old ones up, we will credit you with the above
amounts. They are now all made similar to that
shown in last Dec. No.

WhkN Mr. Langstroth visited us a few years ago,
our photographer got some excellent large sized
pictures of him; and, as we gave so good a one in
tlic medley, the others have never been offered for
sale. The b< st one is t he right size for an 8x 10 frame,
and would be low at $l.(.0. 1 will mail you one tV.r

that price, and send half of the money to Mr.
Langstroth, or I will sell .von the picture for 50e.,
and let you send directly to Mr. L., what you think
proper.

Doking the past year, we have omitted the groove
in our section boxes, believing the plan given in our
price list so much better. Wiih the great improve-
ment in sections, we think no one will complain, if

the price is left at $ti.00 per. thousand. We can
furnish a tin cup set in a b.»ard, arranged so as to
make a nice little work table for putting in the
starters, ready to be screwed to any bench or table,
tc«r 25c. An engraving will be given of the appara-
tus next inoi th. The automatic machine mention-
ed last month is spinning merrily on the sections to-
day, but the engfMving of it is not quite ready for
this No. It works away, all of itselt, "like a thing
of life," and Mr. Gray is happy.

'mtyniicnt.

Notices of Conventions, condensed so as to occupy
not over two lines, will be inserted free of charge.

CONVENTION DIRECTORY.
TIME AND PL \CE OF MEETING.

ISSO.

Jan. 13.—North Western 111., and South Western
Wis., annual, at Davis, 111.

Jan. 13.—Indiana 15ee Keepers' Association, at In-
dianapolis, Ind.

Jan. 18.—Inter County Conventionists, Spring-port,
>.ieh.

Feb. 11. -North Eastern, at Utica, N. Y.

DEANE'S SIMPLICITY CHAFF HIVE.

For summer, set in a simplicity. In winter, take I

it out, store your surplus c< mbs in it, and put in a
j

large chaff cushion to fill the upper story. The itn-

plicity is the best hive 1 ever saw for convenience
about an apiary, but 1 want the bees protected in
winter.
Very little hnncy was made in this section, this

year. I took 75Tb. from Simplicity Chaff Hive, and
"nary" flx from unproieciid Simplicity. Cau>e ; it

is so easy to build up iciily, in chaff hives.
Mortonsville, Ky., Oct. 2j, '79. C. H. Deane, Sr.

We commence the New Y"ear with 3, -144 subscrib-
ers. Thank you.

We have heard nothing further of our friend,
Frank Benton, only that he has gone and "got mar-
ried."

To fold up the new section, let the top and bot-
tom come between the two sides. It can be done so
quicklv, you will hardly know where the section
came from.

I h*ve received a sample of grape sugar made at
Sagetown, Ills., that will kill bees without iiue-ition.

I should expect it to kill anMhing that was compel-
led to cat it. Further particulars next month.

SEEDS! SEEDS!
Test is better than talk. I will send 8 packets of

Garden Setd for 25 cents, to any address, postage
paid by me. 1 base- a nice lot of lb-d Wetln-rsneid
<)i.i >n seed, for 5 cents per packet. Orders prompt-
ly tilled. Address H. F. LAMB,

Id Caledonia, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

Wanted

!

Seed of the Mine Thistle. Those having it, and
willing to furnish a small quantity, will please to
write us, giving price. Address A. 1. R< >OT,

Medina, O.

Foundation Machines,
MANUf'ACTUHED BY

JOHX BOURGMEYER,
Fond du Lac. Wis.

Send for Circular and Samples. l-3d

HfltV'FV nn<1 Full stocks <>f Y< How
ale, in large or small Pbbv^

quantities, Not Excelled In any Point of Value.
Addre&s. J. M. Marvin.

St. Charles, Kane Co., 111. 14
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TIN WARE FOR THE HONEY BUSINESS.

PACKAGES TO GIVE AWAY WITII TOE HONEY
AVnEN SOLD.

f-T
seems to have been pretty well demon-
strated of late, that the best thing in—

' which to keep honey is tin. Those who
have been in the retail trade know how an-
noying it is to have customers always bor-
rowing dishes to carry the honey home in.

To wait on customers expeditiously, we want
something they need not be under the ne-
cessity of bringing back again, and some-
thing so cheap that no one will object to

paying a trifle more for the honey in order
to cover the cost of the dish, pail or plate.

As live and ten cent stores are quite fashion-
able now, we will commence with a plate
small enough to hold a half pound of either
extracted (candied) or comb honey. The
former will be live cents, and the latter ten
cents, including the bright, new tin plate, a
good deal brighter, in fact, than a silver dol-

lar. These plates we can furnish for 75c.

per hundred.
The next size is for one pound, and is

worth SI.00 per hundred. They are to be
sold, with the honey, for 10 and 20 cents.

THE NEW TIN PLATES FOR RETAILING
HONEY.

The largest size, shown in the cut above,
holds 2 lb., and the price is $1.75 per hundred.
Of course, these packages are for retailing
right in your own town and neighborhood,
and are not suited to carry any distance.
For distant customers, there is nothing like

tin pails. The loose cover will allow the
honey to expand in candying, while it. keeps
out all dust, etc., and can readily be opened
and closed. A two quart pail seems to be
most in favor, for almost any family can
make use of them, for the low price of 12c.

Stamped covers can be bought for 2c, a pair
of ears for lc, a sheet of 14x20 tin, costing
9c, will make 3 bodies, a sheet of the same
will make 6 bottoms, and the bail and solder
will perhaps cost ic. more. This makes all

together, tie. Close work I tell you, boys,
to do the work and retail them for 4ic, but
it can be done. By buying the materials in

quantities, and having the pails made in
large numbers, by the piece, they can be sold
for 12c at a small profit. If japanned, and
lettered "Pure Honey," they are worth
about 20c

Here is a query

:

I would like it, if you would inform us, through
Gleanings, what size to cut tin for 1^0tt>., 50ft>„ and
-5t>. tin cans. Robert Robertson.
Tennyson, Lanark Co., Ont., Ca.

The 25 lb. can is 10 inches high, and H in
diameter. Get sheets of tin for the body
10x28, or cut one of the size mentioned above
through the middle, so it can be locked to-
gether again, making a sheet about that size.

Anober sheet will make top and bottom,
and have a piece left.

The cost of the materials will be now,
about 18c, which leaves 7c for making and
profit. These, too, must be made by the
piece, or you will be in danger of having
them cost more than you get for them, if

sold at 25c
The 50 lb. can is made of a sheet and a half

of the 14x20 tin. This would make it 14 in-

ches high, and 10 in diameter. Just 2i sheets
of tin will make the whole, and the cost will
be— say 30c for the materials and 10c for
the work. This can be sold for 50c, with-
out very much trouble.
The 100 lb. can has a bottom as large as

you can make out of the above sheets ; there-
fore it will take 3 sheets standing perpendic-
ularly, to make the sides. As this can has a
slanting top, we will cut the 3 sheets off at
17| inches, and put on a top like that shown
in the catalogue. About 5 sheets will be re-

quired, and we shall need to take the better
quality of tin, at lie per sheet. Perhaps all

the materials will cost 60c, and 20 more will
pay for the making, if you order of your tin-
ner a dozen cans at a time.

A MITER BOX FOR THOSE WHO MAKE
HIVES BY HANO.

f ha

TWO-QUART HONEY FAIL.

S f have to make my hives by hand, I have

JH\ made a miter box, which I find very conven-
' ient. I believe you could sell a good many, if

you would keep them on hand. I take 2 pieces

about 16 in. long, or rather 4 pieces I should say, 2

of them 4 in. wide, and the other two 8 in. wide, and

nail them to a piece of 2x1. It has just occurred to

me that I cannot describe it so that you would un-

derstand it, and will therefore make a small model
and enclose it. Wm. Oldroyd.
Columbus. O., Dec. 6, 1879.

OLDROYD S MITER-BOX.

Many thanks, friend O. Your idea is one
I have often thought of, but you have ac-

complished the desired result very cheaply,
and your device for wedging the board up so
that it is a fixture is excellent. By having
such a machine made long enough, it can be
arranged with the necessary stops to cut the
boards exactly right, without any measuring.
With a good saw, in good order, such a ma-
chine may not be so very much behind a foot-

power saw, for many kinds of work.
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IMPLEMENTS FOR BEE CULTURE
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

For description of the various articles, see our
Twenty-First Edition Circular and Price List, mailed
on application.

For directions How to Make all these various arti-
cles and implements, see A B C of lice Culture.

This Price List to be taken in place of those of
former date.

Mailable articles are designated in the left hand
column of figures ; the figures giving the amount of
postage required.

To Canada, merchandise by mail is limited to 8J£
oz., and nothing can be sent lor less than 10 cents.

15

in

Hi

hi

20
SO
IS

I

40
12 1

w

A B C of Bee Culture, Five Parts complete
in one, paper cover 1 00.
The same, neatly bound in cloth 1 2d
Single Parts, in paper, each 25

Alighting Board, detachable (See A B C) $ 10
Alsike Clover. See seeds.
Balances, spring, for suspended hive (60 lbs.) 8 00
Barrels for honey 2 50

" " waxed and painted... . 3 50
Basket for broken combs to be hung in the
Extractor 25

Basswood Trees for planting. See price list.

Bees, per colony, from $8 to $16. See price
list.

Bee-Hunting Box, with printed instructions 25
Binder, Emerson's, for Gleanings f>0, 60, 75
Blocks, iron, for metal cornered frame ma-
king 15

Buckwheat. Sec seeds.

Burlap for covering bees, 40 in. wide, per yd 10
Buzz-Saw, foot-power, complete 35 00
Buzz-Saws, extra, 80c, to $3.25. See price list.

Buzz-Saw mandrel and boxes complete for
6 inch saws (no saws included) 5 00
The same for 7 and 8 in. saws (not mailable) 7 00

Cages for queens, provisioned (See price list) 10
" " " perdoz 100

Candy for bees, can be fed at any season,
per lb 08 to 15

Cans for shipping extracted honey (See
Honey), from 25c to $2.00.

Cards, queen registering, per doz 06
per 100 40

Chaff Cushions for wintering (See ABC).. 30
" " without the chaff 20

Chaff Hive (See Hives) 5 00
Cheese cloth, for strainers, per yard 06
Clamps for making section boxes 75
Clasps for transferring, package of 100 15
Climbers for Bee-Hunting 2 50
Comb Basket, made of tin, holds 5 frames,
has hinged cover and pair of handles 1 50

Comb Foundation Machines complete $15 to 100 00
Comb Holder to put on edge of hive 25
Combs in metal cornered frames, complete 25
Corners, metal, per 100 50

top only, per 100 60
" " bottom, per 100 40

Corners, Machinery complete for making $250 00
Crate for shipping comb honey. See Hives.
Division Boards of cloth and chaff 20
Duck, for covering frames and for feeders,
29 inches wide, per yd 20

Enameled Cloth, bees seldom bite or prop-
olize it, per yard, 45 inches wide,
30c. By the piece (13 yards) 28

Extractors, according to size of frame,
$6 50 to 10 00.

" Inside and gearing, including
Honey-gate 5 00

" Hoops to go around the top 50
" " per doz 5 00

Feeder, Simplicity (See price list) 1 pint 05
Feeders, 1 quart, tin, 10
The same, half size, 05
The same, 6 qts, to be used in upper story 50

Feeders, open air 15
Files for small circular rip saws, new and

valuable, 20c ; per doz. by express. .

.

2 00
" The same, large size, double above

prices. .

" 3 cornered, for cross-cut saws, 10c; doz 1 00
Foundation. See Comb Foundation.
Fountain Pump, or Swarm Arrester 8 50
Frames with sample Rabbet and Clasps. .

.

10

Galvanized Iron Wire for grapevine trellises
per lb. (about 100 feet) 20

Gates for Extractors tinned for soldering. . 50
Gauge for planing lumber, brass 50

" " making hives (See Hives) 50
Gearing for Extractor with supporting arm 1 25
Glass. See price list.

Gleanings, per year 1 00
For prices of back vol's, see price list.

Gloves. See Rubber Gloves.
Grape Sugar for feeding bees. See price list.

Grape vines for shading hives. See price list.

Hammers and nails. See price list.

Hives from 50c to $6 25. See price list.

Honey. See price list.
" Plants. See seeds.

Honey Knives, straight .75; curved blade.. 1 00
lA doz, by mail 4 00

" " lA doz by Express 3 75
Jars for shipping extracted honey. See
Honey.

Labels for honey, from 25 to 50c per 100

;

for particulars see price list

.

Lamp Nursery, for hatching queen cells. . . 5 00
Larvae, for queen rearing, from June to
Sept 25

Leather for smoker bellows, per side f)0

Lithograph of the Hexagonal Apiary 25
Magnifying Glass, pocket 30

" Double lens, brass, on
three feet 75

Medley of Bee-Keepers' Photo's, 150 photo's 1 00
Microscope, Compound, in Mahogany box 2 50

Prepared objects for above, such
as bee's wing, sting, eye, foot, &c, each 20

Muslin, Indian head, for quilts and cush-
ions, pretty stout, but not good as duck,
per yard 10

Nails. See Hammers and nails.
Opera Glasses for Bee-Hunting 5 00
Paraffine, for waxing barrels, per lb 25
Photo of House Apiary and improvements 25
Planes and Planers. See price list.

Pruning saws for taking down swarms, 75 and 85
Queens, 25c to $6 00. See price list.

Rabbets, metal, per foot 02
Rubber Gloves, $1.50 and $1.75. See price list.

Rubber Stamps, $1.50 to 3.00. See price list.

Rules, (See Pocket Rules) 12 and 17c.
Salicylic acid, for foul brood, per oz 50
Saw Set for Circular Saws 75
Saws. See Circular Saws.
Scales for weighing honey, etc. See price list.

Scissors, for clipping queen' s wings 40
Screw Drivers, all metal (and wrench com-
bined) Wz inch, 10c ; 5 inch, 15c.

Section Boxes, fancy, hearts, stars, crosses,
&c., each 05

Section Honey Box, a sample with strip of
fdn. and printed instructions 05

Section Boxes in the flat by the quantity,
$6 00 per thousand and upwards, accord-
ing to size ; for particulars, see price list.

Case of 3 section boxes, showing the
way in which the separators are used,
suitable for any kind of hive (See price list) 08

SEEDS OF HONEY PLANTS.

Seed, Alsike Clover, raised near us, per lb.

.

" Catnip, good seed, per oz. 10c ; per lb.
" Chinese Mustard, per oz
'• Mellilot, or Sweet Clover, per lb
" White Dutch Clover, per lb
" Motherwort, per oz. 10c; per lb 100

Mignonette, per lb. (20c per oz) 1 40

30
1 00

10
30
no

Simpson Honey Plant, per oz 50
18 " Silver Hull Buckwheat, per lb 10

" " " peck, by Express 60
" Common " perpeck 50

18 " Summer Rape. Sow In June and
" July, per lb 15
" Spider plant, per oz 50

A small package of any of the above seeds will be
sent for 5 cents.

Separators, tin, for section boxes. See
Section Boxes.

Sheets of Enamelod Cloth to keep the bees
|

from soiling or eating the cushions
I Shipping Cases for 48 section frames of

honey 5(1

|
The same for 24 sections 30

I
(This size can be sent by mail inthe flat,

1 for 75c.)

1 1 Slate Tablets to hang on hives VA

10
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SMOKERS.
Smoker, Quinby's (to Canada 15c extra)l 50 & 1 75

" Doolittle's, to be held in the mouth 25
Bingham's $1 00; 1 50 ; 175

25 " Our own, see illustration in price
list 75

00 Soldering Implements 100
Swarming Box 75
Tacks, tinned, per paper, (three sizes) 05
For larger quantities sec Hammers and
nails.

Thermometers 20
10 | Transferring clasps, package of 100 15

I

Tin, see price list.

Veils, Bee, with face of Brussels net, (silk) 75
The same, all of grenadine (almost as good) 50

Veils, material for, grenadine, much
stronger than tarlatan, 21 inches in
width, per yard 20
Brussels Net, for face of vail, 29 inches
in width, per yard 1 50

Wax Extractor 3 00
Copper bottomed boiler for above 1 00

Wire cloth, for Extractors, tinned, per
square foot 10

Wire cloth, for queen cages 10
Above is tinned, and meshes are 5 and 18
to the inch respectively

Wire cloth, painted, for shipping bees, 14
mesh to the inch, per square foot 05

I
Wire for grape vine trellises. See Galvan-

|
ized iron wire

All goods delivered on board the cars here at prices
named. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time ivith-

out cJiarge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent before July 1st. If wanted sooner, see ratesjn
price list.

*E. W. Hale, Wirt C. H. W. Va. 1-12

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa.7-3tf
*E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo. 1-12

*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula. La. ltld
Miller & Hollam, Kewaskum, Wash Co., Wis. 4-4

*J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co. Ky 4-4

J. L. Bowers, Berryville, Clarke Co., Va. 1-4

*King & White, New London, O. 12tfd
* P. ,T. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Tusc. Co., O. 12-12

*J. R. Landes, Albion, Ashland Co., O. ltf.d
*J. E. Walcher, Millersville, Christian Co., Ills. 1-6

*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. 2-1

*D. E. Best, Best, Lebigh Co., Penn. 2

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
H. Scovell, Columbus, Cherokee Co., Kans. 4-3
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. ltfd
Milo S. West, Pontiac, Oakland Co., Mich. 1-6

A. A. Fradenburg, Port Washington, Tus., Co., .1-6

Geo. Clark, Blissfield, Lon., Co., Mich. 1-2

NOTICES OF THE ABC.
ABC received in good order. All I have to say is

that it is the best book on the subject I have ever
had the pleasure of reading. O. A. Hoag.
West Union, Mo., Aug. 30, 1879.

SWEET HOME BXSPBERIUES.
Originated by D. D. Palmer, New Boston, 111. 1050

berries picked from one cane. Never winter kills.
The largest aud best black cap. Send for circular.

If I could not get another "A B C of Bee Culture,"
I would not take $10. for mine. It is the triple rec-
tified, double distilled essence of bee-keeping, boiled
down. Jas. A. Taylor.
Austin, Texas, Oct. 24, 1879.

Hope the new shop will be as great a success as
the ABC has been; for I consider it of more bone-
lit to persons going into the business than anything-
yet published. R. N. McIntyre.
Daytona, Fla., Dec. 28, 1878.

On the stand at my right hand, is the "A B C of
Bee Culture," which cost us $1.00; and to-day we
would not take five dollars for it, and do without a
book of the same kind. J. F. Runnion.
Spencer, W. Va.

Your A B C is a perfect treat to me, and, consci-
entiously, I must say, it is by far the most practical
book, on the subject, ever published; for I have
read and studied almost every book of note that has
appeared in the English language. This may seem
like flattery, but to show you that I mean what I

say, I have ordered through Geo. Rollins & Sons,
American agents, London, 30 copies, bound in cloth,
and I am quite certain this is only my first consign-
ment, as I shall certainly sell eA'eryorie of them.

R. M. Greig.
Park Hill, Near Aberdeen, Scotland, Nov. 6, '79.

We are indebted to Mr. A. I. Root, of Medina, ().,

for a copy of his "A B C of Bee Culture," a useful
handbook containing a large amount of information
relating1 to bees, hives, implements, honey plants,.
&c. The author states that the facts given in his
little treatise are principally derived from the ex-
perience of thousands of persons scattered all over
the country who have communicated their knowl-
edge, and likewise from tests made in his own api-
ary during a number of years. Mr. Root is a bee
keeper on a large scale, and his own experience ad-
ded to that of so many other persons must form the
basis of a great deal of valuable practical informa-
tion respecting the honey bee.—American Grocer.

I have received yonr A B C,andit contains so much
information for me, that I would not take $100 for
it, could I not get another. I have been in the bee
business 40 years; that is, I have found more wild
bees than any other man in this country, and all I

knew about them was nothing, until I studied A B
C. I would recommend every man or woman who
keeps bees to send for it at once. We keep 20 col-
onies at present, and we hope to get them through
till spring. We are feeding candy, and, had we not
had A B C, we would have lost most of them, as our
bees made but very little honey the past summer.

O. Douglass.
Whitmore Lake, Mich., Jan. 19, 1880.

SYMPIIORICARPUS VULGARIS PLANTS.
During February and March, I will deliver on

board the cars at Reeds, Mo., Symphoricarpus vul-
garis plants, at the following rates, purchasers pav-
ing charges: 100 plants, $1.25; 200, $2.50; 500, $5.25;
1000, $10; 2000, $19. Where ten dollars' worth are ta-
ken at one time, will take one-half the price in Ital-

ian queens at prices in Gleanings.
Address NORRIS C. HOOD,

2d Reeds, Jasper Co., Mo.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR
and Price List for Simplicity, and One-story Sim-
plicity, Chaff Hives. Address C. H. DEANE, Sr.,
2-5d Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

Hale's Price List.
Send for my Circular and Price List for 1880. Eai

ly Queens a specialty. Address
2-11 d E. W. HALE, Wirt C. H., W. Va.
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THE

A B C ofBEE CULTUEE,

TJ^OR several years, it has been my ambition to be
-L able to write a book on bee culture, so clear and
plain that not only any boy or girl, but even an old

man or woman, with the book and a hive of bees,

could learn modern bee culture, and make a fair,

paying business, even the first season. This is a great

undertaking, I grant; and it will require some one
with far greater wisdom than mine, to do it the first

time trying. After watching beginners, and an-

swering their questions almost constant ly, for years,

I came to the conclusion, that the only way to do it

was to "cut and try," as carpenters say, when they
can't get the exact dimensions of the article they

wish to make.
To cut and try on the A B C book, I have invested

over $2,000 in type, chases, etc., sufficient to keep
my whole book standing constantly in type, that can
be changed at a moment's notice. The books are
printed only as fast as wanted, and just as soon as I
see I have omitted anything, or have made any mis-
take, the correction is made before any more books
are sent out. To show you how it works, and how
it succeeds, I will give you an illustration.
A beginner writes to know if it is of any use to

keep a queen, after she is eighteen days old and
does not lay. Now I know very well that a queen
should lay when from ten days to two weeks old;
and also, that they will sometimes not commence
until they are three weeks old, and then make good
queens. Now, although I directed that they should
be tossed up in the air, to see if their wings were
good, when they did not lay at two weeks of age, I
did not say, if their wings proved to be good, how
long we should keep them. If I could spare the
time of the colony, I would keep a good looking
queen that could fly well, until she is :.'."> daya old; if
crowded for a place to put cells, 1 would kill all that
do not lay at 18 or 20 days old.

I have just put the above in the ABC, and that is
just the way I am going to keep doing. You sec,
you beginners arc, ultimately, to build up the book.

The book, as it is now, contains about 275 pajres
and about 175 engravings. It is furnished complete
in one, or in 5 different parts. The contents and
trices are as follows:

Part First, will tell you all about the latest im-
provements in securing and Marketing Honey,
the new 1 lb. Section Honey Boxes, mak-
ing Artificial Honey Conib. Candy for
Bees, Uee Hunting, Artificial Swarming,
Bee Moth, Ac, &c.

Part Second, tells all about Hive Malting,
Diseases of Bees, Drones, How to Make an
Extractor, Extracted Honey, Feeding and
Feeders, Foul Brood, etc, etc.

Part Third, tells all about Honey Comb, Hon-
ey Dew, Hybrids, Italianizing, King Birds ,

The Locust Tree, Moving- Bees, The Lamp
Nursery, Mignonnette, Milkweed, Mother-
wort, Mustard, Nucleus, Pollen, Pro-
polis, and Queens.

Part Fourth tells all about Rape, Raspberry,
Ratan, Robbing, Rocky Mountain Bee
Plant, Sage, Smokers, including instructions
for making with illustrations. Soldering, Sour-
wood, Stings, Sumac, Spider Honor, Sun-
flower, Swarming, Teasel, Toads, Trans-
ferring, and Turnip.

Part Fifth tells about Uniting Bees, Veils,
Ventilation, Vinegar, Wax, Water for
Bees, Whitewood, and Wintering. It also
includes a Olossary of Terms and Abbrevia-
tions used in Bee Culture.

10r~All are Profusely Illustrated with En-
gravings.

Nothing Patented. Either one will be mailed
for 25c; M doz., $1.25; 1 doz., $2.25; 40, $6.00.

The five parts bound In one, in paper, mailed, for
$1.00. At wholesale, same price as Gleanings,
with which it may Vie clubbed. One copy, $1.00;
three copies, $2.50; five copies, $3.75; ten copies,
$6.00.
The same neatly bound in cloth, with the covers

neatly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.25; three copies, $3.25; five copies, $5.00; ten
copies, $'.).00. If ordered by freight or Express, tho
postage may be deducted, which will be 3c on each
25c book, 13c on the complete book in paper, and 16c
each, on the complete book in cloth.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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100 COLONIES 07 BEES M SALE

!

I will sell very cheap (as owners are dead), 100 Col-
onies of Bees in L. hives; 1 Barnes Foot Power Buzz
Saw; 2 Extractors; Honey bottles, 1 and 2 lb.; 20, 40,

and 80 gal. cans: a lot of Circular Saws, Files, Wire
Cloth for cages and Extractors, Show Cases, &c.

C. H. GETCHELL,
2 230 Main St., Memphis, Tenn.

~G-A.3XT^SLID.A- OKTIjY.
Summer Rape seed and Sweet Clover seed. Either

kind, 15c per pound, post free. H. SMITH,
2d Box 102, New Hamburg, Ontario.

HEADS OF GRAIN.
The Quarrel about the Sunshine; Honey Plants

and Their Cultivation; Queenlessness in
Cold Weather; Saving Bees That Are to Be
Brimstoned; Surplus Pollen; Dead Bees
in Front of the' Hives; Harvesting Alsike
Clover Seed

Comb Building in Spring Rather than Fall;
Doolittle's Theory about Dormant Eggs;
Ducks' Feathers for Wintering Bees; To
Make Chaff Cushions with Little Cost;
Moores' "Jimmy" for the Apiary

Does a Queen Lay Drone and Worker Eggs Al-
ternately? and How? Is Frequent Handling
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Quoens,—How Even Imported Ones Differ;
Honey Dew That " Is Dew " ; Fastening the
Combs to the Separators; Carpeting for
Covering the Frames; Sourwood Boney

CHEAP BEES

!

About 30 Colonies in good, movable-comb hives,
at $5. each. E. A. GASTMAN,
2 Decatur, Macon Co., 111.

,J CHEAP HIVES M CffiAP SECTIONS

!

The best Bee Hives, Honey Boxes, Sections, Sec-

tion Cases, Shipping Crates, etc.,

-,-> FOB THE LEAST MONEY.
Manufucturers of the " Hiox^xs " Section,

all in one piece. The

73 Finest Section in the World!
Not only formerly known as the Lewis Section,

but still known as the Lewis Section; and we are
the sole and only manufacturer thereof in the Uni-
ted States, and the original inventors of the same.
From 60 to 100 thousand sold during the past three

. 74 months.
Send for Price List.

LEITVS <l PARKS,

75 ltf.d Watertown, Wis.
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NOTES FROM THE RAINNER APIARY.

No. :s.

ALSIKE CLOVElt.

^jf- HAVE read considerable about Alsike clover,

Jfji but now I know something- about it by actual—
' experience. On Mar. 26tb, 1878, I sowed 13 lb.

of Alsike-clover seed upon two acres of land. I be-

lieve the general rule is to sow 4 lb. of seed to the

acre; but 4 lb. seemed such a small amount of seed

to scatter over an acre of ground that I thought I

would better put on a little more. I now thiuk,

however, that perhaps 4 lb. is enough, as the clover

on my "patch" is a "perfect mat." Wheat had
been sown on the ground the preceding- autumn.
This wheat was harvested very early in the season,

and the Alsike made a good growth, blossomed con-

siderably, and, during Sept. and Oct., the bees work-
ed upon it quite freely. When the blossoms ripened,

they were quite well filled with seed; in fact, I

thought quite seriously, at one time, of cutting it

for seed, but I finally decided to turn in the old cow
and let her cut it.

One side of the plat of ground borders on a smflll

stream, while the center of the plat is sandy upland,

and the other side is clay upland. On the side next

the stream, where the soil was damp, the clover was
much the best; on the sandy upland it was better

than red clover that grew by its side; while upon
the hard clay upland it was not quite so heavy as the

red clover that grew near it.

From the middle of June, "in, until about the mid-

dle of July, this little "patch" of Alsike was a " per-

fect sea" of pink blossoms: and, until basswood

opened its blossoms (about July 10th), this "perfect

sea" was roaring with the nierrv hum of I he Ital-

ians. To one standing- in the field, the hum of the

bees would be almost as loud as in the apiary.

There is plenty of white clover in this vicinity, but

it was entirely neglected for the Alsike. I do not

know whether it was because white clover failed to

secrete much honey, or whether it was because they

could "do better" working on the Alsike; but I do

know that I did not see a dozen bees working on
white clover while the Alsike remained in blossom.

1 believe I mentioned, in my last article, that I had
MO lb. of surplus Alsike-clover honey; but this was
not the only advantage of the Alsike-; the bees ivere

brought into splendid condition for the basswood har-

vest.

The clover was left standing until it was very ripe,

when it was cut with a scythe for seed. I let the job

of cutting and thrashing it, on shares. Alsike-clover
seed shells very much easier than red-clover seed,

and when mine was dry and fit to draw in, we found
that a great deal of the seed was shelled in handling
it; therefore, we left it until a rain should come and
dampen it. Dut before the mau "got around" to

draw it, there had been several hard rainstorms,
and, when we were drawing it in, I noticed that the
rain had thrashed the seed from nearly all of the
heads that were exposed; not only this, bat the clo-

ver had grown up under the swaths, so that we
shelled considerable seed in pulling it loose. I t hink,

if it had been cut a little earlier, and I had had a
team of my own, so that I could have drawn in a
load every morning when the dew was on, there

would have been much more seed saved; as it was,
however, there were three bushels.

I should have made more money if I had cut it for

hay, as there was a heavy growth, and it would have
yielded more than a ton per acre. I think I shall cut
it for hay another season. If raising it for hay in-

stead of seed, I should sow some timothy seed with

it.

A neighbor, living a mile from here, sowed two
acres to Alsike at the same time that I did, and did

not have very good success. Perhaps it was because
he pastured his more than I did mine, aud perhaps
it was on account, of the soil. It made a very short

growth, and I believe he cut it for hay. Although
he is a bee-keeper, he says he has lost money by the

experiment, and has a very poor opinion of Alsike

clover.

A few years ago, a man who then lived a few miles

west of here raised a large field of Alsike clover. It

was cut for seed, and the yield was good. I can not

say just how much seed was obtained per acre, but I

know that the yield was a great deal better than
mine.

My advice in regard to Alsike clover would be,

sow only an acre or two, or even a smaller patch, and
see how it succeeds. If it is a success, you can sow
more another year; while, if it is a failure, the loss

is not very great.

I am satisfied with the results of my experiment
with Alsike clover, and, if it continues to do as well

or nearly as well, with me as it did last season, I

shall continue its culture as long as I continue bee
culture, which will be, I think, as long as God gives

me health and strength to take care of the "blessed

bees."
W. z. Hutchinson.

ltogersvillc, Genesee Co., Mich.
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THE NEW $15 FOUNDATION MACHINE.

TH^ELOW is an engraving of the little

j'JD'pj) machine we mentioned last month.
The length of the rolls in this machine

is 34 in., and it will roll sheets of wax a lit-

tle more than 3 inches in width. With
sheets of wax clipped very thin and even,
which we do to the best advantage with a
wooden wheel about 2 ft. in diameter, we
have made fdn. so thin that lit*, will cover 12
square feet of surface.

FDN. MACIIINE EXPRESSLY FOR MAKING
STARTERS FOR HONEY-BOXES.

Thin fdn. like this can be made with al-
most any of the mills we have sold, by hav-
ing very thin sheeted wax, and cutting it in-
to 3 in. strips before passing it through the
rolls, they, as a matter of course, being tight-
ly screwed down. Now what is it worth to
make a single pound of wax into fdn. that
will cover 12 square feet? If we can buy
wax for 25c, I have undertaken it, as you
will see by the price list for 30c. After we
have put paper between all the sheets, and
made a box to ship it in, there is but a small
margin left for profits. Well, a pound will
go a great way, when made up so thin as
this, and I guess we will have to learn to
work close, in making fdn. for comb honey.
We have not tried putting in full sized start-
ers on the melted wax plan, but our girls put
in small ones so rapidly and securely with it,

that I have no doubt at all about its work-
ing with full sized starters, and I think I
will give you a picture of the apparatus they
use.

iWiSi^P

ARRANGEMENT FOR PUTTING STARTERS
IN THE nONEY BOXES.

It consists, principally, of a half inch
board, 12 in. by 18 in. One end is screwed
to a bench or table, and near the othe* end
is a tin cup, let in so as to be level with the
top of the board. About i in. below the up-
per edge of the cup is a bridge of tin. The
cup is to contain clean, yellow wax, with
about I part of white resin. A lamp placed
under the cupkeepsthe mixture melted, and,

by adding a little from time to time, the wax
is to be kept just over the bridge of tin.

The girls just touch the starter to this bridge,
and place it instantly in the center of the
top bar of the section, and it is a fixture.
The resin makes the wax so tenacious that
the box may be thrown on the floor, without
shaking out or breaking the starter. We
can furnish the cup and board when desired
for 25c. If wanted by mail, 50c.
The starters may be put in after the boxes

are made up, or before, as you choose; but
our girls prefer to have them in the flat.

Lay your pile of long strips right back of
the* cup, against the strip that is tacked on
to keep them from falling off. Put your pile

of fdn. starters near the strip across the end
of the board. Now take a section, and place
it against the stops, which are so arranged
that the part which is to be the top bar will
be right opposite, and close to, the cup. To
bring the starter exactly in the center of the
top bar, you will observe a strip with the
middle cut out, to give room for the fingers,
fastened so as to come a little above the sec-
tion top bar; it should be high enough so the
melted wax and resin will never get stuck
to it. As soon as the starter is in place,
with the right hand take the section away
and put another in its place, while the left

hand is getting a new starter and dipping it

in the cup. You must make both hands
work together. Don't say you can't, but
keep trying; for, no matter how awkward it

seems at first, they wr
ill soon learn how, and

you will do just twice as much, as to let one
hand remain idle the greater part of the
time. Again, you must place your stuff so
your hands will not have to travel a great
distance each time you pick up a stick and
lay it down again. Fix things handy, close
by, but in good order, and work so syste-
matically that you will be glad to have* the
neighbors come and look on, instead of be-
ing worried and fidgety because everything
is so lt cluttered up." Have your wax and
resin so that no particle shall ever get on
anything, except where it is wanted, and un-
der no circumstances let it get on the floor.

If you cannot do it in a nice and genteel way,
get yourself off out of doors, and turn the
whole job over to the women folks. I want
you to be a happy and prosperous family,
and I doiit want your wife to say, "I wish
you had never heard of Mr. Hoot and his
bee journal."

$fa "%rct$kr&"

[This department is to be kept for the benefit of
those who are dissatisfied; and when anything is

amiss, I hope you will "talk right out." As a i-ule

we will omit names and addresses, to avoid being
too personal.]

^jojfj^LEASE find enclosed $1. for Gleanings, one

}\i year. If I am not too late, send me that little

' plane. Will you please send me one of your
metal corners. H. S.

Brooklyn, Wis., Jan. 5, 1880.

It was away back in Oct., that we offered
a plane for new subscribers for 1880, and so
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I explained to friend S. Although he for-

feited all right to any present by waiting un-
til January before sending in his subscrip-
tion, I thought best to give him the corners
he asked for, and so sent him four, paying
postage ourselves, and explaining why we
could not consistently give him a plane.
Here is his reply:

I received Gleanings, and sample of metal cor-

ners, with thanks for the same, but the plane did

not come. I should have sent my subscription

sooner, but I could not spare the money. Now, I

do not think that you ought to be too small. I have
tried to deal fairly with you, and if you can't afford

to send the premium, you can send back the dollar.

Retain enough to pay you for Jan. No. H. S.

Brooklyn, Wis., Jan. 10, 1880.

Of course, we had nothing else, to do, but
to send back the money. Now please,
friends, do not censure our friend S. too se-

verely. There is an element of truth in
what'he says. I offered you the presents,
that you might hurry up with your subscrip-
tions, and not oblige us to take down our
types of your addresses after we had arrang-
ed and corrected them with so much labor.

A great many of you would have been
stringing along into Jan., Feb., and March,
had we not, by the presents, induced you to
be prompt and on hand, before New "Year's
day. The line had to be drawn somewhere,
and so we put it at the first day of the year.
Quite a number complained, because the
clerks refused the presents when they were
just a few days late. Suppose I let it go, if

it was only a few days; when should I com-
mence to draw the dividing line? Perhaps I
offered too much of a present.

THE EARLY A1IRER SUGAR CANE.

CANE SYRUP FOR BEES.

*jp DON'T know as I can give any useful informa-

51 tion on this subject, but I will try. I was much—
' pleased with the article written by Ira Bennett,

in the last No. of Gleanings, although it seems he
has had but one year's experience. The new sugar
cane, called the Early Amber, is not a new cane.
It has been raised in the state of Minnesota very ex-
tensively, and, by refining the syrup, it makes first

class sugar. The cane has been raised in this part
of the country for several years.
I will give you my experience in feeding cane syr-

up to bees. I placed a feeder full of syrup at the
entrance of a hive; the bees came out in an instnnt,
and stuck their bills into the syrup as if it were hon-
ey; pretty soon they backed out, wiped their bills.

and seemed to say, "I guess T don't want any more."
The only way in which I could get the bees to eat it

was to leave the syrup thin, and feed it to them
while warm.

I have never tried to feed the cane juice, but I

hnve KOticed for several years, that, at our mill
where we manufacture cane syrup, bees would gath-
er in great numbers to suck the juice left in the
pomace. The.v would gather around there as soon
as we commenced work in the fall, but it seemed as
if they got tired of the stuff at the latter part of the
season, and but few bees would visit the mill. I

don't think that syrup or juice is good for feeding
bees, at least not of 1 he c< 1111111)11 varieties of cane
(I never tried the early amber for feeding); but, if

we can make the syrup into sugar, and then feed it

to the bees, it would be a great deal cheaper than
coffee A; that is, if it is as good as that.
We got some cane seed last spring, of a man in

Southington, who said hi3 syrup nearly all went to
sugar. We intended to make sugar of ours, but it

has not grained the least bit yet. This was also ear-
ly amber cane

Cane is raised extensively in this section, mainly
for syrup. We had two mills running last fall. The
pressing and boiling are done by steam. We have
made as high as :?,400 gal. of syrup at one mill, in
one season. That season we charged 25c. per gal.
for making. Last fall, good syrup sold for $1. per
gal. I think our way of making syrup is far superior
to any other I ever heard of
You must have good land out in Medina Co., if you

can raise 300 gal. of syrup per acre. In Trumbull
Co., we can't raise much more than 150 gal. per acre.
I think Medina Co. would be a good place to erect a
mill for the manufacture of syrup. What do you
think, brother Root? I am satisfied we would have
plenty of work the second season. H. A. Simon.
Lordstown, Trumbull Co., Ohio, Jam, 1880.

Under no circumstances would I advise
feeding the cane juice to the bees. I would
rather have it marie into nice sugar, say as
good and white as coffee A, and then feed it.

Our neighbor Bennett desires me to say that
he has no more seed to spare, but I have
made arrangements to supply all who may
want the Early-Amber seed, at 5c. per pack-
et, or 40c. per tb., by mail; by express, 22c.
per lb. I should like to be able to send a
small sample of the sugar with each packet
of seed. Can any of the friends furnish nice,
white sugar, made from the Early Amber
caneV Mr. Bennett has purchased a mill.

We can furnish a book, said to be the stand-
ard work on making sugar from the new
sugar cane, for $1.

CLARIFYING cane syrup with clay.
A friend who lives in Illinois tells us his process of

clarifying the juices of sugar cane. He grows ihe
ordinary kinds, and perhaps your friend Bennett
would be pleased to see it. Simply add to the ex-
pressed juice, as it comes from the mill, common
yellow clay, an ordinary wooden pailful for a 40 bbl.
vat or tank; thoroughly dissolve and mix, thf>n let
it stand until the clay settles, taking with it all im-
purities. Then draw off with a siphon or faucet,
being careful to get none of the sediment, and the
syrup will be perfectly clear, when evaporated, and
almost colorless; and my friend claims that the
flavor is finer than any honey they can buy.
Attica, Ind., Jan. 10, 1880. Mrs. S. C. Earl.

BEES AND SUGAR-CANE MILLS; ANOTHER SIDE TO
THE QUESTION.

My bees (98 colonies) are very quiet thus far in
their winter quarters (cellar), but they were very
much reduced in numbers by a sorghum mill within
Vi mile of me. I tried to keep them at home by put-
ting them in the cellar, and keeping them cool with
ice, but had to take them out again, the weather
was so very warm. I put screens on the door and
windows of the mill, but the proprietor said it was
so hot he could not stand it, so they stood wide open.
It would have been but a partial remedy at best,
since as many are killed at the rollers and on the
bagasse, or crushed stalks, as in the mill. When
that man that raised 3 gal. of syrup from one rod
(all guessed at, I take it) comes to raise it by the
acre, he will not be so enthusiastic, or you either for
that matter. I speak from experience in this locali-
ty, which is well adapted to its culture, and we have
the early amber variety too. I prophesy that sor-
ghum or sugar making and bee-keepinar always will
be antagonistic. J. L. Wtolfenden.
Adnms, Wis., Jan. 16, 1880.

Now, friend W., I am not discouraged, but
I am very glad of your cautions. I would
have the whole mill, rollers, refuse stalks,
and all, covered with a building, and plenty
of air admitted through large openings cov-
ered with wire cloth having a large mesh,
that would just exclude bees. If this should
be too expensive. I would manage in some
way, to have the bees and the mill at least
two miles (more if need be) from each other.
Don't bring any mill near the bees, or any
bees near the mill. Isn't the world wide
enough? If not, let's "go west."
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BEE BOTANY AND ENTOMOLOGY.

WATER LEAF AS A HONEY PLANT.

fNCLOSED please find a specimen of a honey
plant. It blooms early in spring-, and is found

J in the valleys on very rich soil. I consider it A
No. 1, as it comes before white clover. Please de-
fine it in Gleanings. M. A. Gill.
Viola, Richland Co., Wis., Dec. 15, I87t).

The plant is a beautiful one, both in leaf
and tlower. Here is the answer of Prof.
Beal in regard to it.

This is Hydrophyllum Virginlcum, or water leaf.
There are several species found on rich land in the
woods and open places. Nemophila belongs to the
same small natural order.

THE TOCHINA FLY; IS IT AN ENEMY?
Friend Root:— Enclosed you will find some kind of

a bee, which is havering- around my hives and eats
honey like the bees. It has bristles on its body.
Please tell me if they will do any harm, when they
are plenty. D. P. C. Hambly.
Spanish Ranch, Plumas Co., Cal., Nov. 20, 79.

We sent the fly to Prof. Cook, and here is

bis reply

:

The insect is not a bee, but is a Tochina fly. It

has two wings. A. smaller fly of the same genus is

figured on p. 270, of my Manual. Thess Hies love
sweets, and so are often seen around flowers. They
are near relatives of our common house liies. but
differ widolv in their habits. These tlies lay their
eggs on other insects. The younyr, when they hatch,
enter and feed on the insects which receive the eggs.
Whether these insects were after honey, or were
stealing in to 1 y their eggs on the larval'bees is an
important question. If the former, their damage is

light: if the 1 ttter, then it is m «re formidable. True
it is, that some of these Tochina tlies are parasitic
on bees. T wish Mr. II. would send me several care-
fully packed in cotton. I am desirous to get all the
bee enemies I can for a monagraph. A. J. Cook.
Dayton, Ohio, Jan. 5, 1880.

PDRPLE THOROPGHWORT AS A LATE HONEY PLANT.
Will some of your readers tell me, if they have

tried Eupatorium purpureum for bees? [ have seen
it covered with bees in the fall, when all other plants
had been killed by the frost. The flowers are purple
They are small, but numerous, like elderberry blos-
soms Perhaps Prof Cook would give some infor-
mation, as this is easily grown in anv swamp or wet
place. G. H. B. Hooper.
Toronto, Ont., Can., Jan. 7, 1880.

BLUE TniSTLE PLANTS.
I have no seed of blue thistle, but will send you

plants by the thousand, if you will pay the express
on them. J. L. Bowers.
Berryville, Va., Jan. 10. 1880.

That is too cheap, friend B. AVe do not
want anybody to work for nothing. If the
plants are very plenty, perhaps you can take
them up and put them in a little basket, for
-~»c. per hundred. I will pay you that for
100, and will pay for the basket'too. If any-
body else wants some, let them write you so.
sending the 35c. I suppose a basket will
cost you about a dime.

BLUE THISTLE IN MICHIGAN.
I see you speak about blue thistle seed. I think I

can get a quantity next fall, if you wish. I am well
acquainted with that kind of thistle. It commences
to blossom the second year from seed, about the
first of June, and produces honev in great abund-
ance, till frost comes, and then dies, root and all.
Sow the seed in the fall, and when it is once sown,
there is no more trouble; there will alwavs be plen-
ty of it. It will scatter all over the neighborhood,
and can t be beat for honey.

_,, , . „ Curk Simpson.
Flushing, denesee Co., Mich., Jan. 10, 1880.

I was not before aware that the blue this-
tle was found north of Virginia and Tennes-

see; but, if our friend has made no mistake,
it will probably grow all over the north.

A VISIT FROM AN OLD I'KIKM).

AND WHAT IIK TALKED ABOUT.

ijp\JjOAlE to think about it, it was not ex-

%J) actly a visit after all, for he just wrote
it in a letter; but lie did once pay us a

visit that 1 shall never forget, for he not on-
ly talked bees to us, but before he went
away he talked a little, and in his letters af-
terward dropped a word now and then, on
the eternal life that is to come. There is

and always will be, friend M., a warm place
in the hearts of our household, for you or
any words from you. Well, here is the let-

ter I was going to talk about, that comes in
after the Jan. No., so like a visit:

BEES DRINKING AT THEIR HIVES.

You say you never saw bees drinking at their own
hives. One evening, last fall, T heard quite a com-
motion at one of my hives, the same as they make
when being fed. It was dusk, and, on looking close,

I found a puddle of rain-water on the alighting

board, and a row of bees crowded around it, the

same as they would crowd around honey. What
surprised me most was that it should create the

s:ime excitement as a like amount of honey would
do.

It is a fact, friend M., that bees will some-
times take greedily great amounts of water.
Since our last, I have been filling some thin
sponges with water, and placing them with
lumps of candy over the frames and. under
the chaff. The water was taken entirely ev-
ery day, and the amount of candy consumed
when the sponges were full of water was
very greatly augmented. I do not know of
any safer way in the world to feed, than to
give candy aiid water in this way. I do not
think I would resort to steady feeding, as a
general thing, before the first of March.
During these mild January days, we have
fed until the young bees are' hatching out in
great numbers, but Ave do not know how
soon zero weather may make mischief, or at
least give us good cause to fear it.

BEES AND GRAPES.
I am reluctantly obliged to admit that my grape

crop suffers from my bees. I have 1 '• acres in

grapes, and, last fall, the bees were very thick upon
them. I should like to say that they only finished

up those grapes which had been rendered worthless

by the wasps, but scarcely a wasp was to be seen,

and bushels of grapes were destroyed. There was
no bursting of the grapes with wet weather; it was
a Aery dry time, and each grape, when first attacked,

had a small slot or hole 1 16 to 1-8 in. long, very dif-

ferent, from the cleft in a bursted grape. Even if

the grapes were first punctured by the wasps, the

main damage was done by the bees, I think. I have

seen a bee entirely hidden in the shell of a grape,

having squeezed through a hole hardly large cnoad h

to admit it.

Now, friend M.. I am not glad to hear that

bees do eat grapes, but I am glad to sec 1 at

least one man stand up. and own up to his

conviction that it is a fact. There are more
of us who. in private conversation, have ad-

mitted that the bees did do the mischief, but
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thought it best not to admit it in print, be-

cause it would ••make such a breeze."
Never mind the breeze. I would rather the
bees should be blamed for more than they
are guilty of, than that it should be said we
are interested, and won't own it.

BEES BALLING THEIR OWN QUEEN.

From the different cases I have seen, I am satisfied

lhat bees, at least sometimes, ball their own queen

for the purpose of protecting her. In that ease, the

ball of bees is a very different tiling- from the

hissing- mass that envelops a stranger.

For a number of years, 1 have practiced introduc-

ing queens by simply introducing them; that is,

when a queenless hive had started queen cells, I

simply placed the queen, without caging, on a brood

comb among the bees, and let her go about her busi-

ness. For a long time, I noticed more or less dead

bees on the ground in front of such hives, without

knowing why, until I found, as nearly as I could

make out, that there were two factions,— one deter-

mined to install the stranger as queen, the other

(the minority) determined to "oust" her; and I

think the less I meddled with them, the safer was
the queen. It seemed that friendly bees balled her,

and killed those that attacked her.

SPUING DWINDLING.
I have never been troubled with spring dwindling,

and would be glad if 1 could know just why; for, if

it is in any way due to my management, by continu-

ing the same management I might hope for con-

tinued immunity. I have somewhat suspected that

it was due to the fact that my bees have no winter

flight, and remain undisturbed in winter quarters

until the soft maples are in bloom. May it not be

that they thus remain imprisoned till danger from
dwindling is past? I would like to know whether,

among those who have suffered from dwindling,

there are any who do not let out their bees till soft

maple blooms.

Yes, friend M.; we have had had cases of
spring dwindling in our neighborhood, when
the bees were wintered in a cellar just as
yours are. Our neighbor Blakeslee used to

boast that he cotdd keep his bees all right in
the cellar, all summer if need be ; but, last

winter, he lost badly of those in doors, while
those left on the summer stands came out
all right. Are we to understand, friend M.,
that you keep your bees in the cellar all

through this warm January without trouble?

FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS.

Notwithstanding the vehement opposition of

some, I have used fdn. largely in sections, and am
not satisfied with any thing less than a piece that

will nearly fill the section. 1 think I can manage to

have quite thick fdn. thinned out by the bees, lint I

would rather have it with a thin base. Last year, 1

used 10 lbs. Of thin, flat bottomed fdn. in sections,

alternating them in the frames with sections con-

taining the ordinary fdn., and could not see that the

bees made any difference in working the two kinds.

The price, however, of the Hat bottomed appears to

me a decided objection to it, and I am very anxious,

as no doubt others are, to know about the new ma-
chine on which Mr. W'ashburn is at work. How
many feet to the pound does the fdn. made by it av-

erage? and what is the price per pound? Please

tell us all about it. Are you now ready to furnish

such fdn.?

You like sections without grooves better when
using starters an inch wide, but it seems to me 1

should hardly like them, when they are to be filled

with fdn. Have you tried it?

I agree with you, friend M., that the best
results are obtained with sheets that nearly
till the section, and that we want it with a
thin base, in order to be on the safe side.
The great bulk of the testimony seems, how-
ever, to indicate that more time is occupied
in working out the flat bottomed fdn. than
in working that having the natural form of
the cells. <)n another page will be found a
description of the machine for making
starters.

WHITE DUTCH CLOVER.
Does any one know that there is any difference be-

tween white Dutch clover and the common white

clover? or do seedsmen get both out of the same
bag? I have a piece of white Dutch growing, and,

so far, I can see no difference; but perhaps I can
tell belter when it comes into bloom.

Your white Dutch clover, if true to name,
will give larger blossoms than the ordinary
white clover, although it is almost the same
thing in every other respect.

A SUGGESTION.
When one bee keeper meets another for the first

time, conversation does not proceed far between
them, before the question is asked, "How many
stocks of bees have you?" When reading articles

in the bee journals, one has the desire to ask the

same question of each contributor. Very often a

full understanding can only be had by knowing
date of article, locality of writer, and number of

stocks kept. If a writer says "1 have taken 1000 lbs.

of honey," it makes a difference in our estimation

of his success, whether he took it from 10 hives or

50. Can not some way be devised, by which, with-

out taking much room, we may know how many
stocks each writer has? If there is no better way,
how would it do to put the number of stocks kept,

immediately after the signature? thus: John Smith,

2; Mary Brown, 40. Perhaps the number given

should be the number owned on the first of May
preceding. Two men might start on the first of

May with 50 stocks each, and one increase to 100

strong stocks, and the other to 200 weaklings that

will nearly all die in the winter; we can make a bet-

ter estimate of them by knowing that each had 50

last May, than by knowing that they have 100 or 200

now. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

"Well, friend M., why do you not set us an
example by telling us how many stocks you
have, and then giving your date as well as
address.

ITIY WAX EXTRACTOR. HOW I < AiH#
TO INVENT IT.

MY usual way of rendering wax used to be, to

borrow my wife's clothes boiler, fill it about
J

half full of water, and heat the water on
the stove to boiling; then immerse a sack of wax
to be tried, or rendered, and stand over the stove,

with a paddle in one hand, to keep the sack sub-

merged and assist in pressing out the wax, and a

ladle in the other, to dip the melted wax, as it rose

to the surface, and pour it into a vessel to cool.

The heat and steam from the boiling water would
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make the sweat pour in streams, and these sweats

always put me to thinking of an easier way. Not
only that, but the untidy appearance of the boiler

after I had used it always brought forth suggestions

from my better half, to the effect that a clothes boil-

er was not just the proper thing to try out wax in.

Of this I became convinced one day, after an un-

usually trying time which left the boiler nicely

"nickel plated" with beeswax. Wife said the boiler

was totally ruined, and proposed that I keep it for

the wax business, and get her a new one. 1 thought

I saw a selfish motive in this; however, I procured

the new boiler, and thus became sole proprietor of

the old one. Upon this, I set my wits at work to

improvise a wax extractor.

I turned to the cut of Novice's wax extractor, in

his price list, and saw that it consisted of a perfora-

ted tin basket (to contain the scrap comb to be

tried), set inside a bottomless can with a gutter

around the inside to catch and conduct the melted

wax, which has its exit by a spout at the lower side,

these to be placed in a kettle, or steam generator,

made for the purpose, and, this kettle being cover-

ed, it is ready to operate.

My object, then, was to make the boiler answer
for steam generator and can combined. So I said,

I will have the gutter run around the outside of the

comb basket, instead of inside the can as in the cut.

To give the gutter an inclination so that the wax
will run out, one side of the basket is made longer,

or lower, than the other, instead of straight as in an
ordinary can. The gutter opens on the lower side,

in form of a short spout. This basket is now ready

to go inside the boiler. Stops, or rests, are soldered

on the inside of the boiler, at the proper hight to

leave sufficient space for water beneath, and to cor-

respond with the bottom of the comb basket. A
hole, of convenient size, is cut through the side of

the boiler, and a spout inclining sharply downward
is inserted and soldered with the lower side extend-

ing through on the inside, to receive the short spout

of the comb basket. Now, it is ready to operate.

Put water in the boiler nearly up to the ppout; set

the comb basket inside, filled with comb scraps;

put the cover on, and set the whole on the stove;

and you have only to watch the wax pour out, in a

beautiful, yellow stream, wishing it would never
grow less.

Now isn't this a pretty good extemporaneous in-

vention? I have used it to try out nearly 200 lbs. of

wax, and I find it just the thing; and, if it were the

first invention of the kind, I would, no doubt, think

it useless to try to improve it.

Perhaps it would sound conceited for me to say, I

think it the simplest and best way to make a wax
extractor, so I will not say it; and will only add, if I

were to make one anew, I would make it on this

plan. H. R. Boardman.
East Townsend, Huron Co., O., Jan. 1880.

FOUNDATION MILLS CHEAPER.

fAM glad to see prices made lower, on any
thing the friends need in the apiary, and

" I hope I am glad even if somebody
else should be able to undersell me. Our
friend Bourgmeyer has advertised a 12 inch
mill for $;-55.UO, and a y inch for $25.00. These
prices, it will be observed, are $3.00 less on
each mill than our own prices. 1 have ob-
tained samples of the work, and, although it

is not as nice as that made on our mills, it

may answer just as well for the bees. The
bottoms of the cells are much nearer Hat
than in our fdn., but that may be no detri-
ment. 3 1 would require careful experiments
to determine the matter. We give a cut of
friend 15. "s mill below.

BOURGMEYER S FOUNDATION MILL.

The thinnest fdn. sent us was 8 square feet
to the pound, for strips only 2i inches wide.
Our friends who have used mills probably
know that it is a far easier matter to get thin
fdn. with narrow strips, than it is to get thin
sheets a foot wide or less. The reason is

that the rolls spring under the enormous
pressure required, and this leaves our sheets
thick in the center, and thin at the edges.
That we may make large sheets, and have
them thin, and even in thickness, we make
our mills, even the cheap ones, with a shaft
of steel, and have the diameter of the rolls,

in none of them, less than 2£ in. But what
hurt does it do for brood combs, if the sheet
is a little thicker in the center, some may
ask? I do not know that it does any partic-
ular harm, only it puts valuable wax where
it is of no use, and, with a large number of
hives, it mounts up rapidly to a considerable
expense. "With a nice mill, and firm, rigid
rolls, we should be able to make every pound
of wax cover 8 square feet for brood combs,
and 12 or more square feet for starters. The
saving in wax would soon pay for a mill. I

know very well, that enough attention has
not been paid to this matter, and the dipping
of sheets of a uniform and even thickness is

one very important part of it. The follow-
ing is from friend B., in regard to his mills.

The rolls are 2 inches, less a fraction, in diameter,

with brass covers on the ends. They are made of a

substantial composition hardened tough, they being

the principal part of the machine. They are shaped

as near the natural comb as possible. A trial of

three years proves the durability of them, and I

think generations can not wear them out, if not

purposely damaged. A substantial cast iron frame,

% of an inch thick, and 12 inches high is the bearer

of the rollers, and holds them firmly in position.

The cog wheels which revolve the rollers aro of

brass. The bottom roller is movable, and, with the

two screws beneath it, I can make fdn. thick or thin

in an instant. My machine has no top piece; the

upper roller is free from one side to the other,

which is of great advantage to the manipulators.

Beneath the bottom roller, a pan is placed, which is

filled with water for moistening the roller to prevent

the wax from sticking to the same. At the hight of

the top of the lower roller a table (pan and table are
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taken off iu the cut, to show both rollers) aids to lay

in the sheets conveniently.

I would punch the rollers deeper to make higher

side walls, but the metal is so hard that I fear the

celts will break off. Thci-e is plenty of wax in the

walls to be drawn out, and the rollers are more du-

rable. John ijouhcmeyek.
Fond du Lac, Wis., Jan. 17, 1880.

GIVEN'S MACHINE FOR MAKING FUN.
IN WIRED FRAMES.

fills machine was mentioned several
times last summer, and our friend has

J
at length made a practical success of it,

as I should judge from the photo sent us,

and the samples of his wired frln. The
machine shown below was engraved from
the photograph.

PRESS FOR MAKING FDN.
FRAMES.

Our readers will readily understand it. al-

most without explanation. In the fore-
ground, you see an ordinary brood frame
( with wires woven across it in the usual way),
placed over a copper die, having the usual
stamp of the cells and Avails. A second die
is shown, hinged to the first like the cover of
a book. Well, after the wired frame is laid

over the die. a sheet of plain wax, large
enough to till the frame, is laid on the wires.
The second die is now turned down on the
wax, and the whole is pushed along a track,

• right under the platen of the powerful press
shown. On bringing down the handle of
the press, the sheet of wax is made into fdn.,
and, of course, the wires are right in the cen-
ter of the wax'. The press seema to be a

very ingenious piece of work, especially
those four steel springs that raise the platen.
As this machine dispenses with rolls entire-
ly, it is doubtless a great invention, with
but one drawback. The drawback is that
the wax in the dipped sheet must all go into
the frame of comb. Now, if friend Given
can give us frames full of fdn., with good
walls, that will not take over a pound of wax
to 6 square feet, I shall order a machine of
him at once, and discard rolls for making
brood combs at least. I do not know how
this machine will work for fdn. for comb
honey, bnt it does not seem possible that it

can make fdn. as thin as the rolls do. I or-
dered one of the machines last summer, but
when Mr. Harrison came out with his dip-
ping machine,T countermanded it. I still

prefer the dipping machine, if it can be made
to work; but, if not, then this, if it will use
wax with as much economy as the rolls; if

not, then the rolls, and the plan I have giv-
en in our price list, which I know is a suc-
cess, and can be worked successfully, so as
to require not over a pound of wax for 8
square feet. Here is what our friend says
of his machine and invention:
The press is all my own invention. If there is

another such thing in existence, I have never seen
or heard of it. I made all the patterns, and figured

all the iron. Although it is figured to stand 100,000

lbs. of pressure for an L. frame, I do not think it

takes over 40,000 lbs., or 300 lbs. to the inch. Many
laugh at me when I tell them so much pressure is

required ; but let them place 300 lbs. on a square

inch, and they will see that it will be required.

I have spent 20 times more work on the dies than
I did on the press. I now make them of copper; af-

ter using one made from type metal last summer, I

found the wires would mark it ; so I have changed
to copper, and now make them with the raised

lines. I made several sets of patterns before I got

them to suit me. I had a great deal of trouble to

get the lines so that the fdn. would lift from the

dies nice and clean.

I should have had these presses all completed last

summer, but I was taken down with the typhoid fe-

ver and was not able to do anything most of the
summer. Since every thing has raised so much,
and I have to make the dies of copper, I can't see as

I can manufacture these presses for less than $40,

for frames 10x18 or 12x12 inside; larger sizes will be
more; for the Langstroth frame, I will make them
for $38.00; as there are so many of that size frames,
I can make them for less. D. S. Given.
lloopeston, 111., Jan. 1", 1880.

^ H i ^
G. W. Demakke, ChristiaTisburgh, Ky., writes that

lie made sections on Mr. Gray's plan last spring, but

that he discarded them, because too many of them
broke; from which I infer that he did not have a
suitable saw for making the groove, for ours very

rarely break in folding up, and never after they are

put up. The wonderful rapidity with which they

can be put up, compared with the old style, amply
compensates for nailing a corner once in a great

while. The saws which we use for cutting the groove

are made with two cross-cut teeth and then one rip

tooth, and so on clear around. Such saws, made of

the right thickness, will cost V% more than ordinary

saws. Those we use are 5 inch, and we can furnish

them for §1.50; if filed and set, $1.75 each; and, if

wanted by mail, add 10c, for postage.
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OIK OWN APIARY.

tTOLD you, in the last December No.,
about the three lots of imported queens
that I did not expect, and that we had

225 colonies, and many of them weak. I ex-
pected to sell off a lot of queens to sup-
ply those who were always wanting one,
just the last thing; and we did sell quite a
number, but so many of our customers want-
ed a pound of bees with the queen, that we
were little, if any, better off after all. Every
colony was put into a chaff hive, even
though it was weak, and the best I could do
to save those imported queens that came so
inopportunely was to hope that the winter
would be mild, like the winter before last.

Well, we have been selling queens right
along all through December, and are selling

them to-day, Jan. 8th ; in fact, I should like

to have an order for a full hundred this min-
ute. We could then make 200 weak colonies
into 100 pretty fair ones. However, I shall

have to do the best I can, for aught I see,

and develop my skill in nursing through
weak swarms, whether I do or do not wish
to do so. A few days ago, Will pointed to a
queen he was just putting up in one of Miss
Andrews 1

cages, shown on page 209, last

year's Gleanings, with the remark,
"There is a whole swarm of bees in that

box."
" A whole swarm ? What do you mean?"'
" I mean that when I took the queen out

of the hive, there were so few bees left I put
them all into the cage ; and, although the
man paid only for the queen, he has got the
swarm with her."'
" Why, have we colonies with imported

queens so weak as that V
"

" It seems we had one such."
"And those few bees stood it safely in a

chaff hive, with a temperature 2Z below ze-

ro V
"

" It was six below zero at our house.'
1

"Well, I declare! That is more than I

ever expected a chaff hive to do."
After it got warmer, we went over the

Avhole apiary and found five colonies dead.
One contained an imported queen. A care-
ful examination showed that, even with so
few bees, those that died were not in the
best trim they might have been. The first

found dead was in a chaff hive which I
bought, and was not nearly as good a protec-
tion as our own. The second was in one of
our chaff hives, but, by some means, no win-
ter passages were made in those combs.
The hive had been missed when the rest
were done. The bees had got away from
their stores, and starved, with food at the
other side of the hive. This was all of the
losses in the chaff hives. The other 3 were
in the house apiary, not well protected with
cushions, and not amply supplied with stores.
They were all overhauled thoroughly, more
cushions given them, and all cracks and
crevices well closed up. Out-doors, in the
chaff hives, in spite of all the care with
Which we had put the cushions in, I found,
now and then, a bee or more up under the
cover. They would get a glimpse of light
around some corner, and then make their
way up through. Now, we do not want to

lose a single bee in this way, and after see-
ing how difficult it is to be sure that these
cushions are bee-tight, I directed some bas-
kets of chaff to be brought. The cushions
were removed, and loose chaff filled in be-
hind all division-boards where there was any
empty space, and then a thin covering of
chaff was put over the mat, especially in the
corners, or wherever a bee was seen peeping
out. The cushion was then put back, and
we could see the difference at once by the
bees standing around the entrances" and
looking out, because their hives were made
so warm inside.

Jan. \*th.—We have now had 9 days of
warm rain, and scarcely a trace of frost or
ice during this whole time. Of course, the
queens are laying, and the bees as well as
vegetation seem to be starting forward as if

it were spring. It is these warm spells in
the midst of our winters in this latitude that
has induced me to strongly favor wintering
on the summer stands.

Jan. 23d.*-The weather is still mild, and,
strange as it may seem, we have had over
three weeks right in the middle of January,
without a freeze sufficient to make ice^- inch
thick; in fact, there has been almost no
freezing weather at all. The grass is green
and growing; dandelions are in bloom, and
bees are working on them. Of course, we
have lost no more bees, for any one who
could not keep bees this winter must be
careless -indeed. The bees use the grape-
sugar candy made with honey, instead of

coffee sugar, with a marked preference, and
where you have honey that is old and can-
died, that will not bring more per ponnd
than A coffee sugar, I should, by all means,
use it. Almost every colony has hatching
brood, and it is no task at all to raise brood
with this cheap candy. The editor of the
Western Honey Bee gives his experience
with it down in Missouri, as follows:

We printed friend Root's plan of making- grape-

sugar-candy bricks, and we here recommend them
for feeding- bees, either with or without honey; we
have one stand that has not had an ounce of honey

since the first of October, the time we received

^Gleanings, and have given them nothing but the

grape sugar as directed in our November number.

The colony has plenty of brood now in the hive, and

we believe it is actually better than honey to winter

bees on. We believed it so strongly that we are

feeding it to sixty colonies of bees, and they all have

more or less brood.

We made two hundred pounds of grape sugar into

candy bricks, and the bees fairly danced when they

saw it; why, we tell you, our bees, in pleasant days,

come up to the sunny side of our house when we
have a brick lying on a board for their amusement,

and they will carry in about live pounds of this hard

brick each pleasant day. We will repeat that we
recommend it as the best feed for bees, not only in

cheapness, but because, in reality, it is better to

feed than honey.

It is quite probable that the candy an-
swers better for a winter like this than it

would during one with long spells of zero
temperature ; still, with proper protection, I

think it will prove a safe food, for any
winter.
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GALliirP'S IDEAS OX BEE-CIL,TUBE IN
CALIFOBIV1A.

IDEAS THAT ARE EXCELLENT FOR ANY PART OF
THE WORLD.

Now, Mr. Editor, I do not say that the black boos

aie all dead, by any means; for I kuow of some
apiaries that were properly managed, where they

arc in good condition.
E. Gallup.

Santa Ana. Los Angeles Co.,Cal., Dec. 12, 1870.

" n
J
DITOR GLEANINGS:— I was at the Los Ange-

'{'
1

les Co. fair, but as this season has been a

failure in the bee business, I saw little of

interest in the bee line, except a stone bee hive

manufactured, as I understood, at San Barnardino,

but could find no owner, and therefore could gain

no information.

From 50 to 75 per cent of the bees will perish, or

have already perished, in many localities in Southern
California; still the loss of some bee-keepers is but
trilling-. When a good stock of bees will produce
from 300 to 400 lb. of honey in a good season, it ap-

pears to me to be rather poor policy, to allow them
to starve for the want of a little of that honey in a

poor season. Bees that were kept in ten-frame, L.

hives, with supers, and the honey only extracted

from the supers, are now in good condition, as far

as I have examined. A stock of bees that has just

managed to starve through, with a pint or even a

quart of bees, and no stores to fall back on, in my
estimation, are in a sorry condition to commence a

good season, in comparison with a strong stock with

abundance of stores. The "penny-wise and pound-
foolish" plan of managing bees in California may be

profitable to some people, but it is not my plan;

neither is it a plan that 1 could recommend to others.

In fact, Mr. Editor, I am faiily and firmly disgusted

with ir.

Bees in this section are now gathering stores from
willow blossoms; still the surplus stored here in the

valley is of very poor quality, and not tit for market.

Thousands of stocks were moved down into the

valleys, and if the season proves to be a good one,

they will be moved back into the mountains in the

spring. We have had early rains, and, if we have
thein often enough, the season will be early.

Peaches, apricots, etc., will be blossoming about

Christmas, and the Alhllcr.i' will bloom quite early

or many more stocks would perish. The sages arc

commencing an early growth. Things in general

look brighter for bee-keepers that have their bees

in fair condition. Good stocks are gathering pollen

and commencing to breed in Ventura Co., near Sania

Paula and farther down in the Santa Clara valley.

Of course, the season is s;ill farther forward hero,

near Santa Ana. I was offered 70 stocks in good con-

dition, in two-story, L. hives, with double set of

combs, in Ventura Co., last week, at $3.00 per stock.

So you see that if a man wants to bring bees from
the Southern States here, it would simply be almost,

if not altogether, foolish, to say the least. In fact,

a man with cash, by watching his opportunity, can
purchase at almost his own price.

The Italians have again proved their superiority

over the blacks, and the purer the Italians, the

greater their superiority. It is your poor seasons

that fairly test the qualities of the two species or

races. The blacks have starved to death long- ago,

in apiaries where the Italians, right by their side,

have made a good living; and then the little black

rascals were up every morning-, trying to rob their

neighbors or steal something, while the Italians

were making an honest living. Comparatively few
apiaries that I have visited are Italianized. The
most of the bee-keepers think it of little importance.

JJO BEES EAT GBAPES?

^f"~r'AVIX(; been a grape-grower and bee-keeper

|

!
P'|' for 20 years, and now having charge of 33—

' acres of grapes and keeping from 25 to 40

hives of bees, it is quite natural that I should take

an interest in the discussion of the question.; "Do
bees eat grapes.-"

My father planted one of the first vineyards in

Kentucky, and he was also quite a bee-man for those

days, having invented a number of contrivances to

check the ravages of the moth, which, at that time,

threatened the destruction of all the bees in that

state. When our first crop of grapes was ripe, I

well remember his coming to me, when I was but a

boy, and saying that we would have to give up our

bees, as they were destroying the grapes. But. be-

ing leluctant to part with them, he did not brim-

stone them without investigating the matter, and
this investigation led to the conclusion that the bees

only fed upon the grapes that had been punctured,

and he discovered a small bhd doing that mischief.

Our bees and grapes were both saved.

We have been troubled here by having our early

grapes, especially the Hartfords and Delaware's,

punctured, and the juice sucked out. It seemed to

be done at night or early in the morning, and it was
very hard to find out what was doing the mischief.

Bees would sometimes be seen on them, but not in

sufficient numbers to do so much damage.
One of my neighbors determined to find out what

it was, as they had not left him a perfect bunch of

Hartford grapes. By careful watching, he discover-

ed the depredators to be the beautiful Baltimore

orioles, which were passing here in large hocks. In

a day or two, he killed 4(1 or 50 of them, and saved

the remainder of his grapes. Had there been many
bees in his neighborhood, no doubt they would have

been accused of destroying the grapes.

My bees frequent the grape boxes where we arc

gathering, sucking at the bruised grapes, and I lose

many bees by their getting mashed, and by their re-

maining out so late that they get chilled and unable

to get home, but I am satisfied that we never lose a

single sound grape by the bees.

In regard to the instance mentioned of Concord

grapes: I have known nearly every Concord on a

vine to be cracked open, or to be loose at the stem.

Especially is this the ease when a rain follows a dry

spell, while the grapes are ripening. It is true, that

While these cracked grapes may not do to ship, they

are worth something for wine or for family use.

Thaijdeus Smith.

Pelee Island, Out., Ca., Dec. 17, 1870.

Tt may be that you are coned, friend S.,

and that our Concords were either cracked
or punctured by the birds ; but the question
now arises, do people generally consider
their cracked grapes of so little value, that

they are willing to put up with the ravages
of the beesV 1 hope such may be the case,

and that we may haveirght damages to pay
when the season is such that the bees work
on the grapes, ^r
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1^ "^nikm"
This department was suggested by one of the

clerks, as an opposition to the " Growlery." I think
I shall venture to give names in full here.

ENOUGH TO MAKE ANYBODY "SMILE."

of last fall has given me 10 swarms. Who would not
smile when they And friends so kind> Should we
withhold his name from print? It was W. A. House,
of Payetteville, NT Y". Edmund Estey.
Clarence. Shelby Co., Mo., Nov. 29, 1879.

It certainly was a very kind act of friend
H. to thus remember a customer of his who
had been unfortunate, and perhaps it might
be well for us to help bear the losses of those
who have been unfortunate with what they
have purchased of us. At the same time,
such liberality, if carried to too great an ex-
treme, may make a precedent that would
five some a reason for thinking that they
ave a right to claim damages, simply be>-

cause they have been unfortunate with their
purchases.

GRAY'S NEW SECTION BOX AND THE
MACHINE FOK MAKING IT.

ALSO SOME NEW TDEAS IN MAKING WOOD-
EN BOXES.

fTfPOW often do wre exclaim, on seeing

rfifj^ some new device or implement, " Why,
' is it possible that no one ever thought

of that before V" That was what I thought
when Mr. Gray showed me his newr joint for
sections and other boxes, illustrated on page
472, Dec. No. You will at once notice that
the principal expense in making this joint is

the labor involved in pushing the piece over
the saw to make each one of these cross cuts.

I said at once, that we must have a long
mandrel, with three saws on it, that the
whole number of cuts may be made at one
operation. Again; the piece must be push-
ed toward the saw exactly at right angles
with it. or the box will be askew, as it were.
To push it accurately, a slide with a cross
bar, like the "figure 4" I have illustrated in
the back Nos., must be used. Now, every
time this cross bar is pushed forward, it

must be pulled back ready to take another
piece, although the section need not be pull-

ed back at all. Years ago, I thought of an
endless belt with strips across it, for feeding
stuff up squarely to circular saws, but just
now, it occurred to me that a large drum,
with pins set in it, might answer the same
purpose, and need not be very expensive.
My idea was to have the strips lay directly
on the drum, as they passed under the saws;
but Mr. Gray and Mr. Washburn thought it

best to have the drum simply push the strips
along, and let them slide on iron tracks,
with steel springs to hold them tirnily down
in place. After they got so far. I told them
I wanted it made so it would take a tall pile
of the strips, and pick out the bottom one,
letting the pile drop down each time, so as
to- have an automatic machine that would

" work for nothing, board itself, and not re-

quire any mental or moral discipline;" in
short, a machine that would not have to be
looked after nights, to see that it was not
visiting groceries and learning to swear,
smoke, chew, etc., after working hours.
Come to think of it, I did not add these lat-

ter items when I ordered the machine made,
but I will put them in now, so the machine
will understand what is expected of it. It is

now buzzing away while I write, and by
timing the zip, zip, zip," by the wratch, I

find it makes just 30 sections a minute,

—

handsomer white-basswood sections than I

ever saw before in my life. Here is the
machine:

MACIIINE FOR MAKING THE NEW ALL-IN-
ONE-PIECE SECTION BOXES.

You observe the long mandrel with its

three saws, and the funnel shaped hood just
over them. This hood is attached, by a pipe
which you see at its top, to our blower, or
exhaust fan, which takes all the sawdust
right out of the way, that the machine may
not get clogged, and that the troublesome
dust from the basswood may not render the
air in the room unwholesome and disagreea-
ble to the workmen. All of our saw tables
and planers are now arranged so as to have
the dust and shavings all carried, automat-
ically, right down into a brick room just be-
fore the boiler. The large drum that pushes
the sticks through the machine explains
itself, in the drawing. Right back of the
dust hood is the box that holds the pile of
sticks, or slats, and the iron arms shown
right in front catch the pieces as they come
out from under the saws.
To get out stuff for these sections, yon

want the best, white, clear, basswood. Have
the logs sawed into plank 2iin. thick. After
the plank have been stuck up and seasoned

?

they are to be dressed on both sides, until
they are just Hin. We choose this thick-
ness, because 7 frames of them, with the
separators on, just till a Simplicity hive, and
leave Jin. for wedging up. After the plank
is dressed, it is cut up into bolts just 10J in.

long. With a cutter head to cut 3|in., wide
cuts are now made in these bolts of plank,
at the proper places to make the top and
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bottom pieces narrower, so as to let the bees
pass through. These cuts are about iin.
deep. If you want closed top sections, only
one cut is made instead of two. The end of
each bolt is now dovetailed with the gang of
saws, precisely as in the old way, except that
one end of the plank is made so" as to match
with the other end, that the section, when
rolled up, may exactly come together. This
being done, the bolts are ready to be ripped
into strips. The thickness is to be such that,
when planed on one side, they are a plump
eighth of an inch. They are now ready for
the machine as described above.

nOW TO FOLD THE SECTION UP.

This is a very simple matter when you
once know how, but without having it ex-
plained, you might bother with it a long
while, and then not get a decent section. In
the first place, the machine makes it so that
the top and bottom are to come between the
two sides. Lay the piece flat on the table,
with the rough side up; take hold of either
one of the sides, or the pieces that are to be
sides when they are folded up. press the end
hard against the table and, at the same time,
raise it so as to make the thin wood bend
close up to the end of the stick. Do the
same with the other side, and you will have
the two dovetailed ends just ready to be
driven together with a light mallet. This
corner is a remarkably strong and beautiful
one, as you will see from the samples we
send out, and it is adapted not only to honey
sections, but also to a vast variety of other
purposes.

If folded together in glue, it is like the
solid wood; and. if you will give me your
attention for a little while, I will tell* you
how to make all kinds of boxes of wood, on
a few modifications of this plan.

Suppose, when we are setting the saw to
rip off the strips from the bolts of plank, we
should put another saw on the same arbor,
tight up against the usual one ; but suppose
this second saw to be so much smaller that
it just reaches £ in. above the table-top when
the large saw goes through the plank. This
small saw would cut, in the plank, a narrow
rabbet, and, when the strip is ripped off, the
rabbet is in the strip. Well, when the box
is finished and folded up. the rabbet is there
still, clear around the inside, and it is exact-
ly what you want for a shoulder for a thin
bottom to rest on, if cut just right to drop
into it. Drop it in with some glue on the
edges, and you have a strong, solid bottom,
halved in.

It has taken no extra motions or labor to
make this rabbet, for that small saw did it

of itself. How shall we manage to get a
rabbet to drop the cover in, in the same
way, and still have no extra motions to get
it V Put a similar saw on the opposite side
of the large saw, and turn the bolt end for
end, each time you saw a piece off. This
comes pietty near it, but it would leave the
rabbet for the cover around the outside of the
box. Now just hold your breath right where
you are, and I will tell you what to do. Set
the saw on the back side, a little away from
the large saw, by a collar, and then you will

have a rabbet on the inside, around both top
and bottom. In putting the box together,

use glue for the bottom, but none for the
cover, only to glue a strip of cloth along one
side, to answer as a hinge. Instead of a
cover of wood you can use one of glass, and
then you can tell what is in the box, without
being obliged to open it. And this reminds
me of—
HOW TO MAKE SECTIONS TO BE GLASSED.
Make them closed tops or not as yod

choose, but run the rabbet around as above.
In first thinking of this, I objected, because
the bees would lill the rabbet with propolis.
After further study, I thought of warming
the glass in an oven, so that it would melt
the propolis enough to be securely cemented
into place, when pressed in with a clean
cloth. This would make a package almost
as tight as a, glass bottle, and the glass could
certainly be put in more rapidly than where
we have tin points to drive in and bend over.
Aside from boxes for sending goods by

mail and express, it seems to me that this
machine may profitably be used to make
boxes for berries, and small fruits, and make
them as cheap or cheaper, and stronger than
anything yet in the market.

GOOD NEWS! GOOD NKWS FOR ALL!

PROF. COOK nAS SUCCEEDED, AND QUEENS
CAN ONCE MORE GO BY 3IAIL.

IF you will turn to page 496, Dec. No., you

J| will see that we sent a cage to friend
- Cook, having a screen of perforated tin

over the ordinary one of wire cloth. I con-
fess that we had tried so many limes, and
orders had been so short and positive (see
page 312 of Aug. No., 187n), that I had little

faith when I made and sent the cage. It
seems, however, that even the postal officials

have hearts, and that our friend Cook was
just the right man in the right place. Read:

I have just learned that the Post-Office Depart-
ment has acceded to our request. We can now
mail queens and foundation. The sugar in the cage,

instead of honey, and the double gauze, helped very
much. This is certainly a great gain. Our thanks
are due to Hon. Edwin Willits, Representative from
Michigan, who gave me great assistance.

A. J. Cook.
Columbus, O., Jan. It, 1880.

May God bless both you and friend Willets,
and may the bee-keepers of our land all re-
member long the service you have done us.
We shall probably soon have instructions
from head quarters in regard to the con-
ditions to be observed in putting them up
for mail, and now, friends, let us all be care-
ful to observe a strict compliance with those
instructions, that there may be no more ne-
cessity for ruling queens out of the mail
bags.

> •

GRAPE SUGAR CANDY.

Thi=> is Jan 2d, 1880, and the bees are flying thick.
I tried the grape sugar, and think it is a gra.ad suc-
cess [ made the candy as you directed in 0<-t. No.,
and put i' on 4 weak clonics, and they -are all ri>rht
now hut one. I think I irot the sugar <>n too late for
this swirni, but th'-y hail nothing in the combs at
all. I think tho people that talk So much about
grrape sugar want something to talk about, and that
is all. John C. Stkin.

ri.iua, O., Jan. 2, 1880.
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AN A R C SCHOLAR'S BEPOKT.
HIS "UPS AND DOWNS."

S
1 HAVE received more than ton times the price

of Gleanings in instructions and hints, and—
' have made more money in the bee business than

I ever did before for the same amount ofinvestment;

therefore any person who keeps Ave stocks Of bees

should not lie without Gleanings, or some other

journal on bee-culture. 1 have kept bees, off and on
(more " off" than "on"), for the last 25 years.

HOW TO UTILIZE PATENT HIVES.

I paid my initiation by purchasing- a ten-dollar

patent bee-hive, which makes a capital hen's-nest,

as the door in the back side can be shut, when you
want a lien to sit, and keep other hens out.

FKO.M BLASTED HOPES TO SMILEBY.

First, I was in Blasted Hopes; but, by persever-

ance and hard work, I am now in Smilery depart-

ment.
PROTECTING WITH CORN FODDER.

Three years ago this fall I bought S stocks of bees,

for which I paid $13, and placed them in the yard,

where I already had li stocks, some in box hives and
some in my patent hive, making- 14 stocks, all heavy.

I placed some corn-stalks around them, and, as T

thought, they were just in splendid quarters; but

when the first of May came, I had only 3 stocks, —
two of those that I bought, and one of my old stocks.

1 was not going to give it up, however, as I had the

hives and plenty of combs and honey. I increased,

by artificial and natural swarming, to 12; but the

next winter I put 4 into a dry room of a cheese fac-

tory, and I lost 3 of them', reducing my stock to 0.

Here Gleanings helped me out.

CHAFF PACKING DOES BETTER.

The next winter, I packed them all in boxes about

3 inches larger than the hive, putting wheat chaff on
all sides and top, which made them warm and dry.

While my neighbors lost from 75 to 100 percent, I,

having increased from 9 to IV, lost only one; and,

while the loss was severe all over the country, 1 had
no complaints to make. Now, the cause of the loss

was the long-continued and severe cold weather;
the bees were compelled to consume so much to

keep up the animal heat that they became unheal! hy
and died. Those that wintered dwindled in the

spring, and those that barely lived were like a cow
that is wintered at the hay-stack, with the fence for

a shelter, which comes out poor in flesh in the

spring, and it takes her all summer to get into win-

tering condition, and she gives but little milk; so

with the bees. I have now in the yard, from my 17

stocks, just 41, and all in good condition, well pro-

tected from the cold.

My bees were all blacks. Of course, 1 must have
Italians. So, one year ago last November, I bought
2 stocks, but they were very weak. They have giv-

en me no increase, but, late in the fall, 1 raised two
queens. I sent to friend Hutchinson for a dollar

queen, but the bees killed her in less than a " York
minute." 1 had two stocks that were queenless,

on. had two swarms given me by a box-hive man, so

I put them together and all went well; but the

queen dig not lay many eggs.

I NO WITHOUT CEREMONIES.

One of my queens which I had reared, I had no use
for; so, rather than kill her, I just raised up the
honey-board of the hive containing the bees from
the box-hive man, aid down she went. Of course, I

expected she would be killed, and thought no more
about it; but in about four weeks I saw some yellow
bees; I examined them, and, sure enough, there
she was, and her bees were hatching out lively.

WHY DO BEES LEAVE FOR THE WOODS?
I think, if a man will be with his bees as much as

a shepherd is with his sheep, they will learn to love
him as well; but, if he never looks after them or

supplies their wants, they will sting him as often as
he comes around.

TWO SWARMS SEPARATING THEMSELVES.

One incident I must mention. On the 25th of

June a very large swarm came out, and I hived them
all right. The 26th, another very large swarm came
out (both first swarms), and, just as they were being
put into a hive, the swarm hived the day before

came out, and all went into the hive together. Of
course, I expected they would all leave for the

woods the next move they made; but the next day
they came out and separated, and alighted about 4

feet apart. 1 hived them in two hives, and they have
done finely.

LETTING BEES STARVE AFTER THEY HAVE GIVEN A
CROP OF HONEY.

I feel like scolding such bee-keepers as W. C.

Hutchinson, of Acton, Marion Co., Ind. He says the

bees are starving, but he has increased from 14 to

20 and taken from them 820 lb. of honey. If the

crop was short, why did you rob them so? You
should not have taken one pound if they did not

have it -to spare. I think but very little of such
statements as that.

Now, friend Root, I have given you my luck, and I

am bound to make it a success; but I mean to go
slowly, and do not expect large returns. I mean to

be contented witli a fair increase and little honey.

My 17 stocks and their increase have made me about

600 lb. of honey in sections; not a very large amount,

but my bees are strong in numbers, and very heavy.

D. C.Gillis.

Morenci, Lenawee Co., Mich., Dec. 20, 1*7^.

WINTER COVERING UNDER THE
CUSHIONS.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT ENAMELED SHEETS.

f"

NOTE, with interest, your dialogue about win-

ter coverings. It is an accepted theory, by near-
-J

ly all bee-keepers, that it is essential for a prop-

er winter covering, that it should retain the warmth
and, at the same time, allow the moisture arising

from the bees to pass off without being condensed
and frozen in the hive; hence woolen cloths and

other warm, porous substances have been used with

great success, thus verifying the theory by practice.

In view of this, I have been very much surprised at

your persistent recommendation of enameled cloth

under your chaff cushions. Is it true, that we all

have been lead astray by a theory which is useless

in practice, and that all that is necessary is to place

something on top of the brood frames, whether it be

enameled cloth or a thin board, to keep in the

warmth? Such would seem to be the conclusion

from your recommendation of enameled cloth. But
why do you now make your cushions of very open

cloth and very light chaff to be put upon an air t igM
covering of enameled cloth? Can the moisture pass

through this enameled cloth and then through the

cushions?

To prevent a seeming inconsistency, a^wellasthe
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danger of teaching an error which may prove to be

the destruction of many a colony, would it not be

bettor to cease recommending this enameled cloth?

ram aware that a very strong colony, kept so

warm that moisture will not condense and freeze

within the hive, with proper ventilation below, will

not require any vent Mat ion above, and may be sealed

up air tight above, as bees always do when left to

follow their instincts. Hut how many coLafttes, as

we generally find them, will answer to these condi-

tions? How many in your own apiary will do it?

Some open substance to go next to the bees, which
they can not cut to pieces, can surely be found.

1 think that your woven mats will answer 1he pur-
pose. I use a Chinese matting which comes around
tea chests and it answers the purpose very well.

I am experimenting with a new cushion which, I

think you will admit, will beat the chart' in keeping
in the heat. Having a number of sheep skins hang-
ing in the barn, 1 thought they might be made use-

ful in keeping my bees warm. So I cut them to the

si/.e to tit my hives, and put on the matting and then

the sheep skin with the wool side down. All small

pieces made in cutting were used by laying them on
close together, the wool at the edges filling up the

cracks. There 1 don't you think that will keep them
warm? It may be liable to the same objection as

the enameled cloth; it may not let the moisture

pass off, or absorb it all sufficiently.

Thaddeus Smith.

Pelcc Island, Lake Erie, Canada., Dec. 15, IS"'-'.

Thanks, friend S.; but is it not yon who
are mistaken V We are trying this winter,
as we have many winters before, the mats,
enameled cloth, burlap, and duck; but the
enameled cloth seems to please ns best of
all. [ should be glad if the mats answered
ii s well, because they are so much cheaper.
With a heavy, close chaff cushion over the
enameled cloth, we do not find that it causes
dampness, with any ordinary colony. Is not
the explanation in A V> V reasonable?

HOW FUIEND STEEL,E LKAH\ED HIS
FIRST LESSON.

AND HOW HE DIDN'T (JET STUNG AFTER ALL.

yf SHOULD like to tell you some of my trials and

% tribulations since I became the owner of bees.—J About the 18th of last .June, 1 was sitting at the

dinner-table when 1 heard a singing noise, and asked

my wife what it was. In answer to my question she

said it was neighbor Spilicr's bees swarming. As 1

had never heard or seen such a thing, I had to go

over and see what it was like. Mr. S. was not at

home, but his father-in-law was there at the time,

and he hived the bees, while 1 stood about fifty feet

Oft*, waiting to see him stung. I have heard many
Btories of bees stinging even to death, but he came

out without being stung at all. He told me to come
and see them in their new hive; but no, not I. Fi-

nally, alter a hail-hour or so, I got up to the hive.

As soon as 1 gol there, one of their number wanted

to form a better acquaintance, and came rather too

near tor me to stand it. The old man told me not to

strike at it, and it was a trying moment ; but at last

the bee did alight on my face, and then departed in

peace, and 11 ft, " the hero, of the hard-fought bat-

tle." I tlun and there made the bargain for the

next swarm that came. The following Sunday, Mr.

S. was home, and a swarm came out and was hived by

him, 1 being there too. After they were hived, half

of them went back again to the branch they were
taken from. That time I went up after them and
shook them into a tin pan, covered the pan, brought
it to the I ive, and c mptied it in front, without being

slung! That made mi- feel as brave as any man
could feel. Well, about i ne quartofbees went back
again. 1 asked Mr. S. if he would not hive them.
He said. '• .\o; inn may ha\e them if you will hive

them." I got a small honev-box and put them in,

thinking] had another swaim to begin with (Mr. S.

all the time smiling). J put the box on the stand,

and in about half an hour not a bee was in the box.

of course, the laugh was at my expense. 1 consoled

myself, however, with the belief that, in time, I may
know as well as' Mr. S. the reason why they did not

stay in the box.

Well, a couple Of days after, another swarm came
off. Mr. S. not being at home, his wife came over to

me, asking me to hive her bees. ] did so,1hc swarm
banging to a limb in an apple-tree close by. I got a

pan and went up, but the swarm was in such a posi-

tion as to be right over my head. The consequence
was, that about a quart of bees fell down on my head
and shoulders. Hut what do you think, Mr. Hoot,

when I say again, that I did not get stung? The
women declared I was "the luckiest man" theyever
saw, and would better get another swarm. So I did,

and I made a hive with movable frames, though l

had never seen any before. Mr. S. keeps all of his

in box-hives. The bees built their combs in such a

shape that i could not get any honey away from
them, so 1 went into winter quarters with them as

they were. The one in the box is weak, because the

bee-worm came pretty near destroying them alto-

gether. The other one is good and strong, if I can
be the judge, and I hope 1 am right. If 1 suc-

ceed in getting them through the winter, I will

put them in your hives and commence to learn my
AI1C in bee-culture. < ITTO STEELE.
Told,,, o., Jan. 4, 1880.

JWi
NATURAL VERSUS ARTIFICIAL SWARMING.

¥OTJ seem pleased to hear how your subscribers
are doing With their bees, therefore 1 ui\ e my

-•i report. I lost none last winter, and commenc-
ed the spring with 12 stands; <> appeared weak, the
other 6 strong. 1 had not succeeded with artificial

swarming in '78, so 1 let them have their own way
this spring. The t; Btrong hives swarmed twice; the
other n did not swarm, but grew strong and made
plenty of honey. I made only one swarm, so I had
:::, colonics, and sold 1. in. II,. of comb honey from :.':.'

stocks; the other :; were small swarms and did not
store any surplus. They are all heavy now. and do-
ing well en the mustard that has been blooming for

the last three months, i paid every cent I owed for

my hives, and had something over; so i am Bat

111 do as wt II next season, vol I will be sure to hear
from me. Mrs. EmilieC. Museley.

( >\ Bter Creek St ition, Texas, Dee. II, IS".!'.

Pretty well done; my friend. As a general
thing, especially with beginners, I think I

would rather advise natural swarming. The)
will then generally avoid dividing too soon,

as well as too often; for bees do not usually

sWarm, unless there is a lair prospect of the
new colonv's being able to make a '" live " of
it.
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SELECT QUEEN RAISING.

M S the poultry man, or the breeder of fancy

jf-j*\ horses or short-horn Durhams, to bo success-
' ful, must breed from select stock, so still

more important is it for the apiculturist, when rais-

ing queens, to breed from stock having the most

points of perfection, as the queens become the pro-

genitors of the entire colony.

First, the breeding queen should be from pure

stock, either Italian or Cyprian, as the case may be.

Though a cross among bees, as among other stock,

might possibly do well, yet we like to know what our

stock is.

The second point at which I would aim, is to get

prolific queens. This, indeed, is of prime import-

ance. If you would have strong colonies, you must
have queens that will commence to lay early, con-

tinue to lay abundantly, and keep on in the way of

well doing until late in the autumn.
Tliird, we should aim to raise active honey-gather-

ers. Some queens and their progeny are as indolent

as some of the human species; they work occasion-

ally, as pressing necessity impels them, but are

never found with much surplus store on hand.

Such a race, whether of bees or men, is unprofitable

stock in any community.
Fourth, another good point to observe in our

queens is non-swarming,— contentment in attend-

ing to domestic duties in the old homestead. When
the lower story is well filled with honey and brood,

S'tch queens, instead of absconding to look up a new
aiid empty home, will go up stairs in the old home
and fill the honey-boxes. That some bees are more
inclined than others to remain in the old hive and fill

the boxes is as evident to bee men, as that some
breeds of fowls are non-sitters, while it is as difficult

to break up the sitting proclivities of others as it is

to get some colonies of bees to woik in the boxes of

the upper story.

Fifth, bees that are of a quiet disposition are de-

sirable. Some bees will permit you gently to handle

and look over the frames, and remain docile and
friendly, while oiher colonies in the same apiary

will buzz around and dive at you in a sharp and un-

friendly manner. Breed from quiet stock, when
raising queens.

Sixth, a large queen of good shape is desirable to

breed from. Like begets like. Small queens are

apt to have small brood, and, I think, are more in-

clined to be cross.

To observe all of these good points, with others

not mentioned, in the queen from which to breed, it

will be necessary to notice her progeny for a year or

two. Hence I would not recommend breeding from
a young and untested queen. Also, at one or two
years of age they are more mature, and their proge-

ny preferable on that account. In my next article,

I will tell the inquiring ones of the ABC class how
to raise these queens. J. Ashworth.
Lansing, Mich., Jan., 1880.

— » m
SIMPSON HONEY PLANT, AND ITS CUL-

TIVATION.

SIMPSON honey plants need very little cultiva-

tion after the first year. I would transplant
then to ground pulverized and in good condi-

tion, such ground as you would expect to bring a
good crop of com. Set the plants about 3V2 ft. apart
each way, aud hoe them to keep down weeds. The

first season they will make a growth of about 4 ft.,

and blossom considerably. The second season, you
mi^ht still keep down the weeds, and. if planted on
very good soil, you might expect them to grow to

the height of 6 or 8 ft.; and then, oh! it is wonder-
ful, the prettiest sight you ever saw, to see the bees

go crazy over it.

The way I have been cultivating it, for the past 40

years, is by cutting down other weeds and brush,

and letting- the skull-cap (that was the name that I

knew it by) remain. But, of late years, since friend

Simpson brought it to the notice of bee keepers, I

have taken a little more pains, in its cultivation,

and I attribute it to this, that it attains its great

size. The question is often asked, what kind of soil

does it require? It grows on any kind of soil, from
low, swampy land, to the high hills or rock.\ laud,—

in old pastures, in the fence corners, by the road

side, on the banks of creeks, etc. 1 think it will

grow and do well in any state of the Union. It is

not easily killed; it will grow in the meadow, where
it is mowed down every year. I found a stalk in

my corn field, that had been plowed under in the

spring, as the field was in meadow last year. It

sprouted up, blossomed, and was just ripening seed,

in the first part of Oct. The variety was the early

kind. I did not know anything of the late variety,

until within the last ten years. Before that, it was
of the early variety.

I thiuk the best time for sowing seed is about the

first of March ; although those having seed, pe> haps,

would better sow at different times, so if they fail at

one time, they may hit it at another time. I

shall sow every week, from the first of March till the

first of May. I expect to raise several million

plants, this coming spring. Let us see if we can not

supply bee keepers with such honey plants and
seeds, at a reasonable price, so we can all live, pros-

per, and be happy. Sow seed in boxes, in leaf mold,

as described in Jan. No., by friend Root.

W. P. Trish.

Norton Center, Summit Co., O., Jan. 7, 1880.

* i | i» —
ARTIFICIAL POLLEN, AND FLOUR

FEEDING.

.(j^JlAN'T you give us an article on artificial pollen,

in Feb. or Mar. No., and tell us what is best?

Is pollen used by old i.r young bees, or both?

If the old use it, they must store for cold weather,

if there is none in the hive left over from last sum-
mer? Is wheat flour apt to become too bard for the

bees to use, if they are fed all they will carry in on
warm days?

My 20 stands have carried nearly lib. a day, almost

every day this month. Brood rearing has commenc-
ed. Hives are clean, and bees in perfect health.

Prospects are good. A. W. Kays.
Pewee Valley, Ky., Jan. 20, 1880.

Wheat flour will harden in the cells, if the
bees get too much Of it, and it is on this ac-
count that I would prefer giving them rye
ground up with oats ; the coarse material in
this renders it less liable to get too hard. I

would not wish to have them carry in much
more of any of these substitutes than what
they use daily; for should they have very
much stored up when natural pollen makes
its appearance, they will be very likely to let

it remain in the, combs untouched until it

gets hard. Giving them flour in the shape
of flour candy, I have never known to do
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any harm in this way. It may be that some
of the new comers do not know how to get
their bees started on flour or meal.

HOW TO START BEES TO WORKING ON TIIE
MEAL.

Any day when the bees are flying, before
they get natural pollen, make a" small heap
of meal in some sunny spot, out of the wind.
To get their attention, start them on a piece
of honey comb or candy, and when they get
to working on it briskly, set it, bees and all,

on the top of the heap of meal. The heap
may be corn meal, middlings, wheat or rye
flour, buckwheat Hour, or almost anything
in the shape of ground grain. The bees will

soon forget the honey, and begin hovering
over the meal, and, every pleasant day after
that, they will carry meal to your perfect
satisfaction, if you keep it in readiness for
them. I have never yet found any bees,
which I could not teach, in a couple of
hours, to carry it. Have the meal in some
large, shallow boxes, so you can easily pro-
tect it from the rains that are apt to come
up suddenly, at this time of the year. Bees
of all ages work on it. and use it, and it

saves their stores quite materially. As it

Avill start brood rearing largely, be sure that
the cluster is well protected against any sud-
den freeze that may come.

THE SIMPSON ANDTHE SPIDER PLANT.

RAISING PLANTS FOR SPRING PLANTING.

fHE amount of correspondence in regard
to these, and the call for seeds, indicate

- that they will have a thorough trial, by
a great number of individuals, and in very
diverse localities. I am really afraid some
of the friends are going into it too largely

;

or rather. I am afraid they have not the nec-
essary skill and knowledge, and will have
"bad luck." There is no harm at all in buy-
ing a 5c package and seeing what you can
do, but I would not advise you to try to

raise plants for sale, unless you are used to

the business of plant raising. I copy the
following from a seed catalogue giving the
prices on cabbage and tomato plants, and I

think our honey plants should be furnished
at about the same figures:

Greenhouse and hot-bed garden plants as usually
grown, have luit few roots, are Tender, spindling, and
unused to outdoor weather. The shock of trans-

planting either kills or puts them back for days and
weeks, so that seed sown in the open air often sur-

passes them, both in earliness and yield. Mine are
transplanted from one to three times, making them
very stout, with an abundance of roots, which are
ihe'lite of the plant. Before shipping, all pltntsare
carefully hardened off to endure the ordinary out-
door weather without injury.

PRICE LIST.

Plants "By Mail" are sent post-paid, at prices

quoted. " P>y Express" are sent at buyer's expense.

By Matt. By Exlives*.

i >()/.. 100.

% .16 .75

.25 1.60

100. 1000.

.50 4.00

1.25 7.50
Early Cabbage.
Tomato.

*In cans, by express only,
tiOo. perdoz. 4-00 30.00

•Tomato plants "in cans" are shipped and trans-

planted to the Held without disturbing the roots in

the least. They will not stop growing a day, and
will produce ripe fruit two or three weeks earlier

than ordinary plants. Our first ripe tomatoes were
picked July Uth, of Canada Victors.

There, if T could furnish such plants as
described above, at the prices given. I
should like very much to sell them ; but I
am afraid I shall not be able to do it. The
tin can idea. T have tried, and know that it
is an excellent one; but I presume some lit-

tle wooden boxes, such as could be made by
dividing a section box into 4 apartments,
would answer as well as tin cans. Three of
these would hold a dozen plants, in very
convenient shape to ship bv express. Last
fall. I sent to three different dealers for some
potted strawberry plants. One lot came in
a soap box ; another in a box made purpose-
ly to hold a certain quantity, and was quite
an improvement over the first; the third
came from an establishment in Michigan,
and were put into a new. tasty, little basket,
and every leaf was perfect, and of such a
bright, thrifty look, that almost every one
uttered an exclamation of praise, the min-
ute their eve caught a view of the package.
As I held the basket up and turned it

around. I actually felt it was almost
worth the fiftv cents fall I paid the man), to
have just that look at it. I do so like to see
goods put up nicely. I planted those West-
ern-Chief strawberries on the best place in
my creek-bottom garden, and they kept
growing without the wilting of a leaf. They
were so pretty, it was just fun to take care
of them. They are pretty even now in the
middle of January, whenever I lift up the
mulching that covers them. Well, the mor-
al of all this is. we want to take care of the
honey plants in just this way, if we are to
get large yields of honey.

^ m ^
EIGHT OR TEN FRAME HIVES.

;F you were to usq the g-enmne L. hive, and were
not going to use any division board, either in

summer or winter, or use the extractor,— in fact,

if you were not going to disturb the brood chamber
verr much anyway, and, for surplus comb-honey put

section boxes on the top of the frames, would you
prefer 8 or 10 L. frames in the brood chamber? I

was thinking which would be better, to use 8 frame

hives instead of 10 frame, or to remove the two out-

side, L. frames, and In their pl*ce put 2 chaff division

boards. Let me know your opinion.

Lansings
-

le, N. Y., Jan. 18, '80 D. W. Fletcher.

If I were sure I should not want division

boards or surplus sections in the lowpr story

at all. I do not know but I should use '8

frames only. 1 have often thought of a
chaff hive, vrith only 8 frames below. One
objection is that a strong colony would be
in much greater danger of starving; for

these outside frames usually are filled with
honey, and form a sort of reserve store, in

case the colony should, by any chance, run
short unexpectedly. Another objection is

that, if 8 frame hives were made single story

like the Simplicity, thev could not be used
interchangeably with the ordinary 10 frame
hives. We have now a lot of 8 frame hives,

verv nicely made, that are piled up with the
refuse hives, just because they can not be
used with the others. I would not invest
verv largely, at first, friend F.. in any thing
out of the regular, beaten patu.
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ANOTHER FEEDER.
*cjP AST fall, 1 needed some feeders; and, having;

j'Jl V| |

but few tools, I tried the following- plan, and
found it worked well:

I took small pieces of hoards of clear pine lumber,
ti by 8 inches in size, and cut in each a trough f by ti

inches, and over half an inch deep; T then waxed
them by pouring' in melted wax and pouring- it out
immediately, to make them perfectly tight, and
tacked a piece of wire cloth, such as is used here for
door screens, over the trough, and in the center 1

drove a tack, springing the wire down tight to the
bottom of the trough. If the center of the trough
is made a little deeper than the edges, the bees will

take all the feed. These feeders gave me satisfac-

tion. I never found a fead or disabled bee about
them, and I find them easily and speedily made, with
but few tools. I bore holes across each end, and
then split out the wood with a chisel. Should the
screw of the bit go through, I stop the holes with
putty before I wax them. They can be covered like

Shuck's feeder, and used for feeding during the
day, at the entrance. I think they answer as well as

the Simplicity, and arc more easily made by ABC
scholars. \V. D. Hai.ston.
Scotch Grove, Iowa, Dec. 23, 1879.

Many thanks, friend R., for your novel
and ingenious device. It is quite similar to
the plan I have given in the A 13 C, of lay-
ing cheese cloth over a milk pan. No doubt
the boys will thank you many times for an
idea that will enable them to make good
feeders for three cents each or less.

P. S.—A piece of tinned wire cloth, sol-
dered to one of our cheap tin plates, would
make a feeder for about two cents.

—»~ »»« m
HONEY DEW AGAIN.

DO THE LEAVES OF TREES, AS WEDD AS BLOSSOMS,
SOMETIMES SECRETE HONEY?

VM D1TOU OF GLEANINGS: - In December num-

Jjfjj
ber, you ask me what kind of an oak it was on

~~ which I found such an abundance of the honey
dew. It was the Qucrcus nigra.
In reply to the question, is it really a fact that

trees sometimes bear honey from their leaves, as
well as blossoms, I say, they do. As evidence of this,

I offer the following:

Virgil stated, prior to the Christian era, " Hard
oaks shall distill the dewy honey."
Mr. Weimeo, of this county, has seen the honey

dew on the leaves of the Quercus macrocarpa (Bur-
Oak), and also on the leaves of the beech in Ohio,
and, in the state of Virginia, on the leaves of other
trees and shrubs; but he never saw it till some of
the leaves began to don the yellow or purple hue of
autumn.
Mr. J. Taylor has seen and tasted the honey dew

on the leaves of the Nyssa mult iflora (Gum tree). It

was so thick that, by pressing the leaf with the fin-

gers, it would adhere enough to raise the leaf.

These leaves had begun to assume that beautiful
rosy tint so common to this species of tree, in the
nst of the summer or beginning- of the fall months.
He also noticed the bees working on the heads of

wheat in the time of harvest. He said to me, "Six of
us went to harvest wheat. When we arrived at the
field we noticed quite a dew on the heads of the
wheat; every beard had a small drop on the outer
end, anu ix-es were ayiug, and working on some of

the heads. On close inspection, I found, near the
grain, a tenacious fluid which was touched and tast-

ed by all of us, and found to be quite sweet. This

was not found on all the heads but on occasional

ones."

Mrs. Dr. Noble, a botanist, has found the honey
dew several times on the leaves of the beech, in nu-

merous, small drops.

My neighbor, Mr. Simeon F. Teal, has a large, state-

ly tree, Quercus alba, or white oak, standing alone

in an open field, the only remaining, living monu-
ment of the primeval days of the forest. From its

colossal trunk, stand a few offshoots, or short

branches, the longest of which is about ten feet from
the ground. While Bro. Teal and son were passing

by the tree, in Sept., 186S, they heard the hum of

bees; they halted and found them working on the

leaves. Mr. Teal's description of the numbers of

bees on the oak reminds one of the ancient bard wh<,

sang, "And from the sacred oak, nwarms of bees re-

sound." He said, "I never saw so many bees on one

tree in my life, as there were on that oak."

The writer of this has seen the bees work on the

leaves of Salix nigra (Black willow), long- after the

flowering season had passed, and many times has he

watched the bees as they sipped the dewy nectar

from its leaves. He has seen them work on the ri-

pened grain at or near the time of harvest, and has

seen the inspissated nectar on the leaves of the wild

cherry and sycamore trees.

These instances are enough to establish the fact

that leaves.as well as blossoms furnish honey for the

bees. J. B. Cline, M. D.

Perm's Mills, Clermont Co., O. Dec. 17. 187!).

THE ORIGIN OF HONEY DEW.
The last number of your magazine has an article

on this topic. I have seen many cases of "honey
dew" on many kinds of plants. Some have been
sent me by letter. I have never seen one, in which I

thought the leaves exuded the sweet. Under a high

magnifying power, I could not detect openings

where it had escaped, nor were there any glands

which could secrete the honey. The dew is usually

on the upper side of the leaf, while the Stoma'a, or

little breathing pores, are on the under side of the

leaf.

On careful observation, for some days, I believe

that, in all cases, honey dew will be found to be the

exudations of small insects, known as plant lice.

J

The lice may not be seen for sometime. Some of

them move about quite freely, and hide under pieces

of bark. A case of this kind occurred the pa t sum-
mer, on some larch trees near my door. Professor

A. J. Cook and myself, after a while, fully satisfied

ourselves that all the honey came from lice which
we did not find for a week or more after the bees

found the dew. The same was found on our Nor-

way spruces. Of course, there may bo cases unlike

any I ever saw.

Many species of plants are furnished with glands

and glandular hairs which secrete a liquid or viscid

substance. It may be that, in some cases, this se-

cretion drops on to the leaves below and causes

"honey dew," but I believe the above statements

are near the truth. In American Naturalist for 1878,

the writer illustrates some of these glands on the

leaves of snow-ball, and fruit of trumpet creeper.

Other plants have glands. It is not likely that I

know all about this subject. W. J. Bead.

Mich, Agricultural College.
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f^ads cf pain,
From Different Fields.

THE QUARREL ABOUT THE SUNSHINE.
- gpjpAVING been away and very busy, I neglected

"f~i to write in regard to thai "quarrel about the
l_C—

h

sunshine." in Nov, Gleanings. I have to
say, that I am wrong in the mxtier, and arnSF, there-
fore, beg Mr. Dean's pardon for ba\ iny contradicted
him. J have been busy ali day to-day, planting
orange trees, and « very one is complaining of the
heat. We have had no frost here, to kill e\en ten-
der tomato plants. On Christmas day, my bees were
carrying in gieat quantities of pollen. I have Simp-
son honey plants and spider plants up and growing,
and by the time it is warm enough ''up North," J

will be ready Jo try the experiment of sending- them
to those of jour readers who want the plants early.

N. K. FitzHugh, Jr.
Picolata, Fla., Dec. 31, 1879.

Many thanks, friend F., for jour frank
and honest admission of your error. If all

controversies could end in so pleasant a

manner. 1 should not be so much afraid of
letting them creep into our journal. We
shall be very glad indeed to have you furnish
us early plants, and invite you to tell us how
much they will be worth, as soon as you
have them ready.

HONEY PLANTS AND THEIR CULTIVATION.
Are sweet clover, or melilot, Simpson honey plant,

and MollieO. Large spider plant wood for anything
except bee pasturage? If not, will they grow along
the lanes and road sides? Will any of them grow on
low lands? or will they do best in well lei tilized and
cultivated soil? Please give us directum how to
cultivate them. Will the spider plant bloom the
tirst year from the seedy

None of the plants mentioned are of any
value, so far as I know, except for honey.
and none of them will bear honey to good
advantage, without cultivation. The Simp-
son honey plant does best, 1 believe, on
rather low land, but sweet clover will grow
on the poorest ground you have, and on the
stoniest road-side. For all that, I think
good soil will be most profitable for honey.
The spider flower will blossom the same

year, but it will be best to sow the seed in a
box in the house, and transplant, as we do
tomato plants. The Simpson honey plant,

if treated in the same way, will blossom a
little the first season, but not fully until the
second season.
The sweet clover is very hardy, and may

be sown the same as red clover.

QUEEKLESSNESS IN COLD WEATHER.
Can T discover, in cold weather, when a colony is

qneenless, without looking through them- If so,

how? G. A. Willis.
Enfield, 111., Dee. 9, 1879.

It is a pretty hard matter, at any time, to

tell, without opening the hive, whether a
colony is qneenless or not, and during cold

weather, when bees are not living, it would
require a pretty keen eye to tell much about
it by the looks of the outside of the hive.

Beg pardon, friend W.. I did not intend to

Le ironical.

You tell one bee-keeper to punch holes in his

combs, for winter passages, with a sharp stick. I

will send yon something better than that to do it

with. 1 have .just lost two swarms of bees, which
starved with sugar in the hire.

SAVING BEES THAT ABE to BE BBIHSTOBTBD.

If your A 11 C scholars w is j to keep, over winter.

the bees which their neighbors intend to kill, tell
them to save up t be combs in the summer, and bang
them in an empty hive in the tail, and drive the bees
into them, and there will be no bother to make can-
dy.

SURPLUS POLLEN.

Nellis offers $25.00 for any plan that will take the
bee-bread out of old combs. I can do it by I ging
them up, and, with force-pump or large-sized syr-
inge, squirting water into the cells once or twice a
day, until they are clean; or else wet them and hang
them in the hive. David M. Goewey.
Lansingbuigh, Kens. Co., X. V., Dee. 29, lsv.t.

Shall be glad to see your arrangement that
is better than a sharp stick, friend G. Bees
are much more apt to starve on sugar or
candy, if away from the cluster, than with
honey or liquid stores. Combs of sealed
honey will enable you to save colonies that
are to lie biimstoned, every time, so far as
my experience goes. As 1 have never yet
seen too much pollen, 1 do not know how I
can offer suggestions in the matter. 1 should
take such combs and put them into hives
early in the spring, and have the pollen
transformed' into live Lees.

DEAD BEES IN FRONT OF THE HIVES.
I have 12 stands of bees now, all in tine condition

except < ne. This one is a very power! ul swarm, but
1 find from one to two handluls of dead bees on the
bottom-board, every three to lour days. They have
plenty of food, are in warm quarters, and are pretty
lively too, as l found out by opening the hive a little
roughly. Now. what is the matter in this hive?
The other hives have hardly any dead bees, when
compared with this. I have made several chaff, or
rather double, hues, and tilled them with corn bran,
as 1 could nor gel any chaff. How will corn bran do
as a substitute forchaffV It seems to keep the hive
very warm. 1 also put corn bran in all upper stories
of my single hives. Thus far, it seems to do very
well. Please tell me your experience with bran.

M. KlEllNE.
Olmsted. 111.. Dec. 17. 1879.

It maybe that the colony in question has a
greater number of old bees than the rest,
and it is only those that are dying of old
age, or they may be diseased. 1 have never
tried bran, but have no doubt but that it

will answer fully as well as chaff, and it

may do better, it would be more expensive
with us. You will have to be very careful
that no mice, by any possibility, can get in.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED— SOME POINTS IN REGARD TO
HARVESTING.

About raising Alsike clover for seed. 1 would ex-
plain a little more in your A BC in i ee Culture, lor
it is not handled like red clover. If it should be,
there would be no seeds left in it. it is ripe here
just before harvesting, and should be cut in the
morning, before it gets too dry, and raked Into rows
the sa evening. When the dew- commences to
dry on it the next day, il the weather is lair, it should
be drawn together. By handling it in this way you
will not only get the most seed, but you will also
have good feed after it is hulled. I would juntas
soon have it lor m \ sheep as the Inst crop of red
clover. Could I exchange Alsike clover seed, with
you or your neighbors'.' I would like to exchange
seed, but hale to buy it. May be some of your
neigh I ors would like to change too. i would like to
have no timotl-.y or any other seeds in it.

Iv nst S. HlLDEMAN.
Ashippun, Dodge Co., Wis., Dec. 29, 1879.

Thanks, friend II.. for your practical hints.

As we are buying Alsike all the time from
different localities, it would be no objed loi-

ns to exchange. Possibly, some of our read-
ers may wish to do so. 'The matter of Al-
sike in the A B C has already been changed.
You probably have au early edition.
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COMB BUILDING IN SPRING RATHER THAN FALL.

Why is it that bees make more comb in proportion
to the honev they, gut her in the spring' and summer,
th <n in the fall? And why are they so much more
inclined to store h >ney in the lower division of the
hive in the fall? W. F. Bason.
Haw River P. O., N. C, Dec. 23, 1879.

I think it is because the bees seem to rec-

ognize in the spring that a honey crop is

coming, and that much storing room will

soon be needed. In the fall, on the contrary,
they seem to have a sort of instinctive

knowledge that winter is coming, and that
it will be better to well fill the combs they
alreadv have than to build more ; hence they
store the honey below, near the brood nest.

To be snre, warm weather and new honey
incite comb building, and cool weather the
reverse, but the point is. do not bees behave
differently during the fall and spring, sup-
posing the temperature of the atmosphere
and the flow of honey to be the same? I

think they do, and for th« reasons I have
given, though it seems difficult to suppose
that they really know fall from spring. We
can often get extracted honey in the fall, by
giving them empty combs, when we could
not get them to store it and build the comb.

DOOLITTLE'S THEORY IN REGARD TO DORMANT EGGS.

I thought that I had made a great discovery this
summer. I will give the experiment as it occurred,
and ihen you can form your own conclusion. T h id

a eolonv of hybrids that I concluded to t reak up into
nuclei for que"ti rearing-. I removed the queen, and
in 6 days from th it time, ! removed nil their queen
cell-i, and gave thorn eggs from a choice queen, in
8 days more, I removed the cells in m that comb
and inserted them in four other combs, and left

them 1 dav, and then divided them into i parts,
leaving- one cell with the part on the old stand
They all, with one exception, destroyed the cells, so
I concluded they were a had lot. and I would leave
th'-m alone for a few days. The fourth day after
dividing-, F concluded to try them again, with eg-gs

this time. The second one that I opened had two
queen cells smarted and larvae two days old Here
comes in the discovery; n'ntteei days after th<»

queen was removed, 1 found brood twodaxsold!
wh nre did it come fr>m? Why, thev stole it from
some other hive They had actually been robbing
their n<Mg-bbors of th'ir brood to rear a queen, for I

th 'Ught it was impossible to save egg's lhat long;
but you see from friend Doolittle's report on page
434, in Nov. No , there is noihingr strange about it.

Fleas-' give your opinion of the above.
Dt'CKS' FEATHERS FOR WINTERING BEFS.

1 have my bees, 1 think, in good winter trim. I
have them packed with chaff cushions at the sides
and on top, with 5in. of chaff outside of hives, except
the colony containing th" imported queen As she
is a foreiarn ladv. I thought that [ would treat her
with a little more courtesy than the others, so I
borrowed of my wife, a pill"w of feathers that she
picked from a trio of fine white ducks she has.

HOW TO MAKE CHAFF CUSHIONS WITH BUT LITTLE
COST.

Take old coffee sacks; they will only cost 5c.
apieee, and one sack will make two.
Whitestown. Ind., Dec. .l»79. S. H. Lane.

I should explain that your two day old
larviB were from eggs laid by a fertile worker,
friend L. The bees had been for some little

time queenless, and it is rather to be expect-
ed that such eggs would be found at about
the time you mention. If those eggs had
hatched out a queen, or even produced work-
er brood, it would then have been a corrobo-
ration of Doolittle's theory. At different
times, bees have been accused of carrying
eggs from neighboring hives, but although
they do carry eggs from one comb to another,
it is extremely doubtful, in my opinion,

about their carrying them on the wing, in
I the open air. As they doubtless have many
queer ways of doing things, which we know
nothing of, I am glad to have these facts
brought out. The operations of a fertile

worker will explain a great many of these
points, if it is borne in mind that they may
lay eggs when the queen has been but a very
few days absent.
Your coffee sacking is much the same

thing as the burlap, but I hardly think one
sack would make two cushions as large as
those we use in the chaff hives.

MOORES' "JIMMY" FOR THE APrARY.

A. T. Root: — I send you, by this mail, a full-sized
model of a chisel, so to speak, which I find very use-
ful in an api try. I tried different sized chi-els and
screw-driveis but they were unsatisfactory. I then
had made an implement like this, but smaller, which
1 liked better than anything 1 had tried, but it was
too light and narrow. Having lost it, 1 made a
wooden nv del like the one sent, and had a black-
smith duplicate it in iron, pointed, at the broad end,
with steel. As soon as it was ready. I tested it, and
found ihat 1 had just the thing. I have shown it to
several bee-keepers who approve it. I had occasion
to assist a friend to extract, this fall, and carried my
chisel with me. After using it awhile, he remarked,
"I am bound to have one. cost what i' will."

1 use it to pry off the covers of the hives, using the
broad end beveled side up; to pry apart the top and
bottom stories, using the narrow end; to m >ve the
frames in the hive, when tightly gummed to the rab-
bets, using- the narrow end; to slice off bits of wax
and propolis attached to the cover and sides of the
hive, and from tb<»topand bottom bars of the frames,
using- the broad sharp edge, wi'h a pushing motion;
to scrapr* propolis (in cool weather) from the tabbets
and from the edges of th^ stories, using the sides of
the broad end. in repeated strokes. You can't imig-
ine what quantities of propolis we have in this sweet-
gum country.

1 hope you will have one of these chisels made and
give it atrial, and if you are pleased with it, and will
offer it for sale to bee- keepers at a reasonable price,
I shall c nsider myself paid for sending the model
and writing you. You may think the weight an ob-
jection, but I think, on trial, you will find it a decid-
ed advantage. W. L. Moores.
Cyruston, Lincoln Co., Tenn., Dec. 16, 1879.

We give an engraving of the tool below.
Its length is 14 inches; width of large end,
1|, and thickness, 1; the small end is I, by i.

TOOL FOR WORKING AMONG HIVES.
I have no doubt the tool will prove a great

favorite; and, as friend M. has suggested it,

I propose that he should have them made
and offered for sale.

MR. JOSEPH M. BROOKS.
If you have time. I would like to tell vou how I

came to hear of you, out here in Colorado. It was
through the kindness of Mr. Jos. M. Brooks, Colum-
bus, Ind. And here let me say, as it is but an act of
justice due him, that I have never dealt with a more
honorable man. Last summer, when I had almost
got discouraged in bee-keeping, I wrote to Mr.
Brooks for an Italian queen, and received a queen
and two frame nucleus, in perfect condition. OI
such beauties! they were the admiration of all who
saw them. Being the yellowest and largest I ever
saw, I took them to our annual fair, to compete for
the premium, and took the first prize, $5 HO in gold,
for the finest Italian queen. Mr. Brooks has been
very kind in writing and answering my questions.
I have found his letters very instructive

Mrs. B. Woodbury.
Boulder, Boulder Co., Col., Dec. 30, 1879.

There! friend B., just see how folks "talk
about you" and your yellow bees. I have
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heard of you a good many times, and your
customers all seem to write just that way.
Perhaps it has never occurred to you at all,

that patience and faithfulness iii business
will get out in time, but it has to me; and
now, if this little bit of praise should make
you proud and any the less faithful, 1 shall
be just a little mistaken in my estimate of
you; that is all.

DOES A QUEEN LAY DRONE AND WORKER EGGS
ALTERNATELY? AND HOW?

I have a few questions to ask you, as some of my
neighbors and myself cannot agree. Has tbe queeu,
in laying eg-g-s on a comb that has both drone and
worker cells, the power to lay a worker egg- in one
cell and pass on to a drone cell and there lay a drone
egg? or does she lay worker eggs until done, and
then drone eggs? As it is admitted by nearly all,

that a fertile worker lays drone eggs only, and an
unfertile queen also, the unfertile queen is about on
the same footing with a fertile worker. Now, the
question we want explained fully is, does a fertile
queen lay drone eggs at all? Did you ever see a
queen lay drone eggs? I opened a hive to-day, Jan.
9th, and found 3 nicely capped queen cells, and a
number of drone cells all cupped over, but no other
eggs or br.>od. The colony is very strong in bees,
but I found no queen, and don't know whet her there
is one or not. H. Bkkneman.
East Uennantown, Wayne Co., Ind.,.Jan. 6, 1880.

A queen does lay both drone and worker
eggs, and she lays one and then the other,

just as she happens to find cells. The ques-
tion as to how she should go right along with-
out seeming to bestow a thought on what she
is doing, and have one egg produce an insect

so widely different from all those produced
by the eggs she layed just before and just af-

ter it, is a puzzling one. Wagner, to account
for it, supposed that the size of the cells

might govern the matter by compressing her
body, and that she did not really know
whether she layed a fertilized egg or not;

but, since queens often lay eggs on comb
that is but little more than the base, as we
often see them on sheets of fdn., this com-
pression theory has been mostly abandoned.
Again, if she stops to think every time she
comes to a larger cell, why does she not of-

tener make mistakes? I am inclined to

think she decides the matter by a sort of in-

stinct, and without a thought, or anything
that could properly be called a thought.
Such operations are not uncommon, if I am
correct, in the animal and insect world.
Sealed queen cells, in the winter, are al-

most positi ve evidence of queen lessness. As
it would hardly be possible for a queen to be
fertilized in winter, it will be of no use to

raise one now, but be sure to give them
some eggs in March, and again at intervals

of 111 days, until they can rear a fertile queen,
destroying any that prove to be drone layers.

It might be more profitable to purchase a
queen for them, if you choose.

FREQUENT HANDLING: ; IS IT DETRIMENTAL?
After reading, in the daily Tribune, a wonderful

account of how some one had made quite a huge
sum of money by keeping bees two years, I thought
I would see what I could do. So, last Bpring, I got
5 stands of bees for $.")U, ami new hives, fdn., books,
&o., to the amount of &57, the full cost of my start

thus being $-(7. Out of my 5 stands, 1 made ti new
ones, so that now I have 11 strong colonies, which,
thus far, have wintered very nicely. During the
summer and fall, I sold $64.50 worth of honey, both
Strained and comb. I think I should have had more
honey for market, if I had not kept bothering them
so much. I think I have been quite successful thus

far, and hope I shall do better next year. My bees
are hybrids, and some are almost black.

Dell Carver.
Denver, Col., Jan. 5, 18S0.

And I am inclined to think, my friend, the
bothering was just why you did "do so well

;

for your report is an extremely good one for
a beginner.

INTRODUCING CAGE FOR COLD WEATHER.
I send you a cage for cold weather, or for any

other time. With the little wire and stick, you can
suspend it at any place you please in ihe hive, and
thus insure to a queen safety from chilling, by pla-
cing her among the brood, just where a casred queen
should alwa\s be when eaged in a hive. The hollow
wooden stopper is to be filled with candy, and kept
in its plaee by a tack. When an ordinary vial is

used. 1 put in a wooden stopper or cork with a
notch in one side; but with ihc <>ne I send >ou, no
cork is needed. Now I have still another casre
which I like batter. It consists simply of one vial
of wat r and one of honey, a stopper tilled with can-
dy, and a rectangular wire cage. The cage might
be soldered together M. G. Keeney.
Vevay, Ind., Jan. 8, 1880.

The ca^e is certainly an improvement over
the one I gave in the I)ec. No. The hollow
wooden stopper is neatly turned, and the
substitute for the bottle looks like the bulb
of a thermometer tube, only it is much larg-
er. This suggests the idea that a vial with
a mouth sufficiently small will require no
cork, and the bees "would then always have
the most perfect access to the water. But,
friend K, how are we to get the water or
honey into these small mouthed vials o:
glass balls? I do not know that I should
think it neee-sary to have the introducing
cages contain both water and honey, but, for
a shipping cage to goto all climates, subject
to all contingencies, I would use water, hon-
ey, and candy.

EXPENSIVE HONEY.
T have spent about $15.00, and all T have for it yet

is about 40 It.s. of honey; but I don't want to stop
taking Gleanings. I have some notion of moving
into the country, where 1 can cultivate honey
plants.

SPIDER PLANT NOT ALWAYS A SUCCESS.

I cultivated a plant here last summer, called spi-
der flower; but bees took no notice ot it. The de-
scription of yours is just like it, but it must be dif-
ferent. Mrs. J. E. Short.
New Richmond, O , Dec. 25, 1879.

More than a dollar a pound for honey is

enough to discourage almost anybody, and
it is on account of these "blasted hopes"'
that I so strongly advise beginners to com-
mence with one or two colonies. I am afraid,

my friend, if you invest money in raising
honey plants, with a hope to make it i ay fi-

nancially, you will be destined to more dis-

appointment. It is quite likely that the
spider plant, in common with most other
honey plants, will entirely fail of yielding
honey in some seasons. Some very good hon-
ey plants do not give a full yield of honey
oftener than one year in four; and it would
be nothing strange if they should yield no
honey at all two seasons out of the four.

FROM FRIEND TAYLOR AFTER HE OOT WELL.
Many, many thanks for your kindness. 1 have

been very sick, but am now convalescent, thank
God. <> tnv friend, how little do we appreciate the
great blesali «• of (/<""' Health till we are stricken
down. My wife joins me in best wishes to "Novice"
and his, and a mi rry happy Christmas to little "Blue
Eyes" and the baby. It. C. Taylor.
Wilmiugtou, N. C, Dec. 33, 1879.
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ARTIFICIAL, PASTURAGE.
I would like to ask through Gleanings, what the

best honey plant seeds are, that ean be sown on un-
broken biuegrass and prairie sod, so as to produce
bloom the coming season. (i. S. Graff.
Omaha, Douglas Co., Neb., Dec. 27, 1879.

I know of nothing that would fill such re-

quirements, and very much doubt whether
it is possible to liud such a plant. The hon-
ey plants that will make their way so as to
drive out grass and weeds generally require
several seasons to do this, and, even then, I
do not know of any such that, without ques-
tion, are profitable. In fact, aside from clo-

ver, buckwheat, rape, and a few other plants
that are valuable for other qualities besides
for the honey, the whole matter of artificial

pasturage is, as yet, but little more than ex-
periment.

MOVABLE FRAMES AND ITALIANS, VERSUS BLACKS
AND BOX HIVES.

The past season has been a poor one for bees. In
the fall of 1878, I went into winter quarters with 18
hives,—5 box-hives and 13 frame hives. In the spring,
they turned out lively, and all appeared to be in
good condition, but never showed much progress.
Among my 18 colonies was one Italian. To liud out
the difference between blacks and Italians, I put in
section boxes for Italians, and also for two black col-
onies. I noticed no difference between them when I

commenced the trial.

When the honey se-ison had passed and the result
was inspected, 1 got 50tb. from the Italian hive, and
30fl>. from each black hive. Some of the rest of my
colonies had 8 and lott>. surplus honey, and some had
gathered nothing:. In all, I got 1801b. surplus, or Lufi>.

on an average from each colony.
From the Italian colony I got, besides the 50 lb. of

honey, 2 swarms after the sections had been remov-
ed.* On the 29th day of Sept., to my surprise, a first

swarm issued, and on the 4th day of Oct., a second
swarm came out. Both swarms were hived, and
built up by giving them some combs from other col-
onies. 1 have often thought of the cause of such
untimely swarming, but I don't understand it yet.
My bees in box-hives have never succeeded as well

as those in frame hives, and this fall, I transferred
the 5 colonies into frame hives, without the least of
any kind of trouble; no Queens were lost and no
robbing took place.

I closed this season with 20 colonies, all in movable
frame hives. One of my colonies had a drone-laying
queen, and as it was late in the fall. I united the
bees with another colony. G. Wendelken.
Marietta, Ohio, Dec. 27, 1879.

GOOD FOR AN A B C SCHOLAR.
I wintered 4 swarms last winter, without any loss.

From those 4 Italian colonies, I got 3811b. of comb
honey, in sections, and increased to 10 colonies. All
are in good sh»pe for winter. J. B. Stathauer.
Gettysburg, Penn., Dec. 25, 1879.

THE "UPS AND DOWNS" OF AN A B C SCHOLAR.
Three years ago, I traded a cow for 5 stocks of

black bees. The first season, I sold bees and honey
to get pay for my cow, which I called worth $50., and
put up, in chaff, 20 colonies for winter.

WHAT MICE MAY DO.

Owing to the mice, I lost 15, as I failed to put
screens over the blankets, which left me 5 to start
with the next season. I sold over $ti5. worth of hon-
ey, and put up 8 in the same way, only putting
screens over the blankets.

FROM 8 TO 30 AND 900B). OF HONEY.

Last spring, I took out the 8 in good order, and
have taken off about 9001b. of box and section honey,
and put up 30, for the winter, in the same way. I
marketed my honey at home, selling about % for
Mc. the other half for 12M>c. I have Italianized the
mi st of my bees, and have them in the L. hive. I

shall send soon lor Alsike seed for 5 acres, and 50
basswood trees. As I have to woik, I intend that
my bees shall. M. G. Hakes.
Tekouska, Calhoun Co., Mich., Dec. 17, 1879.

GRAPE-SUGAR CANDY MADE AVITH HONEY.
Please tell us, in Gleanings, just how to make

Hour candy, using honey instead of grape sugar.
Cassville, Mo., Nov. 29, '79. Mary A. Terry.

Since receiving your card, I have had some
candy made, using honey instead of cane
sugar. It hardens more slowly, but, in 3 or
4 days, is just as nice to handle as the other.
We have to-day put some over the hives, and
will report how the bees seem to like it. I
have no doubt, but they will eat it even
faster, on account of the flavor the honey
gives it. Therefore, if you find it cheaper or
more convenient, make your bee candy with
3 lb. of grape sugar, 1 lb. of honey, and £ lit.

of flour. Pour it into shallow trays and let

it stand 3 or 4 days to harden.

PREPARED PAPER OF PASTEBOARD AS A ROOFING
MAT* RIAL FOR HIVES.

Is not the cover of the chaff tenement-hive made
of shingles heavy and inconvenient to handle? En-
closed you will rind a sample of Water-proof, Hemp,
and Manilla Roofing, which. 1 think, would make a
cheap, durable, and light covering for the tenement
hive. It might also be used over hive covers made
of several boards. It is manufactured by (

'. .1. Fay,
Second and Vine Streets, Camden, N. J. lie will
send you samples and prices upon application. It is

made in different widths, Item 16 to 40 inches, and
costs from 1 to 2' ,c. per sq ft.

Urbana, O., Dec. 7. 1879. John C. Barnett.

This material has been much talked about,
and to some extent used, for making covers
to hives water-tight ; but, so far as I can
learn, those having used it have all dropped
it sooner or later. After it is soaked with
water, and it seems to me it must get soaked
during long rains, it is very easily torn and
injured. It does not seem to me 'as if it

could possibly compare at all with tin, in

point of durability, and yet the highest price
you mention, is as great as we had to pay for
tin, last summer. The quality of lightness,
I value much ; and if a paper can be produc-
ed that will stand the test of years, I should
think it a great acquisition.

Bees in this locality did almost nothing the past
season. The loss will be fully one-half, especially of
those in old box hives. My bees, of which I have
some 200 colonies, in Lana:streth hives, mostly with
10 racks, packed in chaff and straw on 3 sides and
over the top, are doing finely, if they have honey
cuouirh to go through to feeding in spring. They
averaged about 16 lb. of honey to the hive, each hive
having been carefully weighed about ihe 15th of
November.

OPEN AIR FEEDING IN THE SPRING.

Will it do to feed grape sugar outside of hives,
when the bees fly in the springy

KEEPING BEES ON SHAKES.

My bees arc scattered over several miles extent.
I furnish hives, and work on one-half shares. All
were transferred from box hives in the spring, leav-
ing out drone comb.

AVHY DOES CANDY "DBIP"?
Drouth commenced in June, and cut otf white

clover, so that many colonies did not fill the brood
chamber with comb. Fall flowers and buckwheat
furnished but little honey, so that, in many hives,
we had to use sugar boiled to wax and run into
frames; but I see they drip considerably. Why is

this? John A. Williamson.
Argcnta, Macon Co., 111., Jan. 1880.

After the bees get so as to be able to fly in
the spring, it will be perfectly safe to feed
them grape sugar, in the open air, and the
grooved board arrangement is perhaps the
easiest and simplest way in which it can be
done. The only danger to be avoided is that
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they may be induced to go out after it dur-
ing unseasonable weather, and get chilled so
as to be unable to return. Lust season, we
fed considerable in the open air, between
fruit bloom and clover, and the colonies that
were busy at the feeders, kept building comb
right along, until honey came again. The
dripping from your candy is because it is

not boiled quite hard enough. As it will
burn if boiled the least bit too much, it has
always been a nice point to get it just right.
Of late, we add 1 part grape sugar to our
coffee A candy, which makes it hard and
nice to handle, and there is no possibility of
its dripping.

QUEENS,—HOW THEY DIFFER, EVEN IMPORTED OSES.
I claim that a best queen, in addition to her other

good qualities, should produce gentle bees. I got
i

one of your best imported queens last spring, and,
if not mistaken, paid you $7..

r
>() for her; she has all

the good qualities except that her bees arc very
cross, nearly equal to hybrids. I have raised out
few queens from her. You may say, " Why did you
not send her back?" Just for the very reason that
I wanted to keep her. Her bees are the yellowest,
and are good workers, and she herself is exceeding-
ly prolific. And then, you see, when my friends call
on me, 1 can show them what a great difference thei e
is in queens, even imported ones; for, all summer,
right next to this cross one, stood an imported
queen that I got 2 years ago last June from Dadant,
which produced rather dark bees, but as gen le as
pet kittens. She more than once allowed a young
queen to be raised up by her side, there to stay and
help her to till the empty combs full of eggs. 1 look-
ed the hive over in October, and there was another,
the third young laying queen, but I did not find the
old one. The first two had been removed to oiher
hives. Also, right over there on the other side of
the cross one, is another imported queen that fills

the bill satisfactorily. 1 got her from you, one year
ago last June, and from her I raise most of my
young queens. T. M. Quimjv.
Edenton, Clermont Co., O., Dec. 31, 1879.

It is quite a difficult matter, friend O,.. to

find a queen that excels in all points. You
might look over a hundred hives, without
finding one that was light, large, very pro-
lific, and producing bees which are gentle,
extra honey gatherers, light in color, etc..

and 1 fear I shall many times fall short of
furnishing one up to all these points. I will

send to you all, as nearly what you ask for

as I can, and if that does not "please, you
may send it back, if you choose. Many
thanks to you for keeping the one with cross
bees, friend (^. Have you tested the bees of
the two as honey gatherers? I have often
thought that the crossest bees get most hon-
ey, lias any body else noticed the same
tiling V

HONEY I>E\V THAT "IS DEW."
Several rears ago there arise a cloud in the south-

west, producing a mist for the space of thirty min-
utes. The bees carried the same in, sipping it from
the grass and U-aves its though it were honey, and
passing out and in excitedly. A heavy rain then
stopped operations. Mr. (;. (;. Large fhusband of
Mollie O.i States a similar occurrence in the north

i
art of this county. W'lmt was tti A. L. Ki.au.
Pana, III., .Jan. 5, 1880.

I can not explain it at all. friend K.. unless
that cloud was a cloud of insects of some
kind that exuded the honey while on the
wing. Will friend L. please stand up and
give us the full particulars of the case as he
witnessed it?

FASTENING THE COMBS. TO THE SEPARATORS.
We have had great difficulty, inconvenience, and

some loss, from the persistent habit of our bees of
fa-tening the honey, in the prize box, to the sepa-
rators. Hare you any way to suggest by which we

may remedy this difficulty? We are thinking
seriously () r laying aside the " tins " unless we can
get some remedy. Respectfully, T. Haeeett.
Galena, 111., Jan. 1, 1880.

We used to have some trouble of the kind
when we used the 5x5 sections, but with our
present size, there has been so little, we have
not thought it worth mentioning. Where
the sides of the box are so near, it seems
that the bees do not consider any extra sup-
ports needed, and therefore do not attach
any comb to the separators. This is an ad-
ditional reason for using the Simplicity ar-
rangement of sections, with the size 4ix4i.
Von can try omitting the separators, but I

think you will afterwards want them back
again, as have most others who have tried
both ways.

CARPETING FOR COVERING THE FRAMES.
In Gleanings for Dec, you speak of carpet-mats

forthetnpof frames. 1 used Mime l»st winter, in
single stoiy Simplicity hires, with chaff division
boards, and the bees could not have wintered better;
but. of course, there is a difference in the wintering
and springing qualities of Italians. With the Strain
of Italians which I have now, l can winter on sum-
mer stands, prepared its above stated, without miy
fear of loss. <>t good heavy carpeting, woven just
wide enough to tit Simplicity hives, mats can be
made, with the ends bound or seiged, lor 15 c. Bees
are winteiing well up to this time.

J. M. C. Taylor.
Lewistown, Frederick Co., Md.. Jan. 1, lSbO.

Now. friend T., if I should give you an
order for 1,000 such carpet-mats, are you sure
they could not be made for just i of 15c. V
Von see, 1 want to sell them at 10c, to com-
pete with the enameled cloth, but I can't
well do it, unless they can be afforded for
about the price I have mentioned. The car-
pet seems to be warmer, than either the
enameled sheets or the wood mats. I have
tried cheap, thick, woolen cloth, but the bees
ate it full of holes, before it had been used
one season.

SOORWOOD HONEV, ETC.

I send yon to-day a sample of sourwood honey.
Examine it and let us know what you think of its

quality. 1 yet more of it than of any other kind. I

took about SOOlti. last year from the poplar, and
something more than 1,200 from the sourwood, all ex-
tracted. 1 had only 28 colonies last sprlDg, and now
have 98, but I! of these I bought. All are in good lix

and carrying in rye flour pollen every day. If the
warm weather continues, they will bring in natural
pollen by the middle id' the month. 1 examined sev-
eral colonies day before yesterday, and found plenty
of scaled brood. This is earlier 1 ban I ever noticed
it before. I hope to come up with a big honey re-
port for 1880; at least, every thing looks favorable
at this time, but I can tell better in the spring.
Now. Mr. Novice, nearly till of you bee men up

North say that all pure honey will candy in cola
weather; and I want you to keep the sample I send
you through the winter, ami report if cold weather
candies it. [know you have colder weather than
we have down here, but I don't believe it will get
cold enough to candj sourwood honey,

.). F. Montgomery.
Lincoln, Tenn.,.Ian. 5. 1880.

Thanks, friend M. You will 366 by the A 15

C, that I do not claim that all pure honey
will candy. If sourwood honey never can-
dies, it will be a great point in its favor, and
[ would pay a good price for a barrel of it

now, just on account of this one peculiarity.
The sample is at hand. and. although it is

not as light as our clover and basswood, the
color is fair, and the flavor is beautiful. Its

aroma is delightful, and has a suggestion of
timber and forest trees. I want at least

lOOtb. of just such boney.
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ITALIANS ROBBING THE BLACKS.
I begun last spring1

, with 2 colonies,—one Italian
and one black. My black colony ii-.creased to 4, and
my Italian to 2. The season was extremely dry,
therefore my bees made no surplus, but I think
they probably have enough for winter. For the
past 6 days, bees have been <>n the wing all the
while. My Italians are tolerablv roguish. It seems
as though they will ju-t completely wipe out my
blacks, in spite of all I can do. I have tried every-
thing I can think of, and nothing but closing the en-
trance will stop them. Now, friend Boot, if there
are any means by which to prevent their robbing,
except by closing the entrance, I certainly will re-
ceive the information with the greatest of pleasure.

I think, friend B., your robbing troubles
are not the fault of either the Italians or the
blacks, but mostly the fault, if it may be
called a fault, of the inexperience of their
owner. Somewhere among your 3 new
swarms of blacks, I think there must be a
queenless one, and you yourself give the
reason why the Italians discovered it first,

—

because they start out earlier and with more
energy than the blacks. After they had got
a taste from this one poorly protected hive,
they would be sure to '••pester" the others.
See that the hives all have good queens, con-
tract the entrances, and make them defend
themselves by the ways I have so often giv-
en.

DO BEES ROB BECAUSE THEY LACK STORES?
It certainly can't be for the want of plenty of

stores, for 1 am satisfied that they have at least 511

lhs. each. I intend to Italianize next season. I did
intend to do so last season, but wanted to try an ex-
peiiment. I had heard so murh in regard to Ital-
ians and blacks, I thought I would give them a trial.

I have lound the Italians to be far superior. They
work later and earlier, and, during the drouth here,
they were at work while the blacks were dormant.
I could not see where the Italians could get any
honey, unless from some neighbors' hives of black
bees. B. C. Ballow.
CKvaneco, Christian Co., III., Jan. 8, 1880.

Many uninitiated persons have insisted,
that, when bees are always robbing, it must
be because they have not feed enough, and
are lacking in stores. A friend once so
strongly argued this that I threw flour on the
robbers, and took him to the hive where
they were rushing out and in with their
loads. The hive, when opened, was found
literally crammed with honey, and was prob-
ably the heaviest in the whole apiary.

SHIPPING BEES IN THE WINTER, ETC.

The enclosed card I found on one of your chaff
hives containing live bees, at my front door,
Jan 3d, 1880. I write to let you know that they are
all right, and that I could find yellow bees working
on flowers all day Sunday. The weather has been
like spring here, since Dec. 7th. J. B. Pierce.
•Richmond, Va.. Jan. 6, 1880.

And this was what was on the card.
J. B Pierce, Esq.:—Compliments of Friends.
"A New Fear's Gift."

Your friends must be of the substantial
kind, friend P. I am very glad to hear that
the bees arrived safely, and proceeded forth-
with to "improve the shining hour."

CARRYING IN FLOUR IN JANUARY.
My bees are all alive yet, and have been Hying for

the last 7 days. They have also been carrying in
flour for the last 15 days, fairly swarming on it. I
have 22 stands, all strong and healthy. I fed them,
durinjf Oct. and Nov., 120ft. coffee A sugar made in-
to syrup, and 5 gallons of extracted honey.

Although the weather here has been quite
warm for two weeks past, we have had no

days suitable for feeding meal. The advisa-
bility of feeding meal in the winter months
has sometimes been questioned. Will you
please report, friend II., how your bees come
out in the spring.

BLASTED HOPES.
Last fall, the bee business became as "dead as a

door-nail." At one sale in the country, bees brought
from one to two dollars per colony, box hives and
Langstroth the same. At another place, they never
received a bid at all, and they are now offered at
$2.25 a stand, and warranted to live until spring;
these are in box hives. A good many colonies of
bees near town are already dead, — starved, just as
I pr> dieted last July they would be. The owners let
them get robbed out, and now they are baiikrupt in
the bee-business, and will quit in disgust. Others
talk of buying bees in the spring, and will probably
follow in their foot-steps.

ROBBING THE NEIGHBORS' BEES.

Three of my stands are robbing somebody's bees
now. I cannot find out where they go. The loser
will probably find it out, if the weather remains
warm a few days longer, and may lose his bees in the
baryain. What is one's loss is somebody's gain. So
goes the world. I don't care as long as mine are on
the winning side. Geci. L. Hollenbach.
Noblesville, lud., Jan. 8, 18S0.

One might almost think, friend II., that
you did not believe in doing as you would be
done by. I should tind out where those bees
go, and for my neighbor's interest, if for noth-
ing more, help him to stop the robbing. It

is true, that, to a certain extent, it is the
business of every one who owns bees to see
that they are not being robbed, and he who
is careless and indifferent must expect to
lose.

CORRECTION IN REGARD TO BAKER'S DIVISION
BOARD.

I would like to make a few remarks in addition to
yours, given in Jan. No. of Glevnings, up m the
construction, etc., of my division hoard.

First, as a correction, I would say, cut yourboards
1J4 in. shorter than the hive is wide. The % x % in.

elea's, when placed in their respective grooves, add
34 of an inch. The whole will then be V« inch short-
er than the hive is wide, and, if now hung iti the
hive, % in. space would occur between each end
cleat and the walls of the hive. To fill this vacancy,
strips l*i in. wide, cut from table oil-cloth such as is

found in most stores, are tacked against the cleats,
in a sort of semicircle. To make it plainer, lay the
board on its side, and the oil-cloth strip on the cleat
with its edge against the shoulder of the board; tack
along, as shown in the engraving; bend it around
and tack likewise on the opposite side. Have the
enameled side of the cloth out, of course. Let me
say to those wanting something cheaper than a chaff
division board, try it. lam sure it will please you.
If you have no machinery, friend Koot can probably
furnish them cheaper than you can make them
yourselves. If you are getting a lot of hives cut at
a factory, you can get these hoards cut at small cost;
it would, however, be well to obtain a sample division
board; then you would be sure to get them all

right, and no mistake. D. B. Baker.
Kollersville, O., Jan., 1880.

HOW FRIEND kevdig gets a big crop of honey
DURING A POOR SEASON.

T have been much interested in the reports seen
in Gleanings from time to time, from my brother
bee-keepers, and therefore think it might interest
some one to hear from me. In '78, 1 put into the
cellar 105 stocks, which all came out s ife, except one
queenless one. I had no spring dwindling When
the bees were taken out, I contracted the brood
nests, and put chaff partitions on each- side, and 3
in. chaff cushions on top.

STRONG STOCKS TO GET THE HONEY.
I could not get my stocks all strong by the middle

of June, when the honey harvest opened, so I then
doubled up till they were brought down to 75, mak-
ing about 18 nuclei of the surplus queens. About
the middle of July, surplus stopped. I had only one
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good day in basswood. The swarm on the scales
gaiued W/% lb. that day. It reached 13% lb. In white
clover. 1 took 6000 lb. surplus, all extracted except
300 lb., and hud to feed back, in the fail, 1 00 lb. to
make them good tor winter. I superseded about
half of my queens, and put into the cellar, last fall,

108 stocks.

HOW TO MAKE FULL SHEETS OP FOUNDATION WITH
A LITTLE WAX.

I have one of your 9in. fdn. machines, and it works
well. 1 discovered a little simple thing which is of
use to me, and may also be to some other one-horse
fdn.-maker like myself. To work small lots of wax,
or to work all your wax up at the end of the season,
pour water into your dipping tank until your wax is

high enough, or fill up with water till your wax is all
dipped out. C. Kendig.
Muperville, 111., Jan. 12, 1880.

THE RED RASPBERRY AS A HONEY PLANT.
In looking over your price list, I see mentioned in

the list of honey plants, "red raspberries, 75c. per
doz., or $3.00 per hundred.'' Now, I desire to say to
you that I have cultivated raspberries for years,
and have it in my power, if I live, to furnish large
quantities of the red. 1 would be very glad to send
you one, two, live, or ten thousand ot them, as soon
as spring opens. Now, if you can manage to find
me a market I would be very thankful, and consid-
er it a real Godsend to me, as nn.ch as your aid is

to those young men whom you have helped somueh.
I will ship them in quantities, for $1 U0 per hun-
dred, or even less. Will you aid me in this?

B. Cogswell.
Silvara, Pa., Jan. 12, 1880.

As a general thing, I do not believe in giv-
ing tree advertisements, but friend C's. of-
fer is so extremely liberal, that giving the
letter, I think, will be a favor not only to
him but also to the friends who want to try
the raspberries.

FROM AN A B C SCHOLAR.
I am one of your ABC scholars. I believe, after

all, 1 am a little too fast in saying that, for I gave
one of N. C. Mitchell's agents $5.00 to get my "cj/es
opened" in ihe"bee beesine^s," and an individual
right to use his patented adjustable hive. I used a
few of the hives two years, and got enough of them.

1 commenced keeping bees in the spring of 1-.77,

and have increased and bought until now I have 52
colonies. During the winter of '77 and '78, I lost
none; but last winter I lost 7 out of 47. I was Ital-

ianizing in August, and kept some of my stocks
queenless too long, and they got too wenk. Last
summer, from the 40 I had left, I increased 15, and
got about 200 lb. of honey. 1 have all my hives sit-

ting on blocks, only 3 to 6 in. from the ground, and
leave tbem on summer stands all winter. My hives
are all double walled, and two stories high, except 9.

I fill the vacant space in the double hives with fine
planings and sawdust, and, in the winter, I put a
cushion in the upper story, large enough to fill it up.

LEAVES VERSUS CHAFF.
I make cushions out of carpet wrappers (some-

thing similar to coffee sacks, only they are larger
and cheaper; I get them for 75 c. per doz.), and till

them with leaves that I rake together in the woods,
in the fall. I think leaves are the lightest, cleanest,
cheapest, and best thing I can get for filling cush-
ions By the way, there is nothing better for put-
ting away sweet potatoes to keep them over winter
for seed. I suppose you have noticed that the
ground never freezes in the woods, where it is cov-
ered a few inches with leaves.

I have tried oil-cloth (enameled cloth you may call
it) for covering over frames, and am done with it. I

have opened hives when it was very cold, and found
the lower side of the cloth all covered with ice. It
is entirely too close; we want something more por-
ous. I like your wood mats very much, but think
they would be better if you would use flue copper
wire (telephone wire) instead of twine. My bees
have eaten some of the twine in two all ready.

John M. GlLMORE.
Wilmot, Stark Co., O , Jan. 19, 1880.

I presume leaves will answer just as well
as chaff, if you find it handier to get them.
It seems to me that copper wire will be more

expensive, but I may be mistaken. Will it

be pliable, so as to allow the mat to lie down
flat as the twine does V I have never known
the bees to bite off the twine.

A WORD IN DKFENSE OF FRIEND ALLEY.
Brother Root:—There is so much said about friend

Alley of late, that I feel like saying something in
his defense. I have been dealing with him for about
10 years, and have had over 25 queens from him, and
I cannot recollect that I ever had but one that
raised hybrid woikers. In 1S76, I had 15 queens
from hi in; 12 of them were dollar queens, sent in

Sept.. on credit. The fall was very dry, and forage
scarce, and 1 lost about half of them in introducing.
I told him of my losses, but did not ask him to le-

place them, as it was not kis fault. It was si me
time in Nov. before I got the money for him, and a
day or two after I mailed it I received a very friend-
ly letter from him. stating that he was short of
funds, and that he had sold quite a number of queens
on credit, and feared a good many were not goinjf to
pay him at all, and that, if I would send the $12 he
would send me 3 queens as a present the next July,
if I would remind hitr. of it. He did send 3. I got 2
of them safely introduced, and raised over 30 queens
from them, which were all much lighter colored
than their mothers, with one exception, and she was
about as light. Those that were purely fertilized
have raised about as nice bees as I ever saw.
O' Fallon, Ills., Jan. 17, 1880. C. T. Smith.

That is good, friend S., and it really looks
as if friend Alley had been too liberal. Now
that he is in trouble, friend S., do not you
think you should send him the pay for those
three queens he gave you extra.'' Cannot we
all give him a little lift in the same way,
since he is trying so hard to tix things all up
satisfactorily 't

THE DECIMAL SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES, ETC.

I see in your last Gleanings, under "Useful
Articles for a Little Money," that you have discarded
dozens and gross, and adopted the decimal system,
for which 1 give you great credit, and wish there
were more such men as you in our world. If there
were, we would not have to spend so much valuable
time in learning a lot of useli ss arithmetical tables.

1 wish our government s would do awa.\ w ii h all such
useless tables, and substitute in iheir stead the dec-
imal system. I have been advocating through our
public newspapers here, a change in weights; thus:

l'l Grains make 1 Scruple
10 Scruples " 1 Dram
10 Drams " 1 Ounce
10 Ounces " 1 Pound
10 Pounds " 1 Stone
10 Stones " 1 Hundred
10 Hundred?, " 1 Ton

Now, Mr. Hoot, how nice it would be to retail hon-
ey or other articles by such weights! 10 cents per lb.

would just be 1 cent per oz., or 12 cents per lb.

would be 12 mills per oz., etc. Some may say it

would cost too much to have all the weighing scales
changed; but they need not all be changed,— only
those under one pound You see I would take the
present pound for a standard to begin with. 1 might
say a great deal more in lavor of this change, but
space in such a paper as yours is very valuable.
Newry Station, Out., Can., Jan. 15, '80. It. FokreST.

Thanks, friend F. Although I see the ad-
vantage of the system as much or more than
I ever did before, I confess to being pretty
nearly scared out of it already. The very
goods I mentioned are put up in dozens and
gross, and the packing boxes for all are
made to hold just 1 or 3 dozen as the case
may be, and to attempt to pull them all to

pieces to fill a little order was inure work
than the profits amounted to. Goods we
manufacture could be very well put up in

tens and hundreds, and perhaps, in this way,
the reform m;iy gradually be brought about.
In retailing sections of honey, it is such a
bother to figure the odd ounces, lam almost
always tempted to throw them in.
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WOOL FOB CUSHIONS.
Thinking- that a cushion exactly like the one on p.

495, December Gleanings, with a little wool of
cheap grade, properly cleansed, carded a little by
hand, and spread evenly over the bottom, and a lit-

tle upon the sides before the chaff is put in, might
be — eh? a little different might give a healthy
ventilation, if not packed too tightly, might ke< p
'em as "warm as wool," might fool 'em some when
they're trying to "look a little out," and might be
slow to sift out on first invitation, —but I can't test
if, as I have no bees now, so I pass the cushion to
you.

BEES BY THE POUND.
I expect to buy a good many bees in early spring-

by the pound. Won't you give us, in G leanings,
your experience "bythe pound," with variations and
recommendations? It's your bantling, I believe.

H. Mltnger.
514 N. 24th St., Omaha, Neb., Dec. 31, l-7'.i.

The use of wool for keeping bees warm is

an old idea; but, while it keeps the bees
nice and warm, it does not dry out with
readiness and facility as chaff does. Some-
body has recently suggested sheepskins with
the wool on. I think they will be excellent,
if one can afford them. We should be care-
ful that the wool is not where the bees can
get at it readily, or they will get tangled and
twisted up in it in a way that will cause the
death of many of the poor little fellows. I
had some sad experience in this line in try-

ing to use it one season for contracting the
entrance to the house apiary. Jiees bythe
lb. has already become quite an industry.
All we need is a little more experience in

preparing them for shipment.

CAN A QUEEN FEED HERSELF?
It has been my opinion for several years, that a

queen can not feed herself. Some claim they have
seen them feed themselves, but 1 think they only
saw her try to do so, or go through a maneuver that
resembled eating. If she could feed herself, would
not her condition always be the same/ [ think that
the bees feed her a substance to bring- her body into
a condition su.-h that she will lay worker or drone
eggs as they desire. I don't believe in the compres-
sion or non-compression theory. We know that if

all drone comb be taken out of a hive, the bees will
build out worker cells and raise drones in them. If

compression has anything to do with it, the queen
could not lay a drone egg in them. Will you or
some one else please explain? If you think the
above will cause all the bee men to jump on me,
"all spread out." as some do when others advance
an idea adverse to their own, don't publish it, for I

am too rough in a controversy and don't want any.
To get drones early, feed liberally and crowd with
division boards. M. L. Williams.
Vaneeburg, Ky., Dec. 15, 18T0.

But queens do feed themselves, friend W.,
for we often put them in a cage without any
bees at all, and they eat like "other folks.''

The compression theory of Mr. Wagner has
been dropped, partially at least, for many
years; and the only theory I know of now is

that the queen lays drone egss, or eggs in

drone cells, when she thinks they will be
needed. It is true, the bees and queen seem
to agree quite well in this matter, and very
likely, they have some kind of an understand-
ing, even if they do not hold a council and
talk the thing over. Are you not a little

hard on your friends, friend W.V I hardly
think the readers of Gleanings are in the
habit of being very uncharitable, even if

some of us do get queer notions now and
then.

THE HONEY OF THE SOUTH.
I wish to correct a former statement of mine,

which I supposed, at the time, to be true. I classed
the honey which we call here white honey, as " first-
class, white honey," and thought it about as light, or

lighter, than yours which I saw in 1875. Judging
from the sample received from you, mine will rank
as No. 2.

WIRED FRAMES FOR FOUNDATION.
I also said my combs of fdn. broke down about 3

inches below the top bar of the frame. I had no
frame near me at the time, and I find, since then,
that 1|.> to 2 inches would be more nearly correct for
roost of the broken combs. From my experience
here, I would add two more wires to the frame you
describe—one tit each end, and not more than 'J

*

fri m the end bar, to prevent fdn. from curling out
to the edue of the end bar, as many sheets here do,
and, unless very closely watched, make that much
of an imperfect comb. C. 11. Carlin.
Shreveport, La., Dec. 31, 1879.

There is much difference in the color of
both white-clover and basswood honey here.
Some seasons will furnish much whiter hon-
ey than others, and we occasionally find
samples almost as clear as water; but the
candying process very soon makes it look
cloudy, unless we chance to get some that
won't candy, like that I have mentioned in
the A 15 C. ' We obviate the necessity of the
additional wires you speak of, by cutting the
sheets of fdn. full size and pressing the ends
against the end bars, so as to stick them
slightly. "We have sometimes caught the
edges at intervals with a drop or two of
melted wax. We have found this plan rath-
er cheaper and less troublesome than the
two additional wires.

AN A B C SCHOLAR IN TROUBLE.
T have <rot only to A in the beginners' class, and

have "stuck fast." Unless you or some brother
bee-keeper help me. I am surely destined for Blast-
ed Hopes, while you shake your head sidewise, go in
the Soiilery, and say, "Too slow."

TRANSFERRING IN DECEMBER.
I begged two small swarmsof bees the 4th of Dec.,

brought them home (about three miles) and trans-
ferred the next day— one from a half-barrel, and
the other from a box-hive, into a hive 12x12x20,
with a space above the frames for a chaff cushion
about six inches dec]). Frames are 11 _, x 1

1

1
. t , and

have cushions about two inches thick at each end.
The next day, they cleaned up their combs nicely,
but they had been robbed of most of their honey
during the fall. I found only about 3 lb. in both
hives. I fixed it in the frames as nicely as 1 could,
the honey at the upper end of frames, and empty
comb below. This is as far as 1 can go without
help. Now, do they want sugar, honey, or candy?
Can I feed any da v they lly, or must they die any-
way, with help or without? 1 found but little pollen
in either hive. Wm. K. HORNER.
Denton, Wayne Co., Mich., Deo. 12, 1879.

I do not see that you are "stuck" very
badly, friend II. All you have to do is to
feed your stocks with candy, as directed on
page IsT. December 2S

T
o. There is no troub-

le at all in transferring in December, or
any other month in the year, when there are
only o lb. of honey in the hive. Take good
care of your two, and don't let them die. and
in the spring tell us about it.

BUCKWHEAT IN NORTHERN LOCALITIES.

Editor Gleanings: — Buckwheat has been regarded
with considerable disfavor among our farmers here,
and very little is sown on account of its alleged liabil-
ity to blight in some seasons I induced some of
them, however, to sow a little this past season, and
as 'hey had Aery fair crops, others will sow it next
season. lam very anxious to know just the best
date on which to sow it in our latitude, also the ex-
act quantity which should lie sown per acre, to give
the very best results for a crop; for, unless our
farmers get a good, fair yield, they will soon stop
sowing it. even it given the seed for not bin jr, as I am
doing with them. Will Prof. Cook kindly give di-
rections about "buckwheat .management" for our
locality? George O. Goodhue.
Danville, V. Q., C i., Jan. 2, 1880.
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$oh§ and (luer'm.

THE SIMPSON HONEY PLANT; IT HAS MEDICINAL
QUALITIES.

^frJUIEND UOOT, you have a great dial to say
•r] about the Simpson honey plant ; 1 will say 1113

4=u speech about it also. It is a sure and quick
cure for the eholcra-morhus. .Just make a strong'
tea cit the leaves or root, ami drink freely.
Pimento, lnd.. Jan. 10, I860. J. S. BROWN.

GOOD FOR CANADA AGAIN,
My experience is something like this: I have se-

cured from single hives, that 1 kept from swarming',
:!(!(ll)'. of extracted honey in a single season, and 10.

OOOth. from 100 hives in a single season. I have not
tested the Italians by experience, at least only par-
tially. What I did in Italian trade was mostly hy-
brids. James Mobtett, Jr.*
RiecvUle, Ont, Ca.. Dec. Hi, 1879.

FUEL FOB SMOKERS, ETC.

I use cobs, chopped up, along; with dry, rotten
wood, and like it better than wood alone. I keep
them both in a drawer in my stool, which I carry
with me to the hives that 1 am opening. My bees
have lost much in numbers already. The weather
was s.) warm yesterday and the day before, that the
bees were II \ i. i-:, and I opened a hive each day and
put in division boards. J. S. Willard.
Hopkins, Nodaway Co., Mo., Jan. 2, 1880.

HOW TO SOW THE AMBEB SUGAR CANE.
[The following' is in reply to an inquiry of ours, in

regard to planting* the new sugar cane.]
Sow the amber cane in drills 4ft. apart, 4fl>. to the

acre, and thin out to 8 or 1U inches.
A. C. Kendel, of the Cleveland Seed Store.

Jan. :;, 1880.

The one pound boxes which you sent me some-
time ago came through all right, and I was very
well pleased with them. I put them in the hives,
and it was no time at all until the bees had them full
of honey. 1 take pleasure in recommending your
boxes to every one that conies to see me.

William M. Thimble.
Washington, 111., Jan. 2, 1880.

DOES IT PAT TO RAISE QUEENS.'

Bees have done very poor work here this year, on
account of the drouth. 1 had to feed about 2 barrels
of white sugar in preparing for winter, but my 115
hives are in splendid condition at present. 1 sold
queens enough to pay lor feeding my bees, and have
a tine lot for spring market. J. E. Walcher.
Millersville, HI , Dec. 26, 1879.

HONEY DEW FROM THE OAK AGAIN.
Last fall, I saw the bees at work on an oak tree,

just as J. B. ('line describes in Dee. NO. page 479. It

was a red oak tree. The bees were all over the tree,
on the leaves. T. J. Young.
Austin, Lonoke Co., Ark., Dec. 7, 1879.

I am one of your A B C class.

COARSEB WIRE CLOTH FOB EXTBACIORS.
Would not wire cloth with only 2 or 3 meshes to

the inch be belter than liner, for use in extractors'/
II not, why?
[With coarser wire cloth, the tendency of I he

comb to sink into the meshes is greater, and the
bees are thus occasioned much labor in repairing
the cells.]

" IS THE SPIDER PLANT OK SIMPSON PLANT A BAD
WEED.''''

[Neither of the plants mentioned can become a
bad weed. SO far as I can see, lor they both require a

gOOd deal of coaxing to get them started. They will

compare fairly with the tomato ami turnip in hardi-
ness. Should you ever call these bad weeds?]

CAN THE SEVEN-TOP TURNIP BE MADE TO BLOOM
TnE SAME SEASON?

If the seven-top-turnip seeds be planted in a hot-
house, by the first of .March, will they bloom this
year, and do well?

[I do not know whether seven-top turnip can be

made to blossom the first season or not. In last
Oct., I bad some beautiful stalks of blossoms covered
with.bees, but, as I had sown both rape and seven-
top turnip on the same ground, during the season, 1

could not tell which it was. Perhaps 1 am awkward,
but I really cannot tell rape from seven-top turnip,
either In seed, foliage, or blossoms. I only know
this; the rape blossoms at once, as soon as if comes
up, and the turnip seldom, if ever, blossoms until
the next season. I am inclined to think it was the
rape that was in bloom In Oct. 1'lease try the ex-
periment you mention, friend II., and report; then
we will know.]

PACKING CHAFF CUSHIONS.
Do 3011 pack the chaff very hard in the cushions?

and how thick do you make them'.''

[We do not pack the chaff in the cushions, but
leave it rather loose. They should nearly till the
upper story of the hive, and this would make them
about 10 in. thick]

I bought my first two swarms of bees \l years ago
last 4th of July, anu have bought some since. 1 now
have 50 fair swarms in very nice order.

FRIEND HARRINGTON'S HOUSE APIARY.
They are ill my bee-house, which I made myself,

and it tost me, all complete, about $200. I can let
my bees fly any time when it is warm enough. Last
Christmas, mercury went down to :.'- below zero
outside, and only 4° below the freezing point in the
bee-house, a difference of 50 degrees. I can examine
my bees as easily in the winter, as in the summer.
My bees all had a good fly a few d ivs ago.
York Centre, la., Jan. '.), '80. M. W. Harrington.

GOOD FOR THE HYBRIDS.
1 had one swarm which made 120ft. of honey last

season. It was a young swarm of hybrids, with 2
bands. 1 put it in the hive the 22d of June.

INTRODUCING AT SWARMING TIME.
When bees are swarming, if I get the old queen,

can I put an Italian in its place with safety?
North Lake, Wis., Dee. 20, '70. L. S.SOULES.
[Generally, friend S. When bees are swarming is

an excellent time to introduce queens, and we can
almost always let them loose safely, without any
caging at all.]

WHERE DID THE DEES GO?
A large colony left a box hive the last of October;

when opened, it was full of comb in perfect order,
and full of honey. I cannot give or see any reason
for it.

*
.

Nelles Corners, Can., Jan. 21, 1S80.

[Nor can I, friend , as you state it: but, if I
could look over the hive, I think I could lit id a reason.]

(II * FF PACKING EVEN FOR MILD WI.V1 ERS.

One colony gone; not pari; d. Eight chaff packed
are in excellent condition. Queens are laying.
Weather, wet and warm for 2 weeks.
Neoga, 111 , Jan. 12, 1880. J. B. McCOBMICK.

THE CARTOONS. ETC.

I received Jan. No. of GLEANINGS, but --where is

the cartoon? Give us all the pictures you can, but
don't stop the cartoons. Always have them in tin;
same part of the book, so I can find ii the lirst thing;
say just after '' Blasted Hopes," so we would soon
feel better after reading the worst side of bee-keep-
ing. Now don't put me in the " Growlery."
Wyahdott, Kan., Jan. 15, '80. JAS. A. NELSON.
[Why. you see, friend X., I consider the wishes of

my readers as a kind of barometric gauge to indicate
to me what departments l shall develop, and what
restrain, in it wholesome way ol course. Well, some-
body wrote a while ago, thai he thought the space
occupied with the cartoons would better be occupii d
otherwise, and s < I dropped it one uv nth to see if

anybody complained. You hav , and 8 > we will
start them on again. Bear in mind, 1 am watching
nervously almost every letter thai comes, to see
what departments are in favor and which are not.
If a dep irtment grow- and develops, it is your doing;
if it dies out, it is your doing, too, in a measure.]

CAN AN IMPORTED QUEEN'S DAUGHTER PBODUCE
ANY I1EES ALE BLACK?

I still cannot sec how a pure Italian queen can
raise bees entirely black, if she did meet a black
drone; I don't mean a whole colony entirely black,
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but part of them. I cannot think a young queen,
raised from a pure, imported mother, can raise any
black bees, regardless of what kind of drone she has
met with. Yours in Charity, Amos Blank.
Woodville, O., Jan. 20, 1880.

[Still a little more charity, friend B. As a general
rule, the bees from the daughter of a pure queen all

show more or less yellow bands, even if the daughter
has mated with a black drone; but, now and then,
we find queens whose progeny seems half pure
Italians, well marked, and the other half, pure
blacks. The same thing is often observed in crosses
of fowls and other domestic animals. This is an old
question.]

I have got so stuck up with grape susar that I
have not been able to extricate my hands to write
for you to send the Gleanings for another year. I
hope to learn enough more so as to set this barrel
down my starving bees. I would also like to get the
ABC when you publish a new edition, containing
revised description of the bee feed (the latest). Per-
haps I shall learn something yet about it by ex-
perience, but have not got through the " slough of
despond " as yet. A. D. Griswold.
Southport, Chemung Co., N. Y., Jan. 3, 1880.

[Friend G., you want to teach some handy girl to
handle the sugar, and then all you will have to do
will be to carry the dry candy around to the hives,
and see them get full of brood vinder its influence,
as ours are doing now. Will was just saying our
bees have increased in numbers at least 3^, since
they were packed in Nov. New editions of theABC are going out all the time, and new matter is

being almost daily added to it.]

WINTERING ON CANDY ALONE.
Will a good strong stock of bees subsist altogether

on candy, made from white crushed sugar, with a
proportion of wheat flour? and what quantity would
it require to winter such a stock?
[You can winter bees on the candy alone, if you

give them only small pieces, say not over a It)., at a
time, and have it so well protected that they can
keep it warm even during severe weather. The
quantity required is quite variable, owing to weather,
amount of biood reared, and size of the colonv. It
may be all the way from 5 to 2u lb.; perhaps Id Id. on
an average.]

OAT HULLS FOR WINTER PACKING.
Will a double hive filled with oat hulls, 2 in. all

around do for wintering on summer stands, when
bees are fed with the above mentioned candv?

[Oat hulls may answer, but they are too hard and
cold to be as good as chaff. Two inches is too thin,
even with the best of chaff; better have 4 or even 6
inches at the sides, and 8 or 10 above them.]

I had 14 stocks in the fall, but reduced the number
to 9 by uniting. So far, they are doing splendidly.
Last season was good for honey. There was a great
yield of basswood. In one week, I extracted from 5
stocks 110 lb. All my honey found ready sale at 15c.
per lb., and I could have sold as much more if I had
had it. The cold blast smoker 1 bought of you works
like a charm. I don't see how bee-keepers can get
along without them, and, at the price you sell them,
I don't see why some people will destroy their lungs,
blowing smoke from a piece of rotten wood.

William Vickbrs.
Fergus, Out., Co. Wellington, Ca., Jan. 21, 1880.

you, and give you a statement each month on a
postal, the money, of course, always being subject
to your demand.]

WHAT TO DO WITH BOX HIVES THAT ARE SHORT OF
STORES IN WINTER.

I recently bought, at a neighbor's two miles away,
' 9 stands of bees, hybrids, in old box hives. A few of

i

the colonies are well supplied with honey, but most
of them are small and scantily furnished. How shall
I move them home? and how shall I feed them until
the honey season? The weather is very mild for
winter, and they are consuming stores very fast.
Midway, Ky., Jan. 17, 1880. E. A. Bagby.

[Move the bees right away, if the ground is soft,
I or if there is snow, so they will not be bumped about
too much. In cold weather, you can fasten them in
by putting a cloth over the entrance, if wire cloth is

not handy. Set them on plenty of straw, and drive
slowly. Put them where they are to stand, and
feed them candy, as I have directed so many times
in the back Nos., and in the A B C. Turn the hives
over the first day it is warm enough for them to fly,

and see how much stores they have, and be sure
they do not starve. If there are no holes in the top
of the hive to permit you to lay candy over the
cluster of bees, cut out a part of the top, driving the
bees away with smoke. When you get the candy
fixed among them, cover it with a chaff cushion
warm and tight, with a tight box over the chaff to

1 keep all dry.]

A CHEAP WAY OF FIXING LEAKY ROOFS.
Before I received the Jan. No. of Gleanings, in

which you make so fair an offer about the leaky
I

roofs of the 154 story hives, I had repaired half of
mine by covering with heavy muslin, and painting
it heavily, and will fix all of them the same way; I
will, therefore, if satisfactory to you, take the fol-

lowing goods for the $5. which you place to my
credit. And right here let me remark that you are
the first mnn who ever voluntarily offered to return
me $5. on a bill of goods because they were defective.

FLAT BOTTOMED FOUNDATION.
I should like to see a sample of your thin fdu. for

sections, when it is ready. I tried the thin,' flat bot-
tomed fdn., last season, but cannot say that I am
entirely satisfied with it. M. Frank Taber.
Salem, O., Jan. 9, 1880.

KEEPING A CASH BALANCE FOR PURCHASES.
Will you allow me to forward you, at one time, as

much as $10., and you place the same to my credit,
and allow me to order such goods as I m:iy need, and
at such times as I may need them, and thus save so
many registrations? 1 think, if all of your custom-
ers would do this, it would be a considerable saving
to them, if it is not too much trouble to you. I will
pay all freight and express charges, and you pay all
postage. Geo. B. Dean.
Bennett, Tex., Jan. IT, 1880.

[I will doit with pleasure, friend D. ; and, since
you mention it, I would remark that quite a number
of the friends have been doing so, for a year or two
back. That you may not lose the use of the money,
I will add this: For some time I have been paying
our hands interest on their spare cash, in order to
encourage in them habits of saving. Our book-
keeper foots up the interest monthly, at 8 per cent,
and adds it to their deposit. I will do the same with I

EXTRACTING THE UNSEALED HONEY FOR WINTER.
As this has been a beau'iful day, I took a peep at

our bees in the cellar, 'ihey are all right, except
two, which show unmistakable signs of dysentery.
I carried one out doors. They covered 6 frames
11x13, and 4 frames contained brood in all stages.
These two hives were not extracted from last fall,

and I look for more of them to have dysentery; in
fact, all that went into the cellar with uncapped
honey. Harry Blackburn.
Webberville, Ingham Co., Mich., Jan. IT, 1880.

[By reference to friend B's remarks on page 4T9,
Dec. No., you will see that he extracted the unseal-
ed honey from i.nly about half of bis 130 colonies.
With this very open and mild winter, it seems, from
his report, that the unsealed honey has not proven
very wholesome.]

THE FIRST REPORT OF THE BEE MALADY.
Bees in this vicinity did no good last year. In

some places, they did uot make enough honey for
their own consumption, while some stands made a
little surplus. Mine are dying fast. I lost 6 stands
in less than 3 weeks, with plenty of nice, sealed hon-
ey, and bee-bread. Very astonishing indeed! Two
stands were very strong and pert on Saturday, and,
on Monday following, they were dead, and bees were
flying every day, at that. From the 2 hives, I then
extracted 5 gal. of nice, thick honey. Strange it is,

indeed, to me. I only had 19 stands last fall.

Areola, 111., Jan. 9, 1880. John Kauffman.
[It is indeed strange, friend K., that the bees

should die so suddenly when they had just been Hy-
ing out. Are you sure they did not swarm out, and
go off, or into some other hive? Were there good
queens in the hives, and eggs and larvie, at the time
of their leaving? If, by any mistake, they were
qucenlcss, I should call it no mystery at all, but only
the old bees suddenly dying off. I should hate to
hear that the "dwindling" had commenced thus
early, and with such severity as your report indi-
cates. Here is auotuer of the same kind after all.]
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Three of my colonies have died, one of them leav-

ing considerable honey. They did not freeze. I

would like to know what was the matter with them.
Vigo, Boss Co., O., Jan. 21, '80. John Motes.

"money in the home papeks."

I think you would better continue the "Home
Papers." There is money in them. They remind
me of a good old Methodist brother who spoke in

class thus: "I am just as sure that I have got re-

ligion, as I am that there is sugar in Audubon ; and
that I know to a certainty, as I yesterday got 3 bbl.

which I will sell cheaper than any other man in
town." $•

[Many thanks, friend "$," for reminding me to be
careful that selfishness does not crop out even in

the Home Papers. But why did you not sign your
name? I cannot find even a post-mark on your
postal; is it possible you were so afraid you might
be discovered that you got the P. M. to skip it? You
need not be afraid to stand up before us all, and tell

me right out, when you think me in error; lam
pretty sure I shall not get mad, or hold any
"grudge" against you. By the way, could that
brother be a very good Methodist, and say he " would
sell cheaper than any other man in town?" What
do the boys think about it?]

DEPOSITORY OP

Or Letters from Those Who Have Made
Bee Culture a. Failure.

fT appears that you have some trouble in getting
Blasted Hopes filled up, for want of reports. I

i will give you an item. In the spring of 1879,1
had over 100 colonies in line trim, with an immense
amount of bees; but on going into winter quarters
I had but about £0 colonies— poor ones at that, with
no honey and scarcely any bees. I had to feed all

my bees, and thus far all are right that were proper-
ly fed. I fear, however, that I shall find trouble in
the spring. If I come through with 25 colonies I

shall feel well satisfied. I have traveled over a large
portion of Illinois, and I find that at least three-
fourths of the bees are dead from starvation.
Pana, 111., Jan. 5, 1880. A. L. Klar.

I am a young beginner, and have not been able to
get along with the bees. I have had bad luck with
them all the time; they either fly away or die.

Louis Werner.
Edwardsville, Madison Co., 111.

From 47 hives, I only got 100 lb. of box honey.
A. Robb.

Patoka, Gibson Co., Ind., Dec. 12, 1879.

BUCKWHEAT NOT ALWAYS A HONEY PLANT.
We have no honey here this fall. I had 5 acres in

buckwheat, but the bees wouldn't look at it. I had
to feed in the fall. G EO. Ebell.
Baker City, Baker Co., Ore., Dec. 18, 1879.

Pertaining to X5eo Culture.

[We respectfully solicit the aid of our friends in
conducting this department, and would consider it a

favor to have them send us all circulars that have a
deceptive appearance. The greatest care will beat
all times maintained to prevent injustice being done
any one.]

fore, containing a lot of testimonials to her
honesty and truthfulness hut "never a name"
is appended to one of them. The price of a
sample hive, not a full sized hive, mind you,
only a small model, is $b'.00, hut as she can-
not make money enough at this, she comes
out now with the following (it is free advert-
ising I know, hut 1 can't help it):

At the earnest request of many residing at a dis-
tance, who wish to obtain my improvements, but
have been hindered from doing so, (they not wishing
to incur the heavy express charges for transporting
sample hive and fixtures,) I have now secured the
services of the most skillful artists in the United
States, and have prepared elaborate and very minute
drawings and illustrations of the controllable hive
and all fixtures, giving exact measurements and
specifications of every part, so that any carpenter,
with these, can construct the controllable hive and
all the fixtures.
By this arrangement all who desire can now secure

the benefit of my invention at a small cost.
Drawings and illustrations, with priuted directions

for managing bees on my plan, with receipt for
feed, everything so plain as to be readilyunderstood,
all sent by mail to any part of the United States or
Canada on receipt of four dollars.

Now, Mrs. C. your printed instructions
may he awfully cheap, at S-1-00, hut you
promised that wonderful book that would
tell every thing about bees for only $1.00, a
few years ago; now, it isn't a book at all, but
just "printed instructions," and you want
four dollars. O dear, O dear! how I do want
that book— or my precious dollar back again.
If some one who can make Mrs. C. "send
things" after she has got the money will get
me a copy of that "directions," 'elaborate
drawings and all, I will have them printed
in Gleanings, and then it won't cost any-
body any ••dollars"' at all.

fBS. LIZZIE COTTON must be pros-
jH, pering inspite of the many times she
~

—

! has been held up to public gaze. She
has got out a larger circular than ever he-

N. C. MITCHELL.
Mr. Mitchell has made an inroad on some of our

citizens, with his patent division board and hive, and
promising to furnish an extractor for a very small
sum; but in no case have 1 heard of any of his pat-
rons getting their extractors. J. P. Holloway.
Monclova, Lucus Co., O., Jan. ^'0, 1880.

Mitchell's men have made their appearance in our
place here. Can they hurt us for using division
boards and triangular comb-guides? Please let us
know in next GLEANINGS. They claim a patent
right on the above-mentioned articles.

Jacob Stoltzfus.
Lewisburg, Union Co., Pa., Dec. 21,1879.

I have said so many times during the past
years that their false claims of a patent on
division boards and comb guides was only
another kind of highway robbery, that I
guess I will make a little "extract from the
American Agriculturist in regard to such
matters:

THBBE IS MUCH FRAUD ABOUT PATENTS.
Some scoundrels make it a business to go about

the country, claiming a royalty upon things not pat-
ented by them or by anyone else. The farmer fears
that be must either pay the sum demanded or stand
a lawsuit. But do not be frightened. Farmers In
this country have rights as well as patentees. In
such cases, go slow. One claiming to hare a patent
knows himself whether he is a fraud or an honest
man. If his claim is a just one, he will feel confi-
dence in it; he Will not threaten or try to bully. He
will know that he has the law on his side, will know
that ttje farmer has unintentionally violated his
right. At the same time, the farmer, seeing that he
has unwittingly trespassed upon the patent of an-
other, will be willing to do the fair thing. Those
two— the farmer and the holder of the patent, if

bona fide— will not be long in coming to u settlement
satisfactory to both.
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BUT IE A FRAUDULENT CLAIM IS MADE,
Don't get frightened, but go slow. In this country,
even a pretended patentee can not throw a farmer
into a dungeon and feed him on bread and water.
The thing is to be settled by law, and in a United
Staff* court— not before the next Justice of the
Peace. If one claims that a gate or other thing is

patented, ask to see the patent — you are not obliged
to take his word for it. If he has his patent, take
its date and number. If he has not the document
with him, ask for the date and number. If he can't
give these, tell him that when he can bring them
you will consider the matter further; "but for the
present, as I am rather busy, good-morning." If he
does give date and number, tell him that you will
write to the Patent Office to see if it is all right.
Mark this: If one has an honest patent, he will ac-
cept the justice of your position; otherwise he is

probably a fraud.

Oh! I forgot to tell you my friend, N. C. Mitchell,
paid me a visit a few weeks ago; indeed, I was real-
ly pleased with him. K. F. Wier.
South Kiver, Anne Arundel Co., Md., Dec. 10, 1879.

People are generally pleased with him,
friend W., and that is the secret of his suc-
cess in getting their money. "Confidence
men" are all adepts in making themselves
agreeable, are they not? It is for this very
reason, I am obliged to keep telling our read-
ers to look out.

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE*
.A.- I. ROOT,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,
MEDINA, OHIO.

terms: $i.oo per year, post-paid.

3VEEXDiisr^3k-, htveib. i, leeo.
For there shall be no night there.— He v. xxi. 25.

Is there any mud where you live?

Have your bees got plenty of stores? and are they

tucked up warm, ready for a " big freeze," if one
comes?

» »

We have more than the usual number of letters

waiting for a place, so do not get cross, my friends,

if you find yours left out. It is but human nature

to think your items of a vast deal more importance
than those of your neighbors, to which I have given

place. Inasmuch as you can not all be right, will it

not be well to exercise charity?

In my notice of the permit to allow queens to be
sent by mail, I neglected to state that it was at the

North American Bee-Keepers' Association, where a

committee was appointed to confer with the P. M. G.,

in regard to the matter. Prof. Cook was chairman
of this committee. Let us not forget to give the

convention due credit for taking up the matter.

There is considerable discussion in regard to the

sawing machine advertised in this number, and, as

it seems a hard matter to determine whether it is

really a good thing or not, I would caution our
readers against purchasing until they have seen the

machine and tried it. Of course, I shall make no
charge for the advertisement after this notice.

We are selling a great many of the foot-power

grindstones, but I do not hear a word either for or

against them. As I have praised them rather

strongly, 1 would like to know if my customers are

as well pleased. When I see how you all invest in

anything I recommend, it makes me feel that I

ought to De pretty careful as to what I say.

There ! I had hardly got the above written, when
the following card was handed me. You see the
grindstone is all right, in at least one family

:

The grindstone has been received, and is a gem, —
the very thing to keep tools sharp. Please send me
two new price lists. I have given mine away, and
have been asked for another.

St. J. T. Moore.
Monroe, La., Jan. 21, 1880.

It seems that some of the friends have been a lit-

tle disappointed in the cheirograph described last

month. With good ink, and practice, a single writ-

ing will give HO or more impressions that can be
read without difficulty, but as the impressions con-

stantly grow fainter, they are, of course, not as
handsome as printed circulars.

There again! I had just got the above written,

when " Bess" discovered that "W. O's." violet ink
works just beautifully on the cheirograph. After
the "troubles" we have had making ink for it, you
may guess how we rejoiced.

Now we can give you a nice apparatus, ink and all,

for only 50c; if sent by mail, 75c. Samples of the
writing free on application.

m • m
POLLEN NOT ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY FOR WINTER-

ING.

Quite a number are worrying because their bees
have nopollen. and fear they will die for want Of it.

Be not troubled, my friends; bees will winter just as

'

well, and some think better, without a cell of pol-

len. Of course, they must have pollen when they
commence brood-rearing, but some cases have seem-
ed to indicate that those colonies did best which
raised no brood until they could fly out and get pol-

len in the spring. If you want to build up your col-

onies in the winter, the flour candy furnishes it with

very little trouble. If you feed so as to have young
bees hatching out all winter, you will certainly have
more bees in the spring (unless they get the dwin-

dling and die off), but it will take more time and
money than it would to let them rest until natural

stores come.

the new section box.

The machine for making sections shown this

month only makes the 4&x4J4, Simplicity section.

As it runs constantly on these and nothing else, we
are enabled to make the white basswood sections at

very low prices, even though lumber and every

thing else has advanced so much. Our prices for

this season will be as follows:

Any number less than 500, ?_iC each; fr.-.m 500 to

5000, in whole packages of 500 each, $6.00 per thous-

and; from 5 to 10 thousand, $5.50 per thousand.

Ten thousand or over, $5.00 per thousand, which is

only ^c each. This latter rate can be secured by

neighbors clubbing together. Closed top sections,

same prices. Is not that cheap euough? The sec-

tion with the V shaped groove, if accidentally bro-

ken, can not be nailed, or at least not easily; ours,

if broken by carelessness or otherwise, can be

quickly and handsomely nailed, with the smallest

size wire nails.

Mr. (i ray is now at work on a machine that will

make the same section of any size, and any kind of

packing boxes on the new-principle corner. Odd
sizes, as per prices in the price list.
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The contents of this leaf and the one. following arc
not directly connected with, the subject of bee-culture.
On this account, I make no charge for them, and, if you
choose, you can cut them out without reading.

!ur tenm.
Come unto me, all ye tbat labor and are heavy la-

den, and I will give you rest.—Matt. .\i. 23.

M FEW days ago, in our noon services.

Jr^ t lie thought was brought out. that it
' is a good thing to have wants. Xow

that I think of it. I am pretty sure it is a
good thing for me, at least.' that I have
wants. — yes. and great wants. t nless I
want something, and want it intensely, I
can not pray intensely. It seems as if it

was only the earnest and intense prayers
that God honors by answering. If we go to
prayer-meeting because we think we ought
to go, and then pray solely because we think
Ave ought to pray, or because it seems to de-
volve upon us to pray, as people will expect
it of ns from the position which we occupy
in community, it—-well, what do you think
about it. my friends ? I do not quite like to
answer the question, because I am pretty
sure it is better to go to prayer-meeting with
such a motive than not to go at all.

Suppose you have found where you can
buy a lot of bees extremely low, and the
man who has them is so anxious to go away
that he wants to get them off his hand's
within an hour. You have examined them,
and ask him to wait until you can go to the
bank and get the money, lie agrees to do
this, if no one else will make him a better
offer before you get around with your mon-
ey. On the way to the bank, you go over
the bargain mentally, and plan where you
will locate your new apiary, how you will
manage so as to get your money back this
very season perhaps, and you are so full of
energy and excitement about it, that yon are
in a glow of pleasure and exuberant spirits.

Do you dread going to the bank ? Why,
no. Banks are pleasant places to go to when
you have a balance to your credit ; and all

you have to do. when you want money for
some useful purchase like this, is to go there
and demand it. There is a satisfaction and
a pleasure in doing business among men,
and i« knowing that your demands will be
honored with alacrity and without question,
and in feeling that you are known, respect-
ed, and recognized, and are somebody. Sup-
pose that Bomebody should say that hanks
are dry. dull, and insipid, and that they can
see no sense in them. Would you not natu-
rally conclude thai they have no money de-
posited in them, or else that they have no
wants that make them need money V Then
are not wants a good thing to make us hap-
py ? Did it never occur to you that you
might, with much propriety, thank God for
having wants— yes. for having a great many
wants V Putting it that way. it seems to me
I ought to be a very happy individual in-
deed. There is, in fact, no end to my wants.
One of the greatest wants I have at present
is to he able to give everybody that comes to
me something to do. If I could say, " Yes,

sir.— yes. my friend,—plenty of work; I
want every one of you ; I can give you but
small wages to commence with. but. if you
are faithful in few things. God will make
you ruler over greater things; come one,
come all,'" it seems to me I should be per-
fectly happy, for a while at least.

To go back to the prayer-meeting matter :

Some may ask, " Do yoh really mean to say,
Mr. Root, that we should go to prayer-meet-
ing with our wants, in the same way we
would go to the hank after money?" Per-
haps I would better be careful about laying
down rules for others, hut as for myself. I

am sure that God wants me to go to prayer-
meeting with exactly the same spirit I would
go to the bank after money. 1 know that he
wants me togo there full of wants, and when
I do, I am sure to come back with an armful
of good things. I told you last month how
Mr. House and 1 went to the Thursday eve-
ning prayer-meeting, and how we both came
back with our wants supplied. Well, I am
sure this is the way it should be every time.
Of course, I know that your wants, many
times, are far different from mine, but of
this I am sine : God will accommodate any-
body whose wants are for the good of their
fellow-men. or are at least innocent wants.
and those that will harm nobody. I recog-
nize that these ideas are a little out of the
line of a great many prayer-meetings, but I

am afraid that many of the praye ra offered
in prayer-meeting spring more from a sense
of duty than from really heart-felt wants. I
can not feel that very long prayers are often
needed. In going to the bank, there are
few people who have a list of wants which
requires ten or even five minutes, to state.
If God should answer some of these general
prayers that cover the whole world, the one
who made them would be surprised, if not
troubled, with such a multitude of gifts. In
saying these things, my friends, I by no
means wish you to get an idea that I think
myself perfect in this respect, for I know I

am guilty, a great many times, of praying
because 1 think I ought' to, and of praying
when I have no particular want of any kind,
or, at least, I do not call to mind just what
it is, at the time the prayer is made. I have
often felt this strongly at our noon service.
Many times I say to myself,

—

"Xow. old fellow, look out you do not
come before these hoys and girls again with-
out some definite idea of what we all need
and want, and prepare yourself to ask God
for something for which you are sure that at
least a great part of them can join heartily
in asking."
When I make this preparation, and have

my prayers strike, like bitting a nail on the
heul, at the very events of that day. in
which we all feel our need of God's help and
wisdom. I am sure to feel afterward that ap-
proving voice of conscience which tells so
plainly when our work is acceptable in God's
sight.

In regard to wants: I want money, be-
cause—at least I hope it is because

—

1 seem
to be able to do more good with money than
in almost anv other way; but in saying this,

I recognize that my heart in common with
the hearts of the rest of mankind, is "des-
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perately wicked, and deceitful above all

things," and -I therefore feel like praying
that God will not let me have it, unless it

will be best for me to have it. A great
many times I have called for help, when
money had nothing to do with it, and was
not needed at all to help the friend out of
the toils of Satan. The young sister who
writes the following letter is one of the wea-
ry and heavy laden, and yet she has, appar-
ently, every thing in the way of home,
friends, and plenty, that one could ask for.

She is, nevertheless, in real trouble, as I

know by experience.

Friend Root: — As a reader of Gleanings, I can

say that I highly appreciate the Home Department.

As you seem so familiar to your readers, I hope we
can have a little talk. Though I am very moral, I

am much dissatisfied with my life. I am always dis-

satisfied and restless. I would willingly become a

Christian, but I have no gift for anything, and my
faults would only make me a stumblingblock in a

Christian church. I am a slave to my faults. I have
an ungovernable temper, and in spite of all my ef-

forts to keep cool, I forget myself, and scold before

I know it. If, at times, I do keep cool, my other

faults are so numerous that 1 become discouraged,

and lose all interest in life. Unable to make a suc-

cess of anything, I am only a burden to others. 1

could bear everything, but the one constant thought

that, even if I do conquer my faults, T am too inferi-

or to be of any use in life.

I am too proud to own my faults to mother, and
she thinks I do not see them, and can not sympa-
thize with me. I have no enemies or friend-!. No
one cares for me. I am uninteresting to all, and
what is life without friends? There is always a

coldness between my brothers and sisters and my-
self that is unbearable. It is all my own fault, for,

knowing that I am inferior to them, I keep myself

back. My life is a failure. I have no longer energy
enough to try to conquermy faults, and live indiffer-

ent and careless. My young days have not a single

charm for me; not a single ray of hope is left. I am
in perfect despair. For fear of betraying my feel-

ings, I assume a proud, independent appearance. I

have true Christian parents. Often mother, with

tears in her eyes, asks, " How can you be so careless,

knowing what you do? " I know the Scriptures, and
see plainly where I am standing.

As to prayer, I disagree with you. It sometimes
seems as if God himself was thwarting my every

wish. I will give you one instance: A preacher
came to our vicinity, of whom I thought a great deal.

I felt very down-hearted, and I thought a talk with

him might do me good. I prayed that he might vis-

it us, and that I might have a talk with him. He
visited us, but did not seem to care to speak to me
at all, and I afterward found out that he had prom-
ised to come before I prayed.

Often I have resolved to change my life, and pray-

ed God to help me, only to find myself entirely pow-
erless. Constant remorse for my faults, and the re-

proaches of conscience, are more than I can bear.

If I only were unhappy, I could bear it; but to see

that I am making others unhappy is too much, and I

fear the result will be a suicide's grave. Once I

could have stopped these thoughts, but now I can
not. Were it not for the dread of eternity, I would
ere this be sleeping in my grave. With the hope
that you can give me some advice, I have written
these lines. M.

Many thanks, friend Mary, for the confi-

dence you have placed in my humble self.

Before my conversion, my feelings were al-

most exactly what you express. Now, my
friend, a physician, in curing, or trying to
cure, a patient, often gives much pain ; and
I fear I shall give pain. You can not be a
Christian, and you can not be happy, until
you give up thinking so much of yourself.

Commence this minute to care for others,
and see how soon you will enjoy life. Try
to please your mother ; study her happiness
and wishes ; and sympathize with all those
about you, exactly as you wish them to sym-
pathize with you. Now, friend Mary, you
will fail here, just as you have so many times
before, unless you heed this : Do not expect
to be appreciated (except by your heavenly
Father), and make up your mind to bear tri-

als and disappointments. Arm yourself be-
forehand, and be prepared for all sorts of
discouragements, such as finding people self-

ish, unfeeling, ungrateful, greedy, and the
like; but keep on, asking your Savior to
help you step by step, 'and you will finally

conquer. In this way you are saying, " Get
thee behind me, Satan." Don't wait for
your minister to come to you, but go to him,
and think, whatever happens, that God
surely knows best, and that his word, " All
things work together for good to them that
love God," is true. If you are trying to save
others, thus showing your love to God, eve-
rything, that happens will be all right.
II Hold the fort," and keep on, Mary, and
yours will be the victory. Read November
Homes. If anybody is sick, go and take
care of them, and give up the seltish'life you
have been leading. It will be a great task, I

know, for Satan will not let you loose with-
out a tussle; but remember "He that
overcometh, to him will I give power over
the nations." Live for others, and you will
never more think of suicide.

You say, in speaking of the minister's

visit, that you afterward found out that

he had promised to come, before you had
prayed he might do so. Does that affect

it in the least? Does not God know the fu-

ture as well as the past, and does he not,

even before the prayer has been uttered,

move people's minds so as to bring an an-

swer to that prayer? Many old Christians

have stumbled here, as well as you, my
friend. The matter is somewhat complicat-

ed, to go into full details, but if we have
faith as "little children," we shall be safe,

even ifwe do not understand it all. I pray
for money for our work here, and pray that

it may come by a certain day. Now, to go
farther, I have often prayed that the heap of

letters on the table before me might contain
the sum I needed. Of those of you who say
the praying could not possibly affect the let-

ters written and sealed up days ago, I would
ask, how long beforehand must we pray for

what we need? If God must wait until the
prayer is uttered, before he can impress the
minds of people in a certain direction, he
would be, to a certain extent, like our mails
and telegraphs; we should have to wait a
reasonable amount of time for him to bring
the people into action. Is not this limiting
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his power, and is it in accordance with Bible
teachings?

And it shall come to pass, that beforothoy call, I

will answer; and while they are yet speaking', 1 will
hear. - Isaiah, lxv. ~l.

I do not mean that he is going to change
the contents of the letters, as they lie on the
table, by a miracle, but that God knew I

would so pray, and moved the hearts of peo-
ple accordingly. Well, suppose, at jnst
about that time, I had lost faith in prayer
for temporal things, and so had not prayed:
God would have known that such would be
the case, and so the contents of those letters
would have been, at least in a measure, ac-
cording to my faith and my prayers. Such
a view and such faith makes man small, but
God all-powerful. Now, .Mary, you want
just this faith amid your trials.

You say it sometimes seems as if (.od him-
self were thwarting your every wish. There
is a bright wide-awake little "chick

1
' down

at our home, whose wishes are thwarted al-

most constantly; and, sometimes, when she
evidently seems to think forbearance has
ceased to be a virtue (she is but two years
old) her blue eyes are raised and fixed on her
mother's face as if to say, "Is it because you
wish to pestermy little fife out of me, that
you continually thwart me thus? or do you
really do it because you love me, and would
make me happier and better by withhold-
ing?" I do not pretend to say that these ex-
act words pass through her baby mind, but
she seems to be considering the matter, and
debating why she cannot have tilings. Is
the mother's wisdom really so much greater
than hers? Child as she is, in the linnmoth-
er's look, she reads love a thousand times
greater, than that of the mother who gives
her child everything it cries for. What a
beautiful sight it is, to see a child wide-awake
and full of wants and wishes, yet with such
perfect confidence in the parent's love and
wisdom as to be perfectly and cheerfully
obedient in all things. Now, Mary, can you
not look up to God, your heavenly father, in
that same way? Canyon doubt either his
love or his wisdom? Is it not probable that
he knows far, far better than you?

If the child rejects the mother's advice
and assistance, and will not trust to be guid-
ed, you well know the result. Mary, are you
not rejecting your Savior, in the same way?
You have allowed skepticism to get ahold in
your heart, and— see where Satan has led
you! "The wages of sin is death,'" and he
is hurrying you on to death, in a double
sense. ' Satan's wiles, every one of them.
turn sooner or later into death; into the
death of the bottomless pit.

In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,who
died for sinners, I invite you. Mary, and all

others who feel themselves to be sinners, es-

pecially, helpless sinners,— in his name, I

invite you at once, this instant, to come out
of the toils of Satan, and to accept rest for
your souls.

Last week, some boy was swearing vehe-
mently, on the street near our home. It

proved to be one of my boys, in my class in

the Sabbath school. After the lesson was
over, last Sabbath (we have a little room by

ourselves), I told the boys I had been much
pained to know that one of our number had
iieen heard swearing during the past week.
To my surprise, one who was not the boy I

had in mind said, he should think it strange,
if I had one in the class who had not sworn
during the past week. Before judging too
hastily of the boys, or their teacher, bear in
mind that they are nearly all boys of the
streets, and too many of them, I fear, have
parents who are skeptical, or do not care
much whether their boys swear or not. I

know I am to blame, and, with God's help, I

hope it may be different. After this remark
was made,! said nothing, but waited for
them to go on with it, as 1 was pretty sure
they would.

Finally said one, "I am afraid I have
sworn during the past week."
"I am sure I have," said another.
•Audi,"' "andl," "audi,'' said they,

one after another, until only one boy was
left, who said nothing.
•Do you not swear, G.?" said the rest.

"No." This was so astonishing thatsome
of the rest said they did not believe it. Is
Medina worse than* the towns generally in
our land?

"I can keep from swearing, except when I

get real mad," said one. Another said he
did not believe a boy could help swearing
when he was "awful'"' mad. I looked from
one to another. They deny the Bible, and
ridicule or jest about religion almost every
Sabbath, in spite of all I can do with them.
Their associates during the greater part of
the six week days are, I fear, mostly irrelig-
ious people, to say the least. The one who
does not swear has godly parents, and lives
a little out of town. Is it possible for boys
who roam the streets in the evenings, who
do not think the Bible of any particular con-
sequence, and who do not accept Jesus Christ
as the son of God, to break off swearing, if

they try ever so hard? I am afraid it is not
possible. These boys all agreed that it was
bad. and wrong, whatever they believed, but
they had got into the habit, aiid they could
not break off.

A poor girl once went to do house-work
for some rich people. There were, at the
house, two daughters of about this girl's age.
They were of that class who thought it gen-
teel not to labor, and therefore added to the
poor girl's other trials, by ill-treating her at

every opportunity. She tried not to resent
it, lint humanity was too weak, and she of-

ten, to her own shame, lost her temper, and
made matters worse by answering back. A
well-to-do young farmer was in the habit of
visiting there often. Our poor girl had of-

ten noticed him. and thought what a really

true gentleman he was; but the idea had
never entered her mind that lie ever so much
as even thought of her poor self. One day,
he called when the family was away: she an-
swered his call, and, after explaining that
the young ladies were both absent, was
about excusing herself, that she might go
about her work, but he insisted that it was
she, and she only, whom he wished to see.

Before he left, they were betrothed, but it

was thought best for her. at least for a time,
to go on with her duties as if nothing had
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happened. "With a new purpose, and with a
new life we might almost say, she turned to

her ordinary duties. Nothing was oppres-
sive or difficult, while the memory of the
love that was in her keeping filled her whole
being. Nothing could ruffle or disturb her,

and the family looked in wonder at the
quiet, peaceful spirit which seemed to shine
from her face. Why should she mind toil

or drudgery, or even rudeness and taunts?
Was not the thought of this strong, kind.

true friend, who was to go with her through
life, a sufficient reason why she could pass
over these trials as if they were unworthy of

notice? It was but a little while, at the
longest, and why should she not be proof
against all that her tormentors could possibly

bring forward? Back of her own feeble
strength was that promise; could not she
show her gratitude to him, by taking up
bravely those little trials, especially as it

was his wish? For his sake c.uld she not

bear joyfully all, and more than she had ev-
er borne vet?

I have drawn a simple picture of an
earthly friendship. Can this be compared
at all to our Savior's love? to the love of
him whom even the winds and theseaobeyV
I lun e given you this picture to make plain
what it is to reform in the strength of your
heavenly Father, instead of in our own
strength. Do you suppose those boys would
be in danger of swearing, if they accepted
this friend, and would allow his great love a
place in their hearts? Do you say the girl

had nothing to do with it; that it was a piece
of great good-luck which was almost thrust
upon her? My friend, she accepted this

kind friend's offer, and she promised to give
her life into his keepiii"'. Suppose she had
said she didn't believe him, or had ridiculed
the whole matter, instead of giving it her
serious consideration? She knew of him by
report, through the whole country round;
she knew he was able, and that his word was
as good as gold. So those boys, and you too,

my friends, know the result of Bible teach-
ings throughout the whole world; you know,
too, that God's promises, taken in the spirit

they are given, are sure; and yet you do not
accept this great pilot and friend, who will

take you safely not only through this world,
but through the grave and eternity. Why
do you reject this love, this friendship, this

partnership? I like the last word the best
of all. and I want every one of you to choose
the Lord Jesus Christ for your partner
through life. I want you to do it this very
instant, and when you lay down this paper,
I wish you to start anew to show, by your
actions and countenance, that you have ac-
cepted the promise, and are going to strive
to so have his great love i ill your whole be-
ing, that the trials you have may be met
with cheerfulness, and you may even be able,
as the Apostle James says, to '"count it all

joy when ye fall into divers temptations."

slid and Satan is forever after mo; but I am now in
hopes I may conquer at last. O friend Iloot, how I

would like to see you for one hour, for I believe the
Lord is with you.
Hoping' your prayers may ever be answered when-

ever praying' aright, and wishing the "Home Pa-
pers" and Gleanings mueh success, I remain your
scholar, G. A. Beech.
Quitman, Mo., Jan. 11, 1880.

May the Lord bless and strengthen you,
friend B., and may you never go back again.
Among the multitude of letters received in
regard to the Jan. Homes, none has moved
me like yours. When Christianity puts on a
phase that leads men to repent of their sins,

and pay theirjust debts, there will then be
no more need of replying to Stephen Young,
Bob Ingersol, and other sceptics, for the
fruits of religion, the deeds themselves of
professors, would be more powerful argu-
ments than words could frame, and whole
libraries of theological books would fade in-

to insignificance before these little, simple
acts in daily life. Grant, our Father in
Heaven, that more may have their hearts
softened, and take up their crosses, even as
little children, like thy humble servant who
has pointed out to us the way, in the simple,
confiding letter given above. Help us. O
Lord, that we may indeed '"bring forth fruits

meet for repentance."' Now, friend B., be-
fore you are one day older, enroll yourself
with the nearest sect of Christian people,
and talk to and exhort them just as you
have us-to-day. Let your light shine, and
God will keep you where Satan's wiles will

be as easily shaken off, as straws ami chaff
driven by the breeze against a strong man.

Friend Root:—You can not tell what good I re-
ceive 1mm Our Homes in Glfaninos. I have owed
some few small debts for some time, and I have
neglected, tor one reason or another, to pay them

;

liur reading your Home Papers has struck the right
cord, and to-day I send three men their pay. How
much happier I fepl for so doingl I once belonged
to the church of Christ, but have long since back-

From "Home Paper" in Jan. Gleanivos. 1 see you
have a nice opportunity to show your "faith by your
winks." Therefore, send friend W. <>.. who is in
trouble, some money to relieve his embarrassment.
What doth it profit him for you to say, l>e yc clothed,
fed, etc., if you give him not the things which -he so
much needs? Sec James If, 14—16.

A. F. BONTTAM.
Seven Miles Ford, Symth Co.. Va , Jan. 11, 188 ».

Your words are right to the point, friend
1>.. and I thank you for your timely reproof.
Perhaps it may increase the faith of all of
us to hear from W". (). again. The follow-
ing is an abbreviated extract from a recent
letter:

1 know you will rejoice with me that the evil day,
so to speak, has been put off to the future. I think
there is no man in our city whom I thought to be
more cold-hearted and indifferent. I went to see
him, praying every step I took. Said I. "Mr. J.,

if you could add five or ten years to my life by do-
ing me a favor, would you dj it, provided it did not
injure you?
He said he would. I then told him how much

trouble I was in. and how I had failed to raise the
money, and wished him to grant me until the loth
of April next. He replied th t it was in Mr. M's
name, and he had no control of the matter. I told
him I could not long- stand the strain upon my phys-
ical organism. He finally replied that 1 should not
give myself any uneasiness. If he found that it

was secure and would not be jeopardized he would
wait. I had promised to pay i en per cent interest
in advance to the 15th of April, but he said I need
not pay any money now, and he would let it remain
In statu quo. So the great burden was removed for
a time, and I hope for all time. I could but think
how wondrous it was, that the very man I most
feared, was the very man whom God told to help
me. Then I remembered what the Devil told me
when I had written the letter to Mr. M., and in a day
or two afterward learned that he w'as in Europe. I

can hut say, "Praise God from whom all blessings
now." •

- W. 0.
Jau. 3, 1880.
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Thank God for so much. Now what shall
friend (). do to have that money ready by the
15th of April ?• I found out, several Weeks
ago, that his business is manufacturing ink
and bluing. We are using his ink now in
our office. Most of our clerks use steel pens,
and one of them told me she had to have a
new one about every other day. because they
rust so badly. A steel pen was used in
friend O.'s ink, and. after two weeks, it

looked nearly as bright as when first put in
the ink. It is an absolute fact, that it does
not rust pens at all. Besides this, it may be
frozen, colored inks as well as black, without
injury. It is a beautiful plain black when
first "written, and it does not get thick if

left in an open bottle. These seem like large
claims, but I think they are none too large.

I asked him for prices iii quantities. Here is

his reply

:

I can deliver ink, in 2 oz. bottles, in Medina (if it

does not have to go over more than one road), for
£2.75 per gross, or for 80 cents per gallon, in jugs.
We arc selling more put up in quarter-gross boxes,
assorted colors, of one doz. each, black, blue, and
violet, than in any other way. Our commercial col-
lege in 1 his city, of 120 students, uses our inks in
preference to all others; and those who value good
inks are satisfied, upon trial, with quality and price.
I am well satisfied that the better you are acquaint-
ed with the virtues of our inks, the more you will
like them. I am also quite sure that, upon fair and
impartial trial, they possess more good qualities
than any other inks in America. The violet ink
from New York, used in our post-office, becomes
thick, and corrodes the pen, while ours does neither;
and a 2 oz. bottle of ink that will retain all its good
qualities till the last drop, is worth more than a 4 oz.
bottle that loses its good qualities before it is half
used up. The above is for quantities of not less
than 5 gross. We sell the assorted, colored inks, )i
gross, $1.00; or $4.00 per gross. If desired, we put in
one each of green and red, in place of the black.

W. O.

This would be at the rate of less than 2c.

for large 2 oz. bottles of better ink than any I
ever before saw in my life, delivered here in
Medina, at that. I began to think friend G."s.

besetting sin was in selling things too cheap.
It is not a very common fault, yet it may be
a fault for all that. I at once ordered 5 gross,
and a "•jug full" for our own use, and told
him I would pay the freight, and think it too
cheap even then. Here is his reply:

I was very glad indeed to secure your order for
ink. It was surely kind in you to give me more
than I asked for the ink, and very opportune, as the
price of bottles has advanced 50 cents per gross.

Jan. 5, 1880. W\ O.

I presume many of our readers have been
interested in the case of W. (). If all the
ink we all use were purchased of him, it

would be a mutual advantage to both parlies,

for I do not believe any of you have any
thing as good, or as economical. After what
he has written, I presume he would not care
to have his full address made public, but I

will give it to any of you who desire. Or I will

forward any letters to him. Many times, in
this world, we can give substantial help to
our fellow men, in the way I have suggested,
without its being any real loss to ourselves,
and God seems to delight in sending us, of-

ten times, rich blessings in reward for so

helping others.

By this shall all men know that ye are my disci-

ples. If ye have love one to another. —John xiii. 35.

W. O., we will pray for you, and we will

also, all of us, try to send you all the orders
for ink we can.

JUST BEFORE GOING TO PRESS.

The bees in the chaff hives out-door, at present,
are doing very much better than those in the house
apiary.

We have been selling queens, nuclei, and full col-

onies all through the month of January. Our apiary
now numbers l'JJ.

We have finally obtained a beautiful article of
white-clover seed which we can sell the same as Al-
sike. It is the iirst we ever saw.

If all the friends having circulars of bees and bee
supplies will send them in during this month, I will

try to give them all a noiice in the March No.

Until further notice, I will pay 25c. per lb. cash,
or 27c in trade, for beeswax delivered here. This
advance has been made since printiDg our advertise-
ment on the coven

The "counter" store is crowded out this month,
but I will try to have room for it next time, with
pictures of the wonderful things that are offered for
a very little money.

The lowest club price for Gleanings for 1881 will

be 75c. Will agents please notice that the 60c. rate
only extends to Dec, 1880. As we are saving plcnly
of back Nos., you can take them, or add to the sub-
scriptions that run into next year.

Friend Bingham says, in his new advertisement,
that none of his smokers have ever been returned,
and no one has ever complained that they did not
give satisfaction. His smokers are of most excel-
lent workmanship, but is not this statement pretty
strong? I presume he will be glad to have you speak
out, if you know aught to the contrary.

There! that is just like you all. You have gone
and sent me 4,207 subscribers, and it isn't quite the
1st of Feb. yet cither. I will tell you what we will
do; we will hereafter add 8 more pages to Glean-
ings, and thus have more room for your letters, be-
sides leading all the small type, so it will not be so
hard to read for the friends who are getting a little

old.

The ABC has grown until it weighs two full

pounds, and I tell you it is a nice large book, for
only $1.25; but, for all that, we will send it and
Gleanings 1 year, for an even $2.00. If bound in

paper, for only $1.75. "Cook's Manual," same terms;
"Quinby's New Bee-Keeping," 25c. more; and " Bee-
Keepers' Text Book," 25c. less. We have a "big
stack" of all the "bee books," and can mail them so
quickly it will astonish you.

There are now 7 bee journals published in Amer-
ica, and we will receive subscriptions for any and
all of them, as you will see by our clubbing list, but
I cannot be responsible for any of them, after I have
put your money into their hands. I have decided
that they are trustworthy, or I should not have plac-
ed them'in our clubbing list; but, if they do not is-

sue promptly, you are to write them, not me. Some
of them are not yet out for January. I would just
like to whisper to some of the very young editors,
that it would help wonderfully, if they would also

get some smart "school-marm" to read over their
journals carefully, before they have them printed.
It would not cost rrru much.

Many of the articles used by bee-keepers arc still

on the "boom," as the saying is. Although lumber
has risen much, we are trying hard to hold to our
prices on hives, etc. Nails have advanced on an
average of $2.00 per keg, except the new wire nails;

we arc holding them at old prices, and are using
them entirely, in place of brads and cigar-box nails.

The largest size, 1 \i in., 1to 61b., per ft)., 17c; 5tol0tt>.,

16c; over 101b., 15c One inch nails, 2c per lb. more
than l 1

.! inch. Of the smaller sizes, the prices re-

main as in price list. The advance ontin has threat-
ened to "raise mischief," but 1 have finally found a

very thin tin for separators, called "taggers tin,"

which is really better, because it carries off the ani-

mal heat less; and this I am enabled so far to buy,
so as to keep our prices on separators. This tin is

now worth $16.00 per box of 221 sheets, size 14x20.

Such tin as we use for corners and extractors is

worth $14.00 per box of 112 sheets, 14x20. Glass has
advanced the most of all, and the best we canuowdo
is $4.00 per box, for small rbeets, and $4.50 for the 3
1-16x18 inches, which we use in our crate for the Pi
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story hive. Fruit and honey jars are $1.00 per gross
higher. Enameled cloth is up to 30c. per yard; or

for a whole piece of 12 yards, 28c.

DIPPED FDN. VERSUS ROLLED.

Every one who has watched the bees closely has
probably noticed that before drawing- out the walls

of the fdn., they roughen or pick up the whole sur-

face until it has a granular .appearance, especially

under a good magnifying glass. Well, it is a great

deal of labor for the bees to soften up and loosen, as

it were, this wax, after we have compressed it with
our powerful rolling- machines, as we do in making
the fdn. Still further; I am fully satisfied that it is

this loosening- up operation which causes the great-

er part of the stretching- of the fdn., and this is proba-
bly the reason why the fdn. made by dipping- plaster

molds into melted wax, on the plan of the editor of

the Western Honey Bee, does not sag as the mill

fdn. does. That made on the Dunham mill, with its

heavy walls of almost soft wax, does not sag-, but
we can not stand the expense of so much wax.
Dipped fdn. is certainly used by the bees more

easily and faster, than that made with rolls; but,

alas! we can not make dipped fdn. with walls on
both sides. I spent much money last summer in ex-
periments, aud had metal plates made, as well as
plaster, but I finally gave it up. Well, why not let

it go, as friend Harrison does, with walls only on one
side? Because the bees will often raise the cells and
use them on this one side, and leave the other un-
touched. They must have some kind of a wall to get
hold of. I have partly succeeded by dipping- plates
in the wax, and then bringing them together before
lifting them out; the great trouble is that the whole
machine is coated every time, and it is a dauby job.

One more objection; although we can dip bin. as

thin as the natural comb, almost, it is very difficult

to get large sheets without having thick spots in it,

which wastes the wax because it does not cover so

great a surface. I think dipped fdn. is eventually
to take the place of our rolls entirely, and, for the
purpose of setting some of you at work, I will make
this offer: To the person, or persons, wht> will suc-
ceed in dipping fdn., with walls on both sides, and
thin enough to make 8 square feet to the lb., by a
process to be given to the people, so easy that it

can come into general use, I will pay $100.03. Now
look out that I do not do it first.

I can give you each month what my honey brings,
which will give you about the highest range. It is

now, and has been for the last 2 months, '22c, and I

have no friends who get for me more than the mar-
ket price. I never go to Chicago now or I could post
you fully. If nothing else comes of it, it will at least
do good by letting producers know how matters
stand. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., Jan. 20, 1880.

diuvQi.

Under this head will be inserted free of charge,
the names of all those having honey to sell, as well
as those wanting to buy. Please mention how
much, what kind, and prices, as far as possible.

As a general thing, 1 would not advise you to send
your honey away, to be sold on commission. If

near home, where you can look after it, it is often
a very good way. By all means, develop your home
market. For 25cts., Ave can furnish little boards
to hang up in your door yard, with the words "Honey
for Sale" neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10c.

extra for postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens
for Sale," ;ame price.

CITF MARKETS.
St. Louis. — Honey—We have little change to

note in markets of honey here. Warm weather has
cut off the local and shipping demand, and prices are
a shade lower. Choice Comb, small sections, 14c. to
17c; Dark and Fall Honey, 13c. to 15c. Extracted
dull, and salable only in small quantities, at 8c. to
10c.
Bees-ica.r.— Steady, at 22c. to 23c. for prime.

It. C. Greer & Co.
St. Louis, No. 117, N. Main St., Jan. 21, 1880.

Chicago.— Honey— There is not much demand for
honey, and with liberal offerings prices are easy and
in buyer's favor. For dark-colored honey and large,
leaky packages the market was dull and weak at 10®
12c.^ lb. Good to choice white comb in small pack-
ages is salable at 15@16c. $ lb.

7J«s-?rn.r— Is in fair demand and steadily held at
20(gj22c ^ lb. for good to prime bright yellow and 15®
16c. for common and dark^colored lots.

Thomas G. Newman & Son.
974 West Madison St., Chicago, 111., Jan. 2(3, 1880.

I have one barrel of very nice, granulated, linden
honey, which I will sell for 10c. per pound, if taken in
lots of 200 or 300 pounds. Delivered at Ada Depot.
Will send sample of said honey if required.

J. B. Murray.
Ada, Hardin Co., O., Jan., 18;0.

§cnfynUcn§.
Notices of Conventions, condensed so as to occupy

not over two lines, will be inserted free of charge.

CONVENTION DIRECTORY.
TIME AND PLACE OF MEETING.

1880.

Feb. 11. -North Eastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Feb. 3.—Cortland Union Bee Keepers' Association,

Cortland Village, X. Y_

OUR CARTOON FOR FEBRUARY.

¥OU see our friend Merry Banks made a
very pretty fountain, where his bees
could get water conveniently, and he

also planted some Melilotus leucantha ^weet
clover), to furnish honey for his bees. Well,
some few stalks were so near his fountain
that he one day thought he would pull them
up, but they did not come very readily.

Now M. is a very resolute man, and not

easily baffled, and—he was not this time,

either. You see he pulled it up, and he will

soon l)e ready for the next one.
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11 francs in Gold.
- 10 '•

IIWI3F»OH.T3E:iD
In April,
May and June, -

July and August, - - - '.i

,l

September and October, - - - 7 " "

Queens which die in ti-ansit will be replaced only
it' sent back in a letter.

CHARLES BIANCONCINI & CO.,
ltf Bologna, Italy.

ITALIAN SUES FOK 1880.
I will sell :> frame nuclei, with tested queen, before

June 20, for $4.00; after June 20, $3.50; alter August
1, 83.00. These nuclei will be well stocked with
brood and bees, andcontain young, profitable queens.
Cyprian Queens.—I believe myself, so far, the only
one in the U. S. who has these valuable and beauti-
ful bees in purity. Descriptive Circulars sent tree.

JULIUS HUFFMAN,
1-3 Fort Plain, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

18 Years' Experience
in propagating Queen Bees from Imported moth-
ers from the best districts of Italy. Persons pur-
chasing Queens or swarms of me will get what they
bargain for. Bend for circular. WM. W. CAKY,
ltfinq Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

Sections ! Sections

!

Before ordering elsewhere, send us a 3-cent stamp
for a sample of our beautiful, snow-white, poplar
Sections, dovetailed or to nail. These are the nicest
and cheapest in the world. (This none will deny).

HIVES AND OTHER SUPPLIES
made to order very cheap. Illustrated circulars free.

A. E.MAN CM,
12-2 Bristol, Addison Co., Vt.

1 SHALL continue to keep on hand, and offer at
reasonable rates, a full variety of Bee-Keepers'

Supplies; such as

ITIutli's All Metal Honey Extractors,
Uncapping- Knives,
Wax Extractors, etc. Also

Lang-stroth's Bee Hives, and any Parts thereof,
1 & 2 lb. Square Glass Honey Jars, with

Tin Foil Caps and Labels, [Corks,
% lb. Glass Tumblers,

Fruit Jars, etc.

Comb Foundation, Bee Veils, Gloves, Straw Mats,
Alsike Clover, and a variety of Garden and Field
Seeds, etc., etc. For further particulars, address

CHAS. F. MUTH,
976 and 978 Central Ave.,

ltf Cincinnati, O.

DOOLITTLE.
Remember; Doolittle will send either of the fol-

lowing papers to any address for one year as follows:

American Bee Journal $1.00
Hce Keepers' Magazine 65
Ree Keepers' Exchange 55
American Agriculturist 1 15

Also either kind of Strawberry Plants mentioned
in our Club List, at 50 cents per doz. Raspberry
plants, at $2.00 per do/,.; '

-

2 doz. at dozen rates.
Address G. M. DOOLITTLE,

2d Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. V.

TTAp *S1T^ Send 25 cents in stamps or C1M>
rencyforanew HORSE book.

It treats all diseases, has 35 fine engrai ings Bhowing
positions assumed by sick horses, a table of do-.es, aDAA17 large collection of VALUABLE
0\J\JJl\. RECIPES, rules for telling the age
of a horse, with an engraving Bhowing teeth of each
year, and a la rye amount of other valuable horse in-

formation. Dr. Wm, II. Hall says. "I have bought
books that I paid $5 and (10 for which I do not like as
well as I do yours." send for a Circular. Agents
Wanted. B. J. Kendall, M. D., Enosburgn Falls, Yt.

For sale also at this office.—A. I. ROOT. 9-9

QUINBY'S
New Bee - Keepir\g,

By !_. O. HOOT.
The latest, most practical, and most fully illus-

trated work published. The press generally, and
best bee-keepers everywhere, are recognizing the
practical value of this work, for all classes of bee-
keepers. Price by mail, 51.50.

BELLOWS SEE SMOKERS.
The Quinby Smoker has been upon the market

four years longer than any other practical smoker
made. In IsT'.i, it was much improved, and, on Mar.
llth, a patent was granted it over all other smokers,
which fully protects all who buy, sell, or use it. It
is pronounced the very best Bellows Smoker made,
by Doolittle, Hctherington, Elwood, Dadant, Alley,
Nellis, Hoffman, and unprejudiced bee-keepers
everywhere.
In excellence of material and workmanship, we

challenge competition. We make the only calf-skin
bellows in the market. Price 75c, $1.25, and $1.50.
By mail, to all points, including Canada, 25c. extra.
Our New Circular will be of particular value to all

who purchased smokers prior to 1878. For testimo-
nials of book, specimens of illustrations, including
the Smoker, and price list of general bee-keeping
supplies, address
2d L. C. ROOT & BRO., Mohawk, N. Y.

STILL LIVING!

J. OATMAN & SONS
would call attention of all desiring supplies for their
apiaries the coming season, to the fact that they are
prepared to lead the trade in

DUNHAM FOUNDATION,
ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS,

IDEST AND MK6MS III HIVES,

Honey Boxes, Sections, dr.

Wax worked to order on Shares or for Cash.

Especial mention would be made of the fact that
we bought »0 IMPORTED QITEENS of MK.
POIUETTA last fall, and have them now winter-
ing in full colonies, and will be pleased to book or-
ders from all desiring a genuine Imported Queen
earlier in the season than can usually be supplied.
If you do not receive our Price-List by February
1st, write for it. Address your orders and com-
munications to

2tf

J. OATMAN & SONS,
Dundee, Kane Co., 111.

HEADQUARTERS FUR APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
Steam Power. New machinery complete. Our

facilities for manufacturing Hives, Crates, Sec-
tions, &c, are first class. Before ordering, tell us
what you want. We can do you good. Comb Foun-
dation. Extractors, Knives, Smokers, &c, constantly
on hand. Full Colonies and Nuclei a specialty. Send
for our new System for Wintering Bees Success-
fully. HIRAM ROOP,
2d Carson City, Montcalm Co., Mich.

Albino and Italian Queens, Full Colonies, and

Nuclei, nt Reasonable Prices.
I am prepared to furnish early Queens—Pure Al-

binos, and Italian Queens bred from Imported and
select home-bred mothers, warranted to be pure.
Sate arrival guaranteed. Also Hives, Boot's Ex-
tractors, and .Apiarian Supplies generally. Send
for Price List, &c.

Address 8. VALENTINE,
2d Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co., Md.
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QUINBY'S
New Bee-Keeping;

The Mysteries of Bee-Keeping
EXPLAINED.

Combining the Results of Fifty Years'1 Expe-
rience, with the Latest Discoveries and

Inventions, and presenting the most
Approved Methods, Forming

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO

SUCCESSFUL BEE - CULTURE.
By L. C. Root,

Practical Apiarian.

With 100 Illustrations, and a Portrait of
IVt. C?TTI3XTBY.

OPINIONS OF EMINENT APIARISTS, AND
THE PRESS:

Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural
College, and author of the " Manual of the Apiary,"
writes to Mr. Boot: "I have read it (Quinby's New
Bee-Keeping) with much genuine pleasure. Surely
the mantle of common, sense, practical, plain, and
simple style of expression, did not leave your fami-
ly with Mr. Quinby. I rejoice in the book, and only
have praise for it."

Capt. J. E. Hetherington, of Cherry Valley, N. Y.,
writes: "I do not hesitate to pronounce it the best
practical work on the subject published, and shall
do all I can to promote the sale of it."

" Students of entomology, as well as practical bee-
keepers, will find a rich store of information in its

pages, which form a convenient working manual,
not only of most recent date, but of high authority."—New-York Tribune.
" It gives a lucid and popular explanation of bee-

keeping, and is well worthy of a perusal by all who
are interested in the subject."—.Rural New Yorker.

12mo. Tinted paper. Price, postpaid, $1.50.

ORANGE^ JUDD COMPANY, Publishers,
2 245 Broadway, New York.

IMPBO VEB
Langstroth Hives.
Supplies for the Apiary. Comb Foundation a spe-

cialty. Being- able to procure lumber cheap, I can
furnish Hives and Sections very cheap. Send for a
circular. A. D. BENHAM,
2d Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.

OURFLAT BOTTOM
COMB FOUNDATION,

with high, sharp, side walls, 10 to 14 square feet to
the lb., has been used the past season in full size
sheets, in surplus boxes, adding largely to the
yield and to the market value of the honey. The
wired foundation does not sag, and gives general
satisfaction. Circular and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <fc SONS, sole manufacturers,
2d Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

Bingham &

Hetherington.
You can lean on a Bing-

ham Smoker in the hour of
trial. One match per day,
and wood of any kind, is all
that's needed. It needs no
fussing or cleaning or dam-
pers, as it works just as well
pointing down as up, and
never goes out. Previous
to my invention and patent,
the draft to all bellows smo-
kers was through the bel-
lows; now, all bellows smo-
kers use an open draft. The
largest and most scientific
bee-keepers use Bingham
Smokers, some using- as
many as fifteen in their va-
rious apiaries.
No Bingham Smoker has

ever been returned. No
letter has ever been receiv-
ed complaining that our
Smokers did not give satis-
faction; but we have re-
ceived hundreds of letters expressing the most un-
bounded satisfaction and appreciation of our inven-
tion. Hundreds of them have been in constant use
three seasons, and are now as good as new. One
dollar and a half is not much for the use of such an
instrument three seasons, is it? Patented January
9, 1878; re-issued July 9, 1878.
The extra large Smoker and the Extra Standard

for 1880 will have our new extra-wide shields, which
entirely protect the hands and bellows from heat,
and remove the danger of burning- the fingers.
Practical bee-keepers will find these wide shields an
important improvement.

Patented May 20, 1879.

Ts a large, strong, durable knife, polished and teni-
pei-ed like a razor, and so formed and sharpened as
to cut both ways, over hills and through hollows all

the same, without dropping a cap on the honey. The
most world-renowned, practical, and scientific bee-
keepers in Europe and America pronounce it "the
best honey-knife ever made."
Extra Large Smokers 2!i inch, $1.50

Extra Standard " 2 " 1.2?

Plain " " 2 " 1.00

Little Wonder " l?i " .75
" " " Pcr'idoz 3.00

Bingham & Hetherington Knife 1.00
" " Knife and Cap-Catcher.. 1.25

If to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25
cents each, to prepay postage or express charges.
Send for circular. If to sell again, apply for dozen
or half-dozen rates. Address T. F. Bingham or

BINGHAM A. 1 1 90 1 IB IK I \4.TO Y.
2d OTSEGO, MICH.

BEE KEEPERS intending to purchase Bees
or Queens will do well to send for my New Cir-

cular, before purchasing- elsewhere. Pure Extract-
ed Honey wanted in exchange for Bees and Queens.
2-3d A. W. CHENEY, Orange, Mass.

FOR SALE,
Price $30., a Barnes Circular and Scroll Saw.

2 M. FISHER, New Concord, Ohio.

300 COLONIES BEES FOB SALE !

Come to Council Bend, Ark., on the Miss. River,
and buy 300 Colonies of Bees. I am determined to
sell. i-4d . GEO. B. PETERS.
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IMPLEMENTS FOB BEE CULTURE
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

15

10

For description of the various articles, see our
Twenty-First Edition Circular and Price List, mailed
on application.

For directions How to Make all these various arti-
cles and implements, see A B C of Bee Culture.

This Price List to be taken in place of those of
former date.

Mailable articles are designated in the left hand
column of figures ; the figures giving the amount of
postage required.

To Canada, merchandise by mail is limited to 8%
oz., and nothing oan be sent for less than 10 cents.

A B C of Bee Culture, Five Parts complete
in one, paper cover 1 00
The same, neatly bound in cloth 1 25
Single Parts, in paper, each 25

Alighting Board, detachable (See ABC) I 10
Alsike Clover. See seeds.
Balances, spring, for suspended hive (CO lbs.) 8 00
Barrels for honey 2 50

" " waxed and painted.. . . 3 50
Basket for broken combs to be hung in the
Extractor 25

Basswood Trees for planting. See price list.

Bees, per colony, from $8 to $16. See price
list.

Bee-Hunting Box, with printed instructions 25
Binder, Emerson's, for Gleanings 50, 60, 75
Blocks, iron, for metal cornered frame ma-
king 15

Buckwheat. See seeds.

Burlap for covering bees, 40 in. wide, per yd 10
Buzz-Saw, foot-power, complete 35 00
Buzz-Saws, extra, 80c, to $3.25. See price list.

Buzz-Saw mandrel and boxes complete for
6 inch saws (no saws included) 5 00
The same for 7 and 8 in. saws (not mailable) 7 00

Cages for queens, provisioned (See price list) 10
" " " per doz 1 00

Candy for bees, can be fed at any season.
per lb 08 to 15

Cans for shipping extracted honey (See
Honey), from 25c to $2.00.

Cards, queen registering, per doz 06
per 100 40

Chaff Cushions for wintering (See ABC).. 30
" " without the chaff 20

Chaff Hive (See Hives) 5 00
Cheese cloth, for strainers, per yard 06
Clamps for making section boxes 75
Clasps for transferring, package of 100 15
Climbers for Bee-Hunting 2 50
Comb Basket, made of tin, holds 5 frames,
has hinged cover and pair of handles 1 50

Comb Foundation Machines complete $15 to 100 00
Comb Holder to put on edge of hive 25
Combs in metal cornered frames, complete 25
Corners, metal, per 100 50

" " top only, per 100 60
" " bottom, per 100 40

Corners, Machinery complete for making $250 00
Crate for shipping comb honey. See Hives.
Division Boards of cloth and chaff 20
Duck, for covering frames and for feeders,
29 inches wide, per yd 20

Enameled Cloth, bees seldom bite or prop-
olize it, per yard, 45 inches wide,
30c. By the piece (12 yards) 28

Extractors, according to size of frame,
$6 50 to 10 00.

" Inside and gearing, including
Honey-gate 5 00

" Hoops to go around the top 50
" " per doz 5 00

Feeder, Simplicity (See price list) 1 pint 05
Feeders, 1 quart, tin, 10
The same, half size, 05
The same, 6 qts, to be used in upper story 50

Feeders, open air 15
Files for small circular rip saws, new and

valuable, 20c ; per doz. by express... 2 00
" The same, large size, double above

prices.
" 3 cornered, for cross-cut saws, 10c; doz 1 00

Foundation. See Comb Foundation.
Fountain Pump, or Swarm Arrester 8 60
Fmmrs wftta swmph? H«btnrt> and Olnsiw ... If

60

Galvanized Iron Wire for grapevine trellises
per lb. (about 100 feet) 20

Gates for Extractors tinned for soldering. . 50
Gauge for planing lumber, brass 50

" " making hives (See Hives) 50
50 Gearing for Extractor with supporting arm 1 25

Glass. See price list.

Gleanings, per year 1 00
For prices of back vol's, see price list.

I
Gloves. See Rubber Gloves.
Grape Sugar for feeding bees. See price list.

Grape vines for shading hives. See price list.

Hammers and nails. See price list.

Hives from 50c to $6 25. See price list.

Honey. See price list.
" Plants. See seeds.

Honey Knives, straight .75; curved blade.. 1 00
" " lA doz, by mail 4 00
" " V% doz by Express 3 75

Jars for shipping extracted honey. See
Honey.

Labels for honey, from 25 to 50c per 100

;

for particulars see price list

.

Lamp Nursery, for hatching queen cells. . . 5 00
Larvse, for queen rearing, from June to
Sept 25

15 Leather for smoker bellows, per side 50
Lithograph of the Hexagonal Apiary 25
Magnifying Glass, pocket 30

" " Double lens, brass, on
three feet 75

Medley of Bee-Keepers' Photo's, 150 photo's 100
12 Microscope, Compound, in Mahogany box 2 50

Prepared objects for above, such
as bee's wing, sting, eye, foot, &c, each 20

7 Muslin, Indian head, for quilts and cush-
ions, pretty stout, but not good as duck,
per yard 10

Nails. See Hammers and nails.
10 Opera Glasses for Bee-Hunting 5 00
18 Paraffine, for waxing barrels, per lb 25

Photo of House Apiary and improvements 25
I
Planes and Planers. See price list.

15 Pruning saws for taking down swarms, 75 and 85
Queens, 25c to $6 00. See price list.

Rabbets, metal, per foot 02
Rubber Gloves, $1.50 and $1.75. See price list.

Rubber Stamps, $1.50 to 3.00. See price list.

Rules. (See Pocket Rules) 12 and 17c.
Salicylic acid, for foul brood, per oz 50

10 Saw Set for Circular Saws 75
Saws. See Circular Saws.
Scales for weighing honey, etc. See price list.

Scissors, for clipping queen's wings 40
Screw Drivers, all metal (and wrench com-
bined) 4V4 inch, 10c; 5 inch, 15c.

Section Boxes, fancy, hearts, stars, crosses,
&c, each 05

Section Honey Box, a sample with strip of
fdn. and printed instructions 05

Section Boxes in the flat by the quantity,
$6 00 per thousand and upwards, accord-
ing to size ; for particulars, see price list.

Case of 3 section boxes, showing the
12 way in which the separators are used,

suitable for any kind of hive (See price list) 08

SEEDS OF HONEY PLANTS.

18 Seed, Alsike Clover, raised near ns, per lb .

.

30
18

" Catnip, good seed, per oz. 10c ; per lb. 1 00
" Chinese Mustard, per oz 10

18 » Mellilot, or Sweet Clover, per lb 30
18 " White Dutch Clover, per lb 30
18 " Motherwort, per oz. 10c; per lb 100
18

" Mignonette, per lb. (20c per oz) 1 40
" Simpson Honey Plant, per oz 50

18 " Silver Hull Buckwheat, per lb 10
" " " " peck, by Express 60
" Common " per peck 50

18 •' Summer Rape. Sow in June and
" July, per lb 15
" Spider plant, per oz 50

A small package of any of the above seeds will be
sent for 5 cents.

Separators, tin, for section boxes. See
Section Boxes.

Sheets of Enameled Cloth to keep the bees
from soiling or eating the cushions 10

Shipping Cases for 48 section frames of
honey 50
The same for 24 sections 30
(This size can be sent by mail intho flat,

I
for 7ftc.)

1 | Plato Tablets to hang on hives 1&
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SMOKERS.
Smoker, Quinby's (to Canada 15c extra)l 50 & 1 75

Bingham's $100; 150; 175
25 " Our own, see illustration in price

list 75

00 Soldering Implements 100
Swarming Box 75
Tacks, tinned, per paper, (three sizes) 05
For larger quantities see Hammers and
nails.

5 Thermometers 20
10 Transt'erringLclasps, package of 100 15

|
Tin, see price list.

Veils, Bee, with face of Brussels net, (silk) 75
The same, all of grenadine (almost as good) 50

Veils, material for, grenadine, much
stronger than tarlatan, 21 inches in
width, per yard 20
Brussels Net, for face of vail, 29 inches
in width, per yard 1 50

Wax Extractor 3 00
Copper bottomed boiler for above 1 00

Wire cloth, for Extractors, tinned, per
square foot 10

2 Wire cloth, for queen cages 10
Above is tinned, and meshes are 5 and 18
to the inch respectively

3 |
Wire cloth, painted, for shipping bees, 14

I mesh to the inch, per square foot 05
|
Wire for grape vine trellises. See Galvan-

|
ized iron wire

All goods delivered on board the cars here at prices
named. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

Hale's Price List.
Send for my Circular and Price List for 1880. Ear-

ly Queens a specialty. Address '

2-1 Id E. W. HALE. Wirt C. H.. W. Vn.

SYMPHORICABPUS VULGARIS PLANTS.
During February and March, I will deliver on

board the cars at Reeds, Mo., Symphoricarpus vul-
garis plants, at the following rates, purchasers pay-
ing charges: 100 plants, $L35; 200, $2.50; 500, $5.25;
1000, $10; 2000, $19. Where ten dollars' worth are ta-
ken at one time, will take one-half the price in Ital-
ian queens at prices in Gleanings.

Address NORRIS C. HOOD,
3d Reeds, Jasper Co., Mo.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR
and Price List for Simplicity, and One-story Sim-
plicity Chaff Hives. Address C. H. DEANE, Sr.,
2-5d Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

FOR FOUNDATION
MADE OF PURE BEESWAX,

3-5 Address JAS. A. NELSON, Wyandott, Kan.

1880. 1880.

Italian Queens k Nuclei.
Single Queen, Tested $2 00" " Untested (Laying) 100
Sent by mail.

Nuclei, 1 frame, Langstroth size 2 00
" - " " " 2 50
" 3 " " " 3(10

Tested Queens, per doz 20 00
Untested " " " 10 00
Safe arrival guaranteed.
Address W. P. HENDERSON,

3-8 in q M urfreesboro. Tenn.

J. M. Brooks & Bro's.
GOLDEN ITALIANS.

FINE TESTED QUEENS OUR SPECIALTY.
Send for circular and see what others say of them.

3*9d COLUMBUS, IND., BOX 64.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with*

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-
turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent before July 1st. If wanted sooner, see rates in
price list.

*E. W. Hale, Wirt C. H. W. Va. 1-12
*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa.7-3tf
*E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas Citv, Mo. 1-12

*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula. La. lttd
Miller & Hollam, Kewaskum, Wash Co., Wis. 4-4
*J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co. Ky 4-4

J. L. Bowers, Berryville, Clarke Co., Va. 1-4

*King & White, New London, O. 12tfd
* F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Tusc. Co., O. 12-12

*J. R. Landes, Albion, Ashland Co., O. ltf.d
*J. E. Walcher, Millersville, Christian Co., Ills. 1-6

*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. 2-1

*D. E. Best, Best, Lebigh Co., Penn. 2-8

*A. S. Collins, New Orleans, La. 3-4

*A. Robinson, LaClede, Fayette Co., 111. 3-8

*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. 3tfd
C. C. Vaughan, Columbia. Maury Co., Tenn. 3tfd

*S. W. Salisbury, Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo. 3-8

*J. M. (
'. Taylof, Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md. 3-4

*S. D. McLean & Son, Culleoka, Maury Co., Tenn. 3-8d
*S. D. Moore &- Co., Atlanta, Fulton Co., Ga. ;•'-:>

*Rev. A. Salisbury, Camargo, Douglis Co., 111. 3
*T. G. McGaw. Monmouth, Warren Co., 111. 3-8

*R. Thomson, Terry, Hinds Co., Miss. 3-8

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
H. Scovell, Columbus, Cherokee Co., Ivans. 4-3
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. ltfd
Milo S. West, Pontiac, Oakland Co., Micb. 1-6

A. A. Fradenburg, Port Washington, Tus., Co., 0.1-6
T. F. Wittman, 318 N. 6th St., Camden, N. J. 3tfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. 3tfd
Sprunger Bro's, Berne, Adams Co., Ind. 3-2

We have at last succeeded in getting some seed of
this beautiful plant, which is described on page 148

of Gleanings for 1879. The seed is flat and bean-
like. As we have but a few, in order to make them
go around, we offer them postpaid, at 5 cents each.
To Canada, 2 cents extra.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

ITALIAN BEEH FOR 1 H!SO.
I will sell 3 frame nuclei, with tested queen, before

June 20, for $4.00; alter June 20, $3.50; after August
1, $3.00. These nuclei will be well stocked with
brood and bees, and contain young, profitable queens.
<'UI>ri<in Queens.—I believe myself, so far, the only
one in the U. S. who has these valuable and beauti-
ful bees in purity. Descriptive Circulars sent free.

JULIUS HOFFMAN,
1-3 Fort Plain, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

SWEET HOME RASPBERRY.
Originated by D. D. Palmer, New Boston, 111. 1050

berries picked from one cane. Never winter kills.

The largest and best black cap. Send for circular.
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THE

A B C ofBEE CITLTUEE.

"li^OK several years, it has been my ambition to be
-*- able to write a book on bee culture, so clear and
plain that not only any boy or girl, but even an old

man or woman, with the book and a hive of bees,

could learn modern bee culture, and make a fair,

paying- business, even the first season. This is a great

undertaking", I grant; and it will require some one
with far greater wisdom than mine, to do it the first

time trying. After watching beginners, and an-

swering their questions almost constantly, for years,

I came to the conclusion, that the only way to do it

was to "cut and try," as carpenters say, when they

can't get the exact dimensions of the article they
wish to make.
To cut and try on the ABC book, I have invested

over $2,000 in type, chases, etc., sufficient to keep
my whole book standing constantly in type, thatcan
be changed at a moment's notice. The books are

printed only as fast as wanted, and just as soon as I

see I have omitted anything, or have made any mis-

take, the correction is made before any more books
are sent out. To show you how it works, and how
it succeeds, I will give you an illustration.

A beginner writes to know if it is of any use to

keep a queen, after she is eighteen days old and
does not lay. Now I know very well that a queen
should lay when from ten days to two weeks old;

and also, that they will sometimes not commence
until they are three weeks old, and then make good
queens. Now, although I directed that they should
be tossed up in the air, to see if their wings were
good, when they did not lay at two weeks of age, I

did not say, if their wings proved to be good, how
lontr we should keep them. If I could spare the
lime of the colony, I would keep a good lookinir
queen that could fly well, until she is 25 chiys old; if

crowded for a place to put cells, 1 would kill all that
do not lay at 18 or 20 days old.

I have just put the above in the ABC, and that is

just the way I am iroing to keep doing. You see,
you beginners arc, ultimately, to build up the book.

It will tell you all about the latest improvements
in securing and Marketing Honey, the new 1

ft. Section Honey Boxes, making Artificial
Honey Comb, Candy for Bees, Bee Hunt-
ing, Artificial Swarming, Bee Moth, all

about Hive Flaking, Diseases of Bees,
Drones, How to Make an Extractor, Ex-
tracted Honey, Feeding and Feeders, Foul
Brood, Honey Comb, Honey Dew, Hy-
brids, Italianizing, King Birds, The Lo-
cust Tree, Moving Bees, The Lamp Nur-
sery, Migriionnettc, Milkweed, Mother-
wort, Mustard, Nucleus, Pollen, Pro-
polis, Queens, Rape, Raspberry, Batan,
Robbing, Rocky Mountain Bee Plant,
Sage, Smokers, including instructions for ma-
king with illustrations, Soldering, Sourwood,
Stings, Sumac, Spider Flower, Sunflower,
Swarming, Teasel, Toads, Transferring,
Turnip, Uniting Bees, Veils, Ventilation,
Vinegar, Wax, Water for Bees, White-
wood, and Wintering. It also includes a
Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations used
in Bee Culture.

Tin- book, sin it is now, contains about
300 pages and about 200 Engravings.

Bound in paper, mailed for {1.00. At wholesale,
same price as Gleanings, with which it may be
clubbed. One copy, $1.00; 2 copies, $1.90; three cop-
ies, f2.75; Ave copies, $4.00; ten copies, $7.50.

The same, neatly bound in cloth, with the covers
neatly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.25; 2 copies, $240; three copies, $8.60; Ave cop-
ies, $5.25: ten copies, $10.00. II ordered by freight
or express, the postage may be deducted, which will

be 13c on the book in paper, and lOc each, on the
book in cloth.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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Contents of This Number.

Advertising-
Tools
Early Amher Sugar Cane
How to Manage Robbing B»es
Cas-es for Queens to go by Mail
The Raspbetry as a Honey Flint
Making Fdn. by the Single Operation of Dipping
Hurrah for Texas ! Doolittle in the Shade
Leakv Covers
California Sage; Hoarhound as a Honey Plant. .

.

Something from Mr. Langstroth Once More;
Pea Flour for Pollen

Building up Weak Colonies, and strengthen-
ing Feel le Stocks

Alsike Clover. — Foreign Seeds in it, and How
to Get them Out; Some Excellent Hints on
Sowing Seeds, in General

Chaff Packing, and Advantages of Keeping it

on Late
How to stock an Apiary
California as a Bee-Keeping State. No 5
Suspended Animation; Tea-Chest Matting for

Covering the Frames
Improvement in Queens: That Red-Clover

Queen ; Double-Queen Stocks
Select Queen Rearing. No. 3

THE RROWLERY.
How Much Profit Shall be Allowed Those Who

Take Subscriptions, &c
THE SMILERY.

DADIES' DEPARTMENT.
Report froTi a Feminine A. B C Scholar; Arti

fieial Pollen and Spring Dwindling; Wet
Cloths to Prevent Robbing

BOX-HIVE DEPARTMENT
HEADS OF ORAIN.

Frames All in one Piece; How Cheap Should
we GetWirerl Frames of Fdn.? Chaff Hives,
bv an A B C Scholar; Long Lived Queens;
Alsike Clover; Honey from RedClover

Grape Sugar That Will Kill Bees; A Home-
made Wax Extractor; Anomalies in Sci-

ence: "Visit" from an ABCScholar; Mov-
ing Bees Often ;

Is Italian Brood "Catching"? What to Do with
Odd-Sized Frames: Raising Bees and Let-

ting Them Run Off; California; Toads;
Hives on the Ground

Chaff Hives versus Cellar Wintering'; Early
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EDITORIALS.
Managing- Bees by Electricity; Handling Bees
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on the L. Hive; Syrup for Table use; Hon-
or to Whom Honor is Due; Peet's Combi-
nation and fntr -ducing Cage; Grape Sugar. . .132

Protest against Disseminating Blue Thistle;
Improvements in Smokers 103

Feb. 28, Just before going to Press: We have to-
day, :i,o:;<i subscribers, and 1R4 colonies of bees.— The
maple-trees are drooping the sap on the grooved
boards and thebees-have learned to take it as fast as i{

falls. Maple sugar, for feeding bees, is equal to any
candy. I will pay from 7 to 8c per lb., according to
quality, for any quantify delivered here—All of the
seeds we now sell are put through an improved Seed
Separator, bought expressly for the purpose, that
we may not sell you foul seeds

ARE YOU INSURER?
Our friend Everett, of Toledo, O., has lost his home,

factory, hooks and all, through carelessly letting his
insurance run out. Oliver Foster, of Mount Vernon,
Towa. has lost in a similar way. Is not this a suffi-

cient moral? In such a case, one ought to be trou-
bled, and he ought to be troubled so that be cannot
sleep nights, when his property is uninsured. Do
you say you haven't the money? In that case, you
certainly should be insured, for if you should burn
out then, vou probably could not build up again.
Instead of saying you cannot g-et the money to pay
for insurance, sell off a part of the propertv, at any
sacrifice, and insure the remaining part. If you are
well enough off, to stand being burned out, it is well
enough to go without insurance if you choose, for
this is equivalent to insuring yourself. In time of
peace, prepare for war. My friend, what would you
do if you should be burned out this very night? Are
you prepared for it? God may find it necessary to

punish us, and many times most severely, for let-

ting these things go, and for not using proper pre-
cautions in any business which he may see fit to en-
trust to our care.

m> Queens! Queens!
Pure tested Italian queens, from choice imported

mothers, April and May, $2.50; afterwards, $2.00.

Lniested queens. $1.00. Safe arrival guaranteed by
express. Send in your orders early, as I live 10 or

12 miles from tho railroad The mail comes twice a
week to my apiary. Y.S.HALL,
3-5d Fern Cliff, Jackson Co., Ala.

100 good Envelopes with your return address and
business card printed thereon, only 50c; 250 for $1.,

postpaid. You need them. Address,
3 ». P. YOIWift, Virtmiiw In-a.
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No. i.

ADVERTISING IN LOCAL PAPERS, WRITING BEE-KEEp-
ING ARTICLES FOR THEM, ETC.

?Tip|* URING the fore part of last season, one of our

JUm county papers contained my advertisement of

— hives, section boxes, etc. July lat, the adver-

tisement of hives was discontinued, and my Italian

queen advertisement inserted in its place. I had
seen a little advice in some back number of Glean-
ings, in regard to advertising in local papers; the
writer ('twas Novice) said it didn't pay. If I had had
to pay the cash, I should not have entertained the
idea for a moment; but, during the leisure of the

long winter evenings, I had prepared a series of bee-

keeping articles, and, in exchange for these, the
editor gave me a two inch space from April until

Nov. This amount of advertising would have cost

me, in cash, about $10. I took pains in preparing
these articles; they were not copied from bee books
or papers, but.were mostly my productions; I com-
menced with "Bee-keeping as a Pursuit," and went
over the whole ground as faithfully as it is possible

to do in short newspaper articles; and then, for the
benefit of those who might wish to continue the

subject still farther, I gave the addresses of four
periodicals devoted to bee-culture. If these articles

had been prepared during the busy season, the adver-

tisingthat they brought would have been dear indeed.

Now for the results. My local advertising brought
me just four customers, who purchased $21.65 worth
of hives, sections, queens, etc.; while, to my old cus-

tomers and to new customers that were brought to

me through the influence of my old customers I sold

hives and sections to the amount of $62.50.

I presume the trouble is simply this; the circula-

tion of a county paper is, usually, not very large,

and among its readers there arc but few bee-keep-
ers.

ADVERTISING IN GLEANINGS.

GLEANiNGsfor July contained my flrsl ad. of Ital-

ian queens; and it was only a few days after receiv-

ing the number before orders began pouring in;

how I did work trying to increase my queen rearing
facilities so as to keep up with them! but it was of
no use, I had to send back some of the money. "It

came kind o' tough" though, to have to go to nay
book case, take out the little box in which I had
packed away the money, — saving it to make a pay-

ment on my farm— take out some of the nice, rust-

ling bills, and send them back; but there was noth-
ing wrong about it, nothing unfair, nothing but
what I would wish to have a queen breeder do by
myself if he could not send queens as soon as I want-
ed them. But when the drouth in Aug. came, then
the orders began to "dry up" somewhat. During
Sept. and Oct., I was ahead of orders most of the
time; but when the season finally closed I had sold

every que en.

Advertising in Gleanings, four months, cost me
$10.60, and brought me orders to the amount of
$167.19.

MY IDEAS OP ADVERTISING.
I would advertise in papers that are read mostly

by the class of people to whom I expected to sell. I

would have the heading to my advertisement in

clear, bold type; or, if I could think of some really

cute way of attracting attention, I might think that
was all right; but, in the main I would have my ad-

vertisement plain and straight forward, with but
little display. I know it is quite customary to exag-
gerate, but my advice would be "Don't;" if you
must exaggerate, do it in filling orders; that is, do a
little better by your customers than you have
agreed to. Although I have not had very much ex-
perience in advertising, I believe I have discovered
the secret of success, —hold your ear close while I

whisper it— Thereis no advertisement like a pleased

customer. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Friend II., I do not know whether yon are
a Christian by profession or not, but I do
know that yon are coming- very near to being
one in spirit. ''Blessed are the pure in
heart, for they shall see (Jod.'

1 Go on, and,
if you do not soon see God literally, yon must
soon feel his Loving presence in your heart.
as you practice and teacb others these glori-
ous precepts of his sacred word. I nave
wondered more than once, whether that
household, consisting of you two and the
little brown eyed strangers 4 tod has sent you,
was being builded on that solid rock.

TOOLS.

FOUND the following on a scrap of the

Mercantile Review:

Some philosopher has somewhere defined man as

"a tool using animal." Certainly If this definition be
a correct one the American must be the most ad-
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vanced people on the face of the globe, for even the

babies seem to take to tools before they are well out

of their cradles.

I do not know how it is with you, but it

hits the nail on the head exactly at our
house, and the "girl babies

1
' seem almost as

eager to crawl out of their cradles in pursuit
of "tools," as do the boy babies.
Much has been said in favor of buying

good tools, and while I appreciate the ad-
vantages of good tools as much as anybody,
I wish to say something in regard to the
economy of the tools that are being made of

late, that cost but a very little money. A
nice steel hammer is a hue thing to have,
but there are a great many families in our
land, where they have no hammer at all, and
I do not know but they are right in saying
they can not afford one. Well, since the
wonderful improvements of late in working
wood and iron, a very good, serviceable
hammer, with a stout hickory handle, can
be easily sold for 10c, at every country store.

Such a family would find 10c invested in this

way a boon indeed, and I am sure the baby
would think more of it for a play thing than
almost any toy you could buy for a dime.
The furniture and fingers might catch a
pounding, it is true, but the mechanical
skill the child would gain would far outbal-
ance the damage. The way I run across
these hammers was in ordering some for our
10c. counter. I wanted a fair sized, tack
hammer, but the maker was short of them,
and sent 3 doz. full sized hammers, saying
the price was the same. They cost £7.20,

per gross, just 5c. each. My wife says it is

wicked to ask anybody to work for so little,

and wonders if poor women and children are
not half starved to enable them to sell goods
so low. I am inclined to think not. And I

do not know but that they are making good
pay, and are glad to have orders at that fig-

ure. It was all the man asked for the goods.
We will consider some of these cheap tools

alphabetically.

Awls.—Almost every bee-keeper has use
for scratch and brad awls, and our boys and
girls require so many, and so often get those
that are poorly tempered, or get broken eas-
ily, that I have devised a cheap, all-metal
awl, that is always of perfect temper. Go
to the store, and get a paper of the largest
darning needles you can find. Fold a strip
of tin aoout an inch wide (or get it done at a
tin shop), so as to make the metal bars we
use in the extractor and wired frames.
AVhen folded into a hollow metal rod. bend
it so as to form a handle, like the cut below.
Solder the needle between the ends, and you
have it.

break it, put in another needle. If you do
not like this kind of a handle, very pretty,

wood-handled awls can be purchased by the
gross, so as to be sold on the 5c. counter.
"We give an engraving of one of each.

HOMEMADE, ALL-METAL, BRAD OR SCRATCH
AWL.

If you want a brad awl, break off \he point
of tlie needle, and flatten two sides of the
point, with a whet or grindstone. If you

WOOD-HANDLED AWLS.
The brad awl answers excellently for pierc-

ing frames for wires, where bid few are to

be done.

POCKET RULES AND MEASERES.
I thought when we got a nice, one-foot

rule on the 10c counter, we had done a fine

thing; but now we have a very pretty rule
that does not fold up, for only 5c.

A FIVE CENT RILE.
Our engraver has given a picture of it

above, but he left the figures off. I presume
he did it because he thought he could not
afford figures for only 5c, but they are plain
and nice, on the 5c rule. The graduations
and figures are cut in the wood, as on rules
generally; but, on the yard stick, which is

also sold at 5c, they are printed on a paper
and pasted on.

•i 2.1 I 81

-^TTiTTTTTITTT
THE TEN TENT ROCKET RULE.

This folds up 4 times, and is as well made
as those generally sold for 25 or 50c. The
two-foot rule is just like it, and only 15c.

FIFTY CENT CALIPER RULE.
When you wish to get exactly the diame-

ter of a round rod, or even the thickness of
a board when you are setting your planer, it

is difficult to get it exactly, without the cali-

per rule. These usually" sell at 75c or a dol-

lar, and I have not yet been aide to give the
manufacturer an order large enough to get
them so as to sell them for less than 50c. As
they are made with the working ports all of
brass, the price is not very high. Every me-
chanic who makes any pretensions to accu-
racy should have a caliper rule. One almost
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as good as the above, only folding twice, is

furnished for 25c

SCALES FOR WEIGHING.

These come right along with a rule, and a
family without any kind of a thing to weigh
with is liable to be imposed upon constantly,
in selling as well as buying. When I carried
one of the above little scales home and told
my wife we were going to sell them for only
ten cents, she gave me another good scolding
for asking anybody to make so nice and
handy a household implement for such a ri-

diculous price. Everybody said they could
not be accurate, but we gave them careful
tests, and not one has been found untruth-
ful. They weigh 24 lbs. by I lb. gradua-
tions, but you can come within a. i lb., by
looking carefully. I much prefer them to
the 50c pocket scale that has been advertised
so much.

FIVE CEXT SCISSORS.

Somebody from California sent for a pair
of these, remarking that they must be pew-
ter. Pewter would be altogether too expen-
sive. They are made of the chilled cast-iron.
Cast-iron and steel are shown, by modern
science, to vary but little- in composition,
and, in the aits', we not only now cast steel
into molds as we do iron, but we make cast-
iron very nearly imitate steel. Send for a
pair of these scissors, and see whether they
are not like steel. I confess, when I first

saw them, I was much surprised to see them
really finely finished. I had expected some-
thing like the cheap iron goods we used to
get from Germany ; but these are of Ameri-
can make, and finished in black japan, so as
to look as if they might be worth 50c, instead
of 5. We have them both with round points,
so they can lie carried in the pocket, or giv-
en to the baby for a plaything, and with the
usual sharp points used by ladies. They are
made of two sizes, and the large ones are
just as cheap as the small. For 10c, you can
get a good sized pair of shears made in the
same way. My w ife*s sister says she has
been using a pah*, and that they seem to do
just as good service as any shears. I will
tell you one trouble with them. Do you
know why many edged tools are made of
iron and faced with steel, instead of being
all steelV If made all of steel, they would be
in danger of breaking during the 'tempering
process, as well as ever afterward, but bj
having all except the cutting edges made of
soft iron, the steel is held from snapping as
it might otherwise do. Well these cheap
scissors and shears are all hard, and con-
sequently brittle, and I have seen them
break in pieces like glass, when simply drop-

ped on the floor. Well, suppose they do;
they cost so little you can get a half dozen
pair, and when one breaks go to the drawer
and get another. 1 can get you very nice,
steel faced shears, of good size, for 50c, but
I have not yet been able to get any real steel
shears for the 25c. counter. We have some
steel scissors for 25c, but they are very
small, and sold at a close profit. An excel-
lent pair of pruning shears, having iron
handles and line steel cutting surfaces, is

made for 50c.

PLIERS FOB BEE-KEEPERS.
I have been so accustomed to having pli-

ers within easy reach all my life, that I
scarcely know what to do without them.
Last night, in our electrical experiments
with my class of boys, I wanted to bend a
loop on some copper wire. I sung out to my
wife in another room,
"Sue, have you no pliers in the house?"
"None at all."

"Have you never had any?"
"Never."
"Why, 1 low in the world Jo you get along?"
I got the wire bent, but I hurt my lingers

and teeth, and took a, long time to do it'be-
sides. For several years I have been look-
ing for some good pliers, for a low price, say
25c, and I have just found them. See

;

FLIERS FOR REE KEEPERS.
Either of the above, flat nose or round

nose, can be sold for 25c They are 4 inches
long, of good steel, and are extremely Avell
made for the money.
Cutting pliers are always verv expensive,

and are almost always being broken besides.
A very pretty tool for cutting wire has lately
been invented, and, as it combines with it li

most excellent flat nosed plier, I should think
it quite an acquisition, were it not for the
price.

WIRE SHEARS AND PLIERS COMBINED.
These are 43 inches long, of excellent steel

and temper, and beautifully finished. They
are patented, and the inventor, for that reas-
on, holds them so high that I can not possi-
bly sell them for less than 75c each. If he
would throw away his patent and sell them
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for 25c each, he might build a big factory,
get rich perhaps, and benefit his fellows be-
sides. As it is, he only sells dozens, where
he might sell thousands.

PLIERS FOR SETTING TACKS INTO FRAMES,
IN TRANSFERRING.

One of our readers sent a drawing of the
above, but, after our engraver got it done,
we could not find the letter. If the owner
will tell his name and send a description
again, I will try never to do so again. Tacks
can be set with this very rapidly, without
any jar, and, where wooden strips are used
to fasten in the combs, it is very convenient

;

I have used large sized, ordinary pliers for
the same purpose.
Another friend sends the tool shown be-

low, but nothing came with it, to give any
clue as to whom it came from, except a bit

of paper with the words given below the cut.

Mr. Root .-—This tool is for coring apples, cutting

holes in honey comb, cutting out queen cells, &c.

COBS' ADJUSTABLE WRENCH.

You all know what a handy tool a good
wrench is. Well, I have been able to get a
real Coes' Adjustable Wrench, to sell at 2.5c.

But with the present advances on hardware,
I do not know how long I shall be able to do
so. It is 6 inches in length.
Here is something else I think a great deal

of.

DOUBLE-ENDER FILE, FOR CUT-OFF SAWS.

The file is extra long, and is cut on both
ends, so as to have nearly the surface of two
liles, while the price is 10c, the usual price
for a common file. Now some folks will try

to file a saw without any handle to their file,

but I think it is a waste of time, although
they do get along so.

Well, with this double-ender file, we want
a handle easily put on and taken off, and it

is accomplished by splitting the handle into
three equal parts, and then slipping a stout
rubber Dand, or ferule rather, into a groove

cut in the usual place for a ferule. This
always allows a file to go in, even if they are
not all of a size, and it is held very firmly, so
it can neither get loose or tl wiggle,'

1— you
know I always get mad when tools wiggle in
the handles, and threaten to come out. I
can put this very nice file handle, rubber
ferule, and all, on our 5c. counter ; are't you
glad Y Larger handles of the same kind, on
the 10c. counter.

PARKER'S MACHINE FOR FASTENING
STARTERS IN SECTION BOXES.

Directions for winy.—Fasten mnchine to a bench
or table; put a little honey on point of lever where
it touches the foundation; slide box under lever,
against stop; put foundation under }$ inch; raise
back end of lever at same time turning the piece of
foundation up against end of lever; slide lever off

the foundation, which movement fastens it firmly
to the box. With a little practice the machine can
be made to work very satisfactorily.
Price of machine by mail, 65c: by express, 50c.

W. D. Parker, Detiance, Ohio.

After letting our boys and girls use it

awhile, I offered friend P. $5.00 for the priv-
ilege of making them for sale. He has ac-
cepted the offer, and we are going to furnish
them for 25c. each, for our Simplicity sec-

tion. If you want a larger size, we shall

have to charge about 50c, because it is so
much more trouble to make an odd size, one
at a time. I confess I am very glad to leave
out the melted wax, for I always feared some
of you would daub it about. If sent by mail,
the price will be 40c

CiKClLAKS ANDPIilCR-LISTSOF B KE-
KEliPKKS' SI1PPL.1ES BKCEIVED

DURING THE PAST lTIO.VrjH.

THE FOLLOWING ARE ON A POSTAL CARD.
E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo.; E. B. Plunket,

Atlanta, Ga.
SINGLE-LF.AF CIRCULARS.

Thos. C. Stanley, Jeffersonville, Wayne Co., III.;

Bartlett & Finch, Strongsville, Cuyahoga Co., O.; F.
L.Wright, Plainneld, Mich.; Hiram Roop, Carson
City, Montcalm Co., Mich.; J. M. C. Taylor, Lewis-
ton, Fred. Co., Md.; A. H. Doolittle.Ouaquaga, N.Y.;
H. Wilhelm, New Freedom, York Co., Pa.; L. S.
Soules, North La Crosse, Wis.; O. H. Townsend,
Hubbardston, Ionia Co., Mich.; J. S. Woodburn,
Newville, Cumberland Co., Pa.; this last is a good
sized sheet, and contains some very valuable infor-
mation, besides the price-list.

TWO-LEAF CIRCULARS.
A. F. Stauffer, Sterling, 111.; A. W. Cheney, Orange,

Franklin Co., Mass.; J. C. Deem, Knightstown, Hen-
ry Co., Ind.; C. H. Deane, Sr., Morronsville, Wood-
ford Co., Ky.; J. W. Chandler, Wiiliamstown, Ont.

FOUR-LEAF CIRCULARS.
J. H. Thornburg, Winchester, Randolph Co., Ind.;

D. Staples & Son, Columbia, Tenn.; J. M. Brooks &
Bro's, Columbus, Ind.; S. D. Buell & Co., Union City,
Mich.

CIRCULARS OF FROM 12 TO 40 PAGES.
F. A. Snell, Millidgeville, Carroll Co., 111.; J. Oat-

man & Sons, Dundee, 111.; A. E. Manum, Bristol. Vt.;
G. P. McDougal, Indianapolis, Ind.; H. A. Burch &
Co., South Haven, Mich.
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<'^V€M$m"
[This department is to be kept for the benefit of

those who are dissatisfied; and when anything is

amiss. I hope you will "talk right out." As a rule
we will omit names and addresses, to avoid being
too personal.]

HOW MUCH PROFIT SHALL BE ALLOWED THOSE WHO
TAKE SUBSCRIPTIONS, ETC.?

¥p^Y the bye, friend Riot, it seems to me that if

you take sueh an interest in the pecuniary
affairs of your subscribers as you pretend, in

the Home Papers, tr> d >, you might at least furnish

the magazine which contains those papers to singl<>

subscribers as cheap as any outsider can furnish it.

Geo. W. Jones.
West P.end, Wis., .Tan. 13, 1S80.

Well done, friend J.! You have hit right
squarely on the head a much-vexed question.
When I fixed the price of Gleanings at SI.

I decided that those who worked to get sub-
scrihers would want some pay for their ser-

vices. If I asked one of you to please carry
a copy of Gleanings round to your neigh-
bors who keep bees, and to take time to ex-
plain its good qualities to them, show its

pictures, etc., and ask them to subscribe, I

should expect to offer to pay you for so do-
ing. How much ought I to offer? If you
took your neighbor's money, bought a P. O.
order so as to send it to mesafely, and do all

the corresponding, I thought 25 c. would be
about right, or to allow you to retain } of all

the money you collected. To make it a lit-

tle more of* an object for some leading man
in every neighborhood to canvass the bee
keepers'for a few miles around, I agreed to

make the price GO c. for a club of 10 names.
This offer is not more liberal than many pub-
lishers make, and on many accounts it seems
about right. Well, since these days of sharp
competition in furnishing staple articles,

there has been much " cutting under," and
agents are offering many periodicals at f, or
less, of the publishers' prices. Tliey do not
go around to the houses as publishers origi-

nally intended they should, but they do the
business through the mails. Without ex-
plaining the magazine at all. or showing the
pictures, they simply get the publisher's
customers away from him by telling them,
"I'll sell it cheaper." Gleanings would
now be advertised at 75 c. in these very col-

umns, had I not refused the advertisement.
Why don't I let them do so, and sell it for
75c. myself? Why, if I charged one man
but 75c, I must do the same with all, and
then my hard working friends who travel
around in the mud and show Gleanings
and explain its merits, would stop in disgust,
and say, "You can keep your old paper, and
get subscribers yourself, if you cannot pay a

body decent wages for investing his tame
and money." I do not like to ask people to
work for me, without paying tlieui. and, for

such work, I like to be able to pay them lib-

erally. I am obliged to have one price, and
to adhere to my printed rules, or you would
have good reason to call me dishonest. Sev-
eral times, we have received 75c., with the
request to send Gleanings one year for it,

as others do, or return the money. Of course,
I had no choice but to return the money,
sent for a single subscription. You see, my
friends, there are two extremes to be avoid-
ed. One thing seems to indicate that I have
given too broad a margin to canvassers; and
it is that so many of them are offering the
paper for less than a dollar. In doing this,

they virtually say, "we can afford to work
for Gleanings for less than 40c. a subscrib-
er,'' and so many have offered to take names
for 75c, that I have about concluded that 25
per cent off from the publisher's price would
be about right. This would leave little

margin for presents, and premiums, it is

true, but would it not be better to have the
paper published for what it is itself worth,
and not for the presents that are offered with
it? When I say "better," I mean better for
readers and all, and not especially for the
publisher's pocket. Friend Jones, I was al-

most converted before, and I do not know
but that you have hastened the crisis. I
cannot well put the price of Gleanings
down, but I can enlarge it, put more room
between the lines, use larger type, make it

easier for those with old eyes to read it, and
then have the discount so small that there
will be less temptation to offer it at less than
the regular prices. Friend Jones, I do not
think agents will offer Gleanings very
much less than 1 do, next year.

MR. BOOr.—In reply to your kind letter in

the Growler}', I will ask, as I have always paid

you $1.00 a year for Gleanings, how is it that

Mr. Doolittle will furnish Gleanings for 75 cents ?

After you sent back 90 c. of the $1.00 that I sent

you for Gleanings, Mr. Doolittle sent me his circu-

lar, and so I sent for Gleanings to him, and have
just read the Feb. No. Now, Mr. Root, you carry the

idea, in Gleanings, that you are working- for the

benefit of your subscribers; but does this look like

it? If $l.i)0 per year is the least that you can fur-

nish single numbers of Gleanings for, why not tell

your readers that they can get it of Mr. Doolittle for

75 cts. (for by their fruits ye shall know them;? To
talk religion and act religion are two things.

As regards those corners, if you will tell me the

price of a single set, I will send the money to you.

The postage that you spoke about was sent, 1 be-

lieve. I do not wish to have you feel that I am in

debt lo .sou, as you seem to carry that idea. I wish

to pay you all up, so that we can part friends. Hop-
ing to hear from you in March No. of Gleanings, I

am - STOUTS respectfully,

Henry Smith.
Brooklyn, Wis., Feb. 7, 1880.

Xow, friend 8., you have certainly got me
into a corner ; in fact, I do not just now see
that you have left scarcely a chance for me
to even "wiggle." I certainly do wish to
help my readers to get their supplies at the
very lowest possible tigure,and therefore, as
I can not furnish Gleanings for less than
a dollar, it is unquestionably my duty to ad-
vise you all to send your money to my friend
Doolittle. I went home and told my wife
about it, and she says the trouble comes from
my decision, long Jigo, to make so low rates
to' those who buy at wholesale. Says she:
" If I go to the store to buy a spool of thread,
the price is 6 cents ; mm if 1 take a whole
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dozen, the price is still 5 cents ; and so on
for any number. Nearly the same is true of
cotton cloth, flour, and a host of other
staples. Gleanings is now getting to be
a staple that a great many people want, and
it is your duty to furnish it as low as you
can, to all alike, making the retail price so
near the wholesale, that those who work for
large clubs will not be tempted to take sin-

gle names for less than you do."
I thank you both, my friends, for pointing

out to me the errors in my business, and
hope you, friend S., will accept an apology,
if, in our last number, I seemed uncourteous
to a customer. I assure you, I mean to dis-

cuss all these matters, even in the Growlery,
in a friendly and neighborly way. It is so
natural to be a little selfish, I am afraid it

will always crop out with me more or less.

You see Gleanings is enlarged, and the
lowest club price 75 cents. If that don't do,
we will enlarge again and make it 85 cents;
and so on until everybody charges $1.00
for it, as they do 5 cents for a spool of thread.

ik "im^m"
This department was suggested by one of the

clerks, as an opposition to the " Growlery." I think
I shall venture to give names in full here.

Wrf AM just in receipt of the much prized Glean-
j°|[ ings, and 4 papers of seeds ordered; also your

postal bringing your liberal offer, which I do
not think it right to accept, as the law provides
postal means of safety to all parties sending money,
and I cannot see why you should suffer for my
neglect; so I send, by postal order, $1.20, and if the

other turns up, place it to my credit, and it will

come right when I order again from you. I cannot
refrain from saying that it is a pleasuro to do busi-

ness with a man who tries to have all satisfactory,

though it costs some money. Upson Bqshnell.
Gustavus, O., Jan. 28, 1880.

Well, I declare, friend B., I can most
heartily return the compliment. It is cer-
tainly a pleasure to do business with a man
like yourself, who insists on bearing the
whole of the loss, when money never reaches
us. I try not to be very hard to get along
with, but when some of the friends say they
have sent the money once, and won't send
any more, not even half of it, even though I

did send the goods without having got even
a copper for them, I have felt just a little

discouraged. I dislike to say right out posi-
tively that I will not be responsible for any
money hereafter sent in unregistered letters,
and your kind letter helps me to feel that I
shall not have to say so. I am sorry to be
obliged to say it. but it looks now, my friends,
as if there is another brother somewhere so
lost to all good impulses, as to be appropriat-
ing our money again.

I would have written before this, but was anxious
to inspect the hives and fixings before I wrote, in

order that I might tell you how T was pleased. It

certainly ought to make you feel glad indeed, when
you All an order so successfully as you have mine.
I have had my hives all put up, and not a stroke of

any kind was hit upon them, with any tool except
the hammer. No planing was needed; all parts fit

to perfection. The carpenter that put mine togeth-

er, I am satisfied, could put together at least 25 in a

day. I am very much pleased with your packing
arrangements. The freight, I think, was reasona-

ble, especially on the hives. J. D. Fooshe.
Greenwood, Abbeville Co., S. C, Jan., 1880.

THE FAKI-V AMBER SUGAR CANE.

WHEN SUGAR IS REQUIRED TO FEED OUR
BEES, SHALL WE BUY IT, OR RAISE IT?

rapHE following letters indicate the wide-

J! spread interest in this new industry,
and also that the cane seems to succeed

all the way from Canada to Texas. It seems
to produce sugar, too, in all the localities,

and almost without an effort.

You asked me to send you a sample of my "Amber
Cane" seed. I will enclose a small sample, and also

a sample of the sugar that is gradually forming in

the molasses. I made no attempt at making sugar.

I had the cane made into molasses by another man,
in August, during the hottest weather. I got my
seed from the north last year. We have no ma-
chinery here for making or clarifying sugar, other

than sorghum mills, and pan. The sugar sent is

taken from the molasses, and pressed in a cloth to

dry it. I have about 3 pks. of seed. I can supply

seed at 8c. per ft., the purchaser paying postage or

freight. J. G. Fitzgerald.
Brookston, Tex., Feb. 10, 1880.

The sugar received is beautiful, and will
answer for feeding bees or anything else. I
would take all your seed, friend F., were it

not for the expense of shipping so great a
distance. I presume our readers will take
all you have by mail, at the price you men-
tion, very quickly.

BEES AND SUGAR CANE MILLS.

I have read the articles given from time to time in

Gleanings, about cane sugar, and bees visiting

sorghum mills. I am interested in the subjects

mentioned, as I own a mill, and have run it two
years, working several different kinds of cane, and
among them the Early Amber. I have noticed that

this kind wjll grain more readily than any other, but
I have never tried to make sugar of it. My experi-

ence differs greatly from that of J. L. Wolfenden
(seep. 57, Feb. Gleanings); for, in my short expe-

rience of two years, I have not seen bees to exceed

25, about the mill, and my apparatus is not over 200

yards from the apiary. I have also visited several

other mills, and have seen no bees about them. I

have seen yellow jackets, and a kind of large miller,

by the thousands, much to my discomfiture, or dis-

gust rather. I don't boast that my experience will

be the same the coming season, for I may have to

shut up shop and leave. T. J. Cook.
Newpoint, Ind., Feb. 7, 1880.

I presume your bees, friend C, would not
go near the cane mills, because they were
gathering honey at the time, and this makes
all the difference in the reports. Our bees
will not notice the cider mills, when they are
getting honey from natural sources, and I
have known them suddenly desert the grapes
and cider mill, when honey began to come
again.
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YIELD PER ACRE.
You think any sugar that will graiu will do to

feed to bees, and seem to think your friend,

Mr. Bennett, has some new kind of cane. Well
perhaps he has, but we have the same kind, I think,

for it grains very readily after being made into mo-
lasses; but, as to making 20 bbl. per acre, I think it

a rather large average. We have had some little ex-

perience in this matter for the past season, as we
made 3,300 gal. We cannot tell how many acres

are required to raise that amount as it was worked
for different parties, but we think it averaged about
150 gal. per acre. Our mill is only about 7 rods from
our bees, but they do not bother, as long as they can
find anything else to work on. To make a cover-

ing for our works would cost a great deal as we oc-

cupy more than \ i acre; so you need not go west,

unless you go beyond this. I think I will try the

syrup with one hive in the spring, in order to start

brood early; for then there will probably be no dan-

ger in feeding it. B. F. Cowgill.
Villisca, Iowa, Dec. 29, 1879.

SOROHUM SAFE FOOD FOR BEES.

The Amber Sugar Cane seed, as sent me in 5c.

packag-es, has been raised here by acres, and 4 mills

manufacture it within 4 1

c miles of our place. 175

gal. per acre is very good. I fed 200 gal. sorghum
in 18(54, with good results. Jesse Oren.
La Porte City, Iowa, Feb. 17, 1880.

Was it in the spring or fall that you fed
this quantity safely, friend O.V and was it

not a pretty nice article?

WHICH IS CHEAPER, ORAPE SDOAR OR SORGHUM?
Which will be the cheaper for feeding bees in the

spring, sorghum syrup at 35c. per gal. weighing 11

lb., or grape sugar at what it will probably cost to

get it from Davenport? I never heard of sorghum
as feed for bees until lately, and I am not sure now
that it will not kill them.

You seem to be surprised that sugar can be made
from our sorghum. I never knew it to fail to gran-

ulate, if boiled down thick, without burning. Our
barrel always has a great quantity of sugar at the

bottom, but it is abominably black or brown stuff,

and no amount of draining would take the corn or

sorghum taste out of it. However, there are many
who like it, and a great deal is grown and manufac-
tured here. We have also what is called the " Early

Amber Sugar Cane," superior, I think, to any other

kind. Still it will never make a sugar that will pass

for coffee A. as yours does.

Do you think this sugar that lies a foot thick or

more in the bottom of our molasses barrel would
make better bee-feed, if taken out and drained from
a bag, or the like? and will it do to feed it before

vegetation starts, if I set my bees out so early?

I am feeding several swarms now, with white-

sugar candy in plates inverted over the frames, as

you recommend. (Let me say here that this one
idea which I got in Gleanings has been worth more
than a dollar to me.) I cover the plate, as I do the

whole hive, with plenty of cloth, and the bees stick

to the candy until it is about all gone. The above
mentioned colonies were late September swarms
that gathered little or no honey. C. H. Miles.
Pawnee City, Pawnee Co., Neb., Jan. 14, '80.

Grape sugar, when melted without the ad-
dition of any water at all, makes a very thick
syrup. The Davenport sugar can now be
bought by the barrel at 3ic. If a gallon of

the sorghum Aveighs 11 lb., it costs a trifle less
than the grape sugar syrup. Which is worth
the more? One is principally cane sugar,
and the other principally grape sugar.
Without any accurate experiments, I should
call cane sugar worth twice as much as grape
sugar for feeding bees. This would be
largely in favor of the sorghum, to say noth-
ing of the cost of getting the grape sugar
from the factory. The great danger in rais-

ing our own bee feed is that so many will
kill their bees with a poor article fed in the
fall; whereas, if they bought good sugar
they would save them. To be sure the
grained sugar is better than the syrup, but
neither will do any harm if fed during
weather permitting them to fly freely. Any
grained sugar can be made white by the
usual modes of clarifying cane or even ma-
ple sugar.

OUR HONEY EXTRACTORS AS CENTRIFU-
GAL MACHINES.

Press the syrup out as a friend mentions
above, and, if you want it still whiter, wash
it with warm water, squeezing the water out
quickly, or throwing it out with your honey
extractor, which, by the way, will make a
very good centrifugal machine for small
amounts of sugar. Several samples of beau-
tiful sugar have been sent, and I like it al-

most as well as new maple sugar stirred off

dry.

COST OF APPARATUS FOR SUGAR MAKING.
Will you please give us the price of press, to ex-

press the juice from sugar cane, and a cut so we can
make one. If I ask any one to send with me for

seed, he asks what a press will cost.

S. Cuyler, N. Y., Jan. 27, '80. G. H. C. Potter.

Iron rolls are used for expressing the juice,

and they cost all the way from $2-5.00 up-
ward. A suitable pan will cost as much
more, and the centrifugal machines for ma-
king dry sugar are mentioned in the book
on sugar making, at S40.00. Of course not
every one who raises the cane is expected to
have a mill, but one mill does all the work
for all those who raise cane for miles around.
I think the book on the Early Amber Sugar
Cane will be well worth the price to all who
are going to try it. The publishers price is

Si.00; but I have purchased a hundred of
him, and got them so low that I will supply
our readers for only 7oc., a book nicely bound
in cloth, sent by mail, and a paper of Early
Amber sugar thrown in, to show you what it

is like. Isn't that liberal?

THE EARLY AMBER IN CANADA.
I have been somewhat interested in the remarks

about the Early Amber Sugar Cane, but fear, as you
remark, that the making of syrup and sugar, and

bee-keeping, cannot well be combined. It is a re-

markable coincidence that some Amber cane was
grown in this neighborhood last season, as a forage

plant, by a Mr. Bennett, and it attained a height of

eleven feet. It was planted June 12th, and cut Sept.

22d, at which time we had severe frost, and it was
then quite green. W. P. Taylor.
Fitzroy Harbor, Ont., Can., Feb. 10, '80.

I have been manipulating sorghum for over 20

years, and do not recollect ever seeing a bee about
my mill. R. Robinson.
Laclede, Fayette Co., 111., Feb. 9, 1880.
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HOW TO JIANAGK BKKS WHKN THEY
GET 0\ A BOBBING UAID.

|p NOTICE, in the February No., Mr. Wolfenden's

|| troubles with ii sorghum mill. It may interest

your readers, and possibly be a help to some-

body, to know a little of the similar tribulations ex-

perienced by myself last fall, with a small apiary of

17 colonies.

By way of preface, I may say that, in our large

family of nearly 300 persons, when we have honey

on our table, from 50 to 60ft>. are consumed at a meal:

and, that all may be accommodated as tc > t ime, ou rta-

bles are kept set for about two hours at each meal.

Well, one day during the very warm weather of list

October, honey was served at noon. «Our dining-

room being within 50 rods of the apiary, and the win-

dows all open, just before the close of the long din-

ing-hour, we began to be visited so liberally by the

bees, that it was necessary to hurry the last of the

honey from the tables, and from the room.

Having thus whetted their appetites lor stolen

goods, the next day, these beautiful and, in many
respects, praise worthy insects, made a raid on the

large fruit-packing establishment an eighth of a mile

away, and were soon drowning by thousands in the

hot syrups, besides making themselves an intolera-

ble nuisance to the workmen employed there. For

a day or two, it was a serious question what to do,—
how to control and save them. As we had no con-

venient cellar in which to put them, the first night I

shut them securely in their hives, as I supposed,

giving them ventilation at top and bottom. The
next morning, however, the bees from several of

the colonies had found their way out, and gone
straight for the packinar-room; and those still im-

prisoned kept up such an awful roaring that, as the

least of two evils, I opened all the hives again about

sunset, when the bees poured out and started for

the packing-room, many of them never to return.

Besides this, their confinement in such hot weather,

and consequent excitement, occasioned the death of

not a few.

Once more, when night came, I shut "my pets" in,

and though they manifested great uneasiness, kept
them confined this time until dusk of the following

day, when I again opened every hive, and they im-

mediately struck out for the fruit-room.

After 3 days of such experimenting and loss, with

the mercury indicating 75° to 80°, I concluded that

some new course must be adopted, if I would save

my bees in condition for wintering. This is what I

did, and it proved a success: Early on the fourth
morning, on the suggestion of a friend, I had in

front of the apiary several empty sugar barrels,

the insides of which were incrusted with dry sugar.

These I sprinkled with water to moisten the sugar.

The bees took the bait and staid at home. After
they had taken every particle of sugar from the

barrels, I still continued sprinkling' them several

times a day, with diluted syrup, and kept up this

practice for 8 or 9 days, when I gradually left it off,

and the bees went to work on the golden rod and as-

ters, and did not again trouble the packing room.
My colonies did not need feeding particularly, and

the above practice did not add much to their stores;

but it kept them busy and out of mischief, and
started breeding some, so that I think they regain-

ed all they had lost. They were out for a fly three
times during the month of January.

s. R. Leonard.
Community, N. Y., Feb. t>, 1880.

P. S. — After having the barrels out one day, I

noticed that for some reason one of them was pat-

ronized but very little by the bees; On clr>se inspec-

tion, [ found it to be a salt barrel. It looked about

like the others, however, the inside apparently coat-

ed with white sugar. S. K. L.

The above gives a very vivid illustration
of the importance of being very careful to
stop all such work, the very minute it com-
mences. Had the first bee that made its ap-
pearance in the dining room been driven
out, or promptly killed if it had got load-
ed up unnoticed, it woidd very likely
have prevented the whole annoyance all

around. I am inclined to think the bar-
rels of sugar hardly deserve all the credit,
for I know that it is quite a task to draw a
whole apiary from such a place, even with
sugar. Besides, with a hundred colonies or
more, it would take more sugar to keep it

up all day long, than most apiarists would
want to buy. I have had a similar experi-
ence in sugar feeding to keep the bees away
from the cider mill, and I know what a re-

lief it was when honey came from natural
sources, to call the bee's away.

m m *i

CAGES FOR QUEENS TO GO BY MAIL.

IfPYEN while we were sending queens by
jtJ/ji mail, I had reason many times, to— think the department had pretty good
grounds to rule them out as they did, and the
idea of a double wire cloth, at one time, sug-
gested itself to me very forcibly, when I got
a sting, by putting my lingers on the wire
cloth, in handling a cage. Our clerks have
been stung in the same way, and I presume
it comes about by catching on the foot of one
of the little fellows as it accidentally comes
through the wire cloth. Of course we do not
mind a sting here, but nervous people em-
ployed in the mails have a right to be pro-
tected, and most assuredly should be. Nasty,
dauby cages and packages have many times
been sent me containing queens, and now
comes the question as to how we shall best
hold the permit the department has granted
us. The following in regard to the matter
was sent me by Prof. Cook :

Dear Friend Root:— Please put the below in next

Gleanings, or else use it as a text for something
stronger and better. Unless caution is practiced by
breeders and shippers, we shall lose what we have
gained, and we shall find it very hard to secure it a

second time. A . J Cook.
MAILING QUEEN BEES.

Until within the ltst few years there was no rulo

against sending bees through the mails, and owing
to the cheapness and safety of this method of trans-

portation the postal service was freely used by those

engaged in this traffic, very greatly to the advant-

age of those who wished to secure the mure excel-

lent Italian bees.
.

A few years since the postoffice department refus-

ed the use of the mails forthis put pose. There were
doubtless good reasons for this order. Honey was
placed in the boxes to serve as food Cor the bees dur-

ing their transit. Often, owing to the kind of food

and carelessness in the method of placing it in the

shipping cages, the houey escaped and daubed the

mails, greatly to the vexation of the mail agents and
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owners of the mail. Nor was this the chief griev-

ance. Owing to the faulty cages the agents were
frequently stung by the bees, while many others

who saw the bees just behind a single wire gauze
suffered nearly as much from a perhaps not wholly
causeless fear that they might be.

This ruling of the post< nice department was tilt to

be a severe blow to this important industry. The
expense df transportation was not only much in-

Creased, but frequently in thinly settled sections,

where express < lliees were still strangers, it was fa-

tal to the introduction of improved bees.

Editors' state associations and individuals all be-

sought the postmaster general to rescind this order,

which worked so serious an injury to the bee-keep-

ing interests of the country, but urged in vain.

At the last meeting of the National Bee-keepers'

Association, Prof. A. J. Cook of our agricultural col-

lege was appointed to make an appeal in person to

the postolHce department. Prof. Cook represented
to the department the magnitude of the bee-interest

in the United States, the superior excellence of

Italian bees, and the consequent importance that

they should be freely imported into every state and
county. He also showed how serious an obstacle

the ruling of the postoffice department was, especial-

ly in the west and south, where a limited popula-

tion made express offices rare and distant. He fur-

ther demonstrated that, while the methods of ship-

ping in the past migbt have been attended with in-

jury and inconvenience, the improved methods and
shipping cages of to-day were of such a character as

to obviate these objections. Cages were presented

for inspection, which contained sugar as a feed for

the bees, and a double wire screen, the gauze sur-

faces being one-fourth inch apart, so that no bee

could sting the person who might handle the cage.

After due consideration, the department address-

ed the following communication to the Hon. Edwin
WillitS, representative from Michigan, who deserves

the thanks of all bee-keepers for his interest in the
matter and his efforts to secure a favorable decision:

Postoffice Department, )

Office of the First Ass't P. M. Gen., V
Wasjiincton, D. C, January 14, 1S80. )

Hon. Edwin WillitS, M. C, House of Representatives,
Washington, I). C.
Sir— The postmaster general having heard the

statements of the representatives of the bee-keep-
ers' association resp icting the ruling of the depart-
ment which excludes queen bees from the mails,
and having become satisfied that such ruling is se-

riously affecting an interest rapidly assuming largo
proportions, which interest in many localities is

practically denied the use of any facilities of inter-

communication has consented to a temporary sus-
pension of the ruling.
Instructions will be given in the next number of

the United States official postal guide tocarry ibis

decision into effect, it is suggested that the bee-
keepers of the United States be informed through
the various bee-keepers' associations that the length
of time this suspension will continue in force will
depend entirely upon the fact that no harm shall re-

sult to any persons engaged in handling the mails,
from the transmission of queen bees and tl eir neces-
sary attendants, and the necessity which exists

therefore for the adoption of a box or cage which
shall conform as far as possible to the pro* [sions of

section 223 of the laws and regulations, with tin- ad-
ditional security of a double wire or perforated tin

Bcreen for cover, after i he manner of tin- one sub-
mitted by Prof. Cook, the representative of the na-
tional bee-keepers' associai ion.

Very respectfullv,
.1 x.Mi s II. MARB.

For First Assistant Postmaster General.

Thus it will be seen that this Important concession

is provisional. Wo would strongly urge upon all

breeders and shippers of queens to use only such
cages its are indicated above, if they send through
the mails. These cages can be made for a few cents,

and can be sent through the mails for two cents. So
the whole cost would be less than the simple express
charges alone. Any person who will endanger the
continuance of this privilege by mailing queens fed
with honey or without a double-walled screen, is do-

ing serious damage to the bee business and should
be quickly exposed by those who receive the queens.
With reasonable care we' may rest secure in our
present advantage.

The following is an extract from the latest
postal guide

:

235. The Postmaster General has consented to a
temporary suspension of the ruling excluding
"queen bees" from being sent in the mails; but
when i iffered for mailing they must be put up in ac-
cordance with section £23, and so soon as they arc-

found to injure the person of any one handling the
mails, or soil the contents of the' mail pouches, this
order will be rescinded.

We also copy section 223, referred to:

PRECAUTIONS AGAINST INJURY TO THE MAILS.
Sec. 223. Other articles of the fourth class which,

unless properly secured, might destroy, deface, or
otherwise damage ihe contents of the mail-bag. or
harm the person of any one engaged in the postal
service, may be transmitted in the mails when they
conform to the following conditions:

1st. They must be placed in a bag, box, or remov-
able envelope made of paper, cloth, or parchment.
2d. Such bag, box, or envelope must again be

placed in a box or tube made of metal or some hard
wood, with sliding clasp, or screw lid.

3d. In case of articles liable to break, the inside
box, bag, or envelope must be surrounded by saw-
dust, cotton, or spongv substance.
4ih. In case of sharp-pointed instruments, the

points must be capped or encased, so ihat they may
not by any means be liable to cut through their iti-

closure, and where they have blades, such blades
must be bound with wire, so that they shall remain
firmly attached to each other.

5th. The whole must be capable of easy inspec-
tion. Seeds, or other articles not prohibited, which
are liable, from their form or nature, to 1> ss or dam-
age, unless specially protected, may be put up in
sealed envelopes, nrovided such envelopes are made
of material sufficiently trar sparent to show the con-
tents clearly, without opening.

The cage must, in view of the ahove, he
not only perfectly protected, but it mnst he
strong. Something is demanded that you
can whack across the room and hack again.
without injury, or it will stand a chance of
being crushed or broken, and then we shall
he ruled out again. I do not know how a
much stronger box can he made, than on the
plan of our queen cages, given in the A BC.
We shall be obliged to omit the water, but
the new candy, made of 1 part confectioners
gra^e sugar, and :> parts coffee A, can be
made so as to keep soft and moist a great
many days, and a good supply of this with a
drink just before starting, and another as
soon as received, will, I think, make the
matter all right, for a trip of a week at least.

Put them in the mail just before it leaves,
and have your customers on hand to take
them just as soon as they come. Eor the
outer covering over the wire cloth, I would
use a ! inch board just the size of the cage,
and with the same sized hole, or one a little

smaller, cut through it. I would cover this
with perforated tin. because it is so much
more substantial than wire cloth. This cov-
er can be fastened temporarily with 4 wire
nails, or it may be tied securely in place with
stout wrapping paper and a cord. It must
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be removable, because we wish to see in the
cage, and be sine the queen is there all right,
before attempting to introduce her, and we
also want only the one thin wire cloth inter-
vening between her and the bees, for them
to get acquainted through. As this cap will
not vary much in price from the value of the
vial, we will keep the cages at the old price.

Just after the above was written, a cage
came by mail, that uwes but one piece of
wire cloth, and yet is a more substantial
cage, and almost ensures ventilation. The
cut and our friend's description make it all

plain.

JOS. M. BROOKS' MAILING CAGE.

I send you, by to-day's mail, a safety, queen, ship-

ping cage, the advantages of which, 1 think, are as

follows:

1st. The bees can have plenty of air at all times,

regardless of the position of the cage. Top, ends, or

sides down, there will always be 3 openings left for

air.

2d. The perforated tin has 4 tacks to make it se-

cure.

3d. The wood lid, or cover, can be seourely nailed

down with brads, or screws can be used.

4th. The cover prevents any possibility of the

bees stinging the postmaster or his clerks.

In caging queens, I never catch them, but place

the cage close to them, and, with a broad feather,

crowd them, with a few bees, down into the cage,

and drop the perforated tin on the feather, then
pull the feather from under it, gently letting the tin

drop into its place, when it is all ready to be tacked
down, and the wood cover, with its directions, nailed

or screwed on. I think well of this cage, but want
you to examine it carefully and say just what you
think of it. It is very strong and compact, and not
apt to be damaged with the rough handling of the
mail bags. Our postmaster here is one of the most
particular men you could find. He says that he don't

think a better cage for the purpose could be used,

which I am pleased to hear, I assure you.

I would like to do all my shipping this season in

this cage, and, if you think well enough of it to

manufacture it, you will get my orders, at least.

The boring is done with an extension center bit;

but I know you are Yankee enough to get them up
in good shape.

Whatever cages are used, I do hope that the fra-

ternity will be careful, and do nothing that will

Oftuse queens to be ruled out again.

Cbhrmtrasf Ind., FeU 10, '80. J. M. Brooks.

Well, just as soon as Mr. Gray had looked
the cage over, and decided that friend B.
was away ahead of us on his plan, we
thought of pushing this cover in grooves
just as we do the slide in the side for putting
in the bees, and thus save the necessity of
using any tacks at all. Also, it is often
quite important to be able to see the queen,
and it is out of the question to see her
through perforated tin; therefore we will
use a piece of wire cloth over the bees, and
then all you have to do to get a peep at the
queen is to move back the slide, and you
have the same cage for introducing, etc.,

that we have been using all along. If the
bottom of the cage is covered with soft,

white candy, this will make a nice back-
ground on which to get a fair view of her
majesty quickly, that we may be sure she is

there. I hope to be able to furnish these
cages, candy and all, for 5c each, or $4.00 per
hundred. We will try to get an engraving
ready for next month.

S. T. Pettit, of Belmont, Canada, makes a most
vehement protest against the dissemination of blue
thistle. He is not acquainted with it, but quotes
from a letter from Clark Simpson, Flushing, Mich.

If this is correct, it seems to be about as bad as its

near relative, the Canada thistle. In view of this, I

would advise that no plants or seed be offered for

sale, until we hear farther about it. Friend S. says,

on page 58, it dies, root and all, at first frost; if this

is so, it certainly can not be anything like the Cana-
da thistle in regard to extermination.

PRICK OF QUEENS FOR THIS MONTH.
I presume many think our prices very high now,

and, to be frank, I think so too; but I would really

prefer not to sell them to the great detriment of my
apiary, as I have done seasons heretofore. If others

are willing to spare theirs, just now, at a critical

time for brood rearing, I shall be glad to have them
supply the demand. Will those who have queens to

spare during the month of April please let it be
known, with their prices, in our next number. Here-

tofore, the demand for early queens has been far be-

yond the supply.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SMOKERS.
Bingham sends us a very neatly made smoker in-

deed, containing his new tin guard to prevent burn-

ing the operator's fingers. While this is excellent

for the purpose, I think it too much machinery, and
that it will soon get bunged up. However, Bingham
may know best, for he has certainly so far succeed-

ed In giving the public a smoker of which there is

very little complaint. In answer to my note last

month, no complaint has come, except the one I

give in this number.
L. C. Hoot also sends vis a smoker, with an improve-

ment that is a novelty at least. It is both a direct

draft and cold blast, at pleasure. By simply mov-
ing a button, presto ! you have one or the other at

will. If your wood is green and damp, just give it a

direct draft, and make it burn. If it is dry, and like

to burn out too fast, use the cold blast and save

your fuel, and have all the rest of the advantages.

I have a little fear here, too, that it will prove al-

most too much machinery, but I may be wrong, and
he right. His device for getting a cold blast is not

new, for we have a model of the same In our office.

Bent us by a friend in Mlteni&ati, a ytar agw or morfe.
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THE RASPBERRY AS A HONEY PUANT,
AND SOHi: MINIS IN REGARD TO

ITS CULTIVATION.

fHE red raspberry is undoubtedly an excellent

honey plant. The black-caps arc also good.
J Both kinds are hardy north of about 41° of

north latitude. As you go south from this line, they

are more tender. Winter-killing, as it is called, is

the trouble. It is true that the vines die in the win-

ter, but the excessive heat of the sun in summer is,

in my opinion, the primary cause. To avoid this,

they should be set where they will get the full bene-

fit of the summer breeze. To set them behind wind
breaks, with the sun pouring in upon them, is to

kill with kindness. To avoid damage by the wind,

cut off an inch from the end of the new growth when
it reaches the height of about 20 inches, thus caus-

ing them to throw out side branches. This needs to

be done some time in May or June. Each side

branch should also be cut once in the same way,
when not quite so long. Shallow cultivation until

some time in August, with horse and light turning-

plow, will help them to endure the heat of summer.
The partial shade which young fruit trees afford is

sometimes useful, but the trees should not be so

large as to interfere with the free circulation of

air.

Three by six or seven feet, according to strength

of soil, is the proper distance to set the black-caps.

The reds are most easily kept in order when set 5 or

(5 ft. apart each way, and cultivated both ways.

Where they are liable to be winter-killed none but
the hardiest varieties should beset. The Philadel-

phia, though generally considered hardy, is of no
value here. The Turner is perhaps as hardy as any;

we fruited it here the past season, and have strong

hopes that it will be a success. They are excellent

for bees, and for table use and canning nothing
could be nicer. P. Underwood.
North Lawrence, Kas., Feb. 6, 1880.

MAKING FOUNDATION BY THE SINGLE
OPERATION OF DIPPING.

THK $100.00 OFFEH.

fSEE that you and some of your readers have not

succeeded perfectly with our plaster of Paris

fdn. machine (See page 255, 1878). Since that

writing, I have been watching developments and
experimenting, and have succeeded, 1 think, in re-

ducing the plan to a practical success. I have made
about 1,000 sheets. I have used fdn. from you and
others, and decidedly prefer my own make to any
other I have used, for the following reasons

:

I. The grain of the wax not being broken by pres-

sure while cold, the sheets are stronger, none hav-

ing broken or stretched to speak of.

II. The wax is soft, and ready for manipulation

by the bees.

III. It can be used thinner than any other fdn.,

as I make it thin at the top, and gradually tliiuncr,

until the thickness diminishes to nothing at the

bottom, by dipping several times, pail way at first,

before the final full dip, and "clap." I never weigh-

ed it, but think that none ran under 8 or 10 ft. to the

pound. It is a little rougher on the " off side," than
the rolled fdn., and does not look quite so " business

like," but the bees seem to think It more "business
like," judging from the way they "wade into it;"

the combs also scaz'cely ehcnr an imperfect cell.

My frame is 93£xl2J4 in. Larger sheets have not
worked quite so well, but two sheets will work nice-

ly, I think, especially in the wired L. frame, by
uniting them at the middle support.

My last machine was made as follows: Two wood-
en frames, similar to slate frames, but one inch
thick, were hinged together, with grooves inside to
hold the casts. These were closed together with a
sheet of rolled fdn. between them, which was held
in place by a loose board fitting in one side, while
the other side was filled with plaster, the fdn. hav-
ing been first moistened with a sponge, to cause the
plaster to enter perfectly. When set, the whole was
inverted, the loose board removed, and the other
side filled in like manner. Handles are attached to

hold and work the machine by.

In working, only one of the casts is dipped in the
wax, and they should be clapped together hard, the

instant it is raised, sending the surplus wax from
between them. I took 400 or 500 sheets from one
cast, and it is, or was, nearly as good as new. I can
fill one with 15 cents' worth of plaster, in a few
minutes. I would send a sample, but what I had
made up, with machines, etc., was burned with my
little, hard-earned home, Dec. 30th., but not the

bees; thanks to outdoor chaff packing.

Mt. Vernon, la., Feb. 0, '80. Oliver Foster.

I, too. have succeeded in making very good
sheets, that the hees would use, on the plan
mentioned, hut it was a great deal of bother,
and only once in a while did I get good
sheets. They looked so rough and untidy,
as a general thing, that I felt glad to go back
to the rolls, where we could make the work
go along, and do a nice job. I think it can
be worked out, but I have neither time nor
money for more experiments. Go on, and
develop it. you that are out of work.

HURRAH FOR TEXAS !

EVEN DOOLITTLE IN THE SHADE.

W?] DITOR GLEANINGS:—As you failed to receive

Sm': my report last fall, I send another. Bees did

well; that is, mine did. From 09 swarms, I got
42 young swarms, and 4,000 one pound sections, and
(1,200 lbs. extracted honey. From one hybrid swarm,
in a three story, L. hive (which I use exclusively),

I got 402 lbs. It gathered, in 3 days, 54! £ lbs. I did

not build it up iu spring; the swarm was just the

product of one queen, and had 9 frames in each sto-

ry. Now, don't you think I have beaten friend Doo-
little, with his big yield in '78.

Our big yield comes from linn, wild China, and
golden rod. Our winter has been very mild. Bees
commenced carrying pollen on the 10th of January.
They commenced swarming last season, on the 18th

of March. I am now making hives and repainting

old ones. An apiary kept in good style is something
nice to look at, and is something new in this part of

Texas. Mine is the only one I have ever seen, and I

would not feel at all ashamed, If you were to drop to

on me some day unexpectedly.

There is beginning to be considerable interest ta-

ken in bee culture in our state. We havo first

class railroad and water facilities to all parts north

and east, and I think the day Is not far distant, when
we can competo even with California as a honey
producing state. J. W. Eckmaw.
Richmond, Tort Bend Co., Texas, Feb. 13, 1SB&
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LEAKY COVERS.

fHERE is a passage that reads "As you would
have others do to you, do ye even so to them."
Well, the bees and I have lived ou one farm

for over 50 years, and 1 have noted down some things

in my experience.

In looking through my apiary last August, I found
I had 50 stocks in good condition; and, as I had had
a little trouble the previous winter with leaky cov-

ers, I put a new half-story on all of them, and fixed

them up nicely with 7 inches of chaff over the

frames, and left them on their summer stands. I

examined them to-day, the 8th of Feb., and found all

in good condition; but more than one-half of the
covers had leaked more or less, and wet the chaff

packing, so I had to renew nearly all the chaff, of

which I happened to have plenty.

I began to think before I got through that the

rain would run right through a solid inch board;

but you know it takes but a few drops of rain with

the moisture from the breath of the bees to wet the

chaff packing. I had one hive that I bought of Bro.

Shane, of Chatham, last summer, that had a tin roof

well put on. When I came to examine it, it was as

nice and dry and sweet as the day I put the chaff on;

and, when I uncovered the bees, they looked so

pleasant and said, or seemed to say, " Hurrah for

tinl"

Well, I have made up my mind this minute that I

shall not try to winter another colony with w len

covers; it is pure '•penny-wise and pound-foolish."

Tin costs a little more, but " a job well done is twice
done."

Just think how you would feel some wet night

with the rain running in, and saturating your bed
clothing. Can you imagine how uncomfortable you
would feel? Then think of a zero freeze setting in,

and no Are in the house. Well, that would make a

heathen rage. Now a man feels better and is better

and sleeps better, when he knows all the creatures
that God has committed to his care are comfortably
housed anil well cared for. J. Elliott.
Easton, Wayne Co., O., Jan. 8, 1880.

Very good, friend E. I do not know but
that I, too, am ready to say that I do not
want any more wood covers for wintering
bees. The Simplicity and the story and a
half covers do well enough in the summer
time, and, as we now winter bees only in the
chaff hives, we are about on the same ground
with yourself.

CALIFORNIA SAGE.

fl
HE sage seeds are hard to get, because we have
so many birds that, unless they are gathered
as soon as matured, they are all destroyed.

You mention three kinds; though there arc three
kinds near me, and perhaps five, yet there are only
two of any practical importance, — one the white,

well known everywhere, and the other, by some
called black, by some blue. The latter is confined to

certain favored localities, and is also called by some
" button sage." If you will agree to take quite a lot

of the seed, I will make arrangements to gather it,

provided the price given is enough. You must re-

member labor is dear here. Let me know what you
could afford to give, and in what quantity you would
probably wish it.

HOARHOUNn AS A HONEY PLANT.
The hoarhound seems to me to be a better plant

to propagate here than either of the sages. It flour-

ishes in as dry places as they do, and blooms nearly

all summer. Last summer when the bees would
work on nothing else, you could always see them on
the hoarhound. The quality of honey is yet in dis-

pute, but there is but little doubt of its being a fine

grade, though some say not. What we have was
first planted by the old Mission Fathers (Padres),

and it has since spread over a wide area, and flour-

ishes everj'where I've seen ir, except in the brush;

that is, it don't seem to hold its own except in open
ground. Last summer you know was a very dry one
here, yet the most flourishing plant I saw was in an
old roadway, as unpromising a place as could well

be, dry, and on the side of the hill. I see that bota-

nists put it down as a "desert plant." Quinby
speaks highly of it. Rcfcs Morgan.
Glen Oak Apiary, Bernardo, Cal., Jan. 29, '80.

We have hoarhound on our grounds, raised

from the seed. It blossoms nicely the first

year, and seems very hardy and easy of cul-

tivation. If it answers as well as the Cali-

fornia sage, it will certainly be much easier

of cultivation, in our climate. Can any one
tell its if it has any commercial value for its

medicinal properties V We wish to make all

these things count as far as possible.

Thanks for your report, friend M. i cannot
say what the market price of sage seed will

be another season, but it is certainly high
enough now.

SOMETHING FROM OUR GOOD FRIEND,
M IS. L.ANGSTROTH, ONCE MORE.

PEA FLOCR FOR POLLEN.

R. LANGSTROTH handed me a London Jour-

nal of Horticulture, containing an article on
the treatment of condemned bees, as they

j

term it (bees that are too weak to winter), and re-

quested me to give you a condensed sketch of it, as

his health will scarcely permit him to write, but he
thinks it worth giving to your readers to experiment
upon.

The writer says that he commenced feeding a hive

with syrup, ou Sept. 19th, and kept it up for 9 days,

at the rate of over 3 ft. per day, in which time, they

more than half filled the hive with beautiful white

comb, yet the queen laid but few eggs. Acting upon
the theory that pollen is absolutely essential to brood
rearing, and knowing that it was at that time very

scarce in that vicinity, ho mixed some pea-flour

(perhaps other flour would answer) with syrup, and
added a small quantity of salicylic acid (which I

would leave out), and, removing a comb, applied it

with a flat knife in the form of paste, just as some
people spread butter to fill up all the holes in the

bread. He returned the comb to its place in the

hive, and, on examining it two hours after, found
that the Vices had sucked out the excess of syrup,

and packed the pea-flour down nicely in the cells, as

they would pollen gathered in the natural way. By
the next day, the greater part of it was consumed,
and, by repeating the doses, breeding quickly com-
menced and progressed rapidly. D. A. McCORD.
Oxford, Ohio, Feb., 1880.

Who can furnish us pea flour?
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Id ILIUM. IP WEAK (OLOMKS AND
STRENGTHKMMi FEEISLE

STOCKS.

^)DIT01l GLEANINGS:-In making up swarms,
*m raising queens, building up stocks that have

weakened over winter, etc.. I use the standard
sized comb, or the same size tint I use in the apiary,

and then I confine the bees to just as many combs
as they can occupy and no more. It is far better to

have them rather crowded than to allow too much
space. I want my division board to fit closely all

around, except at the bottom. I allow ''» in. space
between the bottom of the division board and the

bottom of the hive, except for nuclei; then, of

course, the division board should fit tight all around.

Now, if the bees are clustered outside of the division

board, in the main body of the hive, in the middle or

heat of the day, so much the better; you will find

that they are all clustered on the comb in the cool

of the morning or in cool weather at anytime. I

write this because beginners and, in fact, many old

bee-keepers do not think it of any importance. A
swarm of bees that can fully occupy two combs,
when confined to those two combs, can carry on all

the labors of a swarm, and are a swarm to all intents

and purposes, just as much as a swarm that can oc-

cupy ten CDinbs for the time, and can readily be
built up to a full standard stock. Of course, a swarm
that can occupy ten combs is worth more than the

one that occupies but the two. That no one will de-

ny. I mean that the swarm occupying the two
combs, properly managed, have all the necessary
elements of strength, and can be readily built up to

a full stock within or by themselves, without assis-

tance from other stocks.

In strengthening up weak stocks, I like this

method: we go to the strongest stocks, set out the

comb containing the queen into an empty hive or

box for that purpose, then take out the other combs
one by one, and shake or brush off the adhering bees
into an empty box until we have all we wish to take
from the stock. Then set back the comb containing

the queen, close up the hive, and all is right so far.

Xow, we go to the next hive, and go through with

the same process, and so continue until we have our
box full of bees, or have all the bees we want, and
perhaps we have taken them from half a dozen or

more different hives, and mixed them all up pro-

miscuously. We now set the box containing the

bees in the shade, open side up, at an angle of about
45°, and let them remain until they begin to manifest

considerable uneasiness, and then we can ladle them
out and pour them down in front of any hive we
wish to strengthen; they will be well received, and
there is no danger of their killing a queen, providing
the operation is performed when they art' gathering
honey and breeding rapidly. At seasons when they
are not breeding and gathering honey, it is better to

strengthen up with combs of hatching bees. With
the Italians, it is no trouble to find the comb that

contains the queen as above. Of course, an old, ex-

perienced hand can take out a comb and shake off

the adhering bees in front of the hive he wishes to

strengthen, without any ceremony. Kcmember it is

the young bees we want; the old ones will find their

way hack to the parent hive. Therefore we select

the combs containing the most nursing or young
bees.

Never bo niggardly or sparing in stimulative ford-

ing. Homcmbor thai a row pounds of sweet fod at

the right time in spring or summer may produce
ten-fold in profit. Stocks that we are building up,
if fed but very little diluted sweet (either sugar or

honey made quite thin) every evening when they
have gathered nothing through the day, will keep
up their breeding, and make wonderful progress,

while those that have not been stimulated will pro-

gress very slowly, and sometimes fail entirely. It is

a good plan to keep your poor quality of honey
especially for stimulating. Many stocks can be
saved in California the coming spring by heeding the
above. E. Gallup.
Sa nta Ana, Los Angeles Co., Cal., Jan. 10, 1880.

ALMKK CLOVER,- FOREIGN SEEDS IN
IT, AND HOW TO GET THE.TI Ol T.

ALSO SOME EXCELLENT HINTS ON SOWING SEEDS, IN
GENERAL.

I. ROOT:—We are in receipt of yours, inelos-

r*\. p i"g sample of a weed seed found in the

Alsike clover we shipped on your order.

The Alsike was grown in a section of Ohio where
Canada thistles do not grow, besides the sample is

not Canada thistle; for that seed" is of the size and
shipc of German aster, like sample we inclose. It

is not clover however, but is the seed of a weed with
which we are not acquainted, and being so, we may
venture to suggest is better out of, than in, the land.

Evidently this seed is much lighter specifically

than clover, and its separation would be very easy.

As there are many instances where seed is mixed
with other objectionable seeds of lighter weight, we
would give the most simple and effectual way of

separating them.
Take a few cents worth of salt, and make a brine

sufficiently dense to float the weeds and sink the
seed; the weeds or even oats mav then be skimmed
off, and the seed dried in the shade until it can bo
handled readily; or, better still, it may be dried by
mixing with dry sand, air-slacked lime,or land plaster.

We say "dried in the shade," because, in no case,

should seed be dried in the sun or by fire heat, for

fear of heating it beyond the temperature it can
stand, 120' being sufficient to destroy its germinat-
ing power, only a very few varieties of seeds being
able to stand a higher temperature. The operation
of floating should be performed just before sowing.

It would be of the greatest benefit to those sowing
seed, always to bear in mind the fact that 120" of

heat destroys its vitality. If, therefore, in our
climate, seeds be sown during June, July, or August,
and left for an hour on top of the ground, during
the heat of the day, exposed to 1he full rays of the
sun, the probable result would be likely to be, and
usually is, an utter failure.

To avoid this, seeds of every description should be
covered as soon as sown, or else sown in the evening
and covered early next morning. A. c. Kbndel.

( leveland, <>., Jan. 88, 1880.

m » ^
"OPPOSITION "TO THE »* BANNER

APIARY."

tt COMMENCED the season with 16 colonies. All

I but 3 of them came out of winter quarters in—
' fair condition.

UNCAPPING COMBS To PROMOTE BROOD BEARING.
Fruit blossoms yielded but little, just enough for

breeding purposes, and lasted but a few days* but
it gave the bees a start, which was kept up by un-
capping their stores as they needed it. 1 consider
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this equivalent to feeding, to induce brood rearing.

The weather was quite cool during April and a part

of May, which used up the most of the apiaries

around here, while mine kept right along rearing

brood, as I left them packed snugly in their boxes,

only removing the chaff from over the hive. Tou
know I pack them a la Townley.
They did not feel the effects of the cold weather,

and when white clover came, they were " booming,"
and ready for business. Clover lasted, with short

intermissions caused by dry weather, until July, and
was my main dependence for surplus honey. Bass-

wood did not yield much honey, and buckwheat did

but little better, but kept the bees busy for a few
days, which closed the season for surplus honey.

CHAFF PACKING, AND ADVANTAGES OF KEEPING IT
ON LATE.

By the way, I would say that I did not remove the

packing from my bees until June, which accounts,

in part, for my success. I have shipped 8351b. , near-

ly all white-clover honey, have 228ft. crated ready to

ship, and have over 150ft. left for the home trade,

making in all over 1,200ft., all comb, except about

50ft., and I have increased to 32 colonies. I used no
fdn., except for starters in the boxes. If I had had
empty combs I could have done better. How does

this compare with the Banner Apiary, considering

the disadvantages that I labored under?

S. H. Mallory.
Hamilton, Van Buren Co., Mich., Feb. 1, 1880.

!<w%' §^adim1^"

FROM ONE OF OUR FEMININE ABC SCHOLARS.

S
ORDERED a $1.00 queen of you last June, which

I received July 18th, in good condition, after
J being 4 days on the road. She and her escort

had consumed about half the honey in the small

comb, and the queen had filled the empty half of

comb with eggs. I introduced her in 24 hours after

receiving her, to a colony of blacks that had been

queenless for 4 days, and had started 10 queen cells.

They received her with kindness, immediately tore

down their half-built queen cells, and killed, and
tossed out of the hive the last one of the queen's es-

cort who had so faithfully guarded her during the 4

days journey. I was sorry to have them treated so

harshly.

The young Italians appeared outside of the hive,

for the first time, Aug. 13th, just 25 days after the

queen was introduced. They were beautiful bees,

almost as large as their mother. They are all 3 band-

ed and extremely docile. They show the 3 bands at

all times, whether they are filled with honey or not.

1 now have 2 full colonies (one Italian and one
black), and 2 nuclei of 5 frames each. I put all of

them in chaff hives during the month of Oct., with

chaff cushions above. I examined them Jan. 3d (the

weather being warm enough for them to fly), and
found one nucleus with plenty of stores to last them
through the winter; the other, consisting of a small

after swarm which came out June 20th, was entirely

out. The Italians had perhaps 8 or 10 ft. of honey,
and the colony of blacks scarcely any at all, although,

during the fall, they seemed to have as much as all

the rest combined. This being the parent stock, it

of course had the full benefit of the entire season.

I immediately furnished all four colonies with candy
in brood frames according to directions given in

ABC, and, upon examination 8 or 10 days afterward,

found all busy storing the candy in combs, the Ital-

ians, however, going far ahead of the blacks in this

work, having stored twice as much in the same
length of time.

Last season was a very poor senson in this locality

for honey, so old apiarians say. My 4 colonies all

came from one last season,— 2 natural swarms and
one artificial. I think I can take them through all

right as they all have nice, warm, dry hives, with
ample facilities for furnishing them all the food
they want.

I am pleased with the fdn. you sent me. The bees
drew out the cells, and the queen had eggs in some
of them, in 48 hours after it was placed in the hive.

I think it just the thing for brood rearing and sav-

ing honey. I had to take nearly all the sheets out
of the hive, and cut % in. off from the bottom, the

bees seemed to lengthen them out so, when they
worked on them freely. They sagged but little, as

the cells at the top will show.
Now for a question. Will not your regular size of

fdn., 12x18 in., answer my purpose by cutting each
sheet in two? I use the Adair frame, and half of a

sheet would fill my frame lacking V% in. on each side,

andlji in. at the bottom. Sheets as thick as those

you sent me will stretch y2 in., or more, While being
drawn out. Mrs. D. J. Ballard.

St. Paul, Ind., Feb. 5, 1880.

I am very glad, my friend, to hear of your
succeeding so well, but you surely ran a
great risk, in going into winter quarters with
only enough, in one nucleus, to last until
Jan. 3d. The sheets of fdn., cut in the man-
ner you mention, will do very well, although
the space below is rather more than you
need. May I suggest that, if you have only
4 hives of the Adair frame, it would be bet-
ter to change into the L. before you get any
more? Even if the frame you mention is a
trifle better, and I feel sure such is not the
case, you will eventually find it inconvenient
to have a different size from that of the
great mass of bee-keepers.

ARTIFICIAL POLLEN AND SPRING DWINDLING.
Mr. C. C. Miller's letter in Gleanings induces me

to say that Mr. A. *nd myself have come to the con-

elusion that bees kept in the cellar until they can
get natural pollen are less likely to dwindle in the

spring; at least, such has been our experience, and
the more quiet we can keep them the better. All

through Jan., our bees have been remarkably quiet

;

only one day have they been uneasy, and that day
we had a very warm room above them for about 10

hours, but we cooled them off by opening windows
and door of bee cellar at night, and cooling the room
above them. In fact, our bees have never been so

quiet in the winter, in the cellar, as they have been
all this winter.
We have 160 colonies packed as closely together as

the hives will allow, each bive being packed full of

straw, as you will remember has been our plan. We
have lost but very few wintered thus in the cellar.

To those left out-door last winter we fed, in Feb.,

about a two bushel sack of fine flour, mixed with

straw, also a considerable chopped grain. We be-

lieve it was worse than lost to the bees. In March,

they threw large quantities of it out of the hives,

and those bees dwindled badly, while those kept in

the cellar until they could gather natural pollen, or

until about that time, were set out and crowded
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down on combs, until it would seem that the bees

could hardly all get in, for want of space. The re-

mainder of the combs were set outside of a division

board on one side, the board being- raised a little (%
of one inch) from the bottom, with a third division

board to be used on the outside of those combs, and
all covered up warm with quilts. Such bees increas-

ed in numbers, instead of dwindling. Occasionally a

comb was set over in the hive as the others were till-

ed with capped brood. The bees would carry in the

honey from the outside combs as needed. We found
that a few weak colonies would not go outside of the

division board for honey, unless it was raised about
an inch from the bottom, or was set down on the

bottom so that they could go over at the top, and
crowd the bees still more on their combs to keep up
the warmth. Some of the hives were left in this

way until the bees begau to bring in honey, and the

little fellows would go under the division board and
deposit it in the outside combs.

I know that flour feeding sometimes seems
to do harm, especially since our late winter-
ing troubles, but as any kind of feeding, or
any thing that starts brood rearing unsea-
sonably, seems to have the same effect, I can
hardly think it best to decide that flour feed-
ing, or giving artificial pollen of any kind is,

as a general thing, hurtful. Where the bees
are destitute of pollen, during warm weather
in early spring, I have seen good results fol-

low so plainly from feeding meal, I should
be loth to discourage its use entirely. I
should hardly recommend* flour feeding so
early as February. Chaff-packed bees, win-
tered in the cellar, and kept in until natural
pollen is to be had, is a pretty safe way,
where one has a cellar good enough to keep
them quiet and contented all this time.

WET CLOTHS TO PREVENT ROBBING.
Wet cloths do away with the tent for us. I hard-

ly think people know how to appreciate them, or

they would speak of their merits more. We have
from 35 to 50 cloths, and if the hive shows the least

sign of being robbed, we wet a cloth and lay over it,

and go ahead; as the cloth dries, the wind will gen-

erally blow it down by the time the bees are quiet.

Also, if a comb of honey is out of the hive, and the

bees pay any attention to it, wet a cloth or two and
lay over it, and they will keep away; when, if the

cloth was dry, they would crawl in all around.

Mrs. L. C. Axtell.
Roseville, Ills., Feb. 2, 1880.

Wet cloths to stop robbing is rather a new
idea to me. Will others test it and report.
I suppose our friend, Mrs. A., intends to

cool off their ardor for stolen sweets, by
throwing a "damper*' or dampener over
them. I know drenching them with cold
water will often cause them to disperse, at
least for the time being, or until they get
dried off again.

HOW TO STOCK AN APIARY.

|
HIS is a question that seems to be puzzling the

minds of many beginners to-day, and also of

many who have sufficient knowledge to han-

dle bees upon an improved plan. To the latter I will

make a few suggestions. At this time of the year

many are thinking, "Now, if I had enough bees to

open up the resources of my location, or enough to

put with what I have to produce what honey I could

sell In my own neighborhood, I would bo satisfied."

Well, there are lots of bees all around you that it is

your duty to do something for. They want some one

to yet them out of their old, weather-beaten, moth-

eaten towers, and give them a house such as all bees

have where modern apiculture has reached them.

If you have a little spare time this month, run
around among the box-hive men of your county and

have a "bee talk" with them; take a sample hive

with you, provided it is not a patent; if it is, throw

it away. But if you persist in taking a patent, I

would advise you to arrange matters so that when
you tell the man that you have a patent bee hive,

and wish to put one up for him, you can have at

least two fences and a large wood pile between you

and him, and then the sooner you get your horse to

running away, the better 'twill be for you; for I can

assure you that some of those old homespun farmers

are alive to their best interests on the question of

patents, if they don't know much about bees. Well,

having got a simple, modern hive, take also several

copies of bee journals, and a smoker. These three

are the most important articles for a beginner, and
when you come to a man's house where box hives

are used, stop; show how you manipulate your hive,

also leave a copy of your journal there for a few
days; show him your smoker; tell him you would
like to introduce your hive into his yard, and also

how you propose to do it. After I have found that a

man is willing to try my hive, I state something like

this: I will bo at your house some time in May, and
will transfer a colony and warrant them (by this I

mean, if I should kill the queen while transferring,

that I will pay him for his swarm or furnish him an-

other one), and also furnish a good, painted, two-

story hive (this costs me $1.50), and a smoker, or, aft-

er the 1st of July^a dollar queen instead of the smo-
ker; but, instead of either one, I would tell him, I

think, —yes, I know I would,— that a year's sub-

scription to a good bee journal would do him more
good than either one. Well, I call this all worth
$3.50, for which I take a common swarm of black

bees for my pay; but, if they are extra good, I let

him have another single hive, or something to make
up their actual worth to me. Remember, thisswarm
is an old colony that has not cast a swarm yet, and
if you take it home, transfer it, and handle it prop-

erly, it will amply pay you for your work. I was out

the other day, and, at one place, I took an order of 5

to transfer and furnish; at another place, 2 swarms
to transfer and furnish. At the first place, I got 4

swarms of bees for my pay, and at the other place,

•*s.oii in moner. Well, after you have got your or-

ders, lill them just at you agreed to do. Remember,
you are establishing a reputation, and upon that

will depend your success, should you ever want to

procure bees in this way again. Yes, and I can safe-

ly say that your success as a bee-keeper depends
much upon your word to your customers. And now
I wish to say, unless you intend to do just as you
agree, and have sufficient knowledge of bees to war-

rant your work, let your neighbors' bees alone; for

you will lose every time, as well as they.

M. A. Gilt,.
Viola, Richland Co., Wis., Feb., 1880.

Many thanks, friend G. I like your ad-
vice to the boys very much indeed, especial-
ly the latter part, Now, to sum it all up,
does it not amount pretty nearly to this lit-

tle text?—
Trust in the Lord and do good: so shalt thou dwell

In the land, and verily thou shalt bo fed.—Psai.mb
xxx vll. 3.
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CALIFORNIA AS A REE -KEEPING
STATE.

wagon from the lower side of the honey house. His
apiary is located on an incline. E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, Cal., Dec. 14, 1870.

ARTICLE NO. 5.

infyj DITOK GLEANINGS :— Perhaps a line, descrip-

Jt/JI *iye °f Southern California, might not be out
~"^ of place, as I have so many inquiries from the

East about the country for bee-keeping.

As soon as the rainy season commences, vegeta-

tion starts, and every thing looks green and beauti-

ful. Even the mountain tops are covered with

beautiful verdure. Alfalfa is green the year around

on irrigated land, and will give eight crops in the

year. If allowed to blossom, it produces considera-

ble bee-forage. Usually, every thing in the grass

line dries up in July, except on irrigated land. The
remainder of the year, the hills and mountains took

bare and desolate.

The mountain apiaries produce as good a quality

of honey as is produced in any part of the world;

but every few years, the bees will die off, unless

there is an abundance of honey left in the hives, or

they are moved into the valleys, or fed. This is ex-

pensive, consequently the best locality for an apiary

is where the bees can have the advantage of moun-
tain and valley, without the expense of moving.

The valley gives the early spring and late fall foli-

age which promotes early and late breeding, and the

mountain gives sage honey at the time of extracting

on the "mesa," or hill land, in many localities after

the dry season sets in. The Turkey mullen and
vinegar plant blossom profusely in ordinary seasons,

and produce an abundance of bee-forage; but last

season the mullen was a failure, and the vinegar

plant came very near being so, on account of the

extreme drouth.

A Mr. Phillips had 50 colonies from which he took

1,000 lb. last season, and they are now, or was when
I saw them, in splendid condition. He has the

mountain on one side and the valley on the other.

Messrs. Grimes, Kenney, Dudley, Tutston and Clark,

Corey, Barber, and some others, whom I know, have
splendid localities in that respect. Mr. Kenney has

a splendid locality for fruit in connection with his

apiary, and so have Mr. Dudley and some others;

but Mr. Keeney is well started; has a tine young
orchard, and a vineyard in full bearing, which he in-

tends to enlarge. Fruit raising can be carried on

quite extensively and not interfere with bee-keep-

ing. Southern California can compete with the

world in the quality of her raisins, and, in fact, in

raising grapes of all kinds, and the climate is such

that raisins are dried perfectly in the open air. The
display of fruit at the Los Angeles fair, for quantity

or quality, would convince the most skeptical. It

beat all that I ever saw or could even imagine.

In locating an apiary in the mountains or, in fact,

anywhere, we must have a road to it, and some
chance for water, either a small stream, a spring, or

a well; and it is not everywhere that water can be
had by digging a well. In hot weather and while

breeding rapidly, bees use large quantities of water.

A Mr. Kcene has an apiary located so that he raises

large quantities of bees very early in the season, but

it is a poor locality for honey. Mr. Keene is a one
armed man, and has his hives in long rows with a

rail-road track running out from the honey house
the length of the apiary, and a small car to run in

the honey, which makes it quite convenient for him.

He also runs his honey cans, when filled, out to the

$om-1&&q tyejwtiniejih

SVJSPY bees do as well for me as I do for them.
P/5

In

the spring of 1878, 1 bought 11 swarms; in Ju-
1

ly, 2 more. They were old swarms, some G

years old, and in square box hives, made of hem-
lock, badly checked, with strips of wood tacked over
the cracks. On most of them I could set 4 live-pound

boxes. During the summer they gave me 11 large

swarms, and 12 after-swarms. Some of my first

swarms tilled 12 boxes, or 3 sets. When the first set

was finished, I raised them up and put empty boxes
under them, with holes top and bottom of the boxes.

I think bees will make more honey in this manner
than they will by taking the full boxes off, and they
tan take much better care of the honey than I can.

When fall came, I had 700 lb. of fine box honey. Most
of it sold, without crating, at 13 c. per lb. I took u p
some second swarms in the fall. When winter came
I left them on their summer stands, and gave them
no care during the winter. In the spring, I lost one
swarm by their coming out and trying to enter an-

other hive, wn"ich killed all of them. One swarm
was robbed out in spite of all I could do, and 7 win-

ter-killed; so I had 22 swarms to commence with in

the spring of 1879. *This was my first year, without

any previous experience. I make all my hives with

10 one-inch holes in the top, t to each box. I am now
convinced that 4 holes to each box is better than any
less number. One of my neighbors who has kept
bees for many years, and could get but little box
honey, had only one hole to each box. He came to

me and got one of my hives and put a swarm in it,

and got more box honey from it than from all the

rest of his :J0 stands combined.
TilOS. ROTHWELL.

Austinville, Bradford Co., Pa., Jan. 14, 1880.

Pretty good for box hives, friend R. You
have doubtless much improved on your
neighbor, but there is still a great chance
for improvement in your hives and mode of
management, even though your report is

better than that of some who have all mod-
ern appliances.

SUSPENDED ANIMATION, ETC.

^jViH^R. ROOT: —As I know you like to hear odd

j[wf stories about bees, I am going to tell you
one. A good many years ago, for some rea-

son (I forget what) I drove the bees out of a hive,

and carried the hive into the house to take the hon-

ey. Some bees were still in the hive, and, in the

night time, some of them got into the bed where my
son lay, and stung him. I think it was next year

when I drove another hive. I did not kill the bees

in either case, so, when I was carrying it into the

house, my wife objected saying that the few bees

left in it would come out and sting us as they had

done before. So I dug a hole in the ground, say 10

in. deep, got a good handful of long grass, took a

shovelful of live coals and threw them into the hole,

then a small handful of lumps of sulphur, and put

the grass in the hole to keep the combs from melt-

iug; then 1 clapped the hive over the hole, put the
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earth close to it to keep in the fumes, and Struck

the hive with my hands to make the bees fall. I let

it stay that way for ten minutes, perhaps, when I

lifted off the hive and filled up the hole. Not a sin-

gle bee, dead or alive, was left in the hive. Next
morning I began to be a little anxious to know if

ihe queen had been driven out with myJjees, or if I

had smoked her. So I went to the hole and dug out

the earth with my hands till I could get hold of both

ends of the grass and turn it upside down, when eve-

ry dead bee could be clearly seen. "While I was leis-

urely examining them I saw a bee move its leg-, and
by and by another; then some would stand on their

feet, brush their wings and their antennae, and fly

away. I did not count them, but thought there were
from 30 to 50 which Hew away. There were a num-
ber of drones, also, but they were every one dead ;

there was no resurrection for them. These bees,

after they had been smoked with brimstone, and
buried at least 12 hours, lived and flew away to join

their companions, I guess, as they were replaced as

they were before. Benjamin Franklin speaks of a

still stronger case of suspended animation. He tells

of tiies coming to life after being drowned, I think

in Madeira wine, some years before. It's a long

time, may be 40 or 50 years, since I read it, but it

may be seen in the life of Franklin.

TEA-CHEST MATTING FOR COVERING THE FRAMES.

Did you ever try that kind of bass strips that come
around tea-chests from China and Japan, for cover-

ing your frames, instead of duck or enameled cloth?

1 think it is better than either. I get it from the

grocers for the asking. John Dawson.
Pontiac, Mich., Jan. 28, 1880,

So your wife objected to the bees being
brought into the bouse after they had got in-

to the boy's bed and stung him, did she?
Well, the boy doubtless had some ideas of
his own, in regard to the proper place for
bees during the hours of repose, and I pre-
sume you did right in keeping them outside,
even if yon did err in the brimstoning part of
it. The bees that revived were probably on-
ly stupefied partially, and the fresh earth so
soon absorbed the sulphur fumes, that they
were simply imprisoned. I have known
bees to be stuck fast to the propolis when the
covering to the frames was put down, and to
start off lively, '2 or :i days afterward, when
released by the hive's being opened again.
Whether they had food enough in their hon-
ey sacks to support them all this time, or
whether the other bees fed them, I am una-
ble to say: but they seemed very glad to be
set at liberty once "more. Dr. Franklin does
make some remarks such as you mention.
but it refers to flies, and not bees. Flies are
<>f a different order of insects, and may re-

main dormant all winter, and then rouse up
in a few hours, after being wanned up.
Flies drowned so as to be to all appearances
dead, if covered with common salt and laid

in the sun, revive in a few minutes. Frank-
lin seems to have thought the salt had some
resuscitating power, but, after experiment-
ing in the matter, I conclude that it only ab-
sorbs the moisture so as to dry them quick-
ly. I could never revive t hem alter they had
been under water over about 48 or 72 hours,
just about the length of time a chilled bee
will be susceptible of being warmed to life,

rcnnbutconclude that the Hies which Frank-

lin took from the wine had been in there on-
ly a few days, instead of years. I have nev-
er used the matting you mention, but it

seems as if it would be too frail to be dura-
ble.

m « —
IHPKOVEMENT IN QUEENS.

THAT RED-CLOVER QUEEN.

f
I ST look here, Novice. As you are making
some noise about your red -clover queen, I

think it will do you good to let you know that

there is another that has the odds on her side. In

this month's Gleanings, you mention that her
workers are rather dark. Now, for facts: I have
not ieed t hat many of the best honey gatherers were
not those very yellow bees, but were from dark or-

ange to a mahogany color, the queens being from
leather color to brown, and often black tipped.

Now I will tell you of our queen, and what she has
done. She was raised in the month of July, 1878, and
she is the daughter of a very prolific queen that I

bought in '76. In '77, the mother stock gave mo
more honey than any two other stocks I knew of.

On this account, I took one or two frames of brood
from that stock every week, to get queen cells from,

and in '78 it stood best also for both honey and bees.

In '77, T bought another queen that was a great lay-

er, and I liked her so well that I raised queens from
queen No. 2, and drones only from queen No. 1, and
afterward sold queen No. 2, before the winter of

'TV'S. From the young queens of No. 2, I selected

the most prolific one, and one whose workers were
the best honey* gatherers, and from her I only raised

drones, all the drones I had in the whole season of

1878. I then raised quite a number of queens from
No. ], in 1878, and watched them closely, though I

kept only this one, and she was put in a black stock,

It miles from here, about the first of Sept., '78. In

the winter of '78 and '79 I lost both my queens, — No.
1 anil my drone queen. In the spring of '70, the

black stock having this queen ran quite low, and
was confined to 4 combs that measured 10"'

s x 17! c .

Between May 2(lth and Aug. 20th, 11 frames of brood
were taken from her, and over 70 lb. of box honey.

Five combs, that were all capped, were extracted in

Aug., to give her breeding room, and 5 more combs
full of capped honey were taken in the fall, to help

weak Btocks when putting them up for winter. I

know that this yield is not extra for Italians, but

when we consider the poor season, and that other

stocks for miles around did not gather enough for

winter stores, and surplus was a thing almost un-

known in this vicinity ((jueenlessness and starvation

will take from 1
(
to '^, if no feeding is done), I think

you are not the only one who can praise up one
darkish-eolorcd stock.

DOUBLE-QUEEN STOCKS.

On page 12, Jan. No., I see that G. M. P. has a note

on two queens in a hive. I have been troubled with

two of that sort, and I noticed that they are gener-

ally a pale leather color; that the workers are bright

color, and very gentle; and that, to introduce a

queen to that kind of stock, you need only chuck

hex in as carefully afl you throw corn to the chick-

ens. I have one of those stocks now in good condi-

tion, and I have used bees from it to give queens to.

I just brush the bees off the combs on to the bottom
board of a new hive, put the combs in, let the queen
loose on a comb nnd shut up the hive, and a pint of

bees on a frame of hatching brood, with 2 empty
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combs, will make it an easy job. Please to take note

of It, and inquire into these double-queen stocks,

and see if the bees from them won't take a queen
quicker than others do. I know that the two-queen

strain is not hard to establish. I know of 4 queens,

daughters of one I owned in '78, that, during- the

past season, would furnish young' queens if left to

themselves. One thing more: Last year you was
fast on artificial queen-cells, and G. M. D. infers that

a queen-cell built by old bees is of not much worth;

also you infer, in the notes connected thereto, that

if we could get the queen to lay in queen-cells, we
might get better queens. It's no trouble togt't them
to do that. My trouble is to stop their laying in

them. If you think queens from the eggs laid in

queen-cells are best, we can just try the difference

this season. What do you say to that?

H. L. Jeffrey.
Woodbury, Litchfield Co., Ct., Jan. 21, 1880.

I think you are on the right track, friend
J., and I have no doubt but that we may be
able, in a very little time, to produce queens
whose progeny will gather honey many times
when our present bees do not, and which will
also rear extra queens in their hives, that we
may have no colonies queenless for queen-
rearing. Still farther,— and, from my own
experiments, I feel more sure of this last

point than of either of the others,— I think
we may have stocks that will receive almost
any queen at almost any time, without any
introducing at all. Simply take out one
queen and put in another, as often as it may
be desirable. Every summer we find colo-
nies whose bees will not injure any queen.

SELECT QUEEN REARING. NO. 2.

fjjIRST, it may be well to know when to begin. If

one is in special need of queens, it might be
desirable to commence stimulative feeding as

early as March or April; but, ordinarily, to raise

good, vigorous queens, I would not commence oper-

ations until the bees are gathering plenty of honey.
Secondly, when the good time comes, remove the

queen, eggs, and all uncapped brood from the colo-

nies which you purpose to employ in queen raising.

These queens you may utilize in starting new colo-

nies. Then furnish eggs or newly hatched larva?

from your select queens,— either a frame, or a strip

of comb an inch wide and 3 or 4 inches long, contain-
ing the eggs or newly hatched larvae, to insert in

your queenless colonies. Care should be taken that
the inserted larvae are not too old. If 4 or 5 days old

when started in the queen cells, you may have
queens hatching in 9 or 10 days, that may be worse
than useless, being half queens and half workers.
Perhaps they will become fertilized, and lay eggs a
short time; perhaps they will never lay, but will re-

main in the hive all summer, if permitted, and will

not allow any other queen to be introduced, and
tear down all the queen cells you insert. Have you
ever been troubled with one of these pests? I know
who has, and I also know that it is difficult to find

them. To avoid this trouble, get eggs or recently
hatched larvas into your breeding hives. In about
13 days, your queen cells arc ready to be distributed
in your nucleus hives.

Now we may suppose you have a goodly number
of queen cells, and as many little hives each adapted
to hold two or three of the ordinary sized frames of

your apiary. Then go to a strong colony from which
to make 4 or 5 nucleus colonies. You want first to

find the queen. Examine carefully each frame that

you take out; if you do not And her, place the frame
in a nucleus hive, and examine the next frame,

placing each frame in a separate little hive. Pro-

ceed thus until you have found the queen. Put her,

with the comb she is on, into an empty hive. Then
you can proceed to insert a queen cell in each of the

other combs, plaoing each one in a separate nucleus

hive (or in your ordinary hive contracted with divi-

sion board), with some hatching brood, bees, and
honey. It may be well to insert the queen cell near
the center of the frame, as there may not be enough
bees to cover the whole comb, consequently queen
cells on the outer edges might become chilled, and
hatching be prevented.

Care should be taken in cutting out and inserting

queen cells, not to indent them in any way, and also

to have the pieces fit nicely. If not done neatly, the

bees may become dissatisfied with your awkward
work and tear it down. Novice, whose head is full

of good thoughts on apiculture, speaks of a little

cake cutter with sharpened edge to mark the shape

and size of the piece to be cut out, and its counter-

part to be inserted. The operation should be per-

formed with a sharp pen-knife, having a thin narrow
blade. In 2 or 3 days, you may look out for a batch

of extra good queens. This operation may be ex-

tended to the utmost capacity of your choice queens,

and your strong colonies to bo divided into nuclei.

The queenless colonies that you employ to start

queen cells must be kept strong, by giving them
capped brood occasionally.

If this mode of queen raising, which is perhaps the

most generally adopted by experts, does not meet
your demands, then we would refer you to the arti-

ficial method which you may find described in the

A B C of Bee Culture, under the head of "Lamp
Nursery." J. Ashwouth.
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 5, 1880.

Now, friend A., I have a little fault to find,

not with your directions, and perhaps not
with you at all. It is this: Some of you
folks at Lansing, Mich., our friend Cook
particularly, have condemned dollar queens,
in the strongest terms. Well, when you pro-
posed to write some directions for queen
rearing, as you hailed from Lansing, Mich.,
I congratulated myself upon the prospect of
being told just how to raise queens worth $4
or $5 apiece, and, after reading your direc-

tions through very carefully, I am disap-
pointed to find that it is exactly as we do
raise queens, and precisely the plan I have
given in the ABC. We can raise queens
on that plan not only for a dollar, but, for

orders by the hundred, for 60c, without any
trouble at all. The lamp nursery in no way
changes the result, for it takes only capped
cells. There are a few who still insist that
we cannot raise good queens for a dollar.

Well, what more should we do, if we were
going to raise $5.00 queens? Doolittle has
given one idea on the subject, in saying that
we must get cells from some colony that has
produced them under the natural swarming
impulse, without being queenless. Such
queens, without doubt, will cost more, but
has it been proved that they are any better

than those raised by the plan just given, af-

ter all?
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%Wd§ of grain,
From Different Fields.

Fit VMES ALL IN ONE PIECE.

MY bees did very well last season. I started

with 5 stands, sold 2, and increased from 3
- to 15, and have taken 265ft. of honey. I have

just finished up my hives and frames for this season.
I think I have made an improvement in the way of

making frames, as I made all the last lot of frames
in one piece. To make them in this way, you must
cut 3 grooves in your piece, so it will bend without
breaking. Then bend it up and nail one corner. To
make the supporting-arms, tack small strips of tin

on each side of 2 corners of the frame.

Pleasant Hill, S. C, Jan. 2.1, '80. W. S. Canthen.

The plan of making brood frames all in
one piece is not new. Two objections have
always stood in the way; one is that the top
bar heeds to be heavier than the rest of the
frame, and the other is that it is inconvenient
getting a comb guide in cheaply and secure-
ly. If we are going to use the wired frames
recently described, both of these objections
are obviated. In them, no comb guide is

wanted at all, and the top bar need be no
heavier than the bottom bar. I am not sure
that a full 3-16 of an in., all around, would not
answer every purpose for a frame. If we use
a corner like our new section box, we can,
perhaps, dispense with bottom corners, and
thus have a frame equally good, and very
much cheaper.

now CnEAP SnOULD WrE get wired
FRAMES OF FDN. ?

With Given's press, we could then get up
frames filled with wired fdn., ready for the
hives—how cheap do you suppose? Wired
frames, without bottom corners, all put up,
can be made for $4.00 per hundred ; if friend
Given can fill 8, L. frames, with one pound
of wax, the fdn. could be furnished all put
in the frame, for $0.00 per hundred, making
only 10c. apiece for wired frames all ready to

hang in the hives. If he will do his part by
furnishing a press that will raise walls on
such thin sheets, I will try to do the rest of
it. We shall want some better method of
making wax sheets, to get sheets of an even
thickness, and so thin that a pound will

cover 8 square feet. The inside of an L.
frame is just about one square foot.

CHAFF HIVES, BY AN A B C SCHOLAR.

I commenced 2 years agro, with 3 colonies in old

boxes. I transferred them to movable-frame hives

of my own make, the first I ever saw. I made them
after your directions. I have now 11 stand*, all in

good fix, packed in chaff, 4 of them in chaff hives.

Last season, I averaged 45 ft. from my chaff hives,

and nothing from the others. I would not give one

chaff hive for 2 of any other kind.

The success I have had with bees is causing quite

a bee fever. I have done but little yet. but it is so

much better than my neighbors have done with their

old box hives, that they think I am doing wonder-

fully. They have come T and 8 miles to see my hives

and several have spoken to me to make hives for

them and transfer their beca. J. R. IIaiipin.

Korio, Perry .Co.. Jnd.. Feb. 3.. J 380.

LONG LIVED QUEENS.

A few thoughts were suggested to me by reading

Doolittlc's article in .Tan. number on queen rearing.

In the first place, we should select a queen to rear

from, that has passed into her second year; or, if

she is in her third year, she would be better, provid-

ed she maintains her ability to keep her hive fully

stocked. Queens raised from such a mother would
be apt to inherit this valuable trait of queens, and I

think it should receive the attention of all careful

bee-keepers. By pursuing a course of careful selec-

tion, it is possible to lengthen the usefulness and
value of a queen. It might also be the means of giv-

ing longer lived workers, but this could only be
ascertained by experiment, and tests of their age.

Even if the age of bees could be increased 2 or 3

weeks only, it would be an item both in the laying of

eggs and brood rearing, and the consequent economy
of stores. I believe bees are very susceptible of

improvement by care and good judgment, also of

injury by neglect and want of thoughtful care. I

have been led to these thoughts, in part, by the

memory of a queen owned by me some 14 years ago,

which reached the age of 4 years, and to which I

attribute, in no small degree, my early success in

bee-keepiug. I have been anxious to know more of

the condition of the Italian bee in its home in Italy,

and to have an honest statement, by actual observ-

ers, as to whether they are all absolutely pure in the

districts from which they have been imported.

John Baird.

Elm Grove, Ohio Co., W. Va., Feb. 3, 1880.

Long lived, prolific queens are certainly
very desirable, and, as the matter which
friend B. takes up is oue that has received
comparatively little attention, I think it

should be looked into. The queens that
come from Italy do, assuredly, produce
workers having the three bands as explained
in the ABC, differing entirely, in this re-

spect, from the black bees and hybrids of our
own country. I have now imported largely,

and from different localities, and, in view of

the above, I am satisfied that there are no
black bees or hybrids in Italy, at least in the
districts from which our queens have come.
If you examine the tests as I have given
them, I think you will all agree with me.

ALSIICE CLOVER.
I would say to some of the Alslke-clover men,

that here, when it is once sowed, it never runs out.

I have some in a meadow, that has been mowed four

years, and it has increased every year. It was mixed
in the timothy seed when I bought it. One of my
neighbors sowed some about the same time, and

there is plenty yet. The soil, in the first case, was a

sandy loam; in the last case, clay.

HONEY FROM RED CLOVER.

The aftermath of rod clover was covered with

bees for 2 weeks, but there is but little grown here.

I transferred a new swarm the 15th of Aug. They
were hybrids. I gave them 4 frames of comb, and

not a pound of honey, and they filled their hive with

comb and honey to overilowing. I did not feed them
at all. It was an after swarm, but now they are as

heavy a colony, in bees, as I have. I don't think

the queen has stopped laying this winter, as they

have been down cellar through the chilly weather,

and carried out pleasant days. J. 8. Terrell.
Ridgeville, Ohio, Fob. 1, 1880.
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GRArE SUGAR THAT WILL, KILL IJEES.

Some little time ago came a lump of sugar
and the following

:

I send you by mail to-day a sample Of the grape
sugar made at Sagctown, 111. 1 tried making candy
of it by your recipe in Oct. number of Gleanings,
hut failed to get it to harden, and shall have to try

it again. W. H. McQitiston.
Monmouth, Warren Co., III., Dec. 19, 1879.

The sugar was of a dirty yellow color, and
the taste was not only bitter, but had an of-

fensive flavor of chemicals. I wrote our
friend not to use it by any means, and sent
him a sample of our own. Here is his reply:

I received your postal in regard to sample of sugar
sent, and thank you for the advice, " not to feed it;"

for, having tried it on two stocks, they both died,

and I know no other reason for their dying.

W. H. MCQCISTON.

Lt seems as if the Buffalo factory improved
<>n every ton of sugar they send us. It is

now so white and of such a pure sweet that
it is not had confectionery just as it is bro-
ken out of the barrels. Both in appearance
and taste, it is slowly hut surely coming
nearer and nearer to very white, pure, can-
died honey. If the flavor of basswood or
clover honey were added to it, and its candy-
ing property corrected a little, it would be
almost, if not quite, honey made from Indi-
an corn. Let the manufacturers go on im-
proving in its manufacture, and put it right
into the market under its true name, and
nobody has anything to fear from it.

A HOME-MATJE WAX-EXTRACTOR.
Mr. A. Meder once told me his experience in ren-

dering wax, which I think would benefit many a one
who is not able to procure a wax-extractor. He
took a small Hour sieve, with tin rim, and put there-

in his broken comb, and set it over a washpan a lit-

tle larger than the sieve. He put some water in the

washpan, and set the whole in the oven of a cook-
ing stove. He assured me that the pure wax was
down in that water quicker than it would have been
with an extractor, and with less heat; and there is

room for improving- it greatly. A. Schneider.
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 22, 1879.

Many thanks, friend S. The idea is quite
ingenious, and, since you speak of it, 1 am
sure it can not fail to be valuable, inasmuch
as one does not have to touch the wax at all.

I do not know why a wooden sieve would
not answer, although they are not so tidy.
Wood sieves will be found iu our 10 c. coun-
ter, and tin-rimmed sieves in our 25 c. coun-
ter. Tin pans for each, at the same prices.
Just think of it ! a wax-extractor, small
size (3 qt.), complete, for only 20 c; larger
ones, capacity •! gallons, only •'>(» c. A very
large sieve will not be needed, for you caii
open the oven door and put in pieces of
comb, just as you do with the ordinary wax-
extractor; but, O my friends, heware you
do not drop wax into the oven, and forget
and let the whole arrangement boil over.
Perhaps the occasional addition of cold wa-
ter to the pan might be well. Tell your
friend M. it looks as if we owed him a big
debt of gratitude ; and, boys, let us remem-
ber him.

ANOMALIES IN SCIENCE.

Friend Hunt :—Are there any known exceptions to

a general law in nature? Can a perfect animal be
produced without the assistance of the male ele-

ment? If drones hatched from the eggs of a virgin

fpieen are capable of fertilizing a queen, the aflirui-

ative of the above questions would seem to be prov-

ed. Can a correct conclusion be arrived at in regard
to these anomalies? Who shall decide? The last

,
paragraph under the head of Drones, in A BC, seems

I

to point in the direction of your decision. Let us

hear from science. J. CHAPMAN.
Home, Newaygo Co., Mich., Jan. 14, 1880.

^Ve meet with exceptions, or at least ap-
parent exceptions, at almost every turn; and
the fact that a queen hee will lay eggs which
produce drones, without having met the
male, is one of these exceptions. If we look
into the matter still further, however, we
rind that other insects, besides queen bees
show this same singular feature, and then
this seems in accordance with a law before
unknown, instead of an exception. JNIy con-
jecture that a queen might even produce
worker bees without fertilization is, if I am
correct, still in accordance with law, as
found in some other insects. It is still un-
decided as to whether drones from unfertile
queens are useful or not.

"visit" from an a b c scholar.
Dear Novice: -Owing to the inclemency of the

weather, I have a spare half-hour to devote to

"thinking." Must I tell you that I detest thinking

to myself? and so I'll drop you a line, provided you
have no objections. Our bees are in "tip-top" or-

der, look clean and bright, and are bringing in pol-

len from maple and red-bud every minute when it is

not showering down rain. Our rain showers to-day

are exactly like the " April showers " we read about,

but so seldom see, until late in the month of May.
MOVING BEES OFTEN.

I am just through moving my bees again. Poor
things! 1 move them so often that it is a wonder
they are not, in disposition, like the" western man's"
poultry. He moved so often that whenever a cov-

ered wagon paused near the house, the chickens

(thinking another move on the tapis) would instant-

ly drop upon their backs and elevate their feet, in

order to be tied readily. You may have heard of

this circumstance before, but you were not acquaint-

ed with the man in question, and I believe I am. I

moved the bees 100 yards, and did as directed by
several eminent bee keepers, in the last National

Convention,— just moved the hives, and placed a

board slanting, in front of each hive's entrar.ee.

Not a bee returned to the old stand. I was truly

pleased to And it such an easy matter, and so safe,

with such a small quantity of exertion. Did I tell

you that I am morbidly opposed to unnecessary bod-

ily exertion? No? Well, truly, I am.
Several letters recentls- received induce me to be-

lieve that South-western North Carolina, the Blue
Ridge Mountain district, is to be the future Eldorado

of bee keepers. "Tis said that box-hive men make
enormous yields of honey in that region.

HOR ROWED THUNDER !

I was looking over my last year's numbers of A, 1>.

J., and, on glancing over an article headed "Uniting
Bees," on page 407, written by C. F. D., the language
seemed familiar to me, and, after thinking over it

a few minutes. I believed it yours. I picked up my
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volume (recently neatly bound) of Gleanings for

1879, :in<l on page 261, under heading •• Uniting Bees,"

1 found the same article written by yourself. C. P.

1). i was he bashful in not placing his full name to an-

other man's article?) evidently thought he was doing
the A. B. J. a service; but 1 doubt if the editors of

that journal are of his opinion. It. (
'. TAYLOR.

Wilmington, N. ('.. Jan. 58, 1880.

Thanks for your favorable report on set-

ting a board before the hive, after moving
the bees, friend T. : lint are you sure it will
always work as well ? Were noi the chick-
ens you tell about of an unusually gentle
breed ? Surely, such submissiveness would
be a desirable trait.

So tar as I am personally concerned, I have
no objection at all to having my writings
copied, when they are of value; but for C.
F. D.'s sake, I would enjoin him to remem-
ber that such things are dangerous, for they
are almost sure to he found out, as in the
present case. The article you mention, 1

wrote originally as an answer to an inquiry,
and it may be found entire on page 260,
Oct. No . 1877. What pleased me most about
your letter, friend T., was your very neat
price list on a postal, pictures of queens and
all, evidently done with the cheirograph. I

am glad to know you succeeded with it.

IS ITALIAN BLOOD '•CATCHING"?
The Italian queen you sent me last May, 1 intro.

duced according to your books, and succeeded
splendidly. I say they can't be heat in the State.

Also, I had a colony of black bees standing about

one yard from them, and to-day they are extra hy-

brids. How does that come? There were many
Italian drones last fall. We have 21 hives. We have
lost none this winter. A. J. Sayer.
Hartford City, Mason Co., W. Va., Jan. 10, 1880.

I presume your black colony reared a new
queen, and that she met one of the Italian
drones. Italian bees would probably be
found in the hive any way. if they were near
together, for bees very often get into the
wrong hive, in the working season, without
being molested.

WHAT TO DO WITH ODD-SIZED FRAMES.
Friend Root : — Help me out of trouble. I bought

some regular, standard, L. hives. The frames in my
old hives are t in. shorter than I want them in L.

hives. Now, would you cut comb out entirely, or

take sides and bottom away and fasten the top

piece in L. frame? Would you till space left with

fdn.? If hives are divided, will they swarm the

same season, when worked for com)) honey?
James Shore.

Gcrmantown, Pa., Jan. 27, 1880.

I would take the odd-sized hives and make
kindling wood of all of them, saving only
the combs. Of these. I would transfer only
the good worker comb, using all the rest for
wax. I would use fdn. to iill the empty
Space in transferring. Hives that are di-

vided will not be as likely to swarm, but it

all depends on the season. With a steady,
uninterrupted How of honey, they may swarm
again and again.

your A 11 C scholars, and have your complete work,
you may look for a statement of our progress some
time during the coming summer. I will say this

much now: In the spring of 1878,wo started with two
stands; in the spring of 'T'.i. with three; and, from
present indications, will have nine the coming
spring. Last season we worked for increase, and
two tine swarms got away from us. This coming
season, we expect to work for honey, and perhaps
raise queens. Bigoer & Swallow.
Bellbrook, ()., Jan. 8, 1880.

If you are coming into the A 15 (' class, my
friends, you must not let your bees get away;
it is too much trouble to raise them. Be-
sides, when they go off they are almost sure
to do it just before the honey season, or right
in the midst of it. and that, von see. is a
double loss.

CALIFORNIA.
We had a sharp spell of cold weather about Christ-

mas, making ice half an inch thick in many places,

in the county where tomato vines have heretofore
come through the winter unharmed. The past sea-

son has been harder on the bee keepers of Southern
California than the dry season of 1*77, and I am sat-

isfied that there will be fewer bees to begin the sea-

son with, in this country, than we had two years ago.

The past week has been warm enough for bees to

fly, and the prospect now is that they will be at

work on the willows very lively during the coming
week. Manzanitahas been in bloom in the moun-
tains for over a month, but it has been too cold for

1hc bees to get tiny benefit from it.

Nathan H. Shaw.
San Buenaventura, Cal., Jan. 19, 1880.

RAISING NEES, AND THEN LETTING THEM "BUS OFF."

Those queens we got of you show really line prog-

eny, which are of much better disposition than our
black boos were. As we, in a quid Way, Claim t" be

TOADS AGAIN, AND HIVES ON THE GROUND.
I must tell you about my experience in following

your advice. You recommend putting hives on the

ground or on bricks; so, last spring, I tried it, as

soon as I got bees into the Simplicities. I leveled

up my bottom boards on ± bricks, as you say, and
thought, "Well, I am all right now;" and, to im-
prove on your improvement, I put up a slanting

alighting-board, and it was just grand to see the bees
alight and travel up the board right into the hive. I

happened to be near one evening, just about dusk,

when I saw a number »,f toads about the hives. So I

watched a short time, until one mounted the alight-

ing-board, and I knew in a moment what was up.

Before it was fully datk, I had killed 2fi toads. I

changed the hives the next day by planting a piece

of f x 6 scantling, :j ft. long, and leaving 12 in. out of

the ground, and nailing a plank on the top, on which

I set the hive, leaving the plank projecting enough
for the bees to alight on. After that I had no troub-

le. T. L. Davidson.

Early Branch, Hampton Co., S. C, Jan. 2:5, 1880.

I should object to your board, friend 1).,

because it will soon warp and prove unsight-
ly, and Inconvenient for the bees. Tbe in-

convenience of having hives SO pen bed up
on a stake, when extracting, putting up
pounds of bees, etc., to say nothing of having
heavily laden bees fall to the ground (a prey
to the toads after all), to me would more
than counterbalance the time occupied in

killing the toads, as you did the first night.
If you followed that up. yon would be rid of
them in a very short time. I dislike the
idea of killing the poor things, and, as they
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are well known to be so useful in gardens,
can we not have a garden so fenced up that
the toads can be kept inside the inclosure,

and allowed to live in peace and usefulness V

CHAFF HIVES VERSUS CELLAR WINTERING.

Last November, I put the most of ray bees in the

cellar, except a few which I left on their summer
stands, with cushions on the sides and on top. They
have wintered well, but the weather was warm and

wet in Jan., which caused the cellar to be very damp

;

so I took 3 outdoor, and made chaff hives. The in-

side shell, I made of common lath; it struck me that

the cracks between the lath would be grand for ven-

tilation. I have been looking over about 30 colonies

in the cellar to-day, and found 2 nearly dead with

the dysentery, with plenty of sealed honey.

Now, 1 want to know if bees are as liable to the

dysentery when packed in chaff on summer stands;

and whether or not the damp cellar is the cause of

dysentery in this case. Now, would it be safe for

me to make outside shells, 4 in. larger than the reg-

ular hives, and pack in chaff? The hives are %
thick; or would you advise the inner shell thinner?

Meredith, N. Y., Feb. 5, '80. O. R. Munson.

I think the bees are less liable to dysentery
when outdoor, packed in chaff ; and, besides,
if a suitable day occurs, they can then always
fly out, of their own accord, and without any
disturbance, such as carrying them out
necessarily produces. Lath for the inside of

chaff hives will answer nicely. I know of
no objection, other than that it is a great
deal of work. I first made the inside of nar-
row strips. I think thin wood is far better
than inch boards, for the inner walls of chaff
hives, for the reasons given.

Is not this the new trait that friend Hasty
wants to develop V viz., a wide-awake dispo-
sition which will induce the bees to search
for and discover the honey, the minute the
blossoms begin to open.

EARLY QUEENS FROM THE SOUTH.

As it is just fun to raise queen-s here, by your di-

rections given in the A B C, I would like to know, if

I should succeed in raising a good quantity of early,

untested queens from an imported mother, if I could

sell them. As there are but few bees in this neigh-

borhood, I think the most of them will prove pure;

at least, the early ones did last season.

Pleasant Hill, S. C, Feb. 5, '80. W. S. Canthen.

Just go right to work and raise the queens,
friend C, and I think I can pay you one
dollar each for all you will deliver to me
in March or April. A great many of our
Southern friends have undertaken to do it,

but I have never been able, so far, to get any
until about the first of May.

SIMPSON AND SPIDER PLANTS, AND TEACHING BEES
TO GATHER HONEY.

The Simpson honey plant that I got of friend

Simpson, bloomed the first year as much as it could

bloom the second year. I have had spider plants in

my garden before 1 knew they were honey plants,

but I never saw bees working on them; so I took a

piece of comb honey, put it in front of a hive, got it

full of bees, and then put them among the plants.

In thi9 way, I got them to work on the spider plant.

Louisville, Ky., Jan. 9, '80. Louis Hofstatter.

Those Simpson plants that friend S. sent
out were extra nice, well rooted ones, and I

hope he will have some more like them this

spring. I have before imagined there was
honey in the fields, which the bees had not
discovered, and, as some colonies seem al-

ways behind others, is not this the reason?

REPORT FROM AN A B C SCHOLAR IN COLORADO.
I started last spring with one swarm of the yellow

banded tribe, and have now 6 good swarms. I never
tried to handle bees before last spring. Last fall, I

took from those swarms, 200 ft. of comb honey, and
left from 8 to 10 frames of honey to the swarm, to

winter on. The frames are 12x14 in. I laid strips of

wood across the frames, and then a chaff cushion, 10

in. thick, over them, and a cushion at each end, and
2 feet of chaff at the back and ends, leaving the

fronts as in summer. Are they cared for right, to

stand the winter?

HONEY FROM THE OAK.
I read in Gleanings about the bees working on

the oaks. They work briskly on them here, but
make dark honey from it. H. H. C. Breece.
Greenwood, Custer Co., Col., Dec. 22, 1879.

TAKING BEES OUT OF A TREE IN JANUARY.
On the 30th day of January, I cut a bee tree, and

transferred the bees to a Simplicity hive. The bees
weighed one pound. I gave them 2 frames of honey,

and packed them up In good condition with chaff.

By using caution, can I keep them until honey
comes in the spring? I am only in my ABC. Any
information would be thankfully received. They
are doing nicely to date, yet It is quite cold.

Bean Blossom, Ind., Feb. 4, '80. W. Parmerlee.

There will be no trouble in keeping them,
I think, if you feed them so they do not
starve.

FROM NEW ZEALAND.
Dear Brother:— I am threatened with the bee

fever; and, just while I am brim-full, let me say a
few words by way of easing the pressure on my
brain. This is the way it came about. I began a

few months ago to read " Bee-Keeping, " by Quinby.
I became deeply interested, made a box hive, and
waited for swarming time (as swarms are given

away here). In the meantime, I read up "Bee-
Notes" in the American Agriculturist, from 1876 to

present time. I found myself (and Quinby) far be-

hind the times. I built a new Quinby Observatory
hive, and a swarm put into that, a month ago, has

about half filled the space with comb. I have had
another swarm in a common box, about the same
length of time. So I have started bee-keeping.

Last Christmas, I paid a visit to Oamaru (33 miles

south), to my friend, and brother in the Lord, F.

Every. He brought to my notice your journal,

Gleanings, with which I was surprised and delight-

ed; most especially, when I found you to be on the

Lord's side. He lent me 11 numbers. I have read

4 of them and run through the others, and my brain

is just on the whirl. So much is said about blacks,

hybrids, and Italians, that I am fairly puzzled to

know what kind mine are. They are brown bees,

and are just the same (so far as I know) as all the

bees I ever saw, either here or in England. I en-

close samples, which please notice in Gleanings.
In my enthusiasm, I have carried along a Christian,

Mr. Rout, who writes you by this mail to order the

Gleanings and A. B. J. F. Every, or his brother

J. H. Every,— Dunedin, has, I believe, ordered a

Simplicity hive from you, which I hope to see when
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it arrives. Hoping this is the beginning- of a corres-

pondence with you, that will be a source of pleasure

and profit here below, and a never ending acquaint-

ance above, I am W. H. Clemo.
Waimate, Canterbury, N. Z., Jan. 3, 1880.

Many thanks, friend C. The bees you
send are the common, black bees of our own
country. Do you know how they got on
your island V That is, were they brought
there, or were they found when the first

missionaries landed? I shall be very glad
indeed, if I can help introduce our favorites
to you, in a way that will contribute to the
happiness and comfort of your people, and
our brothers in the Lord.

DOES CONFINEMENT TO THE HIVES CAUSE DYSEN-
TERY ?

The season of 1879 was the poorest for honey ever
known in this locality; but bees are wintering very
nearly as they did previous to 1871 and 2. There will

be no loss in this locality, except by starvation, but
loss from this cause will undoubtedly be considera-

ble. I see an article going the rounds, which states

that long confinement to the hive is the cause of

dysentery, the same writer also comparing bees to

mankind. Are such people lunatics or don't they

know? I supposed that nature designed the honey
bee as well as nearly all the insect creation to go in-

to a partially dormant state on the approach of cold

weather, and remain so for several months, without

any injury to themselves whatever, provided their

food, house, etc., is agreeable for them to spend the

gloomy hours of winter in. If I have been laboring

under false ideas, it is time 1 was corrected, and I

hope that some kind brother among your many
readers will rise up and explain. Hikam Roop.
Carson City, Mich., Feb. 8, 1880.

Gently, friend R. Although I entirely
agree with you in thinking that bees should
not be compared with human beings, yet I
think that dysentery is often cured by a
change in the\veather that permits the bees
to fly freely. Whether it is the new honey
and pollen", or their being able to empty
themselves, so to speak, I am at present un-
able to say positively. Some cases seem to
indicate one conclusion, and others the other.

KEEPING EXTHA QUEENS IN CAGES.

A. I. Root:— Excuse me for asking you a few ques-

tions, as I am one of your A B C scholars. I have
read your ABC book through twice, and cannot

really satisfy myself just how to save my extra

queens. I have 7 light swarms, each containing

about two quarts of bees. 1 ought to have put two
or three together when they swarmed; they would
have done well, however, in an ordinarily good sea-

son, but we had a rery dry summer, and old swarms
made n> surplus, while latish, young swarms did

nothing. Now these 7, light swarms all have g i« d.

fertile, black queens, ami I do not want to kill any Of

them, but 1 want to put the 7 colonies int i3; how
can I save the extra queens until I want to use them?
Please tell me. Can I cage them, and put the cage
between the combs, in a swarm that ha-* a queen,

and not kick up a fuss in the hive? If so, do I want
to put some worker bees in the cage with the queens?

and how many with each queen?

MAPLE SUGAR AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR CANDY.
I went down cellar Saturday night, and looked

over my 23 swarms. They were all right except 3,

which were out of honey, or nearly so. I gave each
a pound of dry maple sugar, in the cake, and they
eat it like fun. Is that the right way to feed it.

But very few bees have died in my hives yet; I do
not think there are over 2 quarts out of the whole 23

swarms. I look to them every week, and keep the
dead bees swept (ait of the hives clean. Some of the
large swarms sweat a little, and the bottom boards
are somewhat moldy, but I have a cellar that is very
warm, so that potatoes are sprouting in it, and so
dry that the sand will run in it like dry powder.
Are they too warm, da you think? They stay in the
hives all right, and are not noisy, but you can hear a
gentle buzzing as you walk through among them.
Greig, N. Y., Feb. 9, '80. K. P. Lovejoy.

You can save your queens by the plan you
suggest, perhaps, but, friend L., why not let
them go right along as they are, since you
have wintered them thus far? A queen at
liberty and laying is certainly worth more
than one caged up, to say nothing of being
far safer. You are on the right track, ana
have nothing to do but to go ahead, with the
light you have. I have never fed any kind
of candy with so good results, as with maple
sugar. And I have decided this year, if it

gets down to the price of coffee A, to buy all
I can find. I once put over a colony, in
March, a cake which had been made in a pan,
and they ate it all in about a month, and
built up into a powerful colony, almost ready
to swarm, before natural sources yielded at
all. Just put some maple sugar cakes over
those weak colonies, and build them up.
You will get along about as fast as by doub-
ling, and you will have 7 colonies instead of
3. Your "cellar is an excellent one I should
say, but I would prefer to have the bees I am
feeding, outdoor. When it is necessary to
keep surplus queens, they should have a good
lot of young bees in the cage with them, and
there is so much danger of the cluster's mov-
ing awav from them, thus letting them get
chilled, I think I would prefer to have them
in the house, where you can look at them
quite often.

FLAT-BOTTOMED FDX. STARTERS, ETC.

I have used and sold considerable flat bottomed
fdn. for starters in sections, 10 sq. ft. to the pound.
I am convinced that the bees have to work the flat

bottomed cell into natural shape by some means, as

I never yet have seen any honey stored or brood
raised, until the fdn. was SO fixed. For this reason,
I think, if we can get fdn. of natural shape, and thin

enough for starters in sections, it will be preferable
to the fiat bottomed cell. Neither do I think very
favorably of high side walls. They only tend to make
the comb tough when one wants to eat it. I have
great doubts about the bees working it out as much
as a great many claim they do. They will not draw
the fdn., as we term it, unless there is a good How of

honey, and then they have the means at their com-
mand to add new wax. The high side walls are all

right for fdn. designed for brood comb. Fdu. for
the brood chamber should never be over 5 sq. ft. to

the pound, to work successfully, I have just been
reading your plan for setting fdn. starters. It is

essentially the same as I have used the past two
seasons. L. E. St. John.
Greene, Chen. Co., N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.
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THE SIMPSON HONEY PLANT.
I have had it under cultivation for two years past.

I planted seed in a hot-bod, about Apr. 1st, 1878. It

came up well, and was transplanted about the middle
of May. It bore transplanting as well as tomatoes,

and grew finely to about 6ft. In hight. It commenc-
ed to bloom Aug. 1st. I watched the lirst flowers

anxiously, and there stood the honey; the flowers

were full to the brim. For two days they were to be
seen so, after which the bees would get there before

I did, and they kept the honey almost out of sight all

the time. It ceased blooming about Oct. 1st.

Last year, it came up early and strong, grew well,

and commenced blooming a month earlier than the

year before, and attracted lots of hornets, wasps,
and flies, but no bees looked after it until about the

1st of Aug., although there was very little to gather
elsewhere. But after Aug. 1st there was no more
room for wasps and Hies, for the bees took posses-

sion of every flower and held possession as long as it

bloomed, which was until Sep'. 5th.

GOLDEN ROD HONEY.
After Sept. 1st, we had an abundance of golden-rod

that gave large quantities of honey, not only keep-
ing- the bees breeding late, but giving them plenty
to winter on, and quite a large surplus for me; and
it was the richest, toughest stuff of any thing in the
honey line which I ever saw. This was probably
owing to the very dry, warm autumn we had. Dur-
ing Oct., we had some very warm weather, and I

tried extracting some of it, but it didn't work at all

well; I couldn't get the combs clean, even with a

high velocity, and it would fly out over the top of the
extractor in fine spray that covered every thing near
with a film of honey, and looked like dew on the
grass (this certainly was "honey dew" J. I had as

good success in raising queens in Oct., as I had in

July. There were lots of drones until the middle of

Nov.

THE RED CLOVER QUEEN.
I must have a queen from that stock that gives so

much honey. I have one colony of the same kind.

For two years they have given me more than double
what the yard has averaged, and I don't keep any
poor stocks either. It never seems to be very strong

in bees, but the honey comes right in, and is as

beautiful as the best. The queen is pure, and the

daughter of an imported queen.

SIZE OP ENTRANCES TO HONEY BOXES.

Can it be that the great majority of us are on the

wrong- track in reference to the size of entrances to

the boxes (see Bee-notes in American Agriculturist,

for last Oct.). If more honey will be stored with
larger entrances, larger they must be; for it is the

honey we are after. That is where our bread and
butter comes from, and the wherewith to pay our

J

debts. I should like to hear what others have to say
about the size of the entrances. C. H. Rue.
Manalapan, N. J., Jan. 30, 1880.

If your extractor is of recent make, I hard-
ly think it will produce any "honey dew,"
even if you have thick, golden-rod honey,
friend R. The red clover queen is nil right so
far, and bids fair to become the mother of a
great family, if we are enabled to fill all the
orders for her daughters. I think it very
likely that some of the honey boxes used are
badly deficient in giving the bees entrances
large enough, but I am sure our arrangement
of section boxes and separators gives all the
entrance that can be of any possible advant-

j

' age to the bees. They go all over the upper
story almost as well as if there were no divi-
sions at all.

AN A 15 C SCHOLAR'S REPORT.

I commenced in the spring of '79 with 14 colonies,

part of them being weak. I transferred one of them
to make sure that I could do that kind of a job; in-

creased by 15 natural and one artilieial swarm, and
lost the first natural one. It was quite cool nights,

so I put on the entrance blocks at night, and did not

I take them oil' the next morning, and "roasted"
I them our, to my sorrow. I doubled the rest up to

25, all told. Of 2 dollar queens, I lost one introduc-

ing (your moral, "Do not introduce the bees with
the queen," did not get into Wisconsin soon enough),

but the other one I put into the artificial swarm, and
it was received with smiles. I have some doubt
whether she is pure or not. I gave the queenless

stock eggs from her, and they reared a queen that

showed four hands and a rinij (the mother had five

and a ring). Most of her bees show three bands
plain^'. I have seen two or three, however, that

looked doubtful, but they were too quick for me, so

I did not get a char.cc to test them. I got 3 lb. of

fdn. at Ihe same time I got the queens. I had bees

that would build straight combs without comb-
guides, and some that would not with them. I tried

starters in the brood frames, from 1J4 in. to half

sheets, and every one were worked straight. So I

have come to the conclusion, that if a person can
not afford to use full sheets, it will pay him to use

narrow strips, for the bees take to them with a will,

and build straight comb-;, as far as my experience-

goes.
TRIANGULAR STARTERS.

I tried pointed and straight starters in the sec-

tions, but the flow of honey stopped just about then,

so I did not have a chance to test them; but all the

difference I can see in favor of the pointed is, that

its lower edge has a longer line thau the straight,

therefore more bees can attach themselves to it at

the same time to build comb. I believe I will try

some in the brood frames next season, where the

length of line will be enough greater to detect any
difference which there may be in building them out.

We have had two very poor seasons, and if next is

no better, I think I shall have to speak for a stall in

Blasted Hopes; but will not blast the bees if I do.

I have had a notion in my head since last fall;

viz., a machine that will take a board the right

length for half a hive, and when it gets through it

will be all ready to put together. If it can be done

(and I think it can), it would send the cost of hives

clear down cellar. Perhaps you and Mr. Gray could

produce the kind of machine that would do the

work. F. O. Polleys.

La Crosse. Wis., Jan. 31, 1880.

It is well for us to have a caution every
now and then about smothering bees, as well

as about introducing queens. I fear you are
a little hasty in saying your bees have four
bands and a " ring." Read what the A 13 C
says about it. and then take another look,

friend P. Your idea in regard to the ad-
vantage of triangular starters may be cor-

rect. Mr. Gray and I have talked a great
deal about a "machine that would take in

rough boards and turn out finished hives,

and there is no great difficulty in doing it.

But suppose, after we get it built at a great
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expense, something turns up so that we want
a hive made differently ; who would take the
machine Off onv hands? This is one of the
great troubles in making expensive, auto-
matic machinery.

THE FIELD OF GLEANINGS.
1 find it does not do to make much noise in GLEAN-

INGS about any thing- In the bee-lino, except one is

prepared to supply applications. My notice of the

Symphoricarpus brought me inquiries and orders

from the extremes of our own country, from British

and continental Europe, and even from Australia.

Although away down at the bottom of the " class" I

had to respond in a fraternal way, as best I could,

with seeds or plants.

Perhaps it is not the circulation of Glean-
ings so much as it is that all who read it,

read it so intensely, if that is the proper ex-
pression. It is something like a live pray-
er meeting; all are interested in every thing
that is said, and most all of us have some-
thing to say. I hardly know how it comes,
for it does not seem to he my doing.

SECOND GENERATION FROM IMPORTED MOTHERS.
I lost the queen you sent me, and find that one

raised in the same hive, from her eggs, produces

more highly colored workers and drones than the

original did. Whether this is common or not I do
not know.

The second or third generation seem, al-

most invariably, to he lighter colored and
prettier hees.
The winter here is very mild. Not more than two

weeks at a time, I think, were bees without a fly,

and, after the worry of last summer in Italianizing,

it just makes me feel good to see my yellow pets go
for water in January. My reconstructed dry-goods

boxes seem to answer all the purposes of a chaff

hive, both summer and winter.

VENTILATION FOB SIMl'LICITV COVERS.
I have been troubled for want of top ventilation in

Simplicity hive; in fact, I have been obliged to throw
the cover on one side, and use chaff cushions instead.

As cold weather came on, the warm air would con-

dense inside the cover. I wish you or Mr. Gray or

some other of the "class leaders " would point a way
out of that trouble.

Use the story and a half covers, friend T.,
if hees are to he kept in the Simplicity hives
in cool or cold weather: this is just what
those covers are intended for.

MAKING THE WATER TO RUN OFF FROM SIMl'LICITV
COVERS.

We have overcome the difficulty of Inning rain-

water lying on the outside of the top, by having a

sort of clamp, in which we put the top so as to have
the shoulder groove on the end of the top a little

shallower in the middle, so that when nailed down it

rounds off to both sides, and no water lies on the

c iver outside, and I think it quite a desideratum.

Q. w. Thompson.
BtClton Nurseries, Middlesex Co., N. .J., Jan. '8).

1 have often made covers slightly round-
ing, as vou suggest, hy waipin^ them a lit-

tle, just before we cut the rabbets around
the edge. By setting the back end of the
hive a little higher than the front, we can
have the water run off, and still have a Hat
cover. I have several times thought it was
much harder on the paint, where the water
remained sometime on hives that blood ex-

actly level. The chaff-hive covers have so
little surface that is exactly level, I suppose
it will not matter.

DRONES IN JANUARY.
1 was very agreeably surprised yesterday, while

overhauling my bees, to find drones and about 160

cells of drone brood partly capped. The hive con-
tains a large amount of worker brood. If I had
known I had drones, 1 would have had some queens
ready. 1 shall experiment soon, if the weather keeps
warm. It is pleasant now. and the bees have been
out in force nearly every day this month. Get your
queens ready, and I will give you a dozen or two
drones, if it keeps warm. The queen is a hybrid, and
very prolific; she was reared in August. My bees,
tit) stocks, are in good order, and I expect to winter
without loss. I always rear queens from the stocks
that winter best, and have not lost a single colony in

over four years. F. L. Wright.
Plainfleld, Mich , Jan. IS, 1SKJ.

It is nothing so very strange, friend W.,
that you have drones now, with this very
mild winter, but I think perhaps we would
better not start any queens just yet, for the
ground is now covered with snow, and it is

winter after all.

EGGS REMAINING DORMANT; DOOLITTLE'S THEORY.
I have often noticed very young larva?, in colonies

that had been queeuless !) days or more. Said larvie

was generally confined to one comb, near the center
of the hive, with very young queen cells started

thereon, while the adjoining combs contained sealed

queen cells, nearly ready to hatch. Now, whence
cometh this larva 1

, unless friend Doolittle's theory
be correct? I have noticed it alike in warm, as well

as cool, weather, but generally in times of scarcity.

Santa Paula, Cal.. Jan. I-', '80. R. Touchton.
At first, I Avas inclined to suggest a fertile

worker; hut, after giving the matter more
thought, I remember having seen the same
thing myself, quite a number of times, and
wondering if they did not. by some means,
hold hack, as it were, a few of the eggs, that
they might be able to rearanother queen, if

their first one was lost. I have given the
matter some serious study, since friend D.
advanced the idea, and the more I think of
it, the more ami inclined to think that he is,

at least partially, right. Xow how do the
hees manage this matter? AVe can't do it

when we send eggs by mail; or, at least, we
have not been able to do it heretofore.

A FEW REMARKS ON QUEEN-REARING, ETC.

Our friend Doolittle gives us a few interesting and
valuable ideas on queen-rearing, in which he does

not very highly approve of artificially " started"

cells. I would like to offer a few remarks for your
criticism as well as friend Doolittle'8. Of course, we
know if we have the natural cell from which to rear

our queens, we have all that can be desired; and one
like Mr. I>., who has his bees all in one yard, can
easily use natural cells; hut as I have had bees in as

many as 6 or 8 different places, I must use other

means than natural swarming, and proceed as i- pos-

sible. Deprive a stock from which you wish to rear

cells, of all unsealed brood. The stock must contain

many young as well as old bees. Insert in its center

a comb, containing 6008 onlu, from your breeding

stock, in this case they have only newly laid eggs
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from which to start cells, and your queens will not

hatch in 6 or 7 days, but you can look for them in

about 10 or 12 days. So far a? my experience goes,

these queens are as good as those from natural cells;

at least, I have had them live 3 years and continue

prolific too. I think the artificial cells that trouble

us are those which are started with larvsp 3 or 4 days

old, and hence produce seven-day and short-lived

queens. 1 have also had queens of the late Mr.

Quinby's artificial rearing, which were a3 prolific as

could be wished, for 3 years.

TO PREVENT COVERS FROM LEAKING.

If Mr. Frank Taber will use covers having a slight

slant, and a ridge board about 2 in. wide, with nails

long enough to clinch, driving about 3 on each edge,

and then paint, ho will have no farther trouble.

This is preferable to using screws, and not one-tenth

the cost.

WABBLING SAWS, AND HOW TO " WABBLE " THEM
WITHOUT COLLARS.

If friend Scovell's saw (page 29, Jan. No.) has

proper rapidity, and if, for a long board, he uses a

gauge on both sides, or firmly holds it to the one

side and does not crowd his saw, he will find one saw

all that is needed so far as the wabbling of the board

is concerned. I have grooved nearly or quite y3 in.

wide by ?.| in. deep, in hard wood (cherry), with \% in.

saw and only one gauge, without the least trouble.

It is not necessary to have collars to wabble a saw.

Take a piece of rubber or leather of the proper

thickness and }i in. square, put one piece between

the saw and collar on one side, and another on the

opposite side of the arbor and saw, both pieces, of

course, near the edge of the collar. If your saw cuts

too wide, you can tighten the nut a little, which will

straighten the saw, and the small bit of rubber or

leather will "give" so you can get the desirable

wabble quicker than by using a collar.

Scriba, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1880. F. II. CvnENirs.

FDN. MACHINE WITH WOOD ROLLS.

There now I I have gone and done it ; I have con-

structed a fdn. machine with wooden rolls; in fact,

the whole machine is wood, with no metal about it,

not even a nail. The rolls are 5 in. long, and 4 1-5 in.

in circumfei-ence. I believe it would be equal to

metal rolls, if the rolls were 9 or 10 in. in circumfer-

ence. The timber I selected for the rolls and boxes

is known here by two names, Sarvess Berry, and

May Cherry. I do not know its true name. The
wood is very hard and compact. When seasoned, it

is harder than apple tree, very fine grained, and

tough. lean make fdn. thick or thin, as I like. I

will send you a sample, and I think you will say it is

pretty well done for one who never saw a machine,

or even the fdn., except a small piece sent me as a

sample.

The sample of fdn., although some of the
cells are a little irregular, is extremely well
done, and, without doubt, will answer as
well as any flat bottomed fdn. Yon must be
a genius inrleed, friend C, to have engraved
all those walls by hand, as I suppose you did.

My 10 colonies of bees are wintering finely so far,

all packed snugly in chaff, and I hope for a good

season. I transferred 3 stocks (all I had) last spring,

and got about 65fl>. of surplus, and 7 swarms.

HONEY FROM BLACK GUM.
The most of my surplus was from the Black Gum.

This is a honey bearing tree that I have seen by the

thousands, but never saw it mentioned In the journ-

al. The honey is not fit for table use, because of its

bitter, pungent taste, and peculiar smell; but it is

very valuable, as it comes in after apple and just be-

fore white clover bloom.

HOME-MADE SAW MANDRELS.
I would advise those who have more money than

time, to purchase their saw mandrels, saws, etc. of

the manufactures; for the time it takes to get a

home-made mandrel to run right and true, as it

should, will buy a new one, counting time at $1.00

per 10 hours. I know this by experience with my
mandrel (see p. 189, May Gleanings, '79). Although
it runs well and true now, it took time, and patience

too, to get it so; but for those who have plenty of

time it will pay; for the knowledge gained, and the

skill acquired, are worth a great deal.

T. J. COOK.
Mewpoint, Ind.. Feb. 7, 1880.

DARK VERSUS LIGHT ITALIANS.

My dark Italians are decidedly the best honey
gatherers, and the best fighters, and the best to de-

fend themselves and stores. Give me the dark ones.

I have one stock of these dark bees which, if you
open the hive to examine them, will, apparently,

take sight at your face, and go for you 10 feet away,

but they arc good workers, no better, however, than

the other dark ones. I have to subdue them with

smoke before I open the hive. My Italians are more
belligerent than my blacks.

I believe your experience is that of others,
in regard to' light and dark colored Italians,
but when we say dark Italians, we by no
means mean hybrids.

GRAPE-SUGAR AND SYRUP.
What is the difference between the syrup of com-

merce, and glucose or grape-sugar? If I understand
it rightly, the starch is first made into glucose or

grape-sugar, then thinned and made into syrup.

My bees will not touch the syrup. I cannot see the

reason why, unless it is because there is more acid

retained in the syrup than in the sugar or glucose.

Geo. II. Forman.
Ripley, O., Feb. 6, 1880.

Grape sugar cannot be melted so as to
make glucose, by any chemist or anybody
else, so far as I have been able to discover,
although the two substances are both made
at the same factory, and are nearly identical
in composition.

SPRING DWINDLING.
Is spring dwindling a disease to which bees are

subject, oris it a natural result from the bee-keep-

er's carelessness? Has it ever been in accordance
with your experience or observations, that a colony

of bees which were encouarged to rear brood late in

the fall, and entered the winter with plenty of young
and active bees, a full supply of stores, and a suita-

ble hive sufficiently protected from cold, have ever

had dwindling? If this question can be answered

negatively, can we not say that, by careful atten-

tion, we no longer fear a loss from that cause? My
idea is, should the season be an unfavorable one for

bees to roar brood late, we should stimulate the

queens, in this latitude, say from Sept. 25th, until

the last of Oct., with plenty of good stores in the

hive, and properly tucked up on their summer
stands. I think, in that case, I would be willing to

take the risk.

I now have 128 colonies in gums and box hives,

booked to be transferred in the spring. They are
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all going into Simplicity hives; your hive and neat

little section boxes just take.

When I get rightly set to work transferring in the

spring, would it not be a nice and enjoyable affair,

if Novice would slip up behind, and just take a peep
for a few minutes? Wishing you every success the

coming year, I am— It. B. Robbins.
Bloomdale, O., Feb. 5, 1880.

I should be most happy to slip up behind,
I am sure, friend R., but it looks now as it

you would have to come here and "slip up
behind," for I am getting chained to my
post closer and closer every day, as it seems.
I hope you are right about the spring dwind-
ling, but it is a matter on which "doctors"
very much "disagree."

THE ADAMS HORSE-POWER ; IT IS NOT A FAILURE
AFTER ALL.

In January Gleanings, some one was blaming
you for describing the Adams Horse-power, as it led

him to make one, and afterward throw it on the

waste-lumber pile. For your benefit as well as his, I

will tell you I know where there is a home-made one,

which cost the owner only $7.00 besides his own la-

bor. It runs a saw, with only one horse, cuts sec-

tions for sale, and everything else belonging to a

complete hive. Instead of a rope, he uses a chain

running on a pulley made to fit it. It does not

stretch, run off, or slip, like a rope. I think if our
friend had had a little more patience, and studied a

while on it, he would have made a success of his. I

find it takes only a trifle to make a great difference

with machinery.
A TASTY APIARY.

I have 20 swarms of bees in chaff hives painted up
quite fancifully. They look like a little village; and,

as they face the road, I notice those passing gener-

ally take a good look. I intend sending you a picture

of my yard when it is completed. I take more com-
fort with my bees than with anything else on the

farm.
MITCHELL AGAIN.

One of the venders of Mitchell's hives visited this

community and soon found a victim, getting a colt,

and a note to make up the amount of $100. He and
his friends lost every bee they put into his hives.

The young man refuses to pay the note, and I guess
the claim won't be pushed. There are a few bee-

keepers in this place that such fellows never visit.

They don't like the looks of a well-regulated yard of

chaff hives; it displays a kind of knowledge they do
not care to face. If I succeed in wintering all ray

bees, I shall want a good many supplies for myself

and customers. M. II. HUNT,
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich., Feb. 4, 18S0.

Many thanks, my friend. You say truly,
that it takes but little to make machinery
either a success or failure. Send a picture
of that chaff -hive apiary, by all means.
Mitchell's field is daily growing less and
less, and, if we all take hold of the matter.
he will soon be short of customers.

I need all my glass for cabbage and tomato plants.

I would also like to give better rates; but as glass

has gone up to $4.00 per box, I don't see how I can
do better. M. Riser.

Columbus, O., Feb. 4, 1880.

RPIDER AND SIMPSON PLANTS GROWN IN BOXES.

In reply to your article in Feb. Gleanings, on
raising honey plants, I would say that I have been
raising greenhouse and hot-bed garden plants for the

last five years. If you think good, transplanted, and

hardened plants could be sold by the dozen at 40 c,

100 @ $3.00, 1000 @ $25.00, " plants to be grown in

small boxes and sent by express," I would undertake
to raise a few thousand. I can't raise more, because

WHAT AN ABC SCHOLAR DID.

Lust spring I bought 6 colonies of bees, but they
were culls. The man I bought of had 27 colonies.

He sold 4 or 5 at $6.00 a stand, then picked out 16

colonies for himself, and I bought the 6 remaining
ones for $21.00. Three of them were in common box
hives, and the other 3 in frame hives. One of those

in the frame hives almost perished. May 9th, I open-

ed the hive, and there was scarcely a pint of bees in

it, and only a little brood on 2 combs. Now I will tell

you what ray bees did for me. I increased the 6 to

15, and besides that, I lost 3 swarms. Two went to

the woods, and one went to a swarm that belonged to

my uncle, and I let him have them. I took consid-

erably over 200 lb. of surplus honey. It was mostly
stored in 6-pound boxes. My new colonies are all in

frame hives which I made after night. I sold enough
honey, at 12V4 c. per lb., to amount to $24.82, or $3.82

more than my bees cost me; besides, I have 9 new
colonies, which are all rich. Henry Lipp.

The Bend, Defiance Co., O., Feb. 5, 1880.

buckwheat; it is sometimes a failure.

I have this report to make on buckwheat: Last

season, 5 acres of buckwheat were sown right over

the fence from my bees, and 10 acres across the

road; in short, about 100 acres were sown within l'i

miles of them. The most of it was plowed under
when it was in full bloom, or after it began to fade;

but several pieces remained and ripened, and the

bees seemed to work well on it each forenoon; but,

strange to say, I did not get a pound of honey from
it all. So I have lost faith in buckwheat.

A. A. Fradenburg.
Port Washington, O., Feb. 9, 1880.

COCKROACHES IN BEE HIVES.

Can you tell me how to rid my bee hives of cock-

roaches? They are a perfect pest. Though they

may not injure the bees, I am sure they eat honey,

for I have seen them at it. They can run down
among the bees, with impunity; by the time the bees

realize that the roach was there, the latter is off

again in some remote crevice. Powdered borax

won't do any good at all, and I frequently find them
90 thick in ray hives, that I am alarmed. To the

person who will give me a sure way of easily get tint;

rid of these pests entirely, without injury to the

bees, or hives and fixtures (recipe to be sent by mail

to me), I will send, at amy time after March 15th, one

Italian queen reared from imported mother.

Wilmington, N. ('.. Feb. 7, '80. K. C. TAYLOR.

I am inclined to think, friend T.. the in-

sects only go there because of the warmth,
and do no real harm to the bees or honey.
My remedy would be to get the hives so full

of bees they would find no room. Perhaps
others can do better.

TO MAKE LABEL8 ADHERE TO TIN.

I will give you my preparation for labeling on tin.

Boiling water 1 qt., pulverized borax 2 oz.; put in

borax, then add gum shellac 4 oz., and boil until dis-

solved. For your gummed labels I merely wet the

tin with borax water. G. H. Pierce.

Winooski, Wis., Jan. 22, 1880.
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Friend Root:— In reading friend Smith's article,

JaD. No., page 27, it occurred to me that he might

have made ;i mistake, and had a young queen raised,

if he gave the swarm no brood until July 20th. A
young queen generally commences to lay within 8 or

10 days after swarming. They had time to get a

queen hatched by August 1st, and fertilized by the

10th. I suggest that a young queen might have

hatched and killed the other.

Your suggestion is an idea I had not
thought of; when we take into consideration
the great difficulty of telling one queen from
another, especially when they are unfertile,

I am inclined, too. to think that friend S.

was deceived, and that a live queen had
come from one of those torn down cells, and
killed the other.

DO QUEENS EVER LAV IN A FINISHED QUEEN CELL?
In the summer of '78, I had a box hive with a 10x12

glass in one end, to which the ends of the combs
were fastened. When about to swarm, the year be-

fore, the bees had built cells within an inch of the

glass. Early in June, '78, the bees enlarged the old

cell cups to about half the size of queen cells. I

watched closely, but could see nothing until at least

a week after the cells were enlarged; then I saw
eery small larvie. Now the queen either laid in the

cell after it was enlarged, or the bees moved the egg.

I have always supposed that queens would
lay, during swarming time, in a queen cell

built out, but it may be that the bees put the
eggs there,

FDN. WITH SQUARE CELLS.

Have you any reports of fdn. made by sawing
squares in a block of wood for an impression? The
cells are started square, and gradually assume the

hexagonal form, and are drawn into regular comb.
I think the bees make the base of the cells thinner,

than they do the other kind of fdn., as they make
the base the same as other comb. I tried it in quite

a number of boxes, in eool weather. J. B. Cask.

Baptisttown, N. J., Jan. 20, lssO.

We had three reports last season from cells

built on square fdn. (see pages 227, 239,

and 273), but, as there is, to me, something
very difficult to understand, about bees mak-
ing comb from square cells, unless they tear
it all down and build it entirely new, I have
sent to friend P. for a piece of comb built
from such fdn. Will you also send me a
piece in a box, by mail? The idea seems to
throw light on our project of being able to

dip fdn. witli walls on both sides. It seems
that any sort of an outline, to guide the bees
in making cells of the proper size, is all that
is needed. Friend Abbott, of the Jlriiish

Ike Journal, for some months past, has been
talking of fdn. made by plates or rolls of
wood, with round headed tacks or nails driv-
en into them. The same idea was given in
Gleanings several years ago, and fdn. that
the bees would use was made by the plan,
long before he mentioned it. It takes too
much wax is all the trouble.

AN A I! (' SCHOLAR IN TKOUBLE; QUEENLESS HIVES
IN THE SPRING.

My bees are bringing in pollen, and I lind brood in

one hive only. 1 have 15 stands, 5 in the Simplicity
one in the L. hive, and the remainder in box hives.

I examined the Simplicities yesterday and found

brood in only one, and could not lind the queen in

any of the others. I took one frame of brood, and
put it in one of the other hives: was that right? I

put the frame from the other hive in the place of
the one I took out; was that right? My bees have
plenty of stores. From one stand, on which I had
left the second story, I took out yesterday frames
of sealed honey, and put in their place the same
number of frames with fdn. The lower story was
well supplied with stores, and the colony was strong,
but there was no brood. I will examine again in a
few days, if the weather keeps warm, for I still think
the others have queens, and, if I can't And brood or
the lady herself, I will take another frame from the
one hive which has brood. I suppose that they will
rear a queen from brood or eggs from another colony.
Two of the colonies are not working, or are working
very indifferently, while the others are busy.
Early Branch, S. C, Jan. 29, '80. T. L. Davidson.

I fear, my friend, from the tone of your
letter, that you have about 13 colonies too
many. How came you with PI colonies, and
?o little knowledge of bees? As you have
them, perhaps you will pull through. It

would be very singular indeed if you should
have 4 out of 5 of your stocks 'queenless.
From your description, 1 am inclined to
think your stocks have queens, and brood
too, but your inexperienced eyes did not see
it. If, after several days, you do not lind

either queens or eggs (hold the combs up so
the sun will shine clear to the bottoms of the
cells, and then make the bees get away,
while you take a good look right where they
seem inclined to cluster thickest, and see if

there are no eggs there), something must be
done. If they are strong in bees, it may do
to give them some brood and let them raise a
queen; but taking a full frame of brood from
a colony, at this time of the year, would be
pretty sure to injure it seriously, and even
should you select a frame at one side, con-
taining' but little brood, as it would contain
much of their pollen, it would be rather a
set back to them. I f your colonies that are
queenless are weak. I should prefer uniting
them with other weak ones, rather than to

set them to raising a queen. I presume you
shook off all the bees from your combs be-

fore making these changes; if you did not,

there is great danger of your having made
more mischief. As a general thing, I can-
not favor very much the plan of taking
combs of brood so early in the season, to

build up weaker ones. Better unite them.
Leaving an upper story on all winter is rath-

er a careless and wasteful way of doing, and
I shouldn't expect to lind brood in a hive
thus poorly protected. May this not be why
so many of your colonies have so little or no
broodV The colonies that are not working
may be queenless.

HANDLING 1SEES l.\ WINTER, DEAL) BEES IN THE HIVE,
ETC.

How warm should the weather be for the con-
venient handling of bees? Why do they not carry
out their dead? and why do we find more dead in

one hive than another? P. W. Winters.
( tnondaga, Mich.

You can handle bees almost any day in the
year if necessary, but I prefer to have it

warm enough to melt snow slightly. A good
strong colony, in good health, should carry
out the dead Iters at every thaw. If the col-

ony is weak, or suffering from any other
cause, they will lie likely to neglect carrying
out the dead bees, thus leaving them to ac-

cumulate.
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TRANSFERRING IN THE FALL.
In the latter part of August, 1879, I wrote to Chas.

Dadant & Son, asking for their lowest price Cor

queens so late in the season, also asking their advice

in regard to transferring bees in August and Sep-

tember. They wrote me not to attempt to transfer
so late: as they had tried it so often and so often
failed, they would not advise any one to do it, and
they did not send me any price for queens. I then
wrote to W. Z. Hutchinson of Rogersville, Michigan,
and he wrote me to transfer, and he would furnish
me as many queens as 1 wanted for 75c. each. I sent

for 10 or 12 queens. I commenced upon my old box
hives, by taking them, one at a time, into a hunter's

tent, mosquito tight. I turned the hive bottom end
up, allowing the top to rest on an empty box, ami
chiseled the wood away from the nails of two sides

of the hive, and drew the nails with a neat, small,

claw hammer, blowing in smoke of course, to keep
the bees out of the way. When the two boards were
removed, it was so easy to cut out the combs and
fasten them in the Simplicity frames. I put in all

combs that had brood and honey, rejecting drone
comb, dividing- as I went along equally into two
Simplicity hives. When the combs were all cut out
of the old hive, the bees were in the empty box un-
derneath, of course. I then used a tin dipper to

divide the bees, watching each dipperful to see
which hive the queen went into, so as to know
where to put the Hutchinson Italians. I then fed
them every evening % to Yz ft. of honey, which I hap-

pened to have from 8 hives that had spring-dwindled

to nothing, leaving 15 to 30 ft. of honey in each hive.

I transferred and divided 16 old box-hive colonies, in

that way, and they are all right so far. I have them
in the cellar, on bottom board hollow side up, with
screen wire over the end to give air.

Genesee, ill., Feb. 10, '80. James Morton.

If transferring is done in the thorough
way in which yon seem to have done it,

friend M., I should have little fear of any
bad consequences. Especially do I approve
of your idea of feeding them after the oper-
ation until they have every thing nicely
built up. Broken combs are like broken
bones ; they will grow together sound and
healthy, if abundance of material in the
shape of food is at hand. Another point I
wish to commend: You say you cut away
the wood until you could draw the nails with
a neat, small, claw hammer; you took out
the nails quietly, as you can do with good,
nice tools, and a nice, line, steel hammer
may make all the difference between success
and failure, in doing such work. Let us
hear how the bees transferred in August
finally come out.

I have lost no bees yet, but I don't expect to get
through the spring with my 17 colonies. Last sum-
mer I got only one natural swarm and 00 lb. of hon-
ey from 16 stands. The honey crop was a failure.

In 1S7S, I got over 1800 lb. of honey fn m :;i stands,

and increased to 43 stands. My success thai season

created quite a demand lor bees, and I sold or trad-

ed off 27 stands at $5.00 a piece. And now some of

those friends suspect mc of foretelling events,— too

much credit for one man. Don't you think BO?

Friend Hutchinson tells us in the Dec. No. about
his two little "Brown Eyesc*." I won't be quite so

modest as friend H., and wait a year, but tell you
now about our little " Blue Eyes," before she is quite

6 months old. And considering she is all the little

folks at our house, we could not keep house without
her now, even if she does dike your new baby) send

greetings all through the house and immediate
neighborhood sometimes. Friend Hoot, you got up
a nudley of bee-keepers; why not get up one of bee-

keepers' babies? Wouldn't that be "jolly"? Speak
quick, and 1 will send a photo of the best-looking

baby. A. S. DAVISON.
Aullville, Mo., Feb. 5, 1880.

CANDY FOR BEES.

I received the grape sugar, and have made some
candy, but it is not right — it won't harden. I made
a \\i lb. batch, weighing the sugar and flour. It has
stood Lit; hours, and is so soft it will run all over.

Can you tell me the reason? I had trouble in mak-
ing candy of coffee sugar too. It would not crumble
in cold weather, and when cooked to a certain point

it would grain in less than half a minute. If I had
not stood over it, it would certainly have burnt.

Now, what was the matter with that?

If your grape-sugar candy was made ac-
cording to directions, putting in the coffee
A after the grape sugar was cold, or nearly
so, it will certainly harden. If it is not hard
in 36 hours, wait a little longer. The softer
it is without running, the better; for the
bees can take it up much better when it is a
sort of a paste. Our greatest ditiiculty has
been to make candy that will not get too
hard. Your coffee-sngar candy that persists
m graining may be prevented by the addition
of a small quantity of vinegar ; but a little

grape sugar answers far better, and is, I
think, better for the bees.

WAS IT AN ACCIDENT?
I want to tell you about a colony that had been

queenless several weeks. They had made queen
cells, which, in duo time, had been broken open;
but, after waiting 18 or 20 days, I could not find any
queen, or see any signs of any. I procured a queen
and caged her, then let her out on the frames. She
rose and flew. I watched for her, but, unnoticed by
me, she came back, and pretty soon I saw her on the

frames. I shut the hive (this was 9 or 10 a.m.), and
did not open it again until about 5 p.m. As I went to

the hive, I glanced at a cup of water which I had
about 5 feet behind the hive, and, lo ! there was my
queen. I think they killed her, brought her out,

and, in flying off with her, dropped her in the water.

IlENKY KN.U'I'.
Oxford, Mich., Feb. 9, 1880.

I have chosen this incident to illustrate a
point, giving it as my opinion that the queen
was not injured at all by the bees, but came
out for another airing, as they often do. and
fell into the cup of water. 1 presume, friend
K., you had the cup of water there for the
purpose of tumbling the bees into it if they
balled the queen, which is a very good way
to do. if you only pick up your cup and
everything else when you go away. Many
will say that such mishaps are the result of
accidents that conld not well have been fore-
seen. Almost all such accidents can be
foreseen and guarded against. A wash-
basin is an excellent thing about or near an
apiary, but it shonld never be left with wa-
ter in it. 1 have seen bees drowned day aft-
er day, right under the nose of their keeper,
and, although he plainly saw them buzzing
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helplessly in some such utensil, he took no
pains to empty out the water and hang up
the basin, as it should have been. I do not
mean to find fault, friend K., but I wish all

to take warning from your experience, and
not leave cups of water where bees may fall

into them.

$&q§ and %u%riq§*

J?

HAVE been in the ABC class in bee-keeping for

more than 20 long years, and have gravitated
~~i from Blasted Hopes to Smilery and vice versa,

and am just now crossing over into the promised

land, where milk and honey abound.

GRAPE-SUGAR CANDY.
I have tried the grape-sugar candy with good suc-

cess. It is just what I have been searching for these

many years; but my experience tells me, it is haz-

ardous business to try to carry colonies through a

cold season on that alone. I would prefer having
Htores in the combs where bees can nestle during

cold spells, and use the candy to bridge over with.

EIGHT-FRAME HIVES.

I see D. W. Fletcher makes inquiries in Feb. No.,

in regard to 8-frame, L. hives. I tried that experi-

ment some years ago, under very similar circum-

stances, and came to grief. It did very well in sum-
mer, but in winter the bees did not do well, and I

landed in Blasted Hopes. Samuel Rau.
Homeworth, O., Feb. 16, 1880.

SMUT FROM A STRAW STACK AS A POLLEN SUBSTI-
TUTE.

I have been to Wm. Cook's to-day, where I have 16

colonies. The day was fine, and bees were flying

fast. On approaching the bee-yard, I noticed that

the little fellows were very jolly, and making a bee-

line for a straw stack in the barn-yard. What ! bees

eating straw ? Well, there they were, literally

swarming, tearing down aud digging into the straw

and chaff, just as though the best one had to be fore-

most. Then Mr. Cook mentioned that there had
been much smut in his wheat, and perhaps that was
what they were after. A closer examination proved
it to be so. They have been noticed by Mr. Cook,

working on the stack for some time past, whenever
the weather permitted. We opened the hives and
found the smut there, packed away near by the

brood. They are raising brood nicely, and are at

present in fine condition. Has anyone noticed this

heretofore? Is it injurious to them or not? Who
can tell? G. J. Yoder.
Vistula, Ind., Feb. 16, 1880.

PLANK HIVES VERSUS CHAFF HIVES.

My bees, 20 swarms, have wintered nicely so far.

1 use permanent two-story hives, the lower story of

which is made of 2 in., soft-pine plank, with short L.

frame, and upper frame running crosswise. I am
well satisfied so far with these short frames, holding

6 of the 4i4x4J4 sections. My bees put brood in the

outside frame of the plank hive, just the same as in

a chaff hive. P. Underwood.
North Lawrence, Kas., Feb. 0, 1880.

INK FOR THE OHEIROGRAPH.
That gelatine pad works splendidly; the ink, how-

ever, can be much improved by using part acetic

acid, instead of all water, in dissolving aniline.

Heilmandale, Fa., Feb. T, '80. A. F. Hbilman.

LAYING OUT AN APIARY.
Wishing to start an apiary of about 150 colonies,

consisting of 7 apiaries of 19 colonies each, I would
be much pleased if you could give me a little infor-

mation as to how to lay it off. I want it about the
same as yours. What are you going to use for trel-

lises? How far apart did you set your evergreens for
hedge? What kind of evergreens did you use?
Uhrichsville, O., Feb. 14, '80. F. J. Wardell.
[We shall make the trellises exactly as descrihed in

ABC, except that we may use oak posts only 2V2 in.

square. The hedge is Norway pine, and the trees

are 10 feet apart. To lay out the apiaries, get three,

light, pine sticks, 14!4 ft. long, and bore holes near
each end, just 14 ft. from each other. Lay these
poles on the ground in the form of a trianele, and
put an iron pin through the holes at each corner.

Using one corner as a centre, swing your triangle

around it, moving it each time from one pin to the
next. Stick a stake at each corner, and at the mid-
dle of each pole, every time you move it, and you
will have a hexagonal apiary staked out exactly, for

19 hives. I would have the different apiaries sepa-

rated by roadways of about 21 ft. in width.]

A UNIFORM LENGTH OF FRAMES.
Let all use the same length of top-bar. It is so an-

noying to get a frame of nice brood from somebody,
and not be able to get it into your hive; and it is

simply provoking, to procure a lot of hives from
somebody, and then have to transfer, change, or

throw away the whole lot. Well, why not all adopt
the Langstroth length? then each could make his

hives deeper or shallower, or narrower or wider, as

climate or fancy might dictate. That would be a

considerable advance toward general convenience:

then, in these interchanges, we readily change the

end bars, and thus utilize the frames of comb. Per-
haps that will be as near an approach to similarity

of hive as would be worthy of universal adoption.

A shallow hive is more suitable, doubtless, to our
climate, than to a northerly one. We find no diffi-

culty here in wintering on frames %\i in. deep. lam
using that depth, with top-bar 19 in. long satisfact-

orily. — I have now 128 colonies, all Italians and hy-

brids. Wm. L. Gorden.
Shreveport, La., Feb. 12, 1880.

THE FAMILY GRINDSTONE.
I received the "grinder" last week Tuesday, and

our family are sharpening up some. What a bless-

ing to a "dull" community 1 It is the best grinder

and polisher I ever saw for general use.

Killbuck, N. Y., Feb. 16, 1880. W M. Folts.

DRONES IN JANUARY.
I have about 40 colonies of bees, about one half be-

ing Italians. They are in good condition. From
one colony, I saw drones flying the 20th of January. I

do not expect you will belie ve it, but it is a fact. I

have been feeding flour in December and January.

Samuel Ambleu.
Ambler, Belmont Co., O., Feb. 11, 1880.

[Certainly I "believe you, friend A., for I am sure

none of you would make such a statement unless it

was so. If the drones are reared by a good, healthy,

prolific queen, it indicates prosperity; but, are you
sure it is not an unprofitable drone layer that pro-

duced them?]

WHY DID THEY DIE?

I bought a heavy swarm of blacks last fall, and
put them In my cellar ; and, fen." some reuwrni they
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have all died. The frames (8 of them) are well filled

with honey, so they did not lack for food. They
sweat so that the hive was very damp, which may be
the reason of their dying-. I never had anything- to

do with bees before, so did not know what to do.
Joyfleld, Mich., Feb. 9, '80. Wm. A. Joy.
[I should infer, from the description, that their

stores were not wholesome, or, at least, that they
were of such a nature as to be unsuitable for con-
finement. Had they been outdoors and permitted to

fly, asthey would doubtless have done during- our
warm winter, I think they would have got along
very well.]

WHAT IS THE MATTEK WITn THE BliES?

My bees are all in chaff hives warm and good, but
they die off by handfuls every, day, and lie on the
bottom board or in front of the entrance, or come
out one after the other, and fall on the snow and die.

I think they have the dysentery. What can I do
with them? I have a one inch ventilation hole on
the top of the hive, but they come out, and are
bound to come out. In the spring- they carry away
lots of meal. Can I give them as much as they will

take? The weather has been cold from November
till now, when it is raining, but the bees had one
good fly in January. They all have eggs and larvas.

Bell Plain, Wis., Feb. 12, 'SO. Johan Jackel.
[It is doubtless a feature of our late wintering

troubles, and, if they are well packed as you say, I

do not know what the especial trouble is, unless it is

improper food. If they take so much meal as to

store it in their combs, it may do harm, as I have
explained heretofore. I do not see why you have a

hole in the top of the hive; chaff hives have no
opening aside from the entrance. May not this —
having a cold draft constantly through the hive—be
the cause of a part of your troubles?]

Please excuse this sheet's being- wrong side up; I

haven't had scarcely any sleep for 3 nights back;

my baby has been very sick, but is better to-night.

S Cuyler, N. Y., Jan. 26, '80. G. H. C. Potter.
[To be sure, you are excusable. Take good care

of the baby, friend P. Give it a kiss for me, and
may God bless you both. I am glad it is better.]

BLACKS AND HYBRIDS: WHO WANTS THEM?
I expect to unite a few, weak colonies, this spring,

and will have a few surplus queens, black and hy-

brid. Will they be of any use to you, or would I

better pinch their heads off and throw them away?
Eipley, O., Feb. 17, 'SO. Lizzie McConnell.
[For mutual accommodation I will give the names

free of those having such queens to spare. Of
course, those wanting them will furnish cages and
pay postage.]

WHEN AND HOW TO TAKE BEES OUT OF THE CELLAR.
The second week in April is soon enough, down

here, to take bees out, as a general thing. The
journals insist on setting them out on a warm, sun-

shiny day, which, I think, is wrong. Set them out

on a cloudy day, and not half so many of the bees

will fly at once. I would rather have a floe mist of

rain falling, than to have the sun shining, then only

a few fly nt once, and they are not nearly so apt to

swarm out and become confused.

SWARMING OTJT IN TIIE SPRING.

When so many fly at once, it has a tendency to put

the swarming fever on some that are already dis-

couraged; such as the queonless, and those short of

stores. Sometimes strong, healthy colonies are in-

tfuuod tcr come out wfter bearing' others bitwltrj

round for days. When once in the habit of swarm-
ing out, they seldom ever do any good afterwards.
An ounce of preventive is said to be worth a pound
of cure. Try it. R, A. Parker.
Abbington, 111., Feb. 14, 1880.

ALSIKE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
I have sowed Alsike now for 10 years. The wetter

the land, provided water does not stand on it, the
stouter it grows. We cultivate but 10 acres all to-

gether, and average 3 tons of hay to the acre. With
us, there is no second crop of Alsike. We sow red
clover with it for a second crop. I have never been
able to see that much honey was obtained from it,

and have seen it when the smell from it was sicken-
ing, it was so sweet. Honey is very dull of sale at
the East. e. C. Newell.
Brookfleld, Carroll ( !o., X. H. Feb. 16, 1880.

blue thistle.
We have blue thistle in any quantity. I think, if I

was handy to a railroad, I would just fill an old
freight car full of plants, and start it up to you.
We consider it a great pest. I do not think it

amounts to much as a honey plant.

STENCIL PLATES FOR MARKING BEE-HIVES.
Can you furnish brass or tin sheets with letters cut

in them for lettering bee-hives? A. H. Duff.
Flat Ridge, O., Feb. 7, 1880.

[We do not letter our hives. One reason is that
they need painting frequently for looks, as well as
durability, and it is so much trouble to paint the
stencil over again. Doubtless some of our readers
can furnish the plates.]

I think my Italians and hybrids are more stirring
and energetic than the blacks. My hybrids beat all

for robbing- that I ever saw. A black colony, or a
weak Italian stock, stands no more chance among
hybrids than a candidate has for tho
presidency. They are prowling about every hive,
and one of my neighbors, who lives a mile away, says
it has been his regular business every Sunday this
winter, to sit at his hives all day and help his blacks
kill Italians. My hybrids are also all ahead of my
full-bloods in brood rearing- this spring.

Cabot, Ark., Feb. 16, '80. B. F. Cathev.
[Friend C, you want to stop for that neighbor, and

induce him to go with you to Sunday School, instead
of breaking- two of the ten commandments at one
clip. Give him some Italians, lend him a bee-journal,
and have him employed, if possible, in buildiug his
neighbors up, instead of killing their bees. I know,
for I used to pass my Sunday afternoons In much
the same way.]

PLANING-MILL SHAVINGS FOR PACKING.
My bees are doing well to date. I have them

packed in planing-mill shavings. Those packed in

shavings in this neighborhood last winter came
through all right, and have done well; and those
that were packed in straw lost heavily, and their

bees have done little or nothing.

Eagleton, Wis., Feb. 5, '80. Wm. Chkystal.
[I can but think, my friend, that it is due to some-

thing else besides tho packing, that you have such
different results. No doubt, fine shavings would bo
better than straw, but I am better satisfied with
soft chaff, well packed down, than with cither.]

I am a beginner with bees. I commenced last

spring with 6 swarms, increased to 14, and got about
150 lb. of honey. J. W. Smith.
Pilot Knob, Admna Co., Wis., Feb. 11, lWfc
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HOW TO GET SPIDER AND SIMPSON PLANTS.

I am going to get my Sunday-school class to rais-

ing- spider plants. So, look out for them.

E. W. Hale.
Wirt C. H., W. Va., Jan. 13, 1880.

HONEY-GATHERING IN JANUARY, IN THE STATE OF
OHIO.

W. S. Boyd, Hamilton, Butler Co., Ohio, sends us

some soft-maple blossoms, with the following ex-

tract from the Hamilton Daily News of Jan. 28:

The singular spectacle of honey-bees storing honey
in the month of January is one of the phenomena of
this exceptionally warm winter.

A CHANGE IN CIRCUMSTANCES.
Last year, I was not able to take Gleanings. This

year, 1 am not able to do without it. G. W. White.
Victor, Iowa Co., la., Jan. 12, 1880.

BLUE thistle; a caution.
A. I. Root:—Beware of that blue thistle. It is a

real nuisance in Loudon and Fairfax counties, Va.
In fact, I am informed on good authority that it

takes possession of the land in places. Please in-

quire into its nature at least. J. S. Wilson.
Sterling, 111., Feb. 5, 1880.

SAWS THAT ARE TOO HARD.
The last file you sent me is no better than the first.

I filed 13 teeth in a thin 6 inch saw, and the corners
are entirely worn out. I mailed you both to-day.

The one with the ink mark is the last sent.

Tiffin, O., Feb. 5, 1880. Marcus Holt.
[The files our friend returned are of the best grade,

Johnson files, and so we carried them to our saw-
filer to try. He pronounced them of excellent tem-
per, but said he thought they had been used on a

saw too hard for any file. As we have had one or

two such irom our friends, Simons Manufacturing
Co., we shall have to give them notice to be a little

more careful in tempering their excellent saws.

Such a saw would do excellent service, but it would
be a task to put it in order, unless one used an
emery wheel.]

RUBBER GLOVES.
I wonder why you protest against rubber gloves,

since one does not want to be stung.

Miss Mary F. Eastman.
Tewksburg, Mass., Feb. 9, 1880.

[Just because "one does not wish to be stung." I

think our A B C class will be stung more with rub-

ber gloves, or gloves of any kind, than they will

without them.]

FROM CALIFORNIA.
We have just now got returns from our honey

sent to England 17 months since. Bees are probably
reduced one-half from what they were in Southern
California, at this time last season. What are left,

are weak. The unprecedented, hard freezing of the

past few weeks retards breeding, but there is rain

sufficient to ensure a crop of honey. I had 80 hives
of bees set in a newly plowed, sandy field; a strong
east wind blew the sand into the hives, closing the
entrances, and smothering about 30 colonies.

San Buenaventura, Cal., Feb. 2, '80. It. Wilkin.

BEARING EACH OTHER'S BURDENS.
I live in the mountains, and have been sick since

last June. For weeks, the Dr. gave no hope of my
recovery, and I am still weak, and so helpless that I

cannot yet use a pen, and my writing is difficult to

read. I feel in better spirits for trying to write,

which I know will make ijou glad for me. I have
just read what you say about sage. If I am well

enough next summer, I will get you plenty of white
sage, at a price you can afford to pay, and will do it

willingly too. Then hurrah! for Gleanings and a

smoker. Mrs. W. W. Wilson.
San Dernardino, Cal., Jan. 31, 1880.

[God bless you, my friend. It has done me good
too, to read your letter, even if the letters are a lit-

tle tremblingly made. The thought that Gleanings
has cheered you while sick and away off in the

mountains, makes me thankful not only for health,

but also for the ability to cheer anybody. I am glad

you feel better and pray that you may have health,

and, with it, the will to cheer others about you, and
—to send us some sage seeds.]

CLARK'S COLD BLAST SMOKER.
Does the nozzle point right? It looks to me like a

"breech shooter." I should prefer to have the

smoke go in the opposite direction when operating

the bellows, and think I would order one, if made in

that way. I think I would prefer it to the Simplicity.

Francis Baker.
Marcellus, Onondaga Co., N. Y., Feb. 9, 1880.

[The original Clark smoker did have the nozzle

pointing the other way, but I changed it, thinking

the present arrangement more compact and con-

venient. It seems I also got an erroneous idea of

the way in which friend Clark used his cold blast

smoker; for, in a recent letter, he says he lays the

smoker on its side when not in use, allowing the

smoke to go out of the draft hole instead of the noz-

zle. There are difficulties in the way of such an
arrangement, that 1 have not succeeded in obviating

to my satisfaction, and so have allowed the smoker
to remain as it is, for many think it now the best

smoker in use.]

FASTENING COMBS FOR TRANSFERRING AND SHIP-
PING.

Tie the lower ends of two sticks together so as to

just lit the bottom bar. Bring them up, one on each

side of the frame, and fasten at the top. If it is well

done, and the sticks are of the right size, it will ef-

fectually prevent all breaking down of combs in full

frames, or crushing of bees. The sticks should be a

little back or forward of the sticks on the next
frame, so as not to come in contact with each other.

Cassville, Mo. Mary A. Terry.

[Your plan, though old, is a very good one, friend

Mary. The principal objection is, that it is rather

more trouble than some of the modern appliances.]

HOW MUCH DO BEES PAY?
Can you tell me what the average profit has been,

on 10 or more hives of bees, for—say 10 years, in any
case that has come to your knowledge?
Newark, N. J., Feb. 10, 1880. Wm. Earle Cass.

[Several reports from a series of years have been
given in our back Nos. The results are so very di-

verse, lhat it seems to me. it is the man, and not

the bees, that is to be considered. The locality and
1he race of bees have something to do with it, but

the man that owns them, far more. At a very rude

guess, I misht say that I think the readers of

Gleanings would average, year after year. $5.00

per colony, including the A B C class, Blasted Hopes,

and all, and that, too, after paying th< m for all the

necessary work ihey do with their bees at the usual

wages among farmers.l
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SIMPSON" AND SPIDER PLANTS.
As I am a grower of hot-bed plants, and have been

for years, I can furnish you with all the spider

plants, or any other variety of hot«bed plants, you
or any body else may need, at prices you have
named in Gleanings, or even lower; and will take

fdn. and other apiarian supplies.

J. K. Greenough.
Mechanicsburg, Champ. Co., O., Feb. 11, 1880.

ITALIANIZING; CUTTING OUT DRONE BROOD, ETC.

We have 13 swarms of black bees. Can I not buy
a tested queen, and Italianize by cutting- out all

drone comb from the other hives and thus avoid hy-

brids? Mrs. Jennie Howard.
Lawsville Center, Susq. Co., Pa., Feb. 3, 1880.

[Cutting- out, all drone comb will do something
toward preventing hybrids, if followed up faithful-

ly; and. in time, you can Italianize all your stocks,

no matter how many black bees there are belonging

to neighbors around you, or in the woods, where
cutting out the drone comb would be an impos-

sibility.]

THE SHOUT L. FRAME COMPARED WITH THE GALLUP
AND THE AMERICAN FRAME.

Are the frames made to fit the Simplicity hive

crosswise as good, summer and winter, as the Gallup

or American frame? D. B.

Sandy Hill, N. Y., Feb. 2, 1880.

[I should consider them better than either, be-

cause they are shallower. The frames you mention
are neither of them suitable for a two-story hive.]

"LOOKS" NOT ALWAYS A SAFE CRITERION.
Friend Root:— Last spring. I ordered of you one

imported queen, and received her in due time, with

a 2 frame nucleus. She was very small, of a dark
color, and did not look very promising; but I can
only say of her bees, they are as fine as I have ever
seen, being very light in color, and good workers.

Anyone wishing an Italian can not be better served,

than I have been by you. Six dol'ars is a big price

for one little bug, but I believe brother Root sends

no humbugs.
A CHEAP BEE FEEOER ; MY PLAN.

Take a piece of ash or maple, and, with a 1
.i inch

bit, bore a number of hol^s about ?.£ in. deep, being

careful not to bore them through th<^ piece, which
sh >ul1 be 1 in. thick, and 1 ft. long, for outside feed-

ing-. If inside feeding is required, take a common
frame and put a piece in the frame near the top,

and bore a hole through the top; or, what is better,

cut away the top of the frame, so you can lift up
the cover and fill the feeder from the top. This

makes a good and cheap fepder, and comes nearest

to natural comb, of any thing I can conceive.

J. H. HERMANCE.
Columbus, O., Feb. lfi, 1880.

ITbanks. Your feeder is virtually the Simplicity,

but, for us, it would he a great deal more work.

The idea of cutting away the central part of the top

bar, letting the feeder take its place, is quite inge-

nious, and may be adopted.]

HOW TO DECOY RUNAWAY SWARMS.
I have not seen anything in Gle w i ncs yet, that

comes up to my experience in regard lo saving hees

from running olT when they swarm. F had a black

queen that I kept 7 days. She answered the swarm-
ing of 6 colonies. I toik her OUl and introduced a

tested queen. I put the black lady in the cage, and
fare hor some honey. At 9 o'clock Id the morning,

I discovered that one of the stands was going to

swarm, and I fastened the cage in the fork of a
bush. The bees were soon clustered about her.

Two swarms were saved In the same way the next
day; and soon I thus saved all my bees. My neigh-

bors lost lots of their bees. J. B. Salyer.
Connersville, Fayette Co., Ind., Feb. 13, 1880.

OATS FOR BEES.
"Good morning, Mr. H."
"Good morning."
"How are your bees getting along? are they all

dead?"
"No; but I don't believe they have much honey.

Mr. G. was here the other day. and I asked him to

come out and look at my bees. He turned down the
hives (box hives), and looked at them, and said they
had no honey; but, if I would put some oats under
the hives where the bees could come down and eat
them, they would live on them, and come out in the
spring all right."

Now, friend Root, I will not give you any more of
the conversation, for I have given you enough, 1

think, to convince you that bees, as well as horses,

can winter on oats. All I hate about it is that I did
not know it last fall, and save that sugar and candy.
West Union, Mo., Feb. 8, '80. O. A. Hoag.
[Neighbor G. was right, at least in part; but. to

feed bees oats, your neighbor needs to be told that
they must be ground finely, and fed outdoors in the

sun. They might thus help a little honey to go a
great ways, but I do not think they would entirely

take the place of honey, unless they were first taken
to the yrape sugar factories, and the starch convert-

ed into sugar, as they do with Indian corn.]

GRAPE SUGAR CANDY THAT WON'T HARDEN.
I wrote you a postal the other day, about our

grape candy. It is all right now. After standing 48

hours, it became hard. John A. Wells.
Valparaiso, Ind., Feb 11, 1880.

BINGHAM'S SMOKERS.
I have used one of Bingham's large smokers the

last two years, and like it very well. Half rotten

wood burns out too fa^t. but I have not been able to

keep it going with hard wood alone; Use some cloth

with it. C. R. Carlin.
Shreveport, La., Feb. 9, 1880.

THE NEW ALL-IN-ONE-PIECE SECTION.
Samples of fdn. and sections received. This is the

handsomest section I ever saw. Your mode of put-
ting them together is perfect. I did not glue this

one, as I wanted it to show; but I think when it is

glued it will b" like a solid piece of wood.
Greene, N, Y., Feb. 11, 1880. L. E. St. John.

AGE OF DKONES.
On page 31, friend Butler d >es not think my theory

a "true one," and gives a reason, but not evidence
which admits of no doubts. How " certain " are you,

friend B., that none of those drones were reared
after the 20th of Oct.? Did you examine thoroughly
and often? If not, how can you be "certain" that a
succession was not kept up all the while, from a few
scattering drone cells? Such has been my experi-
ence without an exception; but I do not accept this

as "conclusive," because tho experience of other
close observers may bo different. Although I am
aware that drone cells on very old dark combs may
escape the eyes of the closest observer, I am still

willing to concede this much. G. W. Demahkb.
Christiansburg, Ky, Feb. 18, 19H0.
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iviEiDirj^. 3vt^^rL. x, isao.

Who shall separate us from the love of Christ?
shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or fam-
ine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword?—Rom. viii, 35.

We can use Canada postage stamps, where it is

more convenient for our friends to send them.

Friend Nellis comes out with his January No. of

the Exchange greatly improved, through the influ-

ence of a bran new press.

Our friend D. D. Palmer, of New Boston, 111., has

been engaged in exposing the swindles of Spiritual-

ism and has published a little pamphlet in regard to

the matter. "By their fruits shall ye know them."

The papers will have it that " managing bees by

electricity" is sense, and not nonsense. The Ameri-

can Bee Journal speaks of it as if it might be a

"great invention," and even the American Ai/ricuJ-

turixt seems inclined to give it a sort of credence.

HANDLING BEES OFTEN.

Our friends across the water, some of them at

least, seem to have decided that it is not well to

handle bees often. How is it, my friends? Do the

bees you handle and look at most gather the most
honey, or those you seldom disturb?

HONEY WANTED.
There is, at present, quite a call for honey, and

none to be had, as you will see by our honey column.

Now is the time for our southern friends to see who
will get the first new honey into market. Get in

first with a nice article, and you can have almost

any price you want.

THE CHEIROGRAPH.
Considerable complaint has been made that the

cheirograph, instead of giving 100 impressions, only

gives from 20 to 30. This is owing to the ink used,

the way in which the writing is done, and the hard-

ness of the pad. If the pad is soft, more of the com-
position is used at each impression, and therefore it

soon wears away. Use less glycerine to the amount
of glue, write over the lines twice with very thick

ink, and you can get 100 legible copies I think, with-

out doubt. We do not use it in our work, because
we have plenty of printing presses.

RACK FOR PRIZE SECTIONS ON THE L. HIVE.

In many of our price lists, I see an engraving of a

rack to hold prize sections on the L. hive. This rack
not only allows the bees access to the bottom bars

of the sections, to gum and propolize them, but it

has the sections separated by wide, vacant spaces

right over the centre of the brood nest. I can but
regard both as moat serious blunders. Cover the

whole of your section completely, that it may be as

white and clean when handed to consumers, as when
it left the saw, and push your sections up close to-

gether over the brood nest, leaving spaces, if there

must be such, at the ends, and not in the middle.

SYRUP FOR TABLE USE.

Melt together 3 lbs. of coffee A sugar, with 1 lb.

of confectioners grape sugar, adding water enough
to bring it to the consistency desired, and 5'ou have
a pure white syrup that will never grain, at a less

price per gallon than the brown golden syrups of

the groceries. It has no flavor to be sure, but you
can flavor it with honey, or maple syrup, and you
then have the most beautiful and healthful table

syrup that can be procured, and almost any one will

prefer it to pure honey. At present, it would cost

about 75c per gallon, as thick as the best thick

honey.
m ••> m

HONOR TO WHOM HONOR IS DUE.

Our friend Fahnestock, of Toledo, O., says his

neighbor Detweiler exhibited at the Chicago conven-
tion a queen cage with double wire cloth, which
doubtless suggested to friend Cook the idea, and in-

duced him to order of me a cage made as per his let-

ter on page 490, Dec. No. Although the idea of hav-

ing a cage made with double wire cloth has before

been mentioned in the journals, if our friend exhib-

ited such a cage at the convention, he should cer-

tainly have the credit of so doing. I am sure friend

Cook had no thought of depriving him of this cred-

it, for we all know how conscientious he is in such
matters.

Friend Nellis sends us a sample of Feet's combi-
nation and introducing, cage. It certainly is very
ingenious, and in many respects very convenient.

In my experiments with a cage to attach to the

comb, I used tin or wire cloth, and the bees would
often get into the cage in a few hours, by cutting

the wax away. As this cage has only wood to come
in contact with the comb, it may do better, for the

bees seem more inclined to dig out metal as a for-

eign substance, than wood. The point on which I

am sure this plan will fail, is in letting the queen
out, and leaving her to be attacked or not, as it hap-

pens. We find many colonics that will kill a queen
anyway, no matter by what plan she is let out.

With such, you must watch and rescue her, or have

her killed. If the bees gnaw her out, you can not

well do this.

GRAPE SUGAR.
We have before us three samples that I know are

safe for feeding bees, but I can not tell you which
will be most profitable to purchase; you must de-

cide it by experiment. The samples mentioned are,

our best, refined, confectioners grape sugar, at the

prices given in our price list; a cheaper quality,

made also at Buffalo, a little darker, at \ic less; and
last, the product of the Davenport factory, where
the company has just got under way again in their

new buildings, at the following extremely low

prices, compared with the Buffalo company: In 50

lb. boxes, here in Medina, 4J4<J; 110 lb. boxes, 4c; in

barrels of about 375 lbs., 3%c. If shipped from the

Davenport factory, V2 c per lb. less. Y"ou see this

will bring it down to 3%c, by the barrel, at the facto-

ry. The sugar is of about the same quality they

used to furnish us, and is, they say, made especially

for feeding bees. Samples of all the grades, mailed

for 10 cents.
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\ur fe$#.
We know that we hare passed from death unto

life, because we love the brethren.—I. John, iii. 14.

fp SPOKE to you last month about my
JB class of boys in the Sabbath school. I

told you also that it is well to have wants.
Xovv I am going a little further, and tell you
it is well to have troubles, or, at least, it is

well to be troubled in one sense. I would
by no means have you borrow trouble, nor
would I have you be troubled in any way
that would lead you to useless repining anil

fault finding ; but I would have you troub-
led in a way that would set you earnestly at
work to remedy existing evils all about you,
and for which you are more or less responsi-
ble. I felt troubled about the boys of my
class, and because my teachings seemed to
have little or no effect in increasing their
faith in the Bible, or in counteracting the
prevailing skepticism of our town. Do you
not see that it is well to be troubled in this

way? Well, I prayed quite earnestly over
this subject, but still matters did not im-
prove. These boys seemed more bent on
turning every thing into fun, and making
light of religious teaching, than before, and
I began seriously doubting whether anything
could be done for them. I feel ashamed to
own it now, but thoughts did begin to come
into my mind of blaming the poor boys, and
saying if they did not come to Sabbath
school to behave themselves, and listen
while they were taught, it was no fault of
mine, and, for almost the first time in my
life, I allowed thoughts to come into my
mind of another class. May God forgive
me, and if any of those boys should chance
to see these words, will they try to forgive
me too. The point that I could not easily
get around was that there were so many of
them, and they seemed all to do about alike.

The class kept increasing too ; why did they
come at all? Was it because they enjoyed
the fun of seeing how they could baffle me,
and of seeing me talk and work for their
salvation? My friend, you may have one or
two bad boys in your class, but never a
whole class of them that are beyond the
reach of the gospel. You may, my brother
or sister, have one or two bad neighbors,
difficult to get along with, but you are never
among a set of people that are all bad. God
would not allow it ; and whenever you are
tempted to think thus, just make up your
mind you are the bad neighbor and the rest
of them good in comparison. Let the man
or woman fear and tremble, who has Quar-
rels with a great many people round about
him, or, to go still farther, who finds many
about him that are unlovable; especially, if

you claim to be a Christian, look out now
you allow yourself to get into an uncharita-
ble mood, and speak bitterly of those whom
God has thrown around you. Do you love
the brethren, such as they are? If not. is it

not very likely you have not passed from
death unto life? You can be troubled about
the sins and faults of your neighbors, but in-

stead of loving them less on this account,

you shouid love them more ; in fact, they
need your love all the more, if they are wick-
ed and unconverted. I know my great and
grievous fault in this direction, and it has
of late been looming up before me like a
great mountain. It is true, one may be per-
secuted for Christ's sake, but I am sure such
is not often the case with me. My persecu-
tions come mostly, because of my grievous
faults, and because I deserve them, and they
are best for my spiritual growth and good.
In answer to more earnest and intense pray-
er for these boys, God showed me where I
stood, and that it was outside of the bounds
of possibility, that those boys, were all be-
yond hope of being converted. It's my own
work, and the class is my appointed field

which God has given me. I thought of how
much kind encouragement you have all giv-
en me in regard to these Home Papers, and
then I thought how disappointed you would
all be, should you find out the truth, and
discover that I was the poorest teacher in
that whole school of over 200 pupils. Slow-
ly it began to dawn on my mind that I must
take the time and go and see these boys, all

of them, individually, and at their homes.
I pleaded I had not time, and evaded and
put off the duty. Stronger came the still,

small voice, speaking finally almost in plain
words.
"Mr. Root, you must hunt those boys up,

and use the power God has given you, to get
them out of the attitude they seem tending
toward, in regard to the Christian religion.

If you can not handle them together, you
certainly can, by taking them individually."

I wonder if Jonah felt at all in the same
Avay when God told him to go and preach to
the children of Nineveh? I do not know
that I ever before felt so much diffidence at
taking up any such work, as I did this sim-
ple task, and I can only explain it by saying
I had been listening so long to Satan, that
he had a great deal to say in the matter.
The especial thing that kept coming up was,
"What will their parents think?

1
' and "It

will be a pretty way to get the good will of
the boys, by going to their parents and com-
plaining of them."
In vain I prayed that my Savior would go

before me aud pave my way for the work, as
he had done so many times before. It seem-
ed to me as I started out, as if it certainly
was a blunder this time, and all I could do
was to say, as I have so often said before,
''Well, I will go ahead, any way, and if it is

a blunder, it will be a blunder for Christ's
sake, and lie will certainly take care of it."

Do you think it was a blunder my friends?
Blunder? To be sure it was not. I had a
very pleasant talk with the parents at the
first place, and such warm thanks for my
solicitude in looking after their boy, that I
went away "just happy- 1

' Just about the
same result followed with the next, and, be-
fore I got to the third, the boys found out
what was going on, and, to my great sur-
prise, one day, the boy I had "first visited
came bounding up to me with,

—

"Mr". Root, Mr. Root, are you going to Mr.
G.'s to-night?"
I told him I intended to go.
"Please may I go too?"
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"Why, most certainly, my friend, if you
wish to go."
Do you see what a blunder I had made in

my lack of faith? I thought the boys would
be embarrassed and annoyed, but here was
one who wanted to be "talked to" some
more. Who can fathom a boy's nature?
and who can fathom God's wisdom? A lit-

tle farther, and the one I had called on at
the second visit came bounding through a
snow drift, with the same question. Did
you ever? I was told afterward, that some
of them were on hand at the appointed place
before dark. At this, the third visit, so
many of the class being present, there was a
little danger that the spirit of the Sunday
school might rise up ; but one of the parents
was present, and it had a marked influence.
A sister of one of the boys, who is in the
Sabbath school, helped me very materially,
and nearly all of the boys had a verse learned
for our next lesson. When it was time to
go home (I was startled to find it was after
nine, for I had been so intent on my work
that I had forgotten time and place) the idea
came into my mind suddenly, whether it

would be wisdom to ask so many to kneel
with me in prayer. In meeting one of them,
I had always closed the talk with prayer.
There were so many, and they Avere so boil-
ing over with suppressed fun, I feared they
would not kneel down. I finally decided
that if I omitted it, I should feel a little

guilty, as I know by past similar experi-
ences, for not having done my work thor-
oughly and well, and I therefore asked them
if they would not all, out of courtesy, unite
with us as we knelt and thanked God for
our pleasant evening. As the young lady
and her father set the example, they all

knelt, but the idea seemed to them so funny,
that, for a brief time, their suppressed gig-
gling threatened to drown my voice. Even
this did me good, for when I began to feel
that I was not equal to the occasion, I

grasped at once upon the idea that God was
able, and God did restore quietness, while he
admonished me to make short prayers before
so young an audience. With joy in my
heart, I dismissed them, and prepared to go
home; but imagine how surprised I was, and
how I thanked God for his answers to my
prayers, when two of them came up to me
at once, and made the request that we have
a meeting of our own, every week.

"O ye of little faith," I felt like saying to
myself as I went home. We have had one
Sabbath school since, and Oh. such a differ-
ent one ! God does hear, and help, I keep
thinking all the more. The boys have final-

ly arranged that they will have "the meetings
around from house to house, and all I shall
have to do with it, is to come when and
where I am invited. Do you not see how
like it is to our noon-day service? I am only
a passenger, as it were", and they do all the
work, and take the whole matter into their
own hands. Is it not wonderful?

Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust nlso in Him,
and He shall bring it to pass.—Ps. xxx, vii, 5.

That still small voice came again, and
pointed out the course I was to pursue some-
thing in this way : "Mr. Eoot, if those boys

have chosen you to meet with them, you cer-

tainly are equal to the task of interesting
them for an hour or two every week, and of
thus keeping up the work God has so mani-
ifestly called on you to do." The second
week I gave them some experiments in me-
chanics ("tricks," I presume some of them
call them), lasting an hour, and then wound
up with 20 minutes earnest work on the les-

son for the next Sabbath. Next week, I am
to give them some electrical experiments.
They all enjoyed it, I am sure, and I am
pretty sure too, that none of them enjoyed
being a boy again, so much as your old
friend Novice. Said my wife,

—

"But will it not be something of a task on
your time, to take one whole evening every
week?"
Perhaps it will, but the thought of

those boys waiting for and expecting me
would make it a pleasant task to go 5 miles
through the worst of roads or weather, so
long as I was leading them in the strait and
narrow path to the mansions above.
Now it is not only in the matter of that

class that God seems guiding and directing,

but through these Home Papers there seems
to be coming and developing a new field.

The boys themselves are going to do the
greater part of that work, and I do not know,
my friends, but that it is you who are going
to do the greater part of this work. The
friend who writes below gave me my open-
ing text

:

"By this ye may know that ye have passed from
death unto life, because ye love the brethren."

I have just finished reading your sermon in Feb.

No., and must confess my heart burned within me,
while you were talking to Mary. You have told her

the truth. I am glad to find a man of God, and one
who has faith. I know you are a man of like pas-

sions with myself, and love to meet hearts which
beat in unison with your own. I, too, have trusted

God in faith, and have had miraculous answers to

prayer, but faith and works go together; our lives

must square with God's word. "As your faith is, so

shall it be with you." If we feel God's smiles, we
dare ask him for great things. Rro. Root, I think

your home readings are like sparks from the electric

machine; they stir the dorm int powers of the

Christian reader. You will please excuse my poor
hand-writing; I think it is nearly as bad as Horace
Greeley's used to be, but, if you can make it out, be
assured it comes from an honest heart. I wonder
how you find time to hold meetings, and write for the

Gleanings, and attend to all the minutiae ofyour ex-

tensive business, and yet hold your temper. I am a

man in business, and in dealing with the multitude,

my inward graces are tried. Bro. Root, you have
my prayers and sympathy, and I bid you "God
speed." J. B. Goewey.
Lansingburgh, N. Y., Feb. 3, 1880.

Never mind the writing, brother G. Fine
penmanship is an excellent thing, hut the
spirit that shines through your words is of
far greater importance in God's sight. I
thank you for that beautiful text, for it has
seemed to me since you sent it, one of the
brightest of the many shining ones to be
found in God"s sacred word.
Here is another letter that makes my heart

rejoice much as it did when the boys asked
to have a little meeting every week:
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I am a skeptic, because I cannot help it, but want
you to keep those Home Papers up. Don't stop. Oh
that we could all be true to ourselves, true to one
another, true to every thing, and drive away all bit-

ter strife, and live to love one another more, and all

work in our peculiar ways, harmoniously, to make
the world better and wiser! J. Sykes Wilson.

Sterling, 111., Feb. 3, 1880.

Go on, brother, for you are near to the
kingdom of Heaven. I can not help feeling,
in fact, something almost tells me, that very
soon you will write, "I am a follower of
Christ, because I can not help it." You
have got the main and the important point.
Hold on to that, and let the skepticism fall

away of itself, as it surely will do if let

alone. "Heaven and earth may pass away,
but my words shall not pass away."

Two or three years ago, I received a letter
from a sister who seemed somewhat dis-
couraged in trying to live a Christian life;

the letter was by no means as despondent as
the one from " M." in last number, but some-
thing like this idea was given : she said she
had ueen for nine years trying to live as, in
her opinion, a Christian should, but that,
after looking back, she could hardly see that
she had macle any progress at all. I tried to
encourage her, and have always watched
carefully her letters since, praying that God
might help her. It may be well to say that,
in the same letter, she gave me a severe but
kind reproof for some of my failings, which
I have never forgotten. One of her admoni-
tions, was, to beware of the love of approba-
tion. Now had she not herself fought this
ground over, even for nine years, she could
by no means have had the power to reach
me, as she did. Bear this in mind, while I
go on.
After the February No. had gone out, the

first letter I received in regard to it was
from this sister. She wanted the address of
"M." I involuntarily thanked God as it

dawned upon me, that she, above all others,
was the one to help " M." God had, in truth,
sent her. By some means, the answer was
delayed one mail, and then came another
letter upbraiding me for being so heartless,
as to publish poor " M.'s " confidential letter,

just as if I had done so without permission
from U M." herself. I was a little vexed,
and asked my friend if uncharitableness to
her friends was one of her besetting sins.

Here is her reply

:

When I wrote that letter I felt like saying a good
deal more. Now I am glad I did not. I thought you
judged of the feelings of others by your own, and
used their communications as you would the expe-

riences of your own life. I misjudged, and I made
you feel vexed for a few minutes; I wish I had not.

As I can not truthfully say "I am very sorry," etc.,

etc., how will this do for an apology? I enjoyed

your "talking back." There was a ring that was
genuine in the words. Yes; uncharitableness is one

of them, and you cannot mention any thing else that

isn't another.

Now, my friends, while you read the rest
of this letter, please bear in mind that it

comes from one who said she had tried nine
years to overcome her faults, and had made
little or no progress. Unless I am mistaken,

the good which these lines alone will do the
readers of Gleanings will be worth more
than the labor accomplished in nine years of
average human life. It will do to read over
and over again.

I am almost sorry I wrote to "M.," but such a cry

from the depths made me feel as if I must try to

comfort her. Perhaps it was not best. I think no
one can help her permanently. I believe, when one
is willing to sacrifice all they naturally hold to most
strongly, for the sake of a faith in God, and a con-

sciousness of His changeless love,— when they have
suffered until they turn towards Him as a tired,

troubled child goes to its mother, then, 1 believe,

every one receives the help he needs, in this and in

every subsequent extremity; that is, when they will

yield, and come into right conditions. And then

they stand on new ground. They know for them-
selves, and the work of reformation begins at the

centre,— the work of unmaking and building them-
selves over, that so few professors know any thing

about. When "M." is ready to receive in meekness,
whatever is best for her, God will lift her up. All

this suffering may be necessary. Having written, I

can only leave the matter as it, now stands. A.

I presume you will all be interested in
hearing from k- W. O." again. God has an-
swered, as 1 knew he would, but I did not
know how it would come about. He has
had such a tlood of orders for ink, that he
has been greatly distressed to get bottles,

and we have had to ask God to send the
bottles, when money in advance seemed to
have no effect in getting them. As the
price of bottles has advanced greatly, lie has
been worrying for fear you would not under-
stand the change in prices. 1 told him to

make out a list of what he thought right,

and we would pay it cheerfully. You will

find his advertisement in this number. Just
listen to a few extracts from recent letters

:

You have certainly done towards and for me, as a

stranger, what I have never experienced from any
other person. God in his good providence, in answer
to your prayers and kind Christian help, may open a

door of material aid, and I cannot find words to ex-

press my gratitude for such unselfish Christian

sympathy. It is one of the green spots in this

selfish world.

" Tut, tut! " Friend O., the world is not
selfish. I have found it a very kind world
of late years, and do you not see how very
kind it has been to you in the past few
weeks? When we get where God intends
wre should be, we shall find it a pleasant
world, and full of pleasant, kind people.

I think more of the world and the people in it,

since forming your acquaintance. I have sought
aid and help from those who could have helped mo,
and been blessed in so doing, but all they said was,

"Be ye fed and clothed."

There you go again, friend O. If you do
not stop finding fault with your fellow men,
you will go back into darkness again sure.

I begin to fear a want of charity is one of
your besetting sins too, as well as mine and
sister " A's." Now look out.

I know there is industry, vigilance, care and econ-

omy to be well guarded on my part, and may God
make, and keep me an humble, faithful laborer in

his vineyard. I accept with all cheerfulness tbtf
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proposition, that by the " sweat of my face I shall

eat bread." 1 find inquiries about inks from several

places, and may it not be as I pray, that through
your Christian influence and assistance help shall

come from some other quarter?

I could not send the materials to make the inks,

as liquids are required for the manufacturing of

some of them, and others are not combined until

they are brought into the liquid form. If you will

send mo a pad, I will do my best to supply you with

a suitable ink for the cheirograph.

I will be very willing that you- should charge me
for an advertisement, and will thank you besides.

Columbus, Ohio. Wm. Oldroyd.

I have always been deeply interested in
eases of insanity, and it has always seemed
to* me, since my conversion, that Christ's
words should heal such cases now, just as
they did in olden time. From this you may
know why my mind fixes on your letters
when they touch on misfortunes of this
nature. After having spoken of our tem-
perance work some time ago, the following
came:

I wanted to commence Gleanings in Jan., but my
wife was taken crazy and still remains so, and 1 had
not the money to spare; so my daughter has given

me a dollar for the journal, saying, "Reading it is

all the comfort you take." Keep on with your home
talk; it will hurt no one, and, as to rum, Oh, how I

wish that I was there to help you light it ! The rum-
seller is afraid of me. 1 have a son (an only one)

that has almost killed us all, by getting drunk. It

made his mother crazy, and almost kills me. I have
to stay at home the most of the time, to watch my
wife, but I worked out and earned $1.00, some 3

weeks ago, and sent it to you. Now I shoul 1 like to

know what has become of it. G. B.

March 5, 1879.

You see, my friends, intemperance robbed
this man of his only son, made his wife in-
sane, and, by leading astray the other boy
that robbed our mails, caused him to lose
his hard earned dollar, and placed the boy
where he now is, in the penitentiary. I often
thought of this man, and you can imagine
how I rejoiced when I received the following
letter but a few days ago :

I cannot resist the temptation to write you. My
husband has taken Gleanings quite awhile, and I

used to say, "Now G., your Bible has come, and you
will be happy;" but I used to read some parts with
equal interest, especially your Home Papers, and
your unbounded faith in answer to pnayer was such
a mystery to me. If it- was not for that, I should not
be writing to you to-day. I crave the prayers of

you and your wife for God to help me in some way.
Two years ago, I was confined to my bed quite awhile,

and my head felt so bad I did not know what to do,

but thought I should be all right, when I could get

around again; but Oh! God help me! I found that

my mind was all unhinged. It seems as if I had shed
barrels of tears and almost prayed without ceasing

for (iod to give me back my reason, or take me to

himself.

Neither my husband nor myself are Christians;

we have many faults, but have tried very hard to do
as we would be done by. I am very, very wicked,
and it seems as if God had forgotten me. I have

such a terrible headache that it makes me insane,

and I have been so wicked as to wish for death, and
try to kill myself. God forgive me. It seemed as if

I could endure this living death no longer. My con-

stant prayer is that I may never be sent to an
asylum; I feel sure it would make a raving maniac
of me, to send me away from my husband. He is

poor, but he says I shall never go while he lives.

My head has never been right one hour since I was
taken sick, but when I am the worst, 1 don't harm
anyone; only it is so hard to bear with my tears, and
appeals for help. No medicine does me any good.

My husband has done every thing in that line that

he could. Now I beg your pardon for asking your
prayers, and advice. Oh! say something to comfort
us in this our terrible affliction. Mrs. G. B.

February 2, 1880.

May God give me wisdom to guide you,
my suffering sister, as well as the hosts of
friends that seem to be rising up to help in
this work of helping each other. In "W. O.'s"
case, nothing more was needed than for God
to influence his fellow men a little in his be-
half. You have all seen how our prayers
for him have been answered. Mr. Midler
says in his book, that obtaining money in
answer to prayer was comparatively an easy
matter, compared with some other things.
Not that any thing is hard with God, but
that it is hard for us to have the necessary
faith that our prayers shall be answered. In
the case of our friend "M.," little more was
necessary than that she should go to work
for others. God has raised up kind friends
to point out to her her errors, and I am sure
that, with the strong, earnest help from
"A.,'' she soon will be rejoicing in a new
life, if she is not already doing so. Do you
not see that the case of our sister whose rea-
son is shaken on its throne, and who realizes

it, is quite a different thing? Can God, or
will God, hear and answer such appeals?
He may not see tit to remove that awful suf-
fering just yet, but he will give peace, and
he will give strength to bear it, if not with
clieerfulness, at least with a resignation that
will enable her to say "Thy will be done.''

If she will earnestly and thoroughly take up
her crosses, whatever they may be, I feel

just as sure that light will come to her, as I

did in the case ot"W. O." On receiving
her letter, I wrote to her as follows

:

May God help you, my suffering sister. I believe

it was he who moved you to write me, and I pray
and trust that deliverance may be at hand for you,

if you will go to your minister and tell him your

ti-oubles and distresses, as you have me. Go among
Christian people too, when you are able, and get

them to pray for you, and I feel sure relief will come.

God works through his humble, faithful, consistent

followers, and you can certainly find some such near

you.

For the sake of the dear Savior who died for .you,

do not give up and do not despair. Trust him; be-

lieve he has some purpose in thus afflicting you, and
that it is jour duty to show the world that you can

be patient and resigned for his sake. Read, or have

your husband read to you, about him that was born

blind. Pray to be delivered from the temptations

you have mentioned, and bear in mind, O my friend,

that God is alwai/s near you, and that you are before

him when you arc tempted to do wicked things.
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Vou have had, and will have, our prayers, and, a?

I know there arc many faithful ones among our
readers, 1 pray you to let me present your case to

them. God seems to be moving us to pray for each

other. Be patient, my friend, and trust yourFather
in Heaven, and if it be possible for you, I would
strongly urge you to join yourself to the nearest

body of Christian people. May God bless you Is our

prayer.

Of course, we did not neglect to pray for
lier. Her letter is dated, as you will see, on
the 2d. I did not get time to send mine to
her until the 9th. Well, her husband wrote
on the Nth, one day before my letter was
sent, that she was better. Here is his letter

:

Mr. Root, I wish that I could have a good talk with
you. 1 think my wife is getting better. It is now
nearly ." years since she was taken siek, and it takes

all that I can earn to get along and live. I had some
little property when she was taken siek, but have
lost most of it. I had 40 swarms of bees, but they
were attached and sold. The law here gives a man
:i swarms. So you see that I have to begin again

anew; but I do not care for all of that, if my wife

can have her reason again. I think, if I could man-
age to get one of your chaff hives for a pattern, I

eould make and sell a good many in this section.

February 8, 1880. G. B.

God does not have to wait for mails or tel-

egrams, as 1 told yon last month. Below is

her reply to my letter

:

Fritma Boot: A thousand thanks for your kind

words and advice. I pray daily and hourly, that I

may feel your faith, and trust in Cfod. I keep pray-

ing, "O God, give me patience to bear this terrible

affliction." I feel as if the earnest prayers of your-

self and friends could not but do me good, with God's
help. My head feels so very bad to-day, that it is a

terrible etfort for me to keep still long enough to

write a few lines, but, as I told you before, I cannot
resist the impulse, and hope it may result in doing
me good. I do feel very grateful for your kindness,

and advice, and I will surely try the best I can to do
right. I deeply feel as if I had done but very little

good in the world, and a great deal of harm by not

trying harder to make others happy. I was thought-

less and selfish, and feel as if I had lived in vain,

and that God could never forgive me. 1 do, and will,

talk with my Christian friends, but I feel as if I

should be only a stumbling block to others, if I

should try to join any church at present. Pray for

my very kind husband, that he may continue patient

and not faint by the way. Please continue .your peti-

tions in our behalf. I can never thank you enough
for your kindness to one all unworthy. I know you
have made many sad and sorrowful hearts to sing

for joy, by your kind words and actions.

God bless all your efforts in behalf of the weary
and heavy laden. Accept the best wishes of your
sincere and ever grateful friends. (!. and H. B.

Feb. 1»\ 1880.

I5o> s. can we not help a little in a case like

this? shall these unfortunate friends lose

faith in God and humanity, to add to their
other trials? 1 have sent friend II. a sample
chaff and Simplicity hive to work from, that
he may find it a little easier to catch up, and
I will give his address to any of you that
may wish it. His wife prefers I should give
only her Initials.

FOR OUR HOMES.
Mr. Young says, in Cur Homes for Jan., "Show

how a being of Infinite mercy oan torment a single

human being eternally." Now, we do not presume
for a moment to think but that Mr. Voung believes

that he is a free man to act as he pleases, to do as he

likes as to choosing or refusing salvation as it is of-

fered in the Bible. To this, I think, all will agree.

When we read II. Peter, xi. 4, and Judc, 6, we sec how
two Influencingpowerscame to be in the earth — the
one to draw man down to the depths of wickedness,

and the other to lead him to do that which is good,

and, eventually, if he will listen to the teachings of

the Holy Spirit, to lead him up to God. Our first pa-

rents were created pure and holy. Life and death

were set before them, God saying to them, So long

as you choose to be good, andcontinue in the position

where I have placed you, you shall be for ever good
and happy; but if you choose to do evil, dying thou

shalt die. They yielded, of their own free will, to

the influence of the evil power, and thus death, sin,

and misery passed upon all mankind. It needs no
argument to prove this, for we see conclusive evi-

dence of it every day of our lives. Did a being of

infinite mercy do this? No; man did it of his own
tree will, and, as a consequence, brought misery,

eternal death, and punishment upon himself. Now,
God or Satan must have the power, or ascendency;
and, as God had the ascendency in the two passages

quoted above, so he has now. He reserves the right

to hold that power, and, if man sees fit to trample
all the means of grace under his feet, and will not be

good, but delights to do evil, and that continually,

God will never be so unmerciful to man as to take

away his free will and shut him up in heaven (against

his will), which would be a far greater torment than

going to eternal punishment with those of his own
class. That same evil that was in the fallen angel-

is in all men not having their natures changed
through Christ, and wicked man would, if he could,

tear (!od from his throne and trample him under
foot, that they might be still more wicked and mis-

erable. In this condition we every one of us find

ourselves, and we realize it at some time during our
lives. Now, after we had brought all of this on our-

selves, and were at enmity against our heavenly

Father, God so loved the children he had created,

that he says, 1 will give my Son to suffer for all this

sin and misery which my sinful children would suf-

fer continuing in wickedness throughout eternity,
so that, if they will accept of Christ's suffering, they
need suffer no more, but may be good and pure, and
enjoy being with me throughout eternity. This is

all I can do for them; and, if they will not ac-
cept of this, they must go on in sin, and suffer its

consequences, away from my presence eternally.
Christ came, as it is written, " Lo, I come to do thy
will, () (Jod," and suffered, the just for Ihe unjust.
Friend Young, will you and I be so foolish as to re-

ject Christ by trying to climb up to heaven some
other way, thereby neglecting the on I y chance there
is of becoming good, and enjoying that which is

good, throughout eternity? I trust not. In any
case, friend V., don't let us try to charge on God
that which we have brought on ourselves. There
i- one thing which 1 tirmly believe: if we wish to
be progressing in goodness and happiness through-
out eternity, we must have God's presence in our
hearts here; for nowhere are we assured that we
shall desire any change in our condition alter we
pass From this' life. I am willing to accept Jesus
Christ asmy Savior, realizing thai it is alone through
the atonement and sufferings of Christ that I am
kept from eternal death. Max- God help us all to
choose Christ, and be happy for time and eternity,

rather than to have our wills so strong that we shall
bring upon ourselves eternal destruction.
Borodino, N. V. G. M. Doolittle.
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OUB "COUNTEB STOBE."
You little know, my friends, what pleasure I have

taken in collecting these goods for you, more es-

pecially those on the 5c counter, and I have looked

forward many a time to handing them over to you,

and to the pleasure I should take in hearing your

exclamations of surprise, at so good an article for

such an insignificant sum of money.

useful: articles
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

FIVE CENTS EACH.
TERMS OF PAYMENT—Strictly Cash With Order.

All Prices Subject to CHange without Notice

e

a

»© «g

2 I Awls, Scratch, Wood Handle I 45
|
4 00

2
|
Awls, All Metal Handle

I
35

|
3 00

3
|
Awls, Brad, Assorted Sizes

I
45

|
4 00

See cuts of above Three, on page 100.

j
Baskets, }s bushel

I
40 I 3 75

Q. "
I

45
i
4 as

y„ "
|

50
|
4 75

Just think of it ! a Half Bushel Market Basket for

five cents.

1
|
Brushes, Paint, Paste, or Sash |

35
|
3 00

Read what a customer says of these: "Your
Five Cent Brush is as good as one I paid 50c for."

Isaac B. Rumford.
Bakersfield, Kern Co., Cal.

4
|
Brooms, Whisk I

45 | 4 25

Nice to brush the sawdust off your clothes; a very
good brush broom in fact, for 5c.

12 I Coal Shovels, Wrought Iron |
48 |

4 75

5
I

Cups, Tin, 1 Pint
I

40 I 3 50

6 I Dippers, Tin I
45 |

4 00

A real Serviceable Dipper, and just the thing for

getting a cool drink out of the spring, or "old oaken
bucket."
2

|
Dish Covers. Blue Wire Cloth I 45 I

4 40

Just the thing for Shipping Queen and >/2 lb. Bees.
9

|
Dust Pans I

45 |
4 25

Tip-top for keeping the Floor to your Shop riean,
and just the nicest Present for your Little Girls.

3 I Drawer Pulls I 25
|
2 25

13 | Foot Scrapers I
45

|
4 25

Splendid (for your wife's carpet) during this mud-
dy weather.
2 1 Funnels, lA Pint I 45 I 4 25

5 I Garden Trowels
I

45 |
4 25

Would be cheap at 4 Times the Price.
1 I Gimlets, All Steel I 40 |

3 50

2
I
Glass Cutters I

48 | 4 75

Just such as have been selling from 25 to 50c each.

|
Ink, "W. O.'s." any Color, in Large2 oz. Bottles;

For Wholesale Prices, see page 140.

3 | Kitchen Knives I
35 |

3 00

These are rather poor, but I hope to get some bet-

ter ones.
2 |

Knives and Forks for Table Use (a

Knife and a Fork Are Two)
I

45
|
4 00

Good Steel, but rather Plainly Made.
1

|
Knives, Pocket, 1 Blade, for Children.

|
45 | 4 25

Not very good, nor very handsome.
3 |

Magnets, Horse Shoe
I

48
[
4 50

A beautiful Scientific Toy, formerly sold as high
as 50c. These are Nicely Finished, and Very Power-
ful; be careful Not to let them Touch Watches.
5

|
Mallets, Wood I

45 | 4 25

Just the nicest thing to Drive Sections Together.
3 | Match Boxes I

45 I 4 25

5 (
Marking Gauges I

45 I
4 25

A very pretty tool for the money.

5
|
Molasses Cups, Tin, Nice for Honey.. I 48

| 4 75
I

Mucilage and Brush
|

Exactly like those that you pay 25c for. I do not
know how it is possible for them to be made so low.
Three dozen are packed in a box, and $1.65 pays for
box and all.

4 I Nest Eggs
| 40

| 3 50
2

|
Oilers, Zinc, Neat, Pretty, and Just
Right to Keep All the "Machinery"
Wett Oiled

|
48

|
4 50

1
|
Pencils, Lead, The Kind I Prefer (Am.
Phonographic)

| 45 | 4 00
2 |

Rules, 1 Foot, for School Children. . . .
i

45
|
4 00

See page 100.

2
|
Scissors. See page If | 45 | 4 25

3
j
Scoops, Tin, tor Getting Honey out of
a Barrel

| 45 | 4 00
2 |

Screw-drivers, Sewing Machine, Neat,
V\ood Handle | 25

|
2 00

3
|
Screw-drivers, Metal Handle | 45 | 4 00

See paa-e 29, price list.

| Seeds, per Package
|

35
|
3 00

Almost any Kind.
5 Soap, Good, and Good Sized Cakes I 40

|
3 75

2 Spoons, Table, Tinned Iron |
38

|
3 50

1 " Tea, " (Two for 5c.).. | 20
|
1 75

3 stands, Silvered Wire, for Hot Dishes
|

45
|
4 00

Stove Polish, Dixon's Best j 35 | 3 00
Tin Plates, for Honey, Set of 3, As-
sorted | 40

|
3 51

2
|
Tacks, Tinned, 3 Sizes of Papers I 35 | 3 00

6
I
Tack Hammer, Coppered Iron Handle

i

40
|
3 50

4 1" " Wood Handles |
35 I 3 00

5 |
Tin Pails. 1 Pint

|
45

] 4 25
Cover and all, and just riirht for 1% lb. honev.
6

|
Tin Wash Basins, 8 inch \ 45

|
4 25

If a Bee keeper don't need one, I don't know who
does, and these are so Neat, Pretty, and convenient,
I verily believe I should sell 4000 of them to-day, if I

could just pass a lot of them around among you.
Only just 5c. Just think of it

!

1
|
Tooth Brushes

|
45

[
4 25

Neat, and Excellent, but rather small.
1 |

Views for Stereoscopes, from all
|

45
|
4 25

Countries of the World.
2 |
Wax Ball, for Work Box, in Shape of
Egg, Pear, Plum, etc

I
48 | 4 75

Whet-stones, Small |
45

|
4 25

Wire Nails, per Paper
|

35
I
3 00

1 I
Yard stick

I 42
i
4 00

Graduated and numbered as nice as a Pocket rule.

USEFUL ARTICLES
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

TEN CENTS EACH.
Awls, Scratch, Tempered Steel, Iron
Handle. See page 100 I

Balances, Spring, 24ft>., Accurate
|

See page ion.

Brooms, Whisk, Wood Handles |

Butcher Knives, Steel and Tempt r
Best quality I

3
|
Chamois Skins for Cleaning Cutl'y, &c

5
I
Chisels with Handles I

Brooms, Hearth
|

Brushes, Clothes, an astonishingly
good Brush for a dime I

Paint I

6 |
" Whitewash I

10 |
Dust Pans, Japanned

|

Envelopes, Bunch of 25, such as we use
|

Files for Cross Cut Saws and Hand
Saws I

1 |
" Double-Ender, see page 102

|

11 | Foot Scrapers
I

Fruit Knives, White Metal Handle,
Steel Blade, all Nickel Plated, would
have been considered years ago very
reasonable at 50c !

5
I
Funnels, Quart

|

8
|

Garden Trowels, Steel ]

Glass Cutter, with Knife Sharpener
and Can Opener

I

1
|
Glue, Peter Cooper's, Liquid with

Brush I

4 I Hammers Small for Nails
5

|

" Magnetic I

16 " Full Size *|

8 Hatchets, Bronzed, Geo. Washington I

10
I
Knife Trays I

75
|
7 00

90
|
8 75
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95
|
9 25

85 I 8 00
I

85|

I

05|

9 00
8 00
9 00
8 00

9 00
:, mi

9 00
7 00
9 00
7 (III

7 00

90
| 8 50

s-, S III)

95 I
9 00
t; 00
8 50

97 |
9 50

97 9 50
90

|
8 50

85
|
8 00

95 9 00
95

I
9 00

95
|
9 09

85 I 8 00

8 I Lunch Box, Tin, Japanned I

10 | Mallets, Wood
10 I

Molasses Cups, Japanned, Nice for
Honey I 95 I

5 I Oilers, Zinc, Spring Bottom
|

85
|

|
P'ils, '/2 size, Painted, 2 Hoops

|
95

|

4 Pocket Levels, to be Put on a Square, j 85
i

2 [
" Knives, 1 Blade, American,
Good

11 I Potato Masher, Large
i

6
|
Quart Measure, Tin

|

24 Rollinsr Pins, Revolving Handle
j

1
|
Rule, 1 Foot, Box-wood, Pocket

|

2 I Scissors
j

10
I
Scoops, Tin

|

2
|
Screw Drivers Wood Handles, Strong
and Nice, 754 inches Long I

4 |
Shears, 7 Inches

I

I
Seives, Wood Frame. Wire, Round

j

Soap, Best Kind I know of
|

Soap Stand, Silvered Wire
j 90

Spring Balance, see Balance.
11 Steak Pounders

| 65
|
6 00

3 Steels for Sharpening Knives
|

a5
|
8 00

5 Thermometers
| 97 | 9 50

Almost, if not quite, equal to any.
5 |

Tin pail, with Cover, 1 Pint
|

6 |
" " no " 1 Quart

i

7 |
Tin Pans, Plain or Milk, 3 qt I

1 Tooth Brushes. Good
|

10 Twine, Strong- Flax, '/aft. Balls i

10 Waiters Plain
|

6
|
Wash Basins, 10 inch

j

|
Whet'stones

|

USEFUL ARTCILES
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOB

Twenty-Five Cents.
Bell, Dinner, Brass
Braces, Carpenters
Caliper Rule, See page 100
Coal Shovels
Compasses, Carpenters
Dinner Bells

i
Dinner Pails

22 |
Hammers, Adze E., Polished, Car-
penters, Excellent for the Money..

8
|
Hammers, Metal Handle inlaid with
Walnut

I Hatchets, Painted Red
j
Honey, Raspberry or Clover, in pint
Tin Pails, with Covers

|

I Knives, 2 Blades, Fine Quality, Am.
|

I

Lamps, Brass, Night
|
Lantern and Night Lamp Combined,
Small, but very pretty and usoful

' Oil Cans, 1 Quart
" 2 "

3 Paper Weights, Glass, Very Pretty.
Plnnes, All Metal
Plyers, Flat Nose

" Round Nose
Rules, 2 Foot, Pocket, Box-wood

(each 15c)
2 | Scissors. Fine Steel
7

I
Screw Drivers, 1 Foot long, Fine,
Wood Handles

6 1 Screw Drivers, All Metal, Hand
Forged

11 I Seives, Metal Rim
6

I
Shears, Nickle Plated

10
|
Signs to Be Hung in Door Yard, in
Stock 3 Kinds, " Honey for Bale,"
"Bees and Queens for Sale" and
" This Property for Sale "

1 !
Silver Thimbles, Pure Coin

I Thermometers, Best
10

I
Tin Pails, 2 Quart Japanned and
Lettered

| Tin Pails. 4 Quart Plain
I
Wrench, Coe's, Celeb'd Adjustable.,

USEFUL ARTICLES
THAT CAN BE -OLD FOR

FIFTY CENTS.

2 10
2 10
2 25
1 40
2 10
2 00
2 45
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"W. O.'S" DTK. i^REffYMysYcoiinr)
In 2 oz. bottles, black, violet, or blue, in J4

gross boxes, per gross $4 00

In quantities of 5 or more gross, 20 per cent off.

In Pint Bottles, per doz $3 00
In Quart " " " 6 00
In Gallon Jugs " " 12 00

Green and Red ink are necessarily more expen-
sive, and the price will therefore be one half more.

Liquid Bluing, in 6 oz. bottles, per doz 50
" " " " " gross $5 40

I will send H gross, 2 oz. inks, assorted colors,
black, blue, violet, and one bottle each of green and
red, as a trial order for $1 00.

WM. OLDROYD, Columbus, Ohio.

P. S. by Novice.-~1i it is more convenient, where
j'ou are ordering goods of me, I will try to fill small
orders at the above prices.
Now, boys, we can all have good, plain ink, if we

can not have good writing, and we can help W. O.
out of trouble. The colored inks are very pretty
for a postscript, or for any passage in a letter to
which you wish to call particular attention.

P. N., No. 2.~Why, just think of it ! we can sell all

of the bottles, red and green too, on the 5c counter,
if we choose: and even the bottles of bluing, for only
Hnscents, if the express or freight charges are not
too "awful" much.

IMP BO VED
Langstroth Hives.
Supplies for the Apiary. Comb Foundation a spe-

cialty. Being able to procure lumber cheap, I can
furnish Hives and Sections very cheap. Send for a
circular. A. D. BENHAM,
2tfd Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.

A NEW SHOP,
BUT OLD HANDS.

James Forncrook & Co. have just fitted up a new
Shop for the manufacture of Bee Hives, Honey Sec-
tions, etc. Material for the Standard Langstroth
Hive, Cheaper than the cheapest. We will make a
specialty of the "Boss" one-piece Sections, hereto-
fore called the Lewis Section, this being our own in-
vention. Send for Circular and Price List.

JAMES FORNCROOK & CO.,
ltfm Watertown, Wis.

SEND FOB PBICES OF

Langstroth Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, FRAMES, ANDCOMB 3F'OXJ3XTID^Sk.TIOIXr,

3 MANUFACTURED BY
MERRIAM A; FALCONER, Jamestown, N.Y.

THIRTY ACRES IN BERRY PLANTATIONS.
Mammoth Cluster, and Doolittle Improved, are

the most profitable Raspberries grown, and give ear-
ly and abundant feed to my bees; price per loiK),

$4.00. Philadelphia Red, $10. per 1000; $1.25 per loo.

Concord grape cuttings, $1.50 per 1000. Wilson
strawberry, $3.00 per 1000. Ked Dutch Currants, 2

year, extra tine, $3.00 per hundred.
Address CHAS. E. FELL.

3-4d Normal Nurseries, Bloomington, 111.

TT^^^^C*^^ Send 25 cents in stamps or cur-
XXV/XVk^JLi rency for a new HORSE BOOK.
It treats all diseases, has 35 fine engravings showing
positions assumed by sick horses, a table of doses, a
Ti£\f\T3r [ilrSG collection of VALUABLE
I>V/V/i\ RECIPES, rules for telling the age
of a horse, with an engraving showing teeth of each
year, and a large amount of other valuable horse in-
formation. Dr. Wm. H. Hall savs, "I have bought
books that I paid $5 and $1(1 for which I do not like as
well as I do yours." Send for a Cikcudah. Agents
Wanted. B. J. Kendall, M. D., Enosburgh Falls, Vt.
For sale also at this oilicc—A. I. ROOT. 9-9

Having lost, by the burning of our residence, Jan.
31st, 1880, our entire list of names, as well as corres-
pondence, accounts, &c, we are unable to send out
our new circulars for 1880; therefore we ask one
and all to send us their names and addresses.

/•; I
rER /•;TVS IHWE Y EX TRA CTOR

has been before the public, until it needs no com-
ment; but we desire to call especial attention to

Everett's Langstroth Hive.

Though advertised but a single season, it has been
in general use for years in our vicinity, with our
best apiarists. Our sales the past season were nat-
tering, and, anticipating large sales in the coming
season, we shall continue the manufacture of the
Everett Langstroth exclusively; and, notwithstand-
ing the advance in price of all kinds of material, we
shall adopt our very low prices of 1879, for this sea-
son. Our frames, and inside dimensions of hives
are the same as the standard Langstroth bive, as
made by Novice and others. Saul for Circular.

3 Address EVEERTT DUOS., Toledo, O.
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HUBBEH STAMPS dadant & son.
DATING, ADDRESSING, BUSINESS,

LETTER HEADS, ETC.
COLONIES.

With Imported, tested, Italian queen $13 00
" home-bred " " " 9 00

Hybrids and blacks in movable frame or box hives.
Have wintered over

100 IMPORTED QUEENS,
and will continue to receive
month from May to September.

shipments every

Address only, like
No. 1, $1.50; with bu-
siness card, like No. 2,

$2.00; with movable
months and figures for
dating, like No. 3, $3.00.

Full outfit included—
pads, ink, box, etc.
Sent by mail postpaid.
Without ink and pads,
50c less.
Put your stamp on

every card, letter, pa-
per, book, or anything
else that you may send
out by mail or express
and you will save your- No.2.
self and all who do business with you "a world of
trouble." I know, you see.
We have those suitable for Druggists, Grocery-

men, Hardware Dealers, Dentists, &c, &c. Send for
Circular. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

PEETS' COMBINATION CAGE
FOR SHIPPING AND INTRODUCING QUEENS.

The best one for the purpose out; send 12c in
postage stamps and get one. Address
3d T. O. PEET, Box 64, Canajoharie, X. V.

wave YOUR FOWLq
and get Price list of Fancy Poultry,
Italian Bees . &c , by addressing

<r. n_. Hiaiicics,
3d Albion, Ashland Co., Ohio.

ITALIAN" QUEENS.
All bred from imported mothers of my own im-

portation. Dollar queens, $1.00; ready in April.
Tested queens before June 1st, $3.00; after, #2.50.
Full colonies of Italians from $7.00 to $10.00. Four
frame nucleus with tested queen, before June 1st,

$5.00, after, $4.50. Comb Foundation, Bee-Keepers'
Supplies, &c. PAUL L. VIALLON,
3tfd Bayou Goula, La.

RMAN, ALBINO, AND ITALIAN SEES

AT PRICES T<> SUIT PUIiCIfASEliS.

I am prepared to furnish, Cyprian, Albino and
Italian Queens, bred from imported and select home
bred mothers, warranted pure, sale arrival guaran-
teed. Send for price list before purchasing else-
where. Address LEVI It. LASH,

Summit Station I'. ( )., Schuykill Co., Pa.,
3-8d or HENHV (

'. HEISLER, Minersville, Pa.

ROOT AND DUNHAM FOUNDATION.
The purest and brightest yellow foundation made.

Hives, Extractors, Cans for uncapping, Veils, Smo-
kers, Pails, Jars, Knives, &c.
Send your name on a postal card for circular and

sample of foundation free.
CHAS. DADANT & SON,

3-8d Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

FOREMOST
THE BANK OF SUPPLY DEALERS,

J. H. NELLIS,
At the end of the first year in his large brick facto-
ry, would invite attention to his unexcelled facilities
for supplying Bee Hives, Honey Boxes, Shipping
Crates, Bee Feeders, Honey and Wax Extractors,
Knives, Queen Cages, Smokers, &c, &c. Also

ITALIAN AND CYPRIAN QUEENS,
i Full Colonies, Nuclei, &c. We are positively head-
quarters for

COMB FO UA 'JDATIOA \

We make and keep in stock drone and worker fdn.
Made on the Hoot machine, also Flat Bottomed fdn.,
both wired, and the thin for boxes. We have just

[

purchased a machine and can manufacture and sup-
' ply the Dunham Foundation. We guarantee
,
our fdn. to be as good as the best on the market.
We pay highest cash price for bees wax or work it

on shares.

Our BEK-KGEPERS) EXCHANGE is a
Monthly at 75c per year; 6 months for 38c; 3 months
for 20c. No live bee-keeper can afford to be with-
out it.

Our price list is free to all, and is a cyclopedia of
1 useful information. Write to

J. H. NELLIS,
|

3d Canajoliarie, N. Y.

18 Years' Experience
In propagating Queen Bees from Imported moth-
ers from the best districts of Italy. Persons pur-
chasing Queens or swarms of me will get what they
bargain for. Send for circular. WM. W. CAKY,
ltflnq Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

We furnish everything, from a wire nail to a
steam engine. For bottom prices on implements
and supplies used in bee culture, send for our Illus-
trated, Descriptive Catalogue. It will tell you all
about Scovell s, " Eureka," cold blast, direct bee
smoker. Catalogue free. Send for it.

Address SCOVELL & ANDERSON,
8-8d Columbus, Cherokee Co., Kansas.

BEE KEEPERS Intending to purchase Bees
or Queens will do well to send for my New Cir-

cular, before purchasing elsewhere. Pure Extract"
ed Honey wanted in exchange for Bees and Queens.
2-3d A. W. CHENEY, Orang-c, Mass.
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Should Read Our

Apiarian Catalogue for 1880!

It will PAY you to do so. Write your name, and
those of your friends who keep bees, on a postal

card, at once, and direct it to

H. A. BURGH & CO.,

3-5d SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.

QUINBY'S
New Bee-Keeping;

By L. C. Root.
The latest, most practical, and most fully illustra-

ted work published.
Price, by mail, post paid, $1.50.

( BELLOWS BEE SMOKERS,]

During the past year we have perfected, and fully
tested one of the finest improvements ever made on
smokers.
We are now prepared to offer the most perfect

smoker on the market. No more sparks or ashes in
the hives. The only perfect cold blast smoker
made.
Send for our circular for 1880, giving- illustration

and full description of our new invention, and price
list of everything practical that is used in the
apiary.

L. C. ROOT & BRO.,
3d Mohawk, N. Y.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
200 COLONIES ITALIAN BEES.

Having over 450 colonies of Italian Bees, I will sell

200 in lots of 25, 50, 100, or 200, at $5. delivered on
board of any Mississippi River steamboat. All the
queens are daughters of Imported mothers from
two districts of Italy. All in newly painted movable
frame hives. PAUL L. VIALLON,
3tfd Bayou Goula, La.

Albino and Italian Queens, Full Colonies, and

Nuclei, at Reasonable Prices.
I am prepared to furnish early Queens—Pure Al-

binos, and Italian Queens bred from Imported and
select home - bred mothers, warranted to be pure.
Safe arrival guaranteed. Also Hives, Root's Ex-
tractors, and Apiarian Supplies generally. Send
for Price List, &c.

Address S. VALENTINE.
8d Double Pipe Greek, Carroll Co., Md.

Bingham &

Hetheringtou.
You can lean on a Bingham

Smoker in the hour of trial.

One match per day, and wood
of any kind, is all that's need-
ed. It needs no fussing or
cleaning or dampers, as it

works just as well pointing
down as up. and never goes
out. Previous to my inven-
tion and patent, the' draft to
all bellows smokers was throu'
the bellows; now, all bellows
smokers use an open draft.
The largest and most scientific bee-keepers
use Bingham Smokers, some using as many
as fifteen in their various apiaries.
No Bingham Smoker has ever been re-

turned. No letter has ever been receiv 'd

complaining that our Smokers did not give
satisfaction; but we have received hund-
reds of letters expressing the most un-
bounded satisfaction and appreciation of
our invention. Hundreds of them have
been in constant use three seasons, and are

now as good as new. One dollar and a half is not
much for the use of such an instrument three sea-
sons, is it? Patented January 9, 1878; re-issued
Julv 9, 1878.

The extra large Smoker and the Extra Standard
for 1880 will have our new extra-wide shields, which
entirely protect the hands and bellows from heat,
and remove the danger of burning the fingers.
Practical bee-keepers will find these wide shields an
imDortant improvement.
The Bingham & Hetherington Patent Uncarping

Knife is a large, strong, durable knife, polishf d and
tempered like a razor, and so formed and sharpened
as to cut both ways, over hills and through hollows
all the same, without dropping a cap on the honey.
The most world-renowned, practical, and scientific
bee-keepers in Europe and America pronounce it

"the best honey-knife ever made."
Extra Large Smokers 2% inch, $1.50

Extra Standard " 2 " 1.2*

Plain " " 2 " 1.00

Little Wonder " Vi " .75
" " " Per '/2 doz 3.00

Bingham & Hetherington Knife 1.00
" " Knife and Cap-Catcher.. 1.25

If to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25
cents each, to prepay postage or express charges.
Send for circular. If to sell again, apply for dozen
or half-d >zen rates. Address T. F. Bingham or

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
3d OTSEGO, MICH.

HEADQUARTERS for the Best Queens and Colo-
nies in the U. S. As I make Queen rearing a

specialty, I guarantee to those orderirrr from me,
exactly what thev bargain for. Circulars free.
3-5d D. A. PIKE, Smithsburg, Wash. Co., Md.

C. E. WEIGHT & CO., MAKE
SIMPLICITY AND LANGSTR0TH HIVES,

AT BEAVER DAM, WIS.. CHEAP.
3d Send fob Prices.

/ R SWARMS OF REES FOR SALE !

rtp Some in Langstroth Hives, and some in Sim-
plicities. All in good condition.

Address, THOMAS BROWN,
3d Mt. Morris, Genesee Co., Mich.

SEND for Price List of Pure Italian Bees and
Queens, Comb Foundation, Section Boxes. &c.,

&c; one Barnes' Foot-Power Saw, one Comb Mill, (9

inch) &c , &c. Prices reasonable.
3d FISCHER & STEHLE, Marietta, Wash. Co., O.

300 COLONIES BEES FOR SALE !

Come to Council Bend, Ark., on the Miss. River,
and buy 300 Colonies of Bees. I am determined »•
sell* M GEO. B. PETBHf.
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IMPLEMENTS FOB. BEE CULTURE
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

15
1

10

For description of the various articles, see our
Twenty-First Edition Circular and Price List, mailed
on application.

For directions How to Make all these various arti-

cles and implements, see A B C of Bee Culture.

This Price List to be taken in place of those of
former date.

Mailable articles are designated in the left hand
column of figures ; the figures giving- the amount of
postage required.

To Canada, merchandise by mail is limited to 8%
oz., and nothing can be sent for less than 10 cents.

A B C of Bee Culture, Five Parts complete
in one, paper cover 1 00
The same, neatly bound in cloth 1 25
Single Parts, in paper, each 25

Alighting Board, detachable (See A B C) $ 10
Alsike Clover. See seeds.
Balances, spring, for suspended hive (60 lbs.) 8 00
Barrels for honey 2 50

" " waxed and painted... . 3 50
Basket for broken combs to be hung in the
Extractor 25

Basswood Trees for planting. See price list.

Bees, per colony, from $8 to $16. See price
list.

Bee-Hunting Box, with printed instructions 25
Binder, Emerson's, for Gleanings 50,60,75
Blocks, iron, for metal cornered frame ma-
king 15

Buckwheat. See seeds.

Burlap for covering bees, 40 in. wide, per yd 10

Buzz-Saw, foot-power, complete 35 00
Buzz-Saws, extra, 80c, to $3.25. See price list.

Buzz-Saw mandrel and boxes complete for
6 inch saws (no saws included) 5 00
The same for 7 and 8 in. saws (not mailable) 7 00

Cages for queens, provisioned (See price list) 10
" " " perdoz 100

Candy for bees, can be fed at any season.
per lb 08 to 15

Cans for shipping extracted honey (See
Honey), from 25c to $2.00.

Cards, queen registering, per doz 06
per 100 40

Chaff Cushions for wintering (See ABC).. 30
without the chaff 20

Chaff Hive (See Hives) 5 00
Cheese cloth, for strainers, per yard 06
Clamps for making section boxes 75
Clasps for transferring, package of 100 15
Climbers for Bee-Hunting 2 50
Comb Basket, made of tin, holds 5 frames,
has hinged cover and pair of handles 1 50

Comb Foundation Machines complete $15 to 100 00
Comb Holder to put on edge of hive 25
Combs in metal cornered frames, complete 25
Corners, metal, per 100 50

" " top only, per 100 60
" " bottom, per 100 40

Corners, Machinery complete for making $250 00
Crate for shipping comb honey. See Hives.
Division Boards of cloth and chaff 20
Duck, for covering frames and for feeders,
29 inches wide, per yd SO

Enameled Cloth, bees seldom bite or prop-
olize it, per yard, 45 inches wide,
30c. By the piece (12 yards) -28

Extractors, according to size of frame,
$6 50 to 10 00.

" Inside and gearing, including
Honey-gate 5 00

" Hoops to go around the top

—

50
" " perdoz 5 00

Feeder, Simplicity (See price list) 1 pint— 05
Feeders, 1 quart, tin 10
The same, half size, 05
The same, 6 qts, to be used in upper story 50

Feeders, open air 15
Files for small circular rip saws, new and

valuable, 20c; per doz. by express... 2 00
" The same, large size, double above

prices.
" 3 cornered, for cross-cut saws, 10c; doz 1 00

Foundation. See Comb Foundation.
Fountain Pump, or Swarrn Arrester 8 50
Frames with sample Kabbet and Clasps... 10

10

60

00

Galvanized Iron Wire for grapevine trellises
per lb. (about 100 feet)

25 Gates for Extractors tinned for soldering.

.

Gauge for planing lumber, brass
" " making hives (See Hives)

50 Gearing for Extractor with supporting arm 1

Glass. See price list.

Gleanings, per year 1

For prices of back vol's, see price list.

Gloves. See Rubber Gloves.
Grape Sugar for feeding bees. See price list.

Grape vines for shading hives. See price list.

Hammers and nails. See price list.

Hives from 50c to #6 25. See price list.

Honey. See price list.
" Plants. See seeds.

Honey Knives, straight .75; curved blade.. 1 00
" " lA doz, by mail 4 00
" " Vz doz by Express 3 75

Jars for shipping extracted honey. See
Honey.

Labels for honey, from 25 to 50c per 100

;

for particulars see price list.

Lamp Nursery, for hatching queen cells. . . 5 00
Larvae, for queen rearing, from June to
Sept 25

15 Leather for smoker bellows, per side 50
Lithograph of the Hexagonal Apiary 25
Magnifying Glass, pocket 30

" " Double lens, brass, on
three feet 75

Medley of Bee-Keepers' Photo's, 150 photo's 100
12 Microscope, Compound, in Mahogany box 2 50

Prepared objects for above, such
as bee's wing, sting, eye, foot, &c, each 20

7 Muslin, Indian head, for quilts and cush-
ions, pretty stout, but not good as duck,
per yard 10

Nails. See Hammers and nails.
10 Opera Glasses for Bee-Hunting 5 00
18 Parafflne, for waxing barrels, per lb 25

Photo of House Apiary and improvements 25
i Planes and Planers. See price list.

15 Pruning saws for taking down swarms, 75 and 85
Queens, 25c to $12 00. See price list.

2 Rabbets, metal, per foot 02
Rubber Gloves, $1.50 and $1.75. See price list.

Rubber Stamps, $1.50 to 3.00. See price list.

Rules (See Pocket Rules) 12 and 17c.
Salicylic acid, for foul brood, per oz 50

10 Saw Set for Circular Saws 75
Saws. See Circular Saws.
Scales for weighing honey, etc. See price list.

Scissors, for clipping queen's wings 40
Screw Drivers, all metal (and wrench com-
bined i i l/2 inch, 10c; 5 inch, 15c.

Section Boxes, fancy, hearts, stars, crosses,
&c, each 05

Section Honey Box, a sample with strip of
fdn. and printed instructions 05

Section Boxes in the flat by the quantity,
$6 00 per thousand and upwards, accord-
ing to size ; for particulars, see price list.

Case of 3 section boxes, showing the
way in which the separators are used,
suitable for any kind of hive (See price list) 08

SEEDS OF HONEY PLANTS.

18 Seed, Alsike Clover, raised near u*, per lb .

.

30
18

" Catnip, good seed, per oz. 10c ; per lb. 1 00
" Chinese Mustard, per oz 10

18 " Mellilot, or Sweet Clover, per lb 75
18 " White Dutch Clover, per lb 30
18

" Motherwort, per oz. 10c; per lb 100
18

" Mignonette, per lb. (20c per oz) 1 40
Simpson Honey Plant, per oz 50
Silver Hull Buckwheat, per lb 10
" " " peck, by Express 60

Common " per peck 50
Summer Rape. Sow in June and
July, per lb 15

Spider plant, per oz 50

A small package of any of the above seeds will be
sent for 5 cents.

Separators, tin, for section boxes. See
Section Boxes.

Sheets of Enameled Cloth to keep the bees
from soiling or eating the cushions 10

Shipping Cases for 48 section frames of
honey 50
The same for 24 sections 30
(This size can be sent by mail inthe flat,

I

for 750.)
1

I
Slate Tablets to hang on hives 1^4

is

JK
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SMOKERS.
Smoker, Quinby's (to Canada 15c extra)l 50 & 1 75

Bingham's $100; 150; 175
25 " Our own, see illustration in price

list 75
00 Soldering1 Implements 100

Swarming Box 75
2 Tacks, tinned, per paper, (three sizes) 05

For larger quantities see Hammers and
nails.

5 Thermometers 20
10 |

Transferring clasps, package of 100 15

j
Tin, see price list.

Veils, Bee, with face of Brussels net, (silk) 75
The same, all of grenadine (almost as good) 50

Veils, material for, grenadine, much
stronger than tarlatan, 21 inches in
width, per yard 20
Brussels Net, for face of vail, 29 inches
in width, per yard 1 50

Wax Extractor 3 00
Copper bottomed boiler for above 1 00

Wire cloth, for Extractors, tinned, 5
meshes to the inch, per square foot 1J

2
|
Wire cloth, for queen cages, tinned, 18
meshes to the inch 10

3 I
Wire cloth, painted, for shipping bees, 14

I
mesh to the inch, per square foot 05

I Wire for grape vine trellises. See Galvan-
|

ized iron wire

All goods delivered on board the cars here at prices
named. A. I. HOOT, Medina. Ohio.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Hale's Price List.
Send for my Circular and Price List for 1880. Ear-

ly Queens a specialty. Address
2-11d E. W. HAF/R. WirtP. H.. W. Va.

IITIPROVFD LVNKSTROTH AMI* Ql
SI UI'LK i I V Al\l> CHAFF HIVRJ9

Having pnlarg-erl my facilities for the manuf'g of
Bee Hives and Section Boxes, I shnll be able the
present season to furnish the trade with better
g"ods and for le c s money than any house in the
West. Please send for Price List.
4d S. D. BUELL, Union City, Mich.

AN APIARIST, competent
to preparr for shipment a car
1 >ad of bees, and bring them

from Iowa to Colorado, and then take charge of
them for the rem ainder of the season of 18-<0. Ad-
dress without delay- AUGUST CHR STIE,

Leadx ille, Lake Co., Colorado

WANTED!

HEADQUARTERS FOR APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
Steam Power. New machinery complete. Our

facilities for manufacturing Hives. Crates, Sec-
tions. &c, are first <-lass. Before ordering-, tell us
what .V"U want. We can do you ffood. Comb Foun-
dation, Extractors. Knives, Smokers, &c, constant-
ly on hand Full Colonies and Nuclei a specialty.
Send for our new Systwm for Wintering Bees Suc-
cessfully. HIRAM R< >OP.
4tfd Carson City, Montcalm Co., Mich.

We have at list succeeded in trettina1 S'>me seed of
this beautiful plant, which is described on page 148
of Gleanings for 1879. The seed is tlat and bean-
like. As we have tint a few, in order to make them
gro around, we offer them postpaid, at 5 cents each.
To Canada, 2 cents extra.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

100 POUNDS OF BEES WANTED!
S fate race, when you can deliver, price per pound,

and quantity vou wish to furnish.
3-4 T. L. VON DORN, Omaha, Nebraska.

USTXTGrHrXTE FOR JS^-I^E! !

Four horse power engine, as g >od as new (same as
advertised in Gleanings) for sale cheap. In use 2
years. Call on or address E. F. BEARD,
* Republic, Seneca Co., Ohio.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-
turn the money at any time when customers becoma
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st. If wanted sooner,
see rates in price list.

*E. W. Hale. Wirt C. H. W. Va. 1-12

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown. Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa.7-3tf
*E. M. Havhurst. Kansas City, Mo. 1-12

*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula. La. lttd
Miller & Hollam. Kewaskum Wash Co.. Wis. 4^
*J. T. Wilson. Mortonsville, Woodford Co. Ky 4-4

*.I. L. Bowers, Berrv%nlle. Clarke Co., Va. 1-4

*King & White, New London, O. 12tfd
* F. J. Warden, Uhrichsvillo, Tusc. Co., O. 12-12

*J. R. Landes Albion, A«hlaid <'o„ O. ltf.d
*.I. E. w -l.her, Millersville. Christian Co., Ills. 1-6

*n. A. McCo- d. Oxford, Butler Co., O. 2-1

*D. E. Best, Best, Lebiifh Go.. Penn. 2-8

*\.S Collins. Vew Orleans, La. 3-4

*R R .binson, LaClede, Favette Co., 111. 3-8

*S. F. Newnvui. No-walk, Huron Co., O. 3tfd
*C C. Vauahan. Columhi >. Maury C •., Tenn. 3tfd
*S. W. Salisbury, Kansas Cirv. Jackson C >., Mo. 3-8

*J. M. C Tax lor, Le Wigtown, Fred C >., M 1. 3-4

*S D. McLean & Son, Culleoka. Maury Co., Tenn. 3-8

*S. D Moore & Co , Atlanta, Fill on Co., Ga. :->-8

*T. G. McGaw Monm nth. Warren Co., 111. 3-8

*R. Thomson. Tet-rv, Hinds Co., Miss. 3-8
* Lewis A. Best, Best, Lehigh Co., Pa. 4-9

*.J. R. Rrav. Lynnville. Giles Co., Tenn. 4-9

J. W Nexvlive. Col 'i nihil*, Franklin Co., O. 4-7

*H.T. Bishop, ChenansD Bndg-e, Broome Co., N.Y. 4
*0. H.Townsend, Hubbard -ton, Ionia ' o., Mich. 4-9

*Thos E Price, Baden, St. Lou's Co., Mo. 4-8

*01ixer Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa. 4tfd

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Rayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. ltfd
Milo *. West, Pontiac, Oakland Go , Mica. 1-6

A. A. Fradenburg, Port Washington, Tus., Co., .1-fi

T. F. Wiitman, sis N. fith St.. Camden, N. J. 3tfd
S. F. Newman, NTW.dk. Huron Co., O. 3tfd
Sprunser Uro's, B 'rue, Adams Co.. Ind. 3-2

J. F. Hart, Union Point. Greene Co.. Ga. 4-3

J. W. Newl .ve. Columbus, Franklin Co., O. 4-6

ITALIAN QUEENS.
All bred from imported mothers of my own im-

p .rtation. D 'liar queens, $1.00: ready in April.
Tes'ed queens before June 1st, $3 00: after, $2.50.
Full colonies .f Italians from $7.00 to $10.00. Four
frame nucleus with tested queen, before June 1st,

$5.00, aftes $4.50. Comb Foundation, Bee-Keepers'
Supplies, &c. PAUL L. VIALLON,
3tld Bayou Goula, La.

Twill give $25.00 for a second-hand. Barnes foot-
poxver saw, complete and in good order. Address

immediately, W. S. HART, New Smyrna, Fla. 4

DOLLAR QUEENS FOR $1.00i
Kossuth, Alcorn. Co., Miss. Dr. N. C. STEELE.
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CHEAP BEES

!

About 30 Colonies in good, movable-comb hives,
at $5. each. E. A. GASTMAN,
4 Decatur, Macon Co., 111.

LOWER THAN EVER TO CLOSE OUT I

A lot of Section Honey Boxes 4 I
.l x4' 1 : a Founda-

tion Machine ff inch. Root's make; a lot of Italian
Bees and Queens raised from imported mother.

Address— FISCHER \- STEELE,
4d Marietta, Wash. Co., Ohio.

NOTICES OF THE ABC.

SWEET HOME RASPBERRY.
Originated by D. D. Palmer, New Boston, 111. 1,050

berries picked from one cane. Never winter kills.

The largest and best black cap. Send for circular.

"READTHJST
We are now prepared to give bottom prices on all

kinds of Bee Hives, Sections. &c, but we make a
Specialty of the "Boss" One Piece Section, hereto-
fore called the Lewis Section, of which lam the in-

ventor. See article in Leb. No. of A. B. J. on thii
One Piece Section. Send for Price List.

JAMES PORNCROOK & CO.
Watertown, Wis., April 1st. 1880. 4d

Seovell's, Eureka, Cold blast, Bee Smoker is Boss.
It is a cold blast or a hot biast. both at once or sepa-
rately, at the will of the operator. It is the only
cold Mast smoker on the market that has no tubes
or other complicated machinery in the tire barrel to
interfere with filling and cleaning. Large size bel-
lows. S^xOJi inches; fire barrel. 'Z

lA inches. Price
$1.0(1; by mail. $1.25. SenH for illustrated, descrip-
tive catalogue and price list of Hi\>s, Implements,
and Supplies used in bee culture. Address

—

4d SCOVELL & ANDERSON, Columbus, Kansas.

MARTIN'S
wire support for
frames. Cheapest
support In US'>; du-
rable and just the
thing. Sami>l° by
mail, fi ots; so cts.

per lb , 100 .in a lb.

Send for price list. Bees by the pound, nuclei, or
mlony. Circulars of our Bees, Queens, and Novel-

Address—
J. H. MARTIN, Hartford, N. V.

ties sent free.
4-9d

81SNJX FOE PRICES OF

Langsiroth Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, FRAMES, AND

C03VEII3 T,OXT3XTID-A.TX03Xr,
4 MANUFACTURED BY
MEKUIA.UAl ALIOMH. .1 ii»."-sU> \v n, N.Y.

I received the "ABC of Bee Culture," bound in
cloth, and think it the cheapest book, at $1.25, that
has passed through my hands in many a day.

. James McNeill.
Hudson, N. Y., February IT, 1880.

ABC was received in due time. Many thanks.
Although I have been reading A B C in back num-
bers of Gleanings, yet I am very much surprised
and pleased with the finish and make-up of the book.
1 have all the earlier books on bee culture, but must
say that A B C is best of all, and fully up to the
times. Dr. A. V. Conklin.
Delaware, O., February IT, 1880.

The ABC book was received on the 10th inst.,and
is a beautiful book. To say that the lady to whom I

presented it was well pleased with it, would be a
tame expression of her joy. S. H. Lane.
Whitestown, lnd., February 12, 1880.

The A B C is the best bee book I ever read. I

would not take $50.00 for it, if I could not get an-
other, for I consider it worth that to any bee-keeper.

A. J. Bhumbauoh.
Cottage Grove, Lane Co., Oregon, Feb. 20, 1880.

Your ABC came all right. Thanks. I think it is

one of the best and clearest books it lias been my
•food fortune to get hold of, and tells all that is

needed to be known, except what must be got by
experience. A. H. Browne.
New Orleans, La., March 14, 1880.

Your "A B C in Bee Culture" is at hand. I am
more than pleased with it. It is a much better book
than I expected to see I would have sent for it be-
fore, if 1 had had the least idea that I could have re-

ceived as much information in regard to bees and
their management, as 1 have found in it.

Lkstkr B. Carrington.
Mount Joy, Delta Co., Texas, Feb. 20, 1880.

On the stand at my right hand, is the "A B C of
Bee Culture," which cost me $1.25, and 1 would not
take $100.00 for it, and do without it. It is the best
book on the subject I have ever had the pleasure of
reading. Louis Werner.
Edwardsville, Madison Co., 111., Mar. 8, 1880.

If you could see me searching, during every spare
moment, the well stored pages of the A B C, you
would not wish for any better expression of my
thoughts concerning it. L. E. Harris.
Franklin Depot, Delaware Co., N. Y., Mar. 8, 1880.

I have followed the instructions recorded in your.
"A BCof Bee Culture," and find them a perfect
success. My bees have done exceedingly well the
past vear. Jefferson Lemon.
Dodson, O., March 9, 1880.

I have just received my A B C book, cloth binding.
It is so nice, that I have sold it before leaving town;
so 1 will enclose 90 cts. more for another for myself.

W. H. Simmons.
Medon, Madison Co., Tenn., Mar. 18, 1880.

As for that A B C book. I would not take $10.00 for
it, if I cool 1 not (ret another one. Wm. Tracy.
Sherburne, N. Y.. Jan. 80, 1880.

CLEANINGS AS AN ADVERTI
SINC MEDIUM.

Mr. Iinnt :—Enelosed you will find amount due you
on H Smith's account for advertisement in Glean-
ings. He received orders almost as soon as he re-

ceived Glkanings. This is the money that he re-

ceived for the first order. J. O. Facey.
New Hamburgh, Canada, Feb. 6, 1880.

BEK KEEPERS intending to purchase Bees
or Queens will do well to send for my New (ir-

cular, before purchasing elsewhere. Pure Extract-

ed Honey wanted in exchange for Bees and Queens.
2-5 A. W. CHENEY, Orange, Mass.
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USEFUL ARTICLES
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

FIVE CENTS EACH.
TERMS OF PAYMENT-Strictlu Cash With Order.

All Prices Subject to Change without Notice

l§ £ E
2

|
Awls, Scratch, Wood Handle I 45 |

4 00

3 | Awls, Brad, Assorted Sizes I
45 j 4 00

8 |
Baskets, Ys bushel I 40 |

3 75
u «

I
45 I 4 25

i/j » | 50
|
4 75

Just think of it I a Half Bushel Market Basket for

five cents.

Bluing, Oldroyd's Liquid, price of box
containing 3 dozen bottles, $1 50.

1
|
Brushes, Paint, Paste, or Sash | 35 |

3 00

Read what a customer says of these: "Your
Five Cent Brush is as good a3 one 1 paid 50c for."

Isaac B. Rumford.
Bakersfield, Kern Co., Cal.

4 | Brooms, Whisk I
45 | 4 25

Nice to brush the sawdust off your clothes; a very
good brush broom in fact, for 5c.

12 I Coal Shovels, Wrought Iron | 48 | 4 75

5 j Corn for planting, V2 pint of best ear-
ly sweet, 3 kinds, good for bees | 35 I 4 00

5 1 Cups, Tin, 1 Pint 40 | 3 50

6 i
Dippers, Tin I

45 | 4 00

A real Serviceable Dipper, and just the thing for
getting a cool drink out of the spring, or "old oaken
bucket."
3 | Dish Covers, Blue Wire Cloth, 6 in ... | 45 |

4 40

Just the thing for Shipping Queen and % lb. Bees.
9|DustPans I

45 | 4 35
Tip-top for keeping the Floor to your Shop Clean,

and just the nicest Present for your Little Girls.

3 |
Drawer Pulls I 30

|
2 75

1 File Handle, self adjusting I
45

|
4 25

13
I
Foot Scrapers I 45

|
4 25

Splendid (for your wife's carpet) during this mud-
dy weather.
2 I Funnels, lA Pint

J
45 I 4 25

8 I Gardeu Trowels I
45 |

4 25
Would be cheap at 4 Times the Price.
II Gimlets I 40

|
3 50

2
I
Glass Cutters

I
30 |

2 50

Just such as have been selling from 25 to 50c each.
| Ink, "W. O.'s," any Color, in Large2oz. Bottles;

For Wholesale Prices, see page 192.

3 1 Kitchen Knives, Fine Steel, metal
Handle, labeled "Kitchen Friend" | 40 | 3 50

2 |
Knives and Forks for Table Use (a
Knife and a Fork Are Two) | 48

1
4 75

Good Steel, but rather Plainly handled.
1 |

Knives, Pocket, 1 Blade, for Children.
| 45

|
4 25

Not very good, nor very handsome.
3 | Magnets, Horse Shoe

I
48 | 4 50

A beautiful Scientific Toy, formerly sold as high
as 50c. These are Nicely Finished, and Very Power-
ful; be careful Not to let them Touch Watches.
A customer writes: "The magnets attract all the

little folks, and some big ones too. I want ynu to
send me a half-dozen." H. H. Fox.
Tribulation, Mo., Feb. 25, 1880.

5 |
Mallets, Wood. Just the nicest thing
to Drive Sections Together 45 | 4 25

3 | Match Boxes, Tin Jappanned 40
j
3 75

7 I
Match Safes, Bracket work 40 | 3 75

5
I
Marking Gauges. A very pretty tool
for the money

I
45

2 |
Measuring Tapes, 36 inches, spring, in

tin case
|

45

5 I Molasses Cups, Tin, Nice for Honey. . I 48

5
I

Mouse Traps to keep in the Honey
House I

35

| Mucilage and Brush
I

Exactly like those that you pay 25c for. I do not
know how it is possible for them to be made so low.
Three dozen are packed in a box, and $1.65 pays for
box and all.

1 1 Needles, the very best I know of in
the world (see 25c counter) I 30 I 2 50

4 | Nest Eggs, White Glass I
351300

4 25

4 00
4 75

3 00

2 |
Oilers, Zinc, Neat, Pretty, and Just
Right to Keep All the "Machinery"
Well Oiled | 45 | 4 00

3 1 Papers of Pins I 45
|
4 00

Not first quality, for they are made of iron, as
your Magnet will tell you very quickly; but they
are useful for some purposes. For best brass pins,

see 10c ceunter.
5 | Pans, Jelly cake, 8 inch |

4i
| 4 00

|
" Milk, 1 quart 1 45 1 4 00

1
I
Pencils, Lead, The Kind I Prefer (Am.
Phonographic) I 45 14 00

| Perfumery, Prettv, but not very good | 45
|
4 25

2
I
Rules, 1 Foot, for School Children .... \

35
|
3 00

7 | Sad Iron Stands | 35
|
3 25

2 | Scissors, Japanned Handles, and Pol-
ished Blades

I
45 | 4 25

Either round point for the pocket, and for little

girls, or sharp pointed. Wonderfully well finished
for such an insignificant price. Nothing equal to
the round points for making a little girl happy, but
you must look out for the pieces.

3 |
Scoops, Tin, for Getting Honey out of
a Barrel |

45

2 |
Screw-drivers, Sewing Machine, Neat,
Wood Handle, fine steel I 25

3
]
Screw-drivers, Metal Handle | 45

See page 29, price list.

| Seeds, Almost any Kind, per Package | 35 ! 3 00

5
|
Soap, Fancy Cakes, Perfumed Toilet,

but good sized cakes, "Boss" . . . | 40
|
3 75

" Blue India, large Cakes and best
Soap in the market I

48
|
4 75

Soap Cups, to go on edge of tub or
Bucket

Spoons, Table, Tinned Iron
" Tea, " (Two for 5c.)..

Stands, Silvered Wire, for Hot Dishes
6

|
Stove Polish, Dixon's Best

5 |
Tin Plates, for Honey, Set of 3, As-
sorted (Separately 75c, $1.00, and
$1.75 per hundred)

2 I Tacks, Tinned, 3 Sizes of Papers
6

I
Tack Hammer, Coppered, Iron Handle

41 " " Wood Handles
4

|
Tea Bells, very neat and pretty, nice
for the baby and useful besides

5 |
Tin Pails, 1 Pint

Cover and all, and just riarht for V/t lb. honey.
6

|
Tin Cake Pans, Scallop, very pretty.. I 45

6
I
Tin Wash Basins, 8 inch | 45

If a Bee keeper don't need one, I don't know who
does, and these are so Neat, Pretty, and convenient,
I verily believe I should sell 4000 of them to-day, if I

could just pass a lot of them around among you.
Only j ust 5c. Just think of it

!

1 1 Tooth Brushes, Neat, and Excellent,
but rather small I

45

1 1 Views for Stereoscopes, from all
|

45
Countries of the World.

2 1 Wax Ball, for Work Box, in Shape of
Egg, Pear, Plum, etc

12 |
Whet-stones, Small but "good grit"..

2
|
Wire Nails, per Paper, 8 sizes

5 I
Yard -tick, Graduated and numbered
as nice as a Pocket rule I 42

i
4 00

USEFULARTICLES
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

TEN CENTS EACH.
5

|
Balances, Spring, 241b., Accurate.:.. . | 90

|
8 75

A customer writes : I can't see how you can sell

that Spring Balance for lfc. C. B. Thwing.
Hamilton, Mo., Feb. 4, 1880.

2 I Belt Punches, hollow |
100

\
10 00

8
I

Brooms, Whisk, Wood Handles, good | 85 | 8 00

4
I
Broom Holders, silvered wire, just
right for above | 48 | 4 50

5 |
Butcher Knives, Steel and Temper
Best quality, 8^ inches long

3
|
Chamois Skins for Cleaning Cutl'y, &c

5
|
Chisels with Handles, Vi inch

12 Chopping or Mincing Knives, steel

5
I

Cold Chisels, best tempered steel

8 Brooms, Hearth
5

I
Brushes, Clothes, an astonishingly

good Brush for a dime
4 " Hair I

90
3 I " Paint, Will do to paint hives,

but are rather small | 90 |
8 50

5| " Whitewash |
90

|
8 50

Concluded on page 191.

4 00

2 00
4 00

4 00
3 50
1 75
4 00
4 00

3 51
3 00
3 50
3 00

4 50
5 00

4 50
4 25

4 25
4 25

48 | 4 75
45

|
4 25

35 | 3 00

911
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NOTES FBOM THE BANNER APIARY.

No. 5.

RAISING QCEENS AND EXTRACTED HONEY.

dP>| EVERAL correspondents have written somo-

jjJl))
thing as follows: "I read your report in Jan.

' Gleanings, and if it is not too much trouble I

wish you would write and let me know how you
manage to raise both queens and extracted honey;
tell me just how you manage it, giving details as

much as possible."

As it would take too much time to write to each

correspondent, and as the subject is one of general

interest, I take this method of replying.

Although I have had only two years experience in

queen rearing, I have discovered that nothing is

gained by trying to rear queens too early iu the

season; it is better to wait until the warm weather

has really come to stay, and the bees are storing

honey, which, in this locality, is about the last of

May or first of Jnne.

>l y (i'St step is to place a frame tilled with fdn , orW nice worker comb that has never contained

brood,"near the center of the colony that has my
imported queen. Each day I make an examination,

and. usually, in a day or two, I find the queen laying

in the comb or fdn. that was inserted. On the top

of the frame T mark the date when the queens from
these eggs will hatch. In about three days, these

eggs will hatch into "minute larvas, when they will

be ready to be given to a queenless colony.

A colony that is to build queen cells is deprived

not only of its queen but of all of its brood. This

not only insures plenty of nurse bees, but it pre-

vents the bees from rearing queens from any other

brood except that which is furnished them. You
can sell the queen that you remove, and give the

frames of brood to other colonies, or you can form a

new colony by removing a strong swarm to a new
location, putting the queen, with a few of her own
bees, and the frames of brood in a hive, tilling it up
with empty combs, and then placing It on the stand

of the removed colony; or—well, there are a great
many different ways of using them; you must do it

• as you think best.

As soon as the queen cells andworker brood are

sealed over, the frame of comb upon which the cells

are built is hung in the lamp nursery About every

third day, a new lot of queen cells is started. A col-

ony is not allowed to build more than one or two
lots of cells, unless a fresh supply of nurse bees is

given it from some other colony.

Two or three days before I expect the first lot of

queens to hatch. I start as many two frame nuclei

as there are cells in the lot. For nucleus hives, I

use full sized Simplicities, putting a nucleus in each
end of the hive, using chaff cushions for division

boards, and having the entrances at diagonally op-

posite corners. To obtain bees and combs with
which to stock the nuclei, I usually go to a full

swarm and find the queen; the comb upon which
she is found, with the adhering bees, is placed in the

center of the hire filled with empty combs, and left

upon the old stand; the old hive is set one side,

while I look over its "contents," and divide them up
into five nuclei, giving a frame of brood and a
frame of honey to each nucleus. Most of the old

bees return to the old stand, and as they have but
little brood to care for at first, they will soon fill

their combs with honey.

When nuclei are first formed, or when they havo
been queenless a day or two, or when the yield of

honey is good, they are more apt to accept a virgin

queen; but, taking the whole season through, I

have found it the safest to give them a queen cell

just ready to hatch.

When a queen is about ten days old, she begins to

lay. I usually allow a queen to fill the combs pretty

full of eggs before shipping her; it helps to keep
up the strength of the nucleus.

One correspondent wishes to know how I keep
queens until they are wanted. Queens are usually

wanted just about as soon as—yes, a little sooner

than—they begin to lay. I have never had to keep a

queen more than a week, after she began to lay; if

I did have to keep one, I should keep her in a nu-

cleus. .

The lamp nursery is a great "institution;" I

couldn't raise queens for a dollar without it. Queen
registering cards are a necessity.

Head "Queen Rearing" in the "A B C of Uee Cul-

ture;" it explains the whole subject much better

than I can.

I leave some full colonies that I do not divide up
into nuclei; later in the season, these colonies are

employed in building queen cells. I sometimes take

one or two frames from each of these colonies and
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use them in forming- nuclei; this helps to keep down
the swarming fever. When these colonies get their

hives full of brood and honey, and ihe \ield of hon-
ey is good, I put on upper stories filled with empty
combs; or, if 1 am a little "short" of empty combs, I

fill each alternate frame with fdn. 1 tell you ihese
empty combs are another great "institution;" one
secret of my success is in having a good supply of

these; and I always "manage" (either by purchasing
them of bee-keepers who let their bees die, and are

disgusted with the business, or by having fdn.

drawn out during the buckwheat honey harvest) to

have a good supply. A bee-keeper who will give
his bees all the empty combs that they can fill du-

ring a good yield from basswood will be surprised

at the amount of honey that the little fellows will

stow away. My bees have not filled a frame with
natural comb during the last two years, and I don't

intend that they shall ever fill another. When the
combs in an upper story are filled with honey, and
the bees don't begin to seal it over, I raise the upper
story and put another story filled with empty combs
between that and the lower story. During a good
yield of honey, these upper stories are examined
every three or four days, and whenever a comb is

found in which the honey is sealed one-third of the
way down from the top it is removed to be extract-

ed, and an empty comb put in its place. I seldom
extract from the lower stories. Colonies that are
building queen cells, having little brood to care for,

soon till their combs with honey; these combs, I re-

move for extracting, filling their places with empty
combs. Wnen the yield of honey is good, I give the
strongest nuclei extra combs to fill; ; nd when the

honey is sufficiently ripened, I extract it. In the
fall, the light swarms and nuclei are united.

I make queen rearing- my first object, giving all

of my bees plenty of combs to fill, and when the
honey is ripe I extract it. There doesn't that seem
simple and easy enough?

W. Z. Hutchinson.
P. S.—If my method of queen rearing can be im-

proved, will some one please tell me where I am at

fault? W. Z. H.
Rogersvllle, Genesee Co., Mich.

Very good, friend H. I do not know how
I can improve on your very plain instruct-
ions, or add anything, unless it be to suggest
that a good many are claiming that cells

reared under the natural swarming impulse
are superior to those raised as you suggest.
While I am by no means prepared to accept
this as yet, I would advise carefully compar-
ing queens reared as you suggest, with
those of natural swarming. Most of us have
queens in our apiaries, reared both ways.
Let us see if we can detect a difference.

COMB FOUNDATION.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS.

lANY keen and ingenious minds are
busily at work at the problems I gave
you on page 8s, February No., but, al-

though considerable progress has been made,
and the prospect is that we shall succeed ul-

timately, it is so much a work of the multi-
tude I hardly know who will merit the $100
reward. It seems to be like th« way in
which the bees themselves make comb; one
takes it up and gives it a twist or turn, and

then another takes it up and improves it a
little, and so it grows. I am ready to hand
over the reward, but I do not know but we
shall have to choose a committee to decide
to whom it belongs. I am sorry to say, some
have written unkindly in the matter already.
A great many have tried for the prize who
have not taken Gleanings in years past,
and have therefore wasted time and money
in going over old experiments. Friend Har-
rison's idea of making a machine like a
book, dipping only the inside plate, while
the covers are folded back, has been given a
great many times. Two or three different
parties have succeeded in making very fair
fdn. in small pieces by pouring the melted
wax into a plaster-of-paiis mold. By heat-
ing the mold up to about 150°, the wax will
run into a space almost as thin as natural
comb, but the whole machine must be cooled
before the fdn. can be taken out, and this
process soon destroys the plaster cast. These
people naturally thought metal would work
as well, bnt you can not saturate metal with
water, as you do plaster, and the heating
will therefore cause the wax to stick fast to
it.

Sheets of soft wax with holes punched at
the right distance apart will be readily used
by the bees, and if the walls are not com-
pressed as in our usual fdn., there will be
little or no sagging. The editor of the Brit-
ish Bee Journal has said considerable of late
about making rolls for this purpose, by driv-
ing round-headed nails into wooden rollers.

This was suggested and tried several years
ago in our country, but we found it difficult

to get nails or tacks all of one size, and to
drive them with sufficient accuracy, although
we did enough to demonstrate that the bees
would use it. The fdn. known as the Dun-
ham, because the mills are made by Mrs.
Frances Dunham, of DePere, Wis., are much
on this plan. Below we give an engraving
of the machine.

DUNHAM'S FOUNDATION MACHINE.

Our readers may remember her as the one
who devised the Dunham feeder, for which
I paid her $25.00, some years ago. She has,
without doubt, the credit of making the
prettiest-looking machine, in print at least,

of any in the market. Here is the letter
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she wrote in answer to my request for the
machine.
I have received your card, requesting- an electro-

type of my fdn. machine, and I send you one in good
faith. I can truly say that 1 have met wiih nothing

but kindness from the bee-keeping brotherhood.

Frances Dunham.
De Pere, Wis., March 15, 1880.

As the fdn. made by this machine does not
sag, or at least but slightly, the question
comes up, why not use it and dispense with
wired frames? The first mill we ever made.
the one Mr. Perrine carried to Chicago, was
made on this plan; i. e., having the walls
come up so as to be level on top ; hut we did
not make any more so, because of the ex-
pense of the wax. Mr. Perrine soon altered
the mill, I presume lor the same reason.
W Inch is cheaper, wax or wires V The wired
com us are certainly most durable when it

comes to shipping bees, and this question,
like many others, seems destined to be set-
tled by the one of supply and demand. Our
friend Given, whose machine was illustrated
in Peb. No., has succeeded in getting it to
produce most beautiful fdn. in wired frames,
and with so little expenditure of wax, that
he now otters wired L. frames, rilled with
fdn., for 13i c. each, by the hundred. Our
price, as you know, is 14 c. for metal-corner-
ed frames. As all-wood frames are 2 c. less,

we are already down to 13 c. Now, can any-
body furnish frames of Dunham fdn. that
will not sag, for a like sum ? Another thing:
is this excess of wax worked up into comb,
with thin base, so that a frame of Dunham
comb is worth more, because the bees get
along fasterwiih it ? Itwill be hard to send
filled frames of any fdn., not containing
wire, safely by freight or express. It is also
quite a problem to get the frames wired, and
have it done cheaply. 1 presume we shall

have to set women and children at it, at so
much per hundred. You see we have quite
a number of problems to work out in this
matter, my friends. Those who are going to
" run" the wax right into molds containing
the wired frames will have to make hasie
and get them into market. This latter plan
will make the best fdn. for the bees, and
will likely be the cheapest plan when it is

worked out. I will tell you all I know of it

every month, but I can not well write long
letters about it meantime.

FOUNDATION WITH SQUARE CELLS.

The bees finish up square fdn. so that you can not

tell it certainly, only by holding- it up between you
and the light. The queen uses it as readily as any,

and the bees will work quicker on a dipped sheet

than on a pressed one, because it is more porous,

I presume. But I did not succeed in dipping and
pressing large sheets; the shrinkage cracks them,

unless you make them loo thick to use. I was in

hipes some one would make a roll machine. It

ci uld be cbeai ly made, for the creases in the rolls,

to make the sidi s of the cells, could be made on

the lathe. I shall make a set this spring, and will

make ibem of type metal. The one I have is made
of lhat, and is hard enough, and, if (he first trial

don't mit me, I can melt them over and return

the metal. John F Laffektv.
Martinsville, Clark Co., 111., Feb. 16, 18S0.

I sent you, a day or two ago, a piece of comb made
from square, flat cells; also a piece or two of the fdn.

The comb was raise d in cool weather, near the last

of harvest, and is not as thin as that made earlier

and filled with honey. John B. Case.

Baptisttown, Hunterdon Co., N. J., March 8, 1880.

ISuie enoua-h, we have, at last, a piece of comb
built on fdn. divided oil into squares. At first sight,

the comb looks like any other; but when you come
right down to it, it is not. The bees, by a very in-

genious plan got up with much study, it would
seem, have made cells almost 6-sided at the top, but
with a base pretty nearly square. More wax is used
than where the> have buili the natural comb below,
and although it may be easily and cheaply produced,
1 do not believe it will generally be profitable in the
end.]

THE MII¥NlSOTA KARLl-AinBER SU-

iprjEOM the quantity of seed we are sell-

hj ing, 1 feel that 1 can not use space to—
' a better advantage ihan to make an

extract from our 75 cent book, in regard to
planting and culti\ ation.

Cultivate crops in rotation, following a cane crop
after coin, and the corn alter meadow or sod.
'thus, iu the winter, spread troin sixie< n to tweiuy
wagon-loads of bam-,) aid mauuie per acre on ihe
sod, and plow with ihree horses, nine inch- s deep.
Cut and shock ihe corn, and expect a yield of

r
.5

or more bushels per acre. Let no animals roam
over tho field to tramp it, and in early (-priug plow-
so deep lhat there will be twelve inches of loose
soil. iDe rotten sod, with the mauuie, makes the
soil mellow as an ash heap, and is the bt st possi-
ble condiiion that 1 know how to piepare a Ikld
for corn. Now level the field with a drag made of
six rails, woven together with iwo trace-chains at
about three feet Iimil the ends of ihe rails. This
does not pack the ground as does a roller. Theu
plant the setd with a drill, dropping about six seeds
to the foot, and in rows three and one-half ftet
apart, the drill doing the work of furfowiug, drop-
ping, and covering. By the time the seed is will
sprouted, go over the field again with the drag;
and just about the time the first plants are ap-
pearing, drag the rails across the previous dragging.
Now we have a fresh, clean, mellow field for the
plants to emerge into daylight. As soon as the row
of plants can be traced with the eye, with a one-
horse plow, with a fender, to keep the dirt from the
plants, plow as close to the rows as possible; and
one with a steel rake can clear the plants and keep
up with the plow. By the time the plants are a fin-
ger's length high, scrape the rows with sharp hoes,
and thin the plants to about three to the foot. If
this work is thoroughly done, then going over the
field about three times, twice in a row each time,
with a double-shovel or cultivator, to be completed
by the time the cane is four feet high, will be suffi-
cient cultivation. Thus prepared and cultivated, I
expect a yield of from 165 to 185 gallons of refined
syrup, of a density of 43 deg. Beaume.
The next most successful way to prepare a field

for cane, is to lot the aftermath of a clover field re-
main through the fall and winter untouched until
about the tenth of May. By lhat time the young
clover will be well up. Thi n turu under deeply.
Sutisoiling would be beneficial in most soils, especial-
ly where land is not under-drained. So might irri-
gation be capital, but only the few can command it.

Soaking the seed and rolling in plaster may be ad-
vantageous if conditions be right at the time of and
after planting. An old clay field with all the organ-
ic compounds (the niirogen, oxygen, carbon, etc.)
so nearly worn and washed out that cane will but
feebly or barely grow upon it, will yield the clearest
and ihe finest fruit) -flavored syrup, but tbe quanti-
ty may not pay for cultivation. On the other band,
a field in good heart, freely and freshly manured
from the hog-pens and horse-stables, might give an
enormous yi< Id of syiup,but of a quality that would
be unlit lor the table.

The articles on sorghum in the late numbers of

Gleanings, comiDg from all parts of the country,
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are very interesting1

. For mv part, T should like to
seethe sorghum department installed in Gleanings.
Leading: growers and manufacturers would furnish
Interesting- matter on the production of the cane,
and the manufacture of syrup. 1 think that the
manufacture of cane syrup and the keeping- of bees
work well tog-ether, for the main part of your work
wiih the bees is over when cane is ready to work.
In regard to the bees interfering- with cane work-
i-ig, I would state that my apiary and evaporator are
not more than twelve rods apart, and the hees do not
come around when there is any honey in the fields
for them to gather. It is necessary to have your
evaporator in a building-, for you cannot make good
syrup when the wind blows on the pan. The win-
dows, ventilators, etc., may have screens, which will
keep bees away from the pan. Juice-tanks and fil-

ters may also tie covered without much trouble. I

have noticed that the bees worked freely on the ba-
gasse, and t do not think that they get anything
around a mill that is hurtful to them. My experi-
ence with sorghum for bee-feed has been favorable.
J cousider a good article as goo 1 for bees as coffee-
sugar syrup. "Where there is free acid in the syrup,
it should be neutralized with soda: the bees will thou
take it more readily. We are going to make sugar
from the amber cane in sufficient quantity to supply
home demand, before many years. Any questions
pertaining to mills, pans, culture, or manufacture,
will receive prompt attention where stamp is en-
closed. W. P. Clement.
Monticello, Wis., March 15. , 18S0.

the ABC class against locating the apiary
next to, or anywhere in the immediate vicin-
ity of, the hog-pen.*

» .» »

QUEENS BY MAIL,.

FEEDING SORGHUM TO BEES. SEE P. 105, MARCH NO.
The 200 gal. of sorghum fed in 1864 was of very in-

ferior quality, unsalable in the market. We bad no
white clover here at that time, and June was nur
starvation month. I had several starved colonies
with dried, stinking larvae in cells. I commenced
feeding warm sorghum water, in long shallow
troughs, with corn-cob floaters for the bees to "sit
on." Honey water had been thrown over corn cobs,
to attract the bees. Having selected a stock out of
stores and semi-dead, I poured warm honey water
over the mass and kept them as an index to the api-
ary. Brood soon appeared, and I fed just enoua-h,
in the open air, to have sorg-hum water in this hive
about all the time. I had that season 250 clonies in
my apiary, and fed daily about 15 gal. diluted sor-
ghum in .lune, or up to honey season. We fed 2
barrels of Davenport grape sug-ar in 1878, and, while
we are not ahle to give a qualitative analysis of the
two articles in question, we feel certain that sor-
ghum is as good as grape sugar. We have been
feeding sorghum on the wing for several years. We
would not feed it in the fall; better feed it in the
spring, and you may not need it in the fall. We do
not think our bees expelled any of the water on the
tiling between troughs and hive; everything kept dry.
When fed very thin, it was thin in the hive.

Jesse Oren.
P. P.—We plant 7 acres early amber this season.
La Porte City, Iowa, March 11, 1880.

LOCATING (?) AN APIARY.

¥OU see, Mr. Merrybanks' neighbor
thought he would keep bees too ; and,
in spite of Mr. M.'s remonstrances, he

would set them up on a bench leaned against
the hog-pen.

MR. MERRYBANKS' NEIGHBOR.

The tragic end of his neighbor's apiary
may, we hope, prove a solemn warning to all

M GREAT variety of cages have been
7o\ sent in for our inspection, and we have

' made some experiments in sending
queens, during the month of March, but so
many of them have been failures, that I have
little faith in being able to send queens long
distances by mail, unless we can have our
vial of water in the cage, as well as the can-
dy. During warmer weather, say in May
and June, freshly prepared, soft candy will
probably do for short distances. Below we
give you one of the cages Prof. Cook took
with him to Washington.

HARRIS' MAILING QUEEN CAGE.
The cage is very pretty, very neat and con-

venient, but from the experience we have
had in mailing, I should say it would be
smashed and punched all to pieces, every
now and then. It seems almost impossible
to realize the amount of strength that is

needed to stand all that goods by mail may
be subject to. Friend Nellis proposes to use
the bottle of water, but Prof. Cook thinks it

will only result in our being excluded again.
At present I have nothing further to offer

than what I gave last month, and am await-
ing developments.
The cover to this cage (there are two) is to

be used for caging the queen on the comb.
Friend H. writes in regard to it

:

In Gleanings for March, p. 132, you say your ex-
perience with a cage to be attached to the comb has
not been satisfactory. I think if you settle these
cages Id to the center of the comb, you will have no
trouble. I have used them for a year past, and have
been uniformly successful. I claim to be one of your
ABC scholars. J. L. Harris.
Wheeler, Ind., March 10, 1880.

CIRCULARS AM) PRICE LISTS OF BEE
KEEPER'S SUPPLIES RECEIVED
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

THE FOLLOWING ARE ON A POSTAL CARD-
Jas. A. Nelson, P. O. Box 83, Wyandott, Kansas.

SINGLE-LEAF CIRCULAHS.
C. E. Wright & Co., Beaver Dam, Wis.

TWO-LEAF CIRCULARS.
S. Valentine, Double Pipe ('reek, Carroll Co., Md.

;

H. PL Brown, T-ie-ht Street, Columbia Co., Penn.;.
Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.; J.

Beam Wingerd, Jackson Hall, Franklin Co., Penn.
FOUR-LEAF CIRCULARS.

Chas. Olm, Fond du Lac, Wis.; E. W. Hale, Wirt C.
H., W. Va.

CIRCULARS OF 12 TO 40 PAGES.
L. C. Root and Brother, Mohawk, Herkimer Co., N.

V.; Chas. Muth. 976. Central Avenue. Cincinnati, O.;
Lewis & Parks, Watertown, Wis. ; D. S. Guin, Hoopes-
town, 111.; Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.

* Our artist has been sick this month, and could
not make his accustomed number of pictures. As
he worked very hard and a great while on the " hog-
pen tragedv," we hope you will look at it often^ a,p,<i

ponder well the moral.
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Pertaining to Bee Culture.

[We respectfully solicit the aid of our friends in
conducting this department, and would consider it a
favor to have them send us all circulars that have a
deceptive appearance. The greatest care will he at
all times maintained to prevent injustice being done
any one.]

MRS. COTTON.
NOTWITHSTANDING the caution in

J^)]
the February number, it seems that—

' several persons have sent the $4.00
for the wonderful instructions. One friend
said he knew a man that had them, but that
he was so very choice of the valuable docu-
ment he could not risk it in the mails, un-
less we sent the money to pay for registering.
What do you suppose we received? Why,
just the simple leaf I described, and from
which I extracted the " bee-feed " recipe,
given in our last October number. I sent it

b tck, inquiring where the tl elaborate draw-
ings " made by " skillful artists," etc., were.
Here is his reply :

As vet, nothing- else has been sent by Mrs. Cotton,
that I know of, except a model of the hive (about
eight inches square). None of the parties that have
sent to her. so far as I know, have any engravings or
illustrations. E.C. Newell.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 26, 1880.

MRS. COTTON.
Not long since, I was in the office of the Windsor

Journal, Windsor, Vt., and, on relating- my transac-
tion with Mrs. Cotton to Mr. Franklin Butler, the
editor of that paper, he told me he had been bit by
her —that she sent her advertisement to be inserted
4 months, but sent no pay. After inserting it a few
weeks, he came to the conclusion she was swindling
him, and he '"took it out,"— sent her his bill, which
amounted to $2.50, but received no answpr. Mrs.
Cotton had the mulish impudence to send Dr. P. B.
Parker, Bartonsville, Vt., another special circular,
saying that she would continue to send hf>r" sample
hives and printed directions," etc., for $4.00, up to
the flr«t of Oct., after which she should resume her
old prices, $0.00. A. P. Pletcheh.
Reading, Windsor Co., Vt., Jan. 18, 1880.

MITCHELL.
It seems that Mitchell has decided to keep

on with his black-mailing business, for he
has issued a pile of new circulars. Our
thanks are due to friend C. T. Smith, O'Fal-
len, 111., for promptly mailing us copies as
fast as issued. It has been said by some,
that Mitchell does not claim all division-
boards to be subject to his patent, and it is

denied that he has attempted to obtain mon-
ey from those using chaff cushions. See the
following extracts:

We have been shamefully denounced by a certain
click or ring as an imposiior. a cheat and swindler in
every neighborhood; this click have their minions
In every neighborhood; their principle stock in trade
is that we have no patent, and if we have, that it is

not on the division or adjusting hoards, and that our
hive don't tit our patent at all, that is. if we have
one; this is the way they talk, they even threaten
to sue our agents for selling rights and obtaining
money under false pretenses. Th<>se busihodies
bave scared many of our agents so bad that they
quit canvassing, and the result is that our hive or
Sume principle ot' it is now being used nil over this

entire country, by very many thousands of persona
who have never purchast-d a right to use the hive
and many of them have went so far as to defy us to
sue them.

We have stood all this until forbearance ceases to
be a virtue, and we would say to our agents every-
where that you must call on every infringer or re-
port their names and post office address to us so
that we can serve a notice upon them; then if they
refuse to pay we will put it into the hands of a law-
yer. We know of many agents who have allowed
everybody to u*e our hive without buying a right.
Let me say to agents who have not got sand

enoug-h in their craw to meet those fellows and de-
mand payment, for nearly all of them are infringers,
to say so, and we, will find some one, who has.
There is scarcely a hive now in use but is made

with one or more of our patented features, for in-
stance a hive made with adjusting board or boards
without an.\ thing tacked on them to make them air
tight is our infringement. Any invention in any
way similar to ours is an infringement, and in con-
clusion we would sav to our agents don't fail to re-
port to us the name.

It matters not whether the adjusting or division
boards are made of wood. tin. gold, silver, chaff, cot-
ton, feathers or any material— no matter what it

may be made of— if when set in the hive it is uspd
for'the purpose of enlarging or dimlnishingthe size
of the hive, for any purpose either in the spring or
summer, fall or winter management of bees, if you
are usinganythingof thiskind including A. I. Root's
chaff cushions, you are an infringer, and each of you
are requested to make prompt payment or suffer
the* consequence. N. C. Mitchell.
Indianapolis, Ind., or Kansas City, Mo.

You will notice, my friends, that, through
the influence of Gleanings, many of his
agents have become ashamed of their work,
and dropped it, and that he is having hard
work to ' keep sand in their craws," as he
terms it. It seems unaccountable that any
one should be so foolish as to hand over
money in answer to such threats, but the
letters that come daily show there are those
who keep doing it over and over, and who
imagine a patent possible to cover all ad-
justing boards and cushions. Why does he
not sue me, instead of solitary individuals
here and there V In the following sentence,
he almost admits he never thought of so do-
ing:

We can say we never brought suit aarainst anyone,
and we do hope we will never have occasion to do so.

Had he ended the sentence, " and never
thought of doing so," it would have been
exactly the truth.
He still rehearses the old story, that he is

going to rear 10,000 queens the coming sea-
son, and still has money sent him for queens,
which money he puts in his pocket, and thus
closes the transaction. The letter below is

only one of many:
By the way, what have you done with old bragga-

docio Mitchell? He has been raising 3 queens for
about 18 months, one for R. Gohene, one for Dr.
Fisher, and one for his old agent, myself, all 3 paid
for. over one year ago. I think he is making long
nibbed ladies of them, to get the nectar out of the
red clover. That is it, surely. G.A.Jacobs.
Boalsburgh, Center Co., Penn., Mar. 8, 1880.

MITCHELL AGAIN.
I have just received a postal card from the post*

master of Sandusky. Ohio, saying that he paid to
Mitchell himself the $10.00 which I sent him bymon-
ey order. I would like you to insert in Gleanings,
in my name, a few words about the character of
Mitchell, who receives money but does not send the
goods, so that others may be warned of that public
thief. Kkv. J. Teitcen, Victoria, Texas.

I presume, if the proper steps were taken,
he could be stopped from receiving mails at
both of the P. O. addresses he gives. I know
this is now very extensively done with the
great masses of swindlers that have infested
our land of late, and all that is necessary, I

presume, is to furnish the department with
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the facts that have already been given in

these pages. It would probably be a kind-
ness to Mitchell, as well as to innocent ones
that he is duping continually.

About your hives, I don't know what to do. Mr.
Mitchell, from Indinapolis, claims that all persons
using the cushion division are infringing on his pa-
tent. He has 2 authorized agents at Kelly's Point,
a short distance from here. Joseph Spotts.
Kelly Cross Roads, Union Co., Penn., Max. 8, 1880.

Show this to those two agents, and tell

them you will have them arrested for trying
to obtain money under false pretenses, un-
less they at once stop it. I will furnish you
all the documents necessary, including a
copy of Mitchell's pretended patent, which
has been given from time to time in nearly
all of the bee journals. Such agents are but
little better than highway robbers, and
should not be tolerated a moment in any
respectable community. Point them out to

all the people round about you.

Can Mitchell prosecute and collect for using- his
division boards? D. H. & H. L. Rugg.
Tuscarora Valley, Pa., March 16, 1880.

I would like two division boards, in case I can use
them without infringing on Mitchell's patent. His
agent lives but a short distance from here, and
claims T can not use them without purchasing a
$5.00 right of him. Irwin E. Stevenson.
Canal Winchester, Franklin Co., O., March 16, 1880.

On one of the last pages of Mitchell's yel-
low-covered circular, he says it makes no
difference if division boards were in use
years before he used them, he can legally
collect damages all the same. It seems that
no one in our land should be found who
would listen to such statements, but as these
letters show there are, it seems to me we
have good grounds for asking the P. O.
Department to refuse to deliver any mail to
him, as is now being done with the great
swindlers of the cities. I will write to
Washington to-day, and present the case of
both Mitchell and Mrs. Cotton, and, mean-
while, I wish all that have lost money by
them would give me a brief statement of the
matter. Perhaps we can, in this way, induce
them to straighten up old scores, and do
business honestly, like other people.

Mitchell's agents are trying to make me pay for
using a plain division-board. I don't intend to do
so, unless the law compels me. A. A. Harrison.
McLane, Erie Co., Pa., March 17, 1880.

% »%rcMms"
[This department is to be kept for the benefit of

those who are dissatisfied; and when anything is
amiss, I hope you will "talk right out." As a rule
we will omit names and addresses, to avoid being
too personal.]

W
FOR THE GROWLERY.

IjRTEND ROOT: — I have ju*t received Glean-
ings and read the "Growlery," and as you have
so much patience with us will you not permit

me to "growl" a little at the "growlers?" When I

first came into possession of a copy of Gleanings,
among the first things I noticed was the clubbing
list. I thought, "How liberal! Here is a publisher

who means to do well by his subscribers. He will

send a sample free, and they can take that and se-

cure subscribers enough in a short time to get their

own subscription free. Each one of the subscribers,

or any one else, can do the same." The growlers
seem to overlook the fact that this is a general offer,

and not one made to the favored few. Why did not
friend J. spend the same time and mental effort at

the state grange last Feb., in securing 10 subscribers

to Gleanings that he did on that letter? I think
from $2 to $1 of commission would have changed
his views. I think our friends will find it difficult to

change the laws of nature and of trade. The one
who has a disposition to work and take advantage
of opportunities will find the offer to agents liberal,

and consider you liberal and just to your subscri-

bers. You seem yourself a little piqued, because
agents use the mails instead of their feet, to offer

Gleanings to the public. You must, of course, be
aware that the matter is thus brought to the atten-

tion of thousands who would be reached in no other

way.
You must also be aware that if agents offered

Gleanings at the same rate you do, they would on-

ly beat the bush for you to catch the bird. All the

subscribers would send directly to you. When your
friends wish your assistance to increase their busi-

ness, you demand very properly so much per line,

and in return offer all who will help you so much
apiece. Where is thei-e anything more just and fair?

These "growls" savor of communism. If one man
has superior advantages, is it not right that he

should use them? and why should those who prefer

quietly to take one copy of a paper and stay at home,
"growl" because the publisher is willing to give

good pay for good work.

There is but a very short step between these de-

mands, and that of setting up a buzz saw and de-

manding, in the name of fair dealing, that friend

Root divide his business with them, saying- that he
ought not to take advantage of his superior energies

advertising facilities to advance his interests alone.

And now, frieuds, before you write again to the

Growlery, just remember, if agents are paid too

much, that situation is still open.

Just send for specimen copies of each of the maga-
zines, show them to your friends and see if it does

not look better. H. P. Sayles.
Hartford, Wis., Mar. 8, 1880.

I guess I won't say anything, friend S.,

for you fellows just corner me up in a tight
place every time. If I'm not very smart, my
wife is, and I will just have to ask her what
to say next.

•

^& av

MY FIRST SEASON AMONG THE BEES.

m BOUT the middle of April, 1879, 1 had 29 colo-

r\ nies, of which there were 3 pure Italians, 4

' nearly pure, 7 blacks, and the rest hybrids.

1 increased to 50, and Italianized all but those near-

ly pure. We took about 300 lbs. of extracted, and
200 lbs. of comb honey. The colonies seemed strong

and well prepared for winter; 50 were packed with

chaff on their summer stands, and 2 were put in the

cellar. We have an observing hive, which stands in

our bay window during the summer, and is a source

of much pleasure to ourselves and others, while

watching the various changes and developments in-

side. I reared several queens in it during the sea-

son.
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CARING FOR STRAY SWARMS.
I caught 2 stray swarms of black bees that were

passing through our village, and Italianized them.
MICE ; LOOK OUT FOR THEM.

To this date all our colonies are doing well, except

3 which were nearly suffocated by the mice working
in the chaff packing so as to obstruct entrances.

They had eggs and larvae when liberated; one per-

ished, the others I think will survive.

WOOD SEPARATORS.
How generally, or to what extent, are wooden

separators used? Do they seem to be less objec-

tionable to the bees than tin? How thick should

they be made, if used?

WOOD FOR CHAFF DIVISION BOARDS.
Will the thin stuff, such as is used for picture

backing, answer for chaff division boards? Would
not the rough unplaned surface be an insuperable

objection?

RAPE.

This plant did nicely; wo had two crops on the

same ground, the last being self sown. It was not

molested by any insect, but the bees worked on it

from daylight until dark, and even while raining

sometimes. The frosts do not injure ir, so the bees

can work on it long after other bloom is gone.

Mrs. D. C. Spexcer.
Augusta, Wis., March 0, 1880.

Thanks for your items of experience, my
friend. One of my first points in making
the chaff hive, was to arrange it so that no
mouse could ever, by any possibility, sain
an entrance. The size of the entrance cuts
them off, and if the bottom-boards ever get
decayed, they should be removed in time,
and new ones supplied. I believe wood for
separators has never been used very much.
The objections are the extra room they must
occupy unless they are so thin as to be very
liable to injury, and that the bees are much
more likely to attach their combs to wood
than to tin. The boards you mention for
chaff division boards do nicely, and there is

no objection to the rough surface, unless it

is that the bees might be more likely to at-

tach combs to them than if they were
smooth. I am very glad to know that rape
can be made to succeed, for I am sure, from
the few stalks we have raised, that it will be
a very valuable plant.

$o#j/ f^fli'iipii!.

AM only a boy of IT as yet, but think a great

deal of bees. I have k«"pt bees from 2 to 3 years,

and am Studying and practicing all the time. I

have transferred them from the old box hives into

Langstroth's, and if ever there is a job to be done in

the line of bees, I am sure to be there.

Fredrick Holtke.
Carlstadt, Bergen Co., N. J., Jan. 89, 1880.

That is rigid, my young friend. Be on
hand every time, when there is something to

be learned, and have both eyes wide open,
and it will not be long before they will begin
to send for you to do such Work, and who
knows but you may get to be known as the

"boss bee boy" of the neighborhood, with
all the bee work on your hands you can do,
before you are 21 years old.

HOY'S KEEPING BEES.

I thought I would try to tell something about
keeping bees in our state. I am a boy 10 years old,

and my brother is 20. We are in partnership, and
have if hives of bees, in good condition.

The past winter has been very mild, so that bees
could By almost every week. Bees have been work-
ing on maple for sometime, and have been carrying

in pollen very freely.

SELLING EXTRACTED HONEY.
From all accounts in Gleanings, nearly all the

bee-keepers get more for their comb honey than
they do for their extracted; but we can get more for

our extracted. We sell it in yeast-powder bottles,

which we can buy for 4c. to fie. per doz. It does not

cost much to wash them, and we sell them full of

honey for 10 to 15e. a piece. The bottles hold about

lOoz. We get labels printed for them, with name
and address for $1.50 per thousand. This would
make the honey average about 2iic. per pound. We
sell them by the doz. for 90c. to $1.00.

A 50C. EXTRACTOR.

Harry Black, a neighboring bee-keeper, wanted a
honey extractor last summer, so we all set to think-

ing. He bought a syrup barrel for 50c, and we made
a comb basket for it (for we help each other all we
can); then we went up there one night, sawed the

barrel off at the right height, and put the comb
basket in. So his extractor only cost him 50c. How
is that for ABC scholars, Mr. Root?

INTRODUCING QUEENS WITHOUT A C VGE.

We introduce all of our queens without a cage.

We first drive some of the bees into a box, and find

the old queen; then daub a little honey on the new
one with a feather, and let her run into the box with

the bees; then smoke them' with a little tobacco

smoke, to give them the same scent (we have a

smoker made of wire cloth especially for tobacco),

and also smoke the bees in the hive a little with to-

btcco; then put the bees in the hive, and they are

all right. The tobacco will make the bees a little

giddy at first, but in a half hour they will be work-
ins' as if nothing had happened.
We never lost but one queen in introducing this

way, and that was when the bees commenced rob-

bing, while we were introducing her. What do you
think of this way of introducing, Mr. Root?

Charles D. Duvall.
Spcncerville, Montg. Co., Intl., Mar. 8, 1880.

"Well done, boys,—well done, indeed

!

Why, if you keep on that way. you will leave
us old fellows all in the shade, in a little

while. Your way of selling extracted hon-
ey is the thing exactly, and I have often
thought that if the old bottles that lie about
and disfigure the premises were all gathered
up and washed, they might do a deal of
good. If you had counted your time, boys,
I am inclined to think your home-made ex-
tractor would have cost a little more than
•50c. Your plan of introducing queens is es-

sentially the one friend Alley lias given. I

confess I am a little afraid of the tobacco,
for it so often happens that hoys of your age
get to smoking or chewing it when it lies

around handy. I believe the plan works
usually, but I think you will find cross hy-
brids that will pitch into the queen after

they "wake up," as viciously as if they had
never been choked and sickened with
tobacco.
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GKAPE SUGAR MORALLY.
¥ijf HAVE noticed fnr a long time that you are a ve-

il! hement advocate of grape sugar, and you seem—
' to consider its manufacture perfectly right, legal-

lyand morally. I grant the legality of the thing; but

the morality, I question. Don't you know that the

chief end of grape sugar is to assist in brewing?
and do you consider brewing right because the law

allows it? It seems to me that its manufacture
ought to be discouraged, even if it is a good article

for feeding bees, for certainly something else will

answer as well. F. W. Comings.
East Berkshire, Franklin Co., Vt., March 5, 1880.

I think we nearly agree, friend C. when
we look at the matter alike. Would you
discourage the planting of orchards, because
so much intemperance is caused by cider-
drinking? Perhaps it will be best ; really, I

am not quite decided in the matter. But
shall we not consider about raising so much
corn, when it is so largely used by distillers?

Corn may be made into whisky or grape su-
gar, or it may be made into corn bread for
food. The first and last we agree on, but I

do not think we quite do on the sugar. I am
sorry it is used for beer, just as I am sorry
that cane sugar was used for the same pur-

BDse before they found this cheaper article,

ut if grape sugar is so great a saving to the
brewers, may it not also be for other purpos-
es? When we can get maple sugar, sorghum,
or anything else that will be a safe feed
for bees, at even as good economy as this, I

shall assuredly adopt it ; but during the past
winter, so far as I am able to learn, bee-
keepers have saved hundreds of dollars by
using this instead of the more expensive
cane sugar. As a general thing, those who
bought it in the start are steady consumers
of it, year after year, whenever the bees need
help in that way. The charge that it was
used to adulterate cane sugar has been
dropped, I believe, by all, and we might say
almost the same for its use to adulterate
honey. That it is used for adulterating syr-
ups, I have no doubt; but the recipe I gave
for a home-made syrup, last month, wilt en-
able us to drive this speculation out, if we
post ourselves intelligently. I have sold
many tons of grape sugar, but I have sold it

under its right name, and have done all I

could to make everybody so fully acquaint-
ed with it that frauds with it will be impos-
sible. Friend Demarree objects to the name,
thinking it may mislead: therefore I have
called it, in the price-list, grape or corn su-
gar. ^ in

INTRODUCING QUEENS.

FRIEND DOOLITTLE'S EXPERIENCE AND CONCLU-
SIONS IN THE MATTER.

EN this article I wish to give a bit of my experi-

ence as regards introducing queens, rather
than to point out any particular method for so

doing. In a practice of ten years, many tbinps have
come under my observation which have been inter-

esting-, and have thrown light on an operation which
has many times proven, not only to myself but to

multitudes of others, to be not always a successful

one. Among all the method* given for Introducing
queens, not one bas proven reliable in all seasons of

the year, and in the hands of all desiring to accom-

plish this object. I am not going to say that a meth-
od may not be devised which will always be a suc-

cess with the thousands who introduce queens, for I

believe such may be the case, and that we may yet

perfect a plan by which the novice in the business

may be sure of meeting with success. To this end I

have been led to write this article. Heretofore the

loss of the queen has been charged mainly to the

bees rather than to the queen, parties even being so

rash and provoked as to crush a ball of bees inclos-

ing a queen under their feet, when in reality the

queen was the one to blame. Many queens would
never be molested in the least by the bees if they

would behave themselves as they did in the hive

they were formerly in; and we venture the predic-

tion, that when we can arrive at a plan that will al-

ways plaee the queen with strange bees in the same
quiet condition she was in while in the hive in which
she was reared, we shall be successful every time.

To substantiate this position I will give some ex-

perience in the matter. In 1877, 1 had a queen which
began failing the first of July. Wishing to replace

her I went to a nucleus and took out their queen,

which had been laying about a week; then going to

the stock having the failing queen, I removed her

and placed this young queen on the comb instead of

the old one. She immediately commenced to peep,

just as a virgin queen does when there are rivals in

the ceils in a hive calculating to send out an after-

swarm. To this the bees paid no attention, but
came up to her with the intention of feeding her;

but instead of taking the food offered by them, she

put out a foot and struck at them, or laid hold of

their heads with her feet, and continued peeping.

She passed around among the bees, peeping at in-

tervals, for about five minutes, I should judge, I

watching all the while, when she came to a young
bee just hatched, all white and fuzzy. She immedi-
ately uttered a short peep and clinched the little

fellow, and stung it so it curled up and died in an
instauf.. At this the bees became exasperated, and
showed signs of hostility for the first time. They
begun to lay hold of the queen. With a little smoke
I dispersed them, and still continued to watch. In

about fifteen minutes she stung and killed half a

dozen of these young bees, and was seized each time
by the bees, but I dispersed them with smoke. At
all other times they were ready to feed her and treat

her as they did their old queen. Once or twice she

took food of them, but, as a rule, struck at them
with her feet. I closed the hive and left them. Up-
on looking the next day, I found queen-cells started,

and supposed her dead; but in twelve days they

cast a swarm, and, lo! there was my queen running
around in front of the hive, for her wings were
clipped. I opened the hive, but found no eggs or

brood (except sealed brood), cut off the queen-cells

and returned the bees, unon which she went to lay-

ing and made a fine queen. I have had several such

cases since, although not quite so persistent.

Again, I have had queens which the bees treated

as they would their own queen, but they would not

stay in the hive at all. They would run out at the

entrance, often followed by a few anxious bees,

which would feed them and keep them alive. I had
one out thus till I had put iu another queen, and she

had begun to lay when I found the first under the

bottom-board. Thus many facts in my experience
go to prove lhat the queen has more to do with the

loss sustained in introducing than the bees.

Well, if this is se, how can we remedy it? The
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plan I have latterly adopted is this: Make a cage
such as Novice described several years ago for cag-

ing- queen-cells, only have it at least two inches

square. Remove the queen you wish to supersede,
shake the bees from the comb, and place your que°n
on it where' there is some honey, and then place the

cage over her, pressing the edges of the wire cloth

into the comb till the cage does not project beyond
the surface of the comb more than half an inch.

Hang the comb In the hive, leaving % of an inch be-

tween it and its fellows, so the bees can go all

around it. In a few hours, open the hive; and, if

the queen is reconciled to the strange colony, she

will be quiet, and the bees quiet on the cage, when
you can lift the cage, and she will go quietly among
the bees, as she would have done in her own hive.

If, on the contrary, she is running around, and the

bees are biting at the cvgo, don't let her out till

such conditions cease to exist. The above are the

conclusions I have arrived at, which may uot be en-

tirely correct, but I think are mainly so.

G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. V., March, 1880.

I agree with your premises, in the main,
friend I)., that the queen is often more to
blame than the bees, when she is not well
received, but I can hardly accept your reme-
dy, for I do not see how its conditions differ

materially from those of an ordinary cage
for introducing. I have experimented with,
and described in print, such cages, for more
than ten years past ; but, after finding a
number of them dug out of the comb, and
the queen killed, I gave it up. Putting a
similar cage on the opposite side of the
comb held her, of course, but it did not pre-
vent the bees from cutting the comb and
marring it badly, in their vehement attempts
to get rid of the obnoxious foreign body in-

serted in the midst of their brood-nest. It

is true, the plan is having quite a revival,
and many times succeeds nicely, but so does
letting the queen go without any introduc-
tion at all often succeed.

OIR OWN APIARY AMD HONEY FARM.

CHAFF FOR KEEPING THE BEES FROM GET-

TING ABOVE THE MATS.

/f%N page 62 I spoke of putting a little

HJj) loose chaff over the mats and enam-
^-^ eled sheets, that the bees might by no
possibility get above and be chilled while
trying to get through the ventilating holes
in the covers of the chaff hives. Now, after
having handled the hives prepared in this

way, I am so well pleased with it that I shall

certainly adopt it permanently. I do not
like to be obliged to get smoke every time I

wish to open a hive. With the loose chaff

,

it is an easy matter to scrape it all up into

the corners of the hive when you wish to
look in. If some of the chaff gets down on
the bees, it does no harm ; and. when you
are putting the mat down, if they should
keep poking through the last crack (as they
sometimes do), just sprinkle sonic chaff
right on them, right into their eyes, for that
matter, and they will quickly hack out and
go down on the combs. You can shut them
down without hurting them in the least, and
no bee can over push through afterward.

Fix your chaff, press down the cushion, and
then they are all snug and warm for the next
frosty night. Our bees in chaff hives thus
prepared have pleased me the, most of any
bees I ever before had the care of in winter.
A peck of light chaff under the cushion will

not be at all in the way, and then there are
no open cracks and crevices. I rather think
we shall let the chaff and cushions remain
until surplus receptacles are to be put on.

b

The bees in the house apiary not prepared'
thus have not wintered nearly as well.

CHAFF HIVES VS. TENEMENT HIVES AND
HOUSE APIARIES.

Mar. 6.—Of course we sold queens in Feb-
ruary, as we have done all winter, and when
one was wanted we chose it, as far as possi-

ble, from some of the weakest colonies, and
then united the bees with another. The re-

sult of this has been to nearly depopulate the
lower story of the house apiary. It seems as
if house apiaries and tenement hives are bet-

ter for severe winters than mild ones. The
reason is, that a single chaff hive will be
quickly warmed up all through, because the
sun and wind can strike it on all sides, while
the compound structures keep cold and damp
for a much longer period. All things con-
sidered, it seems as if the chaff hives were
to meet all requirements betterihan anything
else, and, since reports have so much favor-

ed them for summer use as well as winter, I

think it behooves us to consider well, if it

will not be best to have a less number of

stocks, and have them better cared for.

WEAK COLONIES FOR WINTER.
T have told you how I came to undertake

again to carry weak colonies through, — to

save the imported queens our friends across

the water sent us so late last fail. Well, I

came through much better than I had any
right to expect, and, although but very few
have been lost outright, we have at present
so many weak colonies that I am more de-

termined than ever before to attempt to win-
ter only strong stocks, and perhaps I would
better say powerful stocks. I know there

are many who say they would not have colo-

nies for winter over strong, if they could

;

and our neighbor II., who is getting to be
pretty good authority, said, on looking at

one of my colonies in the, fall ,
—

" There ! I would not give a cent to have
any more bees in a colony for winter than
you have there."

I told him at the time, that I should prefer

twice as many. Well, I think just so yet. I

do not know that I ever saw too many bees

in any hive, at any time of year, to suit my
ideas ; of course, I mean as the progeny of a
single queen.

THE SIMPSON' HONEY-PLANTS IN MARCH.
You know we planted 1000 roots of the

above, last fall. Mr. Gray and myself were
very much pleased indeed to find this spring

that almost every root had long sprouts on
it and that the plants which bore so many
blossoms last season are sending out most
beautiful, strong shoots, giving promise of

still greater things this year.

OUR GREENHOUSE.
For the purpose of getting an abundant
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supply of both this and the spider plant, we
have just built a very pretty little green-
house, adjoining our boiler-room, and our
engineer, who is happily a lover of plants
and gardening, is taking charge of it while
running his engine. As our engine and
boiler have a capacity of fifty horse power,
while the power we use is perhaps less than
half that, be has considerable spare time.
The size of the house is 12 x 24, and I do not
know that I ever invested $25.00 in anything
that has given me as much pleasure as this

little structure. Our Simpson plants are as
fresh and green as one could desire ; and as

we thought best to try a few vegetables,
while we had room, we have lettuce, radish-
es, cabbage, etc., peeping forth from the
ground, and growing in a way that is a nov-
elty to me at least. No matter how fierce

and cold the blast outside, or how keen the
frost at night, the inmates of this charmed
enclosure seem to have nothing to do but to
be happy and grow. The engineer thinks he
can raise cabbage-plants alone, sufficient to

pretty nearly pay all expense of the struc-

ture. Why do not those who are idling
away their time and begging for something
to do, take up some avocation like this and
bring from the s<>il enough to feel that they
are at least doing a little better than nothing?

SENDING MONEY BY MAIL, UNREGIS-
TERED.

MOST of you know of our troubles last

year, and of the young man who is
J now serving his time out in the peni-

tentiary, for having robbed us of our money.
Well, there is more trouble this season,
though not to the same extent as last season.
Worse than all, since it has got out that I

have been in the habit of sending the goods
(because I felt sorry for our friends who had
honestly sent money and been disappointed
in not getting their things) asking them to
send us half price for the same, certain un-
scrupulous parties have been claiming that
they had sent money when they had not,
and, of course, after getting the goods have
sent nothing. In view of this, I am obliged
finally to say I can not be responsible for
any money sent except by draft, P. O. order,
or register. It is with a feeling of sadness
and sorrow I say this, for I know many of
you who are innocent must suffer with the
guilty. Our mails now amount to over 100
letters in a day, and, as the mail clerks have
learned that letters addressed to me almost
always contain money, it is putting tempta-
tion before them, which we should not do, if

it can be avoided. The following kind let-

ter comes from the superintendent of the
department, Captain Henry. I give it here,
that you may all see our reasons for asking
you to help us.

Friend Root:—The Post Office Department advises

everybody sending money by mail to register or

send by M. O. Several thousand men are employed
in the postal service, nearly all young men, and ex-

perience has demonstrated the fact that it is wise

not to tempt them, as now and then one falls, and
the punishment falls most heavily on a wife, child,

or mother. We will do all we can to guard the

mwils, and find mit the guilty, but it often fakes

months and years to do it. Can you not advise your
customers to send by register or money order? An-
other point: people are tempted to claim that they

sent money for the purpose of getting goods, in or-

der that they may get goods for nothing. Several

years ago, Mr. Vick advertised that all sums under

£1.50 could be sent at his risk, and that persons re-

mitting and failing to get seeds could notify bira of

the fact and he would fill the order. In less than

three months, he had several thousand alleged losses

of less than $1.50 each.

Very respectfully, C. E. Henry,
Special agent P. O. D.

Cleveland, O., March 15, 1880.

I presume you all see the force of this. I
know it will be some trouble and expense to
register or get a money order for every small
amount, but by having your neighbors club
with you, you can save the expense of the
order, as well as the freight on goods, or you
can make a deposit of a small amount if you
desire, and then order things as you need
them by postal card. It is a great saving in
many ways, to put your orders all together,
as nearly as you can. Postage stamps are
seldom taken, and we have several times
had letters opened, the money taken out,

and the stamps left. On this account, I
would use stamps for amounts less than a
dollar. To help you all I can, I have made
arrangements so that I can use Canada
stamps, and I presume I can manage to use
also stamps from any foreign country. I
presume our losses, at present, are about
one letter in every two hundred. Therefore,
if you have a mind to take your chances,
you can send money loose if you choose, but
if it is lost, bear in mind that after this you
must send the whole amount again. For
the reasons given above, I dare not offer any
longer to stand even half of it. I have
sometimes thought it might be well to pub-
lish the names of those who have had goods
sent them at half price, and after they have
got the goods refuse to pay even a copper.
What do the friends think about it? There
are quite a number, too, that have very gen-
erously insisted on paying the whole amount,
saying as the money was sent "loose 17

it was
their fault entirely, and not mine. I want
to thank this latter class, for their acts have
given me a new faith in humanity. At the
very low prices at which I have been selling

many of the counter goods, there has abso-
lutely been no margin for me to take any of
the chances of losses. It gives rare pleas-

ure, my friends, to be able to astonish you
in price and quality, in the things you send
to me for, and I feel sure you are glad to

help me in so doing; are you not? May
God in his mercy open the eyes of those
poor, blind brothers, who have been taking
our hard earnings, with this awful, unscru-
pulous disregard of the rights and just dues
of their fellow men.

MOICE "RED CLOVER O.I EENS."

illilfi
1* - EI)ITOTJ:—l cant stand around looking on

Jlwit anJ l°n8 ei'i without saying something about

vvj queens that have a knack of extracting

honey from red clover. I have 5 colonies of pure

Italian tows tt»'at Peixireu orvr 100 lbs. of hxmojf imiolx
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the past season, while 43 other colonies, mostly
blacks with a few hybrids, secured little or n<> sur-

plus honey. The season being- remarkably dry, but

few of my neighboring bee-keepers for miles around,

secured enough honey to carry them through the

winter.

These 5 colonies possess queens that were reared

in 1878, from an imported tested queen purchased
the same season from Chas. Dadant \- Son. They,

as well as their mother, are of a dark orange color.

In fact all the queens that I have reared from the

imported queen are two shades darker than those

reared from her daughters, while they all mate with

the same stock of drones, as there are no Italian

bees nearer to me than 4 miles.

No. 54 carried off the palm, as they attended

strictly "to their knitting," and furnished llti, Ihi-

full sections, and 13 partly filled, besides securing

ample stores for winter, and furnishing ."> frames
early in the season for weaker colonies. The queen
of this colony is leather colored, and has 3 or 4 spots

on top of her abdomen; she is the only spotted

queen I possess. The other 4 queens each secured
from 20 to 27 frames of honey for the extractor.

These 4 colonies were supplied with 10 frames of

fdn. each, and, when these weie nearly sealed over,

they were raised and another hive with 10 frames
placed between. I use the Simplicity hive, and can

of course tier up as high as needed.

I had 3 other Italian colonies that produced from
40 to 60 lbs., but very few of the blacks secured

enough to live on. I live in the midst of a fertile

prairie; our staples are corn and hogs; and to raise

hogs cheaply and successfully, we must have clover

pasture. I should judge that there was at least

1000 acres of red clover within i miles of me. At
any time during the latter part of the season, I

could stand in my clover fields (I have 80 acres) and
count from 8 to 10 yellow fellows within a very

few minutes, but never a black could 1 see. True,

we have considerable white clover in our vicinity,

but it produced but little honey. I have a brother

apiarist living 4'_. miles from me, who keeps about

the same number of bees, all Italians but of a differ-

ent strain, who secured but little surplus honey, no
one colony securing over 20 or 30 lbs. Another api-

arist living in the opposite direction from the first

mentioned also has Italians of still another strain.

His bees secured no surplus, having the same re-

sources as my own. This goes to show conclusively,

that my bees eon work on red clover.

As I want to stock my apiary with pure Italians, I

intend breeding from my imported queen exclusive-

ly, this coming summer. I prune drone comb very
closely, and intend that my spotted queen shall fur-

nish most of my drones. M. II. Snyder.
Klniwood, 111., March 15, 1S80.

Glad to hear you speak out, friend s.

;

that is the way to do. of course. And I am
glad also to hear that others beside myself
are waking up to the fact that some queens
are worth more for honey than others.

OBITUA ICY.

It is with sorrowful feelings that I write to inform

you of the death of a highly esteemed minister of

the gospel, and scientific apiarian. The Kev. Dr.

Join Van Eaton, pastor of the United Presbyterian

Oun-cia of York, Livingston Co., N. V., died of heart

disease, March 5, 1880, in the 63d year of his age. Oc-
cupying the same pulpit, and looking to the spiritu-

al welfare of a large congregation for more than a

quarter of a century, his was a vigorous, active,

useful life, a noble manhood, a triumphant death.

A brother minister, who knew him well, remarked,
in his funeral eulogy, that he was looked upon by
his associates as the ablest member in this presbyte-

ry. A deep thinker in theology, his sermons, full of

ripe thought, were convincing, interesting, and elo-

quent. Aside from pastoral duties, apiculture was
with him a chosen pursuit. He pave to Ms improve-
ment the powerful resources of a fertile brain, and,
with assistant co-laborers to carry out his ideas by
practical experiment, successfully wrought the so-

lution of important problems In advanced apicul-

ture, one being the practical and profitable use of

wax foundation for surplus honey, after it had been
condemned as unsuitable for such purpose by the

N. E. and National Bee-Keepers' Conventions.

Thus are passing away, one by one, those who
have done much toward placing bee-keeping in the

position it now occupies. Mr. Quinby is at rest;

Adam Grimm, and many others whose names were
familiar as writers in our bee publications, are no
more; Rev. L. L. Langstroth totters in feebleness

with one foot in the grave: and now is added to the

list the name of our revered friend and adviser, the

Kev. Dr. John Van Eaton. C. R. Isham.

Mr. George M. Dale, an honored bee-keeper from
Border Plains, Webster Co., Iowa, died here at Santa
Ana, on Dec. 30th, of ulceration of the stomach. He
had been failing for five years. He leaves a wife and
one child. They came here for his health, but too

late. E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, Los Angeles Co., Cal., Jan. 6, 1880.

This department was suggested by one of the
clerks, as an opposition to the "Growlery." I think
I shall venture to give names in full here.

ACROSTICAL.

r
J
LEAN on, shrewd gleaner, busy bee,

•( --r* Lay under tribute every tree;

Extract the sweets from every flower,

And claim the wide world as thy dower.

Nor man, who nurses first, then shares

In the rich stores the bee prepares,

Need be less active; he should glean

Great bundles for the world unseen,

Should ever bear a heavenward mien.

In life's pursuits, choose wisely; then

No idlers be, but work like men.

Be up and doing is God's rule;

Exert your powers. This life's a school;

Eaoh man's a learner or a fool.

Culture and science, 'neath God's smile,

Unfold their hidden sweets the while,

Like dew-drops at the early dawn,

Till Sol sips nectar from the lawn.

Upward all real culture tends,

Reforms the bad, the good defends,

Exalts, ennobles, and amends.
Mns. n. A. AwnEr.

Cottam, Ontario, Canada, Fob. IT, 1S80.
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HANDSOME BEES OR LOIS OF HONEY.

WHICH ARE WE STRIVING FOR?

FRIEND ROOT: — Do you think beauty of color

in queens or bees a criterion by which we may
judge of their real worth? I have had a num-

ber of queens from different apiarists, some bred

from imported, and some from home-bred mothers.

Some of these queens were real beauties, large and

yellow, and some were quite dark. I used to think

beauty a mark of worth, and of purity of stock, and

have bred accordingly.

Now permit me to stand up in the class and re-

cite. My experience is, the yellowest and handsom-

est bees are, as a general rule, not the best honey-

gatherers. The largest, yellowest, and handsomest

queen I ever saw, I bought nearly two years ago,

and paid a big price for her too. The worker proge-

ny of this queen are, like their mother, large

and yellow. They show three broader bands than

I have ever before seen. Would you like this colo-

ny of bees? They are beauties. No; you don't

want them; they are actually paupers; and it is not

altogether the fault of the queen either. I have
built this colony up good and strong with bees and
capped brood from other colonies, and, for a while,

they would do well, and the queen would deposit an

abundance of eggs; but, after a while, when the

bees I had given them had died off, this colony would

dwindle down until there would be hardly enough
left to guard their entrance. What is the matter

with these bees? I believe they are indolent, actu-

ally lazy. I have had other beautiful " golden Ital-

ians " that would store no surplus, while other colo-

nies of a darker strain, no stronger in numbers,
would store an abundance.

Some colonies are more industrious than others.

Can anyone tell the reason why? I believe this

breeding for beauty of color, regardless of other

good qualities, will depreciate rather than improve
the real worth of the bees.

I have another remarkable colony of bees. The
queen i9 the daughter of an imported mother, and
is now nearly three years old. Her bees show the

requisite three bands and are of uniform color; but
they are a little dark, and don't show the three

bands as distinctly as do lighter colored bees. This

colony is always strong, and always has abundant
stores even in the driest times. They built combs and
stored honey which I used to strengthen weak colo-

nies during the drouth of last summer, and gave me
two other colonies by artificial swarming, while oth-

er colonies, as strong as they, did nothing. This

colony gave me 82 lb. of honey in eleven days, while

other colonies, equally strong, gave me not half that

amount. There is nothing remarkable about the

mother of this colony, only she is a little longer and
more slender than other queens are. Such queens
as this one I shall breed from, be they light or be

they dark.

The Italian bee may be improved by careful breed-

ing as well as other stock; but I am of the opinion

that there can be but little improvement in our
stock by selecting only choice mothers, and allow-

ing th< ir daughters to mate with just any kind of

drone they chance to meet.

I bred a few queens last year away from home, and

quite away from other bees, and some of the queens
equal my expectations. I shall breed all my queens
in the same way this year. I will select, to breed

from, queens that are very proliao, that produce

bees which show the three bands, that are of uni-

form color, and superior honey-gatherers and comb-
builders. I will select drones to mate with my
young queens. The mother of my drones shall pos-

sess the same points of excellence that I require of

the mother of my queexs. My drones shall be well

marked. My drones and young queens shall not bo
of the same blood. I will get some cards of comb con-

taining my select drone brood, take them to my
queen-breeding apiary,and let them be hatched there.

Last season's experience has proved to my satisfac-

tion that the value of our bees as honey-storers may
be greatly improved. Mr. Root, do you not think our
bees can be improved by breeding in this way?
Calhoun, 111., Feb. 17, 1880. M. J. Harris.

I decidedly believe, friend II., in rearing
bees for honey, and paying little or no atten-
tion to color. If black bees gave more hon-
ey than yellow ones, I would assuredly get
the blackest stock I could find. Of course,
we can afford to give something for gentle-
ness, and such like traits ; but few of us, at
most, can afford to waste our time in rearing
bees simply because of their prettiness. You
know I have always been much in favor of
having each apiarist test his queens himself.
Well, I am more than ever in favor of hav-
ing each one of you rear and test your own
queens now. After having one good Italian
queen in his apiary, one can select, every
season, the best honey-gathering stock to

rear queens from, doing the same with
drones, as far as may be. If his neighbor
succeeds in getting a strain that beats his
own, he can get a queen or two from him. of
course, but I doubt about its being necessa-
ry to ship queens back and forth clear across
the continent so much as wre have been do-
ing for a few years back.

FRIEND DOOLITTLE NOT YET IN THE
SHADE AFTER ALL,.

WISH you to turn to page 109, March number of

Gleanings, and then turn to page 263, October

No., Gleanings for 1877, and see if you did just

right in putting " Even Doolitlle in the Shade," as

the beading of J. W. Eckman's article. If you think

you did not, T shall expect amends made in April No.

Borodino, N. Y., Mar. 10, 1880. G. M. Doolittle.

I beg pardon, friend D., for my small-cap
heading. It was a random speech, and more
in pleasantry than anything else, and I

should rather have said, "Doolittle almost
in the shade." I was much pleased, as I sup-
pose we all were, to find that Texas had
made at least one report that would com-
pare favorably with almost any state in the
Union, thus upsetting the grow'iner idea that
the South could not equal the North and
California. I presume friend E. had not
seen your 1877 report, friend D., as he al-

ludes to the one of 1878. The great point to

encourage us in all these reports, seems to

be that God has. at least in bee-culture, so
ordered it that we may feel our chances are

pretty nearly equal, no matter where we are
located. A' bountiful flow of honey may
come in York State, or it may come in Tex-
as, or even right at each one of your own
homes, my friends, if you are faithful, and
ready to take care of it when God does send
it.
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CONDITIONS FSSENTIAL TO SUCCESS*
FIL IIMTROBI ( TIOM OF STKANUE

(tUEKNS.

fVHE rule is, "Cape the queen for about 48 hours,

then carefully look over the combs and cut out—
' all queen cell-? which may have been started;

release the queen from her cage, and all will bo well."

I have had success in this way, and I have also had
failures. To release a queen immediately after

removing the queen cells, even though the bees
have nursed her for 48 hours, I have found to be
attended with miith danger to the queen, because

the bees have not had time to become aware of the

loss of their cells, which they now cherish with

about the same zeal as they did their queen which
was removed. In this stage of the proceedings,

what must one do? Why, close up the hive for a

couple of hours, when the bees will become quiet

and miss their cells, which will again put them in

an emergency essential to their receiving a strange

queen. Then quietly release the prisoner, and, if

other conditions are favorable she will invariably

he received with favor.

The great secret of successful introducing is, first

to temper the disposition of bees so they will be in a

proper mood, and the introducing of a queen will be

attended with little risk, and, to myself, is one of

the most pleasing sights to behold. My feelings

have been many times so animated as to cause my
eyes to moisten with dt light on beholding the little

fellows standing almost on their heads at first dis-

covering the approach of her majestj', and noticing

the gentle vibrations of their tiny wings, the con-

tagious increase of the same, until the whole interi-

or is resonant with that gentle hum recognized only

by those who are masters in the work. Why, friend

Root, say to your ABC class, when the above condi-

tions are complied with, release your queen, close

up the hive, and fear no danger.

G. J. Flansburoh.
Bethlehem Center, Albany Co., N. Y., Feb. 16, 18S0.

Very good, friend F., but I shall be obliged
to say that the above conditions are not al-

ways to be relied on. We sometimes find

colonies that will not accept a queen after
all cells are removed, after waiting, after ta-

king away all brood and combs too, and even
after taking the hive away as well. There
is ho sure way, that will answer for all cases,
and for all colonies.

CONCERNING MOISE-TKAPS.

lr%EYOND all controversy, the apiarian and the

JJQejj) mouse are enemies the one to the other. The
little "varmint" carries rolled up in his skin

about as much mischief to the ounce as can be found
on the globe. H« gets into our hives and disgusts

the bees. He tunnels into our chaff cushions. He
gnaws our extra combs into crumbs to get the bee-

bread they contain. A box of unfilled sections he
speedily transforms into a grand hotel, crowded
with guests. The dainty little gingerbread-work the

apiarian so much delights in,— he thinks no more of

chewing it a'l up than a school girl does of chewing
gum. Yet all these counts of the indictment against

him are trifling compared with his one great vil-

lainy—everything he comes near is defiled forever
with his sickening, ineradicable smell. Who can
number the precious colonies of bees, newly hived,

that hare " asked not to stay " simply because of the

unendurable mouse stench of their frames and
walls? Who can tell how many stands refused to

work in their sections simply because some of the

sections had been wet down by mice?
Well, it came about not very long ago, that fresh

outrages of these little pests sent the writer excit-

edly in quest of his mouse trap, and behold, it was
lent! Seizing the saucer of a flower pot, and a little

tin dish, and a bit of string, and some squash seeds,

he then and there extemporized a remarkable trap.

So remarkable was it that he was moved to embody
its principles in some regularly constructed traps,

and then to write and tell the boys about it, that

they might make some for themselves and — enjoy

peace. The weak point of our defenses, hitherto,

has been that we don't think to set the trap until

the mischief has been done. Traps won't stay set,

or, if they do, they stay for "keeps," and become
worthless. The new idea is to have a trap that will

stay set and baited, and ready to grab, for a year if

desired. Let the apiarian, some time during the

winter's leisure, make a half-dozen of them. One
should be set in each depository. of our treasures,

waiting to catch the first wandering Queen Dido of

a mouse that comes to found a colony, and set up in

business as the mother of mischief.

The readiness of mice to nibble off string gives us
the means of putting the idea into practical effect.

Bait which is near enough to being imperishable, we
have in squash seeds and nuts. Just set a diminu-
tive box trap on a horizontal string, in such a way
that when the string is bitten off the whole establish-

ment is down over Mr. Mouse's ears, as quick as a

flash. String the bait on the string with a darning

needle. I have once had seeds taken off without the

string's being bitten. A small nut, with the opposite

edges rasped off just enough to expose the meat and
admit of the needle's being run through, makes a

sure thing of It. A nut should be put on whenever
a trap is to be left for a long time "on picket duty."

A little loose bait sprinkled about helps. To reduce
fuss to the minimum, make a lot of strings of bait

at once, and have them on hand.

A trap of this sort should be put in every organ
that is to be left in mouse-infested rooms. Had our
Sunday-school organ been thus defended, we should

have been saved a heavy bill for repairs, and much
vexation.

An apiarian is supposed to have broad frame stuff

and tin and wire nails; so my arrangement of the

"Perpetual Trap" is made of these. In brief, it is

an outer tray with bottom but no top, an inner tray

with top but no bottom, and a little box of gravel

fastened to the top of the inner tray to give the de-

sired weight. The outer tray, although not abso-

lutely essential, serves three good purposes. By
waxing, it is made tight enough so that the little

culprit can be drowned, when caupht, by simply

pouring in a little water. It also keeps the mouso
from standing where the tray might fall on him, and
give him a chance to wiggle out. It gives a more
convenient attachment for the ends of the string

than could readily be had without it. A wire nail or

brad is driven diagonally through the top of each
side, midway; and a knot at each end of the string

is carried over the side of the outer tray and drawn
tightly under the projecting point of the nail, thus

holding it fast. The length of the string should be
such as to hold the trap at just the right angle of

elevation. Dimensions may be adapted to the strips

of tin the apiarian happens to have on hand. For
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outer tray, 7^x4' ix2 is a good size, with sides of thin

wood, bottom and ends of one strip of tin, punched
and naiied ou with wire nails. Inner tray should be

made the same, except that the wooden sides must
be plated with strips of tin, to keep our jail-bird

from gnawing out. It may be about 6x3 1 «xl 1A in

s^e. Gravel box may be 354x3x2, with the wood
run ng the other way and tin lapping down over

the inner tray and nailed to it. It would be nice to

have them painted so they could not rust.

I will send samples to Novice, and he can report,

if he chooses, whether they are worth the trouble of

making'. The subjoined cuts will make all clear.

FRIEND IIASTY'S MOUSE-TRAP.

I judge that a larger size would be excellent as a

rat trap, although the possibility of its being sprung
by mice would make it necessary to look after it

often. It wouldn't catch the puppy, nor the chick-

ens, nor the children, nor yet lame the cat. The rat

is cunning, " thafe of the world " that he is, but even
he can't hold out against the allurements of a free-

lunch parlor which, month in and month out, is, as

iEneas found the gates of Hades, open night and day.

Richards, Lucas Co., O., Feb. 20, '80. E. E. Hasty.

I entirely agree with you, friend II., in
thinking mice about the most disagreeable
pest we can have about the apiary, or any-
where else ; but I am not sure I shall like
your trap so very much more than the time-
honored wire, block mouse-trap that can be,
or should be for sale in almost every grocery
store for a " live-cent nickel." We have one
of the traps " sot " with the squash seeds
and nuts, but I am almost afraid (?) our
boys have caught the mice all off, even out
of the seed room and honey house.

CALIFORNIA AS A BEE-KEEPING
STATE.

ARTICLE NO. o.

Mj DITOR OF GLEANINGS: -Here is one of the
i perils of California bee-keeping. Many of the

bee ranches are located in narrow canons or

gorges in the mountains, and we sometimes have
here, in the mountains, in the rainy seasons, what is

called a cloud-burst; if a heavy cloud happens to run
against a high mountain, the bottom gets knocked
out, or it gets tipped over, and then the water is

spilled out in a hurry. One of these cloud-bursts took
place in Santa Monica Canon, Los Angeles Co., the
last of 1879. It damaged Mr. Kilgore's ranch, in bees
and hives, to the amount of about $100. Mr. Cox had
his honey house, with 150t1tr>. of extracted honey, his

bees, cabin, empty hives, and all his effects swept
away and entirely destroyed. Mr. Sullivan lost

about 40 stands of bees, and a large number of emp-
ty hives. It also cleaned out and entirely destroyed
a valuable poultry ranch, and a wood ranch, and
then partly demolished a bath house on the beach.

Evidences of these cloud-bursts can be seen all over
the country. They come down with such irresisti-

ble fury that nothing can stand in their way; large

live-oaks and sycamores are carried away like mere
playthings; and bowlders weighing tons are swept
along with terrific force. The stage coach was swept
away and one of the horses killed, at Santa Paula
Creek, in Ventura Co. The driver had to swim for

his life. A house and family were swept away in

Santa Barbara Co., and two persons drowned. Those
mountain streams sometimes rise to a terrible night

in a very few minutes, and they are just as likely to

have one of those wash-outs in a dry canon as in a

wet one.

They have been praying for rain all over the

State, and in some localities they have just a little

overdone the thing. Here at Santa Ana, the or-

ange, lime, and lemon are ripening on the trees.

Trees are in bloom. Bees are at work on the wil-

lows, and other flowers, while, 40 miles away, we
can see the snow-capped mountains towering high

above the clouds; and still, on some clear days, so

pure is the atmosphere that they seem to be within

five miles of us. Bee-keepers are looking forward
to a favorable season, as there has been an abund-
ance of rain thus far.

Now, an Eastern man coming in here, and select-

ing a site for a bee ranch, may find what he calls a

splendid locality, and he sets his apiary upon a

bench of land in some canon, and above the possi-

bility of the flood. He goes to work, and makes a

good road, perhaps partly in the bottom of the can-

on and partly dug out of the side of the mountain,

at quite an expense of labor, and perhaps money,
and he has that road either to make over or repair

every winter, and sometimes even three and four

times in the season. There are plenty of good sites

yet, however, where this risk of having. a cloud

tipped over on to your head, and your apiary de-

stroyed, or your road washed out or covered up with

bowlders and debris, can be avoided. So don't look

all the time on the dark side.

The bee-keeper usually docs his own cooking,

washing, &c, at those ranches in the mountains,

and lives a sort of hermit life, at an expense (for

provisions) of from 40 to 60 cents per week. He has

his gun which furnishes him with fresh meat. Com-
mon cotton-tail and jack rabbits, and California and
mountain quail are very plenty. Occasionally he
gets a fat buck. California, squirrels, coons, wild

cats, coyotes, California lions, and sometimes a

grizzly bear also help to supply his larder if he
likes such meat. I do not "hanker arter" it myself.

E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, Los Angeles Co., Cal., Jan. 6, 1880.

P. S—Mr. Geo. M. Dale, an honored bee-keeper

from Border Plains, Webster Co., Iowa, died here at

Santa Ana, on Dec. 30th, of ulceration of the stom-

ach. He had been failing for five years. He leaves

a wife and one child. They came here for his

health, but too late. E. G.

Friend G., it seems you have not yet lost

your old habit of quaint jesting, but surely
you do not mean to intimate that, because
the people prayed earnestly for the rain they
needed, God caused those clourls to tip over
on their heads, washing away their apiaries,

roads, etc.? It seems to me just now, being
tired from handling so long heaps of letters,

that the hermit life you describe is exactly
what I do " hanker arter."
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< KOSS bees FOR HONEY,
HIVES, A.C.

PATENT

SOME OF F1UEND GOOD'S EXPERIENCE.

4jjpN the Feb. No., page 75, you say you have often

Jj|
thought that the Grossest bees get the most—J honey, and ask if anybody else has noticed the

same thing. I, for one, have noticed it. I have a

colony of pure Italians that are very cross, so much
so that I prefer leaving them alone as much as pos-

sible.

Last summer, after white clover and basswood
bloom, I took all their surplus honey away from
them and left them about :>1 empty sections. As
the season was very poor for honey, after that, I

did not look at them again until I prepared them
for winter; when, to my surprise, they had filled ev-

ery section, and had enough honey in their brood
nest to winter two colonies, while other colonies just

as strong as they did not have honey enough to last

them till the middle of winter. My brother-in-law

has also a colony of black bees, which, I believe, are

the Grossest bees I ever saw, and they are the best

honey-gatherers he has.

PATENT HIVES.

My first experience in bee-keeping was purchasing

a county right for a patent bee-hive, for which I paid

Jv205.00. It was not fit to put bees into, neither was
it suitable for a " hen's nest." A man by the name
of Howsour, of Carlisle Hill, Ind., is the man who
swindled me out of the money — I being but a boy at

the time. I tell you, friend Root, it does go against

the grain to forgive such persons. My bees are all

in good condition so far. I am feeding grape-sugar

candy, and some of them are breeding nicely. Now
a question, and I will close. You may think it is a

very foolish one.

DO HEALTHY BEES VOID THElIt F.ECES?

Do bees ever void their fieces when they are

healthy and in good condition? I. R. Good.
South West, Ind., Feb. 1*, 1880.

The question in regard to the excrement
of bees is one but little understood, although,
from time to time, many facts bearing on
the case have been given. In the summer
time. I have been led to think bees voided
only a transparent liquid, and that, usually,
if not always, on the wing. See A B C,
water for HEES. This accounts for their
spotting the hives after having been confined
to their hives several stormy days. Quinby
held that during good health iii the winter
they voided their excrement in the shape of
a dry. or neatly dry. powder, which is found
mixed with dust oh the bottom board of the
hives. I would like to accept this latter the-
ory, for it seems very likely and reasonable,
but, from careful experiments with themi-
croseope, I am compelled to conclude it a
mistake, and that the bees in good health
can remain until they have a chance to Hy
out, without voiding anything at all. unless
it be water that evaporates like that from
their breathing pores, and is absorbed by
the sides of their hives, or carried away with
the current of air that is always circulating
through the liive slowly, during healthy
wintering. If I understood Prof. Cook
aright in a conversation on the subject, his
search for excrement, in the dust of the
hives agreed substantially with mine.

CALIFORNIA 111 I>KI I l'l\(„

NO. 1.

|fsj RIEND ROOT: —As it seems that your (or our;

?P
~ Gleanings is composed considerably of the

experiences of the ABC class, 1 think I shall

have to give my experience also. If you think it

worth publishing, I will write again; and if you
think not, all right. So, here it is.

I am one of those peculiar scholars who have had
some success at times, and then, again, things would
be adverse. I have been a Southern Iowa bee-keep-
er (on a limited scale) for three years; but becoming
dissatisfied with the changeable climate, and the
drawbacks in wintering bees in Iowa, along with the
poor pasturage in the neighborhood where I lived,

I concluded to emigrate to the semi-tropical climate
of Southern-central California. So, after bidding
farewell to father, mother, and brother, and old

chums of my boyhood years, on the 29th day of Jan.,

I set out to cross the continent, — first across the
plains of Nebraska, the Rocky Mountains, and alkali

desert, and lastly across the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains, that are covered with snow from .} to 35 feet

deep, to the green valley of the Sacramento, where
we see all kinds of garden vegetables fresh from the

soil, taken to market by the wagon-load. 1 ut still

our journey is not done; and now we are out for a
two-days' ride up the San Joaquin Valley, where the
land is covered with flowers that grow from one to

three inches high, as with a carpet of the richest

hues, which is enough to make a bee-keeper's eyes

sparkle. At last we arrive at the nice little village

of Lemoore, Tulare Co. As it is natural for one bee-

keeper to seek the company of another, we soon
made inquiries for the residence of Mr. O. E. Coon,
the man who wrote about the Lipoid nodifloraasa
great honey-plant in dry weather, and soon found
that he lives one mile west of town, and made haste
to get personally acquainted with him. I found a

clever, middle-aged man, who considers the study of

bee-culture worthy of the most of his attention and
time. His apiary is very fine, and contains 180

swarms of black bees, which he is going to Italianize

as soon as he can raise the queens. The bee-keepers
of this section have never used the extractor, comb
foundation, or section-boxes, so far as I can learn.

This section of country is irrigated, and is always
sure of some honey crop. Mr. Coon's bees have so

much honey that some should be extracted to give
the queen room to breed, and the bees have been
carrying pollen for some days, and have carried in

considerable wheat shorts; but flowers arc too plen-
ty, and they rather like the natural food in prefer-

ence to middlings, flour, or any other artificial stuff.

Some of the bee-keepers here have robbed their bees
so closely that they are starving to death for want
of a few ounces of the delicious nectar they gather-
ed last summer. Excuse my long chapter this time,
and 1 will do better next month.

Nine Clover Apiary,
Lemoore, Tulare Co., Cal., Feb. Pi, 1880.

We are very glad indeed, friend , of
your report, and as you are, without ques-
tion, real, veritable ilesh and blood, will you
not be so kind as to give your name in next
No.? I passed the letter over to the proof-
reader, and she gave it to the compositors,
before we discovered that Vine Clover Api-
ary was not the name of somebody. Tot>e
sure, we shall want to know how you flour-
ish in your new home.
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HANDLING BEES OFTEN, AND ITS EF-
FECT ON THE HONEY CROP.

Wt?^ EAR NOVICE: —Among a great number of im-

FjyJI) portant questions discussed before the Austro-— German Congress at Prague, Bohemia, some
were decided in a manner quite contrary to your
views.
You advise the ABC scholars to open hives often,

and haul over the bees, to get them used to being
handled. Now, our German bee-keepers condemn
this idea right up and down. Herr Emil Hilbert,

who gave us the only known remedy for foul brood,

says on this point: "The less we disturb our bees, the

surerwe are of a honey crop. I consider itessential,

and belonging to the profitable and right way of

keeping bees, to keep them as quiet as possible."

Does it not look reasonable, that a colony of bees

disturbed very often cannot do as well as one that is

kept quiet? Do we not experience the same thing

in every-day life? For instance: We are at work in

our shop, making up new hives for the coming sea-

son; a neighbor comes in and wants to put a helve

into his ax. After considerable talking about how to

hang pn ux, how best to fasten a helve, and after

giving our advice in regard to the matter, we are

crowded away from our workbench, and have to get

along the best way we can. Our attention is drawn
away from our work, and of course we cannot make
much headway in our proceedings. Well, after our
friendly neighbor gets through with his job, we have
to accept many thanks, and, finally, after he has left,

we have to clean away his chips and shavings, and
are then ready to go to our work again.

Now, is not this the way with our bees, disturbed

so often by the anxious bee-keeper, who wants to

educate them by force and in a hurry? They are

pushed away from their places, smoke is blown into

their eyes, and it takes a long time before they re-

cover from this treatment and got things straighten-

ed.

There is a good deal of truth in this remark of

Herr E. Hilbert: "A beginner is not satisfied if he
cannot haul over his bees every day." As we are

greatly indebted to him on account of the remedy
mentioned, we should pay some attention to the ad-

vice he gives us. Grei\er Bro's.
Naples, Ontario Co., N.Y„ Feb. 15, 1880.

I am afraid, friend G., that our friends
across the water do not have as convenient
hives and appliances as we do. I occasion-
ally go out around the neighborhood, to see
how our ABC boys get along, and when
they open hives it does not take them much
more than a minute, and I do not see that
the bees are disturbed or annoyed, especial-
ly if it is done in the working season.
Sometimes they tip up the combs so that the
freshly gathered pollen rattles out, but I
scold them for doing even that. Should
they smoke the poor little fellows unmerci-
fully, it would of course hinder work some,
but simply opening and closing the hives
does no harm. When we used to extract
the hives all through, brood combs and all, I
used sometimes to think it demoralized the
colony, and stopped work; but since we
empty only the combs in the upper story, I
can not see that even extracting need seri-

ously interrupt the labors of the hive. If I
am correct, the greater part of our readers
will agree that their most profitable stocks
are the ones that have been looked into oft-

en, and have been made pets of, as it were.
A calf or colt, or even a strawberry plant,
that is watched and noticed often is almost
sure to be the most thriving one in the lot.

Is it not so with a hive of bees? The neigh-
bor that would come into your shop and pre-
sume to take your place and your tools
should be told kindly but firmly that you
could not well accommodate him in that
way. We have the same kind of people
here. I would say to the ABC class, that
they must not interrupt and bother the bees
when they open the hives ; use only a very
little smoke ; go to the hives only when they
are fully at work ; and you can easily satisfy
yourselves that there is no cessation of la-

bors, and no loss in the honey crop. I am
much obliged to Herr Hilbert, and you too,
friend G., for calling attention to the matter.

The pile of letters waiting for a place in Glean-
ings is now greater than ever before. It would
seem that my mention of enlarging the journal in-

duced many of you to make your letters still longer.

It is much like speaking in meeting. To get the

most good, we want to hear from all, or at least

from the greatest number possible; but, if one
brother should occupy 10 minutes of the half-hour

how can this be possible? If you want your letters

published, write briefly, and to the point; and, if you
find your article is getting too long and you are not

done, stop without being done. Do you not see how it

is, my friends? and do you not agree with me? If you
do not write for publication, write as long a letter

as you please. I am always glad to road them.
—•»- .». i

I suppose I have been "stealing," in a mild sort

of a way, and that the only thing to do is to restore

the stolen property, and stop doing so any more.

It is the ideas embodied in some of the cartoons.

The first oue given, last April, was suggested by an
engraving on an envelope, but the original had noth-

ing: to do with bees whatever. As our engraving

scarcely bore a resemblance to the picture, 1 did not

give any credit. The next, in the May No., the en-

graver and I made entirely " out of our own heads,"

as we did also those in the June and July numbers.
The one in the Aug. No. (" Mr. Merry Banks' dr earn "

,),

which made a good deal of sport, was finished in the

lower part of it, and ready for the press, when some-

body sent me a copy of The American Punch, from
the front cover of which, I borrowed the idea of the

wagon and some of the figures. Where they had
''punch," I substituted the word honey. As we get
must of our ideas from people and things, I did not

then think it incumbent on me to explain. "Im-
pending Bankruptcy" came also from "Punch," but
was much nearer the original. "Climbing over a
fence instead of going in at the gate," was from an
item I found in an exchange, but with no engraving.
The spider plant was, of course, all our own. Mr.
Merry Banks' trials in making fdn. was suggested
by a picture in an almanac. The one in the Feb.
number came from Land and Home, and was so near
the original that a friend wrote the following:

You would better credit Land and Hone, with that
cartoon, or somebody from Stelton will bo "afther
spaking about it." G. W. Thompson.
Stelton, N. J., Feb. 6, 1880.

The one in the present number, I tore from a scrap
of paper, and I do not know the author. The origi-

nal had nothing to do with bee culture. Now if you
will forgive me, I will try hereafter to give proper
credit, even though I am in a hurry, and crowded
for room.
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%&ad§ c§ §vain,
From Different Fields.

STEALING HONEY, AND RETURNING GOOD FOR EVIL.

HAVE, at this time, 10 hives of black bees, all

doing well except one. Some bad boys, or it may
have been men, robbed it on Christmas night

and Left it open, and the snow was prett y thick in the

hive the next morning. I have forgiven whoever it

was, and hope the next time they want honey they

will ask for it, and they shall have some if I have
any. Lej«ter B. Carrington.
Mt. Joy, Delta Co., Texas, Feb. 24, 1880.

May God bless you, friend C. I wonder if

it is not possible that some one whose eye is

resting on these pages may not bave robbed
a bee hive some time in their lives. I know
of one wbo is guilty, and the few hives of
bees that the honey was stolen from belong-
to a good, kind minister, too. The poor man
has gone to his last home now, but perhaps
I can hnd some of his relatives, and make a
little atonement for my wrong. It would be
a joy now to be able to pay back for that
honey, with compound interest. I did not
think then what 1 was doing, even though I
did know it was wicked.

FLOUR FEEDING IN THE SPRING.
I have 50 colonies of bees in splendid condition. I

have fed them in the open air not less than 1001b. of

rye flour, so you see my bees are raising brood right

along, while bees that are left to take care of them-
selves are rearing very little or none at all. Some
bee men seem to think it will not pay; but just let

them try it. You want to start your bees 6 weeks
on meal, before the first bloom comes.

J. C. Pommert.
Greenfield, Highland Co., O., Feb. 26, 1880.

It seems a little singular that there should
be such conflicting reports and opinions in
regard to meal feeding, and, in fact, in re-

gard to any kind of feeding in the spring be-
fore natural stores. L. C. Root not only ad-
vises keeping the bees in the cellar until
natural stores are to be had, but, if I am
correct, disapproves of all flour feeding, can-
dy feeding, and every thing of the kind.
While I have seen stocks built up to the
swarming pitch, by judicious feeding before
natural stores came, I have also seen others
that seemed to have sustained injury, by
having been induced by spring feeding to
start brood too early. A difference in seas-
ons may have much to do with it.

FLOUR IN LIQUID FOOD, AND HOW TnE BEES PRE-
VENT LIQUlfaS FROM SOURING.

I took cold syrup, and stirred in flour to make a

thick batter, and gave it to my bees. Some of them
became entangled in the dough. They seem to take
hold of it slowly. The questions I wish to ask aro,

will it sour? and is it a good way to feed?

Anderson, Ind., Feb. 27, 1880. A. J. Davis.

It will sour, but you can prevent this by
mixing only as much at one time as they
will take up inside of -lA hours. After the
bees once get a substance into their combs,

they will take care of the souring, unless
they have such a quantity that they can not
cover and care for it. The way in which
they do this, if I am correct, is not fully un-
derstood. They will take maple sap, cider,
thin honey, and other such diluted sweets,
and, even during warm weather when if out-
side the hive it would sour in a very short
time, they will spread it out in the cells, and
by some process of ventilation, or working
it over, will ripen it into thick syrup pure
and sweet ; more than that, they will take
syrup slightly soured, and, if the bees are
strong enough, and the quantity given them
at once not too great, they will make it pure
and sweet. It is because of the danger of
souring, that I have recommended the flour
to be put in candy, rather than in syrup.
In the candy, it may remain a year, for
aught I know, without injury.

CHICKEN CORN FOR BEES.
Now I wish to know if anybody fouud that chick-

en corn, mentioned in April No. cf last year, to be
good bee-feed. It was not good bee-feed here. I

never saw a honey bee on it, and bat very few other
insects. I sent to Mr. Battle for seed, fearing you
would be out. I have a half bushel of seed, but if

it is only good in Tennessee it is of not much use to
plant it. There is no sweet in the stalk. I cooked
some seed and found it edible. It was very dry here
last summer, so that the buckwheat and Spanish
needles yielded very little honey. I saw a tew bees
on artichoke bloom. Is it good for bees generally?
Nashville, Mo., Feb. 24, '80. David Sensney.

Are you not a little rough on your friends,
friend 8. V Friend Battle certainly would
not take the trouble to send the seeds to me
free of charge, if it had not proved a good
honey plant with himself. We planted the
chicken corn, but it was rather late, and we
did not notice any bees on it. Almost all
plants fail at times to secrete honey. Such
is the case every little while even with white
clover and basswood, the best honey plants
known. I have seen bees on artichokes to
some extent, and, as they are a near relative
of the sun-flower, it is rather to be expected.

EARLY SWEET OR SUGAR CORN FOR BEES.
While on the subject of chicken corn, I am

reminded that one of our neighbors who
keeps bees raised early corn for market one
year, and he says he saw more bees on his
early sugar corn than on almost any other
plant he has ever raised. We have as good
authority as our friend Gallup for saying
that they get honey from the corn, as well as
pollen; and, from the testimony of others
and my own observation, I am inclined to
think the early sugar corn will be a very
good investment for the bee keeper. If it is

a poor honey season, you will have the
roasting ears to sell, any way; and, later in
the season, a good patch maybe sowed for
fodder; this yields pollen in great quanti-
ties, and I have good reason to consider it of
more value to the bees, than the pollen from
ordinary field corn. Friend Hasty, can not
you raise us a variety of corn that will yield
large quantities of honey from the tassels?
Who will furnish us early sugar corn, cheap,
by the quart, peck, or bushel?
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BEE-KEEPERS PRICE LISTS AND CIRCULARS.
I told you I would send you a copy of my circular

when I got it printed, but I do not want you to laugh
at it, when you see all the mistakes in it. If all the
rest of the printers are as good at making mistakes

as the one I got to do my printing, you must have
some fun. But you must make an allowance for us
backwoods settlers, if we do not do things right the

first time we try them. John W. Calder.
Williamston, Ont., Ca., Feb. 13, 1880.

It is rather bad, friend C, to see bad spell-

ing, bad grammar, and bad print, but it is

by no means to be compared to a bad and
fault-finding spirit manifested toward oth-
ers who are in the same line of business. I
have not seen much of the latter, it is true,
but now and then a spirit is manifest that
seems to say, '"Buy of me ; I will sell better
goods, and sell them cheaper, than my
brother in business." To be sure, it is well
to do this, if you can honestly and consist-
ently, but I beg of you, dear friends, do not
ever think it necessary to indulge in unkind
insinuations, even while extolling the good
qualities of your own wares, liemember the
little text that ends with, "and thy neighbor
as thyself'." If you stick to this, there will
alwaj i be plenty of room, and plenty to do.
IVo ; can not be linding fault with your
circular friend C, for I have not even seen
it.yet.

THE CHEIROGRAPH; HOW TO MAKE THE INK, ETC.

Mr. Editor: — I think if you or some one else who
told us how to make the cheirograph had given us a

good recipe for making the ink, there would be less

trouble. Here is a recipe I got of Fuller & Stillman,

New York, with enough of the powder to make a
little ink, for 25 cents:

Dissolve 1 part of the aniline in 7 parts of hot wa-
ter. After cooling, add 1 part spirits of wine, a few
drops of ether ( I put 4 or 5 drops in mine), nnd a drop
of carbolic aoid. Keep in a well-stopped bottle.

With this recipe and a good pad I will warrant it to

work, for I have just taken 134 impressions, and I

think I could make 150 that could be read easily.

You want to be sure to get erood aniline. What we
got first for aniline did not look much like the last.

It was a bronze color to look at. Glue and glycerine
cost 30 c. For a tin dish, the tinners wanted 20 c. for

making, so we made one ourselves. Take a square
piece of tin the right size, and cut half an inch out
of each corner, then bend it up until the corners are
close together; then solder them, and you have a

dish for less than 10 c. V. W. Keeney.
Khirland, 111., March 3, 1880.

Thanks, friend K. We obtained the best
directions we could at the time, and I sup-
posed that it would very likely be improved.
We can furnish the tin plate, with a good
serviceable cover, for luc. We will try to
get a supply of the best aniline for the bene-
fit of our readers. I know that the article
generally kept at our drug stores is not what
is required. A good firm pad seems also
quite important.

cheaper sections.
Mr. Root: —I send a section frame of my own in-

vention, for surplus honey. I have used them 4 or 5

years, and find that they give entire satisfaction.

They are easily made, require but one small tack to

hold them, and are so very light. I use Langstroth

hive, 10 frames. I could furnish the sections herein
large quantities at $ 1.25 per thousand, and could
vary them in size. No patent. G. W. Church.
Benton Harbor, Mich., March 5, 1880.

Your section frame, friend C.., is exactly
the kind we described years ago, when sec-
tion boxes were first talked about ; but your
price is lower than any thing ever offered
before, to my knowledge. Are you sure you
could pay expenses and come out "whole,"
at tlie price you name? If you are not an
old hand at manufacturing goods, I shall be
inclined to think you have got the price low-
er than you can afford it. I will say to our
readers, that the section is simply a strip of
whitewood veneer, or berry box material,
li inches wide, scored so as to bend up
into a box, the ends lapping. One tack
holds the lap. The boxes are placed in an
ordinary brood frame, and, to get the right
thickness of comb honey, the frames are
placed a little distance apart. It will answer
all purposes, and great crops of honey will
be stored, in these light, narrow sections,
but what are we to do with a tun of such
honey? You can not set them into any kind
of a shipping crate without their mashing
each other, and you can not do one up for
a customer in apy way that I know of, so
that it can be carried safely unless he carries
it all the time in his hands, and then he
stands a great chance of mashing the whole
tiling, or letting it fall out of the frame, if

he does not handle it very carefully. It may
do to retail directly out of the hive to your
neighbors, but all who have used them, so
far as I know, have discarded them for
something stronger and nicer.

the mailing cage; HONOR to whom honor is due.

I mail you with this a queen cage like one I sent

with a letter to the Postmaster General, Feb. 20th,

1879, and like one I sent you, the latter part of last

May, or the first part of June. I did not write you
at the time, but put my name and address on the

cage. I do not believe you received it, as I have rea-

son to think that it was thrown out of the mail by
some over zealous agent or postmaster. From your
description on page 180, 1 should say it was similar to

the cage you propose to have engraved next month.
L. Heine.

Smithville South, Queens Co., N. Y., Mar. 6, 1880.

The cage was received, friend II., but I
had entirely forgotten ever having seen such
a thing, until I was reminded by taking a
search in our "museum," where I found ex-
actly the thing that Mr. Gray and 1 had been
at work oh, labeled with your name and ad-
dress. I beg pardon, and cheerfully hand
the invention over to you where it belongs.

CABINET OF NEWr INVENTIONS AND CURI-
OSITIES.

This illustrates a point I have long been
considering. Our collection of samples and
models is getting to be like the patent office.

Smokers we have in such numbers and vari-
ety, that it would almost weary one to look
at them, let alone thinking of studying them
all out. Feeders and queen cages are about
as varied and plentiful. We have lately

commenced labeling each article with date,
name, and address, and as a great many ax-
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tides come with no clue at all as to the own-
er, I would respectfully request the senders
to try to do this. -The rulings of the post-
office department allow this much, but under
no circumstances are you to write anything
more, unless you pay letter postage on the
article. I will try to notice them a little

more than I have done on these pages, even
if they are not all of them new inventions.
By the way, I think we will open a depart-
ment for the notice of new inventions and
curiosities received during the preceding
month.

HONEY-BOARDS — WHY THEY ARE NO LONGER NEED-
ED.

Please inform me if you use any honey-board or

slats as a division between the brood-hive and honey-
chamber, in Simplicity hive, to prevent the queen
from depositing- eggs in honey-sections. I have used
Langstroth hives, and have usually had a honey-
board to separate the different parts of the hive.

Wm. Ruddiman.
Dearborn, Mich., March 8, 1880.

The bottom bars of the wide frames form
a honey board, friend B.., as you will see if

you reflect that the spaces between them are
only about I of an inch wide. The queen
very seldom goes up through such a passage,
and if she did, she would not be inclined to
lay in such small sized, thick combs of hon-
ey. The use of the separators is also a hin-
drance, as she seldom likes the looks of so
much metal in her brooding apartment.

THE MAILING QUEEN-CAGE.

The government demands sugar in the cage, and a

double wire-gauze or perforated-tin screen. Gov-
ernment employees can not judge of the keeping of

the spirit of a law; they are incompetent. Why,
then, urge any but a double-walled, wire-gauze cage,

with candy and no bottle? The cage you sent me to

take to Washington was good enough. Why praise

any other plan? I take no credit for the double-

walled screen. I had heard the same suggested, and
had se»t queens in them before I went to the con-

vention. I wrote to several, as to you, to send cag-

es, that I might be sure to please the Postmaster
General. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., March 8, 1880.

Thanks, friend ('.; very likely you are
right, but the double wire gauze is not near-
ly as sure a protection as a solid board, and
if I should use double gauze I should prefer
still to have the board over it. I do not
know how the department could object to
this, unless because the clerks could not
have the privilege of seeing what our queens
look like. Unless we can be permitted to

use water in the cages, I fear we shall have
much trouble in shipping long distances.
My experience of last season in sending
queens with bees and a piece of comb,
enough so they may be laying on the way,
with the cheering reports from such queens,
has perhaps made me somewhat loth to un-
dertake our old small cages, and candy with-
out water.

WHITE CLOVER AND WHITE DUTCH CLOVER SEED.

Our indigenous, common white-clover is not the

same as White Dutch Clover. The latter grows
much larger and stronger. The probabilities are

that your white clover is the "Dutch;" as the native
grows too short to make the harvesting of the crop
for seed profitable. Occasionally we get Ohio-grown
Timothy with a sprinkling of native white clover in

it, but have never been able to obtain it pure.

PEA FLOUR.

Pea flour is used sometimes for cooking. It will

make good pea soup in shorter notice than either

whole or split peas. We use it in the manufacture
of food for mocking, and other insectivorous, birds.

We can furnish pea Hour at 5c. per pound.
Cleveland, O., Mar. 10, 1880. A. C. Kendel.

MAKING ALIGHTING BOARDS ALL OF ONE PIECE.

We make our alighting boards now in one piece.

We take a 3 in. plank dress and saw it as you do the

corners to your chaff hives, then make the entrance
with a wabbling saw. C. E. Wright & Co.
Beaver Dam, Wis., Mar. 8, 1880.

Many thanks, friend W. I have thought
of the plan, but, as we generally make them
of refuse pieces, the work has been the prin-
cipal expense. Another thing : we general-
ly have to pay higher for three-inch plank
than for other lumber ; but if farmers get
out their own logs and take them to the
mill, it ought to he cheaper to have them
sawed into three-inch plank than into one-
inch boards, and an accommodating miller
will usually make it so. Stuff worked out of
one piece has the advantage of having no
cracks or joints to open and let water in,

and, when painted, makes a much neater
looking job. Your idea of finishing with
the wabbling saw is new, and quite ingeni-
ous.

GRAPE-SUGAR CANDY.

My bees have been very quiet this winter. They
are in chaff hives on their summer stands. I think

I have as many as 40 or 50 swarms that haven't had
a fly this winter, and their entrances are all open
and free. Those with slabs of candy are most quief.

MORE ABOUT THAT ADAMS HORSE-POWER.

It was anyldfl»is,not a ( Tn'lds, power; and that you
may believe me this time, I will send the shipping-

bill. Now, brother Root, I hope you and brother H.
M. Hunt will not ascribe my failure to my WJ t of

"patience," " ropes," or "chains." I used a four-

inch rubber belt without its slipping- or running- uiT.

The trouble is, no horse can stand it to travel in so

small a circle. I have tried other horses besides my
own. I used a steamer belonging to a thrashing ma-
chine afterward, and that worked well.

Tell the boys I am glad they are trying to help you
in the Sabbath-school, and if they will continue to

do so they will become good and useful men. We
want to hear from them often, and that they are

helping you more and more as they are getting old-

er. J. Child s.

Amherst, Portage Co., Wis., March 5, 1880.

From the above it would seem that the
original Adams, who claims to be the pat-

entee and inventor of the machine, could
not furnish as good a one as an inexperi-
enced or green hand at the business. Many
thanks, friend C, for your kind remem-
brance of the boys. The electrical and oth-

er experiments have captivated them com-
pletely, and they are beginning to be the

i

best friends I have.
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DRONES FLYING IN FEBRUARY.

It would be perfectly splendid to keep bees, if our
winters were always as warm as this. To-day, the

17tb, as I was watching my bees carrying flour to

their hives, a drone came flying by. I soon found
that they were flying from a strong colony of Ital-

ians that were in a simplified L. hive, with 4 in. of

chaff all around them, achaff cushion in upper story,

and hive reduced to 7 frames with chaff division

boards, a \a Root.

Fearing they might have a drone-laying queen, I

overhauled them at once; but they were all right.

There was as much worker brood as one could ex-

pect at this time of year, and more. I think this

will enable me to raise some early queens. Who in

Michigan can beat this report'/ M. D. York.
Millington, Mich., Feb. 17, 1880.

ROW MUCH DOES IT TAKE TO WINTER BEES?
We weighed our bees, Oct. 13th. Feb. 13th they

had a gor d fly, and Feb. 14th we weighed 34 swarms,
and lind they have consumed on an average W% lbs.

each in 4 months. How does this agree with other

records? H. Knupp & Bro.
Warren, Pa., Feb. 17, 1880.

The 5i lbs. kept them 4 months, it is true,
but the winter has been mild. During the
months of March and April, I believe they
usually consume in brood rearing more than
in two of the winter months. Will you
please report again, about May 1st, friend K. ?

QUEENLESS STOCKS THAT WON'T START CELLS.

I have a queenless colony of bees, to which I have
given a frame of brood, but they will not raise a

queen. You will oblige me very much, if you will

send me some instructions, as I am a beginner and
need all the help I can get. W. T. Hearn.
Montezuma, Tenn., Feb. 15, 1880.

The bees are probably old, and very likely
discouraged, and you will therefore have to
reinforce them with a few young folks, to
give vim and energy to the household. Give
them some more brood, and keep giving it

to them until they do start queen cells. Af-
ter the young bees hatch out, you will have
no trouble. It sometimes requires consider-
able brood to make the colony of any value,
and therefore it may be cheaper in the end,
to unite them at once with some stock that
needs more bees, for it injures almost any
colony to take away their brood at this seas-
on of the year.

PATENT-RIGHT BEE HIVES.

We have a family of six children, and all are small

but one. and I have my father to take care of; he is

in his 82d year; so you see I have about all I can do
to live without being able to get a home. I squan-

dered some of my property for patent rights, and
they never did me any good. When I wanted to sell,

I had to tell the truth, and they would not sell on
the truth. A. J. Hoover.
Huntsville, Penn., Feb. 24, 1880.

I think that is the universal verdict in re-
gard to patent hives, friend II; they will
not sell on the truth. The worst feature
about it is, that the loss almost always falls

on honest, hard-working people, like your-
self, while the unscrupulous slip out of it,

by some dishonest means.

QUILLS FOR BRUSHING BEES OFF THE FRAMES.
I send you a sample of quills by to-day's mail. Use

them for brushing the bees off their combs. I think
you will like them. I have a few to spare at one
cent a piece or $1.00 per hundred.

G. J. Flansburgh.
Bethlehem Center, N. Y., Feb. 18, 1K80.

They are very good, friend F., and I think
will be gladly appropriated by many. Any
kind of soft feathers, such as a feather dust-
er enrages bees so much, that 1 have been
rather averse to them; but the quills you
send are firm and stiff, and free from down,
and, since you suggest it, I remember that
our neighbor Shaw uses just such ones. I
have, as you know, advised asparagus tops,
but they get sticky with honey, and willed
in the sun, besides getting little fibres in the
hives, and possibly in the honey. The quills
you send might be washed and dried in the
sun, when daubed with honey. If enough
good ones can be furnished. I think they
will be perhaps the best thing we can use to
brush the bees off while extracting. They
can be safely sent by mail, when ordered in
half dozen or dozen lots. I presume they
are the stout quills from a turkey gobbler.
If anybody can furnish them to me, say for
about $5.00 per thousand, 1 will sell them
for 10c per doz. If wanted by mail, 15c per
doz. Or, if friend F., who started them, pre-
fers to supply them, I will most cheerfully
allow all the business of supplying to remain
in his hands.

GRAPE SUGAR, THE SAGETOWN (ILL.) NOT "POISON'*
AFTER ALL.

I have never fed any grape sugar to bees till Christ-

mas day, when I thought I would treat 7 or 8 weak
stocks that I knew were nearly out of stores. I had
made the candy according to your directions, using

the grape sugar made at Sagetown, a sample of

which our friend W. H. McQuiston sent you. When
Jan. Gleanings came to hand, and I read your
warning, "It would kill anything that ate it," I went
down cellar and tapped on the hives, and they an-

swered. I had given them enough to last them as I

thought to the middle of January. Well, I was taken
sick and could not attend to them till last week,

when, on examination, I found them all alive but
one; it had starved. The others still had a little left.

I gave them another dose, and have not bothered

them any since. I think the bitter taste is the same
as that in Epsom salts, and comes from the sulphur-

ous acid used. It is about as fine as any I ever saw
from Davenport, except one sample. I saw a sam-

ple of that you shipped Mc Quiston, which is much
sweeter and is beautiful in color.

SORGHUM MILLS AND BEES.

A sorghum factory within M, niile of my apiary

killed thousands of bees for me. As soon as they

flew into the hot steam, it killed them.

T. G. Mc Qaw.
Monmouth, Warren Co., TIL, Feb. 24, 1880.

I am very glad indeed to hear that the
sugar is not positively poisonous; the man-
ufacturers can doubtless, without much
trouble, remove the objectionable feature
you mention. The sample I sent your neigh-
bor was the best quality made by the Buffa-
lo Co. If the hot steam from the sugar mill
kills the bees, it may be a hard matter to ob-
viate it. I presume the bees would only go
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near the steam, when there was a dearth of
pasturage, such as we had last season. If
the steam was carried up a tall chimney,
would not that cool it off so as to he harm-
less

4

!
1 Of course, no sugar-maker would

wish to do this for the sake of the bees
alone, hut is it not customary, with the
larger works?

TAKING CAKE OF BEES ON SHARES, ETC.

The implements 1 ordered from you came prompt-
ly to hand, and I am well pleased. 1 feel satisfied

that my t hree boys would not take 7.1c for the smok-
er, on account of the fun they have had with it, to

say nothing' of what I expect from it. For the life

of me, I could not think how you tilled the feeder,

as I could see no place for pouring- in the syrup. I

could hardly keep my wife from pulling- oil' the top
so as to till it, insisting that was the only way that it

could be done. But when I referred to your descrip-

tion of it, she remarked, " How simple 1 " I replied,
" So many mysteries are, when explained."

A man about two miles from me has 15 swarms of

bees in old fashioned box-hives and barrels, which
he wishes me to transfer to frames, and take charge
of during the summer. He wishes me to take my
pay out of the increase. We each furnish our own
hives. What share of the increase ought 1 to charge
him? I ask this thinking you may know what is

customary for such work. John H. Brillhart.
Tecumseh, Neb., Feb. 20, 1880.

I am glad, friend B., that you had the
wisdom to consult the price list before com-
plaining. Beginners find a great many
things to inquire about, and I have tried to
meet all their inquiries ; but where they in-

sist on having each thing explained by let-

ter, rather than to go to the price list, and
find it by means of the copious index, I
sometimes find it hard to help them. I hard-
ly know what to say about your taking your
neighbor's bees in the way you speak of, un-
less I tell you to work for him by the day,
and to buy bees enough of him to pay you
for your work. Bees on shares, or in the
way you have mentioned, have caused so
much unneighborly feeling, I can not feel

like advising it. Better reduce everything
to a cash value, and then you will have no
misunderstanding.

FEEDER TO SLIP UNDER THE FRAMES.
I send you by this mail one of my bee feeders.

You see the bees can only reach it from the inside.

No robbing can be done, and it is so easy to fill, that

a boy 10 years old can feed 100 stocks in less than an

hour; besides, it can lie filled so that the bees will

hardly hear you. I have tried several other feeders

and found none to equal this, unless you wish to

feed a lirge amount. For spring stimulating, and
allother feeding in a small way, it is "boss."

You can try It. Should it be better lhan any you
use, give me the credit, if it belongs to me. You can

make and sell them if you choose. If it is of any val-

ue to the bee fraternity, it is well. M. C. Smith.

Starkville, N. Y., Feb. 23, 1880.

This feeder, with others of its class, is

based upon the supposition that there is as
much as -J in. space between the bottom of the
hive and the bottom bars of the frames. In
our apiary, we object to so much space as
this, because the bees soon build little steps
of wax, to walk up to the frames on, or what

you would perhaps call little lumps of wax
at intervals along the bottom board. If you
let the bottom bars come within i inch of
the bottom board, and we can safely do this
with the wired frames that can not sag,
there will be hardly room for any kind of a
feeder, no matter how shallow. The feeder
sent is made of tin, that there may
be as little space used as possible. One end
of tliis shallow pan, as it is, extends out to
the entrance, and has a little hinged door to
cover the end. The feeder is filled by rais-
ing this door. Of course, the entrance must
be well contracted that no robbers may push
in. Friend 8. uses strips of wood to divide
it off something like the Simplicity feeder.
I have never found this necessary with so
shallow a pan. I have used feeders of the
same kind for several years. Last fall, we
fed quite a number of hives in this way, but
for the reasons I have mentioned, I did not
illustrate them. In cool weather, it is some-
what difficult to get the bees to go down to
the bottom board.

ANOTHER ABC SCHOLAR'S REPORT.

I always was afraid of bees, but sometime in June,
'78, 1 saw a neighbor cut a bee-tree, and I got "the
fever" bad. Sept. 13th, '78, I bought 2 stands of

Italian bees, and took my first lesson in bee-culture,

and have been " red h<">t " ever since about bees, and
am not much afraid of them now. My 2 colonies

wintered finely and, in the spring of '79, I bought
one more swarm of Italians. I did not get much
honey; the season was very poor here. My bees
built much new comb, and became very strong, but
did not swarm. About the last of July, '79, 1 sent to

you for a dollar queen. She came all right, Aug. 2d,

was introduced safely, and is doing well. Soon after,

my nephew found a bee-tree, cut it, and saved the
bees, but lost the queen. He also sent to you for a
dollar queen, which came safely and is doing well.

About Aug. 22d, '79, Sammy Keys sent for a dollar

queen to Italianize his one black colony. His new
queen came all right, but three of us could not find

his old black queen, although we looked the hive
through twico. So Sammy sold his new queen to

me, and I made a nucleus for her. I now have, or
rather we have, 3 dollar queens, which are pure, for

they produce the fairest Italians I ever saw.

Nearly all our bee-keepers use the old box-hives.

Some use what they call a " Palace," big enough to

put a cow in. Bee-keepers up with the times don't
use " Palaces." Why do absconding bees generally
go westward? I have only known 3 swarms to go
eastward, while many have gone west.

I must think you mistaken, friend S., in
your idea that bees generally go west, and
if they do, I think that the reason is owing
to something else than the simple point of
the compass. With us, swarms generally
go to the north-east; but I have supposed it

is because pasturage is more plentiful near
the river that Hows within about a mile in
that direction. The bees surely have not
been reading, and profiting by, Horace
Greeley's advice?

DO BEES EAT MORE HONEY IN MILD, OR IN SEVERE
WINTEKS?

Will bees eat more honey in a mild, open winter
like this present one. than in a winter like lust one?
Our bees have been flyinjj nearly every week up to
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the present time. They carry out very few dead
bees, and are looking very clean and bright. I will

close by wishing Gleanings could come every week.
Adamsville, O., Feb. 18, '80. G. R. Shirer.

I think bees, as a general thing, will con-
sume less stores during a mild winter than a
severe one, else our statements that cellar

wintering saves so much honey can hardly
be correct. But, for all this, a colony with a
young queen and plenty of pollen might
raise so much more brood during a warm
winter, that they would really consume
more honey than during a severe winter,
and, in some instances, very much more.
Thus you see there are several circumstan-
ces to be taken into consideration, before we
can answer such a question intelligently.
It should be borne in mind that any colony
is liable to use up their stores unexpectedly,
and therefore we have almost no absolute
safeguard against starvation, or suffering
for scanty stores, except in carefully exam-
ining the* condition of our hives frequently,
especially during the spring months.

ITALIANS ROBBING BLACKS. SEE PAGE T6.

I find upon examination that the colony which
seems to be pestered most by my Italians has a good
queen, and brood in all stages. Now, I presume you
see that the "fault" is not altogether in their own-
er, as you suggest. It is my old black colony that is

pestered, and the Italians seem at every chance to

be at their Bame habit, robbing. My idea is that the
Italian bee is endowed with a natural instinct for

such conduct, and that there is no remedy except
closing the entrance, when they once get a start on
the black bees. In conclusion, I will say thanks for

your instructions, and will submit this to your dis-

posal. B. C. Ballow.
Owaneco, 111., Feb. 18, 1880.

Beg pardon, friend B., if your colony was
not queenless, after all. But I would still

say that I think it is a particular colony of
Italians, or it may be a particular strain of
Italian blood, that shows such a disposition
to pilfer from the common bees. I say this,
because the great majority are so fully agreed
that Italians, as a general thing, are not
more disposed to steal than the common
bees. Thev are certainly more energetic
and industrious, and this will often account
for their rinding weak colonies where com-
mon bees would not.

ADULTERATED COMB HONEY.

I send by this mail a sample of honey, so called. I

purchased the section from which this sample was
taken in Cleveland, from a case marked G. B. Bar-
tholomew, Ulster, Pa., manufacturer of patent bee-
hives and fancy honey. I think this will not prove
your article correct, which recently appeared in

Gleanings, stating that the claimed adulteration of

honey is a scare, and without foundation. Such vile

stuff as this has been in the Cleveland market year
after year. The only redeeming feature in this in-

stance is that over -10 per cent is wood and glass.

J. B. Hains.
Bedford, Cuyahoga Co., O., Feb. 28, 1880.

The sample of comb honey is not good,
and I should not think it would be salable,
in any market, but I feel sure, friend H.,
that it is pure honey. It is dark colored.

and not of pleasant taste, but it is exactly
like what I have many times taken from old
box hives, in localities where there is fall

pasturage from rank weeds. I should say a
part of it was buckwheat, and its being par-
tially candied seems to have made it still

more unpalatable. If we were going to have
adulterated honey stored in the combs, it

would be almost as cheap to have it white
and hue looking, as to have it like this ; for
sugar and glucose make a syrup whiter than
any honey. If I were to look for adultera-
ted comb honey, I should be most suspicious
of the whitest and fairest.

ACCOUNT BOOK FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

I wish you would get some convenient form of ac-

count book, with appropriate headings, for keeping
accounts with the apiary. Let the size be about 3'i

by 5'
s or 4 by 6 in., 54 or % of an inch thick. I think

they would be used by nearly all of your customers.

I certainly would like one, for I feel that such a book
is actually needed, with printed headings, so that

anyone could keep an accurate account with his api-

ary, and many would feel interested to do so if they

could be properly started in book-keeping.

W. O. Sweet.
West Mansfield, Bristol Co., Mass., Feb. 25, 1880.

All right, friend S. I have been studying
on just such a book for more than two years
past. As I have not yet decided on any-
thing to suit me, suppose the friends try
their hands—and heads—at it. I will send
Gleanings one year, to the one who will

send me a blank page ruled and labeled just
as we want it. If convenient, make it the
size of a page of Gleanings, and then we
can print the pages cheaply on our press.
What is it, boys, that we want this book to
tell, and how do we want the different heads
arrangedV

CHAFF HIVES WITH ABC SCHOLARS.

One year ago I sent for a sample copy of Glean-
ings. I had one swarm in a box-hive. I became in-

terested in Gleanings, sent for a sample hive, then
sent for ABC, bought a saw to make hives with,

and then bought one more swarm, so I had two, as di-

rected in A B C. Mr. Lawson transferred one for

me, and I transferred the other. During the sum-
mer, I increased to six. I put one in a chaff hive

about the first of Sept., and the way brood-rearing

was kept up in that hive was a caution. When the

others had suspended, these were going all the time,

and went into winter strong in bees. Give me the

chaff hive all the time for winter. Thinking it good
policy, " in time of peace to prepare for war," I have
my hives and frames all ready for the coming cam-
paign's 1 expect to increase to 18. Some bees In

this vicinity have starved. The other day a small

swarm came and settled on one of my chaff hives.

.

CORN-SILK VERSUS CHAFF.

I put 2 swarms away for winter packed in corn-

silks, and I like that better than chaff, as it is warm-
er. Frank McGlade.
Centerville, O.

Perhaps some of you new comers may
think it a big story, when you read in the
ABC, that if your hives and apiary are all

in readiness, like friend M.'s, bees will come
and ask to be taken care of. You see the
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above statement corroborates it. I should
think corn silk would do very well, but
where are we to get enough of it?

BEES TO LOOK AT, OR BEES FOR HONEY.

I am anew beginner, but have had bees the last 4

years. A year ago last season, I had only 5 stands of

bees, but got more honey than my little family could

use during the next year to come. That gave me
the beginning of the bee fever. I thought I was
netting a bis- surplus from my 5 colonies, although
it was but a little over 100 lb., until I heard of others

getting such great yields that it laid me clear back
in the shade, where the sun won't strike me for a

week. I now have 13 colonies, 3 Italians, the rest

blacks and hybrids. I received twoqueens last year,

June 3d, and introduced them safely. I gave one to

a colony deprived of its native queen, the other to

an artificial swarm. The first one mentioned led off

a swarm about the 20 th of June, which was some-
what under size. They issued from a hive of 8 frames,

and I put them in the same sized hive, and, to make
them sure, I gave them a frame of brood from the

parent hive. They stored honey in that little hive

until it was surprising to me and every person that

hefted it; it was quite a little load to lift with the

cap off. The hive still remains heavy. It was the

heaviest I had last fall, out of 13 hives, most of

which were larger. The bees of thi3 queen are of a

dark color, showing but two bands, and very cross

also; while the other produces bees of a brighter

color, showing 3 bands plainly, and more docile.

Now, which queen would I better breed from? Let
me have your opinion. Last season was poor here

for surplus honey. Bees made enough to winter on
very nicely, by exchanging frames between the

heavy and light stocks. E. Salisbury.
Ossian, Wells Co., Ind., March 3, 1880.

Friend S., if you want honey, and do not
intend to sell queens, I should be reckless
enough to advise you to raise your queens
from the hybrid queen, rather than from the
other; but I should endeavor to get, if pos-
sible, a purely mated queen as good as the
hybrid. Are you sure your best queen is a
hybrid? These dark colored Italians are
often pronounced hybrids, but our test giv-
en in the ABC will enable even the veriest

novice to decide easily, and that without
very much trouble. Much has been said
about testing the length of the tongues of
the bees by me microscope. I have no ob-
jection to this, but it seems to me we take a

shorter cut by going right into the apiary,
and selecting a queen from the colony that
gives the most honey at a season when hon-
ey is scarce.

QUEEN CELLS FROM NATURAL SWARMING.

In the Jan. No. of Gleanings, page 12, friend

Doollttle tells us how he gets early, natural queens.

When I wish to obtain a large number of such queens

from a selected colony, I practice, in addition to

what he there directs, the following: When the

swarm issues, put it into a hive filled with brood
taken from other stocks. To lesson the probability

of the bees starting a lot of queens from this brood,

for the first week give them plenty of room to store

surplus honey. At the end of that time, remove the

surplus honey room, and confine the bees to the

brood department, and, in a few days; they will

probably issue again leaving a second lot of natural

queen cells. The process can be repeated as long- as

the bees continue to collect honey from natural

sources, or can be induced to swarm by feeding

them.
early drones.

My first Italian queen was received and introduc-

ed in the spring of 1866. As I wished to raise a large

brood of drones at once, 1 took all comb from the

colony with the Italian queen, at the time she was
introduced, and put in its place, in one side of the

hive, four frames filled exclusively with drone comb
and also a division board. Bees were then at work
on fruit blossoms; and, in the course of two weeks,

I had all the drone brood I wanted, and I filled the

rest of the hive with worker comb. I have not re-

peated the experiment, but know of no reason why
one can not, in the same way, get all the drones he
wants, whenever he wants them, by feeding some
substitute for honey and pollen, if the bees are not

collecting it. J. H. Townley.
Tompkins, Jackson Co., Mich., Feb., 1880.

WINTER RAPE AND 7 TOP TURNIP.
I understand that there is a winter variety of rape

seed. I should like to know where it can be found.

John Baker.
New Hudson, Alleghany Co., N. Y\, Mar. 1, 18S0.

Who can tell us about the winter rape? I

sowed some last fall, hoping it would winter
over like the seven-top turnip, but it did
not, even during this mild winter. A win-
ter rape would be a great desideratum. By
the way, is it not possible that seven-top
turnip is winter rape? the seeds are so
much alike I can not tell them apart, and if

the turnip seed only yields oil like the rape,
I suppose that is all we want. It is very
easily raised, and scarcely interferes at ail

with raising another crop on the ground.
The seven-top turnip sowed in Oct., failed

to winter over ; it must be sowed early
enough to make a good top and foliage, to
withstand the frost

PURE FERTILIZATION; WHAT ARE THE CHANCES?

Will you please tell me whether a queen ever goes

outside of the apiary to mate or not? that is, the

apiary in which she is kept. I am a beginner, and
want to Italianize my bees, and want to know wheth-

er I can keep the young queen from mating with

black drones or not. Sam. H. Stokeu.

Buford, Highland Co., O., Mar. :.', 1880.

As a rule, queens will lie fertilized by
drones of some other apiary. This seems to

be a law of nature, to keep up the vitality of
the race. If you are keeping bees for honey,
you will get all the benefit of the Italians,

by allowing them to do so. For the first

fevvseasons.it there are no other Italians
near you, you will raise mostly hybrids, but
as the neighboring bees (those in the forests

too) will, by the same rule, become Italian-

ized more and more every year, you will

soon have stock of your own raising nearly
if not quite pure. There seems to be much
misapprehension in the matter. I heard of
one man who kept his black bees on the oth-
er side of the orchard, that he might raise

pure queens for sale. I am by no means
sure that we want bees absolutely pure, to

get the best results in honey.
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QUEENS BY MAIL, FOUL BROOD IN ITALY, ETC.

1 am glad queens can be sent by mail. Please in-

form me how soon you can send me Italian queens

and price. I notice by the newspapers that foul

brood is making great destruction among the bees

in Italy. How about the healthiness of queens from
there? John S. Calkins.

Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 13, 1880.

We have already, March 3d, tried some
queens by mail, but without very good suc-
cess. If we are forbidden to use the bottles

of water, I am not very sure it is going to be
any great gain, after all; and I have to-day
been thinking I should not care to risk them
much before May, although we can send
them safely by express all winter.

1 too have noticed, by the British Bee Jour-
nal, what is said of foul brood, and as we
have now about all the imported blood that
can be of any great benefit for the present,
perhaps it may be as well to work with what
stock we have for at least one season. Foul
brood has never been known any where in
our vicinity, and I am not at all anxious that
it ever shall be. The greater part of our
customers have, so far, expressed a prefer-
ence for queens from the stock that gathered
so much more honey than the rest, late in
the fall, and we shall probably breed largely
from its queen. She is a fine large queen,
rather light in color, but her bees are rather
dark Italians. Their tongues have been ex-
amined, and pronounced considerably longer
than the average Italians.

FASTENING STARTERS, AND WATER FOR BEES IN
WINTER.

You say, " Mix rosin with the wax, to fasten the

starters into the sections." I have fastened mine
in with melted beeswax alone, giving them what I

call a good stick. Will they be likely to hold? You
have been seeking for some way to water bees (hir-

ing winter. What do you think of the plan of put-

ting a small pane of glass right over the brood nest,

under the chaff cushion, to condense and gather the

moisture? I have tried this in 2 of my hives this

winter, laying the glass on sticks running across the

frames, so the bees can go from frame to frame.

Will it not be enough cooler to be covered with

drops for the bees to sip? and yet, with the cushion

tucked in closely above, will not the heat of the hive

be kept in? D. D. Marsh.
Georgetown, Mass., Feb. 3, 1880.

We put in the rosin, that the wax may be
tougher. This also enables us to use a
smaller quantity. Your pane of glass would
give the bees water, but I am not sure it

would be wholesome water, having been
condensed from their breath, and it would
also spoil the effect of the chaff cushions,
and might cause dampness and even frost, if

the colony was small and the weather very
severe.

The twro following letters wrere addressed
to our friend Townley, and his answers will
be found below them.

ALSIKE CLOVER ; DOES IT PAY FOR HAY?
Some years ago, you esteemed Alsike very highly

for cattle and bees. It would be a favor to the bee
keeping fraternity if, through some one of the bee
journals, you would give your present opinion of it.

So far 1 have not been very successful with it, and

doubt if it yields as much hay as red clover. Per-
haps I don't treat it right. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., Jan. 14, 1880.

1 know of no better forage plant for bees than
Alsike clover, and none equal to it in quality for all

kinds of stock, either for pasture or hay. To yield

a large crop it requires a moist, warm soil, or a wet
season; and, as dry seasons are the rule and wet
ones the exception, it is not generally cultivated, al-

though in favored localities it is quite extensively

grown. J. H. Townley.

FEEDING HONEY IN MARCH.
Will it pay to feed honey to bees about March, if

they have plenty in store? Will they rear brood
sooner? and, if so, should it be fed pure or mixed
with rye flour? How much should be fed daily? If

flour is used, what proportions of each should be ta-

ken? Should it be fed on top of frames or between
them? I have 19 swarms and 3 nuclei, some Ital-

ians and some hybrids. Joel Ressler.
Ypsilanti, Mich.

In this latitude, it will not pay to feed bees honey
in March, merely to stimulate breeding. I am not
satisfied that any general feeding of honey to bees,

for that purpose, in the spring, will pay until after

fruit blossoms. There is no advantage in having
hives crowded with bees until there is honey to col-

lect, and there will not be much of that till white

clover is in blossom. Then, we not only want the

hives filled with bees, but we also want plenty of

brood in the combs, and, in large apiaries where
there is a scarcity of honey between fruit-blossoms

and clover, it will pay to feed bees honey to keep the

queen laying. Gleanings gives full directions for

feeding. I have not tried flour candy, but presume
it would answer every purpose; it is also cheaper
than honey. It will pay to feed meal in the

spring, as early as the bees will work at it, which is

sometimes the first warm day. I use meal made of

about two bushels of oats to one bushel of wheat
screenings, and direct the miller to grind it as fine

as he can. Last spring, the bees in my home apiary

worked all the soiling qualities out of about seven

bushels of it. J. H. Townley.
Tompkins, Jackson Co., Mich.

While I heartily agree with all that is said
of the Alsike, my experience has been rather
different so far as regards spring feeding.
That is, I have sometimes had excellent re-

sults follow from feeding liquid food in
March. At other times, I have been led to
believe that feeding, or trying to feed, liquid
food during cool weather did harm rather
than good. After the weather has become
pretty well settled and warm, there is no
question in regard to the advantage of feed-
ing when the bees are not getting a pretty
fair, supply from the fields. Feeding the
flour candy, if properly done, I believe, is al-

ways productive of good results, and I never
yet saw a colony too strong in March, and
do not know that I ever shall, unless a time
shall come when I have more bees than I

want, because I can sell neither them nor
their honey.

FLOUR FEEDING, — ANOTHER OBJECTION TO IT.

To know the cause of a disease is more than half

its prevention. The first indication of dysentery

among my bees was in the latter part of last month
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(Jan.), after the bees had been carrying in wheat
flour very freely almost every day. The discharges

looked as if small drops of flour paste had been
sprinkled over the hives. As soon as I saw them I

stopped the flour. I have not seen any since. Bees
are bound up by cold and snow. I will report if I

see any more white spots. May not dysentery be
caused by the bees eating pollen to excess, when
honey is scarce? If so, tbe remedy is plenty of feed

(honey). "With the exception of about 100 white spots

seen, my 20 colonies are in perfect health, the most
of them hatching young bees, with hives as clean as

in summer. A. W. Kaye.
Pewee Valley, Ky., Feb. 4, 1880.

Thanks, friend K. Under such circum-
stances, I should stop the flour feeding, as
you did, although it is possible that some-
thing else may have been the primary cause
of the spots.

PAINTING HIVES INSIDE. BAD ADVICE.

In Vol. VI., p. 141, W. W. Hipolite gives his ex-

perience in painting bee -hives inside. From his

article I was induced to try the experiment. In the

summer of 1878, I put uew swarms in 6 hives painted

inside and out. The result was, out of the 6 I lost 5,

and the one that survived was so weak I united it

with another swarm to save the few remaining bees.

The mortality was much greater among those colo-

nies having their hives painted inside, so that it

aroused my suspicion, and I concluded the inside

painting had killed my bees. Your answer to Sam-
uel R. Lipencott, of Indianapolis, Ind., tallies with

my experience. He asks if it would be any advan-

tage to varnish the inside of bee hives. Your an-

swer was, it would doubtless save the bees gumming
it over, but the hive would be more liable to damp-
ness. Will James Parshall, of Union Valley, Mo.,

please report how his bees wintered in those chaff

hives that he painted white inside and outside, and
oblige a reader of Gleanings?

G. J. FLANSBURGII.
Bethlehem Center, Albany Co.. N. Y., Feb. 3, '80.

Thanks for your report, friend F., but if

you put a chaff division board each side of
the cluster, and the usual chaff packing
above them, I do not think there will be any
trouble. This is our usual custom with
chaff hives, whether painted inside or not.
Although I have never tried it, I am inclined
to think I should like the inside of the hive,
and the outside of all the frames, painted
one coat, to prevent the collection of propo-
lis and facilitate its removal.

HOW MANY SWARMS OP BEES CAN UE KEPT IN ONE
APIARY

Where white clover and basswood are plenty? Do
you keep yours in one apiary? A. S. Peck.
Wattsburgh, Erie Co., Penn., Feb. 1, '80.

I should say, judging from the reports of
years past, that from 50 to 100 are as many
as it would be advisable to keep in one
apiary, where honey is the object. If one is

raising queens largely, as we are, the num-
ber may, during a part of the season, run up
as high as 500. When clover and basswood
are in full bloom, it may take nearly 500
stocks to gather all in a radius of their flight

;

but, at other seasons of the year, there would
probably be far too many for the locality.

We. need to have experiments in the matter,

by setting hives on scales at different points,
so that we can see at a glance their daily in-

crease in weight.

CELLAR WINTERING DURING A WARM WINTER.
Friend Root: —I see you ask friend Miller how he

kept his bees which are in the cellar in the hives
during the warm January just past. I will tell you
how I put mine in the cellar. Last fall, I took all

stoppings out, took the top off, and left them all

open. If the bottoms were loose, I would raise the

hive one inch, and leave nothing but the walls of

tbe hive about them. My 30 stocks are all in good
condition now.

A SHORT CHAPTER ON BEE-HUNTING.
One year ago, I was cutting bees out of a tree 12

feet high, and fell on my head and shoulders, break-
ing my breast bone and some ribs, and hurting my
neck and head. The left side is numb yet. Excuse
my bad writing. A. G. Foster.
Ottawa, 111., March 1, 1880.

Your plan works tip-top, some winters,
friend P.-, and then again it don't work. I
have had the bees come out of the hives so
as to cover the cellar bottom when the tops
were left off, even when not a ray of light
was visible anywhere. I have had this hap-
pen so many times, when we have had ex-
cessively warm weather in the winter, that I
have given up in-door wintering. When
they want to get out, I want them to get out.
Truly. friend^F., you have earned the right
to the title of "scarred veteran," if anybody
has. Will our bee-hunting boys please take
it as a warning to be careful?

MARKING THE QUEEN.

It seems our cartoon of last July is destin-
ed to work out some good, after all. Read

:

Friend Boot, you seem to be a progressive man,
and I am going to ask you to help me make another
improvement in apiculture. My idea is to stain the

wings of the queen with some liquid dye that will

not injure the wings or the bees,— some bright col-

or, say red, or any other that can be easily put on
and readily seen, at any time when the queen is in

sight, for the purpose of quickly finding her when
wanted. This need not be done until after she is

impregnated, and can be done with a light brush.

It can be done (if at all) before you send your queens
out, so that your customers will be glad to get

queens that can always be readily found, a thing

that is often very diflicuilt in large swarms or clus-

ters, especially for persons with little experience. I

wrote A. J. Cook whose answer is inclosed. I do not

think a paste is the thing. It woul I daub and load

the wings. My idea is to use a liquid that will dry
quickly and leave the wings unincumbered.
Sandusky, O., Feb. 24, '80. Lee Chambers.

Remarks by Prof. Cook.

Your suggestion as to staining the queen so as to

make her readily distinguished is a valuable one. I

have often stained bees in my experiments, but
never for the purpose you mention. Aniline dye is

'-fiimi for coloring. I will experiment as to best paste

and write you again. Remember, aniline is a poison.

The paste must be such as will not be oaten by the

bees. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 28, 1880.

Who will tell us what color will make her
most conspicuous? If her wings could be
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made perfectly white, it seems to me my eye
would catch it quickest, but you must re-
member I am somewhat "color blind." I
agree with you, friend C, it must not be I

any thing that the bees will pick at, or that
will load the queen in the least, for that

'

would impair her usefulness.

FROM OUR YOUNG FRIEND O. F. BOWEN AGAIN.

The imported queen you let me have [see Nov. No.
p. 458] is doing nicely. She is a large, proliflio " mis-

I

tress." Her bees found the provender, when I put
it out, the first of any in the apiary. I do love to '

work among the bees. When I tirst commenced,
stings swelled badly, and I was actually afraid of the
little fellows anyhow. But now, after having been
stung many hundred times, I do not fear them, and I

the stings produce no other effect than a little

smarting. For one, I am glad that you feel charita-

bly toward friend Alley. He has dealt honorably
with me. At one time, I asked for a queen on cred-
fc, which he kindly granted. It was more than one
month before I had the cash for him. I believe he
is trying to be a good man and please all his custom-
ers.

Friend Root, some of us A B C boys would feel
j

more free to write you if we had not the idea that
|

you have too much on your mind already to bother
with us. We are all apt to undertake too much, I

judge by myself. Is this the correct way?
Otis F. Bowen.

Randolph, Cattaraugus Co., N. Y., March 1, 1880.

I assure you, friend B., I have never
thought of its being a bother to read the let-

ters of the ABC class ; on the contrary, I
have felt as if it was the especial work that
God had given me in life. It is true, I can
not always answer all your letters as fully as
I would like to do, but I can usually at least
indicate to you where your answers are to
be found, and I am always glad to hear from
you in regard to all your wants and wishes
in life.

FEEDING MOLASSES, AND CROSS BEES.
I was stung to-day while feeding my bees molasses

and water placed on old comb, which they refuse to

eat. They are the common black bees, with a tenden-
oy to alight on the back part of my head, become en-

tangled in my haiv, and then sting.

II. M. Nicholson.
Camden, N. J., Feb. 27, 1880.

During a time of great dearth of honey, I

bees will sometimes eat common molasses,
but not as a general thing. They will take
maple at any time almost, especially if it is

nice. From your very vivid description,
friend N., I think a great many of us must
have a few bees, at least distantly related to
yours. When a bee gets on the back part
of my head, I get him off before he has time
to sting. If he goes right back again, and
shows that he is bent on mischief, I spat
him just enough to make him lie still awhile,
but not kill him, then lay him on the top of
a hive where he can meditate on the sinful-
ness of letting his "angry passions rise."
After awhile, he gets up and flies away, I
hope with a wiser, if not sadder, opinion of
his owner. Of late, I seldom kill a cross
bee, and I do not often get stung either, un-
less some imprudence in the grounds has
started robbing.

GIVING THEM "ENOUGH" (?).

My bees are all right yet, and have plenty of stores.

I don't know how they will get through. I have ex-
amined 2 hives. They have no brood, for they have
no room. So I put one empty frame in, and took
out one with honey, to give them a chance to raise

brood. I shall watch them, however, and put it back
if needed. I fed 4 swarms 100 lb. coffee sugar and 50

lb. of honey, and 1 had :50 lb. and 2 had 18 lb. each, and
to the one out of the woods I fed their own honey,
about 30 lb., and for the remainder, sugar syrup. So
you see they won't suffer. "Costly bees" aren't

they? But I am not discouraged a bit, for I think
they will pay me yet. I am on my farm, and it cost

me nearly $400.00 without paying much the first two
years, but now it commences to pay. I write this to

show that I know that a person must pay out before
he can receive anything. I like the bees and honey,
and I mean to make it a success if I can.

EXTRACTING RIGHT BY THE HIVES.

Please let me know whether to extract right by
the hives, or whether I must take the frames into

the house and extract, and take them back to the

hive. Henry L. Warstleh.
St. John, Clinton Co., Mich., Feb., 1880.

Truly, friend W., your bees ought to be
"fat," by this time; it is so seldom anyone
feeds too much, I had hardly thought to
give a caution against that extreme. Are
you sure they did not have a circle of empty
cells, in which to cluster, in at least two of
the central combs? When honey is coming
in daily, I have seen a hive so tilled with
honey as to cramp the queen, but I can
hardly say I ever saw such the case after
they had been through the winter, for they
usually consume the honey about as fast as
they want extra cells. However, your ex-
treme is a very safe one, and I think you
will come out a "big bee-keeper," if you ad-
here to your position, of course not carrying
it to too great extremes.
You can set your extractor right by the

hives when honey is coming in so abundant-
ly that the bees will not stop to rob, but at
no other time. Where one has but few
hives, he may get along, if he hurries
through, and gets his things out of the way
or covered up, but it is very apt to start rob-
bing, and his lirst warning may perhaps be
that cool quiet way of stinging, without so
much as even a warning note, that many of
you are but too well acquainted with. I
think you would better have a honey house,
and have your extractor neatly and perma-
nently fixed for the work.

CAGES ALL OF WOOD INSTEAD OF WIRE CLOTH.

Our bees packed in fine hay have wintered finely

on their summer stand. No losses. Hike the Brooks
mailing cage with your modification, but think sev-

eral saw cuts, instead of the wide slots, would be

safer and stronger, unless the cover is quite thick.

T. F. Bingham.
Otsego. Mich., Mar. 8, 1880.

You may remember that I paid friend Sco-
vell, a few years ago, $25.00 for a queen cage
all of wood. After using a few hundred of
them, three objections presented themselves:
the bees sometimes got their heads stuck in
the grooves ; the wood bars did not seem to

answer so well for allowing the bees to get
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acquainted with the queen while being in-
troduced; and last, and most important of
all, one could not see the bees and queen
through the wood bars, as he can through
wire cloth. This last is a very important
matter, for we are in a world of careless peo-
ple, and I am sorry to say our customers are
just about as likely to make mistakes as our
own clerks. As an illustration, we have had
complaints several times this spring, that
certain articles were not in the package.
Now this has been such a sore point with us.
clerks and all, that we are more particular
than you perhaps have any idea of. Well,
after our most careful clerk had shown us
his check mark on the order, showing almost
conclusively that the article was in the box,
we have written back as much. What do
you think? Almost every time, the article
is found ; it had been overlooked in the sha-
vings, or had been thoughtlessly laid some-
where out of sight. In case they could not
find it, I have always sent another. Do you
not see, my friends, this is pretty hard upon
us? To be frank with you, I uuist say some
of you—perhaps it is mostly the younger
ones—are very careless, and I do not know
but heedless would be the right word.
When you open a box, let it be done on a
clean table, or a clean place on the floor, and
send the children all so far away that they
will not "confiscate" anything that may
please them, and then very carefully check
off the articles, just as we do when we put
them up. On our part, we will make it a
study to do all we can, to pack things so you
can not well lose them. Now as to queens:
if we use a cage that does not permit of the
queen's being readily seen and recognized,
we leave the door open to dispute as to
whether a queen was sent; whereas, if we
make the cage so that the one who puts her
up, and the clerk who mails the package, as
well as the purchaser who receives it, can
see her at a glance, we are relieved at once
from what has proven by past experience to
be quite a responsibility where queens are
sent out by the hundreds. STou see, by
simply moving back the slide, our cage meets
all these requirements.

QUILLS FOR GETTING STRAGGLING BEES OFF THE
SECTK >NS.

Friend F. sends the following in addition
to the remarks on page 170 :

I think there can be nothing better or nicer for

brushing bees from combs, and especially for clean-

ing the few straggling bees off the surplus sections

when taking them off. G. J. Flansburgh.
Bethlehem Center, N. Y., Mar. 10, 1880.

DISCOURAGED, BUT HOPES ARE NOT QUITE BLASTED.

I am an old veteran in bee-keeping, over 60 years

of age. I have kept bees from boyhood. I learned

in the dear school of experience. For over 90 years,

I never saw a word in print on bee-culture; but at

last the revolution in bee-culture came, with plenty

of books, patent, movable-frame hives, and Italian

bees. Well, I took hold of all of them, and now how
is it? Why, bees multiply with me until I do not

know what to do with them. I have now in my .yard

70 strong stocks of Italian bees, and I cannot sell

bees at any price or honey either. Last season I

sold a barrel of pure extracted hooey to parties in

Pittsburgh. They turned out to be rascals, and I

lost it all. Some years back, I made money in the
bee business, but now I can make nothing in this

country. Men will look after everything but bees*

I am getting too old to go out from home as I used to

do, so it is at a stand, and I see no use in going to

any more expense, unless they will pay. I would
take Gleanings, but I make no money and have no
help to get alongr. William Reynolds.
Bolivar, Westmoreland., Co., Penn., Mar. 6, 1880.

So. friend R., it seems you have no troub-
le so far as getting the bees and honey is

concerned, but the trouble is in getting rid
of them after you have them. It may look
as if I had a selfish motive in it, but I must
say I think you have lost by not having i

bee journal. If you will tell us the name of
the persons who will not pay you for your
honey, perhaps we may do something for
you yet. With the great demand there is

for bees, it seems to me they must sell, if

those wanting to purchase only knew you
had them. Perhaps this notice may send
you inquiries enough so you can afford to
send for Gleanings. Meanwhile, when
you have honey on hand you can not sell,

just let me know, and I think I can find you
a buyer that will at least pay you enough to
cover cost of production, and may be a little

more. Selling honey in those cheap tin pails
bids fair to start enough of a market so that
perhaps I can take a little of it, when it is

offered pretty low.

first swarms going to the woods, etc.

I have 139 colonies now, having only lost one that

I know of, so far this winter. They had a splendid

tiy last week, and even brought pollen quite freely.

I noticed in several numbers of Gleanings last

fall, that a great many seem to have trouble about
bees leaving them and going to the wood^, also with
first swarms going together when they swarm; and
I have never seen any efficient and practical remedy,
or course, recommended to prevent or avoid these

difficulties. Now it seems to me that every practi-

cal bee-keeper ought to know how to manage so as

to avoid anything of the kind; tor it does not foster

a very pleasant feeling to see a large swarm moving
off to the woods, saying, "Good-bye, anxious friends ;

we go to seek a better country." Now we will just

say that we believe a little experience and tact will

overcome these difficulties entirely, as we have not

had a swarm leave for the woods in the last 8 years,

or two large ones go together; and we have kept, in

this time, from 80 to 200 swarms. N. N. Shepakd.
Cochranton, Pa., Mar. 5, 1880.

I entirely agree with you, friend S., that
we can not afford, and need not have, bees
going off in that style. Does not the A B C
tell how such things may be prevented?

queens that keep a daughteh to help them.

The queen alluded to on page 497, Vol. VII., has

gone to the land where all good queens go. She left

a daughter that has inherited the same disposition;

that is, good nature and a love of company. So she

has a daughter helping her In her household duties.

I have wintered my bees, 15 colonies, without any
loss. Tn fact, during the three years that I have

been keeping bees, I have never lost a colony, for

which, thanks to Gleanings. S. H. Lane,

Whituetowu, Iiid., March 10, 1880.
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$ch§ and §mrty§.

CALIFORNIA.

"V\ f ^ intercourse with neighboring bee-keepers

I
*/"[ leads me to conclude that there will be fewer—

' bees in this county to begin the season with,

than we had two years ago, and not in as good con-

dition as then.

SENDING HONEY ACROSS THE OCEAN.

Most of those who shipped honey from their crop

of 1878 to London and other European markets, have
received their account of sales during the past

month, and report unfavorably in most cases, as the

leakage and about a dozen unlooked-for incidental

expenses reduce the net returns to less than what
they could have realized in San Francisco nearly a

year and a half ago. Nathan H. Shaw.
San Buenaventura, Ventura Co., Cal., Feb. 30, 1880.

[I am very sorry indeed that the plan of sending
honey abroad has turned out to be so unprofitable.

Perhaps, after all, we shall be happier and better to

be obliged to rely more upon our home markets.]

Why don't you tell us in Gleanings what you can
furnish ink for by the dozen bottles. We all use ink
more or less, but we don't want a gross, or a jug
full; yet we can any of us take a dozen bottles, es-

pecially to help a friend in trouble, even if it should

cost as much as we would have to give at home. 1

think if the whole four thousand of us were each to

take a dozen bottles, it would give our friend a lift;

what say you, brother bee keepers?
Bees are all alive yet, and doing well, with no

signs of dwindling. Wm. L. King.
Benton Harbor, Mich., Feb. 11, 1880.

Please accept my smiles for tho smoker which
came all right, and seems to work well. I don't

have to spit or tramp on it, to make the fire go out

after I am through using it, as is the case with a
cotton rag, and then after all find it is not put out.

Pawnee City, Neb., Feb. 18, '80. C. K. Miles.

WINTERING ON CANDY ALONE.
One small, late swarm that I put in my cellar had

no honey in the fall, and I have kept them on candy
all winter. Do you think such a swarm is worth
bothering with and will they amount to any thing?

Coriuna Center, Me., Feb. 19, '80. C. B. Ellis.

[To be sure, they will amount to something. Keep
on with your candy, aud, if it contains flour so that

they can go on breeding, they may prove the best

colony in your apiary.]

NEW USE FOR SIMPLICITY SMOKER.
I got the extractor aud sections about ten days

ago, and am much pleased with them. We have had
some rare sport with the Simplicity smoker. Itgoes

under the name of "Jumper," and I tell you it's fun
when some one who has not seen it work goes to

smell the nozzle, to just press the bellows a little and
let them get the puff of cold air in the face; then
you will see them jump. W. J. Ellison.
Stateburg, S. C, Feb. 27, 1880.

I am one of your ABC scholars, or, at least, I

want to be. For 15 years, I have been pretending to

keep a few bees in box-hives, without giving them
any attention, and, of course, 1 have had bad luck.

I got one of your ABC books last year, and one

colony of Italians from one of my neighbors. The
colony is in a movable frame hive said to be a Lang-
stroth hive. I took 50ft. of good honey from it last

June. I had 3 old box-hives, and took 10fl>. from
each; so you know I am carried away with the Ital-

ians. They seem to be doing well. On the 10th int.,

they were working strong, and bringing in loads of

pollen from the tag alder while the ground was
partly covered with snow, but it was as pleasant as

April. J. D. Cooper.
Traveller's Rest, S. Carolina, Feb. 12, 1880.

Bless your lawn chaff hives ! While the neighbors'

colonies are dying, ours are, so far, all right. They
use a packed Kfdder. The last few days were very
warm, and the bees proceeded to clean house finely.

Jennie Leete.
West Amboy, N. Y., March 1, '80.

[If the Kidder hives were properly packed, I do
not know why they should not do well in them, un-

less it is on account of the patent. It really seems
as if the simple fact of a hive's being patented was
enough to bring a curse on it, ere it has been in use
many seasons.]

I have 32 swarms of bees in the cellar. I took

them out and gave them a fly the middle of Jan.

They were all right but two, which went into other

hives. Last season I got 1,800ft. of honey from 19

old swarms and got 21 new swarms and 80 new combs
made. Fayette Lee.
Cokato, Minn., Jan. 28, 1880.

[The swarming out and going into other hives is

an especial feature of weak colonies. Instead of in-

creasing 19 to 40 and then going back to 32, would It

not have been better to have kept them 32 all the

time? As you did so well in getting 1,800ft. from 19

colonies, I guess we will not find much fault, no
matter how you did it.]

"MULTUM IN PARVO."
Mr. Niwice:— Hold your breath one minute; the

idea of box making is not new. The Seal-of-North-

Caroliua Smoking Tobacco is put up in such boxes
with lid aud bottom as you describe. — To fill a small

vial with water or honey, suck the air out, hold your
finger over the mouth of the vial, and immerse it in

honey or water, or use a svringe. —A good winter-

passage tool is an inch tube of tin, with a spring in-

side to through out the comb; I have been using

one for two winters. — I have also been using fdn.

full size, in section boxes, and like it better than

starters. The beescarried the first pollen Jan. 9, '80.

Alice Hofstatter.
Louisville, Ky., Feb 5, 1880.

Alfalfa, and California sage.

I see Mr. K., in speaking of Alfalfa is not quite

right about it. Alfalfa is the name given to Lucerne
in Chili, and so was sent to Cal. under that name;
and you will find that the Alfalfa differs slightly

from Lucerne owing to its being acclimated in Chill.

We never had any genuine Lucerne in this state,

until lately.

Also you speak about wanting seeds of three kinds

of Sage from this state. Now those best informed

tell me that there are but two kinds, — the white, and
the black which is so called in contradistiction to

white. The black is also called blue, from its slight-

ly blue flower, and button sage, as its seeds are in

buttons very similar to horehound. No seed can be

gathered now, but in early fall there is plenty of
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black here, and I will try to send you some next fall.

L. L. Botler.
Los Gatos, Cal., Jan. 2T, 1880.

PAPER FOR SMOKERS; AND ONE BINGHAM SMOKEK
FOUND AT LAST THAT "GOES OUT."

Friend Root:—As you seem to know everything

(with a little help from your wife, when you get in a

corner where you can't wiggle out), I would like to

know if paper, such as Mr. Nellis recommended last

season, is a success to use in smokers. What do
Doolittle, Cook, and other extensive honey-produc-

ers use for their smokers? I have a Bingham, but

It sometimes "fizzles " when loaded with stove-wood,

and makes me feel like choking Bingham (but then,

you know, if I should see him I would run). Last

season was a poor season, but my bees are all strong,

and have plenty of honey. D. G. Webster.
Fark's Corners, III., March 8, 1880.

[To be frank, I have never tried paper for smo-
kers, because it is too expensive. Our paper, even
the poorest old scraps, is worth several cents per lb.,

while rotten elm wood can be gathered almost any-

where by the wagon-load. Would it not be better,

friend W., to feel like getting a load of wood and
drying it, in place of choking anj body? When these

tempers of ours come up, they can be made very
useful if they are only switched around into some
useful channel, such as getting a load of wood and
the like.]

STENCIL PLATES FOR MARKING HIVES.

Tell A. H. Duff to cut his stencil plates out of a

sheet of good writing paper. If he can't cut nice

letters, he can get some schoolboy to do it, who will

just think it fun. Of course, they won't last like

metal, but, after he gets one plate, he can make im-

pressions on paper, and make a new plate from
that, by cutting as at first. H. C. Johnson.
Reesville, O., March 6, 1880.

[Very good, friend J. The large, printed letters

which graced your sheet in the form of a pretty

scroll seem, at first sight, as if they must have been

made with a printing-press; but since you mention
It, I remember that the boys in our japan room
make the lettering for our honey-pails in much the

same way, except that they use a peculiar kind of

hard, stiff paper, that looks something like thin

parchment. A great many of these things can be

made at home evenings, just as well as to pay others

a big price for doing it.]

HOW OUR FRIEND GOT SICK.

I shall subscribe for Gleanings just as soon as I

can get on my feet again. I am sick. Eudorsing-

notes-for-other-parties is what ails me.
Henry J. King.

Charlotte, Eaton Co., Mich., Feb. 21, 1880.

[Cheer up, friend K., and get well as fast as you
can. Your experience m»y be providential after all,

in warning some of our A B C boys against similar

mishaps. Pay as you go, and it will then be an easy

matter to advise others to do the same.]

A WORD DIRECT FROM OHR OLD FRIEND' LANG-
STROTH.

I am still suffering so much from my head as to

be unable to take any interest In my old pursuits.

Oxford, O., Mar. 2, 1880. L. L. L.

[Thank God, friend L , that you arc able to write

thus much. We will pray that you may be spared

to enjoy work with the bees again this season, and

that we may have some more of your kind cheering
letters again. Now, a word to our readers: Friend
L., when he is able to write, can get a moderate sal-

ary from his pen. When his health fails, that salary
stops, unless he is remembered from time to time,
by some of his old friends. Suppose we give him a
small salary any way; and, to start it, I will send
him $10.00 the first of Jan. every year. Who will

send it for Feb., and so on? Of course, several will

club together, where they choose. In paying our
ministers it has been found much better to get a
subscription of so much a year, right along, than to

get irregular sums, given as one happens to feel like

it. How much will you give friend L. a year?]

SPIDER AND SIMPSON PLANTS.
Friend Root:—If M. Riser (page 125, March Glean-

ings) falls short of plants of " Simpson" or " Spi-

der," we can bring up the rear with a few thousand.
We have transplanted plants of both now in good
condition, March 19th. Three Sunday-school schol-

ars here send greetings to brother Hale, of West
Virginia, and his class, on the Spider and Simpson
plants. They take a hand at other plants besides.

One is in the ABC, and she is going to make an ex-

pert. G. W. Thompson.
Stelton, N. J., March 19, 1880.

[Thanks. Although our greenhouse is doing won-
ders, or at least we inexperienced ones think so, I

fear we shall not raise as many as we wish for our
own use.

Friend J. K. Greenough, of Mechanicsburgh, Cham-
paign Co., O., also writes us that he intends to have
Simpson honey-plants and Spider plants ready for

sale by the 1st of May, I presume at about the prices

given by M. Riser, p. 125, March No. Who else has
some ready to send out?]

FOUNDATION FOR SURPLITS BOXES.
Some say 8 ft. to the pound is light enough for sur-

plus section boxes, where the section is to be filled

nearly full. I have heard quite a number say the
thin, flat-bottomed fdn. would sag very badly in hot
weather. I ihink the fdn. 12 feet to the pound too

light for any kind of use. How would 9 feet to the
pound do? Also, would you prefer triangular or

square pieces as starters in sections?

D. W. Fletcher.
Lansingville, Tompkins Co., N. Y., March 17, 1880.

[The matter is very much undecided, but I feel

quite certain thnt anything thicker ihan 10 or 12 ft.

to the pound will be liable to show itself in the

comb honey. Where the hives are not to be shipped
after being put up, we can nearly fill ihe section. I

have never known the bees to stretch fdn. in the

surplus boxes to do any harm; but if the very light

fdn. should thus stretch, triangular pieces would
give a larger base of support in proportion to the

amount of surface covered by the bees, and would,
without question, give additional security.]

T have got through the winter, so far, without the

loss of a single colony of bees; and I attribute it to

the fact that thev were well supplied (for the first

time) with pure, sealed honey. D. B. Teague.
West Milton, Miami Co., O., March 12, 1880.

Ono-half of my bees have already died this winter.

They were in the Mitchell hive. I am out only $4.00

for the patent, and the making of a few hives.

N. J. Morton.
Otto, Cattaraugus Co., N. Y., Maroh 18, 1880.
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MRS. COTTON AND HER AFFIDAVITS.

I received a circular on bee oulture, &c, from one

Mrs. Lizzie E. Cotton, West Gorhara, Me. To satis-

fy myself as to the genuineness of her plan, I wrote

to J. A. Watterman, Justice of Peace. He told me
she made oath about her plan before him, but he
knew nothing as to its merits, &c. He referred me
to the post master at West Gorham. He states that

he knows nothing about it; that he has no faith in

it, but does not tell his reason, and refers me to you.

Two others and myself are about ready to send for

her plan, if we can be assured of its success.

M. M. Harvey.
Harveysburg, Warren Co., O., Mar. 15, 1880.

[Vou can see, my friends, how she obtained her

affidavits, and what her own townspeople think of

her. Those who build up an honest business in a

town, as a general thing, are spoken of by their

townsmen with pride and pleasure.]

HOME MADE SMOKERS.

1 made a Simplicity, cold-blast smoker from direc-

tions in last year's Gleanings, and it works first-

rate. Total cost, except time, 30c. Wm. Dyke.
Eureka, Greenwood Co., Kansas, Mar. 7, 1880.

[Thanks, friend D. It gives as much, or more,
pleasure, to hear that my instructions have enabled
you to make your own goods, as it does to make
them.]

LOOK OTJT FOR SMOKY WEATHER.

I received the smoker in good trim. It works
splendidly. If you notice the atmosphere's being
very smokv about fruit-bloom, you caD just set it

down that I am transferring. The bees are doing
finely now. They were carrying in pollen to-day

from daylight to dark, and have been for the past

week. A. H. Duff.
Flat Ridge, O., March i, 1880.

[Thank you, friend D. If it does get smoky, we
shall know exactly what the matter is.]

Why not magnetize the nose of the "pliers for set-

ting tacks into frames in transferring?"

Nokomis, 111 , Mar. 6, 1880. Eastebday.
[Why not? sure enough. I am sure, friend E., we

are all much obliged for the suggestion.]

CALIFORNIA.
The last three days have given us 7 inches of rain,

which ensures us a crop of honey the coming sea-

son, so far as rain is concerned. R. Wilkin.
Ban Ruena Ventura, Cal., Feb. 23, 1880.

Our bees have wintered finely, and brought in pol-

len to-day gaily. Mrs. L, Harrison.
Peoria, 111., Feb. 26, 1880.

bees and violets.
My two hives of bees are in splendid condition and

are working every day in my cold frames, which are

filled with single violets all in bloom. H. L. Hand.
Boston, Mass., Mar. 2, 1880.

[Are we to understand, friend R., that your bees
are really working on the violets? If so, we have
still another novelty in the way of homy plants.

Another thing; do you mean that your hives are in

the cold frames, and the bees shut in? I can hard-
ly think this, and yet it does not seem that you have
weather so far north, that would permit of the cold
frames being open "every day" in the fore part of

March, Toll us about it.]

I came very near getting into Blasted Hopes, as

we did not get a pound of surplus honey last year. I

don't know but we may get there yet before the
next honey season comes.

A GRAND MISTAKE.

I committed one grand error last spring (as the

season turned out) in dividing my bees. I had hard
work to get them through the summer with suffi-

cient stores to winter on. I think now that it would
have been much better for me had I built up what I

had, instead of attempting to increase my stock, at

least to the extent that I did, although I divided but
once. John Robinson.
Wayne City, Wayne Co., 111., Feb. 25, 1880.

[It is my opinion, friend R., that more than one of

us have made exactly that grand mistake of divid-

ing a little too fast. Powerful colonies are always
all right; weak ones, wry often, are all wrong.]

Mr. Root: — I have waited on our club as long as I

can. Gleanings must come. I am behind 2 or 3

Nos., so I don't know what is going on. I haven't

heard from "Hutchinson's Babies" for 3 months, or

whether yours has got the "roof off from your house"
yet or not. My own "little fellers" are doing finely.

My bees carried flour 20 days in January and have
not missed over a week in Feb. So you see they are

eating up a good many of my "biscuits." Please let

us hear from bees, and especially from the children.

John Faris.

Chilhowie, Smyth Co., Va., Feb. 25, 1880.

[Can't say about the "brown eyes" at neighbor
Hutebinsons, but we have saved the roof of our
house, by turning the baby outdoors. She got inthe

mud so much, her mother improvised a sidewalk
"run," for her, and now, if you want to see her

"wake up," no matter whether she is at the table or

in bed, just say, "Caddy's sidewalk!"]

keeping square with the world, etc.

I will pay for 6 mo. si bscription to Gleanings, and
perhaps, by that time, I may make the other half;

but I am afraid the money I desire to pay for bees

will have to go for doctor's bill, and other extras.

Amen, if it is the Lord's will. That is best; "Thy
will be done." I will try to keep square with the

world, but my greatest effort is to keep square with
heaven. D. T. Lawrence.
Danmore, Lacka. Co., Pa., Mar. 15, 1880.

[Isn't there a pretty good sermon in the above few
lines, my friends? May the Lord bless and help you
and yours, friend L., and may you always be found
square with the world and heaven too.]

BLACK QUEENS; WHO WANTS THEM?
I have a few black queens which I would like to

dispose of in May, and I would be glad to mail them
to any one desiring blacks, at 25 c. apiece. I only of-

fer them because I expect to replace them with Ital-

ians, and 1 would rather carry them to the P. O. for

some party than to behead them. Our bees are

bringing in pollen, and some honey, though I am not
quite sure but they are stealing the honey some-
where. I have lost one of 11 by robbing, but hope to

save the rest. Bees have wintered well thus far in

this section. J. W. Shull.
Pleasant Dale, Hampshire Co., W. Va., Mar. 1, '80.

You say maple sugar caked is excellent feed for

building up swarms. If bees have plenty of stores,

is it necessary to feed in the spring?

[Of course it in not necessary to feed bees when
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they have plenty of stores, even if they are gather-

ing none; but I am quite sure they will increase

much faster, if a cake of sugar is left over them un-

der the cushions.]

My bees are all hybrids. What is the cheapest and
bost way to Italianize a whole apiary?

[[ cannot tell you the cheapest way to Italianize a

whole apiary much better than I can tell you the

cheapest way to manage your farm, friend S.; so

much depends on circumstances. The ABC book
considers the matter in all its points, I believe. Of
course, the quickest way would be to buy a queen
for each hive, but it would cost less money out, to

buy one queen and raise the rest.]

1 want to know something about sourwood, —how
long it will take to bloom after planting, and, if I

could get plants, whether they would grow on lime-

stone land or not.

[Who will tell us about the sourwood tree?]

How long will it take basswood to bloom after

planting? D. F. Steele.
Gosport, Owen Co., Ind., Mar. 7, 1880.

[From 5 to 10 years; and it will probably take from
15 to 20 for them to bear large crops of honey.]

EIGHT OR TEN FRAME HIVES.

Why is the 10-frame Langstroth hive better than
the 8-frame?

[Bees will be more apt to starve in an 8-frame, un-

less carefully looked after, because the 8 frames
will not hold as much as the 10 frames. Such hives

are also much colder in winter, because there is

scarcely room for a chaff-cushion division-board on
each side of the cluster, where the colony is large.

They have been discarded by the majority of bee-

keepers, if I am correct. Where one raises bees

principally to sell colonies, and his customers will

give as much for a colony in an 8-frame hive, it may
be the most profitable hive for the seller.]

VENTILATION.
When water comes running out of the entrance in

the winter, is it because the hives haven't ventila-

tion enough? and if so, how would you give them
ventilation? When do they need most ventilation—

in winter or summer?
[When water runs out of the hives, I should say it

is certainly for want of ventilation. If the hives are

poorly ventilated in summer, the bees will come out

on the outside. They can not well do this in winter,

and therefore often die. There is no cold draft

through hives packed with chaff or similar materi-

als, because the air passes through it slowly.]

If bees do not have a cold draft through their

hives, then how can they live in the old-fashioned

box-hives, without any protection all summer?
[Bees do not live satisfactorily in the old box-

hives.]
COFFEE SACKING.

Can you furnish me coffee-sacks, of such material

as the sample in this letter? If so, how much a

piece? Jhii an Jackel.
Bell Plain, Shawano Co., Wis., March 18, 1880.

[I presume we could find coffee-sacks, but they

would of course come to more than the material of

which they are made. We will at once take steps to

see how low, per yard, coffee sacking can be fur-

nished. Later: Can furnish the material to in. wide,

at 12 cents per yardj

TEXAS AND YORK STATE, BOTH IN THE SHADE.

Editor Gleanings: — I have just seen the March No.
vf UuittxiiruH. A report; from Tvx«« which 1*/h

"Doolittle in the shade" tempts me to make "a small

report from California."

I commenced in the spring of 1878, with 65 colonies

in poor condition, having just passed through the

drouth of 1877. I increased to 145, took 17,300 lb. ex-

tracted, and 1,500 lb. comb honey. Extracted honey
was almost entirely from brood department. 1 did

the work alone, besides attending to one acre of

corn, and throe times plowing my one acre town lot.

If any bee man has equaled this report, by extract-

ing from brood department, let him stand up.

Santa Paula, Cal., Mar. 11, '80. E. Barbodr.

I have no bees as yet, but have the bee fever

equal to your New Zealand friend in March Glean-
ings. I have Quinby's new book, and, with the

ABC and Gleanings, hope to get ready to keep
bees by spring. I hope I shall not have to come in-

to Blasted Hopes; would much prefer to be in the

Smilery. Miss M. W. McIntire.
Walpole, Norfolk Co., Mass., Mar. 10. 1880.

SUGAR AND POTATOES.
The bees here in Kansas have wintered well, con-

sidering their scanty stores of honey. I am feeding

sugar and sweet potatoes for early brood.

Joseph Michael.
Echo, Douglas Co., Kan., Mar. 11, 1880.

CHAFF HIVES.

I am highly pleased with those chaff hives I got of

you last Dec. It was not long after I received them,
before I put some colonies of bees in them, and af-

ter using them the past winter, I pronounce them
excellent for wintering bees. Dead bees have been
hard to find in front of them. If they are as good
for summer use, I shall be glad.

SYMPHORICARPUS VULGARIS.
Last season, before this plant bloomed, people

were talking about all of the bees starving; but
when it came into bloom, the bees drew out fdn.,

made new comb, and gathered honey so fast as to

encourage any bee-keeper. It was fun to see them
humming over it from morning till night. Its com-
mon name here is "buck bush." J. P. Moore.
Morgan Sta., Pendleton Co., Ky., Mar. 12, 1880.

[We have some in our grounds, and shall be pre-

pared to report on it this season, I hope.]

\cM-%ih f^prfoygnl.

h^jp AST April, I boupht 2 hives of bees, and had a
present of one (they were box hives), and I

thought I would see what I could do. I did

not expect to do much, and intended to use the same
kind of hives, which I did, only making them better;

that is, putting on better tops and painting them.
My :f gave me 7 swarms; but, it being such a poor
season here that only 2 out of the 7 had honey
enough to winter, and not any of them having made
me the least bit of surplus honey, not knowing how
to feed, and not caring to increase my stock much
until I know more about them, I killed all but 4, the

'.i old and one new. These are doing very well so far

as I can tell. The honey I sold from those taken up
paid for those I bought, and for 6 hives I had made,
so 1 am nothing out of pocket, but have 1 good strong

colonies for profits. Alfred L. Day.
Kbuvkhvluj, N. J., Feb, 10, lfe0»
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Shall we receive good at the hand of God, and shall
we not receive evil?—Job, ii. 10.

Just aa we go to press, we get our first installment

of the articles to be furnished by Prank Benton,

dated from Trieste, Austria.

The most beautiful piece of fern work, in the

shape of a motto, that can well be imagined has been
sent us by our friend Rufus Morgan, Bernardino,

California.

Edwin France, Plattesville, Wis., send3 us a bee-

feeder that is rather an improvement on our pep-

per-box feeder. It is more easily made, and cheap-

er, and rather more convenient. We will try to il-

lustrate it next month.

WOOD'S HOUSEHOLD ADVOCATE.
S. S. Wood, 252 Broadway, New York city, keep3

the money we sent for a percentograph, and gives

us no word of reply, although we have written him
three times, and waited over two months for him
to get around.

Another friend, A. Froscher, Titusville, Fla.. not

only ninde a general rejoicing in our family, but

among all the hand* in our works, and the neighbor-

hood round about, by sending two larjre boxes filled

with Florida oranges and lemons. Those who did

not know Florida oranges from the common sorts,

soon found out the difference. Friend F., we feel

grateful, even if we do not all know exactly how to

manifest it.

It is a great task to makeodd-sizid hivc=s, especial-

ly when we are right in the midst of the season; and
inasmuch as I think it a great blunder for you to or-

der them at anytime, I would make a suggestion.

Order our regular-sized frames, shipping-crates, sec-

tions, etc., and when you get them, just set them on
top of your odd-sized box-hives, patent hives, or

whatever they may be. To make a fit, either reduce
or enlarge, as the case may be, the upper edge of

your hives so they will take the ordinary Simplicity

upper story, and then you are all right, and can
work gradually into the uniform standard imple-
ments.

The counter store is just "booming." Since prices

have advanced, I have been obliged many times to

send you cheaper articles than I did at first, for the

same money, and a few things, like the braces,

wrenches, and such staples, have had to bo put on a
higher counter, giving you a better article, of course.

But the most astonishing part of it is, that we have
not yet had a single complaint. We have been so hur-

ried it was at times impossible to make explana-
tions, but you all seem to take it for granted, that

we were doing the best we could, and for this I thank
you more than I can well express. May God bless

you aD for your kindness!

You see, you sent me so many letters that I read

all day, and "scratched" answers on them, and then
read evenings too, and finally I read so much that

ray eyes felt "twisted like," and pretty soon my
brains felt "twisted like" too, and I began to think

of a beefsteak diet again, and another (?) trip to Cal-

ifornia. Now listen, and I will tell you what cured
me: A pitcher of milk, a goblet and a spoon, two
slices of Graham bread, and a Florida orange, taken
three times a day (leave the pitcher, goblet, spoon,

and orange-peel) and getting up at 5 o'clock in the

morning. Under the above prescription my brains

are clear, I read all the letters still, and don't get

very cross either.

CARELESS CORRESPONDENTS.
I wonder if it is wrong to wish to "shake" people

who do not sign their names. A friend from Texas
has written twice complaining that he does not get
his ABC book, and not a sign of an address on
either of Ms postals. On the last, with a great

amount of trouble, we have deciphered "Texas."
Another trouble: A few have asked to have Glean-
ings kept going, saying they would remit soon, and
then, when they remitted, they made no mention of

the fact. The result was, we sent them two copies,

and, after a while, a dun. When you are paying a
debt, by all means say so, when you send the money.
We can not remember you here, any more than we
could remember drops of rain during a summer
shower. We are glad to see you, and the raindrops

too, but you must tfll us who you are.

EARLY AMBER SUGAR CANE SEED, ETC.

I have finally succeeded in getting a quantity of

the best southern grown, early amber sugar cane
seed, which I can furnish for 15c per lb. If sent by
mail, add 18c for bag and postage. From 2 to 3 lbs.

of seed are required per acre, and I think it will pay
all who raise an acre, to have the book, the regular

price of which is $1.00; but I will send it, by mail,

for 750, and include a sample of the sugar made
from the early amber. A sample of the sugar will

also be sent with the seed, even if you get only a 5c

package. The lowest priced mills made (1 horse)

are $55.00; but a $5U.OO one is thought to be cheapest

in the end. The cheapest pans are $30.00, but any
pan used to make maple sugar will answer. Above
are factory prices for goods in Cincinnati; if it will

be any accommodation, I can get mills or pans for

you at 10 per cent off. I can mail you a price list of

larger mills and pans if you desire.

Hundreds are wanting to buy queens, and a great

many are wanting to sell them. One class offers $2

apiece for them, and the other offers them for 50 c.

apiece. They all seem to insist on having them
pass through my hands. Do you not see what a glo-

rious chance I have to make money? I am very
much obliged, my friends, for the confidence you
put in me, but I do not want any such profits; nor

do I want so much responsibility. Willitnot be just

as well for you to put your names in the queen de-

partment and send direct ly to each other? You need
not be afraid to trust each other; I know the great-

er part, if not all of you, are trying to do an honest
business. Get some good queens raised, such as

you would want to keep yourselves, and then tell

me, and I will advertise, free of charge, all you have
ready to send off, in the month of May. Do not be
in haste to count your queens, or to sell them, until

you have really got them laying; then let us hear
from you, and I think there will be no lack of cus-

tomers.
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ur %cm$>
Charity suffereth long, and is kind.—I. Cor , .xiii. 4.

ST seems that there are two extremes to
almost every precept in the Bible, and—

' that it is the business of every one who
strives to build his character on that solid

rock, to try to choose that golden mean,
which will steer us clear of the shoals of
either. I presume there may be those who
have too much charity ; I say I presume there
may be such, for I am not really satisfied

just now, that any one mav have too much
Christian charity for his fellows. I have
emphasized "just now, 1

' because—well, I

will tell you why, after I have told you a lit-

tle story.

Years ago, says an ancient legend, a king
became desirous of knowing directly from
the mouths of his subjects, just what they
thought of him, and his ways of administer-
ing justice to his people. So strongly did
this idea take possession of him. that he one
day resolved to satisfy it by taking off his

royal apparel, or at least covering it up with
the garb of an humble day laborer. Ac-
cordingly he betook himself to the country,
and, as a matter of course, soon fell in with
a laborer returning from his daily work. In
an adroit way, he drew his companion into
conversation, which, ere long, was turned
on the subject of the political state of the
realm. Our friend, it seems, was one who
not only delighted in having an opportunity
of having his say, but also of "speaking out
his mind 1

- pretty freely concerning his neigh-
bors, or anybody else in fact. When the
conversation at length touched on the king
himself, our friend began to censure first

one thing and then the other, until he had
literally picked the poor ruler of his native
land into pieces, and had dwelt on every
fault and failing, real and imaginary, that
anyone ever thought of. You all know how
some people will talk, when they "get to
going' ' about a person or thing. Of course,
you are not one of that kind; it is always
somebody we know, and not ourselves, that
does these things. Well, this poor man "got
to going," and kept on, right to the king's
face you know, but, of course, he never
dreamed of its being the king himself, to
whom he was talking, until the king could
stand it no longer, and stopped him square-
ly. Straightening himself up, said he,

"Sir! do you know who I amV"
"No," said the man, "I do not know who

you are ; who are you?"
"I am the king of the realm, of whom you

have just now been speaking;" and, suiting
his action to his words, he unbuttoned his
coarse outer coat, and displayed to the gaze
of the affrighted and astonished peasant the
royal insignia.

The poor man. as his countenance paled,
looked down in shame, and. for a brief mo-
ment repented of his uncalled for folly in

thus speaking of one of whom he knew next
to nothing, and who, for aught he knew,
might have been all this time the best friend
he had on earth. He reflected that the prob-

ability was that he would be hung as a trait-
or, and all for letting his unlucky and fool-
ish tongue run on as it had, about one who
had never, so far as he knew, wronged him
or his in the least. Finally, his native
shrewdness came to his aid. Raising his
eyes to those of his offended sovereign,
said he,

"Sire king! do you know who /am?"
"No," said the somewhat amused king, at

this unlooked for assurance, "I do not know
who you are; who are you?"
Drawing himself up in his peasant garb,

and imitating the manner of 'the king as
well as he could, he replied,
"I am of the family of Thingumbobs !"

"Thingumbobs':' Well, suppose you are;
what of them?"
"Is it possible you have never heard of

them?"
"Never."
"Why, I supposed that everybody knew

of them. Well, this is the peculiarity of
all the family and all their descendants. 'For
centuries past, it has been well known that
each and every one of them, one day in ev-
ery year, is crazy. This is my crazy day.'"

The king took him by the hand, and, as a
compliment to his ready wit, forgave it all

;

and, although the story did not say so, I am
strongly impressed with the idea, that after
that the family of "Thingumbobs" did not
talk about their neighbors anymore, or, at
least, not more than one day in the year.

To go back to the beginning of my "dis-
course," what troubles me "just now" is

that I am crazy a great deal more than one
day in the year. In fact I am crazy a part
of almost every day. It is true, my friends,
a part of almost every day my ordinary good
sense seems to desert me, and it looks then
right for me to do wrong things, and I do
not know what would prevent my going cra-
zy outright, and possibly raving, had I not
learned by past experience to keep still, and
to keep it all to myself, when these spells
come on. But how do I know when I am,
and when I am not crazy? This has some-
times troubled me a little, but I will tell you
how I tell, and how you can tell, if you are
ever disposed to have crazy spells too.
When I am crazy, I am unhappy. Come to
think of it, that is a pretty broad proposi-
tion; for it is quite probable indeed, that no
one is happy while he is crazy. Well, there-

is another way; when I am' crazy, I never
want to pray for those I am displeased with;
furthermore, if I do insist on taking myself
right away into that little room of mine, and
literally force myself down on my knees,
and ask God to help me, I very soon get over
being crazy, and get happy. In my crazy
spells, I ani very much disposed to censure
people harshly and severely, as did the poor
man the king; but I have learned by past
experience, most of the time, to keep it all

to myself, and so I just think ugly things
about my best friends. I think you are not
Christians, as I am ; I think you are self-

ish, while I am liberal; I think you are
thickheaded and dull, while I alone am
bright and keen. If I ever got drunk, I sup-
pose I should think all the rest of you were
drunk, and I the soberest man on earth. I
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see greed and little, mean things in all man-
kind, but I myself am alone pure in heart.
Don't throw down the paper in disgust, my
friend, it is only when I am crazy, when the
Devil himself has got me by the button-hole
that I think these things, and so I hope you
will forgive me. I am sorry for it, I assure
you, and I am fighting it down day by day.
You know, in these past pages, I have told
you how I have fought down these tempta-
tions, one after another, and how others
loomed up in sight as fast as one was con-
quered. Well, it seems as if Satan was
bound to try every string to his bow. before
he lets me go, and, of late, I have thought
he had massed all his forces and had rushed
on me with a legion of his angels, in trying
to make me uncharitable and impatient with
the many friends God has given me. I will
tell you a little story, to illustrate how 1 oft-

en whip him out, and send him off howling.
I beg pardon fen- the language, but it is such
fun to see him "licked," it seems as if that
was just the right word.
An old deacon in the church who was

about equally celebrated for both stinginess
and piety, after hearing a "moving" sermon
from his pastor, one day repaired to the
smoke house, with the avowed purpose of
picking out a ham to be donated to said min-
ister. He lifted them down, looked them
over, and tried in vain to find one that he
thought he could spare. They all looked too
good to be just "given away,''' and he actu-
ally began meditating a 1 tout cutting in two
one of the twenty or thirty hanging there.
Finally the sermon came fresh to his mind
again, and he recognized the presence of the
"cloven hoof"" that had been persuading
him a whole ham was too much, and. in
desperation, he resolved to give a whole one,
and a nice one too. His better self suggest-
ed the best one, but still Satan urged it

would be throwing away good nice hams to
be so extravagant, but, for once in his life,

our friend declared he would "lick," and
drive out the prevailing sin of his life. He
first picked out the best, and as Satan still

demurred, he took the next best, and finally,

when a neighbor came along and saw him
heaping his hams up, he asked him what he
was doing.

"Going to give some hams to the minis-
ter." said the deacon.
"But you are not going to give him the

whole pile, are youV"
"Why, you see, every time I thought of

giving him a nice one, Satan tempted me to
think it was too much, and I finally told him
if he did not 'shet up,' I would give the
minister every last ham in the smoke
house."
I do not know how it turned out, but I

hope our friend had grit enough to carry out
his resolution, if it took all the hams and the
smoke house too; nay, his whole farm, and
himself—soul and body ; for " What shall it

profit a man," etc.

Now, my friends, struggling and praying
alone by ourselves is a great thing, but those
who go to God in prayer earnestly will find
a greater work opening out before them. I
have shown you before, cases where the con-
ditions under which our petitions were

granted were that we should go out into the
world, and confide our troubles and trials to
some one else. Many of you have noticed
how wonderfully God has answered requests
made known on these pages. Well, nothing
does so much to make me proof against these
tricks of Satan, as to get really earnestly at
work for some poor suffering brother who
has been snared by uncharitableness to the
rest of humanity. In this talk, I have
shown you uncharitableness in colors that
would almost awaken loathing and disgust,
but it was no overdrawn statement of some
of the glimpses I have had of the wicked-
ness and selfishness that I have found en-
trenching itself in my own heart. Beware
how you get an idea, or let one slip in, that
you are better than other people. Keep con-
stantly in mind, that whatever you see in
others is very likely to be found in yourself,
or something else equally bad in God s sight,
and you will get it, as a general thing, about
right. When you get right there, you will
have charity and love for the erring, and you
can then do them good with a word, every
time. In other words, when Satan has fled,

and the spirit of Christ has taken possession
of your heart, you will be led to think well
instead of ill of every one, and it is far bet-
ter to give a neighbor more credit than he
deserves than to accuse him continually in
your own heart, of that which he is not
guilty. I know there is a foolish extreme of
trusting even rogues with your money, but
there is so little danger of that extreme, and
as we are to-day dealing with law abiding
citizens rather than theives and burglars, I
shall pass over that part of it for the present.

Let us have a few illustrations of unchar-
itableness in the actual affairs of life. I

think my friends will exewse, if I suppress
names and addresses.

Your card is at hand, giving- me credit for 10c.

Should I not have 25c? 1 have worked up the bee
business in this neighborhood and, last year, I sent

you an order for 3,003 sections and about 301b. of fdn.,

and it will be double that this year; but, I assure

you I will not encourage any one to subscribe for

Gleanings, if I only get 10c. when you give others

25c. If you can't stand the 25c. I will (live you the 10c.

for I think you will need it if that is the way you
conduct your business. C.

Upon first reading the letter, my natural
disposition inclined me to say something un-
kind about the writer, but it was just while
I was fighting these battles, and so I said
mentally, "Hold on, boys, let us see if we
cannot draw out this man's better spirit ;"

and so I penciled a kind answer, telling him
that I do try to use all alike, but that, if he
insisted after having it thus explained, we
would credit him the 25c. I put down un-
charitableness, and see what he wrote next.

Friend Runt:— In my last, I used language which,

on second thought, I wish had not been written.

The fact is, I had just returned from looking after

my bees, and had found one de id colony. Your card

was handed me when I came into the shop, and I an-

swered when I was a little •'huffy." I beg your par-

don. Instead of not doing anything more for

Gleanings, I will try to see what I can do. [ am in

A B C as yet.
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Enclosed find draft for $5.00. Send Gleanings to
and . The 10c. credit you have

allowed me will pay the postage. Send as soon as
convenient, and forgive me for my Last hasty letter.

C.

You will bear in mind, that our friend
had either overlooked or forgotten that
Gleanings had been enlarged, and that, by
our new rates, we only allow 10c for those
who send us a new name, besides their own.
Our next is a sketch from real life, and by

it, I most earnestly pray, I may be able to
help more than one of you in the business
transactions of every day life. For conve-
nience, I will designate the three parties C,
D, andE; Candl) being brothers, it will
be remembered.

Please give room in your Humbug- and Swindle
Department for the following, and charge me for
the same:

C is requested to balance his account. He owes
me $30.63, since 1876 and 1877. I sent him statements
which were not answered, and drew on him, but the
draft came back for some excuse. I believe the
name had been spelled wrong. In September I

wrote to him, that, if not remitted during October,
he would find his name in our bee journals, among
the "dead beats." As Mr. C has shown no sign of
life yet, he must not think hard of it, if his name re-

mains in Gleanings from January on until he does.

E.

I wrote friend E that I would at once
write C. and hoped to get an answer. The
following came promptly, from his brother,
and I may here remark that it is very sel-
dom indeed, that I fail to get a reply, if my
letter is kindly, and charitably indited. No
one likes to be driven,—no, not even a bad
man ; but almost every one may be softened,
if we go to work in the right way.

Yours of Dec. 11th, received. C is not at home;
his health failed him 3 years ago, since which time
he has spent most, of his means trying to regain it.

He is now in the Bahama Islands; at least, I sup-

pose so. I have not heard from him for some time.

The goods which Mr. E wants pay for, he undoubt-
edly should have had long ago. They were sent

here to other parties, and he persuaded my brother

to take them, and the goods have not been used yet;

some of them have not been unpacked. As to his

not answering his letters, if I am not very much
mistaken, he wrote to Mr. E last July when he was
at home. But should Mr. E think it advisable to

publish him as a humbug and swindler, by all means
let him do so. I have had some deal with Mr. E my-
self, and at some future time I may be able to show
up his straight way of doing business. D.

You will observe, my friends, as is almost
always the case, that there was a mistake in

the outset, in the above. Our friend had
mistaken I) for C, not noticing probably the
difference in the initials. 1 do not mean to

excuse (\ by any means, for if a man is ab-
sent, he almost always selects some one, to

attend to his business, and who could more
properly do this than a brother? In his clo-

sing up, be turns around, and finds fault
with E. I can overlook tins, because it is

so nattiral for humanity, while excusing
themselves from any dereliction in duty, to
look about them for something to find fault
about. I know, for 1 am just so myself. I

sent the letter to E, and wrote him that I
felt it a hard matter to put a man among
swindlers who at least had been doing busi-
ness fairly, and received from him the fol-
lowing, a copy of which was also sent 1). I
wrote I), urging him for his brother's sake,
if nothing more, to return the goods unused,
and pay for the rest. Below I give both of
the letters:

In regard to C's matter I would say that the letter

shows a falsehood on the face of it, when he says
that those goods were unpacked yet, which he took
in October '77; for in the following month they or-

dered of me another lot. I say "they," because C and
D ordered and I had sold them goods for years. All
was booked for C, because we considered him the
senior, and with him our business relations had com-
menced. D, who- did almost all the ordering in '78

and the latter part of '77, had told me that his broth-
er was sick, etc.

I leave it to your own judgement how much truth
there is in the assertion of D that part of those goods,
accepted by my persuasion, in October '77, were
still unpacked. May 27, '78, they sent me $25.00 an
account, also several small lots of honey, with which
they were duly credited; they had shipped before
and afterward. T had a good opinion of the men,
and everything was satisfactory to the best of my
knowledge. I could not understand why they did

not make a final settlement or answer my requests.

You will please put C in your Humbug and Swin-
dle Column, every month until their account is set-

tled.

In order to save me some trouble of writing, I will

send to D a copy of this letter. If he has not remit-
ted to you or to mo by the time you go to press, you
will please grace your Swindle Column with their

name. I am responsible for the consequences. E.

D writes —
Yours of March 1st received this morning, and

contents noted. I will say in reply that I certainly

think that Mr. E ought to have had his pay. I have
no doubt but that my brother owes him. I will say
farther, that when Mr. E says that mybrother refus-
ed to answer his letters, that he knows better; and
as to the draft, which, in his letter to you, of which
he sent me a bulldozing copy, he claims to have
sent to the bank here, I never heard of it, until I re-

ceived his copy; and, according to his own state-

ment if I read it correctly, he hail not drawn on the

person that owed him. He says in his letter of the

13th of the following month, "they ordered" &c; and
"I say they, because C and D ordered." He lies

like a thief! He probably never knew, at that time,

that I was on the earth. And again, he says, that in

'78 D ordered almost all, and told me that his brot h-

er was sick, and that he sent them goods, &c., fee.

Now then, does he not know that he corresponded
with C while he was in Florida, and agreed upon
prices, and that his letters were sent to me. II' he

does not, I can very easily jog his memory so that he
will remember, because 1 have that correspondence

yet. He leaves you, Friend Root, to judgehow much
truth there is in my assertion that part of the goods

are unpacked yet. Well, it does not makeany differ-

ence to me whether he believes it or nut ; but to you

I will say that there are three boxes that were not

unpacked until yesterday, and one of them is not

unpacked yet. I might follow on through the rest

of his letter, but it would be useless. I cannot say
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anything good about him. He knows very well that

there was never any firm of C & D Bros, in the bee
business, nor any <>th -r business except the harness

business, and in that C was not interested. In an-

swer to you, "Could [ not return the good-? unpack-
ed?" I will say, no; I owe him nothing-; yet had he

sent me C's account, before he ordered you to pub-
lish him as a humbug- 1 would certainly have paid it;

and I will say to you that I will yet when he acknowl-
edg-es that he has been lying- in regard to this matter.

I will say farther that, if he has any demands
against me, T am perfectly responsible. Should you
conclude to publish me as a humbug and swindler,

there is no way by which I can prevent you, that I

know of. You will please pard >n the b id language
I have been compelled to use; I was taught to call

things by their right names. D.

Stop ! Stop ! my friends. In the name of
the Savior who died for such poor, mistaken
human beintrs as you and I, I call upon you
to stop using such harsh and uncharitable
words to each other. You are neither of
you liars, and have no reason in the world
for calling each other such names. You are
only mistaken, and, in the heat of anger, are
seeing each other's faults and failings, with
such eyes as Satan always gives us, when
we, by some of the vicissitudes of life or
business, get ''out

1
' with each other, to use

a common expression. You have been
friends in business, and there is no earthly
reason why you should not be friends still,

and go along as if this had never happened.
You are both of you "crazy," for the time
being, exactly as I told you, a little while
ago, that I got crazy. I do not know wheth-
er either of you believe in God and the Bi-
ble or not; but. if you do, I call upon you,
in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, to
throw down your arms of warfare, and be
friends. If you are not believers, for the
sake of the example before your fellow men,
especially the boys and the younger ones,
who carefully read these pages, I entreat
you to forgive and forget this whole un-
pleasantness. Listen, and be guided just a
little by one who takes an outside view of it

all, and who has no prejudice either way.
Do not, I beg of you, lead me to feel it is all

in vain that we strive to make peace among
our fellow men. You are men grown, I
know ; and I know, too, how hard it is to
let go and give up, but, if you saw me in a
quarrel. I am sure that either one of you
would try to make peace if you could. I
could, if it were well, take up every point
you both have mentioned, and show, I think,
that it is all a misunderstanding, and an un-
fortunate mistake. Friend D admits the
money should have been paid, and he has so
far confessed that you, friend E, have cause
of complaint. Now, friend D, as friend E
has not told any willful falsehood, please be
generous enough to strike out your condi-
tion, and pay him that money. You have
his goods in your hands

;
you say you un-

packed a part of them, the day before you
wrote. You surely do not want any man's
goods without paying for them? If I am
any judge of human nature, you are, among
your friends, considered a gentleman, and
wish to be fair and just before all. Come!
my friends, rise up, shake hands, and be

men, and let this all drop. In the name of
Him who taught us to forgive our debtors
as we hope to be forgiven, I plead with you.
I will go bail for the money, and if friend D
does not pay it before the first of May, I will
pay it for him, and trust God to make me
whole in the transaction.

The following illustrates vividly how one
may be led to uncharitableness, through
misapprehension or mistake :

Friend Root: — I see by the Jan. number of your
paper that you have given me a back-h inded thrust.

Your first statement, that I ridiculed the Bible and
your faith in it, is false, and you knew it when you
penned it. In regard to the drone business, my let-

ter has been before you over one year. Would it

not look better for you to answer the arguments
therein contained, before resorting to misrepresent-
ation and ridicule? But a man generally makes use
of that he has the most of. In looking over your
letters, I do not find either Quinby's or Langstroth's

name mentioned, or any other author. If one has a
desire to write a bee-book, it is very easy to copy
from others' writings, and palm them off as his

own. Well, may I return the compliment? " What
do you think of such a man, my friends?" Now,
friend Iioot, please show that a female can produce a

living being without first having connection with a

male, and I will stand your ridicule without a word.

Of course, after the foregoing you will not expect
me to take your word.

It is amusing to see you turn and twist to avoid

the conclusions that one must come to on reading

W. O.'s letter. He put your theory faithfully to the

test, and found it false. Taking both of your state-

ments, one would judge that he is the better Chris-

tian. Mr. Young puts the subject before you in its

true light, and you admit that you can not answer
his " principal arguments." It would seem then (to

use a slang phrase) you ought to " dry up." In re-

gard to my last letter, you ask, " Have you not got

it a little wrong side out, friend W.?" Not in the

least, sir, if your statements are right side out. You
assert that God answers prayers. There have been
tornadoes, floods, and earthquakes which have de-

stroyed thousands upon thousands, and sometimes
whole cities, and yet you think it a "small matter."

But I think otherwise; and in order to test your
sincerity in your own statements, that God answers
your prayers, I requested you to pray that God
would not send any more such public calamities to

destroy or kill his own children; and I see that you
dare not risk your reputation in that direction.

Your statement, that God permits them, therefore
" it must be right and best," would prove every evil

in the world "right and best," sin included.

You seem to intimate that God is not the author

of tornadoes, etc., but permits them. I can not see

how that alters the case, unless he can not prevent

them. Please state which way you think it is. Your
paper is like an appropriation bill in Congress. A
member has a personal bill that he can not get

passed, and by some means gets it attached to the

appropriation bill, and Congress has to swallow the

obnoxious thing or reject the whole bill. Over sixty

years of observation has demonstrated that a man
who brags about his religion is a hypocrite. I have
no faith in your pravers. and if you had, you would
not quibble around so.

As you have held me up to ridicule and scorn in

your paper, I claim the right to have this published
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also; aDd you can falsify, misrepresent, and ridicule

it to your heart's content. Geo. K. Wright.
Cambria, Niagara Co., N. Y., March 1, 1880.

Have mercy, I beseech you, friend W.
Granting that I am, as you say, untruthful,
dishonest, and a hypocrite, is such language
as you have used 'the best to make me bet-
ter V Even hypocrites are sometimes re-
formed, but is it not by kindly telling them of
their faults, rather than by harshness and
such severe censure V Why, friend W., do you
support my journal, or have anything to do
with me, if I am so base? I assure you, I had
no intention of giving you a thrust of any
kind when I wrote what I did in the Janua-
ry No. I only remembered that some one of
you was skeptical in regard to the drone the-
ory, and as I could not remember the name,
which I must have in order to find the letter,

I gave it from memory, never dreaming that
the criticism in the same article was from
the same person. If you did not mean to
ridicule the Bible, I beg pardon, for I cer-
tainly so took it. I certainly have not, in
my book, extracted or copied from Quinby
or Langstroth, but I have simply verified
their statements in my own apiary. If you
will pay me a visit, friend W., I will raise
some queens, confine them to their hives,
without any sort of a drone, until they lay
eggs, and you and I see those eggs hatch

;

will not that be conclusive? Will it not
convince you, without your needing to take
my word? I sincerely hope W. O. is a bet-
ter Christian than myself, friend W. ; but
Christians never compare themselves in that
way. If, in studying astronomy, I should
find myself unable to compute how far space
extends, should I " dry up," and throw
away my books and telescopes in disgust ?

I can not fathom tornadoes any more than I

can space ; but I know our Father in heaven
does all things for the best. At this very
minute, I am informed that a little child for
whom we have been praying is dying. Shall
I be so presumptuous as to think I know
better what is for the best than He who
rules over all? When our petitions are in
accordance with his divine purposes, f know
our request will be granted ; and, as I pray
for you this minute, my friend, that you
may have more charity for your fellows, it is

with the " Thy will, not mine, be done."
Your sixty years of observation I believe to
be right on one point at least. A man who
brags about his religion is generally a hypo-
crite; and, if I have bragged about mine. I shall
soon be found out and go down out of sight,
as hypocrites generally do, sooner or later.

Have I ridiculed or misrepresented, friend
W.? I assure you I have not meant to do so.

"ALMOST THOU PERSUADEST ME TO BE A CHRIS-
TIAN."

Friend Root : — It seems to me that I must come
over, spiritually, into your Home Department. My
life thus far has been full of trials and tribulations.

It seems sometimes as though everything is against

me; and when things seem to be most encouraging,

and premising good results, the end is nothing but

partial success or entire disappointment. There
have been times when I would almost embrace ex-

treme skeptical views, and I don't know but that,

bad it not been for the influences of home, of Chris-

tian parents, and now a Christian wife, I would have
been an extreme doubter. I have been a swearing
man, perhaps not so publicly as some, but just as

wickedly. I have had wicked thoughts, envious

feelings, and told untruths. I have always tried to

be honest, but a few years ago I advertised an arti-

cle, and, failing to make a good article, sent a poor
one, and sometimes none at all, and kept the money.
My conscience has never let me rest easy over it.

My conscience has also troubled me greatly over an
act I committed when a boy. I was not over thirteen

years of age. I was in church during communion
service with other bo3r

s, and took of the bread as the

good deacon passed it to me. I did not take the
wine, and the venerable deacon gave me a look that

I shall always remember. Now, some may think

that a small thing to be troubled about; but God
condemns it in severe terms. It is a most solemn
occasion, and if the Israelites were killed outright

for disobeying God's commands, why may we not
also be punished for our most unworthy and wicked
deeds?

Now, friend Root, though others have abused you
for your confessions in the Home Papers, I have
found much consolation in knowing that a sinful

mortal like myself has found peace and happiness,

and forgiveness too, by following the teachings of

the Cross.

It begins to dawn upsn me now, that perhaps all

my trials have been placed upon me in order that I

might see my true spiritual condition. For the past

few years I have been trying to pay off several

debts that are uprm our property. These were not

accumulated wholly by myself, but my now aged
father became unfortunately involved, and mort-
gaged his farm, and instead of becoming lighter,

our debts have grown, and now the holder of the
mortgage wants to get hold of our property, and is

disparaging its value, and throwing out insinuations

about us personally. Now we are brought face to

face with the fact that we must put our trust in

God, that we may charitably pray for this man and
put faith in that passage of Scripture so often quot-

ed in your Home Papers, and which is continually

in my mind —
"Commit thy ways unto the Lord; trust also in

him, and he shall bring it to pass."

Now, there is an honorable way out of our embar-
rassment, if the Lord will kindly aid us in our ef-

forts. My prayers have been for an honorable
means, and in my prayers I firmly resolve to seek
the kingdom of God. Lately, encouragement seems
to come, and I am resolved to knock, that the way
and door of salvation may be opened unto me. My
wife has prayed for me for several years, kneeling
as she retired to rest. I have been indifferent, or

appeared to be, to her prayers, but now I am re-

solved to kneel with her and ask God's blessing.

Now, friend Root, I feel that I need your prayers and
your faith to aid me in my spiritual and temporal
efforts, that I may, above all, become a Christian,

and hold steadfast to the great truths of the Bible.

My only excuse for taking so much of your valuable

time is, that "Out of the fullness of the heart the

mouth speaketb." Hoping God will give you con-

tinued prosperity in your good works, I remain-
Fraternally yours, Alpha.

March 7, 1880.

May God help you, friend A., to become
firmly " rooted ami grounded " in the faith
that passeth not away. You are on the right
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track, and if you follow, as a little child, the
voice that will now guide and direct you,
your life will open up and bioaden into new
beauties and joys that you never before
dreamed of. Be humble and patient. Hold
to the idea that " all things work together
for good, 1

' and go on your way. Of course,
you have made up those small amounts of
money sent you, for which you did not give
an adequate equivalent, lie thorough, and
do your part well ; leave no duty, even the
smallest and most insignificant, undone,
though it takes the very biead out of your
mouth to do it. Trust God. not your weak,
feeble efforts, and in due time you shall reap
a harvest, if you faint not. Certainly we
will pray for you.

Friend Nov'ce : You will perhaps think it a little

Strang 1

!' that 1 should let njy subscription expire for

so short a time and then renew. Wt.ll, the reason

was just this :

A friend was in trouble, and could not meet his ob-

ligations. I believed him to be an honest man, and

a true and faithful Christian, as he was an earnest

Sabbath School worker. He had been my assistant

Superintendent for two years, and on account of his

professions, perhaps, of Christianity, 1 trusted him,

and gave him the little help that my name afforded,

assisted him out of trouble, and felt glad that 1 was
able to do so. To-day be is in the Black Hil s, and I

have had to pay his obligations. This has crippled

me for a time financially, but the worst to me is the

stain on his Christian character, and the bainful ef-

fect it has on the community which he has left; and
I will admit that the struggle to pay his obligations

has not been as hard as the struggle to retain my
faith in my fellow-Christians. O, why w ill a profess-

ed Christian so conduct himself, as to do a lasting

harm to Christianity ? But the struggle is over;

his debts are paid with mj* hard earnings ; and I can
truly pray that God will bless and prosper him in

his far off home. W. L. K.

Well and nobly done, friend K. Your friend
probably made some foolish investment, and
then yielded to the temptation to flee from
his difficulties, rather than to stand his
ground and face them like a man. In all

probability, he is even now full of resolutions
to pay every cent, but past experience teach-
es that after a man has once shirked respon-
sibilities, as he has done, he seldom holds on
to his good resolutions, even if he gets the
means. There is no disguising the fact, that
such cases are damaging to the cause, but
while they do occur now and then, I must
think they are not very common. While 1

have known quite a number to run off to
avoid their debts, I have never personally
known one to do so, who was a faithful and
consistent Christian worker.

A word before closing from our friends
who trusted bod:
Am cheerful and happy; will write you particu-

lars. v\ m. Oldkoyd. Columbus, O., Match, 27, 1830.

Dear friend Boot:—We feel so thankful, but we
can never tell it in words. My husbmid wrote to Mr

of thanking him for his great kindness;
it came through God's help and yours. What a kind
letter from Mrs. A., and to think God has raised xis

up such friends. Mrs. G. 8. B. March, 29, 1880.

Mr. is the man by whom God sent me
the $500! His messenger, truly.

fcm% %duign.
Under this head will be inserted free of charge,

the names of all those having honey to sell, as well
as those wanting to buy. Please mention how
much, what kind, and prices, as far as possible.
As a general thing, I would not advise you to send
your honey away, to be sold on commission. If
near home, where you can look after it, it is often
a very good way. By all means, develop your home
market. For 25cts., we can furnish little boards
to hang up in your door yard, with the words "Honey
for Sale" neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10c.
extra for postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens
for Sale," same price.

••at HAVE about 2'I0 lbs. of extracted honey in jugs,
<l|

and 8u quarts in quart fruit jars, which is for
—

^

sale. Ihe jugs will probably ship best.

D. C. Underhill.
Seneca, La Salle Co., 111., March 6, 1880.

I have Ys barrel of light gulden honey, last year's
en p. which I will sell at 7 c. per H>., delivering the
same at the steamboat or railroad here. Will send
sample if required. Wm. L. Gordon.
Shreveport, La., March 11, 1880.

I have a 20-gallon barrel of extracted, white-clover
honey, fur which I will take 10 c. per lb., delivered at
depot at Gettj sburgh. Barrel thrown in.

Aakon I. Weidner.
Bigler, Adams Co.. Pa., Match 12, 1880.

I have several hundred pounds of extracted honey
yet to sell. J. H. Townley.
Tompkins, Jackson Co., Mich.

I have 35 cases of Comb Honey, averaging about
25 lb. each, which I would like to get 20 c. for here.
Cases are glassed on both sides. Also 30 gal., in a
barrel, of Extracted Honey nearly as white as lard,
and about as hard, which I will put on board cars
here for 10 c, if purchasers will pay for barrel $1.60,
or return the same. Tes. C. Stanley.
Jeffersonvilles Wayne Co., 111., March 12, Jt80.

J. H. Martin, Hartford, N. Y., has for sale 500 lb. of
Comb Honey, in one-pound sections. Mar. 19, 1880.

We have 116 colonies of bees in house. We extract-
ed last summer 5,000ft. of honey, which we are sell-

ing at 15c. per lb., and have about 1,200 ft. yet besides
one bbl. of dark, Tennessee honey, which we are
keeping to feed with, if necessary.

P. W. Mc Fatridge & Son.
Carthage, Iud., Feb. 7, 1880.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati. — Honey— We have advanced prices

in honey on account of the advance in glassware to
the following: Best White-clover Honey in bbls. and
half-bl Is., 10 @ 11 c. Ditto, in 1 ft. ars, per dozen,
$2.20; per gross, $25 00. Ditto, in 2 ft. jars, per doz.,

$3.75; per gross, $42.00. Ditto, in y3 ft. tumblers, per
doz., $1.50; per gross, $16.50 Poplar, Buckwheat,
Linn, and fall honey in bbls., 8 @ 9 c.

Cemb Honey not much in demand, with no stock
in the market. Chas. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., March 22, 1^80.

Nfw York. — Honey. — Best white Comb Honey, in
small neat boxes, 17 (fft 18 c ; fair ditto, 15 @. 16 c. No
dark honey in market. Strained Hnne\ , 90 @ 95 cts.

per gal. Extracted Honey, white, 10 @ 11 c. ; ditto,

da- k. 8 @ »ya c.

Beeswax —Crude, 23 (g 25. A. Y. Thurber.
158 Duane St., New York, March 22, 1880.

Chicago.— Honey — The market is well supplied
with honey, and with ibe demand only fair, prices
are weak." Good to choice comb in small boxes is

Bxlableat 16 and 18 c per lb., and common to only
fair lots range at 12 and It c.

Beeswax,— steady at 20 and 22 c. per lb. for e-ood to
choice yellow, and at 15 and 16 c. for common dark-
col >red tip fair lots.

Thomas G. Newman & Son.
974 West Madison St., Chicago, HI., Mar. 22 1880.
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St. Louts.— Honey—Our honey market is pretty
nearh bare of any good comb honey, and prices are
as follows: Choice comb, 1 to 2 th. packages, -0 cents.
Broken comb and medium grades, 13 @ 16 ets. Ex-
tracted, fair, sells at 8 @ 11 c.

Beeswax—21 (a) 23, and not much here.
K. c. Greer & Co.

No. 117 N. Main St., St. Louis, March 22, 1880.

A NEW WAY OF .TIAK1\<; DOVETAILED
SECTIONS.

MERE is a novelty in the way of tools,

and if it were not for the new one-piece
" sections, I suppose it would make quite

a sensation. After you once understand it,

it seems almost ridiculous to think no one
ever thought of it before.

HUBBARD'S DOVETAILING MACHINE FOR
SECTIONS.

A is a steel stamp, or, rather, double row
of chisels. (J is a strip of wood, such as we
use in making sections. Now, if you place
A on C and hit a clip with a mallet, C is cut
as shown in the figure ; and, without sepa-
rating the pieces, you can fold it around in
the shape shown at B. As the chisels must
be curved on their inner edges to prevent
breaking, the corner, when turned properly,
has a rounded appearance ; that is, it has the
corner taken off. It seems to me that this
would be a beautiful and handy tool for cab-
inet-makers, for making one box or drawer
at a time, for this corner, when put together
with glue, would finish up nicely. Friend
Hubbard uses it with a foot-power press,
similar to that given in the A B C at the
close of " Hive-Making." On this plan of
making sections, too, a patent has been
claimed, but I have no doubt but that our
friend is the original inventor. Here is what
he says in regard to it

:

Friend Root, —about that patent. You want to

know if the plan is my invention. I think it is. I

never saw or heard of any plan like it until I made
the one I am now using. I made it two years ago,

and have cut my sections with it for the last two
summers. A great many bee-men have been here

to see it, and they would say, " Why don't you get it

patented, Mr. Hubbard?" I told them I would not

get it patented; that they might make a machine
and cut t heir own sections, but did not want any one
to patent it. Would you be so kind as to let mo
know who claims the invention or patent on it?

Rohekt Hubbard.
Chester, Eaton Co., Mich., Jan. lfi, 1880.

The letter was distributed, friend II., and
I have lost the man's name and address. He
sent a rough piece of wood showing the
work of the machine, and said he owned
half of the U. 8., and wanted to sell it to me.
Such is " patents."

DEPOSITORY OF

Or Letters from Those Who Have Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

If HAVE saved but 4 hives out of 50, wintered in

the cellar with rotten squashes in it 1

A PlCKERTT Xj

Beulah, Colorado, March 5, 1880.

I have some 50 colonics of bees, and have had
about as many for the last fifteen years, but have
never received any benefit from them, except suffi-

cient honey for my family use. They have been
managed, so far, by disinterested parties, and in the

old box-hive. Wm. L. Foster.
Belmont, Gonzales Co., Tex., Feb. 5, 1880.

Whew! Fifty colonies of bees for fifteen

years to give a body honey enough to eat in

the family ! Are we to understand that you
paid the " disinterested " party a salary be-
sides, friend F.V I do not think I should
want to warrant that every colony of bees
would give a clear profit of $50.00 a year, as
Mrs. Cotton does ; but if 50 colonies did not
pay one dollar each, and all expenses, besides
honey for the family, every year, I would
give up bee-keeping pretty quick.

Bees were a complete failure; yes, worse, — a big

item of expense. Last fall, most did not have a

pound of surplus. Nearly all the box-hives, and
those in frames which were not fed, are dead. We
put 2 and 3 together, and fed sugar. Ours are all

right so far. We have about 97, i think, and about 2

hives full of comb for every colony, with section-

boxes, etc., enough for 2 or 3 years. We expect to

feed sugar whenever the bees are not getting hon-

ey, and try one year more, and then, if they don't

pay, propose to brimstone the bees, sell the wax, and

split up the hives for kindlings. 1 don't propose to

lose any more money on the things. Just now I

have a letter asking about a communication in the

Feb. No. As I have written nothing to you for a

long time, and have not seen the number referred

to, I do not know exactly what he means. But if

anybody asks you about anything I have ever said

or written, just tell them for me that bees are a

"delusion;" the biggest kind of a little '"humbug;"
a cheat that will draw more money out of your

pocket than they will put in, taking a series of

years together; a useless stock that accumulates

on your hands, which you can not sell. Last fall

I offered mine at $2.50 per colony, and could not

sell one. One of my neighbors has 22 hives full of

nice bright comb, wbich he offers for $1.00 each,—

8 frames, American size, oak hives, poplar or pine

lid. How is that for profit? Ours have wintered

well so far on summer stauds, with top covered

with No. 2 manilla paper, which makes them air-

tight, and bees do not eat it through. It is the

cheapest covering, even if you throw it away every

spring.

The reason I don't subscribe for Gleanings is,

I am not able. I have taken from % to 4 journals

for the last ten years, have lost money in the long

run, and propose to "go it," in the future, on past

reading, past experience, old hives, old combs, last

year's section - boxes, and grape sugar. Do you
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think it will pay? Our surplus in past years has

been from the Spanish needle; but a different and
more improved mode of farming has eradicated it

from our fields, and I think this section will not

pay until some new plant takes possession of our
fields. We have but little pasturing land, and will

never have white clover. All our lands are avail-

able farming lands that farmers can not afford to

pasture or allow to lie idle. Hence bee-pasturage

is a failure. .John F. Laeferty.
Martinsville, Clark Co., III., Feb. 16, 1880.

Never mind the bees, friend L.; "let 'em
elide." We'll pay you a salary to keep up
this department, and to keep the boys from
getting too great an idea of bee culture.

We will pay 10c. each, for April Nos. of last year.

There! we have, this 31st day of March, 4271 sub-

scribers.

Parker's machine for fastening in fdn. pleases us
more than it did at first. I think we will pay him an-

other $5.00 for his invention. See illustration in

March number.

We have a very pleasant and wholesome article of

grape sugar from the Davenport factory, which we
can s> ip for iYt c. in 501b. boxes: 4Jic. in 110ft. boxes,
or for 4c. in barrels of 475ft. We will ship it from
here or the factory, at the above prices.

T want some brooms for the 10 c. counter. Who
will make us 1000 brooms for $80.00? If there is a
broom-maker among you who will try it, send me a
sample by express of what you can do. Let it be
strong and serviceable, what there is of it.

Milton Krum, of Hurleyville, Sullivan Co., N. Y.,
furnishes wooden potato-mashers and rolling-pins,

solid handle, for the 5 c. counter: also a larger sized
potato-masher, revolving-handle rolling-pin, beef-
steak mauls, and towel-rollers for the 10 c. counter.

I had proposed keeping the "counter store," only
in the price list, for the future, but it has become a
topic of so much interest, and seems to be doing so
much good, I give it you once more, and omit the
voluminous monthly contents to give place to it. If

you don't like it, " scold," and then I will do " t'other
way."

TRICE OF A B C BOOkS.

The price of the ABC book, in paper, is the same
as for a year's subscription to Gleanings, and it

may be counted with Glkanings in getting clubs.
The price in cloth is 25c. more. Above are prices by
mail. If ordered by freight or express, deduct 13

and 15 c. per copy respectively.

conventions.
1880.
April 15. — Central Mich. Bee Keepers' Association.

Semiannual meeting, in Pioneer Hall, in the
new Capitol, Lansing-, Mien.

April 28. — Marion Co. Bee Keepers' Association, at
Knoxville, Iowa.

During this month I will pay $1.00 each for daugh-
ters of imported mothers that have just commenced
to lay, and $1.00 per pound for young Italian bees.
Blacks or hybrids, 50 c. per pound. They are to be
deliv ered here alive, charges paid. Test your skill

in putting them up, by sending a few the first time.
I can not sav what I will do in May, or whether I
6hall buy at all.

For those who have inquired about tools for mak-
ing queen-cages. I have obtained S"me very nice'ex-
pansive bits, to bore holes of anv size you wish. The
prices are as follows: No. 1. boting from 1 to iy2 in.,

$1.75; No. 2, boring from Ji to 3 in., $2.50. . If wanted
by mail, add 5 and 10 c. respectively for postage. We
have a very nice patent grip-brace to hold them, or
to hold any bit, for 75 c. If wanted by mail, add 27
cents for postage.

planing-saws.
We have one runninff in our saw-room that cuts

even smoother than almost any planer. Of course,
it d"es not cut as fast, but where your stuff does not
need to be of very accurate thickness, it is quite a
saving. You can run the saw either backward or

forward, and it is a cut-off or bevel saw, just as good
as any, without any stoppina- and changing. We
have accepted the agency of them, and can give you
any size from four inches up, for just twice our reg-
ular list prices.

We have to-day received from friend Given a
sample frame filled with fdn. made on his press. It
takes about 1-5 of a pound of wax, and the fdn. is
after the Dunham style. Some pieces that had been
worked out by the bpes showed that the whole of the
wax had been drawn up, so that the base looks pre-
cisely like natural comb. By omitting the wires, he
makes beautiful fdn. for comb honey on the same
press. I have ordered a press.

We have just purchased of Byron Walker, Capac,
Mich., some very nice honey that he calls raspberry,
and we have all decided in favor of raspberry honey
at our house. It cost us 11 cents, and, after paying
freight, we retail it in those five-cent pint tin pails,
with covers, for 25 c. a pailful. This gives us about
14 c. per lb. Those pails with covers are certainly
the nicest thins1 for candied honey, and, if you buy
them in nests of different sizes, they are not so very
bulky. With some cheap tin, a few tools, and our
soldering outfit, a bee-keeper can soon learn to
make his own tin pails, during winters and rainy
days.

LIGHT BREAKING ON THE MAILING QUEEN-CAGE.
Frtend Nellis has amended his queen cage by

substituting a tin bottle instead of one of glass, and
Prof. Cook says, in last Exchange, he caft see no ob-
jection to it. I think we should here remember Mr.
Langstroth's queen-eaa-e pictured in Mav Gleanings
for last year, for bis tin bottle is the principal
feature in it. If water can be sent in this way, I
will put in two bottles, and furnish you all the cages
vou wish, for 10c. each, or a dollar a dozen. As we
make a good stronsr cage, with plenty of "victuals
and drink," to last, in case of accidental delays, the
postage will be 4c. each cage. Tf I were sending
bees by express, I should fill one of the bottles with
honey.

NEEDLES.
Durinsr our electrical experiments a few evenings

asro, with my class of hoys, I called for a large nee-
dle. As it was handed me, T was struck with the ex-
treme beatity of its finish, oblonar eve. and delicate
taper. On attempting to break it. I found the tem-
per so nicelv adjusted, that it would neither snap as
needles often do. nor bend as those of too low a tem-
per do: in fact, T began to think T could not break it.

*v hen it broke, I found by examining, that it had
bent first, verv slightly. The needle came from a
package costing 25c , and my wife savs, sheneversaw
anything equal to them. She got them in this way:
a boy called at the door, and handed her a small
white envelope, saving "iflease examine, and I will
call to-morrow. ' The envelope contained 5 papers of
the=e excellent needles (25 needles each), besides a
larger paper containing 2 steel tape needles, 3 long
cotton darners. 2 extra fine cotton darners. 2 wool. 2
yarn, 1 worsted, 1 motto, 2 carpet, and 3 button nee-
dles. And this whole lot, was only 25c. Of course,
she took them at once, as did nearly all the neigh-
bors The boy might easily have sold a hundred
papers in our town in a day. I found the packages
co=t him 15c.. bv the hundred. Pretty good business,
for a b"y or girl either; do you not think so? Well,
when T sent th" Co. a copy of my paper and told

.

them what T wished to do, they gave me a price in
quantities, so that T can furnish anv of vou as above,
to show von what tbev a»-e, we will send a paper for
5c, or the whole package of fi papers for 25c.

BEES FOR JS-^IjE !

30 s*rnnar colonies, in Simplicity hives, metal cor-
nered frames, with plent.v of b»-ood and honey, at
$4.00 each. MRS. T. I. EBERMAN,
4 Merrimac Point, Illinois.

Dollar Italian Queens
Sent by mail, April and Mav. $1.00; after. 90 c.

4-6 II. BARBER, Adrian, Mich.

BEES BY THE POUND

!

For Price List of Italian Queens, and Bees, send
to E. M. HAYHURST, Kansas City, Mo. 4d
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Continued from page 150.

10
|
Dust Pans, Japanned I 95 I 9 00

2
|
Envelopes, Bunch of 25, such as we use | 75

j
6 00

2
|
Files for Cross Cut and Hand Saws. . .

|
85

]
8 00

2
I

" Double-Ender. This is price of
File only; price of Handle is giv-
en in 5 c. Counter | 95 I 9 25

11 | Foot Scrapers
|

75
|
7 00

2
|
Fmit Knives, White Metal Handle,
Steel Blade, all Nickel Plated, would
have been considered a few years
ago very reasonable at 50c I 98 |

9 50
5 |

Funnels, Quart, Just right to pour
Honey

|
85 | 8 00

8
|
Garden Trowels, Steel

4
|
Glass Cutter, with Knife Sharpener,
Corkscrew and Can Opener

1
|
Glue, Peter Cooper's, Liquid with

Brush
4 i Hammers Small for Nails
9

I

" Magnetic
16

|

" - Full Size
8 i Hatchets, Bronzed, Geo. Washington
1

|
Ink Powder for Cheirograph, best

13
I
Knife Trays

90
|
8 75

95 ! 9 00

90 I 8 00
65

I
6 00

90
|
8 50

65 I 6 00
90| 8 50
85

|
8 00

98 | 9 ft)

9 25
8 00

8 I Lunch Box, Tin, Japanned I 95
10

I
Mallets, Wood, excellent

|
85

18
|
Maple Sugar Bee Candy, in 1 lb. bricks.
Good for Bees and Children ', 98

|
9 50

10
I
Molasses Cups, Japanned, Nice for
Honey I 95

|
9 00

1 | Nut Pick, all Nickel, very pretty
I

95
I
9 00

5
|
Oilers, Zinc, Spring Bottom | 85 |

8 00

|
Pails, Vt size, Painted, 2 Hoops

|
95

|
9 00

4
J

Pocket Levels, to be Put on a Square,
j

85
i
8 00

2
I

" Knives, 1 Blade, American,
Good, Ebony Handles, fine steel blade

|
95 | 9 00

"Knives came all right, and we have three happy
boys." K. H. Rhodes.
Arinada, Colorado.

3 |
Prick Punches, best tempered steel. . |

85 8 00
5 00
9 00
7 00
lDiin

7 00
7 00

10

10

85
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"W. O.'S" INK. A GOOD OFFEH.
KING'S

BEE-KEEPERS' MAGAZINE,

In 2 oz. bottles, black, violet, or blue, in J4
gross boxes, per gross $4 00

In quantities of 5 or more gross, $3,50 per Gross.

In Pint Bottles, per doz $3 00
In Quart " " " 6 00
In Gallon Jugs " " 13 00

Green and Red ink are necessarily more expen-
sive, and the price will therefore be one half more.

Liquid Bluing, in 6 oz. bottles, per doz 50
" " " " " gross $5 40

T will send M gross, 2 oz. inks, assorted colors,
black, blue, violet, and one bottle each of green and
red, as a trial order for $1 00.

WM. OLDROYD, Columbus, Ohio.

P. S. by Novice.—Tf it is more convenient, where
you are ordering goods of me, I will try to fill small
orders at the above prices.
Now, boys, we can all have good, plain ink, if we

can not have good writing, and we can help W. O.
out of trouble. The colored inks are very pretty
for a postscript, or for any passage in a letter to
which you wish to call particular attention.

P. S., No- 2.—Why, just think of it ! we can sell all

of the botlles, red and green too, on the 5c counter,
if we choose: and even the bottles of bluing, for only
five cents, if the express or freight charges are not
too "awful"' much.

IMP RO VED
Langstroth Hives.
Supplies for tbe Apiary. Comb Foundation a spe-

cialty. Being able to procure lumber cheap, I can
furni-h Hives and Sections very ch- ap. Send for a
circular. A. D. HEXHAM,
2tf.| Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES TOR
nSTE^W ElNTG-L-A-lSriD.

The undersigned will be preparer! to furnish Bee
Hives. Comb Foundation. White Poplar Sections.
Italian Bee-*, &c, at lowest rates. Send for price
list before purchasing elsewhere.

WVf. W CARY. Jr,
4-"d Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

IMPORTED
QUEENS!

We shall have a shipment of fine Tested Queens
from Italy, ihis month, selected for our apiary.
Circulars and prices free. LEWIS A. BUST,
4-5d Best's Lehigh Co., Pa.

Raspberry Plants by Mail.
Davison's Thornless, Mam Clus'er, Doolirlte, Sen-

eca, Kirtland, Herstine. and Philadelphia, at 5a cts.
per d« z. P. SUTTON, Ransom, Lack'a Co., Pa.

J. M. Brooks & Bro's.
GOLDEN ITALIANS.

FINE TESTED QUEENS OUR SPECIALTY.
Send for circular and see what others say of them.

3-9d COLUMBUS, INT)., BOX 64.

3EA1XIL.Y OHIO POTATOES.
I have had many different kinds of potatoes, and

after 4 years' experience with the Early Ohio. I find
that no other do as well. I will ship th»-m at follow-
ing prices: per bbl.. $3.50; per bu., *V5«i; per pk., 65c.

Aisike Clover and Silver-Hull Buckwheat, I also
sell and ship. I also manufacture and sell Hunham
Foundation. Cash paid for Baegwax. For pure
Italian Brcs and Apiarian 8upplieS. send for circular.

Address ERNST S. HILDEMAN,
4 Ashippun, Dodge Co., Wis.

A live, first-class, monthly paper, devoted to Bee
Culture in all its branches—

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR. AND

SHUCK'S BEE -FEEDER,
approved by leading apiarists, exceedingly simple,
convenient, and effective: thousands are in use, and
no complaint: fred* ciU'iUl) will at front entrance of
hive or top of frames with no danger of robbing from
its iise. Price by mail, 30 cents each.
BOTH of the above for One Dollar; now is the

time. Address, J. M. SHKK,
4d Des Moines, Polk Co., Iowa.

BEES WANTED!
100 lhs. or more delivered safe at Omaha, Neb.

Address with price and full particulars,—
4 H. MUNGER.

T)Tn "D A "V for introducing BITK-
J31VX JTXA. 1 KYK « HUKN, Address
E. F. BEARD, Republic, Seneca County, Ohio.

FOUNDATION PRESSES
FROM $15. TO $40.

Foundation mad°in wired frames a success. Send
for our prices on Hives tilled with Wired Founda-
tion; »lso pries of Wired Found ttion. Common
Foundation, Italia" Queens. &c., &c. CirculT and
samples free. D. S. GIVEN, Hoopeston, III. 4

QTJEE3MS !

Tested Qiei-ns, daughters of Imp. M >ther,in May,
$3 00; after June 1, #1.50. Home bred tested, in May,
$1.50. Hvbrids. 60c Puritvand s:tfe arrival guar-
anteed. '.). A. WARD, Madisonville, Ham. C >., O. 4d

A F**w Reliable $1.00 (Jiieens

At $1.00. Tested, $'?.00. Bees, $1.0(1 per lb. Heavy
combs, 12x1+ in., shipped with I ees, 20a e >eh. Test-
ed Queens before June 1st. $3 50. Comn Foundation
made to order. Sample free.
H. R. BOARDM.VN, East Town send Huron Co., O.

STANDARD POULTRV & ITALIAN BEES

!

P. Rocks, & L. Brahmas Exclusively.

FOWlS^^rlof Eggs i

3 $.'.00 perer 13 )

" 36 f

Italian Bees in Simplicity and Chaff Hives.
Stock first class and satisfaction guaranteed.

3-5 N. H. ALLEN, Kirkwood. St. Louis Co., Mo.

:q:e:ess for I88O.
We will furnish Full Colonies, Nuclei, and Queens

phrap. Satisfaction guaranteed For circulars, ad-
dress S. D. McLE AN & SON,
3-«d Culleoka, Maury Co., Tenn.

BEES FOR SALE IN APRIL!
Good, healthv swirms of Italian Bees, at $fi.00

each, in s-ood. painted. 8 frame hives. Inside size of
frames. 9>/2 x17. Delivered on board of the cirs, in
pood shipping order. ALBERT POTTER,
3-4d Eureka, Win. Co., Wi8.
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RUBBER STAMPS dadant & son.
DATING, ADDRESSING, BUSINESS,

LETTER HEADS, ETC.

No. 1. No. 3.

Address only, like
No. 1, $1.50; with bu-
siness card, like No. 2,

$2.00; with movable
months and figures for
dating, like No. 3, $3.00.

Full outfit included—
pads, ink, box, etc
Sent by mail postpaid
Without ink and pads.
50c less.

Put your stamp on
every card, letter, pa-
per, book, or anything
else that you may send
out by mail or express
and you will save your-
self and all who do business with you
trouble." T know, you see
We have those suitable for Druggists. Grocery-

men, Hardware Dealers Dentists. &e.,&c. Send for
Circular. A. T. HOOT. Medina. Ohio.

a world of

Everett's Honey Extractors and Everett Lansr-
stroth Hives a specialty. We challenge competition
in quality and price Our circular and price Pst of
Apiarian Supplies, Italian Bees, and high class Poul-
try sent free. Address—
4 EVERETT BROS., Toledo, Ohio.

CYPRIAN. ALBINO, AND ITALIAN BB
AT PRICES TO SUIT PURCHASERS.

COLONIES.
With Imported, tested, Italian queen $13 00
" home-bred M " " 9 00

Hybrids and blacks in movable frame or box hives.
Have wintered over

100 IMPORTED QUEENS,
and will continue to receive 2 shipments every
month from May to September.

ROOT AND DUNHAM FOUNDATION.
The purest and brightest yellow foundation made.

Hives, Extractors, Cans for uncapping, Veils, Smo-
kers. Pails, Jars, Knives, &c.
Send your name on a postal card for circular and

sample of foundation free.
CHAS. DADANT & SOX,

3-8d Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Foundation 45c
I am prepared to furni«h Foundation Comb, in

large or small quantities, at the above price per lb.

I will also work up wax at 20c per lb., or half the
wax. All work guaranteed to erive satisfaction. I
use only pure beeswax. F. J. FARR,
4d Independence, Jackson Co., Mo.

ITALIAN IVEF2S-S FOR 1SSMO.
I will sell 3 frame nuclei, with tested queen, before

June 20, for $4.00; after June 20, $ (.50; alter August
1, $3.00. These nuclei will he well stocked with
brood and t>ees, and contain younsr, profitable queens.
Cypiian Qnen*.— \ believe mvself, so far, the onlv
one in the U. S. who has these valuable and beauti-
ful bees in purity. Descrip'ive <'ircul >rs sent free.

JULIUS HOFFMAN,
1-6 Fort Plain, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

EGOS KOK HITCH I IMS—From first <1 iss

Plymouth Rocks and Brown Leahorns, warrant-
ed to i>'e fre-h and rue to name; $2.00 per 13, secure-
ly packed. Address JONATHAN COTNEK.

Chippewa Lake, Medina Co., O.

Will Sell, or Trade for Bees,
One Three-horse Boiler and Engine, and Saws for
Hive.-making. Ever\ thing complete and brand new.
Address Wm. DuW,urth, Bordeutown, N. J.

I am prepared to furnish, Cyprian, Albino and
Italian Queens, bred from imported and select home
bred mothers, warranted pure, safe arrival guaran-
teed. Send for price list before purchasing else-
where. Address LEVI R LASH.

Summit Station P O.. Schin lkill < 'o., Pa.,
3-8d or HENRY C. HE1SLER, Minersville, Pa.

18 Years' Experience
In propagating Queen Bees from Imported moth-
ers from the best districts of Italy. Persons pur-
chasing Queens or swarms of me will get what they
bargain for. Send for circular. WM. W. CARY,
ltfinq Colerain. Franklin Co.. Mass.

Albino and Italian Queens, full Colonies, and

Nuclei, at Reasonable Prices.
I am prepared to furnish early Queens—Pure Al-

binos, and Italian Queens bred from Imported and
select home-bred mothers, warranted to be pure.
Bafe arrival guaranteed. Also Hives, Root's Ex-
tractors, and Apiarian Supplies generally. Send
for Price List, &c.

Address S. VALENTINE.
8-fld Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co., Md.

i, SEND FOR CIRCULAR
and Price List for Simplicitv, and One-story Sim-
plicity Chaff Hives Address C. H. DE \NE, Sr.,
2-5d Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Kv.

FOR FOUNDATION
MADE OF PURE BEESWAX,

3-5 Address JAS. A. NELSON, Wyandott, Kan.

italtan iWEra-* «& qxjt:e>t >s !

Send for Price List of full Colonies, Nuclei, Queens,
Bee Hives, Comb Fdn.. and Bee Keeper's Supplies
generally. Satisfaction guaranteed.
4 A. F. STAUFFER, Sterling, Whiteside Co., 111.

1880. 1880.

Italian Queens & Nuclei.
Single Queen, Tested $2 00

'• " Untested (Laying) 100
Sent by mail.

Nuclei, 1 frame, Langstroth size 2 00
" 2 " " " 2 50
" 3 " " " 3 f

Tested Queens, per doz 20 00
Untested ' 10 00

Safe arrival guaranteed.
Address W. P. HENDERSON,

3-8 in q Murfreesboro, Tenn.
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Y ^
Should Read Our

Apiarian Catalogue for 1880!

It will PAY you to do so. Write your name, and

those of your friends who keep bees, on a postal

card, at once, and direct it to

Ha Ai <»«

3-5d SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.

CLEAR AHEAD!
WE LEAD IN SMOKERS.

Our new invention of a

DOTJBIjEI ZBULi-A-iST
Smoker is pronounced the finest improvement ever
made on smokers. No more sparks or ashes in the
hive. Doolittle says: "The arrangement to change
the draft so as to make it a cold blast after the tire

is kindled places it ahead of any smoker in the mar-
ket by a long- way." So say all who see and test it.

Don't fail to see an illustration and description of it.

Prices, large 2M> inch tube, $150; medium, 2 inch
tube, $1.25; small. 1% inch tube, without double
blast attachment, 75 cents. Dust box and extra noz-
zle with large size, 25 cents extra. By mail 25 cents
extra each.

QUINSY'S NEW EEB-KEEPIKG,
BY L. C. ROOT.

This is the most practical work published. It con-
tains 100 illustrations including an excellent por-
trait of M. Quinby. Price, by mail, $1.50.

We sell everything used by practical bee-keepers.
Send for illustrated circular.

L. C. ROOT & BRO.,
4d Mohawk, Herk. Co., N. Y.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
200 COLONIES ITALIAN BEES.

Having over 450 colonies of Italian Bees, I will sell

200 in lots of 25, 50, 100, or 200, at $5. delivered on
board of any Mississippi River steamboat. All the
queens are daughters of Imported mothers from
two districts of Italy. All in newly painted movable
frame hives. PAUL L. VIALLON,
3tfd Bayou Goula, La.

1530 Queens ! Queens!^
Pure tested Italian queens, from choice imported

mothers, April and May, $2.50; afterwards, $2.00.

Untested queens. $1.00. Safe arrival guaranteed by
mail. Send in your orders early, as I live 10 or
12 miles from the railroad The mail comes twice a
week to my apiary. HALL & CHENY,
3-5d Fern Cliif, Jackson Co., Ala.

Bingham &

HETHERINaTOH.
You can lean on a Binghim

Smoker in the hour of trial.

One match per day, and wood
of any kind, is all that's need-
ed. It needs no fussing or
cleaning or dampers, as it

works just as well pointing-
down as up, and never goes
out. Previous to my inven-
tion and patent, the draft to
all bellows smokers was throu'
the bellows; now, all bellows
smokers use an open draft.
The largest and most scientific bee-keepers
[use Bingham Smokers, some using as many
as fifteen in their various apiaries.
No Bingham Smoker has ever been re-

turned. No letter has ever been received
complaining that our Smokers did not give
satisfaction; but we have received hund-
reds of letters expressing the most un-
bounded satisfaction and appreciation of
our invention. Hundreds of them have
been in constant use three seasons, and are

now as good as new. One dollar and a half is not
much for the use of such an instrument three sea-
sons, is it? Patented January 9, 1878; le-issued
July 9, 1878.

The extra larg-e Smoker and the Extra Standard
for 1880 will have our new extra-wide shields, which
entirely protect the hands and bellows from heat,
and remove the danger of burning the fingers.
Practical bee-keepers will find these wide shields an
important improvement.
The Bingham & Hetherington Patent Uncapping-

Knife is a large, strong-, durable knife, polished and
tempered like a razor, and so formed and sharpened
as to cut both ways, over hills and through hollows
all the same, without dropping a cap on the honey.
The most world-renowned, practical, and scientific
bee-keepers in Europe and America pronounce it

"the best honey-knife ever made."

Extra Large Smokers Zy» inch, $1.50

Extra Standard " 2 " 1.2>

Plain " " ....2 " 1.00

LittleWonder " 1J£ " .75

Per'idoz 3.00

Bingham & Hetherington Knife 1.00
" Knife and Cap-Catcher.. 1.25

If to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25
cents each, to prepay postage or express charges.
Send for circular. If to sell again, apply for dozen
or half-dnzen rates. Address T. F. Bingham or

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTOJIT,
4d OTSEGO, MICH.

PRIZE BRED ESSEX PIGS.
Essex are the best farmers' pig; have been known

to dress 90 per cent of live weight; are small bone
and light offal; quick to mature. Jos. Harris, au-
thor of "Harris on tbe Pig," etc., says of my boar
"Porter," that he is the "finest Essex pig he ever
saw." A few Pedigree Pigs for disposal, (farrowed
Feb. 23. and March 1, 1880) at moderate prices, suita-

ble for breeding or exhibition. Personal inspection
of my stock is solicited. All correspondence will

have cheerful and prompt attention.
4-6d C. W. CANFIELD, Athens, Pa.

N. B.—A limited number of eggs for hatching
from my prize winning Brown Leghorns, and Black
Red Bantams, at $2.00 per 13, warranted to hatch.

HEADQUARTERS for the Best Queens and Colo-
nies in the U. S. As 1 make Queen renring a

specialty, 1 guarantee to those ordering from me,
evactly what tbev bargain for. Circulars free.

3-5d D. A. PIKE, Smiihsburg, W«i-h. Co., Md.

300 COLONIES BEES FOB SALE !

Come to Council Bend, Ark., on the Miss. River,
and buy S00 Colonies of Bees. lam determined to
sell. 2-4 GEO. B. PETERS.
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VERDICT BY JURY.
12,000 Patent Bingham Smokers sold.

Otsego, Mich., Apr. 10, 1880. T. F. BINGHAM.

T. F. BINGHAM, Otnego, Midi. Dear Sir: The
large smoker came duly. Have tried it and like
your improvements very much. It is now all that
could apparently be desired. T. G. McGAW.
Monmouth, 111 , April 12, 1880.

J. I, Brooks & Bro's.
GOLDEN ITALIANS.

FINE TESTED QUEENS OUR SPECIALTY.
Send for circular and see what others say of them.

3-9d COLUMBUS, IND., BOX 64.

QUEENS! ITALIAN QUEENS!
Bred from queens of my own importing, sent by

mail; safe arrival guaranteed. Discount on order
of ten or more, ten per cent. If any prove hybrid,
another will be sent. From May loth to June 1st,

$1.25. Fiom June 1st to Julv 1st, $1 10. After July
1st, $1.00. CHAS. R. BINGHAM,
5d Edinburg, Portage Co., Ohio.

TESTED QUEENS
5d OLIVER FOSTER, Mt, Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

MAY 15TII
$2.25.

"THE WAY I DO"
sent to all who intend buying queens Ihis season.
Send name and address to BURLEIGH R. PAXSON,
5 Mingo, Cham. Co., Ohio.

FOUNDATION.
After the 15th of May, I will furnish Comh Fdn. at

the usual prices. Send on vour orders.
5d C. R. CARLIN. Findlay, Hancock Co., O.

Lower Than Ever To
CLOSE OUT!

A lot of Section Honey Boxes 4Jix4Ji; a Founda-
tion Machine 9 inch. Root's make; a lot of Italian
Bees and Queens raised from imported mother.

Address— FISCHER & STEHLE,
5d Marietta, Wash. Co., Ohio.

TCCTCI1 I will sell a few tested IT I flllf
I bO I CU queens about the last of A I LU Iff

, May at $3 00 each.

nilCEUC •'• H. TOWNLEY-

, Tomp- HDIPCCyUCCIlO kins, Jackson Co., Mich. rlllUbO

MARTIN'S
wire support for
frames. Cheapest
support in use; du-
rable and just the
thing. Sample by
mail, 6 cts; 30 cts.

par lb., 100 in a lb.

TRY OUR ITALIAN QUEENS!
Send for price list. Bees by the pound, nuclei, or

colony. Circulars of our Bees, Queens, and Novel-
ties sent free. Address-
ed J. H. MARTIN, Hartford, N. Y.

BEES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for Circular and Price List to O. H. Town-

send, manufacturer of the Challenge Bee Hive,
adapted to the use of the American, the Gallup, and
the Root frames. Italian Bees, Nuclei, and Queens
from impoi ted stcck. O. H. TOWNSEND,
5d Hubbardston, Ionia Co., Mich.

SIMPLICITY
CHAFF, AND STORY AND HALF, HIVES,

SECTIONS, I KA'IKS.
DtHVIIAlVI FOUNDATION, «V<"..CHEAP.
5 Workmanship superior. Manufactured
[TIERUIA1TF A; FAL.OONEK, .Taineotown, N.V

DECISION.

This One Piece Section, heretofore called the
LEWIS SECTION, h*s been involved in an Inter-
ference, in the Patent Ollice, at Washington, be-
tween James Forncrook and Lewis & Parks, and the
Commissioner decided Priority of Invention in fa-
vor of James Forncrook. Send for Price List.

5d JAMES FORNCROOK & CO.
Watertown, Wis., May 1, 1880.

SAVE VOUR FOWLS A
FROM CHOLEB. A

&c., and get Price List of Pure Bred [*^
Poultry and Eggs for Hatching, Hal- Oi Hi
ian Bees, &c, by addressing
J. R. LANDES, Albion, Ashland Co., Ohio.

ITALIAN * 1 -00 Each—Good Stock.

REV. W. H. STEELE,

QULXIIS r,d Kossuth, Alcorn Co., Miss.

QUEENS AND Dunham Comb Fdn. at 50c
FOUNDATION, per lb., in quantites of 10

ids. or less, or 48c per lb. in larger quantities. Post-
age and express charges not included. Also, Queens
from imported mother; tested, during May and
June, $2.00; untested, $1.00.

5d J. R. PARK, La Vergnc, Ruth. Co., Tenn.

A Barnes Foot Power
Saw, just new.
Address Box 298,

5-Cd Tyrone, Pa.A BARGAIN

FOUNDATION PRESSES
FROM $15 TO $40.

If prices wanted on copper dies alone, send size of
frame.

Foundation made in wired frames a success. Send
for our prices on Hives filled with Wired Founda-
tion; also prices of Wired Foundation. Common
Foundation, Italian Queens, etc., etc. Circulars and
Samples free. D. S. GIVEN, Hoopeston, 111. 5d

FOR SALE CHEAP.
200 COLONIES ITALIAN BEES.

Having over 450 colonies of Italian Bees, I will sell

200 in lots of 25, 50, 100, or 200, at $5. delivered on
board of any Mississippi River steamboat. All the
queens are daughters of Imported mothers from
two districts of Italy. All in newly painted movable
frame hives. PAUL L. VIALLON,
3tfd Bayou Goula, La.

CLEANINGS AS AN ADVERTI-
SINC MEDIUM.

Mr. Roof .—Please recall the advertisement you
put in March No., for I cannot supply one half the
demand. Lizzie McConnell.
Ripley, O., March 22, 1680.

Enclosed find P. O. order for one dollar to pay lor

advertising, for which accommodation 1 am very
much obliged. I have had several applications for

my boiler and engine already. W. De. Worth.
Bordentown, N. J., Apr. 7, 1880.
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ADVANCES IN PRICES DURING THE
MONTH, ETC.

Glass has "gone up" the worst of any one thing.
In fact, it is making mischief wherever glass enters
at all. Glass that was sold a year ago for $2.00 per
box, is now worth $5.00 per box. In consequence of
this, I have had to raise the price of the crate for our
story and a half hive, and of all our cases for comb
honey. Tin has come back a little, but the very
thin taggers tin that we were so much pleased with
for separators has remained up, so that we have
had to drop it. In its place we use I C roofing, coke
wasters, that we sell at $7.50 per box of 212 sheets
14x20. Extractor tin is worth $12.00 for sheets of
same size. Nails have gone up and gone down; by
purchasing in ton lots, we are now prepared to
furnish them at factory prices, to those who buy by
the keg of 100 lbs. lly doing this, we have been en-
abled to furnish some of the sizes of wire nails even
lower than we did last fall. Many of our supplies
we have been enabled to lessen in price, even during
the recent great advances, by purchasing directly
from the makers, and in large lots. We print a new
edition of our price list almost every month, and
will send a new one at any time, on application.
The new goods that have been added to the counter
department during the past month are given below,
but for a full list of the counter goods, fully illus-

trated, with latest prices, see our price list mention-
ed above. When, in the January No., I mapped out
the outlines of useful articles for a small
amount of money, I did not dream that, in a few
short mouths, it could possibly grow to its present
proportions.

HECENT ADDITIONS TO COVNTEIi
STOBE.

USEFUL ARTICLES
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

FIVE CENTS EACH.
TERMS OF PAYMENT—Strictly Cash With Order.

All Prices Subject to Cliange without Notice

•JO — '^ri

2
|
Easels of Silvered Wire, to Hold a
Photograph I 48

j
4 75

2
i

Hanging Baskets, Silvered Wr
ire

\
47

|
4 50

4
|
Oil for Sewing machines and other
light machinery, in handsome bottles

|
45

|
4 00

1
|
Handkerchiefs, good size, fine, and
neatly hemmed

|
40

] 3 75
6

|
Plyers, hat nose, of Chilled Iron, like
the 5c scissors, but excellent for
the money

| 45 |
4 00

4
]
Salt or Pepper Bottles, glass, white
metal top

| 45 | 4 00
1

[
Sponges, (food size

j
40

|
3 50

2
|
Rules, 3<i in., 9 fold, a very handv tool
and a source of unfailing amuse-
ment for the baby

|
45

|
4 00

3
|
Trellises for flowers, painted green, •

very pretty
| 48

|
4 53

2
|
Willow Work Baskets, 4 inch, pretty
and strong

|
45

[
4 00

USEFTJL AETICLES
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

TEN CENTS EACH.
3

|
Papers of Pins, best quality | 80

|
7 50

5 I Buggy Whips, good for the money. . .
j

!J8
j
9 50

2
|
Measuring Tapes, Spring, in Brass

case, 36 in
|

75
| 7 00

4 I Night Lamps, with shaded chimney
|

80
|
7 50

This lamp furnishes the best light for working
with the microscope of any 1 have ever used.

8
j

Oil Cans, 1 quart
|

98
j
9 50

7
I
Nut Crackers, stout, will crack Hick-
ory nuts

| 95
|
9 00

5
|
Towels, tastily fringed and striped,
and just the thing, with a 5c wash
basin, to " set off " the honey house

|
98

| 9 50

5 Tack Claws, Polished Steel, Enameled
Handles

[
95

|
9 00

2
;
Willow Work Baskets, 5 inch | 60

| 5 50

OUR "15 CENT" COUNTER.
In consequence of the advance on many 10c articles,

this has been rendered almost a necessity.

17
!
Coal Shovels, with long handles,

|
1 40

|
12 30

14 00
12 00

3
I
Files for circular saws, 5 in. (see cut |

1 4.5

2
I
Rules, 2 Foot, Pocket, Box-wood ....

j
1 25

5
j
Thermometers, Best, 7 inch, Ruby
tube 1 1 30 1 12 50

7
i

Weeding Hook, Tinned to Prevent
Rusting, a most convenient Tool
for working among Plants

| 1 20
j
11 00

Brooms, full size and very good for
the money

j
1 40

\
13 50

8 Hammers, Magnetic, all metal han-
dle, a beautiful tool

i
1 25 I 12 00

1 ! Knives, Ladies, Ivory handle, 1 blade 1 25 j
12 00

Sir:—My little knife came to hand last night and
the whole"family want one. Please send three more,
all white handled. H. II. Fox.
Tribulation, McDonald Co., Mo.
4

|
Willow Work Baskets, 6|/2 inch

1 1 00
J
9 00

USEFUL ARTICLES
1HAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

Twenty-Five Cents.
Brooms, best quality | 2 30

j
22 50

2
j
Morton's Silver plated pen case and
pencil [ 2 00

|
18 50

For Pen for above see 50c counter.

Box Scraper, Excellent for Clearing
Bottom Boards, Etc., frcm Wax
and Propolis | 2 25

i
20 00

1
|
Magnifying Glass, in very pretty rub-
ber case, to carry in pocket | 2 25

|
20 00

6 I Willow Work Baskets, 9\i inch, pretty
and useful | 1 50 ]

13 00

USEFUL AETICLES
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

FIFTY CENTS.
16

]
Carpenter's Level, and Plumb com-
bined, a most beautiful tool, Imi-
tation Rosewood, 14 in. long | 4 50

]
40 00
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1 Morton's Gold Pen, "Magic," no
ease ' 4 25

I
40 00

For cnse see 25 and 75c counter.
12 Spring Balance, with Tin Dish, Sus-

pended by Three Chains, 24 lbs. . . 4 00 35 CO

Seventy -Five Gent Counter.
27

|
Carpenters' Braces, Patent Grip,

10 inch Sweep
I 60 68 0(1

5
|
Plyers and Wire Shears combined. . 6 50

|
60 00

This "is a most useful tool, well made, and of ex-
cellent steel and temper.

s
|
Shears, 9 inch, Solid Steel Blade,
Nickel Plated

| 6 75 | 65 00

This is the best and prettiest Pair of Shears, I

think, I ever saw; they would be beautiful for a
present for your wife or mother, or any other lady.

2
[
Morton's Gold Pen in Silver plated
case and pencil I 6 50

|
CO 00

ONE DOLLAR COUNTER.
G4 ;

Cheirograph, Foolscap Size, 8&xl2*£
I
7 CO

| 60 00
With this size we give a 2 oz. Bottle of Best Ink.

12
!
A BCBook in Paper 30 60 00

15
i

Cloth bound, 25c more, each book.
3 Morton's Gold Pen in Gold Plated

Telescopic Holder
;
8 75

|
80 Oil

2
[
Tea Spoons, 3 oz., Solid Coin Silver,
with your Name or Initials neatly
Engraved thereon 9 50

;
90 00

At this rate a set of 6, will cost $5.70. If you take
Ihem without engraving, $5.25 only.

IMPROVED L4NC.STROTH AND OSIMPLICITY AND CHAFF HIVEJ9
Having enlarged my facilities for the manuf'g of

Bee Hives and Section Boxes, 1 shall be able the
present season to furnish the trade with better
goods and for less money than any house in the
West. Please send for Price List.
5d S. D. BDELL, Union City, Mich.

t.

We have at last succeeded in getting some seed of
this beautiful plant, which is described on page 148

of Gleanings for 1879. The seed is flat and bean-
like. As we have but a few, in order to make them
go around, we offer them postpaid, at 5 cents each.
To Canada, 2 cents extra.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS^ SUPPLIES!
JOHN DETWILEK k CO., Toledo, 0.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HONEY COMB FOUNDATION,
AND DEALERS INAPIARIAN H U I* P L I 33 !-< .

Send for circular. We have something new. 5-Sd

Hale's Price List.
Send for my Circular and Price List for 1880. Ear-

ly Queens a specialty. Address
2-lld B. W. HALE. Wirt C. H.. W. Vn.

HEADQUARTERS FOR APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
Steam Power. New machinery complete. Our

facilities for manufacturing Hives, Crates, Sec-
tions, &c., are lirst class. Before ordering, tell us
what you want. We can do you good. Comb Foun-
dation, Extractors, Knives, Smokers, &c, constant-
ly on hand. Full Colonies and Nuclei a specialty.
Send for our new System for Wintering Bees Suc-
cesssully, HIRAM ROOP.
4tfd Carson City, Montcalm Co., Mich.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
All bred from imported mothers of my own im-

portation. Dollar queens, $1.00: ready in April.
Tested queens before June 1st, $3.00; after, $2.50.

Full colonies of Italians from $7.00 to $10.00. Four
frame nucleus with tested queen, before June 1st,

$5.00, after, $4.50. Comb Foundation. Bee-Keepers'
Supplies, &c. PAUL L. VIALLON,
3tfd Bayou Goula, La.

18 Years' Experience
in propagating Queen Bees from Imported moth-
ers from the best districts of Italy. Persons pur-
chasing Queensor swarms of me will get what they
bargain for. Send for Circular. WM. W. CARY,
ltfinq Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st. If wanted sooner,
see rates in price list.

*E. W. Hale. Wirt C. H. W. Va. 1-15

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa.7-3tf
*E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo,
*Paul L. Viallon. Bayou Goula. La.
*King & White, New London, O.
* F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Tusc. Co., O.
*J. R. Landes, Albion, Ashland Co., O.
*J. E. Walcher, Millersville, Christian Co., Ills

1-12

lttd
12tfd
12-12

ltf.d
,

1-6

2-1*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O.
*D. E. Best, Best, Lehigh Co., Penn.
*It. Robinson, LaClede, Fayette Co., 111. 3-8

*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. 3tfd
*C. C. Vanghan, Columbia. Maury Co., Tenn. 3tfd
*S. W. Salisbmy, Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo. 3-8

*S. D. McLean & Son, Culleoka, Maurv Co., Tenn.
*S. D. Moore & Co., Atlanta, Fulton Co., Ga.
*T. G. McGaw. Monmouth, Warren Co., 111.

*R. Thomson, Terry, Hinds Co., Miss.
*Lewis A. Best, Best, Lehigh Co., Pa.
*J. B. Bray, Lynnville. Giles Co., Tenn.
J. W. Newlove, Columbus, Franklin Co., O.
*H. T. Bishop, Chenango Bridge, Broome Co, N.Y.57
*0. H. Townsend, Hubbardston, Ionia Co., Mich. 4-9

•*Thos. E. Price, Baden, St. Louis Co., Mo. 4-8

*01iver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa. 4tfd
*M. G. Kecney. Quercus Grove, Switz. Co., Ind. 5
'John Conner', Glenn, Johnson Co.. Kansas. 5

*L R. Good, South West, Elkhart Co., Ind. 5-10

*.I. M. C. Taylor, Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md. 5

*B. Marionneaux, Plaqueminc, Iberville Par., La. 55
*Ila"Michener, Low Banks. Ontario, Can. 5-10

*J. J. Swartwout, Union City, Branch Co., Mich. 5-7

3-8
'<*-&

3-8

3-8

4-9
4-9

4-7

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. ltfd
Milo S. West, Pontiac, Oakland Co., Mich. 1-8

A. A. Fradenburg, Port Washington, Tus., Co., .1-6

T. F. Wittman, 318 N. 6th St., Camden, N. J. 3tfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron ( o., < ). 3tfd
Sprunger Bro's, Berne, Adams Co., Ind. 3-2

J. F. Hart. Union Point, Greene Co., Ga. 4-3

J. W. Newlove, Columbus, Franklin Co., O. 4-6
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COMING AT LAST.

Mr. John Faris, Chilhowie, Va., sends us samples
of dipped fdn., both with and without wires, that
will nil the bill for the $100 offer, if he can get it to
work equally as well on a sheet L. size. This he
says he can do, and we only await his doing it.

The express companies have refused to receive
packages unless the county as well as iState and
town are given; and, please, my friends, take my
word for it when 1 say they have good reasons for so
doing. Therefore if you give us only the address of
a railway station that is not also a postoftice, we can
not ship your goods, even though we wish to ever so
much. We have all the books, maps, etc., to hunt
you up if you will just give us half a chance.

Cold chisels, and prick punches, made of the
right steel and temper, are most convenient tools,

as we have learned by the number of orders sent for
them, since adding them to our 10c counter.

If wanted by mail, send 15c for the cold chisel, and
13c for the prick punch.

Given's foundation press is at hand, just as we go
to press. Besides making the fdn. right in the
wired frames, it makes very pretty st rters. when
only a narrow strip is pressed. These, although
the base is very thin, are not as many feet to the lb.
as ours, because the walls are very heavy, after the
Dunham style; still, as these walls are soft wax,
comparatively, I think it very likely there will be
no "fishbone" in the comb honey. At present, we
make much slower work with the press, than with
our rolls; but I presume it is because we are not yet
used to it.

Later:--As we go to press, after having used the
Given press for perhaps a couple of hours, we can
not make it work as fast, or as well, as our rolls
aud roller, for putting the fdn. on to the wired
frames. The wax sticks to the dies, and the wire
cuts the fdn. More practice may remedy both.

FOUNDATION LOWER.
Because of the apparently permanent decline on

wax, and also because some others have undertaken
to furni«h fdn. at lower rates, we shall All all orders
received after this date, at the following rates:
The fdn. is kept in stock, in sheets of three dif-

ferent sizes, viz; 12x18 inches, 8x16%. inches [exact
size needed for L. brood frames], and 8=aXl7Js (ex-
act size for wired L. frame, shown on page 9, price
list) packed in boxes of 1, 3, 5, 10, 25, and 50 lbs.

DRONE OR WORKER CELLS.

(A ho.r of fdn. containing; 2 oz., including samples of
alt the different kinds, will he sent by mail for 10c.)

1 to 25 pounds, per pound 42c
25 to 50 " " 41c
50 to 100 " " 40c
100 to 500 " " 38c
500 to 1000 " " :;iic

1000 pounds or more " 35c

Packed in neat wooden boxes—paper between ev-
ery two sheets.

If wanted by mail, add 25c per lb. for boxing and
postage, on any quantity leas than 2 lb. ; over 2 lb.,
add 20c for boxing and postage. Now, all of you that
will order in our regular sized sheets, 8xl6}4, or 12x18,
or 8% x 17^8i niay have it for lc per lb. less. If you
will also order it in our regular sized boxes, of 5, 10,
or 25 lb., you may deduct lc more per lb. Thus :—

1

lb. by mail, regular size will be 65c; 3 lb., $1.80.

By freight or express:

3 lbs. regular sizes will be $1 20
5 " " " " 2 00

10 " " " " 4 00
25 75

Very thin drone or worker fdn. for comb honey, 10
c. per lb. extra. This we intend to run at least 12
square ft. to the pound, and it will be made in strips
from 3 to 5 inches wide. Although drone starters
are worked out the fastest, and are used entirely by
us, as there is a difference of opinion in the matter,
wc will send all worker, unless you order drone.

OMITTING SIGNATURES.
Stii.l the letters keep coming without signatures,

or with them so badly written it is impossible for us
to make them out. A card is just brought me, from
a man complaining that he has had no returns for
the money he sent us some time ago, but neither
the clerks nor myself can make out anything at all

from the scrawl he intends for a signature. Worst
of all, we are crowded with orders, and an expe-
rienced clerk cannot possibly be spared to go
through the routine of hunting subscription lists

and old letters, and compaiing hand-writing. I

wonder if I am getting into a grumbling mood with
poor humanity. I am very strongly tempted to say
I cannot fuss with such folks any longer; if they
will be so careless, they must take the consequences.
Two of those whose letters I have given on another
page have written almost abusively, because they
did not get their goods, never dreaming it was any
fault of their own.

STILL LATER.

My friends, I shall have to say, just once more,
that leaving your names off from your letters is get-
ting almost to be a mania; before me is a postal
complaining bitterly, and almost calling us hard
names, but it stops right square off, without sign of
name or address either. If you can do nothing
more, please at least bear in mind, that it is not
always our fault, when things are amiss, and try to
have a little more charity when you write. Some of
you have confidence in me, I know, by the reckless
way in which you tumble the money over into my
hands, without telling what it is for, but I do not
like to be trusted quite so much as that. Very like-
ly these lines will not find t he heedless ones at all. but
I can pray for you, even if I cannot find just where
on this broad earth you are located.

QUEENS BY MAIL.
I rave waited until the last moment before going

to press, to see if something would come to light, to
help us in sending queens by mail; but, so far, I am
unable to give any encouraging report. Quite a
number of queens have been sent us by mail, but, I

am sorry to say, the greater bart of them have come
dead. For loner distances, or for provision against
the usual number of delays, we must have water as
well as candy, especially during dry, dusty weather,
ft is true. Prof. Cook has said that he thinks a tin
bottle not objectionable, but this is certainly not the
letter of the law, and I fear not the spirit. Another
thing; after the water has been several days in a tin
bottle, it becomes discolored with rust. I do not
know positively that this water is unwholesome, but
I fear it. We are making tin bottles with a division
in the centre, making really two bottles, with open-
ings in opposite directions. These bottles are sold-
ered up completely, and the orifices are pricked
with a sharp scratch awl, about the size of a small
knitting needle. To fill the bottles, hold these ori-

fices under a stream of water falling about a foot;
when once filled, you can get the water out only by
shaking, and then but a very little at a time. The
bees can reach into these holes, and drink, and one
of the two openings will always be accessible. This
double bottle we place in the centre of our usual
mailing queen-cage shown in our price list. If I

could have such bottles of glass, add they were per-
mitted to go by mail, I should be perfectly satisfied.

I presume tubes made of block tin would be more
wholesome than the tin plate bottles. Mr. Gray
suggests a wax bottle, made by boring a hole in the
wood, and coating it with wax. I am afraid of this,

because the bees might enlarg" the hole and let the
water out on the candy. Ifcis n>.ubs the bees and is

almost sure death to them, by nges do for a while,
but they soon dry out, unless enclosed in a bottle.

Freshly made candy will do very well for 3 or 4 days
without any water, and I do not know but the best I

can do is to advise you to buy your queens of some-
body pretty near you. T do not think there is any
great difference, providing you are dealing with an
honest man. The man that Mr. Doolittle mentions,
who owned that he sold culls for dollar queens
would, on the same principle, sell glucose for honey,
or plated spoons for coin silver, if he could escape
detfction, would he not? I want to see you all suc-
ceed, but I fear you will have trouble in trying to
send queens long distances by mail. In calculating
to get queens into the hands of your customers in
three or even four days, you must take into account
tho number of careless, heedless, dilatory poodle
there are amon^— J think I will say us.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

No. 6.

CLEANING WAX FROM UTENSILS WITH KEKt >SENE OIL.

FERHAPS it was fortunate that friend Board-

man did not know how easily he could have
removed the "nickel plating:" of beeswax

from his wife's clothes boiler, by using- a cloth satu-

rated with kerosene oil; because, if he had known it,

he might not now be the possessor of such a nice

wax extractor as hc describes on page 60, of the

Feb. No.
THE BLUE THISTLE IN YORK STATE — NOT MICHIGAN.
On page 58, of the Feb. No., Mr. Clark Simpson, of

Flushing, Genesee Co., Mich., has a few words to say

in regard to the blue thistle, and speaks of getting

seed for you if you wish it; and you, very naturally,

inferred that he meant that the blue thistle had
found a home in Mich. Now, I am well acquainted

with friend S., having been to his house a great

manj- times, " gleaning '

' information on bee-culture

and— well, I suppose I might as well own up— I per-

suaded his only daughter to believe that I was the

smartest, handsomest, "bestest" young man that

she ever knew, and she is now Mrs. W. Z. H. One of

her brothers writes as follows: "The blue thistle

that father wrote about grows in York State. We
don't want any of it here." You see Father S. used

to live "down east," and it is probably from there

that he would obtain the seed.

We have nothing but the bull thistle iu this vicini-

ty, a specimen of which I sent to Prof. Cook, togeth-

er with a few inquiries in regard to thistles in

general. The following is his reply:

The common thistle which you sent is the Cirsium
JanceoJatum. This is the bull-thistle. A quite com-
mon blue-thistle introduced from Europe is CentaVr
rea Gyanus or blue-bottle. This latter is a honey
plant. The former is not valuable. I think Mr.
Simpson could not have meant Canada thistle.

That is purple, not blue. And were it so common,
he would have known it to be the terrible pest that
it is. Canada thistle is Cirsium arvense,
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 13, 1880. A. J. COOK.

UNCERTAINTY OF BUCKWHEAT.
In the seasons of '77 and '78, there were a few

small "patches" of buckwheat near me, and the

bees did so well working upon it that they not only

filled their brood combs but furnished a little sur-

plus. In "79, I sowed an acre of low, rich land to

buckwheat, and it grew so large that about \ of it

"lodged," or fell down. The weather was so hot

and dry that it did not furnish honey enough to feed

the bees and their brood while it was in blossom. I

harvested 15 bu. of buckwheat.
SILVER HULL BUCKWHEAT.

D. N. Kern, of Shimersville, Penn., writes that in

'78 he sowed 4 qts. of silver-hull buckwheat upon J4

acre of land, from which he obtained 12 bu. of buck-
wheat. I should consider this an extraordinary

yield. If any one of the readers of Gleanings has
had any experience with this variety, I should be
glad to hear from him, either by letter or through
Gleanings. Novice, what has been your expe-

rience?

ALSIKE clover not injured by frost.

I notice that my Alsike clover is not injured by the

alternate freezing and thawing that we have had
this open winter, while considerable of my red clover

lies "top o' the ground."

QUEENS BY MAIL.

In regard to sending queens by mail, I do not quite

agree with Prof. Cook in thinking it of more impor-

tance for us to follow the letter rather than the

spirit of the law. We could easily conform to the

letter, and yet evade the spirit, and vice versa; but I

presume friend C. would have us follow both the

letter and the spirit, which would be all right if we
could do so with safety to the queens. I cannot help

thinking, however, that some of friend C.'s teach-

ings do uot "hang together " very well; i.e., they

do not quite agree. The postal rules state, very

plainly, that liquids as well as glass are unmailable,

and yet friend C. says that glass in the cages would
spoil it all, but to a tin tube filled with water he can

see no objection. Doesn't this seem a little incon-

sistent? I trust that friend C. will excuse these

frank criticisms, as they are made with the kindest

of feelings, and with the thought that it is mainly to

him that we are indebted for the ruling in our favor.

The postal authorities, very wisely, exclude liquids

and glass, as there are many careless people in the

world, but both of these substances (and many other

unmailable substances) can be, and are, put up in

such a manner that they may be sent by mail with

perfect safety. The instructions to postollice em-
ployees state that the queens "must be put up in

accordance with section 2~:i, and so soon as they arc

found to injure the person of any one handling the

mails, or soil the contents of the pouches, this order
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will bo rescinded." Now the spirit of this orde is

that the queens must be put up in such a manner
that they do no harm, and we can very easily follow

the spirit and yet have water in the cages; and, to

my mind, the best way of doing- this is with a small

tin tube filled with water, or else a large tin tube

containing a sponge saturated with water. 1 should

be the last one. however, to wish to do anything to

forfeit the privilege granted by the postoffice de-

partment, as, if we can do no better, we can send

queens short distances by mail and long distances

by express. W. Z. Hutchinson.
llogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

iii:i:i)l,i:ss correspondents.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT DISHONEST ONES.

MY friends, while we are working to the
very uttermost to serve you, you can

~ not think what an annoyance it is to
us, as well as to yourselves, to have you do
business in such careless and awfully "slip-

shod" ways as many of you do. It is not be-
cause you are ignorant and do not know any
better, but because you let things slide with-
out looking to see whether you are blindly
blundering or not. Will you not, when wri-
ting letters, and especially when sending
money, look over your letters just before
sealing, and see whether you have given
your name and address, and your express
office as well as post-office. I will give you
a few of your own letters.

Mr. Root:— I have sent you $5.00 to pay for .

Pay freight or return balance in letter. I want
one gross of Mason's glass jars, self sealing, assort-

ed sizes, from 1
2 gal. down. Let me know price and

I will send the pay. Da. J. E. Mobley.
No. 9, M. & B. It. It., Ga., April 3, 1880.

This man, as you see, is a doctor, and yet
he has sent his money, and given an address
that is of no earthly use. In fact, we carried
his goods over to the express office, to see if

they could not send them, with such direc-
tions. The express companies have had
their share of losses, growls, and perhaps
abuse, and they therefore wisely, perhaps,
have decided to receive no package, unless
the count)/, as well as the town and state, is

given. On the man's envelope we found
"Lumber City," but this only shows that he
posted his letter at that post-office. If that
Should be his residence, we have got to hold
his goods until we get a reply. A great
many of these orders are for seeds, and by
the time the matter is hunted up, the season
for sowing them is past. Here is another,
for seeds, too:

Mr. Boot:—I send you the stamps for a peck of

your best buckwheat, and I want you to send it as

soon as you receive this. Some of my neighbors
want some, and are afraid to send for it. If you
send me mine, you can sell to them. I hate to doubt
a man until I test him. No more at present. Direct

your letter to Hayborough, Pamlico Co., N. C.

You see this friend is testing us, to see if

Ave are honest ; very likely he will decide,
that "that Root, with all his home talks, is

a thief and a swindler after all." We have
several times, long afterward, heard from
those who omitted their name, and never

wrote afterward, taking it for granted that
everybody was dishonest except their poor
selves. If you do not get a reply, as a gen-
eral thing, in a week, send us a postal with
your name and address on it, and see if that
don't bring a reply. The friend above takes
time to say "No more at present," and to
tell us where to address our letter (V), but
even then does not give his name. Below is

another which contained a dollar, but not a
scrap of writing, except what we give:

Moundsville, W. Va., April 12, 1880.

Mr. A. I. Root:—Send as follows. $1.01 enclosed.

If I have made any mistake in postage, leave out
something.

1 Glass Cut! er 14

1 Magnifying Glass 26

3 Inks, red, blue, and green, 20

1 Chamois Skin 13

1 Rule, 1 foot, pocket ll

1 Brush, paint 26

99

Whatever does ail you, to do things in this
way! Here is one more:

A. I. Root:—Herewith I send you P. O. order for

$ , for which please send mo by express the fol-

lowing goods: —

—

Canton O., April 10, 1880.

P. S.—I here give you the size of my hand, which
you see is pretty large. E. H. W.

You see this man adds a postscript, and,
at the end of that, puts his initials, or at
least two of them, and then makes a scrawl
for the third, that may be either a " W,"
a "K," an "N" or something else. Do you
wish to know why we care so much about
that last initial? I will tell you. If we can
find the town, we go to the subscription list,

and see what subscribers we have there.
Then we hunt up those subscriber's letters,

and compare the handwriting. If not alike,
we write to our subscribers of the same
place, or to the P. M., asking if they know a
bee-keeper who would be likely to send us
money. If we have the name, or even the
initials we consult our ledgers containing
from 3,000 to 4,000 names, then our distrib-
uted files of letters, often going back a year
or more in the search, and occupying so
much time, by a careful skilled clerk too,

that it more than spoils the whole profit on
the transaction. In fact, in deciding how
low I can sell you goods, I often have to
compute the expense of looking after these
—shall I say "pests" of business? A rubber
stamp will save all this, or even having your
address printed on your envelope, but how
few comparatively will take even this

trouble?
In the March No., one of our number pro-

posed, in a little advertisement, to help you
in this matter; see what encouragement you
have given him:

ADVICE WANTED.
Friend Root:—I am in trouble. That little adver-

tisement of mine, in March No. of Gleanings,
brought me some work. Well, you say "That is

what I wanted." But wait a moment. The first re-

spouse was a postal asking me to print to order an
envelope with the writer's business card, then if he
found it satisfactory he would "order" some. The
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second was a postal, whereon it was stated that a
certain person had sent me 50c. in stamps for LOO en-
velopes, and he supposed I had overlooked his order,
as the same had not been received. Response No.
3. just received, is a postal claiming- that some one
had sent me money for 1H0 envelopes as per "ad." in

Gleanings, and wanted to hear from me by return
mail in reference therpfo. These three postals are
all I have to show for the money I paid you for in-

serting my advertisement. The trouble is, how am
I to know that any one really sent me money? If I

had received severaldozen letters containing- money,
in response to the advertisement, and among- them
these growling- postals, I might fill their orders any-
how. Now what ought I to do? This might again
be used as a proof of "man's inhumanity to man,"
when a poor invalid like myself tries so hard to

make an honest living, and finds that his fellow men
reward him by trying to get him to fill orders that

he never received, or—what are we to think of it?

Vistula, Ind., Apr. 13, 1880. S. P. Yoder.
It certainly is true, friend Y., that "an

enemy" has got in among us, and it be-
hooves us all to set to work earnestly to get
him out. The innocent have nothing to
fear, but the guilty may well shake in their
shoes. God's mighty arm is with us, and
the truth will come out, as it did in regard
to the mail robberies a year ago. We have
the names on a book, of all who have claimed
to have lost money, and yet refuse to reply
in regard to our requests for half price, after
we have sent them the goods. Now, will
dealers in supplies, and our brother editors,
give me the names of those who claim to
have sent them money, which was lost? or,
better still, send me their letters? for there
is a peculiar hand-writing (over different
signatures) coming from the post-offices of a
certain county, which begins to come out
pretty prominently.
Now, boys, can we not let friend Y. know

that the readers of bee journals are by no
means all dishonest, even if his experience
has been a little discouraging? Will not at
least those who have so often omitted to sign
their names give him an order for envelopes,
and that, too, for more than a single one as
a sample?

*» !»»-
A SHORT CHAPTER ON MICROSCOPES.

ALSO SOME NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN RE-
GARD TO BEE STINGS.

-TTy^IIEN a boy, and about as soon as I
W'y/ was old enough to read anything
fflJ about the wonders of the unseen

world which microscopes were said to reveal,
I was almost crazy on the subject. I began
my first investigations with some of my
grandmother's spectacle lenses ; and when a
little older, I saved my pennies until I was
able to purchase a sun-glass. This, of
course, did not reveal very much, but when
I afterwards got a small magnifying glass
for about a half dollar, I was quite happy
with it for many days. It Avas not, however,
until I was old enough to teach school, that
I scraped together money enough to pur-
chase a real, compound, achromatic micro-
scope, and you may be sure that my pupils
received some lessons that winter not com-

monly taught in country school houses, and,
as memory goes back, I can but feel that
they were the gainers, as well as myself. A
few years ago, a series of articles on astron-
omy appeared in our county paper, and the
writer pointed out to us the planets that
could be seen and recognized during the
year, with very cheap spy glasses and tele-
scopes. I finally made his acquaintance,
and was astonished to find that he was no
astronomer at all, but a common farmer who
had followed the starry heavens with a very
cheap, ordinary spy-glass, until he was com-
paratively at home and well acquainted
among the swinging worlds of the starry
deep. Well, in a year or two. I had done al-
most as much with my simple, cheap micro-
scope, as this friend had with his spy-glass.
My little microscope was the same thing
that we now sell for $3.00, and, although the
books all said that but little could lie done
with such an instrument, I managed by dint
of hard work, with bright, young eyes, to
see, or at least get a glimpse of, almost all
the important objects named in the books.
Those conversant with such instruments
have perhaps learned that a great many
things may be seen by close looking, that
were at first pronounced absolutely invisible.

Years passed, and I became possessor of a
microscope worth 8 100.00 ; but I was then a
busy man, and had not the time to get real-
ly well acquainted with it, and, to tell the
truth, it never gave me half the pleasure or
instruction, which the first little instrument
I have mentioned gave me. I sold it, and,
for years, the hobby of my boyhood was laid
aside, and partially forgotten. In due time,
the little flaxen-haired "new edition" of A.
I. Boot, as he grew toward manhood, began
to manifest a great curiosity about, and fan-
cy for, his papa's old playthings that were
safely stowed away on a high shelf, away up
stairs. The electrical machine was pulled
down, the dust wiped off, the same old books
opened, and even if some of them did get
broken and left around, he was never satis-

lied until he had made each and every one of
these things "go," and seen just how they
"worked." By and by, he got around to the
microscope. If I am correct, I fretted some,
remarking it would be something else the
next week, and that he would never stick to
any one thing. His mother remarked half
apologetically, that he wanted to know all

about all these things, just as I did once,
and, to tell the truth, I had not very much
reason to complain for we both remembered
well the time when her good father objected
to me, because I would never stick to any
one thing a week at a time.

Well, to my surprise, the microscope was
not dropped. A cousin of his, Mr. Gray's
boy, took the fever for microscopes at about
the same time, and they were together day
and night, lugging their instruments back
and forth, scraping the bottom of ponds and
puddles for specimens, spilling acid on the
tables and carpets, spoiling the grindstones
in grinding glasses on which to mount speci-

mens, and leaving traces of their work all

about every where, until at least one of their

mothers began to fear they were wasting val-

uable time, in their devotion to their pet sci-
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ence. Pretty soon, other boys took it up,
and before I knew it rumors of a microscop-
ic club reached my ears. I was finally asked
to attend one of them, but of course I was
too busy. Finally, one evening, I dropped
in by invitation, and was surprised to find a
house full of well dressed people, young and
old, as eager on examining the dozen instru-
ments, as you might expect to see the savants
of the age. The party seemed to embrace
the most learned and intellectual people of
our town, and the wonderful part of all of it

was, to find almost the whole of them con-
versing as familiarly about infusoria, dia-
toms, polarized light, etc., as if it was the
most natural thing to talk about in the world.
The boys have instruments costing from

$20.00 to perhaps $25.00. As a sort of a joke,
I told them I would like a cross section of a
bee sting, and an accurate drawing showing
how the mechanical parts of it were ar-

ranged. Perhaps it were well to remark
that young Gray has rather taken the lead
in executing the finest and most difficult

work. Being one of our compositors, and a
nice job printer, he puts up his choice speci-
mens with as neatly printed labels as any of
the city opticians, or even those across the
water. Well, Ernest, not to be outdone,
and knowing how anxious I was to have the
bee sting worked out, decided to set apart
his week of vacation to the work. Bees
were sacrificed to the cause of science with-
out number, and, failing to get one to intro-
duce his sting into a cork, as he had plan-
ned, he cut a narrow slit in the cork, intro-
duced the sting, and cemented the slit with
Canada balsam. When thoroughly dry, he
proceeded with a carefully prepared razor,
to slice off sections. His plan succeeded to

perfection, and he • yery soon showed me
sections of a bee sting, to my heart's con-
tent. To our surprise, we found the mater-
ial so light, and the hollows so large, it was
rather like quills, and sections cut off as thin
as he could slice them with the sharpest
razor's edge, looked more like little saw-logs
standing on end, than the thin sections we
tried to make. It is wonderful to see the
hollows so plainly visible clear through these
little logs, when "the whole thing is so small
as to be absolutely invisible to the naked
eye.
Our engraver has shown you the appear-

ance of the top of one of these logs. The
"chopping knife" protuberances on which

the lances slide are as plain
as the nose upon your
face, and the husk, I), and
the two lances, A, B, en-
close the hollow space, E.

J&rlH^S—<$ ^' ^' -^' are ^ie resPective
\L x£3sx hollows in these quill like

instruments. The dotted lines, II, show
about the positions of the barbs. Now a
query comes in here. One would naturally
suppose the poison made its way in the cen-
tral opening, E ; but after collecting a great
number of mounted specimens, Ernest has
at length found one that, when carefully ad-
justed to the focus, shows little tubes lead-
ing from the hollow in the lance, right out
under the root of the barbs. I will show you
the rest of it next month.

rf,

STILL. ANOTHER IMPROVEMENT.

f'HAVE made just a little the handiest thing, I

think, in the line of smokers. The smoker
J "you preferred" would often "dump" off the

hive on which it was set, and then be out of
reach and probably be "spilled" when wanted. I

wanted one that would always be at my "fingers'

end?," and succeeded not only in this, but also in

having it always in ''position to fire" at any instant.

I have used it in the apiary and want nothing bet-

ter. The bellows is like your cold blast smoker bel-

lows, except that the blast tube lies fiat across one
end of the bellows.

FOSTER'S "BAG PIPE" SMOKER.
The smoker is held in position under the right arm

by a heavy w ire loop passing over the left shoulder,
and hooking under the arm. The smoker can be
lifted from the hook in an instant, and used in the
hand if desired. See sketch. While lifting a frame
with both hands, the bees often recognize the fact
that the operator is perfectly "unarmed." It is

"comforting" on such occasions, to "j'tist show 'em"
with a little twitch of the elbow on the "bag pipe,"
as I call it, Oliver Foster.
Mt. Vernon, Iowa, Feb. 19, 1880.

Good news ! Separator tin is down to old prices,
and we can ship it now from Philadelphia for $6.50
per box again. Separators at old prices ton, $1.75
per 100.

I will pay90e each for laying daughters of im-
parted mothers, delivered here during this month.
If you are new hands at the business, try one first,

especially if you send them by mail. I do not like
to see boxes of dead queens and bees any better
than you do. There have been a good many of
them this spring, so far.

This month will probably be the time for planting
the early-amber sugar-cane with most of you. We
are still prepared to furnish the best snuthern-grown
seed at 15c. per pound, but the price is rapidly ris-

ing. Our neighbor, Mr. Bennet, planted his the first

of June, and yet had his seed ripe long before frost.
The 75c. book will be a good investment to all who
plant an acre. We send a sample of the sugar with
every packet of seed or book sent out.

A few, a very few, insist that they want the old
style of sections with groove for fdn. To such I

would say, my friends, you are making an awful
mistake. We have made and sold over 200,000 this
spring already, and a complaint, since we have got
our machinery to working nicely, is an unheard of
thing. The sections are so much handsomer, you
would hardly use the old ones if they were furnished
free; and friend Parker's fdn. fastener will enable
atiy child to put in the starters securely, and at a
rat*? never dreamed of with the old groove.
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AN OLD FRIEND'S REPORT ON SEVE-
RAL, MATTERS.

CHAFF niVES.

E
COMMENCED the season of 1878 here with nine

stocks of bees in common Langstroth hives, In-

tending- to make chaff hives and transfer nil the

stocks into them before the harvest commenced;
but sickness in the family, and other misfortunes,

prevented so far that I got only two stocks and their

two swarms into chaff hives, and got sections on,

and that late. However, I sold the honey from these

four hives to the amount of #:n.*J7. I managed to go
into winter quarters with 18 stocks, all in chaff hives,

and managed to winter them all successfully, which
seems a mystery to neighboring bee-keepers who
lost all, or nearly all, they had. All efforts to induce

them to adopt a new system and take a bee journal

are fruitless.

The season of 1879 was almost an entire failure.

The season opened splendidly, had early swarms,
and all were doing well, and got nicely started in

sections, when the dry hot weather in the latter part

of June cut off all pasturage completely. I began to

have fears in the latter part of summer that my
bees would be short of stores for winter, but a fair

flow of honey in the fall put them into winter trim.

The nights being- cool, they could work in sections

but very little.

QUEEN CELLS FKOM NATURAL SWARMING.

1 have increased my 18 to 40, mostly natural queens;

that is, queens that were hatched from cells that

were built by stocks that had swarmed, or were
about to swarm. This is a very good way to raise

queens, but I can see no difference in the artificial

queens I have raised and natural ones. One kind

did as well as the other the past season, and always

have done so, in my nine years' experience. I have

never had any 8, 9, or 10 day queens. My plan of

raising queens is to insert an empty comb or frame
of foundation into the center of the stock from
which I wish to breed. On the third day, take it out

and give to a queenless full colony, or very strong

nucleus (which for the purpose is the same thing)

nut less than three or four ccnibs, with abundance
of young hatching bees. The queens raised on this

plan seem to be as large and as perfect and as fine

•color as any natural queens I ever saw. I have had
no queens hatch in less than 13 days after the comb
was given to the queenless stock. By the way, if

honey is not^plenty at the time. fdn. must not be

nsed, but empty comb.
I see that G. M. Doolittle prefers natural queens.

I aiTi a great admirer of friend Doolittle, but I think

if he had his bees in chaff hives he would not be
bothered with so many weak stocks in the spring. I

made a chaff hive for a man in the fall of 1878. The
|

lower story was for a frame similar to the (iallup. I

transferred an ordinary stock into it, and it was the i

first to swarm the next season; but, unfortunately
for him, they decamped. He ran down the creek
after them for about a mile, lost his hat, and lost

sight of the swarm. The excitement and disap-

pointment made him really sick for the jest of the

day, bo that he could not attend to bis business. He
is foreman of a tannery in a neighboring village.

The chaff hives I got of you in 1878 were ;i poor Jot,

but [suppose you are improving on your goods, as

the l 1/; Slnry bi\ e i eot of you last = e.T=oii was well
made.

C \si; FOB I
1

i STORY HIVE.

1 think the combined shipping-case and honey-
crate is a humbug for this reason: In removing full

sections and replacing with empty ones, you are lia-

ble to kill bees on the supporting bars. It is all very

well to say smoke them out of the way; but if one
has many bees to attend to, it takes a good deal of

time. The broad frames suit me better, as then you
take the frame away from the main cluster; then all

you have to do is to keep the bees off the separators

in replacing sections, which is easily done.

FLAT-BOTTOMED FOUNDATION.
I have used some of the thin tlat-bottomed fdn.

this hist season, and it answers equally as well as tho

Root fdn., as long as there is plenty of honey coming
in; but if there is no honey coming in, the bees

are apt to gnaw it, which is not the case with thick

fdn. We shall see how your new thin fdn. goes this

season.

One day last summer I left some sections with
Knot fdn. in them standing beside a hive. When I

came to take them away I noticed that bees were
busy at work gnawing at the fdn., and loading up
their baskets with the wax. It made jagged-looking

pellets. All the bees doing this were Italians— no
blacks or hybrids. John II. Umfleby.
Derby. X. V . Feb. 0. 1880.

It is true, friend l
r

., that there is some dan-
ger of killing bees with the story and a half
case, but if you use smoke and work slowly,
you may get along very well with a little

practice. This crate is considerably cheap-
er than broad frames and upper stories, and
on this account, it is a great favorite, with
certain classes. Lift the case off, and take
it away from the hive, and you can then
work with about the same facility as with
broad frames.

OUR OWN APIARY, HONEY FA ROT, AND
FACTORY.

IMPROVEMENTS IN DIPPING WAX SHEETS.

E have been much rejoiced within the
past few days by a very simple ar-

rangement for melting wax. candied
honey, grape sugar, etc., by steam. It is

done by simply conduct inn
-

a half-inch iron

pipe into a barrel partly filled with water,
where, by letting in steam gradually, by a
suitable cock, the water may be made to

boil in a very few minutes. To melt wax,
just set into the barrel a suitable tin can,

fastened so that the water may be all around
it. This is for holding the wax, and should
be sufficiently large to take cakes of any size.

For dipping the sheets, we have a similar ar-

rangement "placed a little lower, so that a
molasses gate, placed near the bottom of the
can in the barrel, will deliver the melted wax
into the top of the second can. The dipping-

can must have a steam pipe also, to conduct
steam into the water that surrounds it.

With this arrangement, the dipping can be

carried on from morning until night, without

any stopping and fussing with the lire. The
tank in which the sheets are cooled is filled

by a pipe which brings cold water right from

the bottom of our artesian well, while anoth-

er conducts the water away after it has be-

come too warm. By this means, we dispense
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entirely with ice. and thus save a heavy bill

of expense.

MELTING CANDIED HONEY, MAKING BEE
CANDY, ETC.

If you have candied honey in barrels, set
in it a tall tin can, containing water; run
one of the steam pipes into this, and you can
melt the honey without any danger of injur-
ing it. A gate in the side of the barrel will
conduct the melted honey out, and strain it

into any receptacle you wish. For making
candy, or melting maple sugar or anything
of the kind, the first arrangement is the
nicest thing. With the honev gate, you can
run melted sugar into cakes of any size, with
great rapidity and no daubing.

SEVEN-TOT TUItNTI'.

April \llh.—Our first crop of blossoms on
the honey farm is beginning to open. It is

the seven-top turnip. Our past open winter
has bepn the most severe on the plant of any
we have had ; and the greater part of my
turnips were thrown out by the roots, by the
alternate freezing and thawing. Those
sowed late, as I advised last fall, are almost
all gone. The only really nice plot of them
is where we plowed in several loads of stable
manure for some raspberry vines. Although
we did not sow a turnip, in a few days a
most luxuriant, green foliage made its ap-
pearance, and, to our astonishment, they
proved to be the seven-top, which had only
been sowed on other parts of the farm. So,
you see, where we tried to prepare the
ground, and purchased a high priced fertil-

izer, we have scarcely a turnip, and where
we did not want turnips, we have a patch of
them that I shall feel more proud of for a
month to come, than perhaps any other spot
on the whole honey farm. I gave a dollar
for that manure heap, and I wish I knew
where I could buy a hundred more like it,

for two dollars each.

queens found dead in front of the
hives.

We have had an unusual number of cases
of the above, with our imported queens, and
several have been reported to us, of import-
ed queens Avhich we have sold. I can
scarcely hlame our customers for claiming
that the queens must have been old ones, yet
I hardly see how this can be, even though
some of our friends in Italy were not honest,
as I suppose them to be ; for the losses seem
to come from all of the lots we purchased

;

I am sure they would not all send us old
queens. Is it not likely that the long ocean
voyage has something to do with their being
short lived? I do not think I shall ever
want another invoice so late in the fall
again. There is hardly a question but that
our late troubles with spring dwindling have
something to do with queen's dying before
they are a year old, and I believe such losses
are much more likely to occur in colonies
rather weak, than in powerful ones. It is

certainly quite desirable that we should have
long lived, as well as prolific, queens, and if

queens reared under the impulse of natural
swarming will insure this, it will be well to
have them reared that way, but let us not
be in haste to rush to this conclusion pre-
maturely.

VILMORIN S IMPROVED DANDELION.
2\st—These are now in bloom, and their

great size, and bright, dazzling yellow make
them one of the prettiest sights on the
grounds, especially when covered with Ital-

ians, as they are whenever it is warm enough
for the bees to fiy. I presume they would
make excellent greens, but we have too few
to try them.

A BLACK QUEEN. WITH YELLOW BEES.

I mentioned last season having a daughter
of an imported mother, that was even black-
er than the common black queens. She has
wintered her colony finely, and now moves
about among as fine, yellow bees as any in
the apiary, making almost a ludicrous con-
trast by her jetty blackness. This queen
pretty nearly upsets the notion that any one
can tell a pure Italian by the color of the
queen herself. Does it really matter, my
friends, what color a queen is, so far as her
value for honey is concerned

?

MAPLE SUGAR BEE-CANDY.
We have just succeeded nicely, in making

the 1 lb. bricks of maple sugar and flour,

—

four pounds of sugar to one of flour. Stir
the flour in the hot sugar when it is just
done enough to make hard cakes, and then
keep on stirring it. until it becomes white
and of a creamy grain. When it is so thick
that it will just run down smooth, pour it in-
to little oblong pans, just right to hold a
pound. If you are going to sell it, set the
pans on the scales, and rill exactly a pound
into each. The flour gives it a taste some-
thing like very rich cookie dough, and, with
the maple sugar flavor, I am inclined to
think it will prove as great a favorite with
the children, as a new confectionery, as it

will with the bees. It will furnish all the
bees need to start brood rearing, even during
long rainy spells, such as we sometimes have
during this month. One of these sugar
bricks will start the brood as if by magic.
If you lay a sponge filled with water by the
side of the brick, the bees will use it up
much faster, but I do not know that it gives
any especial advantage.

m • & —
PACLONIA HTIPEKIAL.IS.

fi
WILL take it on myself to send yon a descrip-

tion of a very beautiful tree which we know as— the Paulonia. When this tree comes up, it

very much rpsembles a mullen stalk. The first year

of its growth the leaves come out in pairs on oppo-

site sides of the stem, and are very large. It sheds

its leaves in the fall, when nothing remains standing

but a straight stem. The second year, limbs grow
from the points where the leaves were the first

year, and during the third year, it prepares itself for

blooming. Commencing in August, it forms a small

pod, which lives all through the winter, and blooms
in April of the following year. The blooms are very

beautiful. They are royal purple in color, and form
themselves very close together on the limb, making
a beautiful bouquet. This is the greatest honey
flower in the world. Each flower contains a drop of

honey. I will send you some of the flowers, and also

a pod that contains the seed. This tree is a native

of Japan, and is a rapid grower. The one of which I

speak now is 10 years oil, is 1% It. iu diameter, and
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a beautiful shade tree. The seed ripen in Sept.,

and are very small, no larger than a tobacco seed.

They blossom any where, and come up promiscuous-
ly all over the woods. W. T. Hearn.
Montezuma, Tenn., April 11, 1880.

The Paulonia tree grows to a goodly size, some
25 feet or more high, and is quite ornamental as a
shade tree. The bees literally swarm on them while

iu bloom, and they bloom in early spring, before the

leaves appear, making them very desirable as a
source of honey for brood-rearing, &c. I have no
practical knowledge of the "habits" of the tree, nnd
do not know when or how the seed should be sown;
but, from observation, I presume they should be
sown in the spring, in a rich, moist (not wet) soil,

and kept free from weeds. As soon as the plants

are a few inches high, thin out to a foot, and trans-

plant to the permanent location when a few feet

high. I shall sow some seeds this spring in boxes,

as I would tomato seed, and transplant as I would
tomato plants. I will report results as' soon as there

are any (results) to report. In the mean time,

should any of your readers know anything about
this tree, they will do the rest of us a favor by im-
parting their knowledge through Gleanings.

I will send a packet containing several hundred
seeds, post paid, to any address, on receipt of 10c.

Goldsboro, N. C, Jan. 13, 1880. T. B. Parker.

Our readers are aware that we have sever-
al times spoken of this tree before. The one
in our yard has been there several years, but
it has always died down to the ground every
spring, until within the past two years. It
has branches now, but I have been watch-
ing in vain for those wonderful flower buds.
The trees were purchased expressly for the
honey, but I only saved one out of a half
dozen; I believe I paid $2 00 each for them.
The enormous leaves are well worth all the
trouble as a curiosity, even if we never get
any flowers in our locality. I believe it is

rather difficult to get the seeds to grow, but
perhaps some of our skillful boys or girls

can do it. The young trees can be furnished,
I should think, for a low price. The flowers
friend H. sends us are large, and very beau-
tiful. I have no doubt, from their struc-
ture, that they would furnish an enormous
quantity of honey, when the season is favor-
able, but it may be difficult to get blossoms
as far north as we are. I give our friend
Parker a free advertisement, because I

think it a tree that will be an acquisition as
an ornamental plant.

m m »
LEAKY COVERS; SOMETHING ITIORE IN

REGARD TO THE MATTER.

f|IA.KE some of your cover lumber, and give it

one coat of paint before you put it together;

that is, give it the paint on all sides, ends, and
in the grooves, and then put it together, and give it

one more coat of paint on the inside, and two more
on the outside, and I am confident it will not leak.

The reason the covers "come and go" is because it

is warm on the inside and cold on the outside, and
the cover gets damp on the inside, and is hound to

come and go; but, if it is well painted, you will find

it will stay. I have some covers for a different style

of hives from yours, and the covers are 22 in. wide,

all of one plank. The first ones which 1 mado all

cracked, and I could not think what was the cause;

but one day I "hit the nail on the head," and found
what was the matter. I did not have them painted

on the under side, and they would curl up on the

ends and crack. So I went to work and made some
more from lumber 22 in. wide by Ij in. thick, and
painted them well on both sides and they are as nice

now as the day I made them. I treat my hives in

the same way. I have them well painted on the in-

side, the same as on the outside, and they are as

tight as a barrel. Hives and covers both ought to

be painted on the inside by all means, to keep the

dampness out of the lumber. If you let the damp-
ness get in the lumber it is bound to swell and draw
the nails and then the hive or cover will leak.

Jno. F. Hepp.
Boonville, Ind., Jan. 12, 1**0.

AN INGENIOUS DEVICE TO HOLD WORK,
WHILE NAILING.

BEAli NOVICE:—Enclosed we send you a sketch

) of our nailing box for frames. Those of our
fellow bee-keepers who prefer to use the all

wood frame nailed, not dove-tailed, will find our lit-

tle machine very convenient.

Naples, N. Y., Apr. 2, 1880. Gheinek Brothers.

CREINERS NAILING

BLOCK. r:

Arrangements similar to the above were
much in use before the very general plan of
having all work, as far as possible, hold
itself "together Avhile being nailed. Our
brood frames, section boxes, and, in fact,

nearly all our work is made so that, when
driven together, it "will almost be strong
enough without nails. After nailing, we
have much greater strength. The hands, as
a general thing, work more rapidly without
the use of any machinery to get the parts
quickly and accurately in place.

f^ "imiimi"
fHAT subscription money I sent you is all your

own. I raised it with the distinct understand-
ing that each subscription should net you

$1.00. Your friends want to help you pay off that

debt of yours. I felt mean after clubbing Glean-
ings and Magazine at $1.50; so I concluded I would
raise you a small club and prepay the postage to

make amends. I so explained to them when I asked
them to subscribe. I. S. Hughes.
Mt. Zion, 111., Feb. 19, 1880.

May God bless you, friend II., not because
of your unselfish generosity to myself, but
because of that helpful spirit, so diametrical-
ly opposite to the natural selfishness of hu-
manity. It is a reproof to me at least, and
will help to make me ashamed of myself,
when next I am tempted to be small in mat-
ters of dollars and cents. It makes me feel
that the first words on the cover of our
journal are not a blunder and mistake, after
all.
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[This department is to be kept for the benefit of
those who are dissatisfied; and when anything1 is

amiss, I hope you will "talk rig-lit out." As a rule
we will omit names and addresses, to avoid being
too personal.]

MjlNCLOSED find one dollar for Gleanings for

i] the year 1880, with the distinct understanding— that the subscription begins with the J anuary
number and includes it. If you can't comply with

this simple request, please return my one dollar, and
f will patronize a bee-journal that has enterprise

enough to furnish back numbers. I remember
something of the trouble I was put to on this point

last year, and hence I desire an understanding at the

beginning. W. O. Pierce.
Winchester, Randolph Co., Ind., Jan. 12, '80.

Now, friend P., are you not just a little

bit rough on us poor editors? How are we
to know just how many numbers of a certain
issue will be called for. especially where we
have to decide the matter several months
ahead. A year aero last January, I started
the year with 6.000 copies, supposing I had
a orreat plenty for any possible demand.
There happened to be a great call for the Jan.
No., and, before I knew it, we were out.
For Feb., I printed 7.000; these were soon
out too, and. alter that, I printed 8.000 for
the whole year. It happened that a good
many of our subscribers were for only three
months, and, when the season turned out so
poorly, a great part of them failed to renew;
the demand for sample copies also dropped
off, and the consequence was we had a great
stack of back Nos., for which we had almost
no use. This year the question came up
again, how many should we print? To
avoid the nuisance of last year, I printed
again 8.000 each month. A few days ago,
Mr. Gray protested that those old journals
were too heavy for the floors. He had con-
structed the building to bear any reasonable
amount of weight, but when it came to tons,
it would not hold it. Well, the paper on
which those journals are printed, to say
nothing of the press work, cost $270.00 a
ton, and the pile is cash out over a thousand
dollars. It is true, I could have electrotype
plates of every issue, that I might always
supply any back No., but a pile of electro-

types would cost more than the pile of jour-
nals; it will not pay for a journal having
the average issue of a bee journal. It is

somewhat of a nuisance to advertise for a
No. we happen to run out of, but it is but
an insignificant expense, compared with
keeping tons of back Nos. on hand. Now,
frierld P., do you think it is really because
we lack enterprise that we don't have every
back No. that may be called for? If those
who want the whole volumes would sub-
scribe early, do you see what a great expense
it would save us? And do you not see, too,
why I have offered little presents, to get you
to -subscribe early? While I think of it, I

will furnish any volume of our back Nos.,
excepting Vol. ill, and the first four Nos. of
1879, at one-half the usual price, and pay
postage.

DEPOSITORY OF

Or Letters from Those Who Have Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

fjjHE imported queen sent me Nov. 27th, came in

about 10 or 12 days, and I got her home Dec.
loth. The queen was all right, but nearly all

the bees were dead. I do not think there was more
than % of a pint. I put them into a larger hive, re-

duced by a division board, with two of the frames
they came on which still contained honey, and one
frame of sealed honey, put a burlap double over
them, and they flew around merrily for a few days.

On Ohristmas and the day before it was cold enough
to form ice J4 of an inch thick, and they died, queen
and all. I took the dead queen in my hand and tried

to warm her into life, but she was dead, dead, dead.

Charges were $5.25; so my empty, 3 frame, nucleus

hive cost $11.25, making $18.75 I have expended for

imported queens, and have no queen yet. I sent to

Dadant one year ago for a four-dollar queen, and
she came dead. I advised him of the fact, when he
informed me that he did not guarantee safe delivery

of those queens! Well, why did he not so state in

his circular or advertisement?

I began keeping bees 3 years ago, and now have
70 colonies. For this section, 1879 was an exceedingly

poor year. I had no increase, and took but 80 gal. of

h"->ney. The first year, I worked only for increase,

the second increased from 10 to 65, and sold honey
enough to pay cash outlay to date, Jan. 1st. 1879, and
made a profit r>f $9.01). Last year ate up the profits

of the year before, and more too, leaving me noth-

ing for <ime and labor.

Heretofore I have worked only for honey; this

year I want to sell bees and queens in addition.

With my limited experience, I cannot speak very

definitely about bee-keeping in the South ; so far as

my experience goes it fe» not a "Bonanza," and, at

present, I am inclined to think the profits will uot

be so great as in the North. Our honey is not so

smooth, a little more acid, and has a greater tenden-

cy to make one cough than northern honey, is dark-

er generally, and, when extracted, is sent to city

markets, and sold for manufacturing purposes, and
has to compete with molasses. In 1879, mine netted

but 45c per gal., not quite 4c per pound. Again, the

honey flow is more continuous, but not so great at

any one time, so that brood rearing goes on briskly

and very little surplus is stored. In working for

extracted honey, I am troubled by the queens going

into the upper story. It is annoying to 11 nd it filled

with drones, and not a frame fit to extract in the

whole hive. Shading and ventilation present differ-

ent phazes here, and one cannot work all day bend-

ing over hives with a June sun beating down upon
his back, as you can in the North.

Grand Lake, Ark., Jan. 20, '80. H. A. HarrimAN.

Now, friend II., if you will excuse me, 1

would suggest that you did a most reckless
thing, when you allowed that queen to incur
any such risk; and one can scarcely avoid
the inference that your poor success all along
through may have'been caused mainly, by—
by—well, carelessness, and want of that
shrewd and dogged determination, that is

needed to make it sure that epieens shall not
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die, when you once get them into your hands.
AVe have those among our readers, who
scarcely ever fail in what they undertake
because they won't let a failure occur. Doo-
little and Hayhurst are men of that stamp

;

your humble servant is sometimes, when he
gets waked up, but I am sorry to say a great
many times, he lets things "slide," or rather
takes the risk, as you did when you left your
queen without reinforcing her nucleus
strongly with frames of hatching brood from
your other hives. I do not want to see any-
body brag, but I do like to see a man who
can winter every colony in a hundred, or
who is not afraid to take a valuable queen,
and say, "Yes sir, I can introduce her for
you, without any chance of a failure," and
then to see him set right about it and do it,

and have his actions prove his words, every
time. Boys you can make yourselves mas-
ters of these things, and when the world
finds you don't make mistakes, you will be
wanted every where. Come now, brighten
up, roll up your sleeves, and show us what
you can do. Do not try to grasp too much
at first; take a little, be faithful in a few
things, make your one colony just "climb,"
and then be sure you make all the rest, when
tbey come, do just the same. I declare I

had almost forgotten we were in Blasted
Hopes.

I have had bees two years, but never got a pound
of honey. Not very encouraging; is it? But I will

succeed this time, or try mighty hard.

D. B. Davenport.
Atchison, Atchison Co., Kan., Mar. 14, 1880.'

I have tried to keep bees for 2 years, and spent
over $100.00, and not a cent have I received, and but
little honey to eat. So you see I have been in Blast-

ed Hopes all the time. My wife says I am like the
man that made his living by farming, and always
bought his bread and seed. Well, if you do count me
in Blasted Hopes, I am not discouraged.

Joseph Vanbuskirk.
Clyde, Ohio, April 8, 1880.

BEE dysknteky.
A LITTLE BIT OF A CRITICISM ON ERIEND DOOLITTLE.

fjj? SEE this subject discussed in different papers

I
and bee journals, and have noticed one piece in

particular, from Bro. Doolittle, of Borodino,

N. Y. Now I consider Mr. Doolittle head and shoul-

ders above all other apiarists; indeed, so much do I

think of his common sense and straight forward
practical talk, that I have gathered up all the writ-

ings of his I could get, and placed them in a book,
which I call my " Doolittle book." But I saw a piece
in the Arm rican Bee Journal of December, 1879, from
his pen, from which I must dissent, as it is contrary
to all my experience.

On p. 541, of the bee-journal, he says: "Is there
such a disease among bees as dysentery? I answer,
No. Do we see bees soiling their hives and combs
nt any other time, except after a long continued
confinement? If we had July weather steadily for

one year, would the bees die of the so called dysen-
tery, as they did last winter and spring? Of course
not," etc., etc. Now, friend Doolittle, in regard to
this as a bee disease, you are correct; you and I

agree exactly. But listen; In 1865, I had 3 good

swarms in the King hive, which were just alike as
far as I could see. About the 20th of Nov., 1 fixed
them up for winter. I took out the honey boxes and
put two layers of burlap over the frames above the
bees. 1 filled the space above of the first with corn
cobs; of the second with chaff; for the third, I cut
up a square piece of sod right under my feet, and
put right on the burlap over the bees, and filled up
with earth. What ignorant mortals we are! There
was a one inch auger-hole in front of each for ven-
tilation.

Well, about New i'ear's, on a pleasant day, the
bees were flying nicely. I walked along in front of
them, and saw a few sickly looking bees crawling in

front of the hive where I had put the sod. They
were all daubed with their excrement. "Hallo!
something wrong here," I said, and opened the hive
immediately. Such a case of dysentery may it never
be my lot to look upon again. The combs and bees
were literally covered with their excrement. I took
them out and put them in another hive, but it was
too late; they all died with dysentery, brought on
by my stupidity. Well, the other two cume through
in splendid condition, aud gave me two swarms each
the next summer. Dysentery is brought on more
by the condition of the hive than by long confine-
ment. In the fall of 18T0, on thf 15th of Nov., I put
3 swarms in thp cellar. I gave them plenty of ven-
tilation, kept them in until the 10th of April, with-
out giving them a fly, and they came out tip-top,

never having soiled their combs in the least. Now,
if Bro. Doolittle is correct, will friends Burch, Hed-
don, Clute, Shane, and some more of the bee dea-
cons arise and explain. J. Elliott.
Easton, Wayne Co., O., Mar. 8, 1880.

Very likely the sod killed your bees, friend
E., but how do you know but that somebody
else might try the "sod plan," and have
them come out finely';' I, too, in reading
friend D.'s article, noticed the point you have
taken up, and it looked very much as if he
meant to say that bees died of confinement,
very much as human beings would, were
they similarly confined ; but still, 1 do not
think he meant to have it so understood, but
rather this: if the weather were so warm
that the bees could fly freely every day, we
should have no dysentery ; therefore it must
be the effect of confinement to their hives
by cold weather. At the same time, confine-
ment to their hives by cold weather does not
necessarily always produce dysentery.

HOW THEY USE HONEY IN LOUISIANA.

tE use a great deal of honey in cooking. For
all molasses is so cheap with us, honey is

cheaper. It stews pumpkin deliciously;

preserves peaches, apples, oranges, quinces, figs,

both Lisbon and Japan, and makes the most deli-

cious "butter scotch," as we school girls of Cincin-

nati used to call it. The extracted honey is praised

by every one who sees it, above the old-fashioned

strained honey. I have you to thank for my ever
doing anything with bees out of the old routine.

HOW TO EXTEMPORIZE A "HAND RIPPER."
I have not told you that the saws you sent are run

by an old straw cutter that was idle, and does splen-
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elidly. K. J. Willson will send for a saw the same as

mine, he is so pleased with it.

You can form no idea of how out-of-the-way this

country is for little home improvements. Anything
that is grand or big, like a steam cotton gin or cot-

ton press is all right, but very few raise their own
corn herp, or their meat, and have few of the little

improvements that make a convenient and pleasant

northern home. Our plantation makes oOO bales of

cotton, and I may say we live from hand to mouth;
but I have Boston blood in me, aiid I mean to do
something in the line on which I have commenced.

St. I. T. Moore.
Monroe, Ouachita Parish, La., Dec. 11, 1880.

Pertaining to Bee Culture.

[We respectfully solicit the aid of our friends in
conducting this department, aud would consider it a
favor to have them send us all circulars that have a
deceptive appearance. The greatest care will be at
all times maintained to prevent injustice being done
any one.]

S-5?'E have been troubled very much with patent
/*'/ bee hive men. A party from Tenn. sold us

Ihe "Golden Bee-hive," and taught us how
to get our honey at '2c. per lb.; but it failed and
caused many to say that bees arc a humbusr. Anoth-
er party came last fall, and said they had broken
Langstroth up, for infringing on their right. All

the harm they did was to take an old man off with
them, promising him $75.00 per month, and left him
to make his way back the best he could without pay.

He ought to take Gleanings. Mike Wintnger.
Glasgow, Ky., April C, 1880.

We have had a goorl many letters of com-
plaint from the "Golden bee-hive" of late,
and also from the "Gould's Common-Sense
hive," which, it seems, has cropped out
again, especially in the South. Give them
all a wide berth, my friends, and you will
save your money.

I send one new subscriber. I think when he has
read Gleanings six months he will want it the re-

mainder of the year, notwithstanding he paid N. C.

Mitchell $5.00 for the right to make his hive and a

promise to send him his own "published work" con-

taining full instructions how to handle and make
money from bees,—which "Uncle Sam" fails to

bring. N. Case.
Orangeville, O., Jan. 20, 1880.

MITCHELLISM.
Dear Sir: -Two years ago, my friend Corneil and I

decided to Italianize our bees; and, as Mitchellism
was then all the go - here, we concluded to send to

him for a queen. Accordingly, $5.00 was sent for a
queen and honey knife. Pretty soon after, my
friend received a receipt for the money, and also

word that the queen would be on the way in proper
time. At two or three different times, he sent word
that the queen would soon be on the way. After two
years, we have concluded that she is a slow traveler,

or that Mitchell is not yet through testing her, or

that he wants her to swell the ranks of that army
of queens 10,000 strong, or, maybe, to give some one
a good chance to brand him as a swindler.

Lowder, 111., April 10, 1880. F. W. Hulme.

MITCHELL.
I am glad to see you take such active measures in

regard to Mitchell. Until I saw the April number of

]

Gleanings, 1 did not understand the meaning of a

j

good many letters I have received of late. I had no

|

idea that he had the assurance to claim, in a printed

;

circular, a patent covering every feature of a divis-

: ion board. He has left Indianapolis and gone west,

to "grow up with the country." G. P. McDougall.
Indianapolis, Ind., April 5, 1880.

MRS. COTTON.
A. I. Root:—I take the Christian Leader, a paper

;
published in Boston, in which I saw Lizzie E. Oot-

]
ton's honey-bee advertisement. 1 cut it out, put it

on a postal card, stating that it was a humbug, and
giving as reference yourself and A. J. King & Co.

A short time ago the same advertisement came in the

Tribune and Farmer, published in Philadelphia, and
I did the same with that. The advertisement is the

same as you published in Gleanings of Nov. 1st,

1879. Yesterday I got a letter from her which reads

as follows:

T.B. II'ait:— I am advised of your slandering me
through the mails. I shall immediately take meas-
ures to bring you to justice. •

Mrs. Lizzie E. Cotton.
West Gorham, Me., Apr. 8, 1880.

I don't know but I have got myself into trouble;

if I have, I did not do it intentionally. I notified the

publishers for the benefit of the public and bee-keep-

ers particularly, and I did not like to see a humbug
advertisement in a religious paper. I don't think

she will ever trouble me, but, if she does, I shall

have to look to you for the proof of what I said; viz.,

that her advertisement is a humbug, for it was by
reading your Gleanings that I was led to do so.

Please let me know soon what you think of the mat-
ter. T. B. Wait.

Mills' Mills, N. Y., April 13, 1880.

Never fear the threat of evil doers, friend
W.

;
you have done your duty well and

faithfully, and I will stand between you and
harm, should any come. I am rejoiced to
know that so many are waking up to the
importance of letting our religious papers
know that they are expected to discriminate
between the true and the false advertise-
ments. Mrs. Cotton's advertisement alone,
coining from any source, should condemn
it, and I do not see how the editor of a re-

ligious paper, or any other who has the good
of his readers at heart, could allow such a
statement in its columns. , Mrs. Cotton's
threats are about on a level with those from
Mitchell, given last month.

§^pi%<pt&

1
AM a reader of Gleanings and an A B C scholar

of 17. Quite young for a bee-keeper, am I not?

My brother has the ABC, and takes Glean-
ings, and I take the American Bee Journal. So I

get to read every number of Gleanings, and he

reads the A. B. J. Probably, you may not care

about hearing from me, as I am not one of your sub-

scribers; but I assure you I would be, if I were not

at liberty to read Gleanings whenever I desire.

This is my second year of bee-keeping. I com-

menced last season with one colony of blacks. The
season was so poor that I only increased it to two,

aud did not get any surplus. I was at that time
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very green in bee culture; therefore I got a bee-

keeper to divide them for me, as they would not
swarm. I also boua-ht of him a tested Italian queen,
which he introduced the day he divided them, which
was July 3d,—pretty late in the season; but they
made enough for winter stores, and have wintered
so far. The Italian queen is an exceedingly prolific

one, keeping the hive always "chock full" of bees,

and brood in all stages, during the honey season.

They are the gentlest bees I ever saw, and plainly

show the three yellow bands a3 described in the

ABC. I worked with them without a bee veil all

last season, and did not receive a sting. Of course,

I began to think that I was an expert bee-keeper;

but one day, when m}' brother was putting a colony
of hybrids into a chaff hive, I boldly stepped up to

take part in the proceedings. I removed one frame
all right; but when I reached down for another, one
of said colony thought he would salute me. So
"zip," he took me right on my eyelid, and you just

ought to have seen me "heel it." My eye swelled so

that I could hardly see out of it for 2 or 3 days; so I

have got enough of them.
I expect to Italianize all of my mother's bees (she

has 6 colonies, 3 blacks and 3 hybrids) and my own
from the Italian queen described above. Do you think
she is a good one to breed from? When I commence
Italianizing, the black and hybrid queens will be of

no use to me, and if you want them to fill orders

with, I will send them to you with the greatest of

pleasure, provided you will furnish cages and pay
postage. One of the hybrid queens produces the

best honey gatherers I ever saw, and is remarkably
prolific, always keeping her colouy the strongest in

the apiary; but they are like a nest of yellow jack-

ets to work with. If you want any of the above
queens, I will notify you when I get ready to ship.

M. B. Moore.
Morgan Station, Ky., March 23, 1880.

Many thanks, my young friend, for your
very kind offer, but I think it will be better

for you to ship the queens directly to those
who may happen to want them ; and I wish
to say, my friend Moore, aside from bee-cul-

ture, that your letter is perhaps as line a
specimen of penmanship, as ever came to

the office of Gleanings. I wonder if you
have not been reading and profiting by my
remarks in January number. I wish our
boys—aye, and older ones too—would write
to you for some copies, and then set earnest-
ly to work and do likewise. I am very glad
indeed that you have the American Bee
Journal, and it does me good to hear of
neighbors borrowing and lending their jour-
nals in the way you mention ; it looks like

helping one another.

GALU P.

SOME OF niS IDEAS IX KEGARD TO QUEEN REARING
AND IMPROVING BEES GENERALLY.

s
gjf' HAVE just received a circular from J. Oatman

I & Sons, of Dundee, Kane Co., 111., which calls

my attention to a fact in bee culture that is not

generally appreciated. He says "Hard work, and
close attention to the valuable traits developed by
special stocks and lines of blood in our yards for the

past few years, have now placed us in possession of

a line of Italians," &c. He further says, "We are

forced from long and careful experiments to give

preference to the leather colored bees, finding them
more worthy in every particular ot further develop-

ment." Now this corresponds bo exactly with my
experience and with the experience of the late

Adam Grim, that I thought it well enough to give

my experience in the matter. It is a well known
fact to every bee-keeper that he will have some
stocks in the apiary that are far superior, in every

particular, to all others. Now, by careful selection,

and breeding only from selected stocks, for a series

of years, every stock in the apiary con be brought
up to a high standard of excellence. Mr. Grim said

that he wanted bees for profit, and not for fancy, and

I want the same. I have invariably found the dark

leather colored Italians preferable to the extra light

colored. I know that many breeders have bred for

color simply, because there was a demand for hand-

somely colored bees without regard to other quali-

ties. While in Iowa, I bred for five years in succes-

sion exclusively from queens that came up to my
standard, and the result was a race of bees that was
far above the ordinary standard for protit, and profit

is what we are after. In examining our bees the

past week, we found one stock whose queen had
filled 12 combs completely, and two more partially

(standard L. combs) with brood. Now I would murli

prefer 15 stocks of the above class to 50 ordinary

or common stocks, as they are found through the

country to-day, and I would actually get more protit

from the 15 than from the 50. You will probably say

that this is one of Gallup's yarns; but try the ex-

periment for yourselves. It certainly pays to im-

prove the breed of bees, and that they can be im-

proved, and wonderfully improved, is a positive

fact.

I sent an order to the editor of Gleanings, the

first of this month, for two imported queens without

giving any directions as to color, and he sent one

dark, leather colored queen, and one light colored

one. Now, for my own use, I prefer the dark one

before the light one every time. Suppose they are

not quite so gentle in their disposition at all seasons

of the year (and I am perfectly willing to allow that

they are not) it is the working qualities that I am
after. 1 have no objections, not in the least, to dol-

lar queens, providing they are properly bred, and

bred from extra good stock. Raising them for one

dollar each does not make them worthless, by any
means. We would be just as apt to get good queens

for one dollar as for five dollars, providing they

were raised from good stock, and by a careful and

reliable apiarian. Queen cells should always be

raised in good, strong stocks, with an abundance of

nursing bees, and they should be gathering natural

food abundantly, or be fed freely at the time. After

they are sealed, they can be transferred to smaller

stocks or nuclei to be hatched and be fertilized.

Save all the queen cells that are raised in excellent

stocks at swarming time, for they are about as near

right as they can be made. Why not improve bees

as well as our domestic animals? I do not get the

imported queens expecting to get anything superior

to those raised in this country, but for the sake of

introducing a new strain of blood or a cross in the

stock; for bees should never be bred in and in for a

series of years, expecting to keep upthc standard of

excellence. They will run out the same as our hens

and turkeys. B. Gallcr.

Santa Paula, Cal., March 30, 1880.
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HONEY DEW.
THE REAL, VERITABLE, GENUINE ARTICLE, "CAUGHT

IN THE ACT" OF FALLING FROM THE CLOUDS.

GOOD deal has been written on the origin of

honey dews, and I wish to make a statement
J of what I have seen. "When I was a young

man, my father owned a farm in Lorain Co., Ohio,

on the Vermillion River, 2 miles from Vermillion

J farbor. We were clearing and making fence on the

river Hats. The honey dew had covered the leaves

of the bushes and weeds, and the dry leaves and
sticks on the ground so that they stuck fast to my
bare feet. I licked it from the leaves, and it was
very sweet. One afternoon, I saw the air full of

small shining particles, resembling a shower of rain

tailing gently to the ground. My father said it was
the honey dew coming down. There was no wind or

clouds. The sun had fallen behind the wash bank
nearly 100 feet high. While standing in the shade,

we could see the shower of illuminated drops like

rain. I have seen something like it by throwing
water in the air when the sun shines. I think they
were visible over 150 feet from the ground. This
shower continued till the sun went down behind the
trees. The drops were exceedingly small; not as

large as they were in the blossoms of the spider

plant, but I am sure the bees could have licked up
the spilt honey all the day long from the ground.
What do you think of this? J. B. Graves.
Richmond, Mich., Jan. 16, 1881.

The above should have followed the arti-
cle on page 218, but it was overlooked.
From the facts furnished, it would seem
that there is considerable more to be learned
about this strange phenomenon than we are
perhaps aware of. It has been suggested
that these showers are due to the presence of
swarms of insects in the air above, beyond
the ken of human sight, and that after play-
ing in the rays of the setting sun awhile,
they go back to feed on the foliage of plants
and trees, preparatory to producing another
such shower on the succeeding day, and so
on. Who can undertake to say "positively
that such is or is not the case?

STILL MORE ABOUT HONEY DEW.
In the summer of '78, honey dew was so plentiful

with us (this was in Douglas and Franklin Cos., Kan-
sas), that the bees tilled up their hives almost tight,

so to speak, in July. Hives were so well filled that
brood rearing was almost cut off, and, although bees
had done well all the fore part of the season and
put out an abundance of swarms, nearly all stocks
were weak in the fall, but had plenty of.honey.

This dew appeared in the greatest abundance on
the leaves of the black or shellbark hickory. Con-
siderable of it was found on what most people there
call jack oak; some on sumac, and but little on Pa-
paw, there being no beech or hard maple. My opin-

ion is, that this saccharine substance exudes from
bursting buds, and the young, tender shoots of some
kinds of timber. I do not think it is an exudation of
the leaf exclusively, for the following reasons: If

the weather is windy or cloudy, this dew does not
appear. It is always found on leaves of a smooth or
glossy surface, and not on velvety leaves unless they
are in close proximity to those on which it appears
most copiously. It is never found on the under side
of a leaf, or on leaves that are sheltered. If there is

ho common dew, there is no honey dew. If the

growth of timber has been very thrifty, and the

weather is very clear day and night, and common
dews very heavy, the yield of honey dew will be very

copious. I have given my reasons in a very positive

way, simply because it is the shortest way. My ob-

servations have given me the above conclusions,

yet I may be mistaken.

THIS HONEY DEW FOR WINTER STORES.

I put 41 stands of bees into winter quarters, in a

warm, dry cellar. None of them with more than an

ordinary number of bees, but most of them well

stored with this honey-dew honey. I took them all

from the cellar alive, and only one had dysentery,

and that had been troubled by a rat. Most of the

people through the country let their bees stand out,

without any protection, and nearly one-half of them
froze to death, and most of those that lived through

had dysentery in the spring. S. A. Shuck.

Bryant, 111., Dec. 22, '79.

SMAKTWEED ANU OTHER HONEY
PliANTS OF NEBRASKA.

¥-OU and all other writers on honey plants seem
to be mistaken in the kind of smartweed
from which honey is gathered. In this sec-

tion of country, bees never work on blackheart or

on the small variety of smartweed. There appear

to be three intermediate varieties that produce hon-

ey, and one that does not. These are the plants

from which the greatest yield of honey is procured

during the month of August. The honey is nearly

as light colored as basswood honey, and without

nauseating qualities. When candied, the grain is

very fine. Last year we had several thousand

pounds of it, but, this year, like all other honey
plants, they failed to furnish any surplus. From
basswood in June, and smartweed and buckwheat
in August and the first 8 or 10 days of September,

we obtain all our surplus honey. A little honey is

sometimes gathered in the fore part of June from
red clover, and about the tenth of the month early

sumac blossoms, but neither furnishes surplus. From
the 15th to isth basswood blossoms, and some years
furnishes a large yield; in other seasons none. In
July a late variety of sumac blooms, and a little hon-
ey is gathered. The Simpson-weed blossoms in this

month and continues to bloom until the latter part
Of August, but never furnishes honey in sufficient

quantities to make any perceptible difference in the
yield. When the smartweed blooms, about the 8th

or 10th of August, a change comes over the spirit of
the apiarist's dreams. The swarming season opens,
and honey is gathered at the rate of 4 or 5 lbs. a
day in good swarms, up to the 8th or 10th of Septem-
ber, when the season closes. We have soft maple,
red bud, white willow, and hazel, from which_pollen
is gathered in March, and the various kinds of fruit
trees in spring. In June, we have the oak, dogwood,
red clover, early sumac, and red willow; in July,
late sumac, Simpson weed, the Rocky Mountain bee-
plant, and the various kinds of milkweed; also the
various kinds of sun flower, wild and tame, on which
bees never work. Many of these continue to bloom
through August. In the fall we have aster and
golden rod, and yet we have never known any or all

of these to secrete honey in su fiicient quantity to
make it worth while to extract. White clover has
not been introduced into the country in sufficient

quantity to be mentioned. If I could procure some
of the American variety, I should like to test its

honey producing qualities here. So far I have not
been able to get the right kind. We ought to be
able to reduce this business to system, and to be
able to tell just when to expect a flow of honey.
Ruin, Neb., Dec. 12, 1879. Jerome Wiltse.
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ACROSS THE GREAT SALT BItOOK.

No 1.

FRANK BENTON S TRIP TO THE ISLE OF CYPRUS.

^J-SAITH thoughts turned to the far East, a little

party of three went on board the staunch
steamship Italy, to sail on the 21st of Janu-

ary for London, intending to proceed thence across

the continent of Europe and up the Mediterranean
Sea to the Isle of Cyprus, of which nearly every bee-

keeper in America has been reading of late. The
terrors of the deep were to be faced, and thousands

of weary miles to be traversed, in order to obtain

the little insects which, found only on the island

mentioned above, have received the name Cyprian
Bees. It was friend King, of the Bee-Keeper's Mag-
azine, who shook us by the hand after having enter-

tained us very pleasantly at his house the night

before, and who wished us a pleasant and prosper-

ous journey. Day after day our good ship plunged
forward against the surging Atlantic billows, and,

at last, through the fog and storms, brought us, on
the :>th of February, to that wonderful city, London,

the world's capital.

It was gratifying to observe that the tribute which

the stern old sea-god, Neptune, had exacted from
friend D. A. Jones, of Beeton, Canada, had left him
none the less hearty looking, and none the less jolly;

and when he shook the hand of Mr. Alfred Neighbor,

of the firm of Geo. Neighbor & Sons, it was easy to

see that he was as thoroughly a u bee-ist" as ever,

and, quite like his companiou, "Bent-on" seeing and

learning all that our good brothers in Europe could

present in the bee line.

In the bee-emporium of Mr. Neighbor, we found

all the appliances of a well regulated apiary, and
among his stock of hives, extractors, etc., articles

adapted to almost any style of bee-keeping may be

found. Mr. Neighbor's Cottage bee-hive, in the

hands of the peasant bee - keepers, will produce

much better results than could be obtained by the

old-fashioned straw hive. It is constructed of close-

ly twisted straw wound spirally upward, and has an

opening in the top, over which a case of sections or

honey-boxes may be placed to secure comb honey.

The whole is surmounted by a well painted, wood-

en or metal cap, which serves to shed the water as

well as keep off the direct rays of the sun. Bees in

these hives would certainly winter well, especially

in the mild climate of England. The Collateral hive

is a form of the movable-comb hive, which Mr.

Neighbor designs to be used as a side-storing hive,

whenever so desired, frames containing sections be-

ing- hung just outside the division -boards which in-

close the brood-nest. This hive is also well adapted
to wintering in the open air —the plan very gener-

ally pursued in England — as the combs anddivisiou-

boards are so arranged as to enable the bee-keeper

to place the former parallel to the entrance, and

pack with chaff on all Bides. In the way of extrac-

tors, we could not but feel that some of the more
modern American styles would give greater satis-

faction; indeed that has been the observation wher-

ever we have been. Mr. Neighbor's intelligent talk

about bees, and his lively interest iu our undertak-

ing served as a very agreeable change from the

monotony and confinement of life on shipboard.

•Of '-onree, we could not tbiuk of leaving London

without first making a visit to Fairlawn, the home
and bee-establishment of that worthy British bee-
keeper, Mr. C. N. Abbott, the editor and publisher of
the British Bee Journal. So one morning we found
ourselves seated in one of the cars of the under-
ground railway company, and, after a few minutes*
whirl through the dark tubes leading under the
great city, we were landed at the desired railway

station, in the northwest part of the city. Then a
pleasant ride of about ten miles brought us to Tout-
hall, London, and shortly after we received from
Mr. Abbott himself, who had been previously noti-

fied of our coming, a very hearty welcome. The
hours in his apiary, shop, sanctum, and at the din-

ner-table, Hew past only too quickly. It is very easy

to discern that friend Abbott is a thorough-going

bee-keeper, and we found much of interest at his

place. His 130 colonies of bees are most of them in

movable -comb hives, the frames being about the

same size as the frame proposed in Gleanings some
3
-ears ago as a standard frame. Mr. Abbott's efforts

are largely turned toward the fitting out of full col-

onies of bees in such movable-comb hives as can
easily be handled by the farmer bee-keepers; and,

in this manner, as well as through the columns of

his excellent journal, The British Bee Journal, ho
is doing much to raise the standard of bee-culture in

Great Britain.

It is gratifying to see the interest manifested by
our British brethren in regard to new races of bees.

They are discussing the qualities of these races and,

now, some of them are to have Cyprian bees which
we bring with us. Friend Abbott has promised per-

sonal assistance in flying and, if necessary, repack-

ing our queens when they arrive in England, so they
will stand the long voyage over the ocean.

Time will not permit additional remarks at pres-

ent, any more than the mere statement that we
have visited a large number of the prominent apia-

rists on the continent, Gravenhorst, Cori, Count
Kolowrat, Gatter, Schroeder, and others, and every

one is thoroughly convinced of the gnat superiority of

the Cyprians over all other races, especially in the

matter of wintering and honey - gathering, and,

when pure in blood, they are no crosser than Ital-

ians, while many claim they are more gentle.

Trieste, Austria, Feb. 27, '80. Frank Benton.

Many thanks, friend B. As I was much
interested in the following note, which ac-
companied the article above, I suppose our
readers will be also, and so I take the liberty
to give them all we know of you. Please
give all those friends a hearty hand-shake
for us, and tell them we often remember the
brothers away across the seas.

Friend Roof:— Since landing in London, we have
been on the go most of the time, so that it has been
quite impossible to write much. At the last

moment, I have dashed off a few pages.

We sail for Alexandria, Egypt, at noon to-day, on

the Urano, of the Austrian Lloyd St. Company's line.

Mr. Jones sends kind regards. Accept same for

all from me.— F. B.

It sounds almost like a dream to hear you
speak of "Alexandria, Egypt." Don't you
have to "pinch yourself" sometimes, to see
if it is really you or not? May God bless
and watch over you and brother Jones, and
all the kind bee friends you meet in your
travels.
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The foregoing should, properly, have gone
in the April No., but as it did not, we shall

have two letters in this No., for we suppose
our friends are all anxious to know of the
Cyprians in their native home, as soon as
possible.

EASTWARD HO ! — CYPRUS— ITS BEE CULTURE.
NO. 2.

One bright, beautiful day in February, the Austri-

an Llyod steamship Urano cast loose from her

moorings in the city of Trieste, and bore out into

the charming bay which forms an excellent harbor

for many ships. The deep blue water, the glittering,

white- stone houses of the city mingled with the

green foliage of its numerous gardens, with a back-

ground of hills whose sides were studded with

gleaming white villas, while still farther off were
rugged, quite mountain-like elevations forming an
irregular horizon, all combined to produce a scene

that could not but charm the eye of the beholder.

Even the two bee-keepers who stood on the quarter-

deck of the fast^receding steamer were delighted.

Down the Adriatic the good ship sped. Corfu was
the first halting place: then on she went over the

heaving waters of the Mediterranean. The Isles of

Greece, so famous in history and song, were passed,

and slumbering Greece herself left behind us. At
last, a long line of sand seemed to rise from the sea;

then numerous turret-like structures were seen—
the sandy shores of Africa and the minarets of Alex-

andria's mosques were before us. Great palm trees,

lemon and orange trees, laden with delicious looking

fruit, figs and bananas, all betokened a tropical

clime. The strange life which was soon exhibited to

our eyes indicated the same thing. Turks, Arabs,

Abysinians, and Europeans of all nationalities were
strangely grouped, the natives exhibiting, in their

peculiar dress, an odd mixture of bright colors, tur-

bans, and fezes.

From Alexandria, another steamer brought us to

Cyprus. Here a similar scene presented itself, only

there were fewer Europeans, more were dressed

like Greeks, and Greek was the prevailing language;

while the buildings were far less pretentious and

the vegetation less luxuriant, though numerous
palms-, orange and lemon trees, and acres of cacti

were to be seen.

As soon as we had established our headquarters at

the only suitable, public stopping-place in Larnaca,

we turned our backs upon all these new and ©dd

scenes, and, mule-back, sought the rurnl districts, —
not the sylvan shades, for not a sign of a forest was
to be seen. We traveled for miles northeastward

from Larnaca, through a region having only here

and there cultivated fields, and these apparently but

poorly remunerative. Sometimes the road led over

bare rocks for some distance. There was scarcely

any hint at water, and in summer everything must
be dry. There was comparatively little herbage,

though a very small shrub, something like a sage

bush, seemed to be struggling from among the

rocks. Perhaps it may furnish honey, but in the

main one would judge that if there were any bees in

this region there would surely be a struggle for ex-

istence, which would result in "the survival of the

fittest," and thus the perpetuation of a strong race.

After nearly three hours' ride, we came to a range

of limestone hills, or low mountains, beyond which

we found the Messarea, or central plain, extending

northward to the lofty mountain range which runs

parallel with, and close to, the northern coast of the

island. The Messarea extends from the sea on the

southeast to the sea on the northwest, and contains

many villages and several cities, as well as the ruins

of many famous, ancient cities. Its soil is very gen-

erally good, but water is lacking, the only supply be-

ing from a few wells and springs many of which are

dry in summer. If good wells were sunk, and sup-

plipd with windmills, and tree-planting should be re-

sorted to, a few years would suffice to change much
of this area into fertile, cultivated fields, instead of

letting it remain in the shape of open commons
where flocks of sheep and herds of goats glean but a

scanty pasturage.

At a village on this pliin, we saw the first bees.

They were in earthen cylinders about eighteen or

twenty inches long, and eight or nine in diameter.

These cylinders were placed in heaps as we pile up
tiles, and the ends, front and rear, closed with clay,

or with earthenware disks which were plastered in

with clay, a small hole being left at the lower part of

the front disk, to serve as an entrance. In some in-

stances, the hives were made of unbaked clay, chop-
ped straw having been incorporated with the clay.

The honey is obtained once or twice during the

season, by removing the rear disk and cutting out

one-third to one-half of the comb. Oftentimes the

bees gather little after this operation, and die for

want of honey before the return of the working
season. We traveled some days among the peasants,

and succeeded in making several bargains for bees,

so that we now have seventy-five colonies to start

with, and hope to get some, more, and be readf to

supply queens in large numbers. I will not detail

here the cost or difficulties in the way of securing

and raising bees on the Island of Cyprus, but will

leave these items for a future communication,
merely remarking here that both far exceeded our
calculations regarding them.
In a later article, I will describe these bees, as

they seem to me. I will mention here, however, the

fact that they are very uniform in every way, and
considering that no heed whatever is given by those

who have bees,— the Greek and Turkish peasants—
to their breeding, we are safe in concluding that the

race is a fixed one, and will continue to propagate

itself. Frank Benton.
Larnaca, Island of Cyprus, Asia, Mar. 16, 1880.

QUARTER BLOOD QUEENS, QUEENS
THAT FJLY AWAY, QUEENS
THAT LOOK LIKE THEIR

SISTERS, ETC.

E
WOULD like to give you a little experience I

had with a couple of queens last season. I in-—
" troduced into a half-blood swarm a queen from

a nucleus, which I knew to be a quarter-blood. As
there was no drone comb in the hive, I did not an-

ticipate any trouble in that line. Some time in

Sept., while superseding old and unproliflc queens

with young Italians, I came to the above swarm, and
thought to dispose of the quarter-blood queen; but,

what was my surprise on making a "post mortal"

examination to find that the old, dark queen had

been superseded by a very handsome, yellow one.

Sept. 25th, there was not a black bee in the swarm;
and, on account of the superior markings of the

queen and bees, this swarm was selected to be taken

to the county fair, and it took a premium.
The other case was where a queen flew away the

second time. Of course, I'm not positive it was the
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same queen, but it looks probable, to say the least.

Sept. 4th, I caged a queen which was very yellow in

swarm 71. She was taken from nucleus II. I let the

queen out the 5th, and every thing- seemed all right;

but, the tith, she could not be found. I gave the
swarm young- larvae, and they raised queens; but,

on going- back to H, I found the queen all right. On
the 12th, I cag-ed her in :>::, irad let her out the 13th.

A little while afterward I went to see how she was
g-etting- along-. When I discovered her she was
going up to the top of the frame as lively a3 you
please, but she did not stop there; before I could
set the frame down, she tlew away. This time she
did not return to nucleus II. On the same day (the

i:>th), I opened a swarm which stood some 20 ft. in

front of ;jr!. This swarm had rather a dark queen
with her wing cut. Now my supposition is that,

while the bees were excited on account of my dis-

turbing them, the yellow queen (which Hew from 38)

entered this swarm, and the old queen was de-

stroyed. In just a week, I went to the same swarm
again, and was surprised to fiud queen cells nearly

ready to seal over. On looking a little further, I

found a bright yellow, laying queen, which turned
out to be a pure queen; also her brood in nucleus II

was pure. This fly-away queen behaves herself very

nicely at present writing, and is mother of as nice

a swarm as there is in the yard. So I conclude that

not all the queens which fly away when being intro-

duced are lost. We had several other cases; but I

must not take up too much of your valuable time.

It was the worst time tor introducing queens last

fall, that I ever saw. Bees gathered very little hon-

ey here, although there were acres of buckwheat in

bloom near by. I usually introduce the new queen
when I take away the old one, by stopping up the

mouth of the queen cage with soft comb; the bees
will gnaw it away, and in a few hours the new queen
will be at work. But this would not do last fall,

some of the swarms would ball a queen a half dozen
times before they would accept her, so we had to re-

sort to the Quinby method, and keep them queenless

a few days. I lost several nice queens before I re-

alized that a little more care was necessary.

A re not sister queens marked alike? In several

cases, I could tell queens from a particular mother,
as soon as I saw them. I did not think about it at

first but mean to take particular notice this season;
for instance, the queens from one mother were all

very loDg, slim, and yellow; from another, they
were a little darker and very large; from still

another they were medium sized and quite dark.

Putnam, Ct., March 21, 1880. Thomas R.

I am glad you have brought out this point
in regard to purity of blood, friend 11., for I
have often thought if we were purposely to
raise some queens that we knew were three-
fourths Italian, we should find many of them
producing bees whose markings would indi-
cate them full blood. In attempting to raise
queens from them, however, the impure
blood will quickly show. I too have seen
queens so disposed to take wing, that they
would start off almost every time the hive
was opened ; do such queens ever start out
when the hive is not opened? If they do, it

might explain many hitherto unexplained
things about bees changing from black to
Italian, and the reverse. It is quite certain,
that a queen often goes into a strange hive,
and supersedes the proper inmate.

BEES AND GRAPES.
^jf?J RAISE fruit and keep bees, but have never had

j'|[ Concord or Delaware grapes burst on the vines

by wet weather, or had them punctured by
bees. That bees ever do puncture fruit, I deny. I

have been considerably annoyed by birds snipping
mv fruit, and, when the skin of sweet fruit is once
broken in any manner, the bees will go for the juice,

and will suck it all out clean, provided the weather
is sufficiently dry to prevent its souring too soon for

them. If the weather is wet, the juice will soon
sour and spoil the fruit for anything.

The black-header, or rose-breasted grossbeak, Gon-
iaphea ludovtciana (not an oriole at alb, is the princi-

pal offender. "Male with head, neck, and upper
parts mostly black, with white on rump, wings, and
tail; belly white; breast and under wing covers of

an exquisite red: female, olive brown, with under
wing covers saffron-yellow: abundant in Europe and
U. S.; perhaps our handsomest bird, and one of our
most brilliant songsters."

It certainly is altogether too lovely for destruc-

tion. They are rather shy and stealthyin their hab-
its, and, besides snipping open your grapes and
plums, they will get away with a share of your green
peas. But they are the only bird that I know of

which consumes the larvtv of the Colorado, or ten-

striped potato beetle.

The presence of bees on the fruit necessitates care
in picking and handling, otherwise you may feel

1heir poisoned javelins; but blowing upon them
with the breath will drive them off and send them
away. 1). W. C. Bacon.
Oneida, 111., Feb. U, 18S0.

HOW TO SAVE YOUR GRAPES.
Mr. Editor:— I notice an inquiry in the Feb. No., as

to whether or not bees will eat grapes. Many locali-

ties are very poorly provided with fall flowers or

honey resources, and about the time the grapes be-

gin to ripen, the honey season is almost, if not en-
tirely, past, and the air is full of bees in search of
anything they can find. Then, if the ripening-

grapes are disturbed, or any of them punctured or

broken by any bird or insect, the bees are at once at-

tracted by the smell, and when once at work on the
grapes, they are not satisfied to stop when they have
finished up all the wounded ones, but will examine
every sound grape over and over until they find a

weak or tender spot on the skin, which they can cut
more easily than a strip of muslin tied around a
comb. I have watched them do it. But another
thing I have noticed: bees prefer going a little dis-

tance, rather than committing such depredations
close around their homes. Notwithstanding all that

has been said, I know of but one remedy, and that

is, sow buckwheat at two different times, so that the
last sowing will bloom until the frost comes, and
your grapes are safe, and the grain of your buck-
wheat will pay as well as any crop you raise. Al-
ways sow it on the poorest ground you have. I

could say much more, b*t will only say, " Try it."

Oxford, O. D. A. McCORD.

In that funny, old-fashioned, behind-the-times,
English bee-book entitled, How I Made (360 a Year,
they advise havinar the surplus honey stored under
fheMve, or at least under the brood-nest, as you may
remember I once told you. Well, our friend T. F.
Bingham, so I have been told, gives his bees room
for surplus by putting one of his shallow, six-inch,
empty stories, under the one containing the b«es.
The idea is at least novel if not useful.
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PARK'S FEEDER.

sf» ET me give you my plan for making a nice,

•|
|

cheap, and effective feeder. Take a piece of

scantling 2Ji in. wide by 1% in. thick, and cut

off as many blocks, 3% in. long, as you want feeders;

take an inch bit, and bore a hole % in from the end

of each block; bore through to within V% in.; then

take the blocks to a vise, and bore a % in. hole

lengthwise until you intersect the inch hole; now
trim the long end until it will just fit an inch hole;

siop the ?.£ in. hole with cork, and pour melted bees-

wax in at the inch hole, until both holes are filled;

pour out and the holes are lined with wax which
prevents the honey from being absoi-bed by the

wood and thus attracting robbers. See cut of pre-

pared block below:

Now take a half-pint flask (cost 2!ic), fill with

honey or syrup, and put in a cork with 3 or 4 little

grooves cut in it; then bore an inch hole in the side

of the hive where you wish to feed, put the block in

firmly, letting it go in at least as far as the inner

surface of the side of the hive; you can now put

your flask of honey, neck down, into the inch hole,

pressing it in firmly. The wax makes the feeder

air-tight. I am using this style of feeder now, and
so far it answers the purpose nicely. By this plan,

you can tell when your feed is out, as far off as you
can see the flask, and can replenish without disturb-

ing the bees. You only have to take the bottle or

flask out of the block, and fill up. When through

feeding, remove the block and stop the hole in the

hive with a large cork.

Later.— Since writing the above, I have made an
improvement on the feeder. Instead of using a

cork with grooves in it, I take a piece of wire-cloth

about 3 in. long by VA in. wide, lay it over the inch

hole in the block, take the empty flask and press the

cloth down into the hole until the rim of the flask

rests on the edge of the hole, and remove the flask,

leaving the wire-cloth in the hole, nicely formed to

receive the flask; I then fill the flask with honey or

syrup, put the block over the mouth of it, and press

firmly the block with the flask on it, into the inch

hole made in the hive. Bees take the syrup easily

through the meshes of the wire-cloth. This makes
the neatest and most advantageous feeder I have
ever seen. Bees use a great deal of water too, and
they consume time in going to the spring, and time

is money to the bees. With this kind of feeder they

can be cheaply and bountifully supplied.

To refill the feeder, gently remove the block from
the hive, take off the bottle, after filling put it back
on the block, then put the block in its place*. The
plan of removing the block can be dispensed with,

by making little tin cups with the bottom of wire-

cloth instead of tin, and putting- them in the neck of

tho flask. You would then only have to take out

the little cup to fill the flask. I am not prepared to

make the cuds. By this plan, they could be made
the "Eureka" feeder, patent not applied for. I am
stimulating several colonies, using feeders as de-

scribed, and, from my window, I see that the flanks,

filled this morning, are now, four o'clock P. M.,

nearly half empty. J. P. Park.
La Vergne, Rutherford Co., Tenn., Mar. 8, '80.

Your feeder is quite ingenious, friend P.,
but I rather dislike to bore holes in our
hives, even if they can be corked up, as you
say. Just one more objection

; you can not
go around to the hives and feed nearly as
fast, as with feeders where you have simply
to take a coffee pot, and fill them up as you
pass along, as we do with the Simplicity
shown in our price list. Your feeder feeds
near to the cluster, leaves the entrance en-
tirely unobstructed, and does not permit the
escape of the animal heat from the cluster

;

besides it makes a very pretty appearance,
to be able to see how the colonies are taking
the food, even from the window where you
are writing, as you say. Can you buy i pint
bottles, of any kind, at the price you men-
tion? I think, friend P., you would better
offer your feeders for sale.

«*»»<

HONEY DEW.
PRODUCED BY APHIDES.

fT%\LEASE don't be disgusted with the honey-dew

J*[r question just yet; I wish to bore you with a

few words about Mr. J. C. Cline's letter* on
the subject. He is wrong, I think, in rearard to

every thing except the willow and gum, as he very
soon would have found if he had taken the trouble

to climb the trees, and look into the matter more
closely. The dew on the oaks and beech was pro-

duced by insects; I have seen them. That upon the

gum and willow was produced by insects, and by the

trees themselves.

This assertion sounds queer, does it not? but I

can prove it next summer by sending you the in-

sects from the different trees, and also the leaves of

the gum and willow, with the glands upon them
which secrete the dew.
The peach leaves also occasionally have glands on

the stem which secrete a thick, clear, and very

sweet fluid. My bees had a good time in my peach
orchard during the first two weeks of last May, and
I can tell you it came in at a very good time, as the

fruit bloom was all gone, and the poplar (Tulip) trees

were not in bloom yet. Mr. C.'s quotation from
Virgil is too far fetched to be of any use as evidence.

Climb the trees, Mr. C. look into the matter a little

closer, and let Virgil go to the dogs.

Jonesboro, Ills., Feb. 3, '80. W. J. Willard.

On last Saturday, which was next to the last day
in Feb.. I believe, I had occasion to p*ss through an
old field which is thickly studded with young pines

about six feet high. My attention was attracted by
the hum of bees in one of the pines, and though
there was no dew, the night previous having been
cloudy, I saw clear drops of water, as I thought,

hanging here and there <m the bush. It proved to

be genuine honey-dew, and the bees worked on it all

day, though it was rather too cool for bees to work
lively. By evening the drops, still hanging, had ac-

quired the consistency of ripe honey, and so it con-

tinued all through the next day; but we have had a

hea y rain since and I don't know whether I will see

any more of it or not.

Now honey-dew in the winter and on a pine, I nev-

er saw or heard of before, though this winter has

beea unusually warm and dry.

*See page 70, Feb. No.
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I had just read in Gleanings (specimen copy), a

letter from one of your correspondents, statiug that

honey-dew was an exudation from the leaf itself,

and that the insect theory was homeopathic, &c; so

of course I looked closely for the insects, and found
them thickly clustered on the body of the same twigs,

on the leaves of which the drops of dew were hang-

ing. Always, over the drops of honey, I found the

aphis; and always, under the aphis, I found the

drops, and everyappearance indicated str mgly that

the aphides were the producers and not consumers
of the honey-dew. Though the pines were all near-

ly of the same size and appearance, perhaps not
more than one in every twenty had the drops or the

insects on them, but wherever the honey was, there,

just over it and on the same twig, were the insects.

The honey did not seem to have dropped and lodged,

but rather to have run from the cluster of insects

down the needle-like, pine leaves, and gathered in

drops on their points. John C. Pickens.
Flat Creek, Buncombe Co., N. C, Mar. 5, 1880.

NOT THE PRODUCT OF APHIDES.

Here is my observation of the honey-dew in Eu-
rope; never having seen any here, 1 cannot give an
opinion as to its origin in this country, yet I think

the results in both countries are the same. I never
saw any in Europe except in the latter part of June
or July, when acres and acres of rape were in bloom,

which is raised there for the oil extracted therefrom.

To my knowledge, it would come two or three times

a week, in little sun showers or clouds. I remem-
ber going many times through rye fields, rye being

in bloom about the same time, and taking my fingers

and catching honey drops from the rye heads. Gen-
erally it would not be long before bees would come
from the rape fields to the rye fields and gather the

sweets. Now, some of your readers may laugh, es-

pecially those that believe in the insect theory ; yet

is it not reasonable to suppose that where there is

such a larg-e amount of sweets as is deposited in 30

acres or a square mile of rape, and very few bees to

gather it, that it collects in clouds, and then rains

down on us in showers? Now this is my observation

and conclusion, and, being a "German," I intend t«

"sit" on it, until overwhelming proof to the contra-

ry is offered. C. Hanker.
Majority Point, 111., Feb. 20, 1880.

That is right, friend II.; "sit on it." and
stick to it, until they can get you oh' by fair

and square proof. 1 confess to being a little

loth to accept the idea that honey "rains
down," but I shall be very glad to find that
it really is so, and I think we all will ; will

we not, boysV 'cause, you see, we shall be
looking forward hopefully, every summer,
to a shower of honey. Such a shower would
be a line thing for spme of our " blasted
nopers," if it would just come along right in

the nick of time. But dont you think,
friend H., we shall be more likely to see it if

we plant broad iields of rape, such as you
mention? Our neighbor 11. was in a few
days ago, and said be was just going to plant
a held of 4 acres, and he hoped he should
outwit the black tleas by having it early.
My patch, sowed last fall, all winter-killed,
as, in fact, did my late sowed, seven top tur-
nip. The other, sowed in Sept., is just now,
April 5, putting out buds and very green
leaves.

HONEY from the foliage, and not from the
BLOSSOM.

On p. "6 American B>e Journal for Jan., Prof.

Cook notes some observations which settle the
question of honey dew, showing that the plants have
gland- which secrete the nectar. The summer of

1877 was exceedingly dry in this vicinity. One day,

I heard bees humming around the catalpa trees. As
it was afternoon, and the July sun had long since

dissipated any moisture, I was curious to see what
could attract them in such numbers. In a moment
a bee came near enough for me to see distinctly,

and, judge my surprise when I saw that it was the

under siac -of the leaf which was visited. After
watching several, and noting that they invariably

gave attention to the under side only, I broke off

some of the leaves and found in the angles formed
by the lateral ribs' with the mid-rib—a bare spot;

that is, I thought it had no epidermis. Certainly the
down which covered the under side of the leaf was
wanting here. The bees began work between two
and three o'clock P. M., and worked until dark.

They did not tarry long on a leaf, but visited them
often. There were about three such "spots" on a
leaf, decreasing in size toward the apex.

A kind of senna (C. Marilandica, I think but am
not sure) grows wild here in profusion. Upon the

upper side of the petiole, between its base and the

first pair of leaves, is a dark knot about the size

of a piu's head, which was the only part of the

plant the bees visited last summer, although the

large wild bees worked upon the blossoms, of which
there was the greatest profusion.

Grand Lake, Ark., Jan. 20, '80. H. A. Harriman.

CHAFF HIVE QUESTIONS; ANSWERED
II> FU1E!\U TUWNLEY.

IjMjjf'R- J- H. TOWNLEY: — If you please, I have

_L*/ "I
some queries about hives to hold chaff all the

~~
' year, as you suggest in Nov. No. of Glean

ings, 1879, page 442. The only difficulty in doing so

(with me at least) is in preventing mold from gather-

ing in the hives, on the outside part of chaff. If the

outside box is tight and the chaff is about 6 or more
inches thick, mold will accumulate here, provided

we have a changeable winter. I have not experi-

mented as you have (Gleanings, 1815, p. 134) with

chaff 2 inches thick, or 3 inches; and if you, in us-

ing it 3 inches thick, have no mold, I would like to

know it. It may be that the outside box should be

made with many cracks so that the moisture may
dry out better.

I have been thinking of making this of lath, and
Leaving a small space(say }$ inch) between the pieces.

What do .\"u think about it?

In Glkantngk, 18T8, page 104. under the picture of

your apiary, you mention the two story hive of A. I.

Root's invention. Do you think such a hive conve-

nient for using section boxes, when the boxes are

held in a rack? i. e., is the upper story not in the

way?
If I knew how many inches thick to havethechaff,

and how to make the hive to get rid of the mold,

then I, t Di i, would be in favor of chad' around bees

all the year. Pktkk MOYER.
Clark, Mercer Co., Pa., Feb. 27, 1880.

Mil. townlky's answer.
The bees were put into my first chaff hives (21) in

Oct., and left there until the following May, whoa
they were all taken out and the hives unpacked
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without finding- mold. The space between the hive

and outside ease is 4 in. The outside case is made
of seasoned lumber, 4 in. wide, matched, and well

painted. I have not looked to see if they were
damp or moldy since.

I think I should prefer to make the outside box of

two thicknesses of narrow shingles running- up and
down. They would keep thewater out from the out-

side, and I think would admit enough air to the

chaff to prevent mold; and, if painted with some
cheap paint, would look well.

Mr. Root's two-story hive is very convenient for

sections in broad frames, but for sections in cases it

is decidedly inconvenient; the upper story is in the

way. Don't use less than! in. of chaff; less might do,

but more would be safer. J. II. Towni-ky.
Tompkins, Jackson Co., Mich.

WHERE OID OUR HONEY BEES (O^E
FROM ?

HOW MANY KINDS OF HONEY BEES HAVE WE, ETC ?

^TIUEND ROOT: — The following quotation is

JP from a poem called "The Prairie," by W. C.
' Bryant. Though I wish to call your attention

to only two lines, I have given the whole division of

the poem in which they occur. It is so beautiful

and so full of thought that you may deem it worthy
of a place in Gleanings.

1. Is Bryant correct in saying that the bee was
brought by man across the (eastern deep) Atlantic ?

2. If so, at what time, and from what part of Eu-
rope, did it come ? 3. How many distinct kinds of

the honey bee are known ? 4. Are our common
black bees found in Europe? If not, this would
argue against Bryant's statement. 5. We import
Italian bees; is this kind of bee found only in Italy

or does it inhabit the south and west of Europe gen-
erally ? W. B. Terry.
Keswick, Ont., Can., Mar. 12, 1880.

Still this great solitude is quick with life.

Myriads of insects, gaudy as the flowers

They flutter over, gentle quadrupeds,
And birds that scarce have learned the fear of man,
Are her*», and sliding reptiles of the ground,
Start lingly beautiful. The graceful deer

Bounds to the wood at my approach. The bee,

A more adventurous colonist than man,
With whom he came across the eastern deep,

Pills the savannas with his murmurings,
And hides his sweets, as in the golden age,

Within the hollow oak. I listen long
To his domestic hum, and think I hear
The sound of that advancing multitude
Which soon shall fill the deserts. Prom the ground
Comes up the laugh of children, the soft voice

Of maidens, and the sweet and solemn hymn
Of Sabhath worshippers. The low of herds
Blends with the rustling of the heavy grain
Over the dark brown furrows. All at once,

A fresher wind sweeps by, and breaks my dream,
And I am in the wilderness alone. — W. C. Bryant.

I think, friend T., that Bryant is correct,
but I am unable to say just when the bees
were first brought over. Neither can I say
from what part of Europe they came ; but
of this we are pretty certain : the bees
brought over were the common black bees
found all over our land before the advent of
the Italians. I believe the bees of England
were of the same variety, so that it would

seem quite probable our bees were brought
from there, and, very likely, by the Pilgrims,
when they founded our republic. It seems
to me I have seen something to the effect,

that a swarm of bees was brought over in
the Mayflower, but I may be mistaken. If
any of our readers can put their hands on
these records, will they please let us know
about it? I presume you have all heard of
how the Indians called the honey bee "the
white man's fly," simply because it was by
them considered a harbinger of civilization.
Friend Cook, in his Manual, gives some
facts in the matter, and I am impressed that
the matter is fully discussed in some of the
articles in the earlier volumes of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal ; but, although I have all of
these works in my bee library, and, in fact,

almost all that has been written on bee cul-
ture, I am at present unable to And what I
wish. In fact, the number of the books
makes it a task to look up such things. One
of the clerks has now the matter in hand.
I believe there are none of our native black
bees to be found in Italy. Perhaps our
friend Frank Benton may be able to throw
some light on the matter. I know that he
has bestowed a great amount of study on
the matter of the different races of bees.

BEE BOTANY AND ENTOMOLOGY.
RED BUD.

f~

SEND, by to-day's mail, some flowers, which are

called "red bud." Please let me know what they

are. The tree is large and these flowers put out

all around the stem. Bees have been working on it

for two weeks. My bees were working on the white

hyacinth on the 4th of this month. They were bring-

ing in pollen, I think, from the witchhazel the last

of Dec, when we had a freeze which killed all the

blooms. This is the mildest winter ever known here.

We have had ice only about four or five times.

W. S. Logan.
Keachi, DeSoto Parish, La., Jan. 22, 1880.

The tree mentioned as Red Bud is of the
genus Cercis, "Judas Tree" (so named from
the old notion that this is the tree whereon
Judas hanged himself). There are only two
species, Cercis Canadensis (American Red
Bud, to which the specimens you send be-
long) and Cercis Siliquastrum (European
Red Bud). It is doubtless a good bee plant,
as it belongs to the noted family Legurninosa:
or Pulse. "It grows wild from N. Y. south,
but probably not in Canada, as its name im-
plies" (Gray's Botany). Will some of our
nursery men inform us if it will grow and
bloom in Ohio?

S. Valentine, Double Pipe Creek, Md., has sent
us some albino bees in a cage. They are perhaps a
trifle lighter in color, than those sent us by friend
Pike, but I should not have noticed them as differ-

ent from our usual light colored Italians, had not
friend V. written that they were albinos. The dif-

ference is just in the downy hairs, as explained in

the ABC. The bees seem unusually quiet and
gentle; although the cage contained no water, not a
bee was dead, and they all seemed as quiet and un-
concerned, as if they had always lived in such a cage
in the mail bags. It seems to be the general opinion
that such bees arc not hardy, but it may he a mis-
take, after all.
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%$ad§ of gram,
From Different Fields.

HOW TO TRANSFER MOVABLE FRAMES.

fi
HAD about 30 colonies last spriug to change
from American to Langstroth hives. I studied

about a week upon a plan of doing it. Having
no stairs to walk around, I have to do the best I can
without that auxiliary; I wait until I get to bed, or

else get close to the chimney corner, and hang my
head over the back of the chair; then something
has to come. Well, I completed my theory to my
entire satisfaction, also equalizing my bees at the
same time. It may be it will do for your ABC.
That is where I belong, but I commenced at the
wrong end. Now, for my plan : I got a tight box, of

the right size to hold the Am. frames, nailed strips

inside to hang the frames on, and used a piece of

carpet for a cover. If you have any hives in use of

the same size as those you are changing to, borrow
4 or 5 frames; if not, take out of different hives

that amount. Shaking off all of the bees, place

them in the box, carry the box into the house, trans-

fer the combs to the new hive, and now you are

just ready to commence.
Take the hive you have prepared, and the empty

box, and commence at (we will say) No. 1. Move it

about 3 ft. to one side, set the new hive on the old

stand, then lift out one frame at a time and shake
the bees in front of the new hive, placing the combs
in the box, carefully keeping the box covered bee-

tight. So continue until all are hived, and the bees

sticking to the old hive are jarred off, and the hive

taken entirely away. Then carry the box into the

house, and transfer, and go to No. "2, and repeat the

process until night. At night, you will have a box
full of combs and no bees. Put them into some of

the hives until morning, and then take them out

again to start with. If they get cross, or commence
robbing, stop a day or two. To equalize, give the

combs out of a strong colony to a weak one. You
see none of them get their own combs. I use thin

strips of wood to fasten the combs in with, and I

tack them on one side of the frames before I com-
mence to transfer. I do this for two reasons; viz.,

half the work is done before you disturb the bees,

and it prevents the brood from being damaged by
coming in contact with the table. R. Robinson.
Laclede, Fayette Co., 111., March 18, 188U.

Your plan is a very good one, Friend R.,
when we have frame hives to work with.
Should you put a very weak colony on the
combs taken from a strong one, however, it

might make some trouble. I have often
practiced your plan, and once recommended
it for extracting, taking all the combs from
each hive ; it did very well, but I finally de-
cided it was rather better to give each stock
their own combs.

MAKING GRAPE £UGAR CANDY FROM THE DAVENPORT
GRAPE SUGAR.

Friend Novice:— I must tell you my troubles in my
first attempt to make grape sugar candy. I ordered

one, 110 lb. box from the Davenport Co. They
charged me 4',ic on l he cars. Why do they charge
so much more for it than the price you gave in

March Gleanings? But I was going to tell my

troubles in making it up. I made one batch of 4!i

lbs. to try it, and it hardened all right. Then I made
about 50 lbs., and put it in frames of 4V£ lbs. each,

and waited just one week and it showed no sign of

hardening. Theu I stirred in to each frame a half

tea-cupful of sugar and a table-spoonful of flour, and
in :.'t hours it was all right. Now, what was the

trouble? I did not melt all of the first 4U lbs., but
mashed the lumps. Of the last, the dish was so full

I let it all melt. If heating it too hot will keep it

from setting after it is made up, you ought to men-
tion it in Gleanings for the benefit of the bee-keep-

ing fraternity.

I have been transferring bees in March. One of

my neighbors cut a tree for wood, the 18th, and
found a swarm of bees in it. I went and transferred

them for him, and had good success. M. D. York.
Milliugton, Mich., March 21, 1880.

It is nothing unusual for manufacturers
to charge more for their goods than others
do, and I presume the company charged you
their regular price for small lots. The
cheaper grades of grape sugar are not as
hard as the liner, and are also much slower
in assuming the solid state, after having
been once melted. They are also, like hon-
ey, quite sensitive to a slight increase of
heat, and after having been the least over-
heated, will utterly refuse to solidify after-
ward. On this account, I said in my di-

rections, that it would answer as well to
warm the grape sugar just enough to allow
it to be mashed into a paste. If you are
careful to do only this in heating it, it will
harden very soon, after stirring in the cold
coffee sugar and flour. In spite of my cau-
tions, I find a great many have melted both
sugars right up together, and have then had
to wait a week or more for their candy to

harden, if, in fact, it hardened at all.

REPORT OF CHAFF HIVES.

I have 40 swarms in chaff hives, in good condition,

each having brood; while I fnund brood in only one
of the single walled hives. Bees in the single hives

consumed 40 per cent more honey than the chaff

packed bees. My hives are all two story and all

filled, in upper story, with chaff. 1 have the single

chaff hive, the double chaff hive, and the tenement
chaff hive. I think so much of the tenement, that I

shall make 25 of them for this season's use, which is

accommodation for 100 swarms. A great many bees

will starve this spring, In this section. I shall not

winter in anything but a chaff hive again.

Monticello, Wis. W. P. Clement.

BEES ON THE KICKAPOO RIVER VALLEY.
Bee culture and movable frame hives are almost a

new thing in this part of the country. When Mr.

Gill and myself first commenced to use movable
frame hives, people laughed and made a good deal

of sport of us. They said our bees would never do

anything because we smoked and handled them so

much. Some said we smoked them three times a

day regularly. But last summer we took considera-

ble honey from them, while box-hive men got scarce-

ly any. Then they wanted to know how we got so

much honey when they got none. We told them we
went out every morning before sunrise and smoked
them all out of the hivts and started them off to

work. Now most all bee-men around here want
some of our kind of hives and bees (Italians) and a
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smoker. One man sent word to us that he heard we
have a new kind of bees (Bohemian bees), and that

he was going to get some Bohemian kings from us
next summer. If you know of any one that wants
any Bohemians next summer just send word to me.
Viola, Wis., Mar. 16, 1880. G. W. Wilson.

A VIOLENT ATTACK OF THE " BEE FEVER."
Mr. Root:— I am in great earnestness about the

Italian bees. Your journal sets me in flames; I

read every word from the outside page of the first

cover to the bottom of the last cover, advertise-

ments and all, except some old standards that I

almost know by heart. I feel sorry when I get

through that there is no more of it to read. I look
upon you as a public benefactor; and I pray God
that you may live to extreme old age to carry on
this work; and that you may be rewarded pecuniari-

ly here, and with eternal life hereafter.

Keidsville, N. C, Mar. 15, '80. Wm. S. Fontaine.

Gently, gently, friend F. I am very much
obliged indeed for your kind words and
wishes, but I wonder if you will still feel the
same after you have been through an attack
of Blasted Hopes. Your remark about the
old advertisements has just suggested, that
at least one might give place to something
fresh, and so I have had our extractor ad.
taken out and put in the price list. The
front page, too, might be changed, at least
in part; but the remarks about patents, I
can but feel would best be constantly before
the new scholars that are coming up, if not
wanted by the older ones.

TONGS FOH LIFTING OUT THE FRAMES.
By the same mail as this letter, I send you a

model of an instrument for lifting frames out of

hives so that the other hand is at liberty to work on
the comb, and is removed from the bees, and not
apt to be stung by bees crawling on the hands. It

was invented by Charles Duraut, of this place, and
he does not want any patent either; so, if it is of

any merit, use it to the best advantage of. yourself

and subscribers. Make it of No. 6 or 7 wire, and it

will be strong enough for any frame.

KILLING "ROBBER BEES" ON SUNDAY.

One of your correspondents in the last No. speaks

of a man staying home Sunday and killing Italian

robbers. It reminds me of an old man who was very
spiteful against "them new bees," and so sat down
and killed every yellow robber he saw going into the

hive. A few days ago he called me in to open his

hive, as it was growing thinner every day; and when
I opened it, there was a black queen impregnated
by an Italian drone, and he had been killing his own
beesl It is needless to say, he was cured of "killing

robbers."
STARTING AN APIARY ON gv.'.oO.

I started keeping bees sixteen years ago with a
two and a half gold piece that my uncle, Dr. T. B.

Hamlin, of Nashville, Tenn., gave me as a present.

I was the first to call his attention to the Italian bee.

Bees have wintered well in this section. I have fifty

swarms, and have lost only one so far. A year ago
there was a disease that destroyed hundreds of

swarms in this section. Alonzo Bradley, a neighbor,

lost 70 out of 80 swarms. I lost 20 out of 49 last sea-

son. No surplus honey was made in this section,

owing to wet weather. E. H. Phinney.
Lee, Berkshire Co., Mass., March 0, 1880.

The device mentioned is certainly very in-
genious ; it is a sort of double tongs, made
of two pieces of wire. But, friend P., I feel
quite sure that practiced hands would much
rather grasp the top bar of the frame with-
out any tongs. Unless the frame is very
heavy, I almost always pick it up with one
hand. It was a rather sad joke, truly, on
the man who tried to kill his neighbor's
bees. How many times we see the same
spirit manifested* simply because people are
laboring under a misapprehension, and I do
not know but that a want of charity almost
always goes hand in hand with—shall I say
ignorance? We are glad to hear from a pu-
pil of our old friend, Dr. Hamlin.

PAINT FOR HIVES.

Please have the kindness to tell me of your pres-

ent opinion of Averill's chemical paint as compared
with white lead. The latter I do not like. It rubs
off like whitewash when exposed to the weather for

a year or two. J. It. Eoff.
Powhatan, Belmont Co., O., March 8, 1880.

It seems to me, friend E., that either your
lead or oil, or possibly both, must be at fault,

if the paint rubs off as you say. I discarded
the Averill chemical paint because it peeled
off, and also because it was much more ex-
pensive than ordinary lead and oil. All of
the mixed paints advertised so highly are
more expensive than simple pure lead and
oil, if I am correct; and if you get really
pure articles, the lead and oil are, so far as
my experience goes, in the long run, the
most lasting. Get them of some reliable
dealer whom you know, and tell him you
want a real, genuine article, and expect to
pay for it. We now pay $9.50 per hundred
for lead, and 80 cents per gallon for the best
boiled linseed oil. Buy your lead in 1(30 lb.

kegs, and then you do not have to pay any-
thing for the package, as you do where you
buy in smaller quantities. If I am wrong in
anything I have said above, will some of
those who are experienced in painting, espe-
cially painting hives, please correct meV
and, while I think of it, let us have the ex-
perience of a good many on the subject.
Taint for hives is quite a big item, and we
all wish the latest and best information on
the subject.

A SIMPLE WAY OF FEEDING SUGAR.
Two years ago I could not go near bees without

being stung, but last summer, with your help, ABC,
and a smoker, I handled cross bees very successful-

ly. I got a dollar queen and 10 oz. of bees of you
last August. She produces very dark three-banded

workers, but they are gentle, and I think good
workers. I am feeding sugar by putting it in a shal-

low pan and pouring water on it, stirring, and then

splitting points of shingles and putting them in the

water for the bees to light upon; it seems to be a

success, as they are busy on it every warm day, and
no bees get drowned. They take up all the water in

a short time. Then you have only to pour on more
water, and they will take all the sugar. I got a colo-

ny late in Nov., that had little or no stores, and fed

through the winter by laying empty comb on top of

the frames, covering it with sugar, and then wetting

it. They took down and stored more than one

pound in one mild day in December.
HuntsYille, O., Mar. 20, '80. A. C. Millek.
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Your plan is a very good one, friend M.,
but instead of your pans that are expensive,
and too smooth for the bees to climb up on,
1 would use the Simplicity feeders, and then
you will not need any bits of shingles, for a
bee never drowns in them, even if there be
no float. Pure sugar, and pure water, can
not well be improved on as a feed. If no
pollen can be gathered, . of course, they
should have some Hour or other substitute
for pollen.

ODD-SIZED HIVES AND FRAMES.
Will it pay for me to change hives? I am using a

two-story hive containing- 10 frames in the complete
two-story, and frames about 10 in. sq. I have 5

stands, and all that I want is enough to supply fam-
ily use. From what I have read I think that the

bees will be more determined to swarm in the hive I

am using-, than large ones. If a change would be for

the best, I should like to make it this spring before

I get too many on hand. On account of your ex-

perience I ask you, will it pay to change, every thing
being considered,— transferring, wintering, swarm-
ing, honey, etc.? Jas. Mahaffey.
Newborn, Earth. Co., Ind., March 16, '80.

I should most certainly change, and that,
too, before you get a single frame or honey
box of an odd size. Even if the bees would
do just as well in your small frames, I
should change for the sake of having my
hives and implements correspond with the
standard ones in common use. Every sea-
son, and, in fact, almost every day, we are
coming nearer and nearer to one uniform
size of frame and package for honey ; and
the inconvenience of odd and ill-matched
hives and frames is becoming day by day
more apparent. Manufacturers of hives
and implements are, some of them, entail-

ing a fearful amount of trouble on some of
their customers by their heedless and un-
scrupulous way of making all sorts of odd
sizes, without any thought or care as to

whether the goods they send out will match
those they have sold a year or two before or
not. The dimensions we give in our price
list and the ABC have now been many
years before the people, and as no one else

has ever attempted a similar classification,

these dimensions can not well be changed,
if we would. The Langstroth frame, as I

have given it for years back, is now almost
universally accepted, not only in our own
but in other countries all over the world.

CCTTING A BEE-TREE BY GREEN HANDS.

A. I. Root:— Last Tuesday, Mar. 23d, a hand and

myself went to the woods to cut a sbingle tree,

selecting a large chestnut; and when about half

down, as I was looking up the tree to see which way
it was going to fall, I saw bees going in and out at a

hole in the tree. The tree in falling mashed the

part containing the bees, scattering the bees and

honey in every direction. Although it seemed im-

possible to save the infuriated little fellows (but

thinking I would try), I ran home and got some help

and a movable-comb hive and other necessaries, and
we began business with veiled faces. We gather-

ed up the comb, which was covered with bees (this

being, as we thought, a very dangerous business,

and none of us had our lives insured). After taking

out a part of the comb, I went to cutting out and

fastening comb containing honey and brood in the

frames. 1 filled 4 frames in this way, then went to

gathering up the remaining comb, and brushing the

bees off into the hive. After getting through with
the comb, we found that we had something more to

do. The scattered bees clustered in a part of the

hollow tree, and these we scraped up with our hands
and put in the hive, and after getting them hived

we brought them home. They are working nicely,

and I believe they are the strongest colony I have.

We got about 30 lb. of honey out of the tree, and 5 lb.

of wax. I don't know whether we got the queen or

not. How can I And out? A. C. W.
New Matamoras, Wash. Co., O., Mar. 29, '80.

If you can not find the queen by looking
over the combs, friend W., keep an eye out
for queen cells; if the queen is lost, you will

be almost sure to lind cells started by the
next day. You did quite well for new hands,
but you did not tell us whether or not you
got stung any. I presume not ; for, if you
worked carefully as you seem to have done,
there was hardly any need of it.

WHEN SHALL WE HANG SHEETS OF FDN. IN THE
HIVES ?

How early in the spring will bees begin to use fdn.

in the brood frames? Will it do just as well to put
2 or 3 sheets in at once, with a natural comb between
them, where the colonies are strong? The fdn. I

propose to use was put in the hives last fall, and the

bees made a little start on it, but then concluded
they would rather do it this spring; so it isn't quite
" raw." M. Simons.
Brocton, N. Y., Apr. 6, 1880.

If you separate two brood combs by hang-
ing a sheet of fdn. between them at almost
any time of the year, the bees will build it

out, because they can not very well help do-
ing s<>. If their brood nest is forcibly divi-
ded they must lill the vacancy with a comb,
or suffer severely. As the sheet of fdn. is

right there, they build it out, but to divide
the brood nest thus, and give them such a
chill, damages the colony unless it is very
strong, or the weather is so warm that they
have commenced building comb. I would
not advise giving them fdn. to build out, not
even sheets that were partly built out last
fall, until fruit trees are in bloom, or, at
least, until just before the time of fruit tree
bloom. This is quite an important matter,
and one where the ABC class may make
trouble by untimely ••tinkering.

1
' You will

have to learn just when to do these things,
to a great extent, by careful observation.
Spread one colony, and watch daily to see
what the effect is. It it lessens the number
of flying bees by causing more to stay at

home to keep the exposed brood warm, it is

a damage, and you will best wait awhile be-
fore doing any more.

REPORT FROM OUR FRIEND C. O. MILLER.

You ask, in February Gleanings why I don't set

the example and put the number of hives to my
name. 1 should count it presumption to have done
so without your approval, and, moreover, I am not

anxious to give my own number, but want very

much to see the number given with eidry signature

in Gleanings as well as other papers. Possibly

there are objections that I don't see. A bee friend

in Kansas writes me that he thinks it desirable, and
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if you request it, I think the frieuds generally will

accede cheerfully. My own report is this: I com-
menced, May 1st, 1879, with 154 stocks, increased to

250, taking about two tons of comb honey. The last

50 stocks were unwisely made, as I doubled up after-

ward and had left to put in cellar, 230 stocks. Nine
died in the cellar, and I expect to double up some
more bringing the number to perhaps not much over
200 by May 1st. Till then, I must sign myself—
Marengo, 111., April 5, 1880. C. C. Miller, 15t.

LOCATING NEAR A BARNYARD.
I have located my bees near a barnyard. A friend

says that it is not a good location on account of the

effluvia from this source. Is this so?

Hudson, N. Y., Mar. 22, '80. J. McNeill.

I should like the barnyard above all things,
friend M., and if I could not take care of the
effluvia, by converting it into a fertilizer for
honey plants, I should consider myself help-
less. Of course I would not have the hives
where the occupants of the barnyard could
get at them, for you might then have a scene
like our last month's cartoon ; but I would
have a nice barnyard, and a nice apiary too.

A NOVEL WAY OF FEEDING BEE CANDY.
As to your point of giving bees water, I make a

trough of flour candy, brush the inside of trough

with melted beeswax, lay it on a thin board or piece

of tin, place it on top of the frames under the quilt,

fill the trough with water, lay 2 or 3 little sticks

across the trough that bees may get at the water,

and the consequence is that now, in my hive which
has this arrangement, the bees are eating up the

trough finely and taking the water, and that very

few bees can be seen flying from that hive at any
time, even when others are out very strong.

T. L. Vondorn.
Omaha. Nebraska, Jan. 24, 1S80.

Thanks, friend V. Since you have men-
tioned it, it has just occurred to me that I
can have the girls leave a cavity in our ma-
ple-sugar bee-candy bricks, pour in some
wax, and then pour it out again, so that the
cavity will hold water

;
give the bees a brick,

pour in some water, and let them eat it up,
feeder and all.

GOOD FOR A MICHIGAN SCHOOL-MA'AM.
A young lady school-teacher in the town of Speak-

er, while picking wild berries, found a swarm of

hybrids on a bush. Not liking to lose the prize, she

loosened her skirt, fastened one end, shook the bees

in, carried them home, and, for aught I know, is to-

day a prosperous apiarist,— a good sight for some
young ABC bee scholar. J. B. Graves.
Richmond, Mich., Jan. 16, 1880.

No wonder Michigan has the leading ag-
ricultural college of the U. S., when even
the school-ma'ams have energy and determ-
ination to perfom a feat like this. I am
afraid some of our Ohio school-mistresses
would not even know what a swarm of bees
was, if they should find one. I knew of two
women who let a swarm hang on a tree in
their garden all day, and afterward said they
did not know they were of any value to any-
body. Has any other state a school-ma'am
that can equal Michigan's daughter? Per-
haps I am mistaken, and there are lots of
them equally smart, but nobody knows
about it.

THE MINISTER AND HIS BEES.
Friend Root:—I suppose you think by this time

that you have "got rid of me," as my subscription
expired with the Dec. No.; but you are mistaken,
for here I am again, and here is my dollar for anoth-
er year, beginning with Jan. You see I made about
$40.00 with my bees last season, and had I not read
Gleanings for several years, it is very likely that I

would have been minus that amount, not to speak of

the pleasure I have derived from devotion to my
little pets. I enjoyed those cartoons very much; es-

pecially some of the first, for they hit me pretty

close. I wonder, however, if some of the fraternity

havn't had a little of our experience?
One day I came home, and found my wife a little

"out of sorts," for you sec she had been hanging out
the clothes, and the bees objected, and (like the
"rooster" we read about in the school book) drove
her "out of the yard." This recalled to my mind a

nursery rhyme and I said:

"The maid was in the garden,
A hanging out her clothes,

Wlien along came a 'honey bee'
And 'stung her on' her nose."

Then she ordered me to get my smoker and keep
the bees away until she finished her work, and so I

did; but I thought to myself, wouldn't I enjoy a

scene like this, if some one else was in my boots?

But it is time to stop this foolishness, so send along

your Gleanings for I'm getting hungry for some-
thing new. L. S. Jones.
New Philadelphia, O., Jan. 23, 1880.

HIRING BOYS TO TAKE CARE OF THE BEES.

I have 17 colonies of bees on summer stands. Will

it pay me to hire a boy to attend to them? As I am
blacksmithing, my bees don't get the care they
should have. Have you some boys that have learned
to handle bees who could be got? and what would
be the wages? Chas. Brelsford.

St. Paris, Champaign Co., O., Jan. 23, 1880.

I£ you have plenty of work to do yourself,
I think a boy could be made quite profita-
ble, but, in all probability, you could get one
right near your home, just as good, and a
great deal cheaper than one we could send
you from Medina. You will have to look
over his work often; you will have to be
kind and patient with him, and be his
friend, and he will be worth a great deal to
you, and you will likely be worth a great
deal to him. Be cross to him, and scold
him when he does things exactly as he was
not to do them, think him a fool even if you
do not call him so, and he will not be worth
4 cents a day. 1 have tried both ways, and
know. Almost any boy who is not really
vicious or lazy can be taught to like bees,
and to enjoy working among them; and,
when he does this, he will be profitable at
the wages boys ordinarily receive.

WIRE-CLOTH SEPARATORS.
My wire separators did well, —better than the tin

or wood, as they allow the heat to be more freely

diffused, and the bees to pass and work more widely

on the startcis, over the wtiole of the sections, as

though they were working in one large empty box.

The open wire also enables you to see at all times

what they are about, even better than if divided

with glass. I am satisfied that strips, or ribbons, of

wire woven with meshes — say from J.i to lA inch sq.,

out of very fine wire, would make the best and the
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cheapest separators lhat could be made. But it is

too tedious to undertake to weave many of them by
hand, though it could be done with a little loom for

the purpose (which would cost but little) very handi-

ly and rapidly. J. B. Turner.
Jacksonville, Morgan Co., 111., Jan. !», 1880.

I agree with you, friend Turner, and since
tin lias come up so much, Mr. Gray and I
have had some lonsr talks in regard to the
matter. At present, a square foot of wire
cloth is a little cheaper than a square feet of
tin, and I am quite sure it will answer bet-
ter, for the reasons you have given • although
I am a little inclined to doubt that a mesh i
inch would do, for I have seen bees bulge
the combs when crowded for room, into a
hole not very much, if any. larger than that
size. It would certainly be safe to make
them s, and perhaps -] may be all right.
Who will experiment fully on this? Of
course, it will be an advantage to have them
large enough to have the bees pass through
easily, if we can. Well, as wire cloth cut
into strips will ravel badly, we must have it

woven of just the right width for separators,
as you say, friend T., and the man who gets
up a machine to do this cheaply, will find a
great demand. Meanwhile, friend T., we
will try to remember you for having suggest-
ed the idea, and demonstrated that it could
be done. As wre wish to use a very fine wire,
and make a very large mesh, we shall have
to use wire cloth with hexagonal meshes,
like that used for wire fences, etc. If you
do not move fast, perhaps I shall do it first.

For the Simplicity sections, it will need to
be just about '6i in. wide.

LENGTH OE TONGUES, AND THE RED-CLOVER QUEEN.

Hurrah for the gift of tongues! The tongues of

the bees you sent from the "red-clover" queen are

lots (?) longer than ordinary bees' tongues. But,

hold on; let me crow a little. I can show bees that

will beat that. See specimens I send to-day. They
are sisters of those that made you the most honey in

1878. To compare the lengths of tongues by the mi-

croscope, stretch them out side by side upon a glass

coated with mucilage. May be they shrink,—dry up
—in shipping; soplease compare these with the red-

clover bees' tongues.

Query.—After all, do they not owe their success

more to Vong-windedncas than to long-tonguednessl

The bees sent are, or were, "boss" workers, and
died like martyrs for the cause of—science (?) and
bee culture. Oliver Foster.

Mt. Vernon, Iowa, Jan. 19, 1880.

I shall have to explain that friend F. sent,

about a year ago, to know what I would
take for the stock in my apiary that had
gathered the most honey in the" preceding
summer of 1878. I sold him the colony, and
it is its queen that he is sneaking of, and
some of her bees that he has compared with
some I sent him from our red-nlover queen.
I confess, friend F., while I admire and ap-
prove of these microscopic tests, it seems to
me a safer and shorter cut, to select from
queens whose bees gather most honey. We
shall then include long-windedness. and ev-
ery thing else ; for we shall get exactly what,
and almost all that, we desire in honey bees
—those that are the best honey gatherers.

I have five colonies of bees. I bought one weak
swarm in the spring, and they gave me three little

swarms on three successive days—the 23th, 20th, and

27th of June. I bought empty combs for them, and
they increased nicely in brood, but gave very little

hi nicy.

A HINT ON KEE-nUNTING.
I also found, by lining from, my watering-trough,

one black and one Italian swarm, about }.% of a mile

distant, and about 20 rods apart. The blacks had
about 100 lb. of honey and comb; the Italians, which

I judged by the comb to be a swarm of this season,

had about 00 lb. I saved the bees of the latter, hived

them, and fitted their empty comb into the frames,

bought a few more combs, and gave them their own
honey, what we did not eat ourselves, and some cof-

fee A sugar. The weak swarms I fed some of the

black-bee honey and coffee sugar. Do you think

they will get through this winter? They have plen-

ty of honey, but very little bee-bread.

RADI8HES AS A HONEY-PLANT.
I sowed a patch of radishes, which were in bloom

in the last of October, and the honey-bees and bum-
ble-bees were on it in a regular swarm. About ^j

carried pollpn. I will sow some for next fall if I

live. They bloom about " robbing time."

BRIMSTONING BEES.

I see in Gleanings that some bee-men still brim-

stone their bees which have not honey enough. I

am afraid they will get " brimstoned " if they don't

repent. I believe that God has given them only for

us to use their surplus, and if I have any minus
honey I will unite them to others or feed them.

H. L. Warstlek.
St. Johns, Clinton Co., Mich., Jan. 11, 188J.

I guess you keep a sharp look out, friend
W., or you would not have noticed the bees
on the watering trough. As bees always
hold to a certain place for getting water, af-

ter they once get accustomed to it, we can
often line wild bees by this means. Aft^r
filling up with water they always take a di-

rect bee line for home, much more direct
than when they have been fed diluted hon-
ey, or something they will gorge themselves
with.
What kind of radishes were yours? and

when did you sow them? Our first crop
from the greenhouse was radishes, and it

was such a novelty to see fine radishes in
the month of March, that it made quite a
stir among the boys and girls. They seem
to be remarkably easy to raise; with the
stimulus of a little guano, they made such a
wonderful growth, it was worth all they cost
just to look at them.

BALLING OF THE QUEEN; BOMB KXCEI.LENT SUGGES-
TIONS FROM FRIEND MARVIN.

The balling of queens is sometimes caused by poi-

son of the bees, on the queens or bees, on the hive

or contents, or even in the air. The remedies are,

feed highly scented feed, smoke or change the odor

of hives, bees, and queen, anil caging the queen has

sometimes to be resorted to. A robber bee in a hive

sometimes starts the balling. A scarcity of pas-

turage, or lack of stores in the hives (creating idle-

ness), or a want of eggs, or of brood in some of the

stages of development, causes the balling and re-

newal of some queens. Balling is not liable to occur

in a Xo. 1 stock. Place all such stocks in good order,

and have no weak ones to demoralize the apiary.

St. Charles, 111., Jan. 0, 1880. J. M. Marvin.
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SOME EXCELLENT HINTS ON CELLAR WINTERING.
My cellar is ventilated by means of a large pipe

entering a tall heated chimney, giving1 abundant
opportunity for the ingress of fresh air; atid, al-

though the cellar is only 18 by 28 ft. and 8 ft. high,

the air does not get foul with the 144 swarms in it.

When the weather is warm, however, I keep large

cakes of ice on two stands which extend up nearly

to the top of the cellar; this keeps the bees quiet

during all warm weather. I put them in, in Nov., at

the first oold spell, and before any dampness could

condense in the hives. This is the simple secret of

my success in cellar wintering. Of course, I watch
them closely, and keep my thermometer as near 40

as possible. Last year many of my swarms bred in

the cellar, until when I took them out there was a

heaping half bushel of bees in a hive. Some had the

lower story packed full, and an 8 inch half story en-

tirely full, and would have starved, had I not taken
all the bees in the half story and divided them
around among some lighter swarms which bad
plenty of stores. They all received the new comers
kindly except one or two colonies which also con-

cluded to do so, after a vigorous smoking. If you
can give these thoughts to the class, it may prevent
some failures in cellar wintering. H. V. Train.
Mauston, Juneau Co., Wis., Mar. 20, '80.

GOOSE QUILLS—A SUBSTITUTE.
Friend Novice:—I am somewhat surprised to see

you propose to send goose quills over the country for

brushing bees from combs and sections, when every
bee-keeper has at his own command the very nicest

brushes for that purpose. The first time you kill a

chicken for your table, before scalding it just chop
off one or both wings at the first joint, so as to get a
wing brush with about a dozen quill feathers with
it, and you have it. There! I fear I have interfered

with your business and spoilt a large trade in goose
quills, so I will shut right up now.

HOW TO GET ROBBER BEES OUT OF A HIVE.

I see it is generally recommended to shut the en-

trance of a hive which is being robbed, until just at

night, then open and let the robbers go home. This

is, I think, very objectionable, for they are kept
there perhaps all day to worry the rightful bees,

and are also likely to ball and kill the queen. Now
any bee-keeper can get every, or nearly every, rob-

ber bee out in 15 or 20 minutes. Take a bunch of

weeds, grass, a broom, or almost any kind of a brush,
and swing it briskly back and forth close to the en-

trance. It will not prevent them from coming out,

but it will prevent them from going in. I have
sometimes closed the entrance for 3 or 5 minutes,

then brushed away all outsiders, and again opened
the entrance and the robbers would pile out like a

swarm coming. This repeated a few times will sure-

ly be a success. Then, to keep them out, I have
never yet found a better plan than I gave you two
years ago; that is, cover the hive with a cloth or

blanket. I never move a stand to a new location.

A. A. Fradbnburg.
Port Washington, O., April 5, 1880.

Very good, friend F. I ha^e practiced
the same plan in getting ont robbers, but,
for sonriH reason, I have never before thought
to speak of it. I have had an opinion that
many of the rightful owners came out too,
and got brushed away, but perhaps it would
do no great harm ; tliey could slay out. un-
til *some other time," as a wholesome les-

son for not guarding their domain better.
Some way I always imagine a "wing," has a
look of untidiness, suggestive of "dead
hens," but perhaps I am notional. I be-
lieve I like a feather best.

HONEY COLUMN — WHAT IT DOES.
I have sold all my last crop of honey. I sold 175

gnllons from your advertisement in Gleanings, 48

gallons of which I have as yet got no pay for.

Thanks. My first swarm came the 19th inst., and 6

or 8 have come since. Tbey are all very strong, the

second stories having been left on through the win-

ter, mostly full of honey, which is really in my way
now. I noticed the first new honey coming in yes-

terday. The willow is just commencing to bloom.

C. C. Martin.
Benton, Bossier Par., La., Mar. 27, 1880.

FROM A VERY NEW ABC" CHILD," WHO DON'T QUITE
KNOW WHERE HE DOES BELONG.

As I have been reading Gleanings in Bee Cul-
ture for the last 3 months, I think I ought to give

you a little "inkling" of my experience in bee cul-

ture. But, fearing1 that you might be a little both-

ered to decide what department to put me in (as I

see you have several in Gleanings), whether Smil-

ery, Grinnery, Growlery, Blasted Hopes, or Hum-
bugs, I have so long hesitated; and yet, for fear you
might seat me "in the wrong pew," I will for the

present content myself with giving my report for

the past year.

Beginning with the spring of '79, I had 10 colonies,

not very strong. Increased them to 15 by artificial

swarming, and got — well, honestly, about thirty-five

pounds of comb honey, not very nice. Early in the

fall, I discovered that my colonies were not so

strong, some of them at least, as I could desire, and
some of them had stored but little honey for winter.

This I attribute to three causes; viz., the poor sea-

son, a cider mill on one side, and a sorghum mill on
the other. Well, late in the fall, I found one stock

queenless, and united it with another. Another one
ran out of "grub" at home, and moved in with their

next door neighbor. This reduced my number to 13,

and to-day they all seem to be well and hearty,

though some of them are a little weak, and some
of them may have to be doubled up yet before the

peach-tree blossoms. But don't put me in "Blasted
Hopes," for "I've been there" long ago. "I'm not

a chicken," by any means. I have been in the bee
business more or less (mostly less) for a number of

years, and experimented a good deal with bees and
bee fixtures, but the season of '79 was the poorest

honey season in these parts that I have any recollec-

tion of. Jacob Copeland.
Allendale, 111., Feb. 17, 1880.

BLUE THISTLE.

I notice in March No., pages 129 and 130, that

Duff and Wilson seem to be particularly averse to

blue thistle, and, in reply to friend Wilson, would
say that I was raised in the hlue thi tic region of the

Shenandoah Valley, and I have observed that London
County and, in fact, all the counties in Va. iu which
the seed in question is found, are the richest coun-

ties in the state. Our best farmers in these bluo

thistle regions all admit that a en p of the thistle

is equal to a crop of clover when ploughed under at

the proper time, and it need not interfere with

other crops when properly managed. All friend

Duff has to do is to give his bees a fair chance on a
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field of blue thistle, and he will be convinced of its

untold value as a honey plant. We have no other

plant growing in Va. which produces so much honey
as the blue thistle, and no honey which commands a

better price in the Baltimore market, white clover

not excepted. If our friends need any statistics, I

will try to obtain them. J. W. Shcll.
Pleasant Dale, W. Va., Maach 11, 1880.

Well, friend 8., there is one comforting
thought about the blue thistle as a honey
plant, it would not have to be nursed and
fussed with in hot beds, as do the spider and
Simpson plants, to get them started. After
all that ijas been "said, I do not feel very
much afraid of it.

HOW AN A B C SCHOLAR SUCCEEDS IN MAKING CHAFF
HIVES.

The chaff hives arrived safe, in due time. I ought
to have acknowledged this sooner, but was anxious
first to have them built, and see what they looked
like, and if they were all there correct. You have a
talent for packing in your packing room, and you
ought to be praised for it. I intended building them
myself, although not a carpenter, and having never
seen such a thing as a chaff hive before, had not the

least idea how any of it was to go together. When
the box was opened, and the stuff for 5 hives, in so

many pieces of different sizes and shapes, was laid

on the floor in a pile, you can hardly im igine my be-

wilderment. But, undaunted, I went at it, following

carefully the directions in the ABC book, and suc-

ceeded in put ing them together without the least

trouble. By this time, they are all in their places,

well painted, the bees comfortably in them, and they

look very beautiful indeed. It seems to me that the

"nature of things," and common sense were faith-

fully consulted when these hives were invented, and
I can not but have faith in them. I hope to be able

to get all my bees into such hives before next winter.

ANOTHER QUEEN THAT ALWAYS HAS A DAUGHTER
WITH HER.

I have already several beautiful queens from an
imported mother, and one also that has the habit of

having a young queen with her in the same hive. I

took 5 from that hive last season. T. C. Davis.
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 16, 1880.

FEEDING FLOUR CANDY FOR^WINTER.
I am a beginner in bee culture, and have 21 colo-

nies all in good condition. I wintered 20 in the cel-

lar, and one on the summer stand. I think cellar

wintering preferable. Last season was a very poor
one for honey in this locality, and I have been oblig-

ed to feed them all winter. 1 fed them on candy
made of sugar and flour, and it caused them to keep
breeding all winter, so they are quite strong to com-
mence the season, which 1 hope will be a good one.

L E. Welch.
Linden, Genesee Co.. Mich., March IS, 1880.

GETTING OUT OF "BLASTED HOPES."
The "bugs" are quiet, and seem to be coming out

pretty well this year. Since my report in Blasted

Hopes, three years ago, [ have been going a little

slow, and find that going slow is better than haste,

in this business. Observation, books, papers, etc.,

are very necessary, but no one can become a suc-

cessful bee-keeper, without practical experience,

and this cannot be obtained in a day.

AUTOMATIC HIVING—A SUGGESTION.
You that don't clip your queens, and report their

all lighting where your first swarm clustered, just

cut that branch off, and hang it on an automatic
hiver. This is theory; how would it work in prac-
tice? My queens are clipped so I can't try it.

Conklin, N. Y., March 10, 1880. W. Kuger.

Your idea is worthy of trial, friend R.
The question seems to be as to whether a
swarm would persist in settling on a limb
previously occupied by other swarms, after
the limb had been moved to a new locality.
The green foliage would wilt, and I believe
the bees have rather a fancy for green, grow-
ing branches ; but perhaps we may manage
to get around this objection some way.
Glad to hear you have pulled bravely out of
Blasted Hopes.

IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD NAME.
After reading Mitchell, I thought you must be a

great humbug, but I notice Prof. Cook and T. J.

Newman don't so regard you, since they quote you
as good authority. Bees did not winter well here.
About half in this vicinity died. Many were trans-
ferred into the Mitchell hive last spring, and they
seem to have lost a much greater per cent than
those left in the old hives. Van Job.
Fillmore, Ind., March 30, 1880.

Truly, friend J., it is well to be well spo-
ken of, and I am very much obliged to the
friends you mention.

SELLING HONEY.
Will you please, during the coming year, give us

some method, not patented, for selling honey at re-

munerative prices. The home market does very
well up to a limited amount, say a tun or so, but
honey producers need an honest market were any
reasonable amount may be sold for the cash and at

fair prices. If bee men would combine, and fix

their prices, buyers might be compelled to pay
something near the true value of the honey produc-
tion of the country. No one can afford a nice article

of extracted honey for 6c. to 8c. per pound, and yet
those are the prices frequently seen quoted as Chi-

cago prices. 1 believe that bee-keepers are general-
ly better posted on producing honey, than on selling

it, which should not be if honey producing is des-

tined to take its place among the remunerative pur-
suits. Jas. B. Hawker.
Arlington Heights, Ills., Feb. 26, 1880.

I can give you no better advice, my friend,
than to do as Doolittle, Grimm, Ilethering-
ton, Harbison, and other large, honey pro-
ducers do. I do not quite like the word
combination, for it savors too much of
'•rings," does it not, friend II.

V

GIVING BEES ALL THE ADVANTAGES.
T am going to subscribe for all of the bee journals

of America this year, and if my bees don't make
honey it will be beciuse they don't know how to

read. I'll not be to blame for not furnishing them
with something good to read. Now spur up, "Eds."
Send al >ng the Gleanings, Mr. "Novice," and let

us see how Blue Eyes is getting along now days,—
heh? H.A.Davis.
Moretz Mills, N. C, Mar. 23, 1880.

I have been urging "Blue Eyes" for
some time, to write a small article for
Gleanings, just enough to tell her
many friends their kind w7ords are all

appreciated, but she is something like
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her mother in being quite averse to ap-
pearing in print. In tact, she don't seem
to liave any ambition that way, at all.

The readers of Gleanings are such a great
crowd that the thought of them overwhelms
her, hut she writes very pretty little notes to

her little friends around home. She is doing
a great deal of "growing" now-a-days, and
will, in due time, 1 hope, be ready to use her
woman's tongue and pen.

WET CLOTHS TO STOP ROBBING.

I noticed in March No. of Gleanings, page 113, a

letter from Mrs. L. C. Axtell, in which she recom-

mends the use of wet cloths to prevent robbing. In

your remarks, you say it is a uew idea to you, and

you would like others to test it and report. I have

been testing or practicing it the past season, and

find it is all that is claimed for it. 1 got the idea

about one year ago ip Gleanings, March No., 1879,

pages 80 and 81 which contain a letter from the same
writer. Isaiah Neff.

Lawrence, O., March 20, 1880.

Thanks, friend N., for reminding me of

my forgetfullness. I think it must be the
consequence of "age, and so many cares."
If I am getting old, I believe I could beat
any boy that reads these pages in running,
if he didn't run too far; and I would a great
deal rather try it now, than to be held down
to this old type-writer all these pleasant,
sunshiny days. My friend, be thankful that
you can work outdoors all the day long.

FREIGHT AND EXPKESS CHARGES ON GRAI'E SUGAR.

It does not pay those having a very few swarms to

purchase and pay freight charges on grape sugar.

Can you not name a substitute? Graham flour mix-

ed with slightly sweetened water would naturally be

suggested; but such a mixture, if allowed to stand

for some days, will become sour. N. H. Suplee.

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 28, 1880.

I have before spoken of the matter, friend
S., and yet we have orders every little while
for the sugar by express, when' the charges
would have more than paid for the same
number of pounds of coffee A sugar, at the
nearest grocery. I have thought, too, of
your suggested substitute, and Mr. House,
by my direction, last summer, fed Indian
meal stirred up with swreetened water, but it

was the souring that deterred us from going
further with our experiments. If we could
devise a cheap way of feeding our corn to
the bees right at home, without the assist-

ance of the grape sugar factories, it would
be an achievement indeed.

WET CLOTHS FOR ROBBING.
On page 113, there is an article that tells how to

prevent robbing by the use of wet cloths. I will also

give my experience with the same. In the spring

of 1879, I had 4 swarms that would not even notice a
robber bee. The fore part of March was warm, and
the strong swarms soon found that they could go
through these 4 that would not defend themselves.

I had to do something or they would destroy my
whole apiary. I was already armed with wet cloths,

for I learned it from Gleanings, page 81, 1879. Now
for results. The water ran down, the bees would
fall on their backs, and the water stuck their wings
to the alighting board. They would go in all the
same. The only way in which I could stop them was

to shut the hives up, put them in the cellar, and
leave them there until peach bloom. Those 4

swarms, after being taken out went right to work
without any further trouble. Thomas Crilly.
Grafton, Lorain Co., O., Mar. 24, 1880.

I am inclined to think, friend C , that the
wet cloths would hardly answer for such a
case, and you doubtless chose the wisest
plan, in taking such a stock out of the way
of tempting others. After honey begins to
come in, and the robbers have forgotten all

about it, there will generally be no more
trouble.

TURNING THE COMBS AROUND IN TRANSFERRING.
You say in A B C about transferring, to put the

combs in the frames in whatever way they will fit

best. Does it make no difference, if you turn the
combs in some other way than that in which they
were in the old hive? Prof. Cook, T. G. Newman,
and all other writers I have rea<l, say it does. I have
one colony to transfer; would it be a good plan to
give them an Italian queen (taking away their black
one) at the time of transferring? If I should pur-
chase an Italian queen with a pound of bees in July,
could I Italianize 4 or 5 colonies from her the same
season? As I am an ABC scholar, I hope that you
will answer the above questions in Feb. or March
Gleanings. J. H. Eby.
Lucas, O., Jan. 28, 1880.

I think you mistake, friend E. Friends
Cook and Newman probably said the brood
should be kept compactly together, as it wras
in the old hive, or, in other words, that it

should be placed in the same position, mean-
ing relatively ; but I am quite sure neither
of them intended to say the combs must be
kept the same side up, as Mrs. Tupper did
several years ago. When the shape of old
hives makes it more convenient to turn the
combs on the side, or even quite up side
down, to put them into the L. frames, of
course we always do it ; and transferring has
been almost an every- day business with us,
for years past, during warm weather. I
should say "yes," to both your other ques-
tions.

TAN BARK AS FUEL FOR SMOKERS. "SMOKE AND
PLENTY OF IT."

There has been a great deal said about fuel for

smokers; but from my experience I can say that if

you want smoke, just try tan-bark. Get that that

has been in the vats, and dry it well in the oven;
drop a few coals of fire into your smoker, and fill up
with dry tan-bark, and you are ready for a half day's

work. It seems to burn longer, is less liable to go
out, and will give a more dense cloud of smoke,
quicker than any thing I ever used. It costs noth-

ing, needs no further preparation than to dry it, and
keep it dry. Give it a trial. Jos. M. Bhooks.
Columbus, Ind., April 7, 1880.

BEES BALLING THEIR OWN QUEEN.

On page 26, of Jan. No., you speak of a case of bees

balling their own queen. I had a stock which played

the same trick once, under somewhat different cir-

cumstances. In the early part of June, 1876, I ob-

tained some dollar queens from Andrews in Tenn.

Among them was one very large, bright yellow one,

which I introduced to a full colony, and built up the

same during the season, by spreading brood combs
and inserting empty worker combs, so that it be-

came very strong. In due time the queen proved to

be impurely mated, and one of her wings was clip-

ped. She also proved to be one of the most prolific
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queens 1 ever owned. Some time in the latter part

of August, I opened the hive to perform some oper-

ation or other, and found the queen on the bottom
board balled. I rescued her, made a three-frame

nucleus to which she was introduced, and wintered

them successfully in n chaff hive, although there

was only 3 frames of them. I kept her during the

three succeeding seasons, and her colony has been
one of the most profitable ones I have had. Now
what could have been the cause of the bees trying

to destroy her? She had been the undisputed head of

that colony nearly 3 months, and exceedingly prolific,

the hive at thp time of the trouble being extra full

of brood for that season of the year. Nothing could

have been the matter with the queen herself, ns she

proved very valuable for full 3 years afterwards,

one year longer than I usually keep queens, unless

they are extra prolific. There can be very little or

no question but that she was their own queen, for I

had previously clipped one wing, and at that time I

had no other queen so large and bright, that raised

hybrid workers.

There are some cases, friend P., where it

is extremely difficult to account for the hail-

ing of a queen by her own bees ; but, in your
case, I would suggest that the hive was so
near some other stand that a body of young
bees when out playing had, by mistake,
gone into that one. Finding a queen that
was new to them, they balled her just as
they would a strange queen put into their
own hive. That young bees do sometimes
make mistakes is easily seen, by standing
right in front of a colony when a great many
young bees are playing in the afternoon; if

a hive just like their own is standing very
near, they will often go in a body to it, and
go in. This is perhaps more of a peculiarity
of the Italians, and is one great reason why
I have so often cautioned you about stand-
ing in front of the hives.

A FLOW OF HONEY THAT OID NOT START BHOOD
HEARING.

On page 31, in answer to Mr. Hill, you say, in sub-

stance, that a bountiful flow of honey in the fall

always starts queens to breeding. We have had a

very peculiar experience about that this fall. Usu-
ally our fall crop of honey is the best, continuing

usually through nearly all of Sept., and sometimes
into Oct. even ; but this year the fall harvest did not

commence until about the 25th of August, and con-

tinued about one week only, being one of the most
copious flows of honey I ever saw while it lasted.

Previous to this flow of honey the bees had reduced
their breeding somewhat, and, during that week of

excessive How, every empty cell of comb in a large

majority of hives was filled with honey, entirely de-

priving the queen of laying room. I was working
with my bees all the time when I could, and nearly

or quite every hive that I examined ten days or

more after the commencement of this (low of honey,

I found to be full of honey from top to bottom, but

no eggs or unsealed larva'. Of course, what to do

to remedy this state of things was plain; viz., to ex-

tract honey from the centre combs of each hive,

which I did as fast as possible, but with very little

effect on breeding, for the combs were so quickly

filled up again with honey that but few eggs were
laid. Does not this explain how Mr. Hill's hives

might have been full of honey, and but little brood
ou Sept. 1st? If the theory that old bees cause spring

dwindling is a true one, look out for a large loss of

bees this coming spring, in this entire section of

country. O. O. Poppleton.
Williamstown, Iowa, Jan. 26, 1880.

After queens have stopped laying, it takes
a little time to get them started again ; and
in my greenhouse experiments I think I had
fed the colonies bountifully at least a week,
before any egrgs were deposited. After they
get started, the feeding must be kept up, or
they will soon stop again. In the case you
mention, the flow was only just long enough,
to get them fairly ready to begin laying, and,
when they were ready, the combs, as you
say, were so completely filled that there was
no room ; but I should have supposed they
would have made at least a small brood
nest, and that,' as the flow slackened, the
bees would have moved the honey and made
room for them. After a brisk yield of clo-
ver honey, I have found the cells in the eve-
ning apparently all full; but, in the morn-
ing, they would be half of them empty.
The reason of this was that they had scat-
tered the honey through the hive, a little in
each cell, so that a greater surface might be
exposed for evaporation and ripening, and,
by morning, the ripened honey had been
gathered up, and the contents of two cells

put into one. By watching closely, you will
see this process is constantly going on, es-
pecially where the honey gathered is quite
thin, and, as a consequence, you might say
on opening a hive in the evening that every
cell was filled with honey, whereas every ceil

was only half full, or still less. I am not
quite sure that queens are very often perma-
nently crowded for room, at least not if their
owner takes and reads Gleanings.

WHAT TO DO WITH EMPTY COMBS.

My bees are nearly all dead. I had over 50 colonies

in the fall, but less than 10 now. I don't see any
chance for them. They have plenty of honey and
pollen. But very few had dysentery; the most go
out of existence by depletion. What would you do
with the combs? There is honey, pollen, or bee
bread in most of them. I bought 26 swarms last

summer, to save combs, honey, and hives. I gave
each of them from 5 to 15 lb. of honey, with every
hive full of comb. They never made any surplus.

Does giving them a good start spoil, or distract their

energy, or make them lazy and careless, as it does

some young- people who are set off in style? Let me
have your advice. You seem to have dropped that

word "Blasted," the best you could do with it. I will

never work under it, though I lose every stand of

bees I have. Success to Gleanings.
West Point, la., Mar. 20, '80. J. E. Jarrett.

The idea has been a few times advanced
that a new swarm would do better with an
empty hive than with a full set of old combs
furnished them, but I have so very emphat-
ically disproved it by actual practice, that I

can but think it a mistake. I should attri-

bute the result spoken of to the extreme bad-
ness of the season, last year ; but, even with
the worst season I ever knew here, it seems
the bees should have done better than that.

New swarms often fill a hive with honey in
two days, but they assuredly could not do
this if they had to build the comb.
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GOING WITHOUT A BEE JOURNAL, AND FEEDING
BROWN SUGAR.

I have a colony that is queenless. I had 12 colonies

last fall, now all gone "where the woodbine twin-

eth," except two, and one of them queenless. I

have a single copy of Gleanings before me, which

I borrowed of a friend. If I had seen it last fall I

should probably have had more bees now. I fed

brown sugar. My bees have dysentery.

Groveland, Ind., March 29, 1880. W. H. Kice.

You might have lost your hees, even with
the journal, friend R., but I hardly think
you would have fed them brown sugar. I

once built up a strong colony exclusively on
brown sugar, and fed them enough so they
had stores of it nicely capped, and they win-
tered on it pretty fairly; but, during the
cool days of March and April, they had the
dysentery badly, and died off so quickly, I

hardly knew what became of them. It ivill

do very well for a warm weather diet, but
not for winter or early spring. I used the
cheapest kind, on purpose to test its value
for bees.

PUTTING CANDY INTO FRAMES.
Please say, in next number, how you make your

candy stay in the frames. I tried it, and made but

poor work with it. If I poured it into frames that

had combs in them, it would melt and spoil the comb,
and drop out before it got cool enough to stay.

Harrison, O., Mar. 26, 1880. Ezra Sherman.

Bless your heart, child, I never meant you
to pour your candy into frames containing
comb. Use new frames of course. I know I

did not say new frames, but I did not think
anybody would ever try to pour hot candy
into wax honey comb. What could you
have been thinking of, friend 8.?

"don't let 'em starve."

I have 5 stands of bees, and I think I would have

lost half of them, if I had not read your Gleanings
and ABC book which I borrowed of my neighbor.

1 had three stands which starved to death last fall

before 1 got your works to read. I have lost none
since. It was winter before I commenced to feed

I think they had scarcely any honey in the fall. I

fed candy and syrup. It was so cold that I could

not feed syrup to any advantage either out or in the

cap, so I did my feeding by taking a sa«h of comb
and forcing the syrup into it, and putting it back in

its place again. I succeeded well in wintering them.

If this way of feeding is any advantage to you, you
can use it. James Akins.
Cloverdale, Ind., April 3, 1880.

I am very glad, friend A., if the books
kept your bees from starving; another friend
proposes to let his bees read all the journals,
and I have no doubt that, if they find them
good to read, they will also rind them good
to eat; at least as good as the saw dust they
often gather with such assiduity in the
spring. Joking aside, I hope our friends
will give their bees enough to eat, even if

they do not have the books to stir them up
to the importance of such timely care.
Your plan of filling combs is not new, but
it may not be generally known to our new
readers.

GRAPE SUGAR.
Mr. Root, I feel like writing an article for the de-

partment of Humbugs and Swindles in reference to

grape sugar for bees; for I consider it a genuine

humbug. About the 1st of Dec. last, I ordered from
you, among other things, one tray of bee candy, and
50 lb. of grape sugar, and I have been trying ever

since to make my bees eat it, but have failed. I

nearly starved two swarms to death trying to make
them eat it, and finally hid to feed them honey to

save them. I tried smearing the candy with honey,

but that did no good; they would lick the honey off,

and there stop. They positively have not eaten y2
ounce of the candy or grape sugar. So you can see

why I call it a humbug. If you should need any
more grape sugar for your bees, please order from
me to the amount of 47 lb., for I can't give it away
here. I used 3 lb. according to your directions,

thinking, perhaps, if it was freshly made, the bees

would eat it; but it made no difference. I think

bees have generally wintered well about here.

Mendou, Mich., Apr. 1, '80. A. W. Maring.

I can not tell why your bees do not eat it,

friend M., but inasmuch as hundreds of bee-
keepers are using the same thing with good
satisfaction, I am forced to think you have
made some mistake somewhere, or that your
bees are a little peculiar. Do you not re-

member that we had the same complaints in
regard to fcln. a few years ago? In fact,

even Doolittle himself favored strongly the
side that the bees would not touch it, or that
it was no real advantage. Grape sugar is

now almost as staple an article with bee-
keepers as fdn., and T will cheerfully take
all you have at just what you paid for it, de-
livered here, for there has been an advance
in price, since you bought. Friend M., why
did you not save all this trouble, by first get-
ting one of our 10c. trays by mail, and trying
your bees with that? I especially requested
you to test it in this way, because I knew
how many there always are, who are disap-
pointed in new commodities.

HOW TO KREP ROACHES, ETC., AWAY FROM THE
HIVES. AN ANSWER T>> R. C. TAYLOR,

IN MARCH NO.

To keep roaches, ants, and worms away, I make a

thick whitewash of good, strong lime, and with a

whitewash brush give each bottom board (the top of

it) a heavy coat, and immediately sprinkle on it salt

enough to cover if, and let it dry so. It looks rough
when dry, but never mind; bees like salt and it

seems to please them to have thfir fl'tor sanded and
so clean. Lime and salt under the strips or bricks

on which the hott<>rn boards rest are good. Since

using the ' 7* ic7c whitewash and salt every spring, I

very seldom see a roach about a hive, and not very
often ants; but if ants get anywhere about a
hive, I use the scrappr and fine suit. Now the above

as you can see, will not harm the bees in the least,

and with me seems to be a specific. Mr. Root's plan

is good, but I can't always have the hive crammed
with bees. W. S. Van Meter.
Thayer, Kan., March 15, 1880.

GOOD QUEENS, CROSS B«1ES, LOTS OF HONEY, SOR-
GHCTM SYRUP, FTC.

Now, friend Root, I will tell you my plan of keep-

ing bees. I keep young queens, and wise them
from the swarm t hat makes the most honey. T have
all of my honey made on top of the hive in half-

stories, and have about 300 combs for this year's use.

I have one swarm of the crossest bees I ever saw,

and they made 130 lb. of honey. I have never lost a
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swarm by dying, and have never had any spring

dwindling-. My 2 weak swarms have got brood in I!

combs now. My plan is to keep every hive full of

bees; the more the better to winter. They swarmed
last summer after being divided. It was the worst

year for swarms I ever saw. Sorghum syrup spoils

the sale of honey. It is from 30 to 50 e. a gallon.

They say it is too much work to raise it so they are

stopping. Fayette Lee.
Cokato, Minn., Apr. 4, 1880.

FRIEND ADAMS OPINION OF I.AMP NURSERIES.
That lamp nursery I bought of you proved a fail-

ure. I lost 15 cells, the eggs of which were laid by
an imported queen. I followed your directions in

everything in regard to the nursery and cells. Some
of the cells hatched, but queenless colonies would
not accept them, proving that that lamp nursery is

a nuisance any how. To those same colonies, I gave
a queen cell which would hatch the next day, and in

a little more than a week they had a laying queen in

each hive. Why not introduce queen cells that will

hatch soon, instead of young queens that the bees

will not accept according to my experience? Now
Mr. Root, I can get along a great deal better without
that lamp nursery than I can with it, and I want
you to take it bach again. I have used it only once,

and that is enough. G. II. Adams.
Sand Lake, N. Y., Jan. T, 1880.

In your concluding sentence, friend A.,
you say you only tried it once. I hardly
know how it is, but, with the most common
implements, we frequently lind people who
fail at their first trial, and should they al-

ways decide a thing to be a nuisance with-
out going farther, I am afraid progress
would be rather slow. It is true, as I have
told you both in the price list and ABC,
that at times newly hatched virgin queens
will almost all be rejected, and again success
seems to follow invariably. Did you not
note this before you ordered a nursery? The
general decision is that lamp nurseries are a
great saving, and many of our leading queen
rearers use them season after season. Eore-
most among this number is our friend Hay-
hurst, unless he has lately discarded it.

AVill he please tell us his present opinion of
the lamp nursery? Although friend A. or-
dered a nursery made for an odd sized
frame, I have taken it back at what he paid
for it, and it stands idly now of no use to
anybody that I know of.

'

I mention this to
caution our friends about ordering things
that they may not like.

bee CANDY; another way to make it.

I want to save you that 2c. per pound, which you
are paying the confectioner for makiDg bee-candy,

make a warm, saturated solution of sugar syrup,

and pour this over your "coffee A" carefully, so as

to moisten the entire mass (capillarity will assist

somewhat in the process), spread it evenly in your
brood frames, and allow it to dry (drain). Thus you
do away with all boiling and burning, can incorpor-

ate the flour in any proportion, and your candy is

always white and dry, being already in the crystal-

line state. The sugar syrup acts merely as a ce-

ment to hold the grains together.

lteistertown, Md., Jan. 5, 1880. P. Della Torre.

Thanks, friend I). I have used substan-
tially the same thing, but I did not get it

hard enough to suit me, without baking it

in an oven, and it seemed rather more troub-
le than the usual way of making candy.

BEE i.Tl.TURE IN NEW ENGLAND.
I received a sample copy of (1 leanings to-day,

and in the "Depository of Blasted Hopes" I saw a

letter from a gentleman, Win. L. Hyde, from Conn.
In it, he says he does not know but his poor success

is due to his being a resident of New England. I am
sure it is not on that account, as I have kept bees

here during the last 12 years, and have been success-

ful to a greater or less degree. I have kept bees in

the box-hive, in the Langstroth, or one similar to it,

and in the Quinby hive. I do not think success is

dependent so much up >n the style of hive as upon
the management.

TRANSFERRING EARLY.
I have transferred quite a number of stocks, and

1 never yet had any surplus, the same season, from
a stock that was transferred from a box-hive during
white clover bloom. I think if friend Hyde had
transferred his bees .just as soon as the sugar maple
was in bloom, and his stock was a good one, he
would have received some surplus. Transferring at

that time gives the bees a chance to put things to

rights, and when white clover comes they are ready
to take advantage of it. From seven hives, during
the last season, I took nearly 300 lb. of box honey,
and 100 lb. of extracted honey. Our pasturage hero
is maple, willow, and fruit blossoms. Basswood is

very limited in quantity. White clover is our main
dependence for surplus, although buckwheat and
golden rod help our bees to hold their own through
the fall. S. H. Hickok.
Bethel, Fairfield Co., Conn., Jan. 20 '80.

REPORT FROM A SINGLE COLONY OF ITALIANS.

A year ago last April, I came from Pa. to Kansas.
I bought a stand of Italians, and got it rather late,

and it was weak at that; but, in the fall, it was very
strong and gave me about 30 lbs. of surplus. I win-

tered it in the cellar, and it came out last spring in

fine condition. It gave a 1st swarm, May 21th; a 2d,

June 3d. They commenced killing drones after the

second swarm, and I thought, of course, they were
done swarming for the season. But they filled up
again, and swarmed on the 19th of August.
From the 1st swarm I took 10 lbs. surplus; from

the 2d, 50 lbs. ; from the 3d, 15 lbs. ; and from the old

stand 20 lbs, ; making 125 lbs. of splendid honey. I

call that a pretty good showing. Don't you?
Severance, Kas., Jan. 5, 1880. J'. E. Plank.

KOW T<> FEED DON HIVES WITH A ' BUNO-HOLE" IN
riu; top.

ABC came to hand in due time. Many thanks.

One thing 1 greatly regret,—that I did not order the

ABC book bound in cloth, for 1 never expected it

to be what it really is for only $1.0<>. I would have
lost both of my colonies of bees if I had not received

it just in time. They were in a state of Starvation,

and I did not know how to feed them. When I re-

ceived the book, I made candy as directed therein

(my bees are in box hives with a bung-hole in the

top), and took a pine block, 1x1x2 inches, bored a
2 inch hole nearly through, run the candy into it,

and set it over the bung-hole on the hive, right over

the cluster. The bees are licking it up very fast,

and are doing well at present. Aug. Tigges,

Marathon City, Wis., April a, 1880,
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$cfy§ and §mri%$.

BEES UNCERTAIN PROPERTY.

MR. SAM. STUMBAUGH, Lyons, Iowa, died

Dec. 4, 1879, of pneumonia, while on a visit

~ to his brother in south-western Iowa. The
bees which were his pride, and which gave him light

and pleasant employment during these last years of
failing health, have been sacrificed almost for a

song. M. J. Stumbaugh.
Lyons, Iowa, March 11, 1«80.

[I give the above as a caution to the ABC class,

against investing heavily in bees, in commencing.
In many localities, if the bees should, by chance, be
offered at forced sale, they might not bring half, or

perhaps not even one-quarter, of their value; while
cattle, horses, sheep, etc., will almost always bring
the market price, under any such emergency. The
trouble is that, as yet, only a few know the value of

bees, and those few are often loth to invest on ac-

count of the uncertain nature of the property.]

[What queer ideas some of the ABC class get of

things. Listen:]

Can honey be extracted from comb that the bees
make? or do you have to use artificial comb for the
extractor? W. P. Davis.
Kendall's Tan Yard, N. C, Dec. 22, 1879.

[The extractor, friend D., was invented and in use
years before we knew anything about such a thing
as artificial comb.]

BLUE THISTLES; AN IMPROVED VARIETY.
Enclosed, I send you a few seeds of blue thistle, a

variety which is quite superior to the wild blue

thistle. The technical name of the enclosed seed is,

Seminum Cardui Mariae; common name, Lady
Thistle. I raise this for medical purposes, but the

leaves and stalk are a beautiful ornament in the
garden. The blossom is of exactly the same color as

the wild blue thistle, but a good deal larger. Sever-

al branches shoot out from the main stalk, and each
one produces flower and seeds.—Dr. G. N. Harry.

. Bellevue, O., Jan. 8, 1880.

[I do not think this variety can be called especial-

ly hard to eradicate, for after we had one growing
nicely in the window, I took it into the greenhouse,
and the sun killed it almost at once, while all our
other plants throve nicely. We will try once more,
and keep it in the shade.]

"OUR FRIEND OLDROYD'S INKS."
I want to second W. L. King's suggestion concern-

ing that ink. Can't you get up a nice, light, little

box, that will hold just 1 doz. bottles? It would be
better if the bottles were square. Make the box flat

and light. Put in one red, one green, and the balance

as desired by the purchaser; or give price of each
color, and let the purchaser select. Then paste on
the top of the box a printed label, with the words,
"Ink. Handle with care." Also put on your ad-

dress, and leave a large blank for plain address of

purchaser, and send by express. Such a box would
go almost anywhere for about 25c, would it not?

[Thanks for your suggestion, friend M. ; but " W.
O." gives such large bottles, that a dozen of them
with a box would weigh at least 4 lb., and this would
bring the express up to more than the value of the
ink. I think the better way will be to take one ot

the regular J4 gross boxes and have them come by

freight. Such a box might be convenient to pack
with other goods, but we. should have to charge
about 40c. for it.]

QUILLS FOR BRUSHING OFF BEES.
I have often felt surprised never to have seen any

mention in the bee journals of goose or turkey quills

for use among bees. I have always used them; I

use nothing else, as a rule, and regard them as one
of the most indispensable implements about the
apiary. I have just run out of a ten years' supply,

and have sent to Mr. Flansburgh for some. I hope
the rest of you have not got ahead of me, and
bought all he has.

[I think, friend M., there will be quills enough for

us all, if we gather them all up.]

WAX AND PROPOLIS KNIFE.

I am also surprised never to have seen in any bee
journal, any mention of what I regard as one of the

most indispensable implements in my apiary, and
one I have always used; one, too, that is as simple
and cheap as it is useful. Take any discarded table

knife, with good solid handle (a good solid metal
handle is much stronger and better), break or cut
the blade off 2%, or not more than 3, inches from the

handle. Sharpen this square end a little, if you
wish. This is what I always use for loosening

frames, sci-aping wax off hives and frame tops,

scraping propolis off hives, or anything else, &c, &c.

I would not be without it.

[Thanks; but why is not a neat putty knife just

the thing? I could get those by the gross or 10 gross,

so as to put them in the 5 or 10 cent counter.]

I wish especially to commend one feature of

Gleanings, and that is its growing spirit and ten-

dency toward mutual helpfulness. It is becoming
more and more a medium through which we can
help each other, and help its editor, and its editor

help us all. The unselfishness of Gleanings is es-

pecially commendable, and I hope its editor will

cultivate this feature of its work. Who knows how
much good may yet grow out of this feature of

Gleanings? "Bear ye one another's burdens, and
thus fulfill the law of Christ." How different is this

spirit from that of the Growlery. About one of

these to each No. is a good thing, however, by way
of contrast with the general tenor of communica-
tions. J. W. Murray.
Excelsior, Minn., April 8, 1S8X

[1 certainly shall try to "cultivate out" selfishness

from my "own self," friend M., but there is an awful
"big job" of it yet. Do not be too hard on the growl-

ers; they do me good, and I think they will do us all

good, by growling right out whenever it is de-

manded.]

I have about 1,500 nice motherwort plants of last

summer's sowing, for sale at 30c. for 25, or 90c. per

hundred, by mail. Can you use any? or do you
know any one that would like to have some? I would
advertise, but have too small a supply. S. Rice.

Bendersville, Penn., Feb. 23, 1880.

CASH FOR HONEY.
I am a beginner in bee-keeping, and like the bus-

iness very well; but would like it better if there

was a regular market for the honey, where I could

get cash as I can for pork, wheat, butter, eggs, or

cattle, M. McDonouoh.
Littleport, Iowa, March 21, 1880.

[I believe, in most localities, friend M., honey will

sell when brought into market, and that, too, at fair
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prices, if the quality and appearance are fair. When
there is a large crop, prices are apt to be low, as

with other rural products. I have just purchased

several hundred pounds of maple sugar for 8c per lb.,

ouV Medina market being so full that dealers would
not make any offer at all.

MAPLE SUGAR FOR BEE CANDY.
You cannot very well get a better "bee-candy"

than maple sugar, and if you give them a whole tin-

pan cake, it won't hurt them any. Our neighbor H.

thinks 2 lbs. of maple sugar will make a pound of

bees. When bees are worth $2.00 a lb., this would he

pretty good business; eh?]

[I am glad to know your lath chaff-hives please

you, friend M., but if you really mean to say that the

16 kept on dwindling after they were dead, I believe

it is the worst case of dwindling I ever knew. I pre-

sume it is some more besides the 16 that died.]

THE "BIG BUMBLE BEE."

The insect sent by Mr. Henry Knapp, of Oxford,

Mich., is a bumble bee. It doubtless entered the

hive sometime last season, when the hive was open,

intent upon felony. It was caught by the closing of

the hive, ingloriously murdered and scalped by the

bees, which will brook no such intrusion. I have
often seen bumble bees and wasps thus treated. The
bees, in their attempt to carry a large insect out of

a small hole, pulled out the hair. a. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., March 21, 1880.

PAPER SLATES.

Allow me to suggest the use of a piece of "water-

proof" paper, such as will allow pencil marks to be

erased, to be tacked on each hive, for remarks, dur-

ing the honey season. It seems to me that it would
be a great convenience. Chalk is used here, but it

is inconvenient, and your "pin tickets" don't exact-

ly fill the bill. Rufus Morgan.
Bernardo, Cal., Mar. 17, 1880.

[I do not know of any water-proof paper that you
can write on with a pencil; will somebody send me
a sample? It may prove quite an acquisition.]

HOW IS THAT FOR "HIGH"?
I have a swarm of bees in a limb which I took

from a tree about 80 ft. high, and which I am going

to put in the hive I got of you. J. E. Hand.
Wakeman, Ohio, March 29, 1880.

EGGS FOR BEES.

Have you ever tried feeding the yolk of eggs,

boiled dry and mixed with honey, instead of pollen?

My bees prefer it to sweet potatoes or any thing else

I have tried. John Darr.
Darrtown, O., April 13, 1880.

BOX HIVES NOT ALWAYS A SUCCESS.

A friend nearby me had over 100 colonies in box
hives last fall. They are all dead but 1.").

Bell Plain, Wis., April 5, '80. Johan Jackel.

CHAFF HIVES MADE OF LATH.
Good morning, friend Boot; I thought I would

write and let you know how I get along. You will

remember that I told you, in the March No., p. 120,

about the 3 colonies in the chaff hives made of lath.

I was so well pleased with them that, after writing

to you, I made 10 more, and put the bees right into

them, as fast as I could. They are doing splendidly.

Hurrah for chaff! Sixteen that were in the common
hives, not packed, are dead, and still dwindling. I

never will try to winter in the common hives again,

and I am very sure that there should be 1 or 2 holes

through every comb for the bees to pass and repass.

I will tell you, in my mind, a damp cellar is a "death
dungeon." O. It. Munson.
Meredith, N. Y., April 9, 1880.

HOW TO MAKE SECOND SWARMS "STAY."

Can you tell what makes second swarms abscond

after they have made 3 or t lbs. of honey in their

new hive? I have had second swarms, with young
queens, issue the next day after the first swarm

,

and, after making 3 or 4 lbs. of honey, go back to the

other hives; then, in a day or two, they would
swarm again. Now, can you tell what will stop

them from going bock to the old hives again?

[Yes sir; I think I can. A second swarm always

has a virgin queen, and, at about the time you men-
tion, she goes out on her wedding trip; the bees,

having no brood'or eggs to keep them, sometimes
start out after her, and, being unable to find her, go
to their old home again. To stop this work, put a

frame of unsealed brood in the empty hive when
you hive the swarm; in fact, I should always do

this, with every swarm, just to make a sure thing of

their staying.]

HOW TO GET SURPLUS FROM BOX HIVES.

I have 10 last year's swarms from which I want to

get some section honey. How would it work to put

a one-story Simplicity hive, filled with section box-

es, under these 10 swarms? There arc only 2 small

holes in the top of each hive, and the bees do not

seem to want to work through them.

[Take the whole top off your old hives, friend B.,

and set the one-story Simplicity over it. You can

make the joint bee-tight by tacking pieces on the

old hives, and this will be much better than placing

them under your hives.]

A SWARM FROM A 17 DAYS OLD SWARM.
I had a swarm of bees which issued June 10, 1879,

and June 27, this young swarm sent out a swarm.
It was a very large swarm, and I had the hive filled

with fdn. starters. Can you tell why I found young
bees at the entrance of this swarm, before it

swarmed ?

[If you gave the bees fdn. to start on, they should

have young bees hatching in 21 days; but you state

they were out in 17 days; did you not make a mis-

take of just about I days somewhere, friend B.? If

you gave them a comb of brood to start with, it

would be all very plain; but, as you state it, I pre-

sume you did not. A new swarm always takes

along some very young bees, and were those not the

ones you saw.']

A PROFITABLE SI'ECl'LATION.

March 1, 1S79, I bought of Mr. Thew, of Saranac, a

Simplicity bee hive, and paid him $3.50. June 10,

1

put a swarm in this hive, and the 17th day of July it

was ready to take off. This hive brought me in

$s.:,d worth of honey. Et. H. Bailky.

Ausable Forks, Essex Co., X. Y., Apr. 10, 1880.

TURKEY QUILLS.

I have used turkey quills for 5 years. They are

the best thing I can find for brushing bees off the

combs. I have one at each hive.

CHEAP FEEDERS.

Take pieces of lath about 8 inches long and gouge
them out on one side, forming a little trough. They
make good feeders between fruit bloom and white

clover. I place them close to the entrance, and fill

them from a coffee pot, after sundown.
Euclid, O., April 12, 1880. F. C. White.
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THE NEW SECTION, ETC.

The sections tame all right, and they are just

splendid. They told up beautifully without even a

break, making one of the most neatly finished cor-

ners I ever saw. The bees have a very " big boom"

on the peach and forest trees. Every colony came
through the winter all right, 20 in number. Those

in the Simplicity Chaff Hive are in the best .fix.

That mirror in the Home Papers this month reflect-

ed a very large image when I looked into it.

C. H. T)ean, Sr.

Mortonsville, Ky., April 5, 1880.

A NON-SWARMER TRULY.
You say you don't know how to keep bees without

swarming. Now I have had one swarm in the hive

in my house, for the last 10 years, and it has not

swarmed. D. C. Brown.
Stamford, Conn., Jan. 32, 1880.

[I presume, friend B., you have kept them from
swarming by making them crawl over a space, be-

fore reaching their hive, as I have explained in the

ABC. I know this will do it, but it is a loss of time

to the bees, and consequently, in the end, a loss of

honey to their owner.]

A HIVE OF EMPTY COMBS; WHAT TO DO WITH IT.

1 have a hive of bees that died of starvation,—or

rather a hive now without bees, and also without

brood or honey. I would like to ask if it would do

to put a pound of bees with a queen into it? J should

expect, of course, to feed them until flowers open.

Waldron, Ills., April 2, 1880. F. L. MerriCH.
[It will do excellently; and a pound </f bees put on

the combs this month or next should make a good
colony by fall, at the least calculation.]

PAINTING HIVES INSIDE.

I paint all my hives heavily inside, and think it all

right. I think this not the cause of brother Flans-

burgh's bees dying. A. W. Gillis.

Kinsman, Ohio, Apr. 2, 1880.

spring feeding.
The " Barnes " saw, helps out wonderfully in mak-

ing chaff hives. Its just fun; when I get tired I

quit awhile; work is only hard when you work hard

at it. Yesterday, my bees (14 colonies) ate }'* gal. of

syrup, and about a gal. of rye meal. Can they get

too much? I feed them every day. Some tell me I

never will get my money back in this "beesness,"

but I will sic. I have lost nothing yet.

Salem Centre, Ind., Mar. 30, '80. W. E. Kimsey.

ROBBINS' TACK PLYERS.
The tack plyers engraved in the March No. of

Gleanings are from me. I consider them almost
indispensible where wooden clasps are used in

transferring. R. B. Robbins.
Bloomdale, O., March 18, 1880.

building on the rock.
I am always fearing you will die some day, and

then, what will become of Gleanings, that factory,

&c? Tell Ernest he must get ready in earnest to

take your place. I am not hurrying you off, recollect.

Kossuth, Miss., Jan. 22, '80. N. C. Steel.

[To be sure I shall die, friend S., and if the Glean-
ings and factory depend on me alone, they will die

with me; but if, as I trust, they are built upon the
spirit that our Savior taught, he will raise up some
one else to care for them, or these boys and girls

with his help will carry them on themselves. I am

glad to assure you that Ernest will trust in God rath-

er than in his own wisdom, whenever the time shall

come for him to take his father's place, if it is God's
will that such a time shall eome. "Heaven and
earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass

away." Many thanks, Friend S., for your kind solic-

itude.l!

WHY THEY DIED.

1 have 2 swarms that had plenty of ventilation

through holes covered with wire cloth, and they are

all right. The rest all have the dysentery. So I

think it is for want of ventilation. I have no chaff

cushions, but have boards in place of cushions; 12

swarms are dead. They have plenty of good stores.

Johan Jackel.
Bell Plain, Wis., March 15, 1880.

DRAGON FLIES.

The dragon flies have come down on my bees by
the million, and are destroying them so fast that I

am afraid the bees will not be able to swarm any till

the flies leave, which will not be till May or June.

M. Lewis.
New Smyrna, Fla., March 25, 18*0.

QUEENS TO CALIFORNIA.
The queens arrived at Santa Paula on the evening

of the 24th, at 8 o'clock. I had arrangements with
Mr. Barber to bring them to the ranch (8 miles), the

next morning after they arrived. In the box con-

taining the darkest queen, I found the bees nearly

all dead and very badly smeared. The other box
was in good condition but destitute of stores. Both
queens are all right now, and safely introduced to

new stocks of all young bees and hatching brood.

The charges on the queens were $1.50.

We had our first natural swarm yesterday. We
are now making artificial swarms. The weather is

splendid, and the whole country is covered with

bloom. Bees are storing in supers, and doing finely.

Santa Paula, Cal., March 27, 1880. E. Gallup.
[The bees were 9 daj s on the route, which was a

quick and cheap journey. The cages were of the

kind Ave have mentioned for long distances,—two
little combs of honey in a small box. The little

frames should be hung in a large hive, for a few
minutes, or until the bees have licked up all loose

honey and then there will be no dripping. Where
many bees are put in, as we usually do, a large

amount of food is needed, for they sometimes gorge

themselves, in consequence of the shaking and jar-

ring incident to the journey.]

LOOK sharp.
I received the cheirograph with other goods. It

contained pad, a bit of sponge, and a square piece of

pine wood. What constitutes a cheirograph com-
plete? I inferred that you furnished ink. Please

send along the right kind of ink, and if you charge

extra for it I will send the pay. What is the square

piece of pine wood for? I can do no good with it

with common ink. C. S. Davidson.
Flemington, W. Va., March 8, 1880.

[Friend D., I do not believe you are a Yankee or

you would have split open that block of wood before

asking what it is for, and found your ink. You see

we wanted to put up the ink so it could not possibly

frighten the postmasters, and it seems we succeeded

so well, you could not imagine that that innocent

looking block of wood had even a remote connection

with your missing ink.]
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REARING BROOD IN THE WINTER.
Pity we cannot tell in the fall, what the winter is

going to be like. We united our 72 colonies in the

fall to 49, to make all strong-. Our strongest stocks

reared brood all winter, consumed an awful amount
of stores, and are no better now than weaker ones

that reared little brood. I do not think much of un-

timely brood rearing. My experience has always

taught me that bees would better remain quiet until

the willows bloom. Ila Micheneh.
Low Banks, Ont., Can., March 4, 1880.

PAPER FUR HIVES.

Car wheels, water pails, and flour barrels are

made of paper; why not hives? Paper is a non con-

ductor of heat, and I should think would be good
material for hives. W. A. Harris.
Salem, W. Va., March 18, 1880.

[Paper has been many times suggested, but at

present it is decidedly too expensive. We formerly

used straw board (the cheapest kind of pasteboard)

for making our mailing boxes for fdn., but we soon

found that while basswood doe3 not cost }£ as much,
it is a great deal stronger for such purposes.]

You are sending Gleanings to my wife instead of

to me, but I will not "growl" at that, for she per-

mits me to read it, and I, in return, allow her to aid

me in the apiary. P. J. England.
Fancy Prairie, 111., March 16, 1880.

gray's new section.

I am now setting up your new " one-piece " sec-

tion box, and am mucli pleased with them. They are

the "coming section," and will soon supersede all

others. J. W. Newlove.
Columbus, O., March 17, 1880.

CANDY FOR WINTERING.
I have had young bees flying 10 days or more.

Plenty of candy, as per ABC, did it. I packed them
for winter Sept. 22d and 23d, before leaving home,
giving candy at tbat time. They were left on sum-
mer stand. E. S. Arwine.
Bean Blossom, lnd., March 10, 1880.

I believe the best way to work honey bees for

profit and pleasure is by the rules of "Square Root,"

of Medina, Ohio. Wm. Folts.

Salamanca, N. Y., Apr. 23, 1880.

[Whew! I guess I would better look out, if (lint is

what you are going to decide.]

Box honey is worth 25c. per lb. here. The bees

here are all black, and in boxes and barrel?.

A. J. Brumbaugh.
Tottas-e Grove, Lane Co., Oregon, Feb. 20, 1880.

STOPPING .lOl-RNALS WHEN THE TIME IS EXPIRED.
When the time of my subscription to GLEANINGS

expired, you said I need not write anythingabout it,

as you would stop my journal any way, until I re-

newed the subscription. I did not trouble you with

any letter then, though 1 felt very much like send-

ing my thanks, and complimenting you on the good
sense manifested in stopping your paper when the

time paid for expired. That is the way I wish every

publisher to do by me. Now [send 50c. for 6 months.

Kootstown, o., Mar. 1, '80. C. M: Whitney.
[Thanks, friend W. When we stop the journal, we

do not in any means wish it to be understood that

we are afraid to trust our friends, but because W6
are n f 't sure It Is wanted longer, This I believe

makes the least trouble all around, and I do not

wish to make anybody unnecessary trouble when it

can be avoided.]

TIMOTHY CHAFF FOR WINTERING.
The burlap you have been selling for 10c. isn't

firm enough to hold such chaff as I use; viz., timo-
thy. And, by the way, I have discarded all other
kinds of chaff for that kind, as I find it superior to
them all. O. O. Poppleton.
Williamstown, la., Apr. 5, 1880.

[We have just made arrangements to furnish an
excellent, strong article of burlap, 40 fnches wide,
for 12c. per yard.]

narrow top-bars for sections, and narrow
separators.

Have you ever had any trial of section boxes with
the openings wider than J£ inch for the bees to enter?
If so, with what result? How would separators
about l/2 the width of the box work, where fdn. is

used for starters? D. O. Sweet.
Rockport, Cuy. Co., O., Dec. 23, '79.

[I have used top bars to sections, several seasons,
only % wide. They answered just as well as any,
only that the bees would often bulge the honey up
between the top bars, and the honey was poorly pro-

tected when being handled. If you make the sepa-
rators any narrower than we do, the bees will bulge
the honey past them, and you will be as badly off as
if you had used none.]

Can you name some one in Cal. or Oregon who has
Italian queens for sale? Won't you give some of

your Pacific-coast correspondents a hint that they
might sell some things by advertising?

smarting honey.
Can you tell what it is that gives our honey a pun-

gent taste? Some of it is so smarty that we cannot
eat it. When first taken into the mouth it is pleas-

ant enough, but soon begins to cause smarting. We
first thought it was mustard, as it grows quite plen-
tifully in our yard; but as it is quite highly recom-
mended for honey, I have thought it could not be.

In some cases, it has proved quite serious in produc-
ing vomiting. The taste and manner of acting con-

forms more to the effect produced by our wild iris

(probably Iris tenax). This grows quite abundantly
in our pastures. 1 have never noticed how much tho

bees visit it.

rape in ohegon.
I think, with a little care, I can have rape in bloom

almost the whole of the year, it being largely grown
here for green fodder and pasture.

Forest Grove, Or., Dec. It), '79. s. T. Walker,

now AN ARC SCHOLAR SIVCEEDS WITH FDN.

May 27th, about sundown, I put a sheet of fdn. in-

to an empty frame, and set it in the middle of one
of my strongest Italian colonies, in a Laugstroth

hive. Just imagine my surprise, when I opened the

hive next morning before sunrise, to find this sheet

actually covered with bees, queen included, and, on

closer examination, I found honey, pollen, and eggs.

HONEY PLANTS OK VIRGINIA'
The principal honey producers of this valley are

the yellow locusts blooming in May, white clover in

June, July, and Aug.. blue thistle from June to frost,

and u ire weed in I let. I have on my place about .">I1<I

large locust trees. The bloom lasts about ten (lays.

and is al way- nn ere I with I'

J. Luther b »wers.

Berryvllle, \ a., Dee. :n, 1879.
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For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and

whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it.

- Matt., xvi. 25.
» »

nONEY PAILS.

FiiiEND Dadant has sent ns a nest of honey pails

that are quite ingenious in several points, and I

think are destined to be the coming package for ex-

tracted honey. A nest of 5 pails, holding from 1M,

lbs. to 25 lbs. each, and costing from 4 to 32c. each, is

sent for 80c.
•—»—•

Please, my friends, do not ever again, any of you,

take the trouble to get an affidavit, or certificate, to

convince me that your statements are true. When
I doubt your word I will tell you so frankly. When
I ask for further particulars, it is not because I do

not believe you, but that I may see where the mis-

takes have crept in. It hurts me, to have you get

an idea that I am doubting you.

A great many mistakes have occurred from
changing initials. A man writes, and afterward
his son, wife, partner, or somebody else writes, in

regard to the same matter, signing their name or

initials. If you refer to a former letter, please say
so, and tell us the full name of the one who sent it.

We think our clerks will prove smart and bright and
well drilled, if you will only give them half a chance.
We make it a science and one of the line arts here,

to pick out the meaning and straighten out the
blunders of "careless humanity."

M. C. Kerns, of Pomeroy, Meigs Co., Ohio, also

writes that he can furnish small round work-baskets

for ladies, which can be sold for five and ten cents.

He sent a sample of the 10 c. basket, 7 in. across the

top, and it was so neat that all the clerks wanted it

to put on their desks for postals and letters. These

baskets are made by three ladies—a mother and two
daughters, to whom it would be a kindness also, to

forward our orders. See prices in Counter depart-

ment.
•— »

Fhiend Doolittle sends us some of his golden-clus-

ter raspberry plants by mail, remarking, "They not

only yield honey bountifully, but are beautiful to

look at when nearly ripe." Now, friend D., at our

house, we think they look better when quite ripe,

and I hardly think a "look" would satisfy. The
roots came in fine condition, and are already plant-

ed in the garden down by the pond, right by the side

of some "sweet-homes" received of friend Palmer.

Some most beautiful specimens of sea mosses

were received a few days as:o, from a friend in Cali-

fornia, who said his mother sent them. I took them
down to show to "Sue" and the children, and they
took "forcible possession" of them at once, and by
some means 1 have lost my friend's name, and am
now unable even to say who it is to whom we tender

our thanks. Tell that kind mother, my friend, we
feel thankful and grateful, even if we are careless.

The Simpson honey plant, of which so much has

been said of late, was not first discovered by friend

Simpson, it appears, for we find the following notice

of it, on page 225, Gleanings, 1876: "A plant known
as 'Carpenter's Square' was known by several to be
a very good honey plant." This was at a convention,
at Lebanon, O. For all this, I still think friend

Simpson should have the credit for first persistently

bringing it before the public, and also for first

demonstrating what it would do under cultivation.

BLUE THISTLE.

Ouh friend Clark Simpson, Flushing, Mich., writes

a lengthy article on the blue thistle, saying it is an
excellent honey plant, and that it produces an ex-

cellent quality of honey the whole season, but that

when it on^e gets on a farm there is no remedy but
one, and that is to sell the farm and move away,
He has never seen any in Michigan, but h's experi-

ence with it was in the town of Hoosick, Rensselaer
Co., N. Y. For the present, we shall withdraw it

from our price lists, and hope no one will order
plants or seeds.

Friend Henderson intimates, in the Bee-Keepers'

Exchange, that "W. O's." ink may be nothing but
aniline dissolved in rain water. From what expe-

rience we have had with aniline dissolved in water,

I can hardly think this is so, yet, granting it were,

how many of us can put it up in those large bottles

which "W. O." uses, and sell them for $1.00 per
gross, or about2?4C. each? Since the recent advances
on glass, the bottles and corks cost about 2c, to say

nothing of the labels. If you can buy the materials

and make the ink for %o, per bottle you will have to

work pretty low. If yeu want a pint, quart, or gal-

lon, it may be your best way to make it.

It is to be borne in mind that only colored inks can
be made from aniline. Such a thing as Mack aniline

is, as yet, not to be had. The great hulk of the ink

that friend O. sells is black. Since the notice of his

ink in Gleanings, we have purchased of him for

our trade alone, over 2,000 bottles.

INK FOR THE CHEIROGRAI>H.

Although aniline and water will make a cheap ink

that will do very well for many purposes, it certain-

ly will not make a successful ink for the cheiro-

graph, as many have proven. The first trouble is

that almost none of the aniline to he had at the drug
stores is pure enough. We were obliged to send to

New York City, for ours, and, if I am correct, it has

to be made expressly for the purpose. Although the

common aniline of the drug stores retails for $1.00

per oz., by buying in quantities, we can sell you the

best at 75c, and pay postage besides; or for con-

venience, we have it put up in 10c. packages to be
sent by mail. Make the ink according to direction

on page 168 of last month's journal. This ink, by
being diluted with water, will answer well for any
purpose, but you will see that it is considerable

more than aniline and rain water. After you have
made some a few times, unless you want a consider-

able quantity, you will doubtless feel like saying,

"Every man to his own business." You must not

inhale the dust from the aniline; it is a rank poison.

You can scour the stains from your fiDgers with al-

cohol and pumice-stone.
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\UV %cmh
But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but

whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn
to him the other also.

And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take
away thy coat, let him have thy cloak also.
And whosoever shall compefthee to g-o a mile, go

with him twain.- Matt. v. 39—41.

f
WONDER if the people in your neigh-
borhood, Christianpeople too, insist that

' Jesus did not mean us to take the above
just as it reads. Do they say such things
are well enough to talk about, but that they
will never answer to live by ? Do they teil

you that one must use common sense, and
that often in life we must tight in self-

defense V And is it always those who are in
some quarrel with a brother or neighbor,
who most stoutly defend an opposite line of
teaching ? 1 told you last month there are
extremes in almost all these things, but I
wish to show you this month, that, in many
things, mankind nearly all err in one direc-
tion, and so seldom in the opposite, that we
almost never need to consider that side. I
think the little text above is one of them.
Do any of you say the world is well enough
as it is V A year ago my wife wanted a
newspaper, as well as so many journals and
agricultural papers, and so we sent for one
published in a neighboring city. I seldom
get time to look at it at all, but a few even-
ings ago I took a look at one of them.
"•Why!'' said I. "is this paper always

tilled with such strings of murders and crime
—father quarreling with son, brother with
brother, families murdering each other, etc.,

etc.?"
"It is always just so, and I have been

wishing for some time to have it stopped
just on that account.*"
"But these occurrences seem to be all

true, for many of them are taking place
rightinour neighboring countiesandtowns."

" I suppose they are true ; but is it neces-
sary that one should know all about such
things ? and is it well to have children con-
versant with so much crime ?"
Over and over again, my friends, have I

thought of the pages of that paper, of the
startling records of crime heralded forth to
the world in large black letters, as if it was
a solemn warning— would to God these ed-
itors all felt the need of making it a solemn
warning to the youth of our land!— and of
proclaiming to them,

—

As I live, saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure in

the death of the wicked: but that the wicked turn
from his way and live: turn ye, turn ye from your
evil ways; for whv will ye die?

Is it not " dying ?" and is it not"cZeatft"
in its most terrible sense ? I will tell you of
one little sketch that I read.
A boy was set to digging potatoes while

his father was away from home. Ilehnished
them honestly and well, I have good reason
to think, and put them in the cellar. After
finishing his task, he went to see a girl of
about his own age. and, as is often the case,

did not return at a very seasonable or proper
hour. The father, on his return, went and
looked at the potatoes, and found that the
boyhad put them awav without letting them

dry a while first, as is usually done. Being
tired and fretful, he became angry at what
In* was pleased to term his son's want of
care. As the boy did not come home, he
was probably more angry, and retired, lock-
ing the door. When the son returned, the
father got up to let him in, and at once com-
menced scolding about the potatoes. Neither
seemed to be in a mood for discussing such
a matter, and the boy talked back to his
father. I believe the boy's age was about
18. According to his own statement, his
father struck him and knocked him down.
He says he could have overlooked this, and
could have kept from striking back, but that
his father would not stop there, but began
pounding him after he was down. I pre-
sume the father conquered and subdued the
son, as many would term it. He did subdue,
but he did it while in a passion, and I tell

you, my friends, there is a gulf almost as
wide as eternity between the subjection ob-
tained by one who " ruleth his own spirit,"

and one who subdues by brute force, when
he is under the influence of passion. The
boy rose, and, finding a long screw-driver
near, struck his father over the head with it.

The poor, blind, crazy father went to work
and subdued the boy again, with that same
brute force. Being the heavier and stronger
of the two, he had him down again, and gave
him another pounding. Ye fathers who are
reading this, does it not make your blood
chill and curdle as you think of thus beating
and conquering your own flesh and blood ?—
nay, of the very spirit and ungovernable
temper that exist in your hearts ? Is there
one among you who dares say that this father
was doing right ? Hold a minute. The boy
got up, apparently with his will broken. He
knew where there was a hatchet in another
room, and he walked out slowly, so as not to

excite suspicion. After getting it, he came
back with it concealed by his side, until he
stood before the father, who was sitting on
the edge of his bed. The boy was so mad-
dened by his repeated poundings, that he
was crazy with passion ; so crazy, that he
had deliberately planned the murder. With
both bauds, he struck his father with the
hatchet, and then struck him again and
again, until he lay a lifeless corpse at his
feet. I tell you this, because I wish you,
both fathers and sons, who read this, to be
warned in time. The boy had conquered, it

is true. He had come out best in the strug-
gle, and had done by strategy what he could
not have done by brute force alone. Had he
come out best ? Perhaps, for one brief sec-

ond, Satan gave him a trifling exultation, in

that he had beaten his enemy. But, v:hat

now ? what now f

He looked at the lifeless form of his par-
ent, and tinally, as there was nothing else to

do, lifted the limp body on the bed. Can
any of you conceive the awful, awful, sick-

ening feeling that must have come over him
then ? What would he have given to be
back just a few seconds, — to be even where
he was when that poor father held him down
and pounded him? Do you not think he
would rather have been pounded all night
long, to insensibility, or to death even, than
to have stood where he stood then ?
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The Bible tells us it is impossible for hu-
man thought to conceive the blessings that
are in store for those who obey. Is it not
likely it is also beyond human thought to
measure the amount of misery that can be
heaped up into a single moment? "Would
you, my friend, take this poor boy's place
for all that earth, ay, heaven too, so far as
we know, could offer ? What do you think
now of turning the other cheek also, as
Christ enjoined ? or of giving the cloak also?
What could a poor mortal do, under such

circumstances V Perhaps he bad never been
taught to turn to the God that made him ;

and, if he had, under circumstances like
these, even a Christian (if it is possible for a
Christian ever to get into such a place) might
almost be excused for fearing to look toward
God at all, and turning rather toward Satan
who had led him into such a situation. This
is Satan's work, all of it. and I have often-
times thought that this is exactly the
end he is constantly aiming at. Our
boy, I presume, stood still and thought
a minute or two. but there was very
little time for thinking. He must quick-
ly do one of two things,—confess his crime
and give himself up for punishment, or
flee for his life, and wander, with the brand
of Cain upon him, over the whole face of the
earth. He chose to follow the Devil still;

and when he had once made up his mind,
Satan seemed ready to prompt him to more
crime. He knew his father had some money,
and he first tried to unlock his trunk with
the proper keys ; but failing in this, he broke
the lock, took the money (a little over $100)
and his father's watch, and started off. He
first went to Boston, and roamed about aim-
lessly, having no heart or taste for anything.
Next he went to New York, if I remember
correctly; then back to Boston again, and
finally, when nothing else would heal the
awful, guilty conscience within, Satan led
him to try drink. While under its influence
his money was all taken by a comrade he
bad found, and, sick at heart unto death, re-
gardless of consequences, he wandered back
to his old home and gave himself up, saying
he was tired of trying to elude justice any
longer. May God help that poor unfortii-
nate even now, to-day ! As I go over it, how
my heart yearns to say a word of comfort to
him ! Not that I would soften his offense,
but that I would try to show him that a lov-
ing Savior weeps even for such as lie.

My friends, humanity is now before us.

The very boys that may do these things in

the years to come are near you and inc. ( 'an
Ave do anything to prevent such crime and
misery V and have we been doing, and are
we doing, all that lies in our power?
The question often conies up, How much

shall one bear, without resenting? In other
words, when does it become necessary to
tight in self-defense? If I am correct, cir-
cumstances and conditions have much to do
with it. Had the ease I have mentioned not
terminated fatally, some might have said
t he boy was acting in self-defense. Was he
acting in self-defense at all ? His father's
purpose was only to teach him obedience,
and to subdue him, if I understand the mat-
ter correctly. Had he not talked back, he

would not have been attacked at all, in all

probability; but if he had, 1 think all will
agree with me in saying, it were far better
for a boy to take a whipping, nay, a flogging,
from his father, than to strike back. I am
not taking a father's part because I am now
a father of a grown-up boy, but because I
distinctly remember being whipped by my
father, with a horse-whip too, after I was a
pretty large boy. I thought it was unjust,
and I thought of resisting ; but, O boys, you
can not tell how I thank God now, that I de-
cided then to take it, without saying even a
word in remonstrance. Shall a boy take all

these things from a parent who is passionate
and unreasonable ? By no means; but there
is a most powerful weapon that is in the
hands of every boy in our land, rich or poor,
high or low. To illustrate : Suppose that in
either of the cases 1 have mentioned, the
boy had appealed to his father something
like this

:

"Please, father, listen to me a moment. I
am very sorry for my carelessness, and I will
do my best to obey you in everything you
ask. I do not think I should be punished,
inasmuch as I am almost a man, in size at
least. It will hurt you, and myself too, far
more than the pain you inflict. At least,

father, stay your hand for just one hour, and
if, at the end of that time, you still think I
should be punished, I will submit as best I
can, and without a word. In any case, let

us be friends afterward, as we have been
heretofore."

How many fathers have we that could
whip a boy after such a plea as that ? Per-
haps few boys would frame it in the exact
words I have chosen, but almost any one
could, in his own words, broken with' sobs
perhaps, give his father to understand how
he felt about it. Hundreds of parents could
stand blows, where one could stand an ap-
peal like that. Would it be cowardly or un-
manly for a child to speak thus ? I should
feel like calling such a boy a hero, even
though he had. at the time, grievous faults
and failings. This is what I understand by
turning the other cheek also, and I do under-
stand also that Christ meant us to find in
that little, simple act, a power that would
subdue not only nations, but even savages,
and, for aught 1 know, wild beasts also. It

is only putting in practice the little text, " A
soft answer turneth away wrath." If I was
sure I could so rule my own spirit as not to
get off the track at anything that might turn
up, I would ask to have the ugliest man that
could be found, to come and live near me as
my neighbor, that 1 might demonstrate to
the world the power of Christ's words. If I

failed, it would he on account of my own
"ugliness" (would it not be funny if he
should burn out to he the better man of the
two?) not because the man was too bad, or
the text would not work.

In our own county, two neighbors got to

quarreling about the pasture of a horse. ( )ne
railed the other a liar, and because of some
foolish notion, the remnant of a sort, of bar-
barism that is still current- with a certain
class of people, he thought he must in honor
knock him down, to redeem the insult. He
did knock him down, with the but of his
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whip, and his neighbor (a friend, too, lie was
in reality) died from the effects of the blow.
Did God place ns here on this earth to strike
each other blows like that? How our very
nature recoils at the thought ! Did you ever
see a full-grown man strike another ? Have
you not felt the voice of conscience remon-
strating, and saying in strong terms that we
were never made for that ? What do you
think of it, boys V Are you going to neglect
the " throttle-valve" thatGod has given you
for governing humanity, and attempt' to
govern by brute force V

For some reason, God lias seen lit to place
in our own hands the matter of freeing our-
selves from this taint of the savage nature
we have inherited, and of raising ourselves
up to the plane of an intelligence which,
our reason tells us, is a part of God himself.
It is in this sense that we are created in his
own image. The power of intellect to sub-
due brute force is like that of the engineer
of a locomotive over a heavily laden train of
cars ; and the man who knocks another
down for calling him a liar is trying to rem-
edy the nutter about as intelligently as the
engineer would do, who, when he wished
to start the train, should neglect bis throttle-
valve, and get down in front of the locomo-
tive and attempt to start it by grasping hold
of the cow-catcher.
" But I say unto you, That ye resist not

evil." Shall'we never make any resistance V

Shall we let a man call us a liar, and go on and
talk the worst a man can possibly talk, and
pay no attention to it? I think 1 would let

him go on, so far as I might be concerned
personally. If his talk was such as to be an
outrage on society, I would remind him, or
get some one else to do it, that, for the sake
of the good of community at large, he must
be restrained. Treat him as you would a
mad-dog. in some respects. That he might
not heap his spite all upon you, get others of
his friends and neighbors to go with you. and
talk to him ; if this does no good, go, all of
you together, and make complaint, and have
him dealt with by the proper authorities. If
the rest of the community all around you
think it not best to have the matter taken
up, I should think you would better, as a
general rule, bear it in silence.

Shall we bear blows in silence ? I think it

depends much on who gives them. If they
come from one who is generally an honest
or even tolerated member of the community
in which he lives, I would advise you to bear
them ; or, at least, I would be careful that I

took up only the defensive. Ward off the
blow, but don't strike back. If the wind
blew your barn-door against you and knock-
ed you over, you would only fasten it better
next time. What would you think of a man
who should kick and pound it, and tear it off

its hinges? If it should swing so as to en-
danger your foot or leg, and you have a ham-
mer in 'your hand, and find the readiest
means to get your foot out of danger is to
knock a board or two off, do so, but do not
knock any more boards off. I E the one who
attacks you is ordinarily a fair sort of a man,
remember his average character, and treat
him accordingly.
But the midnight assassin, the horse-thief.

and such characters,—what shall we do with
them V If that barn-door we talked about
had hurt a great many people, and it was
impossible to fasten it so it would not get
away, I would take it off the hinges or nail
it up ; in fact, I would not have any barn-
door. The law permits you to shoot the
man who breaks into your house in the
night, or who tries to steal your horse. The
law is doing its best to protect us in a fair
and impartial way. If you are using the
law. do it in a quiet, u'nimpassioned way.
Go to work with the good of community in

your thoughts, rather than because of any
personal feelings. A near relative of mine,
and a most estimable young man, had his
horse stolen, and very nearly surprised the
thief in the act. He followed after him, and
got so eager in the chase that he rode in a
cold storm until he took a cold that cost him
his life. Do you not see how much we need
moderation, even in these extreme cases ? I
would have you cultivate courage and brav-
ery, and I wish every one of you to be able
to knock a man down or shoot him, when-
ever that is the best thing to do ; but, ( ) my
boys ! I wish to see you able to reach up
higher still, and take hold of that strong arm
that will help you to bear being knocked
down, ay, or being shot too. whenever God
or your country demands it, and to do either
one unflinchingly.

At present, perhaps the best thing we can
do with the one who breaks into our house
while we are asleep is to shoot him down
that he may do so no more, and that he may
be a warning to others. I say perhaps, for
since my work of the past few years with the
criminals in our jails, I have had glimpses
of a better way, and of a spirit that is going
to rise among our people, a thousand times
more potent than the power of the law. If
I recollect aright. Lord Shaftesbury made
the remark that, should the missionary force
of the city of London be withdrawn, the po-
lice force would have to be increased ten-
fold. In other words, one missionary, in a
dollar-and-cents view even, is worth as much
as ten policemen. We need both missiona-
ries and policemen, at present at least ; but
let us pray the time may hasten when more
of the former and fewer of the latter may
suffice ; and, to that end, may we all be do-
ing, at our own homes, what we can.

Before closing, I wish to say a few words
in regard to answers to prayer. You will
remember that, in the Feb. No., "W. O."
was granted an extension until the J5th of
April. As the time drew near when the
money was to be paid, I felt no little anxiety
about it ; not that I feared God would not
remember us, but that my friend might
again get disheartened and distrustful. I
did not hear much from him, but, although
he was having a great many orders for ink,
I knew that at the very small profits he
made he could not well raise $700.00 in so
short a time. He wrote me the property was
well worth $1600.00, but that, if the mortgage
was foreclosed, it was likely there would be
nothing left. It would leave him a bank-
rupt, and, worst of all, absolutely helpless to
pay a kind friend, a Christian lady, who had
entrusted her money to his care, just be-
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cause she considered him a good and con-
scientious Christian, lie was willing to

lose all he had in this world, if God would
only help him to an honorable way out of his

embarrassment. Would God do it? Or
must he lose it all in a way which seemed to

render it impossible that he could eyer pay
this debt? As the time drew near, the mat-
ter seemed to lie on my mind, as if it was
my own debt ; and when, one day, lie said
in a little note at the bottom of a business
letter, he began to fear the property would
have to go, Ilonged to get away by myself
where I could tell my Savior all about it,

and plead with him for my friend. I have
my supper at 5 o'clock ; the engine stops at
six, when the hands leave, and the building
is generally still until some of them come
back after supper. The contrast, at this

hour, from the bustle and din of business
during the day, seems to invite me to go
down on my knees and tell my Savior all my
wants and needs, or rather all our wants and
needs; for, at these seasons, I often pray
for the different hands and clerks, calling

them by name. I wrote W. O., to keep up
his faith and to doubt not, and it then seem-
ed just as if it could be fixed all right, with-
out any trouble, if I could only have this

hour to myself that evening. As I prayed
for him, and that he might not feel that he
had trusted the Lord in vain, I remembered
vividly the expression of friend Wright, in

last month's journal, to the effect that we
had put the theory of prayer faithfully to the
test, and found it to be false, and that there-

fore we would better, to use a slang phrase,
"dry up." I plead this, before God, and
asked that for his name's sake the money
might be sent to W. O., that all men might
know that there is a God above, and one who
notes the fall of a sparrow to the ground,
even in this nineteenth century. I arose
happy. It seemed, as it has so many times
before, that a promise had been given.
When I got the few lines from W. O. that I

gave you last month, I was not surprised,
for I expected it. By the way, I sat up un-
til 12 o'clock to get that last item in Our
Homes, before the paper went to press at

daylight next morning. I did not know how
relief came; but I knew God had sent it.

The following little item tells how God saw
fit to let us know he was all the time watch-
ing:

Now, my dear friend, I have good news to tell you,

through the mercy and goodness of our Heavenly
Father. My brother-in-law, in Penn., sent me a draft

on N. i
r

. last week, for $800.00, to meet that claim

which has caused many months of mental agony.

I went as soon as possible to have the matter ad-

justed. I told Mr. S. that I was thankful for the in-

dulgence he had extended, but was much more
thankful to the good Being who had put it into his

heart to give me further time. Wm. Oldroyd.
Columbus, O., March 30, 1880.

I confess, my friends, there is something
wonderful in all this, and more than once I
have felt almost frightened when these
drafts for just the sum of money I had asked
for were so suddenly placed before me. I
have felt that I was standing on holy ground,
and somewhat as when, during a thunder

storm, some huge clap of thunder rends
both earth and heavens. There lies a little

bit of printed paper ; simple and inanimate
;

yet with uncovered head I stand and view it

almost with fear and trembling, when I
think that those simple but earnest prayers
have moved the great Being who created the
universe to send it with his own hand. In
fact, the words "pay to the bearer'' five
hundred or eight hundred dollars, as the
case may be, seems to be, at such times, and
to the one who has prayed for it, in God's
own handtcrituig, with his great signature at
the end.

I know how many will object to such
faith, but wait a moment, and perhaps I can
make it plainer to you. My closing words
last month were, "His messenger truly."
Then God must have messengers to do this
work? Most assuredly, and these messen-
gers are not always those who are members
of churches. They are those whose hearts
are going out to their fellow men, and who
are susceptible to these heavenly impulses.
To illustrate : I told you last month that I
had decided to give friend Parker $5.00 more,
for his machine for putting in starters. I

distinctly remember thinking one day, while
I sat at my type-writer, that the starter ma-
chine was working so nicely I could afford
to give friend P. a little more. It is true he
had accepted my offer, and the invention
was fairly mine, but should that hinder me
from paying him more at any time when it

should seem to be worth more? I thought
not, and yielded to the good impulse by tell-

ing the book-keeper to send him $5.00 more
for it. I was in the attitude, for that mo-
ment at least, to be one of "God's messen-
gers." I was ready to be used. Read the
sequel

:

Mr. R Ot:—Your card of the 17th received. I can

onl/ express my thanks by asking God to bless you,

as 7ie knows how opportune this kindness of yours

is. (I wil say right here that Mr. Parker is absent

for a few clays, but, as I am doing: his writing for

him in order to do all I can to help him in business,

I take the liberty to answer you at once, and the

more readily because, while reading Home Papers, I

had determined to write you a letter.) First, let me
say. your kind act in allowing another $3.00 for the

comb fdn. fastener is in answer to prayer. When
you offered the first $5.00, we felt that it was well

worth it, indeed that it was not enough; but we had
been owing you some time, and felt as though we
wanted to pay, so husband said yes, and I wrote ac-

cepting, but I offered a prayer with it, and I knew
the Lord would take care of it. I felt that if it was
really worth more, as you was a child of God, he

would lead you to do right; and I feel you have not

only done that, but also be»n very liberal about it.

Defiance, O., April 8, 1880. Mrs. W. D. Parker.

A child of God ! What a solemn thought

!

O how far, how very far, I fall short of de-
serving your kind words, my unknown sis-

ter ! Help me, O my Savior,'help us all, that
these intervals in our lives come oftener,
when we shall be at least a very little worthy
of being thought of by some one, as a child
of God. Shall we lose, or be any poorer by
forgetting self sometimes, and handing over
money that we do not owe in the eyes of
men? What does the Bible say?
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Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that
there may be meat in mine house, and prove me
now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not
open you the windows of heaven, and pour you out
a blessing-, that there shall not he room enough to ie-

c in it.—Mal., iii. 10.

A word from our suffering sister, Mrs. G.
13., and her husband may not he amiss.

Dear Sir.: -The hives ciirac :ill right. They are

just what I want. Thanks for the hives. I consider

it a great favor. My wife is getting well and I feel

thankful to God for his great mercy to us. G. B.

The following little postscript was ap-
pended to the letter, after her husband had
written, and without his knowledge as I

infer.

Dear Friend:— I don"t think I will ever be well, but
I try to encourage my husband all I can. He little

knows all I suffer; but I feel very thankful to our
heavenly Father, that I am a little better. From
your ever grateful friend,— H. N. B.

Perhaps more than one wife knows what
it is to bear pain uncomplainingly for her
husband's sake, and for the sake of the dear
ones about her, or, in other words, for
Christ's sake. Keep up your courage, dear
sister, and do not doubt ; God will certainly
give the needed grace to bear your great suf-
ferings, if he does not remove them. .Many
hearts are beating for you, and many are
praying for your relief. Head :

Dear Brother:—You don't know how my heart

went out toward G. B., when I opened Gleanings,
and read the first two letters; for my wife was in

the same state once. 1 trusted that the Lord would
cure her, and in answer to my prayer God sent here
to live a doctor who had had the care of the insane

at the asylum. Some may say it happened so; but I

look at it as an answer to my prayer, for he came
two weeks before anyone here expected him. He
got his business fixed up so he could leave sooner

than he expected. Our Father's hand was in it all.

Pleasant Hill, Mo., Mar. 12, '80. G. M. Kellogg.

The following is closely connected with
the same subject, and coming, as it does,
from one of our most successful bee-women,
I think it will be read with interest by you
all. If I mistake not, it will help more than
one suffering sister, and perhaps brother
too. The letter was written to Mrs. G. 13.,

but I obtained permission to use it for pub-
lication.

Dear Sister:—Having read your letter and that of

your husband in Gleanings, my heart felt drawn
out in sympathy for you, as I have been an invalid

for many (about 25) years. Years ago, I, too, suf-

fered most terribly with pain in my head, caused by
other sickness, and the wrong use of medicine by
mistake. 1 have found freedom from care the best

medicine, and Jesus the greatest physician. As I

look back over my long life of sickness, I can plain-

ly see that all these afflictions have been for my
good, and the good of my dear friends. I now firm-

ly believe that "All things work together for good to

those who love God."
Dear Sister in Jesus, let me, one who has suffered

much, but is now in comfortable health, though
still an invalid, point you to a sure cure. In the
first place, cast all your care upon Jesus, for he
surely cares for you more thau your dear husband
even. 1 think your greatest trouble is that you are

trying too much to carry your own burden. When
you lay your burden once upon Jesus, leave it there.

You are not required to shed many tears; I don't

know that the Bible requires us to weep at all. In
your condition, all God requires is that you will, like

a tired child, lean upon the bosom of Jesus. Tell

him you want to rest awhile there. Leave there all

your burdens, and amuse yourself with something
as the tired child would be amused. Just leave that

head ache with him; don't try to make long prayers.

I have been, for months at a time, so that I could
hold my mind in prayer only just long enough to ut-

ter a sentence or two at a time. Remember Jesus
knows all this, jwt as uell at, you ca)i tell him. Every
time you can think of him, try to look up into his

loving face, and tell him to hold you in his powerful
arms, as you feel that you would fly away from him;
at least that is the way I used to feel, but I have
been at rest for years; and you will gradually come
into that rest, if you will thus come to Jesus, and, as

Brother Hoot says, go among Christian people and
unite yourself with some Christian church. Do not
fear you will become a stumbling block so long as

you have a desire to love and obey God. We only
become stumbling blocks when we cease to fetl

anxious to do what is pleasing to him.

Your suffering body has much to do with your
mental condition. I found there were no medicines
like outdoor air; it would almost always soothe my
troubled brain to go out of doors, and sit or lie in

the bright sunshine, having my head shaded with a

hat. Listen to the birds and bees, look up into the

clear blue sky, and try to feel that God who made
all you can see is your own dear Father. Don't look

back over the past, for Jesus has paid it all, and if

you will only believe it, you are a child of that lov-

ing Father, a joint heir with Christ. Is not this

enough to make you happy, deep down in the depth
of your soul?

If you are poor in this world's goods, it cannot
hurt you; Jesus was so poor he had not where to

lay his head. But you belong to God, and all things

in Heaven and earth belong to him, and he will not

see you want any needful thing.

I lind there is nothing like outdoor exercise for

the over active brain. By degrees, I began to live

out of doors, first for health's sake; then I began to

care for our few colonies of bees, and continued to

care for them, and live with them, until they in-

creased to 300, and I could be on my feet several

hours in a day, and head ache was all gone, and
nerves were quiet and very much strengthened. In
winter, however, my lungs trouble me so that I can-

not be out of doors much, and other weaknesses
confine me to my bed; but my trust is in Jesus, and
my heart and mind are at rest. I believe you, too,

will lind quietness and rest and health if you will

thus put your trust in him, and live out of doors.

Even the sunshine coming in through the window
makes our pbints thrive; so it will also make us

thrive. In some health institutes patients are re-

quired to take sun-baths by exposing themselves,

clad only in one thin wrapper, to the bright rays of

the sun for hours at a time. I have found these

baths to be more beneficial than medicine. Also
riding is very good; the blue sky is above you, and
the eye rests every where on the verdure of nature,

which is soothing and quieting to the brain.

Dear afflicted sister, if I have said anything out

of the way, please forgive me, as my only desire is
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to comfort and help you. With nil my ailments, I

can never be well again, but I am just as happy as if

I were well, and it is your privilege to be happy;

though the way to be happy is not to labor for hap-

piness, but labor to please our heavenly Father, and

happiness will be the result. This I know from ex-

perience.

I am looking forward with pleasure to the coming

of warm weather, when I can again be out of doors,

as pneumonia has kept me indoors for nearly two

months, and other troubles have kept me upon my
bed; but I lie in the sunshine which comes in

through my window, and I can always be busy at

something, which, with the love of Jesus, makes
sunshine in my heart. It is not our Father's wish

that this world should be all dark to us. If it were

so, he would not have put into the world so many
things beautiful to the eye, so much that is charm-

ing to the ear, and so much love. If we show our-

selves lovely, even the dogs, cats, horses, and all

our domestic animals will learn to love us; even the

birds and wild animals may be taught to love us.

Sorrow and darkness may last for a night, but joy

and sunshine will dawn with the morning. It may
be night with you just now, and often the darkest

hour is just before day, but when morning dawns we
trust you will be happy. At all events, if you and I

love and serve Jesus a little while here, a long eter-

nity is in store for you and for me in that better

land not far away. Lovingly your friend—

Roseville, 111., Mar. 16, 1880. S. J. W. Axtell.

There is something wonderful in these
answers to prayer, especially in the way
God brings events about ; niany times the
relief comes in a way that we should think
least likely of all. W. O. thinks, that, with
his present trade on ink, he will almost be
able to take up the S700.00 this summer, but
he is much distressed by the great advances
on glass, and fears his friends will think he
has advanced the price more than he need
to do. I have assured him that we all know
he is doing the best he can. See the fol-

lowing:
Friend Root : — I bought $3.00 worth of W. O.'s ink

as per advertisement in Gleanings, and sold over

half of it to-day in three hours, at a good margin.

The person who tries it is sure to buy from one to

six bottles. I retailed black, violet, and blue at 10

cents per bottle; the red and green at 15 cents. Here
is a good chance for the ladies to do W. O. a favor,

and benefit themselves. All colors sold readily ex-

cept the blue. Thanks to W. O. and his advertise-

ment. • D. D. Palmer.
New Boston, 111., April 10, 1880.

Is not this wonderful? I am very glad to
know, friend P., that your customers are
willing to pay 10 and 15c, but would it not
have been better to have charged them less?

We sell a great many articles on the 5c
counter that cost us 50c a dozen. It does
not give very much profit, but one has a
happy feeling of having benefitted some-
body, and with this, somehow, I always feel,

too, a Savior's approving smile. The ink
now costs $5.00 per gross, or $1.25 for a box
of i gross, but even if it should get up to

$5.00 per gross, I should retail the bottles

for 5c. "Where you have expensive express
or freight charges to pay, of course, you can
not do this, and so I presume it is well for

each one to be the judge of what he can sell

for.

It is with a little hesitancy that I give
place to the following, but I think those who
have followed these pages will catch the
true spirit that I wish to convey.
Dear Brother Root: — Yes, now my brother too,

since by the influence of the Home Papers 1 have
been led down into the grave of our Savior, and have
risen with him " with a new song in my mouth, even
praises unto his holy name." I want to thank you
for the good you have done me and mine, through
Gleanings, and exhort you to keep on in the good
work. Do not grow weary or discouraged. In many
homes, all over the land, your quiet, earnest home
talks are working as leaven in meal, and many see-
ins' your good works will " glorify our Father which
is in Heaven." Clara V. Bunker.
Eldara, 111., Feb., 1880.

Dear Brother Root:— How can I do the most good?
is a question I often ask, and "What wilt thou have
me to do?" is a prayer I often use. The answer this
morning seems to be, "Write Brother Root now."
Paul says, "Those things which you have both
learned and received and heard and seen in me, do;
and the God of peace shall be with you." Now, I be-
lieve it; that is, if we do right. God will be with us
and bless us always. But the point is this: how can
I do the most good? Now, dear readers, Brother
It^ot says his journal goes into over four thousand
homes, and I think if each one of us who profess to
love God would lend ours to four or five other fami-
lies, fifteen or twenty thousand persons or more
would be reached every month by a good sermon,
for Our Homes is good. I take the journal just for
that part of it, and lend mine to more than ten fam-
ilies each month. Now, if you want God to be with
you, do right," and live for and in him.
Weymouth, O. E. C. Carrington.

May God bless you both, dear friends, for
your kind and inspiring words ; but when
you send me such, pray for me that they
may not make me proud of the work my
Savior has seen lit to give me to do. Lend
the journal by all means, if your neighbors
care for it, and if it gets soiled and worn,
write me a postal and I will send you an-
other. God will furnish the money to pay
for all that may be used in doing his work.

CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS OF KEI>
KEEPERS' SUPPLIES RECEIVED
DURING III E PAST MONTH.

C. L. Sones, Sereno, Columbia Co., Penn., has a
neat Price List of Bees and Queens on a postal card.

James A. Nelson, Wyandott. Kansas, sends us a
single leaf Price List of Comb Fdn.

TWO-LEAF CIRCULARS,
Advertising bee supplies in general, we have re-

ceived as follows: S. P. Bloomily, La Grange, Wal-
worth Co., Wis.; Edwin Thew, Morrisonville, Clin-
ton Co., N. Y.; I. S. Crowfoot, Hartford, Wis.; J. R.
Landps, Albion, Ashland Co., O.: and S. Valentine,
Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co., Md., who also offers
Albino Bees.

FOUR-LEAF CIRCULAR,
Comes from Francis Dunham, DePere, Brown Co.,

Wis.
CIRCULARS OF 12 OR MORE PAGES

Are sent by Scovell and Anderson, Columbus,
Kansas, and J. M. Shuck, Des Moines, Iowa.

The account book for bee-keepers, as arranged by
friend Doolittle after having reviewed and exam-
ined all the plans that have been sent in, will be
given in the June No.

If you imagine our new all-in-one-piece section is

not stout enough, just nail them after folding up
with }i or % wire nails; they can be nailed more
quickly and neatly than you can imagine, unless
you have once tried it. The corners can also be
glued very rapidly, but I can not see any sort of use
of nail? or glue either.
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OUR CARTOON FOR MAY.

M CCORDING to the best information I

Jfy^, have, it was another neighbor of friend
' Merrybanks, who believed in the good

old way of a tin pan serenade, when the l>ees
swarmed. Of course the queens 1 wings
were not clipped for that was one of the
new fangled notions, and as it was an im-
ported queen from his best swarm, all hands
were called to assist. His good wife got the
dish-pan, his son George got the drum, and
the whole family turned out, and did the
best they could. The dog, catching the in-

spiration", joined in with his sonorous voice,
the chickens also added their high keyed
notes, and even the neighbors rushed to
their doors, and gazed with the usual inter-

est in such proceedings. The oldest boy
has got a hive on his shoulder, and, with
broad grins in keeping with the general ju-

bilee, is marching for the bees. Suddenly
the swarm rises higher and higher, and final-

ly starts over the fence for the woods. At
this juncture, friend Merrybanks arrives,

for he had just stepped into his buggy, to

drive to the postorlice for Gleanings ; but
hearing the melee, he hastens his horse, per-
haps a little excitedly, and, like all the rest,

hurries to the scene of action.

" SWAUMING TIME."

Alas ! alas ! His well-trained nag hearing
so much noise and din, with a sudden snort
and jump capsizes the wagon, and, as the
bees soar away for their leafy home, Mr. M.
comes tumbling into the dust. As there is

no more' room, I think I shall have to tell

you the rest about the runaway swarm next
month.

The ground in our apiary is so yellow with dan-
delion blossoms it is almost laughable to look at.

To-day, April 27th. we have 4.475 subscribers.
This is the highest point that Gleanings has ever
reached; thank you all.

Even with improved machinery, and facilities far
in advance of what we had last season, it takes 68 of
us to keep the business going.

In making wired frames, slip your frame over a
board form, and then you can draw the wires tight,
without bending the bars of the frame.

The main feature for our cartoon this month was
furnished, with a sketch, by Samuel Bittenbender,
Knoxville, Iowa.

Only one man has complained because wo left out
the table of contents, and so I suppose that most of
you, like myself, prefer to have the space occupied
by something that conveys more practical informa-
tion.

So far as I can learn, friend Alley has satisfacto-
rily settled up with all who were dissatisfied.
Should there be any more, they are hereby request-
ed to make it known now, or "forever hold their
peace."

Peat for smokers is furnished by our friend
Frank Chapman, Morrison, 111. If this notice gets
him into trouble, he must have a stack of barrels of
it put up ready to ship, and then ''hang out his
shingle."

Barthelemy & Sons of New Orleans, La., sent us
15 queens by express, in some of their own cages,
and only 5 reached us alive. They then sent us IS in
our usual glass-bottle cages, and every one came
alive and hearty. ___

conventions.
May 5. -Southern Michigan Bee-Keepers Associa-

tion, at Battle Creek, Mich., at 10 a.m. May 12.—
Northern New York Bee-Keepers' Association, at
Glens Palls, N. Y. May 18.—Rock Eiver Valley Bee
Convention, at Davis Junction. 111. May 18.—South-
western Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association, at
the residence of E. Prance, Platteville, at 10 a. m.
sharp.

Nails are down about lc per lb. already, and we
hope to sec- them go more. We ke*'p careiully posted,
and you shall have the full benefit of each "drop."

Under this head will be inserted free of charge,
the names of all those having honey to sell, as well
as those wanting to buy. Please mention how
much, what kind, and prices, as far as possible.
As a general thing, I would not advise you to send
your honey away, to be sold on commission. If
near home, where you can look after it, it is often
a very good way. By all means, develop your home
market. For 25cts., we can furnish little boards
to hang up in your door yard, with the words "Honey
for Sale" neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10c.

extra for postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens
for Sale," iarne price.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.—Honey.—Best White-clover Honey in

bbls. and half-bbls., 10 @ lie. Ditto, in 1 lb. jars, per
dozen, $2.20; per gross. $25.00. Ditto, in 2 lb. jars,
per dozen, $3.75; per gross, $12.00. Ditto, in V, lb.

tumblers, per dozen, $1.50; per gross, $10.50. Pop-
lar, Buckwheat, Linn, and fall honey in bbls., 8 @ 9c.

Comb Honey not much in demand, with no stock
in the market.
Beeswax.—Dull and quoted @ 20c.
Cincinnati, O., Apr. 21, 1880. Chas. F. Muth.

New York.—Honey.—Best white Comb Honey, in
small neat boxes, 15 @ 17c. : fair ditto, 13 @ 14c. No
dark honev in market. Extracted Honey, White
Clover and Basswood, 9 @ 10c; Golden Rod, 8 @ 10c;
Buckwheat, 7 @, 8c. Southern strained, per gal., 70
(fr 85C.
Beeswax—Crude, 2 > (g 25. A. Y. Thurber.
158 Duane St., New York, April 22, 1880.

Chicago.—Honey.—The market is well supplied
with honey, and with the demand only fair, prices
are weak. Good to choice comb in small boxes is

salable at 18 and 20c. per lb., and extracted is quoted
at 8 @ 9c.

Beeswax.—Steady at 21 and 23c. per lb. for good to
choice yellow, and' at 15 and 18c. for common dark-
colored to fair lots. Thomas G. Newman & Son.

974 West Madison St., Chicago, 111., Apr. 22, 1880.

St. Louis.—Honey.—Our honey market is pretty
nearlv bare of any good comb honey, and prices are
as follows: Onoice comb, 18 (ay 21c. Medium rather
active at 15 @ 10c. Extracted, slow, sells at 9 @ lie.

/; i swax. Steady at 21J4 @ 23c
R. C. Greer & Co.

No. 117 N. Main St., St. Louis, Apr. 19, 1880.
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H. A. BURGH & CO.,
don't advertise much, but they carry a full line of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
which, for quality and price, make their customers
happy. Competent judges say that their

COMB FOUNDATION
is away ahead of all competitors. If you ever feed
bees, try a

Heddon Feeder,
the latest, and by far the best, invention of its class;
we are the sole manufacturers for 1880. Tor

DOLLAR QUEENS
from best strains of Italian blood, we shall lead the
trade, and you should see that your your orders are
sent in early. The choicest of

TESTED AND IMPORTED
Queens always on hand. If you want splendid
MONEY OATHEUING stock, try our Queens.
A good supply of

FULL COLONIES
at prices that will please you, if you want the
BES'l' bees. Finally, if you want the neatest Api-
arian catalogue, printed in any land or language,
send your name on a postal card, to

H. A, BURGH & CO.,
5d SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.

EARLY OHIO POTATOES.
For Italian Bees, Comb Foundation, and Apiarian

Supplies, see page 192, April No. Send for Circular.
Address ERNST S. HILDEMAN,

5d Ashippun, Dodge Co., Wis.

FOUNDATION 36 CTS,
Having- taken a partner in the business, we are

now prepared to lead the trade in Comb Foundation.
Regular sizes, 9x1614, or 9x18, or 8x16! i.

lto 50 lbs., per lb 40c
50 " 100 " " " :S8c

100 " 500 " " "
, 36c

Will work wax as follows:
10 to 50 lbs., per lb 18c
50 " 150 " " " 15c
Over 150 " " " 12^c
For special size, 2c per lb. extra,
Will pay 20c per lb. for nice, clean wax, or 22c per

lb. in trade, delivered here.
5d F. J. FARR & CO., Independence, Mo.

Cheap Hives & Cheap Sections
THE BEST BEE HIVES, HONEY BOXES,

SECTIONS, FRAMES, &C,
FOR THE LEAST MONEY.

Manufacturers of the Lewis Section, all in one
piece, the finest section in the world, and we make
them perfect.

NOTICE.
There is no patent on the above section and the

Examiner of Interferences of the Patent Office has
adjudged the same unpatentable; so anyone has an
undisputed right to manufacture, sell, or use the
same. Do not be misled by parties claiming a pat-
ent on the same. Send for Price List.

LEWIS & PARKS, Watertown, Wis.

WARRANTED
ITALIAN QUEENS
Tested Queens in May $3 00

" '• " June 2 50
"Dollar" " " May 150

" " " J une 1 25

Ttces per lb., same price as "dollar" queens.
The "dollar" queens are warranted to be purely

mated.
My queens are bred from choice imported stock.

I warrant safe arrival and perfect satisfaction.
E. M. HAVHURST,

5d Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo.

CYPRIAN, ALBINO, AND ITALIAN SEES,

AT PRICES TO SUIT PURCHASERS.
I am prepared to furnish, Cyprian, Albino and

Italian Queens, bred from imported and select home
bred mothers, warranted pure, safe arrival guaran-
teed. Send for price list before purchasing else-
where. Address LEVI R. LASH,

Summit Station P. O., Schuylkill Co., Pa.,
3-8d or HENRY C. HE 1SLER, Miners ville, Pa.

CHEAP BEES!
Imported, tested, and Dollar Queens, for sale.

Write for prices. D. E. BEST,
5d Best's Lehigh Co., Pa.

T ARGE, PROLIFIC Qneens from Imported Moth-
J-J ers, after May 15th, $1.00 by mail. Nuclei, Bees
by the lb , Imported Queens, and Dunham Fdn.,
specialties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.
5d F. L. WRIGHT, Plainfield, Mich.

OTT'KTnn T7T3T7T1 My Price List of Italian

DJjlN 1 E rwJjJj~~Bees, Queens, 4 Frame Nu-
clei, and Apiarian Supplies for 1880. Address,
5tfd H. H. BROWN. Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

WAX WANTED!
I want all the pure wax I can get to work into

foundation at 20c per lb., or for half the wax. My
machine I regard as good as the best.

JAS. B. HAWKES,
5-6d Arlington Heights, Cook Co., 111.

Salisbury's "WONDKR" Chart Hives,
and improved Simplicity Hives, wonderful for their
simplicity and cheapness. Section Boxes. Comb
Foundation, Smokers, Extractors. Italian Queens,
&c. "Prices low." Send for circular.
5d B. SALISBURY & CO, Battle Creek, Mich.

TESTED OTJIEIEINrs !

We will sell tested queens, from imported moth-
er, at $2.50. Will also fill any order for untested
queens as low as any one else. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Express charges at expense of purchaser.

BARTHELEMY & SONS.
5d Coliseum, cor. Valence, New Orleans, La.

Headquarters for Early Queens!
Imported and Home-bred; Nuclei and full Colonies.
For quality and purity, my stock of Italians can not
be excelled in the United States. If you wish to pur-
chase Bees or Apiarian Supplies, send for mv new
Circular. Address Dr. J. P. H. BROWN,
ltfd Augusta, Ga.

Albino and Italian Queens, Full Colonies, and

Nuclei, at Reasonable Prices.
I am prepared to furnish early Queens—Pure Al-

binos, and Italian Queens bred from Imported and
select home-bred mothers, warranted to be pure.
Safe arrival guaranteed. Also Hives, Root's Ex-
tractors, and Apiarian Supplies generally. Send
for Price List, &c.

Address S. VALENTINE.
3-fid Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co., Md.
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RUBBER STAMPS BII! 1880 BUS!
DATING, ADDRESSING, BUSINESS,

LETTER HEADS, ETC.

No. 1. No. 3.

Address only, like
No. 1, $1.50; with bu-
siness card, iike No. 2,

$2.00; with movable // *$»

months and figures for if. « f. Dealers

dating, like No. 3, $3.00. /'££• /BEES & HONEY,
Full outfit included—
pads, ink, box, etc
Sent by mail p>«;paid

McVess *
iUk UUd PadSl *

Put your stamp on v
every card, letter, pa-
per, book, or anything
else that you may send
out by mail or express
and you will save your- N o.z.

self and all who do business with you "a world of
trouble." I know, you see.
We have those suitable for Druggists, Grocery-

men, Hardware Dealers, Dentists, &c, &c. Send for
Circular. A. I. ROOT. Medina. Ohio.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR
and Price List for Simplicity, and One-story Sim-
plicity Chaff Hives. Address C. H. DEANE, Sk.,
2-5d Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

HEADQUARTERS for the Best Queens and Colo-
nies in the U. S. As 1 make Queen rearing a

specialty, I guarantee to those ordering from me,
exactly what thev bargain for. Circulars free.
:>5d D. A. PIKE, Smithsburg, Wash. Co., Md.

FOR FOUNDATION
MADE OF PURE BEESWAX,

3-5 Address JAS. A. NELSON, Wyandott, Kan.

"W. 0/S" INK.
In 2 oz. bottles, black, violet, or blue, in \i

gross boxes, per gross $5 00

In quantities of 5 or more gross, $4,(0 per Gross.

In Pint Bottles, per doz $1 00
In Quart 00
In Gallon Jugs " " 12 00

Green and Red ink are necessarily more expen-
sive, and the price will therefore be one half more.

Liquid Bluing, in oz. bottles, per doz 50
" " " " " gross $5 40

I will send % gross, 2 oz. inks, assorted colors,
black, blue, violet, and one bottle each of green and
red, as a trial order for $1 00.

WM. OLDROYD, Columbus, Ohio.

P. S. by Novice.—If it is more convenient, where
you are ordering goods of me, I will fill small orders
at the above prices.
Now, boys, we can all have good, plain ink, if we

can not havc^ood writing, and we can help W. O.
out of trouble. The colored inks are very pretty
for a postscript, or for any passage in a letter to
which you wish to call particular attention.

We have received an invoice of IMPORTED
QUEENS, direct from their native home— Italv.

They have been selected with great care, expressly
for our Apiary. No imported Queens for sale.
Full colonics of home-bred Bees, Queens, Nuclei,

and Apiarian supplies for sale. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. From March until July -

Tested Queens *:J.OO.
After that $2.(HI each.
5d MOON, P1NSON & CO., Rome, Ga.

. CITBAFXIH. STILL !

As I have left about about 25 more colonies of
bees in good condition than I can find time to take
care of, 1 offer them at $4.5(1 each.
5 E. A. GASTMAN, Decatur, 111.

FIRST < L.ASS COLONIES OF BLACK
BEES IN BOX HIVKS AT SIJ.50.

CHAS. DADANT & SON.
5d Hamilton, Hancock Co., Illinois.20

Italian Bees
FULL COLONIES

in Chaff Hives $12 no
" Simplicity or Story and a half Hives 8 00

FIRST SWARMS
in Chaff Hives $9 00
" Story and a half Hives 6 00
" Simplicity or Langstroth 5 50

BEES BY THE FOUND
in May $1 50
from June 1st to 15th 125

" I5thto30th inn

Queens Reared From Imported Mothers
Tested in May $2 00

" " June 150
Warranted in May 1 50

" from June 1st to lot h 1 25
" 15th to :inth 1 00

Untested or Dollar in May 1 25
June 1st to 15th 100
" 15th to 30th 85

•' " July and August 75

KING A; WHITE,
5 NEW LONDON, OHK).

Dollar Italian Queens
Sent by mail, April and May, $1.00; after, 00 c.

4-0 H. B tltltlit, Adrian, Mich.

BEE KEEPEBS intending to purchase Bees
or (Queens will do well to send for my New Cir-

cular, before purchasing elsewhere. Pure Extract-
ed Honey wanted in exchange for Rces and Queens.
2-5 A. W. CHENEY. Ornnpre, Mass.

QUEENS !

Tested Queens, daughters of Imp. Mother, in May,
82.00; after June 1, $1.5(1. Home bred tested, in May,
$1.50. Hybrids, 60c. Purity and safe arrival guar-
anteed. J. A. WARD, Madisonville, Ham. Co., O. 5

ITALIAN BEES FOR 1880.
I will sell 3 frame nuclei, with tested queen, before

June 20, for $4.00; after June 20, $3.50; after August
1, J3.00. These nuclei will be well stocked with
brood and bees, and contain young, profitable queens.
Cyprian Queen*.— I believe myself, so far, the only
one in the U. S. who has these valuable and beauti-
ful bees in purity. Descriptive Circulars sent free.

JULIUS HOFFMAN,
1-6 Fort Plain, Montgomery Co., N. Y.
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N™ $hop, [Jew PriceJ
Pound Boxes, per 1,000 $4 00
Prize " " " 5 00

SAMPLES FREE.
Other supplies as cheap, and all warranted.

Italian Bees, one swarm, in May $7 00
" " " " " June 6 00
" " " " after June 5 00

Cheaper by the quantity. Queens cheap, whole-
sale or retail. Prices, &c. free.

I. S. CROWFOOT,
5-6 Hartford, Wash. Co., Wis.

SIMRTWLm & ITALIAN BEES!

P. Rocks, & L. Brahmas Exclusively.

EauiIc i $5-°° Per Palr t E A'O'C i
®3 -00 Per 13

irOWIS 7.00 " triof EggSt 3.50 " 26 f

Italian Bees in Simplicity and Chaff Hives.

Stock first class and satisfaction guaranteed.
3-5 N. H. ALLEN, Kirkwood, St. Louis Co., Mo.

Queens ! Italian Queens !

Hill Side Apiary, Summit, N. J. We make Queen
Rearing a specialty, and give it our personal atren-
tion, breeding from choice Imported Queens, in full

stocks and strong nuclei. Send for circular.
W. B. COGGBSHALL, Sup't.,

5 Hill Side Apiary, Summit, N. J.

I3IPB0 VED
Langstroth Hives.
Supplies for the Apiary. Comb Foundation a spe-

cialty. Being able to procure lumber cheap, I can
furnish Hives and Sections very cheap. Send for a
circular. A. D. BENHAM,
2tfd Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.

IMPORTED^
QUEENS!

We shall have a shipment of fine Tested Queens
from Italy, this month, selected for our apiary.
Circulars and prices free. LEWIS A. BEST,
4-5d Best's, Lehigh Co., Pa.

TESTED AND
In\ported Queens,
DUNHAM FOUNDATION,

MODEST BEE HIVES, SECTION
AND HONEY BOXES,

may be had of J. OATMAN & SONS,
DUNDEE, KANE CO., ILL.

N. B.—Shall hereafter raise no dollar queens.
Will confine queen rearing to producing finest
strains of tested queens, bred for business. Please
take nnfice. Write for price list.

5-7d J. OATMAN & SONS.

The A B C of BEE CULTURE.
Bound in paper, mailed for $1.00. At, wholesale,

same price as Gleanings, with which it may be
clubbed. One copy, $1.00; 2 copies, $1.90; three'cop-
ies, $2.75; five copies, $4.00; ten copies, $7.50.
The same, neatly bound in cloth, with the covers

neatly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.25; 2 copies, $2.40; three copies, $3.50; live cop-
ies, $5 25: ten copies, $10.00. If ordered by freight
or express, the postage may be deducted, which will
be 12c on the book in paper, and 15c each, on the
book in cloth. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

T

You can lean on a Bing-
ham Smoker in the hour of
trial. One match per dav,
and wood of any kind, is all

that's needed. It needs no
fussing or cleaning' or dam-
pers, as it works just as well
pointing down as up, and
never goes out. Previous
to my invention and patent,
the draft to all bellows was *

through the bellows; now, {

all bellows smokers use an
open draft. The largest and
most scientific bee-keepers
use Bingham Smokers, some
using as many as fifteen in
their various apiaries.
No Bingham Smoker has

ever been returned. No let-

ter has ever been received
complaining that our Smo-
kers did not give satisfac-
tion; but we have received
hundreds of letters express-
ins- the most unbounded satisfaction and apprecia-
tion of our invention. Hundreds of them have been
in constant use three seasons, and are now as good
as new. One dollar and a half is not much for the
use of such an instrument three seasons, is it? Pat-
ented January 9, 1878: re-issued July 9, 1878.

The extra large Smoker and the Extra Standard
for 1880 will have our new extra-wide shields, which
entirely protect the hands and bellows from heat,
and remove the danger of burning the fingers.
Practical bee-keepers will find these wide shields an
important improvement.
The Bingham & Hetherington Patent Uncapping

Knife is a large, strong, durable knife, polished and
tempered like a razor, and so formed and sharpened
as to cut both ways, over hills and through hollows
all the same, without dropping a cap on the honey.
The most world-renowned, practical, and scientific
bee-keepers in Europe and America pronounce it

"the best honey-knife e\ er made."
Extra Large Smokers 254 inch, $1.50
Extra Standard " 2 " 1.2 j

Plain " " 2 " 1.00
Little Wonder " 1% " .75

Peri/2 doz 3.00
Bingham & Hetherington Knife 1.00

'" " Knife and Cap-Catcher.. 1.25

If to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25
cents each, to prepay postage or express charges.
Send for circular. If to sell again, apply for dozen
or half-dozen rates. Address T. F. Bingham or

BINGHAITI & HETHERI\GTO!V.
5d OTSEGO, MICH.

PRIZE BRED ESSEX PIGS.
Essex are the best farmers' pig; have been known

to dress 90 per cent of live weight; are small bone
and light offal; quick to mature. Jos. Harris, au-
thor of "Harris on the Pi?," etc., says of my boar
"Porter," that he is the "finest Essex pig he ever
saw." A few Pedigree Pigs for disposal, (farrowed
Feb. 23, and March 1, 1880) at moderate prices, suita-
ble for breeding or exhibition. Personal inspection
of my stock is solicited. All correspondence will

have cheerful and prompt attention.
4-6d C. W. CAN FIELD, Athens, Pa.

N. B.—A limited number of eggs for hatching
from my prize winning Brown Leghorns, and Black
Red Bantams, at $2.00 per 13, warranted to hatch.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES FOR
JNT^ETW ElSTG-Ij-A.ISrnD-

The undersigned will be prepared to furnish Bee
Hives, Comb Foundation, White Poplar Sections,
Italian Bees, &c, at lowest rates. S#nd for price
list before purchasing elsewhere.

WM. W. CARY, Jr.,
4-Cd Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.
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IMPLEMENTS FOR BEE CULTURE
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

25

For description^ of the various articles, see our

Twenty-Fifth Edition Circular and Price List, mailed

on application.

For directions How to Make all these various arti-

cles and implements, see A B C of Bee Culture.

This Price List to be taken in place of those of

former date.

Mailable articles are designated in the left hand
column of figures ; the figures giving the amount of

postage required.

To Canada, merchandise by mail is limited to 85£

oz., and nothing can be sent for less than 10 cents

postage.

I A B C of Bee Culture, Five Parts complete
in one, paper cover 1 00

I

The same, neatly bound in cloth 1 25
15 I Alighting Board, detachable (See A B C) $ 10

I
Alsike Clover. See seeds.

I
Balances, spring, for suspended hive (60 lbs.) 8 00
Barrels for honey 2 50

I
" " waxed and painted... . 3 50

10 | Basket for broken combs to be hung in the
Extractor

Basswood Trees for planting. See price list.

Bees, per colony, from $8 to $16. See price
list.

10 Bee-Hunting Box, with printed instructions 25
Binder, Emerson's, for Gleanings 50, 60, 75

10 Blocks, iron, for metal cornered frame ma-
I

king 15

I
Buckwheat. See seeds.

10 I Burlap for covering bees, 40 in. wide, per yd 10
Buzz-Saw, foot-power, complete 35 00
Buzz-Saws, extra, 80c, to $3.25. See price list.

60 Buzz-Saw mandrel and boxes complete for
6 inch saws (no saws included) 5 00
The same for 7 and 8 in. saws (not mailable) 7 00

Cages for queens, provisioned (See price list) 10
" " " perdoz 100

Candy for bees, can be fed at any season.
per lb 08 to 15

Cans for shipping extracted honey (See
Honey), from 25c to $2.00.

Cards, queen registering, per doz 06
per 100 40

Chaff Cushions for wintering (See ABC).. 30
without the chaff 20

Chaff Hive (See Hives) 5 00
Cheese cloth, for strainers, per yard 06
Clamps for making section boxes 75
Clasps for transferring, package of 100 15
Climbers for Bee-Hunting 2 50
Comb Basket, made of tin, holds 5 frames,
has hinged cover and pair of handles 1 50

Comb Foundation Machines complete $15 to 100 00

10

15

Comb Holder to put on edge of hive 25

|
Combs in metal cornered frames, complete 25
Corners, metal, per 100 50

top only, per 100 60
" " bottom, per 100 40

Corners, Machinery complete for making $250 00
Crate for shipping comb honey. See Hives.
Division Boards of cloth and chaff 20
Duck, for covering frames and for feeders,
29 inches wide, per yd , 20

Enameled Cloth, bees seldom bite or prop-
olize it, per yard, 45 inches wide,
30c. By the piece (13 yards) 28

Extractors, according to size of frame,
$6 50 to 10 00.

" Inside and gearing, Including
Honey-gate 4 00

" Hoops to go around the top 50
perdoz 5 00

6 Feeder, Simplicity (See price list) 1 pint

.

7 Feeders, 1 quart, tin,

5 The same, half size,
25

I The same, 6 qts, to be used in upper story
20 Feeders, open air
3 Files for small circular rip saws, new and

valuable, 15c; per doz. by express...
07 " The same, large size
1 1 "3 cornered, for cut-off saws, 10c; doz

I
Foundation. See Comb Foundation.

60
|
Fountain Pump, or Swarm Arrester

5 |
Frames with sample Rabbet and Clasps. .

.

40
1 00

18 Galvanized Iron Wire for grapevine trellises
per lb. (about 100 feet) 20

25 Gates for Extractors tinned for soldering.. 50
Gauge for planing lumber, brass 50

" " making hives (See Hives) 50
55 Gearing for Extractor with supporting arm 125

Glass. See price list.

Gleanings, per year 100
For prices of back vol's, see price list.

Gloves. See Rubber Gloves.
Grape Sugar for feeding bees. See price list.

Grape vines for shading hives. See price list.

Hammers and nails. See price list.

Hives from 50c to $6 25. See price list.

Honey. See price list.
" Plants. See seeds.

Honey Knives, straight .75; curved blade.. 100
" M doz, by mail 4 00

" " Vt doz by Express 3 75
Jars for shipping extracted honey. See
Honey.

Labels for honey, from 25 to 50c per 100

;

for particulars see price list.

Lamp Nursery, for hatching queen cells. . . 5 00
Larvse, for queen rearing, from June to
Sept 25

15 Leather for smoker bellows, per side 50
Lithograph of the Hexagonal Apiary 25

1 Magnifying Glass, pocket 25
5 " Double lens, brass, on

three feet 50
Medley of Bee-keepers' Photo' s' 150

i photo's 1 00
12 Microscope, Compound, in Mahogany box 3 00

Prepared objects for above, such
as bee's wing, sting, eye, foot, &c, each 20

7 Muslin, Indian head, for quilts and cush-
ions, pretty stout, but not good as duck,
per yard 10

Nails. See Hammers and nails.
10 Opera Glasses for Bee-Hunting 5 00
18 Paraffine, for waxing barrels, per lb 25

Photo of House Apiary and improvements 25
i Planes and Planers. See price list.

15 i Pruning saws for taking1 down swarms, 75 and 85
Queens, 25c to $12 00. See price list.

Rabbets, metal, per foot 02
Rubber Gloves, $1.50 and $1.75. See price list.

Rubber Stamps, $1.50 to 3.00. See price list.

Rules, (See Pocket Rules) 12 and 17c.
Salicylic acid, for foul brood, per oz 50

10 Saw Set for Circular Saws 75
Saws. See Circular Saws.
Scales for weighing honey, etc. See price list.

Scissors, for clipping queen's wings 40
Screw Drivers, all metal (and wrench com-
bined) 4 1

/4 inch, and 5 inch, 8c.
Section Boxes, fancy, hearts, stars, crosses,
&c, each 05

Section Honey Box, a sample with strip of
fdn. and printed instructions 05

Section Boxes in the flat by the quantity,
$6 00 per thousand and upwards, accord-
ing to size ; for particulars, see price list.

Case of 3 section boxes, showing the
way in which the separators are used,
suitable for any kind of hive (See price list) 07

SEEDS OF HONEY PLANTS.

18 Seed, Alsike Clover, raised near us, per lb .

.

25
18 " Catnip, good seed, per oz. 10c ; per lb. 1 00

" Chinese Mustard, per oz 10

18 '• Mellilot, or Sweet Clover, per lb 75
18 " White Dutch Clover, per lb 30
18

" Motherwort, per oz. 10c; per lb 100
18 " Mignonette, per lb. (20c per oz) 140

" Simpson Honey Plant, per oz 50
18 " Silver Hull Buckwheat, per lb 10

" " " " peck, by Express 60
" Common " per peck 50

18 " Summer Rape. Sow in June and
" July, per lb 15
" Spider plant, per oz 50

A small package of any of the above seeds will be
sent for 5 cents.

Separators, tin, for section boxes. See
Section Boxes.

Sheets of Enameled Cloth to keep the bees
from soiling or eating the cushions 10

Shipping Cases for 48 section frames of
honey 5ft

The same for 24 sections 35
(This size can be sent by mail inthe flat,

I for 75c.)

1
|
Slate Tablets to hang on hives 1H
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SMOKERS.
Smoker, Quinby'8 (to Canada 15c extra)l 50 & 1 75

Bingham's $100; 150; 175
" Our own, see illustration in prioe

list 75

Soldering Implements 100
Swarming Box 75
Tacks, tinned, per paper, (three sizes) 05
For larger quantities see Hammers and
nails.

5 Thermometers 20
10 Transferring clasps, package of 100 15

Tin, see price list.

Veils, Bee, with face of Brussels net, (silk) 75
The same, all of grenadine (almost as good) 50

Veils, material for, grenadine, much
stronger than tarlatan, 21 inches in
width, per yard 20
Brussels Net, for face of vail, 29 inches
in width, per yard 1 50

Wax Extractor 3 00
Copper bottomed boiler for above 1 00

Wire cloth, for Extractors, tinned, 5
meshes to the inch, per square foot 10

2
i

Wire cloth, for queen cages, tinned, 18

|
meshes to the inch 10

3 | Wire cloth, painted, for shipping bees, 14
mesh to the inch, per square foot ... 05

|
Wire for grape vine trellises. See Galvan-

j
ized iron wire +

All goods delivered on board the cars here at prices
named. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

BEE KEEPERS intending to purchase Bees
or Queens will do well to send for my New Cir-

cular, before purchasing elsewhere. Pure Extract-
ed Honey wanted in exchange for Bees and Queens.
6d A. W. CHENEY, Orange, Mass.

IMP BO TED
Langstroth Hives.
Supplies for the Apiary. Comb Foundation a spe-

cialty. Being able to procure lumber cheap, I can
furnish Hives and Sections very .heap. Send for a
circular. A. D. BENHAM,
2tfd Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.

TESTED AlVr>

In\ported Queens,
DUNHAM FOUNDATION,

MODEST BEE HIVES, SECTION
AND HONEY BOXES,

may be had of- J. OATMAN & SONS,

DUNDEE, KANE CO., ILL.

N. B.—Shall hereafter raise no dollar queens.
Will confine queen rearing to producing finest
strains of tented queens, bred lor business. Please
take notice. Write for price list.

5-7d J. OATMAN & SONS.

MARTIN'S
wire support for
frames. Cheapest
support in use; du-
rable and just the
thing. Sample by
mail, 6 cts; 30 cts.

per lb., 100 in a lb.

TRY 01 ITALIAN PENS!
Send for price list. Bees by the pound, nuclei, or

colony. Circulars of our Bees, Queens, and Novel-
ties sent free. Address-
ed J. H. MARTIN, Hartford, N. Y.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out cliarge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish

Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following

conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,

or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared

from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to

lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.

Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st. If wanted sooner,
see rates in price list.

*E. W. Hale, Wirt C. H. W. Va. 1-12

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa.7-3tf
*E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo. 1-12

*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La. lttd
*King & White, New London, O. 12tfd
* F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Tusc. Co., O. 12-12

*J. R. Landes, Albion, Ashland Co., O. ltf.d
*J. E. Walcher, Millersville, Christian Co., Ills. 1-6

*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. 2-1

*D. E. Best, Best, Lebigh Co., Penn. 2-8

*R. Robinson, LaClede, Fayette Co., 111. 3-8

*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. 3tfd
*C. C. Vaughan, Columbia, Maury Co., Tenn. 3tfd
*S. W. Salisbury, Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo. 3-8

*S. D. McLean & Son, Culleoka, Maury Co., Tenn. 3-8

*S. D. Moore & Co., Atlanta, Fulton Co., Ga. H-8

*T. G. McGaw, Monmouth, Warren Co., 111. 3-8

*R. Thomson, Terry, Hinds Co., Miss. 3-8

*Lewis A. Best, Best, Lehigh Co., Pa. 4-9

*J. B. Bray, Lynnville, Giles Co., Tenn. 4-9

J. W. Newlove, Columbus, Franklin Co., O. 4-7

*H. T. Bishop, Chenango Bridge, Broome Co, N.Y.57
*0. H.Townsend, Hubbardston, Ionia Co., Mich. 4-9

*Thos. E. Price, Baden, St. Louis Co., Mo. 4-8

*01iver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa. 4tfd
*I. R. Good, South West, Elkhart Co., Ind. 5-10

*J. M. C. Taylor, Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md. 6-11

*B. Marionneaux, Plaquemine. Iberville Par., La.55
*Ila Michener, Low Banks, Ontario, Can. 5-10

*J. J. Swartwout, Union City, Branch Co., Mich. 5-7

*Dr. B. F. Kinney, Bloomsbnrg, Col. Co., Pa. 6-9

*W H. Nesbit, Alpharetta, Milton Co., Ga. 6-9

*Jas. P. Sterritt, Sheakleyville, Mercer Co., Pa. 6-8

*R. J. Fox, Natick, Middlesex Co., Mass. 6

*W. S. Canthen, Pleasant Hill, Lan. Co., S. C. 6d
*J. C. Deem, Knightstown, Henry Co., Ind. 6-9

*V. W. Keeney, Shirland, Win. Co., 111. 6-9

J. O. Facey, New Hamburg, Ont. Can. 6

*J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky. 6-5

E. B. Plunket, Atlanta, Ga. 6-8

R. J. Osburn & Bro., Le Claire, Scott Co., Iowa. 6

*J. A. Bingham. Volant, Law. Co., Penn. 6-8

R. J. Fox, Natick, Middlesex Co., Mass. 6

*I. M. Kauffman, Belleville, Mifflin Co., Pa. 6-8

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. ltfd
Milo S. West, Pontiac, Oakland Co., Micb. 1-6

A. A. Fradenburg, Port Washington, Tus., Co., .1-6

T. F. Wittman, 318 N. 6th St., Camden, N. J. 3tfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. 3tfd
Sprunger Bro's, Berne, Adams Co., Ind. 3-2

J. F. Hart, Union Point, Greene Co., Ga. 4-3

J. W. Newlove, Columbus, Franklin Co., O. 4-6

Nichols & Elkins, Kennedy, Chaut Co., N. Y. 6-11

H. V. Train, Mauston. Juneau Co., Wis. 6
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THE

A B C ofBEE CULTURE,

TT^OR several years, it has been my ambition to be
-*- able to write a book on bee culture, so clear and
plain that not only any boy or girl, but even an old

man or woman, with the book and a hive of bees,

could learn modern bee culture, and make a fair,

paying business, even the first season. This is a great

undertaking, I grant; and it will require some one
with far greater wisdom than mine, to do it the first

time trying. After watching beginners, and an-

swering their questions almost constantly, for years,

I came to the conclusion, that the only way to do it

was to "cut and try," as carpenters say, when they

can't get the exact dimensions of the article they
wish to make.
To cut and try on the ABC book, I have invested

over $2,000 in type, chases, etc., sufficient to keep
my whole book standing constantly in type, that can
be changed at a moment's notice. The books are

printed only as fast as wanted, and just as soon as I

see I have omitted anything, or have made any mis-

take, the correction is made before any more books
are sent out. To show you how it works, and how
it succeeds, I will give you an illustration.

A beginner writes to know if it is of any use to

keep a queen, after she is eighteen days old and
does not lay. Now I know very well that a queen
should lay when from ten days to two weeks old;

and also, that they will sometimes not commence
until they are three weeks old, and then make good
queens. Now, although I directed that they should

be tossed up in the air, to see if their wings were
good, when they did not lay at two weeks of age, I

did not say, if their wings proved to be good, how
long we should keep them. If I could spare the
time of the colony, I would keep a good looking
queen that could tty well, until she is 2;> days old; if

crowded for a place to put cells, I would kill all that
do not lay at 18 or 20 days old.

I have just put the above in the ABC, and that is

just the way I am going to keep doing. You see,
you beginners are, ultimately, to build up the book.

It will- tell you all about the latest improvements
in securing and Marketing Honey, the new 1

ft. Section Honey Boxes, making Artificial
Honey Comb, Candy for Bees, Bee Hunt-
ing, Artificial Swarming, Bee Moth, all

about Hive Making, Diseases of Bees,
Drones, How to Make an Extractor, Ex*
tracted Honey, Feeding and Feeders, Foul
Brood, Honey Comb, Honey Dew, Hy-
brids, Italianizing, King Birds, The Lo-
cust Tree, Moving Bees, The Lamp Nur-
sery, Mignonnette, Milkweed, Mother-
wort, Mustard, Nucleus, Pollen, Pro-
polis, Queens, Rape, Raspberry, Ratan,
Robbing, Rocky Mountain Bee Plant,
Sage, Smokers, including instructions for ma-
king with illustrations, Soldering, Sourwood,
Stings, Sumac, Spider i'lower, Sunflower,
Swarming, Teasel, Toads, Transferring,
Turnip, Uniting Bees, Veils, Ventilation,
Vinegar, Wax, Water for Bees, White-
wood, and Wintering. It also includes a

Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations used

in Bee Culture.

The book, as it is now, contains about

300 pages and about 200 Engravings.

Bound in paper, mailed for $1.00. At, wholesale,
same price as Gleanings, with which it may be
clubbed. One copy, $1.00; 2 copies, 81.90; threecop-
ies, $2.75; five copies, $4.00; ten copies, $7.50.

The same, neatly bound in cloth, with the covers
neatly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.25;* 2 copies, $2.40; three copies, $:J.50; live cop-
ies, $5.25: ten copies, $10.00. If ordered by freight
OT express, the postage may be deducted, which will

be I2e on the book in paper, and 15c each, on the
book in cloth.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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Never take an expensive trip to your express or
freight office for goods, before you have had notice
of their shipment.

We have to-day, May 27th, 4,77H subscribers, and
there are 95 of us busily at work, filling your orders.
Some of us work a good deal more than 10 hours a
day too, I tell you.

A WATCH FOR FOUR DOLLARS.
It is a fact; a good serviceable watch, in nickel

case, is now made in Waterbury, Conn., for the

small sum named above. I could not believe It, un->

til I had sent for one and carefully tried it. It is put

in a very pretty case or box besides, and is a stem
winder, no key ever being required. The only fault,

if it can be called a fault, is that it requires about

two minutes to wind it up. The spring fills the

whole case, and, by this long winding, a great many
wheels are spared, and a very weak spring that will

not be liable to break, runs it easily. I can furnish

them for the above price, if you wish, but it must be

distinctly understood that I cannot assume any
guarantee at such a small price. The watches are

sent out, regulated, in good running order, and a

book of instruction is sent with each. They can be
sent by mail for 20c. extra.

PROGRESS OF THE FDN. BUSINESS.

Givkn's machine has not been a success with us,

and although it cost us $40.00, it has been deposited

in the back room, and we use the rolls as before.

Four pairs of rolls are now at work in our wax room.
For making starters the 5 inch machines do the nic-

est work, and do it fastest. The machine of Mr.

Faris, mentioned last month, has made beautiful

fdn., L. size, and I have offered him the $100.00 for

it, or $125.00, if he will come with it and show us how
to use it. I am looking for him every day, so you
see that dipped fdn. has come, as I told you it would.

LATEST FROM THE "SEAT OF WAR."
Mr. A. I. Root. --Your letter is received. As to getting a

hundred dollars for my invention, '-that hardly entered my
mind. I have been working on it for over twelve months, and
have spent, in time and mohey, more than $100.00. If you
could see my yard all strewn over with broken fragments, now
worthless, and know how many sleepless hours I have spent be-
sides, I suppose you would not think SI, 000.00 too much. If I
had your printing -press behind me, I could make $5,000.00 this
season.
Now, I am going to make you two propositions: 1st. --If you

will pay me $100.00. and hear my expenses to your place and
back, I will give you a half interest in the invention, and we
will both manufacture the machines, and divide the profits
equally. I will come up at once and get the work started, and
you must do all the advertising free. 2d. -I will take $500.00
for the invention, and come up and start the work for you.
If you do not accept either of these propositions, I Want you

to advertise for me, and I will pay you liberally. If you do ac-
cept either one, let me know at once, so I can get to your place
before you go to press. I think there will he time, if*.you reply
by return mail. If you think not, you would better delay going
to press, a day or two until we can get settled, and you can ad-
vertise in June No., dipped fdn. machines, for making fdn. at a
single dip. L. size, $5.00; for starters, $2.50. Directions for
using given with each machine. .John Fakis.
Chilhowie, Smyth Co. , Va. , May 24, 1880.

I replied as follows:

I can not but feel that you are exaggerating the
importance of your invention, friend F., for, even
though it be all you imagine, and the machines
could be made for $1.00 and sold for $5.00, I do not
think it would bring you $5,000. I will accept your
first proposition, but I think you would better be
sure you have it all perfected, and that you can
make machines that will work the first time, with-

out any bother, before we offer them for sale. In
view of this, I do not think best to delay the June
No., but if, when you come up, you have it all in

bice working trim, we will issue a Gleanings extra,

to announce it. Very likely it will take a month to

have machines and fdn. already to send out, and I

think we may therefore expect it in July No.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

No.

HOW I EXTRACT HONEY.

tN the April No. I told you how I raised queens
and extracted honey; now, we will suppose
that the honey is ready to extract, and [ will

tell you how I go to work to extract It.

My shop is a building- that was once used for a

dwelling-; it has a pantry, bedrooms, and innumer-
able shelves, nooks, and cupboards, and I have ta-

ken the pantry tor my honey room. I have a good,
wide, long shelf put up, at a convenient height, and
in a solid and substantial manner, across one end of

the pantry. To one end of this shelf my extractor
is firmly fastened with screws. And now let me
describe two dishes for receiving the cappings, and
straining the honey from them. They are made of
tin; are 12 inches in diameter, and 14 inches deep.

Two inches from the bottom is a false, or a remova-
ble, bottom,made of perforated tin; not the ordina-

ry perforated tin, but it is perforated something af-

ter the style of a nutmeg grater. In the bottom is

a honey gate through which the honey may be
drawn off. A round hole, 12 inches in diameter, is

made in the shelf, and the can is slipped down into

this hole until a projecting rim that is around the
top of the can rests upon the shelf. The cans have
tin covers. When one of these cans becomes filled

with cappings, it is removed and set one side, and
the other one put in i's place. After the honey has
drained out and been drawn off, the cappings are

washed in a barrel of water, and then put away to

be melted into wax. The water in whioh the cap-
pings are washed is made into vinegar.

I have a nice light wheelbarrow, upon the plat-

form of which I can place four hives; there is also

a nice track, made of boards, extending from the
door of my shop to the center of my apiary. I fill

four hives with empty combs, and wheel them out
into the apiary. I then carry one of the hives of

combs to a hive from which I wish to remove some
frames for extracting, and take out a few frames of

comb and lean them against the hive, in order to
make room for the frames of honey as I take them
from the hive. I look over the upper story, and re-

move every frame in which the honey is sealed over
one-third of the way down from the top, shaking

the bees either into the upper story or else In front
of the hive. The few straggling bees that remain
are brushed off with a turkey quill. After I have
removed all of the honey that is sufficiently ripened,
the empty spaces in the upper story are filled with
empty combs, and I then prooeed to "interview"
another hive in the same manner.

My hives are Simplicities, holding eleven Ameri-
can frames ; and as the lower stories, with the ex-
ception of perhaps one or two outside frames, are
pretty well filled with brood before the upper stories
are put on, the queen seldom goes "up stairs;" but
when I do find a "patch" of brood in a frame in an
upper story, I extract the honey from the comb in
which it Is found, and then open some lower story
and take out an outside comb that contains no
brood, spread the brood frames apart, and put the
frame with the little "patch" of brood in the center
of the brood ne3t.

When I obtain a load of honey, I wheel it to the
honey room and extract it, and then take the load
of empty combs back to the apiary and exchange
them for another load of honey.

When extracting, I leave the honey gate open.
To receive the honey I use a large tin pail. I cover
the pail with a board, and a cheese cloth, bag
strainer hangs through a two inch hole in the board
cover ; thus the honey is strained as fast as It is ex-
tracted. When a pail Is full, it Is removed and an-
other is put in its place. For storing honey, I have
some large tin cans, with cloth covers similar to

your extractor covers, and furnished with honey
gates for drawing off the honey. They are about
IV or 18 Inches in diameter, about 27 inches deep, and
will hold 300 lbs. of honey. They cost, last season,

$2.10 each. After newly gathered honey has stood a

few days, a scum rises upon it; this I skim off.

Some bee-keepers tell us to wait until the honey is

all scaled over before extracting it, but I have al-

ways extracted mine when it was one-third sealed,

and I would not ask for better honey. Perhaps lo-

cation has something to do with the matter.

W. Z. Hutchinson.
Ilogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

It seems to me, friend II., that pail under
the honey gate would be getting full and
running over every little while. I believe I
should have a barrel, or manage to get one
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of those large cans set in the floor, or in a
room below, so as to work right along, with-
out any stopping to empty pails.

USBFUIi TOOLS.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT THE
IN TOOL MAKING.

PKOGKKSN

'HEN my oldest brother was about 14,

he announced his determination to
become a machinist. Of course, he

and I had a great many talks about making
steam engines, machinery, and tools in gen-
eral. In due time, he was an apprentice in
a machine shop, and about the first piece of
liis handiwork that he brought home was a
little try square, made of bright steel. As
it was passed around and examined by the
different members of our family of seven, I

remember his saying that he worked a half
day on it, after it was all done, in getting it

exactly "true." The boss told him that a
try square like that, exactly true, was worth
#2.00, and that very few were to be found in
the hands of mechanics or in the stores, that
were true enough to do line work with.
Years have passed and I presume he, as
well as myself*, has had ample experience of
the value of a true try square. A few days
ago, I saw a picture of just such a try
square, made by the Stanley Rule and Lev-
el Co. I sent for a sample, and found it

not only made all of metal, but absolutely
true, inside and out. As we buy largely of
their small tools, I soon had a bargain made
for a gross of them, and instead of being
able to sell them at 50c, as I had first hoped,
I succeeded in putting them on the 25 cent
counter. Below is a picture of the tool.

Ill[lll|lll|lll|liijiii iiijm

OUR ALL METAL 25 CENT TRY SQUARE.
How is it possible to make such a tool for

the money? I presume it is done by having
very nice and expensive machinery, perhaps
automatic machinery, that, when it is once
set just right, will make the tools almost of
itself; for it is just as easy to make things
right, as to make them wrong, after man's
intelligence has taught the inanimate mat-
ter that goes to make up the machine, to be
subservient to his will.

I thought when I had found some steel
pliers for 25c, I had done pretty well; but,
a few days ago, I saw a notice of pliers made
something like the 5c scissors. At first, I
thought I would not send for a sample, but
linally did, and was so much astonished to
see so pretty and strong a tool for only 5c,
that I ordered a gross at once; we have

used them all about the shop, and they not
only do excellent service, but, to my sur-
prise, I have not yet heard of one's break-
ing. Still later the manufacturers an-
nounced a tool they called "nippers." This
was also to be sold for 5c, and I had been so
well pleased with the others, I tried again.
Our engraver has tried to show below, what
was sent.

THE FIVE-CENT "NIPPERS."
It looks like a very pretty pair of cutting

pliers; but, as cutting pliers cost from a
dollar to a dollar and a half, I decided they
could not be intended for cutting wire. I
do not know but "nippers" is the right
name, for they are the best thing for "nip-
ping" hold of things, and holding them se-
curely, that I have seen; at least for any-
thing near like the money. The finish and
neatness is the most surprising feature of
these cheap tools. One is almost invariably
tempted to think the manufacturers must
have stolen them, rather than to believe it

possible that they can be made for any such
insignificant sum.
One day I was obliged to saw off some

rough boards, and, having no square with
me, I laid my saw across the board as nearly
square as I could, and made a mark to saw
by with a nail. Once in a while, I could
guess pretty well ; but most of the time my
boards were anything but square at the ends.
While deciding that my eye was not as good
as a try square, I all at once thought of hav-
ing the saw handle made in such a way that
it would direct the blade of the saw exactly
square across the board, and then, under the
influence of this new inspiration, I decided
to have a lead pencil put into the saw han-
dle, so as to have a saw, square, and pencil,
all in one. Imagine how my air castle tum-
bled to the ground, on finding that Disston
makes just such a tool exactly. Below is an
engraving of it, and it is sold for a dollar.

rT-rrf^

COMBINATION SAW, WITH 24 IN. SQUARE
AND RULE, STRAIGHT EDGE, AND

SCRATCH AWL.

KEY HOLE OR COMPASS SAW.
Who has not broken a key hole or com-

pass saw, at some time or other, just because
it was small and slender, just as, in fact, it

needs to be? Well, Disston has just got up
one, that slides back into the handle so that,
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when yon are using only the extreme point,
the remainder of the blade is so supported
and protected, that it can neither bend nor
break. The whole tool is only 25c, and sep-
arate blades 15c. Postage, etc., on all these
tools will be found among the counter goods.

EXPANSIVE BITS.

Boring holes may be thought
to be a very simple matter, but
to bore a hole and have it smooth
and neatly finished is not so very
easy after all. Many bits and
augers will bore very well when
new, but to keep them always in

nice trim is not so easy. Be-
sides, to bore holes of all sizes

requires a larger outlay in bits

and augers than most people care
to invest. The expansion bits

that can be set to bore holes of
as many sizes as you can mark
circles with a pair of compasses
is quite an ingenious tool, and
the cutters that go with it are so
made that they can be removed
to be sharpened almost as well
as you can sharpen an ordinary
plane bit. With the great de-
mand there is now for cages to
send queens in by mail, these
tools are almost indispensable.
My first one cost me $-5.00, and I

thought it a great saving even at
that price, but we have now got
them down so that the largest
size, boring from i up to 3 in., is

only $2.50. And this brings us to

OUR MAILING QUEEN CAGE.

If you remove the cutters from
the above tool, you will have left

just the center part boring a f
hole. In boring a hole of any
size, this I center always goes a
little ahead of the large cutter,
and we therefore have a small
hole, say i in. deep, in the center
of the large ones. In making
our smokers, we cut out of the
center of the bottom, round
pieces of tin of exactly i in. The
idea occurred to me that a tin

bottle could be made to slip into^
this shallow cut, so that, when
surrounded with candy, it would
be firm, and we should have on-
ly one operation of boring in ma-
king a queen cage. To be sure that the bees
can not be out of water, even if the cage
should stand a certain side up several days,
we have put a partition across the bottle,

and have two openings (on opposite sides),

and therefore, of course have, virtually, two
bottles. To make these bottles, cut pieces
of thin tin (Tagger's tin is the best), 2 5-16

byH; roll them up, and then cut round
pieces for the partition, with a £ hollow
punch

; push the round pieces just half way
through these tubes ; this can be done best
by slipping the tubes on a stick having a
square end ; while on this stick, the parti-
tion is to be neatly soldered, and the seam is

then soldered up ; now solder one of the £

round pieces before mentioned on each end

;

for openings, prick holes large enough to
take in the nozzle of a sewing machine oil
can. One of those from the 5c counter will
do very well, although a 10c one is better
where you have a great many cages to fill.

To fill bottles already fastened in by the
candy, the nozzle should be slightly bent.
In the cut below, we show you me bottle,
and the can for filling it.

(MX
TIN BOTTLE FOR QUEEN CAGE, AND BENT

NOZZLE CAN FOR FILLING THEM.

The bent nozzle can easily be forced
through the meshes of the wire cloth, so as
to fill the cage at any time, even when it is

full of bees. The tin bottle being in the
center, the bees have a promenade all

around it, and no nook or cranny into which
they may wedge themselves and die, as has
so often happened with some forms of cages.
A bottle with only this one small opening

will not let any water out, no matter which
side up it be turned, unless shaken violent-
ly, while the bees can sip it out with their
tongues as readily as from a cell of honey.
They thus have right near them, pure sugar
and pure water ; neither will sour so long as
kept separate, and the bees can mix them as
fast as they wish. "Why not fill the bottles
with honey? Because it would get thick
and sticky, unless made thin with water,
and then it would soon sour in hot weather.
At present the cheapest rate at which we
can furnish these double tin bottles is He
each, or 15c per doz. In making them, use
only rosin to solder, not the soldering fluid,

for it could scarcely be washed out, so as not
to endanger the life of the bees. We have
tested them pretty thoroughly for mailing,
and the tin seems to answer just as well as
glass for the water. Our expert friend,
Moore, of Atlanta, Ga., sent us 40 queens,
half with water in tin bottles, and half with
candy only. While all the queens were
received alive, many cages without water
had only the queen alive, and those in the
watered cages were in far better condition
than the others. The cages containing these
bottles, are, of course, the same cages shown
in our price list, that we have used so many
years. To protect the wire cloth, we simply
tack a thin piece of wood over it. Having
the wood slide in a groove, as described on
page 108, March No., would of course be
rather more convenient.
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AM in a bushel of trouble with my bees. I am a

J6j[
beginner, and also a woman. Please send me a

sample of some good bee journal. If the

amount enclosed is right, I shall be glad, as I am in

a hurry to read and learn. Mrs. Scott Ferris.

Neosho, Newton Co., Mo., May 18, 1880.

You speak, my friend, almost as if it were
a misfortune to be a woman; you do not
quite mean that, do you, even though you
do aspire to become a bee keeper?

DEPOSITORY OF

%la§hd %ejm 9

Or Letters from Those Who Have Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

IjpBjj EAR SIR:— My bees are dead, but I am going

%Wj to try again, and not make the same mistake— over again. I took away their honey in July;

they did not make enough to keep them, and your

grape-sugar candy did not save them.

Jno. W. VanDeman.
Benzonia, Benzie Co., Mich., Apr. 13, 1880.

GRAPE SUGAR FOR FEEDING BEES.

M T the recent convention of the Central Michi-

fl| gan Bee-Keepers' Association, an hour was
' devoted to the relation of experience in wint-

ering bees. The president was specially called out.

He said he had lost about 40 colonies last winter.

The bees were kept in the same cellar where they

were wintered for two years previous, with loss of

only two colonies. He attributed his loss largely to

feeding a candy made of grape sugar*, coffee sugar,

and flour, as directed in Gleanings last autumn.
He said he was not sure that was the entire cause,

as his bees were not as well prepared for winter as

usual, he having been in the state of New York at

the time when his bees should have been prepared
for winter. He believed the result would have been
much better, if he had fed honey, or a syrup made
of white sugar.

The association, by vote, requested these state-

ments to be sent to Gleanings in Bee Culture.
J. ASHWORTH, PRES.

Lansing, Mich., May, 1880.

I see in May No. of Gleanings, p. 230, under
"G rape Sugar," that Mr. Maring feels like. writing

of grape sugar under Humbugs and Swindles. Now,
my experience is quite the reverse of friend M.'s. In
March last, I ordered from the Davenport Co. 110 lb.

of sugar, 6 lb. of which I made up as directed on p.

385 of Oct. No. of Gleanings, '79, and divided it

equally among my bees, 6 stands, before the weather
was warm enough for bees to fly. The remainder'
104 lb., I have fed outside of hives, and it is all gone*
and no white clover yet; but I hope the clover will

be along by the time June No. of Gleanings comes.
Now, if Mr. Maring could see my six stands of bees

which have consumed 110 lb. of grape sugar, he
would not say, humbugs and swindles, for they are

* I sent for a card of your candy to see if it was
like mine.

full of bees and lying outside of hives, waiting for

white clover; and I think, from the number of bees

to the hive, they will bring it on the fly.

The drones are out, and I fear the bees will swarm
before clover comes.

Now, Mr. Root, as this is my first feeding of grapo
sugar, I would like to ask, was it feeding too much
to the hive? for, you see, 110 lb. for 6 stands makes
18?3 lb. to the stand. J. P. Watt,
Duck Creek, 111., May 15, 1880.

Friend Boot;— Perhaps I was a little hasty in my
letter written a short time ago, denouncing grape-

sugar candy, but I assure you it did not express one
tenth part of the pure "cussedness" which I felt,

just at that particular time.

I had lost six swarms of bees, which had from
eight to ten pounds of honey to the swarm, think-

ing I could bridge them over with the candy. An-
other colony had just swarmed out, and I did not be-

lieve you could make a bee eat it, though you chok-

ed him until he was white in the faoe.

I say I had a colony swarm out ; I took some water
scented with peppermint, and gave them a light

sprinkling as they were going into other hives, so

they would not get stung to death, and then took all

the combs from the hive they had left, as they had
commenced to rob it, but left the grape sugar candy.

The next day, seeing them flying out and in pretty

freely, I looked in and found that they had eaten

about half of the frame of candy. So I filled the

hive with frames of candy, set it in one corner of

my bee yard, and now I have a boss feeder.

I have 22 colonies, 4 in Simplicities and 18 in box-

hives. They are all packed in chaff at the top, and
all are in splendid condition.

I intend to let my box hives swarm, and then re-

move them from their old stands, hiving the new
swarms in their place, upon fdn., and in Simplicity

hives, putting on an upper story filled with sections.

How do you think that will work? W. P. Hall.
Pembroke, Genesee Co., N. Y., May 15, 1880.

P. S.— I don't intend to winter on grape sugar;

not a bit. W. P. H.

I must return thanks for the grape sugar candy.
My bees had stored so little honey last fall, that,
without the candy, I could not have broughtthrough
more than two swarms out of ten.

Mrs. Chas. Faville.
South Wales, N. Y., May 5, 1880.

The grape sugar candy has proved a complete suc-
cess with me. I made up quite a large amount in
the early part of winter, and gave to all my bees, es-

pecially to the weaker colonies, and have not an
ounce of it left over; but, instead, I have strong col-

onies that I have to watch to keep from swarming.
Belleville, 111., May, 1880. E. T. Flanagan.

The above letters were picked up almost
at random. They only show that grape
sugar, like many other things, is used and
liked by some, and not by others. One
friend had decided that bees could not eat it,

and afterward found them taking it greed-
ily, when they got on a robbing raid. I

think those who get the 1

1

hang" of it will con-
tinue to use it year after year, with economy
and good results. Our trade in it steadily

increases; I think we must have sold, at
least, 10 tons of it last season, for feeding
bees. With good, strong colonies, that can
get up and keep up the requisite heat to

melt it, I have never had any trouble; but,
in weak nuclei, I have often seen the bees
starve with any kind of candy.
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DYSENTERY OR CONFINEMENT THE
CAUSE OF OUR WINTERING

TROlRi.ES,—WHICH ?

R. EDITOR: — As my article on page 541Amer-
ican Bee Journal for 1879 seems to be causing
our friends some trouble, perhaps It would

be well for me to rise and explain a little. Our
friends seem to be so shocked by the first part of the

article referred to, that they overlook the latter

part. What I desired to have understood was this:

that confinement of the bees to the hive was the

cause of all our wintering troubles, and not a so

called disease, dysentery, as I believe no such dis-

ease exists. I may have been a little fast in using

mankind, or the animal kingdom as an illustration,

comparing that kingdom to the insect kingdom.
However, the fact will stare us in the face, if we
will rationally look at it, that confinement to the

hive is the main cause of the mortality of bees dur-

ing winter, and, as a consequence, of spring dwin-
dling. Friend Roop does not stop even to smooth
off the corners of his words, in his criticism of my
article. I wish to notice one point in what he says

on page 121 of Gleanings for 1880. He says, "I sup-

posed that nature designed the honey bee, as well

as nearly all the insect creation, to go into a partial-

ly dormant state, on the approach of cold weather,

and remain so for several months without any in-

jury to themselves whatever," etc. I had supposed
that bees were a native of a warm climate, where
they had a chance to fly often, and by man they had
been introduced into a cold climate, where stern

winter held them bound to their hives for months.

Mr. Editor, which is right? One thing we know:
bees do not go into that dormant state, as do fliesi

wasps, ants, etc., so that they are apparently per-

fectly lifeless duriDg extreme cold. On the contra-

ry, if we go to a hive on a zero morning, and quickly

lift out a frame from the centre of the cluster,

those under the crust bees are as lively as in July,

and often in the middle of January, if the swarm is

strong, have brood rearing going on to a small ex-

tent, the same as in July. As a consequence of this

activity, food is being all the while consumed, while

flies, wasps, and ants eat nothing. As a conse-

quence of the consumption of food, bees must emp-
ty themselves sooner or later, or perish. Hence,

from being deprived of this privilege comes the so

called disease dysentery, which, in our opinion, is no
disease at all, but simply the effect of confinement

on account of cold weather. Dampness from what-

ever cause, poor honey, extreme cold, or anything

which causes the bees to consume an undue quanti-

ty of honey, calls for them to fly often in order to

survive; while dryness, good stores, an equal tem-
perature above the freezing point, and perfect quiet

enables them to remain healthy for months and not

fly at all. However, if all these favorable conditions

were to exist, probably no colony could live a year

without flying. The so called dysentery could not

be produced, if the bees had a chance to fly every
day, no matter how poor their honey, or how cold

the nights were. Hoping I have made myself un-

derstood, and have not used language to give offense

to any one, I am—
Yours for the progress of apiculture,

Borodino, N. Y., May, '80. G. M. Doolittle.

I think I get your meaning, as I did at
first friend i). ; but still I think you state it

a little strongly. It is true bees do not go

into a dormant condition, just as flies, ants,
etc. do, but I think, under the most favora-
ble circumstances, they become at least par-
tially dormant. In opening a hive of Ital-

ians suddenly, during cool weather, I have
found them knotted together, in a way that
seemed, at first, to indicate that they were
all dead. There might have been some
movement in the centre of this knot, but it

certainly did not look so. This matter has
been often spoken of. Still farther; bees in
this state live almost without food, if the
temperature keeps pretty even. Some have
taken the ground that they absolutely did
not take food. I am sure they can, at least,

live a good while with very little indeed.
Well, bees have repeatedly been kept in the
hive four months, and without any injury
at all. I am not prepared to say whether
they voided any excrement all this time, or
not. I am at least pretty sure it was not of
the kind we see bees void that have the dys-
entery. Healthy bees may be made to have
a kind of dysentery at almost any time, by
chilling them while removed from the clus-
ter. Keeping them too warm will produce
the same results in confinement, as I showed
by my greenhouse experiments years ago.
The greatest reason why our friends claim
it is a disease, friend £)., is because bees
winter all right at times, even in confine-
ment in cellars, and at other times they die
off fearfully under precisely the same cir-

cumstances, so far as we can see.

BEE BOTANY AND ENTOMOLOGY.

sjnjPj^ROF. W. J. BEAL:—I send you by this mail a

Jjr^ few flowers of which I wish you would give

me the names (common names, when you
can) in Gleanings. Nos. 1, 2, and 8 are extra good
honey plants; 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10 produce honey. No.

8 must be an estray as I can find but one plant in

the country, and on that some 2 doz. bees are at

work from morning till night nearly all summer.
I am a native of Michigan, and, if you wish, will

make a collection of plants next summer, as far as

I can, for you or the college. I will gather both

from the country around Canon, and in the moun-
tains. The plants I send now are from the moun-
tains. Chas. E. McRay.
Canon City, Colorado, Mar. 29, 1880.

COLORADO BEE PLANTS.

Ten plants said to be especially attractive to bees

were sent me by Mr. C. E. McRay, of Canon City,

Col., for analysis. They prove to be the following:

No. l.—Artemeeia. The specimens of this, as also

of No. 2, were so imperfect that the species could

not be decided upon. This is closely related to the

wormwood of our gardens.

No. Z.—EpUdbium, often known as "willow herb."

No. 3.—Thlaxpi alpcxtre. L., a small plant closely

resembling sweet alyssum, often called "penny
cress."

No. i.—Chrysopsii rillnxa, Nutt., or "golden aster."

It is a near relative of the golden rods and asters.

No. f>.—Erigeron gldbelium, Nutt., nearly related to

the last. It is one of the "fleabanes."

No. 6.—MaarorrJiynehus glaucittt, Eaton, or "trox-

imon," much resembling the dandelion.

No. 7.—Crcpis runvinata, T. and G., or "hawk's-
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beard," belonging to the same suborder as the last.

No. 8.—Scrophularia nodosa. L. Mr. McRayJsays
this is a rare plant in his section. It is quite com-
mon in Michigan. Its common name is "figwort."

[Simpson honey plant.—Ed. G.]

No. 9.~Penstemon glaber, Pursh. I know of no
common name. It somewhat resembles the fox-

glove.

No. 10. -Potent itta fruticosa, L., "shrubbery cinque-

foil," a plant of the Rose Family, classified with the

strawberry, etc. L. H. Bailey, Jr.,

for Prof. W. J. Beal.
Agr'l College, Lansing, Mich., Apr. 6, 18S0.

Prof. Cool;:—By to-day's mail I send you a speci-

men which I caught devouring a bee with great

gusto; it was chewing the after part of the bee
down with a right good will. The bee was still alive,

or what was left of him. If it is any thing of inter-

est, you might give it notice in Gleanings.
V. W. Keeney.

Shirland, 111., April 23, 1880.

The insect sent by V. W. Keeney is a very large

dragon fly. It is called bee hawk and mosquito
hawk South, where it often does quite serious dam-
age. It is referred to in "Manual of Apiary," p. 269,

and in A B C, p. 71, where it receives the wrong sci-

enti.ic name. Asilus flies are possessed of two
Wings only, while these "darning needles," as they
are often called, always possess four.

All of the neuroptera, or lace-wings, are preda-

ceous, and so there are doubtless more than one
species that feed on bees. Will all bee-keepers send
me these enemies that we may have a full list, all

correctly determined?
The insect sent by Mr. Keeney is a fine, large

specimen. It is 71 melimeters (nearly three inches)

in length, and expands 100 milimeters. The head
and thorax are green, the body olive brown ap-

proaching to black.

These insects are easily frightened away from the
apiary, as they are very shy, so they are less to be
dreaded than the lurking bee-killers of the Asilidas

Family. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich., Apr. 30, '80.

Pertaining to Bee Ou.ltu.re.

[We respectfully solicit the aid of our friends in
conducting this department, and would consider it a
favor to have them send us all circulars that have a
deceptive appearance. The greatest care will be at
all times maintained to prevent injustice being done
any one.]

MITCHELL.

MY brother and myself have been taking your
paper for 3 years past, and we have gained

" a great deal of information from it. My ob-

ject in writing to-day is to inform you that we have
some of N. C. Mitchell's agents near here, and they
are going to demand payment for the right to use
their division boards in our bee-hives. April No. of

Gleanings requests all who wish a copy of Mitch-
ell's pretended patent to write to you for it. Please
send it immediately. Send documents and all that
is necessary. We want to write to the patent office

as soon as we get the return from you. Ten or

twelve bee-keepers are using the frame hive with

the division boards around here, so you see what a

haul they would get, if we saw proper to fork over

without a murmer.
Bees in this section are doing finely this spring;

are all in good condition. I have hives which have
drones large enough to fly. Joe R. Ellis.

New Martinsburg, O., April :>9, 1880.

It will probably be of no vise to write to
the patent office, my friends. They can
only give yon the same copy of a patent
which I send; Mitchell's selling a hive that
has nothing in it covered by his patent is

something they know nothing about. The
mixed up condition of affairs at the patent
office is well illustrated by the Lewis &
Park's one-piece section-box,—see page 285.

One of N. C. Mitchell's agents called on me April

6th, and threatened to prosecute me for using divis-

ion boards, unless I would buy a right of him, which
he only asked $3.00 for. Please send me a copy of

Mitchell's pretended patent, and instructions for

prosecuting Mitchell's agent for trying to obtain

money under false pretenses; and if he bothers me
any more, 1 will follow your instructions.

Viola, Wis., May ], 1880. G. W. Wilson.

It seems from the following extract from
the Indiana Farmer for May 8th, that Mitch-
ell has really been driven into a corner, and,
as a last resort, makes a pretense of com-
mencing suit

:

A SUIT ON HAND.

One N. C. Mitchell, this city, has entered suit
against us for libel, claiming damage in the sum of
$5,000 for asserting that he Is humbugging the peo-
ple by selling as his patent bee hive an article which
is public property. As we made this assertion sole-
ly for the benefit of our readers, and to protect them
from fraud, we call upon all who have had dealings
with Mitchell, or his agents, to write us briefly in re-
gard to the claims they have made, the kind of hive
they offer to sell, whether or not it is the same as
that described on the second column of page 2, in
this number, any information they may possess re-
garding the character of Mitchell and his manner of
doing business. Please send in these statements at
once. Our contemporaries, especially those publish-
ing Bee Journals, will confer a favor upon us by
sending us promptly any information in their pos-
session having a bearing upon the case.

His record in the back volumes of Glean-
ings will furnish all the proof that can be
called for, in regard to his swindles. His
absurd claim to having a patent on all divis-
ion boards is upset easily by Mr. Lang-
stroth's book, which describes division
boards ; see page 97, of the edition published
in 1853. If he drops that part of it, and
tries to hold to the woolen strips, Mr. L. can
also show that he used cloth lined division
boards long before Mitchell thought of a
patent ; in fact, the whole matter was dis-

cussed almost as freely in the bee journals
as movable frames, and cloth lined division
boards were a thing in common use before
his patent was granted. His patent was
granted on the iron lugs, as specified in the
patent office reports, and no such lugs are or
ever have been found in any of his hives.

We notice by the Cedar Rapids Daily Republican
the marriage of Mr. Al. H. Newman, business man-
ager of the American Bee Journal, and son of the
editor. May God bless the young people, and may
their ways through life be pleasantness and all their
paths be peace.
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THE ACCOUNT BOOK FOR BEE-KEEP-
ERS.

MSI remarked last month, I sent the

s£^, whole bundle of correspondence in
' this matter to friend Doolittle, and,

after a careful review, he has given us the
following

:

Frioul Root : — After much thought and study on
the account-book question, I present you the en-

closed as better adapted to the wants of bee-keepers
than any thing1 else I know of. In arranging- it, I

have drawn quite largely, as to form, on an old diary

I kept for five years, originated by Wm. Goodfellow,

and sold by Hamilton Child, of Syracuse, N. Y. I

would suggest, if you adopt it, that you make the

book for 3 years; and, if you can get up a three-year

book for |1.00, I think you will not be disappointed

in the sale of it. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., April 26, 1880.

INTRODUCTION.

A need has long been felt of a diary and account
book adapted especially to the wants of bee-keepers,

and for the use of such "The Bee-Keepers' Diary

and Account Book" has been prepared, so that the

accounts, occurrences, and memoranda for one half-

month may be seen at one view.

INSTRUCTIONS.

The month and a part of the year are omitted from
the headings, as well as the days of the week. Sup-

ply these by writing them in. By so doing you can

commence with the book at any time, and no part of

it need be wasted; it will also be good for the term
of months for which it is intended. Two lines are

designed for each day's entries, and from three to

five minutes will suffice for each day's writing. All

the entries should be brief as possible, and should

be closely written. On some days no entries will be

made, while, on occasional days, more than two
lines may be required.. In such cases, commence
the entry far enough above so that it will end on the

bottom line for the day on which it is made, using a

brace and having the point indicate the day for

which the entry is made. If the bee-keeper wishes

to keep a special record of different hives, it might

be well to have a special book for that purpose.

After keeping a daily record of this kind a few

months, it is believed the apiarist will be pleased

therewith.

Diary and Account Book For the Month of July, 1880.
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§fa "%vcMw%r
[This department is to be kept for the benefit of

those who are dissatisfied; and when anything is

amiss, I hope you will "talk right out." As a rule
we will omit names and addresses, to avoid being
too personal.]

Then shall they also answer him, saying, Lord,
when saw we thee a hungered, or athirst, or a
stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison, and did not
minister unto thee?
Then shall he answer them, saying. Verily I say

unto you. Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the
least of these, ye did it not to me.—Matt. xxv. H, 45.

!|J£jS)EllIIAPS the above is a rather queer
|{r^ text to start a growlery with, but I—

' guess it will do first-rate, when we get
right at it. When the Growlery; was first

started, I had a sort of premonition that it

could be made the most valuable, and, if you
choose, the most profitable part of our jour-
nal. The vexations and mistakes, the blun-
ders and misunderstandings of this life, are
about as potent to invoke trouble and mar
happiness as any other one thing in this
world. Do you not know what it is to sink
in one instant almost from joyous anticipa-
tion to almost abject misery, through the
heedless blunder, careless certainly, if not
intentional, of some one whom you trusted?
If you don't, I do. Well, have you never
noticed in our little text above that wonder-
ful thought that it is through our fellow
men, that we get glimpses of God? Now
take it a little further, and, the first time
you get severely tried with somebody, im-
agine, if you can, that it is to Jesus himself,
you are talking when you scold, complain,
or feel bitterness or revenge. About 75 of
my fellow men are at this moment here at
work, depending upon me to guide them

;

several thousand are writing to me for ad-
vice, and sending money. In one day's mail,
last week, there were $715.38. This business
has been built up within a few years, simply
by trying to hold in view the idea I have
given you above. I have made bungling
and stumbling work of it, as many of you
know, but God has seen fit to honor even
these feeble efforts. My friends, there is ab-
solutely no limit to what may be done in
this direction ; let a man only get selfishness
only partly out of his heart, and the world
will crowd around him, and clamor for his
services. I can make it plainer by some in-
cidents in real business. By showing you
my failures and mistakes, I think I can
show you glimpses of that fair land away
beyond, where God would lead us, and
where we may know him as he is.

A customer ordered, among other goods,
" Two cold-blast smokers, like those men-
tioned in Gleanings, at $1.50 each." The
clerks came to me to know what they should
send him. There are no $1.50 cold-blast
smokers, for we sell our largest size at $1.00

;

Bingham has a $1.50 smoker of which we
sell a great many, but it is not a cold blast.
There is a Quinby at $1.50 also. As he said
cold blast, he must mean ours, reasoned I,
and I directed that two of ours should be
seat at $1.00 each. He was in a hurry for

the goods, and there was no time to wait.
Here is the reply :

A. I. Boot: — Goods are apparently all right except
the two smokers; they are of no use to us. Those
parties for whom they were ordered will not accept

them. I ordered 2 smokers at $1.50 each, medium
size, as advertised in Gleanings. I wish you would
send them at once, and tell us what to do with the

ones we have. H. K.

His order was hunted up, and as it was
found that he made no mention of wanting
Bingham smokers, we wrote him that as he
did not say what kind he wanted, he must
pay the express charges back on the cold
blast ones. Was this right? I presume the
greater part of you will say it was exactly
right. So I thought; but conscience kept
tugging at me after I had directed the reply.
I argued the point with conscience, and de-
clared the cold blast smoker was the best

;

that we were making over a thousand a
month ; and that everybody was pleased
with them this year. Conscience replied
that everybody was pleased with Bingham's
too, and that no one had ever been disap-
pointed Avho had received a Bingham by
mistake, while quite a number hadTbeen dis-

appointed greatly, when a cold blast was
sent by mistake as in the above case. The
battle was fought, like many others, and
when I was humbled enough to say, "I will

obey ; tell me. Lord, what thou wouldst
have thy servant do," the answer came
something like this :

"Be just as ready to send a Bingham
smoker, when there is any doubt, as to send
your own ; or still better, a little readier, to
be sure you are not biased by a selfish pref-
erence for your own hobby. Secondly, do
not tell anybody like the friend above, what
he must, or must not, do. You know him,
and know he is disposed to be fair and hon-
orable ; tell him, if you like, that it seems
to you, under the circumstances, he should
pay the charges, but never that he must. If
he does so, well and right ; but, if he does
not, pay it yourself. ' It is not by might nor
by power, but by my spirit, saith the Lord of
hosts.' "

I know, my friends, how humanity rebels
against "knuckling under" in such a way as
this, and I know how many of you there are,

who will say, " No sir 'ee ! I do not do bus-
iness in any such way ;

" but, for all that, it

is the straight and narrow path to the gates
of the Eternal City.
Please bear in mind that the above course

in no manner encourages a loose and slip-

shod way of doing business, for it is as far
from that as daylight from darkness.
Here is one more letter

:

The sheets of foundation are too small. When
placed on the comb guide, next to the top bar, they

are 1 inch from the bottom bar, and they lack % in.

of touching either side. Did you intend to send tin

separators? AVe got none. I had nothing to do with

the order for the goods; but Mr. D. told me that

we were to have a complete v:2 story Simplicity

hive. 1 have a good sized elephant on my hands,—
not a nail or brad suitable for putting up the hives,

except Gd. finishing, nor can I get any. I therefore

send you $3.00 for which send me that machine for

putting starters in section boxes, and the balance,
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less postage, in nails and brads in proper proportion.

Send the wire nails and brads. W. M.
Saulsbury, Ark., Apr. 26, 1880.

You see our friend was probably so inex-
perienced as to think the sheets should till

the frame, when they were just right. He
would also have seen, by the price list, that
no nails were sent with hives unless ordered.
It would seem a little hard also, that he
should complain when he did not send the
order himself. As our hives are mostly
nailed with common fours and sixes, we
thought it very strange indeed that such
nails could not be had cheaper than to send
ihcm by mail. Orders were pressing; this

letter was only one among a thousand, and
it must be decided quickly, to give place to

others. We sent him 1 lb. of wire nails, i

lb. of twos, and the balance fours, or com-
mon shingle nails, for these are the princi-

ple ones used in nailing up hives, and the
sixes he said he had. The postage was over
a dollar but what else could we do, with
such orders. Here is his reply, after receiv-

ing them

:

1 sent you an order for nails and brads, or tacks,

suitable for putting up Simplicity hives, crates, etc.

Instead of doing as requested you sent only one size

of tacks, a few No. 2 common, and the balance in

No. 4, or shingle nails, which are of no use to me,

and which i could get here by the keg, had I wanted
them. I do not care for the little money that I am
beat out of, but I do emphatically protest against

this kind of treatment. It is certainly a poor way
you have of building up or extending your business.

I am charitable enough to believe that the matter is

a mistake on the part of one of your employees;

but you ought not to entrust your business to per-

sons capable of making such blunders.

Saulsbury, Ark., May 12, '80. W. M.

Is not that a " stunner," boys? I can bear
blame and censure a great deal better my-
self than to have my faithful, hard work-
ing hands abused, and I confess the above
upset me, and I beg our friend's pardon for

the unkind answer I sent him. Why did he
not tell from the price list we sent him what
he did want? We did our very best to try to

please him, from his indefinite orders, and
this is our reward. True, our friend has
charity enough to think it was a mistake,
but he never dreams, it would seem, that
there was any mistake or any blame at all

on his part. From one of his former letters,

I can readily see that friend M. is a man
that means to be fair and upright. It seems
to me that I can tell a man's general stand-
ing from a very few lines of his handwriting,
and when I can get self and selfish feelings

out of the way, I find very few indeed, es-

pecially among our bee friends, who have
any deliberate purpose of wrong. Well,
what is to be done in the case? What would
the spirit of our opening text dictate? That
friend M. should be treated precisely like a
neighbor who had innocently got into any
kind of trouble, and help him out; forget-

ting entirely his unkind words in regard to

myself and my boys and girls. Send him
his order, and leave it to him to decide who
is at fault. If he should think I am, why
pay the postage, and send him just what he
does want, and trust God to make me good

or not, as he sees fit according to his infinite

wisdom. Are you afraid to accept such a
doctrine? Do you say you would be "fleec-
ed, " right and left?

tkO ye of little faith,"
not only in God but in your fellow men

—

your friends and neighbors—the people who
make up the world—made in your own like-

ness. Not for the purpose of gain, do I wish
you to take up this course of action, for
with such a thought in your mind, you could
never catch the spirit at all, but for Christ's
sake who died for us, and then shall ye have
treasures laid up in Heaven. How many,
many times have I been astonished, when
bearing these little crosses to have some one
come forward—perhaps one who makes no
professions at all—and say, u Here, brother
Root, we are not going to see you lose your
money in that way, 1

' and almost instantly
God's hand was seen stretched out to en-
courage ; and it all came through my fellow
men as in the opening text. "Inasmuch as
ye have done it unto one of the least of these
ye have done it unto me."
Please have charity for me. my friends,

and be lenient when you see how far I fall

short of my own teachings. Should I forget
myself and write back to you inconsistently
think it not me, but the evil impulses I am
fighting continually, and if you have caught
the spirit I have tried to show, pray for me,
even as I am praying for you all to-day.

OUR OWN APIARY, HONEY FARM, AND
FACTORY.

SELLING BEES AND QUEENS.

^S^OU know I put the price up pretty highfyjv Know i put uie price up pieti/y uigu
on bees and queens for the early spring—

' months, so that those who wanted
them extra early could be accommodated by
paying for them. I told you, March 1st,

that we had sold down to about 160 colonies.

Since then, we have sold 91 queens, and as

the greater part of them were sold with a
half pound or more of bees, we have now
only 80 colonies left, and many of the 80

have had the queens sold out of them. This
brings us about where we were last year,

and Ave shall have to purchase largely of our
neighbors. [Neighbor II. has a tine apiary in

chaff hives, the progeny all from imported
queens. As he is just ready to start queen
rearing we shall use all his tested queens,
and as many of his bees as he will spare.

Our neighbor Rice sold us about $500.00

worth of bees last year, at an average of

$o.OO per colony for just the bees and brood,
without hives. This was cheaper for us
than to buy bees by the pound, and it seems
it was a good thing for him also; for he
says this season he would rather sell bees
than honey, and I have just purchased of

him 40 colonies to be delivered about apple
bloom for $200.00. You may say that I haye
a pretty large profit on bees ; so I have, and
if you think you would like to try selling

them lower, I should be very glad to have
you do so. I have had experience in many
kinds of trade, but I do not know that I ever
handled any kind of merchandise before,

that seemed to have so many fatalities inci-

dent to it as bees. I have sometimes won-
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dered if it is possible that anybody else ever
Avent through with the many trials that I
have, in attempting to ship bees and to have
everybody satisfied. If they did, and did
not get discouraged, I shall have a reverence
and respect for them, that I have not for
everybody. Below is a letter that gives you
a little inkling of the matter

:

Friend Root:—li you remember, I ordered a tested

queen of you in June, 1879. After a few weeks, I

wrote you it was not pure. You replied that she

was one you bought of friend Shaw. In a few days
came another letter with one from friend Shaw.
You wanted me to he sure I was not mistaken. I

wrote that I was not mistaken, and that I would re-

turn the queen so you could see for yourself, and
sent with this letter a statement from J. S. Walter
that the queen was not pure. In a few days, I got
another queen. Well now, friend Root, when I

came to get the A B C, I found that Mr. Walter and
I were both mistaken. The queens are both pure
queens, and just what I ordered of you. You will

find inclosed $3.00 with 25c for interest for the same,
with an order for other goods.

M. A. Williams.
East Berkshire, Tioga Co., N. Y., Apr. 26, 1880.

Friend W., even though I am tempted to
feel a little impatient with you for not being
better posted before being so positive, I am
more than repaid by such an evidence of the
good there is yet in humanity. Your honest,
frank way of owning up your mistake, and
making it good with the solid cash and in-
terest, gives me more faith in my fellow
men. May God bless and reward you for
this act. When queen after queen has gone
to make things right, and, as far as possible,
to give me a clear conscience in all these
transactions, I have more than once, when
the load seemed just a little more than I
could possibly stand, prayed God to keep me
from doubting him and my fellow men, and
such letters as these help one wonderfully to
go on.
With the benefit of the new wired frames

to hold the combs from breaking even in the
hottest weather, and of other recent im-
provements, we trust to have an easier time
soon in getting good stock to every part of
our land cheaply and safely.

SIMPSON IIONEY PLANT.

The Simpson plants from our old patch of
last year are now, some of them, knee high,
and growing with a vigor and luxuriance
that is enough to make me happy, anyway,
every time I take a look at them. The boys
are now cultivating them, and the plants in
the greenhouse will be set out as soon as we
have another rain. Besides all we have,
friend Irish is to bring me 2,000 plants from
old roots to-morrow, and if we do not alto-
gether get up a humming over in the north-
west corner of the honey farm, it will be at
least surprising. The new plants are to be
treated to a sprinkling of guano and bone
dust, just to make them feel at home out of
doors you know. I have some fear that high
manuring may deteriorate the quality of the
honey while it increases the quantity, as is
the case with the amber sugar-cane.

THE RED-CLOVER QUEEN
Has wintered her colony beautifully, and

the bees seem to be just as industrious now
as they were last fall. Queens have already
been started, and we shall rear a large num-
ber from her this season, if nothing prevents.
She is moderately light in color, but her bees
are rather more of a leather color than the
average Italians. There is one more reason
why I rather prefer to rear queens from her
than from our usual imported stock. You
remember what I have said in the ABC
in regard to

THE BRAULA, OR ITALIAN BEE-LOUSE.

Last fall, we found rather more of these
insects on our imported queens than ever
before, and they have been found occasion-
ally on the queens this spring and winter.
We have always got them off, and thought
but little about it, but within a week past
we have had the two letters given below

:

Mr. Root:— The queen you sent me the 23d of

March arrived the 27th. There was some honey in

the cage, and she was alive with about % of the

bees. I had no trouble in introducing her. I placed

her in a new hive with a fair colony, and she laid

some eggs (two in a part of the cells), but not as

freely as some of my black queens. This, however,
I attributed to her journey. April 21st, while look-

ing them over, I found larva?, but no eggs. While
looking at the queen, I discovered an insect be-

tween her shoulders, which I removed. Its body
was about as large as the head of a pin. It resem-
bled a spider, but appeared to have a hard shell and
had a good hold on the queen. To-day, April 27th, I

opened the hive, and found no queen, but two
queen cells capped. Now, here is a quandary. Did
that insect kill the queen? if not, what did? I am
very much disappointed. This leaves my colony

without a queen at a time when there are no drones

in any of my hives. J. B. Ratcliffe.
Sterling Centre, Minn., April 27, 1880.

Friend Root: — I almost feel that my hopes are

"blasted," at least for a while. The $12.00 queen
purchased of you is no where to be found. I got

her from the express office April 24th, late in the

evening. On the Monday following I "looked her
up," and found her without trouble. Upon her

body, I noticed a red bug, or louse, perhaps a little

larger than a good-sized pin-head. All her running
about among the bees did not remove it, so I caught
her as carefully as I could possibly, took it off, and
replaced her, happy to think I was the owner of such
a nice queen. The next day but one, I thought I

would like to see her again, but could not find her;

yet I was pretty sure she was there, for there were
eggs in the cells. I have made searches almost

daily since, but in vain. There were several queen-

cells which I thought were "torn down," but I guess

they were just building them, as I notice several

capped cells this morning. Your sad student,

Burleigh R. Paxson.
Mingo, Ohio, May 3, 1880.

What shall we think of it, my friends? I
am sure, I hardly know what to think of it.

It hardly seems from the accounts given
that this should have been the cause of the
queens' dying so suddenly, but, if not, what
should make them die at this season of the
year? I have sent them both another queen,
at half price. It may be well for us to keep
our eyes open. Perhaps Prank Benton can
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tell us whether or not the braula is doing
any damage in its own home.

THE ITALIAN OK SCARLET CLOVER.
May 12//;.—To my surprise, this plant

was in full bloom just as the apple blos-

soms were fading, and it now bids fair
to be the much sought for plant that is

to fill the vacancy between fruit bloom
and white clover. I can scarcely imagine
a more beautiful sight than would be
a field of this scarlet clover. Everybody
that sets eye on the blossoms falls into ex-
clamations of praise. Best of all, it is per-
fectly hardy ; our plants have wintered with-
out a particle of protection, and friend
Hasty says, on page 268, his have done the
same.

THE BASSWOOD PLANTATION.

May 24th. — The basswood orchard is now
in its glory, but the trees that are sheltered
by the large oaks, are making much the
finest growth. Were I to start another bass-
wood plantation, I would go into a forest,

cut out the large timber, and plant the
young trees among the underbrush. In a
part of our field where wild blackberries
have got a hold, the basswoods are thriving
most splendidly. It seems as if they want-
ed something to cover the ground, and pro-
tect it, from the hot sun. If they were
planted very thick, say 6 or S feet apart, and
thinned out as they got crowded, perhaps
that might answer as well. Mine were set
16 feet apart, and it will be many years, be-
fore they will cover and shade the whole
ground. ' They have now been out about 10
years ; many of them will blossom this sea-
son, and we shall soon begin to think of lo-

cating an apiary on the ground.

THE COMMON LOCVST AS A HONEY PLANT.
The bees are now doing so well on the

locust, that I have had serious thoughts of
an acre or two of locust trees. They are
rapid growers, and come into bloom when
not more than 6 feet high. For several
years, the locust yield has been a pretty sure
thing, and the honey is of fine quality. An
acre of thrifty trees, to come into bloom just
before white clover, could not be otherwise
than quite a help to an apiary of 100 colonies.
Who can tell us more about their propaga-
tion? and who will furnish trees, say from
3 to 5 feet high? It is said they are worth
for posts enough to pay all expense of set-

ting them out.

THE SIMPSON PLANT IN MAY.
The plants from the old roots of last year

are growing with a robustness and vigor that
promise something wonderful, to one who
saw what a few plants did last year. They
are now half as high as my head, and the
great stout stalks measure fully a half-inch

square. The 1000 roots purchased last fall

are but little behind, and stirring the earth
about them by running the cultivator both
ways is giving them a start that is truly
wonderful. AVhenever I want something to
make me feel happy, I just go over to that
corner of the farm and look at the melilot
and Simpson plants. The melilot, too, is

beginning to stand up so that one could al-

most hide himself in the rich, dark-green

foliage. Friend Irish, who lives in an ad-
joining county, has just brought me a load
of Simpson roots. He says he shall never
more plant any seeds, tor, by breaking the
great brittle roots in pieces and planting
them, they will grow as readily as horse-
radish. 1 have tried a lot of them, but can
not report as yet. I would say to those rais-

ing plants from the seeds, that, to winter
over, they must make a good root the first

season. If planted now in the open ground
they would be sure to make strong roots for
next year, even if they did not bloom any
this season. Those we raised in the open
ground in August last, all winter - killed
without an exception.

%k"WW
ft] HE goods I ordered were received in good order,

f\ and are entirely satisfactory. It is a pleasure

to deal with a man that is prompt and honest.

The same day I sent my order to you, I also sent one
to B. K. Bliss, and not the scratch of a pen have I

had from him yet. The freight on goods was only

30c. to Bridgport, Ohio, and 25c. for wagon over to

Wheeling. Wm. Bitzer.
Wheeling, W. Va., April 30, 1880.

Friend B., do yon know that the above
makes me feel like dodging, or getting some-
where out of sight? I should not usually be
afraid to have it said before you all ; but the
experience of the past month has been such,
that I am afraid there are a good many of
the friends who will think it conveys an aw-
fully erroneous idea. There is one point
from which we may draw a very important
moral. A great many of you are now doing
business, and getting money, more or less,

by mail. Be sure you send a receipt for
every copper you receive the day you re-
ceive it, even if you have to sit up nights to
do it. If you cannot do it yourself, you can
teach a boy or girl 10 years old, if you can do
no better, to do it accurately and well. In a
very little time, they will like it, and be
proud of their ability to do business. I am
now buying goods from almost all parts of
the world, and we are annoyed beyond meas-
ure, by waiting weeks, or even months, be-
fore getting a single scrap of reply ; some-
times the first intimation we have of the
receipt of our order is the goods themselves
so long afterward that we had given them
ui>, ail(I ordered elsewhere. I have some-
times wondered if some of the large firms
did not do it because they thought it an
aristocratic way, to preserve this sort of
lofty silence when they have been favored
with an order. I do not believe in long
stories, but I do like to get a speedy ac-
knowledgement of some kind, even if it is

no more than uO. K." scrawled hastily
across a postal.

When ordering sections of odd sizes, please be
sure to tell us which dimension is for top and bot-
ioiii, and which is for sides. Many and many a time
have we been obliged to delay orders, and write
back to our customers, to ask this simple little ques-
tion, even though the bees were swarming at the
time.
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WHAT AN A B C SCHOLAR DID.

fRIEND ROOT:— Some two years ago, I sent

you the name of S. H. Duff as a subscriber

for Gleanings. He was then almost without
any experience whatever in bee culture. Last year,

he purchased, at reasonable rates, some dozen col-

onies in old, dilapidated boxes. This spring, he de-

sired me to assist him in transferring them. This I

agreed to do, and last week was the time set. Think-

ing the apple-tree bloom would be too far gone be-

fore I could assist him, he went to work with a will,

and, before the day arrived that we had agreed up-

on, he had them all, with the exception of three,

successfully transferred. He is certainly an apt

scholar. But there is an element closely associated

with him in the business which I must not omit to

mention,—he has an excellent wife. She is a reader

of the Gleanings, and has grasped the leading ideas

of bee-keeping. She assisted her husband in trans-

ferring by cutting out the combs while he fastened

them into the frames. AVith such women, men can
succeed in almost any business. It is only a veri-

fication of the old adage, "They that rock the cradle

rule the world."

I am trying my hand this year on raising queens
from an imported mother. I will report results in

due time. Wm. Ballantine.
Sago, Ohio., May, 1880.

I most heartily agree with you, friend B.
Of our 75 hands now at work, fully one half
are women ; and while they are far ahead in
point of morals, they are also, for many pur-
poses, fully equal to a man for intellect and
accuracy. I do not endorse the women's
rights question by any means, but I do mean
that a man should take his wife into part-
nership in his business, whatever it is; and
the more she knows of the business, in all

its minutest details, the better it will be for
both of them. May God bless friend I), and
his excellent helpmate, and may they always
work thus through life.

THE MAY NUMBER.
^HE last Gleanings delighted me very much.

With all our journals so excellent, what a

hard struggle "Co-operative" will have ! The
man who can not be satisfied with our journals as

conducted at present should look in the dictionary

for such words as cynic, pessimist, etc., and see

how uninviting a label they would make. How good
to take up any of our journals and feel that we are

to get instruction, not invective and quarrels.

Friend Hutchinson, I like frank criticisms; I

should despise myself if I did not. They should be
kind, and I believe you incapable of making any
other. Both you and the editor misunderstood me.
I wrote Mr. Nellis that I could see no possible harm
from using a small tin bottle, but said, "Send one to

Washington to get permit," which we can do if there
is no objection. The postal authorities wish to ac-

commodate all. I would urge not sending water till

we get the permit. Of course, we must keep the

epirit of all these laws. I wished to urge the impor-
tance of also heeding the letter.

MICROSCOPIC clubs.

I was delighted to hear of your microscopic club.

Your cross section of sting is excellent. Such clubs
and such work will keep our boys from saloons, and

other ways that lead down to death. God speed
them.

honey dew.
Mr. Editor, why not publish my article from

American Bee Journal, present volume, page 30V It

sets the honey dew question at rest. We certainly

need more light on the matter of honey showers.

A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.

Many thanks, friend Cook, for your kind
words. I have no objection at all to a co-
operative journal, and perhaps no other way
will determine so well whether it will pay or
not, as to try it and see.—Your compliment-
ary words to the boys have stirred them al-

ready to renewed exertions.—I confess that,
with my many cares and calls, I had over-
looked the article you mention, and take
pleasure in giving it:

something new about honey dew.

While at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, I

became much interested in some observations and
investigations made by Mr. Wm. Trelease, a very
talented young man connected with the University,
which entirely settles the matter of honey dew.
Mr. Trelease has not only tasted the nectar secreted
by the plants, but he has discovered the glands
which secrete the nectar. These are often so large
as to be easily recognized by the unaided vision.
Mr. Trelease showed me the glands on species of
cassia, acassia. pasiflora—the May-pop of Alabama-
prunes, and the cotton plant. On a fine acassia
growing in the botanical laboratory of the Universi-
ty, I not only saw the gland, but also the drop of
nectar, which I found sweet to the taste. I had the
pleasure, not only of seeing Mr. Trelease's beautiful
drawings, but also of viewing the actual cross-sec-
tions under the microscope. The usual dermal cells

are enlarged and lengthened at the glands. The
cell walls seem more thin, while the enclosed pro-
toplasm is much more dense. These glands are on
the petioles of the leaves, on the ribs, or on the
blade of the leaves. On the Partridge pea which
has so often been noticed to be swarming with bees,
the glands are large and numerous, and, Mr. T. says,
rich in nectar. Let us observe during the coming
season, whether the bees get all their gleanings
from these nectar glands, or whether some comes
from the flowers as well, and if the latter be the
case, let us note their comparative value.

Prof. A. J. Cook.

This settles the question as to whether
plants yield honey except from their blos-
soms, but does not help us in regard to hon-
ey dews falling from the atmosphere.

m •« —
LAMP NURSERY AND DOLLAR QUEENS.

A WORD RIGHT FROM FRIEND HAYHURST HIMSELF.

SN
reply to your inquiry on p. 231, I will say that

the lamp nursery is still an indispensable arti-

cle in our apiary. I have been using one every
season since you first described it in Gleanings,
and like it better now than ever. I have repeatedly

tried placing the finished cells in the nuclei, and
also having them hatched in the chaff hives, be-

tween sheet and cushion, but I still prefer the nur-

sery. I now keep my nuclei quite weak, place the

queen directly on the comb, do not touch her with

my hands, and smoke her and the bees. By so do-

ing, I rarely lose a queen.

Most of the queens in my yard were hatched in

the nursery. On the first of May this season, my
hives (52) contained an average of ten combs (Lang-

stroth) of brood, the brood circle extending to the

wood, leaving little room in the corners for stores.

I thick this does not indicate feeble queens.

Kansas City, Mo., May 12, '80. E. M. Hayhurst.
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CALIFORNIA BEE KEEPING. NO. 2.

VINE CLOVER APIARY.

fHIEND ROOT:—As you have seen lit to publish

my writings, although no name was appended
(which was unintentional) except Viae Clover

Apiary, I will try to write you another note. By
this time I am gettiug better acquainted in my new
home, and am busy at work with the little pets.

When I left home in Iowa, 1 Looked and felt like a
candidate for the graveyard (for I had been sick for

'2 months with rheumatism), but the time I have
spent in California, two months, has begun the work
of improvement, and I now feel like a new man.
When I left home, I put my foundation machine,

which I bought of you last spring, in my trunk, and
brought it with me. After showing it to friend

Coon, and telling him my ideas of bee-keeping, he
concluded that he wanted me to stay with him; and
that he would divide the apiary, and move one half

about three and a half miles away. As the bees

were full of honey, and the practice here had been
to take out some combs from each hive and smash
them up and drain the honey from them in a some-

what old-fashioned way, I suggested that we get

an extractor. But, as very much has been said

about the market of California being ruined by the

Los Angeles extracted honey, we concluded to try a

home-made machine; and it is surprising to see

how the people inquire for that "machine honey,"

and take it in preference to comb honey, and at the

same price. But it is very thick and good honey,

having stood in the hives all winter.

QUEEN NURSERY TO PUT OVER OR INTO A HIVE.

Since the bees here are all natives, and we wish to

Italianize right away, we needed a lamp nursery;

but, as it costs so much to get one over the moun-
tains, I concluded to get up a substitute for one.

So I took a frame the size of a honey frame, but

about 2 inches broad, and divided it up into small

apartments by putting partitions across both per-

pendicularly and horizontally. One side of said

frame, I then covered with a sheet of wire cloth, and

the other side is covered with pieces of wire cloth,

bent at the ends so as to spring inside of each apart-

ment. Then small beeswax cups are put in each

apartment, in which honey can be put with a small

zinc oiler, for feed for young queens. Now all I

have to do is to lay the queen cells in the small

apartments and let them hatch, and stay there till

needed, as there is no danger of their murdering
their sisters. The whole thing is to be hung in the

centre of a strong colony of bees so as to keep up
the necessary heat. Now, if you can understand

this description, and if you have not published it

before, I would like to have everybody know about

this kind of nursery, so that patent right men dare

not trouble it. It is a handy invention here, where
every thing is high priced.

The Lippia nodiflora is not up much yet, but other

tlowers are blooming profusely, and the bees are

building comb rapidly. O. S. Davis.

Lemoore, CaL, April 9, 1830.

Thanks, friend D. Your plan ofanur-
sery is old, and one that has been much dis-

cussed in our back volumes. The difficulty

here is that we occasionally have cool nights,
except in the very warmest part of our sum-
mers, and when the weather is just a little

cool the bees draw away from the nursery,

and the queens are chilled. In the even
climate or California, it may succeed very
well in very powerful colonies. My most
successful experiments in that line were
with a frame of cages placed right over a
strong colony. The queen cells were simply
laid in the cages, which had wire cloth bot-
toms, and the whole was then covered with
a heavy woolen cloth. By simply turning
up this cloth, the queens could be picked out
as fast as hatched. So well did this work,
that I offered them for sale during one sea-
son, but at the approach of cool nights it

lacked the requisite warmth, and I was
forced to adopt the lamp to keep up an even
temperature. This was. before the chaff
hive was even suggested, and, since you
speak of it, it occurs to me that if the same
device were put in a chaff hive, and a good
chaff cushion placed over it, it might make
avast difference. As it is only a frame of
the size of the hive, divided into boxes about
2 inches square, with a sheet of wire cloth
tacked over the whole under side, it can be
made and tried very cheaply. To put in

cells and take out queens, you have only to
uncover it, without opening the hive at all.

WATER FOB BEES.

fi
HAVE been studying on the problem of giving

my bees water at all times inside the hive, but
' have pretty much given the whole thing up.

The reasons for this abandonment, I will proceed to

give. So far as I can discover, watered bees, like

watered stocks, pet below par very soon. There
must be some reason for this, and I think I have hit

upon it. The instinct of bees very strongly impels

them to sip up all moisture found inside the hive, n.s

a means of getting rid of it : and they will keep hero-

ically at this work until they injure themselves. It

thus becomes impossible, or nearly so, to give them,
inside the hive, just what water they need and no
more. The bee uses his sack indiscriminately as

honey-carrier, stomach, or slop-bucket. We should

be especially careful how we compel him to make
the latter use of it in cold weather, when going out-

doors to empty the slop is not practicable. Not
only will bees attack as a nuisance all free water in-

side, but the experience of friend Simpson, on page
8 of the present volume, shows that they will make
earnest and long continued efforts to drink dry pud-
dles of water they find near the doorway. As these

bees came out well, we may conclude that we may
give water near the doorway without very much
danger that Berious harm will result. Friend Miller,

on page 58, also gives a similar ease, and expresses

surprise that the bees went at the puddle with a

buzz of excitement. They felt just as you would
feel, dear Novice, should you suddenly discover wa-
ter ankle deep in your front porch. Friend McCord
ought to have BUSpected something when he found
a colony of lues i iking out of his bottle six or eight

ounces of water per day in March. (Page 131, Vol. 7.)

The amount of sugar that can be liquefied with eight

ounces of water is pretty large. You followed suit,

and your experimental colony became extinct.

More recently, as we read on page 58, you have been
experimenting again, using a sponge instead of a
bottle. You have not told us, I believe, what effect

it had on the prosperity of the colonies, compared
with others not so treated. How did it turn out? I
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venture the prediction that no good was visible.

The fact that has the strongest tendency to mislead

is that bees will take more candy where water is

given. A bee overloaded with water naturally tries

to get it off his hands somehow. "When we get wise

enough, and have our arrangements perfect enough

to water our bees just as men water valuable horses,

giving just enough to suffice, and at proper inter-

vals, no doubt the cause will be benefitted; until

then probably not.

Thirst and untimely brood-rearing are, I think, the

causes of failure in wintering bees in warm cham-
bers. When we can meet these difficulties success-

fully, wintering bees in warm rooms is likely to be a

favorite method. At present, without water they

die of thirst, and with water they drink themselves

to death, it may be. The remnant of a colony with

damp combs and thinned honey cau be preserved for

some time in a warm room. Sitting near me, as I

write (April 15th), is a hive with a hybrid queen and
about 100 bees. They were brought in the 10th of

March, and at that time numbered perhaps 500. For
the tirst 12 days only a few of them died; but they
reared brood, and, in this last effort to save their ru-

ined fortunes, they exhausted themselves so that

they have died rapidly of late.

The whole business of stimulating bees to raise

early brood, whether by candy and water, or by flour

and honey, is an abomination, I believe. The pro-

cess of preparing chyme to feed the young larvae is

an exhausting one—and much more so in cold

weather—and the result is that the old bees are used
up a month earlier than they ought to be. After they
are gone, the colony falls behind the others that

have not raised brood; or, perhaps, dwindles and
perishes. The true policy I imagine to be to make
the bees supremely comfortable, and to see that

they have sealed honey, not only enough to keep
them from starvation but enough to keep them from
the sense of poverty. Then, if they raise a little

brood it is well, and if they choose to postpone it till

warm weather, just as well. During this warm win-

ter, every black and hybrid colony I have—unless
very weak, or quecnless, or cursed with a leaky
roof—has been rearing brood. My solitary Italian

stock did not raise a single larva until along in

March. They had only about 1,000, April 1st; but,

by April 13th, they had surpassed nearly every colo-

in the yard in the total amount of brood raised. Let
U3 save the vitality of the bees until it can be ex-
pended with the largest results.

I have been experimenting with bunches of capil-

lary tubes to hold a supply of water for a caged
queen and bees, but attain to nothing but failure as

yet. The water all dries out in a day's time. I am
impressed with the idea that moisture not mechan-
ically in the condition of water can be contrived for

the use of our queens and bees that go by mail.

Some vegetables contain three-fourths of their

weight of water. Possibly a tin vial corked with a
bit of sponge and tilled with minced raw potato or

apple would be a help to the little voyagers. You
ask me about a honey-bearing corn. I think every
acre of our immense acreage of corn might be made
to yield a good lot of honey just as well as not. I

have the matter mentally booked as the very next
thing to work for; but the fear of getting too many
irons in the fire restrains me at present. Is there
not somebody else that can find time to take the
corn plant in charge?

My late clover plants most of them perished last

winter, and I shall have to fall back on this spring's

planting. Fortunately I have a pretty good stock of

seeds. I didn't just know whether clover would
bear to be littered for protection or not. I found
out to my sorrow that it is one of the most particu-

lar plants in this respect. The warm spells, and re-

peated freezing and thawing of last winter would

have killed a great part of them any way; but it is

clear that more would have survived if I had not

scattered corn stalks over them. Melilotus, alfalfa,

and yellow clover endured both the winter and the

covering; and, what seems remarkable in a foreign

annual, Italian clover where entirely unprotected

lived through, but every plant died where any cov-

ering was over it.

To say good bye with, let me tell you of the best

and cheapest self binder for Gleanings, or any
other magazine. Tt is a carpet hammer and a paper

of wire nails. E. E. Hasty.
Richards, Lucas Co., O.

Thanks, friend II. I am prepared to en-
dorse some of your ideas on water for bees,
but not all of them. The colony to which I

gave water in a sponge, as well as candy, is

all right, and it did not dwindle at all; but
I did "not give it any great quantity of water.
If we can supply water, pollen, and sugar
just about as they come from natural sour-
ces, we can rear brood at pleasure, at any
time of the year; but I admit we often do
harm instead of good, in this kind of artifi-

cial helping. I am glad you tried the bunch
of glass capillary tubes ; I have many times
studied over it, but concluded it would be
likely to do as you say. So it seems that al-

though a mulch is a benefit to strawberries
and the like, it is not necessarily so with all

of the clovers.

FRIEND JOKES, AND A SKETCH OF THE
WAY HE IS RANSACKING THE EN-
TIRE FACE OF OLD MOTHER
EARTH AFTER THE REST

HONEY REES.

PALESTINE.

ff%EAR FRIEND ROOT:-As I am on a trip

J-LJy) through the Holy Land, to examine the bees,

and import some, I thought I would drop you
a line about holy bees, or the bees of Palestine. I

am now sending some of my party, or rather some
of my guides and several muleteers, with bees across

the country to Jerusalem, thence to Jaffa, where
they are to be shipped to Cyprus, to Mr. Benton,

who has charge of them until I return to Cyprus. I

shall try in future to give you a description of them,
or rather perhaps send you some of the bees of the

Holy Land. I have got some from Jerusalem and
various other places in Judea, some from Jaffa,

some from east of the Jordan and Dead Sea, some
from Damascus, and some from Mount Lebanon
and other places. 1 am determined to get them
safely to Canada, so I can test their qualities. I

have secured enough, I hope, so there will be no
mistake about my getting some home alive, and, if

I was not sanguine about their good points, I would
not go to the great expense I have to secure them.

They are very handsome bees, fly much farther for

honey than ours, and fly wonderfully fast; in fact,

I found bees an incredible distance from their hives.
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When you get away east of the Jordan and Dead
Sea near the desert, where sometimes there are no
hives for twenty miles, you can easily tell the dis-

tance they go for honey. I have also found some
very line honey plants, and am trying to sret the na-

tives to save me some seed and send it to my agent

at Jerusalem, who will forward it to me.

The flora of the country here is very different

from that of America, and is also very changeable;

especially from Jerusalem east to the desert. I

don't think This country equal to America as a honey
country. Some of the natives claim that the bees

of Palestine are far superior to any others, as they

are holy bees, and endowed with wonderful knowl-

edge and powers. They have some very distinct pe-

culiarities, and arc probably as pure a race of bees

as now exists. I am wonderfully pleased with their

appearance, and, if they prove as valuable in Amer-
ica as I anticipate, I shall not be sorry for my large

expenditure, which has so exceeded my expecta-

tions that I had to cable home from Jerusalem for

£400X0 more, to carry out the project. But as the

guide has sent on our pack animals and says we
must start, I must close. I hope this will reach

you. It will be pasted at Jerusalem or Jaffa. I will

write again when I have something besides a saddle

for a writing desk. I hope to be back to Canada by
the first of June. D.A.Jones.

AJay God speed you, friend Jones, in your
explorations lor the benefit of the bee-keep-
ers of the world. Give us more of just such
notes as this one. for I value it, and some-
how I rather think we all do, far more than
a studied article. Give us just such sketches
of real life, written on the saddle; and if

you want more help, we will try to furnish
it. "We place to your credit $10.00 for the
above letter.

?l\ FIRST ATTEMPT WITH BEES.

No. 1.

WWAVING worked for an experienced bee-keep-

j»[[j[[ er for the last three seasons, I considered—
' myself sufficiently posted to venture in the

uncertain business "on my own hook."

Having heard of a hundred swarms that were to

be let out on halves, I went to consult my old em-
ployer as tothe propriety of my takingthem. After

talking over the matter, we went to work and fig-

ured up the amount of material necessary for hives,

sections, etc. I then made a bargain for having
them cut. We then figured up the amount of honey
that the bees world be likely to make, and the

amount that I would be likely to obtain for it.

After subtracting my estimated expenses from my
estimated profits, we concluded that it would pay
me. I then went to consult the man who owned the

bees, and made a bargain to take them.

The bees, however, were in charge of a man who
had had them on shares for the last year, who lived

about 15 miles distant. I then went back to my old

employer, and offered to work all 1 he following day
for him providing he would go with me to examine
the bees, which offer he accepted.

On the day following my work, we started, and ar-

rived about seven o'clock in the morning. We asked
the man having charge of the bees as to their condi-

tion, and were informed that they were in excellent

I condition; also that he had had two large swarms
the day previous, but had not noticed them until

]
it was so late and chilly that he could not get them

|

into hives. In the meantime, he l^ad the way to

where the bees were. We found a small swarm on
ihe back of a hive completely chilled. Next came
the two swarms which were on two corners of a rail

fence, and. as we should judge, the bees from about
twenty swarms. We then went and examined the

hive, and found, to our infinite surprise, that the

bees had surely swarmed. We came to the conclu-

i sion that they had not only swarmed, but swarmed
;
out by the wholesale, some leaving nothing at all

in the hives, and some leaving the queen with about

a dozen bees. Out of about two hundred swarms,
wc found 40 left.

We now wished to know the cause of this, and so

asked the man, and were informed that some of

them were not set out until the 12th of April, this

being the Hth. We then inspected the place where
they were wintered, and found a room aJbout 10x12,

with no chance of ventilation, as I could see, and
you may imagine the odor of the air, which was so

sickening that we could hardly bear it. We con-

cluded to try to save the bees on the fenco. So we
got some hives with honey in them, and put the

bees in, in the best shape we could.

We then started on our homeward journey. I now
felt that if this was bee-keeping, it was not

what it was "cracked up to be," and made up my
mind that hereafter I would look for more certain

business. It. J. D.

CRITICISMS SUGGESTED BY APRIL
GLEANINGS.

ET
is not fully recorded that Mrs. Dunham's fdn.

will not sag without wire in our latitude, is it?

I shall wire my frames. Foundation is taking

its proper place in bee-culture.—Tke Growlery has a

good occupant this time. A man's worth in busi-

ness is shown up by what he does, and success is at

a premium in business estimation everywhere; but

the thing is open to any one.—Doolittle's observa-

tion about introducing queens gives me some new
thoughts, and reasonable ones.—About stealing il-

lustrated ideas: Taking that view, what shall we
denominate our literary effusions? The thoughts

of others impress us, and, under like impulses, we
retint their expressions, shading their ideas with

touches here and there, imparting a chiaroscuro

suggested by our own natures. Well, whose aro

they then? and must we run all about in the corri-

dors of our minds to see whose name and super-

scription hangs over these expressions, and give

credit after credit?—Marking the queen: good; can

you do it?—Our Homes: If Mr. G. K. W. can not be-

lieve the drone theory, will he accept th° proposi-

tion that an egg purposed by natural surroundings

to hatch a worker bee can be changed and hatched

out a queen? But somehow I am impressed that

his mind is not like the old woman's, whom I once

told of having seen flying fish. She blurted the lie

in my face. I think G. K. W. but jokes. How can a

man shut his eyos and disbelieve the testimony? A
true history of any man's inner life will move tho

emotions of many a fellow -being. None but Jesus

ever taught to give good for evil and make of it a

fair exchange I Wsi. L. Gobdex.
Shreveport, La., April 10, 1880.
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KOOFS TO CHAFF HIVES.

SOME VALUABLE SUGGESTIONS FROM A "OXE YEAlt''

PUPIL.

m LTIIOUGH I have been an A B C scholar only
/IA\

jr-JVi one year, I could give in quite an experience;
--——

' but I will not impose on your good nature to

that extent at this time. I want to call your atten-

tion to an improvement as I know it to be by ex-

perience on your chaff hive cover. And first I

would like to know why you pitched the roof towards

the entrance, since it throws the water down in

front of the hive. I am making mine to throw ic to

the sides which seems to me to be correct. My im-

provement consists in the manner of hanging- the

cover. It has always bothered me to know what to

do with the frames of comb and bees when I take

them out of the hive for examination, etc. I have
tried setting- them on the ground, but that is too

rude and dirty; I also made a portable rack, but

it was too much trouble to carry it about; so after

studying the matter over, I hit upon the idea which

you will understand by the accompanying drawing.

cooper's improvement.

You will notice that the cover is hung to the hive

by two wooden strips at either end, pivoted to the

cover and hive so that the cover may be raised and
thrown off to the side with one hand; in fact, with
one finger, so nicely is it balanced, leaving the other

hand to carry any thing necessary. Then, the strips

being the proper length, the cover will be held just

the right distance from the hive to form, with the

edge of the hive, a perfect rack that will hold all the

frames that you want to remove. Your cover too

is always in its place ready to be replaced on the

hive without having to hunt it or even stoop to pick

it up. I made the two side pieces of the frame of

i he cover long enough to come flush with the edge
of the hive. Make the strips ot strong wood ^xl 1

^

inches, and of the necessary length to hold the cover
the distance before stated. Pivot the strips with Hi
inch wood screws to the projections on the cover,

and to corner posts of the hive, as you see by the

drawiug. Try hanging one and sec if you will not
find it as convenient as I do. J. W. Cooper.
Salem, Ind., Mar. 5, 1880.

I too, friend C, have felt the need of some
t/ond place to put the frames when I lifted
them out, especially the first one; and I

agree with yon, too," that it' we have an im-
plement for the purpose it is often not at
hand when wanted. I presume I open hives
most in the evening, as I happen to walk
about among them, and I seldom wish to
take the time to go after a smoker or tools.
I have rather objected, of late years, to hing-
ing covers, because it is often unhandy to
have them hinged, and they sometimes get

broken, just by being hinged; but in the
past few weeks we have had some very
heavy winds, and the covers to the chaff
hives have gone off flying, even those cover-
ed with tin. I told the boys I guessed it

would not happen again, but it lias happened
several times, and, in one case the cushions
were drenched with rain. I presume your
device would keep a tin cover, at least, in

its place, and then the convenience of al-

ways having a place to set the combs from
the upper story, where they would not get
blown over would be quite an item. Per-
haps some will like the contrivance and
some will not, so they might be prepared
and sold with or without the hives. We
make the roof with the eaves as we do, be-
cause the siding, or rather the poorest pieces
of siding, will then make the roof. Where-
as, if we turned the eaves the 61 her way, it

would not. The matter has been often
talked about, but I can not find that the bees
are often much inconvenienced by the drip.

FRIEND THOMSON'S STORY.

HOW THE BEES REMOVE THE WATER FROM THIN
HONEY, ETC.

ESAW an article in April No. of Gleanings, p.

154, headed "Feeding Sorghum to Bees." It
J seems that the writer has fed it to his bees

quite freely, and he gives his plan of feeding. In

his closing remarks he says, "We don't think that

our bees expelled any of the water on the wing be

tween the troughs and the hives; every thing kept
dry. When fed very thin, it was thin in the hives."

Now, I would like to wager my old hat against his

old hat, that he is very much mistakeifin his obser-

vations. Again, I would like to wager him a barrel

of good winter apples (that is, if we should happen
to have a good crop this year), that the syrup was
quite a bit thicker when stored in the hives than it

was when taken from the troughs. I think you
know, and I am very sure I know, that bees do expel
the water from very thin liquid sweets, while on the

wing. I think that I can prove it satisfactorily to

any one who has a mind to try it.

Perhaps I would better tell how I came to be so

very wise. Well, it happened in this way: We had
an early frost last fall, which killed off nearly all of

the flowers. This, of course, put the bees on short

rations from the fields. As the weather became
very warm after the frost, the bees were out in

large numbers in search of stores. They soon dis-

covered a nucleus swarm that was rather light in

bees, and they pitched into it, and would have
cleaned it out in short order, had I not been on hand
to take care of them. I took a blanket and threw
over them, and poured water on it. This seemed
to dampen the nrdor of the robbers. About this

time, an old bee man came along and said, -

"What arc you doing there?"

Said I, "I am trying to stop robbing."

He replied, "When my bees get to robbing 1 feed

them."
"Feed them?" said I, "What do you feed them?"
"Sugar and water."

"Sugar and water? Why, Mr. Boot says in Glvax-
ings, if you feed sugar and water to bees outside of

the hives, it is almost sure to start robbing."

"Yes, if you give it to them too thick. I makp it

very thin, just sweet enough so that the bees will
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work on it, and I never have any trouble with it. It

keeps the bees busy and out of mischief."

"Well," said I, "here goes for sugar and water
then."

So I went to the house and got a quart fruit can,

and put into it about '; lb. of sugar, and tilled it up
with water; took a piece of board about 8 inches

square, and cut creases in it a l<i Root, with my
knife (I have no buzz saw), inverted the can on the

board, and carried it out and set it on a box. The
bees soon found it, and took to it just as naturally

as ducks do to water. The way the bees carried it

off was astonishing to me. It was just anxious fun
to stand there and watch them. They kept coming
thicker and faster and more of them, and soon the

can was hid by them.

All at once, something seemed to say to me,
"Come, old boy, what are you standing there 'gawp-

ing' in that way for? Don't you know that you
have got that too sweet, and when that is gone there

will be a shower of lightning around here, and it will

be too hot for you and all the rest of the folks?"

That started my big boots, and the way I flew around
might have been a caution to young folks, if there

had been any of them around. I happened to have
some more bits of boards handy, and, my knife be-

ing sharp (it always is), the creases went into those

boards "quicker." Then I rushed into the house
after more cans, tumbled on a basket of clothes and
fell on my nose, got up on my toes, seized the cans
and out of the door "I goes," and soon had 3 more
cans ready for business. I put two table-spoonfuls

of sugar in each can.

AVhile arranging the cans on the stand, I felt some-
thing wet strike my hand. Going to rain, I thought

;

but, looking up, I saw not a cloud; it was just as

clear as could be. Soon, I felt it again. What does

this mean? said I; and, looking again, I saw some
fine spray falling. Soon I discovered that it came
from the bees. There, you greedy fellows, I said,

you are loading up too heavily. You take more
than you can carry, and are throwing it away. After
watching them awhile, I saw some of this spray fall

on a board, and it made tiny wet spots, but soon
evaporated. Theh I began to have a kind of hanker-
ing to know what it was that the bees were throw-

ing away. So I went and got an oil-cloth table-

spread, and spread it on the ground under the bees,

and soon had enough of that spray to get a taste of

it. (Now don't laugh; you know that Prof. Conk
tasted of the liquid from the tree louse. He was in

search of light, and so was I.) How do you suppose
it tasted? Some would say, "Sweet; of course."

Not a bit of sweet about it; it was pure water, and
nothing else, according to my taste. There, said I,

that is the way the bees evaporate their honey, in

part at least. Now, if Mr. Oren will take a stand

BOme 15 or 20 feet from his feed troughs, and have
the troughs between him and the sun, and look
under the bees as they fly for home, I think that he
will see pleuty of spray falling.

Friend Root, I wish that you or some one who has
the tools to doit with, would analyze the honey sack,

and try to find out how the bees separate the water
from the sweet, or the sweet from the water. It

seems to me that the sack is a sort of laboratory or

filter.

One point more as to the way the bees act when
fed very thin feed in the hive: They fill themselves
as they do when they take it from the feeder out-

side, go out, take wing, expel the water, and return
and store in combs. I wish you would try it, and
see if your bees do as mine do.

"

Now if you think this (or any part of it) will be of

any use to the readers of GLEANINGS, use it; if not,

"chuck it into the waste basket." C. Thomson.
Brighton, Mich., April 8, 188 I,

PAINTING HIVES INSIDE.

A PKETTY STRONG I'LEA IN FAVOK OF SO DOING.

IN
reply to Bro. G.J. Flansburgh, in Vol. viii., p.

175, 1 would say that my bees wintered as well

as I could wish, for I did not lose one, and you
know that a year ago last winter %, of the bees died,

or at least they did in our part of the State. I could
not say in regard to the inside painting, as I only
had part of mine painted inside, and they were chaff

hives, and were left on summer stands, while those
in single hives were put in the cellar. I have not
used any division board, or anything on top of my
hives. I leave the honey board in, with some empty
boxes on, and have not lost one in the last two win-
ters.

I had one swarm that would not stay in their

hive, though they had it almost full of honey and
brood. They came out for three successive days,

and settled, and each time I put them back. Final-

ly I took one of my newly painted hives (it was
hardly dry inside) and set the combs in it, and tried

them in that. That was the last of their swarming.
I like the hive painted inside for two or three

reasons; first, they are so much easier to clean, and
the bees keep them neater inside; in cold weather,

if frost collects and melts as it does here, it will run
out and hardly leave a damp spot; and, last but not

least, the bees do not daub them so much with prop-

olis. James Parshai.l.
Union Valley, Mo., Apr. 13, 1880.

FINDING QUEENS IN STOCKS SUPPOSED
TO BE HOPELESSLY QUEENLESS.

AL.SO A HINT ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF QUEEN
CAGES.

fHE last time I wrote to you, I said I had sorn-

thing strange to tell you. Perhaps you re-
' member that you sent me a tested queen

which came in very bad order and died. You sent

me another which arrived in tine condition, and
after keeping her caged in the hive 3 days, I turned
her loose and Ihe bees balled her. I shut her up
again, and when I next opened it, she was dead. I

am sorry I did not try to remember every minutia,

but I did not think it necessary then. 1 will state,

however, what I do distinctly remember. It was
about the 1Mb of December when I received her.

My bees had been queenless for more than 2 months.
They were the most docile bees I ever handled, and
did not need a smoker. I had looked through the

hive often in Oct. and Nov., and know there was no
queen, for my little son had killed her. I released

the second queen I got from you, after she had been
in the hive, caged, 3 days, the weather being cold.

I had left the cage in the hive, and, while I was try-

ing to catch the queen again, many of the caged

Italians crawled out of the cage, and many of my
black bees went into the cage; so I could not sepa-

rate them but put the queen in again, and put the

cage back into the hive. I opened the hive again in

a few days, and opened the cage, but could not find
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the queen. I looked until I was sure she was not in

sight (there were some behind the water bottle),

and then shook the adhering bees off into the hive

and gave a more minute examination, and found

her fastened in behind the bottle, dead. I closed the

hive in despair, and did uot open it again until the

middle of February, when brood rearing had well

started. I was going to try an experiment. An old

bee-keeper was at my house not long since, and as-

serted that bees more than 10 days old could not

make a queen. 1 opened my hive, and to my be-

wilderment, I found plenty of eggs, larvae, capped

brood and plenty of young bees just hatched. I ex-

amined and found an Italian queen as fine looking

as any I ever saw.

You have always beaten me in the strange things

which 1 have discovered, but I don't think you can

this time. Perha s you think the queen you sent

did not die, and that I was mistaken. I know it was

a dead queen I saw, besides, that decision will be

against you, for I am sure the young bees are hy-

brids, and you proposed to send me a tested qufen.

The bees were so young and so i 1 (against you
again) that 1 could not fully satisfy myself as to

their purity, but I intend to ascertain, and will let

you know.
Again the same old "bee-man" said that bees will

steal eggs from another hive, and make a queen. I

thought perhaps the cag^d queen might have laid

some eggs in the cage, and the bees might have got

one; but fertilization would have been almost im-

possible, for I feel sure there had not been a drone

within 5 miles of me in 2 months previous to the

15th of Dec. Now how will you account for it?

Cabot, Ark., March 16, 1880. B. P. Cathey.

I should say, friend C, that there were
two queens in the hive in the tirst plane.
You destroyed one, and introduced another,
and there were still two. Another explana-
tion might be that a small swarm swarmed
out, and clustered on this hive, and the
queen was allowed to crawl in. Such things
often happen in the winter, when the weath-
er is warm enough. A weak hybrid swarm
might have come from the woods, if there
were none near you. We quite often find

queens in our apiary when, according to the
"slates" there should be none. As we have
several reports of queens getting lost in the
manner mentioned, cages should always be
made so that no corners or places are left

where a queen or bee can get wedged in or
caught. « > mm
NOVEIi DISCOVERY IN \ATIHAL HIS-

TORY.
BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

WHS

A paper read before the Aaricultu ml CuRrgr Natural
History Society, on Friday evening, April 23.

tHEN Hamlet said, "There are more things in

heaven and earth than are dreamt of in

your philosophy, Horatio," science had
scarce put aside her swaddling cloth. Now the
prince would say, "There are more things in earth
alone than a Yankee could guess at, though wide
awake." Yet these wonders, which science is so

rapidly unearthing, seem to grow none the less,

though discovery be so active, if we may judge by
the revelations of the recent past. The last year,
and even the past few months, have shown unusu-
al activity in seicutifle discovery.

It has long been known that wonders are accom-
plished in vegetable growth, during the almost per-

petual sunlight of the sub-arctic summer. This fact

incites Dr. Siemens to try the effect of electric light

on plants. He finds it equally potent with real sun-

light. He supplements sunlight with electric light,

keeping the plants bathed in light for 24 hours in

each day, when lo ! the growth is doubled. This

proves that plants need no resting period. The
practical bearing of this fairly makes one's mouth
water. Just think of strawberries of our own rais-

ing by the first of June, and then on till late in July.

Prof. Wolcott shows us that those curious nonde-
scripts, the old trilobites of the paleozoic world, so

long thought apodal, were well supplied with ex-

cellent feet, and by thin sections of the fossils them-
selves proves it, A startling discovery in geology !

Physiologists have just demonstrated, contrary to

all past teaching, that the scrotal cavity is already

lined with the peritoneum before the descent of the

organs which are to occupy it. Thus thp old inex-

plicable view of pushing the peritoneum in advance
is pushed aside. Physiologists have also shown that

the uterine mucou3 membrane is a decidua vera,

not only at parturition, but at every catemenial.

But the most curious discovery comes to us from
Rev. Dr. Mccook of Philadelphia, whose researches

among those wonders of animal life, the ants, have
become famous the world over. It is he who has

confirmed the wonderful discoveries of Lincecum,
in reference to the agricultural ant of Texas, which
were long thought, because of their very rnarvelms
and unique character, to be creatures of an active

imagination. These ants not only construct cities

with paved streets, but they build roadway's, clear

land, and sow grain, which they have transported

often for a considerable distance.

This late discovery of Dr. McCook has to do with

an ant which peoples New Mexico and Colorado.

The immediate point of Dr. McCook's researches

was 'the garden of the gods," the nests of the ants

being excavated in the stony crests of low ridges,

which run through this mountain girt paradise.

The nests themselves are a veritable labyrinth,

made up of various chambers, connected by gal-

leries, which extend for several feet into the friable

sandstone. The carving of the chambers is usually

smooth, though the ceilings are left rough. This

roughness is no matter of accident or carelessness,

but is fashioned purposely, that the tiny feet of a

most wonderful living store-house may bear up
their large burden of sweet nectar. This store-

house is truly a unique among created things. It is

simply an ant whose abdomen has lost all semblance

of its former form and structure, and become a ca-

pacious reservoir for liquid sweets. Even the ab-

dominal viscera, now useless, to this inactive sta-

tionary being, have been snatched away by ever

frugal nature. The only muscular development s

needed would be that of the legs which bear up this

sack of honey, and that necessary to drink down
and pump up the honey as it was received from or

yielded up to the others of the household, and there-

fore little else is found. The sack is the size of a

large pea ; all the rest, less than a pin head. Each
nest contains 10 chambers, and each chamber 30 of

these live honey bags, making 300 of the latter in

all. Besides these there are other hundreds, yea

thousands, consisting of the lords, ladies, soldiers,

and laborers, peculiar to all ant communities. Dr.

McCook now has a colony of these curious insects in
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confinement at Philadelphia. He feeds them sugar,

and finds that they thrive even in confinement far

away from their native home among: the rocks and
the mountains.
The worker ants procure their food nt night.

This consists of nectar from a species of oak galls.

Upon our common elm, Ulmua Americana, we fre-

quently meet nectar galls, caused by the irritating

presence of plant lice, Pemphigus ulmicola (Fitch).

The lice live within the gall and secrete the sweet

nectar, which is greatly relished and much sought

after by bees and other sweet-loving insects. Nor
do we wonder, for it is very pleasant, as I well know
by actual test. Do you wrinkle your eye-brows?

Well, I have taken it right from the gall, while you
all have first allowed the bees to bear it in their

stomachs to the hive, and store it in their combs.
That is all the difference.

Whether the oak galls of Colorado are similar

galls, resulting from the presence of lice, or wheth-

er they are like our more common oak galls, the re-

sult of irritation from larvcl hymenopterons, I am
unable to say, neither am I advised, whether the

nectar is a secreted product of the galls or of the

enclosed insects.

The method of meal taking among the ants is not

unlike that often seen among the bees in our apia-

ries. Worker bees are often seen to extrude honey
from their mouth-tubes, which is sipped up by the

queen or other worker bees. In the same way this

vitalized nectar-pouch furnishes food to the other

ants of this anomalous family.
A highly developed brain enables bees to con-

struct a wonderful wax receptacle for their honey.

Specialized individuals, with curiously developed
bodies, makes such extra construction unnecessary.

We can but wonder if it was not the lazy bummers
of this old time ant community, the indolent hang-

ers around the street corners of their rock home,
that were, as a result of this do-nothing habit, made
over into something useful, and so well suited to

their tastes. This may hint towards a possible use,

in the future, of human bummers. In fact our big

fat keepers of peanut stands are not widely re-

moved, even now.
The worker ants are very solicitous about the

wtliare of their organized store-houses; for, if, as

often happens upon disturbance, one of the ant-bags

loses it hold and falls from the ceiling to the floor of

the formicary, a worker ant at once lays hold of its

fallen brother and drags it to its former position.

This must be a truly herculean task. It would be

like a man climbing a precipice, carrying a ton's

weight on his shoulder.
The natives of New Mexico have evidently a keen

appreciation of the sweet things which nature has

put within their reach and are quick to appropiate
the same. They use these nectar-holding ants for

dessert at their banquets. To catch their method,

just remember how you eat grapes. You take them
between your thumb and finger, press them till the

skin breaks, when the delicious pulp slides down
your throat, much to your gratification. Now re-

place with your mind's eye the grape with one of
these live plump ant-bags, and your imagination
shows you just how the savage of New Mexico takes
his after-dinDcr delicacies.

We have a doctor in our town, who is not
only learned and skillful, but lie is greatly-

devoted to the microscope, and has been of
no little benelit to the boys in their research-
es, giving his time and instruments freely at

any time, for their advantage and improve-
ment. Well, this good friend of mine (I

trust he will pardon this) i'recpiently stops
me on the street and tells me of some new
achievement with the microscope, with such
a string of long, hard, "jawbreaking" words,
that I am sometimes almost tempted to
think he has learned them by heart, and
rattles them into my ears just on purpose to
astonish me at the extent and profundity of
his learning. While reading the above from
Prof. Cook s address, especially the forepart
of it, I was tempted to teel in the same way,
only I know the address was written foi» the
college boys, who, I presume, know all those
words, and I know too, I think, that neither
friend Cook nor the doctor would use words
on purpose to mystify. I hope all the rest
of you understand them, even if I do not.

ANOMALIES IN SCIENCE.

IS IT ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY THAT A QCEEN SHOULD
MEET THE DRONE, TO PRODUCE WORKER EGGS.

lifmDITOR GLEANINGS: —In your remarks in

Jjjyi answer to the article of J. Chapman in March— Gleanings, p. 118, you say, "My conjecture

that a queen might even produce worker bees with-

out fertilization is, if I am correct, still in accord-

ance with law," etc. Now, I have a case of that

kind. In the winter of '78 and '79, in early Jan., we
had a mild spell for a few days; snow was melting

and bees flying; so I concluded I would examine

some of the hives. The second one I opened had a

very nice Italian queen. The hive was an Ameri-

can, and you know they are side opening and you

have to take all frames out in front to get to a back

one. I hung the frames taken out before I came to

the one that had the queen on, on a rack, and before

I disposed of this one, I missed the queen, and could

not find her any more, although I looked the combs
over several times before I closed the hive. I wrote

inside "Look for Q." One of the combs had a patch

of young brood, larva? and eggs, about Hi or 2 in. in

diameter. After this the weather was cold, and I

did not look again before late Feb. or early March,

when I found that space of brood stuck fall all

around the edge with torn-down queen-cells, and a

young queen; the queen was small and dark, al-

though not black. In early April following, a friend

of mine from Posey county, this state, paid me a

visit. He keeps a few stands of bees and likes to

look at them, so I told him I would show him a

young unfertile queen ; but when we found her, she

was of good size and nice looking, and had consider-

able young brood and eggs. This was at least from

four to six weeks before any drones appeared. As
I did not at the time of the occurrence intend to

write an article about it, I did not make any notes,

consequently I can not give exact dates. This

queen produces hybrid bees, while the former pro-

duced Italians. If you have any remarks to make
on the above, let us have them. John HBBMBB.
Evansvillc, Ind., Mar. 17, 1880.

Thanks, friend 11. It is possible that

some strong colony in your neighborhood, in

the woods perhaps, had drones, and that

your queen found a day warm enough to fly

out and meet them; but still I think, with
you, that it is quite improbable. Ho many
cases of this kind have come under my no-

tice, that it seems to me to indicate strongly

the possibility of the point I have suggested.
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CALIFORNIA AS A BEE-KEEPING
STATE.

ARTICLE NO. 7.

tT is raining to-day very freely. The past win' or

has been an extra favorable one for Southern
"* California, as the rains have come just as near

right as they possibl3T could have come. Farming as

well as bee-keeping depends mostly upon the

amount of rain. During last season we had a suffi-

cient amount or* rain to have insured quite a re-

spectable amount of honey, but the first part of the

season was cool, and when 1he weather did turn

warm we had the hot simoon, or East Wind, directly

from the Arizona desert. This wind is so hot and
dry that it withers nearly every green shrub or pin nt

as quickly as they would be withered or scorched by
a flame of fire. We have seen whole corn fields pre-

sent the appearance of having been scorched by
flames. Then again, we have seen a strip perhaps
two or three rods wide (more or less) killed dead,

while on ea^h side the corn was still green. We had
those hot winds last season just frequently enough
to dry up all our honey crop. Wo had the pleasure

of being caught in one of those East Winds or sand
storms as they are called. The whole atmosphere is

impregnated with sand so that it is impossible to

drive a team or see where you are going, so we laid

by in a small grove of timber. Mr. Wilkin had some
ISO stands of bees destroyed in a sand storm, by the

sand's drifting into the entrances and up among the

combs, and finally blocking up the entrance, and
thus smothering the bees. Those simoons are terri-

bly trying to a person's constitution. So you east-

ern bee-keepers can see some of the disadvantages

of bee-keeping in California. We only have the

sand storms in the valleys running east and west,

but the hot winds affect the whole country. I am
located now in a very desirable situation, above the
track of the sand storm and overlooking the Sespe
and Santa Clara valleys.

Southern California has the advantage of all kinds

of climate, and that, too, within a very few miles.

An eastern man should live here about two years,

and perhaps longer, before he could suit himself in

a locality, and become sufficiently acquainted with
manners, customs, and all phases of California life

to make a selection for a home. I confess that, on
the whole, I am well pleased with California. The
country is comparatively new, and many things
about it that are wrong will be righted as the coun-
try grows older. Now, Mr. Editor, please excusethe
above and some of my other articles, as I find that
there is a general inquiry from many parts of the
East about California, and my object is to give as

near the truth as I possibly can, and at the snme
time answer the questions so that they will be inter-

esting to all.

The past week I have been busy looking over the
bees, hiving swarms, superseding worthless queens,
etc. I find it poor policy to keep a poor queen at

any season of the year. Good stocks are swarming
and storing surplus in the supers. But, owing to

the past season's being so poor, every apiary that I

have heard from contains quite a proportion of su-

perannuated or worthless queens, and in many cases
the bees themselves are superseding their queens.
Still I prefer to raise my queens from selected stock,
so am taking the matter into my own hands. We do
not expect to commence extracting until May, and

the object now is to increase all we can safely, and
get all into good working order by the time extract-

ing commences. In the majority of apiaries we
have a good supply of ready made comb, so we can
increase very rapidly by keeping all of our prolific

queens breeding up to their full capacity, and also

supplying our new swarms with ready made comb-
There will be but very few new hives required this

season, as there were so many made last season that

were not used, and, taking the country through, at

least 59 per cent of the old stocks have died. In this

apiary, we lost 30 out of 130; some lost as high as 75

per cent, and some lost none at all. E. Gallup.
Santa Paula, Cal., April 3, 1880.

AN IMPROVEMENT IN WAX EXTRACT-
ORS.

Sjrsj KIEND ROOT: I think it is time I should write

f\i you a letter, and send you one of my wax ex-

tractors. I have been manufacturing them
for the last three months, and have supplied all my
bee-keeping neighbors with them. The one I send

you is only a model. I put copper bottoms to the

larger ones to fit any sized stove. I have been
selling them at $2.25, which pays very well, and all

say they work like a charm. To use them, take off

the screw top, pour in some water, screw the top on
again, put in your wax, put the cover on, and then
hang something on the spout to catch the wax. A
small shallow bucket is what I use. Well, what I

wish to know is, what do you think about it? I have
been keeping bees for five or six years, and have
had a great deal to learn; but when I was bothered

about anything I would hunt up my back numbers
of Gleanings and find something to suit my case,

and then go ahead rejoicing. George Horning.
Elizabethtown, Ky, Feb. 16, 18S0.

IIORNING'S AVAX EXTRACTOR.

Above we give a cut of friend II. 's wax ex-

tractor. It is simply a tin can as shown,
with a cover fitting like the cover of a tin

pail. Inside is an inverted funnel, shown
by itself on the right. This funnel, at its

lower edge, is just large enough to slip into

the can, and is securely soldered to the sides

at a point just below the spout. It follows
then, that anything poured into the can will

all run out of the spout. Now the space be-

low the funnel is for generating steam, and
to pour in the water for this purpose we
have a screw cap at the top of the funnel.

At D, are holes, three in number; and, that
the wax may not fall through into the steam
generator, each one is covered with a hood.
The apparatus is completed by soldering a
ring of perforated tin just above the spout.
The machine is ingenious, and I hope friend
II. may sell a great many of them.
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From Different Fields.

HANDLING VS. DISTURBING BEES.

S
NOTICE, on page 132 of Gleanings for March,

that you ask the question, "Do the bees you
J handle and loot at most gather the most hon-

ey, or those you seldom disturb?" It seems to me
that there is a difference between "handling" nnd
"disturbing-," and that a distinction should be made.
Bees, as well as other animals can be handled, and,

it' we give them to understand that they have noth-

ing to fear from us, the handling will not disturb

them; but, of course, this requires skill in the op-

erator. It is this skill which goes largely to make
the success of thcapiarist, for it is often called into

use. This is especially the case with those who raise

bees or queens for sale, for this necessitates fre-

quent handling. May it not be true that gentleness

in the bee may be encouraged and developed by fre-

quent and gentle handling' by the bee keeper, at

least where possibility of improvement is not sacri-

ficed t», the desire for imported queens? All kinds

of other stock are susceptible of improvement, and
why not bees'? My own custom is to raise a large

number of queens each year, and carefully select the

best for next year's breeding. Of course, this ne-

cessitates frequent examinations of the hives and
nuclei containing the young queens, and I have
come to the conclusion that the effect of careful

haudling is beneficial rather than otherwise. The
queen which I have selected for this year's breeding-

is very large and vigorous, an excellent layer, and
her bees are very industrious; yet both queen and
workers are apparently indifferent to being handled.

In spite of their quiet disposition, they arc very
watchful against robbers. If we can produce bees

which are not disturbed by being- handled, it will be
many points in their favor. A. B. Weed.
No. 75 Bagg St., Detroit, Mica.

A NEW INDUSTRY; FURNISHING BUILT OUT COMB.

I have been making Simplicities for my own use

for three years, and thought I had enough to supply
my bees this season; but my neighbors seem sud-

denly to have become convinced that old box-hives

are not the thing for either bees or honey, and they

have so pressed me to accommodate them that I

have sold nearly all the hives I had made up. Now
I am fearful I will not be ready for new swarms.
Fortunately they bought all my bees too, excepting

8 colonies. I never lose any bees in winter, and am
sorry for you gentlemen of the North, who have to

confine your little servants to the lower story, and
tuck them up in chaff bed-clothes to keep them from
freezing-. My winter preparations consist in seeing

that they have 50 lbs. of honey, and sliding the hive

back until the entrance admits but one or two bees.

The chief drawback here is that most of our hon-

ey is too dark to be readily sold in market. Would
it pay to cause the bees to devote their energies to

making combs on wired f'dn. for the market? How
much would such frames of comb be worth per hun-
dred, in all wood frames (your make)? and how
much in metal-cornered frames? Would you like to

inaugurate such a trade? H. A. Moody, M. D.

I.ongtown, Miss., April 13, 1880.

I should be very glad to see such an in-

dustry inaugurated, friend M., but supply
and demand will have to fix prices, and get
it started. We offer combs built out on
wires, in metal-cornered frames, for Hue.

each, as yon will see by our price list. Now,
if anybody wanted to buy, how low could he
do it? Friend Given's machine is about
what is wanted for one who undertakes to
do this, if lie will make them to work a lit-

tle more satisfactorily than the one he has
sent us.

BEE CULTUUE IN OLDEN TIMES.

1 was born and raised among the Green Mountains
in Vermont. My first lessons in bee-keeping were
taken some 44 years ago. Father having a favorite

young- apple tree, the bees selected it as a nice bush
on which to settle, and, the tree not being large

enough to support their weight, I was rigged with

bonnet, veil, and mittens, with coat sleeves and
pant-legs tied down, and was sent to hold the tree

upright, while father got the hive ready,—an old

straw hive. Three swarms settled upon this same
tree that season. I was also sent up a ladder held

by father against the ends of the limbs of an apple

tree, to take off and bring down a swarm of bees,

which I did successfully. Wheti it was found out

that the boy could handle the bees, I had to help

hive nearly every swarm. Father kept a large

apiary for those days. He manufactured and sold

the straw hive. We used for surplus honey a box
holding about :.'0 lbs., put upon the top of these

straw hives, and supported by putting clay mortar
around the hole in the top of the hive, and pressing

the box into it. One of these boxes full was con-

sidered a good yield from a hive in a season.

Wm. II. Whitcher.
Blooming-dale, Mich., Apr. 12, '80.

A CHAPTER FROM REAL LIFE, BY AN A B C SCHOLAR.
I went into winter quarters last fall with 17 stands.

I lost 6; 4 of them died with the dysentery, and 2 of

them starved to death; so I have 11 to start with

this spring. The other evening as I was taking-

a

look at my hives, I noticed the bees crawling- around
on the ground in front of one of the hives, and soon
found out what was the matter with them. I over-

hauled all of them and found 2 more that had com-
pletely consumed their stores, so 1 had some feed-

ing to do. I made a syrup of sugar and tilled glass

tumblers, tied a cloth over them, and inverted one

over each cluster. Bight here, I learned one lesson

in feeding. These 3 stands, fed in the way men-
tioned above, were kept from starving, and that's

about all. They seemed to just ily out of their

hives, buzz around awhile, and then go back. They
had no pollen, and they would not gather any, while

the others were packing it in by the peck. It just

struck me that I was not feeding fast enough. So I

took a frame out of each hive, tilled it with syrup,

and hung it in the hive. They soon had the syrup

packed away in the center of the brood chamber,
and the next day they wci-e bringing in the pollen

as fast as any of them. Eli.vs Berg.
Cicero, Ind., April lit, 1880.

Why, friend 15.. you ought to—I came
very near saying you ought to have a good
shaking, for your cruelty in not looking into
those Eives, before the poor little fellows
were starving and starved. What would be
said of a man who put his pigs in a pen, and
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waited until they were dying, before he
went to look at them. I will tell you what
to do; get up and give yourself a good sha-
king, and then, after this, fix yonr bees with
a great plenty of stores for winter, a great
deal more than they need in fact, and root
out your besetting sin of procrastination,
just as the old deacon did (see page 184,
April No.,) with his hams.

Friend Runt : — I have beeu in the ABC class a

little over a year, and though I have kept silent on a

back seat, T have not been idle, I assure you. How
could I be, with Gleanings for a companion? In
our Grange we sing,

—

"Have a work that is worthy, thy life to employ;
And oh! above all things, on this side the sod.
Have peaf*e with thy conscience, and peace with thy

God."
I have often thought that the above expressed

your condition of mind or you could never survive
the torrents hurled upon you by the growlers and
fault-finders.

THISTLES NOT DANGEROUS WEEDS.
We have a rank-growing thistle here in western

Iowa that blooms profusely until long after frosts.

1 do not know whether it is the one under dispute or

not; but it is a very harmless weed with us. Dur-
ing the war, a number of farms here were not tilled,

and the thistle took possession. One farm in par-

ticular (my brother-in-law's), lying in the creek val-

ley, grew thistles to 8 feet high, and so thick you
would walk a mile further round, rather than ven-

ture through. They ripened and stood over wiuter,

were harrowed down, plowed under, and never
gave any more trouble than other weeds. I will

send you some thistle blossoms as soon as they
come out. They will keep fresh a long time after

being cut.

This winter past was very hard on bees, owing to

a scarcity of good honey; but bees are now building

up very fast. M. M Fay.
Council Bluffs, Iowa, May 6, 1880.

I strive for the condition of mind your
beautiful little verse describes, friend F.,
but I do not always keep it.—Do not be too
severe on the ''growlers;" some of them
are my very best friends, and I trust they all

will prove friends eventually.—The thistles
we have here behave about as those you de-
scribe. Send a leaf and Mower to Prof.
Beal, and we shall then know more about it.

BRICK CANDY OUTDONE.
Excuse the assertion, friend Root, from an ABC

scholar, but we find a serious objection to laying

those bricks on top of frames; it necessarily raises

the quilt out of place, which draws it from the edge,

lotting the cold air down into the hive. Take the
common brood frame, nail a thin board on one side,

then pour in your candy; let it harden, and you
have feed and division board, all in one; and they
will not only eat it, but get so fat on it that they
will pull off their coats, and hang them up in the
same frame, in the shape of comb, as some of ours
have done.

MAKING GRAPE SUGAR CANDY.
Friend Maring seems to be in trouble. It is said

that an ounce of experience is worth a pound of
theory, and sol found it in making the candy. If

the grape sugar is barely heated, just liquified and
no more, it takes but a short time to harden; but, If

it becomes very hot, no matter if you do set it away
to cool before stirring in the flour and then the
sugar, it will be several days before it is hard. By
the way, you have stolen my plan of moiling it (in

or over hot water). I think you said it must not be
scorched, so I put the sugar in a pan, over a pot of

boiling water, keeping it stirred so that none of it

gets too hot, and it is all right.

THE SIMPSON AND SPIDER PLANTS.

How are your spider plants? It appears to be a
hard task to get them to "hurry up." I have about
one hundred Simpson plants growing, that we found
in the timber not far from here. Please state

through Gleanings how the spider progresses,—
the ups and downs of it—lhat we all may know
whether it is "too much sugar for a cent."

Mollie O. Large.
Millersville, Christian Co., 111., May 1, 1880.

I have given both plans you mention,
friend Alollie, and the one you seem to pre-
fer is the one I gave first. I suggested the
brick, because the bees would eat it all up ;

whereas, with the whole frame, they left it

in the corners. We prevented the cold
draft, by the loose chaff I have often told
about.—Thanks for the suggestions in re-
gard to making the grape sugar candy, you
see, this is one of those points in which a
woman is right at home, and knows just
how to do it.—Our spider plants are now
growing finely, but we had quite a time in
getting them to grow at first ; they will be
ready to plant out in a week. We have
nearly an acre of the Simpson's growing
finely, and some of them are fully knee high.
AVe are going to try to have an acre of the
spider plants also.

THE CALL, FOR QUEENS, AND CUSTOMERS
WHO INSIST ON BEING SERVED FIRST.

We have beeu asking some of our friends
to help us supply the demand for dollar
queens, and here is what friend II. says:

If I had them I would ship to you queens but have
been, like all the rest I suppose, crowded by the

brethren. I had an idea it would be so when the

mails were thrown open. Like the old turkey hen
who sat on 13 eggs, I have been spreading myself,

but haven't spread enough yet. I wish the breth-

ren wouldn't get into a fidget all at one time. I oc-

casionally get a letter ordering a queen, with the

request to send byr return mail the queen or the

money. Well, you know how hard it is to part with

a few dollars in one's pocket.
W. P. Henderson.

Murfrecsboro, Tenn., May 7, 18S0.

Thank you for the illustration; it really is

impossible to meet all of these sudden de-
mands, and I, too, hope the brethren will be
as patient at such times as they can. If

those who send an order see fit to direct that
the money or the queen be sent back by re-

turn rnaii, they have a perfect right so to do

;

but it is a little severe, and one is strongly
tempted, for just this once, to give such or-

ders the preference, and let those who are
patient and really entitled to the queens
wait. This should not be; the money
should be returned at once, and the appli-

cant informed that all orders are filled

strictly in rotation.
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STOPPING THE JOURNAL, ETC.

"First of May, '80," is what it said,—I moan the

yellow label on Gleanings. Then I carefully ex-

amined all in your notice on the envelope, and

thought what a queer rain you are, in such a half

scolding kind of way, to solicit subscriptions! Now
I wonder if you are not odd or eccentric or some-

thing different from ordinary! Well, to begin with,

you can consider me as safe for another year ; I can-

not get along without Gleanings. It will pay if

one does not keep bees. It is worth all you ask for

it to be in constant communication with an honest

man aside from a pecuniary point of view.

TRYING PATENT HIVES, ETC.

My experience in bee culture is about the same as

that of others who keep bees; I have always had

from one to 15 swarms with the exceDtion of half a

dozen years. I tried to keep pace with progress and

so bought all the patents that came along, and of

course failed. Two years ago a friend presented me
with a swarm, and about that time I accidentally

came across an advertisement requesting all that

were interested in bees or honey to send to A. I.

Root for sample copy of Gleanings. I sent my ad-

dress, and, in due time, received a copy. I also sent

a dollar for ARC and now I have two swarms and

am daily growing enthusiastic. And now I find my
great mistake, in not having hives and frames of

one size. I shall adopt the L. frame, and make the

change as sion as swarming is over. Then I shall

want honey boxes, etc. E. II. Bartlett.

Mt. Vernon, O., May 8, 1880.

I did not mean to be eccentric, friend 13.,

and I did not mean to scold my readers, un-
less it be eccentric to be in dead earnest in
insisting tbat accounts shall be kept squared
up, and that no one shall have Gleanings
who does not want it. On this account, I

have thought best to stop it when the money
runs out. Neither am I an honest man,
friend B. ; I have only tried to be honest
and fair with you all, and perhaps only God
knows how hard I have tried. I have the
credit of it, pretty generally, and I get many
letters like your own, but I know, in my
own heart, I come far, very far, from de-
serving it. Right in this line, a great truth
begins to unfold itself. It is that numanity,
the people of the world, are always ready to

give any one more credit for real striving in
this direction than they actually deserve.
Yet how often is the world called cold and
uncharitable.

RENDER UNTO CESAR THE THINGS WHICH ARE
CESAR'S, ETC.

I was very much surprised on reading in this

month's Gleanings what McDougall says concern-

ing Mitchell; for it is my opinion, if Mitchell is a

humbug. McDougall is one too, as he is selling Mitch-

ell's hive, using his circular, and selling his book,

by another name. "Mitchell's Forty Years Among
the Honey Bees" (which, I have been informed, is

"borrowed thunder"), and McDousrall's "Secrets of

Bee-Keeping," are the same book, only McDougall
has considerably reduced Mitchell's enormous
yields of honey. I have not those books by me now,

but, if you have not examined and compared them,

and wish to do so, I will get a copy of each and send

you. I send you, by to-day's mail, Mitchell's Direc-

tory. I also send you Mitchell's "Hints to Bee-

Koepers," and McDougall's "Thoughts for Bee-

Keepers," which you see are the same, and describe

the same hive. McDougall sent me word not long

since, "I have discarded all patents on my hive."

I have 1!) colonies of Italian bees in the Mitchell or

McDougall hive, just as you please term it, all of

which wintered on their summer stands, without

the loss of a single colony, and are now in splendid

condition, and are busy storing away the sweets of

the land, in which this vicinity abounds.

H. L. Griffith.
Sumner, Lawrence Co., 111., May 10, 1880.

That is right, friend G.; talk out. We
want Mitchell to have his due, by all means.
I had noticed the similarity between the
McDougall and Mitchell pamphlets, but, as
the former was so much nearer the bounds
of truth, I thought likely it was the origin-
al, and Mitchell's was the copy ; for Mitch-
ell is notorious for copying everything and
claiming it as his own ; in fact, his adjusta-
ble hive is a complete copy of Adair's, long,
idea hive. Will friend McDougall please
stand up and tell us briefly, how it comes
that his writings and Mitchell's are so much
the same thins? I half suspect it is because
the patent right men, a few years ago, all of
them almost, had about the same story,
which, if I am correct, mostly belonged, in
the lirst place, to II. A. King, of the Amer-
ican hive. There are so many wide awake
people now, that it is hardly safe to under-
take to steal ideas. Even Inger but I

guess I won't say it, after all.

taper slates.

I see in May Gleanings, p. 223, that ltufus Mor-
gan, of Bernardo, Cal., calls for a "water-proof pa-

per" on which to record the condition of the hive

during the season. I inclose you a sample of one

which I have used for years. When exposed to the

weather, I paint both sides; when used under cover,

only one, as you see. The composition is "plastic

slate", and is put on with a brush. The sample has

but one application; two make a better job. It

dries in a minute, and I find it invaluable. I use

postal cards that have passed through the mails. A
slate pencil, or crayon, is used to write; the former

is preferred, as it makes a lighter stroke.

My bees have wintered splendidly as they always

do. No starving, dysentery, cholera, spring dwin-

dling, or depletion of any kind. They are now
"booming." .I.W.Johnson.

Shclbyville, 111., May 10, 1850.

Our friend sends us one of his slates,

made on a postal card, and, sure enough, it

writes nicely with a slate pencil. I have
used something similar made with a paint
used for making blackboards, but we did
not like them so well as the real, stone slates

we use now.

TO WATER BEES,

Use a small bottle upside down, standing on a

piece of glass. The water won't run out only as the

bees use it. The glass will be dry except in the heat

of the day, and then very little water will escape by

expansion. A 'I oz. bottle will last several days.

The glass need not be larger than a half dollar.

J. II. CltEIOHTON.
Cbillicothe, O., April 23, 1880.
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FRIEND "GOOD'S" GOOD SUCCESS, AND "GOOD" RES-
OLUTIONS.

I am more than ever convinced thnt the tenement

chaff-hive is the "boss" for wintering and springing

bees. I have this spring transferred 50 colonies of

bees from the box to a chaff hive of my own make.

I And the bees in my tenement chaff hives are in a

much better condition than they are in unprotected

hives. How do you like your tenement chaff hive

by this time? I would like to hear from friend Un-
derbill and others that have the tenement hives. I

have wintered 07 colonies without the loss of one,

and my bees are all strong and in good condition.

A great many men are going to embark in bee

culture in my neighborhood. I may have been get-

ting too many subscribers to Gleanings for my
own good, but, come to think, it will be all right

after all, for I am going to devote the most of my
time this summer to rearing "dollar" queens, and if

I have neighbors and friends that keep bees, I will

have a better chance to sell my nice queens. I have
an order from friend Wm. Clement, Mnlcom, Iowa,

for 50 "dollar" queens. I. It. Good.
South West, Ind., April 26, 1K80.

I am glad to know you are doing so well,
friend &., but our tenement hive has hardly
given us the best of satisfaction. Perhaps
it was because we did not put a good strong
colony in each compartment, large enough
to keep the whole structure tilled with bees
and well warmed up. Besides that. Ave have
not found it as convenient to manipulate, as
the ordinary, single chaff-hives.

NEW SWARMS ABSCONDING.

On the 22d inst., I put a large swarm of Italians in

a ten-frame Langstroth, gave them a frame of brood
and eggs, and all went on well until the 25th inst.,

when they came out and went to the woods. They
left in the hive 5 pieces of new comb as large as a

man's hand. The hive was new; i. e., it had never
been used before, and had been painted a year or

more. I have failed to account for their strange

conduct ; can you account for it? I shall not trouble
to give brood to any more swarms, as I am now sat-

isfied that, if they intend to leave, brood will not
keep them from going. J. B. Mitchell.
Hawkinsville, Ga., April 20, 18S0.

Be not hasty in your conclusion, friend M.;
although we have occasionally a case on rec-
ord like the one you mention, where a swarm
absconds leaving a frame of brood, the
number of swarms that have been induced,
by its use, to stay after having repeatedly
left an empty hive, is strongly in its favor.
A swarm that has lost its queen will stay
with brood, but they are sure to leave very
soon without it. I presume, of course, your
frame contained unsealed larvae, as well as
eggs and brood, for that is the most impor-
tant part of it.

bee candy.
We have tried your receipt for bee candy, and

were entirely successful. We added, however, % lb.

of maple sugar which, we think, made it a trifle

more relishable to the bees. It appeared to me that
the bees have to be "taught" to eat it, although the
entire teaching seems to consist in inducing them
to take the first mouthful. To do this, one of the
warm days last week I took some sweet clover hay,
and placed dishes containing the bee sugar upon it.

The odor of the clover soon attracted the bees, and
almost the entire amount was carried awny the
first day.

LOOK OUT FOR MICE.

Our friend Van Ness, who handed in his report of

wintering bees for the winter of '78-9, to the Michi-

gan State Convention, did not meet with the same
success this past winter. He packed them all snug-

ly with straw as usual, and it made a fine home for

the mice, which gnawed through the matting, ate

the honey, and raised sad havoc generally.

Croton, Mich., Apr. lit, ',«o. George Day.

It seems a little strange that some should
entirely fail in getting their bees to take the
candy, while others succeed so well ; but, if

we look back, it was just the same in feed-
ing rye meal, the same with introducing the
fdn., and, to some extent, the same with
even the extractor and section boxes.—It is

a very important matter indeed, to have all

hives so made in the first place that no
mouse can possibly gain a lodgement any-
where. Our tarred paper in the bottom of
the chaff hives is intended to repel mice by
its odor, as well as to keep off the dampness
from the ground

.

BOOK OF RECORD FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
I see you want an idea for a book of record for

the apiary. I don't know that my idea is a good one,

but I have kept a record of work done to each
stock of bees, receipts and expenditures, and also

an aggregate account of debit and credit with the

whole yard, for a number of years. I use a book of

about 100 pages, size 3J£x5V6 inches. Each page is

numbered at the top, and each page number cor-

responds with the number of a hive. Each hive has

a number in large figures, say 2' i inches high, paint-

ed on the back of each one, and the hives are set

hexagonally in the yard, so that, by taking one or

two steps either right or left, when standing in the

rear, I can see every number. My book, I carry in a

little box, along with my smoker, fuel, knife, etc.,

and when I do anything to a hive, I note it with

date. In the back part of the book, I simply keep
a Dr. and Cr. account in single entry, under the

head of apiary account for 188—. It requires no
great skill, and not much time, and gives me much
satisfaction; as I can look over my book at any
hour, and know the condition of every hive, without

having to make a special examination. With the

pencil which is attached to the book by a light

string, the "conditions" are quickly "noted."

Sometimes my fingers are slightly soiled by propolis,

and my book does not always look like my books in

the office, but it is legible, and answers the desired

end well.
BEES DYING IN A CELLAR.

I want you to answer me a question: I'll explain;

last Nov., I put most of my bees into a well ventilat-

ed bee-room, dry and dark, where the murcury did

not range 8° either way from 45°. They were in a

good, healthy condition, with plenty of honey gath-

ered early in the season, as we got almost none in

the Autumn. They did not have a fly during the

winter. When set out this month, I found quite a

number dead, with plenty of honey. They all had

good blankets over them, with % in. square sticks

under them on top of the frames, for passages from
frame to frame, 3 sticks each. The bees were
found almost all on the bottom board, dry and dean,
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with no mold or dampness, and the frames of comb
were clean and bright. The front entrance of the

hives,
"

8 xl4 in. were left open, but, of course, were
found closed by dead bees. Now the question is,

what caused their death? During the winter of '78-9,

I wintered the same hives, in the same room, with

like conditions, with the loss of one stock; this last

season the loss was 50 per cent of the whole, ard the

balance are weak. F. W. Chapman.
Morrison, 111., April 20, L880.

We formerly used a book made as you
suggest, friend C, with a page for every
hive in the apiary, but it was so inconve-
nient for me always to have the hook on
hand, that I used the queen cards and slates
in preference. Painted numbers, with large
figures, are very pretty and handy until the
hives get moved about by selling, swarming,
etc. When this has been done so that they
really mean nothing, it seems to me rather
to give the apiary an air of untidiness. To
avoid this, it has been suggested that the
numbers be painted on tin labels, and simply
hung on the hives.—I cannot give any reason
for the colonies dying, under the circum-
stances as you describe them, but perhaps,
if the hives were where I could examine
them, I might find some trouble. I very
much dislike to think that bees do die, when
we can see nothing wrong.

HONEY-DEW.
I have seen honey-dew on basswood, maple, oak

and pear. I have seen it on maple in such abun-

dance that it wouhl drop off the leaves. I think

honey-dew is on all trees, whose blossoms produce

honey. H. F. Britton.
Wallingford, Vt., April 22, 1880.

PARKER'S MACHINE FOR FASTENING IN STARTERS.

I must tell you that the little machine for fasten-

ing foundation in the section boxes, described in

March Gleanings, has been used by Bro. J. F. Laf-

ferty and myself for 12 months or more. It was
Bro. Lafferty's idea. I wonder how long Mr. Parker,

of Defiance, O., has used the little machine.

Moonshine, 111., April 19, 1880. Wm. St. Martz.

It may be a little singular that two parties
should both invent precisely the same thing,
but it is by no means impossible. Devices
quite similar were mentioned in Glean-
ixijs, several years ago, and, if I mistake not,

friend P. had his in use considerably more
than a year ago. AY ill he please tell us
about it?

A NEW TOOL FOR THE APIARY.

Now I want to tell you to add to your price list a

cut of the little three-cornered scraper, with claw on

the end of the handle. Then you will have the best

tool known for cleaning hives, lifting frame?, and

other uses in the apiary. The same is used for

scraping writing off the heads of barrels and boxes.

HOW THE ABC MAKES TROUBLE.
The smoker came safe, and last of all the blessed

ABC. I read it until 10 o'clock, and could sleep

none that night. It made me lots of trouble. Such
a fix as it did get me into! 50 I.angstroth hives, 50

more, 12x12 Inside by 15 deep (no frames), very pret-

ty little hives; nicely made; too good and too

many to throw away ! The Gallup frame will just tit

them, but is not deep enough. Can you not write

me a little bit of a letter and tell me if I can use

them by framing in some way? The box oo
good. Only think of the mischief I have done, all on
account of not reading and posting myself as I

should have done. I have made 1,000 section frames
by hand, but never any more. My bees are doing
well; 74 hives are eating about 8 lbs. of dry rye
flour a day, and about 4 lbs. of grape sugar and hon-
ey in a syrup. Please answer and oblige—
Leavenworth, Kan., Mar. 24, 'hi. Wm. Tanner.
Thanks, friend T. You will see that I

have profited by your hint already, and the
box scraper is already in the list.—I am very
sorry the A B C made you so much trouble,
but you know trouble sometimes works out
good finally. The best advice I can give is
to fix your odd hives so a Simplicity will set
over them, aud then you can use them until
you are ready to discard the others entirely,
and so gradually work all your bees into the
regular sized frames.

DO bees get "lazy" in tropical climates?
I enclose an article clipped from a newspaper.

The statements in this article have often been pre-
sented as facts. As you have subscribers in Aus-
tralia, if I mistake not, you might draw out the
facts from your correspondents, and I think it

would interest your readers to know just how much
climate affects the habits of the honey bee.

Iteese, Mich., April 12, 1880. J. H. Gray.
CURIOUS FACTS IN NATURE.

Some curious facts from the world of nature crop
up occasionally, which are well worthy of consider-
ation. For instance, it has been proved that the
bee may under certain circumstances, turn out to
be any thing but the pattern of industry it is pro-
verbially supposed to furnish. Australian colonists
have from time to time taken out swarms of bees to
their adopted land, in the hope of deriving practical
benefit from the profusion of flowers with which the
whole country abounds. For some little time the
newly imported bees maintained their food in the
comfortable hives provided for them, and supplied
the colonists with far superior honey to that col-
lected by the indigenous honey producers, the "mf»l-
lipones." Presently, however, the hives were dis-
covered unstocked at the end of autumn, notwith-
standing the long summers in the northern parts of
Australia, and it was found that the bees entirely
neglected to lay up a stock of food, as was ibeir
wont. Though the bees increased and always regu-
larly tenanted th° hives, no honey was brought
home. It soon became evident that, finding- ihe
perennial summer of the tropical parts of Australia
afforded them an abundance <>f food, without inter-
vention of long winters, the bees forsook their old
habits, gave themselves up to a life of happy indo-
lence, and no longer took the trouble to convey
their superabundant supplies to the hives prepared
for them. In short, there being no 'winters to pro-
vide for, the bees gave up the practice of storing.

The above may be partially true, but I
think it is, in the main, a mistake. Our Aus-
tralian subscribers have not so stated it, as
yet; will they please tell us a little more
definitely, Avhether they have observed any
such tendency?

RINSING THE niVKS WITH SALT WATER, ETC., TO
MAKE NEW SWARMS STAY.

I have heard that it is best to rinse out the bee
hive with salt and water before putting in a young
swarm; so I thought I would ask your advice about
doing it, providing a person has no comb honey.

Beroa, o., April :.':;, 1880, GEO. Pfaltzoraff.

The idea of rinsing the hives with salt and
water, or water sweetened with honey, is

old and abandoned now. I remember well
when my mother washed out the hive, and
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how I helped her to take care of our first

swarm of bees, but that was more than 30
years ago. I think it has been pretty well
shown that bees would much rather have a
dry, clean hive, and I know of nothing that
would be likely, in my opinion, to have any
weight with them to induce them to stay,
uuless it was some empty combs, or, better
still, a comb containing brood, as we have
so often mentioned on these pages.

I took uiy bees out of the bee-house on the last

day of March, all alive except one out of 30. Last

year, I lost over half. To-day bees are carrying- in

pollen rapidly. Of the swarm which died the hive

contained a dead mouse.
SMOKINQ BEES WITH MULLEN LEAVES.

I must tell you of an invention of my own- -a

smoker which "knocks" all your smoker-fellows in

the "shade". I haye been in the habit of smoking
dried mullen leaves for quinsy, and, being at that

industrious occupation a few days ago, I discovered

a swarm being- robbed; I went for tbem with my
clay pipe filled with mullen leaves, and you ought to

have seen them "git". Right here, I wish to ask
one question. This swarm which was being robbed,

I put in the bee-house a few days ago, and after

keeping it in there about 3 days, I put it out on a

different stand from the original. Sometime after

I put it there, I saw the queen on the corner of the

alighting board. I put her on the bottom board, and
she went into the hive. Now, what was she doing:

there? Sunning herself?—I shall nut patent my
smoker.

PREVENTION OF AFTER-SWARMING.

In the "Report of the Department of Agriculture*'

for 1867, 1 find these words:
"Those who depend on natural swarming for an

increase of stocks, are often troubled by over-

swarming. They would be glad to prevent more
than the issue of at least one swarm yearly from
every hive. There is one sure way to prevent this.

So soon as a swarm issues, remove the hive from
which it came to a new location some yards away,

and place the hive into which the new swarm has

been put directly where the parent hive stood. The
principal part of the mature bees will thus find their

way into the new hive, and that will be very strong,

while the old hive will contain few except young-

bees, and, though it will soon be populous, no after

swarm will issue."

The writer says this has been tried in hundreds of

cases without a failure. Now, I would like to en-

quire, is this so? If it is a fact, it is worth money to

me; for honey is what I am after instead of bees to

die in winter. I had a swarm issue last year which
had a clipped queen; I removed it to a new location,

and gave the stand to the new swarm, and the par-

ent stock swarmed again in a few days.

"Bee-Seechingly" yours,

Embarrass, Wis. A. W. Willmartii.

The only objection which I can see to your
smoker, friend VV., is that people who see
you going about with a clay pipe in your
mouth might think that you smoke tobacco.
—Your plan of preventing after swarms is

generally successful, as you will see from the
remarks in regard to it in the A B C. That
it is not to be relied on always, you have
yourself demonstrated. It does nothing
more than to prevent swarming by weaken-

ing the colony ; and reducing their numbers
by any other method so as to induce them to

destroy their queen-cells, will do just as
well. As the Italians pick up much quicker
than the common bees, this plan is less re-

liable with them. In fact they will swarm
at any time and with half a chance, if honey
only comes in continually.

FLORIDA.
1 started hist spring with an apiary of 30 stands,

increased by natural swarming to 7'J, lost 4 during-

the winter, have therefore now 7 r
>, and shall aim to

increase it during the ccming season to 12"> or 150

stands.

HOW TO DEVELOP ONE'S ROME MAKKET, ETC.

Last season, my bees made some 3,C00 lbs. of most
delicious honey, which was extracted by patented

extractor, and about l
/s of it was put up in Mason's

patent jars, lA gal , quart, and pint, and the other

half in odd barrels and tin cans, such as I happened
to have about the place. So far, I was successful;

but, while I sold some 700 lbs. put up in jars, at pay-

ing prices, in this neighborhood, I could not get a

fail- offer for it in Chicago, New Ymk, or Boston,

and consequently have the larger portion on hand,

which is rather discouraging, especially as I mean
to increase the business this season. The last offer

from a Chicago house was S'»c. there. I evidently

made a mistake in putting it up, as the honey itself

was pronounced as first class, and strictly pure, by
those who offered the price named, and similar ones.

Can I, from this warm climate,- safely ship comb
honey, put up in section boxes? If so, should I

make % in comb and the other half in extracted

honey? Should I put up the extracted honey in bar-

rels or in tins? At what price could you furnish me
with barrels? and what is the freight to Jackson-

ville? At what price could you furnish me tin, al-

ready cut in proper sizes, and crimped ready to be

soldered by me here? Have you an apparatus for

marking boxes and barrels with address of the buy-

er? I mean cut letters or some revolving letters

which I understand are now being used.

These are a good many questions to be asked of

you by a stranger, but I feel sure you will pardon
me for the sake of the good cause; I am living so

far from any one with whom I could talk profitably

about these matters, and I know of no one who has

more experience and ability to advise than yourself.

Lake Maitland, Fla., Apiil 4, '80. R. G. Mayo.
1 think you can ship comb honey without

trouble, but the only way to decide the mat-
ter will be to try a case and see. If your ex-
tracted honey sells best in jars, by ail means
melt and put in jars. Pretty much all the
questions you ask, friend M., will have to
be answered by actual tests.—We could not
furnish barrels or cans at less than our ad-
vertised prices, and it seems to me it can
never pay to send barrels so far made up.
You surely have timber that will make
them, and if you have not coopers, have
some of your people learn the trade. It is

much the same way with tin cans ; Ave can
furnish you the tin, but the tools required to
make cans for honey are so cheap and sim-
ple, your tinners should surely be able to

make them for you. The pint and two quart
honey pails, we can probably furnish cheap-
er than any one can make them, unless they
do them in very large quantities.—We have
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seen the different kinds of stencil plates yon
allude to, but we much prefer marking
cup and brush. -

\V. O.'s" liquid blueing
makes a very plain and indelible mark, and
a live cent paint brush will do to make the
letters, although it is a little large. Trim
the point with the shears, and practice on a
board until you can write plain. I am al-

ways glad to get these friendly talks, friend
M.

A FAVORABLE REPORT FROM SORGHUM.
I will have to tell you how my bees are doing'. Ex-

cuse me it I brag a little, for I cannot help it this

time. My bees are far ahead of what I expected at

this season of the year. I had to give some of them
more room this week, and I found one colony with

6 combs almost full of brood. That was all they had,

and they were building- queen cells. I gave them
empty combs quicker than you could say "scat.".

I think the cause of all my good luck is the way I

wintered, and plenty of flour and sorghum. I will

not want any grape sugar this season, but look out
for an order for 1,000 section boxes and some comb
fdn. 8. II. Lane.
Whitest own, hid., April 17, 188;).

AN ENTHUSIASTIC ABC SCHOLAR.
Hurrah for the Italians! I have a large swarm of

the yellow beauties which came off to-day, and the

drones are Hying- thick this afternoon. I fed rye

flour all winter. I look for another swarm of Ital-

ians in a day or two. My blacks are doing well, but
are not nearly as strong as the yellow follows. I

brought all through safe. J. C. Whitehead.
West Point, Ind., May 5, 1880.

HYBRIDS THREE FOURTHS ITALIANS.

I want to Italianize. I have one fine, pure, Ital-

ian queen, and one nice, large queen whose workers

are hybrids. Now, will it do as well to raise the

drones from her as from one that has been purely

mated, starting the queen cells from the pure one?
Barry, III., April 7, 1880. ABC Scholar.

If you want bees for honey only, I suppose
you will get just as much by the course you
suggest, as by having pure. Italians, but
your bees will, as a general thing, be much
crosser to handle. Some of our friends
think it "awful," I know, to advise a taint of
common blood instead of all pure Italians,
but I care a great deal more about honey,
and vigor and energy of stock, than I do for
yellow looking bees', or gentle ones either.

To be sure you cannot think of rearing
queens for sale, from any such stock as you
describe.

WORKER VERSUS DRONE FDN. FOR STARTERS.

Mr. Root:— The sections received from you are

the finest I ever saw, but the fdn. I would have liked

better, if it had been worker size. I thought your

thinnest fdn. was made with the new 3 in. rolls,

worker size, as the sample you sent me; so I wasn't

particular to order worker size. I used drone start-

ers last season, but the bees very often built worker
comb below the starter, and the worker comb looks

much the best, in sections. H I. Uarber.
Bloomington, 111., May 2, 1880.

When honey is coming in with sufficient

rapidity, the bees will assuredly store more
in drone comb than worker; your bees built
worker below the drone fdn., "because honey

was coming so slowly they did not want to
build drone comb. I agree with you that
the smaller cells do give the comb honey
rather a liner and prettier appearance, but
then comes the question as to how much
honey we can afford to sacrifice, for the sake
of looks. I think the experiments now be-
ing made will soon decide, many of these
matters.

HOW MUCH DOES IT TAKE TO WINTER BEES ?

You stated in April No., p. 170, that I should re-

port about the 1st of May. I think that is too late,

because bees are now working on soft maple and
increasing- in weight by brood; so 1 present my re-

port below, as neaily correct as possible. I stated,

in the Apr. No., that my bees had then consumed,
from Oct. 13th to Feb. Uth, 5lA lbs.; from Feb. 14th

to April 10th, they consumed 1 lbs. and 10 oz ; which
makes from Oct. 13th to April 10th, 10 lbs. and 2 oz.

I weighed 25 swarms April 10th, and found out what
they consumed. The largest amount which one
swarm consumed was 13 lbs.; the smallest 64 lbs.

Can you give reasons for this difference? The
swarms were standing side by side, and wore so

nearly alike that I could see no difference.

Warren, Fa., Apr 12, '80. Henry Knupp.

I believe the above is about the general
average of what it costs to winter bees in

good health. A very large colony may con-
sume 15 lbs., but I do not know that I ever
knew one to use more than that. This, to

be sure, must be sealed stores, not thin, un-
sealed, watery food. I cannot tell why there
is so great a difference, unless it is owing to

the quantity of bees, and the amount of

brood reared. If I understand correctly,

these bees were wintered oat of doors, with-
out any especial protection.

A SLOPING ENTRANCE TO CnAFF HIVES.

I mail you to-day a small model of bottom board

for chaff hive, such as I am using-. I find, in prac-

tice, that your entrance in cc Id weather will get

stopped with snow, dead bees, etc., and hence needs

more attention than should be necessary at that

season. Also, in cari-ying out dead bees, the hive

being- warm inside, they will leave many in the en-

trance, on account of cold outside. This board hav-

ing a short and slanting passage, dead bees at the

entrance will take care of themselves. It can not

get stopped up. The model will explain the con-

struction. N. J. Moseley.
Cambridge, N. Y., April 10, 1880.

Your point is a good one, friend M. This
winter we reduced the size of the entrances
to the chaff hives, by a little chaff cushion,
or rather two thin boards covered with cloth,

with chaff between them. One objection to

these is that they will be soaked with water
during wet weather, and we have been not a
little puzzled to devise some way of keening
the water from running so readily into these
entrances. A slight slant, it seems to me,
will do it, and this can be easily accom-
plished by making the board that forms the

central part of the bottom board, taper down
to a thin edsre. where it projects to form the
entrance. I think this will give suilicient

slope, and the board above it, forming the
covered way through the chaff, can be set in

sloping parallel with the bottom part just

about as easily as any way.
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RED CLOVER QUEENS, ETC.

I have one queen whose bees worked on red clover

last season, and I raised 3 queens from her last

August. Will their progeny have the same good

qualities? If so, I will breed from her altogether

this season. She is small and dark, while the bees

are very large, and a little shade dark. Shall I use

a honey board in two story hive for extractor?

Your busy ABC scholar,

Freeport, Ind., April 22, 1880. Geohge Cole.

Your young queens will be very likely,

some of them' at least, to inherit in a greater
or less degree, the peculiarities of the moth-
er. I>o not use a honey board or anything
else between the upper and the lower stories.

If your hive is made properly, there is no
room for one; for the upper and lower
frames should be only f of an inch apart. If

the queen lays eggs in an upper frame, swap
it for one having none. By gradually
spreading the upper combs until they be-
come very thick, you will get much more
honey with once uncapping, and the queen
cannot very well use them for brood combs.

yet. I can't touch them without smoke. What
would you do with them? How do you tell full

bloods from others? Mine have not as many bands
as one man's in Gleanings. Now don't you think

that 1 have got through Smilery, Growlery, and
Blasted Hopes nearly? C. II. Angell.
Clarksville, Iowa, April 23, 1880.

Although such absconding as you mention
is rather unusual, it is not new with expe-
rienced bee-keepers.—By all means use the
old combs atid hives where your bees have
died.—You can educate your cross Italians
to behave better, and it would be nothing
strange if they should be found to behave
better without smoke than with.—I think,
friend A., that you will in time, if you keep
on, graduate in all the departments you
mention. As you learn to rule all these
things, including also the cross bees, I hope
you will also learn that great lesson of ruling
one's own spirit. The A B C you have or-

dered will give you more light on all the
points you have just mentioned.

SOURWOOD.
The sourwood is a native forest tree from Penn-

southward, but is by far the most abundant along

the Alleghany range. It is of the species Erica-

car, and is known also as the sorrel tree. It derives

the name sourwood from the acidity of its leaves.

The flowers are white and mug shaped, hanging
mouth downward from spikes of considerable

length. It is a very showy tree, and quite orna-

mental. It' blossoms when 5 or 6 feet high. Seed-

lings are of slow growth. Suckers, when they can

be obtained, often grow 5 to 7 feet in a season, but

do no"t bloom so low as the seedling. The tree often

attains the hight of 60 or 70 feet. The wood is use-

ful for many purposes, being tirm and straight

grained. It cannot be excelled for quantity or qual-

ity of honey in the United States. H. A. Davis.
Moretz Mills, N. C, April 20, 1880.

Thanks. Who will furnish us with little

trees? Will the seeds grow, and the trees
thrive in the north?

AN A B C SCHOLAR'S MISHAPS.
You ma

j

- think me like the one you spoke of in

Gleanings w ho had too many stands of bees, but I

want to ask some questions. Did you ever know a

swarm of bees at this time of the year to come out
and go off, leaving honey and brood in the hive? I

had one that did so last week. Where Ihey went I

do not know. I do not think they went in with any
of the rest, for there was no lighting or robbing
that I could detect.

I began on the 11th of May, 1878, by cutting two
trees and transferring into frame hives. I had good
luck and got 3 young swarms, but lost one of the
old ones by moths. I wintered 4 all right. In the

spiing of '79, 1 bourht one, making 5, and increased

to 12 by natural swarming. They were put into the

cellar in Nov., and 5 died, with plenty of honey, and
one has gone somewhere, leaving ti to start with.

Now, will it do to put bees in those hives or not?

I must tell you about the swarm I bought; I

bought it for a full blood Italian coliny, supposing
they would not sting so much as the others, but the
first time I went near them, they "went for" me
lively; so I got my smoker and "went for" them,
and th ,ught I had tamo 1 them, but they are just so

SMOKE MAKING BEES ANGRY, HONEY BOARDS, ETC.

I have 2 colonies of black bees in movable frame
hives. I can open them at any time during the day,

take out the frames and examine them. These
frames are covered with a honey board which rests

on the edge of the hive about \i inch above the top

of the frames. While I'am looking at the frames,

the bees will gather on top of the frames and edge

of hive, but by sliding the board endwise gently

along, they will all crawl out of the way so I cm
close it up quite quickly. Now, I want to ask you
how I can get this mat on; it won't do to lay it right

i on the bees, will it? I have a smoker, but smoke
makes them angry. They fly into the chimney and
stick to the hot side and seem almost frantic. It

takes so much smoke and time too, and as I don't

need to use smoke only to get the mat on, I don't

like to use it for that. There arc no instructions in

ABC about putting it on.

Lizzie H. McClymonds.
Templeton, Armstrong Co., Pa., Apr. 28, 1880.

Your honey board will work nicely, friend
Lizzie, while the hive is new, but when it

gets old and every thing is covered with
propolis, you will find it next to impossible
to use it in the manner you mention. The
mat is to be laid gently right over the bees,
or rather left with one edge attached, so it

can be easily rolled back in place. We often
find bees that we can handle better without
smoke, and that is why I have advised you
never to use a smoker in opening a hive, un-
less you find, by trying, that you are obliged
to use it. It is not often that we find a col-

ony which is made "frantic," as yours are,
simply by smoking them.

GETTING TnE SIMPSON-PLANT SEEDS TO GERMINATE.
I sowed the Simpson honey-plant seeds which you

sent me. in a box on the 24th day of Feb. last, at the

same time when I sowed several other kinds of

seeds in the same way. The other seeds have all

come up including tho "spider plant;" but, al-

though there maybe 93 different and queer weeds
which came up in the Simpson honey-plant box,

there is not one as yet which I can identify as the

Simpson honey-plant. How many months should I

wait for the seeds to germinate? and then how long

should I still wait and let the 131 difierent "queer
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weeds" grow together to see which will have the

"coarse leaf and branching top, with innumerable
little balls, etc.?" Our bees are feasting upon the

fruit blossoms now, and we are looking for a rich

harvest of sweet things soon. I will not say more,
as you never publish anything from Egypt.

Jacob Copeland.
Allendale, 111., April 26, 1880.

It is true, friend C, that the Simpson hon-
ey-plant seeds are a little fastidious. At
first, I failed entirely with all I sowed ; but
the girls got some leaf mold from the woods,
and raised them by the thousands. After
they are up, they have a provoking way of
dying just about the time you think they are
certainly well started. We have failed so
many times that I finally gave a lot of seed
to our market gardener, and he told me a
few days ago that he thought he could fur-
nish me with 10,000 nice plants, for £25,00.

I looked at the plants, and told him I would
give it. Now this lot of plants is growing
on not over 5 square yards of ground ; what
do you think of the profits that a man—ay
or woman either, who is skillful in the plant
business might make? Making seeds grow
is one of the fine arts, friend C.

PLANING SAWS.

Can we not get up a combination saw that will

rip and plane at the same time? It would be the

"trick" for making sections. My plan is to have
part of the teeth rippers and part planers. The rip-

pers should be just a little larger than the planers,

and have no set in them; while the planers should

be a little short, and have a little set. I have no
means of testing it, but if it will "work," I would
like to have one.

THE COUNTER STORE.
I am very much pleased with the counter store.

I find many things that are desirable and that some
of us, at least, can not find in our little country
towns, and other things much cheaper than we can
get them. I think we ought to gi^e you a vote of

thanks.

TINNER'S SHEARS.
And now while we are on that subject, can you

not get us good, cheap, tinner's shears? I have to

carry my tin 1 miles to get it cut.

HAND HOLDS TO HIVES, AN IMPROVEMENT.
I send you by this mail a finger hold as I make

them in my Simplicity hives. I like them better

than yours for two reasons; they look better, I

think, and they are so easily painted. If you like it,

and do not see readily how it is made, I will explain.

M. E. Parker.
Somerset, Ky., May 10, 1880.

The planer saw has not turned out so well
as I expected ; it cuts too slow, and when it

needs sharpening, it is a great deal of work,
and finally requires expensive re-cutting,
before it can be sharpened further. It also
is found impossible to get it to cut stuff to
exactly the same thickness, as do planers.
In spite of all these drawbacks, however,
we find places where ours is quite a saving,
for we can make it do smooth, linished work,
in places a planer could not reach. Your
plan could be tested only by actual experi-
ments.—Nothing can cut up tin rapidly and
neatly like a pair of squaring shears, and
they cost about s:;.5.00

; but I think I can
furnish some tinner's snips, if 1 purchase

them by the gross, for about a dollar.—The
improvement consists in cutting out the
wood below the mortice, on a smooth slo-
ping curve. With a proper cutter the ex-
pense will be only the cutting away of a
little more wood. They will be easier to
paint, and, I presume, less likely to decay,
as they will not hold water from driving
storms as do the old kind.

TONGS AND GLOVES.
Some one has invented "tongs" to lift out frames

with; pwhew! I would as' soon think of putting
gloves on my cat to catch mice with. I recently
overhauled and cleaned out the hives of 40 colonies,

and prepared them for shipment, and did not get
stung once. I used no veil or gloves, and a smoker
but little. How is that for good natured bees?

WINGS FOR BIU'SniNG OFF HEES.
I have never used anything but chicken's wings to

brush bees off the combs, and can't imagine what
could be better.

ROBBERS, —HOW TO GET THEM OUT OF THE HIVE.
My way of getting robbers out of a hive is to open

the top of the hive, and give them a few puffs from
the smoker. The robbers will get out on the double
quick, and the owners will stick to their combs.
Close up then, and close the entrance also so but
one bee can pass. If that does not stop the robbing,
I go at night, and change places with a stronger
swarm.

SURPLUS HONEY; A NOVEL PACKAGE FOR IT.

A few years ago, my brother-in-law, Alfred Broun-
son, was living in Wayland, Allegan Co... Mich. He
procured a hive of bees, and set them on two in-

verted sap troughs, and put in some boxes for sur-

plus. They worked well, but put no honey in the
boxes. On moving the hive the next spring he
found they had stored the sap troughs full.

I think I saw an item somewhere in Gleanings,
stating that Bingham gets honey stored under his

hives, but I can not And it again; and that puts me
in mind that you say only one man finds fault with
leaving out the table of contents. Count me No. 2.

After reading Gleanings over once, I frequently
wish to find some item I have read, and I find it a
big bore, to have to go through from one cover to

the other to find it. Chas. E. McRay.
Canon City, Colorado, May 10, 1880.

I quite agree with you about tongs and
gloves.—The sap trough incident is not only
suggestive of Bingham's plan, but also of
the one given in the English bee book, rec-
ommending that surplus be obtained in
American cheese boxes, set underneath the
old-fashioned straw hives. The honey ob-
tained under the hives, next the ground,
was said to be of extra whiteness and puri-
ty. AVho is going to develop this idea,
and give us "extra, ground-stored, virgin
honey?"

"HOW DOTH THE BUSY BEE IMPROVE EACH
SHINING HOUR !

"

We clip the following from the Bee-Keep-we clip t

2r's Quia*.

:

A Chinese student at Andover wrote in a lady's

album the following version of a well-known poem:
"How doth the little sting-bug
Improve every sixty minutes

All the day.
Go pickec up sting-bug juice

From tiowers just got busted,"
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HOW ANABC SCHOLAR USES THE CHEIROGRAPH.

I am a subscriber to Gleanings, and also an A B
C scholar. I commenced last year with one swarm
and increased to 2, but did not get much honey. I

have a swarm that I traded for in the winter, but
found a few days since that it had no queen. I gave
them brood from my other swarms, which set them
to work nicely. I sent you an order for a cheiro-

graph when I renewed my subscription. The case

was pretty badly jammed when 1 received it, but I

straightened it the best I could and melted it over.

Thirty-five copies is the most I could get from one
impression. I will send you a sample. I read every
word in Gleanings and think a great deal of it.

But I suppose you will be tired of reading before

you get this far. G. P. Ho ward.
Hilliard, O., May, 1880.

Thank you, friend H. We now put up the
cheirograph much more substantially to go
by mail, and if you will send us your bill for
the trouble it has made you, I will pay it.

"With the new ink we send you, I think you
will get 100 impressions without trouble. I
am so much pleased with the specimen of
your work, that I have had our engraver
make an outline of it, for the convenience of
the ''brethren."

BBS HWK^% I

section boxes

VORSALE AT LOWEST CASH PRICES ! ^
, VWV.fi ^— ALSO Jf: ,

k

Ig; . WOOD WOR\<, .<*<£
\Wm done on shoht notice^

"With a little practice, almost any one
should be able to make a pretty and attrac-
tive circular, giving rude pictures of the
goods they have for sale, with prices at-

tached. If prices change add a postscript.
If you cannot draw with a pen, hunt up
some smart boy or girl in the neighborhood
who can. And right here is a new industry
opening for good writers. The pile of let-

ters right before me shows that there are
getting to be a good many of them, of late.

"tinkering" bees to death.

Friend Root:—Please send your price list to John
Waggoner, Franklin Grove, Lee Co., 111. He has a
notion to buy bees by the pound, and queens for

$1.00, to fill bis empty combs, as his bees "gave up
the ghost" this last winter, —tinkered to death in

my estimation, as he was trying to feed them du-
ring the coldest weather we had, disturbing them
every day as long as they lived,—a practice I never
approve of. I never, if I can help it, open a hive
with the thermometer below 40°. My bees (43

stocks) wintered all right, with no loss except one
queen, and I found a strange queen on one of my
alighting boards, balled, which I rescued and intro-

duced into my queenless stock all right. My neigh-
bor lost a swarm that day, and I surmise that the
queen came from them.

spring dwindling.
Many apiarists have lost all their bees this spring;

they starved out, and died off by degrees. They
would crawl out with their abdomen all swollen up,

and flutter and try to fly, but could not, and they
would finally chill and die at the entrance, often a
pint a day, until they were all gone.

I also noticed a large fly which the boys call the

"Devil's darning needle," catching bees on the wing.

They would suck them out in a moment, then drop
them and try it over. It took 12 or 14 bees to satisfy

the one I saw, and my daughter saw many of them
in the middle of the day. The fly is about 2V4 in.

long, with 4 large strong wings, and is very active.

shot guns, versus fountain pumps.
I have read a good deal about fountain pumps as

swarm arresters. Now, I use a breach-loading shot

gun with blank cartridge, and I have never had a

failure with it. Just try it when a swarm tries to

go off. Send a puff of smoke up just ahead of them
or among the foremost ones, and you will see them
turn the other way "mighty sudden." It is the

smoke and not the noise. B. F. Pratt.
Dixon, 111., May IS, 1880.

"WHEN SHALL WE HANG SHEETS OF FDN. IN THE
HIVE?"

On p. 223, of May No., M. Simons, of Brocton, N.

Y., asks the above question. I for one would say,

hang them in as soon as the bees or hives are crowd-

ed for want of room; or, as soon as the outside

sheets arc full of honey, remove them and spread

the brood nest, and hang one or two full sheets (not

over 1 hat number) in between the brood combs. I

have been expeiimentinsr on this same thing. Last

Thursday, May loth. I nung a new sheet of fdn., L.

size, in the centre of a swarm of Italians in a chaff

hi%e, and to-day, May 17th, I examined them, and
found this sheet worked neaily out, and the queen
had it nearly full of eggs. I am so well pleased
with the chafl' hive that I am going to put my bees
into those hives. 1 built one last fall, and put two
swarms into it. They are the black bees, and now
Ihey are storing honey from fruit blossoms in those

one pound sections. I started in the winter with 14

swarms packed in chaff, and they have wintered
nicely. 1 have my bees, frames, section boxes, and
fdn. all in readiness for swarming time.

Harmony, N. Y., May 18, 1880. B. G. Watkins.

CHAFF PACKING.

Bees in this section are generally in good condi-

tion, even those that were wintered on summer
stands without protection. My Italians were win-
tered on 5 frames of sealed honey, contracted by di-

vision board, the space behind the board being filled

with chaff cushions. The covers and second stories

were taken off, and replaced with pieces of old

carpet, and the hives placed in large dry-goods
boxes. The hives were then surrounded by dry
wheat chaff, except a space of 3 by 4 inches, which
was occupied by wooden tubes through which the

bees could pass when necessary. A cover was then
placed upon the box, and the bees permitted to re-

main until the last week in April, when the hives

were taken out. On examining the bees, I found
every frame filled with brood, and hundreds of Ital-

ian drones hatched. I then spread the brood giving

each colony a frame of sealed honey. Thus I con-

tinued to give a frame of honey every two days un-

til the hive was full. My father's bees that were
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wintered without any protection are much weaker
than mine, and no drone eggs deposited as yet.

MISSING QUEENS.
I never had a better chance to Italianize. I intro-

duced an Italian queen to a black colony two weeks
ago. In 7 days, I examined the hive and found her
attending to her motherly duties. But she is now ab-

sent and the bees are starting queen cells. 1 was
very careful when manipulating them, and do not
think I killed her. What is the cause of her ab-

sence? E. J. Hinshaw.
Lynn, Ind., May 15, 1880.

It is quite difficult to say why queens are
suddenly missing, as in the case you men-
tion; if the state of the brood indicated
that she was lost about the time you opened
the hive, it would be fair to presume that
she must have been injured or lost while so
doing. We frequently find queen cells how-
ever, just as you state, without being able
to assign any reason for the queen's absence

;

and, in view of this, they may be regarded,
on the whole, as rather uncertain property,
even when they have the best of care.

$ch§ and %iwhh
THE ALL-ONE-PIECE SECTION; WHO IS THE INVENTOR?

SEE the sections, " all in one piece," are attract-

ing considerable attention, and several parties

are manufacturing and claiming to be the in-

ventors. See my notice in American Bee Journal for

1878, page 17(5, of these boxes. My application for

letters patent on this section is duly filed with the

Commissioner of patents at Washington, and if any
person knows any just cause why they should not be
granted, let him make it known, or for ever after

hold his peace. Thomas T. Delzeu,.
Hersey, Osceola Co., Mich., April 21, 1880.

[After reading this, if one examines the advertise-

ment of Lewis & Parks, and also friend Forncrook's

in the last No., one gets a vidid idea of the rickety

condition of the patent office, and of the utter igno-

rance or indifference on the part of the offiicials, as

to what has been patented or placed on file.]

What causes bees to carry out young brood at

this time? (.Moth worms probably, if there are but

few; if many, it would look as if it was starvation.]

How can you make your bees build straight combs
in frames without fdn? [By having each comb built

between two old ones; but using fdn. is much the

better way.]

Is it safe to put this fdn. which you sent me for

boxes, into brood frames for trial? B. Both.
Fort Alleghany, McKean Co., Pa., May, 1880.

[The thin fdn. that we make for boxes will be more
apt to stretch or bulge; but if a single strip is put

along the top bar of the frame, it will not bulge or

stretch to do any harm.]

IMMOVABLE MOVABLE-COMHS.
The smoker comes in use the most now, for some

of our hives are 5 or 6 years old, and not a frame has

ever been lifted out of them yet. Since we have
had your A B C, however, we are cleaning them out,

although it takes a pretty hard pull to get them.
Fred Juerqens.

Hutchinson, Minn., May 13, 1880.

"HOUSE-KEEPER" WANTED.
I have a colony of bees (last year's) which has lost

its queen. They have honey enough to commence
house-keeping on, if they had a house-keeper. Please

send me a queen, if you can, at once, so that it may
be introduced, and the family resume business

again. If you can't send a queen (Italian), please

return money, and I will look farther.

Canton, O., May 14, 1880. D. A. Arter.
[You should keep better posted, friend D. ; Italian

"house-keepers" are not usually to be had for a dol-

lar, in the month of May. We have plenty of queens
right in the office ready to ship on a minute's notice,

but can't sell them for a dollar so early. I hope you
may save your colony, nevertheless.]

ASPARAGUS AS A HONEY PLANT.

Bees work right well on asparagus. I have dem-
onstrated that to my satisfaction; and, as it blooms
through the entire season, it is a desirable forage

plant, if grown in sufficient quantities.

SUGAR CORN AS A HONEY PLANT.
Last season, I raised some sugar corn, and, as it ri-

pened very early, I tried the experiment of raising

a second crop from seed ripened the same season.

I got it so far matured as to have roasting ears, and
I noticed the bees on it continually, bringing in

both honey and pollen. There is no mistake in this.

RETARDED DEVELOPMENT OF QUEENS.
Dr. A. P. Coulter, of Marissa, 111., stated to the

writer a few days ago, that he had an undoubted
case of a queen's not hatching until the 21st day
from the egg; is this possible? Have you heard, or

do you know, of similar occurrences?

[The matter of retarded development of the larva?

of the bee or queen is a subject just being investi-

gated. Friend Doolittle says that even the egg may
remain for some time in a dormant condition, as it

were, and then hatch out all right. The whole mat-

ter wants investigating.]

SWARMS COMING TO BE TAKEN CARE OF.

You are right in saying that bees will come to a

well conducted apiary, for last August I secured

one colony in that way, and again, yesterday. May
7th, a very powerful colony of hybrids came, and I

have them now on 10 frames of wired fdn., in one of

my new chaff hives. It tilled the lower part nearly

full of bees, and I fear it will test your wired fdn.

severely; but we will see.

WHERE OUR BEES CAME FROM.
My "American Encyclopedia" states (Vol. III. p.

50) that bees were originally imported to this coun-

try, but fail3 to state the time when, or persons by
whom, they were imported.

HOW TO GET RID OF LIVE DRONES.

I notice that there are a great many drones in the

swarm just hived, and, as I wish to rear pure Ital-

ian queens, and have cut out all drone brood in the

few black colonies I have, how shall I get rid of

these fellows? I shall have some nice queens

hatching out shortly, and I want them purely ma-

ted. E. T. Flanagan.
Belleville, St. Clair Co., 111., May, 1880.

[Shake the bees, drones and all, out of the hive,

and then fix over the entrance either wire cloth or

perforated tin that will admit the workers and not

the drones. Do this just at night, and, after the

workers are all in, scoop up the drones and kill

them by immersing in hot water, or in some other

way to give them as quick and paialess a death as

possible.]
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SEVEN-TOP TURNIP.

I sowed a little patch of seven-top turnip, during

the last week of last Aug., but it froze out last win-

ter. I was sorry about it, for I think it splendid for

spring forage. Joe R. Ellis.

New Mansiield, Fayette Co., O., Apr. 29, 1880.

[Seven-top turnip, to live over winter, must be

sown early enough, and on good enough ground, to

make a good strong root the lirst season; otherwise

it will be thrown out by the frost, especially during

such open winters as our last. The same is true of

the Simpson plant. Get them to make as strong a

growth as possible the first season.]

"active" bees.

My bees are very active when they get a chacce to

rob, I assure you. They act as though they were at

a fire, and all depended on haste and numbers. I

feel like boxing them, when I see them at it. They
are gathering pollen very last from the box-elder

trees. S. W. Pierce.

Davenport, Iowa, April 24, 1880.

[I have seen just such bees, friend P., and, if I mis-

take not, a good many of us have seen them too.

After the yield of honey opens, and they get to go-

ing in an honest way, try to keep them so that they

forget all about the disposition to steal, and grow
up straightforward, industrious, "honest" bees.

You probably know about that little story, that

ends with a "pound of cure."]

BORROWING JOURNALS.

Mr. Root: — You advise economy, and I have been

practicing it, possibly in a way you would not ad-

vise; viz., borrowing Gleanings from our friend,

J. H. Montgomery. David Strong.
Lincoln, Tenn., May 4, 1880.

LI recommend just that kind of economy, friend

S., with just one proviso; and that is, that you do

not in the least, in any way, trespass on the good na-

ture of your neighbor. It is very annoying to have

one's journal gone just at the very minute he wants

it, and I hope you will take good care that such is

never the case with any thing you have borrowed.

I am glad, for my part, to have every number read

by as many people as care to read it.]

GLASS CUTTERS.

I have used one of those cheap glass cutters for 5

years, and it has done well till the other day, when it

utterly refused to take hold; so you see I want
another. I hope those thieves whom you delight (?)

to call "brothers" (?) will let this letter pass un-

broken. G. W. Demaree.
Christiansburg, Ky., May 4, 1880.

[They are units in the great stream of humanity,

friend D., and as such I call them brothers; but

while I love the sinners, I detest the sin as much as

any of you, I assure you; and I am just as anxious

to have them arrested, not only for our good, but as

a kindness to the thieves themselves.]

How would it do to use wire only one way for sep-

arators? I don't see why it would not do as well as

wire cloth. You could stretch the wire very tight

in the place of the tin. Rowland White.
Grand Rapids, Wood Co., Ohio, May 11, 1880.

[The wires would spring aside and be easily in-

jured, unless they were supported and braced by a

few wires woven crosswise. Besides we could not

use a wire near as light, if it were not woven into

cloth. I have made application to several wire cloth

factories, but none of them will undertake to weave
just what is wanted. After we get over our busy
season, Mr. Gray and I propose to try our hands at a

loom to weave wire cloth separators.]

BEEwanted! tiie man who stole "that 'ere'
gleanings.

I received Gleanings, and also catalogue; but woe
to the man who took it from my office before I had
hardly glanced at it ! Will you be kind enough to

send me another? W. D. Sclionten, P. M.
New Holland, Ind , May .">, 1880.

The bee business is "booming" here in our part of

Ind. Bees have been swarming already. There are

more orders for queens f his season than ever before.

Owen, Ind., May ii, 1880. J. Long.

LAZY MAN S BEE (ANDY.
To 4 parts sugar, add 1 part flour; mix with a lit-

tle water, just as the cook kneads her dough, just as

stiff as possible; pack into section boxes or trays

laid on paper for a bottom, and set in a dry place till

hard enough to handle. I have tried this candy
thoroughly, and it is as good as one could wish, and
is next to no trouble.

CLIMATIC CORNER.
I would like to seeacornerinGLEANiNGS like this:

Shelby County. Ky., Feb. 27th, elm and willow

blooming; March 22d, peaches blooming; 24th,

plums blooming; 26th, dandelions and cherries;

April 9th, gooseberries; 18th, sugar maple; 22d, ap-

ples, red bud, and dogwood; May 4, first white clo-

ver. This would give a general idea of our climate,

etc. G. W. D.

Christiansburg, Ky., May, 1880.

[Thanks, friend D., but, after making some of

your candy, before it got dry, it soured and rose up
like biscuit. Perhaps our girls did not get the pro-

portions right, or it may have been too warm weath-
er. I agree with you, that the bees eat it readily.]

HOW TO IMPORT QUEENS.
Please to tell me, through Gleanings, or send me

the No. in which it is told, how queens can be im-

ported and the expense? I see that a firm in Italy

advertises them in Gleanings at $2.00; whereas
you and others charge from $5.00 to $10.00 for them.

Can it cost $2.00 each to import them? Even an A B
C scholar would like to import, if such a saving can
be made. Can't they come by mail? I have searched

through ABC, but find nothing. C. B. Curtis.

Selma, Ala., May 15, 1880.

[Much has been said in back volumes in regard to

importing. Unless you import in large lots, say

from 25 to 50, it will likely cost you over $2.00 each to

import. Some of ours, last season, where nearly all

of them were dead, cost us 4 times that amount. It

is next to impossible to have them come by mail,

for they often die when sent in the little importing

hives by express. The matter is very simple; get a

foreign check, and send for the number you wish.

It will be better to have some body receive them in

New York, and forward them without any delay.

At present, I know of no forwarding house there, I

should want to recommend. Tf you will read last

year's journals, you will get an idea of the difficul-

ties in the business. I know, my prices are high;

but, after making good those that die, don't lay, &c,
I feel quite willing to let somebody else undertake

it. None can be got here, as a general thing, before

June; hence the high prices before that month.]
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KED BUD. SEE PAGE 220.

Friend Runt: —I think the red bud will grow and
bloom in Ohio. It grows here, and in Kansas, Mis-

souri, and Iowa, very plentifully, along the streams

and bluffs. It is not a large tree here, but a large

shrub. It blooms In 4 or 5 years. 1 will furnish any
reader of Gleanings with seed, who will send me
his address and a stamp to pay postage. The seed

is ripe in September. Postage is one cent per oz.

No one will want more than 3 oz., unless he raises

trees to sell. James Boston.
Cincinnati, Neb., May 13, 1880.

ROBBER BEES; HOW TO DISGUST THEM.

Here is something good, for I have tested it, and
will warrant it to do what I say. Take some coal

tar and spirits of turpentine, mixed, and it will stop

the worst case of robbing I over saw, in ten min-
utes. Take a brush and put a little around the en-

trances. It is fun to see them go home like a

whipped dog. Tbe bees that belong there will go
on about their work.

SAFFRON AS A HONEY PLANT.
I have never seen saffron mentioned as a honey

plant. I had a few stalks in the garden, and they

were covered with bees. Fayette Lee.
Cokato, Wright Co., Minn., May 9, 1880.

[Strong odors will sometimes drive robbers away,
and it has been said that when a bee comes home
smelling badly, he will be driven out or killed. I

have never been able to verify the latter.]

BEE-KEEPERS AND BEE-LOSERS.

Some time last year, I purchased a Simplicity hive

with the bees. I left them on the summer stand

through the winter, and fed them with A coffee

sugar. They did well. In April, two swarms issued

within a week of each other. The first, I hived; the

second went back to the old hive 4 times, and at last

to the woods. I took the mat off the old swarm for

them to go to work in the upper story, but as yet

they have not done anything. I find a few dead
bees in front of the hive every day. Please tell me
what to do, as I am anxious to get a start in bee cul-

ture. The weather is very fine, and it looks as

though bees should gather honey by this time.

Hillsboro, Miss., May 12, '80. II. W. Abraham.
[Friend A., when you fed your bees A sugar, and

built them up, you were a bee-keeper, and a pretty

good one, I should judge; but, when you left the

mat on until they got so full that they had to swarm,
you were not a very good one. Neither were you
when you hived the swarms without giving them a

frame from the old hive to start with. After two
swarms had gone out, you removed the mat, but it

was not at all strange that they would not go into

the upper story after being twice weakened by
swarming. Do you not see that your feeding, with-

out keeping a careful watch on the inside, was what
made most of your trouble?]

BLUE THISTLE, CANADA THISTLE, ETC.

I desire not to be hasty, but I may say that, for

about 22 years, I have had an unsuccessful fight

with Canada thistles. At the present, the odds are

in their favor. I can cripple them, but they are the

possessors of the soil; hence I dread the name this-

tle. You should know that you are not the only

medium through which blue thistle may be ob-

tained. Now I notice there are some who speak of

blue thi3tlc as not only harmless, but useful as a

manure. Well, there is nothing and nobody in this

world so bad that they have no friends. A thistle

that grows everywhere and in every manner of
crop must be a nuisance and a pest.

Relmont, Can., May 16, 1880, S. T. Pettit.

[If I am correct, the blue thistle dies root and
branch, after the second year; if such is the case, it

is in no respect anything like the Canada thistle. A
few of the plants are now in our garden, but I fear
they have all died from the dry weather, in spite of
all we can do in the way of watering, shading, etc.

That does not look like Canada thistle very much;
does it, friend P. ?]

PRETTY GOOD FOR AN A B C SCHOLAR.
I have got through transferring 13 boxes of bees,

all in good condition now. I did not lose any
through the winter. I transferred 3 box hives for a
neighbor on Thursday, the 6th, just in the close of
apple bloom. They were very strong. One of the
boxes threw off a good swarm on the next Monday,
which was just 4 days from transferring. Can you
beat that? A. H. Duff.
Flat Ridge, O., May 13, 1880.

I am a beginner, this spring, in bee-keeping. I

bought 3 stocks for $14.50. They are black bees.

One is in a box hive, and I am going to transfer
when swarming time comes. Bees are very forward
this spring. My box hive is very full of bees, and
they are clustering out to-day. I was in Toledo yes-
terday, and saw some honey for sale at 18c per lb.

It was black and uneven comb, and all candied. If

prices are accordingly high all summer, I think I

will do well. J. c. Webb.
Le Moyne, Wood Co., O., May 8, 18S0.

KING BIRDS OR BEE martins.
I beg permission to speak a few words of a certain

bird, known in the South as the "bee martin," but
commonly called in the North, the "king bird."

This bird has proved a dangerous enemy to South-
ern bee-keeping, and has often caused mischief in

the apiaries of Hawkinsville, by destroying the
virgin queens on their bridal tour. When killed or
captured, the bird can be identified by a small bunch
of bright yellow feathers on the top of the head,
which, though hidden from view, can be readily
seen by turning the feathers in the opposite direc-

tion. I have observed that this bird is as common
in the North as in the South, and deem it expedient
that you warn your readers against it and recommend
its destruction, as far as possible. As one of the
boy bee-keepers, I am,— Chas. R. Mitchell.
Hawkinsville, Ga., May 17, 1880.

AN A B C SCHOLAR'S FIRST TRANSFERRING.
Here I am again. I transferred one of my stocks

of bees the other day,—put them in movable frames.
It was the first I ever transferred, but I succeeded.
It is quite a strong swarm, but it contains no queen,
brood or eggs. I tried to get brood or eggs out of

the other colony, but was compelled to abandon the
attempt. It is impossible to get brood from a box
hive. Aug. Tigges.
Marathon City, Wis., May 7, 18K0.

[Since you succeeded so well, friend T., why did

you not go right on and transfer some more, and
then you would have brood? You surely could
get enough from a box hive to enable them to rear

a queen, could you not?]
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Happy is the man that findeth wisdom, and the
man that getteth understanding.—Prov. iii. 13.

Please, my friends, will you make out your or-

ders in accordance with the price list? Remember
the clerks to whom your letters go, have these con-

stantly before them, and, in asking for things, if you
use the same terms there used, there will hardly be
a possibility of a mistake.

I do not see but that I shall have to keep on com-
plaining; packages of queens and other things are

coming almost daily without the name of the sender
on them. Will you please be kind enough my
friends, for your own sake as well as ours, to mark
your name and address plainly on every thing you
send. If you send me papers, please mark plainly

the passage you wish me to read. Remember, these
things come so many together that I have but a lit-

tle time to bestow on each, and I do not wish to

seem neglectful of any thing you may be so kind as

to send me.

WOODEN BUCKETS AS A SURPLUS HONEY RECEPTACLE.
An enterprising patent-hive man claims a patent

on the idea of inverting a common wooden pail over
a box hive, that he may have not only a pail-ful of
honey, but also a package absolutely free from drip;

if the pail holds water, it will of course hold honey,
and then you have the bail to carry it by. Where
honey is very cheap, it may answer a good purpose;
but the queen would be almost certain to make her
way into a common sized pail. The half-size wooden
buckets on our 10c counter, being smaller, would be
less liable to this objection. Neat wooden covers
would be desirable, and there would be no difficulty

in making them cheaply. A Simplicity hive could
easily be arranged to take 6 of these small buckets
at once. Of course, the idea of a patent on any such
arrangement is absurd.

— » m »
A Dilemma.— One neighbor handed another a dol-

lar, asking him to send for a smoker. For accom-
modation's sake, our friend took the dollar and sent
it, and it was lost. When informed of the facts,

knowing that the want of a smoker is often far more
than the value of It, I 3ent one for half price. The
neighbor who so kindly sent the money could not
well pay the half price, for the whole matter was of
no sort of profit to himself, as he did it all solely to

accommodate. It was no profit to me, for I fur-
nished the smoker without receiving a copper. I

asked the sender of the letter to present the case to
his neighbor, and ask him if he thought T should not
have at least something for my smoker. Here is

his reply:

Inclosed find 50 c. , which credit to my account for smoker, for
which I now have no compensation whatever. The party I or-
dered the smoker for says he will not give one cent more than
what he gave me, and which I sent to your address, and it shall
be the last man that I will accommodate in that way.
Rogersville, O. . May 2J, 1880. Dr. H. J. Peteks.

Now, shall I let friend P. lose it all? in fact, shall I

let him lose anything for trying to accommodate
both myself and his neighbor? Shall I, on the other
hand, lose it all myself when I was trying my best to

do my unlucky friends a kindness? Did I do wrong
in sending a smoker without first getting the money?
If I had not sent any, how would friend P. and his

neighbor have settled it?

^ it i ^
Much trouble has come from exorbitant charges

that might have been saved by a little forethought
or consideration. Packages of 1 lb. or less, if maila-

ble, are usually cheaper by mail than by express.

Anything too heavy to go by mail must go by ex-

press or freight, but, as a general rule, I would not
send anything by express that weighs more than
about 25 lbs. Packages of 500 sections are often

ordered by express, but as they weigh about 50 lbs.,

our customer is almost sure to be indignant at the

charges, and sometimes refuses to take them. On
this account, we have been in the habit of disobey-

ing orders, and sending goods by freight; and we
generally get thanks for it when the matter is ex-

plained. Occasionally, however, we have a custom-
er who knows about it, and expects to pay a large

price, but wants the goods in a hurry. In such
cases, we get severely censured for not obeying
orders. The most of our customers are not ac-

quainted with the difference between express and
freight, and we therefore oftenest hit their wishes,

by using our own judgment in the way goods are to

be sent. Some may say we should obey orders any
way; a few days ago a woman ordered 500 sections

by mail; the postage would have cost her twice their

value. Now one line from you would often save

both of us much trouble; say like this: "Send
cheapest way;" or "I know express charges will be
fearful, but I am in a hurry;" or "I am aware of

the amount of postage it will take, but we have no
express office near." Do you not see how this will

help? I am bearing a great many of these burdens
from misunderstanding, and I am willing to bear
more, but will you not help me a little in the ways I

have mentioned?

OBITUARY.

We are pained to hear of the death of an old

friend and contributor to Gleanings, Rufus Mor-
gan, of Bernardo, San Diego Co., Cal. ; formerly of

Raleigh, N. C. W. A. Pryal writes, "He was but a

new comer to this state (Cal.) and his untimely
death has cast a gloom over the bee-keepers of this

section." Mr. Morgan has been widely and favora-

bly known for many years.

Since writing the above we have received, from R.

C. Taylor, the following, evidently clipped from aN.
C. paper

:

death of rufus morgan.

We were greatly shocked on Monday by receiving
the sad intelligence of the sudden death of Rufus
Morgan, at Bernardo, San Diego Co., Cat., on the 5th
instant. He died from eating poisonous mushrooms.
Cut down in the bloom of his days, in the full vigor
of his manhood, ere the sun of his existence had
reached its meridian; just as his plans for a useful
and prosperous life were developing themselves
most nopefully; he leaves a widow and two infant
children to mourn their irreparable loss. His ener-
gy and enterprise led him to seek an El Dorado in
that far off region; he found an untimely grave,
far from his home and friends, and was buried by
stangers. Such is the vanity of human expecta-
tions! Mr. Morgan was well known, and greatly be-
loved in this section of the state, and many well ex-
claim "Alas, my brother!"—Signal.
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For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and
whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it.

—Matt. xxvi. 25.

k
EAR BROTHER:—While on a visit a few days

ago, I saw for the first time your bee journal,

and was very much impressed from what I

read in it to write you a letter. The Home Depart-

ment contained things "new and old," yet each in a

manner unusually impressive. I was struck dumb,
alarmed, interested, and very much agitated, while

a keen sense of remorse stung my soul. I have
been a professor of religion for over 12 years; am
now 32 years old; yet the whole time seemed to me
to be lost. As I read those wonderful things in

your journal, I exclaimed, "Where am I?" Now, my
dear brother, I feel that I can place confidence in

you, although I have never seen you. I am a min-
ister of the gospel, an editor of two papers, and
have other business on hand. One paper is a relig-

ious monthly journal devoted to the defense of the

Rible and Christianity, and is one year and two
months old. The other is a weekly local newspa-
per about 00 days old. I have a partner who does

the work with other hands. He is a member of the

church also. We are both energetic, young, con-

scientious, and honest; yet we are going behind ev-

ery week. I am restless and uneasy over the state

of our business. I do not feel happy in the minis-

try. I once had no other calling, but could not keep
my family up by it. During those days, my cry

went up continually for a nearness to God, and for

help to continue to trust God for all needed good.

I came out in debt, and sought the printing busi-

ness, having been impressed previously, as I be-

lieved, that a journal for the defense of truth and
religion ought to be published. I had not a dollar

to commence on, but prayed for the means if it was
God's will. God caused one of my brothers to get

rich very suddenly, and he gave me the means. I at

once commenced the publication of ,

believing God had called me to that work. The cir-

culation has not reached what I expected it would
by the close of the first volume. I am in debt with

it, or rather it has caused rne to get in debt. I can
not see my way out. I can not stop it without dis-

grace, and could not pay the money back to those

who subscribed. The weekly does not pay, but will

pay if I devote it to the interests of a political par-

ty. This, I am afraid to do. And, in despair, I cry

out, what shall 1 do? I have made but little prog-

ress religiously. I am too busy to study any, my
library is dusty, my soul is lean, my purse is flat,

and I am miserable.

I send you a copy of our religious paper; read it,

and pass judgment on it. Do not fear to express

yourself just as you feel impressed. I want you to

write me a letter. Do not by any means publish

this letter or my name. This is equal to a dying

man's request; please regard it. If you have not

time now to answer me, lay it by until you have, or

I will pay you for your time and all expenses of

writing. Don't mistake me; I know what religion

is; I have tasted of the heavenly gift. I am ;i Cum-
berland Presbyterian. If it meets your approba-

tion, send us your journal in exchange for the
. Pray for me. O how I need help I

May God bless you in your labors. I believe you

are on the right track. Anything will be accepted

from you in the way of advice. Should I never hear

from you, nor see you, still remember me.
Yours in hope of endless life. X. Y. Z.

May God grant, my poor friend, that I

may be able to give yon safe advice in this
your dire extremity, as indeed I know it

must be from what experience I have had in

business troubles. I have read your letter

several times, and I have thought abont it,

and prayed about it, and for you. I have
looked over your paper too. I presume you
are aware that my line of work is a little out
of the general one, even in religious matters.
It seems to me your paper, and, 1 fear, your
sermons, are too cold and distant. I do not,
in any place, find in it the warm-hearted
kindness and friendliness that I rind in the
letter you have written to me ; in the latter,

you yourself come out strongly and honest-
ly. I read the letter to my wife, and her
heart warmed toward you in an instant, and
she asked to see the paper. Here is my
advice:

Get down out of your pulpit, and talk to
your people as you have talked to me.
Leave out those fine articles on doctrine, in
your paper, and write such a letter as you
have written to me. Go to every one you
owe, and tell them the whole truth, and
throw yourself on their mercy. You have
no right to take their money, but you have
a right to ask them to forgive you for the
mistake you have made, and to try to over-
look the wrong you have done them. Be
honest, true, straightforward ; if your cred-
itors will take it, give them everything you
have in the world, even to your clothing.
Hand it all over as faithfully and complete-
ly, as if you expected to be struck down
dead, as were Ananias and Sapphira. Let
it all go; then you can trust God as do the
fowls of the air, and then shall you have joy
and peace to your soul. I know this is

strong, but you are a minister of the gospel,
and if you turn your back or try to flee these
things, it will be heralded far and wide.
Do not, my brother, O, I pray you, fail to

face the situation fearlessly and bravely.
Go down on your knees, if need be, to ask
forgiveness of those you have wronged, but
do it honestly and squarely, like a man. If
you are getting deeper in debt every day, as
you are, stop your paper at once, both of
them. Send out one more number to make
your confession and ask forgiveness, and
then do not issue another number, with oth-
er people's money. Trust God, and fear not.

Your opening editorial in the number you
sent me indicates to me that you do not
trust God and your fellow men. When you
are serving God and your fellow men, they
will come forward eagerly, and give you all

the help you need. I know they give me far
more than I deserve.

I some way feel as if I must say a word to
your wife. Much depends on her. If you
nave children, all the better, you can trust
God more. You are now just where von
can work hard, and be happy,—happier than
you have ever been in your life, if you will
only take up this cross that lies before you.
You speak of disgrace ; there is disgrace in
going ahead ont day under false colors, but
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there is none in turning about at once. Go
right up boldly, with God by your side, and
tell the plain truth to every one yott owe.
Then come clown to a life of close frugality.

Give up all expensive habits, and, if it is

God's will, earn every copper you have by
the sweat of your face. Pay cash for every-
thing. Do not get in debt to the amount of
one cent. If you can not pay for what you
want, go without it. If you or yours get
hungry, in doing this, ask God for your dai-

ly bread in truth and earnestness, and it will

come as surely as the sun will rise day by
day in the east. You say, do not by any
means publish your letter. I would not
think of asking for the letter with your
name attached, but, my friend, I want that
letter more than any one from among the
hundreds I have on the same subject. I do
not know what sermons you have preached,
but I do know this one will reach hearts
without number. I will omit every thing
that may, even remotely, hint as to your abi-
ding place. If God guided me in choosing
words in the Gleanings you have seen, he
has probably guided me in the words I have
written. Do not turn away from them, and
take words of worldly wisdom, and try to
save a part of your worldly possessions.
The world may call it saving, but contrast
it with treasures laid up in heaven. " Heav-
en and earth shall pass away," but God's
promises, never. One way is safety, and
the other is ruin. Listen not to the voice of
the tempter. There is not one of your cred-
itors who will not stand up for you as they
would for a friend, if you do as I have said.

I know business customs, and I know busi-
ness men. You are, perhaps, now before
the cannon's mouth of public opinion, but,
O my brother, face it fearlessly with God by
your side. Into his hands I commend you,
thanking you once more for the compliment
you have payed me, in coming to me as you
have. I know what it is to be tempted.

My Dear Brother in Christ :—Your reply to my let-

ter came to hand in due time, and was read by my-
self carefully and prayerfully. You will forgive me
for not answering it before ; yet really, I have not

had time, when at home, to think of much else but
business, and have been away from home so much,
since your letter came, that, in part, it was lost

sight of. I was shocked at your letter, or rather its

strong measures for my adoption. Not because you
failed, or because it did not seem wise, but on ac-

count of the contrast between the spirit of your let-

ter, and my spiritual standing, or state of mind. I

fear I could never be educated up to such a state of

mind. I am too proud spirited to entertain such an
opinion. This pride I am not proud of, but it is

mine,—it is my enemy. Times without number,
have I called upon God to deliver me from it, yet it

remains. I do not lny the blame to God, but to my-
self. Yet I do not. understand it. lam convinced
that your advice would, if adopted, bring about a

change for my good and the glory of God. But
without the grace of God, I can not act in accord-

ance with it; I mean more abundant grace. I have
disposed of one of my papers, but still hold on to

the . In this disposal, I have greatly bet-

tered my condition financially, and have done it too,

with credit to myself and business. But how, and
when to let the go, I know not; yet for

the glory of God, I will do so when the way is

opened. I love your ideas of religion and its effect,

and very much appreciate your kind Christ-lik« let-

ter; but, O my dear brother, I have not religion

enough or humility enough to carry out its strong

measures as yet. It would do my soul good to see

you, and let you know how helpless I am. lama
mystery to myself. God knows how deeply I feel

the force of your advice, and how I long and cry for

freedom. Yea, He knows my unspeakable sorrow,

and hears the groans my poor soul sends forth for

mercy and liberty. Yet I am sad and bound in iron

and in chains.

I have a believing wife and three living children;

am 33 years <^f age (nearly), and full of energy, am-
bition, and pride. I sometimes feel as if I were lost

in bewilderment, discouragement, and doubt, -

doubt akin to infidelity. Yet 1 hope. Oh, if it were
not for hope, surely I would be lost. Not far off in

the future, I am to become a wise and better man,
or plunge into eternal ruin. This, I feel, is a sure

thing. May it be the latter. Death, it appears to

me, would be a sweet release, or relief, from the

strange responsibilities and troubles now resting on
me. But my dear, my sweet little family ! they call

me to stay. May the eternal Father, bless you and
yours, is my prayer.

I have no objections to your publishing my letter'

if you can do so without giving any idea of who, or

where I am, provided you feel it will be of any good
to others, or for the praise of God. I do not expect

you to answer this letter, for I know how you are

rushed with business. You may never hear from
me again, but I shall ever hold you in high estima-

tion. I hope to meet you at the judgement, if sure-

ly there is to be one, when time is no more. Re-
member me to your wife especially. Pray for me;
though it be my last words forever, pray for me.

Yours in hope. X. Y. Z.

My friends, you have in the above a little

sketch of one human life ; the tortured cry
from one immortal soul, who sees where he
stands, and who though a minister of the
Gospel feels himself helpless to break that
chain of pride that Satan has woven about
him. Many of you can perhaps see how he
magnifies the trial it would be for him to
give up all. In thinking of it, I am forcibly
reminded of an illustration I have heard.
A man went down into a dark well by a
rope. In fastening it before going down,
he calculated that it reached the bottom
without doubt; but, after sliding down to
the end, he discovered to his consternation
that he neither touched bottom nor the wat-
er. He tried in vain to find a foot hold on
which he might rest ; in despair, he attempt-
ed to climb up again ; his strength was too
far gone. When he could hold on no longer,
he commended his soul to God, and went
down in the darkness. To his great sur-
prise and joy, he only dropped one foot and
struck on solid ground. It is so in trusting
God ; we think our life will be lost; that we
shall have to give up every thing we hold
most dear; but, when we resolutely face the
great ordeal, and put our whole lives in
God's hands, to our surprise, we are not
hurt at all, and have in reality lost nothing
that would make us happy in this world.
As I told you in the Growlery for this num-
ber, it will not do to make calculations on
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this, for you must really cast yourself into
God's hands, soul and body

; you must say
thy will be done, and do it, whatever the
cost, and then shall you have rest ; then will
life be satisfying.

Friend Hoot: — I see your method of prayer is sim-

ilar to that of Fred Douglas, as he used to give it in

his lectures. He said that, when a slave, he prayed
for freedom with his lips a great deal, but that his

prayer was never answered until he began to pray
with his legs. So I suppose your prayers with your
lips in secret, have to be supplemented by your
Home Papers, to be "read of all men," in order to

insure fruition. Stephen Young.
Memphis, Mo., May 5, 1880.

To the first part of your proposition, I
should most certainly assent, friend Y.
Have I not urged, over and over again, with
all the energy I possess, that God can not,
from the very nature or things, answer the

Erayer of a lazy man? Do you not remem-
er about the man who prayed that God

would take care of his sheep, but that, in
spite of his prayers, they all starved to death?
The story was related to me by a saloon
keeper, as an Bvidence of the futility of pray-
ing to God when we are in trouble. Does
not the story itself bear the stamp of an ab-
surdity, on the face of it? If the man sat
lazily by the stove, instead of facing the
storm to do his duty by his Mocks, could any
thing he uttered, in reality, be a prayer at
all? Do you not recall how earnestly I have
insisted that, if you wished*your prayers ans-
wered, you should not only be working early
and late to do every thing you possibly could
do yourself, but that your whole life should
be literally in God's hands? that you be
in an attitude, every minute, to take up or
lay down anything in life, for His sake?
that you not only have no cherished pur-
pose of sin, but that the very minute you
discover you have been in the least acting
selfishly, you give up and yield, and root out
the evil, at whatever cost? Those who ex-
pect that God is going to listen to their
pleadings should be praying not only with
their legs, as you express it, but with their
hands and brains too ; and, in short, with
every fiber of their whole being. Do you
say that anybody who does this will succeed
without praying? lie may succeed in mak-
ing money, it is true ; but will he succeed
in gaining the highest happiness, and in
benetitting and helping his fellow men, as a
child of God is sure to do? Praying alone
does not avail, any more than does working
alone ; but the two carried along right to-

gether may move the universe.
In regard to your second point; it mny be

that the friend who sent W. O. the 1800.00
had seen Gleanings; of this I do not
know. I only know that the idea had not
occurred to me, until you mentioned it.

God uses natural means to bring about these
things, without question. I certainly am
not sharp enough, or shrewd enough to lay
plans that shall bring about all these results,

even were I disposed so to do. It was once
suggested to Muller, that the publication of
his book was the secret of the sums of mon-
ey pouring in to him for the purpose of con-
structing asylums, and, to test the matter,

the book was withheld for a considerable
period of time. It made no difference. The
money came right along in answer to prayer,
just as before. Friend Y., you know, as
we all know, that the man who honestly prays
daily, ''Create in me a new heart, (") God,
and renew a right spirit within me," at the
same time that he deals his "best licks

1 '

right and left for the accomplishment of
some purpose, which he feels both God and
his fellow men will approve, will succeed as
one who is selfish, designing, and intrigu-
ing cannot possibly do. The difficulty is

that you will have it that the prayers are
empty words, and not real and sincere. You
cannot conceive of a human being who real-
ly has enough downright honesty and sin-

cerity of purpose, to be in earnest, in such a
work. How often we hear it said, "There
are no such men ; " and " Humanity is pret-
ty much the same, the world over;" and
such like expressions. You doubt God, and,
in the same line, you also doubt human pro-
fessions of godliness. What a beautiful
thing is a loving faith in humanity,—a faith
that nothing can shake or change! It is akin
to that faith and trust in God which holds
out, no matter what may be the trials or cir-

cumstances. I think I can illustrate it.

If you will look back to page 459 of the
Nov. No., for last year, you will see that I
gave our young friend B. another imported
queen, in place of the one. he lost. Well,
here is a postal in regard to that queen

:

Friend Root:— To-day I send you seven bees from
the imported queen I had of you. Five are the

darkest, and two the lightest she produces. Please

examine, and if you pronounce them three-banded

bees, I'll be a happy boy. Now please let me know
right off, for I want to start queen cells from her,

if she is all right. Good wishes. O. F. Bowen.
Randolph, N. Y., March 23, 1880.

The bees sent were, some of them at least,

little, if any, better than pure black bees. If
our friend has been careful ami there is no
mistake, we have at length an imported
queen that produces not only hybrids, but
black bees. I hardly know what to make of
it. As it is the first case of the kind I have
ever met, I am inclined to think somebody
has made a mistake. I cannot think it pos-
sible that we have, for the queen was ship-
ped just as she came out of the shipping
box. I know nothing about friend B.; I
never saw him, and have hardly heard from
him, except in the few letters I have given
from him. How do I know he is neither
dishonest nor careless? Perhaps I cannot tell

you, but I will try. I believe him to be a
child of God, and, as such, I would not be at
all afraid to trust him with every cent I

have in the world. I would feel perfectly
easy in giving him my pocket book, without
knowing what it contained, and I sent him
another queen at once, without charge, even
though my losses on imported queens have
been so heavy. Suppose he has made a mis-
take of some kind like the friend on page
2fi4? Well, if he has, it does not trouble me.
If it is my loss, it is his gain, and God will
certainly take care or us both, and make all

right that is not right. Are there no others
among you in whom I can feel this trust and
confidence? 1 am glad to say there are a
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great many, and the number seems to be in-

creasing every day. Now do not imagine
I am doing business in a loose and slipshod
way, because I have said this. I am one of
the "fiercest" fellows on a dun, you ever saw,
and the way I go over and look at every
thing, insisting on even the last copper, in a
trade, might look a little inconsistent to

some of you. Here is a card from friend B.
after he got his last queen

:

The queen received, introduced, and laying. I

feel my unworthiness of such great kindness keenly.

I could not send out queens known to be bred from
an impure mother. The tears would trickle down on

the pillow last night, while thinking of nil your

kindness to me. I owe several debts, and have

only $1.50 at present, but if you will tell me how
much you candidly think I ought to pay you, I'll try

to get it for you. May you prosper in all you un.

dertake. Truly yours,— O. F. Bowen.
Kandolph, N. Y., May 10, 1880.

Nothing, friend 13. It is all paid. I can
feel this confidence and trust in my fellow-
men, when I can feel, in the language of our
opening text, that their lives have once been
lost, for our Savior's sake, and that they
henceforth, as far as a greed for gain is con-
cerned, shall be as anxious for my welfare
as for their own,—lost for evil, but found
for all that is good.
Since writing the above, the following has

come to hand

:

Your card is received, offering to bear half the loss

of the queens sent me about April 14th. I am very

m uch obliged to you indeed, for the kind offer, but

cannot accept it, as I do not believe I would be doing

justice to you or myself either (more injustice to

myself than to you) to do so. I believe 1 said explic-

itly I did not bl.froe you for the loss sustained.

J-'hould I accept your offer. I should feel conscious

that I had taken your property without compensa-

tion.

Fifteen years of laborious practice of my chosen

profession, I believe, has enabled me to feel much
of the desire you have to please your customers,

and also the willingness to suffer loss rather than

incur the displeasure of those with whom you deal.

I cannot believe that anything happens to me, but

that all that befalls me is ordered by our Father in

heaven for our highest benefit ; and I hope to live

until all that I do shall be done for the glory of God,

and that Christ shall be to me all in all.

Fraternally yours, —
Enoch s. Arwine.

Bean Blossom, Ind., May 21, 1880.

Where this spirit prevails, my friends, not
only will unkind words cease, but unkind
thoughts, even, will be unknown.

On page 83 of February No , I told you it

seemed to me I would be perfectly happy if

I could say to all the boys and girls who
come thronging to me for work, that I could
give them a place, etc. I talked with my
wife about it, and told her it seemed as if

God was sending them to me that, while
giving them something to do, I might, at the
same time, give them of the bread of life.

Well, for many days, and even weeks, it was
a continual subject of prayer, that God
would send the work, that I might not be
obliged continually to send these young

folks away in disappointment. I had prayed
so long about it that I finally felt, as I often
do, that an answer of some kind was surely
coming. I once before told you that ear-
nest, honest prayer, for something not self-

ish, seemed to me like 'piling fuel under the
boiler of a steam-engine. No immediate ef-

fect is at once perceptible ; but prayers day
after day, for something which, we are sure,
meets God's approval (now, bear in mind
that I mean earnest, hard work with hands
and brain right along with it, to show God,
as it were, that you are in earnest) is sure to
bring forth a result sooner or later. Up to
nearly the first of May our trade in hives,
etc., was not up to the average of other
years. So true was this, that Mr. Gray re-
marked that we should probably get along
without as many hands as we had last year,
and without working over hours, especially
as our machinery was so much improved
over previous years. Finally the apple-
bloom came out with an unexpected flow of
honey, and the yield seemed to be general
all over our land. As a consequence, our
friends discovered, all at once, that they
wanted hives and sections ; and, as many
swarms came out in apple-bloom, they want-
ed them right off. A great many apologies
were sent for waiting until they were just
ready to use the hives, etc., but each one
seemed to think himself probably the only
one who had been so careless. Hands were
called in a twinkling, the engineer got up
before daylight,

%
the furnace under the boiler

was urged by coal and shavings up to a fierce

heat, and kept there all day long, while
every machine in the establishment was set
going, and the roar and din of swarming
season commenced in good earnest. More
clerks were hired, additions were made to
the desks, and when all could not be ac-
commodated then, even my private office

was given up, and we determined at least
to give prompt and courteous answers to all

customers, if we could do no more. Realiz-
ing the dangers that would ensue from get-
ting out of lumber, metals, or any raw mate-
rials, I kept one girl almost constantly writ-
ing postal cards for supplies. Car loads of
lumber, coal, and tin came down upon us in
such haste that we could hardly find time
and men to unload them. Wax, glass, pa-
per, twine, nails, hoop iron, enameled cloth,

and everything that I could remember of
ever having had to wait for. were ordered in
such quantities that even the clerks began
to open their mouths and stare ; and I have
since wondered that I scanned the whole
needs so well that we have hardly waited a
day for anything that money could well buy.
For fear I might be disappointed in tin,

wax, and some such things at one house, I

often sent orders at the same lime to two
and sometimes three different houses.

By getting our hands, and making arrange-
ments for further work, for a few days, we
kept the orders that came pouring in, in
sight of us ; finally, there came a clay with
160 orders, amounting in all to over $700.00,

as mentioned elsewhere. This was too
great a flood for us all around, and we were
almost staggered by it, but the next was
nearly as great, and the next, and so on.
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What was to be done? My prayers were in-
deed answered, and, as in other cases, God's
mighty hand was seen through my fellow
men. They had placed confidence in me,
and here I was almost helpless. God had
sent the money and the work, in answer to
prayer; would he also, fn answer to prayer,
send the means of lifting this load, and
keeping my name good? To be sure he
would, but. alas ! here my faith was some-
what lacking. I worried, and scolded some,
when things went wrong, which I would not
have done, had I been sure that all things
would work together for good, even at such
a time. I worked with the hands until day-
light was gone, read letters pretty well into
the night, and then was up and stirring al-

most at the first glimpse of daylight at the
factory. The mails we kept fully up with,
and all orders to go by mail have been filled,

I believe, promptly. It is a delicate and
dangerous business, bringing in new hands
at such a time, and the best meaning per-
son in the world may do a "•heap of mis-
chief/' in going into a new place, where
everybody has his head as full of wants and
worries as it well can be. After praying
over the matter, it seemed to me I could
make bright, intelligent, educated women
understand the wants of the case, better
than anybody else ; but where should I find
them? Several girls had recently graduated
in our town, and one or two of these had
applied for a place. These were sent for,

and the tangled ends of the business were
placed in their hands, with such explana-
tions as could be briefly given, and they
were set to work filling orders. You can
hardly know how grateful I felt, as I saw
them take hold at once with skill and wis-
dom, and master the difficulties in a way
that caused me to go down on my knees
ugain, and thank God for his wisdom in
guiding me once again. So well have these
girls done their part, that almost every order
by express has gone off promptly, unless it

was for something that had to be boxed or
crated. Knowing how all the men and
boys were working, these girls were as
ready to weigh out and put up a two bushel
bag of buckwheat as to send off an A B C
book.

To keep up orders for fdn., two sets of
hands were employed, and we ran day and
night; but the Insurance Co's would not
permit this in the lumber rooms, and so we
were obliged to do the best we could during
the hours of daylight. Our packing room
was found to be not near large enough, and
we therefore had hives boxed and crated on
the platforms out of doors. But to get care-
ful men, men whose minds had been drilled

so they could be trusted, and who would not
make mistakes, was another great want.
Over and over again, did we feel as did Mid-
ler, that it was an easy thing to get money,
compared to getting careful, trusty, and effi-

cient help.—help that would set a good ex-
ample before these little ones ; for, in the
various departments, we found work in
abundance for boys and girls of almost all

ages, if some careful man or woman could
keep an eye on them, and tell them kindly
and patiently, just what was desired of them.

During these days, my almost constant
prayer has been, " Lord, help ! Lord, help !'.'

until I am afraid on several occasions I was
heard while I involuntarily said it aloud.
Lumber for hives and frames could be got
in any abundance, but the white basswood
for the new sections was only to be had of

!
farmers, and, in spite of all the urging we
could do, they seemed to reserve their usual
prerogative of moving slowly. Again the
only recourse seemed to be, to pray that the
basswood might come in faster, and when it

;

did come 1 knew it would we con-

j

structed a dryhouse, where it was dried by
I

steam in three or four days, so as to work
beautifully. Soon, complaints began to
come, of the delays on hives, but a new

|
trouble arose. With the flood of letters

ahead, how was one to tell without much la-

I bor, whether the goods had been sent or not.

i

The search could not well but annoy and
hinder the different clerks in whose hands
the order might be. Of course, the orders
were all copied on books, alphabetically ar-

ranged, but as the clerk who opened the let-

ters and carefully noted the contents of each
could hardly get through with each day's
mail, it was nothing strange that the book-
ing clerk found a heap of unbooked orders be-
fore, him, when night came. Two could not
well work at it, for obvious reasons; here
came in the great troubles and delays from
those who mixed up their orders, or failed
to tell definitely what they did want. No
matter into what room I went, clerks were
asking, "Mr. Root, can you tell what it is

this man should have?" Many times I could
only guess, and, at the time I was guessing,
I knew I should get a scolding, if I guessed
wrong. Why not write back? well , I should

fet scolded more probably, for the delay,
'his is not always the case, for many of you

have been very kind.

A friend sent an order, and needing the
goods sooner than he expected, he wrote to
have them hurried up. Not getting a reply
by return mail, he sent a telegram. The
telegram was handed me at half past 10, Sat-

urday night. As the matter was all in the
hands of the clerks who had gone home, I
delayed the answer until Monday morning.
Monday morning brought the man himself
on the first train. He got his goods, made a
pleasant visit, exhorted me never to give up
my warfare against tobacco, although he was
an inveterate user, attended our noon-day
service, and went away feeling much more
charity for us all; but as he stood at the well,

getting a drink at parting, he spoke as fol-

lows:
•• .Mr. Root, I would not be in your place

for the next two months for $.300."

I mentally straightened, to think I was a
man of so much importance ; but at his next
words I settled down into my shoes a little

lower thau ordinarily. As he quaffed the
cool water from our hew well, he resumed :

" I would not be in your place, and take
the cursing you will get, for hardly any
amount."
"Cursing? Why?"
" Because you do not fill people's orders

more promptly ; because, in fact, you can
n't till them. With the hold you have got
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on the people, and with the trade you have
started, by being ordinarily prompt your
whole establishment will not half suffice."
His words, though hard, did me good. Do

you not see, my friends, now, that those
prayers for work for these people to do have
indirectly brought curses ? Do you see what
a solemn thing it is to plead with God for
something out of the ordinary routine of
life ? The mother of Zebedee's children
asked a favor of Jesus. The reply was,
" Are ye able to drink of the cup that I shall
drink of ?

"

Now, may I make a little plea in self-

defense? and may I ask of you to have
charity V In all my business experience, I
have never yet found a factory which never
got behind and delayed orders. During the
past few months we have had to wait from
ten to thirty days for almost all of our sup-
plies, and our only recourse has been to or-
der in advance. Had your orders been sent
in April, instead of May, it would have been
a great help all around. I have been severe-
ly blamed because I did not say when the
goods would be sent. My friends, at such a
time it is impossible to say when. As a gen-
eral thing, orders are sent in rotation ; but
if the first one is delayed by lack of sections,
or something of that nature, the clerks take
the first one that does not call for the miss-
ing article. With such a great array of goods
as we have on our list, it is almost impossible
to say when an order may go. The girls at
one time commenced writing an apology for
each customer ; but this soon became stereo-
typed, and, after leading a customer to get
mad thinking he was going to be delayed,
his goods went promptly by next train. As
a great part of this great trade always drops
off in June, we hope to be able to send
everything with our usual promptness by
the time this is in your hands. Anything
that is to go by mail, or goods to go by ex-
press that the girls can handle, we can send
right off, as a general thing. If others in
the supply business are doing better than
myself, send to them by all means. I do
not want all the trade, and I do rejoice in
seeing all who deal in supplies build up and
thrive. May that kind Savior above help us
all to bear with each other, and to bear each
other's burdens !

Our Alsike clover is unexpectedly in full hloom.

You will observe this month that we have "Con-
tents" once more, and that it is arranged alphabet-
ically. How do you like it?

Please, my friends, do not be so unkind as to re-
turn goods that do not happen to please you, before
we have had un opportunity of telling you what to do.

The demand for bees by the pound has almost
impoverished our apiary; Will says they are too
cheap; that a half pound of bees should be equiva-
lent to a dollar queen.

I was up at 2 o'clock this morning, helping th°
night hands make fdn., that you might not be de-
layed on your orders for it. So anxious are we all,

that I could hardly persuade the younger ones to go
home and go to bed at all.

In our last number, we inadvertantly gave the im-
pression that we sent a 2 oz. vial of ink with cheiro-
fraph by mail. By mail we send the ink in powder;
y express we send it in a liquid form in a bottle.

CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS OF HEK-
kEKl'lltN' SUPPLIES RECEIVED
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

POSTAL-CARD CIRCULARS.
Ila Michener, Low Banks P. O., Monok Co., Ont.,

Can., for queens only, including very yellow or Al-

bino queens. I. A. Travis, Lyons, Wis., for Dunham
fdn. only.

A SINGLE LEAF CIRCULAR
Comes from Jas. A. Nelson, P. O. Box 83, Wyan-

dott, Kansas, for comb fdn. only.

TWO-LEAF CIRCULARS,
Advertising Apiarian Supplies generally have

been received from Lewis A. Best, Best's, Lehigh
Co., Pa. ; Ernst S. Hildemann, Ashippun, Dodge Co.,

Wis.; and A. E. Manum, Bristol, Vt. Also a circu-

lar from D. A. Pike, Smithsburg, Washington Co.,

Md., advertising bees and queens only.

FOUR LEAF CIRCULARS.
From O. H. Townsend, Hubbardston, Ionia Co.,

Mich. Also a pamphlet, by Isaac Hale, 29 Lincoln

Road, Horncastle, Licolnshire, giving directions for

management of Italian Bar Frame Hives. Price

threepence.

SMALL CIRCULARS OF 6 TO 12 PAGES.

John Y. Detwiler, 25 Summit Street, Toledo, O.

J. W. Newlove, Columbus, O.

goiKg %eimgn,

Under this head will be inserted free of charge,
the names of all those having honey to sell, as well
as those wanting to buy. Please mention how
much, what kind, and prices, as far as possible.
As a general thing, I would not advise you to send
your honey away, to be sold on commission. If
near home, where you can look after it, it is often
a very good way. By all means, develop your home
market. For 25cts., we can furnish little boards
to hang up in your door yard, with the words "Honey
for Sale" neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10c.
extra for postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens
for Sale," iame price.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.—Honey.—Best White-clover Honey in

bbls. and half-bbls., 10 @ lie. Ditto in tin cans of
10 to 25 lbs. net, 1-Kyil6c. Ditto, in 1 ft. jars, per doz-
en, $2.25; per gross, $25.00. Ditto, in 2 ft. jars,
per dozen, $3.75; per gross, $12.00. Ditto, in Vi ft.

tumblers, per dozen, $1.50. Poplar, Buckwheat,
Linn, and fall honey in bbls., 9@10c. Ditto in tin
buckets of 10 to 25 lbs. net, 12@14c.
Comb Honey not much in demand, with no stock

in the market.
Beeswax.—Dull and quoted @, 20c.
Cincinnati, O., May 21, 1880. Chas. F. Muth.

New York.—Honey.—Best white Comb Honey, in
small neat boxes, 15 @ 17c. ; fair ditto, 13 @ 14c. No
dark honey in market. Extracted Honey, White
Clover and Bass wood, 9 @, 10c; Golden Rod, 8 @ 10c;
Buckwheat, 7 @ 8c. Southern strained, per gal., 70
@ 85c.
Beeswax—Crude, 23 (3j 25. A. D. Tburber.
158 Duane St., New York, April 22, 1880.

Chicago.—Honey.—Good to choice White-clover in
small boxes. 16 and 18c. per lb., and extracted is

quoted at 8 @, 9c.
Beeswax.—Steady at 21 and 23c. per lb. for good to

choice yellow, and at 15 and 18c. for common dark-
colored to fair lots. Thomas G. Newman & Son.
974 West Madison St., Chicago, 111., May 25, 1880.

St. Louis.—Honey.—Our honey market is dull-
weather too warm and too much fruit. Caoice
comb, 16@17c. Extracted, slow, sells at 8@10c.
Beeswax.—Steady at 21 1/2@22 1/2C for prime.

R. C. Greer & Co.
No. 117 N. Main St.. St. Loujs, May 22, 1880,
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BECENT ADDITIONS TO COUKTEB
STOBE.

USEFUL ARTICLES
THAT CAN BE SOLD FOR

FIVE CENTS EACH.
All Prices Subject to Change without Notice

w,e s-> *-.

SI £ J
4

| Cake Turners, all metal and very
pretty

| 45
[
4 25

1
|
Carpenter's Pencils, with Rule on the
Side

I
40

|
3 75

1
|
Court Plaster, to be kept in Drawer
under Buzz Saw Table I

30
|
2 50

8
| Cups, 1 quart, (for only five cents) 48

|
4 50

4
|
Dinner Horns, Loud if not Sweet

|
45

|
4 25

Just the thing- to let the "men folks" know when
the "bees are swarming- ."

12
|
Folding- Hat Racks, all Black Walnut,
Wonderfully Well Made for the
Money

I
40 | 3 75

7 | Frying- Pans, Good to Carry along
when you "g-o Fishing," or to melt
Babbet Metal in

I

48
|
4 75

OLASS WARE.
|
Goblets, Cups with Handles,Tumblers,
&c, both large and small, 7 very
pretty designs, and beautiful for
only 5c each I 45

|
4 25

I
Berry Disbes, Individual, very pretty

|
45 i 4 25

3
] Lamp Shades, Good and Pretty | 35

|
3 00

12 I La<ile, Pierced, Tinned Iron.
|

45 I 4 25
6

I
Ladle, Solid Tinned Iron I

45
|
4 25

This is dipped in melted tin after it is all finished,
making all the joints smooth, strong, and secure,
and giving it all a beautiful glossy finish, as nice
and bright as silver, and just about as serviceable,
if we only think so. At the very small price of 5c,

you can get a new one whenever they become worn
or rusty.

2
|
Marking Brushes | 40

I
3 50

|
Matches, Best Parlor, no Brimstone,
noSmell |

45
|
4 25

2 |
Mat Chromos, size 7xlt inches

I

40
|
3 75

As a general thing, I am not much in favor of
Chromos, but when I saw these beautiful pictures,
on a dark background, for only 5c, I decided they
were a boon to humanity.
2

|
Memorandum Books, Excellent for a
Pocket mem. book for the apiary,
100 pages

I
40

|
3 50

4
I
Mirrors, in either Wood or Paper
Frames, nice to bring down a swarm
of bees

I
40

|
3 75

4 |
Nippers, the Best 5c tool in the whole

lot, without question |
45

|
4 25

5 !
Pans, 1 Pint, with Handle, very pretty
and Handy

I
45

|
4 25

6
| Pincers, like the 5c scissors

I

40
|
3 50

4
|
Pokers, to stir the Are, Wood Handle |

45
|
4 00

7
I
Spice Box, Gilt

I
30

|
2 50

With Close Fitting Cover, very neat and pretty.
These are exactly the size of the pint honey pails;
but they have no bail, and are not soldered. The
expense of soldering would be but a trifle, and they
would then make the cheapest and prettiest pack-
age for candied honey known.

6
|
Sauce Pan, Tinned, 1 Pint, with Lip. . I 45

|
4 25

Just as pretty, and just as handy for a variety of
purposes as can be.
4 j

Table Spoons, Britannia, almost as
nice as silver, only they bend pretty
easily

I
50

I
4 75

6
i

Tea Canisters I 45
|
4 25

2
| Tea Spoons, Britannia

I
40

i
3 50

5
I
Twine Boxes, to hold a Ball of Twine,
made of Different Colored Woods. . | 48

|
4 50

5 |
Towels, tastily fringed and striped,
and just the thing, with a 5c wash
basin, to "set olf " the honey house

]
42

I
4 00

TEN GENT COUNTER.
4 | Broom Holders, silvered wire, just

right for Whisk Brooms
I

95
|
9 25

14
|
Clothes Lines, 55 ft. long, and have
been tested with 300 lbs. weight

|
90

|
8 50

V, 90 I 8 50

7 50
7 50

2

Clothes Racks,Walnut Frame, 4 Hooks
Eye Protectors, Excellent to keep
saw dust and Turning chips out of
your eyes |

90 1 8 50

GLASS WARE.
I
Glass Dish, with Glass Cover . . . |

80
| 7 50

Just right for a 1 lb. Section of Comb Honey.
Same for Candied Honey, same price.
| Glass Pitcher, Small, for Liquid Ex-

tracted Honey I
80

! Glass Dish, for "Honey Posies"
|

80
The above four pieces of Glass Ware were made

for Butter Dish, Sugar Bowl, Cream Pitcher, and
Spoon Holder, but 1 have "confiscated" them for
Bee-Keepers, as you see.
9 | Ladles, same as on 5c counter, but

Larger and Heavier |
80

|
7 50

Mirrors, in Papier-mache Frames j
85

j
8 00

Measuring Tapes, Spring, in Brass
case, 36 in I 75

|
7 00

I
Oil for Sewing Machines | 90

|
8 50

The Very Best that Can be Obtained, 4 oz. bottles.
This is also the best oil for other light machinery.

4 |
Suspenders, Excellent for the money | 90

|
9 50

OUR "15 CENT" COUNTER.
In consequence of the advance on many 10c articles,

this has been rendered almost a necessity.

2
|
Belt Punches, hollow I 1 00

|
10 00

12
|
Milk Pans, 8 qt 1 1 40 |

13 50

Twenty-Five Cent Counter.
|
Clothes Baskets, Holding nearly 2
bushels 1 2 25

|
22 00

These, although pretty light, are a great conveni-
ence for holding light, bulky articles. We use sev-
eral dozen of them in our factory, and as they nest
one into the other, they occupy but little room when
not in use.

6
|
Key Hole Saws, with Adjustable
Iron Handle, a very com'enient
tool indeed, Disston's make 1

2 00
|
18 00

4
!
Putty Knives

|
1 60

|
15 00

Fine Steel* Cocoa Wood Handles, Steel Ferule,
Beautifully Fnished, with Stiff Blades, or Thin
Elastic Blades, as you choose. Excellent for scra-
ping off wax and propolis in bee hives. The blades
are made Extra Wide with this end in view.

Thirty-Five Cent Counter.
19

|
Dinner Pails, with Coffee Cup

|
3 00

1
25 00

2
I

Scissors, 4 inches long
|
2 75 I 25 00

Handles as well as blades of Finest Quality of Eng-
lish Steel, and Beautifully Finished.

2
|
Scissors, Lace !

2 75 |
25 00

Same make as above. These are the most Deli-

cately Pointed scissors I have ever found, and are
the best thing to be obtained for Clipping Queens'
wings.

17
I
Wrench, malleable, Adjustable

I
2 40

|
23 00

FIFTY CENT COUNTER.
20

I

Grass Hooks, or Sickles, Fine Steel
Beautifully Finished | 4 00

|
35 00

2
!
Scissors, Button Hole |

4 00
i

37 50

Same size and same make as above, with screw ad-
justment for Any Sized Hole.

Seventy -Five Cent Counter.
!
Basket, Oak Splint, 2 Bushel | 6 50

|
60 00

4
j
Scissors, Large size, English make,
Finest English Steel Handles and
Blades; 7 in. long |

6 00
I
55 00

ONE DOLLAR COUNTER.
i

Basket, Oak Splint, 8 Bushels
|
8 50

|
80 00

|
Carpenter's Saw, with 24 Inch Squ'e
and Rule, Straight Edge, and
Scratch Awl, Disston's make

[
9 00 I 85 00
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RED CLOVER QUEENS
Having had so many calls for queens bred from

my red clover queens, since my article appeared in
April Gleanings, I have concluded to breed dollar
queens for sale. H. H. SNYDER,
6-7 Elmwood, Peoria Co , 111.

WANTED

!

A good, reliable, thrifty man, married or single,
who can take care of bees and 5 acres of fruit. We
need a first class man. W. R. MONROE,
6d Bay City, Bay Co., Mich.

NOTICE.
All persons having claims against the under-

Signed are requested to present them at once. I am
ready to pay all just demands against me.
6 H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

TESTED QUEENS $1.50.
Tested queens, daughters of imported mother,

$1.50. Dollar queens, 90c; mismated, 50c. Safe ar-
rival by mail guaranteed. J. A. WARD,
6d Madisonville, Ohio.

W.Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Makes a Specialty of rearing DOLLAR QUEENS.
All queens bred from an imported mother, and

the cells built in full colonies. All queens in the
apiary (except the imported queen) are daughters of
imported mothers. No black bees in the vicinity.
During June, the price will be $1.00 each. Tested
queens. $2.50 each. After July 1st, single queen,
$1.00; six queens for $5.00; twelve or more, 75c each.
Tested queens, $2.00 each. Queens will be sent by
mail, postage paid, and their safe arrival guaran-
teed. Send money by draft, registered letter, or by
P. O. money order drawn on Flint, Mich., as Rogers-
ville is not a money order office. 6tfd

FOR SAIjE,
500 worker combs, in American frames, at 20c each.
6d BYRON WALKER, Capac, St. Clair Co., Mich.

Pure Italian Queens

!

I can furnish pure, tested QUEENS, in June, for
$2.00 each, or $20.00 per dozen. Untested, $1.00; per
dozen, $11.00. My Queens are all bred from import-
ed Mothers. Safe arrival guaranteed.

A. P. Stauffer,
6d Sterling, Whiteside Co., 111.

WILL FURNISH DUNHAM FDN. AT 43 CENTS.
Shall have Tested Italian Queens, after June

25th. The queen cells will be built and sealed in full

colonies. Price, $2.50 each. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. R. J. OSBURN & BRO.,
6 Le Claire, Scott Co., Iowa.

ITAL IA N QUEENS AND BEES
FROM IMPORTED MOTHERS.

Bees by the lb. for $1 00
Untested Queens 1 00
Tested " 2 00

HALL & CHENEY,
6-9d Fern Cliff, Jackson Co., Ala.

A-| ITALIAN QUEENS, reduced to 90c! 6 for
<PJL* $5.00. Tested, $1.90: 3 ior $5.50. Sent by
mail; bred from improved stock in full swarms;
safe arrival guaranteed. H. BARBER,
6 Adrian, Mich.

AFTER 11 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN QUEEN
rearing, I am fully prepared to warrant all

my queens pure, prolific, large, and light colored.
Dollar queens, $1.00; tested, $2.00. By mail, satis-
faction and safe arrival guaranteed.
6-10d S. W. STEVENS, Ridgefield, Fairfield Co., Ct.

DADAOT5 PURiriED
jjj
BMB

OUR FOUNDATION
IS CLEANER THAN ANY OTHER.

"The sample received from you pleases me in ap-
pearance better than any I have seen yet."

H. M. Taylor, Parsons, Kans.
"Your samples are better than any I have re-

ceived." D. S. Burbank, Reinbeck, Iowa.

"Foundation arrived; it is verv satisfactory."
CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

"How beautiful your wax is!"
MRS. FRANCIS DUNHAM, Depere, Wis.

"Your sample is superior to anything 1 have seen.
The wax is very clean and nice."

John Ansley, Bloomington, 111.

"Send Dunham fdn. as nice as those most excel-
lent samples." W. G. Keeney,

Quercus Grove, Ind.

Circulars and Samples Free. We guarantee our
foundation as clean «.s samples, yet we sell as cliea i>

as I lie cheapest.

Chas. Dadant & Son,
fill Hamilton, Hancock Co, Ills.

PEADY TO FILL ORDERS AT ONCE, FOR
JA Queens as Cheap as any one for the same
grade of queens. Satisfaction guaranteed.

6 M. L. WILLIAMS, Vanceburg, Lewis Co., Ky.

WILLIS D. PARKER, Defiance, 0.,
Manufactures watch and jeweler's boxes, bee-
hives, sections, and other apiarian supplies. L.
hives painted and sanded, with two supers filled

with 54, 4J4X4J4 sections, complete, $3.00. Sections
in lots of 500, boxed, $3.50; in lots of 1000, boxed,
$6.50; for 5000 or more, $5 50 per M. 6d

Hale's Price List.
Send for my Circular and Price List for 1880. Ear-

ly Queens a specialty. Address
2-11d E. W. HALE, Wirt C. H.,W.Va.

HEADQUARTERS FOR APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
Steam Power. New machinery complete. Our

facilities for manufacturing Hives, Crates, Sec-
tions, &c, are first class. Before ordering, tell us
what you want. We can do you good. Comb Foun-
dation, Extractors, Knives, Smokers, &c, constant-
ly on hand. Full Colonies and Nuclei a specialty.
Send for our new System for Wintering Bees Suc-
cesssully. HIRAM ROOP.
4tfd Carson City, Montcalm Co., Mich.

W
<kl

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, an experienced
hand to work in the apiary. Address

O. H. TOWNSEND, Hubbardston, Mich.

REARING
OF

Tested cte Dollar Queens
From extra-fine Strains of Italians, a specialty.

Try them, and be convinced that my Golden Ital-

ians and Light Leather-colored Bees take the lead.

I also Use an Imported Queen.

SEP-See Circular, sent free.
J. M. C. Taylor.

6d Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md.

COMB ^OTTPtfTD-A-Tloasr,
Honey, Full Colonies of Bees, and Bee-Masters' Sup-
plies for Sale. WM. L. GORDON,
6d Shreveport, La.
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RUBBER STAMPS
DATING, ADDRESSING, BUSINESS,

LETTER HEADS, ETC.

No. 1. No. 3.

Address only, like
No. 1, $1.50; with bu-
siness card, like No. 2,

$2.00; with movable
months and figures for
dating-, like No. 3, $3.00.

Pull outfit included—,
pads, ink, box, etc.
Sent by mail postpaid.
Without ink and pads,
50c less.
Put your stamp on

every card, letter, pa-
per, book, or anything'
else that you may send
out by mail or express
and you will save your-
self and all who do business with you
trouble." I know, you see.
We have those suitable for Druggists, Grocery-

men, Hardware Dealers, Dentists, &c, &c. Send for
Circular. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

FOB FOUNDATION
MADE OF PURE BEESWAX,

6-7 Address JAS. A. NELSON, Wyandott, Kan.

No.2.
'a world of

"W. 0/S" THE.
In 2 oz. bottles, black, violet, or blue, in \i

gross boxes, per gross $5 00

In quantities of 5 or more gross, $4,00 per Gross.

In Pint Bottles, per doz $3 00
In Quart " " " 6 00
In Gallon Jugs " " 12 00

Green and Red ink are necessarily more expen-
sive, and the price will therefore be one half more.

Liquid Bluing, in 6 oz. bottles, per doz 50
" " " " " gross $5 40

I will send }£ gross, 2 oz. inks, assorted colors,
black, blue, violet, and one bottle each of green and
red, as a trial order for $1 00.

WM. OLDROYD, Columbus, Ohio.

P. S. by Novice.—If it is more convenient, where
you are ordering goods of me, I will fill small orders
at the above prices.
Now, boys, we can all have good, plain ink, if we

can not have good writing, and we can help W. O.
out of trouble. The colored inks are very pretty
for a postscript, or for any passage in a letter to
which you wish to call particular attention.

ITALIAN BEES FOR 1880.
I will sell 3 frame nuclei, with tested queen, before

June 20, for $4.00; after June 20, $3.50; after August
1, $3.00. These nuclei will be well stocked with
brood and bees, and contain young, profitable queens.
Cyprian Qiieens.—l believe myself, so far, the only
one in the U. S. who has these valuable and beauti-
ful bees in purity. Descriptive Circulars sent free.

JULIUS HOFFMAN,
1*0 Fort Plain, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

J. M. Brooks & Bro's.
GOLDEN ITALIANS.

FINE TESTED QUEENS OUR SPECIALTY.
Send for circular and see what others say of them.
3-9d COLUMBUS, IND., BOX 64.

t.

We have at last succeeded in getting some seed of
this beautiful plant, which is described on page 148
of Gleanings for 1879. The seed is flat and bean-
like. As we have but a few, in order to make them
go around, we offer them postpaid, at 5 cents each.
To Canada, 2 cents extra.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

ITALIAN QUEENS
All bred from imported mothers of my own im-

portation. Dollar queens, $1.00; ready in April.
Tested queens before June 1st, $3.00; after, $2.50.
Full colonies of Italians from $7.00 to $10.00. Four
frame nucleus with tested queen, before June 1st,

$5.00, after, $4.50. Comb Foundation, Bee-Keepers'
Supplies, &c. PAUL L. VIALLON,
3tfd Bayou Goula, La.

18 Years' Experience
in propagating Queen Bees from Imported moth-
ers from the best districts of Italy. Persons pur-
chasing Queens or swarms of me will get what they
bargain for. Send for circular. WM. W. CARY,
ltfinq Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

Headquarters for Early Queens!
Imported and Home-bred; Nuclei and full Colonies.
For quality and purity, my stock of Italians can not
be excelled in the United States. If you wish to pur-
chase Bees or Apiarian Supplies, send for my new
Circular. Address Dr. J. P. H. BROWN,
ltfd Augusta, Ga.

Albino and Italian Queens, Full Colonies, and

Nuclei, at Reasonable Prices.
I am prepared to furnish early Queens—Pure Al-

binos, and Italian Queens bred from Imported and
eelect home - bred mothers, warranted to be pure.
Safe arrival guaranteed. Also Hives, Root's Ex-
tractors, and Apiarian Supplies generally. Send
for Price List, &c.

Address S. VALENTINE,
3-6d Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co.. Md.

WAX WANTED!
I want all the pure wax I can get to work into

foundation at 20c per lb., or for half the wax. My
machine I regard as good as the best.

JAS. B. HAWKES,
5-6d Arlington Heights, Cook Co., 111.

LARGE, PROLIFIC Queens from Imported Moth-
ers, after May 15th, $1.00 by mail. Nuclei, Bees

by the lb., Imported Queens, and Dunham Fdn.,
specialties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.
6d F. L. WRIGHT, Plainfield, Mich.

ctpmah. aim, mimm
AT PRICES TO SUIT PURCHASERS.

I am prepared to furnish, Cyprian, Albino and
Italian Queens, bred from imported and select home
bred mothers, warranted pure, safe arrival guaran-
teed. Send for price list before purchasing else-
where. Address LEVI R. LASH,

Summit Station P. O., Schuylkill Co., Pa.,
3-8d or HENRY C. HEISLER, Mincrsville, Pa.
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New Jhop, (Jew Price$
Pound Boxes, per 1,000 $4 00

Prize " " " 5 00

SAMPLES FREE.
Other supplies as' cheap, and all warranted.

Italian Bees, one swarm, in May $7 00
' June 6 00
" " after June 5 00

Cheaper by the quantity. Queens cheap, whole-
sale or retail. Prices, &c. free.

I. S. CROWFOOT,
5-6 Hartford, Wash. Co., Wis.

QUEENS! ITALIAN QUEENS!
Bred from queens of my own importing-, sent by

mail; safe arrival guaranteed. Discount on order
of ten or more, ten per cent. If any prove hybrid,
another will be sent. From May 10th to June 1st,

$1.25. From June 1st to July 1st, $1.10. After July
1st, $1.00. CHAS. R. BINGHAM,
6 Edinburg, Portage Co., Ohio.

DECIDED!
r~T=qi r~

i

A Patent on this "Boss" One-Piece Section, here-
tofore called the I,EWIS SECTION, THE FIN-
EST SECTION IN THE WOULD, has been al-

lowed to James Forncrook. Therefore James Forn-
cook & Co., are the sole manufacturers of the
"Boss" One-Piece Section in the United States.
We clip the following from Lewis & Parks' adver-

tisement of May number of A. B. J. to show how
they have tried to mislead the public in this matter.
NOTICE.—There is no patent on the above Sec-

tion, and the Examiner of Interferences of the Pat-
ent Office has adjudged the same unpatentable; so
any one has an undisputed right to manufacture,
sell, or use the same. Do not be mislead by parties
claiming a patent on the same.
We leave this matter to the public to judge who

has tried to mislead. This, however, will make no
diffiereDce with the price of these Sections, as we
shall sell them at the old price. i%x4:}i at $6. We
will make the One-Piece Section any size desired.
Liberal discounts on orders of 5 and 10 thousand
lots. Send for new price list, issued May 1st. Full
Colony of Italian Bees. $6.

JAMES FORNCROOK & CO.
Watertown, Wis., June 1st, 1880.

ITALIAN QUEENS
REARED FROM IMPORTED MOTHERS.
June 1st to loth, $1.C0. June 15th to July 1st 85c.

July and August, 75c. For price of Bees see May
Gleanings. KING & WHITE, New London, O.

BEES AND SDPPLIEST
Send for Circular and Price List to O. H. Town-

Send, manufacturer of the Challenge Bee Hive,
adapted to the use of the American, the Gallup, and
the Roop frames. Italian Bees, Nuclei, and Queens
from imported stock. O. H. TOWNSEND,
fjtfd Hubbardston, Ionia Co., Mich.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES TOR
The undersigned will be prepared to furnish Bee

Hives, Comb Foundation, White Poplar Sections,
Italian Bees, &c, at lowest rates. Send for price
list before purchasing elsewhere.

WM. W. CARY, Jr.,
4-6d Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

T

You can lean on a Bing-
ham Smoker in the hour of
trial. One match per day,
and wood of any kind, is all

that's needed. It needs no
fussing or cleaning or dam-
pers, as it works just as well
pointing down as up, and
never goes out. Previous
to my invention and patent,
the draft to all bellows was i

through the bellows; now,

J

all bellows smokers use an
open draft. The largest and
most scientific bee-keepers
use Bingham Smokers, some
using as many as fifteen in
their various apiaries.
No Bingham Smoker has

ever been returned. No let-
ter has ever been received
complaining that our Smo-
kers did not give satisfac-
tion; but we have received
hundreds of letters express-
ing the most unbounded satisfaction and apprecia-
tion of our invention. Hundreds of them have been
in constant use three seasons, and are now as good
as new. One dollar and a half is not much for the
use of such an instrument three seasons, is it? Pat-
ented January 9, 1878; re-issued July 9, 1878.

The extra large Smoker and the Extra Standard
for 1880 will have our new extra-wide shields, which
entirely protect the hands and bellows from heat,
and remove the danger of burning the fingers.
Practical bee-keepers will find these wide shields an
important improvement.
The Bingham & Hetherington Patent Uncapping

Knife is a large, strong, durable knife, polished and
tempered like a razor, and so formed and sharpened
as to cut both ways, over hills and through hollows
all the same, without dropping a cap on the honey.
The most world-renowned, practical, and scientific
bee-keepers in Europe and America pronounce it

"the best honey-knife ever made."

Extra Large Smokers Wt inch, $1.50
Extra Standard " 2 " 1.25
Plain " " 2 " 1.00

Little Wonder " 1J£ " .75
" " " Pery2 doz 3.00

Bingham & Hetherington Knife 1.00
" Knife and Cap-Catcher.. 1.25

If to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25
cents each, to prepay postage or express charges.
Send for circular. If to sell again, apply for dozen
or half-dozen rates. Address T. F. Bingham or

RINGHAM & HETHERINGTOIV,
(id OTSEGO, MICH.

T. F. BINGHAM, Otsego, Mich. Dear Sir:—The
Smokers were promptly received, and have been
thoroughly tested. They are all you claim, and
leave little or nothing to be desired in their line.

Our neighbor Oakes is enthusiastic over his. and
says it is worth a hundred dollars. It is correct in
principle, and always reliable. Wishing you all suc-
cess, I am very truly yours, Chas. S. Burt.
Brecksville, Ohio, May 10, 1880.

PRIZE BRED ESSEX PIGS.
Essex are the best farmers' pig; have been known

to dress 90 per cent of live weight; are small bone
and light offal; quick to mature. Jos. Harris, au-
thor of "Harris on the Pig," etc., says of my boar
"Porter," that he is the "finest Essex pig he ever
saw." A few Pedigree Pigs for disposal, (farrowed
Feb. 23, and March 1, 1880) at moderate prices, suita-
ble for breeding or exhibition. Personal inspection
of my stock is solicited. All correspondence will

have cheerful and prompt attention.
4-6d C. W. CANFiELD, Athens, Pa.

N. B.—A limited number of eggs for hatching
from my prize winning Brown Leghorns, and Black
Red Bantams, at $2.00 per 13, warranted to hatch.
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IMPLEMENTS FOR BEE CULTURE
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

15

For description of the various articles, see our
Twenty-Fifth Edition Circular and Price List, mailed
on application.

For directions How to Make all these various arti-

cles and implements, see A B C of Bee Culture.

This Price List to be taken ia place of those of

former date.

Mailable articles are designated in the left hand
column of figures ; the figures giving the amount of

postage required.

To Canada, merchandise by mail is limited to 8%
oz., and nothing can be sent for less than 10 cents

postage.

I A B C of Bee Culture, Five Parts complete
in one, paper cover '.

. 1 00
I

The same, neatly bound in cloth 1 25
I Alighting Board, detachable (See A II C) $ 10

I
Alsike Clover. See seeds.

I
Balances, spring, for suspended hive (60 lbs.) 8 00

I
Barrels for honey 2 50

I " " waxed and painted... . 3 50
10

|
Basket for broken combs to be hung in the
Extractor 25

I
Basswood Trees for plantiug. See price list.

I
Bees, per colony, from $8 to $16. See price

list

.

10 Bee-Hunting Box, with printed instructions 25
Binder, Emerson's, for Gleanings 50, 60, 75

10 Blocks, iron, for metal cornered frame ma-
I

king 15
I
Buckwheat. See seeds.

10 I Burlap for covering bees, 40 in. wide, per yd 10

I
Buzz-Saw, foot-power, complete 35 00
Buzz-Saws, extra, 80c, to $3.25. See price list.

Buzz-Saw mandrel and boxes complete for
6 inch saws (no saws included) 5 00
The same for 7 and 8 in. saws (not mailable) 7 00

4 Cages for queens, provisioned (See price list) 10
per doz 1 00

Candy for bees, can be fed at any season,
per lb 08 to 15

Cans for shipping extracted honey (See
Honey), from 25c to $2.00.

Cards, queen registering, per doz
" " " per 100

60 Chaff Cushions for wintering (See ABC)..
" *" without the chaff

Chaff Hive (See Hives)
Cheese cloth, for strainers, per yard

I
Clamps for making section boxes

10
I
Clasps for transferring, package of 100

I

Climbers for Bee-Hunting 2 50
I Comb Basket, made of tin, holds 5 frames,

has hinged cover and pair of handles 1 50

I
Comb Foundation Machines complete $15 to 100 00

10
I
Comb Holder to put on edge of hive 25

|
Combs in metal cornered frames, complete 25

20
|
Corners, metal, per 100 50

25
j

" " top only, per 100 60
15 1 " " bottom, per 100 40

I
Corners, Machinery complete for making $250 00

|
Crate for shipping comb honey. See Hives.

40 Division Boards of cloth and chaff 20
12 Duck, for covering frames and for feeders,

2«J inches wide, per yd 20
Enameled Cloth, bees seldom bite or prop-
olize it, per yard, 45 inches wide,
30c. By the piece (12 yards) 28

Extractors, according to size of frame,
$6 50 to 10 00.

" Inside and gearing, including
Honey-gate 4 00

" Hoops to go around the top 50
" " per doz 5 00

Feeder, Simplicity (See price list) 1 pint 05
Feeders, 1 quart, tin, 10

5 The same, half size, 05
25

| The same, 6 qts, to be used in upper story 50
20

J

Feeders, open air 15
3 Files for small circular rip saws, new and

valuable, 15c ; per doz. by express. .. 1 75
07

|
" The same, large size 40

2| "3 cornered, for cut-off saws, 10c; doz 1 00
I Foundation. See Comb Foundation.

60
| Fountain Pump, or Swarm Arrester 8 50

06
40
30
20

5 00
10

75
15

5 I
Frames with sample Rabbet and Clasps... 07

18 Galvanized Iron Wire for grapevine trellises
per lb. (about 100 feet) 20

25 Gates for Extractors tinned for soldering.. 50
55 I Gearing for Extractor with supporting arm 1 25

Glass. See price list.

Gleanings, per year 1 00
For prices of back vol's, see price list.

Gloves. See Rubber Gloves.
Grape Sugar for feeding bees. See price list.

Grape vines for shading hives. See price list.

Hammers and nails. See price list.

Hives from 50c to $6 25. See price list.

Honey. Sec price list.
" Plants. See seeds.

Honey Knives, straight .75; curved blade.. 1 00
Yi doz, by mail 4 00

" " Yi doz by Express 3 75
Jars for shipping extracted honey. 'See
Honey.

Labels for honey, from 25 to 50c per 100 ;

for particulars see price list.

Lamp Nursery, for hatching queen cells. . . 5 00
Larvae, for queen ' rearing, from June to
Sept 25

15 Leather for smoker bellows, per side 50
Lithograph of the Hexagonal Apiary 25

1 Magnifying Glass, pocket 25
" " Double lens, brass, on

three feet 50
Medley of Bee-Keepers' Photo's, 150 photo's 1 00

12 Microscope, Compound, in Mahogany box 3 00
Prepared objects for above, such

as bee's wing, sting, eye, foot, &c., each 20
Muslin, Indian head, for quilts and cush-
ions, pretty stout, but not good as duck,
per 3ard , 10

Nails. See Hammers and nails.
10 Opera Glasses for Bee-Hunting 5 00
18 Parafline, for waxing barrels, per lb 25

Photo of House Apiary and improvements 25
i Planes and Planers. See price list.

15 I Pruning; saws for taking down swarms, 75 and 85

j
Queens, 25c to $12 00. See price list.

Rabbets, metal, per foot 02
Rubber Gloves, $1.50 and $1.75. See price list.

Rubber Stamps, $1.50 to 3.00. See price list.

Rules. (See Pocket Rules) 12 and 17c.
Salicylic acid, for foul brood, per oz 50
Saw Set for Circular Saws 75
Saws. See Circular Saws.
Scales for weighing honey, etc See price list.

Scissors, for clipping queen's wings 40
Screw Drivers, all metal (and wrench com-
bined) 4V£ inch, and 5 inch, 8c.

Section Boxes, fancy, hearts, stars, crosses,
&c, each 05

Section Honey Box, a sample with strip of
fdn. and printed instructions 05

Section Boxes in the Hat by the quantity,
$6 00 per thousand and upwards, accord-
ing to size ; for particulars, see price list.

Case of 3 section boxes, showing the
12 way in which the separators are used,

suitable for any kind of hive (See price list) 07

SEEDS OF HONEY PLANTS.

18 Seed, Alsike Clover, raised near us, per lb .

.

25
18 " Catnip, good seed, per oz. 10c ; per lb. 1 00

" Chinese Mustard, per oz 10
18 '• Mellilot, or Sweet Clover, per lb 75
18 " White Dutch Clover, per lb 30
18 " Motherwort, per oz. 10c; per lb 100
18 " Mignonette, per lb. (20c per oz) 1 40

" Simpson Honey Plant, per oz 50
18 " Silver Hull Buckwheat, per lb 10

" " " " peck, by Express 60
" Common " per peck 50

18 •' Summer Rape. Sow in June and
" July, per lb 15
" Spider plant, per oz 50

A small package of any of the above seeds will be
sent for 5 cents.

Separators, tin, for section boxes. See
Section Boxes.

Sheets of Enameled Cloth to keep the bees
from soiling or eating the cushions

Shipping Cases for 48 section frames of
honey
The same for 24 sections
(This size can be sent by mail inthe flat,

for 75c.)I

1 | Slate Tablets to hang on hives

10

1%
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SMOKERS.
Smoker, Quinby's 1 00, 1 50, & 1 75

Bingham's $1 00; 1 25; 1 50 ; 1 75
" Our own, see illustration in price

list 75
Soldering Implements 1 00
Swarming Box 75
Tacks, tinned, per paper, (three sizes) 05
For larger quantities see Hammers and
nails.

5 Thermometers 15
10 Transferring clasps, package of 100 15

Tin, see price list.

Veils, Bee, with face of Brussels not, (silk) 75
The same, all of grenadine (almost as good) 50

Veils, material for, grenadine, much
stronger than tarlatan, 21 inches in
width, per yard 20
Brussels Net, for face of vail, ::0 inches
in width, per yard 1 50

Wax Extractor 3 00
Copper bottomed boiler for above 1 00

Wire cloth, for Extractors, tinned, 5
meshes to the inch, per square foot 10

Wire cloth, for queen cages, tinned, 18
meshes to the inch 10

Wire cloth, painted, for shipping bees, 14
mesh to the inch, per square foot 05

Wire for grape vine trellises. See Galvan-
ized iron wire

All goods delivered on board the cars here at prices

named. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

DOLLAR QUEENS
BRED FROM QUEENS

OF MY OWN IMPORTATION.
SENT BY RETURN MAIL.

SAFE ABBIYAL GUABANTEED.
7d LEWIS A. BEST, Best's, Pa.

FOR 65 CENTS.
SEE PAGE 348.GOOD QUEENS

REARING
OF

Tested tSc Dollar Queens
From extra-fine Strains of Italians, a specialty.

Try them, and be convinced that my Golden Ital-

ians and Light Leather-colored Bees take the lead.

I also Use an Imported Queen.

l^~Sce Circular, sent free.
J. M. C. Taylor.

7d Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md.

IMPORTED <n
1 QUEENW

JUST RECEIVED. PRICE $5.00.

SAFE ABBIVAL GUABANTEE1).
7d LEWIS A. BEST, Best's, Pa.

ITALIAN QUEENS AND BEES
FROM IMPORTED MOTHERS.

Bees by the lb. for $1 00
Untested Queens 1 00
Tested " 2 00

HALL & CHENEY,
6-9d Fern Cliff, Jackson Co., Ala.

Hale's Price List.
Send for my Circular and Price List for 1880. Ear-

ly Queens a specialty. Address
2-lld E. W. HALE, Wirt C. H., W. Va.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out charyc. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish

Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following

conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,

or anything of the kind, only that the queen bo reared

from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to

lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.

Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,
put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st. If wanted sooner,
see rates in price list.

*E. W. Hale, Wirt C. H. W. Va. 1-13

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. 7tf
*E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo. 1-12

*Paul L. Viallon. Bayou Goula, La. 7ttd
*King & White, New London, O. 7tfd
* F. J. Wardell, Uhricbsville, Tusc. Co., O. 12-12

*J. K. Landes. Albion, Ashland Co., O. 7tf.d
*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. 2-1

*D. E. Best, Best, Lebigh Co., Penn. 2-8

*R. Robinson, LaCledc, Fayette Co., 111. 3-8

*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. 7tfd
*C. C. Vaughan, Columbia, Maury Co., Tenn. 7tfd
*S. W. Salisbury, Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo. 3-8

*S. D. McLean & Sou, Culleoka, Maury Co., Tenn. 3-8

*S. D. Moore & Co., Atlanta, Fulton Co., Ga. US
*T. G. McGaw, Monmouth, Warren Co., 111. 3-8

*R. Thomson, Terry, Hinds Co., Miss. 3-8

*Lewis A. Best, Best, Lehigh Co., Pa. 4-9

*J. B. Bray, Lynnville, Giles Co., Tenn. 4-9

J. W. Newlove, Columbus, Franklin Co., O. 4-7

*H. T. Bishop, Chenango Bridge, Broome Co, N.Y.57
*0. H. Townsend, Hubbardston, Ionia Co., Mich. 4-9

*Thos. E. Price, Baden, St. Louis Co., Mo. 4-8

*01iver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa. 7tfd
*I. R. Good, South West, Elkhart Co., Ind. 5-10

*J. M. C. Taylor, Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md. 6-11

*B. Marionneaux, Plaquemine, Iberville Par., La.55
*Ila Michener, Low Banks, Ontario, Can. 5-10

*J. J. Swartwout, Union City, Branch Co., Mich. 5-7

*Dr. B. F. Kinney, Bloomsburg, Col. Co., Pa. 6-9

*W H. Nesbit, Alpharetta, Milton Co., Ga. 6-9

Mas. P. Sterritt, Sheakleyville, Mercer Co., Pa. 6-8

*W. S. Canthen, Pleasant Hill, Lan. Co., S. C. 6-8

*.I. C. Deem, Knightstown, Henry Co., Ind. 6-9

*V. W. Keeney, Shirland, Win. Co., 111. 6-9

J. O. Facey, New Hamburg, Ont. Can. 6-8

*J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky. 6-5

E. B. Plunket, Atlanta, Ga. 6-8

*J. A. Bingham. Volant, Law. Co., Penn. 6-8

*lt. J. Fox, Natick, Middlesex Co., Mass. 7

*I. M. Kauffman, Belleville, Mifflin Co., Pa. 6-8

Jno. Conser, Glenn, Johnson Co., Kans. 7-1

*J. S. Woodburn, Newville, Cumb. Co., Pa. 7-10

Henry Smith, Brooklyn Green Co., Wis. 7

*E. B. Beebee. Augusta, Oneida Co., N. Y. 7

*J. H. Reed, Orleans, Orange Co., Ind. 7-9

H. P. Demarest, Warwick, Orange Co., N. Y. 7

*S. W. Morrison, Oxford, Chester Co., Pa. 7

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. 7tfd
T. F. Wittman, 318 N. 6th St., Camden, N. J. 7tfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. 7tfd
Sprunger Bro's, Berne, Adams Co., Ind. 3-2

J. F. Hart, Union Point, Greene Co., Ga. 4-3

Nichols & Elkins, Kennedy, Chant Co., N. Y. 6-11
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

SpIHE smoker arrived Saturday, all right. I ]

Ji|[ been using- it to-day, and find it just a

SMOKERS.

have
about

==J
perfection. I don't know how 1 ever man-

aged to do without it. J. l>. Mills.
Mill's Mills, N. Y., June 7, 1880.

Send me another Simplicity smoker. I want it

for one of my neighbors. I showed him mine, and
when he saw how nice it worked, he gave up that

the Simplicity is the best. H. D. Norwood.
Dundas, Minn., May 29, 1880.

I got a smoker from you last summer, which gives

good satisfaction. It makes bee handling almost a
charm. I would not like to be without it any more.

Isaac L. Kulp.
Danboro P. O., Bucks Co., Pa., June 16, 1880.

The smoker is as complete an invention as I ever
Faw. I had to laugh when I saw it; I would not take

for it twice the money it cost me. F. L. Surick.
Wilmoth's, W. Va., June 6, 1880.

I received your cold blast smoker, and like it very

much better than I do the Bingham smoker, inclu-

ding price. As I was transferring a swarm the oth-

er day, an old bee-keeper came along and asked me
what that was. I told him. He laughed about it,

but I told him to wait and see it work. He did.

When I got through, he requested me to order him
one. So here it is. ***** *

P. H. Walker.
Manchester, Vt., June i, 1880.

COUNTER STORE GOODS.
Box of tools, scales, etc. received all in good order,

and entirely satisfactory. I only wonder how you
can get up such a collection of useful things for the

money. The ten dollar lot would cost here nearly

fifty dollars. J. E. Johnson.
St. George, Utah, June 10, 1880.

[.Thanks, friend J. The secret of selling these

things so low, is in buying of the manufacturers in

gross lots or still larger, and in then selling to you at

a single profit. This single profit is also made small,

by having the goods all put up by boys and girls, or

comparatively cheap help. They love their work,

and are trying hard to learn accuracy and fidelity.]

DRONE FDN.

The drone starter fdn. received from you was just

"boss;" it was the nearest tomy idea of perfect fdn.,

of any ifc has been my good fortune to sc«. The wax
was soft and pure, while the base of cells was the

thinnest I have seen, and side walls high enough for

starters. C. H. Chapman.
Easthampton, Mass., May 31, 1880.

The 2 lb. of fdn., by mail, at hand. Thanks for be-

ing so prompt. Not a single sheet was broken. I

will order 20 lb. by freight or express.

E. J. Atchley.
Lancaster, Tex., May 20, 1880.

The grind stone came all right, and it is just

splendid. S. (i. Morehouse.
Loveland, Iowa, June 1, 1880.

Extractor was received yesterday morning, in

good order. I extracted 18-t lb. of honey before eve-

ning. I am very much satisfied with the machine.

Olmstead, 111., June 15, '80, M. Kierie.

Imported queen I purchased of you last fall is a
good queen, though not very bright colored. I can
handle her bees without smoke. I have taken from
her 24 lb. of honey (ext.), three frames of brood, and
two strong nuclei on four frames (7 frames in all)

and it is now a strong colony. R. J. Fox.
Natick, Mass., June 2. 1880.

All the 10 queens arrived here in good health and
spirits, and tender you their thanks for the fine ac-

commodation on the road. Every thing was all

right. H. Sontag.
Cucamonga, Cal., June 16, 1880.

[These were dollar queens, ten of them by mail

in the tin bottle cages.]

I received my hives May 10th, and am well pleas-

ed with them. They go together flrstrate. The
lumber is better then. I thought it could be for that

money. Please accept thanks. J. F. Taft.
Millville, Mass., June 6, IjfcH,

The goods received all in splendid order. I must
praise your mode of putting up goods for shipment

light and compact. Every thing fitted O. K.
when putting together. Before 1 received the
goods, I was almost tempted to growl; but, remem-
bering your advice to order in time, I dared not do
it. But after the goods were here, I had to smile;
could not help it. Joel Heydt.
Ashley, Pa., June 23, 1880.

The parker machine is a complete success, and
is worth $5.00 to any one who uses fdn. in section
boxes, and keeps 53 swarms of bees.
Hudson, Mich., May 31, '80. J. C. Dickinson.

Everything ordered of you is here. The bees
came this morning, and, although I was beginning
to get a little nervous over delay, I am ready to
shake hands with you now. The bees are beauties,
and came through nicely, not a dozen dead bees in
all. W. A. Stephens.
Jersey Shore, Pa., June 10, 1880.

The goods I ordered of you, I am happy to say,
came safe and all right; except you sent all-one-
piece sections instead of one thousand of the old
kind, as I ordered. That makes little difference, as
they seem to work well, and have a beautiful ap-
pearance. There is verv little honey so far.
Delaware, O., June 18, 1880. W. T. Ropp.

Those bees came all right, and are working and
doing splendidly. E. Carter.
Loveland, 111., June 21, 1880.

Please take out my advertisement offering 300
colonies for sale; 1 have sold nearly all I had to sell

in colonies. P. L. Viallon.
Bayou Goula, La., May 12, 1880.

A B C OF BEE CULTURE.
I beg to acknowledge receipt of "A B C of Bee Cul-

ture," with which I am much pleased. It contains a
large amount of valuable information, and its hand-
some appearance will adorn my library.

Dr. L. F. Burroughs.
Quebec, Can., May 28, 1880.

I wish you knew how highly I value the ABC
book I got from you. Ed. Sudduth.
Stony Point, Bourbon Co., Ky., June 7, 1880.

I have just received my "A B C of Bee Culture"
and I am well pleased with it. I would not take $5.00
for it if I could not get another. E. S. Tuttle.
Millsprings, Wayne Co., Ky., April 23, 1880.

I have your "A B C of Bee Culture," and think it

the greatest work on bees I ever saw.
E. L. Loftin.

Denver, Lincoln Co., N. C, May 17, 1880.

Your "A B C in Bee Culture" is the best bee his-

tory that I have ever read, and I have read a good
many different ones. Fred. G. Mirlke.
McFarland, Dane Co., Wis., May 1, 1880.
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T. F. Wittman, Camden, N. J., wants to know who
sent him $3.40 about a month ago.

Since there has got to be such a demand for wire
cloth, I have succeeded in getting an article that
seems to answer every purpose for queen cages, or
for shipping bee3, for 3Y2 o per sq. foot. This is
painted green. Toe ordinary tinnei is 5c per foot.
If wanted by mail, postage will be 3c.

We shall have to stop u^ing glass entirely, pretty
soon, if it don't "subside." Mason's fruit jars are
now worth $ 16.00 per gross net.

We can furnish Bingham smokers and honey
knives to the trade at wholesale, at his prices. Not
less than ] 2 doz. will be sold at dozen rates. We will
send a printed list of prices by the dozen on applica-
tion.

June 29th.—After the experience of the last 24
hours in having heavy combs break down through
the influence of heat and a Hood of basswood honey.
I am more than ever determined to have all my
combs built in the braced wired frames. Then we
are all right.

With the wired frames, or with the Cheshire
"rakes," you can use, if you choose, fdn. so thin
that 1 lb. will till 8 L. frames, and we have a mill that
will furnish such without trouble. 1 believe these
make just as good combs, but as the bees have to
furnish much wax, they are worked out more slow-
ly. A new mill just finished that makes fdn. much
like the Dunham, about 5sheets tothe lb. .furnishes
nearly enough wax for the whole comb. I do not
know which kind is best, but probably the latter
where you hang the sheets from the top bar in the
old way.

THE FORNCROOK PATENT.
The following is just at hand:
Sir: -In reply to yours of the H inst, you are informed that a

diligent search lias been made, and no Patent found to have
been granted Forncrook and Co. for One Piece Section.

E. N. Marble,
Washington, I). C. , June 23. 1880. Commissioner of Patents.

I suppose we should exercise a good deal of chari-
ty, until we give friend Forncrook a hearing, but, at
present, it looks rather bad. I do not know that we
should be a great deal surprised, for we have had
the same thing over and over again, by almost all
who claim patents on bee hives and bee fixtures. I
sent the Commissioner the advertisement just as it

appeared in Gleanings last month.

DECLINE IN PRICES, ETC.

It is so much fun for me to tell you when things
are lower, that I do not know but I am in danger of
selling too cheap sometimes. Separator tin, 14x20,
we can now furnish for $5.50 per box. Wire nails
are down quite a little, and other nails are away
down. Our new price list will give you the figures;
at any rate you will have the advantage of the drop
in any orders you may send us. Glass is still up
awfully. The very low rates on the counter goods
render it absolutely necessary that advances should
be made with the market. AVhere the profit is very
small, it hardly admits of taking the time lor expla-
nations. Will you not remember the note at the
head of the list, and bear in mind that I never make
an advance if I can possibly help it? 1 have been
obliged to raise thermometers to the 15 cent counter,
because of the breakages in shipping; but they are
of the best Kendal make. Those pretty little mag-
nets at 5c cannot be had any more at that price, so
we sell larger ones at 10c.

ADDITIONS TO THE COUNTER STORE.
5C. COUNTER.

6
|
Milk Pans, toy, V2 pint, 2 for 5c

|
25

|
2 00

7
I
Pen Racks pretty and useful

|
42 | 4 00

7
i

Letter file and Paper weight combin-
ed, very pretty

|
45

|
4 25

10c. COUNTER.
13

|
Match safes, double, pretty and use-

ful
|

85 I 8 00
1

[
Lead Pencils, red and blue, large I 65

|
6 00

10
I
Baking tins oblong square heavy

[
70

|
50

15C. COUNTER.
3

|
Perfumery Wencke's genuine

|
1 30

|
12 00

62
|
Wash Boards Serpentine Zinc a oood

article, that usually sell for 25c. or
higher [ 1 30 | 13 00

25C. COUNTER. .

6
I
Oil Stone Slips, the best 1 1 70 1

16 00

1.00 COUNTER.

I
Axe fine steel, extra make and fin-

ish |9 50 I 92 09
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

No. 8.

FEEDING GRAPE SUGAR.

YEAR or two ago, when the controversy in

regard to using- grape sugar (or "glucose," as

its enemies persisted in calling it) was at its

height, there appeared a few articles upon the sub-

ject that caused me to rise from my seat, and start

for my little book-case, where I keep my writing

materials; I had such an "itching," clear down to

my finger tips, to answer some "fiery tirade;" but
second, sober thoughts always came to my rescue,

and, after a little consideration, I always came
to the conclusion that, perhaps, I knew as lit-

tle about the subject, by actual experience, as the

writer in question, and I would better keep still.

As I have now, however, used a barrel of grape sug-

ar, I do know just a little about it, and it is with

pleasure that I step forward as its advocate.

After the basswood honey harvest closed, the

young queens would not begin laying until they

were 12 or 15 days old, and, in order to induce them
to lay sooner, I began to think of feeding the bees

grape sugar. I hesitated several days before decid-

ing to try it, but I finally ordered a barrel of it. To
feed the sugar, I broke it up into half gallon fruit

jars. The jars were then filled with water and in-

verted upon a grooved board, as described in the A
BC.
When I first began feeding the sugar, I had be-

tween 30 and 40 young queens that were old enough
to lay, some of them being 17 or 18 days old; queens
were hatching every day, and there was no place to

put them; orders were coming in every day, and
there were no laying queens with which to fill them;
but the grape sugar helped me out of all of these

troubles, for within three days after I began feeding
it, I filled orders for two dozen queens.
I expected, of course, that feeding the sugar

would start the young queens to laying, but I had no
idea that it would put such life and animation into

every department of the apiary. The combs in

every hive filled up with brood in a manner that

was astonishing; about 00 frames of fdn., on which
the bees had quit working, and which I had stored
away for use another season, were drawn out into

nice combs and filled with brood; and I could open

a hive without being troubled with robbers, as they

were all busy at the feeders.

The feeding seemed to secure all of Ihe advantages

of a good yield of honey, except that it cost some-
thing, and there was no surplus honey.

I tried to feed so little that none would be stored

in the combs, but, in preparing the bees for winter,

I found quite a number of combs that were "solid"

with grape sugar. Some of these combs were left in

the hives, and some were taken out, hung in empty
hives, and set out of doors where the bees could

"grub" away at the grape sugar whenever they

chose. Upon pleasant days they worked upon it

quite freely; and, by the time the weather was too

cold for them to fly, they had carried nearly all of it

away. In taking it out of new combs, they quite

frequently tore down the combs, or, at least, tore

down the side walls, and sometimes made holes clear

through the combs. Where they were too badly

"riddled," I cut out the damaged places, and filled

them with comb cut from some other frames.

Combs that had contained brood were seldom injur-

ed. Upon repacking the bees in the spring, I fre-

quently found combs that contained grape sugar.

These were hung in empty hives, and set out of doors,

and, by the 1st of June, all of the sugar was carried

away.

I have never tried the grape-sugar candy, but in-

tend to do so the coming season.

Whether it would pay any one who wished to run
his apiary for honey alone, to feed grape sugar, I

cannot say; but, if one wishes to rear bees or queens
for sale, it certainly pays.

Although my bees wintered finely, I should con-
sider it very risky, if not impossible, to winter bees
upon grape sugar alone.

A word in regard to spoiling the sale of your hon-

ey, by feeding grape sugar. Every neighbor and
visitor who comes here is shown the grape sugar,

and the manner of feeding it, and is told why it is

fed, and the impossibility of its getting into the sur-

plus honey, etc., etc., and, instead of losing the salo

of my honey, the demand for it is steadily increas-

ing.

BEES VOIDING WATER WHILE UPON THE WING.

When I was feeding grape-sugar syrup, last au-

tumn, by placing myself in such a position, in the

afternoon, that the bees passed between myself and
the sun, I could see almost every bee discharge a
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sma 11 "shower" of liquid, as it passed between the

hives and the feeders.

I have just finished reading Gleanings for June,

and, when I see how much some others are doing

for the bee-keeping cause, it makes me feel very lit-

tle and humhU•; and, after reading some of the arti-

cles, it seems as though my "first page" was about

the poorest part of the paper. I usually have such

a feeling for several days after reading a No. of

G leanings, u?if il I recover from the shock of receiving

so much information. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

D. A. JONES, AFTER HE GOT HOME.

SOMETHING NEW IN THE FOUNDATION 11USINESS.

HAVE just got home and got my queens safely

introduced, and as soon as they commence to

lay, I will begin shipping to parties ordering

them. The price of Cyprians will be from ten to

lifteen dollars for this first shipment, according to

their grade, some appearing finer than others; also

the price of the "holy queens" or queens from Pal-

estine and Syria, will be the same; but I expect two
hundred more soon, and will try to sell them cheap-

er, or as low as they can be sold, after paying the

cost of importing them, when the dead ones are ta-

ken into account. I will write you giving a more
complete history as soon as I can. Now I have
something of great importance to tell you, and hope
you will put it in the J uly journal, even if you crowd
out other matter.

Three cheers for C. N. Abbot of the British lice

Journal '. He has made foundation on wood a suc-

cess. I saw it in his yard while I was giving my
bees a purifying night there. Mr. Abbot is a live,

progressive bee-keeper, chock-full of new ideas, and
constantly trying new inventions, and is fast bring-

ing up bee culture to a high standard in England.

I send you a piece of the foundation. I saw it in

his hives all capped over, with the beautiful worker
brood, some hatching, and some in every stage from
the egg up. Mr. Root, I wrote you years ago that I

was sanguine about wooden foundation, but you
discouraged me by saying the wood would warp.

Mr. Abbot's does not warp, and you, perhaps, tried

the wrong kind of wood. The combs must be put
very close until the bees get the cells started, and
then they can be set the usual distance apart. If

put the regular distance apart at first, the bees

sometimes build in pieces. I have a comb, of the

Langstroth size, all drawn out and filled with eggs

in a few hours. It is a beauty; no warping, no sag-

ging, and it can not be broken out or melted down.
Is not that just the very thing for the brood cham-
ber? People in America should take the British

Bee Journal, so they would know what our good,

English, brother bee-keepers are doing across the

briny waves.
But this is not all. Just as I was about to start

for Canada, I received a friendly visit and flattering

welcome from the British bee-keepers, aud what do
you suppose was my astonishment, after I had giv-

en them some hints in bee-keeping, to hear a Mr.
Cheshire say that he had just invented a new pro-

cess of putting in comb foundation and preventing
sagging, without the trouble of rolling wire into the
foundation ; in fact, so that it could not sag or fall

out, even though it were only half as thick as foun-

dation usually is. I saw him put in a sheet of fdn.,

full Langstroth size, in five seconds, and I tried my
best to shake or jerk it out, but I could not stir it.

I send you the arrangement, and you can describe

it yourself. The bottom of the wire should be bent

to fit the depth of the frame, the same as the top.

Have a board to fit inside the frame, and just thick

enough to let the foundation rest in the middle of

the frame, then drop in the foundation full size,

hook the wire across from top to bottom, pat it with

your hands to drive the points through the founda-

tion, and space them about 3 in. apart, say five to an

L. frame. In twelve hours you can remove them,
and the comb will be fastened all around, and the

cells drawn out. One set of wires will last a life

time.

HOW TO MAKE TnEM.
Saw several creases in a board, and lay in jour

wires; then saw cross creases for pins; lay the

heads on the wires and solder them as fast as you
can touch them; then have a board of the right

thickness with holes bored in it at right distances

apart to let the pins stick through, and, with the

scissors, cut off all down even with the board. You
can make them to suit any depth of frame. You
see it is a ladder for the bees to climb up on, and
the up and down wire is just far enough out from
the foundation to admit of the cells being drawn
out.

Now, friend Root, I must leave the invention for

you to make clear to the readers of Gleanings, as I

must write to other journals, and let all our brother

bee-keepers get the benefit of it. You will be as-

tonished at the simplicity of this arrangement, and
its value to bee-keepers, so I neglect a description

of my own journey and bees, to give this to the pub-

lic at once.

I found on my return, that you had credited me
with ten dollars for writing you from Palestine.

You have no right to pay me that, as I wrote it for

the benefit of the readers of Gleanings, and you
could receive only the four thousandth part of it,

and I refuse to accept the ten dollars without giv-

ing you its value; so I will send you a fine queen
from Palestine for the amount.

I have expressed to your address a sample of

wires, and also a sample of foundation on wood. I

will also send you a sample of drones and workers
in alcohol that will make you swing your hat.

Please don't have them melted up into gold coin.

Any orders for either Cyprian queens or those from
Palestine and Syria, which may be entrusted to you,

will receive my prompt attention.

Beeton, Can., June 18, 1880. D. A. Jones.

Here is something from Mr. Langstroth,
on the same subject that occupies so large a
part of friend Jones' kind letter:

Mr. A I Root:—I enclose an article which Icopied

for you, at the request of Mr. Langstroth.

Oxford, O., June 21, 1880. Lynn Boulcane.

From Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener.

WIRED FOUNDATION SUPERSEDED; NEW METHODS OF PREVENT-
ING SAGGING.

Iii my last communication mi wired foundation I pointed out
that the grabs were killed by contact with the metal threads.
Further observation has shown me that the loss to the bees, it'

the wires are not removed, is tar in excess of what I had at first

supposed, since eggs are almost certain to be laid pretty quickly
after the clearing out of the dead remains, the grubs hatching
therefrom dying generally after being fed up to half size or a
little more. Those who know how greatly profitableness is in-

terfered with by an undue number of drones will perceive 1lv
gravity of the evil in thi* leak of life, labor, and energy. To
get rid of the wires is imperative, and my tirst efforts took the
form of endeavoring to remove from below by pincers, but 1
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was met by two difficulties,- one, the loss of form to the comb,
the other breaking of the wire. Of the wires, I found it impose
ible to remove more than one in three, and, since there is but
i'dc kind, l believe, of wired foundation in existence in England,
none are likely to be much more successful than mt Belt I had
nut. up to this time, placed my foundation in the frames as
transatlantic authorities recommend, because 1 felt if this were
indeed the only plan, the utility of the wired foundation was
disproved "enavance." In short, to give an idea of the involv-
ed trouble, let me say that boring holes in the' top bar opposite
to the wires, clearing away the wax to expose about an inch of
these, and then drawing them through and getting ready for
insertion In the hive, occupied me twenty-one minutes, a period
which practice would not very much reduce, as the thin wires
arc broken by any rough usage in a moment.
After all this labor, and waiting until the comb was nicely

formed, I met the most complete failure; for all the wires but
four broke in my attempt to draw them out, and the four « hich
1 removed litcraih crumpled up the comb as you would crumple
up paper for the waste-paper basket. With further trials, l

met with the same results. No wonder Mr. Betsinger, at the
North-Eastern Convention of bee keepers held last February,
said, "A year ago, at the national convention at New Fork, I

offered 850. 00 to any one who would present me with a square
foot of foundation on wires that was perfect; but no one has
done it.

'

'

Without at present making more than a passing reference in

the unnaturalness and waste involved in the Hat-bottomed cell.

a matter which I wish to look at from its mathematical side an
other time. I am pleased to be able to say that I have had suc-
cess in some experiments I have been trying-, which must de-
liver US, if nothing more, from any necessity for wires or Hat
midribs.
Glue as most of us know can be used successfully in fastening

combs. Taking my cue from this. I at first tried some line sew
ing cotton dipped in thin glue, which I placed on the face of the
foundation in perpendicular lines about l 1

. in. apart, and gent-
ly passed the linger along it to bring it into contact with the
incipient cell walls, and when dry placed it in the center of one of
my strongest stocks, a position which would certainly have
caused half an inch elongation in the sheet, if unassisted. The
bees worked it beautifully; no sagging occurred, but, contrary
to mv expectation, the bees were unable to attach the glued
cotton. They built it into the fronts of the cells near to the base
Of course.
As the comb was half built pulling out the cottons tore away-

little of the walls of those cells through which they passed,
which the bees in an hour or two repaired perfectly, and we
were already altogether ahead of wired foundation, the labor
not being oiie tithe of that involved in drawing out. or rather
trying to draw- out the wires, leaving the troublesome lixing in-
to the frames out of view. The cell bases, in properly formed
foundations, are never perpendicular, but the weight of wax
and 1 s is constantly tending to bring them into this position.
hence the sagging; but the cottons acted as the bow string on
the bow. ami prevented the points of attachment from receding
from each Other. The beau ideal, it appeared to me, would be
reached, could we find something that the bees would remove as
the comb progressed. To this end, I have been, and am still.

experimenting with hair, raveling cotton, silk and thread fixed
with gum, glue, wax, shoemaker's wax, and varnish, and have
so tar succeeded that it is only now necessary to ascertain which
liber and fixing are uniformly most desirable. Any of these, it

seems to me, pressed into tlie comb during its manufacture,
must fail unless Hat bottoms are used, because as the fiber runs
to the right and left of the perpendicular in every cell diameter,
it simply without stretching assumes a straighter line as the
i-omb drops, without in any way sustaining it. I will report
further of mv experiments' ill the future. But another plan has
given me perfect results, and this is, 1 believe, likely to be very
largely adopted. I soldered live pins by their heads into a piece
of tine brass wire at intervals of about an inch or little more,
and then turned the wire at the end to a right angle, so that the
arrangement looked not unlike a tiny rake head with six teeth.
Haifa dozen of these were prepared, and when the foundation
had been waxed in, and the pins all cut down to half an inch ill

length, the turned ends of the wire went over the ton bar at re-
gular intervals, and the pins wen- pressed into and through the
foundation as it stood on the board used in waxing. The whole
was lifted and so linn was it that while the frame was held
horizontally the foundation kept its position. It was given as
before lo a strong stock.
When half worked, the little rakes were removed, and the live

holes each left were invisible in an examination made half an
hour afterwards. The comb is most perfect, with no disposi-
tion to turn at the corners- the one fault of all foundation J

have ever seen, the rakes preventing any movement.
I can only add, I shall name these wire arrangements "found-

ation rakes." Frank K. CHESHIRE.
Avenue House, Acton W.

Man j' thanks, friend J. The fdn. on wood
is not exactly new. We have had beautiful
combs built on wood ; some were built last

season ; and, if you recollect, I gave an ac-

count of the experiments about a year ago.

One edition of the A 15 C gives the result of

the experiments fully, but it was afterward
taken out, as the great amount of wax nec-
essary to make the cells on a smooth board,
I consider an insuperable objection. I have
used indented boards, but even then, the
brood is separated and the combs made so
much heavier than pure wax combs, that I
cannot see how it can come into general use.
The sample which you so kindly sent us is

much thicker and heavier than what we
used. We had no trouble with the warping.

I mentioned last season that our boys object-
ed to the wcod bases, because they could not
cut out queen cells. We have 25 copies of
the British Bee Journal each month, and
friend Abbot has also had the result of our
experiments through Gleanings. Mr.
Cheshire's idea is certainly new, and I am
inclined to think will be thankfully received
by a great many. You will notice above
that we had news of the same, through
friend Langstroth ; the two letters came in
the same mail. Some of the little "rakes"
were made very quickly, by soldering 6, I
wire nails on our ordinary transferring
wires. One of the "rakes" is shown below,
and also a full set, in place, on an L. frame.

tTIESHIUE'S INVENTION TO HOLD FDN.
Oue of the wires you wr

ill notice is put on
a little sloping ; Ave can do this to tighten
them, should the frames vary a little in size.

Several of them were prepared and put in
the hives, right in the height of basswood,
and while a few of them warped away from
the wires and sagged a little, the experiment,
on the whole, was a success. You can have
your sheets cut so as to fill the frames, and
have a full frame of perfect cells every time,
and no danger from sagging. We can fur-
nish the wires, as shown in the cut above,
all ready to put in the L. frames, for $1.00 per
hundred ; by mail, 15c. per hundred extra.
We prefer the wired frames shown in our
price list for our own work, because all of
the combs used in our apiary are liable to be
shipped at any moment, and we cannot have
combs breaking down. We also want combs
made so that neither the top nor the bottom
bar can sag with any weight of honey, and
want them to be, at the same time, just as
light as they possibly can be. For all these
points, nothing can equal our braced wire
frames.
Now in regard to friend Cheshire's re-

marks : He is most assuredly mistaken if he
means to say that our fine tinned wire kills
the larvae. We have solid sheets of brood
right over the wires, and after the first set
has been hatched out, the wires are so cov-
ered with cocoons that they are no longer
visible at all. Betsinger's offer was passed
by because most of us were too busy to take
up such an offer, even if we felt so disposed.
We do not want anybody's S50.00. Mr.
Cheshire, your experiments are most valua-
ble, and the united world of bee-keepers
owes you its thanks. Most of your experi-
ments, I have gone over in past years, but
the little "rake is entirely your own inven-
tion ; the nearest approach to it I have ever
heard of was given several years ago in
Gleanings, where It. S. Becktellused little

strips of wood which were afterward pulled
out.
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Eriend Jones, if you will take no pay for

your articles, how shall I reward you? I will

say to our readers that we have ordered both
Holy Laud and Cyprian queens, and to keep
them as pure as we can, we shall keep each
in isolated apiaries, at a distance from
blacks and Italians. The prices for dollar

queens from them, which we hope to have
ready to send off in August will be just
double that of Italians for the present.

The following was copied from the Beeton
Chronicle.

FROM CYPRUS.

ARRIVAL OF D. A. JONES, ESQ. ENTHUSIASTIC WELCOME.

On Tuesday morning it became known that I). A. Jones,
Esq., tin- famous Apiarist, was to arrive home that eve-
ning, after an absence <i live months on the continents
of Europe, Asia and Africa, whither lie went for the
purpose of procuring1 colonies of the Cyprian and other bees for
importation to America, and almost every citizen made it a
point to be present at the reception of the man ' 'whom Beeton
delights to honor. " Long before the arrival of the train crowds
had assembled at the depot, anxious t.> catch a glimpse of the
subject of their weleonie. The Independent Brass Hand ha.

I

stationed itself on the platform, and, as the iron horse steamed
into the station, struck up a welcome air, which was toll. .wed
by loud and prolonged cheering and the loud report of fog sig-
nals, and as Mr. Jones stepped off the train, cheer after cheer
rent the air. Mr. .Jones was greatly att'ected. As be was taken
by surprise hewas unable to say anything. He was then driven
to his residence in a carriage which was awaiting him, the band
leading, and an immense crowd following in procession, and as
they entered the village report after report from some old
• 'Queen Ann's' ' could be heard. The welcome was enthusiastic
and every person felt they could not make enough id' their
townsman. On arriving home Mr. Jones made a short speech,
thanking the citizens and the band for their kindness in welcom-
ing him back. We visited the gentleman the next day and
found him as courteous as ever and received the usual hearty
shake of the hands. He expressed himself happy to be once
more at home. Notwithstanding the amount of travelling lie

lias done and the many trials he has had to encounter, be looks
as full of life as ever, though somewhat reduced in weight. He
showed us the innumerable curiosities he gathered in his trav-
els, a description of which we shall give our leaders in a future
issue. The bees which he has imported are larger and in many
other respects superior to the Italian, and he has had the good
fortune to lose none during the vovagc. He brought here over
one hundred colonies and has sale for all. At London, Eng.,
Mr. Jones met with a Hattering reception. Owing to his being
fatigued we did not intrude on him by a prolonged conversation.
However we will furnish further particulars in next issue.

m > m
REPORT FROM OEO. GRIMM.

BEES have had a hard time of it until now.
Many have starved in this vicinity, and many
more would have followed their example had

not feeding- been resorted to. During- last winter, I

lost nearly 5 per cent, and have now about 430

swarms left, nearly all in very good condition. Up
to the 14th inst., I was feeding; now they make a

living-, but no more. Still swarms are coming daily.

Three days rainy or cool weather would see me
feeding again; or one week of very good weather
might see me taking off surplus honey. Basswood
will be out in about two weeks. Geo. Grimm.
Jefferson, Wis., June 22, 1880.

GOOD FOR MARYLAND.
ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT HONEY FROM TULIP.

^Y best hives are giving me about 90 lb. of hon-

ey to date, which I am selling as fast as lean
take it to market, at 20c. per section (Hi x 4}£),

about lib. each. Some of the honey drained into a

tumbler, can't be distinguished from loaf sugar dis-

solved in spring water until the same consistency is

reached, and placed side by side. This is only as to

color, of course. I can't find out where it comes
from, as some of it was sealed over May 25th, and it

is still coming in, and laurel bloom is over, and blue

thistle just commencing. Can you suggest the

plant? If you will pull from the tulip tree some
evening, a bud which is just opening, and put it in a

glass of water over night, the next morning your
doubts as to its yielding- honey will be dispelled, I

fancy; and, as to quantity, your spider plant will

have to step down from the head of the list.

F. Della Torre.
Reisterstown, Balto. Co., Md., June, 1880.

Under this head will be inserted free of charge,
the names of all those having honey to sell, as well
as those wanting to buy. Please mention how
much, what kind, and prices, as far as possible.
As a general thing, I would not advise you to send
your honey away, to bo sold on commission. If
near home, where you can look after it, it is often
a very good way. By all means, develop your home
market. For 25cts., we can furnish little boards
to hang up in your door yard, with the words "Honey
for Sale" neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10c.
extra for postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens
for Sale," iame price.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.- Honey.— Prices nominal at last

qiidtations with not much of old honey on the mark-
et. Arrivals of new are small, and equal to the de-
mand. Extracted Honey (ic. per lb. on arrival.
Beeswax.—Scarce and in good demand at 20@25c. a

lb. on arrival. C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., June 22, 1880.

St. Louis.— Honey —Strained, 7 @llc. ; Extracted,
11 @. 13c; Com b, dark to choice bright, 11 @ 20c. as in
quality.
Beeswax.—Steady at 20 to 21c. for prime to choice.
To-day, June 2tih, we had to pay 22 @ 23c. for

Choice to fair honey. 11. C. Creer.
No. 117, North Main Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Neav York.—Honey.—Best white combs, small,
neat packages, ]5(2.16c; Fair, ditto, lb@14c; Dark,
ditto, 10<F(illc. Extracted, white. Stifle; Golden Rod.
7@8c; Dark, 6<5 7c. The demand is light for all

grades, and the shipments of Cal. accumulating will
still more depress the markets.
Beeswax.—Crude, 38@25.
New York, June 24, 'SO. A. Y. Thurbeu.

Chicago.—Honey.—In fair supply, but the demand
is meagre and sales slow at 14@16c $ lb. for choice to
line comb, and at 10@12c for common to good.
Beesii'nx.— Is in fair demand, and steadily hell at

20(o- 22c for common dark to only fair stock.
The Chicago Times. June 22, 1880.

As yet no one has reported having any
new honey for sale.

CIRCl LiARS AND PRICE LISTS OF REG-
KEEPERS' SUPPLIES RECEIVED

DURINIi THE PAST MONTH.
SINGLE LEAF CIRCULARS.

Advertising Italian bees and queens, are received

from D. C. Underhill, Seneca. 111., and Jas. H. Reed,

Orleans, Ind.
TWO-LEAF CIRCULARS.

W. B. Coggeshall, Hill Side Apiary, Summit, Union
Co., N. J., otfers queens and smokers.

W. D. Parker, Defiance, O., offers hives and their

furniture, Parker's fdn. fastener for sections, and
Extractors.

A SMALL FOUR-LEAF CIRCULAR
Offering- Italian bees and queens, Smokers, and

Langstroth hives, is neatly got up by Chas. H. Lake,
Baltimore, Md.

Friend R. C. Taylor, Willmington, N. C. has made
us happy by the present of a real, live, Venus fly-

catcher, the plant described In our botanies, and
which we learn is found only in this one state in the
Union.
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BEES IN GARRETS.

A "BIG" BEE HIVE.

M FARMER, by the name of Shadrach Chaffin,

Jr$\. living- near Sciotoville, Scioto Co., 0., bought
v

a hive of bees (blacks) about the year 1845,

and put them up in his garret, at the end of the
room, 2 feet from the end, and 4 feet from the side

wall. Thus they were situated toward one corner of

the room, near a window in the centre of the end of
the garret. The building is an old style farm house,
over two stories high. At the side of the garret, it

is about 3 feet from the floor to the roof, and the
room is ceiled all over, up the rafters and all. The
bees worked out of a broken pane in the window.
They have never been known to swarm. After a
number of years, the whole pane of glass had to be

taken out to give them entrance room. The hive

was set on a bench about two feet from the floor.

An eye witness tells me that he "robbed" these bees
for his uncle about 15 years ago, and they had then
built their comb so as to entirely hide the old hive.

They had built from near the window from floor to

rafters or ceiling, and had about filled the corner of

the room from floor to ceiling for twelve feet in

length along the side of the room. He took about
two barrels of honey from them, and said he could
merely miss it from the mass of comb. My inform-
ant said, on a nice day the bees streamed out and in

at the window just about as fast as tbey could.

When they killed their drones in the fall, the ground
under the window would be covered with them for

yards around. I asked him in reference to the hon-
ey plants of Scioto. He said that persimmon, sour-

wood, and black gum abound; also basswood and
white clover. The main facts in this narrative can
be proven by many witnesses, or these bees can be
seen by going to Mr. Chaffin?, near Sciotoville, six

miles, I think, from town.
Question: Are there not, of necessity, many

queens in such a hive as this? Do you suppose they
work in concert? or does each que°n have her own
separate work? I don't think this the best way to

keep bees, but something of value may be suggested
to us by it. P. Bolinger.
Salem, Richardson Co., Pa., June 4, 1880.

The case you mention, friend B.. is by no
means an isolated one, unless it be a fact
that there are two or more swarms in this
same garret, which I think not very proba-
ble, although not impossible. Two or more
swarms will work through a common open-
ing of the size of a pane of glass, and usual-
ly without any disagreement. The queen,
in this case, is perhaps an unusually prolific
one, and the stream of issuing bees, from its

elevated position, looks larger than it proba-
bly is. As the arrangement has so far pre-
vented swarming, at some seasons of the
year the number of bees in the one colony
would be very great, and with unlimited
stores a great amount of brood would often
be raised. A similar garret was located near
us a few years ago, and the bees had the rep-
utation of never swarming, and of robbing
all the hives in the vicinity. I told them
they were liable to swarm, at any time, and,
even though they had been there for years,
the colony might become queenless, at any
time, and be lost. The very next year after
this it sent out several swarms, and finally

became queenless, and was destroyed by the
worms. It is a little singular that we find

so many such cases, where the bees have
held out so great a number of years, entirely
without care, and it seems to suggest that
some features of the plan might be of
value, if properly worked out ; but, as the
house apiary experiments, which are much
the same thing, do not seem to result in any
permanent adoption, we can not, as yet, very
strongly advise garret bee-hives.

WHEN DID THE HONEY BEE FIRST
< O Tl I OVER TO AMERICA?

SOME FACTS, AS WELL AS SOME SUGGESTIONS IN RE-
GARD TO THE MATTER.

/HpK. ROOT: — By your reply to Mr. Terry, in the

/jB|[ May No. of Gleanings, one would suppose—
' that you had the impression that the bees

which have inhabited this section of country from
time immemorial are a foreign race. The evidence

tends strongly to show that we have a geographical

race indigenous to this section of the continent, ex-

tending as far south as Arkansas and as far north

as the Hudson Bay Territory, both included. Hart-

wig, in his account of the fur producing animals of

Hudson Bay Territory, says: "The black bear feeds

chiefly on berries, grain, acorns, roots, eggs, and
honey." (See "Polar and Tropical World," page
315.)

In the May No. of the Bee Keepers 1 Magazine for

18T9, Mr. Teter, who writes from Minnesota, says

that he has learned from the Indians that wild bees

were there long before the bosom of the Great Father
of Waters was disturbed by the boat of a white man;
that it is two hundred years since the falls of St. An-
thony were discovered by the whites, and that the

traditions of the Indians fix the fact of the presence
of the honey bee there long before that date, &c.

After the battle of New Orleans, a Frenchman by
the name of La Charity, who had been a freebooter

but had received a pardon from Gen. Jackson for

assistance rendered in defending the place, fled from
civilization, and traversed the country from there to

the source of the Missouri River.

He saw wild bees at various places where he went,

when the conditions were favorable and timber
plenty. In 1830, St. Joseph and Sioux City were trad-

ing ports consisting of one hovel and an occupant to

each. They bought furs and sometimes honey. In
that year, a Canadian by the name of Flory left St.

Louis and followed the Missouri River for several

hundred miles up from its mouth, dealing in furs;

he saw bees at various points along the river, where
the conditions were favorable. Tessing, head chief

of the Sock Indians, and, for several years, inter-

preter for General Kearny, saw wild bees in his

travels wherever the conditions were favorable.

He says the Indians, as far back as traditions reach,

have been in the habit of gathering wild honey, and
transporting it on their ponies, in sacks made of

buckskin, as they do the various kinds of grease
that they accumulate when hunting. Mr. H. A. King,
in a back No. of the Bee Keepers 1 Magazine, mentions
having received an account of a bee marked with
yellow, that is quite common in Arkansas.
In 1861, 1 purchased bees of this race, and, to my

surprise, found many of them with a yellow band,

interrupted in the middle, in the place where we
find the anterior band on the Italian. I have mated
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Italian queens with drones of this race, and bred

the hybrids inter sc, for several years, in an apiary

by themselves, and the same tendency to assume
the color of the German bee prevails here as else-

where.

These mongrels, notwithstanding- they are %
Italian according- to the Dzierzon theory, persist in

looking- and acting as much like the natives as they

do like the Italians. The power of reversion to the

color and habits of the primordial species, augment-
ed as it is in the offspring- of two races when cross-

ed, is not sulliciently strong to account for the spee-

dy return, when bred inter 8«, of the hybrids of these

two races. Jerome Wiltse.
Rulo, Nebraska, May, 1880.

PARIS FDN. MACHINE.

MAKING FDN. BY THE ONE OPERATION OF
DIPPING ONLY.

raRIEND FARIS arrived with his machine
nin +1> ° 11t)i lie is a tall, slim Virgin-on the 11th.^ ian, and his honest, quaint ways re-

mind one of the rugged mountains of his
own native state. The apparatus that he
hrought with him is shown at iig. 2, below.

ed with plaster, pour on enough to fill the
whole frame. As the plaster sets quickly,
you will want some one to help you. Friend
Faris says his wife helps him, and very like-

ly he would never have succeeded at all, had
it not been for this partner of his in the bee
business. Fill it up, and smooth it off nice-
ly while it is soft, and then, when it is hard
enough, say in 20 or 80 minutes, turn the
whole over, take out the board, and fill the
other side in the same way. Now let it dry
several hours. Perhaps a whole day will be
better. When dry, pry it open carefully,
and peal off the sheet of fdn. Attach some
leather strips so that the machine cannot
open, only about as far as shown in the cut.
Fig. 3 shows a similar machine for making
starters. Perhaps you would better try your
hand on a small one first. I omitted to say
that the grooves in the frame that ordinarily
hold the slate, are to hold the plaster plates.

The grooves in the large frame should be
about -}- inch square.

THE DIPPING BOILER.
This is shown in Fig. 1. It is a tight box

two feet square and 10 in. deep inside. Mr.
Gray made one out of pine boards that would

MAKING FOUNDATION' WITHOUT ROLLS.

THE DIPPING PLATES.

It is simply two frames of wood, exactly
like two slate frames; in fact, I do not know
but two slate frames will answer the pur-
pose as well as any thing you can make.
They are to lie hinged together, with two
common hinges as shown in the cut. After
they are hinged, fit a board into the lower
one, so as to be just even with the lower
frame. On this lay a imeet of fdn., large
enough to project all around. Now shut
down your other frame against it, and clamp
it so it cannot move. You are now ready to
fill in the plaster of Paris on one side. To
make it adhere and leave no air holes, the
fdn. must be thoroughly wet with water.
This is not so easy a job, as you may imagine.
Friend F. has a novel way of doing it, by fil-

ling his mouth with water and blowing it

out in a spray. lie will do this almost as
well as a fountain pump. When the sheet
of fdn. is perfectly wetted, stir up your plas-
ter in the usual way, and after you have
spread it on thinly with a spoon, force it per-
fectly to the bottom of every cell, with a thin
stick, spatula, or piece of tin, as may come
handy. When you are sure every ceil is fill-

not leak a drop, without any waxing; and
he made it after dark too. If you can do it,

you are a pretty good carpenter. This box
is to hold hot water. We keep the water
hot, by running a steam pipe down into it

;

but you can do it by having the bottom
made of tin, and setting it on the stove, if

you choose. Inside of this box is one to hold
the melted wax. This can be made all of
tin, and be held in its place by a board
^across each end of it. These end boards
must be nailed into the box very securely.
Under this tin box there is a space of per-
haps two inches for the hot water, to keep
the wax melted.

HOWr TO WORK THE MACHINE.
This one little item, how to use it, is the

main point of Mr. Faris' discovery. Set a
tub of cold water close up to your box (Fig.

1). Take the machine by the upper lid, and
I set it in the box of melted wax. Let the

[

lower plate, while in a perfectly level posi-

I tion, sink just beneath the surface. Now
lift it out, still keeping it level, and swing it

I
one-quarter round, so it will sit securely on

I the sides of the inner box. Now shut down
I the upper plate, and do it so quickly that the
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melted wax just goes out "ker-squash" all

around the sides of the plates. Hold the
plates tight together with your fingers, and
immerse the whole in the tub of cold water.
Open it, and there is your sheet of dipped
fdn. There is a tough edge of plain wax
around the sides, that must he trimmed off

as usual. When you first start, it may he
well to use a little soap, or soap bark, but
very soon the clean water is all that is need-
ed. We started the machine after dark one
evening, and, at first trial, two men dipped
15 sheets in 15 minutes. At the next trial,

they clipped 18 sheets in 15 minutes. Two
pairs of plates were used ; one dipped Dun-
ham fdn., and the other, our own. They
averaged about <> sheets to the pound. At
this rate, two men would make from 100, to
120 lbs. of fdn. in a day. The next morning,
the girls in the wax room heard the result of
our experiments, and two of them made 18

sheets of our fdn., trimmed and all, in seven
minutes, with the rolls. The same two af-

terwards rolled and trimmed 210 lbs. of fdn.
in a day.
Faris machine is too heavy for the women

and children that we employ, and it would
be much more expensive for us to make fdn.
in this way, at present. Another objection,
and it is the most fatal one to the new pro-
cess, is that during the half hour we worked,
one plate gave way, it is thought, through
the combined effects of the heat and water.
Last of all, the machine, as we used it, spat-
tered wax around the room ; I had just
come from the saw room, with my clothes
pretty well covered with saw dust, and after
friend Faris spattered melted wax over me
(just little drops) I presented rather a sorry
spectacle, I fear. Of course, this can be got
along with. The sides of the box can be
made higher; but still I fear it will be a
spattering job. I think something may be
added to the plaster, that will make the
plates more durable, but even if a plate does
fail, once in a while, it is but a few minutes
work to fill them again. The fdn. is soft
and porous, and is certainly ahead of any
made by rolls.

I paid friend F. $143.00 for coming up
here, and showing me how he does it, and I
think he has fully earned it. lie has shown
us how fdn. can be made, in full sheets, and
nice ones, without any expensive machinery.
I prefer, under the circumstances, not to
make the plates for sale at present, but you
can order them from John Faris, Chilhow-
ie, Smith Co., Va., or you can easily make
the whole apparatus yourself. It will be im-
proved no doubt, right along, and I should
not be surprised at all, if rolls should be en-
tirely laid aside by another season. As soon
as I can find a durable apparatus, that will
work a little cleaner, I should be glad to of-
fer them for sale.

The following is just at hand from a neigh-
bor of friend Faris:
Since friend Faris' return, I have purchased one

of his dipping comb foundation machines. This
morning I tested the machine by making 25 sheets,

Langstroth, or Simplicity, size. The working of the

machine I consider perfect in the qual/Uy of i he fdn.

it makes. The fdn. is beautiful, ami there is no
doubt but that the machine is a grand success. Sim-

plicity of construction, ease in operation, and cheap-
ness in price, commend it to every keeper of bees.

The sheets can be made light or heayy as the opera-
tor of the machine may desire.

1 think the bee-keepers of our land may well con-
gratulate friend F. on his success in getting up a
machine that is so useful, and is doubtless destined
to take the place of all rolls and presses now in

vogue. A. F. Bonham.
Seven Miles Ford, Smyth Co., Va., June 19, 1880.

DEPOSITORY OF

tglashd %offl§ 9

Or Letters from Those Who Have Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

WHITE CLOVER NOT YIELDING HONEY.
HITE clover has come, and nearly gone, and
not one pound of honey (not even extract-

ed) yet. We have only 50 colonies left out
of 128 last fall, and not more than 35 of them are

strong enough to go into the boxes. Don't you
think this looks a little like blasted hopes? I think

it looks like blasted bees to me. We have not had a

swarm yet, but basswood is budding nicely, and I

hope to produce some honey from it, and be able to

give you a better report next month.
Harry Blackburn.

Webberville, Mich., June 19, 1880.

Apparently the season has been very favorable

for the bees. They wintered splendidly, and colo-

nies were strong in the spring. Fruit bloom was
quite plentiful but rains prevented the bees from
gathering all of the honey. Since that time there

has been plenty of rain, but not enough to injure

anything. White clover is strong and in full bloom

;

still the bees are in a starving condition. I have not
heard of a swarm in the country. Won't some one
tell us why this "is thusly?" E. A. Gastman.
Decatur, 111., June 19, 1880.

This is "thusly," friend G., I presume, be-
cause white clover, like most other plants,
at times fails to secrete honey. Whenever
you find the tubes of the red clover pretty
full of nectar, you will usually find honey
coming in. I am inclined to think that as
much honey is obtained from red clover here,
as from white. Be of good cheer, my
friends, feed, if need be, though right in
June ; and before you know it, honey will
come with a rush that may find you unable
to make room for it all.

This department was suggested by one of the
clerks, as an opposition to the "Growlery." I think
I shall venture to give names in full here.

fHE queen came to-day, safe and sound. I must
say it is a pleasure to deal with you. I know
it was not the way to do business to send the

order without cash, but I was not sure that you
could furnish her, or I would gladly have sent the
money at tirst. I am glad you have not lost faith in

poor humanity, after being abused so much by
some of its members. Please remember me among
so many "rain-drops." Many thanks for your kind-

ness. L. E. Harris.
Franklin Depot, Dal. Co., N. Y., June 9, 1880.
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LOUISIANA, AND A TALK FROM ONE OF
HER BEE MEN.

JR. A. I. ROOT: — Bee-keepers are once more
happy here, as 1880 gives every prospect of a

"boss" yield of honey. We begin extracting

June 1st, and continue, if the season is favorable,

until August 15th.

WHERE DOES THE HONEY COME FROM?

With the commencement of the honey season, I

have asked myself, and neighbors too, where does

our honey come from? Some say they don't know;
they are satisfied with getting it. Others look wise,

and say it comes from the woods. Still others sug-

gest corn as the source. Among the latter number
is your humble servant, and I think the facts sus-

tain that opinion pretty well.

HONEY FROM CORN.
We begin extracting as soon as corn begins bloom-

ing. Walk into the corn fields and you will find two
or three bees on every blossom. True, each one has

a load of pollen, but, watch it, and you see it busily

probing each little flower with its probocis; and,

smash it, and you will find it has a nice load of hon-

ey. The honey season continues just so long as corn

continues to bloom, which is until about the mid-

dle of August.
HONEY FROM COTTON.

Some one might suggest cotton as the source of

our honey. Prof. Cook says we reap a rich harvest

from it. I live in a cotton district, with thousands
of acres of it all around me, and, although I have
walked in the fields many a time to see if the bees

did visit the cotton flowers, I have never had the

pleasure of seeing the bees on one. If it does con-

tain honey, and I suppose it does since Prof. Cook
says so, the bees prefer the honey from whatever
else it is that they do get honey from. 1 would
like to hear from some one in the West, where corn
is plenty, as to how it does as a honey plant there,

and, by all means, friend Novice, let me hear your
opinion.

A BARREL OF HONEY FROM A COLONY OF BEES IN
ONE SEASON.

It is no very uncommon thing here for one colony

to make one barrel of honey, or 480 lbs. Of the

spring honey plants, of which we have a goodly

number, the honey is all used up in brood rearing.

Among them is the willow, which blooms from Feb.

10th until Apr. 20th; then we have fruit trees, China-

ball trees, and two kinds of locust. Basswoed does

not grow here, and clover is pretty much used up in

brood rearing. Besides those mentioned, there is

very little forage here. I have just killed a very
fine Ital ian queen for laying only drone eggs. I had
kept her more than a month, thinking she would
"get over it." This queen was one of a "batch" of

17, and began laying as soon as the others,—in 21 or

22 days after the cells were started. Have you ever
heard of such a thing before?

I have used 15 lbs. of comb foundation this season,

and found that the bees in some hives did not like

it much. After it was built out, it would remain a
couple of weeks before it would be used. I think,

however, that the foundation was not good. I have
used it when the bees just rushed for it. I tried

wiring the frames and then pressing the foundation
into it, but gave it up as a bad job, since it is such
an awful trouble to put the wire into my frames, the
top and bottom bars of which are an inch square.
If the foundation does not have honey put into it,

until it has been strengthened by brood rearing, it

won't sag.

THE COUNTER STORE.

I am a subscriber to Gleanings, and consider it

worth much more than its cost, in advertising so

many cheap articles; for instance, I bought a pair

of five cent scissors for clipping queens' wings that

are just splendid. If I had not taken Gleanings, I

would have paid at least 50c for a pair. My brother

paid $1.25 for a pair that, for clipping queens'

wings arc no better than mine, and, as he lost them
the same evening that he got them, it did not pay at

all. Louisiana.
Lakeland, La., May 30, 1880.

We are sorry you did not sign your name,
friend — , but, after all, 1 do not know but
that your ideas are just as good as if you
had. I think you need a little more charity;
cotton may not yield any honey with you,
but may yield a great deal in other locali-

ties, or at other times. I presume many
will laugh at your idea of honey coming
from corn, but I know pretty well that some
corn, or corn at some seasons, does yield
honey. The matter of having a corn that
will yield honey every season is one that
sadly needs working up. I am experiment-
ing on it a little. Please have charity, and
be slow to censure, my friends. One of you
wrote that the sunflower is a great honey
plant, but some one who planted largely of
it talked hard, because the bees never went
near the blossoms when they had planted a
half acre.—Is not your statement about a
barrel of honey from one colony a pretty
large estimate?—Is it not that the honey was
coming at one time, and not coming at an-
other time, which made the difference in
the way the bees took to the fdn., friend —

,

there, I don't know your name, after all.

If I were you, I would take those great
sticks out of your combs, and "reconstruct."
—I am very glad to know that the five cent
scissors are good to clip queens' wings. I
had never tried them, but I hardly dared
recommend for the purpose anything that
cost so little. Thanks for your kind words.
Your remark to the effect that expensive
tools are as easily lost as cheap ones is a
good point. You can buy ten pairs of cheap
scissors, for less than you can buy one pair
of high priced ones, and then, if one is bro-
ken or lost, you can take a new pair without
waste of time.

THE THISTLE "BUSINESS," ETC.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT WEEDS.

ITH your indulgence, I hope to make myself
understood this time. 1 did not intend to

say that blue thistle was like Canada this-

tle. I referred to the bad qualities of Canada this-

tle in order to put the public upon their guard
against trifling with a thistle which may prove
equally injurious to the farming community, al-

though quite unlike Canada thistle in its habits.

That "it dies root and branch after the second

year" is, to my mind, no argument that it is a harm-
less weed. Ragweed, wild oats, yellow mustard, and
many other troublesome weeds die root and branch
the first year. Pigeon-weed, or red root, as well as

some other bad weeds, die after the second year,
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and yet these are very serious drawbacks to the
farmer in many sections of country. I believe the

greater part of noxious weeds propagate themselves
by seed instead of by root; the parent dying as soon
as the seeds are matured. Being hard to transplant

does not prove them easily subdued.

The potatoe bug is an easy fellow to eatch, and if

you crush him or drop him in boiling water, he is

dead; and yet the combined efforts of an offended
and injured nation appear to have but littte effect

upon his numbers. The difficulty consists in hU
great power of reproduction. So with most noxious
weeds; their power of producing an immense quan-
tity of seeds is what makes the difficulty. Thistle

seeds are to be feared in particular, for they take
wing- and Jly—who knows where? Blue thistle and
Canada thistle, being unlike in habits, may require
different treatment which would aggravate the
difficulty. Please give this an insertion in Glean-
ings and oblige— S. T. Pettet.
Belmont, Ont,, Can., June 10, 1883.

P. S.—Since writing the above, I have received,

from 111., a letter containing one dollar with the re-

quest to send the writer a half dozen Canada thistle

plants. This proves what T said in a former com-
munication, that some will cultivate thistles re-

gardless of the consequences. No sir; I will not
send them. Money is no inducement to intfict such
a calamity upon any community. S. T. P.

Many thanks, my good friend P. I have
never had a doubt but that all you have said
was said in the kindest and most friendly
spirit, but, for all that, I think you carry
your point almost too far. You know there
are extremes in almost every thing. I once
heard of an old lady who refused to ride on
the cars, on account of the accidents that
happen. Some of my friends censured me
most severely because I would fuss and ex-
periment with grape sugar, when they knew
I would certainly ruin the honey business if

I did not stop. The honey business is not
ruined, and grape sugar has proved a great
boon, as you will see by the reports, espe-
cially the one from friend Hutchinson in
this number. As you state it, even buck-
wheat is a bad weed, and perhaps it is the
worst one on our honey farm ; but, instead
of letting it grow where it wants to, we only
let it grow where we want it. liag weed
was in great plenty on our land at first, but
I do not believe visitors find any of it now.
I do not wish to send out the seed of rag
weeds, and I have therefore bought an ex-
pensive fanning mill just to fan the seeds
out ; but, at the same time, I think it is a
disgrace to any farmer to have it on his land,
or even on his road sides. Keep it off as
you would keep the moth out of your hives.
Have all of the space occupied with some-
thing useful. We had a dozen blue thistle

plants in our garden, but they all died in
spite of all we could do. Mr. Faris said
blue thistle was plenty in his neighborhood,
but that it never grew only where the land
was neglected, and that he never heard of
its being considered a troublesome weed. I
think I would ask my friend what he want-
ed with Canada thistles before positively re-
fusing to send them to him. Canada this-
tle was growing in small patches in some
parts of Medina Co., more than 30 years age,

but it has been been kept in check, so there
is now no more than there was then, if as
much. Some farmers will have weedy farms
anyway, and seem to take great comfort in
laying the blame all on the enterprising
weeds that can not be killed out, while oth-
ers will not have weedy farms, no matter if

Canada thistles are on every side of them.

OUR OWN APIAKY, HONEY FARM, AND
FACTORY.

EARLY AND LATE SIMPSON HONEY PLANTS.

g|TILL the Simpson plants are growing,
£jy and to-day, June fith. they are nearly

as high as my head. Under the influ-
ence of the cultivator run both ways through
them, they are making an astonishing mass
of luxuriant foliage. The great, oroad,
green leaves have that bright, fresh, green
tint that indicates a strong growth, and
makes one almost involuntarily ask what will
be the result of these, when in bloom, com-
pared to what a few feeble plants did last
year. I am looking at, and thinking of, them
so much, I am almost afraid some great
wind or something else will destroy them
all. You may remember that friend Irish
has spoken of an early variety. I had some-
how got an idea that it was the same plant
that had accidentally bloomed a little earli-

er; behold, to-day I found one among the
lot he sent me that had suddenly shot forth
a flower stalk, and was ready to blossom,
though scarcely a foot high, while ours
showed no signs of buds.

8th.—The small Simpson plant is in bloom,
and, sure enough, the tiny pitcher-shaped
ball is full of nectar, as they were last year.
The flowers seem to be full as large, and in
every way like, those of the large plant. No
bees are seen near them now, for the white
clover takes all of them.

15EES BY THE POUND.
The demand for bees by the pound, with

queens, has been so great that our apiary is

depopulated just about as fast as we can re-
plenish it by buying bees from neighbor
Kice. Neighbor H. says it don't pay to sell

young Italians for $1.25 per lb., for it spoils
his whole apiary for queens, honey, or any-
thing else. I tell him that if the apiary is

spoiled, the money for it is in his pocket,
and that it is about as good a way to convert
bees into cash as I know of ; I bought one
new swarm last July, that weighed 7 lbs.

I did not know you were going to want so
many pounds and half pounds of bees with
your queens, or I should have been better
prepared for the seige. However, I believe
we have filled all orders for bees and queens,
pretty promptly. Queens now come in by
every mail and express, often in lots of a
dozen or two at a time ; but the mails each
day take nearly every one, as fast as we get
them. The bottle cage described last month
is working beautifully now. There is some-
thing exhilirating in seeing so much busi-
ness moving forward simply at one's com-
mand, but I tell you the weight of care is

fearful, when things get tangled as they
once in a while do. There are about a hun-
dred now in my employ, besides a good
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many more, who are working for me indi-

rectly.
12$.. —We have to-day received, from

Italy, 25 queens and every one alive. They
were from Bianconcini, who advertises with
us, and has for some time past. Friend B.
is a bright, wide-awake bee-keeper, and, as
he writes our language, we feel more ac-
quainted with him than with those who do
not. His boxes were no larger than those
used by other Italian breeders, but they
were very neat and clean. Two little combs
were used for each box, and the honey was
nice and clean, lie had evidently let the
bees clean off all drip, so there was no daub-
ing. If our friend Charley can do as well as
this every time, he will have a great business
growing up on his hands. I am somewhat
anxious to have the sugar and water tried

for ocean voyages, either in connection with
honey or without it. With honey, bees so

often come through with their bodies dis-

tended as if with dysentery, and the cages
smelling badly ; but. with pure sugar and
pure water, this is seldom or never the case.

Here is a card from friend Doolittle on this

subject

:

Although I have received many queens from va-

rious breeders, yet I never received, by mail or oth-

erwise, from any person before, a queen which came
in such perfect order as the red-clover queen just

received. Not a bee was dead, and their bodies were
not distended in the least. They would have stood a

journey of two weeks with ease.

Borodino, N. Y., June 12, '80. G. M. Doolittle.

Our boys complain that it is a great deal
of work to put up a pound of bees with a
queen, in the cage I have figured in the price
list, and so I told them to make such a pack-
age as suited them. They now use a rough
nucleus hive large enough to hold one frame.
To get the bees in, this hive is set on the
scales, and bees shaken from frames right
into the hive or box, until the pointer on the
scales shows a pound. Now, after we have
got thus far, the very handiest and easiest

way of giving them food is to give them a
frame of comb containing honey. Well,
once or twice, the bees have starved because
a pound of bees consume honey so much
faster than one would suppose. As a queen
is almost always ordered with the bees, she
will lay on the way, if a comb be furnished,
and the young brood take still more honey;
but the purchaser has besides his bees and
queen, a frame of brood as well, or at least a
frame with some brood in it. A pound of
bees may consume nearly a pound of honey
in a week, and, of course, we wish to make
provision for such delays and contingences
as are always likely to occur; therefore, after
one or two lots had been reported starved, I
gave orders that they should have a great
deal more honey than they could possibly
consume, and yesterday neighbor II. told
me they had been giving every pound of
bees, on an average, 4 lb. of honey. I
thought this was away to the opposite ex-
treme, but they said they had only obeyed
orders. Come to think of it, I see no objec-
tion to this only that the expense of a good
wired comb, and 4 lb. of honey is a little

more than I can afford, and sell the bees at

$1.00 per lb., the price advertised in the ta-
ble for July. Perhaps 4 lb. of honey is used
now, when the combs are all so full, butvery
likely not more than half as much will be
used ordinarily. Even in that case, the comb
and honey are worth at least 50c, which is

more than half the price we get for the bees.
Mr. Gray says we cannot well make even
rough nucleus hives, for much less than 15c,
including the wire cloth, etc.

In view of the above mentioned difficulties

in sending bees by the pound, I shall, for
the present, be obliged to raise the price to
$1.50, instead of $1.00, for a pound of young
Italians. This will make i of a lb. an
equivalent of a SI.00 queen. I hope some
one of you will be enterprising enough to

run opposition, and sell them at the old
price. Both Will and neighbor II. say, if I
will give them the pound of young bees I
have been selling for a dollar, they will raise
a queen with them every 15 days, while the
season lasts. Will tried it, just to prove to
me that the price was too low.

l(\th —We have had beautiful rains lateiy,

and white clover is at its height. Our bees
can not well store honey, because the colo-
nies have been divided so much, queens ta-

ken out, and above all those pounds of bees
removed from every one that had a whole
pound. The combs are being bulged, and
their tops show that snowy Avhiteness that is

so cheering to the apiarist. I know by the
looks of things, and by the hum of the bees,
that we are having an abundant flow of hon-
ey; also from the letters that come in.

What do you think of the following?—

June 9th, the hive on scales gained 1 lb.; 10th, 5J£

lb.; 11th, 13 lb. ; 12 th, 10 lb. ; and 13th, \V2 lb.

Norwalk, O., June 16, '80. S. F. Newman.

Just think of it, you excitable ABC
children, and some of you that are older,
who have got the bee fever. Thirteen pounds
of beautiful clover honci/, from a single colo-
ny, in just one dan ! and about as much the
next day, and so on. Why, a gold mine
wouldn't be a "circumstance" to so much of
nature's nectar ; all gathered from the little

flowers by our winged pets too. Who
wouldn't be a bee-keeper—and have a colo-

ny hung on spring scales to tell you how
much honey they were getting per hour?

11th.—The Alfalfa is now in full bloom,
but no bees are seen on it. This is not
strange, as the white and red clovers are
now in their prime. For all this, bees are
humming very thickly over the motherwort,
which is now in full bloom. The melilot clo-

ver is higher than my head, but it only just
shows, now and then, tiny embryo buds. I
look forward to its blooming with consider-
able anxiety. It had clean cultivation from
the start, and now covers the ground with a
mass of dark green foliage that is a beauti-
ful sight to look at. Bees are now seen at
all hours of the day hovering over the early
Simpson plants, in spite of the counter at-

tractions of clover. The old plants begin to

look almost like trees, but yet they show no
signs of budding to blossom. We have an
acre or more of small Simpson plants, be-
sides our patch of large ones, but we have
not succeeded so well with the spider plant,
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having only about one-fourth of an acre as
yet.

RAPE.
22nd.—We have tried rape again this year,

as we have most other years, but it was a
failure again from the same black Ilea, ex-
cept one corner of the patch, where I found
the bees working so busily on if. about the
20th, that I decided a whole held of thrifty
plants would be one of the best honey crops
Ave can get. You see they had deserted the
clover for it. To-day, they have deserted
the rape.

TIME OF BASSWOOD BLOOMING.

I went up where the men were working in
the apiary, and asked if they had smelled
any basswood honey yet. They said they
had not. One of theni raised the cover to a
hive that had been left over night without a
mat. I saw some tins of comb on the cover.
A little honey was in it. and it was basswood,
pure and strong; so I knew basswood was
out. Afterward, I went into the woods and
saw the blossoms just unfolding. This is

about a week earlier than it ordinarily
blossoms.

23d.—At 5 o'clock this morning, the bees
were roaring out and in their hives; this in-

dicates basswood, for they seldom commence
Avork on clover before the sun is Avell up.
What an exhilarating scene it is to see such
bustle, rush, and activity! Bees are drop-
ping in front of the hives on every side, ex-
hausted with the heavy loads they carry. I
have not seen the basswood orchard for over
a month; in fact, I dare not take the time to
go to it. If one of you should find me else-

Avhere than at my post tilling your orders, I
should feel guilty, almost, of a crime; and
God sees even if you do not. Motherwort is

full of bees, in spite of the bassAArood; and I
tell you a plat of cultivated motherwort
plants is a pretty sight to see. The catnip
plat adjoining is so tall and so full of buds,
you would hardly recognize it as catnip.
Melilot, too, is full of buds, and now and
then a fiOAA*er is out. The late Simpsons,
some of them, now sIioav buds. All these
Avillbe out just about the time when the
basswood closes. Amid all the cares and
din of business, the thought and sight of
these honey plants, so fresh and green and
thrifty, is more of a comfort and joy to me
than I can well tell.

~Wi. -"hoity-toity!" Basswood honey is com-
ing-, in a perfect tiood. Although the boys declared

every hive was given plenty of room only day be-

fore yesterday, I thought I would take a look my-
self, and the first hive I found was crammed full.

Next I looked at the red-clover queen's hive, and al-

though they said she had ii empty combs just given

her, I found every cell full and the cells lengthened

out to their utmost. We have been buying new
h warms at 75c. per lb., and hiving them on wired

frames of fdn., and it is just handsome I tell you.

Beautiful, straight combs that can't break or sag

arc being made at the rate of hundreds a day. Is it

possible that this is a reality, and not some fairy

tale? Little did I think, when I fussed and sweated
and almost cried over my experiments a few years

aero, that such beautiful creation* were eventually

to be the result of it all.

Pertaining to Bee Cultrui-e.

MRS. COTTON.

8T seems that Mrs. C. does sometimes till

orders after all ; here is a report in re-—
' gard to the outfit

:

We have one of Mrs. Cotton's victims here in our
place. A widow lady and her daughter saw her cir-
cular which tells about making $50.00 from one
swarm in a season. They sent her $20.00 for a
swarm of pure Italians, and hive complete, and
feeder. They got the bees last Friday. The next
morning they sent for me to let them out. I went,
and found a hive without cover, boxes, or feeder,
with five frames having brood scattered around in
three of them, and one frame only half full of comb.
I looked the combs over carefully, and so did Mr.
Chapman, who was with me ; we found three or four
qupen cells started but no queen. There was about
half a cupful of dead bees. Mrs. Cotton says in the
place of the boxes, feeder, and top of hive, she sent
diagram of her hive, which I would not give one
cent for, she asked 4 or 5 dollars for it. I don't know
what she will put in place of the queen. If there is

any way to stop Mrs. Cotton from swindling, I think
it is time to do it. E. A. Robinson.
Exeter, Me., May 24, 1880.

The fact that she does occasionally send
something, friend R., will do much toward
preventing her being classed with those to
Avhom the department refuse to deliver
mails.

MITCHELL.
Last week we had an "angelic" visit to our town

by one of N. C. Mitchell's agents selling his patent
bee hives, etc. He claimed that the patent was up-
on the division board; and, upon learning that I

was using the division board in my hives, he asked
what authority I had for using it. I told him it was
upon the authority of A. I. Root's publications. He
told me I would be attended to, upon which he took
my name and address, giving me the enclosed no-
tice, and saying he would turn over my case to N. C.
Mitchell. Dr. H. J. Peters.
Rogersville, Ohio, June V, 1880.

Thanks. The paper you send is only
another of Mitchell's schemes to scare those
Avho are so thoughtless as to be intimidated
by such foolish threats. The man who
handed it to you can be arrested for an at-
tempt to obtain money under false preten-
ses. The paper itself, which is in substance
the same as the extracts I gave on p. 155,
April No., has the stamp of an absurdity on
its face. This paper, too, says that, grant-
ing it to be an old device, the patent laws
are such that he can recover damages all the
same. What a beautiful system of equity
such an arrangement would be for a free
country.

I saw some of Mrs. Cotton's advertisements in the
Youth's Companion of Boston, published by Perry,
Mason, & Co., and so I just clipped some extracts
from Humbugs and Swindles, concerning her, and
sent them to Perry, Mason, & Co. They thanked me
for it, and stopped her advertisement. She has not
sued me for slander, and I guess she won't.

Andrew Smilet.
Housers Mills, Monroe Co., Pa., June 17, 1880.

Bight, friend X.; you did your fellow men
and your nation a service, by trying to re-

press fraud, and to protect our people from
dissappointment and losses. Never fear the
threats of evil doers, Avhen you know you are
right.
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THE FINEST SWAKIfl OF BEES IN TEX-
AS.

AND WHAT BECAME OF IT.

^pS^N the 10th of May, I had 2 large swarms of Ital-

WM ian bees which came out at the same time,

and all settled together, so I did not know
what else to do but to let them all go together. I

got my table and placed it under the tree on which
they had settled, which was a small peach tree. In
order that I might save one of the queens, I got a

sheet and spread it on the table, so I might be bet-

ter able to see the queens. I placed the hive on the

table with the frames all in order, and the quilts on,

so I could force them in at the entrance. I then

shook them down on the table and watched for the

queens. I caught one and caged her. Then, after

taking her away I drove all the bees all in together.

I think there must have been % bushel of bees. I

felt sure that I had the finest colony of bees in Tex-

as, and had taken particular pains to get them to

stay. I gave them two cards of brood in all stages,

with plenty of honey, and thought they would do

big things, as there was plenty of honey coming in.

As I thought they would perhaps not have room,

I opened up the upper story, so as to give them fair

play, and placed them on their stand, and to my sur-

prise, in about 2 hours, they came out and started

for the timber, which was not very far off. I fol-

lowed them, throwing clods of dirt at them, but they
were determined to go. I followed them about 3i of

a mile, until they got above the timber, and were
going so fast I could not keep up; so I bid them
farewell, or at least they bid me good moraine1

, as

they thought they might go farther and fare better.

So I changed my course for home very much wor-

ried, and a little "down in the mouth," but not in

Blasted Hopes, "by a long shot." When I reached

home, I opened the hive and found a few young bees

crawling about, that had hatched out of the brood I

gave them.
Now, Mr. Root, you don't know how bad I felt

for those fatherless and motherless bees, and, be-

hold! the worst of all was, they had uncapped the

last cell of honey, and cleaned it up, robbed their

own brood, and left them to starve. I just thought,

if I had hold of the old lady that led them off, I

would crop her wings well. I then made an artifi-

cial swarm, and turned the queen that I had cap-

tured loose, and now I have a fine colony after all.

What made them leave? H. D. Heath.
Sherman, Tex., June 2, 1880.

I think I should have divided so large a
swarm, friend H., but, with the two frames
of brood you gave them. I should hardly
have supposed they would decamp. Did
you move them far enough from the place
where they clustered? See friend Peter's re-
marks in regard to losing swarms, at the
conclusion of the subject of swarming in the
ABC. Very large swarms are always lia-

ble to swarm out at almost any time.<
ARE BEES ABLE TO "STRAIN" THE

WATER FROM NEW HONEY?

IN reply to Mr. Thomson's strictures in June
No., p. 270, 1 have to say that I expressed my
views in the April No., and he has expressed

7i is in the June No. We find no fault with him, and
I trust he reciprocates. We have observed all the

phenomena to which he alludes in the latter part of

his article, and admit the falling of the spray. Per-

haps it is nearly pure water; as pure as ordinary

river water. We admit that it comes from the bees
while passing over. Thus far we think alike; but
our conclusions differ. The premises are the same
in both cases, and we both "reason from what we
know," and then diverge. Mr. Thomson sees an un-

demonstrated lilter through which the water he
poured on his sugar was finding its way. Call it an
excreting gland. Such glands do exist in our own
bodies, and they may exist in the bee, and for the

especial purpose under consideration. Mr. Root,

please hunt them up after you are through your
hurry. "Find out how the bees separate the water."

He has reached his conclusion, now, Mr. Root, prove
it for him. Now I don't propose to risk my "old

hat" in this matter. I would accept the apples by
way of compromise, when our friend feels that he
has jumped at aconclusion without logical premises.

We present our case this way: Bees eat, digest, and
expel the excrementitious matter while on the wing.

This is the healthy, natural way of purgation. After

bees have been confined for four or five months to

their hives, the excrement becomes thickened, and
when they are removed to their summer stand, on a

warm, sunny day, the condensed, colored spray

comes fast and thick, until it may be caught upon a

white sheet or dry board.
Now the more muscular exertion an animal makes,

the more solid matter it must absorb to keep in re-

pair the muscular fiber consumed in the exertion.

When an animal is fed an excess of water with its

food, that water is "filtered" through kidneys and
skin. Some animal 3 have no kidneys, and, in such
cases, other organs are employed in expelling the

water through the alimentary canal. Such an-

imals have watery stools when in a normal state.

Now when bees at hard labor must drink a quart of

water for the sake of "two table-spoonfuls of sugar,"

we feel warranted in expecting "plenty of spray
falling." Jesse Oken.
La Porte City, Iowa, June, 18S0.

I also, like friend Thompson, have noticed that

bees expel water when working on thin syrup, but
am unable to say whether or not they do really con-

dense the syrup, or separate the water, from it. I

have noticed that they do the same thing when work-
ing on pure water. 1 have a large tub for watering

my bees, with a piece of rag carpet thrown over it.

The bees alight on the wet carpet, and are in no dan-
ger of being drowned. During dry spells, they will

literally cover the tub, and I have often been asked,

"What are you feeding your bees?" When told,

"Water," they look surprised, and say they did not

know bees used so much water.
Now, if any of your readers are watering their

bees, and would like to see them expel water, let

them seat themselves some evening before sundown,
so as to have the bees fly between them and the sun,

and, if they havebees enough carrying water, they

will see a continual shower of water dropping from
them. The question now comes, "what are they do-

ing?" or is it only that they have too large a load,

and discharge part of it? I think so.

Jos. M. Brooks.
Columbus, Ind., June 7, 1880.

I am inclined to think the bees can sepa-
rate the water from the sugar, in the manner
mentioned, but I can not "cipher out" why
they should drink pure water only to expel
it immediately. I too, have seen them do it.
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PAINTING HIVES.

®N reply to Mr. Eoff, on p. 222 of GLEANINGS for

jj|[ May, you ask bee-keepers to give their expe-
rience with different kinds of paint. I have al-

ways had more or less trouble with the peeling off

of paint from hives, after they had been painted a

year or so, especially off the tops. About 2 years

ago, I happened to be spooking of this fact to a prac-

tical painter, and his answer was substantially as

follows: "Tkere are two conditions which must be
complied with to insure a good j>b of painting: 1st,

to use nothing but the best material; viz., pure lead

and oil: 2d, to apply it in a proper manner; espe-

cially to make (he first coat a vera thin one,—the less

lead and the more oil the bettor. A large propor-

tion of the oil in the first coat sinks into the wood,
and unless a proper all nvancc is made for that fact,

the lead will be left too thick and dry, and liable to

peel or flake off."

Since that time I have full )wed the above advice,

and am satisfied that it is correct. If you have any
regular painter in your empl iy, you can easily learn

from him how much truth there i< in the above
idea.

I have often thought that it would be of consider-

able importance to us bee keepers, if a good sub-

stantial p lint could be fouud, that is a better non-
conductor of heat and cold than is our common
paint. I understand that this quality is claimed for

the asbestos paint, manufactured by the N. W.
John's Manfg. Co., at 87 Maiden Lane, N. V. Do you
know whether this claim is correct or not? I should
have tested the matter some time ago, If I could
have obtained any of the paint.

O. O. POPPLETON, 91.

Williamstown, Iowa, May 12, 1880.

Since reading May No. of Gleanings, I feel as

though I would like to put in my "say" a little.

J. R. Eoff has trouble with his paint. I have hives
in my apiary that have been in the storms and sun,

winter and summer, five years that I know of, and
they were old hives when we got them; the paint

on themisgiod yet, and does not crumble at all.

Use th" very best lead and oil in the market. Cheap
white lead is dear at any price. The lirst, or pri-

ming coat determines the durability of your work.
That should be bailed oil and just enough white
lead to color the wood a little. Let it get dry, and it

will form a cement on the surface of the wood, so

that when you put on the succeeding coats of paint,

which should be of the usual thickness, the oil, with
the lead, will form a hard coat on the surface. The
oil will not be absorbed by the wood leaving the lead

to crumble or chalk off in a short time.

Chas. E. McRat.
Canon City, Colorado, May 10, 1880.

I see, in May Gleanings, that you recommend
mixing paint with boiled linseed oil. I think if you
once tried raw, or unboiled, linseed oil, you would
use no other. It is much more durable, and has a
more glossy surface. There is no trouble about its

drying. MRS. Chas. Faville.
South Wales, N. Y., May >, 1880.

In your May No., you invite suggestions on paint-

ing hiyes. I agree fully with you that good white
lead (such as Brooklyn or Cornell Lead, &c.) mixed
with 1 part raw, and 1 part boiled linseed oil, if put
on with a good paint brush (oval, I prefer), so as to
brush it into the wood and not "float" it on the sur-

face,(2 coats), will last from 5 to 15 years, according

to the kind of wood you use. Houses with good
pine sidinsr which Ave painted 15 years ago have^yet
considerable "color" on. B. Both.
Fort Alleghany, Pa., May, 1880.

Our painter says he fully approves of the
above, and has nothing to' add, unless it be
that the wood should be perfectly dry when
the paint is applied. The asbestos paint
mentioned, in common with the great mass
of ready mixed paints which are advertised,
is much more expensive than the best lead
and oil, as you will find by investigation;
and, at the same time, nothing has ever been
produced that would stand the test of years,
as does, the pure lead and oil.

THE "GOLDEN BEE-HIVE," ETC.

jCTjj^jIIE bee-fever is raging desperately here, and I

Jf| fear will be the death of mauy a poor bee be-

fore a remedy will be found. Transferring,
dividing, and trying to increase stocks and, at the

same time, obtain large amounts of honey, is not
often attended with very great success by 1 he best of

bee-keepers. The cause of the raging of the disease

now is the advent, some few weeks ago, of agents
for a patent hive, called the "Golden Bee-Hive."
They have a two story, movable-frame, sliding-top,

box hive, tin-can feeder, and movable division board,
which they claim they have a patent on, and are do-

ing a rousing business here, because they sell

cheap!?),- $10.00 for a hive and a farm right to use.

They take well with those who do not know any bet-

ter, never having taken and read any bee journal, or
read any practical work on bee-keeping; but they
do not "sell" many of the readers of bee journals.
They think to annihilate the advocates of chaff hives
and winter protection. We will wait until we pass
through a long, cold winter, and then we will see
which are gone,—the chaff hive advocates or the
poor bees in the single-walled hives. Time and ex-
perience will tell, and I for one will wait a little

longer, and see what school I am attending, and, in

the interval, I will use the chaff hive, and try to as-

sist nature to make my bees comfortable. I shall

try to read all the bee journals and pick out the
wheat from among the chaff, as gathered from the
different fields, in preference to the claims of patent
right venders of bee-fixtures. They seem to throw
all their clubs at you, but I find that the best fruit

grows on the trees most clubbed. Now, in conclu-
sion, if you could obtain from the patent office a
copy of the claims as- set forth in the "Golden Bee-
Hive Patents," and give the many readers of Glean-
ings, I think you would do many of them a favor.
Bees are doing finely. A great harvest of white

clover is here now. All my working stands are
storing box honey in sections. I hang my sections
on each side of the brood, crowd the bees on 7 Lang-
stroth frames, keep them from swarming by taking
out frames of brood as they get crowded, and, when
the sections are half full or more, I take them out
and put them in the tray over the brood, and till

again with empty boxes. In this way, I keep all at

work, and allow no idlers outside. I gather the
idlers up and put them into qucenless nuclei, with
frames of brood, and set them to work.
Salem, Ind., May 29, 1880. John Craycroft.
If you will give me the date of the patent,

I can easily give you the claim, for I have a
tile of all the reports right in my office ; but
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I hardly think it worth the trouble. The
purchasers are humbugged in buying a box
hive whether it has a patent on it as claimed
or not. I would endeavor to keep the peo-
ple posted as much as possible, but I would
avoid getting into controversy and argu-
ment ; mildness and a gentle, quiet way of
exposing and rebuking such frauds is, as a
general thing, much more convincing than
heated controversy and loud talk.

*.<

UTILITY OF EMPTY COMBS.

[BLINKING that not all perhaps who read the

pages of Gleanings realize the real value of

empty combs, I am led to give a few experi-

ments with them, and a few suggestions which may
be of benefit to some of the ABC class, if not to

others. When we first began bec-kocping, we were
short of combs; and, as our bees would persist in

building more or less drone comb, we were often

obliged to work swarms for box honey with as

low as six Gallup frames in the hive. In fact, up to

1877, we did not average over 7 Gallup frames to the

hive, so short were we of empty combs. As we
wished to make the most of our bees, they were al-

lowed to build comb in the brood apartment till the
yield of honey came on plentifully, at which time
the boxes were put on, after shutting them (by

means of division boards) on to as many combs as

they had completed up to that time. Thus, in 1874-5,

we obtained an average of over 100 lbs. of box honey
per stock, each year. Full frames of drone comb
were taken away as fast as built, before any bees

had matured in them; and, in this way we obtained

our starters for boxes. To get rid of the drone
comb, where frames were filled partly with drone
and partly with worker comb, we bought up all the

worker comb we could get, paying as high as 25c and
30c per lb. therefor, and, after cutting out the drone
comb, we fitted worker in the place of it, thus pre-

venting the bees from filling the same space again

with drone. Alter this, if any we had bought was
left, we fitted it in frames for use where most need-

ed, often using pieces not over two inches square,

soldering them in place by melted beeswax till the

bees attached all together. Much loss is always sus-

tained by letting our bees build comb in the brood
apartment during the best flow of honey. Early in

our commencement of bee culture we were obliged

to do this, as we could not buy combs, or get our
bees to build enough before the main honey harvest
for them to rear brood in while at work in boxes;

but later, in order to have no brood combs built, we
gave our new swarms only five frames, and, as soon
as these were filled with all worker comb, we spread
them apart, putting in each alternate space an emp-
ty comb, thus completing a hive full of combs at the
time of honey harvest. If the swarms were too

large to work profitably building these few combs,
boxes were placed around and over them so they
could build comb in them, thus losing no time.

In these experiments, we found that we could get

}{i more honey from a swarm treated in this way
than from one building the whole nine frames full;

and, by filling the hive full at the time of hiving, we
easily obtained double the amount. If these combs
could be filled with honey when the swarms were
hived on them, we were almost sure of three times
the amount that we would get from a swarm in a
hive containing no comb. If the swarm contained a

good, prolific queen, nearly all the honey there was
in these combs would be in the boxes in two weeks,
and the combs nicely filled with brood. There is

nothing of more value in the apiary than good, all

straight, worker combs, except good, prolific queens.

Such combs should be looked after with care, when
away from the bees, and the moth worms should not

be allowed to cat them up.

Some have the idea that comb foundation is pref-

erable to frames full of comb. This I think is a mis-

take, for the bees must consume some t'ime in get-

ting the foundation worked out to full combs, say-

ing nothing of the expense of buying it. We were
pained, not long ago, to see hundreds of moth eaten

combs on the premises of a prominent bee-keeper

who had, a year or two ago, bought a fdn. machine.
These combs had been looked after with care in

years gone by, and were built in the frames as

straight and true as a board; and, to my mind, be-

fore the moths had damaged them, were worth
double the same amount of fdn.

In bee-keeping, as well as in any other business,

prosperity comes only by husbanding what you al-

ready have, and being careful of the outgoes.

Therefore when you hear a person giving advice

that the true way to make money from your bees is

to buy and use fdn., as did a certain person in the

Bee-Keeper^ Exchange, who is considered authority

by some, beware, and don't let your better judge-

ment desert you. Foundation is good in its place,

but the sheet anchor of bee-keeping is all straight

worker comb, and if you have such use them in

place cf having bees build more, or of buying fdn.

Borodino, N. Y., June, 1880. G. M. Doolittle.

I would most heartily endorse every word
of the above, friend D. Let nothing go to
waste ; stop all possible outgoes

;
give each

new swarm a hive full of empty combs so
long as you have them, and by no means let

combs of any kind be left scattered about to
become a prey to the moth. Moths should
never find a scrap of anything to live on,
about a well kejit apiary. Jf your combs are
old and heavy, or contain too much drone
comb, melt them up, but never let the moths
get into them.

FROM FRIENDS JONES AND BENTON,
IN THE ISLAND OF CYPRUS AND

THE HOLY LAND.

MJJRIEND Geo. Douglas, of Listowel, Out.,
Canada, sends us the following clipping
from a newspaper:

(TO THE EDITOR OF THE WITNESS.)

Sir,—As several of your readers have requested

me to reporl through the Witness from time to time
the progress I am making in connection with the

importation of the great Cyprian bees from the Is-

land of Cyprus, I beg to say that I have delayed wri-

ting until I could say something from personal ob-

servation, and also report something definite as to

the prospect of getting the bees from there to Cana-

da. I may say I left Canada the beginning of win-

ter, and after visiting principal bee-keepers and
apiaries of Europe as well as the editors of the va-

rious bee journals, I landed in Africa an examined
the Egyptian bee. I next sailed to the Island of Cy-

prus, and, after procuring guides, mules, muleteers

and interpreters, made a journey through the Is-

land, procured all the hives I could, and started a
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bee farm at Larnica, the principal port on the Island.

By the way, I might here mention that I took a Mr.

Frank Benton, a first class queen raiser and bee-keep-

er, from the Agricultural College, Michigan, to take

charge of the apiary there, and raise and ship queens
to me in Canada after I return home. I found great

difficulty in procuring the bees, as

THE IGNORANCE AND SUPERSTITION

of the natives is so great, that, in many instances,

both money and words failed to convince them that

their future welfare did not depend on their refus-

ing to sell their hives, and after leaving them they

sometimes fumigated their bees and bee yard with

the smoke of some sacred bones to drive away the

evil and witchcraft that I had been practicing on
them. I found some parties destitute of food, and
on one occasion I bought fifty colonies where the

parties bad been living on herbs of various kinds

for weeks, and as I advanced them a sovereign it

was immediately dispatched for food, and the moth-

er remarked that God had sent me there to relieve

their sufferings, and she hoped the good God would
watch after me. I will have from two to three hun-

dred colonies there at Larnica in a short time, but

I find it very expensive carrying colonies of bees

thirty, forty, and sometimes sixty miles over the

mountains on mule and camel backs, as the roads

there can only be traveled in that way, except the

one the English Government made to Nicosia.

THE CYPRIAN BEES
have proved themselves to be far superior to our

bees of America, and I have already received a large

number of orders from some of the best bee-keepers

of Europe. EVen the Italians of Italy are getting

them to improve the Italian bees of their country.

The Cyprian bees are a pure and distinct race, hav-

ing been confined to the Island for perhaps thou-

sands of years, and isolated from all other races.

They breed much earlier in spring and later in the

fall and winter, far better than any European bee or

our American and Canadian varieties. They fly

much farther to gather honey and fly swifter than

our bees, and protect their stores with such deter-

mination that moths and other enemies of the bees

cannot injure them. They build more worker comb
and less drone comb than our bees, and are less in-

clined to raise drones. They are more judicious

about flying out in spring in bad weather and seem
to give more attention to early breeding. They
have a reddish golden shield running across the

back between the wings, which is partially covered

by the long hair around it, and the underside of the

abdomen is a very light golden color, almost to the

tip, which is darker. I have no time to give you
further description of them now, as I wish to say a

little about

THE BEES OP THE HOLY LAND,
and our animals are about ready to start. I left Mr.

Benton to see after my Cyprus apiary and complete

my arrangements for starting back to America with

a large number of bees, and I am making a flying

trip through Palestine and Syria to examine the

bees of this country. I have not had experience

enough with them to give an opinion, but I have

been so favorably impressed with them that I have

decided to import a large number of the bees, which

are called here by the natives holy bees. That they

are a pure variety there is no question in my mind.

I believe they have been here from the foundation

of the world, in all probability without being mixed

with any other race. They are similar in some re-

spects to the Cyprian bees, especially in being able

to fly a long distance from their hives. I found them
in some sections where the pasture was poor near

their homes and good far away, gathering honey an

incredible distance from their hives, in one instance

more than double the distance our bees fly. I have

secured a number from different localities and in-

tend to secure some from all the different points

where I am favorably impressed with them, or rath-

er from points varying from fifty to one hundred

miles apart, so if there is any difference I can have

the best. I secured some at Jerusalem and other

places in Judea, some from Mount Lebanon, some
from Damascus, some west of the Jordan and Dead
Sea and other places. I send them all across the

country on mules and camels to the Mediterranean,

and by steamer to Cyprus, where they are prepared

for their long journey to Canada. I find great diffi-

culty in getting them safely to the sea, as the dis-

tance is so great and the earthen pots or tubes and

clay cylinders are so easily broken, and the natives

so unreliable, and mules so unsteady. One mule

with bees walked too close to a rock at the side of

the trail and struck the hive against it so hard it

smashed, and the bees began to swarm around the

mule, and he

MADE A BEE LINE FOR THE JORDAN
and Dead Sea, and the only thing I know yet is that

he was going when last heard from, but minus his

load. So I entrusted three more to another party

and hope they will go safely. But the expense of

getting them from such long distances from sea or

railways or even wagon roads is so great, and so far

exceeded my expectations that I was forced to send

a cable message home from Jerusalem for a large

sum of money to enable me to carry out the project.

As the animals are now waiting I must start, so

I close by saying I will report progress in future. I

send this by a muleteer to be posted in Jerusalem,

or to be forwarded on to Jaffa if he finds a trusty

party. D. A. Jones.

We clip the following from the Indiana Farmer:
Supply the vowels in the following sentence, and heed the ad-

rice it contains: KpyrstcksstrngfywehtBccdnbcltr.

We can endorse the advice.

We have received of G. W. Cole, Canton, Fulton

Co., 111., a garden plow, to be worked by hand, which

pleases us very much for working among many
kinds of plants on the honey farm.

UNFERTILE QUF.ENS NOT A MARKETABLE COMMODITY.

Every summer a great many of the new scholars

ask if dollar queens are fertilized; others, after

having purchased a queen, if she is not quite as

large as they expect, or if she does not lay imme-
diately, write back charging me with selling unfer-

tile queens; others ask what I will pay for unfertile

queens. I wonder if a little mild scolding will be

amiss. Now, once for all, please bear in mind that

an unfertile queen is of no sort of use to anybody,

as a thing to buy or sell, and one who does sell them

might just as well sell counterfeit money. I never,

in my life, knowingly sold one before she had com-

menced to lay, and never expect to. It is true, you

might take them out of the lamp nursery, and sell

them to some one who could introduce them within

an hour, but, if even one day old before being intro-

duced, it will be next to an impossibility.
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HOW THEY EXTERMINATE FOUli
BROOD l\ UTAH.

MAYING been appointed bee inspector for Salt

Lake County, by the county court, in pursu-
" ance to an act passed by our Territorial Leg-

islature, during' its last session, 1880, for the pro-

tection of bee culture, I forward it to you for pub-
lication.

The disease among- bees known as foul brood has
destroyed many hundred colonies of bees, thus de-

priving our young and flourishing Territory of a
large income from the industry of bee culture. As
the name of our future state (Deseret) means the
honey bee, we wish to cultivate that little "busy
bee;" hence the law was made to protect those who
wish to engage in apiculture. Any good advice that
we may get by correspondence, from any source,

will be received and acted upon as seems to us best.

My home apiary has perished this winter,—over
one hundred hives within the last three years; but
my apiary about three miles toward the moiintains,

east of my home, has done tolerably well. I have
about 60 healthy colonies there, which have not had
any foul brood, and I do not want them to have any.

liOSing my home apiary almost discouraged me for

work with them. There would be some bee-keepers
near by, who would not try any thing with their dis-

eased beee, and by that course my bees would keep
the disease among them, so I gave them up to die,

and die they did.

The following is the law as published:

AN ACT for the protection of Bee Culture.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Assem-
bly of the Territory of Utah, That it shall be the
duty of the county court of each county to appoint
from among the bee-keepers of the county, one or
more suitable persons as Inspectors of Bees.

Sec. 2. These inspectors shall be appointed bien-
nially; viz., on the first Monday in March of each
alternate year, or at the first regular sitting of the
court thereafter, and shall perform the duties of
bee inspectors for two years, and until their suc-
cessors are appointed and qualified. Said inspectors
shall qualify by taking and subscribing to an official
oath, and giving bonds with sureties to be approved
by their respective county courts, said bonds to be
filed with the clerks of said courts.

Sec. 3. In determining the fitness of a person to
fill the position of inspector, the court may be gui-
ded by the wishes of the majority of tbe bee-keepers
owning or keeping bees in their respective coun-
ties, and it shall be deemed lawful for any inspector,
it^heso desires, to invite one or more persons to
assist hirh in prosecuting his inspection, provided,
that no charge is made for this voluntary service.

Sec. 4. On the complaint of any person to the ef-
fect that, in his opinion, the disease known as foul
brood exists among the bees of any person or per-
sons, whether owners or custodians, it shall be the
duty of the inspector residing nearest to where the
foul brood is suspected to exist, to immediately in-
spect the bees believed to be infected, and, if said
inspector finds that foul brood does exist, he shall
there and then instruct said bee-keeper wholly to
destroy said bees and hives in which it is found, by
immediately burning or burying them.

Sec. 5. If a bee-keeper by his own inspection or
through any source other than through a duly ap-
pointed inspector, discovers foul brood in his apia-
ry, it shall be his duty to wholly destroy the hives
affected, as provided for in section four (4) of this
act; failing to do which, he will be held liable to the
penalties hereinafter imposed.

Sec. 6. If the bee-keeper in whose colony the foul
brood is discovered either by himself or an inspect-
or does not immediately wholly destroy said diseased
bees and hives, in the manner above provided, on

the complaint of an inspector or other competent
person before the nearest justice of the peace of
the precinct in which said bee-keeper keeps his
bees, and on sufficient and lawful proof, he shall be
held liable to a tine not less than five dollars ($5.),
nor to exceed twenty-five dollars ($25.), for the first
offense, and for each additional offense he shall be
liable to a fine not to exceed fifty dollars ($50).

Sec. 7. To provide for the prosecution of the du-
ties of bee inspectors under this act, the county
courts are hereby authorized to appropriate such
sums as may be necessary for these purposes out of
the revenues of the several counties.

So you see it is now law and in force, and I trust

that it will prove beneficial, and for the welfare of

apiculture in Utah, although it maybe amended in

several sections at the next meeting of our law ma-
kers. I shall do my duty as inspector of bees for

Salt Lake county for the next two years, to the best

of my ability. Geo. B. Bailey.
Mill Creek, Utah, April 23, 1880.

I am very glad, friend B., to see your
young state so in earnest in the matter, and
while reading over your laws, I could but
wish that the same thoroughness might ex-
tend to every state in the Union. With
such measures thoroughly carried out, foul
brood would soon be unknown.

NOTIIS FROM THE NORTH SHAVE
APIARY.

NO. 1.

HOW TO GET PLENTY OF CHOICE QUEEN CELLS.

FEW days before you wish to start a colony at

rearing cells, place a clean, white, worker
comb between two combs of brood in the

hive which contains the queen from which you wish
to rear queens. For convenience, we will call this

hive No. 1. Keep a good watch over this comb, and
when eggs are found mark the date on the top bar
of the comb, as", just three days later, these eggs

will be hatching, and this is the time to remove-
them to a queenless hive (No. 2).

Now, in choosing a colony to build the cells, select

a good, strong colony of pure Italians. Hunt up the

queen in No. 2, and remove her, with two combs of

brood and bees, into a new hive on a new stand, and
build them up as suits you best.

Remove from No. 2 all the combs that contain

brood, first shaking the bees from them; for I think

it a mistake to use all old bees for queen rearing.

Also we want them strong, to commence work on
the queen cells at once.

Get empty combs enough, less one or two, to fill

the space made by removing the brood. Now go to

hive No. 1, and get the comb of hatching eggs, and
cut strips from it about !£ inch wide, and as long as

convenient to handle. Take an empty comb, and
place one of the strips upon it, near the top bar, and
parallel with it, in such a way that the cells on one
side of the strip will point down towards the bottom
bar of the frame; gently press the strip against the

comb, and stick one or two pins through it into the

comb, to help hold it in place. Use only one strip,

or row of strips, on each comb, and this on only one
side of 4 or 5 combs. Now hang the combs in the

hive, and push them together so as to hold the strips

firmly in place until the bees fasten them, taking

care not to crowd them too close, or they will be
jammed and spoiled. Hang the combs so that all

the strips will be on the side of the combs next to
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you. Now close the hive, and give the bees a chance

to fasten these strips, and to deposit food for the

use of this young larvae, which Ihcy will not be long

in doing, having a plenty of bees for the work on

the start.

Leave them to themselves just tour days; do not

wait until the 5th, or some of the cells may be

sealed, and in that case the chance is not so good to

make a good selection of the cells to leave. Now,
open the hive, and loosen each strip from its comb
with a sharp knife, being careful not to damage any
of the cells on the strip, but cut a little into the

main comb instead. If all the above directions have
been closely followed, you will be surprised at the

long rows of cells on these strips. Choose the best

ones to leave, and "steal" out the larvae from the

other cells, leaving the food, which will soon be re-

moved by the bees into the cells of your selection.

The queens will hatch from these ceirs about the

IStfl day from the time the strips were inserted. In

this way I have never failed to get a good supply of

well developed queen cells. To those who are not

satisfied with their past success in queen rearing', I

would say, try this plan, and you will be surprised

at, the number of choice cells a good colony will

"put up."

I have had single colonies build 40 and 50 cells on

these strips, but 20 is the most I ever left after the

4th day, and this was in a hive where the bees had
started queen cells preparatory to swarming. This

was my first batch of cells for the spring of 1879. A
good, strong queen hatched from each of these 20

cells. I now have 18 of them in my yard, and a

neighbor has the other two, and each is doing "its

duty" in a strong colony of bees.

The above method may seem slow and tedious to

some, before trial, but I do not find it so for me,
after giving it a fair trial, and I am sure I am fully

rewarded for all the trouble it causes by getting a

superior quality of queens. Hereafter, I shall rear

all my queens in this way, "dollar queens" and all;

and when I find I can not afford such for a dollar,

why, of course, I shall have to charge more.

O. H. TOWNSEND.
Hubbardston, Ionia Co., Mich., April 16, 1880.

leys? §qpriqMRfc
ii'fr-Y little boy, 8 years old, is much interested in

mJ5J! bees; he has a stock of his own, and reads

Gleanings. He says he is going to write

you, and tell you how he helps papa make frames
and sections; but I'll tell you first that he nailed

last season almost all my sections and frames for

the use of 50 stocks, and did not stay from school

one day to do it. His sister, :> years older (we have
only the two), put in most of the starters, and helped

much in extracting. I make a bargain with them
and pay them for their work. I think it better than
to eompei them to do it.

Mrs. Cotton has an advertisement in the Youth's

Companion, enticing the innocent ones to write

to her to be swindled. Let me suggest that you
writ<» to the editors of that paper, showing her up
to them in her right light. Is it not your duty to do
so? FRANK M. Chapman.
Morrison, 111.

We have already notified the Youth's Com-
panion, some time ago, in regard to Mrs.

Cotton, but it seems that they, like many
other papers, are not only slow to be con-
vinced, but, after they are convinced, prefer
dropping the subject rather than giving their
readers a word of warning. I am very glad
indeed to learn that the children can help,
and much admire the wisdom of your way
of getting them to help, friend C. We, too,
find employment in the honey season for
quite a class of little ones, at the kind of
work you mention.

Mr. Root:— I am only a boy of 11 years, and yet

know quite a good deal about bees, but am constant-

ly learning more. I have to make all the sections

which father uses, which will this year amount to

about 8,000 or more, besides helping in a great many
other ways. Last summer father gave me a very
nice swarm of bees. The colony from which they

were raised had an imported mother. I enjoyed
reading the boys' column very much.
We have over 200 swarms of bees, and it is quite a

job to take care of them all. We are at present
feeding ground feed, which they carry away quite

fast, but I have seen a good many bringing in nat-

ural pollen. Charlie C. Millek.
Marengo, 111., April, 1880.

Well done, Charlie. It seems you not
only take a practical part in taking care of
tbose 200 colonies of bees, but that you also
read the journals. This is well ; for we
have men who read and don't practice, and
others who practice and don't read. To ac-
complish the most, the two should go hand
in hand, and you may tell your papa for me,
that he should thank God for a 11-year old
boy, who can do both already.

Mr. A. I. Boot: — I am a boy of 15 summers. Last
year I thought I would go into bee-keeping, and see

if I could not get a little spending money by so
doing. I purchased a hive of common black bees of
one of my neighbors for $3.75. I next sent out to

Mr. Newman of Chicago for a movable frame hive,

and then set to work to transfer my bees, which I

did without being stung except once. I succeeded
nicely in doing this. I increased to 4 hives, and got
a little surplus honey but not very much. I have
purchased a Barnes circular saw, and mean to have
about 20 hives by next fall, if I can. I have induced
3 of my neighbors (one a lady) to keep bees, and they
want me to furnish them with comb fdn., smokers,
honey knives, etc. Inclosed find $15.00, and if there
is any left after filling the order, please notify me of

it, and I will trade it out some other time. This
$15.00 is every cent I have. I am going to get a
queen as soon as I can get money enough saved up.

I don't know when that will be, as I have got to sell

enough from this order to buy lumber for some
hives. I go to school, so I do not have any chance
to earn anything. Fred L. Mark ham.
Tyler City, Conn., Mar. 18, 18so.

Go on, my young friend, and may God
bless your work ; but do not let your bees
draw your mind too much away from your
school. If education is neglected when
young, it is seldom that the loss is ever
made up in after life. Do not get too many
bees on your hands, until you get through
with your education. Boys should be boys,
and 1 know by experience that it is not well
to be burdened with cares too heavily, at the
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tender age of 15. You will not think this
ffdvice discouraging, will you, friend Fred?
You see I do not wish you to get discour-
aged and get into Blasted Hopes, but I want
to see you go along slowly and surely. I

feel pretty sure you are a good boy at school,
Fred, because of your beautiful handwriting,
and almost faultless spelling.

BEES THAT ARE SMAIili EATERS, ETC.

A NEW AND DESIRABLE TRAIT.

^?i>JHILE setting out my bees and looking them
wll over the other day, my head was filled with

a variety of ideas, and I thought at the

time I would write them to "Bro. Root." By that

endearing name I shall hail you, for since reading

the Home Papers in the Jan. No., I have been con-

vinced of my waywardness and have espoused the

cause of Christ. May God bless you and your efforts

in behalf of your fellow creatures is my earnest

prayer.

I have wintered 100 per cent of my bees, and, what
is better still, they are strona, most of them having

from three to five combs with sealed brood. I have

not lost a queen yet. My queens are all young with

one exception, she being three years old this coming
Aug., one that was reared from the stock of H. Al-

ley. She is as vigorous to-day as when a month old,

and she is at present the mother of a colony second

to none in my yard. They are peaceable, but rather

of a leather color, like their mother. This queen
and her daughters have, I think, a very peculiar

trait. I will mention it before I close.

You know friend Hasty is trying to breed up a

strain that will "pump" the honey out of red clover

whether or no; no, he is going to make the clover

adapt itself to the bees; but it is you who have the

red clover strain. Friend Alley has bred a strain for

beauty, while Oatman and Dadant have the best of

workers, and Burch comes in with his strain of '79,

that is noted for hardihood and longevity. Now, be-

fore I name the coming strain of the Gill persuasion,

I wish to sight you to an incentive by which I am in-

duced to build up such a strain. A friend came
along the other day, and, as we were speaking of

friend Boot's propensity for automatic machines,

we imagined an automatic concern (your honey farm
being fill to spider plants) going around every

morning, and with that teaspoon, dipping the raw
nectar from the flowers and dumping it into sun
evaporators. But while setting the bees out and
looking them over, I found that the colonies of the

above named queens had consumed but very little

honey, while the others, that were equal last fall in

stores and bees, had consumed nearly all they had;

and, if there Is any difference, the stocks in question

are the best to-day. Well, after seeing all this, I was
inspired with new courage and planned thus: I will

develop these anti-gormandizers (with the aid of

Prof. Hasbrouck's cracker barrel) until I get a

strain that won't eat up any of their honey; then I

will send to friend Hasty for some clover seed (for I

am satisfied he will produce his development before

I shall mine), and then contract to furnish Thurber
and Perrine. But now, for a fact, is it not possible

that families of bees, like some families of humans,
can get along as well and even better at a great deal

less expense—which eat to live, while others live to

eat? At any rate, I have observed a great difference,

but the cause of the difference I do not know.

Bees have generally wintered well in this section,

although a great many have died from carelessness.

The common aldar (Alnus semdata.) is now ready for

them, besides a few kinds of (Salix) willow. The
soft maples along the river are also looking quite

red at a distance. You do not know how thankful

I feel at the condition of my bees this spring; they
are just splendid. Just think; last winter I lost 75

per cent, and this winter I have wintered 100 per

cent ! I expect wife would advise you to put me in

the Smilery about the bees, but perhaps not in every
thing else. M. A. Gill.

Viola, Richland Co., Wis., May, 1880.

P. S.—Since the above was written, 1 had occasion

to look over a swarm whose queen was reared from
the above mentioned queen; they have been win-

tered in a cellar, and we agreed they had not con-

sumed over 5 lbs. of honey, and perhaps not that, for

they were light last fall. M. A. G.

I confess, friend G., that I hesitated some-
what about putting all your kind words into
print, but the letter seems to follow along
so connectedly, I trust our friends will all

take it in the spirit it was intended. May
the Lord keep you in the same path.—We
have all noticed, and it has been often re-

marked, that some colonies winter on much
less stores than others, but I believe we
shall have to give you the credit of suggest-
ing that this is a trait which may be encour-
aged and perpetuated. Where will the end
be, if we keep on at this rate?

CALIFORNIA BEE-KEEPING.

No. 3.

ALFALFA IN CALIFORNIA.

M T last, summer has set in, in earnest, and the

J(3\ bees are busy on sections of foundation.
' The fields of alfalfa present a sea of purple

flowers, which, I imagine, more than rivals your
bee pasture, or linden grove either. It is gratifying

to watch the little pets gathering the nectar from
the flowers, which are so nicely scented that they

are altogether pleasing.

LIPPIA NODIFLORA.
This plant has begun to bloom, and bears a strong

resemblance to eastern white clover, as it covers

the ground with white blossoms. It is a curious

plant, growing just as well on land that has not been
dampened for months, as it does in moist ground;
and we also find it right in the water, sending its

leaves and flowers up to the surface as the water
lily does, and the bees work on it with great ener-

gy from morning till night. The snow on the Sierra

Nevada mountains is melting fast, under the direct

rays of this June sun, and sends its Hood of pure
water over the valley in every direction, so the land

is covered with every conceivable sort of vegeta-

tion. The water in the river is more than level with

the adjoining land, and has already broken the levee

in one or two places.

I was sorry this morning to see the smashed cage
in which Mr. Coon's queen had been shipped, for I

was anxious to raise a lot of young queens from her
at once, as I am almost disgusted with the curious
black bees we have. I think you would better make
a cage so strong that the P. O. officials can not
smash it, even if they get on it with their feet, or

we may lose the privilege we have of sending
queens by mail. O. S. Davis.
Lemoore, Tulare Co., Cal., June 2, 1830.
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BEE BOTANY AND ENTOMOLOGY.

bed bud (Gercis c niiUctin'sj.

sjIHE t'crcis Canadznsis, although unknown in

this part of the state, grows wild in central

and southern Ohio. (See catalogue of Ohio
plants, in Ohio Agricultural Report for 1850.) J. H.
Klippart mentions it, as growing in the Black

Swamp. (See Geological Survey of Ohio; Itoport of

progress for 18T0, page 3">0
) N. IT. Wlnchel names

it among the forest trees which he observed in Del-

aware, Union, and Paulding Counties. (See in Geo-

logical Survey of Ohio, Vol. II., part 1st, the reports

for the counties named above.) Wood (See "Botan-

ist and Florist") locates C. Canadensis in Middle aud
Western states; Darlington (See ''American Weeds
and Useful Plants"), from Canadi to Louisiana.

When a boy, I used to see, on the hilly banks of

streams, in Madison Co., O., what I suoposo to have
been the red-bud in bloom. II. Evans.

Le Roy, O.

Thanks, friend E. If this be the case,
there is no reason why we should not have
red bud on our honey farm. Who can fur-
nish us some young trees V and what is the
priceV Our southern friends must not ex-
pect to monopolize the red bud trees any
longer; that is, after ours get "growed big.' 7

EDUCATING THE PKOPLK IS IMPROV-
ED BEE CULTURE.

5npjS\ElNG at a bee-keepers' convention at Coshoc-

JTUy) ton, a short time since, a new idea was pre-

sented to my mind, which shows that the bee-

keepers almost universally have been very short

sighted in writing all of their bee literature to the

journals, and not any to their county papers. At
the above mentioned convention, there was present

an editor of a count}' paper, who said in the conven-

tion that for himself, and he thought such editors

generally would agree with him, he was not only

willing to give pi ice in the columns of his paper to

articles on bee culture, but he was anxious to have

them; he really desired them.

There are a very ltrge number of men whom we
may propsrly call farmer bee-keepers, who have

from one to a dozen stands of bees, of course in box

hives, and who never take and perhaps never see a

bee journal, and to go to one of them and persuade

him to pay $1.00 for one is just out of the question;

so, of course, we cannot reach them through that

medium. Then the only possible way is to teach

them through their county newspapers, and you

will find nearly every one takes one or more of them.

Hence it becomes self evident that those who wish

to awaken a more extended interest in bee culture,

must reach these men, and awaken their ideas,

through the medium of their county newspapers.

I do not, by any means, intend by this that we
shall neglect or forsake our regular bee journals.

They must be kept up with a bountiful supply of

wholesome matter; but, at the same time, should

we not divide up a little, and enlighten our farmer

bee-keepers on the subject? Then I think we will

soon see a large increase in the subscription lists of

our journals. Bee writers, wake up and try it.

A DAY AMONG FABMEB BEE-KEEI'EBS.

One day last week, I took a horse and buggy and

spent the day among farmer bee-keepers, and I must

say that if I did not teach them anything, I really

learned something myself. Not one in a dozen took

a bee journal. All had box hives. I found one who
had had some bees transferred a year ago, but they

had not done well, and had died. He showed me the

hive they had been transferred into. It was out

of one box-hive into another box-hive. How "high"

is that? I found two who had had quite a lot of box-

hives made a year ago. They began to see that the

movable comb hive is better, but could not think of

throwing their boxes away, and buying others. If

they could sell these, they would be glad to get thcir

bees into frame hives. They would take a bee jour-

nal by and by, but not quite yet. One or two wanted
their bees Italianized, but wanted to keep them in

their box-hives. One farmer, in particular, whom I

have been urging for the last year to take a bee
journal, has 13 stands of boos, but cannot afford a

journal yet; he takes 3 or :i farm and stock journals,

and several papers for his family, and children in

particul ir. He knows he would derive viseful knowl-
edge from a bee journal but can't afford it yet. Hi
irill hy and hy. When I asked him how his bees were
doing, he really coul 1 not teM, for he had not looked

at them this spring.

I Anally arrived at the farm of a man, of whom I

had often heard, a* one who had made bees pay in

box hives. I expected to find one who was fully set

in all the old fogyisms, and who would admit of noth-

ing as better than the box-hives and sulphur pit; but
I found a very sociable and agreeable old gentleman
of about (50 years. He had never read bee literature

for an hour in his life, because he had never had it

to read. He was willing and anxious to learn and
improve in bee culture. I think he had never seen

a movable frame hive until I showed him a sample.

He used what is known as the Eddy hive. He asked
me if the brood was all lost in transferring. Last
fall, he had several stosks that were weak, and oth-

ers that were light in stores. So he killed the beos
in some, and then turned the hives up and let the

others take the honey out. He did not know that

two stocks could be united. He stated that he had
one stock that produced an overabundance of drones

last season, so he went every day to the hive and
killed drones until tired, and kept count until he had
killed over sixtesn hundred, but could not miss any
from the hive. When I told him 1 had just a few
days before transferred a stock where I found a

large sheet of drone comb right in the center of the

hive where the most of the brood is raised, and that

the number of drones can be controlled by cutting

out drone comb, he began to think that it is never loo

late to learn. Well, I had a very pleasant chat with

him, for two hours, and when I left his son rode

with me a couple of miles, and he, as well as the old

gentleman, said they had always had good success

with their bees. The son said they had purchased
all of their household supplies with honey and wax
for the past five years. At one time he knew his

mother to trade $70.00 at once and pay for the whole
with honey. He said they had a farm of :J00 acres,

and he knew they got more money for the amount
of labor spent, from their bees, than from any other

work on the farm.

Hut, before leaving him, I learned the real cause

of their uniform success. The old gentleman al-

ways made it a point every day to open the door in

the rear of each hive, and look in and see that every

bug, worm, cobweb, spoar of gras3, or anything that
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could in the least annoy or disturb the bees, was re-

moved. In short, he took the best care of his pets

that he knew how. A. A. Fradenburg.
Port Washing-ton, 0.,May 17, 1880.

I«vvarmly approve your idea, friend F.,
for I well know that the regular bee journals
do not reach a great portion of the people.
Neither is it possible for the bee journals to
contain all that is to be said pro and con, in
regard to our now rapidly developing and
favorite industry. In regard to giving freely
of all the information we possess, to those
around us, I will quote from an old and
trusty authority

:

Give, and it shall be given unto you; good mea-
sure, pressed down, and shaken together, and run-
ning over, shall men give into your bosom. For
with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall
be measured to you again. Luke vi. 28.

1VINTERIN« IN CELLARS.

fn the Feb. No. of Gleanings, lam asked if I have
kept my bees in the cellar all through the warm
weather in January without trouble. I might

answer "Yes," and stop at that; but, if you will al-

low me, I would like to have my say in full, having
been 20 years learning something about cellar win-

tering. I think quite likely, for a large number of

persons and places, chaff hives outdoors are best;

and, if I were commencing de novo, I would certain-

ly give them a thorough trial. But so long as the

success of the past few winters attends me, I shall

hardly change. When I had only a few hives, there
seemed to be no trouble; but with increase of num-
bers the matter became more difficult, until, one
winter, I lost 48 out of 50, largely due, however, to

being put in the cellar in bad condition.

I then had a room in the cellar, made warm, with
cement bottom, but it was not a great success. Ad-
am Grimm showed me a cellar built purposely, with
cement bottom, ventilated at each of the four cor-

ners, with which he was sanguine of success; but I

afterward learned that it failed. I then occupied
the room in the cellar that I have now used for sev-

eral years. This room is 18^ by 17 feet, and 7 ft. 3 in.

high, with lathed and plastered walls and ceilingand

clay bottom, capable of holding more than 300 hives.

Two chimneys run from the cellar bottom up through
the house, making the entire height of the chimneys
from the cellar bottom over 40 feet. Into one of

these, a stovepipe was put for ventilation. In the

winter of '76-7, a stove took its place in the cellar,

and when very cold or damp, a slow lire was kindled,

and close watch kept that the thermometer might
stand as near 40° as possible. The 99 colonies put in

came out in good condition, without the loss of a
single colony, having been confined 145 days.

The next winter, 124 colonies were wintered with
the same result. The next fall, Nov. 26, 1878, I put
in 160 colonies, and lost 6 or nearly 4 per cent. The
warm days in winter gave me some trouble, the bees
getting quite uneasy. I opened, at night, the door
and window, letting them remain so all night, thus
thoroughly changing the air and lowering tempera-
ture. Upon opening up the cellar at night the bees
would become very noisy, but by morning all would
be quiet, even with the full blaze of the sun pour-
ing into the window. The next fall, or last fall, my
wife insisted that bees needed more ventilation; so

I had a hole knocked in the other chimney, and put
in a stovepipe running to within 8 inches of the cel-

lar bottom. The two chimneys seemed to give

abundant ventilation, and partly because of sickness

and partly because I wanted to see what they would
do without attention, there was literally and posi-

tively nothing done for them to the 20th of March.
If the house had been locked up and I had been in

Europe, tnere would have been just as much done
for them. So I think I may answer your question

in Feb. Gleanings, by saying that I kept my bees

in the cellar through the warm Jan. weather, with-

out trouble.

March 20th, I opened the cellar at night, and Mar.
27th, I commenced taking out the bees, finding 9

colonies, or nearly 4 per cent, dead ; and I am asham-
ed to say, some of those had starved to death.

Now I wish I could say just why I have succeeded
so well as I have, but I will try, in as few words us

possible, to say just what I am conscious of doing

that may have a bearing on the subject. First of all,

the cellar must be thoroughly ventilated. With this

point gained, I am not so sure what the best tem-
perature is. Last winter it kept from 40 J to 50°, and
seemed to be all right. The number obliges me to

pile them up like so many bricks. Each pile is inde-

pendent of every other pile, so that jarring a hive

can only jar the other 4 or 5 hives in the same pile.

At the bottom of the pile, I put a hive cover, rais-

ing it an inch from the ground by means of blocks

under the corners. On this cover a hive is placed,

the entrance being left open, and the quilt, if water
tight, turned forward at the back end so as to leave

an opening of about a quarter of an inch. On this

hive I put two pieces of inch board about 18 inches

long and 2 inches wide, for the next hive to rest on,

and thus finish the pile, making it 4, 5, or 6 hives

high. I try to get them into the cellar as early as

they will allow, without boiling out of the hive.

This is sometime in the month of Nov., never earlier

than the 10th. I like to get the hives in perfectly

dry, with no frost in them ; and I handle them care-

fully so as not to disturb the bees. Then they are

left without any winter flight until the soft maples
are in bloom, and I like to see them at work on the

maples or willows the day they are carried out.

WIRE SEPARATORS.

I am glad to see in May Gleanings, Prof. Turner's

suggestions; but the bees (my bees, at least) will be
sure to put propolis on the wire cloth. No matter
how large the openings in the cloth, at least the an-

gles will be glued. Now is there any necessity for

wire running in two directions'? I am going to try

some made in this way: On the uprights of the

wide frames, at the places where tin separators are

usually nailed on, I will put a row of small wire nails,

perhaps J4 inch apart, driving them nearly in; then
I will weave tine wire back and forth on these nails,

driving the nails down tight afterward. Perhups
the wires will not keep sufficiently taut to work.

C. C. Miller.
Marengo, Mc Henry Co.,111., May 11, 1880.

The above seems to sum up pretty thor-
oughly the matter of cellar wintering. If ev-
er in the future I find chaff hives unsatis-
factory, I shall adopt just about the direc-
tions given above.—The single wires for
separators, I fear, will be bent apart too eas-
ily; and,, when they are to be taken from the
hives, the propolis will stick them to the
next frame, so they will be stretched and
bent out of place.
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From Different Fields.

GREAT NUMBER OF QUEENS FROM NATURAL SWARM-
ING.

fHE 26th of May, I had a large Italian swarm. I

was very glad to sec it come out, for the rea-

son that I wanted cells, as I had had very
indifferent luck rearing- them, robbing- being the

rule. I am slow at finding- queens, so 1 had moved a

hive, and put an empty one in its place, in order to

get a queenless colony, but robbers set in and de-

moralized them; many bees left the new hive, and I

could not get them to build cells.

AVhile pondering what to do, the Italian swarmed.
Now I thought my opportunity had come, as I could

get a fine lot of queen cells that would supply all I

needed. According to A B C, no cells hatch until

about the 10th day;so,one day, after the first swarm
issued, I examined the old stock; to my great aston-

ishment I found the cells all hatched (not torn down),

and not a queen was to be seen in the hive; but I

picked up 2i dead queens in front of the hive. Two
days after, I found a live queen on a section which I

took from the hive, and some more were picked up
and lost, 30 is about the number of dead queens.

Can you account for this strange freak? I have ex-

amined A B C and everything at hand, swarming,

artificial swarming, queen reariDg, after swarming,

&c., and find nothing that fits the case. Thirty

queens lost! it is too bad just now.

The old swarm was a maiden swarm which came
out the 10th of July, 18T8, and filled up last year; I

put on a second story and then a third, and made 123

lbs. honey. It did not swarm, though very prolific.

I send you by mail a box containing 18 queens (some

were lost), which will paitly prove my statement. 1

did not consider them perfect ly pure though others

did. N. A. Prudden.
Ann Arbor, Mich., May 31, 1880.

Aside from the large number of queens,
friend P., I do not see that your case is at all

unusual. You mistake the statements in
the ABC. If we deprive a colony of its

queen, none can hatch, as a rule, in less than
10 days; but if the colony sends out a natural
swarm, it generally has cells ready to hatch;
and sometimes, when bad weather keeps the
swarm from coming out, the young queens

i will hatch even before the swarm leaves. It
is true that Italians often send out natural
swarms without starting any queen cells at
all; in which case, the young queen would
hardly get out in less than the 10 days. The
young queens you send are remarkable for
their size and appearance of vigor; it is a
great pity you did not open the hive and look
for queen eel Is as s< ion as the swarm left. A a

high as oi) queen cells have been found at

once in a single hive, but 30, large, line queens
is pretty good, friend P.

AN A B C SCHOLAR'S INTRODUCING.
The queens telegraphed for came to hand. One

had 2 dead bees, the other none. They were '> days

on the way (over Sunday). One wasgiven to a queen-
less hive which accepted her immediately. The
other was given to a hive which I deprived of their

queen. At first, they were disposed not to accept a

step-mother, and it required 3ti hours time to con-

vince them that (lien must. This was my first intro-

ducing, and 1 went according to the ABC, and all

was well. I have transferred 3 hives.

H. B. Thompson.
Curwensville, Pa , May 31, 1880.

Pretty well done, friend T. You have got
the idea exactly; teach your bees that they
must do as you' wish to have them. I do
not mean you are to make any great demon-
strations about it, but rather that you make
up your mind what you want to do, and then
set to work in a quiet, resolute way, and
make yourself master not only of the bees
but of yourself also.

PORCELAIN PLATES FOR FDN.

Two suggestions: For foundation, try pipe or por-

celain clay, rolled between the cylinders of your
mill, then flattened and baked wumlcm «rfcm,—

a

difficult matter for any but a pipe maker, then dip

in wax and put in your hive.

ENLARGING THE RACE OF BEES BY CROSSING.

Get a humble bee fertilized by a drone in a tub

with a window, as already found to answer; i. e. the

tub; or a French hornet might do. These are

worthy of an American bee-keeper's enterprise.

J. H. Eldridge.
Earlham Road, Norwich, Eng., May IV, 1880.

Your lirst idea, friend E., it seems to me,
promises much, and I hope some one who is

near a porcelain factory will test the matter.
If a porcelain can be made porous enough to
hold water so as to prevent the fdn. from
sticking, and yet be harder and more dura-
ble than the plaster casts generally used, it

will doubtless solve the long sought problem.
Your second suggestion is, if 1 am correct,

among the impossibilities. There can be no
permanent cross, except where the species
are nearly related. The mule is the result
of the most notable cross known, but even
in this case it can go no farther ; mules are
sterile. The bumble bee is much too far
away. It is possible that the Java bee, or
some which our friends Jones and Ben-
ton may hunt up, may give us such a cross
as you suggest.

GIVING A NEW SWARM THE WHOLE HIVE.

One of my colonies sent out a swarm, May 7th, and

I put them in the lower story of the hive you sent

me this spring, but they would not stay in it at all.

I put them in it :s times, and the last time I put on
all the hive, and now they are going right along with

no trouble. It was a very large swarm, and I have

come to the conclusion that they did not have room
in half of the hive to do anything. Tell me what you
think of the matter. My theory was to let them
start in the bottom part lirst, but they would not

stay in it by itself. Lewis Stallings.

McAdoo, Posey »'o., Ind., May r>, 1880.

I would rather prefer, friend S., to let

them get a good start in the lower story be-
fore going above, that they may be sure to

locate the brood chamber below. Had you
made the entrance very large, so as to give
plenty of air, J hardly think they would have
left on account of the size of the lower story

being insufficient. If a single story hive is

put right in the sun, the heat on its top
might make the inmates uncomfortable; in
that case, the upper story would be an ad-
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vantage, without letting the bees up into it.

A new swarm should not be put in the sun.

PAINTING HIVES.

In reply to a request, in your May Gleanings, for

information as to the best material for painting-

hives, I would say that I am a painter, and that, in

my opinion, there is nothing better than good white

lead and pure linseed oil, either boiled or raw, or the

two mixed in equal parts. If any other color than

white is desired, a pretty drab may be made by the

addition of a little burnt umber, or liquid asphalt-

um. I should recommend keeping the color as light

as possible. Having then good lead and pure linseed

oil, you have as good a paint as you can possibly

get. The hives should have two coats, if possible,

before being put to use, after which one coat every
two years will keep them in good condition.

For first coat, mix in the proportion of i gall, of

oil to 100 lb. of lead; for second coat, 3 gall, of oil to

100 lb. of lead, using the first proportion for all suc-

ceeding coats.

stopping journals when the time is out.

My attention was called to the wrapper on Glean-
ings for June, by the printed notice. I was surpris-

ed that the year had passed so soon. I like the ring

of that notice; it says to me that you intend to make
Gleanings necessary to every one who is interested

in bees, and that you know the value of your work,
and are willing to let it stand or fall as it may de-

serve. I wish that every other publisher would
adopt the same plan; it would result in either fail-

ure or a paying business. I like to feel that the

book or any other thing is mine, because I have
paid for it; that no one can dispossess me (or ask

me if it will be convenient to settle that little bill to-

day). G. H. Leal.
Susquehanna, Pa., June 3, 1880.

Thanks for both items, friend L. I am
especially glad to know you catch the spirit

of the last as I intended it, because some
have thought it was a little rough. I certain-
ly had no such intention, but only that we
may have every thing kept up straight and
clean, and no misunderstandings. Several
friends have lately complained, and some of
them pretty sharply, because Gleanings
was stopped when they had a balance to
their credit. Now the subscription clerk
has no possible means of knowing that you
have a balance in your favor, unless you tell

her so; and, if she did, has she any right to
use it to pay for Gleanings, unless you so
direct? Some of you would talk pretty hard,
if we should use your money to pay for
(Ilkanings without being told to do so.

We are your servants, it is true, but we have
no right, in virtue or that office, to use your
money for any purpose until you give us an
order to do so.

MRS. COTTON'S HIVE.
Well, friend Novice, I have two of Lizzie Cotton's

famous hives in my yard. A gentleman in a neigh-

boring town wants two swarms of bees, and fur-

nishes his own hives, and they are Lizzie's. There
is nothing new about the hive; in fact, the idea is

old; it is simply a large hive with six brood frames
in the center. There is room for a set of boxes on
each side of the brood combs, and space for top
boxes. A board covers the frames. Our friend

who brought them is very confident that they are

just the thing. "Why!" said he, "all you have to

do to prevent swarming is to put on the boxes, and
cut out the queen cells, and you have got them ev-

ery time (?)."

If Mrs. Cotton has failed to respond to remittan-
ces of money sent her in the past, she has now
adopted different tactics, and sends a small model
hive by mail, like the above, for .ft.00 I believe. If

the purchaser is well pleased as in this and another
instance I know of in our county, perhaps it is all

right for Mrs. C. to introduce her hive in this man-
ner. J. H. M iRTIN.

Hartford, N. Y., June 1, 1880.

DIVISION BOARDS AND THEIR USE, AND FDN. FOR
NEW SWAKMS.

I now have my chaff hive painted and all ready for

a swarm, and want to know what I am to do with
division boards. Do I take them out when I put in

the colony, and lay them away till fall, and then re-

place them again? Certainly there is not sufficient

room for all the brood frames, if divisions are left

in, and I am sure it will be very awkward to crowd the

frames together when full in the fall, to pat in the
division boards.

I have some foundation comb; shall I put it in the

empty frames before I introduao a swarm?
Dr. Shaver.

Stratford, Ont., Canada, June 7, 1880.

Division boards are never used at all, at
any season, unless you have a colony so
weak that it cannot fill the lower story. In
winter, a colony can often be crowded on to
6 or 7 combs, and still have all the stores
they need in the combs; in which case, they
winter better with the brood nest thus con-
tracted. If we could have all strong stocks,
at all seasons, we should have no use for di-

vision boards at all with the chaff hives.—
Put sheets of fdn. in your frames before hiv-
ing new swarms, by all means; they are the
next thing to empty combs, and you will see
what friend Doolittle says, on another page,
in regard to the value of those.

SUBSTITUTE FOR WIRE CLOTH IN MAKING HONEY
EXTRACTORS.

Take good strong cord, such as the merchants use
for wrapping twine, and net it together like a fish-

ing seine, making the meshes l
j or %, in. wide. This

I immerse in melted wax and thoroughly saturate

before applying, and I find it to be equal to wire

cloth, and far cheaper for thousands who are re-

mote from places where wire cloth is bought and
sold.

HOLLY HONEY.
I see that our southern honey is all classed among

the darker and cheaper grades. I send you by to-

day's mail a sample of holly honey, extracted last

spring, and ask you to judge.

.

SOURWOOD
Is just beginning to blossom with us, and preparing

for a large bloom. If you desire seed, I could sup-

ply you with any amount, as we have it in endless

quantities. Soon the hilly portions of our forests

will be white with its blossoms, and, should the

weather be favorable, I expect to realize a large

yield. W. F. Roberts, M. D.

Clinton, La., June 7, 1880.

Very likely the waxed twine will do very
well, but I am afraid, friend R., when you
get some very heavy combs or some very
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thick honey, you will find that your strings
will give enough to let the combs bulge so
as to injure them somewhat. We have had
such troubles with wire, until we got very
stiff wire, and had it well supported with
tin bars.—The holly honey is certainly nearly
as white as anything we have here, but why
is it we have never heard of it before? I
shall be very glad indeed of some sourwood
seeds.

FROM AN A B C SCHOLAR.

I have had -t swarms, and to-day one aftsr-swaxm.

May 23d, I had one from the old hive; 25th, one

"socker" from my last year's handful; 2iith, another

good swarm ; 31st, a swarm from the one I got out of

the woods. My other colony just "wiggled" through,

and will probably not swarm in a week or so. I

think there are a great many bee-keepers ahead of

this, but, considering the little handfuls of last sum-
mer, that I had to build up, I think I am not doing

so bad for an A B C "old man." Surely I will try to

succeed.

RADISHES FOR BEES.

You wanted to know what kind of radishes mine
were that the bees worked on so much last fall. I

don't know what the na-ne is; we have had them
since we started keeping house, 25 years ago. I am
short of seed, as those that were in blossom so late

in the fall yielded none, but as soon as I can raise

some seed, I will send you som?. The seed can be

sowed from April to the first of September for rad-

ishes and the flowers. I don't know whether the

bees will work on it, if they have something batter,

but they preferred radishes to mustard. You can
try when you get some seed, which I will send as

quick as I can raise it. I believe you rather want
short letters, so I will stop right here.

St. Johns, Mich., June 3, 1830. H. L. Warstler.

MOTH IN EMPTY COMBS, ANTS, AND PREVENTION OF
SWARMING.

Please toll me how to keep the moth out of my
empty comb3, and how to get the moths out after

they are once in, without marring the combs. -How
can we keep ants from the hives? -If I let a hive

swarm once, and in 5 or 10 days afterwards, trans-

fer, and remove all the queen cells, will that hive

be likely to swarm any more this season?

Thus. H. Dunc\n.
Oakland, III., June 9, 1830.

Brimstone the combs, according to direc-
tions in the A B C, and then keep them
away from moth ; or, better still, put them
in hives where bees can cover them.—Keep
ants out of the hives, by keeping them so
full of bees that there will be no room for
ants; also see "Ants 1

' in A B C.—The
swarming again depends entirely on the
yield of honey. If honey keeps coming, the
bees will swarm just as soon as the hive gets
full, as in the first place. Cutting out the
queen cells and transferring are only tempo-
rary remedies.

WHERE SOME OF THE TROUBLE COMES FROM.

Hives and smoker are received, and I am well

pleased. My goods were delayed two weeks from
carelessness, or "cussedness," of the agents of the

express company. Instead of shipping them on to

West Milton, as they were billed, they were put off

at Troy, O., and lay there about ten days, without
giving me any notice. How did I find them? I sent to

West Milton every day for a week or more, after re-

ceiving your card notifying me of shipment. The
express agent at that place finally told me I would
better inquire at Troy, as there had been numerous
instances where goods had been put off at Troy, di-

rected to West Milton. West Milton has a new rail-

road; hence the jealousy. J. P. Brandon, M. D.
Laura, O., June 4, 188J.

I do not know but that word ''cussedness,"
is a bad one to put in print, friend B., but as
it means a spirit instigated by the Evil One
himself, I do not know but that it is the
right one. I do know that those who hold
important offices for railroad and express
companies, will sometimes delay goods pur-
posely, just to vent some little personal spite
to somebody, entirely ignoring the trials and
vexations caused an innocent party, by their
so doing. It is one of my hardest trials to
bear such persecutions with meekness and a
Christian spirit.

QUEEN CELLS; TROUBLES IN GETTING THEM.
What is the reason I can not get my bees to build

queen cells in the combs? When I cut a hole in the

combs, some fill the hole up, and some take the bees
and larvaj away.

INTRODUCING QUEENS.
When you make an artificial swarm, and give the

bees the queen, do they keep her? Mine won't. 1

gave mine a queen when I made it, and went back
in about 5 minutes, and they had taken her out of
the hive. I took her ftway and gave her to another
hive. They did not fight ber, and I let them have
her. Is it necessary to put honey on their wings or

not? J. A. McKee.
Sparta, Randolph Co., 111., May 3, 1880.

Cut out a long hole, friend M., in your
comb, and put it in a queenless colony, and
I think they will start cells without fail.

—

You speak as if you did not cage your
queens when making an artificial swarm.
You can seldom let any queen into a strange
colony without caging, unless it is a queen
just hatched ; I would not put honey on the
queen because, if she did not happen to be
receiyed, the honey would be likely to kill

her.

MILKWEED POLLEN AGAIN.
I here enclose three honey bees. Can you tell me

what is the matter with them? The bee3 in and
around this part of the country are quite generally

affected in the same way, and some of my neighbors

have lost nearly every stand they had. They get

such a growth upon their feet that they cannot
climb up the hive. What is the cause? and what
the cure? John Collins.
Parsons, Kans., June 7, 1880.

No disease at all, friend C, but only the
milkweed pollen masses, samples of which
we receive every year, about this time or a
little later. If you will look in the A B C
book, you will see it pictured out. I think
you must be mistaken in- thinking this the
cause of the loss of your neighbors 1

bees. It
annoys them without doubt, and may be the
cause of the loss of some of them, but I

think the main cause must be some where
else.
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HOW THE BEES LIVED IN THE ARK.

My inquisitiveness leads me to seek for a little

more light pertaining- to the honey bee. We read of

different races of bees; where and when did they
originate? If at or before the six hundredth year of

Noah's life, how were they taken care of at the

forty-day flood? We find in Genesis, -

And they went in unto Noah into the ark, tw> and two of all

flesh, wherein is the breath of life.

\111l they thai went in, wenl in male and female of all flesh,
as God had commanded mm: and the Lord shut him in.—GEN.
vii.15,16.

According to this, queen and drone were the only

ones saved of all different races of bees. I think it

would be beneficial to importers to hunt this up.

Please answer through Gleanings or by letter.

Goshen, Ind., May 30, 1880. Amos P. Blosser.

I should be very glad indeed to give you
the desired information, if I could, friend
B.; but, if I am correct, this is one of a
large number of questions that seem beyond
the scope of human research. Some commen-
tators take the ground, I believe, that the
flood did not cover the whole globe, thus
making it easy to account for the survival of
not only the animal but the vegetable king-
dom ; but, if you care for my individual
opinion, I should prefer to take the Bible as
it reads, and as God did not deem it necessa-
ry to go into details, I am content to accept
the statements without seeing just how it

was done, until such time as he may see fit

to reveal it to the earnest students of his
word and works. Perhaps he took a nu-
cleus, such as we get from Italy, and if there
were different races of be^s at the time, why
not a nucleus of each variety? You know,
friend B., we can easily prepare bees to
stand 40 days.

another trouble with smokers.
The goods you sent me last were very satisfactory,

but I have some trouble with my smoker. I have
very carefully studied your directions for using it,

but 1 sometimes forget it and leave it outdoors,

and, having no wife to help me remember to bring

it in, it annoys me very much; for when I look for

it in the place where it should be, I don't find it. I

think, friend Root, I would get along splendidly, if I

only had a good, kind wife to assist in these matters.

May 3, 18S0. E. H. M.

If you mean, friend M., by the word "as-
sist," that you are going to assist the future
Mrs. M., I entirely agree with you ; but if

she (poor woman) is to do all the assisting, I
fear I shall have some misgivings as to the
result of the partnership. You know "He
who loseth his life," etc., and, if I am cor-
rect, this rule holds especially good in mar-
ried life.

ALL IS WELL THAT ENDS WELL.
Mr. Boot:— I received sections and separators

a few da3'S ago. I tell you I had a time puttingthem
up. First, I doubled them up just as they had a
mind to go, and I could not get 8 of them in a frame.
Then, when I got them shaped right, 1 fixed up a
story of them with sides where top and bottom
ought to be. But I finally got them all right, and as

we are having a good flow of honey, the bees went
to work in them like good fellows. We are not hav-
ing many swarms this year. Everybody that has
seen my sections says they are the nicest things out
for honey. One of my neighbors who has danced to

the tune of $10.00 for one patent hive was at my

shop, and he wants me to fit up 5 Simplicities and
transfer his bees into them. Now, Mr. Root, if 1 am
the biggest dunce in the class, just let it come out
in Gleanings, and I will take the cap, and wear it

until I quit making such blunders. J. L. Bugg.
Fredonia, Ky„ May 28, 1880.

BUYING PATENTS, ETC.

I received my goods all right, and was soon busy
at work. You must forgive me for my hurrying
and sputtering so much, and I will try to do better

next time. I want to build up a good trade for your
hives here. A gentleman came4 miles to-day to sec

those hives, and then he wanted to buy some of

them; so you see I shall have to send another order

soon, for there is another man about 7 miles away,

who has sent word that he is coming, and must have
some of those hives. You see my bees will be house-

less, if 1 do not jump around, for the people have
been pretty well "Mitchelled" around here, and have
lost. One neighbor lost all he had, and Mitchell's

agent talks of giving him another swarm to start

with. Another Mitchell man near by lost all but one
out of nearly 40 swarms; but the agent is not dead;

he is hard at work on the people, blowing life into

the dead bees, and death into the live oms. Oh, they

were terribly put out with me last year, because I

would not buy the right to use their hive. They
told me my bees would all die in the way I was
doing. Z. D. StJohn.
Gustavus, Ohio, May 31, 1880.

FOUL BROOD, AN IMPROVED METHOD OF USING SAL-
ICYLIC ACID.

Dear Novice:— As it might be of great importance
to some of our fellow bee-keepers to know a very
simple way of curing foul brood, we will give Herr
E. Hilbert's improved method of curing the disease,

but will say a few words about Herr Hilbcrt first,

so as to make the readers somewhat acquainted with

him, and the circumstances under which he made
the discovery.

Herr Hilbert's residence is to be found in Macic-

jewo, Prussia; he is farming on a large scale, and
keeps a good sized apiary for the profits as well as

for his amusement. His position allows him to de-

vote a portion of his farm land to honey producing
plants. Especially the Chinese oil radish (Raphanus
Chinen&fa oleiferus), he raises to a great extent. In
1875, he sowed 60 acres. Six years ago, Herr Hilbert

found his apiary of 60 swarms badly afflicted with

foul brood, and, as there was no remedy known
then, he had to find one or lose his bees. It happen-
ed then, that Professor Leukart, in Leipzig, dis-

covered the salicylic acid, and Hilbert, seeking for

an antiseptic remedy, experimented with it on his

bees. He succeeded in curing them, but the manner
of treating the afflicted colonies, to effect the cure,

was very troublesome and almost impracticable in a

large apiary. Wishing to bring more light on the

subject, and to help his fellow bee-keepers all he
could, he kept on experimenting, and finally found
that the fumes of the salicylic acid had the same ef-

fect, as the acid dissolved in water; therefore he
constructed an aparatus, with which to evaporate

the acid by means of an alcohol lamp with a small

wick. We have sent for a sketch of the little ma-
chine, but have not yet received it.

The operation is simply this: An upper story of a

hive is taken, in which the machine is placed, with

the lamp lighted. The acid is now turned on (one

sixtieth part of an ounce;, and the hive set over it
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with entrance left npm. The generated fumes soon

fill the hive, enter every crevice, and precipitate on
the walls of the hive, on the bees, combs, etc.; it

gets into the honey and the bee-bread and effectual-

ly and completely kills the spores of the foul brood.

The operation has to be done once a day for several

days in succession; then again after a week's time;
j

then every two weeks, till cured. It is quite benefi-

cial to ieei the treated colonies with diluted honey
Or syrup, to which some salicylic acid has been add-

]

ed. If precaution is taken, not to heat the acid too

much atid not to use too munh of it at a time, it will

not injure the bees or the young- brood in the least.

CHINESE OIL RADISH.

This plant produces only nectar, no pollen, and
does best on very light, sandy soil. We tried the oil

radish in our section, but our bees did not care for it

any more than for common radish, when in bloom.

Since 1877, we have not made any more experiments

with it. The stalk of the plant makes fodder for

sheep and cattle, and the seed is valuable for the oil

it contains. Greiner Brothers.
Naples, N. Y , March 15, 18S0.

Thanks, friends G. Will those troubled
with foul-brood test the matter as given
above? It would seem that the fumes of the
acid must prove offensive, if not injurious,

to the bees, but, of course, Ilerr Hilbert
knows, if he has tried it. I should be very
glad of some seed of the oil radish. The
black flea is the great enemy here, of all of
that family.

HOW MANY FRAMES SHOULD BE USED IN UPPER
STORY FOR EXTRACTING?

Mr. Root: —Please let me know how many frames
for extracting you would use in the chaff hive.

Paterson, N. J., June 1, 1S80. Wm. Shinton.

The upper story of the chaff hive is made
to contain 14 ordinary brood frames such as
are used below ; but, if I were going to work
exclusively for extracted honey, I should put
the frames farther apart, and get them built
out very thick, so as to have less uncapping
to do, and fewer frames to handle. I have
often taken a quart of honey from a single
comb, when they were thus built out thick.
For this purpose, drone combs are just as
good as any, and I am pretty sure the bees
fill them quicker, on account of the large
cells, than they do worker comb. I presume
10 of these thick combs would lill the upper
story of a chaff hive, but the number is not
material. If too close, the bees will stick
them together ; if too far apart, they will

build a thin comb between them. If they
are gradually moved apart, the cells will

soon become so deep that the queen cannot
lay in them, even if she should wander into
the upper story.

"TEETING" OF QUEENS THE NIGHT BEFOHE SWARM-
ING.

A. I. Runt: Have you noticed that through the

night before swarming, the queen is sounding her

notes at intervals? Some of our bee men arc in the

habit of watching or rather listening for the note at

nierht, and when they hear it they watch for the

swarm. I see nothing of it in the A I! <
', hence I

write about it. H. H. Thorpe, M. D.

Liberty Hill, Tex., May 31, 1880.

The matter is alluded to under the head of
"Queens' Voices," on page ISO, of the A 13

C. It is not often this "teeting" is heard
before first swarms issue, unless they have
been kept back by bad weather, or some
similar cause ; for first swarms, as a rule, is-

sue before the young queens are old enough
to call. Second swarms cannot issue until a
young queen is hatched ready to lead them
off, and as two or more often hatch at about
the same time, they will be very likely to
call to each other, the evening before they
come out. Hence, you may tell almost to a
certainty when second swarms may be ex-
pected, by putting your ear against the hive
in the evening, a few days after the first

swarm has issued.

QUEENS TO CANADA BY MAIL.

A. I. Root: — I received the queens all right. The
selected queen came through the mails without any
extra charges.

GIVEN'S FOUNDATION TRESS.

I received one of D. S. Given's presses, and find it

just about as you reported in May Gleanings. The
bees commenced to work very readily on the fdn. I

used soap but washed the sheets after being

pressed. I leave the sheets large enough so that

there is a portion on the upper edge not pressed, to

give strength in lifting them. Jas. Moffett, Jr.

Pendleton, Ont, Can., May 28, 1880.

THE LILLIPUTIAN PLANERS.
Mr. Ed.:— Sometime ago, I noticed an advertise-

ment of the Lilliputian planer, it being the same
you now advertise. I came to the conclusion that

it might be just the thing for me to dress my lumber
for hives with, so I ordered one. In about 23 days,

it came. I set it up, and was surprised to see how
fast and nicely I could dress my lumber. I think,

with a two hoise power, I can dress one side of 5,000

ft. of lumber in 10 hours. If I could not replace it, I

would not take $500.00 for it. I. B. Bray.
Lynnville, Tenn., Mar. 15, 1880.

COMB HOLDER FOR THE CHAFF HIVE.

I have in use, on my chaff hive, a strip of wood V2
inch x \i inch, and as long as the inside of the cover.

This is fastened in the center, by one uail, to the top

of the upright edge of the bive over which the cov-

er shuts, and at the front of the hive. Now, when I

stand at the side of the hive and take out one, two,

or three frames, I swing the end of the strip farthest

from me about two inches toward the middle of the

hive, and hang the frames across one end on the back
of the hive, and one end on the strip. This gives

room to look over the whole hive, and does not scat-

ter bees or queen. N. Clark.
Sterling, 111., June 2, 1880.

Thanks, friend C. Your device is Aery
simple, and easily tried, and if the boys are
careful not to pull it oft or break if, I do not
know why it will not answer every purpose.

SPIDER AND SIMPSON PLANTS.

The spider plant seems to be very tender. Of the

first ")(• package I had of you, I only succeeded, with

all my pains and trouble, in getting about a baker's

dozen to grow. Of the Simpson plant seeds which I

scolded you about, after nursing them carefully and

tenderly from Feb. till May, I got 4 tine plants to set

out; but I don't know how many I pulled up for

noxious weeds before I knew what they were. Now
I see they grow spontaneously all over this country.

Why don't you call it "Carpenter's square?" Then
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every boy and every old woman will know what it is.

Or did you give it a new name to get to sell the

seeds? Had I known it would sell, I could have had
seeds to sell myself, instead of having to buy. Well,

it is nil right. But, to return to the "spider plant:"

I think if the honey partakes of the flavor of the

plant (which no doubt it will), I should not want to

eat at the same table where it was. I know lhat

hoarhound honey is about as bitter as the hoar-

hound candy that we buy; but then it is good medi-

cine, if not such palatable food. J. Copeland.
Allendale, 111., June 5, 1880.

Gently, friend C. Had I wanted to make
a speculation on these plants, I should hard-
ly have offered them in 5c packages, and
paid postage besides. I gave it by the name
of Simpson's honey plant, before I knew
that it was known by other names, and, to
prevent confusion by changing names often,
I thought best to hold that name ; but, in
the A B C, I have given you not only the
name carpenter's square, but several other
names by which it is known in different lo-

calities. As the botany seems to give the
name figwort as the most appropriate com-
mon name, I have indexed it as such in the
ABC. A practiced gardener will make the
seeds of either of the plants grow in great
abundance, although I at first failed with it,

just as you have. Our neighbor Irish sug-
gests that the soil be baked in an oven, to
kill all the weeds, before planting something
new to you, and then all that comes up will
be the plant you are seeking, without any
mistake. I do not know what the honey
from the spider plant may be like, but as
that gathered from seed onions loses its

flavor before being sealed up, 1 have no fear
but that this will be all right. The drops
that hang from the flowers have a beautiful
crystal clearness.

PAINTING HIVES INSIDE.

I propose to shellac all my hives inside and out. I

think it will stand the weather better than paint.

The great trouble with paint is, that it soon becomes
dead. The oil penetrates the wood, leaving the lead

and coloring matter. The shellac for the outside

coats can be colored any desired shade, by using dye
stuff, or mixing dry paint with it. What use is there

of our painting and protecting the outside of our
hives from the weather, and allowing the inside to

absorb all the dampness? Is it any wonder our
hives warp and crack so soon? I think we should

make our hives water tight, inside and out. How
would one coat of beeswax answer for the inside,

put on hot with a brush? If well done, water would
never affect them. I would like to hear through
Gleanings from those having tried it.

Jos. M. Brooks.
Columbus, Ind., June 7, 1880.

LAZY MAN'S BEE CANDY.
By this day's mail, I send you a sample of my

cheaply made bee-feed. Of course your girls [see p.

286, June No.] used too much flour for warm weath-
er, and perhaps for any time. But I misled you.

It was a irere accident that I thought of speaking of

it at all. After writing my letter, I thought of the
easy way in which I had fed my bees, and hence jot-

ted down the formula, just guessing that the pro-

portions used by you in your cooked candy would
answer; when, in fact, I had been governed simply

by my judgment as to how much flour would act as

a cement, holding the sugar together in a moderate-
ly soft cake. I had some of this feed on hand all

winter, and fed it out in spring, and it kept all right.

Just use enough flour to cake the sugar; use a little

more in winter, if you choose, when pollen is need-

ed worse than in summer and you will see this is a

success. It beats boiled candy to death. The sur-

face of this cand3^ should be dampened with a sponge
when given to the bees, just to give them a start on
it. G. W. Demaree.
Christiansburg, Ky., June 8, 1880.

Many thanks, friend 1). The sample you
sent is exactly what we want, not only to
feed bees, but to make candy for shipping
queens. It bas the property we have talked
about, in back numbers, of becoming dry
and hard on the outside, forming a crust, as
it were, while the inside is moist and just
right for the bees. Your sample cake is

hard and clean to handle on the outside,
while the inside is so soft and moist, that I
have no doubt but that it would answer to
ship bees safely, without any water. If this
proves to be the case, we shall be enabled to
dispense with our expensive water bottles in
the queen cages. I am a little afraid, how-
ever, that even so small a quantity of flour
will get to be offensive in hot weather, but
it would seem so much sugar should pre-
serve it.

SWARM CATCHER FOR ISSUING SWARMS.
We have been using a "swarm catcher" here with

some advantage. It is a wire net. When a swarm
begins to issue, it is held in front of the hive, and
the bees rush into it. Any bees ahead on the wing
soon return and light on the outside. Where many
bees are kept, several swarms are apt to issue in

quick succession, and generally unite. Many, by
this device, are secured and kept separate.

La Porte City, Iowa, June, 1880. Jesse Oren.

The only difficulty with such swarm catch-
ers, friend O., is that they must be applied
to the hive at the exact moment when the
swarm starts out, and, even in an apiary of
a hundred colonies, the cases are so rare
where we can catch a colony right in the act,

that I should hardly think such a contri-
vance of any very great utility. They have
been several times suggested, but I have not
learned that they have come much into use.
When several stocks start out at once, on ac-
count of hearing another, they might prove
very convenient, if right at hand, and in
charge of an apiarist who could get around
lively at such a time.

RAPID INCREASE BY ONE OF THE ABC CLASS.

Last year, I ordered 2 Italian queens of you, and
introduced them to colonies that grew up to be very
strong, and this spring I had 4 colonies of bees, 2 of

them Italians. Upon the 4th of May, I commenced
artificial swarming, with my 3 Italian swarms. In

15 days, one of these artificial swarms threw out a

large natural swarm, and now has its hive pretty

well filled. Upon the 29th of May, I again divided

and subdivided, so that now I have eight Italian

swarms, and 9 Italian neuclus swarms. "How ish

dat for high?"

NO ROSE WITHOUT ITS "THORN."
Of course, upon one occasion, a busy bee introduc-

ed its business end into the bridge of my proboscis,
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which so horribly disfigured my facial delineations
that I at once became a laughing stock of all those
who gazed upon me, and the corpulency continued
so long that I almost concluded I would have to use
some anti-fat preparations; but happily it passed
away of its own accord. Bee pasturage In this sec-
tion is very good at present, as we are halving an
abundance of white clover in full bloom, but nights
are too cool, and days too windy, for bees to work at
any great advantage.

I have a strong colony of Italians that are killing

off their drones. What is the cause.'

Kogersville, O., June T, 1880. Dk. H. J. Peters.

Pretty well "for high," indeed, friend P.,
hut be sure you do not keep on increasing
until next fall rinds you with a great num-
ber of weak colonies. There is little danger
in this respect, however, with artificial col-
onies made so early, for even weak nuclei,
started in the month of may, will ordinarily
build up to strong colonies during the season.
The killing off of the drones indicates a
slacking up of the yield of honey, and bids
you beware about more increase for the
present.

LOCUST PLANTING.
The locust may be readily propagated from root

cuttings. From seed or cuttings, in from 20 to 25

years, good sized durable fence posts may be had.

Land once devoted to locusts is likely to remain so,

as from the stumps and roots of tbose cut large

numbers spring up.

RETARDED DEVELOPMENT OF QUEENS. (See page 285,

June-No.)
May 7th, I formed a nucleus. On the 18th, or 11

days after, queen cells were started. On the 20th,

the same were sealed. I raised three queens in this

nucleus. Last August, as soon as my imported
queen was received, I gave one frame of eggs to a
queenless hive, watched carefully for 9 days,

thought all brood was sealed, and could find no
queen cell at all. I thought it too late to raise a

queen. Two or three days later, however, on exam-
ination, I saw two, small, badly shaped queen cells

sealed. I cut one out and placed it in another nu-
cleus. Both produced such small, dark queens that

1 did not value them much, but I fed and tended
them, so that this spring they were the two strong-

est colonies I had. I sold them in two-story Lang-
stroth hives. To-day, the owner of them has from
them 5 swarms, and each second story with 7 frames
filled with honey. Some of the swarms are in -Did

boxes, with rough, small boxes over them, called

caps; bah! All the queen cells I have had this

spring were built on foundation just drawn out;

were small, badly shaped, and produced small, dark
queens; but "the proof of the pudding," etc. Y"ou

just ought to see what good layers they are. I am
satisfied, and think my imported queen worth all she
cost you. I believe she was one of the 6 survivors

out of a large invoice you received last August.

FOUL BROOD.

Thinking that I had foul brood, I have refused to

sell queens or bees, the ones mentioned above being
sold before I suspected the disease. I have taken
full notes on foul brood. To-day, I have a queen
laying in the infected hive, without having destroyed
a comb, hive, or anything belonging to them.
Would you like to have the notes?

DYSENTERY AND THE AGENCY OF POLLEN IN PRO-
DUCING IT.

During the fall of '78,1 could not feed my bees.
The winter of '78-9 was cold and dry. I lost 17 out of
2!> colonies, and all were affected more or less with
dysentery. Last summer

(
and fall, I fed, to 20 col-

onies, 300 lbs. of brown or New Orleans sugar. Win-
ter was very mild. During the most of Jan. my
bees were Hying and carrying wheat flour. From
Feb. 1st tolith, the weather was cold, so that they
could not fly. On the 9fch, the weather being: warm-
er, I found some colonies affected with dysentery,
and stopped the flour. By Feb. 18th, the dysentery
had all disappeared. The dysentery spots looked
like flour and water. Last year, they were the color
of natural pollen. Honey (carbon, oxygen, and hy-
drogen) is all consumed in keeping up the animal
heat, while pollen goes to build up the solids of the
bee. The undigested part of the pollen has to be
voided, as a solid or liquid excrement. After ma-
ture thought, I conclude that bees which are forced,
by scant stores, to eat natural pollen, as well as
those that are induced by unusually warm winter
weather, to consume artificial pollen, are both like-

ly to have dysentery. The bees all had sufficient

pollen the last winter, and only those that carried
flour freely were affected. The affected bees were
in good, chaff hives, while those in common, Lang-
stroth hives were not affected. The short confine-

ment of 8 days was not enough to induce the dis-

ease. Let us all work and watch, and we will be
likely to find the truth. A. W. Kaye.
Pewee Valley, Ky, June 4, 1880.

In the A B C, p. 165, 1 have mentioned the
agency of pollen in producing dysentery.
This cannot always be the case, however,
for stocks frequently raise brood all winter,
even when confined in a cellar ; and, to do
this, they must consume pollen largely. In
the case given above, it would seem as if the
artificial substitute for pollen was especially
productive of mischief. It is well to look
into all these points. It would seem from
this that friend Demaree's candy (see p. 332)
would be better without the flour, for mail-
ing queens..

HONEY FIT FOR KINGS AND QUEENS; THE PRINCESS
LOUISE AND HER INTEREST IN THE ONE

POUND SECTIONS.

I am an amateur in bee-keeping, and as yet own
but one hive, which I purchased last year, from Mr.
Taschereau, a neighbor of mine, a gentleman who
has done much to spread the knowledge of the hon-
ey bee in our vicinity. Last year, or last summer,
to be more particular, some of his honey found its

way to the. vice-regal table, and its fine appearance
and neat frame (it was in section boxes) astonished

the Princess Louise, who had never seen honey in

so nice a form before. What puzzled her most,
however, was that each box contaiued just a pound
of sweets. She could not understand how bees
could be so exact in their calculations. In a word,
her curiosity was so excited, that it had to be al-

layed, and a visit to Mr. Taschereau's apiary was
the result.

By the preceding, you will observe that bees are
quite aristocratic gentry, in our aristocratic, old

city. Even royalty deigns to call upon them.
Mr. Taschereau has disposed of all his German

bees and begins this spring with Italians.

Dk. L, p. Burroughs.
Quebec, Canada, May 28, 1880.
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MANY EGGS IN A CELL, ETC.

Friend Root: — Please find one dollar for Glean-
ings for another year. I am an A B C scholar, and

a dull one at that. I thought I was ready to advance

to the next lesson, but my bees have taught me that

I am not ready for promotion. I have been reading

to pick up an idea of some way of increasing our

colonies in strength as early as possible, to store-

honey when the harvest comes; and notwithstand-

ing the absolute rule of one queen, sometimes it

seems there are two occupying the same hive at the

same time, and in perfect harmony, which would

give us a populous colony speedily. Again I have

been observing the difference in the fertility of dif-

ferent queens. But to the point I wished to make:
I have a black queen in a very weak colony. I ob-

served the other day that she was laying eggs like

the hens, whole nests full, as high as seven eggs be-

ing in one cell, and a great many cells containing 2,

3, 4, 5, and 6 in a cell; but they don't seem to hatch.

Three or four days is the usual time allowed by
writers and observers for hatching, but these have

been in the cells for a week, and have not hatched

yet, and remain as laid in the cells. What will they

do with these eggs? But one bee can remain in the

cell. Will they take them out of the cells and de-

posit them in other cells? or will they all be allowed

to hatch and be disposed of after hatching? Do they

ever take an egg out of one cell and place it in

another? Dr. E. T. Polk.
Louisville, Ky., May 12, 1880.

It is not very unusual to And two or more
eggs in a cell, especially where a colony is

too weak to give the queen room. She then
lays all the cells full that are ready for her,

and then, for want of something else to do,
goes around and puts in extra ones. Only
one egg hatches, because no egg can hatch,
if I am correct, until the bees have covered
it with their milky food. As they only care
for a single one, the rest do not hatch. I do
not think the bees ever carry them to other
cells, to make any use of them ; they could
not well do it, because, at such times, they
have no empty cells for them. If they had,
the queen would lill them. Bees can remove
eggs or larvae for the purpose of queen rear-
ing, but I do not know that they ever under-
take it for any other purpose. Queens may
also become so decrepit from old age, as to
lay several eggs in a cell. Drone laying
queens and fertile workers almost always
lay several eggs in a cell, but, as a general
thing, they do not fill all the cells regularly,
as does a normal queen.

TENEMENT HIVES, REPORT FROM.
Mr. Root :-- 1 have eight swarms of bees which I

wintered in tenement hives of my own make. I

packed them with buckwheat chaff. All came
through the winter, and were stronger in the spring

than they were last fall. One of them cast a very
large natural swarm on the 27th inst., and lam ex-

pecting three more as soon as the weather clears up.

W. A. (iREGG.

Callicoon Depot, N. Y., May 30, '80.

WHERE SOME OF THE TROUBLES COME FJ&OM.

The enclosed P. O. order was returned to me from
the dead letter office to-day, the trouble being that

it was mailed without stamping. This was another

of the results of misplaced confidence. I.sent the

letter to be mailed by a neighbor, with the money
'

to buy the stamp, which he neglected to do from
sheer forgetfulness. Horry you are compelled to

wait so long for your money, but it explains some
mysteries. Wallace Young.
Casey, Clark Co., 111., May 29, 1883.

It is bad, I know, friend Y., but do not be
too severe on your neighbor; you and I make
mistakes too, but 1 hope we are all learning
to overcome these little weaknesses that
seem to cling about us in spite, almost, of
all we can do.

STRONG STOCKS VERSUS CHAFF CUSHIONS.
My 63 stocks of bees, 5 of which were three frame

nuclei, have all come through safe, with the excep-

tion of one queen. She was raised last July, and
died in April, leaving but little brood in her hive. I

believe in strong stocks of young bees for winter-

ing. I looked over all my Simplicity hives April 22d,

and found one that was left without any packing,

with only a piece of carpet and the frames. This

stock had brood in 8 frames, and 1 of them were full

of brood and eggs from top to bottom; while some
that were put on 5 frames with chaff division boards

on each side and a quilt on top did not have over 3

frames of brood.

GRAPE SUGAR FEEDING OUTDOORS;
I commenced feeding grape sugar on April 1st,

and in the first four days, they carried off 3 gallons

of syrup. Then the peach and plumb trees came in,

and I fed them no more till last Thursday; since

which time they have carried off 2 gallons each af-

ternoon, although the raspberries are in bloom, and
the bees are thick on mine till after sundown.
There is over an acre within 1J£ miles of me, and not

over a elozen hives of bees besides mine. Now, how
much syrup should they have? They empty a % gal-

lon can twice, from 7 o'clock in the morning till

night, on my grooved board, and they crowd around
the jar so thick that the syrup does not get half way
across the board, which is 1 foot square. I cut the

grooves with my wood saw and then nailed strips

around it and run wax and rosin around to prevent

leaking. Although they are taking so much syrup

and woi king on the raspberries, some of them are

driving out their drones. Several of them were so

full that the bees were piled outside at 5 P. M. yes-

terday, and did not all get in during the night. I

think I will cut their rations down y$ to-morrow, as

the black locust trees are coming into bloom.

ALIGHTING BOARDS.
I make mine out of any kind of scrap lumber that

is not sappy, and when I get them ready to nail I

paint the surfaces that come. together with thick

paint, and nail immediately, and then paint them all

over, top and bottom. I think the side that fits up
to the bottom board of the hive needs painting as

much as the top side. My bees and my garden keep
me so busy that I have no time to read or write ex-

cept at night. C. T. Smith.

O'Fallon, 111., May 10, 1880.

I do not think it very material how much
you feed them, friend S., providing they
have enough to keep brood rearing going on,
and do not kill off their drones. Of course,
you do not wish to feed so much as to have
very much grape sugar stored in the hive.
When rearing brood largely, they will use
daily an amount of stores that is sometimes
surprising.
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FUEL FOR SMOKERS, THAT WON'T "GO OUT.
- '

For a long' time, I have been intending to write

you how to make a smoker work all right. Having
been bothered by the smoker's going out just when
I did not want it to do so, I thought of the plan we
boys used to use, on the Fourth of July, to light lire

crackers; that is, to take a piece of cotton rope,

and set one end on fire, and it would burn all day.

So I cut the cotton rope about as long as the tire

barrel of tbe smoker, then rap it with cotton cloth

(old shirts are good), and tie with a string. It should

about two-thirds till the chamber of the smoker.

Light with a match, and get it well going, and it will

burn all day without going out. Try it and be con-

vinced. If it burns too fast, just lay the smoker on

itsside; and, when you want it strong, let it stand

upright. Of course, the rope and cloth must be dry,

and, to have it so, T always keep them in a room
where there is a fire, as cotton will absorb dampness
from the atmosphere. I have never seen anything

of the kind spoken of in the bee journals, but it

works all right, and as this is the time of year when
we need good smokers, it may be of advantage to

some. Marcus D. Dubois.
Newburgh, N. Y., June 9, l.«80.

Thanks, friend I)., your idea is a modifica-
tion of our roll of rags, and it conies just in

time for the bees, and Fourth of July too.

HOHSEMINT AS A HONEY PLANT.

My bees are doing splendidly. I commenced this

spring with 10 colonies, and now have 13. The in-

crease is from the queen you sent me last Decem-
ber, which is the most prolific queen I ever saw. If

she is leather colored, I don't care. I built up the

one-half pound of bees that came with her, to a

strong colony, which, on the 11th of April, I divided

to keep them from swarming; then, on the 30th of

May, I took 3 frames with bees and hatching brood,

and still the hive is full of bees. "We are having a

powerful flow of honey now from horsemint, which

is equal to white clover. The bees are crowding out

the queen in spite of all that I can do. I don't like

to use the extractor, until the honey has time to

ripen. J. S. TadlOCK.
Kingsbury, Texas, June T, 1880.

You did extremely well to build a queen
and a half pound of bees into a full colony
in the time mentioned, even in your mild
climate, friend T.—A great deal was said
about horsemint as a honey plant in our
back volumes of a few years ago, but we
have had little or no report from it of late.

If I am correct, it is related to the berga-
mot family, and to our common wild balm
of the woods. It is also of the same family
as the Monarda punctata, which has been
sold so much as a honey plant.—Tier up
your hives, friend T., by putting a story
filled with empty combs or fdn. under your
rilled combs, until the honey is ripened
enough to extract.

MITCHELL, ETC.

I am a beginner in the bee business and did not

know any thing about it when I began, but have had

very good success so far. I had to read and thru try

to do the best I could. I got hold of N. C. Mitchell's

books, and, of course, got my pay for it. I wish

some one would "haul him over the coals;" he

needs to be put where he cannot advertise quite so

much, We have had a hard winter for bees this last

year. One of my neighbors dropped from 30 to 8;

another from 20 to f>; I put up only 4, and lost one.

I thought I was lucky. I used chaff cushions, and
think that saved mine. A. F. Dunton.
Chippewa Falls, Wis., May 30, 1880.

do bees sleep? etc.

"Blue eyes" wants to know if the bees sleep?

Two coats of white lead, and one of French zinc

seem to be very durable on hives. The zinc is high

priced, but goes a great ways. Our 30 chaff hives

saved all but one swarm that was in them; lack of

fall care ailed that one. Eight in Simplicities also

did well in the cellar. In the spring of '78, we had 4

swarms in box hives; we increased to 28, and got 437

lb. of honey in sections. Too much swarming? Yes!
J. S. Wilson.

Sterling, 111., June 2, 1880.

Tell "Blue Eyes" that we cannot discover
that bees ever sleep nights, as we do,for they
do nearly all their comb building nights, and
when there is a heavy yield of honey coming
in, they seem to be busier nights, if possible,
than during the day. I have never, either,

been able to see that bees take any rest from
their labors, unless it is to rest in front of
the hives when coming in heavily laden;
and then they only rest long enough to recov-
er sufficient breath to get in, on to the combs.
During the summer season, a bee works
from the minute it crawls out of the cell un-
til its wings are worn to stubs with hard
work, and then it hops about until too weak
to hop about any longer. During the very
first day of its life, it is on the move, crawl-
ing incessantly over the combs, and all

about the hive. When they hang in clusters,

preparatory to swarming, or while the wax
scales are growing out of their bodies, they
may be said to be in a state of rest, but it

can hardly be called sleep. The nearest
approach to sleep is when the weather gets
so cool, that they tie themselves in knots, as
it were, and assume a semi-dormant condi-
tion; but this can hardly be called sleep, or
even rest, for it is not after they have been
at work; and, in fact, the bees that take this
kind of rest are often those that have never
done any wrork at all outside of the hive.

THE ALL-IN-ONE-PIECE SECTION.

Mr. Editor:— Will you have the kindness to set us

right before your readers in the "Lewis Section" ad-

vertisement as per your last Gleanings. We want
to say to your readers most emphatically that there

is no patent on the Lewis Section, and we trust that

you will ascertain officially from the Commissioner

of Patents, that what we say is true, and report the

same to your readers. This we trust you will do in

justice to us. Lewis & Parks.

Watertown, Wis., June 12, 1880.

I published friend Forncrook's advertise-
ment, in our last number, it is true, but I

did it because I hated to appear so uncour-
teous as unnecessarily to refuse to receive an
advertisement, and especially in regard to a
matter that had been so much before us;

but I supposed my remarks on p. 285 were
plain enough to indicate my opinion in re-

gard to the validity of such a patent. If I

am correct, the controversy originally arose
in regard to the one to whom the honor of
first making such a section belonged, and as
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to whether it should be termed the Forn-
crook section, or the Lewis & Park's section.

As is usual in such cases, the parties became
warmer and warmer in the contest, and our
friend F. applied for and obtained a patent,
more to demonstrate his position, than to

try to monopolize the section business. I
suppose he has a patent, or he would not say
so ; but the fact is, he would have had little

trouble in getting a patent on almost any
thing else belonging to modern bee culture,
because the patent officials are entirely ig-

norant of what is in use. If I am correct,
friend Forncrook does not intend to try to
interfere with anybody who makes them,
but simply to insist on his right to the credit
of being the original inventor, or perhaps
more properly introducer, of this precise form
of section. Do not let us be in any great
hurry, friends, to roll up our sleeves for a
tight. We have written to the Commission-
er of Patents, to get a copy of friend F.'s
claim.

them, during the swarming season. For the
reasons above given, I have little faith in the
utility of buying or selling drones, unless
you could get several thousand, and then
your queen would be more than likely to
meet those from some distant hive. See
"Drones" in A B C.

DRONES WANTED, ANABC SCHOLAR'S TROUBLES.
Friend Root:— I am in a "peck of trouble." I

hate to bother you now, knowing- you must be busy,

but I can not find what I want in the books. I have
got a virgin queen, and only one drone, and he is in

another hive. The queen hatched last Saturday. I

commenced this spring' with two swarms,—one Ital-

ians, and one blacks. The Italians swarmed June
~'d, and the blacks June 8th. Both were transferred

during fruit bloom. I used fdn., and cut out all

drone cells. Last week I found several drones in

the black colony and pinched their heads off; but,

so far, have found but one drone in the Italian hive.

This queen was hatched in a nucleus hive. Now the

question is, will she meet this one drone? There are

no other bees within a mile of here, and none in the

county except blacks. This queen is a fine one, and
I don't like to have her meet a black drone. This

was my object in pinching off the heads of the black

drones, thinking, of course, there would be enough
drones among the Italians. Do you send out drones?

I have never read anything about it. If you think I

need any more drones, send them along, and I will

remit.

The queens you sent me arrived safe. I intro-

duced one to the black colony all right, but lost the

other one. I left the cage on the frames all night;

in the morning, all was quiet, and about a dozen

bees on the cage; I opened the cage and let her out;

but, before I had time to think, one of them stung
her. I know how it is done now,— I mean the sting-

ing.

White clover and motherwort are booming. As
yet, I haven't seen a bee on clover, but the mother-
wort is covered with them. Pardon me for writing-

so much, but when I get to going, I don't know
when to stop. Geo. H. McGee, ABC Class.

Marblehead Light House, O., June 14, 1880.

Do not worry about the drones, friend M.
Your queen will get fertilized at this season
of the year, without any question ; but the
chances of her meeting your one drone are
so slim that we might as well call it an im-

j

possibility. You do not know of any bees
near you. perhaps, but I assure you the
queen will find drones in the woods, and as
they often fly several miles from their hive,
a queen seldom fails of finding plenty of

A COLONY THAT WON'T REAR A QUEEN.
Friend Root:--1 have a queenless colony which I

cannot get to rear a queen. They build plenty of

cells, but there is no larva*, or anything else in them.
I gave them a comb of eggs, and a comb of hatching
brood. They started 6 cells. I examined them the
.'id, 6th, and 10th day, and there was nothing at all

in any of the cells. I then put a piece of comb in the

center of a strong colony, and let it stay 3 days, when
it was nearly full of eggs. I put it in the center of

the queenless colony, and, on the 3d day, examined
it, and they had started queen cells. On the 8th day,

1 looked again, and there was not a thing in any of

the cells. Whose fault is it, mine or the bees? Just
give me your hand, friend Root, and help me over
this trouble. Tell me what to do, for I am a very
young ABC scholar.

I commenced this spring with 3 old, box hives,

given me by a friend. They cast one swarm each,

so I bad four. When I got the ABC book, I trans-

ferred them into movable frame hives, and made
two artificial swarms. I can handle the bees with-

out veil or smoker. 1 keep the veil you sent me for

visitors.

I thought I was getting on well, but this thing

bothers me teribly. They must raise a queen, and I

want you to tell me how to make them do it.

J. J. Simpkins.
Summerfield, Dallas Co., Ala., June 10, 1880.

I have never seen a colony behave just as
you describe, friend S., but somewhat in the
same way. I am inclined to think they have
a fertile worker, or some sort of a half drone
and half worker, but [ would not fuss with
them longer, in the way you are doing. Break
them up, and reconstruct them; perhaps the
best way of doing this willbe to swap places
with some other hive, watching both to be
sure they will not fight. The bees of the
stubborn colony will then have a good queen,
and a new set of combs filled with brood,
and it will be strange if they do not go in and
go to work. The old combs will be cover-
ed with steady industrious bees, and these
will build queen cells, without question. If
you have put in brood enough, the young
bees, when they hatch out, will without
question build good queen cells, and you
may succeed without going to the trouble
of the plan I have given. It should be re-

membered that a hive of all very old bees
will seldom rear good queens.

ANOTHER BEE-KEEPER GONE—ON A WEDDING TOUR.

F. W. Dryor, of this place, was married on the Kith

inst., and started to Denver, Col., on a short trip.

He has introduced a queen to his hive. May she

prove to be a good worker, as be is, in that "Sunday
school on the hill," and may she never swarm and
leave him, but always keep his hive in good order,

and help to take care of the stores he may collect.

Wyandott, Kan., June 18, 1880. J. A. N., 39.

Very good, friend N. I am interested in
this matter, especially that part about the
Sabbath school on the hill.
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$$44 and %uw'm.

"DOLLAR QUEENS," — THE TERM A MISNOMER.

C]|

AN you tell me who invented the term "dollar

J/ queen?"—who it is, if now living-, that has

dragged the queen business down to a level

with the "dollar store" fraud, of which even the

brazen-faced sharp dealers have become ashamed?
But you say in reply to my objeclions to such dou-

ble dealings, that the word "untested" cannot be un-
derstood, etc. Well, Mr. R., I should think that

"Webster, if consulted, would explain what "untest-

ed" means. Friend It , why does not the word un-

tested mean that the queen has not been tested? I

see you advertise "dollar queens" at $1.50, etc.

I should think you might find a good text; viz.,

"Dollar queens" at $1.25 and $ 1.50, to preach one of

those monthly sermons from; but I am not aiming
to be ironical. G. W. Demaree.
Caristiansburg, Ky., June 9, 1880.

[Charity, friend D. When we first went into the

dollar queen business, no one seemed to think it

possible that queens would ever be furnished every
month in the year, as they are now, and when cus-

tomers began to demand them in April, it was found
a necessity to inform them, if they must have them
so early, they would have to pay more. Meantime,
however, the name had become a household word,

and it would have been no easy matter to change it,

even had we tried. Could you know, as I do, of the

confusion and hard feelings it makes to change
names on staple commodities, you might think the

name would do very well. One objection to the

word "untested" is that a great mnny will have it

that it means unfertilized, and even now we have
postals all the time, asking if the dollar queens are

fertile. Everybody now knows the term "dollar

queen," and it seems too bad to change it; but, as

the prospect now is that a nice queen will soon be
sold at retail for 75c., I presume we may well think

of a different name. What do the friends say?

Shall we have it "untested?"]

BEES THAT "DON'T KNOW KNOCOH TO GO IN WHEN
IT RAINS," AND THE REMEDY.

I have 2 stands of bees, no increase yet this sea-

son. Sunday, May 30th, I found large quantities of

bees lying all around in front of the hives, and on
the ground; all returned to the hive until Sunday
morning, June (5th, when I found them in the same
condition. A severe storm all day Sunday kept

them drenched, so that many of them perished. All

that were alive returned to the hive when the sun
came out Monday morninsr. What is the reason?

It. M. Morrill.
Plymouth, Marshall Co., Ind., June 8, 1880.

[Your hives were so full of bees, friend M., before

swarming, that they were crowded out, as is often

the case where they are not attended to by giving

them sutticient room. During sultry weather, they
often not only cover the sides of the hive around the

entrance, but get out on the ground as well. When
the hive is very much crowded, they often stay out
during rain storms, and when it turns suddenly cold,

they sometimes get so chilled as to die. Aside from
the danger of having the bees killed by bad weather,
it is a sad waste to let the hives get so filled up, that

they are obliged to hang out in idleness.]

CYPRUS ISLAND; LATEST NEWS BY TELEGRAM.
Arrived home, with queens, safely.

Beeton, Ont., Can., June IT, '80. D. A. Jones.

NOTIONAL BEES, AS WELL AS BEE-KEEPERS.
It is nothing queer that some bees eat grape su-

gar, and some do not; I had a stock this spring that

refused to eat candy made from white cane sugar.

It was not weak either. John C. Greenleaf.
Burrville, Conn., June 16, 1880.

NEW HONEY.
I yesterday took 01, one-pound sections, all from

one chaff hive. This is the second time honey has

been taken from this hive this season,—not less

than 20 lbs. the first time. Neighbor B. took 6t lbs.

from a Langstroth hive yesterday, and still we do
not know where the honey comes from. White
clover is in bloom, but we rarely see a bee on it.

Pewee Valley, Ky., June 12, 1880. A. W. Kaye.
[I think, if you look sharp, you will find it comes

from red clover, friend K., but I may be mistaken.
If I were you, I would follow them up, and find out

where they get the honey.]

THE RED-CLOVER QUEENS.
Your "red-clover" queen came to hand last Thurs-

day evening. She was in first rate condition, and so

were all the bees with her. She is the most insane

thing I ever saw. I took 4 empty combs, put them
in a hive, removed a strong colony and placed the

empty hive on its stand, and, after leaving the

queen caged 12 hours, I tried to introduce her; but,

although the bees would have accepted her, she was
such a fool that she nearly lost her life several times.

When I let her go she took herself off, and staid off

for 10 or 15 minutes, and when she came back I spoil-

ed her flying machine.
I have tried 3 or 4 times to introduce her, but with

the same luck. She says, "zeep, zeep, zeep," and
away she goes, and the bees get out of patience and
take after her. I now have her on hatching brood.

A more nimble queen I never saw; strong also.

F. W. Comings.
East Berkshire, Vt., June 15, 1880.

CUTTING UP STARTERS ON SUNDAY.
The fdn. came all right. I wrote to have it cut in

small pieces ready to set, but I can get along with

that. I can stay at home from church one Sunday,

and cut it, if my wife will allow it.—Henry Hall.
June 20, 1880.

P. S.—There was twice as much fdn. as I expected

to get for the money. H. H.

[Now look here, friend H., I vehemently protest,

and hereby entreat your wife to absolutely torbid

any such doings. Fdn. packs and ships much more
conveniently, in the strips, and it is but a very little

work to cut up these strips with a sharp knife dip-

ped in starch, by taking quite a pile of them at a

time. If you got twice as much as you expected,

you can certainly afford to cut them up on week
days, can you not? God will not send you a good flow

Of honey, if you break the Sabbath. Just you take

notice and sec if Sunday work prospers.]

RED CLOVER.
My bees are working more on the red clover this

season, than on the white and Alsike.

Albert L. Entrican.
Westville, Mich., June IT, 1880.
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EXTRACTING THE "WIRES."
Fdn. received all right, and some of it worked out

into nice comb. Will I need to extract the wire

from brood frames after the fdn. is worked out?

F. H. Seares.
Girard, Pa., June 7, 1880.

[To be sure not; what ever put such a queer idea

as that into your head, friend S.? We want the

wires there to keep the frames strong-.]

DESIRABLE (?) POINTS IN A QUEEN.
1 want a queen from your own apiary, that you

know has the "turpentine" in her, as I have en-

gaged a good many queens, and I will have to keep
her on the nest all summer, feeding her red peppers

and charcoal, and perhaps bone dust, etc.

A. W. Anderson.
Cambridgeboro, Crawford Co., Pa., June 2, 1880.

UNDESERVED KIND WORDS.
Thank you for three good things,—trust, prompt-

itude, kindness. M. T. Mantor.
Viroqua Junction, Monroe Co., Wis., June 3, 1880.

[Thanks, friend M.; but your words hurt more
than if you had abused me, because I have not been
prompt with you all. I shall appreciate it more
than I ever did before, when I get once more where
I can send all goods right off promptly. Perhaps it

is good for me, even if it is bad for you, for it will

make me so afraid of some of you, that I shan't

dare get proud and overbearing anymore.]

CYPRIAN QUEENS.

I see it is claimed in Gleanings that the Cyprian
bees are superior to all others. Why could you not

raise dollar, Cyprian queens, untested, the same as

Italians, and accommodate your subscribers and
customers? S. W. Swingle.
Roseville, Muskingum Co., O., June 9, 1880.

[I will offer them just as soon as I am satisfied that

they are better than the Italians, but I want to make
a test of them, before I give them even the endorse-

ment of having them in my price list. The one
Cyprian queen which we had in our apiary last sea-

son was hardly a credit to the race; but I presume
she was impurely mated. We sold her at the price

of a hybrid.]

I am in Blasted Hopes with my queen nursery, but
I won't give up vet. I got 8 queens from 30 queen
cells; that's "Blasted Hopes." How can I keep my
bees from destroying- 6 queen cells in 6 days for me?

Your young friend,— A. Meder, Jr.

Louisville, Ky., May 31, 1880.

[Your inquiry' is rather too indefinite, Friend M.,

but I think you will find the ABC covers the whole
ground of preventing the bees from destroying the

queen cells.]

DEAD QUEENS IN FRONT OF THE HIVES.

I keep finding dead queens in front of the hive.

They have not swarmed yet. What is the cause of

it? Jerry Moffitt.
Oxford, Mass., June 8, 1880.

[If you mean, friend M., that you keep finding old,

fertile queens dead in front of the hive, I can only

say that it seems to be a feature of the late mortali-

ties among the bees, and I do not know of any rea-

son to assign for it. If it is young, newly hatched
queens, it is doubtless because they have made prep-

arations for swarming, that have been upset by a

sudden cessation in the honey harvest, and they, in

consequence, destroyed the cells, throwing out the

young queens, and abandoning, for the present, all

swarming preparations.]

I lost one colony last winter, before I got the grape
sugar. The combs are full of dead bees. Will they
do to put a new swarm on this season without hav-
ing the dead bees taken from the cells, before hiv-

ing the new swarm? J. P. Watt.
Duck Creek, 111., May 15, 1880.

[Your combs filled with dead bees, if given to

strong stocks, one or two at a time, as directed in A
B C, page 285, will be made as good as new. Do not

pick out the dead bees at all.]

drones and their purity,—a correction.
Friend Root: — In this month's Gleanings, you

speak as if drones from a pure Italian queen that

has met a black drone are not pure (see p. 281, June
No.); else how can you get % blaod? Iwanttoknow,
for I have some very handsome queens that have
met black drones, and am of the opinion that their

drones are pure, and that queens mated with them,
if pure, will produce pure workers. Am I wrong?
Paterson, N. J , June 2, '80. Langley Claxton.
[I stand corrected; you are right, and I am wrong,

friend C, and I thank you for calling my attention

to the blunder. I overlooked the fact that, in the

case referred to, only the workers were said to be
hybrids. My remarks there will answer for a case

where the queen's mother was impurely mated. No
accurate experiments have ever given us any cause

at all to doubt the truthfulness of the statements

laid down by Dzierzone and Berlepsche; viz., that

the drone progeny is in no way affected by the fer-

tilization of the queen.]

A NEW SWARM RETURNING TO THE OLD HIVE.

I had a swarm of bees yesterday which I put into

a new hive, on a new stand. After being quiet

about 15 minutes, they all came out and returned to

the old hive, although I had given them a frame of

brood. A. G. Willows.
Carlingford, Ontario, Can., June 9, 1880.

[Why, friend W., it seems to me almost unaccount-

able, that a swarm thus fixed should go back. Did
you make sure that the frame contained unsealed

brood, that the hive did not stand in the sun, and
that the entrance was large enough to give an
abundance of air? If all these points were attend-

ed to, it seems to me that they would hardly desert

brood right from any hive, even though they had
no queen at all with them; yet I know bees, at

times, seem to go right contrary to all rules and
regulations laid down.]

LOOK OUT FOR ROBBING.
I introduced the queen all right, to a rather weak

colony. She commenced laying in a few days, but

one night we got a frost which stopped honey gath-

ering; my bees got to robbing, and, although I stop-

ped them before they carried off much honey, I

found my Italian queen dead outside of the hive.

Some of her young bees are out now, and are nice

large bees, but I take them to be hybrids.

Phillip Lonsley.
Moose Ear, Wis., June 5, 1880.

[The death of the queen wa3 undoubtedly caused

by the robbing. I scarcely know why it is, but, dur-

ing a robbing raid, the queen seems to be passed by
and forgotten, and they are often found, at such a

time, wandering outside of the hive, and sometimes

dead as you have described. Look to your bees ear-
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ly and late, especially when you have weak colonies,

or after a frost.]

DANGER OF STARVING EVEN IN .1UNE, ETC.

I examined my bees this afternoon, and found that

during- the last week they have consumed nearly

every ounce of their stores (result ot a continuously
rainy week). To-day was bright, and I trust they
may open up hostilities with the advent of white

clover.

When I was a student, Prof. Cook used to "hoot"
me with a grave shake of his head, "Ah ! Mr. Taylor,

you'll never make a bee man; tooscarey;" but I be-

gin to think I can "skunk" the Prof, handling them,
for he used to get hit by a bee's helm now and then,

while I go through with impunity, so far at least.

J. E. Taylor.
Otisco, Mich., May 7, 1880.

SWARMING RETARDED BY GIVING THE BEES ROOM
IN SECTIONS.

Mr. Root :— Will you please tell me if placing a

case of sections on a hive will in any way prevent
swarming, or at least as early as otherwise. I wish
to have as early swarms as possible. Ought I to

place the surplus boxes on before they have the low-

er part filled ? C.S.Burke.
Batavia, N. Y., June 12, 1830.

[While giving the bees empty sections, right above
the brood nest, will not absolutely prevent swarm-
ing, it will, as a general thing, do much to make it

less probable that they will swarm; and, if you want
swarms instead of honey, you will hasten them
greatly, by omitting to give the bees any room in

sections, or an upper story. It is rather a wasteful

proceeding, however, for many stocks will get their

hive full, and remain idly hanging on the front of

the hives, before they are ready to swarm, and it

would be nothing strange, if they should thus idle

the whole season through, and not swarm at all. If

you want honey, put on the surplus boxes, just be
fore the lower story is filled.]

ABSCONDING SWARMS.
I had a large first swarm issue on the 10th inst.

After having obtained a frame of unsealed brood

from the old stand, and placing it in a new hive, I re-

paired to my clustered swarm. After having hived

it successfully, I removed the new colony into my
apiary, and gave it proper shade. On the morning
of the 12th, my new swarm came out, and, to my as-

tonishment, started for the woods. By this time, I

had my smoker in got d trim, and my legs were then

used pretty freely. After going about \'« mile, they

concluded to go to house-keeping in a large ash tree.

I cut the tree down, and succeeded in saving only

about 3 pts. of bees.

Scarcely had I finished the work, when my Italians

commenced swarming and without even waiting to

say "thank you" for the favors I had done them,

they took a bee line for the woods, but not without

company, for I kept pace with them, until they

reached their (supposed) place of abode in a tree.

This was a large first swarm of Italians, containing

a tested queen one year of age. Now you see a

frame of unsealed brood did not prevent my first

swarm from going to the woods. I would like you
to give me some information concerning these two
swarms. E. J. Hinshaw.
Lynn, Itandolph Co., Ind., June 15, 1880.

[I do not know but that I am "cornered," friend

H., if a frame of brood, shading, and carrying to a

new location will not stop them. If we have many

more such reports this season, I shall have to vote

in favor of artificial swarming I fear.]

HAMMOCKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS(V).
I would like to suggest that you add Hammocks to

your counters. Would they not be splendid to hang
under a shady tree, to lie in and read Gleanings
while watching the bees? H. L. Webber.
Monroe Centre, Me., June 9, 1880.

[The counter store was started with the idea of

having it include only useful articles, friend W., and
I confess I feel a little doubt in regard to whether
Hammocks belong in that list; but perhaps a bee-

keeper should rest once in a while, at least long
enough to read Gleanings. Who can furnish good
ones, at a low price, by the hundred?]

TOOL BOXES AND TOOL CHESTS.
Can not you do something in the way of getting

up and offering for sale, tool chests and tools for

boys? They are offered at the stores, but for the
most part the tools are of the poorest quality, and
the prices high. One of my boys has been saving
money for months to get some tools, and I have told

him that Mr. Boot loves the boys so well that I think

he will do something for them in the way of tools.

U. C. Bosworth.
Creston, Iowa, June 1, 1880.

[Thanks, friend B. I have had, for some time,

stowed away in a corner of my brain, a tool box,
to hold some of the nice little tools that are cheap,
and have been proved to be good, but it seems as if

I should never get time to see to it. On our 10 cent

counter is a very pretty little box, called a knife

tray, and our boys have found them very handy to

carry nails and small tools in. These, with a few
divisions, would be pretty and cheap. To avoid
mixing the nails, I would have a nail fastened with
staples, on the side of each box, and then any child,

(or woman?) could put each nail right in the box
made for it, and there need never be any excuse
for mixing them. A mixed lot of small nails, the

small wire nails for instance, might almost as well

be thrown away; for it will cost more than they are

worth, ordinarily, to separate them.]

FLORIDA AND PALMETTO HONEY.
I started this year with 14 swarms, and now have

30, and expect more out any minute. Have ex-

tracted 300 lbs. of saw-palmetto honey, to give room
for brood. It has been the hardest season on bees

here so far, for many years; but every thing prom-
ises well for a big crop for the rest of the season.

w. s. Hart.
New Smyrna, Fla., June 3, 1880.

SIMPSON HONF.Y PLANTS.
I have at last found out what Simpson's honey

plant is. I have plowed under more this spring, I

suppose, than you have got on your honey farm.

So much for not knowing more. After hoeing mine
so well, and taking so much pains with it, you may
know how I felt, when I found out what it was. My
bees are doing better and better.

Geo. W. stites.
Spring Station, Ind., June 11, 1880.

[Now, friend S., unless you have seen the blos-

soms on those weeds, I think you are making a mis-

take. Our gardener Left a large weed near the door

a few days ago, saying it was a Simpson plant, but it

was only a common weed that looks, to an un-

trained eye, very much like it. Look again and
report.]
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Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.—Matt.
xix. 19.

PAINTING HIVES.

Since printing the article on this subject, on page
r>28, we learn from friend L., that the proportions

for mixing paint there given, are wrong. Instead

of 4 and :5 gallons of oil, read 5 and 4 gallons.

I expect it will take all summer to get this "ink

business" straight. The June Exchange says I claim

never to have sent any ink by mail. I have never
sent 2 oz. bottles of ink, but I do send "little bits of

ones'Mn a block of wood, and, should the bottle be
broken, as the wood in any case would soak up
every drop of ink, and more too, I think it in strict

compliance with the spirit of the law. So also is the

water in the tin bottles; and I never meant to im-

ply otherwise. I am very glad indeed that the Peet
introducing and shipping cage has proven a success.

charity.
Just now, it seems to me, the most prevailing sin

I know of among us is a want of charity. Why do
we, so many of us, persist in saying athing was done
purposely, when it was entirely unintentional. No
matter how many times we have found that no
wrong was intended, the very next time, we take it

for granted that our friend made a mistake in his

own favor just because he wanted to put in his own
pocket a few cents that belong- to us. For variety's

sake, if nothing' more, let us try how it will work to

give a brother more credit for good intentions than
he probably deserves.

Editors should be servants of the people; at least

it seems to me, from the nature of things, they
ought. If this is so, then they ought to be very ac-

commodating, especially to the people who send
them money. In view of the latter point we have
just made arrangements to receive Canada money
and Canada postage stamps at par. Although the

banks refuse to take it except at from 3 to 5 per cent

discount, we have no trouble at all in getting full

value by sending it by registered letter to a friend

in Canada, who does the business, solely for the sake
of accommodating his countrymen.

When you are ordering odd sized sections, frames,

separators, etc., please give the exact dimensions of

what you want. Do all the figuring yourself, and do
not leave computations for myself or clerks to do.

The dimensions of your hives are of no possible use
to us at all; if you give them to ask my opinion and
advice, I can tell you that before hand. I would
burn up the best hive I ever saw or heard of, or give

it to the first man who would wheel it away without

asking questions, if it did not hold the regular

standard Langstroth frame. If your hive will hold

these, it will hold the regular standard goods all the

way through; but if it will not, the quicker you
throw it away and commence in the beaten track

with the rest of the world, the better.

Sometimes our friends say, "The colony will die,

if I do not get that queen right away," and, if I re-

collect aright, one or two have complained that their

colonies did die because those who advertised queens
did not send them. Of course, queens should be
sent promptly, and I would not, for a moment, try to

excuse these vexatious delays; but, my friends, you
certainly make a grave mistake when you leave a

colony in such a shape that it must stand still and
die, if the queen does not come just as you want her.

Give them some brood or eggs, and let them be at

work, and then, when the queen docs come, they

will be right in the line of business, and in very
much better trim to receive a queen than if left to

suffer and, possibly, have a fertile worker" in her

stead. If you have a queenlcss colony, give them a
comb with eggs in, at least once a week, or you are

hardly tit to be a bee-keeper.

On humanity, humanity, why will you be so care-

less! It is said the world now moves in waves; first

it surges in one direction, and then in another. The
latest "surge" in business seems to be a propensity

to say that a part of the goods ordered were not in

the package; but some of our clerks have become
so keen and sharp on that point, of late, probably

because of sore experience, that they are generally

able to say whether the goods were in or not, and
when they are sure the articles were put in, we
write back to look more carefully. To my surprise,

at least, quite a number of replies show the clerks

to be right. Here is one:
A. I. Root:—1 found the block several days since, and this

morning found win' at tin/ bottom of tin- last box.
Johnstown, Ohio, June 5, 188). J. M. Brown.

I do not mean to complain, my friends, but I want
you to be mild when saying goods were omitted. I

presume you, like ourselves, are crowded and hur-

ried, but let us all take time enough to have "lots"

of charity, one for anolher, and to be slow in censur-

ing each other too severely.

Our advertising clerk, as a general thing, is very
reliable; in fact, it is so long since she has made a

mistake, I hardly took the trouble to review her

work as I do some of the rest, but in our June No.,

it seems that things got bungled badly, somehow.
Some advertisements were put in that were not

wanted, and, worse s' ill, two or three were left out

that were wanted, and I do not know really whom
to scold, for all that were in any way connected with

it show very good reasons why they were not at all

to blame. I guess it must be myself, and I am not

only very sorry, but I will pay damages on receipt

of bill, if our friends will "think gently of the err-

ing." Our friends Scovell & Anderson were one of

the parties who were used so badly, and our old

stand by, Hayhurst, was another. I do not know
but friend H. thought I did it out of spite, for if

there is any one man who can beat us in putting up
and shipping a queen and a pound of bees, it is

friend H. himself. Look at his advertisement, and

then try him. Friend Parker also, who invented the

beautiful machine for putting in starters, had his

advertisement left out of May No. by mistake.
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lur fo?s#.
For, brethren, ye have been called unto liberty;

only use not liberty for an occasion to the flesh, but
by iove serve on« another.—Galatians, v. 13.

^X^IIILE friend Faxia was with us a few
WM days ago, we (being "Yankees" you
y,J know) questioned him considerably

about his southern home. At the breakfast
table, some one suggested that he was from
a state where they formerly kept slaves. He
assented.
"Did you ever keep slaves, Mr. Faris'i"'

"No ; I was too poor a man then to be
able to own a slave."
"How much money did it taker"' asked

one of the children.
"( )h, it depended a good deal on how old

they were, etc. Perhaps all the way from
$100.00 to $1,000.00. Children sold for very
small amounts, sometimes."
"Why, did they sell children!"'
"Most certainly."
"What, and take them right away from

their mothers and fathers?"
"To be sure."
"Did you ever see this done, Mr. Faris?"
"Why, yes ; many and many a time."
"But did you stand by, and do nothing?

Did not the mothers shriek and wring their
hands? Was husband sold from wife, and
carried away where she had not power to fol-

low, and family ties thus severed in a mo-
ment, forever?"
"Yes; I have seen it all. When traders

came along, these things were common In
fact, they thought as little about it as do we
in selling any kind of stock."
"Was this really in our own country?"

said one. "How long ago was it that such
things were done?"
"Only 20 years. Does it really seem possi-

ble that only 20 years ago, in this land of lib-

erty, men bought and sold their fellow men?"
Does it not seem almost a mistake when

we look back and think of it? In heathen
lands, it is common for prisoners of war to
be held as slaves, but surely no such thing
could have been the custom in this enlight-
ened land only 20 years ago? I mentioned
the matter at our noon-day service, and
asked how many of us would stand by and
see a child taken from its mother, and carried
away by main force, to a life perhaps far
worse than death. It seems to me, if no re-

dress could be obtained by law, I would
fight like a tiger for the helpless and unpro-
tected. Mr. Gray remarked that there were
those who did light, and lost their lives,

without doing any good seemingly. Some-
body suggested that there was one ".John
Brown," who decided to light, even though
against the most fearful odds, and, if the le-

gend is truthful, as a reward of so doing, his
"body lies moldering in the grave" with
others who gave their bodies to the cause in

a like manner. Is not the world slowly
changing? Last month I told you of that
spirit that bid me beware of telling my fel-

low men what they must, or must not do.

The spirit of Christ constantly enjoins,

—

Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit,

saith the Lord of Hosts.

Is not the day passing by, when it is found
necessary to say "«<»sf," in our intercourse
with any of those about us, who are general-
ly recognized as law abiding citizens? and
the time coming when Ave can literally obey
this little text

:

Give to every man that asketh of thee; and of him
that taketh away thy goods, ask them not again.—
Luke vi. 30.

You remember about Charlie Ross,—how
a whole nation was up and on the alert, just

because one household had been robbed of

their little boy. If a little child was in
danger of being burned to death in the up-
per story of some great building, and it was
generally known to a great mass of our peo-
ple that money would save its life, how
much would be subscribed? What do our
people consider a human life worth, and how
much will America pay to save a human life?

At the time of our Chicago lire, why did the
whole nation pour out money, clothes, and
food, until there was more than could be
taken care of, and that, too, to those who
were no more closely related than by the ties

of common humanity, and to people they
never before heard of ? During the reign of

the yellow fever, why did so many -give
away their lives, just for the mere hope of
being able to save the lives of a few un-
known fellow beings. Is there not an ele-

ment in humanity of something Christ like?

.Mr. Faris said, if I had lived amoiu? the
slave holders as he had, and seen all sides of
the question, he thought very likely I would
have let it pass and said or done nothing as
did the rest. A friend remarked after the
noon service, that there are many colored
people in the South who say now they would
rather be with their old masters, than to
have their present places, if they could be
guaranteed against being bought and sold,

in case of the death of their owners, or like

eontingences. When they fell into the
hands of wicked, cruel people, of course, it

gave those people an unusual power to in-

flict pain and suffering. Let us exercise all

the charity we can for what is passed and
gone, but it may be well to consider the
point in its moral bearings, at the same time.
Reader, you have a bright little one in

your own home. You that have lost one
such by death can well imagine the feelings
you would be called upon to endure, were
some strong man to come in, vested with the
power of law to back him, and tear this lit-

tle one away, regardless of all your plead-
ings and prayers for mercy. Suppose a
wife or husband were snatched from you in
the same way, and handed over to any fiend
in human shape, who might have the requi-
site one thousand, or two thousand dollars.

I believe it was generally conceded that a
slave holder could do whatever he pleased
with his chattel. Would you stand by and
tamely bear to have a brutal man lay hands
on your wife and child? or would you light

until you had drawn your last breath, and
shed your last droit of blood for those loved
ones? You are crazed at the thought. Sup-
pose it was your neighbor's home that was
invaded, would you not help to raise an
armed force of all the men in your vicinity,

to resist to the last, any attempt to carry off
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to slavery his little ones that he loves, as you
do yours, more than life? To be sure you
would right ; if you would not, you do not
deserve life and a free country. Think of
having your boy or your girl sold as a slave,

to be lorded over by you know not whom, to
have their little lives ground out of them,
and every spark of manhood or womanhood
killed out, in its very incipiency, and to be
told that there was no remedy ; it was one
of the inexorable combinations of circum-
stances, and the only way was to put up with
it. What would you do?

Do you say these things are passed and
gone'? and do you wonder why I have gone
away back, and raked up old and forgotten
memories, years after these things have
ceased to exist? Do you say let us consider
the present and the future, and let by-gones
be by-gones? Very well, let us see to the
future then. The following I found on a
scrap of paper, that I picked up accidentally:

Three saloon- keepers in Chicago were found
guilty of selling liquor to minors, and the following

is the address of the Judge who sentenced them, as

reported in the Chicago Tribune:

"By the law you may sell to men and women, if

they will buy. You have given your bond and paid

your license to sell to them, and no one has a right

to molest you in your legal business. No matter
what the consequences may be, no matter what pov-
erty and destitution are produced by your selling

according to law, you have paid your money for

this privilege, and you are licensed to pursue your
calling. No matter what families are distracted and
rendered miserable, no matter what wives are treat-

ed 'with violence, what children starve or mourn
over the degredation of a parent, your business is

legalized, and no one may interfere with you in it.

No matter what mother may agonize over the loss

of a son, or sister blush for the shame of a brother,

you have a right to disregard them all and pursue
your legal calling; you are licensed. You may fit

up your lawful place of business in the most enti-

cing and captivating form; you may furnish it with
the most costly and elegant equipments for your
lawful trade; you may fill it with the allurements
to amusement; you may use all your arts to induce
visitors; you may skillfully arrange and expose to

view your choicest wines and captivating bevera-

ges; you may then induce thirst by all contrivan-

ces to produce a raging appetite for drink, and then

you may supply that appetite to the full, because it

is lawful; you have paid for it; you have a license.

You may allow boys, almost children, to frequent
your saloon; they may witness the apparent satis-

faction with which tbeir seniors quaff the sparkling

glass; you may be schooling and training them for

the period of twenty-one, when they, too, can partic-

ipate, for all this is lawful. You may hold the cup
to their very lips, but you must not let them drink
—that is unlawful. But while you have all these

privileges for the money you pay, this poor privi-

lege of selling to children is denied you. Here par-

ents have the right to say, "Leave my son to me
until the law gives you the right to destroy him.

Do not anticipate that terrible moment when I can
assert for him no further right of protection; that

will be soon enough for me, for his mother, for his

sister, for his friends, and for the community to see

him take his road to death. Give him to us in his

childhood, at least. Let us have a few years of his

youth, in which we may enjoy his innocence to re-

pay us in some small degree for the care and love

we have lavished upon him." This is something
you, who now stand a prisoner at the bar, have not
paid for; this is not embraced in your license.

For this offense the Court sentences you to ten

days' imprisonment in the county jail, and that you
pay a tine of seventy- five dollars and costs; and
that you stand commited until the fine and costs of

this prosecution are paid."

A few days ago, as I was passing along
the streets of our town, I was startled by
hearing a perfect volley of oaths, curses,
blasphemy, and obscenity. In fact, the lan-
guage was so foul that passers-by turned
out and crossed over involuntarily to the
other side of the street. I went up to him,
and found that it was one of our Medina
boys, in a state of beastly intoxication. He
could not stand up, but lay partly against
the fence. My first impulse was to have
him arrested at once, as a public nuisance

:

but a second thought admonished me that I
had not yet tried the power of kind words,
and after learning his name I left him, for I
have learned that it is generally words wast-
ed, to attempt to talk to a drunken person.
After he got sober, I had a talk with him.
His drunken spree had been on the very day
he was 21. He had been a frequenter of sa-
loons, and had seen others hand over their
money and drink, but he had been refused
because he was not of age. The very day
he became of age, his first work was to go
and ask for whisky, and drink. He was
simply celebrating his liberty. Was it liber-

ty that he was enjoying as he lay there on
the side walk? If he was a slave, whose
slave was he, judging from his language?
Why does a man or boy who is under the in-

fluence of liquor invariably take God's name
in vain? Why does their demoniac hatred
seem to vent itself almost entirely against
the Bible?
A few years ago, during a temperance re-

vival, many of our townsmen were reformed,
and just in proportion as they dropped their
intemperate habits they turned to the study
of the Bible. One of them reformed and
gave temperance lectures in different parts
of our county, but, as he had not yet em-
braced religion, he asked me to go with
him, and open the evening exercises with
Bible reading and prayer. The man had
been a skeptic ; but, during these evening
rides, I had much talk with him, and con-
siderable on the subject of prayer. He said
he felt like thanking God, especially when
he got up in the morning; and, since his
life had changed for a better one, he many
times felt like thanking God, with real hon-
esty and sincerity. I felt that he was on the
threshold of a new life, and was deeply anx-
ious that this spirit might prevail, and that
he might put on the whole armor of a soldier
of the cross. His reform proved only tran-
sitory. I remonstrated with him in regard
to it, and he admitted that he had "back-
slid, just as you Christians do sometimes,"
and promised to do better- but, without
God's help, it could not well be lasting. A
few days ago I passed a little group of men
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and boys, and my attention was called by
hearing some one earnestly condemning the
Bible. I passed by hastily, and tried not to
hear the words, but I caught enough to
know that they referred to a vision of diffi-

cult interpretation. The statements were
presented so that a most disgusting story
was made, and tbe narrator then de-
clared that this was just what the
Bible taught, and church people held
up, as the law of God. The listeners,
some of whom were boys, drank in the state-
ment with open mouths, and I fear decided
in their own minds that the saloon adjoin-
ing was a safer place to go to, than the
church a little beyond. This teaching was
from the same man who used to be so active
in the temperance work. Why did he take
so much pains, as he sat idly there, to preju-
dice minds which probably looked up to him
as authority (for he was a well read man)
against the Bible. His statement had al-

most a Satanic ingenuity about it, I thought,
as I went over the ground afterward. When
one knows he is selling himself to Satan,
why must he take up a tirade against the
Bible?
Would it be safe to say, when you hear a

man declaiming against the Bible and Chris-
tian people, that it is because he has some
secret sin, cherished and kept from the sight
of men, and that it is Satan, his master, who
is speaking through him? Suppose it should
get to be the current impression among peo-
ple, that he who loudly parades his skepti-
cism has a guilty conscience that impels this
stream of evil and bitterness.
The utterances of the boy on the street

were, without question, those of one pos-
sessed by the Evil One, and one is forcibly
reminded of the way in which devils took
possession of people in olden time.
And, behold, they cried out, saying-

. What have we
to do with thee, Jesus, thou Son of God? art thou
come hither to torment us before the time?

—Matt. viii. 29.

The saloon keeper but a few doors from
the spot is one whom I have met in jail, and,
of all the utterly hopeless, bitter, hard, un-
feeling, specimens of humanity I have met,
this man was one of the worst. Imagine
him standing behind his bar, after this deed.
The slave dealers down south used to rob
mothers of their sons, it is true; but they
only carried off and sold the body, while the
boy might be a good Christian boy, in spite
of anything they could do. This man, night-
ly robs the mother of her son, and sends his
soul to perdition; does it, too, all for a few
cents. We thought awhile ago, that we
would never stand by, and see such scenes
enacted. Header, are you not this minute
standing by, and seeing just such scenes en-
acted, as I have just pictured? You think
our people should revolt, and declare they
would not live in a community where one
man holds another in bondage? Good; give
me your hand; let the world know there are
just two, if no more, that will not stand by
tamely, and see our fellows wronged in this
way. If the world is too much for us, and
we are crowded down out of sight, let us die
in a good cause, as did oar fathers before us.
For whosoever will save his life shall lose it; and

whosoever will lose his life lor my sake shall llnd it.

Matt. xvi. 25.

But what shall we do, Mr. Boot? What
did you do with that boy? Why, I had a
talk with him, after he was sober, and now
he goes to our young men's prayer meeting
and attends Sabbath School regularly. That
is the way I would let the world know I
would not have such work. Do you not re-
member, "Not by might,'

1 &c?
By the way, have I ever told you they have

made me superintendent of the Sabbath
School? About 300 children, and 25 teach-
ers, the secretary told me we had enrolled
last sabbath, and to think that in a few short
years (since I commenced serving my Sav-
ior and writing these Home Papers here to
you), this should all have come about, to be
sure, seems preposterous.—The idea of put-
ting all this responsibility into the hands of
one who is but a child in christian work!
but so it has come about, in some queer way,
and I presume I should try to think the Lord
has done it, and so do the best I can. If our
people ever think I am not just the right one
for the place, I am ready to step down and
out, with just as pleasant a smile, as I step-
ped up. i suppose it came about something
in this way: you know I had a class of boys,
to whom I could not do any good, or at least
I thought I couldn't. In answer to prayer,
I was directed to go and visit them at their
own homes, and it resulted in the weekly
meetings with them, as I have told you. By
the way, those have been dropped, tempora-
rily, just because of the time it would take
from the tilling of your orders. Well, after
I had got such a hold on the boys that they
would listen to me in almost anything, in
some way it got into the minds of the peo-
ple that I could control a great many boys,
and so they gave me the whole school. Do
you not see?
Thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will

make thee ruler over many things.

And —
And whosoever will be chief among- you, let him

be your servant:—Matt. xx. 27.

Suppose I had got discouraged and given
up, and said I could not do any thing with a
lot of boys who would be so "cantankerous,"
and would not listen to a word I had to say.

Fear not, little flock: for it is your Father's good
pleasure to give you the Kindom.—Luke, xii. :>2.

Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be
afraid.—St. John, xiv. 27.

Several of those boys are now at work with
us here, and more respectful, industrious,
and better behaved boys one could not well
ask for.

Did you never notice what a cordial and
friendly way many of the German people
have, compared with the cold business hab-
its of most of the Americans? Even the let-

ters from our German bee-friends seem full
of this kind of brotherly love, and make
one's heart involuntarily warm toward these
brothers across the water. Some years ago,
a pretty, black eyed, German girl came into
my place of business, and, after a pleasant
salutation, told me that her name was Caro-
line S., and that her brother was a jeweler
too ; and, after some little purchase, went
away with a pleasant "Good day," thatmade
one feel like parting from a friend. She
came in often afterwards, and, by her pleas-
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ant, cheerful smile and ways, made us all

feel a warm friendship for her. One day, in

making a purchase, she seemed a little em-
barrassed and finally suggested, half inquir-

ingly, that she would pay for it "some other
day," intimating that she had unexpectedly
run short of funds. I felt only too glad to

accommodate her, and after that she often
left little accounts unsettled for several days
or weeks. The book-keeper one day re-

marked that her account had run longer
than usual, and asked if Caroline should be
dunned. "By no means," I replied, for I
felt that Caroline was the very soul of honor,
and that all would surely be all right with-
out any reminder ; and so it proved.

Time passed, and she one day came in

with a fine looking man who spoke English
quite brokenly, whom she introduced,
with a most becoming color on her fresh
rosy face, as her husband. How happy they
two always seemed when they came in to-

gether, and how plainly one could notice
that each one was bent on making the other
happy. Still later, a new baby was brought
along, and as he grew older, little trinkets
were selected for him from the contents of
our counters. As he got able to walk alone,
he became a favorite every where, for the
reason that he inherited his mother's bright
eye, and her peculiar, frank, friendly smile,
if for no other reason, and I often watched
the bright curly haired boy, as he looked at
the different things in the store with a child-
ish fancy and delight. Happy, innocent,
joyous childhood! O that angels might
guard you and preserve that innocence, all

along through this, so often, thorny path of
life

!

Shut your eyes, dear reader, and when you
open them again, imagine a dozen years to
have passed. It was the close of a warm
day a year ago, that a boy came to me ask-
ing me to come and see a young man whom
he had found lying across the railroad track,
in the cut above, m a state of insensibility
from the effects of drink. There had been a
political speech that day, and the town had
been full of people. 1 found him scarcely
able to stand, but pretending to be very bus-
ily engaged in writing in a book, although
it was too dark to see a single letter. I
spoke to him, but he would not answer. I
tried all the plans I knew of, to get him to
tell me who he was, and where he belonged.
lie dropped his papers, and I gathered them
up, as he could not, but only got curses for
my pains.

As he had evidently been going up the
track, I took him by the arm, and got him
to walk along, hoping the air and the walk
would somewhat revive him. lie soon be-
gan to show that he knew me, for he began
swearing about my Abbeyville Sabbath
school ; and finally from the words he quot-
ed I knew he had been with us, and had
heard my talks to the boys. Satan, speak-
ing through him, seemed angered and in a
rage, that I should interfere at all. We
came to a cattle guard, and when I wished
to assist him across he declared he could get
along better without any help ; being al-

lowed to have his own way, he tried foolish-
ly to run across the sharp edged sticks, with-

out any care or regard as to where he placed
his feet. lie soon went down through, with
a crash that seemed as if bones must be
broken. As I lifted him out with expres-
sions of pity, he only laughed, and declared
that nothing can hurt aman when he is "full."

"But you will know to-morrow, that you
have been hurt?"
"Yes," he said hesitatingly.
"What were you doing when lying across

the track?"
"If you had let me alone I should never

have seen 'to-morrow.' "

"Do you mean that you lay down there
purposely, that the train might run over
you?"
"Yes, sir; and it is the very best thing I

can do as you yourself will admit. I have
listened to your talk in the Sunday school,
and I have wanted to be a good boy and
stop drinking, but I have sworn off so many
times, when it did no good that I made up
my mind I would make a sure thing of it

this time."

"You would make a sure thing of not
drinking any more, but how about that life

beyond?"
"I should go right to Heaven, for trying

to do right. God wants me to stop drinking,
and breaking my mother's heart, and this is

the only way I can stop." Do you see what
subtle crafty reasoning Satan employs with
the slave in his toils?

"My friend, did you ever see a man who
had the delirium tremens?"
"Yes."
"If you lie on this track to-night, and are

killed, you will go straight to the abode of
demons such as that man saw, and you will
be tormented with them forever and forever.
The Devil has now got you in his hands,
and it is he who is persuading you to lie down
here, that you may be ever more his, and
lost to God and all that is good in this great
universe." I talked with him until he be-
gan to cry, and finally, in anguish, he began
to say,
"O? what shall I do? what shall I do? I

thought this morning I should never get
drunk again, but the boys came around me,
and said they must have me to make fun for

them, and called me "Schumocher,"

"What did you say? Is your name ?"

"It is."

God, look down in pity and help. Help,
we pray thee, this poor misguided youth to

realize that there is indeed a God and a Sa-
vior above. Help thy servant to show him,
and make him realize, even while his poor
mind is clouded and blinded with the effects

of sin, that there is pardon, and freedom too,

for this galling bondage which has been
thrown thus early about his young life.

Thou who didst create this bright moon
above us, these green fields, and this bright
broad land of liberty, once. more, O Lord, as
thou hast in times past, grant us thy aid.

1 took him on his way home far enough
from the track that seemed to have such a
fatal charm for him, so that I thought he
would not get back. You need not say he
was in no danger of being run over and mu-
tilated by the cars; for, from the daily papers,
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you will see that such eases are comparative-
ly common. This boy had perhaps had his
enthusiasm tired that day by a political
speech, in regard to this land of liberty of
ours, but, my friends, can you imagine a
more galling form of bondage than the one
that came so near robbing this young moth-
er of her darling boy. With his German

. lineage, doubtless, came his love of beer,
and familiarity with the time honored cus-
toms of his countrymen. The slave driver
sold a man's body for a thousand dollars

;

the saloon-keeper sold this boy's soul to
Satan, for a few cents. Shall it be, my
friends? Will you stand by idly, and see
this mother, but a short time ago the bright,
hopeful, innocent young girl, robbed of her
beautiful boy who promised so much? Shall
we see the saloon-keeper take advantage of
the fact that the boy has lost his father, and
has therefore no one to look after him as
other boys have? He told me on the way
home that he was present when I talked
with Simon, of whom I told you some time
back, and That it was his companion and
friend who offered the glass to Simon right
before me, when he was pleading with his
companions not to urge him to drink more.

Will you, my friend, stand by idly and see
these things done? Are you ready to right?
Shall I tell you what to do? Get that barrel
of cider out of your cellar ; stop the hired
men or anybody else from drinking it ; and
for the sake of stopping the force of the ex-
ample, if for nothing else, pour out every
drop of it on the ground, if you cannot other-
wise stop its being used as a beverage. Nev-
er let a boy or anybody else see you enter a
saloon, under any circumstances whatever.
Start out to Sunday school every Sabbath
morning, and if you haven't the courage to
ask the boys to come along with you, at least,

give them the benefit of your example, and
let it be understood that you always go. If
the school is five miles away, go the five

miles, or do better still, and start one nearer
home. Your influence and example,—the
influence and example of every one of you
whose eyes are on this page, is acting pow-
erfully one way or another. It makes little

difference whether you are entertained there
or not ; you are not to go to be entertained

;

go for the good of others, and trust God to
take care of the rest. If you are unacquaint-
ed, carry this page to the superintendent
and tell "him you have come in accordance
with this call which God has given you,
through your humble servant of these Home
Papers. Do not let Satan discourage you;
go anyway, even though he says it is too hot
or too cold, or that some of the folks there
are hypocrites,—and such like stuff. Tell
him old birds cannot "be fooled with chaff,"
and push on your way. If you don't be-
lieve in Sabbath schools, go anyway; and
make up your mind you are going to try one
day in the week to "love your neighbor as
yourself" without any regard to what or how
others do. House up; stir yourself; for
Christ's sake, my friend, do something to-

ward rescuing the young men of our nation
from this other bondage, and this galling
slavery. Teach them what it is to be free
men, in the sense that God intended it. The

worst enemy you have in this world is not
one of your fellow men, but it is Satan in
your own heart, telling you to sit still and
not go, and helping you to fabricate excuses.
Rouse up ; shake yourself ; stir; and come
and join this army, that moves with such
mighty power, and yet does all its work by
kindness and love.

The following from friend W. O. may be
of interest to many:

I see in the last No. that our unbelieving friend

says that perhaps the man who furnished $800.00

had read Gleanings. I can assure him that he had
not only not read Gleanings, but two or three

months before had positively refused to render me
any help. I can but say, surely God's hand was in it.

Wm. Oldroyd.
Columbus, O., June 14, 1880.

|^ 4%rctitw£."

[This department is to be kept for the benefit of
those who are dissatisfied; and when anything is

amiss, I hope you will "talk right out." As a rule
we will omit names and addresses, to avoid being
too personal.]

Charity suffereth long, and is kind.—I. Cor. xiii. 4.

TOLD you last month, my friends, that
1 expected good to come from this de-
partment. With the great mass of busi-

ness of the last month, have come, of course,
a great many trials and annoyances, and,
while I take them up, please do not lose

sight of the fact that I do it not for idle

sport, nor in a complaining way, but that we
may study the cause of hard thoughts and
hard words, as we would study the symp-
toms of a disease, and with the sole purpose
of healing instead of making worse.
One of our young men caught his hand in

a buzz saw yesterday, and mangled it horri-
bly. Several of the hands were so affected
they could not work, and it was a little dfli-

cult at first to find one who could give the
poor fellow proper care. Do you see how
necessary it is that we school ourselves so as
to be able to look upon these things coolly,

if we expect to be able to give help in the
time of need? Well, if some of the letters I

shall give seem at first a little revolting, let

ustakeacool view of them, more in pity
than censure, and see if we cannot all do
something for the pain and suffering there
is on both sides. Shall we not also breathe a
prayer to the great Being above, to help us
to be strong and brave to bear harshness
and unkindness, and to give us that charity
spoken of in our text above.
As the queen business seems rather more

productive of quarrels than anything else,

we will take that up first.

Dear Friend Novice:—You have made a very good

growl in the Growlery of last No. of Gleanings.
Well, you are not to have it all to yourself. I want
to growl a little too. Early in May, I wrote to >

making inquiry if they could supply me with a

tested queen. The following is their answer:
Your postal card at band. Ye8j we <:m st-mi queen on or be-

fore the 30th inst. Price (Signed) .

, Stay n, 1880.
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I forwarded the money at once. Their next reply

came to hand in 18 days, and reads as follows:

Your order for queen at hand. Have noted instructions.
Will do our best for you. Will ship Monday 31st.

, May 20, 1X80.'

From the foregoing- any person would expect the

queen in a few days; but notice the next postal;
We ship your queen by this day's mail, and trust she may do

as well for you as she has done here. If so you will be well
pleased.

, June 9, 1880.

As I write this, on June 17th, no queen is at hand,

and there are no more falsehoods on postals from
friend .

What do you think of them? I have concluded
that they are chief of humbugs. They obtain money
under false pretenses, and solely by putting on such
a fine show of outward clothing in your advertising

columns. But, by the by, you say that you hold

yourself responsible for all who advertise in your
paper. "Will you make this loss good? I made a hive

queenless to receive queen, and it is queenless yet.

I have walked to the post ofiice, a mile distant, for

20 days, in all 40 miles. It is to me a great loss, to

quit work in the middle of the day, when work is in

its busiest form, and to be deceived in this manner
is not pleasant at all. I will suggest to you a plan

which would save us apiarians from such sharks as

I have shown you in the foregoing, and I find that a

good many supply dealers have the same habit. My
plan would be for you and all the publishers of bee
papers to exact a deposit of $500.00 from each of

those who advertise in your papers, to be applied by
you when such advertisers fail to fulfill their en-

gagements. We have nothing to depend on but the

respectability of the paper they advertise in, and in

this we are deceived 19 times out of 20.

To yourself, Mr. Novice, I would say the dollar

queen you sent me last fall was of no use whatever.
With all the feeding and coaxing, she never laid an
egg, and passed away quietly, and her remains were
consigned to mother earth before winter. So that

cures me on the dollar queen business, although she

cost me $4.50, with express charges, duty, &c. The
tested queen I got from you last July is undoubted-
ly the most prolific queen on this continent. I have
not seen any thing equal to her. Her hive is always
full of brood and bees. I have drawn largely on her
for eggs for queen rearing, but it matters not to

her. Truly Yours,— R. L. Mead.
Nassagaweya, Ont., Can., June 17, 1880.

As I am somewhat at least an interested
party m the above, I will try very hard to
take a fair, impartial view of the matter. If
our friend made you promises he did not
keep he certainly owes you an apology, if

nothing more ; but, in any case, are you not
certainly in want of the spirit of our little

text above, when you call him a humbug,
and accuse him of falsehood. Even if I did
not know him to be honest and upright, I
should never think of using such terms from
the statement you have given. In the queen
advertisement, in every number of Glean-
ings, it is stated that we agree to return the
money, whenever our customers are impa-
tient of such delays as are unavoidable. If
your queen did not come when you wanted
her, you should have asked for your money
back, and this should have closed the mat-
ter pleasantly, on both sides. If the queen
had been sent, as I am sure it was in this
case, it would be rather hard on your friend
who sent her, to ask for the money back

after he had lost one. I think I should, out
of courtesy, if nothing more, inform him
that she was never received, and let him
send another. Queens by mail, to Canada,
are rather risky, for some postmaster may
imagine that duties should be paid, or some-
thing of that sort, and hold them until they
are all dead. I have had some bitter expe-
rience of that kind, but, of late, the matter
seems to be getting righted, and it is a very
great saving to our Canada friends. It
seems rather hard, as you present it, to be
obliged to go to the post office twenty times

;

but, friend M., folks who live only a mile
from the post office generally get mail about
once a day anyway, do they not? I will pay
for the queen cheerfully, if our advertiser
does not; but, I cannot for a moment think
it my duty to pay for your colony, and the lu
miles travel. This comes on the same
ground of holding seed dealers responsible
for the crop, if the seeds do not grow. Every
seed dealer in the U. S. has given notice that
they will not be held responsible in such a
way, and, I think, justly. I would by no
means take a queen from a hive, before the
new one comes ; neither would I ever think
of letting a colony perish because a queen
did not come that I expected. If I were to
put the matter to vote, I am sure, friend M.,
a large majority of your fellow bee-men
would say you were at least at fault in this
respect. Suppose you try rearing queens
and sending them by mail a Avhile, friend M.
Shall we not try a little harder to look at
both sides? I know you have not been used
entirely right; our friend is perhaps dila-

tory and may be careless, but 1 know he is

not dishonest. Exacting a "deposit," would
be "by might, and by power;" don't you see?
Are you not given to extremes, friend M.?

You speak extravagantly of the tested queen
I sold you, but because the dollar queen did
not lay, you plunged headlong into the con-
clusion that all dollar queens were imperfect.
A man once declared that he would never
go to meeting again, because his neighbor
was sun struck while on the meeting house
steps. Queens of all kinds are liable to be
found deprived of their powers of laying,
after a long trip. Suppose those to whom I
send them should declare they were unfer-
tile, and never did lay ; or suppose I should
say, as they were excellent layers in our own
apiary, I did not believe your statements,
and that you were trying to get another
queen for nothing; do you see how much
charity we need?
This next complaint falls entirely on my

shoulders.
Mr. Root:— The selected queen you sent me is

nothing else than a poor hybrid. I reared 5 or 6

queens from her, and I ought to kill them. I killed

some of my hybrid queens, and reared some hybrids

or blacks from yours. I had a dream last night, and
I saw Hell, where you are going, was plumb full of

such honest men as you are. John Kress.

New Hampton, Iowa, June 18, 1880.

On turning to our queen books, we And
the one in question was sent from neighbor
II. 's apiary. He has a number of fine im-
ported queens, furnished by us, to rear from,
and has not a hybrid or black queen in his
apiary. I can but think our friend is mis-
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taken, and that he has a good, pure queen,
possibly dark, like most of the imported
stock. You remember, on page 261 of the
last No., the man who called his queen a hy-
brid and received two, and now admits that
both were pure, and pays for them. Friend
K., has it not occurred to you that it would
be a very foolish thing for me to send out a
hybrid for a selected tested queen V Is it

likely I should ever build up a business re-
quiring a hundred hands, if I did things that
way? If it were really as you state, would it

not be far more probable that it was a mis-
take, than that it was intentional? Would it

not have been better to have had a little

more charity than to have rushed to the con-
clusion that I am dishonest? Men who use
the language you do, eyen in telling a dream,
are, as a general thing, hardly the ones who
are most honest and upright in their deal.
I do not know you, of course, but I fear you
have at least been in bad company. Should
I comply with the demands of every one
who swore at me, or used bad language, it

might be noised about, that I could be scared
by threats, oaths, and abuse, and I should
then encourage just what I seek to abate.
I fear God, but not man. Write a civil let-

ter, stating that the worker bees from the
queen you purchased are not 3 banded ac-
cording to the tests given in the ABC, and
I will send you another queen. Bear in
mind that the color of the young queens
reared is no test of purity. We have a coal
black queen in our apiary, producing very
pretty 3 banded workers. Of course, she is

a daughter of an imported mother.

Some of you lay great stress on obeyiug
orders. Here is a very plain order.

A. I. Root .'Enclosed please find $10.00, for which
you will send me as many of your Langstroth, mov-
able frame hives for bees as the amount will pay
for. 1 want the hives here as soon as I can get

them by express; and please remember that I want
them complete; that is, all the pieces, and I will

put them up myself. I will rely on you and hope
that you will secure as low rates of express as can
be had. H. H. Brooks.
Belmont, Texas, March 23, 1880.

After carefully reading the letter, I decid-
ed that friend B. was a man of business, and
knew what he was doing, and so I directed
the clerks to send by express as he twice
plainly ordered. A notice came soon that he
refused to pay the charges, which were
$28.75. I told you a while ago, that we had
an especial arrangement with all the express
( 'o.*s, whereby any thing with our card on it

would go straight through, no matter what
the value, or what the charges, but the con-
ditions tinder which we secured this unusual
immunity from delays of any kind was, that
we gua rank i all charges. Here is a letter

from friend B., in regard to the matter.
Dear Sir:—I am in receipt of your postal card of

the 29th, and, in reply, I would say that I am sorry

that I was not able to pay the express charges on
the bee gums in question. I am willing to pay
$10.00 and take the gums; that would make them
cost me $1.00 more than I can buy them for here. I

will tell you how I came to order gums from you.

It was through your friend, O. It. Flournoy; he told

me that he bought his gums of you, and that I could
buy them at 50c a piece, and the charges for trans-

portation would be about 50c, making the total cost

$1.00. In this country, we have always been doing
business in the way of freighting on wagons. The
express business is new here, and from what Mr.
Flournoy told me I supposed you had some way of

sending gums to customers that they could stand.

If I had known any thing about such charges I could
not have thought of ordering them. You will know
that I could not pay 5 or (3 dollars for gums. In clo-

sing, I will say again, that $10.00 more is as much
as I can pay on the gums. If this will do, let

me know by return mail. H. H. Brooks.
Belmont, Texas, June 4, 1880.

You see I am out $18.75, just for obeying
orders. Is it right that I should suffer for
doing exactly as' I was bid, and for a mis-
take that was entirely his? Should t have
written before sending the goods? He says
plainly he wants them as soon as he can pos-
sibly get them by express, and I have been
severely blamed for not sending goods along
instead of asking if the writer really knew
what he wanted. In real trouble and dis-
tress, my friends, I ask you what I shall do
with such cases, for there are a great many
of them. When you thoughtlessly refuse to
receive goods because the express charges
are more than you expected, please bear in
mind that it all falls on my shoulders. You
have no moral right to refuse to take goods
you have ordered, for you can always go to
your express agent and find out beforehand
what the charges will be. If you make a
blunder through ignorance, is it right to
blame the innocent express Co.'s, or let them
lose? It is this very work that has made them
so prone to stop goods when carried about
so far, and send back for the charges before
they go any farther ; can you blame them?
It is now the season for sowing buckwheat,
and our girls are sending off pecks and half
bushels all the time, but I shall have to give
up trying to sell it at a close profit, if so
many of you keep refusing to receive the
packages because the express charges are
more than the buckwheat cost. I do not
like to delay your orders this nice growing
weather, but what can I do to have you re-
member that "'Charity suffereth long, and is

kind?"

Dollar queens are now $1.00 again. We have
them put up ready to ship on our table all the time,
and, if you want to see how promptly we can send
queens, just send us a dollar and see. In regard to
buying queens, I shall pay $60.00 per hundred for
them, when I need more than our neighbors can
supply. You must not send me any until 1 give you
permission, for I do not like to have them on my
hands more than 24 or 48 hours at a time, if I can
help it. You will see on another page, that our new
cages go now even to California safely by mail.

I am always willing to have you return any thing
in the line of regular goods which you do not want,
but those who, from thoughtlessness, or because
they are vexed, send heavy packages back by ex-
press, before notifying us,—do a most unkind thing,
to say the least. To illustrate: One friend ordered
500 sections without saying a word as to whether he
wanted the new or old style. Our orders are now,
very rarely for the old style at all. As soon as ho
got them, he wrote a very unkind letter, saying he
wanted the old style, sent them back by express, and
demanded his money back. I have not as yet sent
back his monev, or accepted the box from the ex-
press office. What ought I to do, in such a case?
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CONVENTIONS.
We have received notice, signed by C. M. Bean,

Secretary, that the next meeting of the "Cortland
Union Bee-Keepers' Association" has been chang-
ed from July 27th, to Aug. 10th.

Our yucca, or Spanish bayonet, is in bloom, and a
most beautiful flower it is, but it does not bear tea-
cupfuls of honey, nor yet a spoonful; in fact, there
is not, as yet, a "speck" of honey about it. Next
month, I shall have something to tell youof how the
yuccas grow in California.

Several kind friends have expressed an anxiety
to know about my affairs pecuniarily. At one time,
in June, I had very nearly money enousrh in the
bank, to pay all I owe in the world, and contemplat-
ed so doing, but when I found I should thus stop the
interest on many small sums entrusted to me by my
hands and others. I felt that it was not God's will I
should be entirely out of debt; in fact, it would
have been a selfish move on my part. Our bank
pays no interest at all, and there are no savings
banks near here. A savings bank is, without ques-
tion in my mind, a moral institution; and so long as
God enables me to find safe ways of using money, I
will try to pay any of you who wish it, a moderate
interest on any you may leave in my hands.

Trere sre times when I cannot avoid giving pain,
and cannot, in any way that I can see, avoid giving
offense. I strongly recommended friend Given's
press, without seeing- it, but, to be more sure it was
something that would be practically useful, and
would not disappoint you, I invested the $10.00 for
one. I also invested $113.00 in the Faris machine:
and I am ready to invest more, in anything that will
in any probability help you. I have tried to do as I

would you should do by me, in making my reports,
but friend Given will have it that I object to his
machine because it will damage the sale of our rolls.

I knew all the time that it would be a damage to the
rolls, but I do not believe I let it bias my judgement
any. Here is a card from him:
As you have condemned my press and spoiled over 15 or 20

sales, of course you will not expect me to advertise in Glean-
ings: therefore please send me the amount that is to mv credit.
Hoopeston, 111., June 17, 1880. 1). S. GIVEN.

Friend G., when you will improve your press so
that it will do good work without expensive adjust-
ing, and half as rapidly as you claim in your circular,
I shall be most happy to give it a good advertise-
ment free of charge. Mr. Given has been a partic-
ular friend of mine, but shall my decision be
changed on that account?

THE PAST MONTH.
My friends, your orders are all filled, if I am cor-

rect, or at least up to within a few days. It has
taken several thousand hives to do it, and we have
sold, by actual count, all-in-one-piece sections to the
amount of 508,930. We have seen where we fell short
of being able to supply the demand promptly, and
we are already laying our plans to be abreast of
your orders another year. Our present large build-
ing is found so much too small, that we are now pre-
paring to build another equal in size, attached to it,

should it be God's will for us to do so. I have in
some cases paid damaores for delays on goods, and
where you think I should do so. I am willing to have
you send in your bills. In doing this, please remem-
ber I have never agreed to forward goods by any
definitely specified time, and I cannot, from the na-
ture of the business, hold mvself responsible for un-
expected calls for new and desirable lines of goods.
I have refunded your money the very instant you
asked me to do so, but I could not well do more.
Were you in my place, you would have seen how
difficult it was to tell you when your orders could be
filled. When the order was received it might have
looked as if it could not be filled under a month, but
in less than 34 hours some unexpected turn in af-
fairs would make it convenient to send this same
order at once, and vice versa. Do not be backward
in speaking right out and tellingme everything that
was not as it should have been, for it is from such
hints and suggestions that I expect to plan and ar-
range the new building. One very prominent fea-
ture will be a large and commodious packing room,
to allow an inspector to examine every article, with
your order before him, before it is sent out. Through
you, my friends, I expect to hear the voice of God
directing me.

TRY OUR ITALIAN PENS

!

Send for price list. Bees by the pound, nuclei, or
colony. Circulars of our Bees, Queens, and Novel-
ties sent free. Address—
7-9d J. H. MARTIN, Hartford, N. Y.

Cftfl CHOICE QUEKNS for sale at 90c each.
yUU $9.00 per doz. Also bees per lb., any quan-
tity, at 90c per lb. Circular free.
7d F. L. WRIGHT, Plainfield, Mich.

Good Queens
65 to 75 Cents.

Raised in nature's good old way; i, e., from the
egg, in full colonies, &c. I use the very best of im-
ported and home bred stock for business, and select
drones. Untested queens 75 cts. or $(3.50 for ten.

i

Tested, $1.50. Bees, $1.00 ppr lb. Queens mailed
!
free. OLIVER FOSTER,
7d Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

~AIN'T THEY NICE !

"

Those Manilla Envelopes Frintcd by

D. S. BETHUNE, Snyder, Ashley Co., Ark.

Why! He will print your Name, Address, and Bus-
iness Card on 100 of them, for only SO cents! What
better do you want? Send him an order. 7-9d

W.Z.HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSV1LLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Makes a Specialty of rearing DOLLAR QUEENS.
All queens bred from an imported mother, and

the cells built in full colonies. All queens in the
apiary (except the imported queen) are daughters of
imported mothers. No black bees in the vicinity.
Single queen, $1.00; six queens for $5.00; twelve or
more, 75c each. Tested queens, $2.00 each. Queens
will be sent by mail, postage paid, and their safe ar-
rival guaranteed. Send money by draft, registered
letter, or by P. O. money order drawn on Flint,
Mich., as Rogersville is not a money order office. A
neat little circular and price list, printed in colors
upon the cheirograph, will be sent free upon appli-
cation. 7tfd

AFTER 11 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN QUEEN
rearing, I am fully prepared to warrant all

my queens pure, prolific, large, and light colored.
Dollar queens, $1.00; tested, $2.00. Am now breed-
from one of A. I. Root's best imported queens. By
mail, satisfaction and safe arrival guaranteed.
6-10d S. W. STEVENS, Ridgefield, Fairfield Co., Ct.

BEES FOR SALE.
Good, full colonies of Italian and Hybrid Bees, in

8 frame hives, with dollar queens, at $1.00. The
combs are 13%xlL Good, four frame nuclei at $2.50.

A few colonies of pure Italians at $5.00. Dollar
queens, six for $5.00. Bee hives and empty combs
cheap. R. S. BECKTELL.
7 New Buffalo, Berrien Co., Mich.

t.

We have at last succeeded in getting some seed of
this beautiful plant, which is described on page 148
of Gleanings for 1879. The seed is fiat and bean-
like. As we have but a few, in order to make them
gro around, we offer them postpaid, at 5 cents each.
To Canada, 2 cents extra.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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HUBBEH STAMPS J
- "Syft* *^-GOLDEN ITALIANS*DATING, ADDRESSING, BUSINESS,

LETTER HEADS, ETC.

No. 1.

Address only, like
No. 1, $1.50; with bu-
siness card, like No. 2,

$2.00; with movable
months and figures for
dating, like No. 3, $3.00.

Full outfit included— I

pads, ink, box, etc.!

Sent by mail postpaid.!
Without ink and pads,

'

50c less.
Put your stamp on

every card, letter, pa-
per, book, or anything
else that you may seud
out by mail or express
and you will save your-

No. 3.

No.2.
self and all who do business with you "a world of
trouble." I know, you see-
We have those suitable for Druggists, Grocery-

men, Hardware Dealers, Dentists, &c, &c. Send for
Circular. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

FOR FOUNDATION
MADE OF PURE BEESWAX,

t>-7 Address JAS. A. NELSON, Wyandott, Kan.~
l

wToTs"~mzT
In 2 oe. bottles, black, violet, or blue, in %

gross boxes, per gross $5 00

In quantities of 5 or more gross, $4,00 per Gross.

In Pint Bottles, per doz $3 00
In Quart " " " 6 00
In Gallon Jugs " " ., 12 00

Green and Red ink are necessarily more expen-
sive, and the price will therefore be one half more.

Liquid Bluing, in 6 oz. bottles, per doz 50
" " " " " gross $5 40

I will send J4 gross, 2 oz. inks, assorted colors,
black, blue, violet, and one bottle each of green and
red, as a trial order for $1 00.

WM. OLDROYD, Columbus, Ohio.

"WWT A TiTTTT^ f Circulars and PriceW .ii-lM X JLiU I Lists from all who deal
in Bee-Keepers' Supplies. I am starting a new
Apiary on a large scale. O. J. KEAYTS,
7 Baton Rouge, E. B. R. Par., La.

Headquarters for Early Queens!
Imported and Home-bred; Nuclei and full Colonies.
For quality and purity, my stock of Italians can not
be excelled in the United States. If you wish to pur-
chase Bees or Apiarian Supplies, send for my new
Circular. Address Dr. J. P. H. BROWN,
ltfd Augusta, Ga.

TESTED QUEENS $1.50.
Tested queens, daua-hters of imported mother,

$1.50. Dollar queens, 90c; mismated, 50c. Sale ar-
rival by mail guaranteed. J. A. WARD,
7d Madisonville, Ohio.

FINE TESTED QUEENS OUR SPECIALTY.
Send for circular and see what others say of them.
3-9d COLUMBUS, IND., BOX 64.

ITALIAN QUEENS
All bred from imported mothers of my own im-

portation. Dollar queens, $1.00; ready in April.
Tested queens before June 1st, $3.00; after, $2.50.
Full colonies of Italians from $7.00 to $10.00. Four
frame nucleus with tested queen, before June 1st,

$5.00, after, $4.50. Comb Foundation, Bee-Keepers'
Supplies, &c. PAUL L. VIALLON,
3tfd Bayou Goula, La.

18 Years' Experience
in propagating Queen Bees from Imported moth-
ers from the best districts of Italy. Persons pur-
chasing Queens or swarms of me will get what they
bargain for. Send for circular. WM. W. CARY,
ltfinq Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

The A B C of BEE CULTURE.
Bound in paper, mailed for $1.00. At, wholesale,

same price as Gleanings, with which it may be
clubbed. One copy, $1.00; 2 copies, $1.90; three cop-
ies, $2.75; five copies, $4.00; ten copies, $7.50.
The same, neatly bound in cloth, with the covers

neatly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.25; 2 copies, $2.40; three copies, $3.50; live cop-
ies, $5.25: ten copies, $10.00. If ordered by freight
or express, the postage may be deducted, which will
be 12c on the book in paper, and 15c each, on the
book in cloth.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Pure Italian Queens

!

I can furnish pure, tested QUEENS, in June, for
$2.00 each, or $20.00 per dozen. Untested, $1.00; per
dozen, $11.00. My Queens are all bred from import-
ed Mothers. Safe arrival guaranteed.

A. F. Stauffer,
7d Sterling, Whiteside Co., 111.

IMPORTED QUEENS
DIRECT FROM ITALY.
We are receiving invoices of queens direct from

the best bee districts in Italy. These queens are se-
lected especially for us by a Practical Bee-Keeper.
Prices as low as good imported queens can be sold
for. Can send by mail, with guarantee of safe ar-
rival. Address, DR. J. P. H. BROWN,
7d Augusta, Georgia.

HEADQUARTERS FOR APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
St c;i in Power. New machinery complete. Our

facilities for manufacturing Hives, Crates, Sec-
tions, &c, are first class. Before ordering, tell us
what you want. We can do you good. Comb Foun-
dation, Extractors, Knives, Smokers, &c, constant-
ly on hand. Full Colonies and Nuclei a specialty.
Send for our new System for Wintering Bees Suc-
cesssully. HIRAM ROOP.
4tfd Carson City, Montcalm Co., Mich.

IMPBO VEB
Langstroth Hives.
Supplies for the Apiary. Comb Foundation a spe-

cialty. Being able to procure lumber cheap, I can
furnish Hives and Sections very cheap. Send for a
circular. A. D. BENHAM,
2tfd Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.
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QUEENS! ITALIAN QUEENS!
Bred from queens of my own importing-, sent by

mail; safe arrival guaranteed. Discount on order
of ten or more, ten per cent. If any prove hybrid,
another will be sent. From May 10th to June 1st,

$1.25. From June 1st to July 1st, $1.10. After July
1st, $1.00. CHAS. R. BINGHAM,
7d Edinburgh Portage Co., Ohio.

"DECIDED!

A Patent on this "Boss" One-Piece Seel ion, here-
tofore called the LEWIS SECTION, THE FIN-
EST SECTION IN THE WOULD, has been al-

lowed to James Forncrook.
We clip the following from Lewis & Parks' adver-

tisement of May number of A. B. J. to show how
they have tried to mislead the public in this matter.
NOTICE.—There is no patent on the above Sec-

tion, and the Examiner of Interferences of the Pat-
ent Office has adjudged the same unpatentable; so
any one has an undisputed right to manufacture,
sell, or use the same. Do not be misled by parties
claiming a patent on the same.
We leave this matter to the public to judge who

has tried to mislead. This, however, will make no
diffierence with the price of these Sections, as we
shall sell them at the old price. 4Mx4)i at $6. We
will make the One-Piece Section any size desired.
Liberal discounts on orders of 5 and 10 thousand
lots. Send for new price list, issued May 1st. Full
Colony of Italian Bees. $6.
7d JAMES FORNCROOK & CO.
Watertown, Wis., June 1st, 1880.

Scovell's, Eureka, Cold blast, Bee Smoker is Boss.
It is a cold blast or a hot blast, both at once or sepa-
rately, at the will of the operator. It is the only
cold blast smoker on the market that has no tubes
or other complicated machinery in the tire barrel to
interfere with filling and cleaning. Large size bel-
lows, 5*4x6ii£ inches; fire barrel, 2'i inches. Price
$1.00; by mail, $1.25. Send for illustrated, descrip-
tive catalogue and price list of Hives, Implements,
and Supplies used in bee culture. Address—
7-11d SCOVELL & ANDERSON, Columbus, Kansas.

Two dross Math's Jars, 1 Root Ext.
For L. frames; broad frames, tin separators, &c, at
25 per cent off usual catalogue prices.
7d DR. N. C. STEELE, Corinth, Miss.

^trawbIrbY^Pu^
Pot grown and common around layers, of all the

best new and standard varieties including Sharpless,
Crescent, Glendale. Windsor Chief, &c.
Potted plants will yield a good crop next June.
For full information send postal card for descrip-

tive circular.
R. MANN & SON,

7-9d Lansing, TOfch.

T

You can lean on a Bing-
ham Smoker in the hour of
trial. One match per day,
and wood of any kind, is all

that's needed. It needs no
fussing or cleaning or dam-
pers, as it works just as well
pointing down as up, and
never goes out. Previous
to my invention and patent,
the draft to all bellows was

i

through the bellows; now,
all bellows smokers use an
open draft. The largest and
most scientific bee-keepers
use Bingham Smokers, some
using as many as fifteen in
their various apiaries.
No Bingham Smoker has

ever been returned. No let-

ter has ever been received
complaining that our Smo-
kers did not give satisfac-
tion; but we have received
hundreds of letters express-
ing the most unbounded'satisfactinn and apprecia-
tion of our invention. Hundreds of them have been
in constant use three seasons, and are now as good
as new. One dollar and a half is not much for the
use of such an instrument three seasons, is it? Pat-
ented January 9, 1878: re-issued July 9, 1878.

The extra large Smoker and the Extra Standard
for 1880 will have our new extra-wide shields, which
entirely protect the hands and bellows from heat,
and remove the danger of burning the fingers.
Practical bee-keepers will find these wide shields an
important improvement.
The Bingham & Hetherington Patent Uncapping

Knife is a large, strong, durable knife, polished and
tempered like a razor, and so formed and sharpened
as to cut both ways, over hills and through hollows
all the same, without dropping a cap on the honey.
The most world-renowned, practical, and scientific
bee-keepers in Europe and America pronounce it

"the best honey-knife ever made."

Extra Large Smokers 2J4 inch, $1.50
Extra Standard " 2 " 1.25

Plain " " 2 " 1.00
Little Wonder " 1% " .75

Per '/2 doz 3.00
Bingham & Hetherington Knife 1.00

" " Knife and Cap-Catcher.. 1.25

If to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25
cents each, to prepay postage or express charges.
Send for circular. If to sell again, apply for dozen
or half-dozen rates. Address T. F. Bingham or

lilM.il A n & HETHERINGTON,
7d OTSEGO, MICH.

T. F. BINGHAM, Oieeyo, Midi. Dear Sir:—The
V2 doz. Extra Standard Smokers went off like hot
cakes. Please send % doz. more by mail.
Brownsville, Ky., June 7, 188J. Wm. Hazelip.

PRIZE BRED ESSEX PIGS.
Essex are the best farmers' pig; have been known

to dress 90 per cent of live weight; are small bone
and light offal; quick to mature. Jos. Harris, au-
thor of "Harris on the Pig," etc., says of my boar
"Porter," that he is the "finest Essex pig he ever
saw." A few Pedigree Pigs for disposal, (farrowed
Feb. 2:1, and March 1, 1880) at moderate prices, suita-
ble for breeding or exhibition. Personal inspection
of my stock is solicited. All correspondence will

have cheerful and prompt attention.
4tfd C. W. CANP1ELD, Athens, Pa.

N. C—A limited number of eggs for hatching
from my prize winning Brown Leghorns, and Black
Red Bantams, at $2.00 per 13, warranted to hatch.

GOOD QUEENS
FOR 65 CENTS.

SEE PAGE 3-18.
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IMPLEMENTS TOR BEE CULTURE
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

For description of the various articles, see our
Twenty-Fifth Edition Circular and Price List, mailed
on application.

For directions How to Make all these various arti-

cles and implements, see A B C of Bee Culture.
This Price List to be taken in place of those of

former date.

Mailable articles are designated in the left hand
column of figures ; the figures giving the amount of
postage required.

To Canada, merchandise by mail is limited to 8J£
oz., and nothing can be sent for less than 10 cents
postage.

I A B C of Bee Culture, Five Parts complete
in one, paper cover ]

The same, neatly bound in cloth 1

15 I Alighting Board, detachable (See ABC) $
Alsike Clover. See seeds.
Balances, spring, for suspended hive (00 lbs.) 8
Barrels for honey 2" " waxed and painted... . 3

10
j
Basket for broken combs to be hung in the
Extractor

Basswood Trees for planting. See price list.

Bees, per colony, from $8 to $16. See price
list.

Bee-Hunting Box, with printed instructions
Binder, Emerson's, lor G leadings SO, 60,
Blocks, iron, for metal cornered frame ma-
king

Buckwheat. See seeds.
I Burlap for covering bees, 40 in. wide, per yd
I
Buzz-Saw, foot-power, complete 35

|
Buzz-Saws, extra, 80c, to $3.25. See price list.

I
Buzz-Saw mandrel and boxes complete for
6 inch saws (no saws included) 5

I
The same for 7 and 8 in. saws (not mailable) 7

4 I Cages for queens, provisioned (See price list)

Hi

" per doz.. ~ 1

Candy for bees, can be fed at any season.
per lb 08 to

Cans for shipping extracted honey (See
Honey), from 25c to 12.00.

Cards, queen registering, per doz
" " " per 100

Chaff Cushions for wintering (See ABC)..
" " without the chaff

Chaff Hive (See Hives) 5
Cheese cloth, for strainers, per yard
Clamps for making section boxes

|
Clasps for transferring, package of 100
Climbers for Bee-Hunting 2

I
Comb Basket, made of tin, holds 5 frames,

I
has hinged cover and pair of handles 1

|
Comb Foundation Machines complete $15 to 100

i Comb Holder to put on edge of hive
|
Combs in metal cornered frames, complete

I Corners, metal, per 100
" top only, per 100

I
" " bottom, per 100

I Corners, Machinery complete for making $250
' Crate for shipping comb honey. See Hives.
Division Boards of cloth and chaff
Duck, for covering frames and for feeders,
20 inches wide, per yd

Enameled Cloth, bees seldom bite or prop-
olize it, per yard, 45 inches wide,
30c. By the piece (12 yards)

Extractors, according to size of frame,
16 50 to 10 00.

" Inside and gearing, including
Honey-gate 4

" Hoops to go around the top
I

" " per doz 5
5

|
Feeder, Simplicity (See price list) 1 pint

7
I
Feeders, 1 quart, tin,

5 I The same, half size
25

| The same, 6 qts, to be used in upper story
20 I Feeders, open air
3 Files for small circular rip saws, new and

valuable, 15c; per doz. by express... 1

07
I

" The same, large size
~

I
"3 cornered, for cut-off saws, 10c; doz 1

I
FoundatioTi. See Comb Foundation.

60
| Fountain Pump, or Swarm Arrester

28

5 I Frames with sample Rabbet ami Clasps... 07
18 I Galvanized Iron Wire for grapevine trellises

I
per lb. (about 100 feet) 20

25
|
Gates for Extractors tinned for soldering. . 50

55 i Gearing for Extractor with supporting arm 1 26
Class. See price list.

(ii.K.ASixiis, per year I 00
For prices of bach vol's, sec price list.

Gloves. See Rubber Gloves.
Grape Sugar for feeding bees. See price list.

Grape vines forshading hives. See price list.

Hammers and nails. See price list.

Hives from 50c to $6 25. See price list.

Honey. Sec price list.
" Plants. See seeds.

Honey Knives, straight .75; curved blade.. 1 00
Vi doz, by mail 4 00"

'

" M doz by Express 3 75
Jars for shipping extracted honey. See
Honey.

Labels for honey, from 25 to 50c per 100 ;

for particulars see price list.

Lamp Nut scry, for hatching queen cells. . . 5 00
Larva?, for queen rearing, from Juno to
Sept : 25

15 Leather for smoker bellows, per side 50
Lithographof the Hexagonal Apiary 25

1 Magnifying Glass, pocket ' 25
" " Double lens, brass, on

three feet 50
Medley of Bee-Keepers' Photo's, 150 photo's 100

12 Microscope, Compound, in Mahogany box 5 00
Prepared objects for above, such

as bee's wing, sting, eye, foot, &c, each 20
Muslin, Indian head, for quilts and cush-
ions, pretty stout, but not good as duck,
per yard 10

Nails. See Hammers and nails.
10 Opera Glasses for Bee-Hunting 5 00
18 Paraffine, for waxing barrels, per lb 26

Photo of House Apiary and improvements 26
i Planes and Planers. See price list.

15 I Pruning saws for taking- down swarms, 75 and 86
Queens, 25c to $12 00. See price list.

2 Rabbets, metal, per foot 02
Rubber Gloves, $1.50 and *L75. See price list.

Rubber Stamps, $1.50 to 3.00. See price list.

Rules. (See Pocket Rules) 12 and 17c.
Salicylic acid, for foul brood, per oz 50

10 Saw Set for Circular Saws 75

i

Saws. See Circular Saws.
i
Sc ales for weighing honey, etc. Scepricelist.

I
Scissors, for clipping queen's wings 40

j Screw Drivers, all metal (and wrtench com-
Dined) 4% inch, and 5 inch, 8c.

Section Boxes, fancy, hearts, stars, crosses,
&c, each 05

Section Honey Box, a sample with strip of
fdn. and printed instructions 05

Section Boxes in the fiat by the quantity,
$6 00 per thousand and upwards, accord-
ing- to size ; for particulars, see price list.

Case of 3 section boxes, showing the
12 way in which the separators are used,

suitable for any kind of hive (See price list) 07

SEEDS OF HONEY PLANTS.

18 Seed, Alsike Clover, raised near us, per lb.

.

25
18 " Catnip, good seed, per oz. 10c ; per lb. 1 00

" Chinese Mustard, per oz 10
18 '• Mellilot, or Sweet Clover, per lb 75
18 " White Dutch Clover, per lb 30
18 " Motherwort, per oz. 10c; per lb 100
18 " Mignonette, per lb. (20c per oz) 140

" Simpson Honev Plant, per oz 50
18 " Silver Hull Buckwheat, per lb 10

" " " " peck, by Express 60
" Common " per peck 50

18 " Summer Rape. Sow in June and
" July, per lb 15
" Spider plant, per oz 50

A small package of any of the above seeds will be
sent for 5 cents.

Separators, tin, for section boxes. See
Section Boxes.

Sheets of Enameled Cloth to keep the bees
from soiling or eating the cushions

Shipping Cases for 48 section frames of
honey

40 The same for *i sections
UO

I
(This size can bo sent by mail inthe hat,

I
for 75c.)

8 50 ' 1 j Shite Tablets to hang on hives

10

144
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SMOKERS.
Smoker, Quinby's 1 00, 1 50, i

Bingham's $1 00; 1 25; 1 50

;

" Our own, see illustration in price
list

1 75
1 75

7.-.

Soldering' Implements 1 00
Swarming1 Box 75
Tacks, tinned, per paper, (three sizes) 05
For larger quantities see Hammers and
nails.

Thermometers 15
Transferring clasps, package of 100 15
Tin, see price list.

Veils, Bee, with face of Brussels net, (silk) 75
The same, all of grenadine (almost as good) 50

Veils, material for, grenadine, much
stronger than tarlatan, 21 inches in
width, per yard . . 20
Brussels Net, for face of vail, 86 inches
in width, per yard 1 50

Wax Extractor 3 00
Copper bottomed boiler for above 1 00

Wire cloth, for Extractors, tinned, 5
meshes to the inch, per square foot 10

Wire cloth, for queen cages, tinned, 18
meshes to the inch 10

Wire cloth, painted, for shipping bees, 14
mesh to the inch, per square foot 05

Wire for grape vine trellises. See Galvan-
ized iron wire

All goods delivered on board the cars here at prices
named. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

RUBBER STAMPS
DATING, ADDRESSING, BUSINESS,

LETTER HEADS, ETC.

No. 1. No. 3.

Address only, like
No. 1, $1.50; with bu-
siness card, like No. 2,

$2.00; with movable
months and figures for
dating, like No. 3, $3.00.

Full outfit included—,
pads, ink, box, etc.
Sent by mail postpaid.
Without ink and pads,
50c less.
Put your stamp on

every card, letter, pa-
per, book, or anything
else that you may send
out by mail or express
and you will save your-
self and all who do business with you
trouble." I know, you see.
We have those suitable for Druggists, Grocery-

men, Hardware Dealers, Dentists, &c, &c. Send for
Circular. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

Headquarters for Early Queens!
Imported and Home-bred; Nuclei and full Colonies.
For quality and purity, my stock of Italians can not
be excelled in the United States. If you wish to pur-
chase Bees or Apiarian Supplies, send for my new
Circular. Address Dr. J. P. H. BROWN,
ltfd Augusta, Ga.

No.2.
'a world of

CT?^Tnn T7CW M y Price List of Italian
OHilN 1 r ,£wJaJj~Bees, Queens, 4 Frame Nu-
clei, and Apiarian Supplies for .1880. Address,
5tfd H. H. BROWN, Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish

Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following

conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,

or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared

from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to

lay When they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.

Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st. If wanted sooner,

see rates in price list.

*E. W. Hale, Wirt C. H. W. Va. 1-12
*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. 7tf

1-12

7ttd
7tfd
12-12

7tf.d
2-1
2-8

3-8

7tfd
8

o.

*E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo,
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.
*King & White, New London, O.
* F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Tusc. Co
*J. R. Landes. Albion, Ashland Co., O.
*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O.
*D. E. Best, Best, Lebigh Co., Penn.
*R. Robinson, LaClede, Fayette Co., 111.

*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O.
*C. C. Vaughan, Columbia, Maury Co., Tenn
*S. W. Salisbury, Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo. 3-8

*S. D. McLean & Son, Culleoka, Maury Co., Tenn. 3-8

*S. D. Moore & Co., Atlanta, Fulton Co., Ga. ;^-8

*T. G. McGaw, Monmouth, Warren Co., 111. 3-8

*R. Thomson, Terry, Hinds Co., Miss. 3-8

*Lewis A. Best, Best, Lehigh Co., Pa. 4-9

*J. B. Bray, Lynnville, Giles Co., Tenn. 4-9

*0. H. Townsend, Hubbardston, Ionia Co., Mich. 4-9

*Thos. E. Price, Baden, St. Louis Co., Mo. 4-8

*01iver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa. 7tfd
*I. R. Good, South West, Elkhart Co., Ind. 5-10

*J. M. C. Taylor, Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md. 0-11

*B. Marionneaux, Plaquemine, Iberville Par., La.55
*Ila Michuner, Low Banks, Ontario, Can. 5-10

*Dr. B. F. Kinney, Bloomsbnrg, Col. Co., Pa. 6-9

*W H. Nesbit, Alpharetta, Milton Co., Ga. 6-9

*Jas. P. Sterritt, Sheakleyville, Mercer Co., Pa. 6-8

*W. S. Canthen, Pleasant Hill, Lan. Co., S. C. 6-10

*J. C. Deem, Knightstown, Henry Co., Ind. 6-9

*V. W. Keeney, Shirland, Win. Co., 111. 6-9

*J. O. Facey, New Hamburg, Ont. Can. 6-8

*J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky. 6-5

E. B. Plunket, Atlanta, Ga. 6-8

*J. A. Bingham, Volant, Law. Co., Penn. 6-8

*I. M. Kauffman, Belleville, Mifflin Co., Pa. 6-8

Jno. Conser, Glenn, Johnson Co., Kans. 7-1

*J. S. Woodburn, Newville, Cumb. Co., Pa. 7-10

*J. H. Reed, Orleans, Orange Co., Ind. 7-9

*Yoder Bro's, Vistula, Elkhart Co., Ind. 8

*E. H. Knapp, Fabins, Onon. Co., N. Y. 8
Otto Kleinow, opp. Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich. 8

J. A. Shuck. Lawrence, Douglas Co., Kansas. 8

*H. L. Jeffrey, Woodbury, Litch. Co., Ct. 8

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. 7tfd
T. F. Wittman, 318 N. 6th St., Camden, N. J. 7tfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. 7tfd
Sprunger Bro's, Berne, Adams Co., Ind. 3-2

J. F. Hart, Union Point, Greene Co., Ga. 4-3

Nichols & Elkins, Kennedy, Chaut Co., N. Y. 6-11

M. S. West, Pont lac, Oakland Co., Mich. 8-1
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THE

A B C ofBEE CULTURE,

TT^OK several years, it has been my ambition to be
-L able to write a book on bee culture, so clear and
plain that not only any boy or girl, but even an old

man or woman, with the book and a hive of bees,

could learn modern bee culture, and make a fair,

paying business, even the first season. This is a great

undertaking, I grant; and it will require some one
with far greater wisdom than mine, to do it the first

time trying. After watching beginners, and an-

swering their questions almost constantly, for years,

I came to the conclusion, that the only way to do it

was to "cut and try," as carpenters say, when they

can't get the exact dimensions of the article they

wish to make.
To cut and try on the A BC book, I have invested

over $2,000 in type, chases, etc., sufficient to keep
my whole book standing constantly in type, that can
be changed at a moment's notice. The books are

printed only as fast as wanted, and just as soon as I

see I have omitted anything, or have made any mis-

take, the correction is made before any more books

are sent out. To show you how it works, and how
it succeeds, I will give you an illustration.

A beginner writes to know if it is of any use to

keep a queen, after she is eighteen days old and
does not lay. Now I know very well that a queen
should lay when from ten days to two weeks old;

and also, that they will sometimes not commence
until they are three weeks old, and then make good
queens. Now, although I directed that they should

be tossed up in the air, to see if their wings were
good, when they did not lay at two weeks of age, I

did not say, if their wings proved to be good, how
long we should keep them. If I could spare the
time of the colony, I would keep a good looking
queen that could fly well, until she is 25 days old; if

crowded for a place to put cells, 1 would kill all that
do not lay at 18 or 20 days old.

I have just put the above in the A B 0, and that is

just the way I am g-oing to keep doing. You sic,

you beginners are, ultimately, to build up the book.

It will tell you all about the latest improvements
in securing and Marketing Honey, the new 1

fi>. Section Honey Boxes, making Artificial
Honey Comb, Candy for Bees, Bee Hunt-
in;;, Artificial Swarming, Bee Moth, all

about Hive Making, Diseases of Bees,
Drones, How to Make an Extractor, Ex-
tracted Honey, Feeding and Feeders, Foul
Brood, Honey Comb, Honey Dew, Hy-
brids, Italianizing, King Birds, The Lo-
cust Tree, Moving Bees, Tlie Lamp Nur-
sery, Mig;nonnette, Milkweed, Mother-
wort, Mustard, Nucleus, Pollen, Pro-
polis, Queens, Rape, Raspberry, Ratan,
Robbing, Rocky Mountain Bee Plant,
Sage, Smokers, including instructions for ma-
king with illustrations, Soldering, Seurweod,
Stings, Sumac, Spider Flower, Sunflower,
Swarming, Teasel, Toads, Transferring,
Turnip, Uniting Bees, Veils, Ventilation,
Vinegar, Wax, Water for Bees, White-
wood, and Winie riii jr. It also includes a
Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations used
in Bee Culture.

The book, as it is now, contain* about

300 pages and about 200 Engravings.
9

Bound in paper, mailed for $1.00. At, wholesale,
same price as Gleanings, with which it may be
clubbed. One copy, $1.00; 2 copies, $1.90; three cop-
ies, $2.75; five copies, $4.00; ten copies, $7.50.

The same, neatly bound in cloth, with the covers
ileal ly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.25; 2 copies, $2.40; three copies, $3.50; tive cop-
ies, $5.25; ten copies, $10.00. If ordered by freight
or express, the postage may be deducted, which will
be 12c on the book in paper, and 15c each, on the
book in cloth.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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Contents of this Number.
A New Scholar's Troubles 366
Apiary, Allen's Lawn Hive - :>;:!

A Visit from a Louisiana ABC Scholar :JT1
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Editoh iALS 358, 365, 392, 399
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Notes from the Banner Apiary 359
Obituary: John Hunter 370
Our Own Apiary, Honey Farm, and Factory. .367
Queen Cells, Choice, How to Get Plenty 362
Saw Mandrel and Table, Home-made 366
Some Things Learned by Experience and Observa-
tion 359

Swarms Leaving after Being Hived 378
Yucca or Spanish Bayonet; 375
INDEX OF D.EADS OF GRAIN, NOTES AND QUERIB6,
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Alfalfa 371
Alightine; Boards of Slate... 387
Apiary.D. A. Jones' 3X9
Asparagus as a Honey Planus;
Bee Fever, How Induced. . .386

•' Hawk, Anax Junius 372
" Killer. Asxilus Mis 391

Bees and Fruit 382, 390
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Queen 379
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'

' By the Pound 368, 390
" Difference in Working

Qualities of 3*1
" Do They Rest' 300
' Hew to Get Them into a

Cage 368
" Non-Swarming 380
'

' Pursuit of,&C 370
'

' Saving Those to be Kill-
ed 391

' Swarming Out 373
" That Won't Start Q.

•'ells 380
" Win Cross 385
" Wild, in Texas 389

Beetle, Rose, Staphilinns..f872
" Sylpha Jtiirprinatiis. ;

:', i

Bombilius Mexicanus 372
Brood, Unsealed, to New

•-'''arms 359, 386
Buck Bush 371
Buckthorn 371
Building up Queen and lb.
of Bees 390

Button Bush 881
l iandy, Pollen 3X2
I latnip 367
i heshiri Rakes as Trans-
ferring Wiles 381
Do. . an Improvement in

• 'lever, Meiilut 307
Bed, Strong Stocks

( fathering Honey from. . ..369
(.'fun! >s. Broken-down, what

to Do with them 36g
Cotton, Honey from 3X9
Dipping - Machine, Harri-
son's 361

Eggs, two or more in 1 Cell. 360
Feeding Ext. Honey to get
Comb Hon. in Sections 399

Fdn., Drone, for Comb Hy.388
Dunham .'. .879
Fastening in Frames. 386
Keeping over 380
Making 388
Putting into Wired
Brood Frames 377

Frames, using- other than L. 303
Heart 's-ease 381
Hive, how to get an Insight
of the Inside 379

Hives, changing old into L. 390

Honey from Basswood 391
from Clover 390

House to set over Hive when
Robbers are troublesome .309

Hybrids, a good Report fimn3,S2
vs. Italians for Hv.'Wl

Introducing, a Failure in. ..382
Jones. 1). A 3XS
LOCUSt 371. 386
Mistakes of Beginners 374
Monarda Aristata, great
Yield of Honey from 372

Money, Losing by the Mail. 389
Oilcloth, worn, for Cover-
ing Frames 3X7

Patent-Hive Venders 385
Patent, The Forncrook 365
Plaster Casts, Hardening
with Alum 389

Queen Cells, Inserting 3liS
'• Market val. of 390
" Natural 391

Raising: 1I1

it Pay! 369
Turning Up-

side Down. .387
Queen, Red-Clover, in 2d yr 398

Stray, Replacing an
Old '>ne 387

Queens, Cypr'n and Holy-
Land 307. 399
Dead, in frt. ot Hv 381
Hollar 380
with the < 'ramp 399
Fly'g when Int. 883, 384
Meet. Dr. twice ....391
that won't Laj .381,399
tO W. T. ; hO-H

l;. li. oiliciuls Faulty
Rain, Too Much 3X1
Rape 381
i.'epoel IV Tennessee 391

( alifornia 373
Sees., Unfilled, keeping ovi r380

1

1 dens, value ot to
Apiarians 379

Sending Q. and Bee- to Col. 384
Simp. Upper Story over
Box Hives ' 371

Simpson Pl'ts..307, 3,0, 3S0, 3X3
Sum., Simp., Large-Siz.e ..369
Sourwood 371, 386
sp. Needleas a Hon. Plant:389
Spider Pl'ts.3»7, '70, '89, '92, '99
Stone Crop 3,1

Sugar 1 'me. Early Amber. .391
Sumac '.

390
Sw'm'g; is it retar'd by bxs 302
Swarms. Absconding ..381,390'
Texas, <; 1 Report from ..380
Thieves, How to Circumv't.859
Thistles, Blue, etc 378,3X0
Toads 390
Tools, Borrowing 389
Verbena, Mullein 371

During the past month, every order has been
filled promptly almost without exception, and the
greater part of them have gone off the day the order
was received. Queens have been nearly all the time
caged ready to go the minute the letters were
opened, but it has taken hundreds of queens to do
it, and more sharp managing perhaps than you are
aware of. It is fun to do business in that way, hut
if you think 40c on a queen is too much (to pay for
cages and make everybody satisfied), just try it.

House apiaries are being generally discarded.

We are rejoicing to-day, the 28th, in 4,88:; sub-
scribers, the highest "pinnacle" ever reached.

On p. 381, the heading of L. E. Sinsabaugh's com-
munication should, read, Button Hush instead of
Button Ball.

The best feeder.—A slab of maple sugar, made
by pouring it while hot into a frame. Hang this
frame in the hive, just as you would a frame of
honey.

counter stohe.
For latest additions to, and reduction in prices of,

the counted store goods, send for our new price
list for August 1st.

The heap of letters waiting for a place in Glean-
ings is greater than it ever was before. One of my
sore troubles just now is that I can not make room
for more than a tenth part of the real good ones.

CONVENTIONS.
Oct. 6 and T.—Tuscarawas anrl Muskingum Valley

Bee-Keepers' Convention, at Newcoraerstown, Ohio,
Oct. 14 and 15.—Western Illinois and Eastern Iowa
Society, at New Boston, 111.

Ernest has discovered that the red pencils on our
10c counter are excellent for writing on the slate that
we hang on the hives. The bright red marks can be
read easily from a distance, and it is not affected at
all by rain, like a common pencil. For all that, it

can be rubbed out without much trouble. Price hy
nutil, lie.

THE ENAMELED CLOTH SHEETS.
With the past month's experience, I decidedly

prefer the tin lined enameled sheets to the wooden
mats, even if they do cost as much again. If your
Simplicity hives are not made so as to receive the
ends of the tins, saw a little notch in each corner to
let them in.

THE GIVEN PREPS AGAIN.
Since our article, Mr. Blosser, a neighbor of

friend Good's, has paid us r visit, and he says the
machine Good speaks of only takes a short L. frame
to go crosswise of the hive. It would he easy work
for so small a frame, compared with the regular L.
frame.

DOES AN IMPORTED QUEEN EVER PRODUCE BLACK
OR HYBRID BEES;'

The ease given on page 291, June No., has been so
explained as to make it at least extremely probable
that the queen was not the real imported queen we
sent, and friend Bowen consents to calling the loss
his own. One more like case is in hand, and 1 have
sent, for the queen that I may test her progeny in
our own apiary. As none of the hundreds we have
imported have ever produced any black or hybrid
bees in our own apiary, I think we can sot it down
safely, that there are no common bees in Italy.

blasted HOPES.
We have a pretty full Blasted Hope-: column this

month, and 1 am a little afraid it will jrivo a false
impression. If the friends who have said so much
about pooi- seasons will pardon the liberty 1 take I

would like to add that so far as my personal ac-
quaintance extends, the ones who complain most of
poor crops, hard times, and bad seasons, are almost
always those who neglect their business, waste their
time talking, leave their tools out in the rain, etc.

I have never known a season that would not trive at
least a moderately fair crop of honey, if rightly im-
proved, and, bear in mind that when you complain
of the weather, you are complaining of God.

WANTED!
A good man that understands Bee Culturr, and

Farming. Farm is stocked with bees, sheep, and
cows. He must have a good recommendation. 1

live in a good locality. It. J. THOMAS,
8d Montrose, Pa.

ANOTHER REDUCTION!
Tested Queens, $1.50 ; Dollar Queens, 75c : Hy-

brids, 25j. All are daughters of imported mothers.
8 J. A. WAKD, Madisonville, Ohio.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

No. 9.

thieves; how shall we cihcumvent them?

fHREEor fourbee-keepersinthis vicinity, myself

among the number, lost bees, hives, honey,

etc., last season by the visitation of thieves.

Now, I, for one, would like to know how to get the

better of these light-lingered (yes, and light-footed)

gentry. Some say, " Keep a dog;" butdogs are very
unreliable. Besides, I would rather lose a swarm
occasionally than to go to the trouble and expense of

keeping a dog. In my estimation, dogs, as a general

thing, are very poor property. Novice tells us to

build a high board fence, and it will keep out both
thieves and cold winds. True; but would not such
fences be unsightly, and would they not shut out the

view? A little more than a year ago, a writer in the

American Bee Journal described an electrical alarm
to be used in the apiary; but it was too complicated
and expensive to suit my ideas. Among all of us
four or five thousand Gleanings readers, isn't there

some one who understands electricity well enough
to get up something upon the electrical plan that

will be simple and cheap'? Friend Prudden, of Ann
Arbor, says that he fortified his premises with "tele-

graph wires around and through in every direction

attached to an alarm." Friend P., please tell us just

how you arranged them. I have sometimes thought

Of building a picket fence,—one that would bo in-

convenient, if not impossible, to scale, if not around
my whole apiary, at least in front of my place, and
then have the front gate connected by means of a

wire with an alarm in the house. I would have the

alarm connected with the gate only during the night.

Please tell the boys to wash the ink from their

cheirographs just as soon as they get through using

them, and not let it stand and soak in, so that they

will be obliged to melt it over again, as a certain

person did.

Neighbor Ranncy wants to know why you could

not solder a piece of coarse wire cloth over the draft

hole of the smokers, to keep the coals from tum-
bling out ; and neighbor Stimson would like to know
what has become of the cartoons.

I hope the friends will excuse me if my "notes"
are neither long nor very interesting this mouth, as

the "rush" and "gush" of a fine flow of basswood
honey keeps me very busy. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Iii regard to thieves, friend II., unless they
are much more common than I think they
are, I feel sure the apparatus you mention
will be more expensive and troublesome than
the loss you sustain as it is. Even remem-
bering to fix your gate every night would be
quite a little task, even if it really did an-
swer the purpose. Our apiary stands alone,
away off in the field almost, as it were, and
yet we have never lost an ounce of honey by
thieves. I agree with you that wre must
fight, but I think it is in the line in which I
told you to fight intemperance last month.
It is bad to have your hives robbed, but it is

a thousand times worse to have neighbors
who are sending their souls down to ruin by
engaging in such work. Go to work to save
these neighbors, and the thieving will die a
natural death, with intemperance, injustice,

and all other troubles, if I get a clear idea of
the matter.—Wire cloth over smokers is an
old and discarded idea. It clogs up the
tubes and catches soot.—I have dropped the
cartoons because of the severe scolding I

have received from some who do not think
them in good taste.—Friend II., I am sure
we are about as much interested in that flow
of basswood honey, as you can be, and we
want you to tell us all about it,—what you
are doing, and how many bees you have.

SOME THINGS LEARNED BY EXPERI-
ENCE AND OBSERVATION.

GIVING A NEW SWAKM INSEALEn BHOOD.

WILL unsealed brood prevent swarms from
leaving the hiye in which they are placed?

If not, why not? In the July No. of

Gleanings, we have three instances given where
swarms hived in a hive in which had been placed

brood in all stages left the hive, thus thwarting the

purpose for which said brood was placed in the hive;

viz., to prevent their decamping. Previous to 1871,

I had never clipped any of my queens' wings, and

was often fearful that my new swarms might desert

the hives they were placed in. During the spring

of said year, I read that a frame of unsealed brood
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placed in the hive at the time of hiving was a sure

preventive of the swarm's decamping. This was

read with enthusiasm, as here was a plan by which

my fears could be entirely removed. Consequently,

when my first swarm issued, I hastened to get a

frame of brood in all stages, which also contained

some honey to start them in house-keeping, as

Elisha Gallup used to tell us about. They were
hived about two o'clock, and we went to bed that

night feeling that our first swarm of the season was

well provided for, and would fee sure to stay. The
next morning, we took a look at them and went
to work. At about 9 o'clock, the cry, -'Bees are

swarming," was heard, and, upon reaching the bee

yard, our new swarm was seen going for parts un-

known. Our lips were bit as we thought of some
proper form of sound words to vent our spite on the

author of this plan of keeping swarms from ab-

sconding, while we resolved that every queen's

wings in the yard should be clipped, which was
done without delay, Since that time, we have fre-

quently hived swarms and given them brood by way
of experiment, and have given brood to artificial

swarms, and had many of them come out; but as

their queen could not tiy, of course they could not

abscond. Still, probably three-fourths of the swarms
hived in this way staid, and worked all right, while

not one in 20 hived in an empty hive bothered us by
attempting to leave. Hence our experience goes to

prove that unsealed brood will not prevent swarms
from leaving, but, on the contrary, makes the prob-

ability of loss greater. Hut, says one, bees ought

not to leave unsealed brood. Why not V they do in

natural swarming, when they issue from the parent

hive; upon examining the hive from which our first

swarm decamped, we found they had built two
pieces of comb as large as your hand, and had built

queen cells upon the frame of brood, in which the

queen had deposited eggs; thus showing that they

considered the conditions the same, or nearly so, as

they were in the parent hive from which the^ hud

issued the day previous. There was also nearly

enough bees left, with those returning from the

fields, to care for this frame of brood. Since then,

we have used such as this for nuclei by substituting

a frame of hatching brood for the unsealed larvae,

and, although rather expensive as to trouble, still

they make splendid nuclei.

TWO OR MORE EGGS IN A CELL.

Queens often deposit two or more eggs in a cell,

especially when a colony is weak. It is a question

with some what becomes of these eggs. From ob-

servation, I am led to believe that most of them
hatch, after which, sooner or later, they are re-

mored by the bees. I have frequently seen three

very small larvse in one cell, and upon one occasion

I marked such a cell by placing pins in the comb
around it. The next time I looked (in about 24

hours) there were but two. These were left till they

were about two-thirds grown, when one of them was
removed. We were quite excited over the matter
at the time, thinking, if drone cells could lie so

used, by excluding all worker comb from the hive,

we could rear two and three bees in a cell; but final-

ly concluded such a thing would not be practical,

even if we could accomplish it at all.

• DO BEES REST?

Tell J. S. Wilson's "Blue Eyes" that, if her father

will make a hive in which to hang one frame, and
place a glass on each side of it, so she can see both

sides of the comb, and then hive a small second
swarm in it, or make a strong nucleus, she can see

the bees rest and perhaps even sleep. She can see

the queen lay eggs, and, in short, can see all the op-

erations going on inside the hive. When they are

nicely at work on basswood, clover, or buckwheat,
sit down by the hive, with the cover to the glass re-

moved, and watch the bees as they come in at the

entrance. Presently you will see a bee hunting for

some of the young or nurse bees; and, when found,

the two will put their tongues together, and the

loaded bee will give its load to the other, after

which this bee will often stay and rest from 5 to 15

minutes, and again, as soon as the load is given up,

it will immediately return to the field. The young
bee will soon go and place its head in a cell, where,

I suppose, the honey is placed by it, although it is

hard to see what is going on, as the bee's head tills

the cell. This and many other curious things can
be seen with an observatory hive containing but
one frame. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., July, 188:1.

With all due respect, friend I)., lor the
opinion of one who has had the experience
and success which you have had, I would
suggest that you are going a great ways
when you think a frame of eggs and young
larva' a detriment. I have never given the
hoys any rule in hee culture, which has so
invariahly worked well as the one directing
them to have no hive, under any circum-
stances, one hour without unsealed brood.
We have had a great many natural swarms
brought us this season, and many of them
were after swarms. Well, when we were
very busy, a number of them were put into
hives, without this frame of brood. Some of
them deserted the hive and went off because
they had no queen, she having been killed
in hiving or, by some accident, in dividing.
Others followed the queen on her wedding
trip. In others, the queen did not lay for a
week, and then, to see whether they had a
queen or not, we gave them some brood.
Over and over again, have I been told that
young queens would not lay, but some young
brood either started the queen to laying, or,

by the queen cells started, revealed the fact
that she had been lost. Is there any other
quick, sure way of deciding this question?
and is not unsealed brood an advantage to a
new swarm in such a case? It seems to me
I have tried both ways faithfully, and my
decision is that I would by no means risk a
new swarm in a hive, even if filled with
combs, without the comb of unsealed brood
that has so long been recommended. Who
has not seen a swarm hived without a queen,
and seen theni dwindle away without laying
up any surplus, when a little unsealed brood
would have set them right to work, and giv-
en them a queen too, often long before the
discovery was made that they were queen-
less?

CilAEN'S PRESS A SUCCESS AFTER ALL,

fj?> HAVE been using the Given press with perfect

J»|[
success. We had trouble to get to going, hav-—

' ing never made any fdn. of any kind before

(see American Bee Journal for Aug.); but when we
" struck our gait," we made-100 sheets per hour, se-

curely put into wired frames. We made hundreds
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of sheets like the sample enclosed, for surplus box-

es, and made them faster than we could put them
through the 9 inch roller mill, just shipped to you.

We have made about 1,700 sheets in wired frames

and every one stands up perfectly, in the hive. The
queen does not avoid a single wired cell, as she does

where the fdn. is pressed on by hand. The wires are

level with the surface of the septum, which septum

is concave, the wires partaking of the same shape.

In my judgement from actual expt rience, Mr. Giv-

en has "given" the bee-keepers of America the best

invention of the day, and I felt sorry to have other

than such credit go before your readers. I never

saw Mr. G., but I bought a press on trial, and have

paid for it. He owes me nothing-, and I owe him
nothing but justice, and this I will give him, if with-

in my power. I would not take $i00.00 for my press

if I could not obtain another cheaper. This fdn.,

having such heavy lines and thin septum, is quickly

worked out by the bees, and makes a deeper cell, for

the weight of the sheets, than any I have ever seen

before. The fdn. used in boxes is quickly drawn
out, and leaves so thin a base that no "fish bone" is

discernable. I speak from an experience with over

400 colonies; with 101 hives of fdn. pressed onto

wires by hand, and closely watched, and some 21">

hives of Given's pressed fdn. frames, and several

thousand sections of Root, Dunham, and Given
foundation now in operation. AVe are making close

inspection of their comparative merits a specialty.

I am free to confess that there is much more in

pure beeswax fdn. properly made than I had sup-

posed. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., July 6, 1830.

Many thanks, friend II. I am all the more
glad to get a favorable report of the Given
press, because it was a partial failure in our
hands. I had no trouble in getting a small
piece with thin bases, like the sample you
send, but I could never make a whole L.
sheet with walls anything like it, nor were
there any such in the whole frame that Mr.
Given sent us as a sample. The bees use
them, it is true, but not as readily, with us,

as the fdn. more perfectly stamped.—The
9 inch rolls, as you returned them, would not
make any fdn. at all, for the reason that the
gear-wheels had been separated, and not re-

placed according to the marks.—There is

certainly some misunderstanding about the
queen's avoiding the wired cells. We have
wired combs in "all the hives in our apiary,

but I have never been able to find one where
the queen had skipped our small tinned
wires, and the brood is capped evenly right

over the wires. In fact, we often lind eggs
attached to the naked wire.— I am glad to

know, friend II., that you have withdrawn
your objections to fdn. , and also glad that you
have been convinced through the Given
press. Our girls work considerably faster

than 100 an hour ; but still, that will do very
well.

I sent a proof of the above to friend II.,

and he adds as follows:

I want to say that we did not use the die book that

y.u had, but, on our own, we made sheet after

sheet, all as perfect as the piece sent you, as many
who have been here and bought pounds of it will

testify. We made 1(0 wired frames per hour, but

we can make the plain sheets, not wired, and not in

frames, much faster; we believe faster than the

roller mill can be made to do it, so long as the ends

have to be picked up. There is where we gained on

the roller mill. James Heddon.
July 22, 1880.

This explains the mattermuch better. The
press was certainly good enough, and nice
enough, but it was the copper dies that
would not make a nice even sheet, nor let

loose the sheets we did make. Please tell us,

friend IT., who made your dies and what
they cost.

A "GOOD" LETTER FROM FRIEND GOOD.

Good morning, friend Koot. I thought 1 would

drop in this morning and have a little chat, as I can

not work at taking off honey. There are 500 or more
robbers ready to pitch into the hive the moment it

is opened, Smoke will not keep them out. Surplus

honey was nearly an entire failure here. It was too

wet and cold through white-clover bloom. Bass-

wood lasted but a short time, but yielded well while

it did last. Those bees that were strong and in good

condition when basswood opened made considerable

honey. Mine made from 10 to 00 lbs. to the colony.

In this neighborhood, not one-half of the bees work-

ed in surplus boxes. The Italians are far ahead of

the blacks in early swarming and in honey.

I am glad to hear that you are going to enlarge

your shop. Your pocket-book must have grown
wonderfully in the last two seasons. You should not

be too free to pay out your money for worthless in-

ventions.
THE OIVEN PRESS.

I believe Given's fdn. press is the best machine
made for making fdn. I have one of them, and my
experience with it is just the reverse of yours. I

have never purchased a machine of any kind that

gave better satisfaction than it does. I can make
thin or thick fdn., and have no trouble with the wax
sticking to the dies. I can put fdn. that will go five

square ft. to the pound in wired frames, and not cut

one wire in filling 50 frames. I use none but wired

frames in my apiary. I would not give my Given's

fdn. press for any of your $100 machines. I will ad-

mit you can make more fdn. in one day on your ma-
chine than can be made on the Given press. •

Those all-wood frames purchased of you are a nice

and neat frame, but I would not use any more of

them, if they were furnished to me for nothing.

Bees will fasten them, even where metal rabbets are

used. Give me metal-cornered frames every time.

I have about 1500 of them in use now, and never ex-

pect to use any other kind after this.

HARRISON'S DIPPING MACHINE.
Wrhen I made the first fdn. on the Harrison ma-

chine, I thought it would answer every purpose;

but on trial it proved a nuisance. The bees would
work but one side in most cases. I will send you the

machine free of charge, if you would like to try it.

It is of no use to me. I think more and more of the

Given press every time I use it. I would not take

$100 for mine if I could not get another one like it.

It is my opinion you have done friend Given an in-

justice by condemning his press as you have. I find

the more it is used, the less the wax will stick. Try

your press again, and have a little patience at first,

and I think you will pronounce it one of the greatest

inventions of the day for making fdn. in wired

frames. I. R. Good.
S.mthwest, Elkhart Co., bid., July 12, 1880.

Many thanks, friend G. After such
testimony, I suppose I must give up that my
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trial of the Given press was not thorough
enough. We make 8 square feet to a lb. and
I am afraid I should not be satisfied with
only 5. Our press did not have plates large
enough to emboss the wax clear out to the
full size of the inside of the frames. Do you

i

let the bees build this out ? or is your press
[

larger? Worst of all, our sheets of wax
J

would not stick to the wires but came off,
I

and tore apart where the wires were, until !

I despaired of ever getting erne nice sheet,
|

such as the girls were putting in rapidly
our usual way. I agree with yon, that we
must have wired frames. No accidents in
shipping have resulted, even in hotweather,
with them: but with the oldest and toughest
combs unwired, we have had 1 "bad troubles.

''

If our friends do not make the"dipping"
go nicely, I shall want friend Given to make
me another press, but I want to pay more
money for it, and have it just to my liking,
and if possible, 1 would like it

l'broken in"
before it is sent to me.

MOW TO GET PLENTY OF CHOICE
QUEEN CELLS.

Thanks, friend B. Our neighbor Clark
raises cells for us for 10c each, on a plan
quite similar.

goteg fodHRR.

ANOTHER WAY.

fp^ROCEED as directed on p. 322, July No., until

r|r* you have cut the comb of brood iuto strips;—
' but, instead of fastening the strips to empty

combs, turn the strips up on their edge, and with a

sharp knife cut off one side of the cells, down to the

base or septum, as only one side can be used for

queen cells. Now prepare an ordinary brood frame,

by nailing in two or more top-bars as shown in the

drawing. Having your strips of brood ready, togeth-

er with some melted wax, set the frame with the top

bar down, and put your strips of brood in place, fas-

tening with melted wax, or passing a hot knife

blade under them, so as to melt wax enough to unite

the strips to the wood.

HOW TO KAISE GOOD QUEEN CELLS.

As friend Townsend has covered the whole ground,

I will only say that I think this plan has several ad-

vantages: viz., we get as many oells from one frame-

as he does from three; we have no empty combs to

handle or mutilate; these frames hang in the hive

as an ordinary brood frame; the other frames do
no* have to be spread apart, as with his plan; three

of these prepared frames can be placed in the cen-

tre of the brood nest, allowing the bees to get all

around and through the eells; they have more room
to cluster, keeping them warmer, and give us more
cells in less space; the frames can be lifted out at

any time with ease; we can "steal" out the larvae

ffrom cells uot wanted to be finished, and hang the

frames back quickly; by using—say 3 frames, we
can keep a strong colony building cells quite a while,

by giving them frames at different dates.

Columbus, Ind., July 5, 1880. JOS. M. BROOKS.

Under this bead will be inserted, free of charge, the names of
.mi those having honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention bow much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. Asa genera] tiling 1

, l would not advise you to send your
honey ".way in be sold on commission. If near borne, where
you can look after it, it is often s very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 26 nuts we can furnish little
boards to hang up in your dooryard, with the words, " Honey
for Sale, " neatly painted, it wanted bymail, 10 cents extra for
postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens for salt-,'' same
price.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.—Honey.—For several small lots of

Comb Honey, we have paid 16c. Quotations for Ex-
tracted Honey are the same as for last month.
Beeswax Is 20-' 25c per lb. on arrival.
Cincinnati, O., July 21, 1880. C. F. Moth.

Chicago.—Honey.—No Comb Honey yet on the
market worth mentioning. Prices are nominally
held at 14@16c, but will doubtless be much higher.
Exi racted, 6(§ 9c,

Beeswax.—Prime choice yellow, 21(5 23c; darker
grades, 15@17c.

The following from the editor of the Amer-
ican Bee Journal is just at hand

:

The Commercial Reports of this morning give a
few lots of new Comb Honey on the market, and
quote it at lG@18c, but it will be much higher yet;
no doubt it will l-each 25@30c, unless the fall crop
should be unusually heavy. Thos. G. Newman.
974 West Madison St., Chicago, 111., July 21, 1880.

St. Louis. — Honey. — We quote Comb Honey
scarce, and considerable inquiry at 20@21c for nice,
bright clover, in 1 and 2 lb. sections, and 15@17c for
darker grades in sections. Large packages comb
not wanted at over 10@13c. Extracted dull, but look
for better inquiry with cold weather; salable at
8@9c for bright, and 5@7c for dark.
We will say to a great many letters asking what

we give for honey, that "see do not huy honey at all;"

we handle honey on commission alone.
July 22, 1880. R. C. Greer & Co.
No. 117 North Main St., St Louis, Mo.

New York.—Honey.— Best white comb, small,
neat packHges, 14@15c; Fair, ditto, 12(§U3; Da>-k,
ditto, 10@llc. Extracted, white, 7&(g>8c; Fair, 7(5'.

I'Ac; DarK, no demand. Southern strained, per gal.,

80@85c.
Beeswax.—Crude, 23@25c.
New York, July 23, '60. A. Y'. Thubbeb.

I took my first honey to Tioy, the 10th inst. It

brought 10c at wholesale, and 18@20c at retail.

C. R. VlCKEKY.
Hoag's Corners, N. Y., July 12, 1880.

I would like to buy one barrel of Extracted Honey,
white clover or basswood; I will pay 8c per lb. cash,
delivered in Darlington, Wis. D. C. Abraham.
Fayette, Wis., July 20, 1880.

I would like to buy a few barrels of choice ex-
tracted basswood honey, for which 1 will pay 10c per
lb., if the quality is right. M. E. Mason.
Andover, O., July 14, 1880.

I want 5C0 lbs. of section box honey, not over 2 lbs.

in a section, for which I will pay in cash 12! ic. per
lb., delivered at Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio.
July 19, 1880. J. B. Murray.

I have about 1.000 lbs. of Extracted Honey for
sale; 500 white clover, and 500 linden honey. It is

yery thick and white. I will sell for 10c per lb. in
330 lb. or 30 gallon barrels, barrels thrown in. The
barrels are waxed and painted. I have also some
500 lbs. of very white Comb Honey, all white clover,
which I will sell for 15c per lb., at wholesale.

W. L. Woodward.
Salford, Ontario, Canada, July 8, 1880.
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'WHICH FRA.lIi: IS THE BEST '.

^E see, in the Gleanings for July, that you
advise every bee-keeper to get away with
every hive which will not hold the standard

Langstroth frame. We cannot let such a sweeping:

condemnation pass without protest. For about 12

years, we have had in our apiaries three kinds of

frames,—Langstroth, Quinby, and American. The
hives of each are side by side; therefore we have
tried them comparatively and thoroughly, having as

many as sixty at least of each style; and our decis-

ion is that the Quinby hive (old style enlarged) has

given comparatively the best results; so much so

that we continue to keep the other slyles to fill the

orders for colonies in those hives, but for our own
use we have adopted the Quinby hive, keeping on
hand the same number of the other styles, but in-

creasing every year our stock of Quinby hives,

stock which amounts now to more than 350.

You know, as well as we do, that the Langstroth
frame is not fit for outdoor wintering. It is also too

shallow for a good laying of the queens. Our Quin-

by hives, every year, show more brood than our
Langstroth, and consequently give more honey.

The queen, in a shallow hive, is more apt to go into

the surplus chamber; and, lastly, the Langstroth

hive swarms more. For more than 12 years, the

number of natural swarms in our Quinby hives did

not exceed 3 or 4 per cent; while it is impossible for

us to control the natural swarming in our Lang-

stroth hive s. For all these reasons, we regret that

a standard frame be indicated witJaout any test

as to its comparative merits; for the question is

not, "Is the Langstroth frame good?" but, "Is it the

best?"

We do not write this article to praise our wares,

for we are not manufacturers of hives; but because

we know by experiments, on a large scale, and con-

tinued during a great number of years, that the

Quinby frame is ahead of all the others.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Hamilton, 111., July 8, 1880.

Many thanks for your testimony, friend

Dadant. It is of especial value, because it

comes from one having had so many years

of experience. Observe that yon have the

largest frame in use, or at least in common
nse. Well, I agree with all yon say, unless
it is your remark that the L. frame is not
adapted to wintering ; but while we hold on
to all yon have said, let us note the fact that
OUT friend Doolittle goes point blank the
other way, and uses the smallest frame
known, and backs up the evidence that his

decision is aright one, by making the best
report of comb honey, right along, year after
year, of any bee-keeper in the known world,
excepting perhaps some cases from ( 'alifor-

nia, and I have good reasons to believe that
friend LVs locality is little if any better than
the average. Do 'you not see, friends, that
there are a great many sides to this subject?
I have been watching the reports carefully
and perhaps eagerly for years, and have been
forced to the conclusion that I shall meet
the wants of the greatest number, by advis-
ing a frame about midway between these
two extremes in size. Neither Dadant nor
Doolittle, if I am correct, nse hives to any
extent in a two story form. The greater
part of the people prefer to have a hive that

can be used with two storit^s. In view of
this, is not the rather shallow, L. frame best?
To those who claim it is too shallow, I
would point to friend Bingham and his good
reports from a frame only six inches deep.
Perhaps I might amend my decision by say-
ing to all who have JOO or "more good frame
hives, to read what I said, substituting their

frame for the L.; then, "wheel away'' every
thing else. I presume there always will be
those wlK) will succeed with the extremes,
but I think the safer path, for the great
masses, will be just where our old friend,
Mr. Langstroth, settled down after his
lengthy experiments.

USING OTHER FRAMES THAN THE LANGSTROTH.

Are you not putting it pretty strong on page 340,

July Gleanings, in,reference to other hives than

the Langstroth? In 187+, I started building up an
apiary, read Gleanings closely, and you then

strongly advocated the Adair frame. Wishing to go
with the majority in this matter, I followed, and
pushed ahead fast and have 150 hives in good shape;

and now the same teacher advises me to throw them
all away or burn them up, when, at the same time,

but few of the prominent bee-keepers of the east

use the L. hive. Chas. H. Rub.
Manalapan, N. J., July fi, 1880.

I did put it pretty strongly in regard to odd
sized hives and frames ; but I alluded prin-
cipally to the A B C scholars, who deliber-
ately start in with some patent or something
of their own getting up, and different from
those of anybody else. With the number
you have all of one size, I do not know that
I would advise a change, but I certainly
would advise you to do just as I said rather
than get new sizes into your apiary. It is

true, I did, years ago, advise the Adair
frame, but the advent of the fdn., which I

could not well foresee, obliged me to decide
to go back to the Langstroth. If we want
to use a hive two stories high, we do not
want a frame deeper than the L., and I am
fully satisfied that in no other way can we
obtain so good results.

PARIS' FOUNDATION MACHINE.

nkw developments.

Mil. ROOT: -The anxiously looked for July

number of Gleanings was received last

" evening at about nine o'clock. The first

thing read was your description of the new founda-

tion machine which you told us about last month.

As it was too late to commence a day's work, I had

to content myself with reading the description,

which I did several times. This morning, I. set

about making a machine, and, at three o'clock P.M.,

I was turning out as nice foundation as you could

with your fine metal rolls.

Now the main object in writing this is to tell you
of the improvement (or at least I deem it such)

which I have made in the machine and manner of

working it. Instead of attaching the strips of leath-

er to prevent the plates from opening too far, and
handling by the upper lid, I sawed out two strips of

pine | in. wide and % in. thick, and about 6 in.

longer than the width of the plates. Place one of

these on each side, across the shortest way of the

plates, and fasten them to the frames by means of
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screws. This will furnish the plates with handles

similar to the old fashioned fire bellows.

Take your plate by the handles and dip them one

half or two-thirds their depth in the melted wax,

and clos*™ th^rn quickly. Lift them out of the wax,
and, after allowing them to drain a few seconds,

immerse the whole in a tub of cold water, etc. I re-

move th^m from the water to take the sheet of

foundation out, as it leaves it much drier.

There, Mr. Root, you have the dipped fdn. without

spattering-, and you can work at it with never so

much sawdust on your clothes, without fear of soil-

ing- them. C. D. Johnson.
Lone Rock, Richland Co., Wis., July 3, 1880.

FROM FRIEND FARIS.

I have got the plate all right now. I make sheets

without any splattering about it. I use only one
box,—the small one. I know, if you just print it, the

people will have it. I don't think you did me just-

ice. You did not give the price. It consumes half

my time, besides money, answering inquiries.

John Faris.

Chilhowie, Smyth Co., Va., July 10, 1880.

I gave the price in the June No., friend
F., and I really did not feel like advertising
it very much in the July No., I was so sure
you would improve it, as you say you have
done now.

THE NEW METHOD OF MAKING FOUNDATION.
In presenting the merits of any invention of ex-

ceeding value to bee-keepers, is it not eminently
proper that credit be given to whom credit is due?

I am led to make this inquiry, because I see that

substantially the same plan for a fdn. mold which

was submitted to you in a letter dated Feb. 18, 18S0,

is illustrated, and credited to another in July No. of

Gleanings. In that letter, I described my inven-

tion as a hinged mold made of plaster of Paris from
which fdn. could be made by tilling with hot wax
and submerging immediately in cold water bath. I

even sent you at considerable expense, a small mod-
el of my mold with description of metnod of opera-

ting it; but I afterwards received information from
you that it was broken in transit. With one of these

molds, I have made all my fdn. this past season.

Your reply to my letter was such as to give no en-

couragement to send a new mod 3l, and our corre-

spondence was dropped. The invention was not

dropped by me however, but, step by step, I have
advanced in this "new departure," until, with par-

donable pride, I may be allowed to boast that I am
entirely independent of any fdn. machine in the

market.
I do not wish to detract, in the least, from the

credit justly due friend Faris, for working this

thing out as far as he has. As you truly re-

mark, he has well earned his money; for if he has

spent half the brain work, time, and money on the

invention that I have, he has really only been par-

tially remunerated. I only claim priority of inven-

tion, and, if you keep your letters on file, you will

see that claim is just. Friend Faris has received a

pecuniary reward of which he is no doubt worthy; I

have received no reward for my like patient labors,

except the satisfaction of perfecting a fdn. machine
that is not only in itself durable, but can be more

rapidly worked than any other in use, and will make

fdn. on wired frames.
My experiments with plaster casts for fdn. ma-

king, date back to 1877 and 1878. In Feb. No. of

Gleanings, 1879, p. 47, I describe a machine after

which friend Given's fdn. press is apparently mod-
eled (plaster of Paris cast excepted). My present
machine consists of 2 sheet iron plates hinged to-

gether, and each perforated with 15 or 20 half inch
holes. These holes are counter sunk on the outside.

Their purpose is to securely fasten the plaster mold
to the plates and prevent their warping which they
would otherwise do. Of course the plaster runs
through these holes as the molds are made and set-

ting, and holds the molds firmly in place on the
plates. I have never tried slate frames as you de-

scribe, but think they would answer nicely, tf the

slates were left in, and holes drilled through and
counter-sunk in a similar manner. My molds were
made from fdn., substantially the same as you de-

scribe, except that I used a 50c spray apparatus, in-

stead of the mouth, for wetting the fdn.

I find it very important to have the plaster thin,

and to have plenty of assistance, and still more im-
portant to have a stiff brush to work the plaster

down into each cell. Now, the surface of this mold
must be artificially hardened to resist wear, and it is

done effectually in this way: The plaster surface

must be washed with strong baryta (sulphate of ba-

ryta) water, and left to dry for 2i hours, after which
it must be well painted with silicate of potassa (sol-

uble glass), and dried 2i hours more, when it is ready
for use. A hard, Hint-like surface is the result.

TO OPERATE IT.

The mold, half opened, is placed on an inclined

board, the lower edge of which rests on a pan of hot
wax. The operator, standing back of the mold, with

the right hand grasps a brush just the length of the

mold, and with one quick sweep brings the hot wax
in contact with the lower half of the mold, while

with the left hand he quickly closes the upper half

by means of a handle attached, and effectually drives

out all exeess of wax. The brush may be made of

two whitewash brushes fastened together. The
mold being closed, it is immediately passed to the

cooling tank while a duplicate mold occupies its

place. By thus using a pair, foundation can be
turned off remarkably fast.

TO MAKE WIRED FOUNDATION.

1 have three methods, each having advantages.

The first plan requires the two halves of mold to be

hinged with loose butts or hinges, and small enough
to just pass inside of frame. The upper half is un-

hinged, the wired frame placed over, and the said

half put in place again, after which fdn. is made as

before described. To remove the sheet, the half has

again to be unhinged. The second plan is to have a

slot cut across the mold, just below the hinges (face

side), large enough to accommodate the top bar of

frame and allow the two halves to close. The ends

and bottom bars are accommodated outside. The
wires should lightly rest on the surface of the mold,

and the fdn. be run as before described. The plan I

like best is to run the fdn. with wires, and wire it

into the frame afterward, leaving sufficient length

of wires for that purpose. Little slots should be

made in the edge of mold for the ends of the wires

to rest in, so as not to prevent the closing of the

mold completely. I give you these facts for what
they are worth. I am sorry that I have been obliged

to use so much of your space, but I simply crave

justice, and aim to aid the bee-keeping fraternity

all in my power. W. G. Phelps.

Common-Sense Apiary, Galena, Md., July 9, 1880.
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Many thanks, friend P. A great many
are now claiming they had invented Faris'
plan before he did. and I think it very likely
they did so ; but, if anybody else ever made
a foil L. sheet by their plan's, they certainly
never sent me one. lie sent me a whole
half dozen or more of beautiful sheets. A
great many samples and models were sent
me, and I repeatedly reminded those who
sent them that the $ 100.00 offer was for a
machine to make whole sheets. If anybody
did this, they never took the trouble to send
me one. A great number of you had cd&LOsi

got it, I know, but such is generally the case
with nearly all great inventions. Friend P.,

your plan of using a brush instead of dip-
pint;

- the whole machine in melted wax, is a
novelty indeed, and yet, strange to tell, the
use of a brush for spreading tvax on the
plaster plates was given years ago on these
very pages. I should be a little fearful that
we would not get as even sheets made with
a brush, as those made by dipping, still I

may be mistaken. The invention is coming,
but I think it destined to come through so
many hands and brains, that it will be hard
to tell who deserves most of the credit. You
have very kindly given us many hints, friend
P., and I am very sure we all thank you. I

would like to see some full sized sheets,
ready for the hives, made on your plan with
a brush.

The Faris machine is the "Boss;" I have made
one. L. W. Van Kirk.
Washington, Pa., July 12, 1880.

\fa "pctikry."
This department is to be kept for the benefit of those who are

dissatisfied; and when anything is amiss, I hope you will "talk
right out." As a rule, wewifl omit names and addresses, to
avoid being too personal.

fHAVE been looking- for my May and June
Gleanings for a long- time, and have not re-

" ceived them yet. I don't like to be " played
off" in that wa}', after I have paid the money. I

thought that I would send you 50 cts. in July for the
last of the year, if they come in time. If they don't,

I won't send it. T. Round.
Kei, Ripley Co., Ind., June 27, 1880.

Gently, friend 11. Did it never occur to
you that we have no possible use for a num-
ber of Gleanings after it is printed but to
send it to you, and that the great probability
is that the trouble is not only entirely unin-
tentional, but not our fault at all ? In spite
of all we can do, there are, every month, a
dozen or two out of the 4500 who do not get
their numbers. We always send them as
" quick as wink,'* as soon as informed, eyen
if one of you should lose it out of your pock-
et in going home from the postofflce ; but too
often we get unkind words for all our trouble
and pains. As nearly as we can get at it, in
your case, friend R., the trouble comes from
your spelling your name so hastily we could
not make it out. ( )ur very bread and butter
depends upon our getting the journal into
your hands just as promptly as we can, and
in just as good shape as we can, each month,
and we should be stark mad if we worked so

hard to get it up and then keep it back pur-
posely. I know patience is required many
times, and I get impatient myself many
times, and blame people who are doing the
very best they can, I suppose ; but shall we
not all join hands and try to do a little bet-

ter 1
_

BATING GOODS DID NOT COME.
Please send me that pound of worker fdn. I

thought you would send it about the same time the

bees came, but ~ weeks have nearly passed, and it

has not come yet. I am in need of it now and must
have it. Fredrick Holtke.
Carlstadt, N. J., June 30, 1880.

In haste, I went to the clerks with the
letter; they declared the fdn. was sent with
the bees, but I told them that our friend
could hardly be mistaken in such a matter.
One insisted that he tied the box to the nu-
cleus hives, and as a proof ran over to the
express office, and got a duplicate bill call-

ing for bees and box attached. I declared
then that somebody must have stolen it,

and, in pity for our poor friend who had
been suffering all this time, I had another
box got out, and despatched to him at once,
by express, besides directing the express Co.
to go to the expense and trouble of sending
a tracer for the "stolen" i V) box. Now read
this:

To-day I came across that board which you bad
put under those boxes of bees you sent me, and
thought I'd take a look, and see what kind of soft

material was in it; for I thought it was a cushion

which you had put under those boxes purposely for

saving too great a shaking by the journey. As I

was going to use those thin boards I pried them off;

and, to my surprise, I found that fdn. that I was
waiting for daily. I would never have found it, but,

it is a very convenient way of shipping. Please ex-

cuse my blunder, and my sending you another pos-

tal reminding you to send that wax. I will know
better next time. Fredrick Hoi/tke.

Carlstadt, N. J., July 5, L880.

Did you ever? The poor clerks whom I
had scolded had made the box so nicely, that
our friend thought it was a "cushion !"' He
had ordered just that amount of fdn., and
wanted it badly, but he never thought to
look in that box. () dear, O dear ! what
shall I doV what shall I dor I might have
some labels printed to paste on every box
saying "This is a box of fdn.," or "This is a
'scissors

1
,'' and so on ; but labels for all the

different goods we sell would fill a ware-
house, and the clerks might then paste the
wrong label on the wrong box, and— I want
to go off in the woods and rest, and I do not
want any new factory ; at least, I do not be-
lieve I want one this afternoon.

THE FOIiSCKOOK PATENT.
It appears that friend Forncrook had been "al-

lowed" a patent, but no patent had been "granted"
to him; therefore he stated no untruth in his adver-
tisement, even if his statement did mislead the un-
initiated like myself. It certainly will not be worth
while to take time or space In discuss the differen-

ces of two of our bee men. Tf they will shake hands
over the matter and let it all drop where it is, I am
sure our readers will all give them both credit for

being gentlemanly and honest.
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A HOME MADE SAW MANDREL AND
TABLE.

sjpJjDITOR GLEANINGS:—As many of y<

Srtfll ers are of a mechanical turn of mine
your read-

mind, and de-

light in operations of that character, I am
tempted to send you a description of a simple at-

tachment to foot-turning lathes, which I have found
to be very effectual and convenient for sawing lum-
ber. I think it will also further commend itself, es-

pecially to the boys, in the fact that it is very easily

made. It consists of a saw mandrel and table con-
structed as follows:

BUZZ SAW ATTACHMENT FOR ANY TURNING LATHE.

The shaft is turned out of a hard-wood stick 10 or

12 inches in length, and about 1J4 inches in diame-

ter, enlarged at the shoulder to 2 inches, and fin-

ished on the end, close to the shoulder, at an exact

size to fit the saw. From an eighth of an inch from
the shoulder the spindle must be turned a little

smaller to fit a nut smaller than the hole in the saw.

This is to allow the saw to slip on over the threads

of the screw. A narrow longitudinal mortise is

made through the spindle, a little longer than the

nut is thick. Now slip the nut over the spindle

tightly, and into the projecting end of the mortise

pour melted type or babbitt metal. Have this al-

most or quite red hot so it will fill perfectly. You
can now unscrew the nut, and a perfect thread will

be found on both sides of the spindle. Now put on
your saw and an even leather washer, screwed up
tightly with the nut, and it will run like a top when
put back in its original position in the lathe.

On the wall, back of the lathe, screw a cleat of

inch stuff, and on this hinge the table, which must
be of the right length to reach over the saw, and
rest on the front of the lathe-bed on the legs provi-

ded for that purpose. A groove is cut on the under
side to allow the table to come as closely to the saw-

shaft as possible. Get the saw in motion and lower
the table on it. Cut away the legs of the table and
deepen the groove until it is solid and as low down
as you can have it. When not in use, a button holds

it in position against the wall.

A good 6 or 8 inch saw fixed in this way, with a

heavy fly wheel, will saw inch stuff very readily and
true. Fifteen seconds of time will set it running in

your lathe, and ten seconds will be long enough to

put it all up out of way. G. A. R.

Sharon Center, O., July 8, 1880.

Many thanks, friend R. Your off-hand
home-made saw arbor not only is ingenious,
but I think will be warmly welcomed by our
readers, as a thing of real, practical utility.

The ingenious plan of getting it quickly out
of the way is something I especially admire.
One great objection to combination ma-
chines is the time it takes to "rig" and "un-
rig" them. We can surely be satisfied with
"10 seconds" time. Such an arrangement,
of course, would be most suitable for a cut
off saw, or for ripping boards cut into short
lengths ; but, for that matter, any buzz saw
to be run by a lathe, must be necessarily so,

to a great extent. I have, in years past,
made whole bee hives,—patent American
hives at that—at a pretty good "jog," on
just about such a machine. I had a great
appetite for my dinner too, when dinner
time came.

A NEW SCHOLAR'S TKOITBLES.

flRIEND ROOT: -I feel like writing to you as

though I was personally acquainted with you.

I sent about 4 weeks since for the A B C of

Bee Culture, knd have been perusiug it pretty faith-

fully ever since, but must confess I am nearly as

much in the dark as over, as to the management of

bees. I purchased me 2 hives last fall, for $17.00.

About the middle of June, they swarmed, not ten

minutes apart, and were hived as I thought all right.

One of them was a very large swarm, but I lost

them both. That hurt pretty bad; not that I am a

stingy man, I am too much the other way, so they

tell me, but I am a great lover of bees. I am so anx-

ious to learn how to manage them, and now I am
put to my wit's end to know what is wrong with

them. The strongest colony have been lugging one
another out for a week or ten days past. One bee

will pull another out of the hive and get out on the

alighting board, and he will hold on with "might and
main," and the stronger one will pull and tug at the

other until he gets him loose, and away he sails off

with him. If I only knew how to stop it! I am
thinking they are young bees which are being car-

ried off, but what they mean I can't tell. 1 don't

see anything in your book about that kind of work
or remedy for it. I often think, if you were not so

far away, I would be most happy to come and see

your beautiful bee-home, I imagine that it would be
a great treat to me; in fact, I know it would. I

very seldom write for I make so many mistakes. I

am getting pretty well advanced in years; if I live

until the latter part of next month, I will be 65.

Thomas J. Richards.
Union Grove, Page Co., la., July 5, 1880.

Thanks, friend R. The ABC will give
you the best directions I know of for pre-
venting new swarms from absconding. I
fear you have not movable frame hives, or
at least, if you have, you do not use them

;

but it would seem you should have them for
that price. The bees that you saw lugged
off were imperfect or deformed ones, and
their comrades carried them off in spite of
their "scratching gravel," and trying to hold
on to the alighting board, because they
would probably be of no use in gathering the
honey or taking care of the young. The
economy of the hive does not allow any mer-
cy or consideration for misfortunes, and
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they clearly have no idea of following Bible
teachings, whether they know of any such
doctrine or not. They love their neighbor
exactly in proportion to his ability to make
himself prolitable to their little common-
wealth, and no farther. But how come so
many crippled and deformed bees? My
friend, that is just what you are to find out,
by opening the hives to see. If doctors
could take out our stomachs, lungs, and
hearts, and lix them and then put them back,
what a fine thing it would be. Well, we can
do this with a bee hive, and it is just what
you are to do forthwith. Very likely your
swarm is left queenless. and moth worms
have got in ; at any rate it is pretty surely
worms that are crippling your young bees
that the rest are lugging off. Getting Ital-
ians will fix the matter the best, but the A
15 C will tell you all what to do without Ital-

ians. Look through the hives, friend R.,
and study your A B C, and you will soon
find it all plain sailing and easy, even if you
do not come to see me, and are 05 years old.

You can master it all, as hundreds have be-
fore, if you Avill stick to it and follow it.

OUR OWN APIARY, HONEY FARM AI\D
FACTORY.

ET is the 7th of July, and, as we have
showers almost every day, things are
"booming" on the honey farm. Bass-

wood has passed, but strong colonies of good
Italians are making a fair business on clover,
while the blacks and hybrids are trying to

rob and steal at every possible opportunity.
As Will is sick, Ernest is taking charge of
the apiary, and he has said two or three
times, "Pa, I wish you would sell or get rid

of every black and hybrid bee on the place,
and then it would be just fun to work." It

is not such an easy matter to do this, for we
are short of bees, and when blacks are
brought here to be sold, it seems hard to
make people take them back again, and
where 1 can put an Italian queen right in
the place of a black one, you know they will

very soon be all Italians. Besides, every
day some body is wanting a black or hybrid
queen, and you know I always like to ac-

commodate. Bees by the lb. is going to be
the ruin of our apiary, if we do not, by feed-
ing or something else, just " make our
queens get up and dust."
The Simpson plants are higher than my

head, and a few of them fairly in bloom.
The melilot is in full bloom, and pretty fair-

ly covered with bees ; it is so tall it would
hide a horse. The catnip has by far the
most bees on it, and I would give quite a
little money just now for a whole acre as
well covered with plants as is our small plat.

The spider plant is just in bloom, and I

found that well known drop of honey, on
almost the first blossom that came out. The
bees found it too, for a bee came for the
honey almost as soon as I did . Several hun-
dred plants will now be in bloom soon, and
then look out for business.
Seven Cyprian and Holy Land queens

were received a few days ago, and all but
one are introduced safely. A few days ago
Ernest asked me to try a colony that would

not receive a queen. I raised the mat, and
took a look at the tops of the combs.
"Why, this stock has a queen," said I.

"It certainly has not," said he.

"Just you wait a bit," said I, and I took
out a frame. It was filled with eggs. Anoth-
er contained brood and eggs in all stages

;

and, on going through the hive, I found it

contained a surprising amount of eggs. The
fact was that the hive had contained, un-
known to the boys, a virgin queen, and this
queen had commenced to lay, and filled the
hive with eggs, while they were trying to
make the bees accept another queen. The
last Cyprian queen was found in the same
predicament. There was a laying queen in
the hive. How would such cases work with
the plan of letting the queen out, without
looking afterwards, as so many adviser1

Well, the new foreigners look precisely
like our usual Italians, or, if anything, a lit-

tle smaller, and a little darker. Friend
Jones was kind enough to mark all the
queens from the Holy Land, after the dis-

trict or locality from which they came. For
instance, one is marked "Mount Ilermon; "

another, "West of Damascus ;
" still anoth-

er, "Lebanon, North-east of the Holy Land,
,,

and so on. The bees that came with them
looked like small, dark, old Italians ; but,
of course, we can judge better when we see
them gathering honey. They will be closely
watched, you may be sure.

July 12th.—The Simpson honey-plants are
higher than mv head ; in fact, some of them
are higher than I can reach. The bees are
busy on them from daylight until dark, as
they were last year, but, as yet, not in such
great numbers. I presume our heavy and
frequent rains have had the effect of making
the honey thinner, and possibly of retarding
the yield. The melilot clover is also higher
than I can reach, and humming with bees,
but I am somewhat disappointed in it. The
bees do not commence working on it for at

least two hours after they are on the Simp-
son and catnip, and then go so quickly from
one plant to another that it seems to me they
can not get much honey from it. With the
catnip, 1 am perfectly satisfied. Our patch
that is on the poorest ground is now in its

second year, making a most beautiful mass
of blossoms, and the bees are thicker on
them than on any other plant on the farm,
and they stop long enough to take a good
long pull at every flower too. We are going
right to work to enlarge our catnip plot, but
I do not think I shall plant any more meli-
lot. The spider plants are now coming into

bloom, and I had quite a curiosity to see if

that great drop of honey would reappear
this season. They are down by the pond,
and, as it was nearly dark, I knelt in the
soft, black earth, so as to bring the llowers
against the sky as a background. Surely
enough, there it was,—a drop so large, even
in the evening, that, had I jostled the stalk,

it would surely have dropped off. I felt like

shouting out "in thankfulness. Dark as it

was, a venturesome bee hummed around, but
he could not see to make his way among
those slender stamens so late. 1 was on
hand next morning, and saw them drink
their fill. I do not think the honey is as
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sweet this year, and possibly the new ground
will furnish a larger quantity of juice, but
not as sweet or of as tine a flavor, as is the
case in growing sugar cane on soil too rich.

BROKEN-DOWN COMBS, AND WHAT TO DO
WITH THEM.

Iii buying bees, as we have been doing,
many colonies were brought in with broken-
down combs ; and, in transferring in very
hot weather, we had some break-downs of
our own. As this was right in the height of
basswood, these combs were heavy and drip-

ping with honey. Brood and all was down
in a sticky heap, if moved or touched in

any way, more bees would be daubed and
killed, and the brood made worse. I linally

directed that a second story be placed over
the hive, and some clean combs, with one
containing unsealed brood in the center, be
hung in it. It was a success. The daubed
bees at once crawled up on the empty combs
above them, and then went back and licked
up the honey, and stored it all above, around
the one comb of unsealed brood. By night,
the broken combs were licked off clean and
dry, and the brood was in the best condition
to be transferred into frames.

BEES BY THE POUND.

July Vdth.—Our efforts to raise the price of
bees by the lb. seem rather unavailing, be-
cause it has been so long understood that,
after July 1st, they were to be only a dollar ;

and, as every body sent me a dollar and no
more, I decided we should have to stand to
it, even if it was a losing business. Some of
the best inventions I have ever made have
been to get out of some "tight place," and
so I argued in this case, if the people will

stick to the old price, I shall have to study
up some cheaper package, and some quicker
way of getting the bees into it. The bottle
queen cage has been a great success, and so
I determined to make one on a large scale to
carry bees. A good many want the cage
made of sections shown in the cut in the
price list, and so I made a cake of candy in
a section, and had the tinners make a water
bottle to reach from one side to the other,
and just 1 inch in diameter. It has a divis-
ion in the center, to make two bottles, so
that if any accident should happen to the or-

ifice of one, the other would still be open.
About i lb. of candy and } pint of water is

given to each section.

A SECTION CAGE PROVISIONED AND WAT-
ERED FOB SHIPPING P.EES.

You may wonder why we do not use a sec-
tion with honey in it, rather than to take so
much trouble to fasten in sugar and water.
Well, I do not think honey is as safe as su-
gar and water ; it is more trouble to fasten
it in the cages securely, and, most of all, it

takes a great amount of hunting to find sec-

tions with just enough honey, and not so
much as to cause it to break out and daub
the bees. The girls can fix the sections as
above, by the quantity, at much less ex-
pense, than to have somebody hunt over
hives and honey ; and the sugar and water
is quite a little cheaper. One of these cages
with a wire cloth cap on each side will hold
2 oz. of bees nicely. Two of them attached
by a wire cloth band, such as I showed you
last year, will hold i 11)., and the provision is

good for a couple of weeks. Three of them,
prepared in the same way, are good for 1 lb.

of bees, and this is the way we have been
sending them for some days past.

HOW TO GET TnE BEES INTO THE CAGE.

The difficulty in doing this by moving the
hive away, as I described last year, was
what made the boys drop the plan. I went
down into the tin shop and had a large
square tunnel made. It was as long as a liO

inch sheet would make it, and large enough
at the top, to take a frame of bees in easily
endwise. The bottom wasc
drawn up so it would go in-
to one of our 4ix4i sections.
I presume the tinners tho'tl
I was just making another
trap to be thrown away, and

J

I confess I rather thought

I

so too, I had made so many'
things I was sure would
work, but which, when tried,
would not do at all. Hur-
rah ! It did work, for Ern-
est came in with his cage
tilled so quick, that it did

T
!r^a bees m-

not seem he had hardly time to'a cage.
to open a hive. The bees just slide down the
sides of the smooth tin, and then cluster
against the sides of the wire cloth, without
trying to get out at all. If you get in too
many, as we often do, they have to be sha-
ken to make them fly out until the finger of
the "Favorite Scale

1
' shows exactly a pound.

The queen is caged as soon as the hive is

opened, or is held by an assistant, and then
put in the last thing, that there may be no
mistake.

INSERTING OUEEN CELLS.

We had a great number of queen cells to
be put into hives, and but a little time in
which to do it. I could only be spared out-
doors, a half hour, and all the help I had
was almost entirely inexperienced in such
work. The queenless hives were marked by
laying the slates on the top of the hives. I
took the box of cells and a smoker, raised
the cover and mat of a hive, moved two of
the combs that contained brood a little

apart, and, with my first and second linger,
lowered the cell down right between the
two Avails of brood, while, with the other
hand, I moved the combs up so as to press
the cell just enough to hold it, being partic-
ular to have the brood that was attached to
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the queen cell stand at right angles to the
brood in the combs. After doing this, my
assistant put on the mats and covers, and
marked the slates. These cells hatched as
satisfactorily as any I ever tried. Another
lot inserted in the same way were not looked
at for 18 days ; at the end of which time, we
got a nice laying queen from every hive, so
far as I know. How much labor is involved
in raising queens in this way?

RAISING QUEEN CELLS; DOES IT PAY?
Neighbor Clark has just brought me 30

queen cells. I gave him the brood and he
raised the cells, and returned them in 10

days. He made a single colony produce the
30 line ones, in 10 days ; S:-!.<)0 cash for the
use of a single colony just 10 days. What
do you think of that? lie did it on the plan
given in another column, by friend Brooks.

Ernest declares that I do not sufficiently
recommend the large sized smokers, in pref-
erence to the small ones we sell in such
quantities. He uses a large sized Simplicity,
and yesterday he used it from noon until
supper time, without once filling or lighting.
I used it after supper, and must confess that
the large bellows, and large fire pot holding
over a quart, were rather good things to
have, with a large colony of hybrids. These
hybrids, and some black bees kept by a
neighbor, have been so troublesome when
opening hives, that we should have had to

stop work or ruin the apiary, had we not got
out our wire cloth house again as we did last

year. After Ernest had used it for awhile,
he declared it made him too tired to carry it

about from one hive to another, for you
know, if you have your queens and pounds
of bees promptly, we can not stop a minute,
robbers or no robbers.

"•Father, you just let me have one made of
light pine strips covered with mosquito bar,
and see if we can't have something that will

do just as well, and not make one so tired to
carry it."

"All right; tell Mr. Gray to make the
lightest frame he can possibly, and have it

strong enough, and give him the dimensions
you wish. 1 '

FRAME COVERED WITH MOSQUITO BAR TO
SET OVER A HIVE WHEN BOBBERS

ARE TROUBLESOME.

In a couple of hours it was done, and the
whole structure, finished complete, only

weighs 18 lbs. It is 5 ft. high, 3 ft. wide,
and 5 ft. long. The upright pieces are Hxi,
the others, §xf . The boys have two of them
now, and they are just jubilant over them.
The whole structure can be afforded for
SI.50 set up, or $1.00 tied up in a bundle,
mosquito bar and all. When you have combs
or the stool in your hands, you can carry the
tent as they call it, by putting your head un-
der the top bar, and walking right along to
the next hive. They have just added a wide
double hook to the center to hold heavy
combs while looking for a queen, or doing
other work, and now they say they can till

orders no matter whether honey is coming
in or not.

WORK IN THE APIARY FOR AUGUST, AND
REARING QUEENS FOR THE MARKET.
Neighbor II. says he would rather raise

queens in July and August than in June,
for the reason that there is not so much hon-
ey in the way ; and I do not know but that
he is pretty nearly right. At this season we
have an abundance of pollen from the corn
and other sources, and if you have plenty of
tilled combs, your queens will rind room
more readily, than when the honey is com-
ing in so plentifully. Well, my experience
with our apiary for the last few weeks has
convinced me that one smart man can take
care of 300 colonies devoted to queen rear-
ing, if he has metal cornered frames, and
Simplicity hives. No colony is to have more
than 5 combs; if there are too many bees for
5 combs, divide them. Each hive should at
all times have unsealed brood in some
stage. Queen cells or a newly hatched
queen is to be given every stock as soon as
a queen is taken out. In our apiary of late
we have had about two laying queens a
month, from each hive. Suppose you are
to do only half as well, and you will have
300 queens per month, worth, at the very
lowest, 9 180.00. Your cells may be from the
best stock known, almost as well as from the
poorest. To take charge of such an apiary
brains are needed I assure you, and the boy
who expects to succeed at it should have a
mental training equal to that of a college
graduate. Such a thing as a fertile worker
should never be known ; and if one is found
it should be considered a disgrace to the
owner.
22d.—Strong stocks, both blacks and Ital-

ians are storing considerable honey from
what I suppose to be the red clover, from
the dark green pollen found on every laden
bee, and also found in considerable quanti-
ties in the combs. Just now it looks as if a
held of red clover might be of more value as
a honey plant than Simpson or spider plant
cither, and it would be a great deal easier to
raise. Although the patch of spider plants
is now one of the most beautiful sights you
ever saw, they are not yielding honey at all,

as did the first that came out. The Simpson
plants an; doing a little better, but I fear we
shall have to conclude that honey is a pretty
uncertain commodity, in any plant or blos-
som. If the spider plant should "open up"
again, I will let you know. I am very thank-
ful, deeply thankful, that honey enough is

coming so we do not have to do any feeding.
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DEPOSITORY OF

Or Letter* frein Those AVlio Have Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

S]!HERE is no honey here yet for surplus, though
there is a perfect sea of white clover, and
perfect corn weather. It puzzles me to say

what is the matter with the clover. This is the third

season it has refused to "give down," without good
or visible cause. It yielded honey later last year,

and year before; and probably it will do so this year,

after it has become older. J. B. Colton.
Waverly, Bremer Co., la., June 25, 1880.

Well! I guess I must confess ttiat I have 40 colo-

nies of bees, and have not taken a pound of honey,

though some have built comb in the sections. I

have had only 2 swa rms. In the day t ime, thousands
of little bees, like sweat bees, are on white clover,

and at night the lion-trees roar with the death-head

miller. Besides, we have a poor honey season any
how. Three years ago I sold, if I mistake not, ItiCO

lbs. of comb honey from 2fi hives; and from 23

swarms, last year, about half as much per colony.

Now, can any one tell me what my apiary will be

next year? I am sowing ten acres of common buck-

wheat. I have not seen any bees away from home.
There is no surplus. Was it intended that every
farmer should raise his honey and do away with mo-
nopoly? Is this the cause? or do we worship our

bees and neglect other matters more important? or

is this a chance world? Peter James.
Waveland, Ind., July 1, 1880.

Not a chance world at all, friend J., but,
on the contrary, the very hairs of your head
are all numbered. " Be not weary in well
doing." You know the rest.

HOW TO BEAK DISAPPOINTMENT.
The crop will only average about 5 lbs. to the hive,

and I had prepared for 100 lbs., as my bees were in

splendid condition and the prospects were good ear-

ly in the season; but we patiently submit to the ru-

ling hand that is ever guarding us, and at the same
time must keep a sharp eye to the outgoes, and
bring the expenses within the income if possible.

Manalapan, N. J., July 6, 1880. Chas H. Kite.

That is right, friend R. Hold to the idea
of saying "Thy will be done, 1

'' when we
have done the best we know how.

Bees are doing no good. I have not had a swarm
this season. Clover winter - killed. Basswood
"played." The low lauds drowned. No more.

J. S. Jackson.
Keithsburg, Mercer Co., 111., July 1, 1880.

Wanted : — A conspicuous place in " Blasted

Hopes," for a large share, if not all, of the bee-keep-

ers in this vicinity. We have now had 2 years in

succession without any swarming, and scarcely any
honey. In this town, out of about 50 stocks, there
has not been one swarm in the two years. The
fore part of each season has been very dry, so that

white clover, which is our main dependence, has
been a failure. The last week has been wet, and
clover is coming out some now; but it is too late to

expect much from it this season. Only very few
stocks are storing any honey in boxes, but seem in-

clined to get all in the brood box even to crowding
the queen. Through the country, I have heard of
now and then a swarm, but they are scarce. Thanks
to the movable comb hives, I divided and doubled
my stocks last season, and intend to do the same
again this year. Some shook their heads when 1

said I was dividing last season; but I found that
some which I divided then, are my best ones this
year. From 30 stocks I shall not be likely to get
more than 3 or 1 hundred lbs. of honey, and most all
of that extracted, which I think I can get 15c for
per pound.

HONEY PLANTS.
I have 100 spider plants just beginning to bloom,

and about K0( I Simpsons that the bees have worked
on sinoe the first of July. I have also about lA acre
of mignonnette, some of which is in bloom; but, on
account of the dry weather, I have planted a good
deal of it over the third time. I have also quite
a patch of lady slippers, or touch-me-nots, which
please the bees exceedingly.

A. A. Fradenburg.
Port Washington, ()., July ti, 1S80.

My bees wintered well, not a single colony out of
22 having been lost, and they had no spring dwin-
dling either, as a year ago; but, as stroag as they
are, I have got but very little honey yet, and not a
single natural swarm. Several in and out of town
lost all their bees; one has one stand left out of 7; an-
other, one out of 5; and they were all strong and
healthy in February. They died of starvation. An
old Pennsylvanian by the name of Schieffer invested
$40.00 in bees in 1878, engaged honey all over town
last spring early, as he was afraid he would find no
market if he waited till he had the honey. But there
was no danger ; he never got a drop, not a taste for
himself even, and he fed considerable sugar besides.
Now he is minus be*>s also. He lives two miles out
in the country, where they ought to have done well.
Here is another candidate for vour Blasted Hopes.
He thinks he would rather raise "taters and cab-
bage " and light bugs and worms.

Geo. L. Holt.enback.
Noblesville, Hamilton Co., Ind., July t5, 1880.

OBITUARY.

sHf^lTH sadness we note the decease of our
friend John Hunter. Our readers, I pre-

sume, are already so well acquainted with

him, through his kind and sprightly articles in our

past volumes, that a lengthy explanation as to who
he was will be hardly necessary. His book, and his

writings on bees in the Encyclopedia Britanica, have
won for him hosts of friends all over the world, and
a general feeling of sorrow will prevail, that he
could not have been spared to us a little longer.

"Thy will, not ours, be done." As I came to my
type-writer this morning, an envelope with a black

border met my eyes. It contained a little card with

the same black border, on which was the following:

" 77i is is the rest wherewith He causeth the weary t<>

rest."

In Loving Memory
or

JOHN HXJ3XTT3HSH.,
Who din! at Ealing on Sunday, June 21th, 1880,

AGED 48,

Dearly hawl and deeply mourned.

Interred at Kensal Green Cemetery, July 1st, 1880.

May God be praised that, as we have had the op-

portunity of knowing, friend Hunter was one who
not only professed but lived the life of a simple,

kind-hearted, earnest follower of our Lord Jesus

Christ.
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BEE BOTANY AND ENTOMOLOGY.
LOCUST.

fjjHE black locust is a great honey producer hire,

and, during the two weeks it is in bloom, bees
desert nearly all else to work upon it. The

honey is white, and very nice and fragrant. The lo-

cust is easily propagated and a fast grower. In the
spring, scald the seeds and plant in good ground
where you wish them to grow, and in 3 years you
may have a breakwind or hedge, and bloom for your
bees. j. E. Johns* >s.

St. George, Utah, June 10, 1880.

There are locust trees in this locality from 1 foot

high to 2 ft. in diameter. They are very hardy trees,

growing and doing well on almost any kind of soil.

My bees worked on them nearly two weeks, and the
roaring and humming in them was almost equal to

that during linn bloom. They bloom here when 4

years old. The trees should be set out either in the
spring or fall, and they would be almost sure to

grow without any care at all. They will grow from
4 to 8 ft. the first year from the seed. I will furnish

locust trees from 3 to 5 ft. hiab packed in good con-
dition, on board of cars at West Line for $4.00 per
100.

BUCK BUSH.
We have a honey plant here of which I see hut lit-

tle said in Gleanings; it is commonly known as

buck bush. It is almost equal to linn and never
fails. It grows any where, on any kind of ground in

this country. I could furnish this for $1.00 per 100,

on board cars. Neither the locust nor buck bush
need cultivation or coaxing to make a thrifty growth.
The buck bush grows from 3 to 4 ft. high and blos-

soms almost from the ground up. The locust is the
best timber known for posts, or for any thing which
is needed to last a great while, either in the ground
or out.

STONE-CROP.
Enclosed I send you a flower which grows here in

a perfect mat on the hill sides, and ledges of rock.

My bees have been working on it for the past week,
and seem to get considerable honey from it. It

seems to be a kind of moss and is called by some
rock moss. Is that the right name for it? If not,

what is it ? and do you know anything about it as a

honey plant? (). A. Hoag.
West Union, Cass Co., Mo., June <>, 1880.

This moss is very beautiful, and I think
will be quite an acquisition to our honey
farm, if you will mail us a few roots, friend
II. Prof. Beal to whom we sent your speci-
men, says it is Sedum pulch?llwm, a kind of
stone-crop.

SOURWOOD.
I don't think sourwood could be successfully grown

from the seed. Since you have mentioned it, I have
noticed that most of the young trees are sprouts
from the roots of some large tree. I suppose tke
sourwood could be furnished at 83.00 per hundred,
and the locust at $1.00.

BUCKTHORN.
We have another tree here that, in my opinion, ia

more valuable than either of the above. They call

it thunderwood here. I don't know what the pro-
per name is. I send you a specimen. Please give
the name. It grows about :,'5 ft. high, and blooms
immediately after white clover begins to fail. If

you should want some of them, I could furnish them

at about .",0c. per hundred. With us it is better than
the linn, as it blooms between white clover and sour-
wood. c. E. Kiwgsley.
Greeneville, Tenn., June 9, 1880.

This is Rhamnus Carolinianus, a kind of buck-
thorn. A few days ago [see buck bush on oppo-
site column] you sent a specimen like this from
another source. W. J. Beal.

Friend ( 'orey, who gave us the cold blast
smoker, sends some fine specimens of Cali-
fornia honey plants with the following note:
Friend Hoot :—I send you a few samples of hpney

plants. The relative value of them will be given
when I have leisure. J. G. Corky.
Santa Paula, Cal., June 0, 1880.

THE SAGES OF CALIFORNIA.
The first, he iabels White Sage. It has a

light, ashy colored foliage not unlike our
common sage, and the stalk and blossoms
are much like the picture in the ABC book.
The foliage has a very strong aromatic fla-

vor, not unlike common sage and penny-
royal combined,—a sort of a thyme flavor,
reminding one, if he be at all imaginative,
of both mountains and deserts.
No. 12, labeled Black Sage, is quite a differ-

ent plant, and partakes more of the nature
of our woods balm, both in taste, and in
stalk and flower.
No. 3 is labeled as a cross between the

black and white, and its looks strongly in-
dicate as much. The flowers grow in more
separate knobs, like the bj^ack.

No. 4 is labeled a hybrid, cross between
the white and purple. It is the most beau-
tiful plant of all. The flowers have such a
very strong aromatic flavor, that one is al-
most sure lie has a lump of camphor gum in
his mouth, when tasting it. The stalk of
this is more nearly square, like the mints,
while those of the previously mentioned va-
rieties are round or nearly so. After tasting
of the flowers of these plants, one can scarce-
ly wonder at the remarkable and exquisite
flavor of the California honey.

OTHER CALIFORNIA HONEY PLANTS.
No. 5 is labeled wild Alfalfa, which is

quite like the Alfalfa growing on our
grounds, only the flowers are yellow, in-
stead of blue.
No. (> is labeled Soap Plant, and in taste it

is not unlike soft soap. Tasting of things
has been one of my favorite ways of analyz-
ing; I presume I acquired the habit very
early in life. I wish somebody would tell

more about the soap plant ; I ain satisfied it

is not made to eat.
No. 7 is marked Chimesal. It looks like

an evergreen, but has a profusion of clus-
ters or masses of white flowers. The skin
seems to be off my tongue, but I don't know
whether it was soap plant or chimesal that
did it. I think I won't taste of any more
Nos.

Please give common and scientific name of en-
closed honey plant. C. Sherrick.
Shawncetown, 111., June 25, 1880.

Prof. Beal, of Michigan Agricultural Col-
lege, to whom we sent the specimen, names
it n rhi no, 8ttricta (mullein verbena). lie re-
marks that most or all of the verbenas are
fine bee plants,
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I send 3 different kinds of bee-killers. No. 1 is an
insect that will catch a bee while on the wing, then
fall to the ground and eat out the inside of it. No.
2 is an insect which is generally from 1 inch to l 1

?

in. long. It catches a bee on the flowers, or where
the bees water. They will watch a bee just as a cat

watches a mouse. They will grab the bee by the
wing, and bite it off, then kill and eat it. No. 3 is a
bug which will catch bees wherever it sees them,
even at the entrance of the hive. It will kill them
and suck their honey. Johan Jackel.

Bell Plain, Wis., June 14, 1830.

No. 1 is the bee hawk, Ana.r Junius. This large
dragon fly or darning-needle is widely distributed

in the United States. Like all of its family, it is

very predacious, and is so savage that it dares even
to attack the bee.

No. 2 is a rose beetle of the genus StapMltnus.
There are many species of these beetles in

all parts of the United States. They may be told

by their short wing covers. They usually feed on
dead animal and vegetable matter. I should not be
surprised to see them devour a dead bee, but should
be surprised to see them kill a bee.

No. 3 is Sylpha marginatus, a flat beetle, nearly as

wide as long. This too is a scavenger beetle. I have
never seen any of them attack a live insect. They
feed on dead animals. Prof. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural Oollege, Lansing, Mich.

BOMBYLIUS MEXICANUS. ALSO A GREAT YIELD OF
HONEY FROM MONARDA ARISTATA.

Prof. Cook: — Enclosed find three flies which I send
to you that you may tell me more about them. They
are thick in my apiary, and look suspicious. They
make a sharp, drone-like, buzzing noise on the wing,
and stand near the entrance of hives on wing, a la

humming bird. I have never seen them depredate
upon anything, nor do I ever see them at work,
which arouses my suspicion. As many as a half

dozen will buzz and peep into the entrance of the
hive at the same time, and not more, at times, than
an inch from the bees. The bees do not seem
troubled at their presence.

I also send you a specimen of our best honey
plant. We call it here wild mint. It yields very
abundantly of excellent, light colored, thick honey,
beginning about the middle of May, and ending last

of June,— say 5 weeks. It- grows spontaneously
here, and best where the prairie grass has been
burnt in the summer, or otherwise destroyed. I

think it will grow anywhere, and the seed are easily

gathered. They are about the size of turnip seed.

There are several varieties, some more productive
of honey than others. This I send you is the best.

Bees refuse to work upon Indian corn while this

mint is in season. In fact nearly all of my honey Is

from the mint, and I have several hives which have
already yielded 100 lb., at two extractings, and are
ready again for the third. Answer through Glean-
ings, and oblige— J. L. Caldwell.
Marlin, Falls Co., Tex.

The insects sent by Mr. Caldwell are referred to
on page 32, of my Manual. They are Bombylhis
Mexicanus, Weid, of the family Bomhyliidw, and
order Diptera. These two-winged flies illustrate

mimicry, as they closely resemble bees, though their
darting flight and noiseless poise are quick to re-

move the deception. Their long proboscis is anoth-

er bee-like characteristic. These bombus-like flies

have long been known to be parasites on wild bees—
to lay their eggs in the nests of wild bees. The
maggots which hatch from the eggs feed on and de-

stroy the young or larval bees. From the above it

would seem that B. Mexicanus practiced the same
on our common honey bees in Texas. Probably if

Mr. C. examines, he will find these parasitic larva? in

his hives. lie will do me a favor if he will wrap a

dozen or two in cotton and mail them to me in a
strong box.

The plant is Monaida aristata, nearly alied to our
bergamot of the north, M. fistulosa, which is also a

fine honey plant. In fact, few families of plants do
more for the bee-keeper than do the mints.

Lansing, Mich. A. J. Cook.

HOW TO REALIZE THE MOST MONEY,
WITH THE MULLIMIVIMiMHTIIli;
OF CAPITAL AND LABOR IN THE CARE
OF BEES, RATIONALLY CONSIDERED.

QUEENS AND BEES, OR HONEY?

SEE in Gleanings that your friend, H., says it

doesn't pay to sell young Italians for $1.25 per

lb.; that it spoils his whole apiary for queens,

honey, or anything else; and you remark that, if his

apiary is spoiled, he has the money for it in his pock-

et, &c. Very likely H. expects, or wishes, to con-

tinue with his apiary, and if he spoils or weakens it

so much that he can't rear queens or get any honey,
surely it will be in bad shape to winter, and worse
next spring. It seems that he don't believe as the

old lady did, who had the goose that laid the golden

eggs. If you will turn back to the first copy of

Gleanings, Jan. 1, 1873, you will And the following

heading: Novice's Gleanings in Bee Culture, or

How to Realize the Most Money, with the Smallest

Expenditure of Capital and Labor in the Care of

Bees, Rationally Considered. In those days the lit-

tle Gleanings of only eight pages was called by
some, "Smoky Paper" and "Elephant Eggs;" but
Gleanings has outlived it, I believe.

Now, under the above heading, I would like to ask

this question: How are we to make the most money
with our bees? Is it made by selling bees and
queens and working for increase, or by working for

honey? I think this question could be talked over,

and figures and facts given that would benefit all your
readers. There may be some who will not care to

say much either way through selfish motives, but I

think they will be very few. Could not you, or some
of the older "hands" who have had experience in

working bees both ways, give us some figures on

this question? For instance, A and B are neigh-

bors ; both commence the season with 40, 60, 100, or

any number of colonies equally strong; in fact, ev-

ery thing is equal; both pay the same prices for

hives, frames, &c, and both get the same price for

sales, as far as honey goes of course. We will sup-

pose they run for 3 years, both succeed in wintering

without loss, and that A works his apiary for bees,

queens, and increase, and B works for honey, box
or extracted, whichever brings him the most mon-
ey; we will suppose also that A finds ready sales at

present prices for his queens and bees, and the

same with B for all the honey he sells, or gets to

sell, and that both have good honey seasons, &c.

Which will have made the most money, at the end of
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the time, valuing stock on hand as at the com-
mencement?

I have had no experience in working- an apiary
for honey, but know a little about A's side of the
house, and would not be afraid of losing my old hat,

that B will "get away" with A on short notice. Both
parties keep pure Italians, which are to be valued at

the same per colony, the first and last year. Now
who will give us the most light on the question?

Jos. M. Brooks.
Columbus, Ind., July (i, 1880.

In fixing the prices on queens and pounds
of bees, I have tried very hard to decide the
very question you take up, friend 13., and,
although there are some who say I have put
the prices too low, I think, all things con-
sidered, they are not far out of the way.
We can raise bees and queens without any
trouble, when we could not possibly raise
honey at all, and, since the advent of
grape sugar, we can do it too with but little
expense comparatively.

HEXAGONAL LAWN HIVE APIARY, OF NINETEEN niVES, BELONGING TO N. II. ALLEN,
KIRKWrOOD, MO.

ALLEN'S LAWN HIVE APIARY

MAIL you with this the promised photo of my
apiary, and hope you will like it. The view is

J taken from the east side. The first two rows
of hives and the two end ones of the third row face

the house, or west, and the rest face east.

N. H. Allen.
Kirkwood, Mo., May 29, 1880.

I know from personal experience that you
are happy in that apiary, friend A., for it

evinces work and study. 'When the grass is

nicely mown with a lawn mower, every un-
sightly thing picked up about the premises,
and the Italians busily going out and in with
loads of pollen and honey, I do not know of
anything that can conduce more to one's
happiness than such an apiary. And when
you can feel that it is all your own, even to
the very ground the hives stand on, it gives
a thrill of honest, innocent pleasure, that is

about as much as one ever feels here on this
earth. There is one important feature in
the photo, however, which our artist has
left out, although it was in my mind when I
wrote the above description. It is baby in
a pretty little carriage, with its mother
standing near by, and the two are but a lit-

tle distance from our friend, in a way which
indicates that they, too, have an interest in
the pleasant little ground and its sur-
roundings. I wonder how many such tidy,
cosy, little apiaries there are that have
sprung into existence since the ABC was
set atloat to do its work among the people.
I hail hoped and planned that such things
should become an ornament and joy to your
homes, and, my friends, you can hardly
know how deeply I thank God, that he has
blessed this work, and that it is now becom-
ing more of a reality than I had even dared
to hope.
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A "VISIT" FROM A LOUISIANA ABC
SCHOLAR.

MR. A. I. ROOT:—I think it was in April No. of

Gleanings that you told us, when we did

not want our letters published we might
make them as long- as we liked. Now, I don't know
how long I shall make my letter, but I am certain

that if I had you cornered up in a tight room, I could

talk you nearly to death. Before I left Saginaw
City, Mich., for this place, I lived near a friend to

whom I wrote that I was going to keep bees. In his

answer, he told me that he would make me a pres-

ent of Gleanings for one year, as he thought I

could not get along without it, and also advised me
to send for the ABC book. Well, Gleanings comes
promptly every montn. I sent for a Simplicity smo-
ker and A B C, both of which came all right, and
without which I should have been sadly behind
where I am now. I never owned a hive of bees be-

fore, and started out with 30 box hives. The mice
destroyed one, and I now have 59. Oh, what a time
I have had! I have taken swarms out of trees fifty

feet high. (By the way, when you see friend N. N.

Shepherd, please tell him that I owe him something
for his idea of the swarming box. It is a fine thing.)

When 12 swarms came out at once and clustered, 10

of them in one bunch, didn't it make things lively

for the " boy "? But I saved them,—every bee.

I think, sir, that you are doing a great deal of

good, both in teaching us how to keep bees and also

in teaching us how to live. Oh! you don't know how
glad I was when I got my first copy of Gleanings
and saw that it contained such matter as Our Homes.
All things considered, I think I am getting along

pretty well, but, like others, I have done a great

many wrong things.

mistakes of beginners.

Like one of your correspondents, I put my first

frames in so that the bees made the comb from cor-

ner to corner, and many other like foolish things;

but what did I know about comb-guides and such?
If I had had to feed my bees, I am pretty sure I

should have done as my companion in ignorance
did. I mean the one you told of who poured the hot

candy into the cells of the comb. I reckon there

are many such things happening that the perpetra-

tors never tell of. I know a man in Michigan who
sent to you for an Italian quean, went and put her
in the hive of blacks, and, of course, the queen
"died." The second and third one "died" also.

(You see he was persistent). At last, by the time the
fourth arrived, he bad learned that there was a for-

mal introduction required. Why not send with each
queen a small leaf of instructions how to introduce
them,—something like the instructions you send for

using a smoker? A "basswood" man would know
how to use a smoker as soon as he saw it; but my
friend would have been putting queens into that

hive till the present time, providing your stock held

out, if he had not fortunately learned that there
is a way to do it. Well, we will all try to improve
and help one another.

I suppose I shall have a big time extracting when
my extractor comes. I have 20 box hives and gums
that I want to extract and transfer, besides my
hives with the frames fast, and if you did not send a

machine to extract pieces of comb, I wish you would
send one.

DEEP OK SHALLOW FRAMES FOR " WARM CLIMATES."

I use a hive made Simplicity fashion, but use the
American frame. People told me it was better for a
" warm climate." Since I have got too far along to

change just now, I have seen others who use a frame
the same length as L. frame, but only 7 inches deep,

because it is better for a " warm climate."

I think I have 30 lbs. of wax now, but my wife is

sick, and my little cotton field, with my cows and
bees and housework, keeps me pretty busy, and I

have not got it melted up, except 10 lbs. which I got
out of a tree in the woods (pretty good yield, I

think). I have 3 more trees to cut. I wanted to

save my wax and have it made into fdn., but I shall

never be able to make my hives and frames without
a little buzz-saw, and I will get along without fdn.

this summer by putting one empty frame between
two combs.

NEED OF AN INDEX.

Now about that index in Gleanings: I need it

very much. For instance, when my 10 swarms were
in a bunch I was short of hives; so I took a pork
barrel that had one head out, knocked out the oth-

er, covered it with a board, took a six-quart milk-

pan and carried it five times full of bees, put them
into the barrel (having first caged a rescued queen
and put in), then fastened it up so that not a bee
could get out, and kept them closed for 20 hours.

When I opened it they had gone to wprk, and now
have nearly a barrel lull of comb. Now, when I put

them in there I only intended to keep them there

until I could have time to think. I did not know
what I should do with them, but I remembered hav-

ing seen the question in Gleanings, "What shall I

do with a barrel of bees?" and rested quietly in the

faith that everything would be explained there.

Well, how do you suppose I ever would have found
it without the index? I found it, but, lo and behold!

there was no information for me. Nevermind; I'll

work it out some way, and, in the mean time, give

us the index, and at the end of the year give us the

contents of the volume, and send us your bill.

Please tell the readers of your ABC book how to

have the bees make straight comb without fdn., and
it will call down blessings on you. I bless you for it,

even though it came to me in a late number of

Gleanings, after I had the frames of a dozen hives

all fastened in tight, so that I shall have them to

transfer.

" Get stung much?" O " scissors "
!

The first swarm I had was a double one (two clus-

tered in one bunch). I had just got ray book, and

had not read much—just enough to find out that Mr.

Root does not consider veils of much use, or at least

not a necessity; and, as I can only afford necessities,

I went for my two swarms, and, dear, dear! as quick

as I stooped to place my hives, 700 of them (as nearly

as I could guess by the pain) took me all over the

face, neck, and hands. I thought, just for a mo-
ment, that if I only just had Mr. A. I. Root there, and
could see to get hold of him, and hold him right oyer

those swarms, I would be willing to suffer with him.

But the bees were hived, and hived without veil or

gloves (my bees are all common), and I agree with

you, that if a man has neither veil nor gloves, he

will soon learn that he does not need them.

SETTING A SIMPLICITY UPPER STORY OVER BOX
HIVES.

Don't get mad now. Here cotnes another: Several

times you have told us that we could set our new
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frame hives over boxes or gums and odd-sized hives,

and eventually work into a uniform size of frame
hives. I fixed several hives that way three months
ago, and only "mud-daubers," hornets, and spiders

made any use of the top hives until, in May Glean-
ings, some unfortunate fellow writes for informa-
tion on the matter, and you tell him to take the top

of tlic old hitus all off. 1 threw down my book, ran
out, jerked off the top hive, tore oil' the top of the
old hives, fixed the frame hive on top, and the bees
had eomb in the frames the next morning.

MAKIKfi THINGS PLAIN.

Now, although it seems that telling us to put the

frame hive on top ought to be enough, still many of

us would think that a large auger-hole is a sufficient

opening into them until we lose the use of a swarm
of bees for a month or two; and I will wager that

friend Tanner (p. 279, June No.) will make the same
mistake, if he did not happen to see your reply to

friend Bailey, in May No., p. 2:::>.

Well, Brother Root, one more thing aiid I am done.

I am trying to be a Christian. Please pray for me,
that I may grow in grace. I find more difficulties in

a Christian life than I do in bee-keeping, and that is

a good deal. Our Homes is good for us all.

C. H. Butts.
Collinsburg, Bossier Par., La., June 23, 18P0.

The above letter, written evidently with
no thought of its being used for publication,
illustrates a very important matter. A lady
who is one of our most talented writers in
bee culture, once wrote me an article for
print, and sent with it a most kind, chatty,
visiting letter, not for publication. Well, I
knew at a glance that the studied article for
the public had not a quarter of the real val-
ue to the masses, and real merit, that the
off-hand home-like letter had ; and who has
not seen ministers, that, in their pulpits,
seemed so far off and so high up, that one
was chilled and made to feel lonesome, but
who, when they got down from their pul-
pits, were the pleasantest, most sociaDle,
and home-like people in the world. I have
several times told our minister that I could
not help wishing he would come down
among the people and talk, instead of preach-
ing so much. The above letter has helped
me greatly, in many ways, and I have no
doubt but that it will help many of you.
Friend B., I would get 5 queens, and give

one to every panful of bees in that barrel,
and, with frames of wired fdn., I would
soon have them to suit me. I fear your
smoker was not right at hand, and in good
trim, when you got stung so much that day.
—We have assuredly put a leaf of directions
with every queen we have sent out for years
past ; but I have learned that a great many
of you never read it. One friend said he
looked at the directions after his queen was
lost. He noticed the little paper on the
cage, when he first got it ; but said he sup-
posed we tacked it on to stick the postage
stamps on.

Till DKIEKKON THEOHV. .

fllE following may be of interest to those
who have been troubled to accept the
fact that drones are brought into life

without the agency of a father

:

EXTRACTS FROM JOSEPH COOK'S BIOLOGY.
'"Generation by fission and gemmation are not

confined to the simplest forms of life. Both modes
are common, not only among plants, but among ani-
mals of considerable complexity.'
'"Throughout almost the whole series of living

beings we find agamo-genesis, or non-sexual genera-
tion. Eggs, in the case of drones among bees, de-
velop without impregnation.'—(Huxley in Encf/clo.
Brit., Ninth Ed., Biology, pp. 68(i, <;87.)"

[After a pause, Mr. Cook proceeded in a lower
voice—

1

"When the topic of the origin of the life of our
Lord is approached from the point of view of the
microscope, some men who know not what the ho-
ly of holies in physical and religious science is, say
that we have no example of the origin of life with-
out two parents. Theie are numberless such exam-
ples. ' When Castellet,' says Alfred Russell Wal-
lace, Darwin's coadjutor, ' informed Reaumur that
he had reared perfect silkworms from the eggs laid
by a virgin moth, the answer was, Ex nihilo, nihil
rtf -from nothing, nothing' is made and the fact was
disbelieved. It was contrary to one of the widest
and best-established laws of nature; yet it is now
universally admitted to be true.'— ( Wallace, Alfred
RusseB, Miracles and Modern Spiritualism, p. 38.)

"'Among our honey-bees,' says Ha?ckel [History
of Creation, Vol. 1, page 197), 'a male individual, a
drone, arises out of the eggs of the queen, if the egg
has not been fructified; a female, a queen, or work-
ing bee, if the eg-g has been fructified.'
"Take up your Mivart, your Lyell, your Owen, and

you will read this same important fact which Hux-
ley here asserts, when he says that the law that per-
fect individuals may be virginally born extends to
the higher forms of life. 1 am in the presence of
Almighty God; and yet, when a great soul like the
tender spirit of our sainted Lincoln, in his early
days, with little knowledge, but with great thought-
fulness, was troubled with this difficulty, and almost
thrown into infidelity by not knowing that the law
that there must be two parents is not universal, I
am willing to allude, even in such a presence as
this, to the latest science concerning miraculous
conception." F. H. Burbank in Herald of Life.

THE YUCCA, OR SPANISH BAYONET.
TEA-CUPFULS OF HONEY.

tSEND you by mail a few brushes, such as we get
manufactured in Cal. I use them for brushing

J bees off from the combs, and think they are

just the nicest thing I have ever seen for that pur-

pose. I used to use a wing; but since I found these
brushes, I have discarded wings altogether. If they
get stiff with honey, just dip them in water and they
are perfectly soft and pliable. You see we have the
handles made crooked so as to be just right for

brushing bees off from the bottom of the frame, and
they are bound in such a manner that they can nev-
er come to pieces by shrinking or swelling. There
is a patent on them, but no danger of any one's ever
trying to infringe upon it. Can you beat these
brushes in Ohio? Now for a brief description of how
they are obtained: They are the lower or butt end
of the leaves that grow next to the bulb of the Mas-
kel Stalk, or, as it is sometimes called, " Sentinel

Stalk." This plant attains huge proportions in des-

ert like sand-washes of this valley. I have seen
them attain a height of 20 feet, with a diameter of

six inches, above the bulb, or two feet from the
ground, while the bulb would be twelve inches in

diameter. All this stalk above the bulb grows in

one season,—yes, in about sir weeks. All the leaTes

they have are those long, sharp, spiky leaves grow-
ing around the bulb, and sometimes called "Spanish
Bayonets." The stalk throws out lateral branches
or twigs all around, and close together, commen-
cing about six feet from its base, with short twigs,

which gradually attain a foot or more in length,

half way up to the top, then taper to a point aH the
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top. All the latterals are covered with a dense mass

of white flowers, which, together with its perfect

symmetry of form, not only make it look very beau-

tiful, but standing up as they do far aboye all other

brush give it the appearance of gigantic white

plumes, standing here and there like giant "senti-

nels" on the desert. The section of stalk I send you
was cut out of an ordinary sized stalk only, about

four feet from the ground. It is these last year's

stalks that I use in my new smoker which came
to hand all right. I thought at first I was not going

to like it, but I have changed my mind. I left two
or three of those brushes or leaves just as they

came from the stalk, so you could see how little

trimming has to be done to them to make them into

brushes ready for use. Chas. Bridges.
San Fernando, Cal., May 27, 1880.

The samples sent us are most beautiful
brushes, and it is hard to imagine that they
grew and were not made. The section of
stalk sent us is actually 41 inches in diame-
ter, and although you would think from the
looks outside that it might be a section of a
white oak log denuded of the bark, this min-
iature saw log only weighs 9 ounces. It is

so light that one, on taking it up, is almost
startled. By looking closely, you will see
where the great leaf stalks have been pulled
off, if I am correct, and it is these that make
the curious little brushes. As the brushes
are very soft and of vegetable fibre, instead
of animal, it seems to me now that they are
destined to take the place of feathers and
everything else, for brushing off bees. If
friend B. can get so many, I would like him
to tell me how low he can furnish me 1 ,000.

They are so light, they can probably be sent
as cheaply by mail, as any way. They are
so much of a curiosity, that I have had our
engraver make a cut of one of them.

BRUSH FOR GETTING BEES OFF HONEY
COMBS.

You will remember that I gave you a pic-

ture of a yucca, or Spanish bayonet, on page
137, June No., last year. If I have made no
mistake, this plant is one of the same fam-
ily. We have one now in bloom in our gar-

den, but it is only about 4 ft. high, instead

of 20, and does not as yet bear any honey at

all. I presume it is because we have not
got the right variety, the fruiting yucca;
the great difference in climatic influences

may also have much to do with it. As one
looks upon the gigantic specimen of stalk

sent by friend B., he almost unconsciously
wanders in imagination to the land where
it grew, and I mentally figured how many
dollars I would give to leave my busy cares
for a while, and wander in that strange land,
and stand at the foot of one of these speci-
mens of nature's handiwork, the sentinel of
the desert. "How wondrous are thy works,
O Lord."

BRAINS vs. MACHINERY.

THE FOrtMER NOT ALWAYS TO BE BOUGHT WITH
MONEY.

HANKS for your book on bee culture. I cele-

brated the Fourth (or, rather, the fifth) read-

ing scraps of it hero and there.- "gleanings"
that I found most fascinating reading. I have a

way of marking, on the tiy-leaf of a book, the pages

I wish to refer to. The first page marked in this

is 121, where you publish Barnes & Co.'s letter.

Your comments are timely, and exactly to the point.

Three or four years ago I bought one of their com-
bined circular saws, with set of cutter-heads, etc. I

had no difficulty in setting it up all right. It would
spin beautifully, and I thought I had found a foot

power that would fiy through flint rock if necessary.

I began feeding the saw with a piece of dry, inch

pine, when it almost instantly wedged up, or faint-

ed, or something. At any rate, it would not saw. I

turned to the circular for relief, and found that

Barnes & Co. distinctly avowed that they sold sawn,

but not hraim. This struck me as severe; but
then, I thought perhaps they hadn't enough for

home consumption any way, and I would apply to

some of their customers who were referred to as

recommending the saw. They promptly supplied

the " brains" that Barnes & Co. couldn't spare, and
I found that the buyer was supposed to be mechanic
and machinist enough to file and set the saws, and
put things generally into working order, while I was
demented enough to suppose that the machine
would come all ready for business. In my case,

having a fancy for tools, the saw was wanted for the

pleasure of using it only; but the years have slipped

away, and I have never had a chance to have the

machine put in order, or to learn how to do it for

myself. Now, had it come to hand rcaclu, just as you
describe the planers on page 122, it would have been
set up, always at hand; I would have resorted to it

frequently, and many of my friends would have had

their attention called to it with results beneficial to

the makers. You are emphatically right. The
manufacturer, in any case, must not rely upon the

buyer's brains, but use his own so clearly that he

needn't depend upon his customer's having any.

F. A. Whiting.
Dunellen, N. J., July 6, 1880.

There is much truth in what you say,

friend W., but I fear you put it a little too

strong. Machinery that is perfectly adjust-

ed and in working trim, when sent out, does
much toward lessening the necessity of

brains it is true, but brains and care are

needed to accomplish any really good result

in this world, if I am not mistaken. Anoth-
er thing : few perhaps know what it costs

to get trained hands that can and will keep
machinery in nice working order, every

time, year after year. We have a Barnes
saw, in fact, two of them, that we are using
all the time in the wax room, but they are
very rarely in nice order, when I want to use
one. The spring is too weak to throw the
treadle up, the saws are not set enough, or
the operator does not let the treadle rise

clear up as he must do to accomplish any-
thing. Have charity, friend W., for poor
careless humanity, and let us all try to do
better.
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GIVING PLAINER IMKK IMIW FOR A B
C SCHOLARS.

f
RECEIVED the fda. and wire promptly by ex-

press. I was anxious, having- waited till a late
" day before I decided to furnish my brood

chambers with fdn., and went to the ollice frequent-

ly expecting bees to swarm.
DO BOXES RETARD SWARM INO?

But I had only one swarm, as my bees swarmed
late this season. I followed directions, and when
bees began to hang- out, put on thp caps. The result

is I have a fine lot of cap honey, but whether sup-

plying caps, retards swarming I do not know, nor
much care, for I keep bees mainly for profit, and
try to make them pay their way. But bees are

swarming finely at last, sending out large colonies,

and leaving: plenty of bees in the parent stock.

At the risk of being prolix I must say a few words
about fdn. It may be you will put this In the Grow-
lery, or, perhaps, under the following caption:

inexperience; alias stupidity.

If I am not mistaken, in your directions for fasten-

ing fdn. into the wired frames, you say nothing

about fastening to top bar; so I merely rolled it in

according to directions as I understood them. The
result was I lost a large swarm of bees, as follows:

After putting them into the hive filled with fdn., I

put them upon their stand. I then stepped to the

house to fit a few pieces of honey comb into a frame,

and when I returned the bees were hanging on a

bush a few rods off. On examination I found the

two front combs had slid down in a heap, which I

think was what sent them out. I had to step again

to the house to adjust another hive, and when I

looked for my bees they had left with no trace of

their direction. It is needless to say that since that

I have firmly fastened the fdn. to the top bar with

beeswax and rosin, and have had no more difficulty.

But whenever I had put a frame into hives mainly
filled with comb, most of the fdn. had fallen In a

heap. Now perhaps I ought not to be surprised if

you should say of me, as you did of Mr. Manning in

the last Growlery, that I was so inexperienced that

I did not fasten to the top bar; but here let me say,

somewhat in palliation of my stupidity, that I am
not the only one who failed to infer the proper

method from your instructions. I know another

who made the same mistake, and one, too, whose
sagacity, as well as education, is commonly thought

to be much ahead of the average.
Now allow me to say, without the least disposition

to find fault, that in my opinion our inexperienced

friend of the Growlery was right (though it may
have been unwittingly) when he said the fdn. was
too small; that is, if he put it In wired frames. Now
for the proof: When I discovered it was necessary

to use a little of my own judgment, I could not see,

on reflection, why the fdn. should lack
"'

3 in. of

touching either side, as the taut, perpendicular

wires would arrest the stretching except between
the wires, and the space between each side wire and
its adjacent side of the frame is but half the distance

between the wires. Therefore the bilge between
each side wire and the side of the frame adjacent

could be but half the bilge between the wires, unless

the wires bend or cut the fdn. That was my con-

clusion, and, on the strength of that I proceeded to

fill my frames laterally, where before I had cut off a

strip to make it lack % in. on each side. After I had

begun to fill frames In that way, I received a cata-

logue of Scovell & Anderson, in which they instruct

to "cut the sheets to just fill the inside of frames,—
no melted wax or other fastening is needed."

Now, my dear sir, if frames may be filled from
side to side I should be pleased to know it; if not

please give reason, and also why it will not do to fill

trom the top to the bottom. I know the difficulty in

unwired frames, but is the same difficulty found in

wired ones? I may say, as a farther proof that

frames may be filled laterally at. least, that I have
just examined the frames so filled after the bees
have got them in an advanced stage of completion,

and And them all right. In fact, the only place

where there is much variation from a plane surface

is at the bottom where there is a space left, which
seems to me to prove that it may be better to fill the

frames according to Scovell's catalogue. But, be
assured, I shall on no consideration fail to fasten to

the top bar, and also fasten different places at sides

and bottom, if I conclude to till the frames.
Reese, Mich., June 25, 1880. L. D. Gray.

PUTTING FOUNDATION INTO WIRED BROOD
FRAMES.

I have given the above principally to show
how heedlessly some of the mends read
their price lists. On page 8, right under the
picture of the wired frame, are these words:
" The fdn. fills the frame completely," etc.,

yet, friend G., you'have been wasting your
time and spoiling your work, aye, and losing
your swarms, by cutting down the sheets as
the price list directs where no wire is to be
used. More than a million of these price
lists are in the hands of the people, and I
have tried to make them answer all the new
questions as they come up as far as I possi-
bly can, but a great many times I hnd they
are not consulted, or consulted too hurried-
ly. If any one orders fdn., L. size, and does
not mention that he wants it for wired
frames, we always send the size to hang by
the top bar, short at each end, and still more
short at the bottom, and of just such a size

as we have learned by large experience to
answer best. Fdn. to completely fill the
frame, without wires, would be almost an
utter failure. Your fdn. fell down off the
wires, friend G., not because you did not
fasten it to the top bar, for this is all a waste
of time, but because you did not have it fill

the frame completely, according to your print-
ed instructions, and, I fear too, because you
did not warm the sheets in the sun, or by a
stove, as your directions also say. The
sheets, as we send them out for the wired
frames, a little more than fill the frames, if

any thing, and the girls put them in. before
an open window fronting the sun. The pile

of fdn. lies directly in the sun. The sheet is

rolled securely on to the wires, and then
with a quick motion of the fingers, the warm,
soft wax is drawn up against the side bars
and top and bottcm bars of the frame, un-
til all ''bulges" and hollows are stretched
out. It is then put into the hives, and the
first work the bees do is to go around and
securely wax down these outside edges. I

do not know how I can make the matter
plainer, and, if I could, our friends com-
plain, and I fear justly, too, that the cata-
logue is already too large. We have made
an index to it, and are all the time at work
remodeling it, to see if we can not make
it help you more still.
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SWARIIS LEAVINC AFTER BEING
HIVED.

A GOOD STORY SUGGESTED BY THE CARTOON.

Snip HAVB been looking over my fifty hives of bees

§| to-day, and find them in splendid condition;

never better at this time of the year. This day
is beautiful beyond description. The blossoms are

out, the bees and the birds are filling the air with

their musical notes, and why should not man thank
God for this beautiful country, and be happy?
But your cartoon for May reminds me that I have

some notes laid away in regard to bees swarming
out and decamping after being hived; for the loss

in that direction is more than many are aware of.

I myself have lost heavily in that way. Now if you
see a swarm coming out again after being hived
from three to twenty-four hours, you can set it

down that they mean business, and that is a bee
line to the timber; for, mind you, they have their

place selected then. In 1874, my first swarm, a good
large one, came out the next day after being hived.
When I saw them coming, I ran and got a pail of

water and a dipper, and threw the water among
them; but they paid no attention to it, having other
business on hand. My wife brought out t<* me the
looking glass, but by this time they had crossed the
fence, in the direction of the timber, which was one
mile distant in that direction. One of my neighbors
was going by, and seeing the trouble ran to my as-

sistance. The first thing he did was to take up a
handful of gravel and throw it up among them. All
the good it did was to come down on my looking
glass, breaking it all to smash. We next got into a
field of new mown hay, and, as the most of them
were not more than six feet high, we commenced
thrashing them with the grass, to try to confuse
them. But this only got us into a free fight, we
coming off second best* for they stung us most un-
mercifully. We then concluded to volunteer to go
with them to their leafy home; but, on our way, we
went right through a neighbor's door yard, where he
had a pile of fine stove wood. Here a new idea
struck me, and I concluded that, if neither gravel
nor grass would do, I would try what virtue there
was in stove wood. So I threw the stove wood
among them thick and fast, every stick making a
hole through them as effectually as if it had been a
eanon ball. This so confused them that they alight-

ed on an apple tree, ready to make the best condi-
tions of peace. The boy soon overtook us with the
hive, and we carried them back.
On the road back I happened to think I had read

somewhere that giving them a card of young, hatch-
ing brood would keep them from swarming out. I

acted on the spur of the minute, set them down in
the apiary, gave them a card of hatching brood, and
it j ust locked them in, and they were happy. I have
never hived a swarm since, without giving them
brood, and haven't lost a swarm or had one come
out. It is final. Now try it, brother bee-keepers,
and, if it fails, just give J. Elliott of Easton, Wayne
Co., 0., a blowing up through Gleanings; for I tell

you it is much easier and more profitable than run-
ning after a swarm on a hot June day.

BLUB THISTLES AND THISTLES IN GENERAL.
Since I have the floor, I want to say to your cor-

respondents that are recommending the blue this-

tle for bee forage, that if they had cut as many this-

tles as I have in hot summer days, when a boy, they
would go slow on anything called a thistle. I had to

walk among thistles in my bare feet, had to grub
among thistles, had to mow among thistles, to plow
among thistles, so that I almost wished old mother
Eve had minded her own business, and not stole ap-

ples off that tree that did not belong to her, and
brought such a curse of thistles and thorns upon the

earth. We shall have enough to answer for to the

next generation, without importing thistles, let

them be blue thistles, or white thistles, or Canada
thistles, or any other kind of thistles.

Easton, Wayne Co., O., May 4, '80. J. Elliott.

FOIL. RROOI>.

fJlUK following, from the Salt Lake Daily
Jjl Herald, will doubtless do good, in

' warning our A B C class to beware of
foul brood, even though the measures rec-
ommended are a little strong. I hope no
one who has the disease any where near him,
will ever think of selling bees or queens.
A LITTLE MORE ON THIS SUBJECT FROM A BEE MAN.
Editors Herald: —We do not wish to become wea-

risome on this subject, but rather to impress upon
the minds of all bee-keepers the necessity of a, unit-
ed effort, throughout the territory, to utterly de-
stroy and effectually eradicate this terrible disease
from our borders; and as there is no necessity of
importing any more bees into our territory from
abroad, there will be no fears on this account of im-
porting the disease in that way, as has already been
the case. We will quote a few reliable authors of
great experience on the foul brood subject.
Wm. M. Quinby, the distinguished bee man, says;

"Foul brood can'be traced from a diseased stock to
a healthy one, like measles, whooping cough, small-
pox, and other diseases peculiar to the human fam-
ily."

—

American Bee Journal, p. 252, vol. 8.

Herr Lambrecht and his committee, appointed by
the Central Bee-keepers' Association of the King-
dom of Hanover, after many experimental tests to
cure the contagion, say: "Foul brood cannot bo
cured." See American Bee Journal, p. 267, vol. 8,
June, 1873, for their full report.
W. H. S. Harbison, a distinguished bee-keeper of

California, says: "Destroy it, by burning or other-
wise, wherever found."
W. H. Alley, of Wenham, Mass., says: "Destroy

hive, bees and all by fire."—American Bee Journal,
1870.

Editors Wagner and Clark, of the same journal,
say: "Wm. Alley's is the only effectual remedy for
foul brood."
At a bee meeting held in Provo, Utah County,

March 9th, 1880, it was tbe unanimous voice of that
meeting that foul brood was contagious, and that
the only way of effectually destroying it. was to burn
or bury the hive and all of its contents. Wm. Ed-
win Whiteing, of Springville, Utah County, says that
he has lost 100 swarms of bees by foul brood, which,
valued at $12 each hive, would be $1,200. His reme-
dy is burning them up entirely when affected.
Geo. B. Bailey, of Mill Creek, has lost $1,500 from

foul brood, and after much experimenting with the
disease, concludes that the most effectual means of
destroying it is by tire.

S. H. Putnam, of Woodruff, Utah, says: "By all
means burn or bury all infected hives."
C. Stillman, of Mill Creek, has lost, by foul brood,

over $300.
Messrs. W. Woodruff, S. E. Murphy, John Herbs,

John Morgan, Ed. Morgan, Dan. 'Bryan, J. A.
Wright, Reuben Miller and others in Salt Lake Co.,
have lost over 125 swarms from the same disease, the
estimated loss being $1,500. In Salt Lake City about
100 swarms have been lost by tbe same cause. W.
J. Burton, of Iron County, and W. It. Burbeck, of
Cedar City, say by all means destroy foul broqd
hives whenever found. Mr. J. E. Johnson, of St.
George, and Mr. C. F. Arthur, of Cedar, say destroy
all affected hives as a sure remedy. The direct
losses sustained within a brief period by the citizens
of Utah from the ravages of this plague are esti-
mated at $7,060. The consequental losses are set
down at $11,120. Total $21,180.

Edward Stevenson,
Secretary Territorial Bee Association.

S(s It Lake City, June 8, 1880.
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From Different Fields.

IN PURSUIT OF BEES UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

EF
you are in need of "timber" for a cartoon, just

picture to yourself an oak tree with a large

limb about 20 feet from the ground, said limb
being nearly perpendicular, and at a point about 10

feet from the main trunk a cluster of over a peck of

bees. A 20 foot ladder stands against the tree; a

man in his shirt sleeves stands in the tree just above
the ladder; another stands just in reach on the

limb with the bees, clothes-basket with table-cloth

in one hand, and an eagle wing in the other, his face

being protected by mosquito bar.

At the first brush, the bees nearly all take wing.

No. 1 has his hands covered with the little fellows

who are in no humor for the numerous, and his mo-
tions are somewhat accelerated. No. 2 says, "Give
me the basket quick; I can't stand this." There are

no less than 4 bees on the end of his nose, about a
dozen more on other parts of his face, and perhaps
20 or 30 more on his neck, each as energetic as it is

possible for a bee to become. Taking the basket

with about 2 quarts of bees, he descends the ladder

as deliberately as a man is apt to do under like cir-

cumstances, sets them down by the table on which
stands the box hive, puts the hive on the ground,
the bees on the table, then the box hive over them,
and then—gets rid of a large number of stingless

bees, I know this is true, for I was No. 2.

Georgiana, Fla., June 21, 1880. F. A. White.

Some of the brethren have scolded about
the cartoons, and said they were silly, and
so I thought I would not have any more un-
til somebody called for them again.—I hope
you got your bees home, friend W., and
have them now Italianized and made civil.

VALUE OF SEED GARDENS TO THE APIARIST.

I never saw so much surplus honey in the hives so

early in the season. I have 2 bee-yards; one is

situated 10 miles from home, next to D. M. Ferry's

large seed gardens. It yields a big thing in honey.

G. M. Doolittle will have to look to his laurels.

M. H. Hunt.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich., June 25, 1880.

I am very glad indeed of this report,
friend H., for it corroborates an idea I have
long held, that seed farms would be of great
benefit to an apiary ; in fact, it is a success-
ful honey farm, although designed for anoth-
er purpose. Will you please give us further
Particulars. What plants do you find the
ees on? and how about the quality of the

honey gathered? I would almost take a
trip to a large seed farm, to see a good yield
of honey coming from such artificial pas-
turage.

SWARMING OUT, AND ATTACKING THEIR OWN QUEEN.

I don't know that I am a "success" in the bee

"biz," but It is a source of pleasure and amusement
to study and watch the maneuvers of the little pets,

and then I live just across the street from A. J.

Davis, the "hrc man." I have to take Gleanings to

keep myself posted, so I can associate with my
neighbor (and his bees), for they take some funny
freaks sometimes. He had a nucleus that swarmed

a few days ago, the queen taking every bee with

her. He hived them in the same hive and they bal-

led the queen. He smoked them severely, and ex-

amined them again in half an hour, and they had the

queen balled again. He smoked the bees off, caged
the queen, and put her back in the same hive, but
that night the bees built a queen cell, and prepared
to raise a new queen. S. B. McCrillus.
Anderson, Ind., June 28, 1880.

Such freaks as the one you mention are
incident to the swarming-out mania, and
characteristic of queen rearing nuclei, or
small, weak colonies, They swarm out be-
cause they are discontented from being so
few, and they attack the queen probably for
the same reason. The remedy is to build
them up with bees or brood.

HOW TO GET AN "INSIGHT" OF THE INSIDE OF A
BEE HIVE.

I bought 8 hives of bees from a man who has gone
to Florida, and I never (hardly) saw a bee before,

and now 1 want to know how to manage them.
They are in two kinds of hives; some in

an old, weather beaten, oblong box, stand-

ing on end, with a hole in the top, so that they
can store honey in some pail or other vessel. The
other style is the same, only it has an upper story

into which boxes can be slid. But one can not see

into the hive or get at the bees, unless he does as I

did last Saturday. It was a cold day, so I essayed to

move the bees. I took a spring wagon and loaded 7

hives, and started very carefully for home. My
seat was one of the hives. As I was nearing home,
going up a steep hill, my horse made a spring, and
in so doing tipped me off the wagon, hive and all.

This let about 40,000 bees loose, which had the effect

of starting my horse across lots, I holding on and
shouting Whoa ! but the "critter" didn't Whoa !

"worth a cent;" so every hive save one was dumped,
and I tell you there was bees for a while. Now I

want to get proper hives, and information what and
how to do. I write a long letter to a stranger, but I

only do as you bid. Give me what advice you can

so that I may know more about bees than I do now,
and much oblige— Benjamin Hammond.
Mount Kisco, Westchester Co., N. Y., Feb. 26, '80.

As you are a bee-keeper still, after all

your mishaps, friend II., I think you will

soon get to be a great bee man ; but, if I

were you, I do not believe I would try it

across lots any more.

DUNHAM FOUNDATION.
I got 25 lbs. of fdn. from Mr. Richardson, Port

Colbourne, Ontario; but, as it was made on the

Dunham machine, it did not go so far as I thought

it would. It cost me about the same per lb. as yours

would after paying duty on it.

A. G. Willows.
Carlingford, Ontario, Can., June 28, 1880/

Your discovery is like that of many oth-
ers, friend W. As the Dunham fdn. can be
made more than twice as fast as our usual
kind, it really ought to be sold cheaper. I

have tried both kinds in the wired frames,
and do not discover any perceptible differ-

ence in the quality of the combs, or of the
time of working. As you can get two sheets
of the thin, at the price of one of the
Dunham, it is an item worth taking into

account.
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SIMPSON HONEY -PLANTS; PLANTING AN ACRE, ETC.

I have a hundred or two Simpson plants, which I

intend setting out in a day or two. Will they take

root enough to winter? I have quite a little patch

that is a least to the eyes, from seed this spring too.

There are about 25 colonies of bees in this village,

and 1 expect to put 16 stocks into winter quarters,

thus making about 40 in all. Next spring I want to

plant one acre of Simpson plants in one corner of

the corporation, but how much good will my bees
derive from this experiment, even if I count on no
increase? I want my bees at home, but would you
advise moving them out of range of others, and put-

ting the plants there? Do you think placing some
sort of cheap spring-lock, to fasten the cap to the
body of a hive, would check honey-thieves to any
extent? I wish to Italianize, with a view to raise

queens for a few seasons, but my aim is honey, as

soon as I can work up to it. Will it be necessary to

Italianize all bees in my vicinity, or can I confine

queen rearing to my apiary, and produce pure stock?

KEEPING UNFILLED SECTIONS AND FDN. OVER.
I prepared several hives (sections also) with fdn.

for swarms, but they have concluded to defer it un-
til some more favorable season. How shall I save
the fdn. in hives and sections until next spring?
Will they be destroyed if hives are kept tight ? Bees
are a complete failure here this season. There is

plenty of white clover too; but my hope reaches out
for '81 and onward. Wm. M. Young.
Nevada, Wyandot Co., O., July 9, 1880.

I would not set the plants out until anoth-
er spring. They will by that time have
formed good strong roots. In fact, seed may
be sown now in the open ground, and, if the
plants be kept growing, they will have made
sufficient roots to winter over safely with a
little mulching. Another thing : The .Simp-
son is a rather hard plant to transplant —
much harder than the spider plant unless we
wait until the second season and take up the
root. Old roots, even if broken into small
pieces, will grow and make strong plants.
One acre of .Simpson plants, with a strong
growth on good, rich soil, I think would
keep 2.5 colonies pretty busy from—say July
l-5th until frost. Of course, it would be bet-
ter to have your bees away from others if
you could without too much extra expense.
Locks might prove a partial remedy used as
you suggest, but I would prefer having the
bees near my house, and surrounded by a
high tight fence. You can raise pure stock
with common bees all around you. The
matter is fully discussed in the ABC. Take
off your sections and set them away in the
honey-house, in empty hives, until they are
wanted again. They can be left on the
hives, but the bees will wax and gum up the
sections so as to mar their appearance great-
ly. The fdn. will not be harmed at all by
standing over until another season.

BEES THAT WON'T START QUEEN CELLS.
I have 3 queenless hives. Now, how can I get

them queens from my old hives? They have start-

ed queen cells all over their combs. I have some
good, strong swarms, but I can not get a queen cell

that has an egg in it. I wish you would start me
right in this matter. Now ABC tells me to put in

a frame of brood. I have done so, but there is no
queen or brood as soon as they are all hatched. I

want to work for increase instead of honey this seas-

on. Will my bees raise their own queen? Will

sawdust do as well to pack down bees for winter, as

chaff? L. L. Loom is.

Scotch Ridge, O., July 9, 1880.

In the first place, friend L., it seems to
me you have no business in having three
hives in that predicament ; but, as you have,
we shall have to get you right, and then you
must see that they have brood after this. If
you have a colony that will not start any sort
of a queen cell, from unsealed larva' given
them, you can set it down that there is some
kind of an unfertile or barren queen in the
hive that must be got out. I have once or
twice found a sort of half queen and half
worker, so nearly like a common bee that it

was only by the behavior of the bees to them,
that we could pick them out; but, after
finding this nondescript and pinching its

head, they built queen cells at once. All of
these troubles came from leaving stocks a
long while without queen, brood, or eggs.

—

Sawdust has been used for winter protection
with success as you will see by back num-
bers of Gleanings, but the question as to
whether it is as good as chaff or not, is per-
haps yet doubtfulh

GOOD REPORT FROM TEXAS; DOLLAR QUEENS, ETC.

Bees are doing well this season. From 40 hives we
are taking, on an average, 80 lbs. of extracted honey
per day. I don't know how long this will last; it

commenced a week ago. Of the three one-dollar

queens I bought of you last year, two proved hy-

brid; the other has the finest colony of Italian bees
I ever saw. I have raised a lot of young queens
from her. There are so many black bees here, we
are troubled to get them purely mated. We will

have to get more Italians from abroad, and then we
may succeed in raising our own queens.
Lancaster, Texas, July 5, 1880. E. J. Atchley.

You paid for the three queens, friend A.,
the price of the one that proved pure, for I
presume she would be called a §3.00 queen,
and you have two hybrids besides, so that
you are nothing out, even though two out of
the three did prove hybrids, and I think this

decidedly an unusually bad report from dol-
lar queens.

NON-SWARMING BEES.

I have found a non-swarming strain of bees, should
anybody wish some of that class. Last week I trans-

ferred a stock that has been owned by the same par-

ty for 14 years, and has never sent out but one
swarm. That was two years ago, and the new
swarm has never swarmed yet. I also transferred
it. The old one was in an ordinary-sized box hive,

and stood out on a box in about the ordinary way.
They were, of course, the common black bees. How
is that for non-swarmers? A. A. Fhadenburg.
• Port Washington, O., July 12, 1880.

Very good, friend F.; but if they did not
swarm at all, they ought to have made at
least 50 lbs. of honey each year. If, as I half
suspect, they did little or nothing, I do not
know that we shall care to develop such
non-swarmers. I once heard a boy boast
that he had never read a novel in his life

;

but when the truth was got at, it was found
that he had never read anything at all, for
the simple reason that he was too lazy. I
would rather have the boy who reads novels
and the bees that swarm, as the lesser of
two evils.
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heart's-ease as a honey plant, rape, etc.

I received fdn. in good order. Your mode of

packing is good, and freight charges were very
reasonable. I have 54 sheets of the fdn. built out in

12 days, and have extracted from them once. I

have one acre of rape in bloom. It does splendidly

here. There is a kind of weed growing here called

heart's-ease, that yields large quantities of a red-

dish colored honey. Chaff hives, plenty of shade,
and combs that won't break down,—that is what my
bees have. We have a large yield of basswood hon-
ey just now. W. C. Forrest.
Harlan, Iowa, July 2, 1880.

HYBRIDS VERSUS PURE ITALIANS FOR HONEY.
My bees wintered well, but the season hai been so

poor that only one has given any box honey. White
clover does not produce any this year, dry weather
having ruined it early in the spring. The recent
rains have revived it until the fields are white, but
no honey comes worth speaking of. The one that

has made surplus honey is a hybrid that I bought
for pure last fall. My fine bees have filled their

hives and built a little comb in sections, but did not
fill them. I have not had any swarms ; in fact, there

have been very few swarms in this section. Linn
came and went, and we hardly knew it. I am an A
B C scholar, and have been in the business 3 years,

two of which have been very poor. I transferred 2

colonies in the spring that are doing well consider-

ing the chance they have had. H. S. Shull.
Wellsville, Columbiana Co., O., July 5, 1880.

For several seasons, I have had the same
experience, friend S., and, in view of this, I
can not think it a very great misfortune,
even if your young queens do meet a black
drone, or if, with all your care, there should
be a taint of black blood, if you are working
solely for honey. If you are going to sell

queens, of course, you must be able to fur-
nish queens that are pure, and therefore you
need an imported queen ; but I have many
times thought it might improve the bees of
Italy, to take a few blacks among them.
Perhaps I am not very "orthodox" on
breeding u

to a feather," but I believe I am
on breeding bees for bus/nets. I do not like
stinging and robbing bees, I confess, but I

do like bees that always have their hives full

in the fall without feeding.

QUEENS THAT DON'T LAY, ETC.

Send me another bee. The one you sent me re-

mained in the hive apparently content for six or

seven days, but did not lay any. She suddenly dis-

appeared, and I don't know whether the other bees

killed her, or whether she got up and "dusted."

B. F. Jacobs.
Waterville, Marshall Co., Kan., July 3, 1880.

It is a fact, that queens that were laying
as nicely as could be, when taken out of our
apiary, will sometimes refuse to lay at all

after a long journey. I should say perhaps
one in a hundred do this. At first, our boys
were in the habit of saying they did not be-
lieve it, when a customer so reported, but I
reminded them that it would be most im-
probable that any one should say a queen
would not lay. just for the sake of getting
another, and chid them for their thoughtless
want of charity. A queen that will not lay
is, of course, worse than none at all ; and I

have always been in the habit of sending

another at once, even with dollar queens.
This reminds me that, in the Growlery for
last month, I omitted to say to friend Mead,
that when he found his dollar queen did not
lay, he should have reported promptly, and
received another; and, although nearly a
year has passed, I will yet gladly send him
another, whenever he is ready to receive
her. For every dollar I receive, I wish to
render a fair equivalent. Some may think
there is a pretty good profit in paying 60c for
queens and selling them for a dollar, but, if

any one will try it and make all his custom-
ers good in the way of losses in shipment,
queens that won't lay, mistakes and errors in
handling such perishable, risky property,
etc., I think he will decide it is none too
much.

BUTTON BALL AS A HONBY PLANT.
I enclose with this, 2 full blossoms, and several

buds, with the leaves, of a bush that is growing on
my little place, and it beats all the blossoms I have
ever seen for honey. The bees are perfectly swarm-
ing on it. It is a rather scraggy bush, 3 to 6 ft. high,

and grows along a small stream. It is now spread-

ing rapidly, and I will soon have a large lot of it. I

wish you could see it just as it is here. The blossom
is perfectly round and very sweet. The bees do not

have to move from flower to flower but seem to get
their till without moving. Will you please inform
me through Gleanings what it is. You will see by
the buds just started that it blossoms very profuse-

ly. Bees here are doing extra well; this flower will

last them until the middle of August.
Syracuse, Neb., July 7, '80. L. E. Sinsabaugh.

The plant is the common button ball, sev-
eral times mentioned in our back volumes.
If I am correct, Prof. Cook once called ita bet-
ter honey plant than the basswood. It grows
within a half mile of our honey farm-

, and
since you have called attention to it, friend
S., I will set right about seeing how the bees
work on it here, and getting some of the
bushes for planting down by the pond. I be-
lieve it generally grows in swamps and wet
places.

I feel like giving you and your class a little light

on two points, pages 338 and 339, July No.

DEAD QUEENS IN FRONT OF HIVES.

The dead queens in front of the hive were killed

by a young queen just hatched. The swarm waited

too long, and the young one came out. I have had
lots of such work.

ABSCONDING SWARMS.
Wait 15 minutes before you give a new swarm a

card of brood, and don't get it from the old hive.

Be sure that you havn't got a queen cell, and have
eggs and larvae too. If they go back to the old hive

within 15 minutes after being hived, their queen is

on the ground somewhere. If they stay, give them
the card of brood, and set them on their stand, and
shade them. I had a swarm which stayed 3 days and
then came out. I changed the cards of brood with

another hive, and they stayed. You should select

very young larvas.

I had one colony that swarmed 4 times with only 1

queen, and not even a queen cell in the hive. I

have 20 new swarms from 32, making 52 in all. The
basswood is in bloom now, and it is loaded.

Fayette Lee.
Cokato, Wright Co., Minn., July 5, 1880.
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POLLEN CANDY.

Mr. Root:- 1 received the queen yesterday all

right, and introduced her to-day, by caging- her un-

til this morning, and, at this writing, she is perma-

nently enstalled I think. I am succeeding amazing-

ly. I send you a sample of candy to feed bees which

is 1-10 bee-bread obtained by washing the pollen out

of the comb that was left after transferring. I have
transferred 13 colonies out of box hives, and have

enough pollen to make 30 or 40 lbs. of the candy.

Now do you think it will do to feed bees next spring,

in the form of the sample I send? I took 25 lbs. of

honey in sections yesterday. Please let me know
by return mail what you think of the candy so that

I will know whether to make up what pollen I have
before it spoils. L. C. McFatridge, M. D.

Carroll, Ind., July 3, 1880.

I think "tip top" of the candy, friend M.
It tastes exactly like the wild thorn blos-

soms ; and I can almost imagine while it is

in my mouth that I am standing under the
trees while in blossom. The sugar seems to

have a property of preserving the pollen,

even in its fresh flavor; and I think it will

be ahead of any of the artificial substitutes.
If it could only be obtained in such quanti-
ties, it would be a great thing; but I do not
think I ever saw 5 lbs. of pollen in a hive
here in my life.

BEES AND FRUIT.

At a recent meeting of the Santa Barbara Co. Bee-

Keepers' Association, the subject of fruit-growers

vs. bee-keepers was discussed, together with the

probable fight that will take place between the two
at the next meeting of our state legislature, and it

was voted,—
That the secretary request the editors of the lead-

ing bee-journals of the country to publish any arti-

cles bearing upon the subject of the destruction of

fruit by bees.

If you can find space in your valuable journal in

which to gratify our wish, we should be pleased to

see any republications or original articles ®n the

subject. Frank Flint, Sec'y.

Carpenteria, Cal., June 24, 1880.

I shall be very glad to publish facts in the
matter, but, while so doing, I most earnest-
ly desire and pray that the whole difficulty

may be settled without any fighting or even
controversy. While the bees doubtless have
been blamed for much they were not guilty
of, I think we should be candid enough to
admit that the evidence given in our back
numbers is sufficient to prove that bees do,
at least at times, damage the interest of the
fruit grower. If your neighbor is a fruit
grower, try to agree pleasantly with him
in regard to the damage, if any, and, if you
cannot do that, move to some other local-
ity, and trust God to take care of you. Some
of you will ridicule such a course I fear, but,
if you cannot accept it, try the fighting way,
and, after years are passed, sum up the re-
spective costs of each course, and then see
who is best off and happiest. "Not by might,
nor by power," etc.

introducing ; a failure in.

I must tell you of my failure in introducing that

queen you sent me, as I think it is an exception to

the general rule. She came all right, was lively

enough, and had plenty of candy and water in the

cage. I had a hive from which a natural swarm had
come 5 days before. I opened it and took out 2 cells

sealed up, 4 almost ready to seal, and 2 just about
half built. All the unsealed cells had larvra in them.
I looked all the frames over carefully, to make sure
there were no more, then turned the cage screen
downward on the frames. This was about 2 o'clock

p. M. I looked at it again at 5, and the queen was
dead in the cage. I shall try again as soon as I get

the money to send to you, but think I shall send for

Vi lb. of bees with the next.

Albert L. Entrican.
Westville, Mich., June 30, 1880.

We have, occasionally, a case like the one
you mention. Yesterday I had one such,
where the queen and bees were all dead.
They were lively in the cage, and seemed all

right; but, after being put over the frames
in the hive, they soon all died. We have re-
cently introduced nearly all our queens with
the introducing cage for cold weather, given
in the ABC, and with these our losses have
been very few indeed. The plan is some-
what similar to that of the Beet introducing
cage. On another page, we give a cut of a
shipping and introducing cage, sent us by
our friend I). A. McCord. All of these
cages are so made that they can be put right
down among the brood, by separating the
frames slightly. Berhaps separating the
frames slightly will be an advantage with
any cage; of course, taking care that no
combs are built in this space.

DRONE fdn. for comb honey, etc.

We wish to make a change in our order of yester-

day. Instead of drone fdn. as ordered, please send
5 lbs. of thin worker, and 2 lb«. of drone fdn. Come
to take out honey, we think the drone does not look

as well. Will you kindly inform us which size of

section frame is best for market, and for bees to do
the most work in; that is, for all purposes, so when
we order again we can get the best size, all things

considered. W. H. Todd.
Vermillion, O., July 2, 1880.

There is but little doubt, but that most
people will think the small worker cells look
better for comb honey, than the coarser
drone; but, on the other hand, few will dis-

pute, that the bees build out the drone comb
and till it with honey much quicker. I can-
not say, at present, what the difference is,

but, during a heavy yield of honey, when
bees find it difficult to build comb fast

enough, I think the drone fdn. would make
a great difference in its favor. I should still

prefer the Simplicity, one-pound section, to
any or all others.

A GOOD REPORT FROM HYBRIDS.

I tried to prevent the colony of hybrids, which I

purchased of you last July, from swarming by giv-

ing them plenty of room, and taking away the

frames of honey nearest the side of the hive; but all

to no purpose. June 10th they sent out a large

swarm which has already drawn out 8 sheets of fdn.,

built one frame of comb of their own, and nearly

filled them with brood and honey. Five sheets seem
to be little else than solid masses of brood, clear out

to the ends. Another year, if I live, I shall know
better how to manage them. This is my first year's

experience with bees -the first time I ever saw bees

or hived a swarm. But I got along nicely with it all,
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and had no help but the A 15 C of Bee Culture.

Would you advise me to get Italian queens for the
two hybrid colonies this fall'/ If so, which niunth

will be the best for making; the change?
L. H. Green.

Bergen, Genesee Co., N. Y., June 29, 1880.

I do not know, friend G., but I should ad-
vise you to keep the hybrids, if you can get
along with their stings. After you learn to
handle hybrids, you can certainly handle
other bees, and if you kill a hybrid queen in
any of your manipulations, you are but little

out of pocket. Perhaps some of you remem-
ber a young man I met in the jail, a little

over a year ago, whom I called 8. Well, S.

had Gleanings to read while he was in the
penitentiary, and he is now not only a pretty
fair bee-keeper, but I trust a Christian as
well. Last evening he came up to see me,
and wanted some hybrid queens. He gave
as a reason, that his hybrids made nearly, if

not quite, as much honey as his neighbors'
Italians, and that if he lost them in introdu-
cing and in artificial swarming, it would be
little matter. lie said he wanted them to
practice with. I remembered a queen that
we had hard work to decide upon, whether
an Italian or hybrid, and, as we call all un-
certain cases hybrids, to be on the safe side,

I gave her to him. Another produced very
tinely marked bees, but she was rather old
and dark, so he went away well satisfied
with his two queens at 50c each. I think it

quite likely that many queens are con-
demned as hybrids, that are really full

bloods, and such queens, at a low price, are
often a great boon to novices.

QUEENS FLYING WHEN INTRODUCED, ETC.

I wrote you, the 25th, that I had received the

queen you sent me all right; but, in attempting

to introduce her, she Hew away, and I ordered anoth-

er one. The mail had not been gone 5 minutes,

when I made the discovery that she was in the hive,

and permanently enstalled; but, as we only get mail

every Tuesday and Friday, I could not countermand
the order, for I am 13 miles from Logansport. I

have i; stands now. I bought 3 and increased to fi by

artificial swarming. When I bought them, they

were in box hives, and I transferred them into mov-
able frame hives all of my own make. I have taken

about 100 lbs. of comb honey, in sections, and have

also transferred 6 colonies for my neighbors.

Carroll, Ind., June 28, 1880. L. C. McFatridge.

The flying of queens when being intro-

duced is a troublesome problem. It is true,

they generally come back, but they do not
always do so, and it is very trying to the
owners, to see them soaring aloft in such a
careless if not reckless way, when they cost
so much money, and are needed so much
down in the hive. I dare not recommend
daubing honey on their wings, for, if they
should not be accepted, the honey would dry
on their bodies and kill theni. Clipping
their wings will do it, but I do not like to

clip a queen just as she is to be introduced,
nor just as I am going to send her away. If
I should clip every queen as soon as she be-
comes fertile, a great many would scold and
refuse to have a mutilated queen, in spite
of all the explanations we could make on a
whole sheet of paper. I really can not see

any other way at present, except to let them
fly whenever they want to. Will says he
hardly ever has them fly, because he lets

them run out of the cage directly on a comb
and then closes the hive quickly, if they are
not molested. One of our lady friends
graphically portrays below, her own feelings
while her queen was in the air, and also how
she felt when the queen came back again.

I opened up my new swarm, and destroyed what
queen cells they had started, and, according to di-

rections, put the queen on top of the frames, wire

side of the cage down. The bees seemed to receive

her at once, but I thought I would go as directed.

On Saturday, at noon, I thought I would let her out,

though she had only been in the hive 24 hours, in-

stead of 48; but as the next day was Sabbath, I con-

cluded I would try her. I drew back the slide, she

came out, and was walking over the frames perhaps
a minute; then up she flew, making several circles,

and soared away out of my sight. You can better

imagine my feelings than I can express them, so

many thoughts passed through my mind, such as

these: "I'll not tell any one about this; they laugh a

good deal at Mrs. A.'s experience in sending for

queens," etc., when back she came and went directly

down among the combs. I then shut up the hive,

went away, and, in half an hour, opened up again,

when she was going over the combs and being fed

by the bees. On Monday, I again looked for her, and
found she had laid quite a quantity of eggs, so that

in 6 or 8 days from now, I expect to see some yellow

bees flying to and from that hive.

Mrs. J. B. Adair.
Indiana, Indiana Co., Penn., June 18, 1880.

ON THE RIGHT TRACK.

My bees are doing very nicely and are just over-

joyed with those hives. My early swarms have got

ready for the upper story. I now have 28 swarms all

told. Oh! I do so much want those hives, In order

to get all the honey from them that I can this fall,

to help me in my shortened circumstances, for I

have a large doctor's bill hanging to me, for kind-

ness to me in sickness. Bee-keeping is a new busi-

ness to me on so large a scale, and it does seem to

me as though the hand of God was with me in pros-

perity with them, for I never had any luck with

bees before, and it was just because I did not ask

for help from the right source. Now, 'friend Boot,

please to ship just as soon as you possibly can, and
you will do one of the greatest favors you ever did.

Cortland, O., June 29, 1880. Z. D. StJoiin.

Our friend's order came to us about half-

past 10 a.m., the 3d of July, and by :t p.m.,

the same day, his hives were packed and on
thecals. I do feel that he is on the right
track in asking God to help him in his daily

work ; and the humble, thankful spirit with
which such calls for help should be made
seems to show all through the letter. To be
sure, lie will prosper.

SOMETHING AROUT THE SIMPSON nONEY PLANT.

We left about an acre of land this spring that we
had plowed last fall for buckwheat, and, of course,

it had grown over with weeds. Last Monday we
went over to plow it, but what was our surprise to

find it just roaring with bees. Well, I stopped plow-

ing, picked off a bunch, and went for the ABC
book, and found that it was the Simpson honey
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plant. The bees have been on it from morning to

night ever since. The ground is perfectly grown
over with it. It would be very abundant here, were
it not mowed out of the wheat. We also sowed 2 lb.

of rape, and the bees are thick on it in the forenoon.

Hutchinson, Minn., June 20, '80. H. Inergens.

MR. CHESHIRE'S INVKNTION AS TRANSFERRING
WIRES, ETC.

The Cheshire invention is a most extraordinarily

valuable invention, and you can have a large trade

in it. It will be good for transferring, as well as for

comb fdn. I would have liked to write you a very
interesting letter, but I thought there was no time
to lose in getting this before the public, and the de-

mand for queens is so large that I will have great

difficulty in supplying them. My bees are gathering
about $200.00 worth of honey daily. D. A. Jones.
Beeton, Ont., Can., June 22, 1880.

A ROMANCE IN REAL LIFE, "FOUNDED ON FACTS." IN
TWO CHAPTERS.

Chapter I. Dailmess.

Thanks for your promptness. I received your
queen in just one week in good order. In introdu-

cing her she took wings, and has not been seen since.

I inclose $2.50 for another tested queen, and wish
you would clip one of her wings. I think the other
was rather small.

June 20, 1880.

Chapter II. Sunshine.

As I found my queen this morning, I will not want
another. You can guess I was well pleased. She
went to a nucleus about a rod away, where she was
well received. It had been queenless for about a

week, and I had given them a queen cell on the 20th.

She had commenced laying. Well, I think she is

fair size; perhaps in a week she will be a large one.

Violet, Ont., Can., June 30, 1880. Dan. Wright.

FAULTY R. R. OFFICIALS. ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT
THAT SUNDAY-SCHOOL.

I received my goods last week, and I think they
were at the depot at the time I wrote you. The sta-

tion is a mile out of town, so that the first time I

went to look for the things I made arrangements
with the agent and a drayman that I am acquainted

with to send them up town, and they never came.
I had the goods almost two weeks before I got no-

tice of their being at the station.

Now I want to tell you something about that Sun-
day-school queen. We have had 9 queens from her
this spring, and they are nice. Now I want to tell

you more about it, and that is the Union Valley
S. S., last Sabbath, voted their thanks to you for
the kindness. I sent off and got the school a new
lot of singing books and presented them as a gift

from A. I. Root. Some one in the school moved to

tender thanks to you for the books. Now just im-
agine 100 voices both little and big say "I."

Bees have not done much here this season yet, for

we have no white clover in our vicinit5% but will

have soon. My bees are storing honey at present
from linn and buckwheat. We get our honey all

alter this time here always. James Parshall.
Union Valley, Mo., June 23, 1880.

In your remarks about the goods, you
touch upon a great weakness of humanity,
friend P. I mean a lack of thoroughness.
Often we are told goods have not come, or
things are not to be found, when a careful
search reveals them right where they should
be. Our clerks often say goods in stock are

all gone, when I can find them at once,
if I take the time to look. Are my eyes any
better than theirs? or is it only because I
am more intensely interested?—I am glad
to hear from the Sunday-school queen, and
from the children. Tell them to stick to the
school, and be sure that it never runs down

;

I almost feel, friend P., as if there was a
sort of relationship between you and me and
those children young and old. May God
bless you all.

SENDING QUEENS AND BEES TO COLORADO.
I received the queen and 1 lb. of bees all right.

They came through in 9 days, and still had plenty of

honey left. They were in splendid order, and well

put up. Charges to Greenwood $2.20. That's pret-

ty well for 1 lb. of bees. You state that there is 36c

due me yet; I did not intend to have any balance
due me, for I directed you to send me a queen
worth that much more, from your prolific stock.

You might have picked her out a little longer waist-

ed or somewhat squarer shouldered. As soon as

they came I gave them water, and they seemed very

thirsty and drank freely. This morning they are

taking a look at the mountain scenery, and breath-

ing the cool, fresh air. My bees are storing large

quantities of honey, and, at the same time, we are

having a fearful drouth.—One of your dollar queens

which I got of you last year had her hive filled with

honey on the 9th of June,—16 frames. She was the

smallest and darkest one sent.
H. H. C. Breece.

Greenwood, Col., June 23, 1880.

QUEENS TO WASHINGTON TERRITORY; HOW TO PUT
THEM UP, ETC.

The 3 tested queens came through in splendid

order. They were 20 days on the trip, and no one
could have told by their looks that they had been in

the cage 2 hours. Those two-frame cages are the

thing for long distances. They had used all the hon-

ey in one frame and nearly half of the other. Those

old, tough combs are better than new combs I think,

for the bees were clean; there was none of that

dauby look which those had that I received before

on new combs. I introduced them according to in-

structions in A B C, and the next morning found

two of them laying. H. A. March.
Fidalgo, Wash. Ter., May 31, 1880.

The cages used for these queens were like

the one shown on page 209, June No., of last

year, only they had 2 combs instead of one,
in view of the long distance they were to go.

They were essentially the same as the cage
or box used by our Italian friend Biancon-
cini, for sending us queens from Italy.

DIFFERENCE IN WORKING QUALITIES OF DIFFER-
ENT HIVES.

I started with 79 colonies, and by cate and atten-

tion have prevented any great swarming fever; in

fact, I have had but 6 natural swarms. Last week
one colony (not the best) on scales, gained 13'i lbs.

in one day, and to-day 7 lbs. It is passing strange

what a difference there is in the working capacity

of bees. I have colonies that have made over 100

lbs. surplus already, and others built up equally

strong have not made 10 lbs. J. W. Porter.
Charlottesville, Va., June 18, 1880.

We too, friend P., notice the wide differ-

ence in the working qualities of bees, even
Italians. Under the old regimen of box
hives and logs or hollow trees, the best only
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survived. With modern appliances, if we
do not look out, we shall be nursing up and
wintering over good, bad, and indifferent.

Friend Jones and Benton have made a good
start in the right way ; shall we not follow
it up. by trying to make the ''survival of the
fittest" our rule to work by?

TOO MUCH RAIN, PATENT-HIVE VENDERS, ETC.

Bees in this vicinity have scarcely made a living

so far. White clover is in bloom, but we have fre-

quent showers of rain, which seem to wash out all

the nectar, as the bees don't appear to attend to

business for two or three days after a good shower.

I have sections and extracting- cases on, but no hon-

ey as yet, though there is plenty of brood and a few
swarms. I have some black bees, but am trying to

Italianize. I have had good success by killing- the

black queens and immediately inserting- a queen
cell. I think this plan is not considered good, but it

suits me so far. I raise my cells according to Town-
send, and have 21 in one hive now (after the stealing

was done), and about the same in another. I don't

expect to get much honey this season, as there has

been a patcnt-hivc vender around this spring, sell-

ing shares in his hive at $5.00, also giving the lucky

buyer the chance of getting his hives at wholesale

prices. He was armed with a Quinby smoker, a

piece of fdn. two inches square, a one-piece section

(busted), and a model hive similar to the Gallup, only

the bottom board is in strips, so you could let down
one or more and make room for the moth in the

cracks. The neighbors almost all went in for a

share. He called on me, but I was supplied with the

L. hive. He told the neighbors that I was behind

the times on bee-keeping. Perhaps I am; but I

think it best to be behind sometimes. I have t!5 col-

onies; use the L. hive, extractor, Italian bee, raise

all my own queens, do my own transferring, and
think I can do all Mr. Vender can, except swindling

the people. I have often tried to get subscribers for

the journals, and they say it won't pay, as they keep
only a few swarms; but $5.00 would pay for a bee
journal a longtime. My bees have worked on clover

just 3 days since it rained, and now we have another

shower to-night. Is the rain the cause of there be-

ing no honey in the clover? or what is it? Some
colonies have not 4 lbs. or' honey in their hives, but

10 frames of brood. D. G. Webster.
Park's Corners, 111., July 4, 1880.

Too much rain is rather bad, but I do not
think it as bad as too little : and if you will

just hold on, friend W., I think you will

have honey yet before the season is over.
Let your neighbors see that it is a steady
pull and not patent hives that gives success.

WHY ARE THE BEES CROSS?
I have 30 stocks of bees, all in chaff hives, and from

the stock I bought of you in June, 1878. They arc on

a plat of ground about 1(5 x 150 ft., covered with saw-

dust, at one side of my house. I have not extracted

any yet this season, intending to have nothing but

section honey, and have put on wide upper frames

for sections (from 5 to 10), as the bees appear to want
more room. Now, they have been exceedingly

troublesome this spring, and are growing more so.

They attack man and beast in and out of doors. This

morning I was attacked, though not among the

hives, and was stung on head, arms, and hands, in

more than fifty places. Please give me some reason

for this, or advise me in what ways I may look for a

cause, and oblige. If it can not be remedied, I shall

be compelled to destroy them all in order to live in

any comfort. They are surrounded with fruit-trees

and berry-bushes. Edward Orr.
Mt. Clemens, Mich., July 1, 1880.

I presume the primary trouble, friend O.,

is that the flow of honey has suddenly
ceased. Perhaps the late heavy rains have
washed it out of the flowers, and you have
been trying to handle them, without paying
any attention to this fact; and, possibly you
have let them get a taste of stolen honey, in

some thoughtless way. See what the ABC
says about Anger of Bees. May be your
bees are hybrids. In any case, if you let

them alone for a few days, the matter will

usually right itself. Practice and experience
will enable you to so handle cross hybrids,
that you never need be annoyed in this way.
I presume, without doubt, that every thing
is tranquil long before this reaches you.
There is something queer in the way in

which a beginner will " put his foot into it

"

at every turn, when bees get cross or are

robbing. It was only yesterday when the
boys said they could not tell what " ailed the
bees ;" that they acted crazy to push into

every hive that was opened. I took a look,

and declared they were robbing some hive.

They said they had examined every hive in

the L'oO, and there was not one that was not
defending the entrance perfectly. I insisted

they were robbing, and pretty soon cast my
eyes over to the house apiary. It was liter-

ally black with bees around the entrances,
large numbers being dead. The entrances
were all promptly reduced in size, and the
hive that had been overpowered was closed

up entirely. In a half-hour all was as quiet

as usual, but I lost a fine colony having a
nice, young, laying queen. The queen and
brood were saved, but the bees were all de-

moralized and gone from the hive. This
was all done by letting them go on for per-

haps a couple of hours, when one glance at

the house apiary would have shown where
the trouble was. If your bees get to acting
in the way you describe, friend ()., find out
where the trouble is. If it is not in your
own apiary, it is probably at a neighbor's. I

once had such a time when the Dees were
robbing a strong colony in the woods, and
the best I could do was to nearly close all the
entrances to every hive in the apiary until

the woods swarm was " cleaned out. v It

took about a day, and they filled boxes, in

some hives, with old, thick, dark honey.

THE BEE FEVER; HOW IT IS "INDUCED."
I am a beginner in the bee business, and have

never read an article on bees. I have one good col-

ony of Italians, which I procured from a friend here,

one year ago. He has been kind enough to give

them some attention and show me how to do it. He
has an extractor, and with his machine and assist-

ance, on the 1st of July, we took out of the hive 4 1

j

gallons of strained honey, and 30 lbs. of beautiful,

new comb honey, which, with 10 lbs. taken out a few

weeks ago makes 40 lbs. of comb honey taken out

this season, besides the strained honey. The sight

of that pile of honey has inspired me with an ambi-

tion to know more about the business.

CHARLES H. TtTKNKR.

I'urkcrsburg, W. Va., July 3, '80.
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SOUKWOOD.
After publishing my little sketch of the Sourwood,

in June Gleanings, you ask who can furnish you
small trees. Now, if you will accept of such as can

he procured from the forest, I will undertake to

furnish trees of from 3 to 5 feet, with roots packed
in damp moss, and delivered on board the cars here

for (provided you want a good many) $5.00 per hun-

dred. We have been experimenting with sourwood
for a few years, and think, with proper manage-
ment, 99 out of a hundred will live. It is my opin-

ion that the trees would flourish in any state in the

Union. We find it here on our highest and coldest

mountain sides and tops, and it is common in the

middle portion of our state, where the climate is

much warmer. It is a native tree as far north as

Pennsylvania.
LOCUST-TREES.

You also ask who can furnish small locust trees

for you. I can furnish them, packed as above, for

$4.00 per hundred. We will pack all so as to go se-

curely by freight, and warrant them to grow if di-

rections are followed in setting. Kecollect I will

warrant all my trees, both sourwood and locust;

that is, I will send more if they die when directions

are followed. H. A. Davis.
Moretz Mills, N. C, June 7, 1880.

I have given the above, because it answers
many inquiries in regard to what these trees
are worth, etc. By looking around a little,

I discover that locusts grow in this vicinity
almost spontaneously, and trees not more
than G feet high are often covered with
bloom. I presume they can be had in al-

most any neighborhood. A friend, who is a
II. It. man, says they are good for nothing
for posts, unless they stand close, like a for-
est, so the trees grow up tall and straight, to
reach the light. I presume this suggestion
will apply to the most profitable culture or
all kinds of forest trees. The ground seems
to need to be shaded with a dense foliage.

FASTENING FOUNDATION INTO FRAMES.
Has the idea ever occurred to you that fdn. can be

fastened in brood frames by means of a heated iron?

Take almost any sort of a rod (not too long nor too

short) with the point slightly bent similar to the

point of a stove hook. The heat will fuse the fdn.

and seal it fast to the guide, without any daubing
with wax, honey, or starch. This process might not
go where there is no comb guide; we have not tried

it; but, with a guide, the method is complete. If

the iron is quite hot, one must touch lightly and
work fast. A little practice will tell best how to

heat it. Fastening fdn. with a brush is too slow to

be recommended, and ought to be taken out of

print. If wax is to be used, instead of a brush use
some sort of a ladle; a table-spoon is about right.

Hold the frame in a position so that the top bar and
fdn. will form an inclined trough. With the ladle,

pour melted wax in the uppermost corner, when it

will run down said trough, sealing as it goes. Should
wrinkles occur in the fdn. next the top bar, follow
the stream of wax and level the fdn. with the hot
ladle. Of course the ladle is kept in the melted wax
when not in use. This must be in a warm day or

warm room, so that the wax will not cool too sud-

denly. I think perhaps this plan is as expeditious

as any that can be devised, but I rather like the hot
iron. D. B. Baker.
Rollcrsville, O., June It, 1880.

The plan of the hot iron is old, friend B.
See back volumes of Gleanings. I believe
it was not generally liked, as it was too
much trouble to keep an iron hot. The
melted wax plans you mention have also
been several times in print.

BLUE THISTLE.

Friend Novice :~I have noticed much lately about
blue thistle. Here is what I know about it. We
have. it on our farm, and it is on adjoining farms.

It is a bad weed, but still it can be kept within
bounds very easily. It will grow very strong for one
year in our soil, and perhaps the next year there
will be but little of it. It winter-kills, and is propa-
gated each year from the seed. The seed will re-

main dormant several years in the ground, and it is

hard to eradicate on that account. It seems to

thrive best on a limestone soil, or near lime rocks.

If it grows in pastures that are fed down close with
plenty of stock, either sheep or cattle, they will feed

upon it more or less, and check its growth. It has

an abundance of flowers, and continues to bloom
through the entire season; but its best time for

honey is in June and July. The tube of the flowers

in thrifty plants is quite deep, and I have been in-

clined to believe that it requires a long tongue to

reach the nectar. Bees work upon it very industri-

ously, but I have never obtained sufficient of it sep-

arate from other honey to determine fully its quali-

ty. I think it is darker than clover, and of a pleas-

ant llavor. I would not recommend the sowing of it

unless we can find some use for it aside from its

honey qualities. It seems as though it ought to be
used for some good purpose, for, under cultivation,

it makes a very rank growth. The stalk and root

are very full of juice of a viscid nature when in full

growth. We ought to remove the curse which rests

upon it and place it in the list of useful plants. I

will try to find time to study its nature more closely

during the present season. J. H. Martin.
Hartford, N. Y., June 7, 1880.

ONE OF THE "CHILDREN" IN TROUBLE; AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF UNSEALED BROOD IN A HIVE.

I am in a little trouble. I have a colony of bees

which came out yesterday. The wind blew very

hard, and the bees clustered on the body of* a spruce-

tree where the branches were very thick, and I was
very much bothered to get them. I had to brush

them off (where I could get to them) on a dust-pan,

and put them in front of a hive. Where I could not

brush them, I smoked them out (thanks to the smo-

ker you sent me). Well, I got them in the hive in

due time, but they do not go to work to-day, but

stand around with their " backs up " as though they

were not pleased about something. They are in a

new Simplicity hive, with fdn. starters in every

frame. 1 am afraid the queen got lost, owing to the

high wind or my efforts to get them out of the tree.

I have but one other colony, and that is in a box

hive, consequently I can not give them a comb of

brood. I have ordered some 3-frame nuclei from
Wm. W. Cary, of Massachusetts, which I am expect-

ing daily. How will it do for me to take a queen
from one of those nuclei? or would it be better to

take some brood from them and put it in the hive, if

I should find they have lost their queen?
T. A. Rogers, M.D.

Kennebunk Port, York Co., Me., June 2, 1880.

Give them some brood, any way, friend
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R., and another time do no not stop because
your other bees are in box hives, but get out
a piece at once. I never saw a box hive yet
that I could not get a piece of brood out of,

and in a few minutes too, if there was any
in it. Never let a colony be without brood, even
over night. If you have sent for a queen, it

is all the more important that the bees
should have at least a piece of unsealed
brood to busy themselves with. Brood is to
bees what weights are to clocks,—everything
stops when they are gone. If your bees get
to robbing, nine times out of ten it is because
there is no unsealed brood in the hive. Just
this forenoon I directed Ernest to give a
hive some brood, because robbers were get-
ting in. As we were on the way to dinner,
he informed me that they did have two
frames of brood.
" But, is it unsealed larvae? "

" Why, no ; I did not know that made any
difference."

lie had to go back and close up the hive,
for it makes all the difference in the world.

WORN OIL CLOTH FOR COVERING THE FRAMES.
I am using old oil cloth for covering the frames.

You spoke of using enameled cloth, and, as I had
old oil cloth, I used that, and it works well so far. I

presume many families have pieces of old oil cloth

which are of no use about the house, but are large

enough to cut nice covers from. I think the honey
season has just begun here. Basswood commenced
to bloom on the 7th.

ASPARAGUS AS A HONEY-PLANT.
I have over an acre of asparagus, which they have

just commenced on. White clover has been in

bloom two weeks, but there is not nearly as much
here as where there is newly cleared land.

George H. IUce.

P. S.— I have opened this to say a few words about
fertile workers. In looking over A B C, I can not

find that a queen is in danger of being stung to death

by a fertile worker. You say, p. 79, that " she will

be pretty sure to get stung." Is the fertile worker
ever the cause of her death directly? After the

tested queen you sent me was lost, I had a fertile

worker; I saw the scattering eggs and other signs,

and one day I saw a bee slightly developed, with the

glossy appearance, and as she went about she would
stop and make a kind of piping noise. Have you an
idea that it was a fertile worker? I have got rid of

her with combs of brood and bees from another hive.

Worcester, Mass., July 9, 1880. G. H. R.

We use enameled cloth, because it is so
soft that it can not kill bees when pressed
down on their backs ; but I fear most of the
oil cloth us,ed ordinarily would be too heavy.
Bees can not stick wax or propolis to enam-
eled cloth, at least not so but that it can be
quickly peeled off perfectly clean.—I do not
know that the fertile worker ever stings the
queen, but I presume it is the other bees
balling her just as they do when they have a
queen. The bee you describe was undoubt-
edly a fertile worker, and I should have
pinched her head the moment I set eyes on
her. After destroying such it one, 1 can us-
ually introduce a queen without trouble.

ALIGHTING HOARDS MADE OF SLATE, ETC., ETC.

Perhaps it may be of interest to know how I keep
my bees. I have them in l'i story hives, standing

in 4 rows about 6 ft. apart. The hives in one row
stand in front of spaces in the row behind, all front-

ing the south. I make blocks of concrete with
coarse sand and Portland cement (ti sand to 1 ce-

ment), about 4 inches square, and 3 in. thick. Two
of these blocks, I put under the front corners of the

hives, letting them project about an inch in front,

and another block in the middle of the rear end.

On the blocks in front, I lay a roofing slate 9x18 in.,

for an alighting board, with front edge on the

ground. Between the hives I spread ground dye-

wood which I get at the woolen mill, which tends to

keep down the weeds. Last fall, I put several thick-

nesses of heavy wrapping paper in the rear ends of

my hives, hoping it would make them warmer and
dryer. They wintered well on their summer stands,

but this spring tore the paper all out.

Fishkill, N. Y., July 5, 1880. Jas. E. Dean.

Your arrangement would be very neat,
friend D., but I fear you will have a lurking
place for toads, spiders, etc., under the
slates and hives. I think I should rather
prefer our plan of setting the hives on four
half bricks, and filling in and around with
rather coarse gravel, especially making the
entrance so the bees can walk right in when
heavily laden.

A STRAY QUEEN REPLACING AN OLD ONE. AN EX-
PENSIVE MISHAP.

I am in quite a quandary. On going to the colony
of my imported queen to remove a frame that I had
inserted a few days before, for the purpose of hav-

ing queen cells built, I found no eggs in the comb.
I made a search for the queen, but, to my astonish-

ment, found nothing but a young queen. This
greatly puzzled me until, on examining a nucleus
some 7 or 8 feet from the colony of my imported
queen, I found that the queen was missing. Would
it be reasonable to suppose that this queen, when on
her wedding fiig-ht, entered the colony of the im-

ported queen, and destroyed the queen? I cannot
account for it in any other way, as she was a very
active, prolific queen. F. J. Wardell.
Uhrichsville, O., July 9, 1880.

It is, quite probably, as you suppose,
friend W., and the only remedy for such
mishaps consists in having your hives far-
ther apart, or having the entrances face in
different ways. In our apiaries no two en-
trances are precisely alike nearer than a dis-
tance of 14 feet. At 7 feet, is the back end
of another hive, and young bees often clus-
ter on this, when we are standing in front of
their own hive.

AN IMPROVEMENT IN THE CHESHIRE RAKES.
I enclose a sample of an improvement upon the

"Cheshire Rake" as described on p. 309 of Glean-
ings for July. You will observe they are made very

cheaply of a sheet of tin of proper thickness, and
with no tools but a pair of sheers. To fasten into

frames turn the ends of strips containing spurs at

right angles, and they will hold securely.

D. A. .IONES.

Friend Jones seems to have been the right man
for the mission he undertook. He has secured new
races of bees hitherto unknown to bee-keepers, and
given us more new ideas of foreign apiculture than
others of whom more was expected. I wonder if he
has not some Yankee blood in him,—to accomplish
so much, in so short a time, and in such a quiet man-
ner.
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MAKING FDN.

I should be pleased to have you describe your
present method of manufacturing- fdn., including

the manner in which you purify your wax and the

use to which you put the refuse, or footings, usual-

ly at the bottom of the cake when cold. I discarded

the use of the metal dipping- plates last season, as a

tax on both time and patience; also in order to ob-

viate the necessity of using ice to cool them.
Toledo, O., July 12, 1880. John Y. Detwiler.

You are a genius, friend I). I had just
got almost discouraged in trying to make
the rakes for a cent apiece by the plan given
last month, and I thought of tin bars, but it

did not occur to me that I could get the
points on them without soldering. Our
hands went right to making them on the
plan you gave us, just the minute your let-

ter was put into my hands. We use the stiff

IX tin, and, to get a stiff back to the
implement, we fold one edge. As shown
below:

DETWILER'S IMPROVEMENT ON TIIE CHES-
HIRE "RAKES."

We credit you $1.00 for the idea, and,
should they have a large sale, we will credit
you more.
Our plan of making fdn. is but little differ-

ent from that given in the the ABC, except
that the wax is melted by steam instead of
by a stove, and we use water pumped by the
engine directly from the well, instead of ice.

The wax is purified by the impurities falling
to the bottom in both the melting and the
dipping can. We select the dark wax to
make fdn. for the brood frames, and the
cleanest and whitest for the thin surplus fdn.

Thanks for the ladder to hold fdn. from sagging.

I took strips of wood 3-16x*4 in., and long enough to

tack on the top bar and bottom bar, then drove ?s

in. cigar-box nails through for teeth, put 3 on the
American frame, and it works to a charm. I put in

sheets of fdn. that fill the frame full. V. Page.
Kennedy, N. Y., July 16, 1880.

No doubt but that your plan will answer,
friend P. We have tried the strips of tin,

and they work beautifully, and I think will
be less liable to be waxed than either the
wood or wire.

" IN THE DAY OF PROSPERITY BE GLAD, AND IN THE
DAY OF ADVERSITY, CONSIDER."

This admonition I find hard to heed; for, when ad-

verse things come, I am apt to think of something
else. For instance, when I take a look through my
bees, and find everything right, young queens lay-

ing, I feel proud; but when I look through them and
find everything crosswise, and bees cross, then I get
cross too. Do you know anything about such things?
But what makes a bee-keeper feel better than to

find his young queens filling the combs with eggs?
Mrs. M. says that I must know just how many bees
there are in every hive, I look at them so much.
When she sees me hunting up the smoker, she usu-
ally says, " There you go to those old bees;" and if

she wants me, she usually finds me among "those

old bees." The result is, I increased this year from 6

to 15, and have about 50 lb. of honey to date.

In last Gleanings, I see you are having some
trouble with your customers. Now, I will tell you
what I think I would do if I were you, and will take,

to illustrate, the 500-section case, at your express of-

fice, that was sent back to you. I would make the
company safe in every case, so they will have confi-

dence in you, and I would take the expenses out of

the money sent to pay for the goods, so far as it

goes. With the case in question, take the package
from the office, pay charges, and deduct the same
from the money sent to pay for them. Of the first

catalogue I received I could hardly tell head or tail,

for I was green, and didn't know anything about bees.

I finally, after some study, concluded I wanted a

sample hive and the other things you offer for $1.00.

So I sent the money, and told you to send the goods.

Well, they came by express, and the charges were
75c, nearly the price of the goods; but I paid it,

have profited by the lesson, and will do some other

way next time. I would advise all those ordering

goods, to take them when they come, and if you
can't afford to pay such charges, do some other way
next time. F. F. McGlade.
Centreville, O., July 12, 1880.

I guess I do know about " such things,"
friend M., and, if I mistake not, there are
very few of our readers who do not. Thank
you for mentioning it, for somehow we are
so strangely influenced by each other, that
the very fact of your mentioning your trials

and temptations helps us to bear with ours.
—I, too, decided it would be perfectly right
and proper to do as you say about the sec-
tions, but somehow the voice of conscience
said not. I had no peace, until I had paid
the charges and sent the whole amount of
the money back. Conscience (or is it God?)
said like this : "You have been so strongly
quoting lNot by might, nor by power,' but
if you keep back the amount of the express-
age, contrary to the man's orders, you will

be taking might and power both to fix the
transaction to your liking. Pay the express-
age, and send him back all of his money,
but plead with him, and appeal, if you can,
to him in such a way that he will voluntari-
ly pay all or part of the charges back to you. .

If he absolutely refuses to do this, pay it

yourself cheerfully, and trust God to make
it up to you in some other way, if he sees
proper ; if not, consent to be so much poor-
er, and go on your way rejoicing." I fol-

lowed this voice, and now I have got over
feeling hard about it; I feel a great deal
happier than I did when I had the money in
my pocket, and had it fixed as I thought it

should be.

DO BLACK BEES WORK ON RED CLOVER?
Yes; at least, they do here. In the summer of '79,

it was so dry that the red clover blossoms were very

small, and they worked on the first crop lively, but

did not work any on the second crop. This summer
the red clover blossoms are as large as common, and

the black bees worked nearly as much on them as

on the white clover. There was plenty of white clo-

ver, so it was not on account of scarcity of pastur-

age. These bees are pure blacks, and not hybrids.

John C. Gilliland.
Bloomfleld, Ind., July 14, IS80.
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HARDENING PLASTER CASTS WITH ALUM.
1 AM interested in the matter of dipping founda-

tion. Porter, in his chemistry, under the head
of "Aluminated Plaster" says that plaster casts

may be made much harder by boiling- the plaster six

hours in strong- alum water, and then calciniDg at a

higher temperature than is used with clear plaster.

It takes longer to set, but is more like marble than
ordinary plaster.

I fed my bees till after the 4th; they are now get-

ting a living. You need not, however, put me down
in "Blasted Hopes" department, for I hope to be

able to make a better report the first of October.

SPANISH NEEDLE AS A HONEY PLANT.

Bees in this locality never get enough honey from
clover or basswood to be self supporting during the

time they are in bloom. Our main crop is from
Spanish needles, and is gathered during the last of

Aug. and 1st of Sept. T. P. Andrews.
Farina, ill, July 12, 1880.

[The plan you mention is well known, friend P.,

but the trouble is that alum is soluble in water, and
the heat and water together, I think, would spoil all

the efficacy of the alum. In regard to the Spanish

needle, is it not a little strange that in localities

where the ordinary plants fail, there is always some-
thing else to enable bees to make a living- and pros-

per? Does it not seem, indeed, that God has made
provision for them, in some part of the year, in al-

most every locality?]

D. A. JONES' APIARY.
I have had the pleasure of visiting D. A. Jones'

apiary since I wrote last, and I tell you it was quite

a treat. If I had been the President of the United

States, I could not have received more kindness. I

may also say that his bees are splendid, and arc

managed in a first-class manner. Jos. Harrison.
Southampton, Ont., Can., July 12, 1880.

[I am very glad indeed to hear so good a report

of friend Jones, but I hope our friends will not feel

hurt, should friend J. not find time to entertain all

of them in the way mentioned.!

LOSING MONEY BY THE MAIL.

I sent you, the 1st of July, $1.50 for a dollar queen
and 'z lb. of bees. As I hear nothing from it, I con-

elude it is gone. Well, if it has, it is my loss. I know
better than to send money in an ordinary letter. I

want the goods just the same. If you send the

queen and bees, and have not received my SI.50, just

let me know, and I will keep sending $1.50 witil you

do get it. C. E. Makinson.
Attleboro Falls, Mass., July \\ 1880.

[The above has a ring to it that gives one a faith

in humanity; friend M., I thank you. The money
was safely received and the bees sent, but still I

thank you, for the noble stand you have taken, and
for the rebuke you have given me, as well as the

rest of us, when we get Into that narrow selfish way
of hanging on to the "coppers."]

HONEY FROM COTTON, ETC.

I notice in the communication In the July No. of

Gleanings, from Louisiana, it is stated that bees

did not visit the cotton blooms. In this country, as

in Louisiana, there is much cotton grown. It is our

staple crop. I have been in the cotton fields within

the last few days, to examine if such was the case

here. I must tell you that the plants are swarming

with the little fellows, which crowd into the outer

calix to obtain the nectar from the inner calix near

the base of the petals. They do not go into the cen-

tral part of the flower, where the stamens and pistil

are situated; however, they may do so at times to

obtain pollen, as the flowers are very rich in this

Substance. I observed quite a large drop of beauti-

fully clear nectar, of a mild pleasant taste, in each

flower. You can imagine what a delightful time

they have, and what a long harvest in this far sunny

clime; for the plant begins to bloom the first of

May, and it is not an unusual thing to see it still in

bloom on Christmas day. I take pleasure in stating

this, in confirmation of what you said in regard to

plants yielding honey in some portions of our coun-

try, and not in others; lam satisfied that you are

right. I enclose a cotton bloom, supposing them to

be rare on your honey farm. J. E. Lay, M. D.

Hallettsville, Texas, July 14, 1880.

[Many thanks, friend L. ; and please accept thanks,

too, for the large, beautiful blossom. It seems to

me a cotton field must be a beautiful 3ight indeed.

I presume we shall have to learn that honey comes

at times in almost all blossoms, and, at other times,

comes in almost none. The spider plant, for the

past few days, has yielded so little honey that it

might almost be called a failure; and it is somewhat

the same with the Simpson; yet for aught I can see

the weather has been extremely favorable. lam
watching daily for it to come again, but it may not

come at all again this season.]

BORROWING TOOLS.

Please send another of those 25c caliper rules.

Somebody has borrowed mine, and forgot to return

it; and as I was not in when he got it, 1 do not know
whom to ask for it. W. Knowlton.
West Windsor, N. Y., July 14, 1880.

[You are a better natured man than I am, I am
afraid, friend K., but I suppose yours is the better

way.]

SPIDER PLANT.

The Spider plant is of natural growth here. It

has been in bloom 2 weeks, but I have not seen the

first bee visit it yet. We left a great many plants in

our cotton; but, lo ! it's that much lost, unless

some one wishes seed. It has ripe seed now. I

would like to know the experience of other bee-

keepers on this subject. I>. S. BETHUNE.

Snyder. Ark., July is, 1880.

SPIDER PLANT, ETC.

Hurrah for the Spider plant: Sonic of the blos-

soms have just opened, and, sure enough, the drop

of honey is present too. Figwort is a little back-

ward, but I expect some blossoms. The honey sea-

son has nearly closed; drouth is the cause.

Preston J. Kline.

Coopcrsburg, Pa., July 15, 1880.

WII.I) BBSS IN TEXAS.

Almost any day, lean cross over the river, into

the Indian Territory, and tiud i; or 8 bee trees. They

are very plentiful in the Choctaw Nation, along- the

banks of Bed River, and, strange to say, the Indians

hunt them scarcely any. Ciias. A. Denison.

Annona, Red River Co., Texas, July l*i 1880.
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CHANGING OLD HIVES INTO LANOSTROTH.
By altering the "Mitchell" hives into Langstroth's,

they will hold just 9 Langstroth frames. Is that

sufficient, or should they be made to hold 10 frames?
Dr. C. D. Lewis.

Dry Ridge, Ky., July 3, 1880.

[Nine frames will do very well, but I would fix the

top so it will take a Simplicity cover, and then you
can at any time set a Simplicity over it. We have
recently lixed some 8 frame hives in the same way.]

SUMAC.
Have you a patch of sumac? If you have not, you

certainly should have; for you will be surprised to

hear the little pets "hum." I think it rich in honey-

Preston J. Kline.
Coopersburg, Pa., June 25, 1880.

[We have a patch, but they are not yet bearing
llowers.]

BEES BY THE POUND BY EXPRESS.

I send you one dollar queen, in a box of bees to-

day by express. For long distances, I prefer this

style of package to anything I have used or seen

described; and even when put up thus carefully,

the express folks sometimes kill the bees. For short

trips, I use a single box (i in. wide, instead of 4 in.

They will carry 1 lb. of bees very comfortably.

Please criticise. We want something cheaper, and
something with which the carriers can play "foot

ball" when they feel like it. E. M. Hayhurst.
Kansas City, Mo., July 7, 1880.

[Thanks. The bees came to hand in excellent

trim, as they, in fact, always do from you, friend H.,

and as the package is exactly what we have adopted
for ; 2 lb. of bees, it is the same as shown in our price

list, only a little larger and heavier. We too, have
adopted candy and water, only we shall hereafter

use a tin water bottle, on account of its being easier

to fasten to the cage, as well as cheaper. Have a
little more charity for the express companies,
friend H.; they have their trials too, as I happen
to know.]

turning a queen cell upside DOWN.
Does it injure a queen cell to turn it upside down,

say the 10th day? Mr. Brink and I have an argu-

ment on the question .1 am raising queens, and find

it a first class job to get good bees.

Fayette, O., June 21, 1880. N. E. Cottrell.
[I do not think the position makes any difference

after the queen is fully formed, say the 8th or 10th

day, and I am not sure that it makes any difference

at any time. I think temperature has much more
to do with the development of the queen, than posi-

tion. If you get the cells a little outside of the clus-

ter, and they get slightly chilled, you will be very
likely to have queens with imperfect legs and wings.]

MARKET VALUE OF QUEEN CELLS.

What are queen cells worth, ready built, for the
lamp nursery? I want to make arrangements with

my cousin to build them up in his hives ready for

the nursery. I have only a few full colonies, and I
am working those for honey, so they can't build up
cells. L. A. Best.

Best's, Pa., June 2, 1880.

[Among our neighbors we rate them at 10c each.
They can be safely carried from one apiary to an-
other just before hatching, but, at any other time, a
little jolting or turning upside down may kill the
immature queen, or do such injury as to produce
wingless or legless queens. It is a great conveni-
ence among neighbors to thus exchange, and there-
by help each other.]

clover honey.
I send by express to-day a very light section of

honey, thinking it will stand the journey better

than a full one. Will you identify it for me, and let

me know? I have combs of it 2 inches thick, which
look just as clear, when held up to the light, as the

sample sent. Don't laugh at my section; it is a

pioneer, made in 1874. I use them without separa-

tors, and get 95 per cent of my honey straight

enough to crate. F. Della Torhe.
Reisterstown, Md., June 19, 1880.

[Your sample is a beautiful specimen of clover

honey, and, unless I am much mistaken, is from
alsike or red clover. White clover has a faint flavor,

peculiar to itself; but honey from the red clover

seems to be nearly a simple sweet, and, if I am right,

has at the same time a sort of rankness of taste, that

the white clover has not.]

Have taken 1,000 lbs. of poplar, and 1,950 lbs. of

sourwood honey to date. J. F. Montgomery.
Lincoln, Lincoln Co., Tenn., July 5, 1880.

BEES AND FRUIT.

Honey is scarce so far this season. Bees are nib-

bling at the Turner raspberries a good deal; they

suck the juice all out. P. Underwood.
North Lawrence, Kas., June 22, 1880.

TOADS.
Toads are very thick here, and they do catch bees.

I put salt on their backs, and off they go, and keep
going, and leave hives and bees and all alone. Try
it and see. I. R. Green.
Unadilla, Otsego Co., N. Y., June 28, 1880.

Bees are doing nothing. I have not taken a pound
of honey yet. Last season, although poor, 1 had a

thousand lbs. at this time. My hives are full of bees,

but there seems to be no honey in any of the flow-

ers, only enough to keep up heavy brood rearing.

Morrison, 111., July 7, 1880. F. W. Chapman.

I built a Simplicity smoker last year, and it is just

splendid. I built one of the Bingham smokers last

week for a friend, but it cannot compete with my
old one. Every body likes it. It starts off with a

match in a little less than no time.

Violet, Ont., Can., June 30, 1880. Dan. Wright.

ABSCONDING OF NEW SWARMS.
Not more than one-half of my new swarms will

stay in the hive, even when a card of brood is given

them. A. A. Harrison.
McLane, Erie Co., Pa., June 26, 1880.

[This has been a very general complaint this sea-

son, friend H., but it seems to me, if I was where I

could look into the circumstances, I would be able

to find a reason for it. Have you carefully noted all

the points to be looked to, aside from giving a frame
of unsealed brood, as given in the A B C?]

BUILDING UP A QUEEN AND 1 LB. OF BEES.

In your opinion, would a dollar queen and 1 lb. of

bees, if bought before July 1st, make a good colony

next year? My brother and father are going into

bees, and have also given me the fever.

Sharon, Pa., June 25, 1880. G. L. Williams.
[I should think there would be no trouble in doing

this by commencing at any time in the month of

July, under ordinary circumstances; but there are

so many circumstances to be taken into considera-

tion, that I am a little loth to advise new hands to go
into such a business. The queen should be prolific,
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the honey yield should be constant, or feeding- made
to take the place of it, and the little colony should

be kept going thriftily, right along, during the fall

months. One of our small boys got such a nucleus

one season, and although he said he had taken good
care of them, I found them really weaker in Octo-

ber, when he wanted to sell them back to me, than
when he first purchased them; so you see that bees
will not, as a rule, take care of themselves under
such circumstances. On the other hand, I have
often made strong colonies from not more than V2
lb. of bees and a queen, when started in June ]

Friend Rout: -Our specialty in the bee business is

queen raisins', but honey gathering receives its

share of attention also. Up to date we have taken
between 3,000 and 4,000 pounds of honey and the har-

vest still continues. On the :50th ult. with one ma-
chine, we extracted 1,153 lb. of honey. Isn't that a

fair day's work for one machine? Good wishes to

you, and to all enterprising- bee men.
S. D. McLean & Son.

Culleoka, Tenn., July 3, 1880.

TRANSFERRING CLASPS MADE OF WIHE.
Why would not wires bent like your transferring

clasps, but made long enough to come even with the

bottom of the frame, be an improvement in the

transferring line? I have used them this spring, and
like them the best of any thing tried yet. You can
lay a frame on a board and fill it full of small bits of

comb, then slip the wires on, and they are secure.

Donahue, la., July 5, 1880. Geo. Cuhtiss.

[[ have seen the same thing used, friend C, but as

I hey were more expensive than the clasps, and no
better unless you have many small pieces, they were
finally dropped. Since the advent of fdn., very few
care to fuss with small bits of comb, which at best

never make a really nice, and profitable comb to

raise brood in.]

I will thank you for an Italian queen of your best

quality, my colony being- without the necessary pa-

rental influence. J. B. Simmons.
Louisville, Ky., July 5, 1880.

Bees doing nothing. White clover is a failure.

Dundee, 111., June 25, 1880. J. Oatman & Sons.

ASILUS MISSOURIENSIS OR BEE KILLER.
Yesterday, as I was eating my dinner in my apia-

ry, a bee-killer alighted on my arm, having part of

a bee in his claws, and he was sucking it with his

bill thrust into the abdomen of the bee. It was of

the family Asilus. I had a good chance to observe

him, and he answers the description in Cook's Man-
ual. I was not before aware that they were found
here. J. E. Crane.
Bridport, Vt., July 9, 1880.

If you can not supply my order now, let me kuow,
as [ need the articles immediately. We always wait

till we get hungry before we cry for bread, and then

you know . The bees are coming in fast with

double sacks filled. J. B. Graves.
Richmond, Mich., July 7, 1880.

NATURAL ()UEEN cells.

Some time ago I wrote, in reference to getting

natural queen cells, that if you thought they were
any better we would try for some. I have tried in

ten different instances, and succeeded in obtaining

natural cells, or have had the queen lay in them eve-

ry time. The last hive was set on Monday, and this

afternoon 7 out of 8 were containing eggs or larva'.

Of the cells used this spring, 7(1 out of 100 were natu-
ral, or the eggs were laid in them by the queen, and
I have 40 queens raised in that way now.

H. L. Jeffrey.
Woodbury, ft., June 2!i, 1880.

[By the above, I suppose we are to understand
queen cells built under the influence of natural
swarming. Now, friend J., I hope you and others
will carefully note whether these queens are more
prolific and longer lived than those reared during
the same season, from cells built where queens had
been removed, or by forcing the bees to build queen
cells. It is an old question, and, in years back, it has
been up for discussion a good many times.]

MEETING THE DRONE MORE THAN ONCE.
That imported queen died last Sunday night.

They now have a young queen; she mated to-day
the second time. I have known three queens to do
this. The last queen you sent is doing finely, so
your earnest wish is granted. I have about 20 cells

from her,- great, long, nice ones. O. F. Bowen.
Randolph, N. Y., July 8, 1880.

SAVING BEES THAT ARE TO BE KILLED.
I want to transfer a lot of bees that my neighbors

are going to kill. I want to know whether I can
save them or not by using combs or brood.

J. H. Burr age.
Concord, Cabarrus Co., N. C, July 5, 1880.

[You can, my friend, make the best kind of colo-

nies by taking bees that are to be killed and giving
them combs of sealed stores. If there are plenty of

bees, you do not need any brood, for almost any sort

of a queen will quickly furnish combs of brood if she
is supplied with bees and combs of stores in warm
weather. By all means, take the brood if you can
get it. I should call sealed brood worth a little more
than bees, because it soon will be bees, and young
bees too. You will want a pretty good supply of

bees with each queen, especially if you have no
brood, as many of the bees will be old, probably, and
soon gone. Start them to brood-rearing, and keep
it up until cool weather. It may cost something for

feed, but still, it is much cheaper than buying bees
in the spring.]

BASSWOOI) HONEY.
Basswood has given us a good yield of excellent

honey, the best I have tasted for ten years. It is

now about ripe. F. M. Milliken.
Indiauola, Warren Co., Iowa, July 7, 1880.

FROM OUR OLD FRIEND FRANK BENTON.
Friend Root : — I meant to have written to you be-

fore Mr. Jones left, but was very busy. Now I have
ophthalmia and cannot. If my "better half" were
here, she might write bee articles. I sit in a dark
room much of the time, and think of dear old Amer-
ica. Kind regards. Benton.
Larnaca, Cyprus, June 22, 1880.

EARLY AMBER SUGAR CANE.
The early amber is booming. It is the admiration

of all who see it. It is heading, and will be ready to

make up the last of this month or the first of Aug-
ust, which is at a time when the cotton crop is laid

by. The sorghums in use here ripen about the time
cotton-picking begins. Bees throughout the coun-

try are doing well. C. C. Shipp.

Spring Dale, Miss., July 0, 1880.
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He stretcheth out the north over the empty place,

and hangeth the earth upon nothing. -Job. xxvi. 7.

We clip the following from the Sunday School
Times:

The Department of State, the large mercantile es-
tablishment, or the world-famous professional man,
returns a prompt reply to your question of busi-
ness ; while it is the cheap cobbler or the cross-roads
lawyer who keeps you waiting for a month, and dis-
appoints you at last.

SPIDER PLANT.
A vaiuety of reports have been received in re-

gard to the spider plants. With some, they have
yielded honey a few days and then stopped suddenly
as with us; with others,' they seem to yield right

along. Some of the friends I fear do not get up
early enough to see the honey. Below is the best

report we have had, I believe.

My bees are making honey fast from spider plant. If I live
until next spring', I shall put out a good lot of them.
Enfield, 111., July 12, 1880. G. A. Willis.

The seeds of the Spider plant, which you sent me, all rami- up
nicely, and are now in bloom. That "yarn" you told in
Gleanings about dipping out the honeywith a spoon, when 1

read it. smellcd a little like the leaves of what we call out here
the "fish" geranium: hut when I saw great drops of honey
standing on the flower, and even dropping on the ground, the
odor changed to that of the fragrant rose geranium.
Bryant, in.. July is, isso. ,\. call.

We have now demonstrated that seeds sown in

the open ground will produce nice plants that will

blossom in August. Those raised indoors will blos-

som perhaps a month earlier.

THE THREE-DOLLAR QUEENS.
I have been taken to task for advertising that our

$3.00 queens are all taken from our own apiary, and
then getting them from a neighbor, as I publicly

admitted in last month's Growlery. 1 shall have to

plead guilty. With my multitude of cares, I some-
times forget just what I have promised you, and, in

this case, finding myself entirely unable to find

queens enough in my own apiary, up to the $3.00

mark, I went to neighbor H. for some. Neighbor H.
is a brother-in-law, has over a hundred colonies all

from imported stock, and, in fact, has wintered a

number of my imported queens for me, when I had
not room for them all. He is an enthusiast on nice

bees and queens, and has been remarkably success-

ful ; has no blacks or hybrids at all, and has gone to

the pains and expense of Italianizing nearly all of

his neighbor's bees which I have not done. Was my
offense a very grievous one?

AN AWFULLY "BIG BLUNDER."
Yes; and T made it too. When I wrote the ABC,

I made up my mind I would not copy from anybody,
but that I would have it, as far as possible, the re-
sults of actual experiments made by myself. For
instance, when I got ready to write bee-hunting, I
went out into the woods and fields and hunted bees
for several weeks, that I might give you correct in-
structions. The value of this paper was soon made
manifest, by the universal thanks of the people. I
tried to do the same with all the rest of it ; and when

I wanted to tell you about the hatching of bees from
the egg, etc., 1 put a comb into a hive, and noted
the appearance of the first egg. The date was then
written on the top bar of the frame, and the date
as-ain when the first egg was hatched into a larva.
When the first cell was sealed over, I was on hand,
and noted the time again, and found, as I supposed,
that it was 6 days and 7 hours from the time the first
egg was laid, and so reported it. It appears, how-
ever, that I made a big blunder in my computa-
tions or "hieroglyphics," and that the 6 days and 7
hours was the time from the first appearance of lar-
vse; at least so friend Doolittle says in the July E.v-
change. When I wrote. I made this remark, which
you will find in the ABC:
We are all of us too ignorant, by far. in this matter, and I

suggest that we set to work and investigate the matter thor-
oughly. The eggs of the common fowl have been broken, and
drawings made of the embryo, every day from the 1st to the
21st. Can we not do as much for the science of apiculture!

The offense is a grave one, I know, but four years
have passed, and it would seem no one has before
noticed it. 1 am very much obliged indeed for the
criticism, and, as friend D. is a sharp, keen observer,
I will pay him $100.00 to go through the A B C in the
same way, and pick out the mistakes, and he may
have them published in any journal he chooses.
But I really do not believe it is best to take a body's
"head off," though he fg sadly at fault. If friend
Nellis and friend T\ will write a book covering the
ground that the ABC does, perhaps they will have
a little more charitv. I did not know before that I
had contradicted Mr. Quinby, or I should have
looked into the matter more. The work was mostly
done, at a time when I was crowded with the cares
of a large business, as you all know. Friend Nellis
says he has been sick, and it may be that somebody
else made those editorial remarks. Never mind,
friend N., although the words stung and hurt, per-
haps they will do me the more good; but will not
the people think we editors are not living in broth-
erly love?

NOT PUTTING ON YOUR COUNTY.

Tii.vt is just what I am going to "scold" about this
time. You know I told you before that the Express
and R. R. companies have recently decided to refuse
any package that does not have the county, as well
as town and state, plainly marked on it. This they
have decided to do, and I think wisely, that they
may not be blamed and asked for damages, when
goods go off to some other part of the state, to some
town of the same name. It is a lamentable fact
that, in almost every state in the Union, there are
two or more towns having the same name. I know
of three towns in the northern part of our state by
the name of Van Buren, and there are one or more
Van Burens in about every state in the Union. The
postal department have tried in vain to abolish this,
and as the only way was to change the name of these
extra towns, it has been done, but the people with a
sort of mulish indifference, it would seem, persist in
calling their town by the same old name, and do the
same in dating their letters. The postal guides,
with which each of our clerks is provided, give of
course only the one P. O. in each state. We have
nothing else to go by, and can have nothing else, un-
less it is the Express company's books. Wisely,
there are no two counties in the same state of the
same name, and if you only give your comity, you
may call your town almost any name and we can
find you. If you do not give your county, we are
obliged to go to the postal guide, and put on the
county given there, even though it may send your
goods the whole length of your state wrong. This
has happened a great many times this summer, but.
my friends, I can not see how I am in any way at
fault, while you persist in refusing to give your
county. I would once more suggest that everybody
who is big enough to do business have some envel-
opes and postals with his name, town, county, and
state printed on it. If he won't do this, and forgets
to write it, it looks to me as if he ousrht to be made
to stand the consequences of mistakes and blunders
of this kind. I made up my mind to say I would not
be responsible unless you gave your county, but I
feel so sorry for everybody who has trouble by foi-
getfulness, and because I have so many times of
late talked to you about saying what you will or
won't do, that I guess I will not set a bad example,
even if the circumstances are trying. May the kind
Father above help us all to get along in business
and not get mad or be stubborn.
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bir tvimh
Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy

heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
strength, and with all thvmind; and thy neighbor
as thyself.- St. Luke, x. 27.

WX my last, I called your attention to the
Jul fact that a drunken man, or one addicted

to intemperance, almost invariably has
such a bitter hatred of God, God's word, and
God's people. You are perhaps aware that
it is not intemperance only that begets this
hatred, but sin of any kind. Let one do
anything that his conscience tells him he
should not do, and straightway he begins to
feel a hatred to God, and Godly things. The
very nature of God is such that it cannot
well be otherwise. Perhaps you may say
you do not believe as I do, and that your
opinions you have a right to ; that you do
not believe in fire and brimstone, and such
like stories. Very well, you have a right to
your own opinions, and I have no right to

dictate to you what you should or should not
believe, instead of wasting time in regard
to differences of opinion, let us see how
much we do believe in common. Perhaps
we can almost all of us agree to all that is

really important, if we will promise to be
honest, fair, and candid.

You all believe in God who created this
universe,—this world of beauty, and who
made us as well? Some few I have seen, a
very few, who said they did not believe this,

but, after a little talk with them, they have
always agreed that the world was planned
and directed by some overruling power of
some kind. Suppose a man, or boy either
for that matter, should look over the ma-
chinery of a watch, and, after having it ex-
plained to him that he might understand
something of the wonderful ingenuity em-
ployed in adapting each part to its proper
work, should coolly exclaim that he did not
believe anybody made it, but that it came
by chance, or happened so. What would
you think of such a person ? Well, it is this

ruler, or creator of the universe, that we call

God. I am sure I have the consent of you
all, have I not?
Now let us take one more step. For what

purpose was this world or universe created?
What end had he in view? We might say
the same of the watch. If we turned it over
and looked on all sides, we should find it had
a face with figures on it, and hands that
moved. If we watched these hands as they
moved from figure to figure, we might, if Ave

were patient, in time learn that they bore
some relation to the movements of the sun,
and, finally, that the sole purpose of the
watch was to measure time. Let us look at
creation in the same way. What is it for?
What object had God in making it? For
whom was it made? The ground furnishes
a good place for grass to grow, and the grass
that grows furnishes food for the horses and
cattle, but what then? Does it seem rational
that God should go to all this pains and
trouble, solely that horses and cattle might
live and enjoy themselves? Suppose horses
and cattle were the sole occupants of this

earth. Do the horses or cows ever contem-.
plate God as their creator? Do they ever
cast their gaze on the moon, wondering
whether it is a world like this or not? Do
they, in fact, ever think of the world they
are'inatall? or do you think it likely that
there ever lived a horse or cow, which ever
had a thought as to what the size of this
world might be? To be sure not • such spec-
ulations are arrant nonsense. Please imag-
ine, if you can, what this world would have

|

been, with only these dumb friends of ours
! to people it. Think of the awful—stillness?

j

—is that the word?—of a universe without
j

a sentient being to contemplate it. Ani-
mal and vegetable life might go on ; Dar-
win's theory of evolution might pass through
its different stages, as the years roll on ; and

,
the planets in their realms of space might
move with their accustomed regularity, even
though no telescope was brougnt to bear on
them, by feeble, puny man; but would it

not all be but a sort of empty nothingness,
if no brain and intellect were present to con-

j

template it all? Man has now, in this nine-
I
teenth century, just begun to open his eyes
to the fact that these things are within his
grasp. Does it not seem as if God had de-

|

cided that the appointed time had come,
! when we, his children, are capable of being
!
led on into paths, or up to summits, where

|

we may see more of him, in his infinite

;
greatness, where we may contemplate him,
as he is?

A few days ago, Caddy went out in the
morning, and brought me a nice harvest ap-
ple, with the words,—
"See, Papa, see this nice apple. It just

fell off the tree/'

"Yes, my daughter; do you know how it

came on the tree?"
She opened her blue eyes wide, as she

looked first at me, and then through the
open door to the tree laden with apples.
"Does my little girl remember a few days

ago, Avhen the tree was full of nice posies,
that the bees got honey out of?"
Her face lit up as she caught the thought

;

"Yes, Papa; I 'member. 11

"Well, these apples grew out of those
great pink flowers. God made them grow.
Have you noticed the apples, how they grew
bigger and bigger every day?

11

She nodded. "Well, God who made the
apples, made also the apple trees, and made
all this great world, full of apple trees, and
every thing pleasant, for people that are good
and love him. Caddy, how large do you
suppose the world is?

1 '

Again she looked out at the open door,
and off at the blue sky, and seemed lost in
wonder at the idea, that she was beginning
to grasp pretty clearly, for a chick of two and
a half years old.

Now I am coming back to you my friends.
Down in the lot by the pond is a pretty saga-
cious horse. At least I think so sometimes
when I want to catch him, and he won't be
caught. Let us call him up.
"Jack, look here. How big do you sup-

pose the world is?
1 '

Jack looks up at me, and looks bright and
knowing. Can I, by any power on earth,
teach him—a horse 10 years old or more—to
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grasp this thought, that a little child took so
quickly? Did ever a horse live that could do
it? Did ever a horse live who could reason
far enough to know that the grains of corn
he helped to put into the ground would, in a
few month's time, hear stalks with ears of
corn on them? The horse will reach out for
the corn in any stage of its growth. You
all agree, I am sure, that the horse is far,

very far, in fact immeasurably below, in
point of intellect, the smallest child. Every
Sabbath afternoon I have a very pleasant
Bible class down at our county infirmary.
Last Sabbath, I told them the little story I
have told you above. Now, many of these
people are dull of comprehension, and some
of them feeble in intellect, but they caught
the idea at once, and saw the great gulf that
exists between man and animals, as their
answers clearly indicated.

My friends, I have told you this to show
how far beneath man the whole animal king-
dom is; how utterly incapable any of its

members are of grasping the simplest
thought, beyond food and bodily comfort.
The animal kingdom is far beneath us.

Very well. Now, do you know of any class
of beings that is above us? Is there any
thing in the universe between man and the
God who made him? Think a moment. Is
it really so that man stands alone, supreme,
next to God himself? Look about you ; cast
your eyes over the face of this little earth,
and tell me what you think man will accom-
plish, in the process of time, with his God-
given intellect. It is true, he has not trav-
eled to the sun, but he has measured the dis-

tance ; and, within recent date, he has had
the audacity to tell what kind of fuel is

burning in the sun 95,000,000 of miles away,
that makes a heat sufficient to send warmth
to a family of worlds. Within a few days
many of us have seen how it is now possible
not only to carry the very tones of our famil-
iar friends thousands of miles away, but to

be able to bottle them up that rising genera-
tions may know what the voices of their
great, great, great, grandmothers were like.

Where is to be the end? If God did not
make this world for mankind, solely for such
as you and I, what did he make it for? What
other motive had .he in making a world or a
universe, than that it might be a pleasant
place for us his children? for man, the high-
est and crowning work of his creation, were
all these things made. Well may you be
dazzled and stunned at the thought. For
what did he put us here, and what end did
he intend we should fulfil? If the universe
is solely for us, is he not pleased to have us
study and learn of him? Is he not pleased
here to-day, to see us studying the curious
little honey bees, that we, through them,
may know more of him? Is it probable,
nay farther, my friends, is it possible that
this great being who created us, as the
crowning work of his hands, has lost inter-

est in us after the work has proceeded thus
far, and now leaves us to be victims of
chance, or still worse, the victims of the evil

there is in our own natures. Does God care
whether you and I choose voluntarily eternal
ruin, or eternal life? He has given us free-
dom in the matter, in fact, a freedom that is

so nearly akin to his own, that we can, if we
choose, to a certain extent, and for a time,
defy him and his laws. If God had not giv-
en us the liberty to be lazy if we wanted to,

how could we know of such a thing as
commendable energy and industry? There
would be no virtue in being truthful, if it

were not in our power to utter a falsehood.
Do you not see there is an extreme both
ways, in all these things? There can be no
virtue without the possibility of a vice in
the opposite direction. Man could not grow,
develop, and reach upward toward God,
were it not for the evil he has to contend
with. There can be no reward for well do-
ing', unless there is a possibility of doing ill

along with it. In my talk, you will observe
I have tried to show you God as a near rela-
tive. No sort of relationship is conceivable,
so near and so closely interwoven if I may
use the term, as that which should exist be-
tween man and his creator. The very
thought of it causes my heart to leap and
bound, when I get these occasional glimpses
of God and his greatness. A great king
might be your friend, and he might cause
your heart to overflow with joy and glad-
ness by his liberal way of remembering all

the little acts you had performed in trying
to serve him. Suppose this king's name was
derided and maligned, and he was falsely
accused of things that were most foreign to
his nature, and you alone stood up for him
against a rough, coarse rabble. Although
you were small and weak, and had little or
no influence by throwing your poor weight
in, in his defense, yet suppose he should
hear of this, and should, for the loyal spir-

it shown, give you a princely mansion,
where you could be near him, and stand by
his side day by day, while he wielded the af-

fairs of nations; what would be your feel-

ings toward him? In the case I have men-
tioned, you might be jealous of this great
favor, should somebody else do him a simi-
lar service, and be similarly rewarded ; and,
for this reason, all earthly pictures of God
utterly fail. One who learns to know and
love God, never wants to keep that great love
all to himself. Just in propoi-tion as he
learns of God, does his heart soften to his
fellow men. Jesus had it exactly right,

when he uttered the beautiful words of our
text. There is always room near to God,
plenty of room.

I know how this word "love 1 '' strikes on
the hearts of many of you. When I was in

my teens, and rather felt myself too large for
the mother's kiss of my boyhood, I began to

get the idea that love was something that
mothers should have for babies, husbands
for their wives if they chose, or school girls

for each other. It sounded "soft" to me
then, especially after I had been talking
with some of the fast boys of our towm. Pi-
ous old ladies used to talk about the love of
God, and, if I remember rightly, about
something at their meetings called "love
feast." Please do not think now that I am
finding fault, for I presume they were all

right, and I was all wrong ; but somehow it

struck my ear with disgust. In fact, it used
to sicken me toward all things sacred and
holy, J was bad and wrong, I know, but,
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for all that, I cannot help thinking Christian
people should beware of using too many of
these set phrases and forms of expression
that are so very apt to disgust those who are
unfamiliar with their real meaning and in-
tention. I was growing up a skeptic, be-
cause I did not see religion applied to real
work, as I could see men make use of a
steam engine. Let us go back to the subject
of love to God.
Suppose the president of the bank should

come to you. a poor boy. and ask you all

about your bees, look over your books, ex-
amine your hives, and then talk to you about
your plans in life, and finally tell you that he
thought your honest hard work should be
rewarded; that he would furnish you the
means to get you out of your present pecun-
iary embarrassment ; aud, furthermore, that
he would stand by you, and see that you got
into no trouble, and that your work should
not be stopped through the lack of necessa-
ry means. Would you not love that man?
Not because of the money he furnished, but
because lie could understand and appreciate
you, when no one else did. His practiced
eye saw at a glance that your head was clear,

that all your plans were well laid, and not
the crazy projects of an idle boy, as some of
the neighbors expressed it. He walks by
your side down the street; the very act
changes the attitude of the whole town to
you in an instant. He is old and has weight,
not only in your own town but in the whole
county and state, and he believes in you.
He introduces you to people whom you have
never met and never expected to meet on
such familiar grounds. Work opens up be-
fore you; and, at times, you rub your eyes
to see if it is a reality, and not a dream.
Through his influence,' your humble work is

brought before the great minds of the day,
and you almost tremble as you are intro-
duced to great authors whose books you have
read in your humble retirement, but whom
you had never expected to see face to face.
It has all come through the untiring kind-
ness of this great, true friend. Of course
you had been honest and hard working, and
had patiently taken your humble lot, and
made the best you could of it, but how
would you have succeeded at all, without
him? My friends, what should your atti-

tude be to this friend? Hoes my little story,
which is not all fiction, make any plainer
what love to God is? Would you not die for
such a friend, if a time should come when it

were necessary that your poor life should be
given?
What should the attitude of man be to-

ward his creator? Is not God what I have
pictured him? If not, go over the ground
again, and see wherein I have been at fault.

If God is not that, picture God as you would
have him, and then answer the question,—
is your attitude toward the God of your own
belief just what it should be?

The poor boy I have pictured had a heart
that was in harmony with his kind friend.
Had it not been so, his friend could not have
given him such help. My friend, your life

may be in harmony with God, and, when it

is, it will also be in harmony with your fel-

low men. When you are in a respectful and

obedient frame of mind toward God, you
will be, at peace with him, and at peace (with
proper qualifications) with your fellow men.
One who deliberately takes God's name in
vain, cannot be in a right attitude toward
him; if I am correct, neither can one who
is bitter or uncharitable toward his fellow
men. If I am right, deliberate hostility to-
ward God indicates, as a general thing, a
guilty conscience; and deliberate hostility
toward those who make a public profession
of Christianity also indicates that Satan
holds a mortgage, as some one has expressed
it, in some shape or other, over the individ-
ual who gives utterance to such uncharita-
ble thoughts. I have of late, been led to
conclude that Satan is about as well pleased
when he can get a person started in thinking
all the world dishonest, as when he secures
a victim through intemperance. Here is a
letter from one whom I have long regarded
as a friend, and whom I regard as a friend
still, but I fear worse things are in store for
her than she mentions, if she does not wake
up and get over such uncharitable thoughts.

Mr. Root: —The things have come, and here is the
70c you demand of me, although I can prove that the

said letter passed the third ollice from here. I—we
—have done a "sight" of gratis advertising for other
people, bee journals, bee fixings, &c, and been gen-

eral amanuenses, in such matters, for the whole
community (usually paying the postage), and the

privilege of paying this extra 70c is one of the happi-
fying results. This summer we have lost several

hundred dollars through the honor and kindness of

others, and find the case looks about "thusly" now:
Both of us sick and discouraged, nearly two hun-
dred dollars of borrowed money to meet, having to

hire almost everything done, a steady decrease in

valuation of property through others, because we
are too ill to attend personally to affairs, and an

ominous glimmer of poor-house portals in the near
future, unless affairs mend rapidly. Another point

tending strongly to increase our faith in the preten-

tions of humanity is, every fraud perpetrated upon
us or our effects this whole season has been invaria-

bly by some church attache especially "loud mouth-
ed" in his assertions of spiritual and moral superior-

ity "through the bliod of Christ!" I leave you to

draw your own inference as to the conclusions,

merely suggesting that perhaps you would not

blame if I sighed because he did not shed "blood"

enough to drown the wretches entirely. Well, our

lessons are dear ones, but one clause fully committed
is "Never recommend other people's business again

(with a few honorable exceptions); never transact

business for others where they can shirk any re-

sponsibility on to me." I'll not say quite yet, "Nev-
er accommodate a neighbor," but don't know how
soon I shall, if many more denouements occur.

July 8, 1880. Cabrib P.

The above name is one I substituted for

convenience. Now, friend Carrie, that 1

may not make one more in your list of hyp-
ocritical professors of love for Christ, I will

beg you to accept the 70c back again, and al-

low me to furnish your friend the things

without any recompense whatever. The
first intimation we ever had that you had
sent money, was the following :
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Eleven days ago I sent you cash for a Parker filn.

fastener, and a Novice, cold-blast smoker, and am
getting anxious, as I hear nothing of it.

June 27,1880. C. P.

A search was made the same day, for any
trace of such letter's having been received,
and, failing to find any, we packed up the
goods and sent them, without waiting to
hear from you again, fearing the want of the
goods might be much more than the worth
of them. We also wrote you the circum-
stances. The goods went July 2d. Could I
possibly do more?
On the 8th of July came the following

:

Three weeks ago next Thursday I sent you cash

for a Parker fdn. fastener, and a Novice, cold-blast

smoker. I have also written once since, but hear
nothing from either. The articles were for another

person, and I must refund his cash. Did you get

the money? C. P.

July C, 1880.

This was promptly answered also. Were
you not a little impatient, my friend? I too,
have had some trying experience with hu-
manity, but, with a hundred in my employ,
and customers that number several thous-
ands, I have not formed quite so bad an
opinion as you have, and I believe I have
had to do with almost all classes. I am
afraid, if you will excuse me, that I have
been most ' sorely tried with those who have
refused or objected to standing half of the
losses; but, thank God, I feel pleasantly
toward all of them now. You evidently
have decided that I have received the money
and kept it, for you say those who have
wronged you are professing Christians, and
you have no means of knowing that any of
my clerks are such. Our mails are all han-
dled by those of your own sex. No man or
boy touches the letters at all. Could you
take a look at them now as they are bending
over their work, I think you would agree
with me that anybody would be insane who
should for a moment suspect them of any
such dishonesty. You have been serving a
whole community, besides us editors. Can-
didly, friend Carrie, is not that a little ex-
aggerated? Would you yourself let people
do business for you, without thinking of at
least protecting them from loss in the mat-
ter? and is it not likely that you are about a
fair average of the people around you? If
mankind are unthankful, it is likely you are
too, is it not? Can you not, if you stop to
think, remember favors they have done you,
that will about balance all you have done for
them? I do not wonder that you are sick
and discouraged, and I have no doubt at all

that you will go to the poor house, if you
keep on in that strain ; but it will not be be-
cause you have served humanity too much,
but because you have served them too little.

Never were truer words uttered than these:

Whosoever will be great among you, let him be
your minister ; and whosoever will be chief among
you, let him be your servant.—Matthew, 20: 26, 27.

I do not mean necessarily, my friend, that
you shall continue to do business for noth-
ing, or that I would advise recommending
people to go into bees, or to buy this and
that. I would be very careful about giving
such advice, but would rather hand them

the journal and price lists, and let them de-
cide for themselves. If they ask you to do
business for them, unless you get a discount
on the goods so it is some object, and so you
can afford to bear losses, I would suggest to
them that, for many reasons, they would
best do the business themselves. If they in-
sist, tell them beforehand that there is a
risk in sending money so, and have a clear
understanding that you are relieved from all

responsibility in the matter. It is often a
kinder thing to refuse to do other people's
business than to do it. But, suppose you
have done it, and after pleasantly stating
the matter to them, they refuse to bear the
loss. In other words, how shall we get along
Avith selfish people. I agree with you that
the world in one sense is full of selfishness.
My own heart is so full of it that it some
days makes me almost sick, in my attempts
to fight against it. What shall we do? Do
as the old deacon did with the hams. If you
can not get away by yourself where you can
go down on your knees, say in your heart
over and over, "O Lord, help thy weak and
stumbling child to bear this new trial, and
to pay this money freely and without any
hard or revengeful feelings toward this
brother, who seems just now so very hard
and unreasonable.

1
' In a few minutes, you

will be happy and smiling, and I have
learned of late to really enjoy this giving up.
Such prayers, if really thorough and in earn-
est, are always heard and oftentimes the
money comes back tenfold. Still more

;
you

are loving God and your fellow men as in
our opening text, instead of hating. Do
you not know, friend Carrie, how miserable
one is when he gets to feeling bitter toward
everybody? A very dear friend of mine said
a few days ago that when he got really out
of patience and scolded, it made him almost
sick for nearly a week. In one way you go
along happy, helping yourself and every-
body else, while, in the other, you stop your
own work or kill it out, and block the way,
and hinder everybody else. Do you know
how much we admire in others the spirit

that "suffereth long and is kind," in spite of
all that can turn up?

I once used to say that, if I wanted an
honest man, I would go somewhere else than
among Christian people for him. I do not
now know what made me say so, unless it

was when I got into one of those ugly moods
that are prompted by Satan. Not long ago,
I met a man who would stop and talk by the
hour about the dishonesty of professors, and
the faithful conscientious way in which he
always did all he agreed. I employed him,
but he left such a sad record of selfishness

and inconsistency, that he has studiously
avoided me ever since, although I have nev-
er reproached him for it. The attitude of
real, earnest Christians whom I meet is sel-

dom a boastful one, but rather in the line of
"God be merciful to me a sinner." A few
months ago, I asked for the names of pious
people who would not pay their debts, but I
have not received any yet. Several thousand
people are now owing* me money, and I can
get my pay without any trouble of those who
confess to a hope of salvation "through the
blood of Christ ;

" but those who come right
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out and say they will not pay, and tell me to
get it if I ran, are invariably the ones who
declare they have no faith in God,
man, or the Devil. Suppose I print the
names of those who have refused to pay their
debts, or even answer a letter of inquiry,
during the past :20 years, and then let us find
out whether or not they profess to be Chris-
tians. Will my skeptical friends consent to
such a trial as this?

My heart warms toward you, my friend,
because you have confessed to me that you
have trials rigid in the very line where I
have been tried so much, and I wish that I
lived nearer you that I might show you the
practical workings of the spirit that Christ
taught,—of how it opens and broadens one's
life, how it gives him power and influence,
aye, and all that he can ask for here in this
world, besides the safe, sure promise of a
life of joy and peace in the world beyond
this life. Put these temptations under foot,

my friend, Reach up and accept the help-
ing hand of that Savior of mankind, and
step above these petty trials that would
weigh us down. Your sex have heen brave,
strong, and hopeful, even when ours have
been weighed down by doubts and distrust.
Instead of discouraging your husband and
those near you, you may be a strong pillar
in the army of the Lord ; in His name I en-
treat you to rise up and help poor, sellish hu-
manity, instead of blaming them ; help them
in pity and love, even as Christ wept over
Jerusalem, and you shall have treasures laid
up in heaven.

KNOW then, soul, thy full salvation;

Rise o'er sin, and fear, and care;
Joy to And, in every station.

Something still to do or bear.

Think what Spirit dwells within tbee;
Think what father's smiles an' thine;

Think that .Jesus died to win thee:
Child of heaven, canst thou repine?

Haste thee on from grace to glory,

Armed by faith, and winged by prayer,
Heaven's eternal day's before thee:

I lod's own hand shall guide thee there.

Soon shall close thy earthly mission,
Soon shall pass thy pilgrim days,

Hope shall change to glad fruition,

faith to sii^lit, and prayer to praise.

Thanks for the insertion of my communication in

Our Homes [June No.], and kind comments thereon.

I send a word of rejoinder in the same spirit. You
say, "God can not, from the very nature of things,

answer the prayer of a lazy man." Rut you will (if

course defer to the following from Jesus: "With
God all things are possible." -Matt. xix. :.'u.

Therefore, when God sees tit, he can not only an-

swer the lazy man's prayer, but cause him to be lazy

no longer. In like manner all mankind can be trans-

formed into saints, and the millenium at once ush-

ered in.

Now, friend E., if your theory of the ellicacy of

prayer is well founded, this consummation so de-

voutly to he wished lacks only a suitable invocation.

Stephen Young.
Memphis, Mo., June 1">, 1880.

Even the Bible, friend Y., must he taken
with reason, and is to be interpreted by the
sound common sense God has given us for
the purpose. Jesus might have said, "With
God all things are possible, except sin.'' but

would it not have been paying a poor tribute
to man's intelligence, to have added those
last two words? God can not save a man
who is stubborn and willful, and does not
want to lie saved. Were such the case, man
could not be a free agent, and would not
therefore be responsible for his acts. There
is no need to argue on this point; all

mankind assent to it in their actions, if

they do not in words. If you, friend Y.,
stubbornly refuse to accept God's offers of
salvation, and refuse to listen to his plead-
ings with you, as did Cain, God himself can
not save you, nor can the prayers of all the
"world convert you against your will.

A mother's prayers and pleadings are pow-
erful in intluencing her wayward children,
but still they have the power to resist it all

if they choose. We are praying for you,
friend Y., and in answer to these prayers
God will throw strong influences about you,
but still the responsibility rests with you, to

"choose this day whom ye will serve." Sup-
pose the mother would refuse to plead with
the wayward child, and give as an excuse
that he would do as he pleased in spite of all

she could say. By prayer we hope to induce
people to "ph c.sv to do right.'' If the father
will unite with the mother in pleading with
the child, the chances are much greater that
he will yield, and if the brothers and sisters

unite also, the chances are still greater. If
all the inhabitants of a town will go one by
one, or collectively, to a saloon keeper and
plead with him to give up his business, it is

almost beyond the power of humanity to

hold out very long, and yet he yields of his
own free will. Prayer is like this pleading;
it wants the united hearts and voices of
many, and your inference is right that even
a lazy man can be made lazy no longer, pro-
viding he can he induced to yield, but it will

likely require the prayers and pleadings of
many instead of one.

I presume it is no more than natural, my
friends, that you should have a desire to
know what your friend, who has talked to

you so long on these pages, looks like. I

have been reminded of this, for some time
past, by letters, or sentences in letters, some-
thing like the following which happen to be
at hand :

We want to see the man who has accomplished so

much by trusting in the Lord for help and success.

A. McKee.
ltockford, Wright Co., Minn., Nov. 29, 1879.

I received the ABC book I ordered of you, and it

gave good satisfaction. I think all it lacks is your
portrait in the front side. ADDISON JONES.

Stcamburg, N. Y., March 25, 1880.

Xow, in giving a picture of myself and
of our little girl of whom I have spoken
so often, I do not wish to have you think we
are anxious to put ourselves forward for your
notice, but we come before von just exactly
as I may some time do, should I come up the
walk and announce myself as your old ac-

quaintance from whom you have heard so
often, but have never before seen. The pic-

ture is not as good as a photograph, it is

true, but it is rather less expensive, for a
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photograph for you all would have cost seve-
ral hundred dollars, while this cost only $85.
" Blue Eyes," now eight years old, is grow-

ing rapidly in wisdom as well as stature. A
few days ago, as I passed the door, I was at-

tracted by sounds of loud merriment. I

looked in and found the cause was that Er-
nest had her Second Reader, and was hold-
ing his hand over the page so as to cover all

the reading, but show the picture. In an-
swer to my inquiry, they told me she could
repeat the whole contents of each page, when
shown the picture only. When I expressed
incredulity the book was handed me, and I
found that the child had indeed read the
book through so many times, and with such
intense earnestness, that, after once getting
a view of the picture which accompanies

each lesson, she could repeat the lesson word
for word, with scarcely a failure, from the
suggestions which the picture gave. It is

my love of pictures, my friends, that has
prompted me to illustrate Gleanings as I

have done, and I presume she inherits it.

Last week one day, she spent the whole af-
ternoon intensely busy, teaching school up
stairs to a row of dolls. I will tell you, my
friends, why I love her picture particularly.
She was a year and a half old when it was
taken, and it was those pleading, innocent
blue eyes that did perhaps as much as any
other one thing in teaching your poor friend
to lift up his eyes, and recognize the awful
chasm that yawned between him and his
God, and helped him on his way from
"death unto life."

NOVICE AND "BLUE EYES."

It has been said that editors never apologize ; if

they do not, I do, whenever I see I am wrong. I sug-
gested last month, that Dees might easily have been
kept in the ark, as it was only 40 days and 40 nights,
but it was before we had that Sabbath school lesson
in Genesis. My friends, would it be a hard task,
think you, for God, who created the bee, to preserve
a queen and a few bees a whole year or more?

Four or five of my Southern friends will have it

that I was discussing North and South, or politics,
last month, whereas I only intended to discuss sin
in the human family. Whatever sin there was rest-
ed on our nation, exactly as the sin of intemper-
ance rests on our nation to-day. There is as little
room for politics in my crowded brain, as there is

for ill will or prejudice toward any one of you. If,

in my awkward way, I touched on things that were
better left untouched, please forgive me; will you
not ?

THE RED CLOVER QUEEN IN HER SECOND YEAR.

I have been waitinar to see the honey season slack
up, that I might see if the red clover queen would
sustain her character of last year for producing
bees that woidd amass stores while others did not.
I am very glad to say that her colony is the most in-

dustrious, with one exception, of a whole apiary of
nearly :i00. She lays fully up to any queen we have,
and seems fully as prolific this year as last. This is

another good point. Her bees are rather cross, but
are finely marked, and her young queens are con-
siderably lighter in color than those reared directly
from our imported stock. Ernest vehemently urges
that our whole apiary be supplied with her daugh-
ters. Although it is not probable that all would in-

herit this special tendency to amass stores during
the fall months, it is more than likely that some of
them would. As it is just as easy to raise queens
from her brood as from any other, such queens will

be furnished at our usual prices.
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The brush illustrated on page 376 is the nicest
thing for brushing' bees off a comb ever invented.
Our boys throw away thoir quills, brooms, and
bunches of grass and weeds, in a hurry, when they
once got hold of one of them. They arc so light and
soft, besides being entirely vegetable, that no bee
ever thinks of taking it as an affront.

I have been for some time studying- on a nail box
for the different sizes of wire nails, but our boys and
girls prefer the pretty little V% pint milk pang, to
anything we can get up. It is easy to put the hand
in them, and you can pile one in the other when
they are to be put away, so that they occupv but
small compass. Besides, nails are much less likelv
to get mixed, if you can take the dish of the kind
you are usine-

, and carry it right along to your work,
away from the rest. By having a handle." like a bas-
ket handle, attached to the bottom one, you can
carry a nest of them very conveniently. Price of a
set of 5. one for each size of the bail nails most
used, with the wire attached to the bottom one, 15c;
price of the whole sent by mail, 3Cc.

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.
Since glass is so high, many will doubtless use

tin. For liquid honey, we prefer the cans mentioned
in our price list ; but, for candied honeyT

, ptils hav-
ing a cover the whole size of the top are handier to
get the honey out of. We can furnish such pails as
Dadant uses, at his prices; viz.—
For 25 lbs. Honey per hundred $32 00
" 10 " " " '• U 00
" 5 " " " " 10 00
" 2'A " » '•

T 50
" VA " " " 4 00

Assorted samples of each size, all put up inside of
the largest one, will be sent for 80c. The nest of
five cans weighs only 3V& lbs. These pails are very
handy for a variety of other purposes.

queens that won't lay, etc.

I do not know how others do. but if I should send
out a queen that proved a drone layer, or whose
eggs did not hatch, or one that did not lay any eggs
at all (say after being in a good colonv for a week),
I should most assuredly send another free of cbarg-e.
When I receive a dollar for a queen, I expect to re-

turn something' of value for the money; but when a
queen after a journeys turns out to be like any of
the above mentioned, she is of no value, and I shall
make such good if it takes all of the profits and
more too. The highest priced queens in the mar-
ket are just as liable to turn out thus as the dollar
queens, and. as they are eenerally older and less
able to stand a journey, I believe a little more so.

latest news from the spider plant.

You know l told yon on page 369 that they had
stopped yielding- honey. Well, 1 was talking aboui
it on Saturday nia-ht near 10 o'clock, and I finally

picked up my study Lamp, and declared I would go
down to the held then and there, in the night, and
see what the matter was. Matter enough; right
there, glistening in the lamp light, were the well
known drops, sparkling like diamonds, and giving
off a perfume that fairly made the damp night air

heavy with it. Some of the drops were so large,
they were nearly dropping off, and we took them on
the' tips of our fingers, and had a taste all around.
it was that same pure sweet of last season, but
where doesitgoto? Large moths were humming
from flower to tlower. but they could not possibly
take up a tenth part of it. 1 was up by sunrise next
morning, but "nary drop." Did the bees gather it

all so clean before that time, or did they take it by
the bright moonlight later in the night. They work
at night until it is too dark to see. but where does
the accumulated nectar of the night go to? My
friends, I am hard at work on the problem, just as I

bid yon :idieu; and it must lie unraveled if it takes
all — nitjlil

.

siri.t, LATER.
:'.xtli. [am ahead this lime. Last night was a lit-

tle cooler, and I got up a little earlier, and had the
pleasure of seeing the spider plants drippingwitb
nectar. It is worth a day's work to witness the sat-

isfaction with which an Italian licks up this big
drop, and his apparent astonishment when he finds
he can not contain it all is most ludicrous. If he
ever shows three yellow bands, he does il then, you
may he sure. They came in such droves that they
had the whole field of flowers clean in about a half

hour. Our half acre of Simpson plants in bloom, I
should judge, keeps 10 heavy swarms of bees busy
from daylight until dark,/wbile the J

8 acre of spider
plants employs only- say two heavy swarms, for a
half hour; but I till you the latter make the best
wages, Nexl season 1 shall plant more of both of
them.

feeling extracted honey fob the purpose of
getting comb honey in sections.

Although this can lie done, and with but little
loss, comparatively, as 1 have told you in the A It

(
',

1 should regard it as one of the greatest pieces of
folly, for a bee-keeper to extract his honey with
that end in view. Why not let the bees put it in the
sections in the first place, and thus save them and
you all trouble and waste? Another thing-: extract-
ed honey is almost sure to acquire a slightly un-
pleasant flavor; if it candies before it is fed back,
this candying gives it another unpleasant property
still, and after it is in the sections nicely sealed
over, you have candied honey in the comb, instead
of the usual liquid, comb honey. I have had comb
honey in sections for the past three years, produced
by feeding back extracted honey, and we are now
selling it at 15c retail, while we get 20c, for that
stored by the bees in the sections as they brought it

in; and if more comb honev produced by feeding
should be offered me, I would not give half price for
il. If you do not agree with me. try it yourself;
but I would advise you to try a little first.

queens having the cramp.
Yesterday. Ernest brought me a beautiful queen,

which, he said, had stung herself, just as he lifted
her out of the hive by the wing, preparatory to cag-
ing; her. I told him she was not dead, but in a sort
of cramp or spasm; and that a young queen laying
rapidly would often double up in that way when
handled, apparently from fright. He left her caged
over the bees a half hour, but she was still doubled
up and apparently lifeless. She was then placed
riuht among the bees, hut he, I presume, had little
hope she would ever be a lively bright queen again,
as she was, although I assured him she would come
out all right. After supper we looked again and

j

she was marching around the combs as large as life

and twice as natural, and as if to show us that she
was not by any means dead, she spread her wings
and sailed aloft. This behavior made him look al-

most as troubled as when she was doubled up, but
she soon came back and was caged and sent off with
a pound of nice Italians. I mention this, as some of
you might be so thoughtless as to throw a queen
away, when in a similar state. There are a good
many "kinks" with queens, as well as with bees, as
you see.

THE CYPRIAN AND HOLY-LAND QUEENS.
At present writing (27th), none of the workers

have hatched, although several queens are hatched.
They are like the queens and hres received, so far
as I can see. about a fair average in looks with our
usual queens and bees imported from Italy. If any-
thing, they are a little smaller and darker, but their
Long journey would naturally unfit them to show to
advantage. < if course, a careful test Will be made
of the workers, as soon as they are old enough to
gather honey. In regard to prices, it is true, it is as
eas\ io rear queens from their brood as from any
other, but. on the other hand, these queens have
cost friend Jones a great amount of money and la-

bor, and it is only fair that we should help him, by
taking- them off his hands, at such prices as he
thinks right and proper. One of ours has failed and
died already, and another has almost ceased laying;
so you see everyone who invests has a risk to run.
In view of this, 1 think double our usual prices for
larva 1 and queens is none too much.
Friend Jones has sent us some beautiful samples

of Cyprian and Holy-Land queens preserved in al-

cohol. The workers are apparently extremely well
marked Italians, except t hat a few show a portion
of a fourth yellow band, and one single specimen,
put in a vial by itself, shows distinctly a full fourth
baud. The drones are yellower than any I have ev-
er Been before. Many of the bees seem remarkably
large, but this may be owing to the refraction of
the round surface of the vials. Whether these bees
prove superior or not, I feel it a duty to buy and
test them, to assist friend Jones ami Kenton in de-
fraying expenses, il nothing more. At last advices,
friend .1. had s,,i<i out on the Cyprian, but had plenty
of Holy-Land queens. .
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fui$bu&§ | 4MMU44,
Pertaining to Bee Culture.

We respectfully soliell the aid of our friends in conducting
this department, and would consider it a favor to have them
send us all circulars thai have a deceptive appearance. The
greatest care "ill be at all times maintained to prevent injustice
being done any one.

fjjRIEND Harrison, of the Hone;/ Bee, has
a letter from Mitchell, in which he
makes his old stereotyped excuses for

receiving money and making no returns.

He has been swindled by some one else, and
been sick, etc., but is now going to pay up
everything satisfactorily. The only trouble
with this story is that Mitchell is still send-
ing out circulars, and has been doing so all

the time, that he may get more money to

put in his pocket without any thought of
rendering any equivalent of any kind. He
is now located in Smithliekl, Jasper Co., Mo.,
where he says he can raise 400 queens per
month, if need be. If any of our readers are
located near there, will they please report
what sort of an apiary or establishment he
has there. The suit alluded to in June No.
never came off, for the very good reason
that Mitchell never appeared. A great
amount of evidence was brought up against
him. For the present, I hope all of our
readers will take pains to caution everybody,
against sending any money in answer to any
of his advertisements and circulars, and to

brand every one who has the audacity to

style himself one of Mitchell's agents as a
swindler and a thief. There is abundant ev-
idence now in print to back you up.

You may thank N. C. Mitchell for one more sub-

scriber. I can thank him for your journal, as it was
through him I got track of Gleanings. You saved

me $5.00, for I was about sending to him for a queen
when Gleanings came and spoilt his bargain.

John S. King.
San Jose, Santa Clara Co., Cal., July 13, 1880.

MITCHELL.
I hope, if I send you money, you will not do as

Mitchell of Indianapolis did a year since, with me.
I sent him $5.00; he acknowledged the receipt, but

forgot to send the bees. Robert Taylor.
Lawrence, Kan., June 28, 1880.

Your money is lost, friend T., but if you
had taken a bee journal, you would have
been too well posted to have sent Mitchell
any money, during the past five years or
more, and this would have paid for the jour-
nal, and you would have had all of the rest
of the information free.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

WILL tell you what good luck I had with the
fjueen I got last July. It was six days on the
road, and some of the bees were dead: but the

queen was all right. I put the cage, for 2-i hours, in
a box hive where there was no queen, when she went
to laying. As it was late, I gave them a cap of hon-
ey for winter, which was plenty, and they have in-
creased so that I am looking every day for a swarm.
They are large, yellow, nice bees, and work well.
Italian bees are a curiosity here. People have come
from all around to see them. Saml. W. LE^Ch.
Cromwell, Ohio Co., Ky., June 12, 1880.

The ABC book is worth $5 to any bee-keeper.
E. A. Beach.

Dysart, Tama Co., Iowa, July IT, 1880.

ABC at hand. I like it. I lost five queens by not
sending earlier. I showed it to a neighbor, and he
wants one. Find inclosed F. G. Miller.
Bonn, Neb., July 8, 1880.

I can assure you that the arc book is worth ten
times its value to any bee-keeper.

Horace Parish.
Weston's Mills, Catta. Co., N. Y., July 12, 1880.

QUICK TIME.

I got the queen all right, all the way from Medina,
in just two days from the time I mailed tl>c order.
Thanks for promptness. W. A. Sniffin.
Spencer, Tioga Co., N. Y., July 16, 1880.

Queen received all right. I left her in the cage,
on top of the frames, two nights and a day, in-

troduced her in the morning, and she commenced
laying the same day. Thomas J. Stinson.
Pawnee City, Neb., July 8, 1880.

Your smoker arrived in due time, and works
splendidly. Thanks for your promptness. My bees
are doing first-rate, and bringing in lots of honey.

Delos Post.
Barbour's Mills, Pa., July 12, 1880.

Your package of queen, bees, and frame, so
nicely packed, is received in good order, and is al-

ready on its stand, with the bees going in and out at
work. This is undoubtedly the very best and safest
way of sending1 out queens. M. L. Thomas.
Tacony, Philadelphia, Pa., July 13, 1880.

1 received my bees all right, on the 10th, and put
them in the hive the same day. They are at work.
I put in 3 frames of combs. My hives are nearly
like your Simplicity hives. Accept my thanks for
the brood vou sent me. Jesse Hooser.
Hubbardstown, W. Va., June 26, 1880.

I received the dollar queen this evening about
dark, all right; only one dead bee in cage. I took a
lantern, hunted out an old Italian queen, and caged
the new comer on a comb. C. Kendig.
Naperville, 111., July 16, 1880.
[Well done, friend K.]

A. I. Root:—A B C came all right. You were
right in thinking I needed it, and I was glad you
sent it. I have appropriated every spare moment I

have had for 8 days to the study or that valuable
book, and am now very well acquainted with the
theory of bee culture, but am lacking in experience.

Kobt. C. Sibley.
Fort Jessup, Sabine Parish, La., June 19, 1880.

The goods I ordered of you two months ago, I re-
ceived about a week ago, all right except the fdn.
You sent V-A lbs. and charged me for 2 lbs. in the
bill. J. B. BROGAN.
Oak Hill, Pa., June 26, 1880.

[The clerks wrote they knew the fdn. was put in,

and told just where it was. Here is a second card:]

1 found that \i lb. of fdn. just where you said I

would. Had I not got it at all, I do not think I
would have had such a dream as Mr. Kress had.
Oak Hill, Pa., July T. 1880. J. B. Brogan.

My smoker is loaned out to a neighbor, and oh,
how I need it just now to conquer a colony of un-
ruly blacks! After showing my "cold-blast Sim-
plicity" to a neighbor who has kept bees for years
on the old, old plan, and always refused to be com-
forted by modern appliances in bee culture, he said
he must have one of the little " smoke squirters" to
use when he " robbed" his bees.

Millard Berry.
Duck Creek, Dallas Co., Texas, July 13, 1880.

I received the goods in due time, and am very
much pleased with the same. The fdn. works per-
fectly in my hives. It is a great boon to bee-keep-
ers to be able to get so tine an article for so little

money. The Alsike clover seed is also a splendid
article. It is a pleasure to do business with so
prompt a firm. I am only a beginner in the busi-
ness of bee-keeping, but I hope to be better posted
soon. G. W. Williams.
Attica, Micfh., July 8, 1880.
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The queen received all right, in 3 days from the
time she was shipped. 1 think your shipping cage
is perfection; not :t dead bee was in the cage.
Banks, Minn., July T, 1880. L. C. Seaton.

The extractor works splendidly so far. That lit-

tle 50c plane is a clipper. -Bees are not d<~>ing much
at present, on account of heavy rains. The pros-
pects of the fall crop are good, principally from
bone-et. \V. H. Card.
Imlay City, Mich., July 15, P80.

RED CLOVER QUEENS.
The red clover queen I took from the post oliiee

the Tth. It lay in the oihce a few days, but was none
the worse for that, for she was as lively as a cricket.
She is large and handsome, and is now doing her du-
ty like any other queen. I believe you have the
boss cage for shipping queens. R. Downs.
Naugatuck, Conn., July 15, 1883.

all queens noe alike prolific.

The queen you sent me the last lime was a good
one. 1 am much pleased with her, and much obliged
to for your kindness. The first one you sent me died
before the last one arrived - She laid a few eggs the
day before she died. The last one has laid eggs
enough for 3 or 4 swarms of bees. The bees are
good color and good workers. J. L. Sutton.
Mason City, Iowa, July 3, 1880.

CLAIMS THAT GOODS WERE NOT IN THE BOX.
Mr. A. I. Boot: -I had concluded that you had

made a mistake and had not sent the fdn. cutter
as it was not in the top of the box, and the sheets
just filled the box; so I supposed that you had for-
gotten to put it in. But when your card came, I

took the fdn. all out to see, and found it all right.
Anna, 111., July 1, 1880. H. T. Eastman.

Your goods were received the 20th of June, though
ordered the 26th of May. They were too late, but
very, very nice. I ask pardon, friend K., for hasty
words. You did, no doubt, the best you could. We
are all a pack of selfish creatures, too hasty and in-
considerate. I thank you for your nice work, and
regret my impatience. J. H. Carr.

Ripeyville, Ky., June 23, 1880.

IYou were entirely excusable in saying all you did,
friend C, and I have never for a moment thought
of laying up against you a word that was said when
you were wanting your goods and your bees were
swarming. It is 1 who should ask forgiveness, and I

who should regret. Many, many thanks for your
kind words ; such give me a new faith in, and a new
love for, humanity. It rests me to know that 1 am
forgiven, and at the same time it gives me new en-
ergy to go on with my work for you all. Whenever
you are sorry, my friends, for any hasty word you
have spoken, do not hesitate to say so. for you do
not know how much help and cheer it may carry to
some brother's heart.]

I From one of Boot's select imported
Queens. Untested, by mail, $1.00.

1

S. A SHUCK,
Bryant,

8 Fulton Co., III.

C)f\ GOOD strong Swarms of Italian Bees in ten-
Zi \J frame Simplicity Hives, for sale at $5.00 each.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Address

A. W. CHENEY,
8 Orange, Franklin Co., Mass.

PRIZE BRED ESSEX PIGS.
Essex are the best farmers' pig; have been known

to dress 90 per cent of live weight; are small bone
and light offal; quick to mature. Jos. Harris, au-
thor of "Harris on the Pig," etc., says of my boar
"Porter," that he is the "finest Essex pig he ever
saw." A few Pedigree Pigs for disposal, (farrowed
Feb. 23, and March 1, 1880) at moderate prices, suita-
ble for breeding or exhibition. Personal inspection
of my stock is solicited. All correspondence will
have cheerful and prompt attention.
4tfd C. W. CANFIELD, Athens, Pa.

N. B.—A limited number of eggs for hatching
from my prize winning Brown Leghorns, and Black
Red Bantams, at $2.00 per 13, warranted to hatch.

"Will Sell
Full colonies of Italian Bees with imported moth-
ers, tested and untested queens—if ordered this
month at greatly reduced prices. Years of careful
selection and breeding for profit have given me as
good a strain of honey gatherers as can be found in
any apiary. Address, J. A. BUCHANAN,
8d Holiday's Cove, W. Va.REARING
TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

!

From extra-tine strains of Italians, a specialty. See
Circular, sent free. J. M. C. TAYLOR,

8d Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md.

STICK a pin here, so that you won't forget that my
prices hereafter will be, for $1.00 Queens, 75 c;

Tested, $1.00; Hybrids, 40 cents.
HARTWELL BARBER,

8 Adrian, Mich.

W.Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSY1LLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Makes a Specialty of rearing DOLLAR QUEENS.
All queens bred from an imported mother, and

the cells built in full colonies. All queens in the
apiary (except the imported queen) are daughters of
imported mothers. No black bees in the vicinity.
Single queen, $1.00; six queens for $5.00; twelve or
more, 75c each. Tested queens, $2.00 each. Queens
will be sent by mail, postage paid, and their safe ar-
rival guaranteed. Send money by draft, registered
letter, or by P. O. money order drawn on Flint,
Mich., as Rogersville is not a money order office. A
neat little circular and price list, printed in colors
upon the cheirograph, will be sent free upon appli-
cation. 7tfd

N. B.—He has a large stock of fine queens on hand
and can till orders promptly.

t.

We have at last succeeded in getting some seed of
this beautiful plant, which is described on page 148
of Gleanings for 1879. The seed is fiat and bean-
like. As we have but a few, in order to make them
go around, we offer them postpaid, at 5 cents each.
To Canada, 2 cents extra.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

18 Years' Experience
in propagating Queen Bees from Imported moth-
ers from the best districts of Italy. Persons pur-
chasing Queens or swarms of me will get what they
bargain for. Send for circular. WM. W. CARY,
ltfinq Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

"W. O.'S" INK.
In 2 oz. bottles, black, violet, or blue, in %

gross boxes, per gross $5 00

In quantities of 5 or more gross, $4,00 per Gross-

In Pint Bottles, per doz $3 00
In Quart " " " 6 00
In Gallon Jugs " " 13 00

Green and Red ink are necessarily more expen-
sive, and the price will therefore be one half more.

Liquid Bluing, in 6 oz. bottles, per doz 50
" " " " " gross $5 40

I will send \i gross, 2 oz. inks, assorted colors,
black, blue, violet, and one bottle each of green and
red, as a trial order for slim.

\V\M. OLDROYD, Columbus, Ohio.
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The Ohhxt Brc Paper in America -Established in 1861. 0tf

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, I CVTOiailS
Devoted to Scientific Bee-Culture, and the Produc- ' k/ g^

tion and Sale of Pure Honey. $1 .50 a year . ,-p
in advance. Send for Sample. J\_ 1

Devoted to Scientific Bee-Culture, and the Produc-
tion and Sale of Pure Honey. $1 .50 a year

in advance. Send for Sample.
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

Stfd 974 West Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

iL) kj

The Interference Case between James Forncrook,
and Lewis & Parks, has come to an end, and the Pat-
ent was allowed to James Forncrook, on the "Boss"
One-Piece Section, no longer called the '•Lewis"
Section, and would have been issued had it not been
for the application of Mr. Da'lzell'S.

"Boss" Sections 4^x4% $6 00
5x6 7 00

We will make the "Boss" Section any size desired.
Full Colony of Italian Bees, $6.00. Send for Price
List. JAMES FORNCROOK & CO ,

August 1, 1880. Warertown, Wis. 8d

1880. EYEBETT BROS. 1880.
Everett's Honey Extractors and Everett Lang-

stroth Hives a specialty. We challenge competition
in quality and price. Our circular and price list of
Apiarian Supplies, Italian Bees, and high class Poul-
try sent free. Address—
8 EVERETT BROS., Toledo, Ohio.

/\l!K£NS for 75 ets. each, three for $2.00.
Iflt Bred from a choice queen of A. I. Root's im-
portation, by return mail. Safe arrival and satis-

faction guaranteed. S. W. STEVENS.
8d Ridgefield, Fairfield Co., Conn.

$10.00!
We now receive Cyprian Queens every 3 weeks

via ITALY, and can sell them as follows:
Select Imported Cyprians, - $10.00
Common " "... 8.00

Send for Supplement to our Circular.
CHAS. DADANT & SON,

8-9d Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

FOSTER'S QUEENS 85 CENTS.
Hereafter, 85 ets. for all untested, and $1.50 for

tested. Safe arrival guaranteed (see page 348).

8d OLIVER FOSTER, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

Scovell's, Eureka, Cold blast, Bee Smoker is Boss.
It is a cold blast or a hot blast, both at once or sepa-
rately, at the will of the operator. It is the only
cold blast smoker on the market that has no tubes
or other complicated machinery Jn the tire barrel to
interfere with filling and cleaning. Large size bel-
lows, 5i4x(i 14 inches; fire barrel, S'-J inches. Price
$1.00; by mail, $1.25. Send for illustrated, descrip-
tive catalogue and price list of Hives, Implements,
and Supplies used in bee culture. Address

—

7-lld SCOVELL & ANDERSON, Columbus, Kansas.

aSSiiYXPuNiSX)
Pot grown and common around layers, of all the

best new and standard varieties including Sharpless,
Crescent, Glendale. Windsor Chief, &c.
Potted plants will yield a good crop next June.
For full information send postal card for descrip-

five circular.
R. MANN & SON,

7-'JJ Lansing, Mien.

Bingham & Hetheringlon Honey-Knife.

BINGHAM SMOKERS,
Extra Large Smokers, 2Vz

inch, - - - $1.50
Extra Standard Smokers. 2

inch, - - - $1.25
Plain Standard Smokers, 2

inch, - - - $1.00
Little Wonder Smokers, \%

inch, ... -75.

Little Wonder Smokers, per
*i dozen, - - - $3.00,

Bingham & H. Knife, - $1.00
Same with Cap-Catcher,

$1.25

If to be sent by mail, or
singly by express, add 25 ets.

each, to prepay postage or
express charges. Send for
circular. If to sell again,
apply for dozen or half doz-
en rates. Address
BINGHAM

&
HETHERINGTON,

8d OTSEGO, MICH.
Lextngtojc, Ky., July 14, 1880.

T. F. Bingham, Otsego, Mich.:
Dear Sir,—We have sold out every Smoker we re-

ceived from you last. Sold them and no others last

year and this also, and have never had one com-
plaint. Thev give entire satisfaction.

Respectfully, Williamson & Bro.

Cyprian QueenS
Mr. Julius Hoffman shipped me a frame of eggs,

and a frame of sealed drone brood, June 23d, from
which I have, July 9th, 77 Cyprian queens and 4000

Cyprian drones. Received imported queen from
D. A. Jones, July 5th. No black or Italian drones
in hives in my vicinity. Will sell untested Cyprian
queens at $2.00, or tested queens in one-frame nu-
cleus for $5.00. Extra bees $1.00 per lb. Safe arri-

val guaranteed by express.
8-9d J. S. HUGHES, Mt. Zion, 111.

IMP BO VED
Langstroth Hives.
Supplies for the Apiary. Comb Foundation a spe-

cialty. Being able to procure lumber cheap, I can
furnish Hives and Sections very cheap. Send for a
circular. A. D. BENHAM,
2tfd Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.
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IMPLEMENTS FOR BEE CULTURE
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

15
1

I

I

For description of the various articles, see our

Twenty-Fifth Edition Circular and Price List, mailed

on application.

For directions How to Make all these various arti-

cles and implements, see A B C of Bee Culture.

This Price List to be taken in place of those of

former date.

Mailable articles are designated in the left hand
column of figures ; the figures giving the amount of

postage required.

To Canada, merchandise by mail is limited to 8$£

oz., and nothing can be sent for less than 10 cents

postage.

I A B C of Bee Culture, Five Parts complete
in one, paper cover 1 00
The same, neatly bound in cloth 1

A lighting Board, detachable (See A B C) $
Alsike Clover. See seeds.
Balances, spring, for suspended hive (60 lbs.) 8

Barrels for honey 2
" " waxed and painted... . 3

Basket for broken combs to be hung in the
Extractor.

Basswood Trees for planting. See price list.

Bees, per colony, from $8 to $16. See price
list.

Bee-Hunting Box, with printed instruct ;ons
Binder, Emerson's, for Gleaninos r>0, 60,

Blocks, iron, for metal cornered frame ma-
king

Buckwheat. See seeds.
Burlap for covering bees, 40 in. wide, per yd
Buzz-Saw, foot-power, complete 35
Buzz-Saws, extra, 80c, to $3.25. See price list.

Buzz-Saw mandrel and boxes complete for
6 inch saws (no saws included) 5
The same for 7 and 8 in. saws (not mailable) 7

Cages for queens, provisioned (See price list)
" " " per doz 1

Candy for bees, can be fed at any season,
per lb 08 to

Cans for shipping extracted honey (See
Honey), from 25c to $2.00.

Cards, queen registering, per doz
per 100

Chaff Cushions for wintering (See ABC)..
" " without the chaff

Chaff Hive (See Hives) 5
Cheese cloth, for strainers, per yard
Clamps for making section boxes
Clasps for transferring, package of 100
Climbers for Bee-Hunting 2
Comb Basket, made of tin, holds 5 frames,
has hinged cover and pair of handles 1

Comb Foundation Machines complete $15 to 100
Comb Holder to put on edge of hive
Combs in metal cornered frames, complete
Corners, metal, per 100

" " top only, per 100
" " bottom, per 100

Corners, Machinery complete for making $250
Crate for shipping comb honey. See Hives.
Division Boards of cloth and chaff
Duck, for covering frames and for feeders,
29 inches wide, per yd

Enameled Cloth, bees seldom bite or prop-
olize it, per yard, 45 inches wide,
30c. By the piece (12 yards)

Extractors, according to size of frame,
$6 50 to 10 00.

" Inside and gearing, including
Honey-gate 4

" Hoops to go around the top
" " per doz 5

Feeder, Simplicity (See price list) 1 pint
Feeders, 1 quart, tin,

The same, half size
The same, 6 qts, to be used in upper story

Feeders, open air
Files for small circular rip saws, new and

valuable, 15c ; per doz. by express. . . 1
" The same, large size
" 3 cornered, for cut-off saws, 10c; doz 1

Foundation. See'Comb Foundation.
Fountain Pump, or Swarm Arrester 8 50

10

GO

:.n

,.;>
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SMOKERS.
Smoker, Quinby's 1 00, 1 50, & 1 75

Bingham's $1 00; 1 25; 1 50 ; 1 75
" Our own, see illustration in price •

list 75
Soldering Implements 1 00
Swarming Box 75
Tacks, tinned, per paper, (three sizes) 05
For larger quantities see Hammers and
nails.

5 Thermometers 15
10 Transferring clasps, package of 100 1»

Tin, see price list.

Veils, Bee, with face of Brussels net, (silk) 75
The same, all of grenadine (almost as good) 50

Veils, material for, grenadine, much
stronger than tarlatan, 21 inches in
width, per yard 20
Brussels Net, for face of vail, 30 inches
in width, per yard 1 50

Wax Extractor 3 00
Copper bottomed boiler for above 1 00

5 Wire cloth, for Extractors, tinned, 5
meshes to the inch, per square foot 10

2 Wire cloth, for queen cages, tinned, 18
meshes to the inch 10

3 Wire cloth, painted, for shipping bees, 14
mesh to the inch, per square foot 05

Wire for grape vine trellises. See Galvan-
ized iron wire

All goods delivered on board the cars here at prices
named. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

HUBBEH STAMPS
DATING, ADDRESSING, BUSINESS,

LETTER HEADS, ETC.

No. 1. No. 3.

Address only, like
No. 1, $1.50; with bu-
siness card, like No. 2,

$2.00; with movable
months and figures for
dating, like No. 3, $3.00.
Full outfit included—
pads, ink, box, etc.
Sent by mail postpaid.
Without ink and pads,
50c less.
Put your stamp on

every card, letter, pa-
per, book, or anything
else that you may send
out by mail or express
and you will save your-
self and all who do business with you
trouble." I know, you see.
We have those suitable for Druggists, Grocery-

men, Hardware Dealers, Dentists, &e., &c. Send for
Circular. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

No.2.
'a world of

Headquarters for Early Queens!
Imported and Home-bred; Nuclei and full Colonies.
For quality and purity, my stock of Italians can not
be excelled in the United States. If you wish to pur-
chase Bees or Apiarian Supplies, send for my new
Circular. Address Dr. J. P. H. BROWN,
ltfd Augusta, Ga.

QT^TTTl "P^ T*T? My Price List of Italian
tJ-uiN 1 J; H<illJCj~Bees, Queens, 4 Frame Nu-
clei, and Apiarian Supplies for 1880. Address,
fctfd H. H. BROWN, Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish

Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following

conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,

or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared

from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to

lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.

Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st. If wanted sooner,

see rates in price list.

*E. W. Hale, Wirt C. H. W. Va. 1-12
*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. 7tf

1-12

7ttd
7tfd
12-12
7tf.d

2-1

2-9

7tfd
4-9

4-9

*E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.
*King & White, New London, O.
* F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Tusc. Co., O
*J. R. Landes, Albion, Ashland Co., O.
*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O.
*D. E. Best, Best, Lehigh Co., Penn.
*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O.
*Lewis A. Best, Best, Lehigh Co., Pa.
*J. B. Bray, Lynnville, Giles Co., Tenn.
*0. H. Townsend, Hubbardston, Ionia Co., Mich. 4-9

*01iver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa. 7tfd
*I. R. Good, South West, Elkhart Co., Ind. 5-10

*J. M. C. Taylor, Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md. 6-11

*B. Marionneaux, Plaquemine, Iberville Par., La.55
*Ila Michener, Low Banks, Ontario, Can. 5-10
*Dr. B. F. Kinnev, Bloomsbnrg, Col. Co., Pa. 6-9
*W H. Nesbit, Alpharetta, Milton Co., Ga. 6-9

*Jas. P. Sterritt, Sheakleyville, Mercer Co., Pa. 6-2

*W. S. Canthen, Pleasant Hill, Lan. Co.. S. C. 6-10

*J. C. Deem, Knightstown, Henry Co., Ind. 6-9

*V. W. Keenev, Shirland, Win. Co., 111. 6-9

*J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky. 6-5

Jno. Conser, Glenn, Johnson Co., Kans. 7-1

*J. S. Woodburn, Newville, Cumb. Co., Pa. 7-10

*J. H. Reed, Orleans, Orange Co.. Jurt. 7-9

*J. McGonnell, Waterford, Erie Co., Pa. 9

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. 7tfd
T. F. Wittman, 410!» Hutton St., Phila'phia, Pa. Ttfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. Ttfd
Sprunger Bro's, Berne, Adams Co., Ind. 3-2

J. F. Hart, Union Point, Greene Co., Ga. 4-3

Nichols & Elkins, Kennedy, Chaut Co., N. Y. 6-11

M. S. West, Pontiac, Oakland Co., Mich. 8-1

15 ^OZO-IES
For sale, Salem, Kenosha Co., Wis., with old Orchard,
House, Stable, Barn, Well and Cistern, l?i miles
from depot, $1000.00 cash. Also Horse, 2 Cows. Hay,
etc., and bees if desired. W. A. HARRIS.

GLEANINGS.
As I wish to unite my nuclei, I will send a dollar

queen and Gleanings 1 year for only $1.60; same,
with tested queen, $3.40; with hybrid, $1.25. Price
of queens,—Tested, $1.50; Dollar, 75c; Hybrid, 40c.

9d H. BARBER, Adrian, Len. Co., Mich.
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THE

A B C ofBEE CULTURE.

^ •** -^

Li^OR several j
rears, it has been my ambition to be

-*- able to write a book on bee culture, so clear and
plain that not only any boy or girl, but even an old

man or woman, with the book and a hive of bees,

could learn modern bee culture, and make a fair,

paying business, even the first season. This is a great

undertaking, I grant; and it will require some one
with far greater wisdom than mine, to do it the first

time trying. After watching beginners, and an-

swering their questions almost constantly, for years,

I came to the conclusion, that the only way to do it

was to "cut and try," as carpenters say, when they
can't get the exact dimensions of the article they
wish to make.
To cut and try on the ABC book, I have invested

over $2,000 in type, chases, etc., sufficient to keep
my whole book standing constantly in type, thatcan
be changed at a moment's notice. The books are

printed only as fast as wanted, and just as soon as I

see I have omitted anything, or have made any mis-

take, the correction is made before any more books
are sent out. To show you how it works, and how
it succeeds, I will give you an illustration.

A beginner writes to know if it is of any use to

keep a queen, after she is eighteen days old and
does not lay. Now I know very well that a queen
should lay when from ten days to two weeks old;

and also, that they will sometimes not commence
until they are three weeks old, and then make good
queens. Now, although I directed that they should

be tossed up in the air, to see if their wings were
good, when they did not lay at two weeks of age, I

did not say, if their wings proved to be good, how
long we should keep them. If I could spare the
time of the colony, I would keep a good looking
queen that could tly well, until she is 25 days old; if

crowded for a place to put cells, I would kill all that
do not lay at 18 or 20 days old.

I have just put the above in the ABC, and that is

just the way I am going to keep doing. You see,
you beginners are, ultimately, to build up the book.

It will tell you all about the latest improvements
in securing and Marketing Honey, the new 1

ft. Section Honey Boxes, making Artificial
Honey Conib, Candy for Bees, Bee Hunt-
ing, Artificial Swarming, Bee Moth, all

about Hive Making, Diseases of Bees,
Drones, How to Make an Extractor, Ex-
tracted. Honey, Feeding and Feeders, Foul
Brood, Honey Conib, Honey Dew, Hy-
brids, Italianizing, King Birds, The Lo-
cust Tree, Moving Bees, The Lamp Nur-
sery, Migrnonnette, Milkweed, Mother-
wort, Mustard, Nucleus, Pollen, Pro-
polis, Queens, Rape, Raspberry, Ratan,
Bobbing, Rocky Mountain Bee Plant,
Sage, Smokers, including instructions for ma-
king with illustrations, Soldering, Sourwood,
Stings, Sumac, Spider Flower, Sunflower,
Swarming, Teasel, Toads, Transferring,
Turuip, Uniting Bees, Veils, Ventilation,
Vinegar, "Wax, Water fou* Bees, "Whlte-
wood, and Wintering. It also includes a
Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations used
in Bee Culture.

The book, as it is now, contains about

300 pages and about 200 Engravings.

Bound in paper, mailed for $1.00. At wholesale,
same price as Gleanings, with which it may be
clubbed. One copy, $1.00; 2 copies, $1.90; three cop-
ies, $2.75; five copies, $4.00; ten copies, $7.50.

The same, neatly bound in cloth, with the covers
neatly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.25; 2 copies, $2.40; three copies, $3.50; five cop-
ies, $5.25; ten copies, $10.00. If ordered by freight
or express, the postage may be deducted, which will

be 12c on the book in paper, and 15c each, on the
book in cloth.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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We have to-day, August 30th, reached 4,993 sub-
scribers, lacking just 7 of 5,000; this is lucky for our
advertisers, for you know, when the number reach-
es 5,000, the price for advertising is to be 25c per line.

Owing to a large surplus of very nice, tested
queens on hand, in our own and neighbor H's apiary,
the price during the present month will be $1.50 and
$i50, instead of $2.00 and $3.00, as given in the price-
list. We can now give you almost any kina of a
queen you may ask for, by return mail. Dollar
queens in abundance, extra nice; and imported
queens with nearly a hundred to select from.

We are now making preparations to send a copy
of our catalogue to all of our customers twice each
year. The list will reach from 25 to 50 thousand, aud
several clerks have been at work on it a great part
of the time for a year past. If you do not get it du-
ring this present month, drop us a card. The coun-
ter store alone occupies nearly 6 pages, and even if
you do not buy of us, it will be handy for a refer-
ence in legard to the changes in prices.

OUR RED CLOVER QUEEN.
After my strong report of her good qualities last

month, we discovered that her colony was slowly
robbing another. After this was stopped, her bees
worked like the rest, and no better. It is a little

humiliating to confess at this late day, that I fear
such may have been the case a year ago, but it is the
only honest way 1 know of. Her hive has now seal-
ed stores as it had last fall, but a hundred others are
just as well off. Freshly imported Italian stock all
work on red clover in August usually, 1 believe. If,

after reading this, you still wish a queen from her,
1 shall be happy to oblige you.

At Mogadore, Summit Co,, O., you will find one of
the prettiest apiaries in the state, in charge of Mr.
S. Stahl, and his better half. It contains nothing
but chaff hives ; a neat grape vine and trellis give
shade to each; the ground is kept so clean and tidy,
that you could easily find a queen bee, if she got
lost; and friend S. and his wife I found to be the
pleasantest people to visit and talk bees with you
ever saw. 1 do not know whether it was because
they were proud of their apiary, or because they
were glad to see me. 1 opened several hives at ran-
dom, and found the combs all straight, and all nicely
spaced; not a bee was above the enameled sheets,
and every thing was as neat and thrifty inside the
hives as it was outside. Although it was the middle
of August, the bees were building comb, rearing
brood, and seemed as happy as their owner. I be-
lieve I have never before visited an apiary where
the directions advanced in the ABC were so thor-
oughly carried out, as at friend Stahl's.

The Day Star is the title of a little sheet publish-
ed by A. F. Foster (brother of our Oliver Foster) of
Mt. Vernon, Iowa. It is not a very elegantly gotten
up sheet, it is true, but when I tell you that friend
F. "works for nothing, and boards himself," you
may conclude it is pretty well gotten up after all.

He works for nothing, to human view, but God sends
him the means to purchase the paper and types,
and pay postage, and he does the printing himself.
The motto of the paper is this

:

• 'Depart from evil, and do good; seek peace and pursue it.
"

The only terms of subscription are as follows:
THE DAY-STAR, will be sent free to any who will read and

distribute five or more each issue.
Address, A. F. Foster, Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

The spirit of the paper seems to be to teach the
children of men, that God fights the battles of those
who never strike back. My mind has been turned
to this in thinking of how Oliver Foster uttered nev-
er a word, when his fdn. machine was copied. I pre-
sume he trusted God to set him right, and God has
moved a stranger away down in La. (see page 449) to

take up his cause. If you wish to be one of God's
messengers too, send a few stamps when you send
for sample copies of the Day Star.
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No. 10.

ABOUT MYSELF, MY BEES, BUCKWHEAT, B VBIES, ETC.

¥0U want me to "tell you about that flow of

basswood honey, what I am doing-, and how
many bees I have." Well, friend Novice, I

presume I should talk more about myself, if it were
not for my excessive modesty; but, seeing that you
have asked me to say something about myself, I

will "pitch right in."

I began the season with 15 colonies, and I still have

the same number; but by taking frames of brood
from these 15 colonies, I have formed 80, good,

strong, two-frame nuclei, which are yielding me a

crop of about queens per day. Basswood began
blossoming about ten days earlier than usual, fur-

nished honey quite plentifully for four or five days,

when,—"click," and there was a change in the pro-

gramme; the basswood season was over, and bees

were poking their noses here and there, and trying'

to rob. Visions of grape-sugar feeding began to

dance unpleasantly before my eyes, when, one

morning, I said, "Whew ! what is it that smells so?

it can't be possible, can It?" Open came a hive.

"Yes; it certainly is buckwheat honey; but where
do the bees get it? My buckwheat has hardly com-

menced to blossom, as yet ; just see what 'squads'

of bees ai'e going across the road ! They rise and

go above the woods. Oh ! I remember now ; 3?4

miles away are 50 acres of buckwheat. It was sown
early, to be plowed under as a fertilizer, and that is

where the buckwheat honey is coming from." The
yield of honey from this source has not been large,

but it has been steady (just right for queen rearing),

and the combs filled up slowly. Now, Aug. 11th, my
buckwheat field is as white as a snow drift, and the

bees, not having so far to fly, are doing a little bet-

ter. 1 shall not have more than 500 lbs. of white

honey this season, from my 15 colonies ; while, last

season, from colonies, I had 1000 lbs. ; but I have
sold 166 queens, and hope to sell as many more.

I do not think any one of your readers has en-

joyed himself any more this season than I have with

my bees ; this summer has seemed like one long,

bright, happy holiday.

In the Dec. No. of last year, I told you of our little

brown eyed twins, Nora and Cora ; well, tha two
little "mischiefs" and their papa went back in the

field, the other day, to pick some blackberries, and I

tell you it would have done you good to have seen

them tickle and laugh when they saw where the ber-

ries really came from. Everything passed off pleas-

antly, and the berries disappeared at the rate of

about 60 per minute, until a cat bird began to

"squawk" in the bushes near by, when both Utile

"chicks" pointed towards the house, began to cry,

and say "Baby, baby." They thought it was the

"new baby" crying, and they never allow her to cry

a single minute, without "something being done."

So home we went, where we found a new number of

Gleanings. In looking it through, we found a new
picture, and, of course, the "little folks" must see

it, and one of them, friend Novice, said, "A man, a

man," and put one of her little, berry-stained fin-

gers right square on your forehead. If you should

ever see that number of Gleanings, you would
know where it had been.

ITALIANIZING IN THE FALL.

When is the best time to Italianize, is a question

that I am often called upon to answer, and, as so

much depends upon circumstances, it is difficult to

give a definite answer ; but, taking everything into

consideration, I should prefer the fall. Now, queens
are plenty and cheap ; you can get any quantity of

them, get them just when you want them, and for

about one-half what they would have cost last

spring. The queens that breeders now have on
hand were reared during the warm, honey weather,

and are the best of queens. The hottest weather is

past ; the cold nights are not yet here ; it is just the

right kind of weather in which to ship queens, and
have them arrive in splendid condition, and hence
you will be more likely to succeed in introducing

them. You have more time now to attend to the

business; there is no "spring work" to hurry you,

no "bees swarming," and no honey to extract or

"take oif." In making a change of queens, a colony

is usually left queenless a day or two, sometimes a

week ; this docs not matter so much in the fall, as

the queen does not lay more than one-half as much
as she docs in the spring. There is one objection,

however, to Italianizing in the fall ; that is, when
honey is not coming in, it is more difficult to intro-

duce queens ; but, by feeding the coloay two or

three days, while introducing the queen, this ob-
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jection is easily overcome. You might feed in the

cap or upper story, so that robbers would not

"bother."

The objection that I hear urged most frequently

against Italianizing in the fall is, "The bees may die

this winter, and then I'll be so much out." Very
true, but suppose you do lose one-half of your col-

onies; if you had to buy queens next spring, for the

remaining half, they would cost you as much as

you would have to pay this fail for queens for your
whole apiary, and it isn't probable that you will lose

ine-half of your bees ; besides, there is that com-
fortable feeling that comes over a fellow when he

knows that next spring his bees will all be Italians,

and ready for business. One more point ; if you
wish for no hybrids in your yard, buy dollar queens
this fall, and if you find two or three that produce
hybrids next spring, you can remove them, buy
tested queens to put in their places, and your apia-

ry will be stocked with pure, tested queens, for one-

third what it would have cost to have bought tested

queens in the spring.

Novice, please allow me to compliment you upon
the neat appearance of your fine, new type.

W. z. Hutchinson.

P. S.—Neighbor Long has had two fine "buck-
wheat" swarms. W. Z. H.

Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Well done, friend H.! now I think I echo
the sentiments of at least the larger part of
our people when I say, give us just such a
home picture as that each month, and tell us
how you are being happy, that we may be
happy too.

OUR OWN APIARY, HONEY FARM, AND
FACTORY.

fUE principal topic of interest to me dur-
ing the past month has been the possi-—

' bility or a plant that will pay, if grown
by the acre, for the honey alone. During
our hot, August weather I have found it very
important to be up by daylight, if I wanted
to know what was going on in the insect and
floral world. About the first of August I
was up one morning before I could well see
the flowers, and found the bees making quite
a loud humming on the spider plants as usu-
al. On going round on the side toward the
apiary, 1 found I could hear a pretty strong
line in the air, back and forth, although I
could see none. I then went to the apiary,
and was astonished to find bees dropping all

round the entrances, and buzzing in, much
as they do when basswood is in bloom. Al-
though it was not every hive that was taking
advantage of the early hours thus, there
were so many of them that I thought it im-
possible that the small plat of spider plants
could keep them all employed. To test the
matter, I walked clear around the whole api-
ary, with head uncovered, and listening in-
tently to the bees overhead. I was a little

surprised to find a heavier force going over
to the Simpson plants than toward the spider
plat. Of course I went over, and found
more bees by far. The Simpson plant did
not, of course, furnish such large drops of
honey, but there were so many more of the
little flowers, and our field is so much larger,
that it accounted for the difference. Every

Simpson ball furnished honey, while it is

only a part of the spider flowerets that have
the large drop on them. Again, the bees are
all through with the spider plants, and they
are entirely deserted a little after sunrise,
while the force at work on the Simpson field

is almost the same every hour in the day,
because the honey is constantly flowing.
This is a great item. Another point : For a
time in July, I was quite in favor of culti-
vated catnip ; but it lasted hardly more than
JO days. Melilot seemed pretty fair, a very
few days, but it is all dried up and gone
now, and has been for weeks. This is the
case with almost every plant we have tried,

except these two. The Simpson and the
spider plants are blooming constantly from
the middle of July until frost. A half acre
of the Simpson, i am satisfied, would keep
10 colonies of bees busy enough to be secure
from robbing during the whole fall months,
even during a drouth, which it stands sur-
prisingly well; of course, I mean on rich,

strong ground. Ten acres would probably
keep our 300 stocks, such as we use for queen
raising, going right along prosperously. I

am so well satisfied it will pay, that we are
at work under-draining and getting all

our low lands ready for them. Over an
acre of plants set out last spring are now
bearing quite a nice little crop of bloom, and
keep a good many bees busy. In connection
with this matter, I give some reports below
from different localities

:

My Simpson Honey Plants have been in full bloom
since about July 15th, and the bees are just swarm-
ing on them from morning to night, all day long. I

shall plant all the land that I can get hold of next

season, with the Simpson plants. I recommend
them to all bee-keepers. The seed that I got of you.

I sowed the 12th of January this year, in the green-

house, in a box, and transplanted them into the op-

en ground, when the weather was good in the spring.

Otto Kleinow.
Opposite Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.

The Simpson Honey Plant has been a decided suc-

cess again this season. I think we can depend upon
a good yield of honey from it nearly every season,

and as it remains in bloom so long, it outstrips all

other honey plants in this section. I find, by exper-

iment, that the old plants are very easily transplant-

ed. The roots can be separated and even broken
up, and they will grow. It seems as though the

roots have eyes the same as potatoes. They can be
packed in boxes, and sent by express or freight with

but little expense, and planted in rows so as to be

cultivated and hoed the same as corn. I believe it

will pay any man having beo3, to plant a piece of

ground to the late variety, with a few of the early.

I have taken particular pains to watch the plants in

their growth and blossoming, and the bees working
on them. I have seen the bees busy on them before

sunrise, and busy all day long, even until dark.

They seem loth to quit. We have no other plants

that the bees gather so much honey from.

W. P. Ihish.

Norton Center, Summit Co., 0., Aug. 23, 1880.

We now have a half acre of Spider Plant in bloom,

and it is a pretty sight, especially early in the morn-
ing, when they are completely covered with bees.

When they first began to bloom there was certainly
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a large drop of honey in every flower. We only set

out about 100 of the Simpson Plants, and but very
few of them are in bloom yet, but they show honey
in every blossom. I believe these two plants will

pay well to raise for the honey alone.

If I succeed in getting 100 lb. of comb honey per
colony this poor season, I will tell you how I did it.

HAKRY RlACKBUKN.
Webbervifle, Ingham Co., Mich., Aug. 1, 1880.

SPIDER PL.VNTS IN MAINE.

I would like to tell you about those Spider Plants

away down here in Maine. I got a 5c package of the

seed, and also a package of the Simpson Honey Plant
seed, and gave half of them to a neighbor who keeps
bees. I planted mine in a hot-bed, about the first of

May, and transplanted the first of June. They be-

gan to bloom about the 25th of July. At present, I

think I have about 100 bunches of flowers. My bees

begiu to visit them about 5 o'clock p.m., and work
until dark very busily. Then in the morning, they
work well until nine o'clock or after, making 7 hours
or more when they can get honey from them. To-
night, I was there about sunset and kept the bees

away from a bunch of flowers about ten or fifteen

minutes, and it would do any bee-keeper good to see

that drop of honey grow until it was nearly large

enough to drop off. 1 will have 500 plants next year
any way. William Hoyt.
Ripley, Somerset Co., Me., Aug. 9, 1880.

I planted some of the Simpson Honey Plant, which
grew well, and I think it is one of the best plants

for honey that we know of. My bees are the blacks;

I have only one Italian colony. In the morning, I

can see the blacks and Italians both on this plant,

but through the day I can not find one black bee on
it. Why is this so? Last fall you said the blossom

was full of honey, and so I thought the black bees

might reach it. Now I cannot understand this. The
Italians are all day long there at work. I have also

the Spider Plant doing well. I got the seed from
you, and it has been in full bloom ever since the -ith

of July. The bees are on it every night and morn-
ing, but I think the Simpson Honey Plant will pro-

duce more honey than the Spider Plant. They are

both very valuable plants for any apiarist, because

they come in just at the time when most needed.

Saginaw City, Mich., Aug. 15, '80. G. Castbllo.

BLACK BEES OUT EARLIEST IN THE MORN-
ING.

I was a little surprised to find that the
bees which were out the very earliest were
invariably black bees, that remained in sev-
eral new swarms we bought in June. These
black bees got large loads, for they were the
first on the ground ; but while they stopped
in the middle of the day the Italians kept
right on. This seems to upset the old claim
that the Italians work earlier than common
bees. Which raoe lays up the most stores?
The Italians, by far; for they have whole
combs of solid honey, while the blacks have
only a little along the top bars.

Of course, I have tested the quality of the
honey from these plants. The comb built is

as white as snow, almost, and the honey is

Cull as white as either clover or basswnod
honey ; but I have never been able to get a
taste of the honey in the hive, so as to dis-

tinguish the honey of one plant from that of
the other. About the last of the month, we
had a yield of honey which tilled up the

hives so much, that I am forced to the con-
clusion that it came from some other source

;

for our 18 acre honey farm could not possi-
bly furnish 300 colonies enough so that they
could store from 3 to .5 lbs. each, in the space
of 10 days or two weeks. Erom the taste of
the honey, I should say it came from red
clover ; and I found many bees coming
home with the well-known red-clover pollen
on their legs. While on a visit to an adjoin-
ing county, I saw a held of 18 acres, pretty
fairly swarming with Italian bees, and the
hives were filling very much as they do in
June. 1 do not think any doubts need ever
be expressed again, about Italians working
on red clover.

DELETERIOUS EFFECT OF CERTAIN BLOS-
SOMS ON BEES.

I told you that our melilot had made a
most luxuriant growth. Well, while it was
in bloom I noticed many bees hanging to the
fiowers in a dumpish sort of a way, and
when touched with the linger, they moved,
but did not fly away. A good many stayed
on the Mowers all night. On looking into it

further, I noticed, as it seemed to me, alto-
gether too many dead bees on the ground
among the plants. Mr. Gray called atten-
tion to this, and I explained it by saying I
presumed it was bees that died of old age.
lie thought the number too great, by far.
After thinking about it, I looked among the
Simpson plants, but have never been able to
find a bee on the ground. The bees have
covered this ground for weeks, and in num-
bers ten-fold greater than those on the mel-
ilot. If you touch them with your linger,
they are always off in a second.
On another page I have mentioned the

"Minnick" honey plant; well, I watched its

blossoms as they unfolded, with great inter-
est, but, as soon as I found bees on them, I
thought they seemed "logy." At night,
some of them did not fly home, but remain-
ed in a dumpish way on the blossoms all

night. Finally, I found some on the ground,
with their tongues protruded, dead. As I
have seen this only on the two plants men-
tioned, I have decided them to be unhealthy
for the bees. Am I right?

CYPRIAN AND HOLY-LAND BEES.
The Cyprian bees are hatched out, and

have been at work for several Aveeks in the
fields. They are exactly like Italians, in
every respect, so far as I can see, and cer-
tainly in no way any better. The Holy-Land
queens have a ringed appearance, as I have
said elsewhere, and the bees from one queen
are enough different from Italians to be
something of a curiosity. When young,
they have the same whitish down on their
bodies that I have mentioned in the ABC
as belonging to the albinos. Another Holy-
Land queen has bees showing this peculiari-
ty very faintly, and her bees, although three
banded, are as cross as average hybrids. As
honey or pollen gatherers, they are certainly
in no respect in the least superior to our
other Italians. I have purchased of friend
Jones, nine queens in all. Just as soon as I
can find anything about them to recommend
them over the Italians we have, I will let

you know. As I said last month, I rejoice
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at the enterprise, and I am glad to see you
eager to try these new races, but I do not
want to see you disappointed in thinking
you are going to get sornetliing greatly supe-
rior. I will send you some of the light, Ho-
ly-Land, worker bees, in a cage, for 20c, if

you have a curiosity to see them.

21ih.—Just at dusk last evening, I happened
to take a look at a small spider plant that
came up self-sown, in the garden, during
the latter part of the summer. Although it

was scarcely dark, each of the dozen flowers
contained a surprisingly large amount of
nectar. The evening was very warm, and
as I hurried off to our Thursday -evening
prayer- meeting, I mentally decided to be
down in the Spider-Plant held next morning
before daylight; for, if one little plant was
yielding so much, what would the whole plat
do ? I was up and passed through the apiary,
before scarcely a trace of dawn appeared,
but it was bright moonlight. Before I was
fairly on the ground, I heard bees humming,
and by stooping down I could see them run-
ning up to the tops of the hives, where they
took wing, and off they were in the darkness.
To be sure that the rush was for Spider
Plants, I walked clear around the outside
gravel path that encircles the apiary, and
found, by the sound, that they went only one
way. I went that way too. Was ever a
sight so beautiful ? Here was business in-
deed. What a roar, and what a happy roar !

I watched them awhile as they drank in the
nectar, saw, as it became a little lighter, the
heavy stream of laden bees as they went
back to the apiary, and then I followed them
back. I wanted to see what bees were thus
enterprising. I looked at the Holy-Land
and Cyprian bees, but there was no stir at
their hives. I then looked at some favorite,
strong, Italian stocks; not a bee moving.
Then at the red-clover queen ; bees at the
entrance, but none moving. I went to the
heavy colony of blacks mentioned before,
and one would have been sure that they were
robbing. Bees were piling out and in at
such a rate, the entrance was hardly large
enough. I pondered. If these were only
Holy-Land bees, or Cyprians, or even from
the red-clover queen, a hundred queens
should be started from her to-day, and what
a story we would have for Gleanings.
The queen was sold for 25c. more than 6
weeks ago, and these were her old, ragged-
winged bees, with a few younger Italians
helping. Were there no more stocks doing
as welly At the thought I made my linen
coat tails fly, as I rushed over the apiaries to
see what hives were working. Perhaps 50
out of the 300 were out,—some a little, and a
good many nearly equaling the black stock.
Just one excelled it, and they were beauti-
fully marked Italians. This colony outstrip-
ped anything I had ever seen, in the way of
bringing in honey. The slate showed the
mother of the bees had just been sold a few
days ago. I opened the hive, for no smoke
was needed, and found the Spider-Plant hon-
ey all through the hive. It had the taste of
the plant, unmistakably, in the unsealed
honey, but the sealed was a pure, simple
sweet, with scarcely any flavor to be noticed.
Later they were at work on the Simpson

i'lant, and during this morning hour, I
learned to tell which plant a bee was at work
on. Prom the Simpson, they get small pel-
lets of pollen almost white ; from the Spider
Plant, they get pollen the nearest to black of
any you ever saw. They seldom gather
this, until after they have licked up all the
honey. The sun is now up, and the Spider
Plants are deserted except by the pollen
gatherers. The apiary, too, is so still and
quiet that a lazy bee-keeper would never
dream of the bustle and din that we had two
hours ago.

g«n«g fduiffn.
Under this head will be inserted, free of charge, the names of

all those having honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, 1 would not advise von to send your
honey away to be sold on commission, if near home, when-
you can looK after it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 85 cents we can furnish little

boards to hang up in your dooryard, with the words, "Honey
for Sale, " neatly painted, [f wanted by mail, l" cents extra for
postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens for Sale," same
price.

I have 500 lbs. of extracted honey that I will sell at
9c per lb. It is Basswood and White-Clover, and is

very nice. G. M. Deek.
Riga, Mich., Aug. 23, 1880.

I have 2 half bbls. of 200 lbs. each, and 2 bbls. of 500
lbs. each, of nice, thick white-clover and basswood
honey, that I will sell for 9c, per lb., and throw in the
barrels, and deliver at the railroad station.

F. W. Holmes.
Eastmansville, OttowaCo., Mich., Aug. 19, 1880.

I should like to buy 500 lbs. of Basswood or White
Clover Honey and will pay lie per lb., delivered at
railroad freight depot, Southport, Fairfield Co., Conn.
It must be of good quality and light colored.
Aug. 2(5, '80. George E. Nokthrop.

I have 2,000 lbs. of White-Clover and Basswood,
Extracted Honey, for which I will take 9c, delivered
on the cars here, barrels thrown in. It is in 10, 12,

32, and 44 gal. kegs and barrels.
I also have 1,000 lbs. White, Comb Honey, in 2 lb.

sections; boxed and delivered on cars here, at 15c.
ItOBT. QfJINN.

Shellsburg, Benton Co., la., Aug. 16, 1880.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.—Honey.—Scarce, both Extracted and

Comb; demand slow. We pay 10c per lb. for Ex-
tracted Clover Honey, and 16c for choice white Comb
Honey.
Beeswax—Is 20@25c per lb. on arrival.
Cincinnati, O., Aug. 21, '80. C. F. Muth.

Chicago.—Honey.—Is quite plentiful on the mar-
ket now, and prices have had a tumble. Comb Hon-
ey, fair to choice, brings 15@17c; Dark 10@,12c. Ex-
tracted Honey, 6@8c.
Beeswax.—Fair to choice, 20@23c.

Alfred H. Newman.
972 West Madison St., Chicago, 111., Aug. 24, '80.

New York.—Honey. — Best white Comb, small
boxes, new, 18@20c; fair, ditto, 15@,17c; buckwheat,
ditto, ll@12c; large boxes, 2c per lb. less. White
Extracted, 9@10c; fair, ditto, sasuc; Dark, ditto,
6@7c. Southern strained honey, 75(?e80e per gal.

A. Y. Thurber.
158 Duane St., New York, Aug. 26, 1880.

St. Louis. — Honey. — Wc quote Comb Honey
scarce, and considerable inquiry at 20@21c for nice,
bright clover, in 1 and 2 lb. sections, and 15®17c for
darker grades in sections. Large packages comb
not wanted at over 10@13c. Extracted dull, but look
for better inquiry with cold weather; salable at
8@9c for bright, and 5@7c for dark.
We will say to a great many letters asking what

we give for honey, that "toe do not buy honey at all;"
we handle honey on commission alone.
July 22, 1880. K. C. Greer & Co.
No. 117 North Main St., St. Louis, Mo,
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Ql EKN <'EL.L,S; WHEN THEY SHOULD
BE GIVEN.

ijpsx N page 309, Aug. Gleanings, I road as follows:

mM "Queen cells, or a newly hatched queen, is to

be given every stock, as soon as a queen is

taken out." Now, friend Hoot, do you mean just

that, or do you wait 24 hours before giving a queen
cell? If you mean as you say, it seems a little

strange that nearly every writer says, wait 24 hours.

1 have often given queen cells at the time I took a

queen from a stock, and from 6 to 8 hours after,

only to have them destroyed. I have had better

success, in letting a young queen run upon the

combs, as soon as I had taken out the laying queen,

than I have in giving them cells: yet, as far as my
experience goes, not more than 1 out of 10 will be
accepted, if let out on the combs. The past season,

my bees have been very slow about starting cells,

and I have had over one-half of the cells destroyed,

which were put in after 24 hours time had elapsed

from the time the queen was taken away.

On page 380, American Bee Journal for August, in

an article written by Mrs. L. Harrison, we read:

"In our early days of bee-keeping, we used to read,

to form a nucleus by taking two combs of bees and
brood and giving them a sealed queen cell,—and we
invariably had them destroyed, and the bees would
rear queens to suit themselves from the eggs or lar-

vae they had. If the nucleus has been formed long
enough for them to have queen cells of their own,
and a cell ready to hatch is given them, it will not

be destroyed; or if their cells are cut out, and an-

other inserted in their place, it will be respected."

This corresponds exactly with all of my experience.

If I attempt to give a queen cell to a colony from
which I have taken a queen, before they start cells

from their own brood, the cell is invariably de-

stroyed. Hence if, at 24 hours after the removal of

a queen, no cells are started, with me it is not safe

to give a cell just ready to hatch. As looking over
the combs to see just when cells are started is extra

work, we now wait 48 hours, and usually all works
well.

Don't you rather commit yourself, friend R., in

the two following quotations which I make from
Gleanings? On page 369, you tell us, "Each hive

should at all times have unsealed brood in some
stage," while you say on same page, "Another lot

inserted in the same way were not looked at for 18

days; at the end of which time, we got a nice laying

queen from every hive, so far as I know." Please

tell us how you manage to get unsealed brood in a

hive, without looking at it in 18 days; also the se-

cret of getting bees to accept a queen cell just ready

to hatch, immediately upon taking away their lay-

ing queen. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Aug. 12, I860.

In regard to putting in queen cells, friend
D., I meant, principally, that no hive should
be allowed to stand and be forgotten, until
they had hatched a queen from their own
brood, or, worse still, got out of brood en-
tirely, and started fertile workers. You
know I had just been saying that a fertile

worker should be considered a disgrace in
any apiary. The disposition to procrastinate,
or to neglect to attend to queenless colonies
should never be yielded to in the least. I

took it for granted that our friends all knew
of the greater liability of the cells being des-
troyed, if put in on the same day the queen

was removed. I many times speak thus
briefly, because if I were to take up all the
points in enforcing an idea, I should dis-

tract the attention of the reader from the
main idea, besides occupying a great amount
of space.
But I must protest against your putting it

so very strongly, friend D. We raise cells

and queens by the hundreds, and it is our
daily business. If I wish to decide any of
these points, I can try the matter on a large
scale, at almost any time. For instance; we
have to-day received unexpectedly a second
large lot of imported queens, making over a
hundred sent us within the last two weeks.
We have also had dollar queens sent in fas-

ter than we can use them, until we find our-
selves overrun with both queens and queen
cells. This has happened several times be-
fore, this season. Well, to get rid of these
cells, we put a hatched queen or cell into
every hive the minute, almost, that a queen
is taken out. If the cell is torn down the
next morning, we give them another, and so
on. Are nine out of ten destroyed? By no
means; I should say, we never lose more
than half of them, and the saving in time
where cells are plenty is a great gain, with
so many colonies. Of course, hybrids and
very strong colonies destroy more. With
gentle Italians, and only enough bees to cov-
er about three combs, we do not lose more
than }4 of them. Come and see us, and we
will take 50 cells, and try it. By severe
smoking according to friend Hayhurst's plan
in the A B C, we can introduce hatched
queens almost every time.
In regard to the last paragraph: I by no

means expect you to think our apiary is al-

ways managed up to the standard I teach.
The case I mentioned was where our apiarist
had just been taken sick, and before any-
body else could be broken in to take his
place, things had become very much behind
hand indeed. The shipping was the most
important matter of course, and, as we could
do no better, the number of hives I mention-
ed was left unopened for 18 days. Luckily
no disaster happened to this lot, but in other
parts of the apiary, we had fertile workers
as a consequence of this same lack of brood.

HONEY FROM THE OAK.

IM BOUT two weeks since, I noticed a large num-
Jrj%_ ber of bees at work on a Pin Oak (Quercus

' palustris) tree. On close examination, I dis-

covered a sweet substance, resembling honey,

around the edge of the cups that hold the acorns.

The bees were not working on any part of the tree

except the acorns. I went to the same tree again

yesterday, and found bees still at work, but in less

numbers. A greater part of 1 he acorns were with-

ered and dried. I send you a few as a sample.

You may notice that apparently there is some kind

of an insect inside of the acorn, which probably pro-

duces the sweet, and also causes the acorns to with-

er and drop, instead of making a natural and per-

fect growth.

On the 26th day of June last, I hived a large second

swarm of bees. They appeared to be doing well for

a few days, but I noticed, after awhile, quite a num-
ber of them on the ground in front of their hive.
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Upon examination, I found their feet loaded with
the pollen of the milkweed, such as you describe in
A B C, part third. I also found a number in the
hive on the bottom board, unable to get farther. I

have seen them on the alighting board, and seen
bees not affected trying to get the pollen off from
the others' feet; and, finally, the feet of both would
become so entangled that, in their efforts to free
themselves, they would fly away, and I suppose
drop in the grass and die.

POLLEN FROM THE MILKWEED.

I have seen bees stuck so fast to the bloom of this
weed that it seemed almost impossible for them to
get freed by the use of all their strength of legs and
wings, and I have found dead bees sticking to the
bloom. This swarm I have, just mentioned finally
became so reduced in numbers, before they had
time to produce young brood, that the moth just
about took possession of their comb, and, of course,
destroyed the young bees, and the comb. I trans-
ferred those bees yesterday and found about one
quart left,—the remnant of a large swarm of young
bees hived on the 26th day of June last. I think I
am right in giving the milkweed credit for this
wholesale destruction.

I have noticed another variety of milkweed, which
is sometimes known by the name of pleurisy root,
and has a bloom almost exactly like the one just
mentioned. It has the same kind of pollen which
affects the bees in the same way as the large variety
described by you. I am satisfied that those weeds
produce considerable honey, but I have been des-
troying them, and shall continue to do so. I believe
there are a great many bees that gather honey from
those weeds and never get to their hives.

Wm. Loofbonron.
Fayette, La Fayette Co., Wis., Aug. 4, 1880.

I have recently observed the bees buzzing about
the Ja.ck Oaks (Q. imhricaria), in such a manner as
to convince me that they were there on business.
Careful observation showed that they get honey
from little galls that grow on the small branches.
I noticed one that the bees were visiting very fre-
quently. By the aid of a ladder I secured it. It was
about the size of a small pea. The side farthest
from the branch was somewhat concave, and in this
cavity could be seen several small patches of honey,
which had doubtless oozed out in a very short space
of time, for it was visited by bees about one min-
ute before I secured it. The gall contained, near
the center, what appeared to be the larvae of some
insect. T. P. Andrews.
Farina, 111., Aug. 9, 1880.

In our back volumes, this queer phenome-
na of honey from the oak has been several
times mentioned, and it appears that it is

not a normal product of the oak tree, but is

always caused by an insect, as in the case of
most of the honey dews. We sent the acorn
mentioned in the first letter to Prof. Beal,
but he was unable to say from it alone to
what particular oak it belonged.

It is quite likely that the milkweed pollen
is more of an enemy to the bee than I have
given it credit for, judging from the report
above, but I trust it is seldom that a colony
is so badly injured by it as the one men-
tioned. * 'H »

MY HIVE BALANCE.

P DIDN'T just have any abundance of cash to

spare, and I did just want to have a hive on
scales. Without it the apiarist is partially

blindfolded—don't know what is going on. With
honey coming in at the rate of seven oi eight ounc-
es a day, and almost as many ounces dissipated at

night, there is no hurry about putting on the sec-

tions; but, when the sweet starts to the tune of

seven, ten, or 15 pounds a day the bee-man would
better "hustle his boots," to see that his dish is

right side up before it is done raining porridge. Bees
are capable of making a great show of business

when little honey is actually coming in, and also of

getting in a good deal of honey in a very quiet way.
The prompt and accurate information which a bal-

ance gives is almost one of the necessities. Never-
theless, I didn't feel like giving eight dollars for one
of those brassy-faced, wire-spring concerns,—had' nt
the faith in a wire coil holding its own year by year,

with a 75 lb. hive hanging constantly on it.' Ah!
worse and worse, I just now see they won't weigh
but 60 lbs. at best. The outcome of all is that I have
a balance that will weigh any weight a bee hive

dares to be, and that can be made to weigh half

ounces; and the cost was but a trifle beyond the la-

bor of making. The expense of time, though con-

siderable, was not extravagant. As Novice is the
special "guide, philosopher, and friend" of such of

the class as are light of pocket, I guess he will thank
me to tell the boys all about it.

THE BASE.

Fig. 1 represents the base of the scale. It is four

feet long, sixteen inches wide, and five inches high

exclusive of attachments, and made of ordinary %
lumber. This is to rest on the ground (that is to say,

on a nice bed of sawdust), and the strips a a, are to

keep it from settling over on one side. The strips,

b 7j, are to keep the upper portion, which carries

the hive, from being slid off by some luckless blun-

der. The large screws, c c c c, catch the oscillating

part of the scale as it swings from side to side.

They should be screwed down so as to allow but a

slight oscillation (half an inch or so), and may be
changed from time to time if the bars spring. A bar

of wood, d, one inch by %, runs across the middle of

the base to support the axles or trunnions. This

part is also strengthened by a partition-like board
underneath, which is not visible, to make all firm.

The trunnions, e e, are simply bits of half inch iron

rod about six inches long. They are settled into the

bar, d, a little way, and held in place by a strap of

tin passing over the inner end. Only the other

three inches is needed as a bearing. Smaller sized

rod will probably do just as well. The bars above,

where they rest on the Irunnions, are hollowed out
about 3-16 of an inch. This may be done by burning
with a somewhat laryer rod. The cavity is then
faced by beating in smoothly a strip of tin, the ends
of which are then tacked fast. The bearing is

shown at a, in Fig. 2.

THE DOUBLE BEAM.

The carrier or double beam, shown in Fig. 2, is 20

inches longer than the base, but of the same width.

It is made by fastening together, at the ends and
middle, two pieces of 3x3 scantling 5 feet 8 inches

long. A stiffer beam could be made of 2x6 or 2x8

joist, but the points of motion would be so far out of

line that it would not balance so nicely, or weigh
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so small weights. To avoid springing-, under con-

tinued heavy weight, two suitable wedges are slip-

ped under the beam on one side, when the scale is

to be left. The indentation at a is where the beam
turns on the trunnion. The letters b b b b mark lit-

tle shallow boxes, made by first nailing a strip of tin

upon the bar at that point, to give a firm bottom,
and then nailing on four bits of %x% wood. The
centre of the box, b, is just two feet from the centre

of the indentation o. The screws, c c, catch the os-

cillations of the leaves of the scale just as those of

Fig. 1 catch the oscillations of the beam. The two
leaves of the scale are each two feet square, an*d se-

cured from warping by cleats underneath and by
being nailed at the ends to three inch strips of board

in the style of a little boy's home-made sled. They
do not interfere with anything below as the lower

parts of the scale are much narrower than the

leaves. A plain line is marked across the exact cen-

tre of the leaf for convenience in placing the

weights.

The adjustment of the leaves is shown in Fig. 3.

The invention of the implement is mainly in this. If

we lay a board on each end of the carrier, we can
weigh things, after a fashion ; but in ordinary hands
the reading would be very inaccurate. Reasonable

accuracy is secured by mounting each leaf upon cen-

tre points, and placing the burden and the weights

so that the leaves themselves will oscillate. Refer-

ring now to Fig. 3, a is the end of one bar of the car-

rier or double beam; b is one leaf ; c and 7i arc pro-

jecting screws; d is a button which turns on a

screw put in the edge of the leaf; e is a centre

point; and / is the tin-bottomed box. A narrow
cleat, marked #, is put under the leaf, mainly to

make a firmer hold for the centre point. When the

button d is turned up, the leaf will rock downward
until it touches the end of the screw h. Whatever is

weighed on the scale must be so placed that it will

rock either way with a mere touch. Then the but-

ton is turned back to its place, and the leaf, bearing

at once on the outer screws, the centre points, and
the button, is immovable while the weight is ascer-

tained. In weighing a hive these buttons only need

be turned occasionally. Don't pry up a hive when
it gets out of turn, but keep a brick lying on the top

of it which can be moved to make the adjustment.

As to the weights, the big ones once adjusted remain

on the scale. The small ones if laid directly on the

centre line of the leaf will be right without any fur-

ther care. The centre points, e, are made by cut-

ting off a twenty-penny nail, and filing down the

head of it; after which it is diiven deep enough to

be firm.

SECTION OF ONE LEAF AND END OF BEAM.

With a scale of this sort, of course the weights

have to be pound for pound with the burden.

Square boxes of % inch lumber are made of suitable

Size, and filled to correct weight with gravel and
small boulders. I use three sizes, Ii.

r
> lb., 10 lb. and 5

lb. They will absorb some water in a storm but in

so doing they will keep debt and credit with the

hive, which will also absorb water. Pound, half

pound, and quarter pound weights are also used.

These are little muslin baa* of gravel. Ounce

weights are bits cut from a bar of lead, and whittled

down to correct weight. The trunnions should be

oiled, and every thing made as smooth as practica-

ble; yet, quite likely, when first set up it may not

turn very easily. If so use a shift-weight. This is

not to be counted in adding up the weight, but is

used simply to make the thing turn. It should be

some object different from the weights, weighing

just enough to suit the scale; a weight which can be

found by trying. We will say the correct weight

is on, but the scale does not go down on account of

the rigidity of things. The shift-weight is now add-

ed anf) the scale goes down. It does not rise again

upon the removal of the shift, but rises when the

shift is placed on the opposite scale. When my
scale was first made I used a shift of three ounces, I

think. It has since been so that a scale would sink

with one ot the ounce weights, and rise on its re-

moval.

It is scarcely needful (in talking to so large aclass

of boys) to say that the whole thing, weights and all,

should be neatly painted, and be so arranged as to

be a respectable fixture of the apiary and not a

scare-crow. I omitted to say in the proper place

that the bars should be of hard wood, well seasoned.

In winter time the same scale can be used to weigh

the porkers, and the bags of grain, and for all the

uses of a farm scale. E. E. Hasty.
Richards, Lucas Co., Ohio.

Many thanks, friend Hasty. Your idea is

novel, and at least to me new ; and, although
I think it will be greatly improved, perhaps
as soon as it comes before our readers, we
owe you a vote of thanks for the ideas it

suggests. I should like it much better, if it

showed the weight at a glance, without be-

ing obliged to try it with weights ; but, as

the arrangement is so much cheaper than
the dial scales, I presume we can put up
with so slight an inconvenience. Besides,

the dial scales leave the hive swinging about
in the wind unpleasantly, unless we have
guy wires constantly attached, which render

it inconvenient to open the hive often. I

would wish the suspended hive to be cer-

tainly as easy of access as any other, for if

we are getting honey we wish to know what
kind of honey, and what it is from, and I am
always trying my tasting test, whenever I

lind honey coming in unexpectedly. Per-

haps it may help our readers to get a clear

idea of friend Hasty's plan, to remark that,

if the hive were simply set on one end of a

board, and the weights on the other, we
should be obliged not only to put the

weights in one exact spot but the bees would
have to put their honey in the same place in

the hive, to give us accurate weights. Friend
Hasty remedies this by having the platform
that holds the hive, as well as the one that

holds the weights, rest on pivots. Suspen-
sion, of course, would do as well as pivots

;

but then we would have inconvenient arms
in the way, besides leaving things to be
swung about by the winds. After making
one like the above, to be sure you take in

all the points, let us see who will make the
next substantial improvement.
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OIK PRESENT SEASON'S REPORT.
SOMETHING THAT IS NOT "BLASTED HOPES.

WjE regret to notice so many reports of poor

yields of honey, from nearly all parts of

the United States. In our own section,

most bee-keepers have taken no surplus honey, ow-

ing chiefly to the fact that most of them allow their

bees to swarm.
In our own apiaries, we have allowed no natural

swarming, and have thus secured a fair yield for the

season. From 17(5 colonies, we get over 15,000 lbs.

During the busiest time, we are often obliged to

crowd our work very rapidly. As a result of this,

we took, in one day, with one extractor, from 50

swarms, 1,565 lbs. of honey.

We hand you this report, not so much because we
are ambitious to have our success known, but be-

cause it indicates the value of the methods devel-

oped by long experience, and the great contrast

with the results attained in the past.

How long will it be before the mass of bee-keep-

ers will inform themselves, and be ready to take
hold of these advanced methods intelligently, and
not be found reporting "entire failures." Of course,

there are seasons and locations, such as '69 was with

us, when no honey at all is obtained ; but we now re-

fer to such localities as our own, the present year.

It should be remembered that half a crop in a poor
year is nearly as good as a full one in best seasons.

L. C. ROOT & Bbo.
Mohawk, N. Y., Aug. 18, 1880.

Many thanks, friend R. Your report
comes pretty near verifying what I said last

month in an editorial, concerning Blasted
Hopes. Now, if any one in your vicinity
sends us a complaining report, we shall know
pretty well, that it is the fault of the bee-
keeper, and not the season.

DADANT'S PLAN OF WINTERING HIS
BEES.

T is cheering to know that so good a bee-
keeper as friend Dadant is following—

' substantially our regular plan of win-
tering bees out of doors, even if he does car-
ry it a little farther with an extra outside
covering of hay. I should hardly think this
necessary with a good chaff hive. Read

:

HOW I WINTERED BEES.

Mr. Charles Aldrich, of Webster City, Iowa, fur-

nishes The Homestead with the following history of

his experience in keeping bees over the winter:

I have kept bees with the usual varying success
for many years—though on the whole they have
paid me very well,—probably better than almost any
other kind of farm stock. I have wintered them in
the cellar until last winter, when we tried a new ex-
periment—that of leaving them on the summer
stands. While more or less died in the cellar, we
did not lose a single colony out of doors. But it

would hardly be fair to attribute this latter success
entirely to the benign effects of "out of doors." For
many years my bees were kept partly in the Lang-
stroth and partly in the American hives. But two or
three years ago I induced a nephew who is living
with me to learn the bee-keeping business, and so
have myself escaped its labors. I was tolerably well
posted, but he has gone far ahead of me, and I now
regard him as a very well informed bee-keeper.
Soon after he commenced the work, I had to provide
him with a lot of books and various bee journals, and
also sent him a couple of times to visit Mr. Charles
Dadant, the noted apiarian of Hamilton, 111. He re-
turned, thoroughly indoctrined with Mr. Dadant's
system, upon which our bees are now managed. Our

old hives have been wholly discarded, and we now
use a thoroughly well made Quinby hive. It is

shaped like the old Langstroth, but is much larger.
When we came to the question of wintering, last

autumn, "Fred" decided on a "new departure."
He prepared the hives for wintering by removing all

of the frames, excepting from four to six in the
centre of the hives. These were placed in their us-
ual position, with a " division board " at each side.
This left a space between the division board and side
of the hive of about three inches. This space was
filled with chaff, closely packed. Then a stout piece
of brown duck cloth was spread on the top of the
frames, reaching to the outside of the hive all

round. The top of the hive was then filled with
chaff, which came down in contact with the cloth as
soon as the top was placed in position. The bees
were in this manner surrounded overhead and on
each side with chaff, one of the most excellent non-
conductors of heat. The back ends of the hives
which faced the north were made double. It will
thus be seen that for cold weather we had a very
warm hive. The only ventilation was at the en-
trance, which was always much contracted. When
winter fairly set in, we procured several loads of
coarse slough hay, and built a hay-cock over and
about the hive—except that the south end of the
hive was exposed. Some loose hay was left conven-
iently at hand, and whenever a cold snap or a "bliz-
zard" came along it was snugly filled in front of the
hive—fully protecting it from the rigors of winter.
When the temperature became milder, the hay was
removed from before the entrance, so that the bees
could fly out at will. They went through the winter
in fine condition, and were always wide-awake and
lively. We like this plan so well that we shall try it

again, with little change, aside from making our ar-
rangements as perfect as possible.
Of course it will not do to be egotistical about any

plan for wintering bees which may happen on a sin-
gle trial to prove successful. But it really seems to
us now that this mode is calculated to secure to
"The Blessed Bees" more of the conditions neces-
sary to perpetuate insect life through the winter
than any other with which I am acquainted. One
great reason why bees are lost so frequently is this:
There are days and weeks during which many own-
ers know little or nothing about the condition they
are in. It is during these seasons of neglect or ig-
norance that most losses occur. If we left any other
species of live stock for long periods, without know-
ing clearly their precise condition, immense losses
could not but be frequent. We neglect our bees,
leave them to suffer from a lack of some of the nec-
essary conditions of their existence, and then won-
der why they die! There is, of course, nothing orig-
inal about this plan, but it succeeded so well with us
upon one trial, that it may be worth the considera-
tion of other persons similarly situated.

'%, at

A BOY'S TRIALS IN DIVIDING AND INTRODUCING.

f]HE queen came in good condition without the

loss of a bee. When I ordered her, I agreed

for the first swarm that should come from
one of my neighbor's colonies, which I intended to

divide, as I hated to destroy the black queen, and
thought by dividing and feeding I could make two
good swarms by fall.

The hive was filled with fdn. and removed to my
place the night after swarming. I allowed them to

stay on stand No. 1 for two days, and then attempted
to divide by putting another hive filled with fdn. in

its place, and putting them on stand No. 2. Every
bee that came home knew the hive was new, and
would run all over the hive inside and out. I found
this would not work, so I hunted up their queen and
put her with them, and thought I had done it now
sure, because I supposed that not more than half of

the bees had ever left the hive on No. 1 stand, in the

two days they had been there, and when they did

leave now, they would come back to No. 2, even if
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there was no queen. In about an hour, there was a
commotion about both hives, and by night every
bee was on stand No. 1, leaving- their old hive with
fdn. nearly drawn out. The next morning I changed
hives again, putting a frame of brood and honey
from another hive in the empty one, on stand No. 1.

Of course, every bee that now went out from No. 2

would come back to stand No. 1. After about half

had got into the empty hive, I put all of the old

tables and hay caps I could And in front of No. 2,

and every bee that came out thought it was in a new
place, and would circle around several times, and
when it came back, came back there, although, only
the day before, when they went out from that stand
they came back to No. 1.

Now, after I had left the Italian queen over the
frames two days, came my first introducing. With
four of my friends to see the sight, and my mother
to help, and the smoker well loaded to quiet them,
we proceeded. I tilled the hive with smoke, lifted

up a frame, and let her out with her bees. No no-

tice was taken of the bees, but the minute she
touched the comb they were after her, and were
bound to sting1 even when smoke was blown right in

their faces. I should think every bee in the whole
hive knew she was let out, by the way tbey acted,

running around as though crazy. I caged her as

quick as I could, but now all of her bees were in the

hh-e, and I did not know what to do. I was afraid

she would not live alone, but, if bees from that hive

were put in, they would sting her, so I left her all

alone on top of the frames. I tried her for five days
afterward with the same result. Every time she

was let out, she would go peep, peep, and then every
bee was after her. Four times she flew away. She
would be gone about five minutes, and just as soon
as she would light upon the frames, they would ball

her. The sixth day, I found they had no honey, so I

began feeding inside the hive, but some colony be-

gan robbing them, or I thought so by the fighting

and pulling on the outside, and so I dared not try

her for two more days. After the poor thing had
been alone eight days, she was tried again. There
was no more notice taken of her this time than of

any other bee, and no peeping. She appeared hap-

py, putting her head in almost every cell, and look-

ing the hive all over.

Now, did the feed make any difference about their

taking her? and why do they not sting her right off,

when they are so cross? Some of them would do

their best to sting her, and I thought they would
succeed before she could be got away. I wish they

would be as long in trying to sting me. I have to

wear a veil and gloves, and then get stung through

my clothing, while mother can put her bare hand
any where among them, and pick up the ball with

the queen, or do anything she wishes.

There are two entrances to my hives, one at top

and one at bottom. Which should be left open in

winter, when the hive sits near the ground? Would
it be right to cover the lower with wire screening?

What is the value of chestnut trees for honey?
They are plenty here, and covered with blossoms,

but there is not much honey coining in.

James P. Melzer.
Milford, N. H., July 10, 1880.

If you succeeded after all, my young
friend, you ought to be proud of your suc-

cess, and glad of the vast amount of experi-

ence you have obtained with just one queen.

I think, if I were you, I should be proud of
my mother too, when she seems to be such
an expert with cross bees. Your feeding
doubtless contributed very much to make
the bees peaceable.—I would have but one
entrance in winter, or, in fact, at any other
time. The one near the top would let out
the animal heat, that you wish to save as
far as possible, and I would not cover any
entrance with wire cloth, for it will only an-
noy the bees.—Chestnut produces some hon-
ey, in some seasons, I believe, yet we have
never had any evidence that the bees gath-
ered very much from it.

DEPOSITORY OF

Or Letters from Those Who Have made
Bee Culture a Failure.

Sv
WANT one of your best Italian queens,—one
that means business, one that will gather hon-

ey when there is none. What are your prices

for the same? Bees have been a complete failure

this year. I have over 100 swarms and not one
pound of honey yet, and shall not have any white
clover. It is all killed. Buckwheat just coming on,

and I am in hopes they will get honey enough to

winter. J. L. Anderson.
Lawrence, McHenry Co., 111., Aug. 9, 1880.

Well, friend A., I have not quite succeed-
ed in getting bees that will gather honey
when there "ain't any," but, with the aid of
the Simpson honey plant and the Holy-Land
bees, I think we shall be able to secure a
crop where there wasnH any before. We are
now right in the midst of the most severe
drouth we have had here for years, but the
Simpson plants are carrying a great army of
bees right along day after day, from daylight
until dark.

We have had the poorest honey season ever known
up to date. There was not even pollen for the bees
through June. Kain spoiled all the basswood;
something spoiled everything else. H. Koop.
Carson City, Mich., July 12, 1880.

I am beaten again on Bees and Honey. I lost last

winter 45 out of 52, and had only one good one at

that. 1 bought 12 and got one swarm. Last season
was the poorest season we ever saw, yet some of us
got surplus honey. This season we haven't an ounce
and no show for it; for the bees are poor in stores,

and there was hardly any swarming in this country.
Linn gave us the best harvest; it lasted about 4

days. My honey cans will soon be empty. Save
your honey when you can, and have a flush for the

poor seasons. I may visit you another year.

West Point, la., Aug. 7, 1880. J. E. Jarrett.

"A BLAST FROM THE HEADQUARTERS OP THE BLAST-
ED HOPERS."

This has been the poorest season for bees that has
ever been known in this locality, excepting '75

which was too wet. The weather this year has been
favorable throughout, yet from 150 colonies, we did

not receive one swarm or a single pound of salable

comb honey. White clover, poplar, and locust blos-

somed as usual, aud the linn blossomed profusely.
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The bees have enough to winter on, and that is all.

This is the case all over the country. Now this is

certainly not due to mismanagement as you seemed
to intimate last month, as our bees were carefully

attended to by our bee-keeper, who was to receive

half. He even fed grape sugar in the spring to

stimulate breeding, but his labor is all lost. Now
isn't this "beesness" ! He will go to Florida in the

fall. D. B. Ulery.
North Hampton, O., Aug. 8, 1880.

We have 105 colonies of bees, and have taken off

but 40 lbs. of surplus honey. But little honey has

been made in this vicinity. We have reports from
over 50 apiarists. B. Salisbury & Co.
Battle Creek, Mich., Aug. 0, 1880.

I have had very poor luck this year with my bees.

If I never had any better, I wouldn't give a snap for

the biggest apiary in the country, all in Simplicity

hives, as mine are. Albert Greely.
Foster's Crossing, O., Aug. 16, 1880.

Honey crop a failure.

—

Peoria, 111., Aug. 10, 1880.

Mrs. L. Hakrison.

I have 40 stands of bees, and not one ounce of hon-
ey for me. White clover has been in blossom plen-

tifully since the first of June, yet there is but very
little honey in it. R. H. Phelps.
Edgerton, Rock Co., Wis., Aug. 7, 1880.

We have no use for fdn. here, as far as honey is

concerned. I have one young swarm, and do not
know of more than 7 or 8 within several miles of

here. I looked over 6 colonies this morning, the

poorest I have, and they were about half filled with
bees, and had not more than 541b. of honey each.

We had no clover honey. It has been very wet, but
is now dry. Not very many colonies can live through
the winter, without feeding, unless we have honey
dew, or a flow from fall flowers. A. G. Foster.
• Ottawa, 111., Aug. 9, 1880.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY, AND HONEY
(BEES) IN JULY AND AUGUST.

AND QUEENS' EGGS UNDER THE MICRO-
SCOPE.

#|&,NE of the small apiaries of 7 hives was
^M) given me to care for, and one would

naturally suppose that it should thrive
heyond precedent, under ttie direct super-
vision of such a weight of knowledge and
experience. Ahem ! In less than a week
one of them "thruv" so exceedingly that
they sucked the juices from all of the un-
sealed brood, and were uncapping the cap-
ped in the vain hope of finding a little nour-
ishment wherewith to keep them one day
more from starving. I discovered the situa-
tion at a time when I expected every mo-
ment to hear a call that the printers were
out of copy, and the clerks waiting to have
letters read, so they could go on with their
work, so I just "cut" into the honey house
and got a frame of maple sugar, and hung
on the outside of the cluster. They were so
weak that, had I given them anysort of liq-
uid food, they would have been robbed out
at once. When I hung the frame in, the
bees were scattered in a demoralized condi-
tion all over the hive, and the queen was

alone by herself, away down in one corner.
When I got time to go out again, what a
change ! The few scattered bees had select-

ed a spot in one of the empty combs, and the
queen was in the centre of the little circle,

laying eggs, evidently with a view of mak-
ing up for lost time. What few could be
spared were bringing water at a great rate,
rows of maple sugar honey encircled
the empty cells made ready for the queen,
and, as I moved the combs, they showed
fight in such a true bee-hive style, that I ac-
tually had to laugh. As the weather was
very warm, the queen kept on enlarging her
circle, and as soon as brood was capped in
the centre, they paid no further attention to
it, but kept nursing the young larva?, until
we had the queer spectacle of a hive con-
taining considerable sheets of sealed brood,
with only a few hundred bees around the
outside edges. The young bees are now out.
and the swarm has rapidly run up to respec-
table numbers, but they have used up all

their sugar, and have scarcely an ounce of
honey in the hive again. The frame of
sugar was transformed into yellow Italians.
I have since done the same thing with the
best quality of grape sugar, and it works al-

most as well. I do not know but that neigh-
bor H. was pretty nearly right, when he
said a pound of maple sugar would make a
pound of Italian bees. With the pollen
gathered from corn and other sources thrown
in, I rather think it would. The sugar
is worth 10c. a lb., and the bees a dollar.
What sort of a chance is that for making
money, during these dry, hot days, my
friends? Eh? To save the bees the labor of
carrying water, I now put a Simplicity feed-
er full of water right by the side of the frame
of sugar, and use none but wired frames for
sugar, that it may not fall out on the bees.
I had some rare fun with my apiary, I tell

you, even if it was dry weather, and since
the honey yield has opened again, I tell you
they have all "thruv."
Oh yes ! That queen laid such large eggs

that I had Ernest examine them under the
microscope, and below, our engraver has
given you a picture of what they looked like.

A QUEEN'S EGG UNDER THE MICROSCOPE.
The lace penciling is so line and delicate,

our engraver could not well make it; but
the net work is about correct, only the lines
should have been much lighter. Eggs from
other hives showed about the same, only
these are considerably larger. AVe find that
eggs differ much in shape even from the
same queen, as well as in size.

P. S.— AVby cannot any queen and a few
bees be built up, as was the above? I only
know that I have not always succeeded so
well, but I do not know whether the fault
was with the queen, or bees, or both.
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BEES OF ARKANSAS.

N article in your July No. from Mr. Gerome
Wiltsc, Nebraska, invites the following:

Your correspondent communicates some-
thing new to me relating to the bees of Arkansas,
and it is so novel tnat I am disposed to have my say
also, so that such men as Professors Cook and Has-
brouck may determine whether or not we have an
infinite variety of the honey bee in this state, indi-

genous as it were to the country, besides the black,

Italian, and hybrid. Mr. W. speaks of native bees of

this state, purchased by him with one or more yel-

low bands; while I am very far from denying his

statement on the subject, I shrewdly suspect some
adventurer had, in advance, carried Italians into the

country, from which he procured a lot of hybrids.

I base my belief on the fact that I have lived in the

state over 30 years, and made a specialty of examin-
ing the physical appearances of the honey bee all

over the state, having been in nearly all the coun-
ties, and up to this present writing have met only

three shades of the native honey bee. I say native

because I think the native question is settled. The
first, and by far the most numerous variety, is a

bright brown bee which when clustered in swarms
has more a tinge of yellow than black, hence I call

it brown, as it really is; the next in numerical
strength is the black bee emphatically; and the

least numerous is a grayish, dark bee, not gray from
recent development, as all young bees are, but gray
through life. These varieties are common in this

state, Tennessee, and Mississippi.

Many years ago I thought the black bee borrowed
its color from being reared in very old, black combs;
but later observations convinced me that such was
not the fact. I have each variety now in full blast

in my apiary at Council Bend, Ark., where all show
their destinctive character, whether reared in old or

in new combs. Not being able to reconcile my ob-

servations with the views expressed by your corres-

pondent, I am inclined to believe that his yellow

banded bees had been early introduced into the

country, or he has mistaken the light brown bee

above described, which is very common all over the

state. Now I assume all the species of honey bees

belonging to the same genus are but one species

varying in external features, as do many of the ver-

tebrated animals. If not of the identical species,

how can you account for the prolificacy of the off-

spring when you blend the black with the Italian, or

Cyprian, or Egyptian, or with the Hob'-Land bees?

They are undoubtedly of the same species, and of

course the word hybrid is a misnomer to the mixed
varieties, which generally are more prolific than
either parent,—a result from infusing new blood

and a different energy into the offspring, just as

stock raisers avoid in-and-in breeding for the same
purpose. Now I am not prepared to say a hybrid in

the insect creation is amenable to the same laws

which obtain in the propagation of the mammalia.
I am not prepared to say the hybrid insect is impo-

tent to propagate his race, but the laws of reproduc-

tion are so well known in the vertebrated races that

we arc inclined to the assumption that nature, ever
true to herself, has attached the same undeviating

law of propagation to insect tribes. I have known
hybrid, aquatic birds to hatch about one egg in

eight which had all the characteristics of the mother
hybrid, but here I suppose the vivifying influence of

the sire, muscovy duck, extended in a feeble degree to

the second generation, where it became extinct.

The hybrid bee will produce many generations of

its kind, but will eventually assume one of its orig-

inal types. G. B. Peters.

Hot Springs, Ark., Aug. 15, 1880.

^m ^ —
NEW ZEALAND FLAX.

WJAVING seen some mention in Gleanings,

!

[Vol. VII. p. 130] of the honey producing
' qualities of Pharmium tenax, or New Zea-

land Flax, I thought that I could not do less than
send you a few specimen parts of the plant. I have
been rather long about it, but here they are at last.

This plant is very common in New Zealand, and is

perhaps the most striking feature in every land-

scape. To the natives it is of indispensable value.

They make many things useful, and some things

even elegant and artistic, of it. A Maori woman
would squat down by a flax bush, and make you a

basket in no time. By the settlers, it is made into

tow for stuffing matresses, &c; also into cordage.

The children know all about it; the leaves furnish

swords, and the flower stalks, guns and whipstocks.

The leaves are easily split into strips, plaited into

ropes, bridles, whips, &c. In fact, almost every

purpose to which boys put twine, is met by the flax

bush. The wagoner makes his whip lash, ties his

boots, mends his harness, &c, with flax which he
cuts by the way side. The farmer ties his sacks of

potatoes with the same, and many other everyday

needs are supplied by this plant. In the honey sea-

son, don't the "boys go for it," and stand there by
the half hour together, pulling down the long plant

stalks, breaking off the coarse, dull-red flowers, and
sipping out the nectar? The bees also go there I be-

lieve, as they often come home covered with dark
yellow pollen, which would be sure to be the case if

they made the descent into those deep flowers; but
on this I must make observations.

I enclose a picture of this plant in its glory, which
will give you a better idea than any description

could do. As to the time taken to grow to the size

of that in the picture, I have no idea. They seem to

have stood for ages, and are always developing.

The parts I send aie as follows:

Section of flower stalk at 3 feet from the root.

Section of same stalk at i) feet from the root, and 1

foot from the tip. Sprig of seed pods gathered
green. Part of a leaf or blade, showing how the

fiber is exposed to view by the action of wind and
storm, or by the chewing of cattle. Section of blade

at 3 feet from root. Tip of same at 5 feet from root.

Packet of seed gathered ripe.

Wh. Henry Clemo.
Waimate, Canterbury, New Zealand, July 16, 1880.

Many thanks for the trouble you have
taken, friend C, and for your beautiful
specimens, which reached us in excellent
order. If I am correct, the plant has al-

ready been grown by some of our Southern
friends, and I should be very glad of reports
from it. I will try the seeds you send here,
and will give a few to any friend further
south, who wishes to test it.

In answer to several inquiries as to the pronuncia-

tion of the word Cyprian, we will say that it is pro-

nounced in three syllables, with the accent on the

first, and as if it were spelled Sip-re-an.
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FROM THE A B C CHILD THAT <iRFW
SO FAST.

HOW HE WINTERED HIS BEES, AND HOW HE IS GROW-
ING NOW.

M S nearly one year has elapsed since I wrote

jgj^_ you, I thought I would drop you a line to let—
' you know how I get along. I went into win-

ter quarters with 27 swarms of bees. I weighed

every hive, and no one had less than 45 lbs. by
weight of honey. Some had 75 lbs. I put them in a

a dry, dark cellar, after placing over each a chafE

cushion, 4 in. thick, pressed down on the frames in

the upper story. I put sticks across the frames for

the bees to cross over. The temperature was about
45° all the time. I set them in, very quietly, at

night, Oct. 31st, 1879. All was well until Feb. 15th.

First I would say that there was not one day all win-

ter when I could set them out. Feb. 15th, 5 had dys-

entery badly, and soon died. Later (in March) all,

except 2, took the dysentery, and, Apr. 1st, 13 had
died. I set out 14 good swarms, but they were badly

bloated, and could not fly. These dwindled down to

2 frames, and every queen died but 3. The 2 swarms
which did not have dysentery built up rapidly. New
queens were reared for the others, and new hives

furnished them, with cards of June honey which I

had saved. Division boards and mats were used un-

til May 15th, when all filled their hives. I had not

one colony that consumed less than 42 lbs. of honey,

and several consumed 75 lbs., while in the cellar.

The weather during Nov., Dec, Jan., and Feb.

ranged from zero down to 40° below; but I shall

never put a bee in a cellar again. It was not damp,
as I placed gun powder on chips lying on the bottom
of the cellar, in the 4 corners, and, on Apr. 1st,

touched it off, and it burnt as well as ever. The in-

sides of hives were daubed and black, and emitted a

foul odor which killed the bees, I think. One of my
neighbors lost 85 and another 65 in the same way.
We will hereafter risk them outdoors. All bees win-

tered in box hives outdoors did well.

I now have 26 swarms, every one with a young
queen, bred in June, from the imported queen I got

of you, which I saved. The season has been one
continual flow of honey since May 1st. I keep all

stocks strong by dropping a laying queen into each

old stock, as soon as the swarm is out, first cutting

out all queen cells, with which 1 restock the nuclei.

Thus I have no second swarms, and no hive is with-

out a laying queen over night. I have done this

with 23 stocks, and it has been a success in every
case. I never had a swarm come out of a hive after

being hived. Mine are under apple trees, and cov-

ered with green shade. I think the hive needs to be
shaded before swarming, the bees disliking the

stand in the sun. Being contented before swarming,

they cluster near, and stay in any hive. Clipping

queens' wings insures their being superseded at

once with me.

I cannot use the Langstroth hive here. It may do
down in Ohio, but here we have 6 months winter

and 3 of them average 20° below zero throughout. I

use the Modest hive. In the Quinby, combs break
down during every heavy yield. My stocks are all

immensely strong, and storing about 12 lbs. per
stock each day, and from red clover too, and the

Mammoth at that. Let those who never saw bees

work on red clover come here, and I will show them
50 acres with the whole working force of 26 strong
swarms of bees spread out upon it, nearly one to

each blossom; and I have this day seen bees sip

their fill from one tube, and leave for home. I ex-

amined some and found them full, and over a drop
can be pushed out on the hand.

I use Dunham fdn., full sheets, made one year ago,

about 5 feet to the lb. I have had strong stocks

draw out a full sheet into comb one inch thick, and
store 2 lbs. of honey in it in just 8 hours from the

minute of insertion. This I discovered by going to

an upper story to get a frame for a new swarm, and
was so surprised that I weighed them. New swarms
drew out combs and filled them, so quick that eggs
were found in only one comb in the hive at the end
of a week. I have been obliged to extract from the

brood chamber each night, at sundown, to give the

queen the start of the bees, and then they would dip

up so much that by morning some were blocked up
again. I have raised a good number of queens and
shipped away, besides many sold here. Every one

has proved to be extra proline, and worth $5.00 for

business. I think this is due in part to the cells be-

ing made under the natural swarming impulse, and
only the slim long ones saved, and in part to the

great honey yield, making the workers and drones

fly with such great vigor and hurry. I have several

queens which have just commenced laying, which I

will sell at $1.00 each. If I had bees enough, I

should employ my whole time with them, as they

have paid me $26.00 per colony so far.

Arcadia, Wis., Aug. 5. 1880. E. A. Morgan.

I fear, friend M., that your bees were so
strong they were too warm. Had they been
out of doors, they probably would have been
about right. I have come pretty much to
the same conclusion with yourself, in regard
to putting bees in cellars. I am very glad
indeed to hear you have such an excellent
flow of honey; with the flood of Blasted
Hopes, because the season has been so poor,
your letter—the latter part of it—seems re-

freshing. I think you are a little mistaken
about the L. frame. You know one of your
besetting sins, friend M., is jumping hastily
at conclusions. Two lbs. of honey in a
sheet of fdn., in only 8 hours, is the "tallest"
report for fdn. on record, friend M. Cali-

fornia will have to "take a back seat," if all

your neighbors are having the luck you do.

At least a few of us remember your reports
of a year or two ago, and I assure you we
have felt interested to know how you were
prospering by this time.

CALIFORNIA.

Our season is about closed. Wo only have y2 a

crop,—12,060 lbs. of extracted honey from 100 weak
hives to start with. M. C. Woodson.
Atkinson, San Diego Co., Cal., Aug. 12, 1880.

Father and myself are located one half mile apart.

We have about 270 swarms between us. I have not

as yet put on a box for surplus. I have kept bees

about 20 years, and this is the poorest season I have
had. My bees have not, on an average, 8 lbs. to the

hive. We have been sowing buckwheat. My enjoy-

ment is not confined to the amount of honey or gold

that I may posess. I expect to greet you some day
with a happy greeting. William Troyek.
Annawan, Henry Co., 111., Aug. 3, 1880.

[Thanks, friend F., for concluding words.]
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ITALIAN QUEENS CHANGING TO BLACKS
AND H\ BKIDS.

AN IMPORTANT ITEM TO BE CONSIDERED.

fjJHERE has been a good deal said about queens
laying eggs of one kind, and then changing to

those of another kind. Perhaps my expe-
rience will help to explain this subject. Last fall, I

destroyed all my black and hybrid queens, and unit-

ed their bees with other colonies. This was done
late, after all egg laying had ceased, so there could
not have been any young queens reared after that

time. In the spring, when the young bees hatched,
I found that a large per cent were hybrid, and some
quite black. All the queens left in the hives in the
fall had their wings clipped, but these blacks and
hybrids were not clipped. Consequently they were
new queens, but how came they there? That ques-
tion bothered me for a long while, but I have settled

it as follows:

Last year was a very poor year for bees, and a
great many left their hives, and swarmed over the
country. I remember being in my bee yard when I

noticed an increase in the number of flying bees.

Afterwards, I found a small swarm—about half a
pint—hanging on one corner of a hive. This sum-
mer I saw the same thing repeated, except that they
settled on a limb, and before I got them put in with
one of my lightest colonies, another swarm came
and went in with them, without settling. Each of

these swarms had a queen, but so few bees that I

should not have noticed them, had I not been among
the hives. I am satisfied that it was such little

swarms with their queens, coming into my hives un-
noticed, that changed them from Italians to hybrids.

Instead of the queens being changed, they were ex-

changed. E. S. Easterday.
Nokomis, 111., Aug. T, 1880.

Many thanks, friend E. I think there is

no question but that you are right, and if

this were borne in mind, it might help to
settle a great many of the disputes and dif-

ferences about the way imported and tested
queens often turn out. A friend has just
returned an imported queen that he says he
thinks produced good Italians when he first

got her, but produces now, some bees abso-
lutely black. After a dry spell, or after a
dearth of honey, we often see these little

swarms of stray bees, and often find the
queens too. I have good reason to believe
they sometimes rind their way into hives,
and not unfrequently displace the reigning
queen.

BEE BOTANY ANB ENTOMOLOGY.

'U. ROOT: —You will find enclosed four speci-

mens of honey bearing flowers. Please give

me the common names of them. The one
with the round white blossoms is a small shrub
which grows in low, wet ground and in ponds. It

begins to bloom about the middle of June, and, from
the way the bees work on it, it surely yields an
abundance of honey. The one with the i heads on
one stem beats any thing I ever saw. The stalk

from which 1 send you a sample has 350 such stems,

and it is the only. stalk I know of; the bees are on it

in a perfect swarm from sunrise till sunset. The
one with the yellow blossoms is what we call Kale.

We have a few stalks in the garden, and the bees

are very busy on them. The one with the pink

flowers grows spontaneously on waste grounds and
in fence corners. Please give me the names of these

through Gleanings and oblige- Elias Bbrg.
Cicero, Ind., July 20, 1880.

The first is the Button Bush, mentioned
last month. The second is Bee Balm or
Ilorsemint, also sometimes called Wild Ber-
gamot. It is a near relative />f the Monar-
da Punctata, which has been advertised for
years as a honey plant. The last we were
obliged to send to Prof. Beal, and below is

his reply :

The specimen sent is Tcucrium Canadenxc (Ameri-

can Germander or Wood Sage), a mint, good for hon-

ey as nearly all mints are. W. J. Beal.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.

A NEW HONEY PLANT, ASCLEPIUS TDBEROSA.

The specimens received with the three fol-

lowing letters, so far as we could see, were
exactly the same plants.

I found a wild flower the 25th of June, which was
a stranger to me. I thought it very pretty, and
took it up, and brought it home. I set it in the yard,

where it had not been more than 5 minutes before

there was a bee on it. I watched him until he was
loaded, and it was not long before he returned. The
bees work on it all day. It must be a good honey
plant. I have been looking for more, but have failed

to find any more of them. It is a small yellow blos-

som, growing on a small stem about 154 in. long, and
in bunches of about 20 in a bunch. It is still in

bloom. The main stalk is two feet high, and very
stiff and hard, and about the size of my little finger.

1 send you a small bunch of the flowers.

Vigo, Ross Co., O., July 12, 1880. John Motes.

I send you to-day a stalk and blossom of a plant I

have not seen mentioned in Gleanings. It grows
in a cluster of 12 or 15 stalks, to the height of about
2 ft., and is crowded with flowers, in shape like the

milkweed, but of a bright orange color, and presents

a beautiful appearance. I sometimes see 8 or 10

bees on a bunch, and almost always several, and I

have observed that it is honey they are after, and
not pollen. I know of no plant here at the west so

uniformly visited by tyie bees, when in bloom, which
is of several weeks duration. The root, a long tap

root, is perennial, and does not spread like milk-

weed. I think botanic physicians use the root as a
febrifuge, and call it "white root," but I am not cer-

tain. I don't know how the seeds grow, whether in

pods on the sides of the stalk, like milkweed, or not.

If you have not the plant with you, and wish a root,

I will send one or two in the fall. There is no "milk"
about the stalk. Stephen Young.
Memphis, Mo., July 6, 1880.

Prof. Beal:— To-day I send you specimen of a hon-

ey plant found growing wild in this locality, although

very scarce. The plant grows about 14 inches high,

has large clusters of very dark orange colored blos-

soms, which are covered with bees from morning till

night, and in all kinds of weather. If it is not a nox-
ious weed, it will be a good honey plant here, com-
ing into bloom as it does just at the close of the

white clover season, and continuing to bloom 6 or 7

weeks. J. H. Reed.
Orleans, Ind., July 26, 1880.

To all the above Prof. Beal replies as fol-

lows :
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The specimens sent are Asclepias Tuberosa,—But-

terti3--weed or Pleurisy-root. I have received it be-

fore as a bee plant. It is one of the milkweeds, and

thrives in dry hill-sides and fields, but does not con-

tain much milky juice. It is a very pretty plant,

and is sometimes cultivated. W. J. Deal.

Michigan Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.

I would especially commend the course of

the friend who carefully took the plant up,

and placed it in his own garden. If more
will do this, we shall soon have not only a
band of experimenters, but some valuable
knowledge of the value of the honey plants
of the world, in different localities. You
that have not tried it little know the pleas-

tire one feels in seeing a plant blossom un-
der the stimulus of the cultivation of his

own hands, and then in seeing the bees be-

jnn to work on it.

MINNICH'S HONEY PLANT.
I send 3"ou a package of roots of the same honey

plant of which I last fall sent you the seed. They
should be planted in strong, rich,, damp soil. They
will do well on the bank of a brook or pond, about a

foot above the water, but the soil must be moist. I

never saw bees work on iron-wood, boneset, or mus-
tard, but I have seen them work on this plant I send

you, and fill themselves so full of honey as to fly

with difficulty. As to the quality of the honey, I

can not say, as there is none of this plant close to

my bees ; but I have set out some, and will be able

to tell in a year or so. In geod soil, this plant will

grow seven fee* high, .with from three to twenty
stalks in a hill, each bearing on its top a head of li-

lac colored blossoms, the size of a peck measure,
and a hill in bloom is beautiful, to say the least. It

blooms about the first of Aug. or last of July, and
continues in bloom for a week or ten days. As it is

exceedingly hardy, thriving in stiff sod, and a per-

ennial, it will be no trouble to propagate it, if that is

all that is needful. I hope to hear of its success
with you as a honey plant. C. S. Minnich.
Gratiot, Licking Co., O., Apr. 20, 1880.

These roots were planted down by the
pond, and as they shot*up tall, beautiful
stalks, having six large leaves equally spaced
around the stalk at nearly regular distances
from base to top, it became a plant of con-
siderable interest to us. It is now in bloom,
and not being able to name it, we sent a leaf

and flower to Prof. Beal, who replies as fol-

lows:

It is Eupatorium purptu-cunii trumpet weed,—Joe-
Pye weed. It has often been sent as a bee plant.

Many of your readers would be astonished at the

large number of species sent by bee men as good for

honey. Remember my article some time ago, in

which I said there were east of the Mississippi over
1500 species, all good for bees where they grow in

sufficient quantity. W. J. Beal.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.

The bees work on it all day, and it is pret-

ty thickly covered with them. Further facts
in regard to it, will be found under our
own apiary and honey FARM. Speci-
mens of the same plant have been sent by a
number of our readers.

CALIFORNIA BEE-KEEPIN<;.

LIPPIA NODI FLORA.

HplHE time of the year is fast approsi

J°|[
our Southern California bee-keep

inching when
keepers will have

~ to wait for the rains of next winter to moisten
the ground, before they can expect much more hon-
ey. It is not so with us however, for the Lippia
Nodiflora is growing, flowoi ing, and yielding honey
more abundantly than ever, although irrigation has
failed some time since, and ihe ground is dry and
dusty every where. The bees are so busy gather-

ing the nectar from the flowers, that they scarcely

notice you when taking the full sections away and
replacing them with empty ones.

SINGLE TIERS OF SECTIONS VERSUS WIDE FRAMES.
I am fully satisfied that it is no small job to put

together the sections, and put in fdn., and change
them for tilled sections on the hives, for I am only

two weeks behind time, though doing my best, and
almost giving out, and the queen nursery not looked

at to-day. I am already satisfied that I would like

your one tier of boxes in the shipping case, ready to

go to the city, when it conies off the hive.

SPIDER PLANT IN CALIFORNIA.
The bees do not notice the spider plant, although

fine, large drops of honey glisten in the sunshine
quite late in the morning. We have not succeeded
in propagating the Simpson honey plant here, al-

though we have tried it repeatedly. O. S. Davis.
Lemoore, Tulare Co., Cal.

The cases containing one tier of sections
may be the least trouble, but, with a strong
colony of bees, you will get considerably
more honey, with the wide frames and doub-
le tier. Your spider plants are too few. Our
field of them, now (21st) is covered with bees
in the morning, beyond anything I ever saw
before.

FRIEND MARTIN'S APIARY.

AND SOMETHING ABOUT HOW HE GOT IT.

f
HARDLY expected you would make an engra-

ving of our apiary, but as you seem determined
" to spend your money on pictures, I will give

you a little description of the place.

I think much of the photo, for, in looking at it,

I see the work of my own brain and hands, as an
expense of less than $10.09 cash has paid for all la-

bor except my own. I have been my own laborer

with spade and hoe, my own architect to plan and
execute, and my own artist to paint and adorn. I

have put up my bee house by piecemeal; first my
wintering house, then my store room for honey, and
then my room for working up wax, etc. I also use

this room now for extracting. I have a drop of 3

feet from this room to the next room, and honey
can be run directly from the extractor into barrels

without lifting.

The large hives in the center are chaff. I use a

two story hive, size of frame 14x14, and run mostly

for extracted honey. Like friend Rue, I adopted

this frame in 1874, from your recommendation. I

now make them just 11x14 and have over 2000 of

them in use. It would be very convenient if we all

used the same sized frame, but that day will never
dawn. As long as every bee-keeper can tinker up
his own hives he is sure to get his frames an odd
size, even if he get everything else right; and where
extracted honey is the object, I am strong in the

opinion that it makes no difference what sized
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frame I use. It is more in the man who manipu-
lates the frames than in the hive or the frame. I

use my frames on the Simplicity plan, using some-
times three stories in height, and have them full of

bees from cellar to garret. I can use fdn. in the

frames as well as in the L. frame, and don't exactly

understand why the advent of it should cause any
one to decide for any particular frame.

My chaff hives are made en a little different plan

from the regular style. I use one of my common
hives for a second story, and can easily lift it out
when I wish to examine the lower story. I have
one that requires the lifting- out of the upper
frames to get at the brood frames, and I seldom
try to examine it, and wouldn't adopt that style of

hive if they were given to me. My bees have win-

tered as well in the cellar as in chaff, and I shall

stick to the c liar yet for the greater number of my
bees.

possible to produce comb honey with ease
and certainty. The most practical way of
getting good yields of comb honey is above
the brood ; this is pretty generally agreed to.

If we were using the extractor exclusively,
we could take out the whole comb, and ex-
tract the honey, letting the brood remain

;

but for comb honey, the most feasible way
seems to be to nse a shallow frame. I know
there are a few who do not agree to this, but
I am speaking of the great majority. The
L. frame was the most general in use, if I
am correct, before I strayed off, as I did
temporarily to the Adair frame and hive,
and therefore the sooner 1 went back after I
saw mv mistake, the better, I thought and
now think. I have before stated that I did
not intend to advise those to change, who
have many hives and frames all alike, of di-

mensions that please them. Those who have

J. H. MARTIN'S APIARY, HARTFORD, ST. Y.

As stated and described on page 282, Vol. VII., my
|

apiary is laid out on a circular plan, and I think it is

about as handy as any way I ever tried. It is well

shaded with a fine lot of plum trees, grape vines,

etc. There are now over 100 swarms in the enclo-

sure, and I think of enlarging a little on the east,

beyond the bee house.

Our yield of honey this season has been short, and

the crop is about half the quantity secured last year.

J. H. Mahtin.
Hartford, N. Y., Aug. 4, 1880.

Thanks, friend M. I strongly commend
your idea of being the architect not only of
your own fortunes, but of your own home
adornments as well.

UNIFORMITY IN niVES AND FRAMES.
The advent of fdn. caused me to turn back

suddenly to the L. frame, because it made it

but few, or but few of any one kind, or who
have not yet decided on any especial frame,
I would by all means advise to fall into the
beaten track. Thousands of beginners are
adopting uniform hives and frames daily,

and although our orders are now increasing
at a great rate for the regular L. hives,
frames, sections, etc., each season, the de-
mand is rapidly decreasing each season, for
odd-sized goods. The young bee-keepers
who have been educated to use the L. frames
are more disgusted than one can well im-
agine whenever they by chance are called
upon to open hives containing Gallup, Adair,
American, Quinby, or other frames. The
matter of buying and selling bees is getting
to be one of great moment, and this feature
alone almost demands that we shall have
uniform hives and frames.
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ARE LARGE APIARIES A NUISANCE *

S
PRESUME the above is what the papers
are trying to discuss, but some of the
items are a little amusing, if nothing

more. See

:

THE TOO BUSY BEE.

Whether the crushed worm ever did turn or ever
will turn against its oppressor is a question which
must be discussed by naturalists, but, to judge from
recent accounts from Paris, the bees have organ-
ized a very practical system of retaliation on man
the despoiler, and have suggested quite a new read-
ing of the old saw, "Sic vos non vobis mellflcatis
apes." One of the inhabitants of the Nineteenth
Arrondissement keeps from 800 to 900 bee hives,
and a very large number of hives are to be found in
the Thirteenth Arrondissement, near the Ivr goods
station. The industrious denizens of these hives
are making war right and left on the sugar refiner-
ies. At the Say manufactory it is calculated that
damage to the amount of 25,000 francs is done every
year by the bees, who are so indefatigable in re-
venging themselves on the saccharine interests of
mankind that they will empty a large jar full of
sugar in less than two hours; and notwithstanding
the capture or destruction of two or three bushels
of bees a day, their ravages still continue. The
workmen in the sugar refineries usually labor with
only a single garment not an upper one—on their
bodies, and they are not only robbed but terribly
stung by their busy foes. What would happen if all

the bees in beedom became unanimous is fearful to
contemplate. It is hinted, indeed, in Kirby and
Spence that the world could not go on for four-and-
twenty hours in the presence of a general entomol-
ogical rising.—Pall Mall Gazette.

THE DEADLY HONEY BEE.

It is a disadvantage of civilization that it shows us
the dangers to which life is exposed. Every year
presents us with a new peril, and the latest is always
the least expected. Frenohmen of science are now
preaching a crusade against the industrious race of
bees. Not only are they destructive to property,
but they are actually dangerous to human life.

The Prefect of the Paris police has been appealed
to. M. Delpech has drawn up a formidable brief,
and is precise in his statements and clamorous in
his demands. It seems that bee-keeping is lucrative
in the neighborhood of Paris, and that so also is the
distillery of spirits and the refinery of sugar. More-
over, wherever there are sugar works the bees are
active and abundant. At Say, for instance, the loss
attributable to them is estimated at £1000 a
year. M. Delpech gives facts and figures. At an-
other refinery the number of bees killed daily
amounted to 22 gallons full. He himself saw a large
glass of sryup drank up in two hours. As to loss of
life he is equally circumstantial. He gives a full
list of people who died of bee sting-s in the course of
the year. Most of the cases occurred in America,
but many are furnished by France and some by Ger-
many. The death is very painful, and in some
cases extremely sudden. At Chemnitz, in Hungary,
a peasant, stung while cutting a branch of a tree,
died on the spot. At Chester, In Pennsylvania, a
farmer examining some hives, was stung, fell at
once into a state of syncope, and died within a quar-
ter of an hour. In another case 25 minutes elapsed
between the wound and its fatal consequence. M.
Delpech accordingly appeals to the Prelect for the
protection of the police, and what he asks is that the
keeping of bees may be placed in the category of
dangerous and unhealthy occupations. — London
Daily News.

ONE GOOD TURN DESERVES ANOTHER.
For the Public Ledger.

Mr. Editor:—Seeing an article in your paper of
June 29, 1880, taken from the London Daily News,
headed "The Deadly Honey Bee," I can not alto-
gether hold my peace and let all the world be duped
by the pen of a mercenary Frenchman without a
word of defense for the most harmless and most in-
dustrious of all the creatures made by the Divine
mind and for the good of man. All persons of in-
telligent and cultivated minds know that there are
conditions of the blood in man at times that a small
puncture of the skin with a nail, a pin, a splinter of
iron or even of wood, will occasion death—but surely
not cause it! I myself have a very thin skin, and

take poison on almost every occasion, from the
wind blowing1 over it onto me, and yet the sting of
ten thousand honey bees at once leaves no mark
whatever on me. Fifty-six years ago, when I was a
lad of eleven summers, my father bought the cher-
ries of a neighbor on a very large, old, sour, red-
cherry tree, and sent my brother Frank and me to
pick them; but Frank being- four years younger
than I was, could not climb the tree. I ascended to
the very top of the largest branch, being at an acute
angle with the trunk, and had my peck basket near-
ly full, and, while trying to fret all that were paid
for, and stretching out a little too far for the old
wood, snap goes my branch, like the stem of a clay
pipe, pitching me down, head foremost, a distance
of fifteen feet. Oh, dreadful ! what think you saved
my skull from being- split? and yet it was not even
cracked. A hive full of ''these deadly bees" saved
my life, and proved themselves to be free from this
Frenchman's charge against them.
Under the tree, on a bench or stool, stood a large,

old-fashioned, straw hive full of bees and honey,
which the lower part of my branch tipped over on-
to the ground, bottom upwards, beside the bench;
into this hive my head was jammed to my shoulders.
Being- anxious to save my peck of cherries, by hold-
ing onto the basket with one hand, my feet over my
head entangled in the branches, I had only one hand
to work myself out with, and having no clothes on
but a thin muslin shirt and thin pants, the bees cov-
ered me so completely that when I got out the own-
er and my brother thought I looked like a brown
hairy animal, with a whole swarm of bees flying
around trying- to get a seat on me ; but there were
none to let ; all were taken, and all occupied, and ev-
ery bee left his sting fast in my skin, which took my
mother the best part of a day to extricate; and
painful, yes, dreadfully painful, as it was to me,
there remained no mark or trace of any kind after
the sling was out. and my brains were kept within
my skull by the elasticity <>f the honey comb.

H. S., of C.

FRIEND DUFF AND HIS STORY.

MY queen arrived on the 17th, in good condition,

with only three of the bees dead. The rest
J were all nice and bright as gold dollars. Of

course, I must tell you a little about my first intro-

ducing. I brought my queen and bees home and fed

them a little honey, although they appeared to have
plenty in the cage. I went out to a colony of blacks,

found my black queen and caged her, and placed the

new queen on top of the frames. I left her about 36

hours, and went and raised the quilt. They were all

nice and quiet, and busily feeding the queen. I

opened the little slide, and out popped a bee. They
looked him over slightly, but passed him on. Out
came another, and so on. All were well received.

At last, the queen stepped out and walked right

down among the combs, just as though she was at

home. I closed the hive for a short time, and then
took a peep in, and saw that all was tight. The next
morning the little "Medina beys" were first at work.
I went away at noon, and coming home about four
o'clock, walked up to my hive and looked around. I

saw no dead queen. Thought I, "I'm a fit subject

for the Smilery." While I was standing there think-

ing of those nice three-banded bees, my wife says,—

"Andy, you have got home just in time for the

burying."
" What?"
"Did you come to the burying?"
" My dollar queen?"
" Yes;" and she brought me a dead queen, which

she had found in front of the hive.
" Blasted Hopes! there is my queen, dead enough.

But, how black she is! She has ' mortified,' I s'pose."

Well, I had intended to send for five more queens
by the next mail, but it was going to bee expensive.

"That queen is surely too black for my Italian," I
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thought. I went to the hive and looked it all through,

but found not my Italian. I studied awhile and
looked again, and found queen cells with larvae, and
that sealed my fate. I looked at the black, dead
queen again, and came almost to the conclusion she

was not my Italian. I went to the hive again, picked

up my smoker, and sent them "sprawling" around.

I picked up a frame, and there was my Italian queen
all right. Then for the Smilery again. There were
two queens in the hive, of course. The new queen
had killed the other one, I suppose. I think she was
an old worthless queen. Her wings were badly used
up. The one I took out was a very nice large queen.

Flat Ridge, O., July 20, 1880. A. H. Duff.
*-«! < *

CANDY FOR QUEEN CA«iES, THAT DOES
NOT REQIIKE ANA WATER.

0OME time in May or June, a friend

|H| wrote me that he had received a queen
' from friend Viallon, in a cage contain-
ing no water ; and that she came through
in such fine condition, he had put his black
queen in the same cage, and mailed her to
me, to see if the cage would stand another
trip. Every bee as well as the queen reached
me in line order. I at once wrote friend V.
for particulars, and he sent me the following,
which should have been in earlier in the
season, but it was passed by during the rush
of business.

viallon's candy to be used without water.

It is with pleasure that I send you the receipt for

the candy I use in my mailing cages. It is the same
that I used last year, and I did not lose a single

queen. This season, of about 100 queens mailed, not

one has been reported dead yet, except one out of 3

tested queens that I sent to R. M. Aego, and that

was caused by the tin tube containing water, which
got loose and leaked. They are the only ones I have
sent with the tubes, -as they were choice tested

queens, and I took extra precaution. I take 12

ounces of powdered white sugar, 1 ounces of Louis-

iana brown sugar, one table-spoonful of flour, and
two table-spoonfuls of honey, stir well together, and
add just enough water to make it like thick mush;
then bring it to a boiling point, or if too much water
is added, boil it a minute or two; then I stir it well

until it begins to thicken, and pour quickly a table-

spoonful into each cage.

LATER.
I again inclose you a postal card showing you that

after 15 days my queens were alive with my candy,

without water; but, on the 19th day, only 1 out of 5

were alive. From all the 20 queens sent to Canada,

to 6 different parties, in different parts of Ontario,

every one was received in fine condition. Of nearly

300 queens mailed to every part of the U. S., all were
received in good condition, with the exception of 4 de-

layed 19 days in the mail, by my mistake of address-

ing them to Indiana instead of Iowa, and 3 which
were accidentally killed by the candy getting loose

in the cages. This I think a good result for candy
without water.

From experience, I find that any candy will do

with water, but the postal laws forbid liquids, and

the cage presented to the P. M. General had no glass

or tin bottles, and he allowed queens through the

mail according to the cage presented to him, etc.

Now I am afraid that the water used at present by
many will cause, sooner or later, our queens to go by

some other way than by mail; not that the small

quantity of water used can do any harm or damage
of any kind, but because it is against the postal

laws, and some over-zealous postmasters will prob-

ably find this not in accordance with the law, and
may report to the department this small violation,

and make it worse than it is.

The queen business has been pretty lively this

season, and, though I have had to delay some orders

on account of bad weather, I am glad to see that I

have given satisfaction to all those I have heard
from so far. The fact is I send out only daughters
of imported queens (except in a few instances, when
requested, I have sent from home bred), and sent

out no queen that I would not have for myself.

Paul L. Viallon.
Bayou Goula, La., July 13, 1880.

I have long known that candy alone would
sustain a few bees for a week or more, pro-
viding the candy was so made as to contain
considerable water, and made and put into
the cage the same day it was sent off. The
difficulty of doing this has prevented us, so
far, from using such candy. We are selling
cages constantly, and they have to be made
by the quantity and kept on hand, or we
could not well rill orders promptly. Besides
we use the same cages over and over again,
by putting in fresh candy and fresh water.
I have used candy made partly of honey,
and the receipt has been given on these
pages, and also in the ABC; but, from the
great number of losses we had, I concluded
the honey was worse than all sugar, and so
discontinued the use of it, and took the re-
ceipt out of the ABC. Will friend V.
please tell us if he finds it necessary to make
the candy fresh every time he wishes to send
off a queen or queens? It will, without
doubt, be a great convenience all around, if

the rest of us can succeed with his receipt as
well as he has done.

GALLUP IN CALIFORNIA.

HOW HE MANAGES AN APIARY OF HIS OWN.

WSj DITOR GLEANINGS : — As the season is pretty

JM much over for honey, I think a report will

perhaps be interesting. I commenced with

48 stocks in rather poor condition. At all events, I

had only about 20 queens in the lot, that could be
depended upon, so I commenced superseding quite

early. By the 20th of May, I had only 10 old queens
left, and to-day I do not know of a last year's queen
in the lot. I met with great difficulty in getting

young queens fertilized, and, in many cases, after

they were fertilized, they mysteriously disappeared,

and apparently without any cause. The two im-

ported queens received from you died,—one in four

weeks, and the other in six; yet I succeeded in get-

ting 30 queens from them. I increased to H3.
-

stocks,

principally by natural swarming. I have used 22

lbs. of foundation, and have a fine lot of ready made
comb to supply young swarms with, and ready made
comb sufficient to supply 50 supers with 8 combs
each, and have 70 supers now filled with comb that I

have extracted from. It has been a very poor sea-

son for comb building, many stocks refusing to build

comb at all, or building very reluctantly. We have

put up the most of our honey in 80 lb. tin cans.

Each can has to be cased or boxed up. In using 60

lb. cans however, one case holds two cans. The cost
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of canning- and casing amounts to about one cent

per pound. This season I have taken out, as nearly

as I can figure by counting the cans, 11,500 lbs., and

1 think it will overrun, as it is very thick and of ex-

cellent quality. It is now quoted in San Francisco

at 6Vi to 7 cts. per lb., and 6Ji here at Santa Paula.

Honey is now shipped to China, Australia, and Eu-

rope, which makes a brisk demand for all that ar-

rives in San Francisco.

I haye changed nearly my entire apiary to Ital-

ians, and have them in splendid condition for anoth-

er season's operations. Old Californians claim that

the season is at least one month shorter than the

season of 1878. I have done considerably better than

any one in this vicinity, so far as heard from, with

the same number of stocks, so I have no fault to

find. In this apiary and Mr. Hunt's, one fourth of a

mile from here, we have taken about 46,003 lbs. of

honey. There is abundant bloom now, but the blos-

soms do not produce only about as fast as the bees

consume in breeding. They are now breeding rap-

idly. The celebrated white sage has produced al-

most nothing; I presume on account of the peculiar

state of the atmosphere. It is cool and foggy nights,

and it requires warm nights and days to produce

honey. I see by the Pacific Rural that Keen Co. has

produced no surplus; San Diego bee-keepers went
in for box honey, and the consequence is their crop

is very light. A near neighbor had 23 stocks and
tried them for box honey, and he says that he lost at

the least calculation 2,000 lbs. of honey by the opera-

tion. I think that hereafter the honey market will

be more reliable even in extra good seasons. In 1878

there was a large yield, and no market established.

Honey was rushed into San Francisco, and handled

by commission merchants that were unreliable, and
they cheated the bee-keeper out of his entire crop of

honey, many not realizing over two and two and a

half cents per lb. Things are now changed. There
is a demand for California honey in different parts

of the world. Bee-keepers are organized and get-

ting well posted, and everything is getting into

shape to make bee-keeping a reliable as well as a

profitable business. Orders are now sent fiom Liv-

erpool directly to the producer in some cases, and
parties from the old world have been around among
the apiaries purchasing by the hundred ton. So you
can readily see that San Francisco sharpers can
scarce^ have everything their own way hereafter.

I had almost forgotten to mention that I have from
150 to 175 lbs. of wax, proceeds from the 48 stocks,

besides the increase and honey. Recapitulation:—
Increase 65 stocks, surplus honey 11,500 lbs., wax 150

lbs., and increase in value by Italianizing and get-

ting large and prolific queens and excellent workers.
Santa Paula, Cal., July 27, 1880. E. Gallup.

Thanks, friend G. I am sorry to learn
that your imported queens proved so short
lived, but I presume the two long trips
proved almost too much for their poor little

lives. The span of life of imported stock is

often rather brief, and our own losses have
often been so great as to make it doubtful
whether we have ever received the money
for them which we have paid out. Never-
theless, as we get a good many that live two
or three years, we think it pays to keep on.
As it seems rather hard to take a neighbor's
(we are only three or four thousand miles
apart, friend G.) money for queens, and then
have them not live more than 6 weeks, we

will send you another from our next 50 that
are on the way now.

SWARMS CiOINi* TO THE WOODS.
IS UNSEALED BROOD AN ADVANTAGE OR DISADVAN-

TAGE?

W NOTICE considerable discussion in reference to

JsjJ absconding, and am inclined to agree with Doo-
little's conclusions. Previous to last season

(1879), I never had any bees abscond, and concluded
that if any bee-keeper lost swarms by having them
go to the woods it was because he had neglected to

comply with the rules to be observed in such cases,

not having the hive in proper condition, or neglect-

ing to shade them after hiving, or most important
of all not giving them unsealed brood. These condi-

tions I have always considered necessary, and at-

tributed my success to my practicing them.
In June, 1879, 1 bought a swarm of black bees of a

man living- about 6 miles from my place. I brought
them home the second evening after they had been
hived. The next morning, when I went to give

them fdn. and brood (about 10 a.m.) the hive was de-

serted, and the bees were in my neighbor's orchard

where they had clustered, and he had hived them in

an old hive. I brought them back to the bee yard

and the next morning transferred them to a Simplic-

ity hive, and gave fdn. and a frame of brood. They
however left the hive and brood and clustered again.

Thinking there might be something wrong with

that frame and hive, I got another frame and hive,

and re-hived them. They stayed till 5 o'clock when
out they came again, and after hiving them again

and having them come out and cluster again, I con-

cluded perhaps they preferred an old hive without

brood; so I got an old Quinby hive, and hived them
in that. It was nearly dark by this time, but they

all went in, and seemed all right the next day. I

thought I had succeeded at last, after re-hiving them
5 times, but when I looked into the hive in a few
days, I found several pieces of new comb, with eggs

in the cells, and probably a dozen bees; so they gave
me the slip after all.

July 4, 188% I had a large swarm of Italians. They
were hived in a new chaff hive containing 6 frames

of fdn. with a frame of unsealed brood in the centre,

and 2 frames of sections on the outside. They went
in all right, and seemed contented until about 4 p.m.,

when they came out and clustered agai n. I hived

them this time in a Simplicity hive, arranged intern-

ally as before. The next day, just after dinner,

they all came out again, but instead of clustering

started for the woods about % of a mile away. I fol-

lowed them about 50 rods into the woods, where they

went into a black ash tree about 18 in. in diameter.

I went home and got help, and we cut the tree, and

got the bees into a hive all right. I took them
home, and the next morning clipped the queen and

they have behaved since.

The next swarm, also a large Italian, acted in the

same way. They left the hive with brood, were re-

hived, and the next day started for the woods, di-

rectly toward the wind, which blew so strong that

they had to fly very low and slowly. When they

reached the woods they attempted to rise up and

pass over the trees, but the wind was so strong that

they could not, and, after flying around awhile, they

clustered on a small white maple tree. I hived

them, clipped the queen, and they have been all

right since.
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July 11th, I hived a large swarm of Italians] in a

new Simplicity hive arranged as above,—fdn. with

brood in centre, and sections on the outside, and

hive well shaded. They stayed in from 11 o'clock to

5 p.m., when they came out and clustered. I re-

hived them, and the next morning- clipped the

queen, as I suppose their next move would have

been for the woods.

The above cases seem to prove pretty plainly that

unsealed brood will not prevent absconding-. The
hives used were new, and in each instance well shad-

ed. The swarms were large, still in the chair hive

there is plenty of room in the upper story, the duck
not being so tight as to prevent the bees from going

up, and in one instance I put an upper story on the

Simplicity. Neither can we conclude that this trait

is peculiar to the Italians, for the swarm that left in

1879 were black bees. It is evident also that the local-

ity whither they are going is determined before they

start, at least in some instances. E. C. Long.
Williamsville, Erie Co., N. Y., Aug. 2, 1880.

Your concluding remark, friend L., it

seems to me, strikes at the root of the mat-
ter, and if you will read what friend Peters
says, in the A B C, I think you may see
wherein you were at fault. Granting that
friend Doolittle be right, and that first

swarms are better without a frame of brood,
what are we going to do? Hundreds of
swarms go to the woods every year, hived
just as you hived yours, only with no frame
of brood given them at all ; surely you do
not mean to claim that clipping the queen's
wing will prevent their trying to leave? I

have tried clipping in many cases, but the
bees went out all the same ; of course, they
came back, but the queen seldom got back,
unless I was near to hunt her up, and put
her in the hive again. As the loss of the
queen is about as bad as the loss of the
swarm, Quinby devised his queen yard ; but,
if I am correct, nobody ever uses it now.
See what another friend writes :

SWARMS ABSCONDING, &C.

It seems to be an acknowledged fact now, that ono
frame of brood will not always prevent new swarms
from absconding. My experience is, that large

swarms are more apt to leave than small ones. Af-

ter having several swarms leave one frame of un-

sealed brood, I adopted the practice of giving each
new swarm 3 frames, and have had no trouble with

swarms coming out a second time since. I have
practiced this method two years, and I would rec-

ommend that my brother and sister bee-keepers try

it next season. In about 10 days, when the new
swarm has become permanently domiciled in their

new quarters, the frames can be returned to the

hives, -one each day from which they were taken.

Spring Lake, Mich., Aug., '80. J. S. Dewey.
And here is something later from friend D.:

A CARD.
I agree exactly with all you say, Mr. Editor, on

page 300, Aug. Gleanings, about giving unsealed
brood to queenless colonies and after swarms, or all

stocks having an unfertile queen, but not for a

swarm which was a first swarm with a laying queen.
We only hive first swarms; all others are returned,

so I do not see but we agree after all. But, Novice,
are you not a little last when you say, "Some of

them deserted the hive and went oil' because they
had no queen"? Wc presume an explanation on

your part will make this all right, as "went off"

might be going into other hives; but surely such a
thing as a queenless colony decamping for the woods
is rather mysterious, is it not? G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Aug. 5, 1880.

You are right, friend I). I did not mean
to intimate that queenless colonies went to
the woods, as a swarm does that has a tree
picked out, but, as you suggest, that they
desert the hive for other hives near by. We
are in the habit of purchasing new swarms
to be used in making queen rearing nuclei,
and as these swarms, if large, are always di-
vided, we find it impossible to have them
stay, unless they have unsealed brood given
them. When they desert, of course they go
with the bees where their queen is. Were it

not for occupying so much space, I suppose
I should be more explicit.

I would like to say to those that have had trouble

with new swarms leaving their hives after giving

them a card of brood, that the brood or clean, empty
combs, is all right enough, but if the combs of brood
contain honey, as they usually do, the, bees will cat

the honey, and when they have filled themselves with
honey they want to fly; and when they all tly, they
have swarmed, havn't they? Feeding will do the

same thing, if done too soon after the bees are hived

in empty hives, before they have any place to store

the honey. Henry Clements.
Wyandotte, Wayne Co., Mich., Aug. 2, 1880.

I am inclined to think you are right, at

least partly, friend C, for it is pretty well

known that swarming may be produced in

almost any stock, by feeding a quantity of

warm honey, at the proper time of day du-
ring swarming time. I once hived a truant

swarm, and, as they were nearly famished I

gave them a frame of honey ; and, just as

soon as they could unseal and take up the

honey, they swarmed out again, and I lost

my bees and honey too. We have generally

used a comb containing little or no honey,
and often a frame of fdn. just newly drawn
out, because these were so much lighter to

lift out, and so much easier when one is in

a big hurry, to clear of bees. Perhaps so

simple a matter as this may have made the

great difference in our experiences.

We have succeeded in getting seme very good,

well-made tinners snips or shears, which will be

found very convenient for bee-keepers, and have

often been inquired for. Prices are as follows:

10-inch Snips, nicely finished 1 75

If wanted by mail, send 15c. extra for postage.

Tinners' Snips and Wire-Cutter combined, 11 in. 3 00

If wanted by mail, send 20c. extra for postage.

BEE-VEILS FOR 25C.

During the dull season, after the honey months,

we have plenty of time to look up new things, and

this season our girls have succeeded in making a

very pretty bee veil of mosquito bar, to be sold for

25c. In fact, we can send it by mail for that amount.

These are very handy to give visitors, even if you

do not need them yourself. The same, with a brus-

sels net facing, for 50c.
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HOW TO RAISE PLANTS.

HOW TO RAISE SIMPSON, SPIDER, AND ANY OTHER
PLANTS.

BY time is out for Gleanings. I thought that I

would not take it for the next quarter, but I

do not think that I can do without it for a
while yet; so you will please find enclosed the

stamps.

On the 4th of this month, I went out to my spider

plants and one stalk had four spiders on it. I was
much pleased to see the long legs, and, at the body,

there was the drop of honey sure enough. I watched
and waited to see a bee come and sip it, but, alas!

none came. I have tried to get the bees to work on
it, but they will not as yet. I have taken them
from the hive on honey comb and carried them to

the flowers, and waited until they got their load and
left for the hive. Then I removed the honey, and
when they returned they would fly around the

flower, but would not touch the nectar. Other in-

sects are busy sipping the honey from the blossom,
but the bees will not touch it yet. I know that the
honey is there, for I tasted it. Now, I would like to

know how I am to get them to take hold of it.

My Simpson plant is growing nicely. It is about 3

ft. high, but has no blossoms yet. Some wild plants

are in bloom, but I have not seen any bees on them
yet. I know what the Simpson plant is now; it goes
by the name of Holms weed, and is used here for

scratches on horses. Boil the roots, and wash the

horse's legs with the water in which the roots were
boiled, and a few applications will cure the worst

case of scratches. I see in Gleanings that some of

the readers cannot get the seed to grow. I will say
to them, if they will take a little pains in planting,

that all the seed will grow. Take some rough boards
and make a box as large as you want (2 ft. wide and
4 ft. long); make it 10 in. deep, and fill with any
kind of earth to the depth of 6 in. Then go to the
woods and find a place where there is a thick coat of

leaves, scrape the leaves away, then take earth from
under them, which will be a light loose dirt or mold.
Fill the box full with this earth, which will not gel

hard. Then take your finger or a stick and make
rows about 4 in. apart and one inch deep, and sow
the seed as thick as you please. Then rake the dirt

over the seed until the bed is smooth. Sow in

March, and set your box on the south side of aboard
fence. Cover with some old carpet when you think
there will be a freeze, and water occasionally with
warm water. When the plants come up, be careful

not to let the frost bite them. Do this and I assure
you, you will have all the Simpson plants you want,
or any other plant you wish to raise.

Vigo, Ross Co., O., July 12, '80. John Motes.

The reason the bees do not work on your
few spider plants, friend M., is that there
are too few of them. It wants a large lot of
them together for them to get the "hang of
it," if I may be allowed the expression. The
place where the honey is secreted is a little

difficult for them to get at, and they must
first learn how. Perhaps they have found it

already, but they will be much more likely
to do so, where there are even a dozen or
more plants. I remember taking a large
branch of basswood flowers and holding it

before the hives, expecting the bees would
alight on it and sip the honey. Not a bee
could be induced to notice it. Some of the

friends have decided that bees would not
touch grapes, because they tried them under
similar circumstances.—Many thanks for
your hints and very plain instructions to theABC class, in regard to raising plants.
We cheerfully send you Gleanings one
year for the same.

JUDGING OF A QUEEN'S PURITY BY
HER LOOKS.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT HOLY-LAND QUEENS.

f
KNEW that the queen waa a. hybrid, when I re-

ceived her, and also Mr. Sweet said so at the
' time. Now, I have no excuse to offer you, and

I think that every bee was warranted to me. But
that is enough, I am done, and, if you feel as though
you were all right, then it is well; but, hereafter, I

shall buy where I find perfection.

J. R. GOODALE, M. D.

Pawtucket, R. I., July 26, 1880.

I have given the above to show how un-
reasonable some of the friends are. The
writer sent us quite a lengthy letter, saying
his queen was impure, and in proof of it,

carried some of the bees to the editor of the
Magazine, in N. Y., who pronounced them
hybrids. After a lengthy investigation we
found that he purchased the queen of us in
1878, and that it was only a dollar queen at
that. I expostulated, and received the
above card in reply. As some others have
declared that they, too, could tell a hybrid
queen by her looks, I wish to explain a little

what you undertake to do. It is now pretty
well decided that the daughters of an import-
ed queen may be any color, from a jet black,
to one almost entirely yellow. If these
queens meet Italian drones, they will pro-
duce 3-banded bees, without question. If
they meet common drones, they will produce
hybrids. Now friend G. and his neighbor S.

claim to be able to tell by the looks of a
queen what kind of a drone she has met.
Without question, they will give up on this,

as I have explained it. But they may per-
haps say they can tell by the queen's looks
that she is the daughter of a hybrid queen.
But we have queens, right from Italy, of all

shades and colors, as every one who has im-
ported knows. Perhaps some will say that
a queen with rings on her body, is unques-
tionably the daughter of a hybrid queen. I
agree that such is usually a pretty safe rule,

but, my friends, our best Holy-Land queen
has rings along her whole long body, and her
"ring streaked" appearance almost always
produces a loud laugh from beholders. Her
young queens are exactly like her, and the
boys say they can tell every Holy-Land
queen in the apiary, at first glance. I expect
ringed queens are going to be the rage now.
To go back ; shall we not exercise a broad
charity, before condemning queens by their
looks alone? Friend G., I should be glad to
have my customers all satisfied, but should
I replace a dollar queen for you, because she
proved hybrid, and not do the same for the
rest, I should be doing a positive wrong.
The conditions under which they are pur-
chased are surely well understood. I some-
what doubt your finding "perfection" in this
world, iu either queens or human beings.
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From Different Fields.

WIRE-CLOTH SEPARATORS.

HAVE noticed that somebody has used wire rloth

with large meshes for divisions between sec-

tions, and claims it to be a success. I further

notice you intend making- a loom to weave them.

Now, would it not be well to give the plan a pretty

thorough trial before incurring the expense of a

loom? This gentleman who gave it one trial un-

doubtedly had the honey built out quite nicely. It is

a fact, too, that bees will sometimes build out comb
evenly and nicely without divisions at all; but this

will not work as a rule, neither will the wire cloth

with large meshes. I feel confident from the exper-

iments I have made this season. I conceived the no-

tion that narrow strips of tin placed ?g inch apart

would be more convenient than whole pieces; and
so they are. The strips are lA inch wide, and one

would suppose this would cause them to build as

evenly as a solid piece of tin; but it didn't. The lit-

tle rascals bulged out the comb at every opening in

the tin, giving the sections a sort of corrugated ap-

pearance, and at places they bulged it so far as to at-

tach it to the edge of the tin strips. A neighbor
tried the same plan, and the result was the same.

Therefore, we have decided here that openings large

enough for a bee to pass must not occur anywhere
except near the edges of the section. If wire cloth

is used, the meshes over the main portion of the sec-

tion must be too small for a bee to pass.

Kollersville, O., July 19, 1880. D. B. Baker.

ANTS AND QUEENS.
You will have to put something different under

"Ants" in your next edition of ABC, if you wish

to make it all right for the South. Here is my expe-

rience: I sent for an imported, $ i.00 queen from Dr.

Brown, Augusta, Ga. She came all right, and, to

guard against all possible danger in introducing, I

followed directions in A B C, and shut up the queen
and her attendants in a hive with hatching brood, and
no other bees. A shower coming up, I did not look

at them for about an hour, and then, on listening at

the closed hive, I heard a great buzzing, which
alarmed me. On looking in, I found the queen and
about half the bees stretched out on the bottom, cov-

ered with little black ants, and in their last gasp.

The other bees were buzzing around, shaking their

wings, and doing the best they could to rid them-
selves of ants, which were clinging to them and bit-

ing constantly. You can imagine how I felt, to see

my $6.00 queen, with all her beautiful yellow proge-

ny (unhatched, save in my imagination) vanishing so

suddenly. She had survived all the perils of the At-

lantic to meet an ignominious death at last, at the

hands of little Alabama ants. I sent on at once for

a nucleus hive with imported queen, determining not

to risk any more introducing just yet. They arrived

safely, and I have a fine colony of yellow-banded

workers, and good prospects for queen-rearing. I

searched ABC and Cook's Manual very thoroughly
after that, to see whether I had gone contrary to in-

structions, but both authorities think that ants nev-

er do any particular harm. On writing to Dr.

Brown, he said that in shipping bees to Florida he
had found it necessary to have the express compa-

nies carry them " over water," in order to keep out

ants, before he could succeed; and for that, among

other reasons, he opposes clipping the queen's wing.

I think you ought to put some caution in A B C.

Oh! by the way, I forgot to say that a good many
of the larvae in the frames of brood had been dug

out by the ants also, in that short time. I have

never detected any trouble yet in strong colonies, as

you say in July Gleanings; but they might do some

damage even then without its being noticed, as the

bees would repair damages so fast. C. B. Curtis.

Selma, Dallas Co., Ala., July 9, 1880.

The queens came by mail safe and sound. There

were but 2 dead bees in the whole lot. There was

plenty of water and sugar to last them another trip.

Two of them are safely introduced and laying; the

other, the ants killed. I left the cage on the safe in

the kitchen, while I was introducing the other two,

and the ants ate up queen, bees, and all.

Lancaster, Tex., July 19, 1880. E. J. Atchley.

The same thing has been noticed in Glean-
ings before, and I have this minute put it

into the A B C. Thanks, friends C. and A.

mats for covering the frames.

I have made some wooden mats for covering

frames, having the slats run across the tops of the

frames, and I like them much better than those in

which the slats run the same as the frames.

D. S. Oiler.

Shamburg, Venango Co., Pa., Aug. 9, 1880.

The principal reason why I wished them
to run lengthwise with the frames, friend O.,

was that we might be able to fold them up,
so as to accommodate nicely a few frames,
as well as a whole hive full. I know run-
ning them the way you suggest has its ad-

vantages. I have discarded them in our
apiary in favor of the enameled sheets, be-

cause we open the hives so often, in queen
rearing. Where hives are used for honey in-

stead of queens, very likely the mats will

answer very well. When they get covered
with wax, they are very apt to kill bees, un-
less considerable time is taken to replace

them. Those who prefer a porous covering
for winter will likely prefer the mats, but I

am satisfied the enameled cloth sheet is per-

fectly safe for chaff hives, and others simi-

larly protected.

THE ABC TEST OF ITALIANS.

On your postal of Aug. 3d, you ask if I judged my
queens as per test given in A B C. On page 121, we
read, "Others, among whom was our friend Quinby,

admit that a part of the bees would show it only,"

etc. Now, Mr. Root,.if the above quotation means
that a part of the workers from the same queen

show the 3d band only when filled with honey, while

the balance have a broad yellow band plainly to be

seen on a hungry bee, I do not judge my queens by

that test, because, somehow, I have got it into my
head that the worker progeny from a pure Italian

queen ought to be marked alike. The last tested

queen received of you produces workers a part, per-

haps the most, of which have the three yellow bands

plainly to be seen, while the others have but two

that can be seen without the test of feeding, which I

have not tried. Chas. C. Miller.

Akron, O., Aug. 7, 1880.

Friend M., you are certainly demanding
something of a tested queen, that our im-
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ported queens right from Italy do not fur-

nish, and which would be only accidental

and of no moment if they did. If this third

horny scale is the greater portion of it yel-

low, I think we should be satisfied, even if

we have to feed the bee to enable us to get a
view of it. I think the ABC makes it all

very plain, if read carefully.

HANDY IMPLEMENTS FOR THE APIARY.

I have been using a putty knife in my apiary for

the last 3 seasons, and could not do without it con-

veniently now. I use the broad end to scrape off

the bits of comb and propolis, and the other end as a

"crowbar" to raise the covers of hives, to pry the

all-wood frames loose, and numerous other pur-

poses. This is the shape of the edge of my knife.

B-

PUTTY KNIFE FOR WORKING AMONG HIVES AND
COMBS.

A and B are the fulcrums when used as a lever.

It cost 15c, I think, and I sawed the parts off the

wood handle at A and B, and sharpened the end like

a cold chissel, taking the corners off somewhat in

this shape:

I have another useful article that I cannot well do

without,—a bristle counter brush. It is a wooden
paddle with bristles in one side, and cost about 40c.

BRUSH FOR BRUSHING BEES OFF THE COMBS.
I use it to brush the bees from a comb when I

wish every one of them off and cannot shake them
off, and to take swarms from the body of a tree, or

from a limb that I do not wish to cut. It is much
handier than a bunch of weeds or grass, and is

always ready in my tool box.

Yours in somewhat of a hurry,—
James A. Nelson.

Wyandott, Kansas, May 19, 1880.

Thanks, friend N. I wish you would
write us again sometime when you are in a
hurry, if you always have such good sug-
gestions to make. We have obtained some
beautifully finished putty knives which will
be found in the counter store, but have not
as yet found a brush that pleases us so well
as the ones we pictured last month.

QUEEN CELLS CLOSE TOGETHER AND HOW TO REPAIR
THOSE CUT INTO.

I wish to tell you how I work with queen cells. I

cut them out and take them into the honey house,
and there separate them, and sometimes I cut into

one. I light a candle, and have a small pointed
knife that I heat in the blaze of the candle, and take
a bit of brown comb, which I squeeze between my
thumb and finger, until it is a little larger than the
hole in the cell, and the knife being warmed so that

it will melt the wax, it is spread over the hole, being
careful to leave no air hole by which the bees can
get at the jelly. If your work is done well, they will

respect it, and the queen will hatch just the same as

if it had not been disturbed. When cells are scarce

you will find it a saving of many cells.

Joseph Harris.
Moundsville, W. Va., Aug. 2, 1880.

Many thanks, friend II. I have done the
same thing, by warming the wax in my lin-

gers and in the sun, but the bees would
sometimes tear the patch off again. Your
plan, without doubt, will make them as good
as new. I once took a queen out of her cell,

carried her around and showed her as a curi-
ous pieceof whitewax work, put her back in
the cell, and she hatched out in due time, as
perfect as if she had never been disturbed.

INTRODUCING WITH SWEETENED WATER.
The queen is introduced and laying. She was the

first queen I ever introduced, and I tell you I had a

mess of it. I caged her on the top of the frames for

48 hours according to directions, and then released
her. They seemed to be friendly to her, so I closed
the hive, and in about 20 minutes I opened the hive,

and found her in a ball of bees. I caged her again,
and in about 24 hours released her again. No sooner
was she out of the cage than they had her again, so

I lit in on them with a quart of sweetened water, and
gave the queen and bees a good sprinkling, and they
haven't bothered her since. Elias Berg.
Cicero, Ind., July 30, 1880.

A good feed, if you can manage it without
enticing robbers, will often make the bees
much better natured and induce them to for-

get about balling the queen, but it is not al-

ways a success as it was in your case.

THE CHEIROGRAPH, AND HOW TO USE IT.

"Your samples of cheirograph work are at hand, and, I must
say are 'splendid. ' Tell us how it was made, both the pad and
the ink, if you will! Was it after the receipt in Gleanings?"

The above is what I received, written upon a pos-

tal, after sending friend Root some copies of my cir-

cular and price list, printed in colors upon the

cheirograph. The pad, and the purple, or violet,

ink are the ones advertised upon the 75c counter.

The red ink, I made myself, from the following re-

cipe: Dissolve one ounce of aniline in seven fluid

ounces of hot water; on cooling, add one ounce of

alcohol with one-fourth ounce glycerine, and a few
drops of carbolic acid.

Now then, I will tell you why my work looks as

well as it does; it is printed with a pen, not written.

The "up strokes" in writing are light and do not re-

ceive much ink ; consequently, after taking a few
copies, the "up strokes take light," which gives the

writing a dim appearance; while, in printing with a

pen, every stroke is a "down stroke," giving a gen-

erous supply of ink, which produces a clear, bold

copy. Don't say you can't print; if you don't re-

member just how all of the letters are made, get a

spelling book and look at them, and then try it, and
you will be surprised to see how soon you will be
turning off quite fair printing.

After your writing, or printing, is nearly finished,

and you have taken a great deal of pains

with it, perhaps you make a mistake. Don't

try to scratch it out, as you will make a blurred,

and bad looking spot in your writing; but just cut

out the word in which the mistake occurred, lay a

clean sheet of paper under your copy, and then

write the word, through the hole in your copy, upon
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the sheet of paper placed underneath. You can

now cut out the word and fit it into the hole in your

copy, keeping- it in place by pasting a small piece of

paper upon the back of your copy. A piece of the

border that is around a sheet of postage stamps is a

good thing- to stick on the back.

W. z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Mich., Aug-. 18, 1880.

WORKER BEES IN PARTNEKSHIP.
I keep Italian bees, which are in good condition,

but have not icerl lately that, frequently, two bees

take wing, and tly off together in much the same
way they carry out dead or imperfect bees. I

thought they might be taking out disabled bees, so

I caught some of them, and found both bees of each

pair perfect. They are constantly flying in this man-
ner, at intervals of a few moments, from my strong-

est hives, and I cannot understand why. Can you
explain this singular action? E. Greenaway.
Howell, Mich., July 16, 1880.

I can only think of two reasons for the
phenomenon mentioned, friend G. The first

and most probable is that one of the bees is

deficient in some way, even though you
could not detect it. I often see bees pick
up others even from the combs, and try to
drag them out and fly away with them, and,
after making them desist, I can usually see
something in the motions indicating feeble-
ness or injury. The other reason is that the
bees are accidentally attached by the well
known milkweed pollen, or some other sim-
ilar substance obtained ^from the flowers
they visit. ^_
EARLY AMBER SUGAR CANE; HONEY FROM COTTON,

ETC.

I have just finished making- my amber cane syrup;
or, at least, finishedmy earliest planting- 10 days ago.

We find no special differancc, so far, in the syrup
made from the amber and that made from other

cane. I have not made any sugar. We have been
very dry here, having- had only one g-ood rain in 9

weeks. My amber made me 50 gallons per acre, on
old and worn land. I had 7 colonies of bees to start

with, and now have 21, all with 10 combs workedout,
and in good condition. They have been doing well

this year on cotton. I hope to have a good fall for

honey. J. D. Fooshe.
Greenwood, Abbeville Co., S. C, Aug. 12, 1880.

If you have made a fair quality of syrup,
your sugar will be found in the bottom of the
receptacles, without further trouble, friend
F., although it will need some refining, per-
haps, before you have a nice article.—Many
reports have established beyond question the
fact, that bees do get honey from cotton.

PENNYROYAL, AS A BEE PLANT.
Early in the morning, on the 10th of August, as I

was going by our apiary, I cast my eyes in to see

what our pets were doing, and I beheld them tumb-
ling around on the alighting boards as if they were
drunk or crazy. Our alighting boards are 10x18 in.,

extending from the ground up to the entrance, and
yet they came pouring in so heavily laden with
honey, that some of them would miss the board, and
others would light on it, roll clear off, and crawl up.

I think they were fully one-third longer than usual.

The blacks looked as if they were trying to be Ital-

ians. We wondered from whence it came, for they
had not gathered much honey for a month. We

thought it might be from corn, and so I made a visit

to our corn Held, but only saw three bees, and they
were gathering pollen. This did not satisfy me, for
I was confident the outburst of honey did not pro-
ceed from that. So I traveled homeward; and as I

was coming along I entered an enormous penny-
royal patch, and behold ! it was humming with bees.

This satisfied me from whence the honey came. I

can't say how long it will last, or whether it yields

honey every season or not, but I know it grows here
in abundance, and the bees are gathering honey
from it now. L. A. & J. F. Runnion.
Spencer, Roane Co., W. Va., Aug., 1880.

The idea is not exactly new, friend li., and
it has been suggested that the honey has a
line aromatic liavor, not unlike the celebra-
ted mountain sage of California. If you get
enough of it to taste, I should much like to
see a sample.

REPORT FROM AN A B C SCHOLAR.
In May, 1879, I bought one swarm of Italians.

From them, I got 1 swarm and 60 lbs. of surplus hon-
ey. May, 1880, I bought one more swarm of Italians.

From the two I wintered over and the one I bought
this spring, I got 7 more good swarms, and 1 good,
strong nucleus. This year I only got 50 lbs. of sur-

plus honey, as I worked my bees for increase.

Frank M. Glidden.
Panama, N. Y., Aug. 11, 1880.

SWARMING OUT MANIA.
I have lost four swarms lately. Can you give in

Gleanings the cause? 1st. A swarm came out
leaving about a half pint of bees, plenty of eggs and
sealed worker brood, no queen cells, and honey
plenty in each comb. 2nd. As soon as I had hatch-

ed a few queens I gave to the % pint of bees that

were left a young Italian mother. After she had
laid awhile, she left with the entire lot, leaving

eggs, larva3 , a little honey, but not a worker two
days old. 3d. One has just absconded, leaving eggs

and larvae, and a very little honey. I had been rais-

ing queens in this hive for six weeks, with very lit-

tle success. 4th. This was just like No. 1. If I am
to continue losing in this way, I do not see what I

am to do. I caught No. 4, and put them into a new
hive, giving them eggs and larvsc ; about 8 o'clock

they came out again, and I let them go. I can find

nothing in any bee book T have read, to suit these

cases. R. K. Walker.
T>arien, Ga., July 31, 1880.

Your case is one rather rare, but still

sometimes found. It is a sort of absconding
mania that your bees seem to have caught.
They will soon get over it, and probably
never take it up again. It is mentioned in
A B C. It is usually because the stocks are
rather weak.

Friend Root:—How I would like to be in your
apiary. Perhaps I could show you that I had han-

dled bees before. I like it; it is fun forme, although

I am an old man of 68. Not long ago, I had divided a

swarm, and, a few days afterwards, I went one

cloudy day to see which division had the old queen.

Being in a hurry, I put a bee hat on, and, in the

operation, the vail got loose, and about a hundred
bees got under, llien I had fun. I threw the hat

away after that. Robert Taylor.
Lawrence, Kan., July 20, 1880.
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PATENT HIVE MEN: HOW TO TREAT THEM, ETC.

A patent hive man came along, and took a peep
at my two, nice Simplicities. He was evidently "hack-
ed." He did not offer to sell me any of his hives.

He rested a few moments in my library, and while

there, I showed him my ABC, and also my nice,

new, Simplicity smoker which you had just sent me.
He must have both, so I sold him my book and
smoker for the same that I can procure them for

from you; for who can do without them? This man
did not know that bees could rear a queen from
brood. He said he had sold a great many hives, and
transferred a great many swarms. He knew of sev-

eral qucenless colonies among his patrons, but did

not know the remedy. What do you think of that?

I say let every man stick to his calling; and, if he
embarks in a new one, let him at least try to under-

stand something about it before he begins to take
money from his fellow men. I can forgive this man
however, for he told me he would read ABC, and, if

he does, you may be sure he will come out all right.

Bees are doing well in our county. We have a

great deal of the horsemint (Monarda Punctata)

here. It begins to bloom in April and lasts until the

middle of July. It yields large quantities of honey
of excellent quality. J. E. Lay, M. D.

Hallettsville, Texas, July 12, 1880.

THE GIVEN DIES.

The dies that I spoke of as mine, were, of course,

made by Mr. Given, and belonged to my mill which
I bought of him. Why, bless you, I have got two of

these presses, and I consider them staple goods. I

wish I had 1,000 of them, for the Given press has no
competitor as a fdn. maker in wired frames, and I

consider it superior as a surplus fdn. maker.
Dowagiac, Mich., Aug. 11, 1880. James Heddon.

BEES THAT WON'T WORK.
All my bees are doing well except one colony.

They not only have not done anything, but are not

disposed to do anything. It is a large colony of the

lightest colored native bees we have ever seen.

Several persons have mistaken them for dark Ital-

ians or hybrids. What shall we do with them?
SOURWOOD.

Its true name is "Sauer Wood", and it is a crook-

ed, gnarly, ugly growing, shrub undergrowth, com-
mon to the woods of Va., from the Blue Ridge to

the Sea. It is unfit even to burn, unless cut in Au-
gust and thoroughly seasoned. It bears large bunch-
es of cup-shaped, white flowers, both bunches and
cups hanging downwards. The nectar or honey in

the cups is a clear, watery, white liquid, very sweet
and very thin. It is to us what the basswood is to

you. No one of them that I ever saw attained the
height of 60 or 70 feet; in fact, it is very rare to see

one thirty feet high, op" as large as a man's body.
They put up a number of long, red, spine sprouts,

or suckers, from which the boys make whistles in

the spring, the bark slipping from the wood very
easily. I do not know how they are propagated.

We have also a very rare tree, bearing thorns and a

long, pod fruit, filled with flat, bean like, brown
seeds, and a creamy honey-paste between the seeds.

The pods are an inch and a half to two inches wide.

This is resorted to by bees when in blossom. It can
be raised from seed. L. M. Shumaker.
North Danville, "Va., Aug. 2. 1880.

I think you can make those lazy bees
work, friend S., by dividing the colony, and

putting a young, fertile queen on the old
stand. If they won't work then, the new
bees that hatch out certainly will. When
bees get too lazy to fly off for stores, they
will always (so far as I know) take care of
brood, if you divide them, so that all hands
are required to do the necessary work of the
Inve.

CARTOONS, ETC.

What have you done with friend Merrybanks? Has
he "gone where the woodbine twineth"? or has he
gone to farming? I think the friends that thought
Our Cartoon silly, would think me more than foolish.

About one year ago, I had some old bee comb and
wax to melt up. So I put it in a large dish pan,

set it on the stove and told the boys to fire up; and
they did fire up too (as I was sick); for just as I had
got to sleep, they called, "Pa! Pa! the beeswax!"
Now I had been thinking what nice comb fdn. I would
have, but, lo and behold ! my wax was boiling over on
the stove, and a blue flame was reaching the ceiling.

My first thought was to throw water on it, but that

made it spit and fry the more, so there was no other

chance but to lay hold with my hands. I started to

the door, but it was more than I could stand, so

down it went on the floor. I was in my stocking feet.****** I went on crutches for six

weeks after, and suffered much. I will not say what
my wife said when she saw the wax on her clean

floor, and me getting around over the floor "like

a monkey in hot ashes." I never melted any more
wax, and never will till I get enough to pay for a

wax extractor. I believe, if I had seen your
cartoon in Dec. No., 1879, 1 would not have been io

foolish. Please give us a cartoon each month.
Those that do not wish to read them, can do as you
tell them to do about Our Homes. G. W. Stites.

Spring Station, Ind., Aug. 9, '80.

TOWNSEND'S PLAN OF GETTING QUEEN CELLS.

I tried Mr. Townsend's plan of obtaining queen
cells, as explained in the July No. of Gleanings,
and was successful the first time, but the next two
times the bees tore the strips of comb all to pieces,

and I did not get a cell.

HONEY PAILS.

I want to growl a little, Mr. Root. Out of the 100

pint pails that I got of you, 68 leaked. Some of the

two quart pails leaked, but not near as large a pro-

portion. I shall try to solder the leaky ones myself.

You will have to look after your tinner.

CHEIROGRAPHS FOR HOT WEATHER.
The directions in the Jan. No. for making the chei-

rograph may answer for cold weather, but my expe-

rience teaches me that nearly double the quantity

of glue will be required in warm weather, to make a

firm pad. J. S. Dewey.
Spring Lake, Mich., Aug., 1880.

Many thanks for reporting about the hon-
ey pails, friend D. We did not make them

;

in fact, we could not do it at the price they
were offered in N. Y. I was very anxious
to have them so they could be put on the 5c.

counter, and they offered them at $6.00 per
gross. This would be a little over 4c. each.
I ordered a half gross, and they did not leak.
I next ordered two gross, so as to save
freight. Those I sold you cost me $4.58 per
hundred. The profit on them hardly pays
for crating and handling, to say nothing of
trying each one, to see if it would leak. If
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you will be so kind as to solder them, and
thus save me from loss, friend I)., I shall re-

gard it as quite a favor. The pails hold a lit-

tle over a pint, and perhaps this fact may
pay for the soldering. Now I will tell you
what we are going to do. We are going to

make pint pails with covers for 6c. each,
and we are going to make those that won't
leak either, if it costs well, say consider-
able machinery, and smart brain work too.

We can make them up in the fall, when we
have plenty of time.—You are right about
the cheirograph. Much more glue is re-

quired in warm weather. Friend Hutchin-
son's price list made on a cheirograph is per-
haps as fine a specimen of the work as any
we have seen.

CANDY AND ITS EFFECT IN SETTING BEES TO WORK.

A B C is invaluable; yet, before it came I had
made candy,—5 lbs. of sugar (grains from sawing cut
loaf) 1 lb. of flour, and a quart of water; after it

had boiled awhile and all the skum had been taken
off, I poured it into frames made smaller by a divis-

ion strip half way from the top, and when it got cold

I put it into two hives. The effect was wonderful;

the colony of sluggards on the next morning were
at the entrance by light, and although a drizzling

rain was falling they were on the fly. About 10

o'clock the sun came out warm and balmy, and they
literally poured out of the hive, so that in two hours,

I am sure, two thirds of them were out. About
noon, they commenced their return, and 2 out of 5

had pollen on their legs. I thought their flight was
for water, but their industry since shows that the

feed started them to work. I gave half a frame to

the little colony you sent me, to which I had already

given a comb of brood and the thousand or two bees
on it, and the effect of the candy upon those has

been excellent ; they are twice as industrious, and
it is pleasant to see the bright gold-braided aristo-

crats working side by side from the same door with

the humble black bee. Yet a dozen or so of the

golden banded ones became disgusted, and went
straightway to the hive from which the brood frame
came, and are now domiciled with them. Every
good day they are to be seen playing guards or

workers.

MOTH WORMS, HOW THE ITALIANS SERVE THEM.

Yesterday morning I found on each of the broad
boards placed between the alighting board and the

grass in the yard a moth or web worm. Both were
alive, and had evidently just been ejected from the

two Italian hives. I could find no evidences of them
inside.

BUYING BEES(?) AND SUMAC AS A HONEY PLANT.

A little lame negro boy came to me in breathless

haste the other morning, as I was crossing over into

Danville, saying,—

"Mr. Shumaker, done -done yer want ter buy
some more bees?"

"Oh yes;" I replied.

"Well," he says, "I dun found a great heap on um,
and I'll take fifty cents fur um all."

So I started with him, and, after a walk of a quar-

ter of a mile, he showed me, in a hollow, a very large

sumac tree (not a mere bush) in full bloom, and cov-

ered with the bees. ' Of course, I laughed and told

him he could not sell bees in that way; and, besides

that, those bees belonged to other people, and no
doubt some of mice were there.

HORSE MINT.

He was disappointed, but the walk was profitable

to me, for in passing through the old field (common),
I saw a number of the gold-banded workers on a

plant with a little blue flower. It grows in bunches,

and sends out long spines which are filled with di-

minutive tulip shaped blue flowers. I took two of

the spines to Mr. Hickock, and Mrs. H. pronounced
it wild, or horse, mint. The entire common was
covered with it, and I saw bees everywhere; so

there must be some honey in it.

To-day I am making ABC candy for all our bees,

except two strong colonies that seem to have honey
enough and to spare. We shall keep all our surplus

for our bees, which we shall remove to a small bee-

house, as a protection from both the weather and
the thieves. Bees never freeze here, and seldom
starve except where they have been wickedly rob-

bed late in the fall. L. M. Shumaker.
North Danville, Va., Aug. 9, 1880.

I received my selected queen and pound of bees 3

days after they were shipped, although they were at

the express office the night of the same day they
were shipped. There was plenty of candy and wa-
ter in the cage. I let the queen and bees out on one
frame of honey, two of hatching brood, and one of

fdn. The queen is a beauty and is laying, but she

has laid as high as 4 eggs in a cell, with 3, 2, and 1 in

others. Why does she do so?

I commenced the season with 6 colonies in L.

hives, ran 3 for comb honey, got 25 lbs. per colony,

and increased to 12 by artificial swarming. White
clover affords a tolerably fair crop of blossoms, but
has very little honey. Basswood was passed almost

before we knew it was here. We expect honey
enough from fall flowers and buckwheat for winter

stores.

BUILDING UP WEAK STOCKS.
Will small swarms having now 4 or 5 frames, build

up strong enough for winter, without surplus combs
or foundation, if they are fed?

QUEENLESS STOCKS CROSSER THAN OTHERS.
Why are queenless colonies crosser than colonies

with laying queens? Mine, at least, have been so

this season.

FDN. CURLING TTP AT THE LOWER EDGES.
Why do sheets of fdn., L. size, warp and kink at

the bottom? I fasten full sheets by placing the

frame bottom bar up, and wetting a chisel with my
tongue, and placing the fdn. J

8 in. past the centre of

the underside of top bar, then smashing the fdn. the

width of the chisel at a time, until the entire length

is so fastened. I have had no trouble with sagging

or breaking down, but the sheets will warp or kink

at the bottom. What is the matter with the car-

toons, that they do not appear any more? give us

one occasionally anyhow. J. H. Bby.
North Robinson, Crawford Co., O., Aug. 9, 1880.

Where a good queen lays two or more eggs
in a cell, we generally find it is because she
has not cells enough, or has not bees enough
to care for more cells. If she does not do
better with a wider Held, let us know.—Four
or five combs is enough to winter almost any
colony, and often better than a large num-
ber, providing they are well filled and bulged
out with stores.—Queenless colonies are al-

most always crosser than others having lay-

ing queens. You have just reminded me,
friend E., that this is a point I have over-
looked in the ABC, and I have this mo-
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ment added it. One reason why a qneenless
colony is crosser is because they usually al-

most stop gathering honey. When I open a
hive and see white, new combs, or the cells

newly lengthened with white tops near a
particular spot, I know pretty well that

there is brood under this white, thrifty look-

ing point, and tbat the new stores will make
them feel so good natured, that I can open
the hive without smoke. In the hive next
in order, if I find no such indication of

thriftiness, I always hesitate about trying to

handle them without smoke, for I will be
pretty sure to find that they have not a lay-

ing queen.—Your sheets of fdn. curl, friend

E., because the bees work out one side fast-

er than the other. If you hang the sheet in

the midst of a very populous colony, they
will be pretty sure to build it out, hanging
straight down.—When I was advised to stop

the cartoons, I rather expected the majority
would be found to prefer them, and that

their influence had, on the whole, been salu-

tary in calling attention pointedly, to certain

errors that we are all likely to make. The
number of inquiries for them seems to indi-

cate as much, and I think we shall have to

consider our friend Merrybanks recalled to

office again by acclamation of the majority.

GOOD REPORT FROM BUCKWHEAT.
I would just as soon think of running- my apiary

without queens as witlout Gleanings, because I

have learned from it just about all I know about

bees. Of course, I have learned by experience at

the same time, yet the journal is certainly invalu-

able to me. My bees have had a perfect swarming-

fever since buckwheat came out. 1 have put back

swarms, and cut out queen cells, until 1 am almost

disgusted with them. One colony swarmed twice in

8 days, and had 12 queen cells ..each, time; the last

time they were not all sealed up. From one swarm
I took out 18 queen cells.

FERTILE WORKERS, AND HOW TO GET RID OF THEM.

Now, friend Root, I am just going- to scold a little.

You say, on p. 36!), Aug. No., that it is a disgrace to

have a fertile worker. Are you not rather hard on

us beginners? I think you are. 1 have just had my
first one. I had no trouble in getting rid of her. I

shook the bees off from the frames in front of the

hive, and as they crawled in let a laying queen go in

with them, and they accepted her all right.

My wife has got the smoker filled and lighted, and
is waiting for me to go out and find 2 queens that I

want to replace with new ones. M. D. York.
Millington, Tuscola Co., Mich., Aug. 11, 1880.

If your wife is good enough to help you
hunt the queens, and, especially, to light the
smoker while you write letters to the bee
journals, you should by no means keep her
waiting, friend Y. "When I come to see you,
I hope to find you two working together in
just that happy way. If I should never
come, remember I am thinking of you, and
asking God to bless you, and all the other
husbands and wives who keep bees. Your
plan of getting rid of a fertile worker is per-
haps as good a one as you can have, if they
will accept a fertile queen. I cured two,
and made them valuable stocks, by just let-

ting a laying queen into each, right on top
of the frames ; but, when I tried a third one,
and she was an imported queen right from

Italy, I lost her. She was received all right
at once, and was walking over the combs
next morning, but, when it was time for her
to be laying, I found 2 eggs in a cell, and
eggs right on top of pollen, which'is almost
a sure indication of a fertile worker, and,
alas ! my nice, yellow, $6.00 imported queen
was never seen more. Now I have con-
fessed to having 3 fertile workers in our own
apiary, but I am ashamed to own it, and I
still think it a disgrace. If unsealed brood
had been kept in the hives, it could never
have happened.

COTTON HULLS VERSUS CHAFF FOR CHAFF HIVES.

I write to make a suggestion which I believe will

be of great value to northern bee-keepers. Cotton-
seed hulls, two inches thick around a hive, will ab-

solutely and certainly keep the bees from freezing,

with the mercury at 40° below zero. In ordinary

winters, such as you have in Ohio, one inch thick

would be sufficient. Cotton-seed hulls are used in

this section as a covering for steam surfaces. The
steam dummies in use on some of our city rail-

roads are covered with two inches of hulls. They
carry a heat of over 300°, yet the outside is only a

degree or two above the atmosphere. Thus you see

their value as a non-conductor. They are to be had
at the cotton-seed oil-factories, and the price here is

$5.00 per ton. There is a factory at Memphis, and
one at Grand Crossing, near Chicago, and also at

many other points. These hulls contain the solid,

hard covering of the cotton seed, and 5 per cent of

the crop of cotton, which the gins can not remove.
They are very light, and I think 5 lbs. would be
plenty to cover a hive. If I am not in an error re-

garding the expenses and losses of wintering bees,

the general use of cotton-seed bulls as a protection

would save many thousand dollars worth of bees.

You are so'earnestly working to build up the bee
business, I hope you will test this matter this com-
ing winter, when you will And my suggestion of

value. Amos S. Collins.

New Orleans, La., Aug. i, 1880.

Thanks, friend C. I shall be glad to make
the experiment of packing several chaff
hives with them, if some friend will send me
about 50 lbs. or so, by freight. It is with-
out doubt, an excellent non-conductor, but
will it absorb moisture as chaff does, and
still not rot or get moldy?

MOTH WORMS IN THE BROOD COMBS.
The millers are very bad here this summer among

the bees. We find them among the Italians, work-
ing inside the brood comb. We have both blacks

and Italians. Do you find the same? E. W. Lowe.
Sebewa, Ionia Co., Mich., Aug. 15, 1880.

From your description, friend L., I am in-

clined to think you have been using combs
in which the moth laid eggs before they were
placed in the hive. Such combs will often
produce moth worms in great numbers, and
even Italians seem, for the time being, un-
able to cope with them ; but this lasts but a
little time, as they soon hatch out, and then
the trouble is at an end. In such cases a
little assistance in picking the worms out of
the sealed brood with the point of a knife,
or some sharp instrument, will be of consid-
erable avail. A single worm . plowing his
galleries through sealed brood will destroy a
great number of bees. The path of the
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worm is easily seen, by a whitish line, just
under the caps of the solid sealed brood.
Moth worms are almost unknown in our
apiary, unless in combs that have been ex-
posed before they were given to the bees, as
mentioned above.

QUEENS THAT DO NOT LAY WHEN OF THE PROPER
AGE.

I had a young queen hatched about the first of
July, and when I thought it time for her to be lay-

ing I looked into the hive. She was not laying. I

waited about three weeks from the time she was
hatched, and still she did not lay. She was an Ital-

ian and was small but seemed to be perfect other-
wise. I took her out and put in the one you
sent me. Can you tell whether she would have laid
if she had been left in the hive? or do queens some-
times fail to lay at all? C. A. Johnston.
Somerset, Pulaski Co., Ky., Aug. 2, 1880.

It is not very rare to find queens that nev-
er lay at all, as you will see by the A B C.
AVe usually toss them up at two weeks old,
to see if they fly easily. There is no danger
in doing this, for, if they can fly, they have
been out and in many times, and will go in
readily as soon as they swing round a little.

If they cannot fly readily, they might as well
be lost as not. Although they sometimes
begin to lay and make good queens after 3
weeks old, we usually think best to remove
them unless we And eggs after the 20th day.
If we are short of room, we sometimes re-
move them sooner. Queens that do not lay
until so late a period are always pretty liable
to prove drone layers.

HONEY; PROFIT ON IN SELLING.

Bees have done very poorly until now, when they
are at work on buckwheat. Why should the grocer

have 5c. per lb. for selling our honey, and, at the

same time, sell berries that are perishable for 2c.

per quart? R. B. Parker.
La Fayette, Ind., Aug. 4, 1880.

The berries are sure sale, or almost sure.
They are quickly and easily handled, and
out of the way. Honey is sticky and dauby,
or almost always so. Very often the packa-
ges are so large that the dealer is asked to
divide them, and the remnant frequently is

unsightly and remains on his hands. Ber-
ries are often bought at 8c, and sold for 10.

If he buys comb honey at 20, and sells it for

25, he makes exactly the same per cent on
the money invested. I have put it 20, be-
cause a neighbor has just taken his honey to
Cleveland, and obtained 20c. at wholesale
for his whole crop, that was put up in the
1 lb. sections. If you cannot get dealers to
handle your honey for a profit of 20 per cent,
and take pains to push sales too, I think it

must be the fault of the way in which you
put it up.

INTRODUCING QUEENS BY W. L. KING'S PLAN.

As soon as the queen comes, I go to the hive I wish

to introduce her to, and take out the old queen.

Now we will suppose our swarm to be queenless.

Hold on; that won't do. There is to be no suppos-

ing any thing about it. We must know our swarm
is queenless. We can tell this, first, by queen cells;

and, secondly, by the. actions of the bees. If you
have just taken the old queen out, close the hive,

and, if there is no other queen in the hive, they will

very soon be running all over and through the hive

hunting the queen. Now is the time when they will

accept the queen if rightly introduced. Take an
empty hive, place it near the old one, take out a
card of brood, brush off every bee, being careful
that none are hid in the corners, hang this in the
centre of the hive, and then do the same with two
more cards. Now place your queen and accompa-
nying bees on these combs, close your hive, and, if

you are not in a great hurry, wait one hour. This
will give the queen and bees time to become thor-
oughly scented by the comb. Now take out the bal-

ance of the combs, brush the bees off in front of the
new hive, and drive them in with a little smoke.
Hang the combs in the hive, close it, shake the rest
of the bees out of the old hive in front of the new
one, drive them in, set the new hive on the old stand,
and you are done. I have never lost a queen, or had
one balled, when I introduced in this way. I am of
the opinion that the best time to introduce a queen
is when the bees first discover that their queen is

gone, and are running wild to find her. I have twice,
this summer, taken a queen out of a hive and, just
as soon as I could walk twelve feet, dropped her into
a swarm that I had taken a queen from not twenty
minutes before. They were hunting all over for the
queen. Of course, I would not dare do this with a
six-dollar queen.

SEPARATORS OF STRIPS OF WOOD.
For separators, instead of wire take veneering 1-16

of an inch thick, cut it into strips H inch wide, tack
the strips on frames with fine tacks, about 3-16 of
an inch apart. I have been trying it, and I think it

will more than pay, as the bees fill the sections

much quicker than when the separators are whole.
Wm. L. King.

Benton Harbor, Mich., July 10, 1880.

I know from experience, friend K., that
shaking the bees off their combs and letting
them run into an empty hive will often cure
them of balling a queen, but for all that, I
think your success is more owing to acci-
dent, than because it has any great advan-
tage over the usual and less troublesome
way. When you say you have put queens
right into hives without any introduction, I
think you strike at the root of the matter.
A few days ago, as an experiment, I let 7,

dollar queens run in at the entrances of 7
queenless hives. All but two of them were
received and are now doing all right.
Among the 5 that accepted these queens was
a black colony whose queen had been sold
that same day. They paid no attention to
her at all, and she went right to laying. Had
I adopted some roundabout process, I might
have claimed a great discovery.

HONEY DEW.
I have read with a good deal of interest, the arti-

cles on honey dew, in Gleanings, and now mention
a fact which has come under my own observation.

We have an orange tree, as it is called, though only

about I! feet high. It is kept in the sitting room in

the winter. About the middle of last winter, the

children called my attention to the fact that the

leaves were covered with a sweet substance. It

looked as if very sweet water had dried in drops on
the leaves, shining as if varnished. Putting the

tongue to it dissolved it, and the taste was that of

syrup. It continued about 2 days, and then disap-

peared. If this was honey dew, I saw no insects to

produce It. J. H. Buchanan.
Huntsville, Logan Co., O., Aug. 4, 1880.
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TRANSFERRING SUCCESSFULLY THE FIRST TIME
TRYING.

I have been taught many things in Gleanings
and ABC, and, practicing from some of the teach-

ings, I successfully transferred to-day a large swarm
from a common box hive into the chaff hive I got of

you, and did not get a sting, although I never saw
the operation before. I filled 8 of the frames with
combs in one piece, and gave two frames of brood
and comb to the 2 frame nucleus of Italians to keep
them along.

FRAMES OF CANDY.

I have twice given frames of candy to bees, and,

each time, the bees ate the top away and it fell in a
mass at the bottom. How do you manago about
that?

PUTTING ON THE COUNTY.

I was amused when I went to address my letter to

you on a previous occasion, having just been read-

ing your explicit directions about putting the coun-
ty on; I had to get my post-office book out, to find

your county. Frank J. Bell.

Moosehead P. O., Luzerne Co., Pa., Aug. 7, 1880.

I beg pardon, friend B., but just as the
last page of Gleanings was in the press
last month, some of my frames of maple
sugar began to fall down, and I regretted
much that I had not directed that the sugar
should be poured into wired frames. After
doing this all troubles were at an end.—As
Medina is a county seat, the county is also
Medina, but, for all that, you would have
found the county on all our postals for the
last year, and on most of the bill and letter
heads. Since you have mentioned it, and
that we may make a start in the right direc-
tion, we have decided to put it on Glean-
ings and our catalogue.

WHAT CAN BE DONE WITH A POUND OF BEES AND
QUEEN AFTER MAY 24TH.

The pound of bees you sent me, with tested queen,

came to hand in due time. I was somewhat disap-

pointed when I first received them, as the comb was
broken down at the top, and lopped over to one
side, and few bees were to be seen; but I thought I

would make the best I could of it, so I got a frame
of brood from another hive. I then opened them,
took out the comb, fastened it in the frame, put the

2 frames into a Langstroth hive, and put in 3

frames of comb, making 5 frames all told. I then
put the bees in with the combs and shut the hive,

and let them go to work; and work they did. They
filled the 5 frames with brood as soon as the young
bees began to come from the cells. I put in 5 more
frames, and left them until they were full of bees,

then divided them, and now I have 2 swarms from
them. That queen was a great layer.

David P. Gibson.
Healdville, Rutland Co., Vt., Aug. 3, 1880.

FRIEND BUCHANAN'S APIARY.
I am going to start a 25 colony apiary on the hills,

2 miles from my valley apiary, and will get 25,

dollar queens to run the ranch, buying one or two
from each breeder, for novelty's sake. If you had a

picture of my home and apiary, you would say it is

away ahead of all of them for neatness, style, and
arrangement for convenience. I bought 18 acres
one mile from the Ohio river, in this valley, and
have everything new on it, from a fine house down
to my honey-house. Every fence and building is

well painted, and all bee hives painted different col-

ors, which, from their elevated position from the
public road and railroad, show most beautifully. I

think I have the best improved and neatest bee-
farm in this country, and don't owe any one a cop-
per either; but, with all this fine fix and the best
and most timely attention to the bees, this has been
by far the poorest season in this locality for. many
years. Our market, Steubenville, just across the
river from us, has not seen 25 lbs. of honey this sea-

son, and will not unless it is sent here from a dis-

tance. You can put us all in your Blasted Hopes for

18S0. Still we enthusiasts will feed up, and keep on
till the laugh gets shifted to the other side of the

face. There is not one coloDy in 50 that will winter
unless fed. Many are now starving. It's a bad job

for us, that we did not get, last fall, a big, long-

tongued,, red-clover queen for each colony, isn't it?

John A. Buchanan.
Holiday's Cove, W. Va., Aug. 12, 1880.

If not too much trouble, send us a photo,
friend B., and we will try to let them all see
your apiary.

INTRODUCING QUEENS BY FREQUENTLY SMOKING
THE BEES.

I send you some of my experience with red clover

and other queens. I received the red-clover queen
in good condition, and introduced her by letting her

loose on a frame of brood and black bees (I pur-

chased 6 colonies last spring) in an upper story, L.

hive, with wire cloth top and bottom, top being

hinged, and set this extra top on the one I took a

frame from, so as to keep them warm. I put her in,

in the morning, and every 20 or 30 minutes, for

six or eight times, while extracting, I gave them
a good smoking, and left them. The next day
I carefully lifted up the frame, and she was all

right. The third day, I gave them a few puffs and a

frame of brood. Two d lys after, I found her balled

and nearly exhausted al :er her long confinement. I

shut up the hive, and gave them 2 or 3 good smo-
kings, and the next day found eggs, and, giving

them 2 frames of brood and closing the hive, smoked
her again. But when giving them brood again,

which I found while extracting, I neglected to

smoke them after closing the hive. Three or 4 days

afterward, while looking to see how she was getting

along, I found cells. The little black rascals had
balled and killed her.

DON'T BE IN HASTE TO PINCH A QUEEN.

In due time the cells hatched, but I did not look in-

to the hive till after the young queen had had time
to be fertilized. I then looked for eggs, and found a
few scattered ones, and the queen with her wings
gone, except }i of one, on the first frame I looked at.

I was certain she was a drone layer and instantly

pinched her; but, on looking farther, I found two
frames nearly full of eggs. She was almost exactly
like her mother.

BLACKS BALLING THEIR QUEEN.
I do not want any more of the blacks in my apiary,

as they do not do anything as thoroughly as the
Italians, and are a great deal worse about balling

their queens and robbing. I lost 7 queens during
the spring by being balled, 3 from 6 colonies of

blacks and 4 from 40 coloneis of Italians. Two of

them were my best ones. And now I do not open a
hive that contains one of my best queens without
giving them two good smokings after closing it.

Also I am careful not to pinch a young queen that
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has imperfect wings, as they are sometimes balled

after their excursions. I do not think I would kill a

queen in opening hives once in 1000 times, as my
frames are made so the combs will not touch. The
balling is done oftener than we think, and there is

more danger from a light than a good smoking. I

have already saved 1 queens that I saw balled this

season. S. S. Bctleb, M. D.

Los Gatos, CaJ , Aug. I, 1880.

TRANSFEIUUNG AND ITALIANIZING UNDEU DIFFI-
CULTIES.

I transferred 20 swarms of bees last week and got

10 of them, and 3501b. of honey, and $18.00 cash for 12

Italian queens, and made the trip in 4 days, going 30

miles over the most hilly and rocky road in the state.

I furnish hive, and transfer on the halves, and intro-

duce fertile queens at $1.50, and insure purity and
life. I got home with less then 100 dead bees out of

3 bushel, and made 14 large swarms out of them. I

killed the black queens, and put in frames of Italian

brood, each containing a capped queen cell.

drones; one way to get bid of them.

The 2nd day after my return, I drove each swarm
through a trough 1 ft. wide, and 6 ft. long, with 6 in.

sides, and as they passed the gauntlet, we (wife, son.

and I) caught the drones and killed them. I don't

think we left a dozen in all. I counted 4S5 that I

killed «ut of one hive, and wife and son killed almost

as many. So we have got rid of a good many honey
eaters, and will get our queens purely mated. It

took us a good half day to catch the drones out of

the 11 swarms.
We found in the top of each hive, at Mr. Dodson's,

whose bees I transferred, a dark substance, which
looked and tasted like molasses. He said there had
been no sorghum mills within 4 miles of him, for 4

years; but the more I tasted it, the more fully I was
convinced that it was molasses, and I told him so.

After awhile a neighbor called, and Mr. D. told him
my opinion of it; and he told Mr. D. that a neighbor

had spilled apart of a bbl. of molasses last April, just

after our heavy freeze. So it was accounted for. Out
of 9 swarms, we got 40 lb. of molasses, or "blooded"

honey, as I called it. T. Q. Ayars.
South Bosque, Tex., July 30, 1880.

resuscitating queens apparently dead.
On page 399, August Gleanings, you give an in-

State3 of a queen's having the cramp, and close

with the remark, "There are a good many 'kinks'

with queens, as well as with bees, you see." Last
spring I had occasion to introduce a queen, and, not

having any honey right handy, thought I would try

scenting water with oil of Ithodium. I put a few
drops into a cup of water and dropped the queen in-

to it. The instant she touched the water she "keel-

ed" over as "dead as a herring." I picked her out,

and laid her on my hands, all wet and curled up as

though see had been dead for a week. I looked at

her with the thought, "There, you green horn, per-

haps you will try kerosene next time," and, in my
disgust, I threw the dead (?) queen into the hive for

the bees to bury. Then you can imagine my aston-

ishment the next day, when I opened the hive and
found my queen laying nicely in spite of the oil. It

may be a good thing to put on fish bait, but I rather

guess I won't try it again on a queen. Who knows
but the bees have some way of restoring the sus-

pended vitality more than we wot of?

Oquawka, 111., Aug. 19, '80. Will M. Kellogg.

A FISH BEG PARDON, I MEAN A BEE STORY.

A Mr. Miles, from Richland Co., S. C., has just giv-

en me a call, and while he was here, we had a chat

about the source from which bees gather honey
here. He says that he has a line place for bees, and
that bees generally do well In that county. He tells

me that they have had a large yield of honey from
honey dew this season. He states that one of his

neighbors suspended 6 stands of bees on scales to

test the quantity of honey gathered per day, and
was greatly surprised to find the average yield per-

day to be 03 lbs. per colony. He says that they were
suspended 6 days, and the largest yield from one
colony was 68 lbs., and the smallest was 61 lbs. per
day. He furthermore states that the dew was so

heavy that the tips of the leaves had large drops

hanging on them. The ground had the appearance
of a shower of rain. Now, Mr. Editor, I would like

to know how much honey a good colon}7 of bees can
gather, where it hangs on the leaves right at their

door. W. S. Cauthen.
Pleasant Hill, Lan. Co., S. C, Aug. 18, 1880.

The largest yield I have ever hart, as you
will see by the A 13 C, is a little over 14 lbs.

per day, for a periort of three days. With
the multitude of experiments I have made
in feeding, I have never succeeded in get-
ting bees to take much, if any, more than
that quantity from a feeder in the time men-
tioned. Perhaps we would better hunt up
the man and locality mentioned above, and
locate our ranches around him.

INTRODUCING BY "CAGING" A WHOLE BRAME OF
BROOD.

As I am an A B C scholar of about one year's ex-

perience, and have a way of my own of introducing

queens, it may be of interest to you to know some-
thing of it. As I have never lost a queen by intro-

ducing, I think that I could give a queen to the most
stubborn stock of blacks or hybrids that can be
found. I have this day mailed to you a model of the

apparatus I am using. You will see at once the

principle, and, if you see fit to publish it, you can
write your own description of it. Mine is 18 1-16

inches long by 9J£ deep, and 2 inches wide, inside

measure. I go to the hive to which I wish to give the

queen, and take out a frame of brood that is hatch-

ing, brush off tke bees, and hang it in the introdu-

cing cage. Then I let my queen, with her attendant

bees, out on the frame, and fasten down the cover,

and place her, cage and all, in the centre ef the

swarm. In a very short time she will have a nice

lot of young bees with her, and she will become so

thoroughly scented with the young bees, and the

comb that she is running on, that it is impossible

for the old bees to detect her when she is turned
loose. Besides we need not be in a hurry to let her

loose, for she is usually laying and doing well. It

may be from two to ten days before I let her loose,

which I do with no further trouble than turning two
screws, taking off the cover, and closing up the hive,

allowing her to come out at her leisure. It may be

a day or so before she comes out, but when she does

come, you may be sure she is received all right.

Kavenna, O., Aug. 18, 1880. J. C. Convehsb.

Your plan has been given here before,
friend C., and, although it usually succeeds,
I am inclined to think you rather exaggerate
the advantages of it. The queen cannot
well lay more than 3 days thus caged up, and
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I can hardly think it profitable so long, be-
cause the very young bees caged up with
her are not old enough to prepare the cells

for her, or take care of the eggs when they
are ready to hatch. If the enclosed comb
contained pollen also, as well as honey, per-
haps they might take care of the brood, but
I think it a little doubtful, unless you have
actually made the experiment and seen her
All the frame with brood. In my experi-
ments in confining bees thus in the hive,
they have always worried the whole of the
inmates, by trying to get out, after being
caged several days. The model you send is

an extremely well made machine, and evin-
ces talent enough to enable you to succeed
with any thing.

HONEY IN AUGUST.
The last half of June and the first 4 days of July

were very wet, so that only the very strongest

stocks of bees made any more than a living, and
nuclei had to be fed up to the middle of July. We
have had but two sprinkles of rain since July 4th,

and neither of them wet the dust through, yet,

strange to say, bees have gathered more honey in

the last 4 weeks, than I ever knew them to do at the

same time of year before. Even 3 frame nuclei are

now getting considerably more than they use, yet
nearly all my colonies insist on storing all in the brood
chamber even to the cramping of the queen. I have
65 colonies and 22, 3 frame nuclei, and they are us-

ing about 4 gallons of water daily at home, besides

many of them go to the brick yard which is about 40

rods distant.

MELLILOT.

My mellilot commenced to bloom about the mid-

dle of June, and the bees were thick around it until

about the middle of July, when it almost quit blos-

soming, and I saw scarcely a bee about it till within

the last week. It now has a fresh crop of bloom,
and the bees are thick around it all day.

C. T. Smith.
O'Fallon, St Clair Co., 111., Aug. 16, 1880.

CROSS BEES, AND WHAT TO DO WITH THEM.
I have a swarm of bees that I will describe, and

would like you to tell me just what to do. Lately

they have been too much for me. King's directions

will not do. I can not subdue them with smoke.
The instant I smoke them, they will come for me.
To-day I put on veil and gloves, and went for them
with the smoker; it was no use. You say some
swarms can be handled better without smoke,—im-
possible with this one. Please tell me next issue

how you would manage them. You would probably
Italianize them ; but, were I to open the hive again,

the queen would be in the air trying to sting me and
I should not be able to find her. C. H. Boyd.
North Monroe, Waldo Co., Me., July 28, 1880.

Occasionally, we find a colony, that seems
like a veritable den of tigers to subdue, and
it may be well to consider what is best to do
with such. If it is during a honey yield,

which is very improbable, much can be done
by regular daily feeding, for about a week.
A lump of maple or even grape sugar, say 4
or 5 lbs., laid on the frames, will be sufli-

cient for the whole. When they have taken
it up so that the eombs look white along
their upper edges, you can handle most col-

onies without any smoke at all, in nice,

warm weather. If you are going to subdue
them with smoke, first clean up your smo-
ker, by scraping off all the soot around the
tubes, with a hard wood stick whittled some-
thing the shape of a knife blade. See that
the valves are right, and if it has been left

out in the rain, see that the bellows does not
leak. Put it in good order, and with good
fuel, you should be able to so deluge any
hive of bees with smoke, that resistance is

out of the question. It may be well to smoke
them at the entrance before opening the
hive. After they are once conquered, be
careful that they are not trifled with after-
ward, by letting them chase folks around
the yard, liy the above directions, you may
be able to smile at the idea of any hive of
bees you can not master.

AN A B C SCHOLAR'S DESCRIPTION OF HOW HE MAKES
BEES OUT OF SUGAR.

I am not in Blasted Hopes you see, for my first 4

swarms gave me 4 more swarms last week, the larg-

est that I have had this year, and in the latter part

of July, too. Just think; 20 swarms in two seasons,

and that out of a few handfuls of bees to start on!

Why, they arc made of coffee A. sugar syrup. I have
sold 5 swarms, bringing me just $25.00, and leaving

me, at present, 15 colonies. My, it is j ust fun to hive

them, and seek out the queen, and take her by the

arm, and lead her into her house. I have not lost a

swarm, or had any trouble hiving them. I have had
an acre of buckwheat in blossom over a week, and
the b?es are happy every forenoon.

My Alsike is commencing to blossom some, and al-

so the white clover that I sowed last spring, and bees

are working on both of them. The wet weather
seems to drive a second crop of white clover which
grows so spontaneously that the roadside is all white,

and bees are working nicely. I have also another
piece of buckwheat that will come into bloom in

about 10 days, and another sowed a week ago. I

shall have to go to extracting pretty soon, or my
second swarms may swarm. Some of them are get-

ting pretty full. If you come out here to see us, I

am pretty sure I can feed you with buckwheat hon-

ey, and buckwheat cakes. H. L. Warstler.
St. Johns, Mich., July 26, 1880.

I should enjoy it "hugely, '' friend W., for
I have enjoyed reading your cheerful letter;

but my place seems to be here just now.

LARGE NUMBER OF QUEEN CELLS ON A SINGLE COMB.
I feel just a little bit snubbed, just a little. It is a

very small matter, but then I feel it all th«=* same.

If you are an honest, truthful, sensitive man, you
can sympathise with me; and I do not doubt your
honesty and veracity, but I suppose your feelings

are somewhat callous from long usage. I will tell

you the little matter.

N. A. Prudden wrote to you about losing so many
young queens, and, in answer, you say as high as 50

queen cells have been found at once in a single hive.

You did not propose to state what you had seen

yourself. Well ; just about the time he wrote that,

or, perhaps since, I wrote you stating that I had 61

queen cells on one single frame. I know there was
no mistake, and I believe I know how it is done, and
can do it again. They were all capped, and my wife

and I both counted them. There were 43 on one

side. You know it is not a hard matter to count

queen cells when they are capped. I tried to cut
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some out. I had to cut out 5 the first time to avoid
cutting some in two. The next time, I had to cut
out 8, and then had to cut one in two to get them.
Your statement has convinced me that I stand

head for a large number of queen cells on a single

sheet of comb, L. frame. B. F. Cathey.
Cabot, Ark., July 10, 1880.

Are you not a little uncharitable, friend
C.V It is because of the great mass of cor-
respondence before me, and not because I
have any disposition to be partial, that your
letter was passed by, and friend P.'s given.

$cfy§ and §uqriq§.

HAD a swarm inal'a story, Simplicity hive,

which became very weak. I could not find a

queen at all; still they had drone brood and lar-

rae. I found one queen cell, in which there was a

larva, but in a short time it was torn down. I

changed places with a very strong colony, and now
it is strong, and seems to be all right. What was
the matter with it? and did I do right?

T. H. Duncan.
Oakland, Coles Co., 111., July 8, 1880.

[Your hive has a fertile worker, or a drone laying

queen, I think, friend D., and, if so, they will soon
be as bad off again. You must give them a good
queen. See A B C]

BEES THAT WILL NOT WORK IN THE UPPER STORIES.

Our bees have not made a pound of surplus honey
this year. The brood chamber is filled up with hon-

ey. Please inform us what is the matter with the

bees. Chas. Abraham.
Hillsboro, Miss., July 19, 1880.

[If they will not work above, put a wide frame full

of sections in the lower story, friend A. That we
may be able to do this with stubborn stocks is one
great purpose of the wide frame of sections.]

THE FARIS DIPPING MACHINE.
We looked with great interest for July No., for

something durable for dipping fdn., and behold!

plaster of Paris dipping plates. We have used them
2 seasons for dipping starters. I think Oliver Fos-

ter ought to have some credit for dipping plates.

I sent to you for fdn. a year or two ago to make
casts, but it all got broken in the mails.

Stephen Hill.

Port Huron, Mich., July 13, 1880.

[A great many deserve credit, friend H., who per-

haps never get it from the great masses of the

people.]

ALMOST •' BLASTED."
I deem it the duty of every bec-kecper to send re-

port of honey crop in his locality for publication,

and thereby all may be informed. I report *£ crop,

the poorest in ten years. It has been rather too cold

for bees to work much since basswood. White clo-

ver was a failure. It is cold and raininsr at present

writing. I am retailing at home for 20c. Syracuse

markets are flat, on account of sharp dealers, and
small bee-keepers that will sell for any price.

F. L. Smith.

Watervale, Onondaga Co., N. Y., Aug. 19, 1880.

My bees build so much comb between the brood
frames and the wide section frames, that when I

lift the upper story off, most all of the brood frames

lift out with it. If I want to look into the lower
story, I have to take out one frame at a time, and
cut the new comb off, which I find very inconve-

nient and annoying, as it takes so much time. Is

there a remedy for it? The hives and frames were
furnished by you. That queen got fertilized but not

by that one drone, for he is around yet.

Geo. H. McGee.
Point Marblehead, O., July 13, 1880.

[Ueduce the space between upper and lower

frames to \ inch, and you will have little trouble

with most colonies. Occasionally, however, we find

one that will build it all solid with honey almost, in

spite of us. I know of no perfect remedy for these

exceptional cases.]

Our bees (14 stands) made no honey until linn

bloom. Then, Oh my! it came in with a rush, but

they are not doing much since. The "gude mon "

is " gone on a journey," even down to Boston, to vis-

it his brother, Rev. A. Bunker, who goes back to his

mission work in Burmah soon; so I am trying to

manage the bees, the farm, and the three "manikins"
by myself. Clara Bunker.
El Dora, 111., July 10, 1880.

[May God bless the missionary, as well as the "gude
mon," yourself, and the "manikins," friend Clara.]

I commenced in the spring with 4 weak colonies,

in wood frames, which I successfully transferred to

metal cornered frames. I increased to 10 good col-

onies. We have plenty of honey for home use, and
have sold some. Out of the 5c. pkg. of Spider-plant

seed, we succeeded in getting 27 plants to grow,
which have been blooming for the last 2 weeks, but

I haven't noticed any bees on it, till the last few
mornings. Jos. B. Wise.
Nappanee, Ind., July 20, 1880.

[Guess you didn't get up early enough, friend W.]

will bee stings curb rheumatism?
To every bee-keeper: Will each of you please

answer the following questions by postal card or let-

ter.

1st.—What is your age?

2d.—How long have you been handling bees?

3d.—Were you afflicted with rheumatism before

engaging in the business? If so, do you get partial

or complete relief when "stinging time" conies? or

do you get worse from year to year?

4th.—If you did not have rheumatism previous to

engaging in bee culture, have you been so afflicted

since?

5th. About how many stings do you get during
the honey season?

Please answer promptly, and I will report the re-

sult in Gleanings, W. W. Lemmon, P. M.
Otwell, Pike Co., Ind.

[Answers can be sent to rac, to save trouble, and I

will report. I think the stings act only as a counter
irritant.]

We have had a cyclone of honey for the last three

weeks. I never saw such a feast before.

propagating honey trees by layers.
Lay some limbs from your paulina trees on the

ground, and cover them up all except a few inches

at the end, and they will perhaps take root in one or

two years. I propagate apple, peach, and almost all

kinds of trees in that way. Sprouts that come' out

near the ground are best. M. S. Klum.
Home, Grayson Co., Tex., Aug., 1880.
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KILLING BEES FOR THEIR HONEY AND WAX.
I have 178 hives of bees, and intend to kill about

100 of them this fall. It has been altogether too wet

for a good honey season so far. The rest of the sea-

son may be better. O. C. Blanchabd.
Ironton, Sauk Co., Wis., Aug. 3, 1580.

[Cannot some one who lives near friend B. make it

more of an object to him to sell his bees than to kill

them? With the great demand there is for bees

from almost all parts of our land, it surely seems
that it would be a loss of money, to say nothing of

the cruelty of the act, to kill a hundred colonies.

The honey obtained by killing bees is not in a desira-

ble shape, and the labor of trying out the wax, un-

der such circumstances, is certainly no small one,

for so little pay as it will bring. It occurs to me I

am speaking rather mildly in regard to an important
matter, but perhaps mildness is best.]

honey report.
In April, 22 stocks; now, 40 stocks. Extracted up

to date, 285 lb. ; no comb honey. Bees are now at

work on Boneset, Queen of the Meadow, Golden Rod,
and Fire Weed. Forepart of season was too wet;

now it is too dry. It is doubtful about any more
surplus. J. Chapman.
Home, Mich., Aug. 14, 1880.

GOLDEN ROD.
Bees are now bringing in considerable honey from

golden rod, etc. It is rather early for the golden

rod, 1 think. Jas. A. Green.
Dayton, 111., Aug. 16, 1880.

Am much pleased with the honey prospect, but
was quite discouraged until recently, as the bees

gathered but little honey from clover; but now, I

hope they will st»re enough for winter use.

C. Winchester, O., Aug. 17, '80. I. E. Stevenson.

SAVING TIME THAT WOULD OTHERWISE BE WASTED.
Friend Novice:—You have no idea with what anxie-

ty I look for each No. of our Gleanings. I receiv-

ed a copy through a friend in 1877, and since that

time 1 have been more deeply interested in the hon-

ey bee thanl had ever been before. In pursuing my
favorite study, I find a healthy pastime, inestimable

pleasure, and, last but not least, a profitable employ-
ment for hours and even days that might otherwise

be idled away. Millard Berry.
Duck Creek, Dallas Co., Tex., Aug. 7, 1880.

Other business has kept me from the care of bees
for 3 years past, but I took a colony this spring for

debt, and they have done so well that I feel the old

bee fever coming on again. J. M. Hill.
Denison, Grayson Co., Tex., July 2(5, 1880.

FOUR BANDED ITALIANS.

Look among your Italian bees, and I think you can
find many of them having 4 yellow bands. We have
them, and have often shown them to visitors.

About the red-clover bees: our Italians have always
worked on the red clover, and on the first crop as

well as the second. Rulison & Simpson.
Flushing, Genesee Co., Mich., Aug., 1880.

[We find plenty of them, friends R. and S., having
four or more downy bands, but do not find any hav-
ing four bands in the hdrny scale, as mentioned in

the ABC. It is true there may be such, but as yet
I have never noticed any, except on one specimen
sent by friend Jones.]

BEE HUNTING WITn A SURVEYOR'S COMPASS.
I wish to tell you something about our bee hunt-

ing which you did not tell in the ABC. We take a

surveyor's compass, get as direct a line as we can
by watching the bees fly, then set the compass by
the line and follow the line with compass. By this

method, I can move the bait from the top of one
mountain to the other. We hunted a few days this

summer in that way, and did not miss the tree ten

steps. S. H. Blosser.
Dayton, Va., July 14, 1880.

HOW LONG IT TAKES A QUEEN TO GET TO LAYING
AFTER A JOURNEY.

I received the queen on the 8th, all right. I had
no trouble in introducing her this time. It was
about six days before she commenced to lay.

Wilfred P. Roys.
Sheffield, Mass., July 1(5, 1880.

[I believe they usually lay in one or two days.]

CURING HONEY BY THE SUN'S RAYS, ETC.

Honey rakes came to hand in due season and gave
me an agreeable surprise. A Yankee for invention.

Please display the same trait in advising me as to

the best material and shape of a sun evaporator for

honey, with a capacity of two or three barrels. I

have cured my honey this year in large tin pans,

holding 150 lbs. each; but now the bees are about
them so thick that I have to cover them.
New Smyrna, Fla., Aug. 3, 1880. W. S. Hart.
[Thanks, friend H., but the tin rakes are not my

invention ; they belong to friend Detwiler, as I told

you last month. I would suggest covering your
evaporators with wire cloth, when bees trouble.]

INTRODUCING QUICKLY.
The Holy-Land queen came to hand in nice shape

yesterday. I got her from the post-office about 2

o'clock p.m., took her to my friend Brooks, some 5

miles, and had her safely introduced to a colony of

bees at 4 o'clock p.m. She was all right when I left

there at 7 o'clock in the evening. C. Thomson.
Brighton, Mich., Aug. 13, 1880.

GRAPE SUGAR FOR WINTERING, ETC.

We have no honey to date, and but three natural

swarms from 115 colonies. By feeding a barrel of

grape sugar my bees wintered in splendid condition.

Bee-keepers are discouraged, and going out of the

business. Unless we have a good fall yield of hon-

ey, bees will be scarce till another season.

Sterling, Ills., Aug. 6, 1880. A. F. Stauffer.
[What grape sugar did you use, friend F?]

BUCKWHEAT; AT LEAST ONE GOOD REPORT FROM IT
THIS FALL.

My bees are working like little beavers on a picco

of buckwheat which I sowed early for them. They
are storing in sections very fast. Carl Tuttle.
Berlin Heights, O., Aug. 8, 1880.

KEEPING FDN. NOT BUILT OUT IN THE HIVES.

Will fdn. keep all right until next season, if kept
in the hive well closed up? Wm. M. Y oung.
Nevada, Wyandot Co., O., Aug. 9, 1880.

[It will keep all right almost anywhere, or in any
way, unless it contains honey to attract mice or rob-

bers, or pollen to attract the moth. If the latter you
must look to it often, as you would empty combs of

any kind, and brimstone them, if they prove wormy.
After freezing weather comes, they are gafe from
the moth, until about next May.]
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MISSING THE HUM OF THE BEES.

When my book came it made me feel rather down
hearted, as I thought of my own loss in bees, for I

dearly love bees and to care for them. I did say
when my last swarm went, I would never keep bees

again, but I feel as though I must make one more
trial, for I miss the noise of the busy little fellows,

and when at my work this summer, I have not look-

ed across the lot and seen my little boy coming on a

run, with his hat in his hand, saying at the top of

his voice, "Papa, come quick; the bees are swarm-
ing." He would go right among them, never being
afraid of them, and I do not think he was ever stung
but once. G. D. Annis.

Millville, Orleans Co., N. Y., Aug. 1, 1880.

HONEY DEW IN DENVER, COLORADO.
Bees are doing finely. The trees in Denver are

dripping with honey dew. I never saw anything
like it before. J. L. Pea body.
Denver, Col., Aug. 10, 1S80.

SILVER HULL BUCKWHEAT.
The buckwheat 1 bought from you is now in full

bloom, and full of three-banded Italians; but every
bee I can see on it has got pollen, so it makes me
think they don't get any honey from it. I sowed it

on June 28th; it is 3 feet high already. L. A. Best.

Best's, Lehigh Co., Pa., Aug. 5, 1880.

[Bees usually get pollen as well as honey from
buckwheat, I believe, as they also do from most
honey plants.]

QUEENS TAKING WING.
I received the queens all right, but I lost the best

one. As I opened the cage, she took wing, and went
east. I suppose she is going yet. I was sorry for

the loss, but such is life; sometimes we lose, and at

other times gain. O. L. Dickinson.
Story City, Iowa, Aug. 20, 1883.

[A great many complaints have been made of

queens flying away. Always open the cage before

a window, unless you are introducing her. In in-

troducing, open it so she shall step out directly

among the bees. We never have them fly in our

apiary. Clipping the wings has been dropped, be-

cause it excites and worries a queen too much be-

fore shipping, and, if done at any other time, many
would object to a clipped queen.]

The queen you sent me has now a strong colony

and is doing finely; I have about 20 of her daughters

now laying.

HOW OLD MUST A QUEEN BE TO LAY?
I have been surprised with their precocity. Near-

ly all of them are laying the sixth day after they

leave the cell. Isthislhe rule with the imported

daughters? Though they are neither as large or

light colored as my home-bred queens, they seem to

be quite as prolific.

I still think I ought to pay you for "comb" sent

me, as, from the eggs it contained (laid on the way),

I raised 13 queens, 3 days sooner than I could possi-

bly have done had they come without comb.
Ridgefield, Conn., July 17, '80. S. W. Stevens.

[Your queen must be an exception, I think, friend

S., as they usually lay when about 8 or 10 days old.]

CARTOONS.
In regard to the cartoons, I shall vote with both

hands to have them continued. I think, possibly,

the reason why some call them silly is because they

picture too closely the careless and silly way in

which very many bee keepers take care of their

bees. For me, it's real fun to look at them, and
read them. The question is asked, "Which kind of

a bee-keeper do you intend to be?" For me, if I ever

am a bee-keeper at all, I mean to be one of the best.

Bellowsfalls, Vt., Aug. 15, 1880. A. P. Flbtcher.

QUEENS LOST IN INTRODUCING.
I received the queen you sent me, but lost her in

introducing, and I wrote you word all about it, but
have not heard from you, and conclude you did not

get the letter; so I send you this card. Please let

me know at once, and oblige — A. S. Shelton.
Russellville, Ky., July 29, 1880.

[Why, friend S., there was nothing to write that I

know of. I am very sorry, indeed, for those who
lose their queens in introducing, but should I under-

take to make good such losses, I am afraid my
friends would really have some grounds for saying I

was going crazy over the idea of trying to please

every body. Am I not right about it?]

TWO QUEENS IN A HIVE, ETC.

I have been trying some more experiments on
natural queen cells, with one imported queen, and
one home-bred. After a queen gets the notion of

laying in the cups, you will be troubled to keep her

from raising queens in the hive. The two stocks

mentioned furnish cells enough to keep 35 nuclei

supplied as fast as their queens mate and get to lay-

ing. I have seen about 20 cases of dual queens this

season, and I think I know the cause.

Woodbury, Conn., July 20, 1880. H. L. Jeffrey.

HOW SOME OF THE IMAGINARY TROUBLES TURN OUT.

My imported queen that I wrote to you about this

spring, I am glad to report, is all right. The young
black bees were in the hive without a doubt, but
how they got there is still a mystery to me.

Chas. Bowles.
Hillsboro, Highland Co., O., July 27, 1880.

SWARMS GOING BACK TO THE OLD HIVE.

My bees have swarmed out of my frame hive, and
I attempted two or three times to put them into a

new one, but instead the cluster goes back to the old,

hive, and hangs on underneath, and is commencing
to make comb. A. I. Wright.
Lakefield, Ont., Can., July 10, 1880.

[Your queen was probably unable to fly, and after

hopping about in the grass, crawled up under the

hive. The bees, missing her, came back to whore
they left her last, and clustered around her. To
avoid such mishaps, I would have no vacant space

under the hives.]

AN A B C SCHOLAR'S FIRST YEAR.
I bought 2 stands of bees on the 16th of June, 1879,

for which I paid $18.50. They gave 117 lbs. of box
honey in the fall. I took good care of them, and
don't think I lost 100 bees. I commenced feeding

them syrup of coffee A sugar, the 1st of March and
they commenced swarming on the 2d of May. Du-
ring May, they swarmed 4 times. Two came off the

fore part of June, and went to the woods, leaving

stands. These are doing well. One stand appears

to produce ]i drones. Can that be prevented?

Ada, O., July 28, 1880. Jos. Kinnear.
[You did well, my friend, except in letting 2

swarms go olf to the woods, after you had built them
up so nicely by feeding. To be sure, the drones can

be helped. Use fdn., and don't let them have combs
that they can rear drones in.]
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HARDENING PLASTER DIPPING PLATES.

I would say to you, dissolve alum in the water

with which you wet up your plaster for dipping

plates, to harden them. Lewis T. Colby.
Enfleld Centre, N. H., July 5, 1880.

[Thanks; but I fear the hot water would dissolve

the alum, friend C]

WHERE DID THE EGG COME FROM?
I cut a bee-tree this season and killed the queen.

I brought the bees home and hived them on fdn.

They started some 30 queen cells, in one of which I

found an egg. I did not want to wait to see if it

would make a queen. Isn't it a little mysterious
where they got it? C. G. Knowles.
Portland, Meigs Co., O., July 16, 1880.

[If you had let the egg hatch friend K. and it had
produced a queen, it would have been pretty strong

evidence that bees carry eggs from one hive to an-

other. If the egg was laid in the cell by a fertile

worker, it would be nothing very mysterious, or un-
usual.]

I am well pleased with Gleanings. I could get

you subscribers, but it would "cut my own nose off,"

for I can sell all the honey I can raise with my bees
here at home. Gleanings would waken people up,

so more honey would be produced, and spoil my trade

:

that is, if they would learn as much as I have from
it. My bees are doing well. All that I regret is that

I did not know sooner that you were printing Glean-
ings. Johns. King.
San Jose, Santa Clara Co., Oil., July 12, 1880.

[[ don't believe your philosophy is very good,

friend K. I believe it is generally admitted that those

who give all the information they posses3 the most
willingly and freely are the ones who prosper, while

those who take pains to keep their neighbors in the

dark are the ones who have perhaps "bad luck"

will be as good a name as any for it.]

THE SWARMING BOX AND HOW TO USE IT.

We have 78 swarms, but you might put the swarm-
ing box on the Growlery list, as we did not know how
to use it. Harrison Woodford.
Waterford, Erie Co., Pa., July 10, 1880.

[Why, friend H., I did not know any directions

were needed. Hold it right among the clustered

or clustering bees, and they will crawl right into

those holes as if it were a hive. Did you try it in

that way?]

Last July, I had 50 hives, and this spring came out

with 19; do you think that comes under the head of

Blasted Hopes? L. W. Winans.
Merricksville,. Delaware Co.. N. Y., July 13, 1880.

[I fear it does pretty nearly, friend W.]

QUEBNS REARED LATE IN THE FALL.
I invested in several queens in October and No-

vember last year and the year before; and, without
a single exception, they were worthless, or so nearly

so that I never want any more late queens.
C. G. Knowles.

Portland, Meigs Co., O., July 3, 1889.

[The idea you suggest has been advanced before,

friend K., but for several seasons, I have kept and
tried the very last we raised on purpose to test the
matter, and have found no difference that I could
see. Those I tried, however, had their colonies kept
up to an unusual vigor, by feeding them with flour

candy. Queens reared in cool weather, in either

spring or fall, and not in strong nuclei which are
fed so as to get the same results as from a natural
flow of honey, will be likely to be inferior.]

HOW BEES SURVIVED THE FLOOD; A SUGGESTION.
If they had as heavy floods in Noah's time, as we

had the other day, it might account for the bees be-

ing saved in the Ark; as I saw a log gum, bench,
bees, and all, floating down the Patapsco as comfor-
tably as if they "remembered" the old 40 days' flood,

and were prepared for another. F. Della Torre.
Iteisterstown, Baltimore Co., Md., June 2, 1880.

A NEW BEE DISEASE, "EMPTY CELLS."
I have taken from 4 hives about 300 lbs. of comb

honey this season. Don't that do pretty well? But
it is so dry now (we have had no rain for about 8

weeks) that I am feeding the samo honey which they

gave me. Is that not fair? A great many bees are

starving out and leaving their hives. I was called

yesterday to two different places to assist in re-hiv-

ing their bees, and to tell them, if I could, why they
left their homes. One party thought there must be
something in the hive; and, sure enough, in that, as

in the other, I found empty cells. T. R. Turnham.
Rockport, Ind., Aug. 23, 1880.

LAZY BEES, AND HOW TO PUT THEM TO WORK.
I have a colony of blacks in an American hive,

that is very strong. It has not given any swarm
this season, and keeps the front of the hive nearly

covered with idlers. Smoking don't put them to

work. If you think it will pay me to make an artifi-

cial swarm from them, by moving the old hive and
giving them a new hive with comb, etc.. send me a

dollar queen for that purpose. The progeny of the

7 queens received from you this season are as per-

fectly marked as those from a tested queen re-

ceived from you last season. We have had very

few swarms in this section this season.

H. B. Thompson.
Curwensville, Clearfield Co., Pa., July 13, 1880.

I made one new swarm from two colonies. They
had got very lazy, and laid out until yesterday, when
I moved the two hives and put one of the Simplici-

ties instead, with two frames of brood, and got the

remaining bees in it, and am going to give them the

queen I get. Is that right or not? Ab. Hower.
Logansport, Ind., July 13, 1888.

[Exactly right, I should say, friend H., and your
letter answers the question in the letter just before

yours, as wpII as I could answer it; for I know of no
better way of making bees work, when they have
got a habit of loafing on the outside of the hive,

while other stocks are at work.]

YOUNG QUEENS GETTING FAST IN A CELL.

A young queen, 2 days old, in a strong nucleus,

was found dead in a worker cell, being as far in as

she could get, head foremost. The queen was
strong and active, and the nucleus in good condi-

tion. I never heard or read of such a case before.

Shawneetown, 111., July 23, 1880. C. Sherrick.
[I don't know any remedy, friend S., unless wc

have cells filled with honey in such plenty that

young queens will not have to crawl in so far after

it.]
,

Does it injure bees to examine them often, say ev-

ery two or three days?

[No; on the contrary, it does them good, if proper-

ly and carefully handled.]

Ought there to be a cloth of any kind between the

lower and upper frames in a two story hive? [No.]

Should there be a cloth on top of the upper frames?
Bastrop, La., July 5, '80. James Bussey.
[Yes; bees should never, under any circumstances,

be permitted to get up against the cover.]
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Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the
earth.—Matt. v. 5.

ggJINCE these home papers were started, I
v^i have received many excellent books,

from friends almost all over the world,
and I have often felt sad when I looked at
them, to think it is almost beyond possibility
that I should ever read them all. Some that
have been received during hurried seasons
have been laid aside until some more con-
venient time, until I have actually forgot-
ten from whom they came. Others have
been read part way through, and then drop-
ped. Please do not think me careless or un-
grateful, dear friends, for it is not that, but
only that my life will not cover so much.
At many seasons, it is all my brains will
bear, to read all of your letters, and were it

not for the intervals I get in the open air,

out among the honey plants, away from
everybody, I fear I should not be able to do
this. I mention this, that you may not think
me purposelv careless or ungrateful. I al-

ways, at least, give every book a hasty re-
view, and many of them have been of more
value to me than you are perhaps aware.
A kind friend in England has just sent me

a work entitled "From Death Unto Life,"
with the request, if I think proper, that I

would read portions of it at our noon-day
service. I have done so; and one simple lit-

tle story contained therein, I wish to give
you here. It is as follows:

One morning-, while we were sitting at breakfast,
I heard some one walking about in the hall with a
heavy steD, saying-, "Praise the Lord! praise the
Lord!" On opening the door, I beheld a happy-
looking little man, in a black Quaker-cut coat, which
it was very evident had not been made for him, but
for some much larger body. " Well, my friend," I

said, "who are you?"
" I am Billy Bray," he replied, looking steadily at

me with his twinkling eyes ; "and be you the
passnn?"
"Yes, I am."
"Thank ihe Lord! Converted, are ye ?"

"Yes, thank God."
"And the missus inside" (pointing to the dining-

room), "be she converted?"
" Ves, she is."

"Thank the dear Lord!" he said, moving forward.
I made way for him, and he came stepping into

the room; then making a profound bow to the said
"missus," he asked, "Be there any maidens (ser-

vants)?"
"Yes, there are three in the kitchen."
" Be they converted too? "

I was able to answer in the affirmative; and as I

pointed towards the kitchen door when I mentioned
it, he made off in that direction, and soon we heard
them all shouting and praising God together. When
we went in, there was Billy Bray, very joyful,
singing,

"Canaan is ;i happy place;
I am bound for the Ian 1 of Canaan. '

'

We then returned to the dining-room with our
strange guest, when he suddenly caught me up in
his arms and carried me round the room. I was so
taken by surprise, that it was as much as I could do
to keep myself in an upright position, till he had ac-
complished the circuit. Then he set me in my
chair, and rolling on the ground for joy, said that he
"was as happy as he could live." When this per-
formance was at an end, he rose up with a face that
denoted the fact, for it was beaming all over. I in-

vited him to take some breakfast with us, to which
he assented with thanks. He chose bread and milk,
for he said, "I am only a child."

I asked him to be seated, and gave him a chair;

but he preferred walking about, and went on talk-

ing all the time. He told us that twenty years asro,

as he was walking over this very hill on which my
church and house were built (it was a barren old

place then), the Lord said to him, " I will s-ive thee
all that dwell in this monntain." Immediately he
fell down on his knees and thanked the Lord, and
then ran to the nearest cottage. There he talked
and prayed with the people, and was enabled to
bring them to Christ; then he went to the next cot-

tage, and got the same blessing; and then to a third,

where he was equally successful. Then he told

"Father" that there were only three "housen" in

this mountain, and prayed that more might be built.

That prayer remained with him, and he never
ceased to make it for years. The neighbours, who
heard his prayer from time to time, wondered why
he should ask for "housen" to be built in such an
" ungain" place.

At last, after sixteen years, he received a letter

from his brother James, to say that they were hack-
ing up the "croft" to plant trees, and that they
were going to build a church on the hill. He was
"tine and glad." and praised the Lord. Again he
did so, when his brother wrote to say there was a
vicarag-e to be built on the same hill, and a school-
room also. He was almost beside himself with joy
and thankfulness for all this.

In the year 18l8, when the church was completed
and opened, he came on a visit to Baldhu, and was
greatly surprised to see what a change had taken
place. There was a beautiful church, a parsonage,
with a nourishing garden, and also a schoolroom,
with a large plantation and fields round them. He
was quite "'mazed," for he never thought that the
old hill could be made so grand as that ! However,
when he went to the service in the church, his joy
was over; he came out "checkfallen," and quite
disappointed. He told "Father" that that was
nothing but an "oldPusey" He had got there, and
that he was no good. While he was praying that af-

ternoon, "Father" gave him to understand that he
had no business there yet, and that he had come too
soon, and without permission. So he went back to
his place at once, near Bodmin, and continued to

pray for the hill.

After three years his brother James wrote again:
and this time it was to tell him that the parson and
all his family were converted, and that there was a
great revival at the church. Now poor Billy was
most eager to come and see this for himself, but he
obtained no permission, though he asked and looked
for it every day for more than three months.
At last, one wintry and frosty night in January,

about half-past eleven o'clock, just as he was get-

ting into bed, "Father" told him he might goto
Baldhu. He was so overjoyed, that he did not wait
till the morning, but immediately "put up" his

clothes again, "hitched in" the donkey, and set ouf
.

in his slow-going little cart. He came alonsr singing
all the way, nearly thirty miles, and arrived early in

the morning. Having put up his donkey in my sta-

ble, he came into the house, and presented himself,
as I have already stated, in the hall, praising God.
We were a long time over breakfast that morning,

for the happy man went on from one thing to an-
other, "telling of the Lord," as he called it, assuring
us again and again that he was "fine and glad, and
very happy "—indeed, he looked so. He said there
was one thing more he must tell us; it was this—
that he had a " preaching-house " (what we should
now call a mission-room), which he had built years
ago. He had often prayed there for "this old
mountain," and now he should dearly love to see me
in the pulpit of that place, and said that he would
let me have it for my work. He went on to say that
he had built it by prayer and faith, as "Father"
sent him help, and that ho and another man had
built it with their own hands. One day he was short
of money to buy timber to finish the roof ; his mate
said it would take two pounds' worth; so he asked
the Lord for this sum. and wondered why the money
did not come, for he felt sure that he was to have it.

A farmer happened to look in the next morning, and
IJilly thought he had come with the money, but he
merely asked them what they were doing, and then
took his departure, without giving them help. All
that day they waited in expectation, and went home
in the evening without having done any work. The
next morning the same farmer appeared again, and
said, " What do you want two pounds for?" "Oh,"
said Billy, "you are come, are you? We want that
money for the roof yonder." The farmer then went
on to say, "Two days ago it came to my mind to
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give two Bounds for the preaching- house, but as I

was coming- down the hill on yesterday morning-,
something said to me, ' If you give one pound it

will be handsome;' then I thought T would give only
half a sovereign; and then that I would give noth-
ing. Why should I? But the Lord laid it on my
mind again last night that I must give you two
pounds. There it is!"
"Thank the Lord !" said Billy, and proceeded im-

mediately to get the required timber. In answer to
prayer he also obtained "reed" for thatching the
roof, and by the same means timber for the forms
and seats.

It was all done in a humble manner, so that he did
not dream of buying- any pulpit; but one day, as he
was passing along- th^ road, he saw that they were
going- to have a sale at the "count house" of an old
mine. He went in, and the first thing which met
his eye was a strong oak cupboard, with a cornice
round the top. It struck him that it would make a
grand pulpit, if only it was strong enough; on ex-
amination, he found it all he could desire in this
respect. He thought if he could take off the top
and make a " plat " to stand upon, it would do '"first-

rate." He told "Father" so, and wondered how he
could get it. He asked a stranger who was there,
walking about, what he thought that old cupboard
would go for? "Oh, for about five or six shillings."
was the reply. And while Billy was pondering- how
to "rise" six shillings, the same man came up and
said, " What do you want that cupboard for, Billy?"
He did not care to tell him, for he was thinking and
praving about it. The man said, "There are six
shillings for you; buy it, if you will." Billy took
the money, thanking the Lord, and impatiently wait-
ed for the sale. No sooner was the cupboard put up,
than he called out, "Here, maister, here's six shil-
lin's for uh," and he put the money down on the ta-
ble. "Six shilling's bid," said the auctioneer—" six
shillings—thank you; seven shillings: any more for
that good old cupboard? Seven shillings. Going-
going-—gone!" And it was knocked down to anoth-
er man.
Poor Billy was much disappointed and perplexed

at this, and could not understand it at all. He
looked about for the man who had Given him the six
shillings, but in vain—he was not there. The auc-
tioneer told him to take up his money out of the
way. He complied, but did not know what to do
with it. He went over a hedge into a field l>v him-
self, and told "Father" about it; but it was all clear—"Father " was not angry about anything. He re-
mained there an hour, and then went homeward*.
As he was going along, much troubled in his mind

as to this experience (for he still felt so sure he was
to have that cupboard for a pulpit), he came upon a
cart standing- outside a public-house, with the very
cupboard upon it, and some men were measuring it

with a foot rule. As he came up, he heard ihcm
say, " It is too large to go in at the door or the win-
dow either." The publican who had bought it said,
"I wish I had not bid for the old thing at all; it is

too good to 'scat' up for firewood." At that instant
it came to Billy's mind to say, " Here, I'll give you
six shillings for un." "Very well," said the man,
taking the money; "you can have him." Then
Billy began to praise the Lord, and went on to say,
"'Father' as good as told me that I was to have
that cupboard, and He knew I could not carry him
home on my back, so He has found a horse and cart
forme. Bless. the Lord!" Promising to bring it

back very soon, he led the horse down the hill, and
put the old cupboard into the preaching-house.
"There it is!" he exclaimed, "and a fine pulpit he
does make, sure enough I Now." said Billy. "I
want to see thee in it. When will you come ?" I
could not fix for that day, or the next, but made ar-
rangements to conduct a series of services the next
week, and promised to have them in that place.

One of the points that impressed me in the
ahove was Billy's constant attitude of heart
toward God. You will remember what I said
about this last month. If I get a correct
idea of his life, it was one of humble thank-
fulness and confidence all the day long.
"Praise the Lord." Dear reader, how many
hours in the day, can you truthfully say the
same in your heart? When we look cross,
or are in a complaining attitude, or are dis-
satisfied, or despondent, are we not getting
out of the humble and meek frame of mind

that would be most fitting and consistent in
man toward his creator?

Did you ever notice a mother while trying
to pacify a spoiled and ungrateful child?
How she would, with much patience, first

get one article of food and then another, tak-
ing all the pains possible to fix and season it

just according to the child's taste? Suppose
now, as soon as it is presented, the child,
with expressions of rage, dashes the plate
and spoon away from him, and with screams
declares that it is not what he wanted at all,

and that he will not have it. Perhaps he has
spattered and soiled his clothes, and may be
his mother's dress, but what does he care?
His attitude is certainly not suggestive of
meekness, is it? And would it not be a sad
thing i f such as he should "inherit the earth?

1 '

Has his behavior not a good deal that is hu-
man in it? even though we feel, for the time,
as if it would be soothing to our feelings to

see the mother carry him away and give him
such a spanking as to take the "ugly" com-
pletely out of him, and make it give'way to a
proper and respectful attitude. I do not
mean to say that whipping alone will do it,

for it most assuredly will not, if administer-
ed by one with the same unbroken and un-
grateful spirit as his own. but I have drawn
the picture to illustrate what the opposite of
meekness is in the human heart. The
young men who frequent our saloons, and
whom I meet in our jails almost every Sun-
day afternoon, are children such as I have
pictured, after they have grown up. How
widely does the spirit and disposition differ

from that exhibited by our friend Billy, when
his longed for "cupboard" almost within his

reach, and directly in answer to prayer too,
was suddenly snatched away from him, by
one who wanted it for a barroom? It seems
he did not doubt the "Father," but he was a
little surprised and perhaps somewhat dis-

appointed. He had faith and sense enough
to climb over the hedge and go off by him-
selfe, just exactly the proper thing to do, and
ask God all about it. God was not displeas-
ed about anything. How cpiickly one who is

acquainted with him in prayer can tell that.

He could not see where he had been in any
way remiss, and God had really given him
the "six shillings". To be sure, it was all

right. It must be all right. Therefore it was
the most sensible thing in the world, to go
along home singing "Praise the Lord," as
usual. Now different is this, from the dis-

position to complain and be vexed with the
weather, or with the way in which things
turn out in this world. Meekness indicates
trust and faith in God.
Let me caution you again, my friends, that

meekness does not, by any means, mean an
idle life. You are to have a faith that pre-
cludes the possibility of supposing that
things ever happen in this world, but rather
supposes that God is constantly managing
them for your own goorl, when you will let

him do so. If you get into the attitude of
the child at the table, he cannot manage
them for your own good, for you will not ac-

cept of such things as are offered. If you
sit still, in one sense, God stops too; if you
are active and full of energy, so is he in your
behalf; or at least so it would appear to you.
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Are you meek? Perhaps you think you are.
Somebody wrote a few days ago, commend-
ing my meekness. I knew it was anuawful
big'

1 mistake, and T presume some of the
clerks who were obliged to read the letter
thought so too, for from their comments I
judged they considered it the best "joke" of
the season."

A little incident that 1 noticed from the
window where I am writing will illustrate
where we lack meekness. A good friend of
mine draws merchandise up town, with a
stout wagon and a span of mules. His wa-
gon was carefully backed up to a car. and lie

was rolling heavy boxes from the floor of the
car to the floor of his wagon. The mules
have a way of slowly hitching along a little

sometimes; I presume they have learned it

just to vary the monotony of standing so
much while waiting for their loads. Well,
our friend was getting an unusually heavy
box into the wagon, and the mules commenc-
ed to move along a little, lie yelled out to
them to ''whoa," but they still edged along.
One foot was on the car. and the other on
the wagon bed, and the great, heavy box was
at the most critical point. His feet were
growing more and more unpleasantly remote
from each other, and the box was nearly off

at both ends. In spite of his angry calls to
the mules, and before I could scarcely think
of going to his assistance, box and man were
both down in the mud, just because
the poor dumb brutes took a notion to go
ahead regardless of orders. Our friend was
up in a moment, and with rage in his face,
climbed into the back end of the wagon and
grasped hold of the lines. When I explain
that he had recently signed the Murphy
pledge, and had also attended pretty regular-
ly a new church recently started, you may
imagine somewhat the solicitude with which
I watched the transaction. As he gave the
animals a jerk that must have made them re-
pent if they ever do repent of disobedience,
he seemed to look about to see how many
would hear, should he give way to the storm
of anger that seemed to have possession of
him, and use the words that Satan, no doubt,
was trying to persuade him to use. The
coast seemed pretty clear and he Iterated his
team with a loud string of oaths. Alas,
frail humanity! In spite of good resolutions
he had made, and the good sermons he had
heard, he gave way to evil impulses. I do
not mean to censure too severely, for I trust
God has forgiven it all, ere this. PoorC!
his offense, although a grave one, I can but
feel is no worse in God's sight, than is mine
when I allow my voice to get into that high
tone that it sometimes takes when I get to
scolding here about my work. Perhaps my
attitude and the tones of my voice are as of-

fensive to those about me, as were his won Is

to myself. I knew it was my duty to talk
with him about his bad example, set before
his own and other boys in the street, but I

knew very well it was not the time to do it

then. At some other time, when he was not
busy, and was feeling pleasant, he would
acknowledge he was wrong, and would give
me a promise that would in all probability
be kept, to try hard not to swear, whether
anybody was around to hear or not. I felt

instinctively, that a fitting time and a fitting
occasion are very important things, with al-
most any of us. I am ashamed to say, it is
much so with myself. If one of my hands
were to speak to me in a friendly way, in re-
gard to my way of fretting and scolding, at
sometime when I am feeling pleasant, I
should of course take it all quietly, and very
likely thank him, even if he should overdo
the matter, and accuse me of some things of
which I am innocent. I am very meek at
times, and then at times I am not. Any-
body can be good when they feel like it, but
it is the real heroes (and heroines) who can
be meek when they feel like tearing things
to

]
lieces. Do you know what the Bible says

about him that is able to rule himself? I
wonder how many there are of you, whose
eyes are on these pages, who will bear rebuk-
ing at all times, and under all circumstances.
The worst trouble with me is, that I change
my mind when temptation comes, like some
of the boys who make such strong resolves
not to drink any more. Albert used to say
that he changed his mind, and concluded he
would drink, was why he had his backsets.
I succeed by watching and praying so as to
keep in a spirit of meekness for several days
and perhaps weeks, but finally, when a strong
temptation comes, Satan persuades me that
it is right to talk loud and '"decided," and
that my business would all be run away with,
if I did not get vehement, and let people
know "what's what." I hold to this opinion
for several hours at a time, and I do not
know but I could hold out in justifying my-
self for several days or longer, were it not
for the noon-day service, and our family
prayers at home. These "institutions"
cramp and fetter one most inconveniently,
at such times, and there is no getting around
them. I have more than once meditated
skipping them, but then I should have to
come back sometime, andwhat then? Satan
would recommend in precipitate haste, if

I even hesitate, or cast a look of recogni-
tion toward him, to skip them forever, and
live as other people do, and give up trying
to be a saint, when I make such hard
work of it. Old memories of skeptical days
troop back, and seem for a time to be trying
to test the strength of the growth of the new
life. The struggle is not what it used to be,
for the dear Savior's presence seems all
around, and with joy and thanksgiving, I
feel ready to exclaim with the psalmist,

—

I will love thee, O Lord, my strength. The Lord is
my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer; my
God. my strength, in whom I will trust: my buckler,
and the horn of my salvation, a)nl my high tower. I
will call upon the Lord, who is worthy to be praised:
so shall I be saved from mine enemies. The sorrows
of death compassed me. and the floods of ungodly
men made me afraid. Tbe sorrows of hell compass-
ed me about : the snares of death prevented me. In
my distress I called upon the Lord, and cried unto
my God: he heard ray voice out of his temple, and
my cry came before him, even into his ears.

Some of you may say, it is impossible for
one to be even-tempered, always alike; in
spite of all we can do, we shall have our
pleasant moods, and our unpleasant ones

;

and if anybody has anything to say to us, he
must take us when we are in a proper mood
to listen to it. There may be some truth in
this, but it seems a rather sad thought, that
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we must be at the mercy or caprice, I might
say, of the hour, or of the circumstances that
surround us. It is a sadder thought still, for

me to think that I am always to remain thus
and that there is to be no improvement. In
our better moments we are sorry for these
moods, and lament that they will get the bet-

ter of us ; but how many of us are there who,
when angry, recognize the fact, and feel sor-

ry that such is the case V Did you ever
know any one who had the honesty and the
good sense to admit he was angry when such
was really the case, and who had the heroism
to battle manfully against it V About a year
ago I got to thinking of these things, and,
recognizing how much I spoiled my influence
with those around me, to whom I was anx-
ious at least to set a good example, I con-
trived a plan of curing myself of my fretful,

fault-finding ways. I always knew after-

ward when I had been in a wrong mood, and
I had apologized so many times tor it, that I

feltapologies were rather losing their weight.
I wrote my favorite text on the blackboard,

—

It is not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit,

saith the Lord of hosts.

The text answered the purpose for a while,
but I finally forgot it, or else looked up at it

and concluded it would not work every-
where, and that it was my duty to scold.

You see, Satan had me in his power so far,

for the time being, that my ordinary good
judgment had deserted me. There was one
thing that always told me when I was wrong,
and that was, that I was unhappy. I am
usually happy and cheerful, even when I am
called upon to bear trials, providing I do
bear them and not get vexed. In my cool
and meek moments I formed resolutions

;

but, under the weight of cares and perplexi-
ties, I got cross, and decided that my resolu-
tions were not good, or could not be carried
out. I believe I am pretty good at keeping
a promise given anybody else, but I do not
seem good at keeping promises made to my-
self. Many a man resolves to stop drink-
ing ; but, as I told you, under the pressure
of temptation, he changes his mind and de-
cides not to stop just yet. If he stands up
in a public gathering of his friends and
neighbors, and makes a promise, or signs a
pledge, as he would sign a note, he keeps
that promise, because he has publicly com-
mitted himself. I determined to publicly
commit myself, and then, out of respect to

this promise, I should be under bonds, as it

were, not to scold. I had a talk with my
clerks one evening as we closed the day's la-

bors, and told them I wished to get into a
habit of attending to all my duties without
scolding or getting cross, and, producing a
little call-bell I had purchased, I begged
them to call me to order by touching the bell

whenever I got to talking loudly or vehe-
mently, and that I would promise to stop
and remain silent, if I could do no more, un-
til I was able to resume my duties in an or-

dinary and cheerful tone. No matter what
the nature of the business, or what the cir-

cumstances, I wished to be helped to rule
myself.
Suppose I should be called to order when

I was in order. That was just what I de-
sired ; in fact, I wished to be tested in every

way possible, to see if I could be so far
thrown off my guard, after this public com-
mittal, as it were, as to be unable to pre-
serve a meek and humble frame of mind.
One who can not be upset by any amount of
provocation is worth his weight in gold al-

most anywhere in this world, other things
being equal, of course. The only thing I
feared was that I might some time be allow-
ed to go on until I should be so angry I would
utterly disregard the sound of the bell, and
throw off all restraint and give up trying. I
did not fear this very much, however, for no
such thing had ever happened since I had
accepted my Savior as my guide.
Did my project succeed V It was never

tried, because no one could be found who
would accept the task of taking the bell in
charge. If you reflect a little, you will see
that it was a rather sacred task to undertake.
I presume there are many who will think
the idea ridiculous, of placing one's self un-
der a guardian, and thereby confessing that
he is unable to take care of himself.

And whosoever will be chief among- you, let him
be your servant.^MATT. xx. 27.

I have several times been taken to task by
kind friends because I speak of having so
many temptations. There is one class of
you who say that, if I had accepted Christ
and was fully converted, it would be all

peace, and Satan would not trouble me thus.
While there is an element of truth in the
position taken by these friends, I would sug-
gest that there can not very well be peace at
all times, to those who are going to war.
Jesus once said he came not to bring peace,
but a sword. Can you go with me this min-
ute, my sister or brother, into the saloons of
our town, and remonstrate with them upon
their sinful ways, and not have your peace
disturbed in the least V A good friend of
mine, and one who is a minister, once sug-
gested that if I should conquer all of these
temptations and have no more battles to
fight, I might get proud and uncharitable to
the rest of stumbling humanity; whereas, as
it now stands, the consciousness of my be-
ing a sinner too, kept me from holding my
head very high, and helped me when kneel-
ing upon the stone floor in our jail, to say
with a real and intense earnestness, "God be
merciful to me, a sinner. "' Paulliad a thorn
in the flesh, and often prayed to have it re-

moved, but God thought best to give him
grace to bear it, and let it remain. Paul
was happy in spite of it; yea, happier per-
haps after his struggles to conquer it, than
he would have been otherwise.

Comic near me, () my Savior,
Thy tenderness reveal;

Oh, let me know thy sympathy
Which thou tor me dost fee)

;

I need thee every moment

;

Thine absence brings dismay

:

But when the tempter hurls his darts,

"Twere death with thee away.

We omitted to call attention to friend Dadant's

advertisement last month, offering- Cyprian queens,

imported direct, for only $10.00 each. It seems the

prices are to come down still more, for friend Jones

has just written the following:

I have received some of the queens, and there will he weekly
arrivals after this. You may quote the Cyprian and Holy-Land
queens at from $7. 00 to $12.00. D. A. Jones.
Beeton, out., Canada, Aug- 21, 1880.
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COMBINED SHIPPING AND INTRODU-
CING CACJE.

W R EMARK ED sometime ago , that we had
M the best success in introducing queens,

with the introducing cage for cold
weather, shown in the ABC. To have two
cages however, one for introducing and one
for shipping, is rather too much machinery,
and so our friend McCord has devised the
cage shown below:

D. A. MC CORD S (JUEEN CAGE.

Here is what he says of it

:

I send you a queen today, by mail, in one of my
new cages. It is my own getting up, and I claim all

the credit for it. How do you like it?

The cage has proved a perfect success as far as I

have tried it. It is beyond doubt the best way to

introduce, and I think as strong as can be made for

the weight. D. A. McCord.
Oxford, Butler Co., O., July 8, 1880.

The wire cloth cage is but little different
from the usual ones, only that it is a flatten-
ed, instead of a round cylinder. One end con-
tains candy, and the other a sponge; but I
should prefer a bottle to the sponge, as it so
soon loses its water by evaporation. For
shipment, the cage is set in a block of wood,
and the cover screwed on. The wood block
is made by ploughing a groove in a long stick,
screwing on a strip for covers, sawing them,
and covering the ends by tacking on tin.

The outer case, of course, is only for ship-
ment; when used in the apiary, and espec-
ially for introducing, it is laid aside. The
queen is rather safer, right down in the midst
of the brood, than on top of the frames, and
this wire cage can easily be put down be-
tween the combs. I believe the Peet intro-
ducing cage, made by friend Nellis, is meet-
ing with very good success, and we would be
very glad of reports from those who have
used them.

«i n *
THE SO CALLED "FAKIS FOUNDATION

MACHINE."

^f^EE-KEEPEKS generally who subscribe for

J_TM Gleanings would be pleased to see that "hon-
or in dMowed, to whom honor is due," with re-

gard to the above named machines. By referring to

page 109, March No. of Gleanings, it will be readily

ascertained that the original inventor is Oliver Fos-

ter, of Mt. Vernon, la. This gentleman has experi-

mented considerably with various machines Of the

kind since 1878. It really seems that Faris copied

Foster's machine in every particular. And you, on
page :il2, July No., in illustrating, anddescribingthe
machine, etc., copied his remarks nearly " verbatim."

True, friend Foster said nothing about a dipping

boiler, for he seemed to have been trying to "boil

down" his letter; but the machine is essentially the

same. Strange that friend Foster has said nothing
about it! But I suppose he considers the circum-
stances to be nudum pactum. For my part, I think
that friend Root must have forgotton all about it;

for, after looking closely at Novice's clear, open
face, with Blue Eyes on his knee, one could not bring
himself to believe otherwise. But then, just ima-
gine how friend Foster must feel, after losing his

home, and some other party credited with the in-

vention of a machine, contrived by himself. Chari-

ty, friend Root, charity. Chas. S. Larkin.
Roseland, La., Aug. 20, 1880.

Many thanks, my friend, for your kind
chiding. I own up, that I did not know
friend Foster had so clearly described the
Faris machine, although I remembered,
when friend Faris brought it here, that
some one had pretty nearly described it. It
does certainly look now, as if he simply
copied his machine after the description oil

page 109, March No.; but, on the other hand,
Faris did make full size L. sheets, and Fos-
ter did not ; or, at least, he did not send me
any. Friend Foster has acted nobly, in not
saying a word, as you say. I can hardly de-
cide, I confess, what is justly due all of you,
for the invention came through so many.
More improvements are coming, but I beg
of you, dear friends, do not let any unkind
feelings get in with it. Bear in mind it is

far better to be wronged a little, than to get
selfish, and not know it when you are wrong-
ing somebody else.

% "%rcM<ir%r
This department is to be kept for the benefit of those who are

dissatisfied; and when anything is amiss, I hope von will " talk
right out." As a rule, we will omit names anil addresses, to
avoid being too personal.

ALL THINGS WORK TOGETHER FOR GOOD TO THEM
THAT LOVE GOD.

SEP HAVE honey in the hives, honey in the packing

j8|[ cases, honey in the shipping cases, and my
neighbors say I have honey on the brain, but

I don't think that is the case, as I place it below
that very necessary and useful organ.

Friend Root, I want you to quit abusing our old

friend Novice, by claiming that he has such a bad
temper. My ! but don't he catch "goss" on all

sides, if he makes the least mistake? I am of the
opinion that if those who call Novice such hard
names, charge him with dishonesty, and dream such
unkind dreams about him, were striving half as

hard to do right as Novice is, there would be less

fault finding and more charity manifested than
there is in some of their unkind letters. May God
speed him in his efforts to benefit others, and may
he never grow weary in well doing, is the prayer of

your brother and friend. Wm. L. King.
Benton Harbor, Mich., Aug. 7, 1880.

Thanks, friend K., but the bad temper
won't hurt him a particle, or anybody else,

if he only succeeds in keeping it perfectly
tinder control, and he has not had a bit more
abuse than will be for his own good (proba-
bly not more than he justly deserves), if he
constantly keeps before him the little text at
the head of this article.
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I thank you for your kind words, friend

K., the more just now, because I have a let-

ter before me that has troubled me a long
time; the letter has been answered, but I fear
it was not answered in the proper spirit. I
have been trying to show you that the spirit

Christ taught would enable us to get along
pleasantly with almost anybody, or under
any circumstances; but it seems as if there
are those who have a cool way of saying un-
kind things that are more exasperating, al-

most, than direct blows; especially, when we
have been trying hard to conciliate. By
way of introduction, I would remark that 1
have often found it best to ask what amount
of money would make the matter satisfactory,
before going into details, as it often trans-
pires that the amount is only a trifle, and
consequently can be easily adjusted. I di-

rected the clerks so to write to this brother;
here is his reply:

Your last is received, and so like you, too. You
ask questions as of yore. If I should send you a bill

for damage, you would doubt it, and be obliged to

ask a lot of questions, and keep up a correspondence

for another season or two. You know what you
ought to do as well as if a bill was made. I have
never had anything from you that was as you repre-

sented it; not a thing. Gleanings does very well,

but I have not had 12 Nos.; only 10. You ask why I

do not cut your acquaintance, etc. I have, you bet.

You now say you never said a pound of Italians and
a queen would make a swarm in one year. Look in

Gleanings and you will be obliged to acknowledge
that you lie a little, through mistake perhaps. Now
it is not the loss of what I have been swindled out of,

but the way it has been done. Take the pound of

young Italian bees for an illustration. They were
not Italians; there was not any queen with them;
I paid you $2.60 for them, and as far as you are con-

cerned it was a fraud. And this is a fair sample of
my deal with you, friend R. Don't call me friend
M., as I am not your friend and don't wish to be.
Preach less, and do as you agree, and you will do a
sight better I think. M.

Below is the reply I directed to be sent him

:

I beg pardon, "friend M.", but the subscription
clerk says your subscription expired with March No.
If it is a mistake please correct us. Your Aug. No.
was certainly sent. If lost in the mails how could
we make it g-ood unless you told us of it? We send
another. You seem to forget that you are one of
a multitude so large that we cannot recall these
things to mind only by hunting up back letters. If
you decline telling us what will make the transac-
tion you allude to satisfactory, I do not know how
we can do anything further in the matter.

I presume the most of you will say it was
all right, but I do not feel quite satistied with
it. It is true he would not say what amount
would make the transaction satisfactory, but
he did say that he had paid out S2.60, and
the goods were not as they should be. Com-
plaints that queens are missing has been
quite a source of trouble. With the queen
cages, we have got over it, by having a clerk
who makes it her especial business to look
up every queen the last thing before she is

mailed, corroborating and checking the man
in the apiary. With a pound of bees, this is

impossible, and we have no means of in-
specting the queen, after the apiarist lets

her in with the bees, as he always does the
last thing. An imported queen was reported
not with the bees last year, and to-day a
$13.00 Holy-Land queen is reported not in

the package. She is not in the hive she was
taken out of, for they have queen cells start-

ed, and our friend who received her said he
looked the bees all through before he opened
the cage, and could not find her, and then,
to make sure, he let them out one by one on
a window, and no queen was among them.
Had he sent the cage back unopened, the
apiarist would have been responsible for her
absence; but, after it was opened, the
trouble lay between the one who put her up
and the one who opened it. I should dislike
to insist that either one was at fault, so the
blame and loss will have to be mine. In the
matter above, I do not know who is to
blame ; hut, if I am right, I have always, ev-
er since I have been in the business, replaced
every queen that could not be found. Our
friend may be mistaken in pronouncing the
pound of bees hybrids, as you know, from
what has been said on the subject. He says
the whole package cost him $2.60; I do not
know whether this includes express charges
or not, or whether he made any use of the
bees or not, so he is willing to allow any-
thing for them. It seems to me he might
just say how much he thinks I should pay
him, but, if he declines, I think I will send
him the full amount, $2. HO, and tell him if it

is too much, to return what he thinks prop-
er. In this way I can feel at peace with
him, and everybody else, and should I ever
meet him I can put out my hand to him
without coloring unpleasantly, at the memo-
ry of the transaction, and I can also preserve
that spirit of meekness I have talked to you
about in the Home Papers, and, like our
friend Billy Bray, keep on singing " Praise
the Lord, praise' the Lord. 1 '

hntynlkng.
Notices of Conventions, condensed so as to occupy

not over two lines, will be inserted free of charge.

CONVENTION DIRECTORY.

1880.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Oct. I

TIME AND PLACE OF MEETING.

2.—Southern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, at the residence of B. Salisbury, Battle
Creek, Mich. Special meeting.
14, 15. — District Convention, composed of
Northwestern states, at Chicago, 111.

14—17. — Bee-Keepers' Convention, in con-
nection with Industrial Exhibition ut Toronto,
Canada.
25.™Northern Indiana Bee Kee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation, Valparaiso, Ind.
29, Oct. 1.—North American Bee-Keepers' So-
ciety, Eleventh Annual Meeting, in Pavilion
Hall of the Bellevue House, Cincinnati, O.
!0.—Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation, at the residence of E. France,
Platteville, Wis.

THIEVES IN THE APIARY.
I would advise W. Z. Hutchinson to build a barbed

wire fence around his apiary, say about six wires
high. Thieves will not get over that very easily,
and it will not obstruct Ihf view. Bees have done
pretty well this season. Late Buckwheat is now in
full bloom. W. H. Frederick.
Maximo, Stark Co., O., Aug. 27, 1880.

SEVEN TOP TURNIP; SOW IT NOW.
The only honey plant I know of that can be sown

now, is the seven-top turnip; and, that it may have
a good root to withstand the frost, it should be sown
at once.
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mr. m:i:it\ banks and neighbor.

#%,UK friend Merry Banks has succeeded,
W_M by getting up early and working hard,
^"^ in getting a fair crop of honey, al-

though the season has been the poorest ever
known. By careful attention he got each
section off the hives, as soon as it was nicely
sealed over, and before it had got soiled and
dark by the bees walking over it. After
the season had closed, he sent samples to
several of his friends in the city, asking
them to see what offer they could get him
for it. Below is his picture after reading
one of their replies:

MR. MERRY BANKS READS HIS LETTER.
His neighbor who set his bees against the

hog pen (see p. 154, April No.) and who
does not believe in books or journals, but
brimstones his bees every fall, hearing of
the good success of friend M.s crop, gets his
honey ready and sends it to the city without
even asking what he will probably get for it.

He did not have any letter, but the man who
carried it for him has just been in to tell

him of the result.

IT'S TOO BAD, I DECLARE."

It seems friend Given is constantly improving
with his presses. See the following:

[ think the Given fdn. machine is "Boss. " I called in to see
Mr. i;. while in Hoopston a few days ago, and was surprised to
see him making nice sheets of I'dn. , x'.jxlT inches, without using
anything hut water for wetting the plates. Hurrah tin the
GivenPress! J. A Osborne.
Kant. nil. 111., Aug. 1880.

Reports are coming 1 from all sides of a sudden and
unexpected flow of honey, and, strangest of all, from
many points where they do not usually have honey
in the fall. In some cases also, it seems to come
right in the midst of dry weather. Let us tind where
it comes from, if we can, and be sure to remember
to thank God for it, in any case.

It has been thought hardly expedient to build the
addition to our factory just at present, and with a
view of helping you toward sending in your orders
for next year, during our dull season, we make this
proposition: On all supplies for the apiary for next
season's work, we will make a discount of 10 per
cent during tnis present month of September. This
arrangement may be carried into Oct. also, but will
probably be reduced to 5 per cent during Oct., Nov.,
and Dec. We usually have enough to do, so that
there will be no discount so far as we now know,
after Jan. 1st. If you order now, you certainly will
not be troubled about goods not being on hand next
season, and the discount will make it a good invest-
ment for you, even if you should take some trouble
to get the money. This discount cannot be given
on any of the counter goods, as the protits are en-
tirely too close.

Somewhat to my surprise, the $4.00 watches are
giving excellent satisfaction. 1 do not know as I am
so much surprised either, for I knew the movement
was good, but I feared the nickle would wear off
from the cases, and they would look brassy. I have
been urging the makers to put them in solid nickle
cases, but I presume it is a pretty hard matter to
work so hard a metal into a watch case for so little
money. We have a tine lot of them on hand, nicely
regulated and tested for time, ready to ship at a mo-
ment's notice, for $4.20. The odd 20 cents is for post-
age. Each watch is in a beautiful, little case, and a
little book explanatory accompanies each. It is a
genuine, American-made watch. The $0.50 watches
give excellent satisfaction, when we can get them,
but the American Watch Factory at Waltham,
Mass., is shockingly behind hand in rilling orders. I
have several times got so tried, 1 determined not to
advertise them more; but, at about that time, they
would send a nice lot of them, and then we lived in
hope again. If you, too, are impatient, just say so,
and we will return the money.

DRONES IN THE FALL, AND HOW TO GET THEM.
I have told you in the A B C, that it is quite a dif-

ficult matter to get drones after they have all been
killed oif. Our neighbor H. showed me, a few days
ago, frames of drone fdn. filled with drone brood
from top to bottom, and from end to end; and the
best part of it is that it is from his Cyprian
and Holy Land queens. The result will be that the
Italian queens sent out from his apiary this fall will
stand a great chance of being half Holy Land or
Cyprian, without any additional expense to our cus-
tomers. As all his queens are sold to us, I can fill

your orders from queens from his apiary almost al-
ways, if you just mention it. How did he get his
queens to laying so promptly in drone comb? I will
tell you. As soon as they were fairly introduced, he
took a cake of maple sugar made in a large milk pan,
and set it directly over the frames. Maple sugar
seems to have a wonderful effect in starting brood.
If you want to see an apiary where everything just
"purrs,"—weeds too (?)—just pay a visit to neighbor
H. He has something over a hundred colonies, but
he says he has been so busy this season he has nev-
er yet had time to count them.

FERTILIZATION OF THE QUEEN MORE THAN ONCE.
The question is asked in the Aug. Erchangc, "has

anyone positive proof that queens are impregnated
more than once?" I have myself seen the same
queen come into the hive on different days, with the
usual marks of fertilization, and our apiarist wit-
nessed the same thing during the past week. A
couple of days intervened between the meetings.
Well authenticated cases are on record, I believe,
where the same queen has met the drone a third
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time. The question has been up, too, as to what the
effect would be should she meet a black drone at one
time, and an Italian at another time. This doubtless
does happen, and may be the cause of a pure queen's
suddenly changing- to a hybrid, and vice versa.

SUPPLY DEALERS.
I am sorry to say that a number of our supply

dealers have been sadly remiss in filling- their orders.

I certainly ought to have charity for such, and to

take their part, but the worst of it is, some have
not filled them yet, and refuse to reply or return the
money sent. Others are quarreling with those who
have been so kind as to send them money. My
friends, after you have failed to send g-oods as you
have advertised to do, you ought to be g-lad to settle

with your patrons on almost any terms they have a
mind to make. Foot the bill, like men, and then look
out what you promise, in your circulars, to do next
season. I am taking- your part, and telling the
friends you will certainly make it all right; now,
please see that you do so before our next issue; will

you not?

Pertaining to Bee Cviltxire.

\\V respectfully solicit the aid of our friends in conducting'
this department, and would consider it a favor to have them
send us all circulars that have a deceptive appearance. The
greatest care will be at all times maintained to prevent injustice
being done any one.

MITCHELL.
AST spring, one of N. C. Mitchell's "Hints to

Bee-Keepers" was handed to me. After read-
ing it, I sent money for his "First Lessons,"

but never received it. A friend of mine (an apiar-

ian) since told me that he sent $6.00 to Mitchell for
an extractor, and never received it.

Mrs. O. F. Dean.
Carthage, Jeff Co., N. Y., Aug. 3, 1880.

My bees are all played out, and I have none now.
I registered an order to N. C. Mitchell, of Indianapo-
lis, Ind., in February, and have no bees yet. I can't
think why he don't send them along. I ordered 5

nucleus stocks, at $10.00. I wish he would send
them, for I am lonesome without bees. If he is the
right kind of a man, I think he will send them soon.
I think I look about like Mr. Merry Banks and his

$7.50. I can' t help thinking of my $16.00, and think I

would better have Ordered of some one I knew.
Hiram Dickson.

West Lima, Richland Co., Wis., June 21, 1880.

MITCHELL.
I have been thinking for some time I would write

to you, and tell you something about my experi-
ence with N. C. Mitchell. I got hold of some of his

advertisements, with his terms to agents, &c. After
reading his terms and studying about it, I concluded
to take an agency for the county in which I then
lived. He proposed to give 2 farm rights to make
his hive, a lot of books containing all necessary in-

formation about bees, and a good honey extractor,
all for $9.00. I sent him a P. O. order for the $9.00

and got his receipt for it. I think it was a week or
ten days before he sent me anything, and some 2 or
3 months before I got the books and papers. He
finally sent me all, except the extractor. I wrote to
him several times for it, and he was always going to

send it that week or the next, but has never sent it.

When I sent to him for an agency and an extract-

or, I did not doubt his being an honest man, but
have changed my opinion about him since. Of
course, I did not try to sell any of his goods for him,

and I reason that I was fortunate to come out as

I did with him. I am ashamed of myself for having
been deceived by him, but it will be a lesson to me
in the future. C. A. Johnson.
Somerset, Ky., Aug. 2. 1880.

I am very sorry for you, my friends, but if

it will be any comfort to you, I can tell you
that you are only H losers of a small army
of them scattered all over our land.
We have heard nothing from Mrs. Cotton

this month, and hope she has been so thor-
oughly ventilated by the bee journals and
other papers, that her business is substan-
tially at an end.

THE: " SUNSHINE " CONTROVERSY.
TRUTH STRANGER THAN FICTION.

5yj3&* EAR SIR:— I made a practical test as to the

JjMjl length of time the sun shines on the north

side of things here on the 21st inst. I found
that the sun rises here at 5 o'clock a.m., and from
that time until 9:12 a m. it shone on the north side

of things. From 9:12 A.M. until 2:46 p.m. it shone
on the south side; and, as the sun sets at 7:04 p.m.,

we have, on the 21st of June, 8 hours and 30 minutes
sunlight on our north side, and 5 hours and 34 min-

utes on our south side. At my suggestion, Mr. J. E.

Dean, of Fishkill, N. Y., said he would do the same,

and report to Gleanings. N. R. Fitz Hugh, Jr.

Picolata, Fla., June 28, 1880.

Below is Mr. Dean's report:—
On the 21st of June at Mr. Fitz Hugh's suggestion,

I took an observation with the rough implements at

my disposal, with the following result:

I found that the sun rose on the 21st inst. at 4.26

A.M., and set at 7.37 P.M.; consequently, it was
above the horizon 15h. and 11m., of which time it was
north of an east and west line 7h. 6m. I acknowledge
that I am surprised at my own figures. I had no
idea the sun was so long on the north, but I can see

no error in my calculations, and think the result is

very nearly correct. J. E. Dean.
Fishkill, N. Y., June 23, 1880.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The queens are received, and all introduced suc-
cessfully, I think. I was very glad to get the six.

B. F. Earlt.
Unity, Columbiana Co., O., Aug. 2, 1880.

The simplicity feeders are the most convenient
I ever tried. I will order enough soon, so I will

have one for each of my hives. R. Stehle.
Marietta, O., July 31, 1880.

Queen and bees received all right. Wife says I

am entitled to a front seat in right-hand corner of
the Smilery, and I surely do feel well pleased. I saw
the "old lady" this morning; she was on her nest to
lay. W. C. Howard.
Chelsea, Iowa, July 28, 1880.

Thanks for promptness. It does one good to
know that he can send for a queen, and have her
one week from the day the order is written. I wrote
for her on the 17th of July, and received her on the
24th. N. R. Fitz Hugh, Jr.
Picolata, Fla., Aug 2, 1880.
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The charge* on the Exti'aetor were $1.30 which was
very reasonable. I don't see what makes people
growl. Your packing- is perfect, and I have never
ordered goods of you yet but what they came soon-
er than 1 expected. Elias Berg.
Cicero, lnd., July 30, 1880.

I sent for 2, dollar queens, July 20th, and re-

ceived them on the S52d. 1 introduced one the 24th,
and the other on the 261 h. Both were in good condi-
tion when received, and are doing well. Allow me
to commend your promptness. S. W. Sutten.
Adamsville, Muskingdum Co., O., July 29, 1880.

Thanks for promptness. I received Price List,
Gleanings, and ABC 24 hours before 1 expected
them. My friend is so highly pleased with A B C
that he cannot express his pleasure and still has
some suspicion that its pi ice is below cost.
Cleveland, O., Aug. 2, 1880. N. Anson.

THE $4.00 WATCHES.
1 have had the $4.00 watch running a month, and

it gives entire satisfaction, keeping tip-top time.
Please find P. O. order inclosed for $9.90, for which

send me 2 more, four-dollar watches, and 2 gold pens,
one with no holder, the other with gold-plated hold-
er, both Morton's, ladies pens. W. D. Loveland,
Lawrence, Mich., Aug. 14, 1880.

Good morning, brother Root. I have just come in
to get a few more smokers. This is my fourth time
after a half dozen, so you can see they are a poor
thing to keep. A man came along the other day
and took the one 1 was using, and I have to do with-
out till I get this lot; so you see 1 will be watching
the express office soon. I have just finished taking
off 200 nicely tilled section boxes. Jas. Parshall.
Union Valley, Nodaway Co., Mo., Aug. 6, 1880.

buckwheat; silver-hull.

That peck of silver-hull buckwheat bought of you
is just splendid. It is now in full bloom, and bees
are on it, I believe, night and day. C. Sevener.
Mount Morris, Mich., August 2, 1880.

[Well, I declare, friend S., if you have bees that
work on buckwheat in the afternoon, you are ahead
of the bees, and buckwheat too, that grow here. I
am very glad to hear it pleases you.]

The ABC and smoker were carefully and secure-
ly packed and came in nice order. The smoker
works finely; I only wish I had had it in May. The
A B C is a wonder to the whole family as well as my-
self. Such a book as that for $1.2) ! We cannot cease
to wonder and admire. It is eiirht years this spring
since a swarm of bees was given to me, when all I
knew of bees was they would sting, and could make
honey. F. A. Moores.
Newburgh, N. Y., July 28, 1880.

TRIALS and vexation.
Indeed you have lots of vexations and trials, but

the best of all is, you know where to go to find rest
and peace. God, who takes notice of little sparrows,
will surely help all who trust him.
One day last week I came into my room all tired

out, and saw Gleanings on the table. On the first

page I opened to was the picture of Novice and Blue
Eyes. I was so pleased, I forgot I was tired, and
ran into the garden to show it to Laura, who was
working in the strawberry bed. So you see it gave
me rest. Mrs. a. B. Hodsdon.
Corning, Mo., Aug. 10, 18S0.

I received the bees in good order, put a frame of
bees in the hive, and was all ready to let them out.
It was about 10 o'clock, a.m. ; heat up to 108° ; didn't
know how to begin; finally took the wire cloth off,

and shook them into the hive. All worked like a
charm. We closed the hive, supposing all to be
right. In about 20 minutes, out they came, swarm
like, and clustered on an apple-tree limb. Now, if

you could have seen me, you certainly would have
laughed. A few moments before, I was hijrh up in
Smilery; then, down in the cellar, filled with Blast-
ed Hopes, and "off for Kansas." We opened the
hive and shook them in again; they then gave bet-
ter indications of being satisfied. Next morning, we
wanted to see how they were getting along, and
opened the hive. We found them all clustered nice-
ly on the comb; took the comb or frame out, and
then got sight of the mother bee. An old friend, a

bee-man, exclaimed, "I have seen many queens, but
this gets away with all that I ever saw."

Wright Lancaster.
Washington, Utah, July 24, 1880.

THE FARIS FDN. MACHINE.

I take this moment to thank you, for publishing
the Paris method of making fdn. It has already
saved me more than the cost of Gleanings, and will

save me $10.00 per year hereafter. That you may
prosper abundantly in all your noble work I shall
ever pray. And I know you will prosper, for it is

not in human hearts but to respond to such disinter-
ested, self sacrificing regard for the prosperity of oth-
ers; for you must have known that that publication
which cost you more than $150.00 would cut off a
large amount of your own business. When such
things, so scarce in this world, exhibiting as they do
faith in God and right, are seen, every human heart
responds, and what you loose in one direction you
gain in another. More than that, I know you will

prosper because God is on the side of every man
who acts squarely up to his sense of right, when it

requires a sacrifice.

1 made one of the dipping casts and a vat accor-
ding to the plates in Gleanings, of the size of my
frames, only I made the vat, or outside box, smaller,
and with a tin bottom, and it did not leak. I made
it smaller and higher, and it does not spatter at all,

and makes the best fdn. I have ever used. But I

found the smallness of the box interfered with
straps on the end of the frames, and so I put one
strap on the front of the frames. But when we
came to use it, wife, who always helps, said, "Why
not fasten one end of the strap with a button, and
have the strap out of the way while you remove the
sheet of fdn.?" And so I made a button hole in the
upper end of the strap to til a small nail head driven
into the top of the upper frame. Now it is all right

;

we can lay it open on the bench to remove the sheet,
etc. H. V. Train.
Mauston, Wis., July 29, 1880.

100 COLONIES
Black and Hybrid Bees for sale, in 8 and 10 frame
Langstroth Hives, 50 in Simplicity, and 50 in Grimm
portico, all two story and painted; owner going
West. Price $5.00 each on yard. Lots of 25 deliv-
ered at depot or dock free of charge.
9d JOHN Y. DETWILER & CO., Toledo, Ohio.

Dollar Queens from Imported
mother, and Foot-Power Circular Saws for sale, by
9 H. SMITH, New Hamburg, Ont., Canada.

50
9d

FINE VISITING CARDS, no two alike, with
name neatly printed, 10 cents, post paid.

M. L. DORMAN, Sinclairville, N. Y.

-| (~) f) XX ENVELOPES, with business card neat-
x^^ ly printed, 50 cents, free by mail.
9d Spectator Printing House, Sinclairville, N.Y.

Ot*m COMB FOUNDATION MACHINES, from
$15.00 to $35.00. Sample and Circular sent free

on application. Address,
9tfd C. OLM, Fond du lac, Wis.

COMB FOUNDATION MACHINES
for sale at 3]ic per sq. inch. Comb fdn. 35c per lb.,

over 5 lbs. ; under 5 lbs., 40c at the factory.
9 JOHN FARIS, Chilhowie, Smythe Co., Va.

OH ! SEE THE CHAHCES
made in W. Z. Hutchinson's advertisement, page 454.

1.

We have at last succeeded in getting some seed of
this beautiful plant, which is described on page 148
of Gleanings for 1879. The seed is flat and bean-
like. As we have but a few, in order to make them
go around, we offer them postpaid, at 5 cents each.
To Canada, 2 cents extra.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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STILL AHEAD

!

THE IMPROVED QVINBY SMOKER
MORE POPULAR THAN EVER

BEFORE.
THE DOUBLE BLAST SMOKER

OUTDOES ITSELF.
Testimonials from the best bee-keepers in all

quarters, and best of all, larger sales than in any
preceding' season, prove its superiority.
Price by mail, Medium, $1.50; Large, $1.75; Small,

single blast, $1.00.

QUINSY'S NEW BEE-KEEPING!
The number and character of the commendations

of this book, that we are continually receiving,
prove very conclusively that it is a plain, practical
work, invaluable to the beginner, as well as to the
more advanced bee-keeper.
Price, post paid, $1.50.

If you desire practical information such as has en-
abled us to secure over 15,000 lbs. of honey from 176
colonies, the present, poor season, send for our fall
circular.

Address, I*. C. ROOT <fc BRO.,
9d Mohawk, Herk. Co., N. Y.

GYPRM& ITALIAN OOEEIS!
Bee-keepers who wish to test the working quali-

ties and disposition of the Cyprian bees should intro-
duce them this fall. I consider the month of Sep-
tember one of the best months of the season to
re-queen hives.
Have had the Cyprian bees all the season, and find

them as handsome and gentle as the purest Italians.
The queens are very prolific and superior in all res-
pects to the Italians.

Cyprian queens $1.50 each, or $15.00 per doz.
Italian " 1.00 " " " 10.00 "

Orders tilled by return mail. All queens warrant-
ed, and safe arrival guaranteed by mail. Those who
desire it can remit on receipt of queens.

I wish to give notice again, that if any one has or-
dered queens, and their orders are not filled, they
will please notify me at once.
9d Address H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS!
As I am up with orders again, I will sell those

choice Italian queens until further notice, at 75c
each (Tested, $1.50), bred from double extra, im-
ported mother, picked for me from Knot's best
grade. Drones are from the queen mentioned on
page 225. Every queen warranted good and prolific.
Safe arrival guaranteed by mail.

OLIVER POSTER,
9d Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

ANOTHER REDUCTION!
Tested Queens, $1.50; Dollar Queens, 75c; Hy-

brids, 25c. All are daughters of imported mothers.
9d J. A. WARD, Madisonville, Ohio.

SIMPSON HONEY PLANTS;
ROOTS AND SEED.

To those wishing roots, I will pack and send them
by express or freight, early in the spring, at $2.00
per hundred, late or early varieties.

I will send seed by mail, post paid, at 5c per pack-
et, or 1-5 oz. for 10c, lA oz. 20c, 1 oz. 40c, one pound or
more at $4.00 per lb.
For sowing the seed, get leaf mold from the

woods, bake it to kill seeds in it, and when your
plants come up there will be no weeds with them.

W. P. IRISH,
9 Norton Center, Summit Co., O.

SECflQNSXflNDXmVE
"1
—j

Send for Price List of Hives, and the " Boss," One
Piece Section (no longer called the "Lewis" Sec-
tion). JAMES FORNCROOK & CO.
Watertown, Wis., Sept. 1, 1880.

W.Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Makes a Specialty of rearing DOL.L.AR QUEENS.
All queens bred from imported mothers, and the

cells built in full colonies. No black bees in the vi-
cinity. Single queen, $1.00; six queens for $5.00;
twelve for $9.00; twenty-four, or more, 65 cts. each.
Tested queens $1.50 each. Safe arrival, by mail,
guaranteed. For $1.25 extra, queens will be sent by
express, in good, strong, two-fra/me nuclei.
Send money by draft, registered letter, or by P. O.

money order drawn on Flint, Mich., as Rogersville
is not a money order office. A neat little circular
and price list, printed in colors upon the cheiro-
graph, will be sent free upon application. A large
stock of fine queens on hand, and orders filled

prompt! a. 9tfd

18 Years' Experience
in propagating Queen Bees from Imported moth-
ers from the best districts of Italy. Persons pur-
chasing Queens or Swarms of me will get what they
bargain for. Send for circular. WM. W. CARY,
ltfinq Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

bfcw. o.'S" nrz.
In 2 oz. bottles, black, violet, or blue, in }£

gross boxes, per gross $5 00

In quantities of 5 or more gross, $4,00 per Gross.

In Pint Bottles, per doz $3 00
In Quart " " " 6 00
In Gallon Jugs " " 12 00

Green and Red ink are necessarily more expen-
sive, and the price will therefore be one half more.

Liquid Bluing, in 6 oz. bottles, per doz 50
" " " " " gross $5 40

I will send M gross, 2 oz. inks, assorted colors,
black, blue, violet, and one bottle each of green and
red, as a trial order for $1.00.

WM. OLDROYD, Columbus, Ohio.

Cyprian QueeilS
Mr. Julius Hoffman shipped me a frame of eggs,

and a frame of sealed drone brood, June 23d, from
which I have, July 9th, 77 Cyprian queens and 4000
Cyprian drones. Received imported queen from
D. A. Jones, July 5th. No black or Italian drones
in hives in my vicinity. Will sell untested Cyprian
queens at $2.00, or tested queens in one-frame nu-
cleus for $5.00. Extra bees $1.00 per lb. Safe arri-
val guaranteed by express.
8-9d J. S. HUGHES, Mt. Zion, 111.

IMPRO VED
Langstroth Hives.
Supplies for the Apiary. Comb Foundation a spe-

cialty. Being able to procure lumber cheap, I can
furnish Hives and Sections very cheap. Send for a
circular. A. D. BENHAM,
2tfd Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.
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You will notice, on the back cover, an advertise-
ment of pocket knivks, and, even it you do not
care to buy. 1 think it will pay you m send for their
circular. One of the firm, Mr. Maher. has written a
must excellent book for young- men, or old ones
either, for that matter, entitled, l, On the Koad to
Kiehes." We shall add the book to our list, and can
mail it to any address, for $1,00.

>cn$wtwn$.

Notices of Conventions, conden sed so as to occupy
not over two lines, will bo insert ed free of charge.

CONVENTION DIRECTORY.
TIME AND PLACE OF MEETING.

1SS0.

Oct. ft.—Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' Association, at
Cortland, N. Y.

Oct. 8.—Livingston County Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, in the Court-house at Howell, Mich.

Oct. 14, 1ft.—Western Illinois and Eastern Iowa Bee-
Ke'-pers' Society, at New Boston, 111.

Oct. 20.—Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation, at the residence of E. France,
Platteville, Wis.

30 COLONIES ITALIAN & GOOD HYBRIDS
AND

70 COLONIES C0M3I0N BEES,
In V/t and 2'i story Lang-stroth hives, and in 2 story
Simplicity hives, with broad frames above and tin
separators attached: also 100 frames Worker Comb
made from foundation. $4.50 for 14 story Lang-
stroth with common bees, and honey plenty to win-
ter on. $5.00 to $5.50 for 1

' & story hives with Hybrids
and Italians. Correspondence solicited.
lOd A. PAHNESTOCK, Toledo, Ohio.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I think that the 24 lb. scale is a perfect jewel.
W. P. Clement.

Monticello, Wis., June 21, 1880.

Friends who subscribed for Gleanings through
me, are wild with delight. Fked V. Sargent.
Hubbardston, Mass., Sept. 11, 1880.

In 60 hours after we started our order, the queen
was at our office. Accept our thanks for your
promptness, also lor the qualitv of the queen.

Mrs. W. H. Carpenter.
Springboro, Ohio, Sept. 20, 1880.

For the enclosed forward by mail double ender
fili-s, and one handle for same. These files are
the finest I have ever used. There is almost no
wear out to them. James A. Pritchard.

St. Gabriel, La., June 12, lfcSO.

I received the bees all in good order, and put them
in a new hive, giving them two combs of honey, and
two of worker brood. They carried in pollen two
hours after I opened them. J. S. Kauffman.
Arcadia, Ind., Aug. 23, 1880.

The try square, brad awl, and soldering outfit
came all right, wiihin less than a week after they
were ordered. I am well pleased with them. The
try square is a handsome tool; much better than I
anticipated. W. C. Stevens.
Lawrence, Kan., Sept. 8, 1880.

gleanings as an advertising medium.
I receive more orders from advertisements in

Gleanings than from any other paper I have ad-
vertised in. Honey season in this section is very
poor. Many colonies will have to be fed to live over.
Dry weather all the season was the cause.

H. H. Brown.
Light Street, Pa., Sept. IT, 1880.

The watches and pens are received, and in fine
order. I am much pleased with them, and with
your punctual way of doing business. Your holders
and pens are so much nicer and cheaper than we
can get them here, that I think I can obtain several
orders as soon as I start to school in the village.

W. D. LOVELAND.
Lawrence, Mich., Aug. 25, 1880.
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Send to my address three of your 10c. American
knives. Charlie, Ted, and Juttie have saved this to
get them each a knife. J. P. West.
Wells, Minn., Sept. 7. 1880.

The shipment of queens and bees arrived yester-
day. To-day, the quiet little fellows are making- ex-
amination of their surroundings. Thanks. Permit
me to congratulate you on the saf« and satisfactory
manner in which you pack and ship bees. Evident-
ly you have an honest and efficient mechanic some-
where about your establishment. D. P. Lane.
Koshkonong, Wis., June 18, 1880.

The "A B C of Bee Culture" has arrived, and I

am more than pleased with it. It was packed, or
mailed, in the very best manner, came in good con-
dition, and has been read with great pleasure by all

the family. It is full of valuable information for all
who love bees, and whoever buys it has more than
his money's worth. Many thanks.

Fred W. Tower.
Lexington, Mass., Sept. 9, 18S0.

I deem your counter goods a boon to all having
use for such articles, and I hope they will be a pei-
manent feature of Gleanings. Could you not af-
ford us a complete list (including all additions and
changes) each month? It would be much more con-
venient for intending buyers. E. H. Marsh.
Danbury, Conn., July 24, 1880.

[Many thanks, friend M., but I am afraid our read-
ers do not all feel as you do about it. It would like-
ly get to be monotonous, and would occupy a great
amount of space. I have put it in this month just
to show you, and because we have fewer advertise-
ments at this season of the year than usual, leaving
us more room for other matter.]

I was disappointed in the ABC book that I got of
you: it turned out so much better than I expected
that I am perfectly delighted with it. It gives so
much information in so plain a manner, that I can
understand it easily; and it is arranged in such a
convenient way, that I would not be deprived of it

for Yi doz. swarms of bees. I am going into the bee
business, having bought my first swarm of bees, in
an old box hive, one year ago last spring, and knew
nothing about bees, until I got your ABC, only
that they could sting a person by a very little per-
suasion. I have now increased to 5 swarms, and
have taken 50 lbs. of surplus honey.

Wm. B. Jones.
Manchester, Iowa, Sept. 6, 1880.

I must tell you how pleased I am with the new
cold-blast smoker. I have used one of the old hot-
blast for 3 years, and when ordering the new one
thought, if it was as good as the old one. I should be
well satisfied; certainly it could not be better. I have
used the new one only a few times, but enough to
know that it is belter than the old. It is the "boss."
It beats them all. I use the largest size, and can't
conceive how people get along with those little
things. When extracting, mine never goes out
from the time it is lit until I am done work for the
day. For fuel I use cobs made flue. We have had a
fair season so far. Bees are just beginning to work
on fall bloom. Forty stands, with an extractor,
have paid for my labor $100.0(1 net. not counting 8 or
10 gallons of honey used by my brother and myself.

H. A. Harriman.
Grand Lake, Ark., Sept. 2, 1880.

I see by Sept. No. of Gleanings that a brother
bee-keeper sent for a queen and got it in a week. I
can beat that. I ordered two $1.00 queens June 17th,
and received them June 21st. One began laying
June 23d; the other, June 25th. I had no trouble in
introdvicing, and they are beauties too. Thank you
for your promptness. I have 18 stands, which are
doing well, and making pleniy of surplus honey. Tf
you want a thing promptly, order of friend Root.
Give us more of friend Merry Banks. 1 miss him in
Gleanings. I could not get along without Glean-
ings. Will bees make honey from radish blooms?
They seemed to be at work busily on the blooms in
our garden. Joseph E. Jewell.
Shell Rock, la., Sept. 15, 1880.

[Bees do work on radishes, and if there was a
large field of them, as in a market garden, it would
doubtless rank fairly with its near relatives, rape,
turnip, cabbage, etc.]

I have read Langstroth, Quinby, King, Mrs. Tup-
per's "Bees and Their Management," and the first
ideas of bee-keeping I ever received, I got from a
phamphlet by N. C. Mitchell. I considered all good
as far as they went, and thought I knew all about
bee-keeping, but the ABC gave me many ideas I
had never thought of, which common sense ought
to have suggested. It far surpasses all works I ever
read, and is so plain and simple that a bee-keeper,
"though a fool, need not err therein." Every bee-
keeper who expects to succeed, should make it his
"vade mecum." S. C. Fox.
Marystield, Milam Co., Tex., Aug. 2, 1880.

Extractor was all right side up with care. I
think you are getting as expert in packing your
goods for shipment, as you are in handling bees. I

have just put the extractor to a practical test, with
a few combs from some of my Italians, on which it

performed just as all the extractors that I have
been fortunate enough to order of you have done,
with perfect satisfaction.
The scales were all right too, and I must say

right here that it is not reasonable that such an ar-
ticle can be manufactured for so small an amount.
Bees are doing well in this community at present,

but there was great mortality among bees last win-
ter and spring. Most of the bees here did not make
enough last season to winter on, and people having
bees did not take proper care to feed them. The re-
sult was they died. Bee culture is comparatively
dying out in this country. Ben F. Clardy.
Rolling Home, Mo., July 6, 1880.

The extractor which Geo. Baker and myself or-
dered was received without a scratch; thanks for
good packing. Expressage, $1.00, was reasonable.
It was not a great while before we were trying it.

We were new hands at the "trade," but succeeded
very well. As our homes are near, we help each
other in the bee business, so it mnkes our work
lighter. George has at present colonies, and I

have 10. The surplus crop was a complete failure
up to August, but since then has been very fair.
There was an abundance of white clover, but it did
not yield honey. The bees would not work on it to
any extent. Bees have built up very well, but there
has been very little natural swarming. George
started this spring with 5 colonies, and increased to
9, by dividing. AH are now in good shape. He has
taken 108% lbs. extracted, and 4 lhs. comb honey. I

did not divide any, as I was so busy with my work,
and have not given them the attention that I should,
but have taken 123 lbs. extracted, and 40 lbs. comb
honey. If the flow continues for a week or two, 1

will extract from them again, as they are filling

their combs very fast. This season we have intro-
duced 12 Italian queens, all of our own raising, with-
out the loss of one. We will winter all in one-story,
chaff hives, with chaff cushions over frames. We
tried them last winter, and like them very well.

From one of your ABC class,

—

Lewisville, Ind., Sept. 6, '80. David C. Smith.

For some time I had wondered what sort of a
looking customer Mr. Root must be, to stand all the
abuse and slander, and go through what he has to,
and all at once on comes Mr. Root and "Blue Eyes."
You can't think what a satisfaction it is. Some
time, if you should see your humble servant, with
his face all smut, and with sweat streaming down
his eyes and nose, you might say, " Can any good
thing come from such an object?" I say, " Yes,
when God is in the heart." Smut washes off, and
leaves the handiwork of God for his own glory.
Bro. Root, the gold is never brought out until the

rock has had a dreadful sight of pounding. So with a
Christian; you can not tell hew much toil and hard-
ship you can stand until you try. God's promise is

to those who are honestly trying to obey; but, if we
only put on style, and try to deceive by an empty
profession, we are doomed to disappointment, and
ruin will be sure as our reward. 1 am no bee man,
but my son takes great interest in Gleanings, and
has taken to reading " Our Homes." I hope others
will do the same, and receive much good. 1 am
aware your time is valuable, but a little encourage-
ment will hold up your hands to fight for good in the
fight for life,—eternal life. J. B. Goewey.
Lansingburgh, N. Y., Sept. 3, 1880.

[Many thanks, my good friend. Such words do
hold up my hands more than you can think. Never
mind the sweat and dust; God knows what is under-
neath, if the world does not.]
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I became a disciple of Mitchell in 1878, through his
circulars. I sent for his books on bee culture, and I

think there is a good deal of valuable information in

the same. In perusing his books I found that he
gave A. I. Root some pretty hard thrusts, and I made
up my mind to send for that far-off-printed pam-
phlet. Gleaxinos. Upon its arrival I was agreeably
surprised to find it not only instructive but very in-

teresting; so much so that, upon looking over its

club rates, I induced a friend to .ioin with me, and I

became a subscriber to the four principal bee
.
jour-

nals of America, and I have gained a world of infor-
mation by so doinsr. Wishing to become better ac-
quainted by way of testing your queens and bees, 1

sent for some, and the bees and dollar queens that
you sent me prove A No. 1. With the frames of
comb, I have built up as fine Italian stands as can be
found anywhere, with a working quality unsurpass-
ed. The queens are beauties, and the quantity of
their brood is legion. The bees are all marked'in a
beautiful and uniform manner, and it is with pride
that I sit and see them work, while the hives of
blacks by their side are sluggards. I am endeavor-
ing to Italianize all of my bees, and by next season
will accomplish it I think; at any rate, if you send
me a few more such queens, I know I will." I have
also received some very fine queens from J. A. Ward,
a resident of your State.

Let me say of Root again,
He's not deserving of that stain
That some are branding to his name.
Let slanderers slander to your face;
The queens you sent were true to race.
Let no one, then, that name impute,—
Our honest friend, A. I. Root.

And now, in parting-, pray do not
Forget a friend of Guyandotte;
And if a queen should bee required.
You'll send him one to her admired.

P. S., the ladies' letters always close;
Why not I? and here inclose
A dollar to you, my Christian friend;
A queen for it you'll please to send.
A tested one I can't expect.
Though such a one I'd not regret.
Please send me one you think would bee,
With little doubt, one of purity.

The clerk who mailed the queen replies as
follows :

—
I. for one, am happy to say
That, upon the appointed day,
A "dollar" queen to you we send,
My warm and very poetical (!) friend.

%€imj Column.
Under this head will lie inserted, free of charge, the names of

all those having honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as tar as pos-
sible. As a general thing, I would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. If near home, where
you can look alter it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 23 Vents we can furnish little

boards to hang up in your dooryard. with the words, "Honey
for Sale, " neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10 cents extra for
postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens for sale.*' same
price.

I have 2 bbls. of honey to sell, and will take 9 c. per
lb., barrels thrown in. This is a nice article of
White Clover and Basswood Honey, put up in new,
painted barrels, and will be delivered on board cars
at the above price. ffii. H. King.
Newtonville, Buchanan Co., Iowa, Sept. 15, 1880.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.—Honey, Scarce, both Extracted and

Comb; demand slow. We pay 10c per lb. for Ex-
tracted Clover Honey, and lOc'for choice white Comb
Honey.
Beeswax—Is 20@26c per lb. on arrival.
Cincinnati, O., Aug. 21, '80. C. P. Mini.

Chicago.—Honey.—Is quite plentiful on the mar-
ket now, and prices' have had a tumble. Comb Hon-
ey, fair to choice, brings 15(5il7c; Dark 10<" 12c. Ex-
tracted Honey, 6@8c.
Beeswax.—Fair to choice, 20023c.

Alfred H. Newman.
072 West Madison St., Chicago, 111., Aug. 24, '80.

New York.—Honey. — Best white Comb, small
boxes, new, 17@20c; fair, ditto, 15@16c; buckwheat,
ditto, ll(f/13e; ktrjje boxes, 2c per lb. less. White
Extracted, S'^'i'.e; Dark, ditto, 6@7c. Southern
Strained honey. 85<§ 95c per gal.
Beeswax.—23@24c. A. Y. Thtjrbek.
158 Dunne St., New York, Aug. 26, 1880.

St. Louis. — Honey. — We quote Comb Honey
scarce, and considerable inquiry at 19@21e for nice,
bright clover, in 1 and 2 lb. sections, and 15@17c for
darker grades in sections. Large packages comb
not wanted at over 10@13c. Extracted in little de-
mand at 7@9c for medium, and 8 to lie for choice.

B< tsicax,—Selling at 22 to 2S lAc,
July 22, 1880. R. C. Greek & Co.
No. 117 North Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
either of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for SI,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-
turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st. If wanted sooner,
see rates in price list.

*E. W. Hale, Wirt C. H. W. Va. 1-13
*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. lOtf
*E. M. Havhurst, Kansas City, Mo. 1-12
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula. La. lOtld
* F. J. Warden, Uhriehsville, Tusc. Co., O. 12-12
*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. 2-1
*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. lOtfd
*I. R. Good, South West, Elkhart Co., Ind. 5-10

*J. M. C. Taylor, Lewistown, Fred. Co., Md. 6-11

*B. Marionneaux, Plaquemine, Iberville Par., La.55
*Ila Michener, Low Banks, Ontario, Can. 5-10
Mas. P. Sterritt, Sheaklevville, Mercer Co., Pa. 6-2
*W. S. Canthen, Pleasant Hill, Lan. Co., S. C. 6-10

*J. H. Reed, Orleans, Orange Co.. Ind. 7-9

*J. McGonnell, Waterford, Erie Co., Pa. 9
*C. R. Curtis, Selma, Dallas Co., Ala. 10

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La.lOtfd
T. F. Wittman, 4109 Hutton St., Phila'phia, Pa.lOtfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. lOtfd
Sprunger Bro's, Berne, Adams Co., Ind. 3-2

J. F. Hart, Union Point, Greene Co., Ga. 4-3
Nichols & Elkins, Kennedy, Chaut Co., N. Y. 6-11
M. S. West, Pontiac, Oakland Co., Mich. 8-1

COMB FOUNDATION MACHINES
for sale at 3;«c per sq. inch. Comb fdn. 35c per lb.,

over "> lbs.; tinder 5 lbs , 4(ic at the factory.
9 JOHN FARIS, Chilhowie, Smythe Co., Va.

THE LAST AND BEST OFFER!
See W. Z. Hutchinson's ad on page 508. lOd

FOIl SALE at a bargain, a Barnes Saw com-
plete, almost as good as new.

A. B. WEED, Detroit. Mich.
1(1 75 Bagg St.
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And Isaac's servants digged in the valley, and

found there a well of springing water.—Gen. xxi. 19.

What do you think of our new cover? It was de-

signed by F. A. Whiting, Bunellen, N. J.

Are your bees all provisioned for winter? If not,

see to it at once, and do not think of undertaking to

feed them along during the winter.

A new structure of brick, is being builded almost
right under the window where I am writing, and it

is being made expressly for the counter store, as

shown on another page.

Neighbor H. is going to the convention too. If

you should hoar him and Mr. Jones talk bees, you
would think of what Will M. Kellogg says about his

visit to friend Simpson. We are now waiting for

the train.

Goods ordered during this month, for use another
season, in the apiary, will be furnished at a discount

of VA per cent, providing you mention this para-

graph when you order, stating the order was made
with this end in view. This offer includes no coun-
ter goods.

While I write, we are honored with the presence
of Mr. D. A. Jones, and he and neighbor H. are now
discussing the probability of my being mistaken in

saying the Holy Land and Cyprian queens differ so

little from Italians, that scarcely any one would
note it.

We have to-day, Sept. 28th, 5,015 subscribers. I

thank God for having given me so many kind friends,

and I thank you too, for the support and encourage-
ment you have given me. As this is comparatively
a dull season for advertisers, our advertising rates

Will not be advanced to 25c. per line until next year.

CIRCULARS RECEIVED DURING THE PAST MONTH.
A very neat, small, two-leaf circular from Jas. A.

Nelson, of Wyandott, Kansas, advertising Comb Fdn.

only. On the same is also a short advertisement of

Queens and Nuclei, bred by E. M. Hayhurst, Kan-
sas City, Mo.

C. H. Deane, Sr., of Mortonsville, Woodford Co.,

Ky., also sends us a card circular, offering Hives,—
Star Chaff and Simplicity.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL BOOKS FOR ONLY 5 CENTS EACH.
This would be nothing very singular, were it not

for the fact that these 5c books are precisely the
same that have been sold for from SI. 25 to $1.50.

You know what I have several times said about the

way books were sold, compared with the price of

other things, and that staple books of all kinds
should be sold at a price not to exceed a dollar a lb.

These books are sold for about 40c. per lb., at retail,

and they are printed on pretty fair paper at that.

Of course, they are in paper covers, but they are or-

namented so as to be quite pretty and attractive.

One secret of their cheapness is that there are no
blank leaves, wide, useless margins, and double-

leaded lines, that we find in most ot our books. Best
of all, these books are all good and wholesome ones
for the family. If there is one family among our
readers, which is short of reading matter for the

children, or even grown-up ones, it will do you good
to see one of the 5c. Sunday-school books. Even if

they do nothing more, I hope they will take the

place of the cheap, dime-novel literature. The list

now comprises about 53 different books, a list of

which will be found on the cover of each. You will

find them on our 5c counter list.

The price of the Cyprian and Holy Land queens,
for the present, will be just double the price of Ital-

ians of the same grade. Of course, in all likelihood,

they will be crossed with Italians, for we have no
means of insuring fertilization by their own drones,

even if we desired so to do. Mr. Jones claims that

they breed later in the season than Italians do, not

stopping at all for a frost, and neighbor H. had de-

cided pretty much the same, before friend Jones
came here.

Friend J. also says if there is an Italian colony that

can rob a Cyprian or Holy Land colony, that is the

colony he wants to buy. I guess he is right in this,

from what experience I have had with the Holy-Land
bees.

My experiments several years ago with parafflne,
cerosine, and other substances that were suggested
as a substitute for beeswax in making fdn., at a time
when we all supposed a patent forbade the use of
wax. were given so fully and publicly, that it never
occurred to me, that anybody would ever accuse me
of selling such tdn. for any thing else than it really
was. In regard to friend Betsinger's ofl>r of $50.00
for a sample of brood comb showing that the
brood is in no way affected by wired combs, I am
sure we have hundreds of bee-keepers who will most
willingly show him his mistake, but I do not believe
we have a sinsrle one who would take his money for
so doing. Have we, the bee-keepers of our land, so
little faith in each other, that we are obliged to set-
tle things by wager, or have we known each other
long enough, to have a loving confidence, trust, and
charity, one for the other?

PREMIUMS FOR SUBSCRIBING EARLY.

I have told you, in former years, how much trouble
it is to take down our subscription list, and re-ar-
range it, after the first of January, and also that the
trouble is not in the labor alone of doing this, but in
the liability of getting your names up wrong next
time. We have got them all right now, for we have
tested them during the year past. Now, to avoid the
necessity of going all over this again, that is, that
we may keep your names in our tj pe just as they are
now, I make the following proposition:
Every subscriber who remits us $1.00 during the

present month of Oct., for Gleanings for the year
1881, may have his choice of any article on the 15c.

counter, providing you mention it at the time you
send the dollar, tell us which article you choose, and
send along the postage.

All who remit during the month of Nov., may have
any 10c. article, under the same conditions.
All who remit during the month of Bee, may have

any 5c. article under the same condi ions.
We offer no premium for any single subscriber af-

ter the first of Jan.
To avail yourself ot these offers, you must comply

with the conditions named. Bo not tell the clerks
to pick out your premiums themselves, and do not
omit the postage; for we want the whole business
so that we can go right along as rapidly as we can
handle the goods, just as we did with the counter
store on the fair grounds.
These offers are for single subscribers for Glean-

ings; we cannot afford it on those that are sent in
at club prices. Any of the articles on any of the
counters may be secured by counting such name at
the price given.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIAUV
No. 11.

ATTENDING FAIRS.

/jpjk NE year ago I attended our county fair. 1 took

hLJB considerable pains to make the "af-fair" a
^~"^ success financially. I had been writing bee-

keeping articles for our county paper, and just be-

fore the fair there was an " item " in the local-news

column, which informed my friends that I would
make an apiarian exhibition at the coming fair. I

obtained board at low rates at a private house, and
paid for it in honey; and the man who carried my-
self and " traps and calamities" to the fair was paid

in "dicker;" in fact, I left no stone unturned to

make the enterprise a profitable one. I believe I

even found myself imagining how I should tell

Gleanings all about it, and perhaps "bra^ " a little

about how much money I made. How did I expect
to make anything? Well, read on and you will see. I

exhibited two Simplicity hives filled with combs, an
extractor, three full-sized frames filled with fdn. in

different stages of its "growth," honeyin one-pound
sections, extracted honey, grape sugar, chaff eush-

ion«, Italian queens and bees, sample copies of the

different bee-papers, ABC books, and cold-blast

smokers; and I expected to make some money by
selling books and smokers, and taking subscriptions

for the bee-papers. I prpsume I judged other bee-

keepers by myself, and thought that they would
spend their last dollar if they came across a new
bee-book. Mrs. H. said she didn't think it would pay
to go, but I wanted to try it.

I sold 20 or 25 pounds of honey, two ABC books,

took one subscription for Gleanings, and sold
" nary " a smoker. I saw lots and lots of bee-keep-

ers, and had a real good time, even if some of the

ladies did ask if the honey-extractor was a patent

churn. Every one seemed glad to meet me; but they
came to the fair to have a good time, and not to buy
bee-books — they could buythem at any time. As to

smokers, the season was about over; they would
have but little use for one this season; they would
wait until next spring, and then buy one. I received

a discretionary premium upon fdn., and a premium
for having the greatest and best variety of apiarian

implements and products was awarded to me, but,

through some mistake or misunderstanding, it was
never paid.

My father-in-law, Mr. Clark Simpson, of Flushing,

Mich., also attended the fair, and exhibited a lamp

nursery, a chaff hive, Italian bees, honey, smokers,

shipping-crates, etc. He received several discretion-

ary premiums.
Our attending the fair did a little good, however,

as, last year, there was only $1.50 offered as premi-

ums in the apiarian department, while, this year,

there is $15.00 offered.

I shall not attend the fair this season, as I can not

afford it; besides, the " little folks " at our house cry

for " papa" if he is away nights.

Oh, yes! the next day after the fair, a man came
and bought six queens. It was seeing me at the fair

that brought him.

ADVICE TO WOULD-BE yUEEN-BKEEDERS.

Each year the number of queen-breeders seems to

increase; and, as the number of breeders increases,

there seems to be a corresponding decrease in the

price of queens. If prices go much lower, some of

the breeders will probably " drop out," so that those

who keep right along in the business will probably

make as much as ever. In spite of the prospect of

low prices, however, there are. I presume, quite a
number of bee-keepers who are thinking of entering

the ranks as queen-breeders. To such, let me say a

few words. Although I have been in the queen
business only three years, I have been in earnest,

and have learned a good share of the " wrinkles."

Of course, you can buy an imported queen and
raise " dollar " queens, even if your own and your

neighbor's bees are blacks; but I would not advise

you to do it. I presume it is such " doings " as this

that has caused so many to condemn dollar queens.

If your own apiary is not Italianized, do it this fall—

it isn't too late. You can introduce queens as long

as the weather is warm enough to handle bees. Do
as I told you last month — buy dollar queens, and in

the spring you can destroy those that produce hy-

brids, and then either divide the stocks up into nu-

clei, or else buy tested queens to put in the places of

those destroyed, and your apiary will be stocked

with pure Italians at the loivcst possible cost. If you
can get your neighbors to buy queens at the low

prices at which they are now offered, you would bet-

ter do it, even if you have to introduce the queens
for them, and run the risk of their being accepted.

If they will not buy the queens, trade with them for

lomo of their bees, or something else; that is, if you
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have the money to spare with which to buy the

queens. If you can not do this, wait until next

spring-; then buy an imported queen, rear queens,

and Italianize your neighbors' bees, if you have to do

it for nothing. I know from experience that it re-

quires quite an effort to get the blacks out of a

neighborhood, and to keep them out; but you will

find that it pays in the end. Don't go into the busi-

ness too largely at fh'St; and if you have one season's

experience in rearing queens and selling them to

your neighbors before you advertise and send them
away by mail, you will not have so many unknown
difficulties to contend with, as you will know some-

thing about the business. Do e.vacly as you agree,

and satisfy your customers, even if you have to re-

turn their money. Reply to every communication
promptly. If you can not send queens at once, write

and let your customer know when you can send

them, and why they are delayed. One customer
wrote me this season as follows: " I don't mind wait-

ing a little for the queens, if I only know when they

are coming, and why I have to wait."

There has been some discussion of late in regard to

which pays the better,—to raise queens or honey. In

a good honey season, I think there is about as much
money in honey, and enough sight less worry and
"trouble;" while, if it is a poor season, you can, by

feeding, rear queens at a profit. There is another

advantage in the queen business, and that is, you get

your money right in your "fist," " cash down," and
there is no chance for the commission men to "gob-

ble" it. And "last, but not least," unless you can

make queen-rearing your principal business, don't

think of going into it, for you will certainly lose

money, as one little " forget," or one little " neglect,"

will knock the profits " higher than a kite."

BEES APPEARING DEAD, WHEN THEY ARE ONLY
CHILLED.

If any one should receive queens and bees by mail

during the cool weather of October and November,
and they should appear to be dead, let them warm
them carefully before deciding that they are really

dead, as they may be only chilled.

W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

m •»• m
EARLY-AMBER SUGAR-CANE.

IIAllVESTING THE CROP AND .MAKING THE
SUGAR.

ST is September 25th, and our sugar-cane
is ripe, and harvested. Some that we—

' planted a little earlier had ripened its

seed nicely, by the first of September. Half
a dozen of us went into the held, and stripped
the leaves off so as to leave only the bare
stalk, and, as soon as that was done, the
stalks were cut close to the ground, and
laid in small bundles. Another hand then
went from bundle to bundle, and cut the
heads off, while one of the small girls stuck
them in the ground that they may cure,
ready for thrashing, without any danger of
molding. After this the stalks were drawn
to the mill. Our mill is a second-hand, two-
horse-power machine, and we run it by a
belt from our engine. We set it up outdoors,
and ran the belt out through the door.
For two weeks back, I have been consider-
ably exercised to invent some plan for boil-

ing down the juice by means of steam. Aft-

er the second experiment, I improvised a
machine which works so admirably that I

will describe it for the benefit of you who
have steam-engines. Two pans were made
of tin, as large as our largest sheets of tin,

which are 20x28 inches. The sides of these
pans should be about 10 inches high. One
is to bring the juice up to the boiling point
so as to allow of skimming, and the other
is to syrup off in. Of course, the first one is

elevated so that a honey gate will carry the
juice right into the other, without any dip-
ping. Now then, to make them boil by steam,
S tin pipes, 1 inch in diameter, are laid about
i inch from the bottom of the pan. We want
the steam to pass through these, down one,
and up the other. To unite them at the ends,
a two-inch pipe is made to receive the ends
of all of them, so as to form something like
a gridiron of tubes. These two-inch pipes
are closed at each end, and also have par-
titions placed at such points as will compel
the steam to pass in a zigzag direction through
them all. The pipes must be made of stout
tin, securely locked, and where the inch pipes
are put into the two-inch, we put a strap of
heavy tin around the large pipe, and lap it a lit-

tle distance down the tubes. The caps on the
ends of the large pipes are made double, and
similarly strapped. This is to avoid the pos-
sibility of bursting. To be sure, you would
better' attach the machine and test it with a
pressure considerably greater than you ever
intend to use in boiling. A f inch gas pipe
admits steam at one corner, being securely
soldered in. At the opposite corner, a tin
pipe is set in, in the same way, passing
nearly to the bottom of the largest tin tube.
This is to carry off the water, or condensed
steam. The gridirons rest on 4 inch legs'

which simply rest on the bottoms of the
pans. Steam is admitted to either one, by
small globe valves.

With your hand on the valve, you can set

either pan foaming in an instant, aud, in an
instant also, you can cause it to stop boiling
entirely. Our apparatus is placed in a little

building we have been using for drying
lumber by steam. An extractor-can, placed
on a barrel, feeds the raw juice into the first

pan. Raise the gate, and till the pan with
juice to within an inch of the top. Xow
open the valve, and boiling will commence
almost at once. As fast as the coat of green
scum rises, skim it off ; but keep your hand
on the valve, or it will boil over before you
know it. After it has boiled until all the
scum has risen that will rise, you can open
the gate, and fill the second pan. Manage
so as to do all the skimming in the first pan.
By this apparatus we get a beautiful amber-
colored syrup, that I am extremely fond of.

Of course, it has something of an acid taste
where no lime is used, but as many do not
use the lime at all, I decided we would not
with this, our first experiment. The bees
have not troubled us very much, although
it is extremely dry and warm, and they have
nothing but the Simpson Plants anywhere
about, to work on in the middle of the day.
I would hesitate to feed this syrup for win-
ter stores, but, without question, it will be
safe for a warm-weather feed. I think it is

fully decided that we can all raise our own
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syrup any way, much cheaper than we can
buy it, if we choose to take the trouble. Good
syrup, if I am correct, will always turn into
sugar by standing. The sugar, however,
holds the syrup in its crystals so tenaciously,
that it must be thrown out by a centrifugal
machine, something like our honey extract-
ors. Our extractors will probably answer
for doing it in a small way. I will try to
tell you about this next month. We had
nearly half an acre of the cane, but owing to
the dry weather, and rather poor ground, it

lias not made a large growth. We do not
know how much syrup we shall have. The
two pans are boiling now, just outside the
window where I am writing, and I tell you,
they work about as handsomely as any ma-
chine I ever before got up. As only a thin
sheet of tin intervenes between the syrup
and the steam, the pipes give out an im-
mense amount of heat. I should think the
expense of a pan, pipes and all, should not
exceed $3.00 or S4.CJ0.

UiNBE(0(ifiI/KD HONEY PLANTS.

fN the market, all white honey is clover and linn,

all dark is buckwheat, and all yellow is golden-—
' rod. He must, however, be a dull boy in the

class who supposes thai all the surplus honey comes
from these four plants. There are several plants

little recognized that yield quite largely, besides a

multitude that help the bees along with their daily

supply of bread and cheese. Let us take a peep at a

few of them. •

BLUE LUPINE.

How we all rejoiced last spring in the splendid run
of honey from fruit bloom! But, alack-a-day ! the

unusual weather that produced it did also another
thing that wasn't so funny. Pretty much all the

early bloom in field and forest that should make the

spring melifluous for weeks, was crowded into the

same three or four days. This classmate's colonies

were very weak in flying bees just at lhat time.

The flood of honey went mainly to waste—and then
a dearth. The pert and cheery flower named above
came to the rescue with excellent effect. It com-
mences to bloom before the apple-trees do, and
holds on until long after white clover has begun. I

can not tell whether it ever furnishes a decided run
of surplus honey or not; but I found it this year an
excellent thing for bees to grub away at, week in,

week out, when little else could be had. The lupine

loves the sand "openings," and besides our corner of

Ohio, it has, I think, a wide range of territory in

Michigan and northern Indiana over which it be-

friends the beekeeper. Its pollen is bright orange
yellow. Lupines are much less abundant here now
than years ago. Our "openings," even in their wild

state, are plainly increasing in fertility, and other
plants are driving the lupines out a state of things

I look upon with some regret. To those who do not
know the flower I will try to describe it. The plant

is some 15 inches high, of which the spike of flowers

is more than one-half. An individual flower resem-
bles a small blue sweet pea, and the resemblance ex-

tends still farther to the pods and the peas. Many
of these flowers are arranged around a rather fleshy

stem forming a slender cone of bloom. The plant is

sometimes called the sun-dial on account of its cu-

rious leaves, which are round, and composed of

many narrow leaflets radiating like the hour-marks
of a d;al, or the spokes of a wheel.

CORNELS.
When I was a boy, and lived in the heathenish

darkness of box-hive-ism, a new swarm of bees
would sometimes "light out" for the woods after
they had made a nice beginning at work in the hive.

Fine chance was this for honey-loving boy to fly up-
on the spoil. How pearly white was the abandoned
comb, and how beautifully clear the unsealed hon-
ey!—Bah! what kind of stuff is this? Sweet enough,
to be sure, and quite guiltless of any positively bad
flavor; but it tastes, for all Ihe world, like some
sort of molly-coddle fixed up for the baby, almost
uneatable even to the gastronomical small boy.
This, as nearly as I can get at it, was raw cornel
honey. Give it a little age and the "silliness" of
taste disappears, and it becomes indistinguishable

from the best clover honey. I think a considerable
percentage of the white clover honey of the market
is really from the white cornel, although, as the cor-

nels bloom in swarming time, most of the abundant
supply of honey is used up, and does not get into

the sections. The present year, the cornel bloom
totally failed to secrete honey, and the result was
that the bees quietly postponed swarming until

basswood bloomed, and then used up the basswood
honey in their swarming flurry.

There are several species of cornel, but among
them the white cornel seems to be pre-eminent as a
bee plant. On rather poor upland it is about the
size and style of a hazel bush; on rich bottoms it is a
spreading shrub 15 feet high, and as thick as a man's
ankle. Take the tenth part of a bunch of elder

blossoms and you have a bunch of cornel blossoms.
The bloom gives place to a bunch of white berries

too bitter to be eaten. These waxy-looking white
berries are not very likely to be mistaken for any-
thing else. Sometimes, however, they seem not to

be in clusters; this is when there have been so many
bunches of bloom that the plant is able to mature
only one or two berries from each. The bark and
leaves have a whitish look, taking hues of brown
and red later in the season. The red cornel has red
shoots and bright blue berries. The early cornel, or
flowering boxwood, is the most conspicuous and
well known of the family, but I am not posted as to
its honey status, few of them growing near us.

The best of all honey produced in this locality is

from the wild, sweet basil (Pycnanthcmum lanceola-

tum). If you can pronounce that smoothly, and
with a placid countenance, you may commence the
study of botany directly. While I deplore the disap-

pearance of the lupines I can rejoice in the assur-
ance that this very desirable honey plant is on the
increase. Could we get enough of it that bees might
work on it exclusively we might snap our fingers at
those California fellows with their white sage. Ba-
sil, like the sage, belongs to the great order of mints.
It is a neat, inoffensive plant ; its strong minty taste

defends it from being browsed by animals; it lives

in the ground for a series of years; and the flavor of

its honey is most delicious. If we are to have a hon-
ey plant cultivated for honey alone, I am not quite

sure but this is it. At any rate it seems to me that

I must find time somehow to post myself as to its

seed, its mode of propagation, its behavior under
cultivation, and so on. If we are to cultivate honey
we will hardly be satisfied with anything short of
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tho very bPSt. If as much as one-fourth of the hon-

ey coming in on any given day was basil it would, I

think, flavor all the surplus stored that day, owing
to the bees' habit of handing honey from one to the

other and mixing it up. My snow-white field clover

(if I should ever get it), flavored by one-fourth

sweet basil would be almost millennial honey, would
it not? Basil began to bloom this year about July

16th; and yesterday, Sept. 17th, I saw bees at work
on it. Some stalks, howevei, are now brown and
dead; and most of its bloom closed some time ago.

Basil is a light-green plant two feet high, more or

less, dividing into numerous branchlets toward the

top, and inclining to be level above. Each branch-

let ends withaliitle head, about the size of half a

hazel nut, from which the flowers spring. But few
flowers spring from the head at any one time, but,

eventually a good-sized head gives rise to as many
as forty. The flowers are small and short tubed.

Take an individual floweret of the catnip and cut it

shorter by one-half and you have something like the

basil floweret—white with a slight purplish tinge,

and little spots of darker hue.

HELIANTHUS.

"Who ran to catch me when I fell,

And kissed the place to make it well?"

In short, what came gallantly to the front this bad
season, and gave me some surplus honey (more than

all other plants combined), when I feared that my
whole crop would not exceed a dozen sections? The
helianthus. The spring bloom came in a flood, and
went again like a game of bo-peep. White clover

gave the bees only a scanty living. Cornels were
wonderfully profuse of bloom, but not a bee could

be seen on them from first to last. Basswood came
two weeks ahead of time, before the bees had
swarmed. It came and went, and only here and
there a hive had just a few filled sections. Didn't

things look blue for a while? Couldn't look to buck-

wheat to help me out, as farmers have pretty much
left off sowing that in their zeal for wheat raising.

What was sown gave no surplus honey. Under
these circumstances it was a very pleasant surprise

to me to find how valuable a honey plant the helian-

thus is. I suppose it is more than usually abundant
in my locality, and that the well distributed rainfall

of this summer caused an unusual yield. This plant

is frequently called wild sunflower. It is tall enough
to pass for a sunflower, to be sure, but one seeing it

for the first time would hardly be reminded of the

stiff, stubbed, platter-flowered sunflower of the gar-

den. Its stem is slender and graceful, and its flow-

ers, which are numerous, are not very much larger

than an old-fashioned cent. It strikes me that the

botanical name, which happens to be a pronouncea-

ble one, is the better designation. I have great

faith in the bees themselves as good judges of hon-

ey. They wouldn't look at golden rod, which was
blooming in plenty, when helianthus was in its

prime, but began work at it when helianthus began
to fail. Hence I think the helianthus yields decid-

edly the purer flavored honey. We must not ex-

pect, however, that any plant in the great order of

composite will yield honey that is entirely free

from the chamomile flavor when the honey is new.

The color of helianthus honey is a glistening light

yellow which appears very well.

Gleanings has made some inquiry about the red

bud, or Judas-tree. It grows here, four miles from
the Michigan line, and did well enough this year to

draw some b9es away from the ocean of apple bloom.

Tho inference drawn in Sept. Gleanings, that

melilotus kills bees, ought to be supported by more
evidence before being generally accepted as a fact.

It is rather late to make such a discovery -a little

too much like finding out that oats poison horses.

The facts noted were suspicious ones indeed, but
next time put Ernest and that excellent microscope
at work upon the dead bees, and see if their bodies

are not full of the mycelium of a fungus. In regard

to bees, I only conjecture; but house flies in the fall

of the year are often so affected. They will die

standing on the window pane, and ihe fungus will

spread on the glass, forming a circular patch as big

as a nickel cent, and faintly visible to the naked eye.

Fungus spores may be caught while visiting some
plant (carried there by flies, perchance), and the

plant may be free at one time and infested at anoth-

er. I remember to have seen bees behave as you
describe; they were on some sunflowers that grew
near a barnyard.

A mistake in the names of the melilots has stood

for some time in the price list, and might be correct-

ed when convenient. Melilotus Alba and Melilotus

Leucantha are the names for the same plant, as

given by different authors. Alba comes from the

Latin, and means simply white. Leucantha is a

Greek-fangled word meaning white fiowered. The
proper name of the yellow species is Melilotus Offi-

cinalis. E. E. Hasty.
Richards, Lucas Co., O., Sept. 23, 1880.

Many thanks, friend Hasty, for setting us
right on melilot. I am always glad to be
corrected, and I had several times wondered
what was the difference between melilotus
alba, and melilotus leucantha. I did not
know before that they were in the habit of
having two scientific names for the same
thing, in botany.

Friend Jones has been here only four or five
hours, but has already got so well acquainted with
my sister, Mrs. Giay, that they two, together, have
luid n plan to get me to go to the National Conven-
tion, and succeeded so fully that I find myself put-
ting the last finishing touch on the editorials pre-
paratory to leaving. If God wants me at the con-
vention, that is just where I want to be.

Our amber sugar-cane is all made into syrup, and
we have about 40 gallons, from the \'« acre. Now,
what we want for bee culture is a plant that will
furnish as much saccharine matter as the sugar-cane,
and furnish it, too, in a shape that will enable the
bees to take it right from ihe plant without any in-
tervention of sugar mills and labor of gathering, and
evap 'rating the juice. From my estimate of the
capabilities of the Spider Plant in the ABC, you
will see that it comes pretty near this desideratum,
and the product is incomparably nicer than any syr-
up can be.

— h i m ——

THE BLUE THISTLE NOT A THISTLE AT ALL.

After considerable trouble, we have finally got a
plant of the so-called blue thistle, blooming in our
garden, and one of the girls declared it was not a
thistle, but Echium vulgare (blue weed). We sent it

to Prof. Beal, and he at once pronounced it the
same. It is very nearly allied to our common bor-
age, and I thought, when the blue flowers came out,
that it wns astonishingly familiar looking. I should
now call it, simply another variety of borage, and
nothing more. Borage grows easily, and comes up
very thickly self-sown; but I should never think of
calling it a bad weed, by any means. It simply
grows quickly on any ground not occupied with
something else. All the weeds that can get a chance
to grow on our honey farm are quite welcome. I

like to make their acquaintance with "Jack" and
the cultivator.
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DEPOSITORY OF

Or Letters front Tliose Who Have JTIade
Bee Culture a Failure.

^JjfR- -A. I. ROOT:—Time was when I would have

Jlfyffili
addressed you as "Dear Novice," or "Dear

' Gleanings," but I have lost so much money
in the bee business (which I would never have un-

dertaken had I not seen Gleanings), that I am not

drawn to you so closely as I used to feel, though I

do wish you would help me out of a bad pi ice. Hav-
ing been compelled by ill health to give up a lucra-

tive business (wholesale boot and shoe business in

St. Louis), I went to the country (Jeff. Co., Ohio,) in

the fall of '74. There I saw a copy of Gleanings,
subscribed for '75, and bought the back volumes. I

read them, besides "Quinby's Mysteries" and "Lang-
stroth on the Honey Bee." I bought 11 swarms in

box hives, transferred to movable-frame hives,

Qninby pattern, bought your extractor, slung some-
thing less than a barrel of catnip honey, increased

to 36 swarms, and wintered on sugar syrup and can-

dy. Much enthused by my first year's success, I

came here and bought 125 acres in a region reputed
good for bees. I got no honey that year, '76, and
quit reading Gleanings. In '77 I got less than 500

lbs., which I sold in Mason's jars, in Washington
City, at retail, for 10c. I got no honey or bees in '78

and '70. This year has been a honey year with my
neighbors' bees, particularly where sections have
been used, but mine have averaged lf-ss than 30 lbs.

extracted honey, which at price, 10c retail, does not

pay for the sugar fed them last fall and spring. I

have always wintered my bees on A sugar, and thus

far have paid out nearly $300.00 more than I have
taken in; and now I want to sell out and return to

the city. I have the only extractor in this part of

the country, but am not likely to find a buyer, as

the bee-men (?) are too much afraid of stings to use
it. Ben. S. Cole.
Clifton Station, Fairfax Co., Va., Aug. 23, 1880.

Many thanks, friend C, for your kind,
frank letter. If you do not feel like saying
''Dear Gleanings," do not say it. May I
suggest that, as you gave up your business
in the city on account of bad health, your
health may fail again, and that you may
have to pay more than $3U0.00 for doctors'
bills, and not have as pleasant medicine to
take either.—Are you sure you would not
have done better to have kept reading a bee
journal, instead of stopping it at your first

bad luck? May it not be that the "Blasted
Hopes 1

' column would have been the means
of preventing you from embarking entirely
in the business as you have done? Besides,
had you kept up with your journal, you
would now, probably, have been using sec-
tions as your neighbors are doing, and with
UOc or 2oc for your honey (instead of 10c),
would it not have made a different showing?
If you will accept it, we will send you G LB a x -

ings one year, for your very excellent re-

port, and kind warning to our A B C class,
against embarking too hastily in the start.

—

You say you have, by the use of sugar, mas-
tered the great wintering trouble successful-
ly. Is not this worth something?

I have been examining my bees, and taking off sec-

tions, when I could find any that were filled. O dear!

Such a derth I never saw! Not more than '4 were
fit to come off. There is no use of leaving them
longer, for no honey is coming in, though the weath-

er is fine. There is not much brood,—combs are

empty and clean,— and no crowding the queen.

Last year, we called a poor season, but bees were
filling up at this time, and went into winter quarters

strong. There is the same complaint all over this

section. We have had a very wet season, and there

was no honey in the flowers. I expected to have a

good fall, but I shall be disappointed. Some Ital-

ians have filled up well, and also hybrids. Blacks

have done poorly. N. A. Prudden.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 16, 1880.

I wish you would send me the "A B C of Bee Cul-

ture," or something to instruct me how to transfer

bees, as my bees are all being eaten up by the moth.

Out of 40, I do not think I can save 5 or 6. Mine are

black bees in the old box hives, and I have to tear

them up from top to bottom to see the moth. The
bees leave every time. If I smoke them out, what
little honey there is left tastes of the smoke. If you
can help me save the bees, now is the accepted time.

Leon, la., Aug. 31, 1880. Thos. H. Leeson.

Friend Root:—At a special meeting held here the

2d inst., 34 bee-keepers report-
No. of colonies last spring, 518. Increase present

season, 377. Box honey taken off, 2,586 lbs. Extracted,

695 lbs. Total, 3,281 lbs.,—a little over 6 lbs. per colony

of the original stocks. From our 80 colonies, we
have had 25 increase, and taken off some over 600

lbs., mostly extracted, and all made since 10th to

15th of Aug. B. Salisbury,
Sec., South Mich. Bee-Keepers' Ass'n.

Battle Creek, Mich., Sept. 10, 1880.

Allow me to give you a glowing (!) record of our
honey crop in Southern Kansas. For weeks past,

the roadsides and fields and sloughs have been al-

most literally covered with Spanish needle, golden

rod, and sunflowers, yet hardly a drop of honey has

come in. From 19 swarms, I shall not get 25 lbs. of

honey. Yet, according to the latest theory, it is all

my own fault. H. M. Taylor.
Parsons, Kan., Sept. 18, 1880.

Are you not putting that last point pretty
strongly, friend T.?

'

This has been an exceedingly poor year for bees in

this section. Not one hive in ten has yielded 1 lb. of

surplus honey, and there was scarcely any swarm-
ing, so you might as well put this section into

Blasted Hopes.—The two, d< liar queens I purchased
of you proved excellent queens, as good as any two-

dollar tested, as their hives are full of 3-banded

Italians. W. Shield.

Muscatine, Iowa, Sept. 16, 1880.

THE WHOLE STORY IN A '"NUT SHELL."

Honey, about 150 lbs. in 1 lb. sections; bees, 45 col-

onies; no swarms—none wanted. J. H. PeirCE.

Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 10, 1880.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF FRAMES.

/fp!^N page 425, Sept. Gleanings, in speaking of

%M "uniform hives and frames, you say, "The
^"'^ young bee-keepers who have been educated

to use the L. frames are more disgusted than one
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can well imagine, whenever, by chance, they are

called upon to open hives containing- Gallup, Adair,

American, Quinby, or other frames." Now, don't

you know that a good deal of that kind of "notions"

is altogether owing to hahit? Had those "young bee-

keepers" been used to handling the more nearly

square frames, and then for the first time set to

opening L. hives, their disgust would have been just

as profound when handling those long, shallow,

unhandy things, as it is now with other sizes than

the L. I have had the care and use of hundreds of

hives of all sizes of frames, except the Quinby,

and, with all my work with the L. frame, were I to

hire out to a bee-keeper, I would willingly work for

less wages, if he used a nearly square frame in place

of the L. I began with a frame 15x18 inches, then
changed to one 12x15 (15 deep). For the latter

frame, I made an extractor to fit. Afterwards, I

changed again (after a visit to Adam Grimm), and
discarded the tight top bar. Not wishing to throw
away my extractor, I made a new frame to

fit my extractor, but to go down endwise, which
gave me a frame almost the size of the Adair, I2J£

deep by UY2 long. My hives are all to fit that sized

frame, and will continue to be. As I run bees on
shares for others, I have two other sizes, one the

same proportion as my own, a little smaller, and the

L. I am going to transfer the L. combs into my
own, and then there will be some cheap L. hives for

sale. I have never given my own stocks any better

care than those I have on shares, and I have never
yet been beaten on the average of comb or extract-

ed honey taken from them. It may be owing to the
strain of bees I have; lam inclined to think it is

somewhat, for I have always endeavored to keep my
strain up by now queens from the best breeders,

and those got from J. Oatman & Co., Dundee, 111.,

dollar queens, too, have pleased me the best of all.

It is not the size of frame that is going to get the

most honey, but the nearly square frame is much
the easiest to handle and safest to extract from.

Will M. Kellogg.
Oquawka, 111., Sept. 18, 1880.

A VISIT TO JAMES A. SIMPSON'S
APIARY.

M FEW weeks ago, I found it convenient to stop

Jiy\ over night at friend Simpson's, 4 miles west of

Alexis, 111. It rained the next day, so that

we were weather-bonnd till after dinner; and such
a bee talk as we had! It was after 2 a.m., before we
went to sleep, and then our talk ended in a kind of

"bees-z-z-z." Friend S. is a genius, and an inventive
one too. I wish you could see the "fixins" he has
for helping along his bee-business. He is adopting
a new style of hive of his own invention; I suppose
he intends to run opposition to the chaff hive. The
walls of the hive are composed of pressed straw,

about 2 inches thick (for which he has constructed a
machine to do the pressing), held in place by upright
wires tied crosswise by short wires, and he has a
most ingenious machine for cutting and shaping
these cross wires all at one operation, which does it

faster than you can say "scat" when the cat is at

the cream. After he has the walls of his hive built,

with wooden top and bottom, and corner posts pro-
jecting a little beyond the straw, he puts a thin coat
on the inside, and about a half inch coat on the out-
side, of plaster of Paris, making the wall even with
the wood work. This makes a porous, warm hive,
and also one that won't blow away very easily. He

uses an ordinary cap, filled with straw or chaff in

winter.

But one article more than all the rest is worth
mentioning; i. e., his wax extractor. Novice, you
ought to send and get one. I believe if you would
make and try one, you would drop all others from
your list as useless. Imagine an over-shot water
wheel, the sides of the wheel of tin, and also the

"dashes" inside, set angling to the axis of the wheel;

the "dashes" are about 2',2 inches wide; the outer

rim of the wheel is covered with fine wire cloth,

with a part of it hinged for a door. This wheel is

enclosed in a tight box of wood (he would use tin, if

making another), and steam is applied through a

pipe, from a boiler on the stove. The comb to be
made into wax is placed in the wheel, and the door
fastened, the box cover put on, steam applied, and
the wheel slowly turned by a crank. The wax falls

on the dashes, and is chopped up fine; the steam
melts it, and away it goes out of a pipe at one cor-

ner of the box. I am going to have one of them
just as soon as I can, made after Mr. S.'s improve-

ments, for it is the best wax extractor I have ever

seen.

It would be too much to tell of all his useful arti-

cles, among which are an uncapping table, a fruit

"smasher," etc.; and his excellent plum trees, a

new variety, which Mr. S. has spent years and much
money and care upon, to get them to grow from
grafts from a tree brought from the East, where it

was a chance seedling. The "little Turk" (curculio)

does not hurt them, and they bear such large, de-

licious, yellow plums, as makes my mouth water to

think of. Will M. Kellogg.
Oquawka, 111., Sept. 20, 1880.

BEE HUNTING.

FEW days since, I was called off on business

$\\ about 7 miles, and, on my return home, I had
to pass through 2 miles of timber land. I

thought I would look for a bee tree. I soon saw
some bees watering at a pond, and, after a few min-
utes' search, found their home in an oak. Next day
they were nicely transferred to a Simplicity hive.

Three days later they left their nice hive on the

prairie, and started back to their leafy, forest home,
Smiles away; but, by the free use of dirt, chips,

brush, and sticks, I brought them down and put
them back with an additional frame of hatching
brood. They had three frames of brood, and two of

honey, when they came out. I suppose they did not
like the prairie country, and that was what made
them act thus. B. F. Carroll.
Dresden, Texas, Aug. 17, 1880.

July 20th, Mr. Call and I took some queens to a
couple of neighbors, some two miles out from our
village. Mr. Wilcoxen got two, and as his were the
last, we took a "bee line" from his place for home.
We had gone but a short distance, through a woods
pasture, when we noticed some bees taking water.
We watched them a little while but did not find their
home. Next day I went back and found them with
but little trouble. Yesterday, Aug. 30th, I went
over to help cut the tree, and get the bees. Mr.
Wilcoxen claimed the honey as the tree was on his
premises. The swarm was an early one of this sea-
son. The hollow in the tree was 8 inches in the
largest place, and was filled for over 7 feet. We
took two large buckets full of sealed honey, mostly
basswood. I got brood combs enough to fill 5 L.
frames. Two of the combs in the tree were 5 feet in
length. I brought the bees home to-day. As the
swarm was so very large, I weighed it, and found I
had eleven and one-half lbs. of bees. How is that for
"big"? S. A. Shuck.
Bryant, Fulton Co., 111., Aug. 31, 1880.
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This department is to lie kept for the benefit of those who are
dissatisfied; and when anything is amiss, I hope you will "talk
li^ht out." As a rule, we will omit names ana addresses, t<>

a\ oiil being too personal.

And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go
with him twain. Give to him that asketh thee and
from him that would borrow of thee turn not thou
away.—Matt. v. 41 , 42.

N taking these sketches from real life,

and from real business transactions, as
I do, I trust no one will think I do it,

with a view of showing how I am right, and
everybody else wrong, nor by any means,
with a view of telling how I have been ill-

used ; but on the contrary I have been well-
used, and feel thankful to you all, even the
ones whose letters have appeared in these
columns, for they have taught me excellent
lessons. I feel as happy over these new dis-

coveries (that are as wonderful to me, as
to any of you) as I should over any new de-
velopment just brought to light in the way
of honey plants.
Many times, after putting a thing in the

price lists, I find it does not work as well un-
der more extended tests as it did at first.

and in trying to remedy the difficulties, I

often send you something a little different
from what the advertisement reads, and per-
haps different from what you have had be-
fore. I strive not to do this, for I dislike
changes as much as anybody, but I can not
always avoid it. This spring we ran out of
sections with a little honey in them to send
with 4 a lb. of bees, and Will advised that
we should send a full-size comb instead, es-

pecially as it was so much easier to get the
bees in the package. Nearly all our cus-
tomers thanked us, and one or more offered
to pay for the nice large comb, that often
contained some brood too, even, when none
was expected. One friend, however, you
will see from the following letter, was not
pleased.

I was much disappointed in receiving from you a

box 20x4, as an apology for a "lb. of bees and queen."

I never ordered "any such truck" from you, and
how, in the name of common sense, you should send

me such a thing will always be a mystery to me. I

supposed that I knew what I wanted, and if that

box is anything like this cut (which I enclose), please

get on your specs and tell me where the resem-
blance is.

Why did you not write me about it on the card

you sent? Did you know that I had any hive that

would take such a frame? You did not know, and
oared less. It came here and I had no hive it would
fit, and I undertook to make the best of it, but it

was no use. I set it up edgewise in an American
hive, and a fearful gale of wind came from the

north, with very heavy rain, and upset the hive, and
the whole thing was lost.

Had I known you were going to send such a thing,

I could have been prepared and had a hive fitted for

it. If that box, comb, and wire are worth anything
to you, I will send it. back by express, you paying
the charges. You may not be to blame in this mat-
ter, as it may be some of your hands, for it seems
incredible that you should go to the trouble of print-

ing a cut like the one enclosed here, and then, when

a person orders one of them, and pays you in ad-

vance, to send them as you did me a frame 1854 inch-

es long and call it a lb. of bees. If you can't send

what is ordered, never send anything till you know
if it can be used. W. R. L.

June 12, 1880.

I explained the matter as well as I could,
plead that I was not to blame for the storm,
and asked what would make the matter sat-

isfactory. Here is the reply

:

Yours to hand, and I feel no better over that

affair than I did at first, for the reason that you had

no right to send me any such truck without writing

me. I do not blame you for the storm. You ask me
why I did not brush the bees off. There were some
bees on the comb (not half as many as you sent me
last year), and I thought there was some brood in

the comb, and I could see no queen, and that is the

reason I did not shake them off. You ask what will

satisfy me. I want a queen and eight ounces of frees,

just the same as you sent me last year; and I want
you to send it the first day of July or not at all. This

will satisfy me; nothing more, nothing less.

June 26, 1880. W. R. L.

This was a pretty hard one. I bad to send
them all over again, when I had been doing
him, as I thought, a kindness by the differ-

ent package. I felt very much like being
stubborn, but sent them along, in as nice
shape as I knew how, and drew a long sigh,

as I thought of tbe losses that came one way
and another, until it really seemed, some
days, as if our business would break down,
unless the Lord interfered, and held it up.

I guess he heard the prayer. Read :

I received the package of bees all right, and there

was double the bees that there was on that comb (to

my view), and a splendid queen. I put them in a

hive that I had prepared to put the pound of bees

into, and they have gone to work all right. Now
you have satisfied me. As I never worshiped gold,

and you have satisfied me, which is worth more than

money, please write me what will satisfy you, and I

will see if I can do it. Had I known what you was

going to send, it would have been all right. As it

was, I had fixed a hive for the pound of bees, and
the comb would not go into it at all. I am convinced
that the comb is the best arrangement. Enclosed
is a card; write me what will satisfy you, as I

pride myself in not being outdone in fair dealing.

July 7, 1880. W. R. L.

"Well, I declare, truly the Lord does pro-

vide,'' was my thought, and I thanked
friend L., and told him if he would be so

kind he might send me i price, 75c.

You say you will be satisfied with 75c. Well, that
is not enough. You satisfied me without any expec-
tation of getting paid, which is more than the price
of all the bees to me. Enclosed, please find $2.00—
$1.50 for the bees, and 50c. for Gleanings for 6

months. I rejoice to find an honorable man in this

age of selfishness. W. R. L.
July 16, 1880.

And I, friend L., thank you for the lesson

you have taught me, and rejoice to find that
this is a better world than I thought, it it is

met with the spirit that Christ taught when
he uttered the words of our opening text. I
feel that T know you, now, and you know
me ; and if we should have any future deal-

ings, I think we can feel that we are old

friends. May the kind Master help us all to

get along with each other, in the way he in-

tended us to live together.
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tR. ROOT:—I am very young-, and never had
any experience with bees in my life, until I

bought one hive of black bees, a year ago
this spring. They gave me two swarms, and I win-

tered two colonies. Last fall, I found one of my col-

onies had no queen. I was at a loss what to do. I

saw a man who told me that I could get an Italian

queen of J. H. Nellis, so I sent to him and got one;

I tell you she was a nice one. Well, there I was,
with a queenless hive, and a queen, but how to get
them together, I did not know. I went to work
however, and got her introduced, and then got a
frame of fdn. of a neighbor. In just 12 days, I

looked at them, and the bees had the fdn. all capped
with brood. She proved to be the best queen in the

world. This spring she gave me a swarm on the 17th

of June, and one the 18th, and one the 19th. "How
is that for high?" My blacks gave me two swarms.
I have 7 swarms now, besides one I bought this

spring. They have not swarmed yet.

James H. Craft.
Rockland, Sullivan Co., N. Y., July 5, 1880.

Pretty well for "high," for a boy, friend C.
I hope "you will have as much energy and
zeal with your 7, as you did with your first

few. Bemember what the Bible says about
those who are faithful with a few things.

I am a boy 16 years old. I commenced to keep
bees three years ago, when I had one swarm and
now have fifteen. Ten died during the winter. I

had a swarm of bees this summer measuring about
half a bushel. They alighted on the limb of a tree.

I got about half of them into a hive, with the queen,
and they were coming out again so fast that I

closed the entrance with a piece of wire cloth. The
rest of the bees, which I did not get, were flying

about in great commotion in the air. I did not know
what to do about the bees which were flying through
the air, but thought I would get a queen from an-
other hive, put her in a queen cage, and hang her
up on the limb where the bees had swarmed. I had
not had the other hive open more than two or three
seconds before the bees which were flying through
the air rushed for the hive. In about 15 minutes
they were all in. I would like to know the reason
why, as I have seen nothing of the kind in your
ABC book or Gleanings.

I made a pair of friend Faris' plates, and proceed-
ed to make fdn. according to your directions in the
Gleanings. The fdn. came off all right, without
sticking, but would crack into small pieces. Please
tell me the reason. Andrew S. Myers.
West Woodstock, Conn., July 17, 1880.

It was rather an accident, I think, that
caused the bees to rush into the hive you had
just opened. They were flying about in a
sort ot lost condition probably, hardly know-
ing where their queen was, but at the sight
of the bees in the hive, they probably thought
she must be in there, and so followed each
other in.—Your sheets of fdn. cracked, I

should say, because you had your wax too
hot.

I have been keeping bees for the last eight years,
and I am now 21 years of age. I have also a step-

brother, 13 years old, who is going into bee culture.

April 6th, 1KS0, he bought one Italian swarm which
weighed 15 lbs., for I took them down from a fig

tree, and put them into a sheet, and weighed them.

They have built 18 combs, 13x17 inches, but they are

very cross. Whenever we get near them they sting

us. My brother bought them from a negro man,
and paid 25c for them. I will have to make another

hive, for they have no more room in two hives. He
put section boxes on them, but they would not work
in them. We have not taken any honey from them,

because they are rearing nothing but bees. It is the

largest swarm of bees that I ever saw in my life.

I have a tested queen from Oliver Foster, for $1.50.

I put the queen into the hive at 2 o'clock, and at 6, I

turned her loose, and not a bee balled her. The
next morning I looked at her, and she was laying.

That was the first queen that I ever introduced.

When the queen came by mail, mother began laugh-

ing at me, and said that I was getting out of order,

but I told her I was trying it. Geo. A. Shafer.
New Orleans, La., Aug. 11, 1880.

A LIFE PIOTUKE IN TWO CHAPTERS.
CHAPTER ONE.

fAM afraid you will have to put this ABC schol-

ar in the Growlery, if this thing continues a
" few days longer. I go down to my farm early,

every morning, and get back after dark. I live next

door to the depot agent, a very amiable gentleman,

and a most faithful oilicer of the Co. I ring at his

donr-bell every night, about 10 o'clock; the poor,

over-tired man jumps up in alarm, and cries. "Who
is that?"—"Mr. Thompson, have the Italian bees

come?" This has been done four consecutive

nights, and necessarily must be so, for I leave di-

rectly after breakfast in the morning, and Mr.
Thompson is at the depot, which is some distance

off, and the bees might starve there. I say he is an
amiable gentleman, but I am sure he "cusses" me,
you, and Italian bees, in his heart, every night.

Again Mr. Jim Ware is interested about them, by
my lending Gleanings. He has ordered two queens
of you by mail, and says he is going to subscribe for

Gleanings, and buy ABC book, and have your
Simplicity hive, &c. Every morning, as I pass the

block of buildings in which his store is, he cries at

the top of his voice, as I rattle past in quick trot, in

my one-horse wagon, "Brother Fontaine, have the

Italian bees come?" "Not yet, brother Ware."
There are 4 brick stores in the block. All the mer-
chants are interested by Ware's talk, and at that

early hour, when there are but few.customers, they
sit under their awnings facing the west, smoking
their pipes and reading their papers. They look up
and smile. Four miles on the road, I meet from 15

to 20 gentlemen or more on horse-back, in buggies or

wagons, that are coming into town. They all stop

and ask if my Italian bees have come, for they pass

by my house and have seen the hives. My dear sir,

do end this state of things, and let me say -"Yes,

gentlemen; they have come." In great haste—
Wm. L. Fontaine.

Reidsville, N. C, July 20, 1880.

CHAPTER TWO.
Put me down in the Smilery. My Italian bees, or-

dered on the 8th, arrived safely on the night of the

22d. I carried them to Leguria on the morning of

the 23d, and introduced them without difficulty, hav-
ing fed them well with honey before uncaging them.
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They went to work on the buckwheat and corn in

an hour afterwards. Surely you must have put in

more than a lb. of bees. Why, it was a very large

swarm; and only 31 dead bees among' them. Both

hives answer very well, though I like the chaff hive

the best. On the 24th, they were bringing- in large

quantities of pollen, showing that the queens had

laid. I gave them honey every morning, so as to

push them forward. Bro. Ware's two queens have
arrived safe, and been introduced successfully.

There is more talk among the farmers here about

getting Italian bees, than about the presidential

election. Wm. L. Fontaine.
Keidsville, X. C, July 27, 1880.

Moral :—Although one ought not to com-
plain very much if he gets his bees in 12

days after the order is sent, the above little

sketch indicates how much anxiety, trouble,
and possibly unkind thoughts and words
would be saved, if supply dealers would
make arrangements to have such goods as a
general thing sent off the very day the order
is received. My friends, let us get up a
friendly strife, if that is the proper word, in
seeing who will be most prompt in filling or-

ders another season. And, by the way, sup-
pose we commence now, this minute. The
first letter or postal card you get after you
read this, answer so quickly that your cor-
respondent will be pleasantly surprised. If
you have to go some distance to "the post-
office, carry some cards in your pocket, and
answer your letters before you leave the
office. Never put a letter away saying you
will think about it, or you will answer it

sometime when you feel more like it. I
have had a great deal of experience in being
obliged to decide in regard to difficult mat-
ters at once, and I am satisfied that it is

about as well to decide at once, and have a
matter finished up, as it is to wait, and have
it burdening your mind. I would rather de-
cide wrong once in a while, than to have
several things on my mind which I feel all

the while "ought to be seen to." All the
advertisements in all the bee journals can
not equal the single one of promptness.

SOME FACTS ABOUT THE ARKANSAS
BEE.

AST winter, I purchased two hives of bees from
a neighbor, who has been keeping them for

the last 30 years, in the old, box style, with no
variations. An Italian bee, so far as I know, has
never been within 30 miles of us, until this summer
when we procured some queens; and of a certainty,

the colonies I bought were what is known as the

common lilael; bee, or I would better say, perhaps,

as your correspondent, friend G. B. Peters, desig-

nates them in Sept. No. of Gleanings, the "brown"
bee. Early in the spring, we noticed three kinds of
frees in rack hire, for which we, my son and I, could
not account. This teing contrary to the teachings
of the ABC and Gleanings, my son procured one
of each kind, and forwarded to friend Novice, re-

questing his judgment of the quality of each, and
not letting him know that they were taken from the
same hive. Here are his words: "One bee, I would
decide; to be full Italian; the rest hybrid." This
made the matter worse, for we could not believe

there were thric queens in each hive. Knowing that
by far the greater portion of the workers were the

brown bee, with a considerable sprinkling of the
full Italian and hybrids in the same hive, we almost
came to the conclusion that we had some wonderful
queens indeed.

A few days after receiving friend Boot's card, I

chanced to take up Gleanings (July No.), and no-

ticed the article from Jerome Wiltse, which satisfied

me that he knew what he was writing about, and
that he had some of the same identical race of bees.

Still the mystery has not been solved. Can the fath-

ers in "Beeology" teach us of the ABC class, how
the same queen can propagate the Italian, Hybrid,
and brown bees? Here is your nut to crack. What
say you to this, friend Peters? The bees of these
mixed colonies are much larger and more active and
industrious than those of the other stands of the
brown race, and as honey gatherers I do not doubt
but they are equal to the genuine Italian or any
of the fancy races. If they defend themseh'es from
the moth equally as well as the Italian, I rather

think they will be superior in other qualities.

E. A. Betbune, M. i).

Snyder, Ashley Co., Ark., Sept. 14, 1880.

Inasmuch as almost every queen that
meets a common drone produces some bees
that have all the marks of a full blooded
Italian, I cannot see where the mystery is,

friend B. Although Italian bees haven't been
within 30 miles of you to your knowledge, I
am pretty sure you will find pretty much all

the bees in the "woods, as well as those in the
box hives in your vicinity, show the Italian
blood just as those you found in that hive
did.

tmbum
Pertaining to Bee Culture.

We respectfully solicit tiie aid of our friends in conducting
this department, and would consider it a favor to have them
send us all circulars that have a deceptive appearance. The
greatest care will he at all times maintained to prevent injustice
eing done any one.

MRS. COTTON.
W REMARKED last month, that we had
£1 not heard from her for some time ; but

now comes the old circular of her won-
derful book again, from several sources, all

at once. It would seem that no one should
send money in answer to such preposterous
claims. Here it is

:

a new book:

BEE KEEPING FOB PROFIT.
I have carefully prepared and written a Practical

Work on Bee-Keeping, with the above title.
This Work is the result of nearly twenty-five years

practical experience with bees, and a close study of
their habits and requirements.
The work teaches a new system of Bee Management,

and renders Bee Keeping safe and profitable.

Every one who has a farm or garden should now
keep bees, at least one or more swarms to furnish
honey for the use of the family. There is no great-
er luxury than nice white honey in snow white
comb. This best of all sweets is now brought with-
in the reach of every one who has a spot of land
large enough to set a hive of Bees.
By the new system of Bee Management taught in

this book,
swarming is controlled,

no increase by swarming unless desired, but the
bees all work in the boxes storing box honey, in-
stead of swarming out.
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TWO HUNDRED POUNDS OF BOX HONEY
from a swarm of bees in one year, in localities where
forty pounds by other methods is considered a large
yield.

NO LOSS OF BEES IN WINTER.
Bees wintered safely on the same stands they oc-

cupy through the summer.
GREAT PROFIT IN FEEDING BEES.

It pays to feed bees, as well as our domestic ani-
mals, cows, sheep, etc.

NO LOSS BY BEES ROBBING, NO LOSS BY THE BEE MOTH.
Complete instructions for making Controllable

Hives, Glass Honey Boxps, and all Fixtures required
in the New System of Bee Management, taught in
the book. In short, complete and comprehensive
instructions are given in this book on every point
connected with the successful and profitable man-
agement of Bees. So plain are the instructions that
every intelligent person, though not acquainted
with bees, can readily understand and apply them
to bee keeping successfully and profitably.

THE BOOK IS HANDSOMELY ILLUSTRATED.

At the request of distant friends, my photograph
appears in this book.
The book will be sent postpaid to any address on

receipt of One Dollar.
Money in Registered Letters or by Money Order at

my risk. However small the amount sent by Mail,
always Register your letter, or send a Money Order.
Every postmaster is obliged to Register any letter, if

tendered the Registering fee, which is ten cents, in ad-
dition to the regular postage, or t hirteen cents in all.

Address, MRS. LIZZIE E. COTTON,
West Gorham, Cumberland Co., Maine.

The circular is substantially the same as
the one sent out four or five years ago, only
that, this time, she promises her photograph.
I have several times before mentioned that
we sent the money promptly, but have never
received any book. If anybody ever finds
that such a book ever comes into existence,
I hope they will send me a copy, and, if it is

not too long, we will have it printed in
Gleanings. Haven't we a subscriber near
West Gorham, that can go there and get the
book without losing his dollar?

BEE STINGS AND RHEUMATISM.

DO THE STINGS PROVE A REMEDY OR TO THE CON-
TRARY ?

MERE are answers to friend Lemmon's ques-

tions on page 441, September Gleanings,—
' according to number as asked.

1st.—Am 29 years old.

2nd.—Have been keeping bees 12 years.

3rd.—Never had the rheumatism.
4th —Ditto.

5th.—From 1,000 to 2,000 stings per year by actual

tally. A bee sting used to swell in my tlesh fearfully.

Now I have got so used to it as never to know I have
been stung, except for a few seconds.

Will M. Kellogg.
Oquawka, 111., Sept. 18, 1880.

P. S.—Friend Lemmon, you need not expect any an-

swers from our lady bee-keepers; that first question

dashes all hopes of that. W. M. K.

1st.—Am 75 years old.

2d.—Have been bee-keeping 5 years. Had rheuma-
tism before engaging in bee-keeping.

3d.—Stinging time makes no difference, but I grow
gradually worse by age. I am able to take care of

40 swarms.
5th.—I get about 500 stings per season.

I am glad Mr. Lemmon has interested himself in

relation to the effect of bee stings on the human
system. No man has been more exercised on the

subject than I have. I had exema (salt rheum) to

such a degree as to bo unable to walk, and was con-

fined at home nearly all winter. While preparing
my bees for winter, I got a great many stings, and
the complaint became much worse. My friends laid

it to stings. The doctor thought it only aggravated
it. I wrote to several, Doolittle and yourself includ-

ed. Doolittle said he had exema before he kept bees,

but had had none since. I have had rheumatism for

12 or 14 years, slightly at first, but it has been in-

creasing slowly (chronic) with age. Now it is diffi-

cult for me to get about. N. A. Prudden.
Ann Arbor Mich., Sep. 10, 1880.

1st.—My age is 52.

2d.--I have been handling bees for 15 years.

3d.—I was afflicted with rheumatism before I be-

gan to keep bees and I don't think stings do me any
good.

5th.—I don't think I get more than 15 stings dur-

ing the honey season. M. M. Callen.
Moravia, Appanoose Co., Iowa, Sept. 11, 1880.

1st.—I am over 60 years old.

2d.— Have kept bees over 20 years.

3d.— Have been afflicted with rheumatism for 15

years, and remain the same. Stinging does mo no
good whatever.

5th.—On two or three occasions, I have been
covered with bees, and perhaps stung 50 times a

minute. It certainly does me no good. B. B. TON by.

Otwell, Pike Co., Ind., Sept. 18, 1880.

I am 24 years old, and have had the care of bees

for 10 or more years. I have never had rheumatism
except after taking off honey and introducing

queens, and rest always cures that. I seldom get

stung. But once in a while I pinch them, and they

sometimes crawl up my legs. I generally give such

to understand that I "am no bee hive."

Leroy Van Kirk.
Washington, Pa., Sept. 1, 1880.

The above seems to indicate that stings
have no effect either one way or the other,
unless it is to aggravate the disease by ir-

ritation, just about as severe work would do.
Very likely, in some cases, the sting might
give relief as a counter-irritant, in exactly
the same way as the application of a blister
would do.

OUR OWN APIARY, FACTORY, AND
HONEY FARM.

fplE weather has been so exceedingly dry,
that work in the apiary has been pretty—

' dull, except where we'have fed to get
young queens fertilized and laying. The
Cyprian and Holy Land queens show, by
their progeny, as last month, that they are
only average Italians, and nothing more, so
far as we can see. The Holy Land queens
are so much crosser than Italians and Cy-
prians, that one is tempted to think they get
those whitish bands, by an admixture of
Egyptian blood, and from what I have been
told in regard to the Egyptians, it seems to
me they are very much like them. The hard-
est colony I ever got hold of, that is when I

tried to subdue them by smoke, was one of
our Holy-Land stocks, and neighbor Blakes-
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lee makes a similar report in regard to the
bees of a Holy-Land queen I sold him. This
cross stock of ours, however, does not pro-
duce bees differing in looks, from the ordi-

nary Italians, or at the least very little. The
one that produces bees with the white rings
of down has a very gentle progeny, so it may
be that not all Holy-Land bees are cross.

1 1 ow do others find them ?

SIMPSON AND SPIDER PLANTS DURH9G A
DROUGHT.

While every thing else is almost dried up,
these two plants are furnishing honey still

right along. The Spider Plants are still in
bloom every morning, and the number of
tlowers produced each day is scarcely less

than it was a month ago; but the yield of
honey is quite sensibly increased by the
light showers we have had once or twice.
Irrigation would doubtless give an immense
yield of honey with this plant. Below are
some reports from different localities:

THE SPIDER PLANT IN DIFFERENT LOCALITIES.

The Spider Plants, of which you sent me the seed,

are very line, and some of them are in flower at this

time, and produce an abundant supply of honey or

nectar. I have called the attention of those who
seemed to doubt the statement in Gleanings, and
they have invariably admitted that your statement

was not an exaggeration of the value of the plant.

Port Jefferson, N. Y., Sept. 4, 1880. H. L. MoGBR.

My Spider Plants have just commenced blooming.

The large drops of honey are there every morning,

for a fact. George Ebell.
Baker City, Oregon, Aug. 19, 1880.

The Spider Plant has been in bloom for 2 months,

and I tried your dipper on the nectar; I shall plant

a good patch next year. B. F. Carroll.
Dresden, Tex., Aug. IT, 1880.

From the 5-cent package of Spider Plant seed ob-

tained from you, I got only 9 plants. They com-
menced blooming the latter part of June, and are

still blooming. I never saw anything produce so

much honey in a single tlower. Great drops form
before dark. The bees work on it until nearly dark,

and then again early next morning. Sometimes
6ome of the flowers do not seem to have any honey,

when others have a large drop, which drops off on
the ground when shaken. H. H. Fox.
Tribulation, McDonald Co., Mo., Sept. 0, 1880.

I got 12 plants from the 5-cent package of seed

which you sent me, and they began to bloom July

10th. The drops of honey were there so large, that

they frequently dropped out upon the leaves. I

watched it closely every morning, but never a bee
touched it for a week, though they were thick on
the cucumbers within 30 feet. I took a shingle one
morning, and stuck it into a pile of Italians that

were hanging out, and got it covered with bees, and
carried them to the plants, and got a few to light on
the flowers, and they stuck to them closely after

that. My best plant is now 1 feet high, and has

branches 2 feet long. I have not seen a drop of hon-

ey on them for 15 weeks, but the reason is the bees

get there before it is light enough to see the honey.

I have given each plant about a gallon of water daily

for the last 3 weeks, so as to have it mature the seed

which is beginning to ripen. (
'. T. Smith.

O'Fallon, HI., Aug. 10, 1880.

I want to ask your opinion of the way my bees

treat the Spider Plant. The plants are very line in-

deed, and the large drops of nectar, at present writ-

ing, are to be gathered morning and evening; but,

with a few exceptions now and then, the bees do not

notice the honey in the plant at all, but they just

fairly svoa/rm around the stamen part of the flower,

and seem to be gathering pollen, while the nectar is

allowed to go to waste. Why is this? Would you
supply pollen artificially? The bees are storing hon-

ey very rapidly from the cotton bloom, and I

thought this explained the neglect of the Spider

Plant. The plants are very fine, being about 6 feet

high, and set 3 feet apart each way, and the branch-

es are so woven together as to make a perfect mat
of flowers. I am unwilling to see it neglected, if

there is any remedy. Bees do not gather pollen I

believe in the evening, but they buzz around this

flower just as they do in the morning, with that

pleasant hum which indicates a good flow of honey,

and still leave the honey ungathered. I would like

to hear your opinion on this subject, as I had intend-
ed to have at least Y2 acre of Spider Plants next
year. F. N. Wilder.
Forsyth, Ga., Aug. 19, 1880.

The strange phenomena you mention are
caused, I think, by the fact that your bees
find plenty of honey from other blossoms,
but a scarcity of pollen. With a larger area
of Spider plants, I think you would find bees
enough on hand to gather every drop of hon-
ey as fast as it is secreted.

Since rny Spider Plant has ripened, I find it grow-
ing all around me. It has been growing in this sec-
tion no one knows how long. I found it at one house
growing right in the bee-yard, but no one had ever
noticed any bees on it. 1 have saved quite a quanti-
ty of seed, and have scattered a great many in out-
of-the-way places. I intend to give it a big trial

next year, and see if my bees will attack it. Bees
have done nothing this year in this section, in conse-
quence of the very warm winter. K. P. Johnson.
Smithville, Ga., Sept. 5, 1880.

fertilizers for spider plants.

I had one acre of the Spider Plant, all growing
nicely very early in May, and, after going over my
corn with a compost of bone-dust, ashes, plaster,
and salt, I thought it would start them so nicely,
that I would go over them with the same; so I did.
To my surprise, it killed every plant. I tell you, for
a spell it was hard to tell whether I belonged in the
Growlery or Blasted Hopes, or both.
Tekonsha, Mich., Julv 20, 1880. M. G. Hakes.

GATHERING SEEDS OF HONEY PLANTS.
As the flowers of the Spider Plant blossom

each day, the seed also ripens in the same
way, and the only way to gather it is to go
around every day or two, after the seeds get
so ripe as to shell off readily, and shell them
into a tin pan or pail. In this way a boy or
girl of 10 years will gather a pailful of seed
a day easily. We shall be able to furnish
the seed this season for not over a dollar a
lb. Demand and supply will likely settle about
a fair price. I think a lb. without doubt
would furnish plenty of plants for an acre.
It grows nicely on any good corn ground.
We gather the most of the Simpson seed by
shaking the branches over a large, tin dish-
pan. At the close of the season, the stalks
are gathered and threshed. Catnip, hoar-
hound, and motherwort seed are gathered by
girls in the same way,—shaking the branches
over a large dish-pan, and then separating
the leaves and sticks by a sieve.
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ri£t!,M> JEFFREY'S IDEAS ABOUT
QUEEN REARING, ETC.

A "TALK" FROM A HEAL, LIVE BEE-MAN.

HAVE just been looking over Gleanings, and I

see, on p. 333 of this month, that A. W. K.
sppaks of two queens of retarded development,

and those insignificant, flat, and ill-shapen cells, and
dark, small queens. Yes, I guess so too, or know so

for certain from the last 4 years' experience in

Italian queen rearing.

JUDGING OF QUEENS AND QUEEN CELLS BY THEIR
LOOKS.

In 1S7T, a number of my friends (bee-keepers)

wanted queens from a very nice queen that I owned,
and I saved every cell. When I found a little, dark,

waspy-looking thing, she generally stayed in a nu-

cleus till I had a cell to take her place, and every

time they left a good supply of eggs, and not often

some of the combs were put into other hives to help

keep up their strength. No one liked them; but,

being of the thick-headed class myself, 1 noted

these instances to be used at some time, if I wanted
them, and concluded they were evidences that the

Italians were like fowls of two colors, which are

just as likely to throw one away as "tother," but
" 'taint allurs" one way. These variations, in most
cases, are possessed of some very desirable qualities,

and those qualities seem to be very apt to be perpet-

uated if carefully handled. In 1878, I had one of

these sports that was of a jet and shiny black. I had
raised fully 100 quaens from her mother, all of them
satisfactorily uniform except her. She mated and
laid like an extra good one, and lived a week or two in

laying order till I had a spare cell, when I went to

kill her; but she got away and stayed awhile longer

in existence. I finally caught her to show to a

friend, and intended to make sure of her extermina-

tion, but she flew away again and went back into

the hive, and by the time I next looked, her brood

was hatching, and they were the lightest, brightest,

and gentlest bees I ever saw; but, just as I began
to like her. she got up and went off, I "do no whar."
Now I have another, the daughter of an imported
queen, and I don't believe one person in 100 would
tike her as a gift. She is, in fact, too homely to

live; but she is as prolific as she is homely, and her

bees are just as handsome as any need be. This is

the fifth case I have had a chance to notice in two
years.

QUEENS THAT KEEP LAYING DAUGHTERS IN THE
HIVE WITH THEM.

By the way, how about that $10.00 for the daughter

of an imported queen raised in the hive with her
mother? We can just fill that order "just you bet."

I'll tell you how. About two weeks ago, I opened a

hive containing an imported queen (it belonged to a

neighbor of mine), to get some brood; and, on the

second comb looked over, I saw a laving queen. I

caught her, and clipped her wings short off to keep
her at home. We then looked over the 3d and 4th

combs to find some brood just to suit, but without

success. The 5th comb was fdn. that had been in

about a week, and there was another fertile queen,

caught in the act of laying; and, on close examina-
tion, I found the cell she came from. "How is that

for high?" Also I know of 4 different queens, more
than 3 days old, found in the hives, with tbeir moth-
ers, which were all good, strong, prolific queens.

What do you say to that? There were others that

saw every case, so "In the mouths of two or three

witnesses," etc.

.Now about those flat and ill-shapen queen-cells: I

have flattened some on purpose to sec what the ef-

fect would be, but it did not have much effect, un-

less smashed flat enough to kill.

HOW FAR DO QUEENS GO FOR FERTILIZATION?

On p. 336, this month's Gleanings, I notice from
what you say to G. H. McGee, that you, like many
others, believe that the mating is done less than 4(1

miles off, and I say a great deal less; in the majority

of cases, less than 40 rods from the hive. There are

at least G witnesses besides myself who can testify

to one case less than 40 ft. from the hive. We also

know of some more that must have been close home.
For three years queens have been raised within half

a mile of from 6 to 13 very strong, black stocks, that

raised thousands of drones, and out of about 150

queens only 3 have been known to miss-mate. Of
over 75 queens raised within }4 mile of from 11 to

15 strong, black stocks in box hives, only one was
known to miss-mate. Have plenty of drones in

every nucleus, and I'll warrant you the young
queens don't go far from home for fertilization.

QUEENS LOST IN THE MAILS.

I see in your note on page 346, in answer to K. L.

M., that you infer that the queen might have mis-

carried or lost in the mails. I could give you facts

concerning an employee of Uncle Sam's, who is of

the lordly opinion that people that don't think as he

does are of no account, and have no right to live. I

have seen him take pains to throw the mail bag,

when it had queens in it, with more than necessary

force, and through his care (?) one cage was split,

and the queen and be°s lost; but he don't do so

"some more now," though there are too many that

like to do such things, just for fun, to plague some-

body.

MUST THE BEES OF A PURE QUEEN NECESSARILY BE
ALL ALIKE?

If A breeds a light strain, and it is strong blooded,

and B has a dark strain producing dark drones, and

it is equally strong blooded, a cross of the two, in a

great many cases, will cause a variable worker pro-

geny, that will show from the very light, clear yel-

low to the dark, copper brown, and will make 99 in

100 declare they are hybrids; yet they are Simon-

pure. This is the law with everything else, and
when I say it's the same with bees, 1 state simple

facts, and I know whereof I speak. Try it faithful-

ly, and facts will prove the truth. I have seen these

apparently black workers put on the window, and

ihey would show good, full-width, copper-colored

bands, and more than one disputant has owned up
after a good thorough examination. Variableness

is to be expected in everything that is parti-colored,

and strong blood will tell both ways indisputably

sure. H. L. Jeefrfy.

Woodbury, Conn., July 10, 188;).

The idea friend J. advances in regard to

pure bees being differently colored is one
that is .occupying considerable attention of
late. As it is quite certain that the queens
in Italy do not produce bees all just alike,

why should we be so desirous to have them
do so here? Without doubt, by selection in

breeding, we can come pretty near to it, but
what would be the object, when we might
just as well breed from those that would
gather most honey instead?
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THE HONEY CROP IN WESTERN MIS-
SOURI, ETC.

UK yield of honey has been solely confined to

the linden, or basswood. Fruit bloom and
early flowers only afforded food for the bees

and young brood. By judicious distribution of sur-

plus in some of the hives, we were able to keep the

queens busy and stocks flourishing- without much
extra feeding during the month of May. Sorao few
colonies cast swarms, but white clover yielded only

a scant subsistence, and, up to the 10th of June, our

best colonies showed a daily increase of only a sin-

gle pound in weight,—the very strongest only V/i lb.

THE VALUE OF BASSWOOD AS A HONEY PLANT.

On the 10th of June, the linden flowers opened,

and for ten days furnished the most abundant yield

ever known. The average increase of each one of

my 80 colonies during that time was iy2 lbs. per day.

After June 20th, they at once dropped to-l 1
* lbs.,

then to 3—2—1—0 of increase, and have added noth-

ing to their stores since; indeed they have actually

fallen behind,—a favorite colony weighing to-day 10

lbs. less than it did July 1st. In short, the basswood
has furnished our only surplus. I have extracted

upwards of 3,000 lbs., and taken 565 lbs. of section

box honey. The sections have all been sold for 15c

per lb., and some of the extracted for 12! ic. Here-
tofore, the home market has been partially supplied

with honey from farmers, or fence-corner honey
raisers; by which I mean those persons who set

their bee hives in some out of the way place, and

never look to them except to rob them. The sad

experience of the past two years has removed that

source of competition, and nice, comb honey sells

readily to dealers for 15c.

Some years we have a good yield of honey in the

fall, sumac, golden rod, and Spanish needle being

the source of supply, each in its turn, in favorable

seasons, furnishing excellent forage for a couple of

weeks. Buckwheat never amounts to much in this

latitude, while catnip, smartweed, and the late as-

ters always furnish something. During the grass-

hopper year, our bees did not swarm until Aug. and
Sept., and then collected sufficient stores for win-

ter. I notice inquiries about honey from corn, and
my testimony is adverse to it. Hundreds of acres

of corn now in bloom are around us, and are full of

bees, but still no surplus comes to the hives. If

corn tassle produced honey, surely some of it could

be found.

SECTION BOXES AND SEPARATORS.

Surely the 1 lb. section box is a perfect success.

Our dealers give united testimony to the beauty and
ready sale of the honey. And here let me say that I

have entirely discarded separators. Out of nearly

six hundred boxes, I have only had two united by
the comb, and that was when one of the starters

had fallen down. Heretofore, I have been troubled

by bees building one comb thicker than another,

and causing it to project or bulge into the adjoining

section; but such has not been the case this year.

The great activity of the bees during the abundant
yield of linden honey undoubtedly had something to

do with it, but I was careful to have my starters

reach from the top» very nearly to the bottom of

each section, cutting them in the shape of a key-

stone, and attaching them to the top piece with wax,
before putting the section box together. I use no

rosin and have had but a single one out of GOO fail.

The machine for inserting starters is simply the fin-

gers; the receptacle for the melted wax, a tin pie-

plate adjusted at a convenient height in front of

you, with a burning lamp underneath; aboard on

your lap with a few dozen starters arid an equal

number of top pieces thereon completes your outfit.

You can just touch the top of the starter to the

melted wax, and place it erect and firm on the top

piece in a "double quick." It is surprising to note

the short time required to adjust 100 of them. I be-

lieve, if bees can reach the starter without climbing,

that they will make the combs equal. In upwards
of 500 out of nearly 0C0, they have furnished sections

weighing a little over 1 lb. ; a few, 1 lb. andloz.;

and a very few a tritie more; not one weighed 1)4 lb.

I glassed a few for samples, but could not glass all,

and the only advantage of a separator would be to

enable them all to be glassed; while the disadvan-

tages are expense, trouble, and diminution of

product.

DECOYS FOR CATCHING SWARMS.

I noticed in one of your numbers a device for in-

ducing swarms to alight in a gourd shaped log, cov-

ered with refuse wax and rosin, and suspended in,

or under, a tree in their vicinity. As this looked

feasible, I took a couple of Indian clubs which my
son had brought from the academy, and besmeared
them as directed. I adjusted them conveniently in

my apiary, and felt sure they very much resembled

a clustered swarm. Of course, I expected every

new swarm to go straight to one of them and clus-

ter. Your correspondent had so written. But my
bees were not so simple. 1 have had nearly fifty

swarms issue,—sometimes eight or ten in a day,

and sometimes two or more at a time, but "nary"

swarm went to either of said decoys. So please

mark said derice unsubstantiated.

S. \V. Salisbury.
Kansas City, Mo., July 21, 1880.

Vfaty"
This department was suggested by one of the clerks, as an op-

position to the Growlery. 1 think I shall venture to give names
in full here.

AKE me right out of Blasted Hopes at once, and
put me in the Smilery, or some other cheerful

place, for I have to-day had a genuine, Simon-
pure, bona-fide, natural swarm of bees, the first one
for two years; and it was from a stock, too, that I

divided only last week. I could not believe it was so,

until I had fully examined the parent stock. The
cultivated honey plants begin to tell sure.

A. A. Fradenburq.
Port Washington, O., Aug. 17, 1880.

Novice! you old beeswax! what did you put me in

"Blasted Hopes" for? I've not "Made Bee Culture

A Failure." Honey crop a failure, not me. Since

that date, the bees have filled their hives, and
stored considerable in prize boxes. It has been
rainy for the last ten days, but, should it clear up
warm, we may reasonably expect more honey.

Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, III, Sept. 8, 1880.

I humbly beg pardon, my friend, but you
know we must have somebody in the Blasted
Hopes, and I thought the rest might feel

better, to have so distinguished and capable
a person as yourself in their company. "Mis-
ery loves " you know. I think the re-

port you send this time will do very well for
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the Smilery ; and perhaps this will make
amends for my past indiscretion in putting
you in Blasted Hopes; -will it not?

HOW TO UTILIZE A POUND OF BEES,

AND A HINT ON INTRODUCING QUEENS.

fjHE three queens shipped on the 28th came
through all right. The pound of bees accom-
panying them were so well supplied with prov-

ender that they built several pieces of comb in the
cage while on the way, and had sugar left. They
came on the 6 p.m express, and before dark I brush-
ed a hybrid colony off its combs into the grass, and
let the pound of bees and their queen have sole pos-
session of hive and brood during the night, while the
hybrids clustered in the grass, with only the starry
heavens to protect them. By morning the Italians

had accepted the situation, and the return of the
queenless colony created no disturbance.

I gave Dr. Hall one of the remaining queens, and
now had only one left to care for. I removed the
queen from a populous black colony and inverted
the cage over the frames, where I left the queen un-
til the next morning. I then liberated her and clos-

ed the hive for an hour, when I found my queen
In the midst of a ball as large as a turkey's egg.
I then recaged her until evening, when I brush-
ed the whole colony off its combs and into the
grass, as I did the hybrids before. The Italian

queen was liberated among them at once, and all re-

mained out over night. They were returned to the
hive the next morning, and I have had no further
trouble. This manner of introducing queens is an
old one with me, and by far the most successful way.
The year 1880, thus far, has been an unfortunate

one for bee-keepers in Southern Kansas. Dry weath-
er has prevented a yield of honey, and bee-keepers
who do not feed their stock will come out at the " lit-

tle end of the horn" next spring.

W. McKay Dougan.
Independence, Montgomery Co., Kan., Sept. 12, '80.

Many thanks, friend D. STou have struck
an idea I never thought of before. It is

true, I have made bees stop balling their
queens by shaking them off their combs in-
to an empty hive, but your plan of shaking
them in the grass at night, so that the new
comers will have time to occupy the combs
before they get in is a decided novelty, and I

have no doubt but that it will work beauti-
fully.

»• »

MEETING BETWEEN THE DRONE AND
QUEEN.

A VERY FULL ACCOUNT FROM AN EYE WITNESS.

CA.N not, say whether the following account
corresponds with that given in "A B C of Bee
Culture" or not, as I never saw that book; but

I will give it to you as T saw it, and you can com-
pare them yourself. When I first saw the queen of
which I will write, she was on the alighting board,
and I thought perhaps she had come out for her
wedding flight; so I stood by to watch her. Now I

might say right here, that she had been given to
this hive of bees, in the cell, 12 hours before she
hatched; or, I gave her to them at night, and in the
morning I found the cell torn open on the side, and,

on farther examination, found the queen all right;

that is, I found her alive, but her wings looked

somewhat torn and cropped, and this is the reason

that I could follow her so well in her flight. I was
also assisted by a good pair of target glasses. When
she went into the air, she flew very slowly at first,

and did not rise more than 30 or 40 ft. high. She cir-

cled around just over the hive three or four times

before she was joined by the drones. They joined

the circle on the opposite side from the queen, and
kept that up for several seconds. Then, all at once,

the queen shot out to the right, and across the cir-

cle. When she had about reached the center, she

was joined by a drone from somewhere on the oppo-

site side of the ring. As they came nearer each
other, they kept whirling around each other as if

they were carried up in a whirlwind, their circles

coming closer and closer together, until they min-

gled in complete confusion. For one instant they

whirled together as though they were one. The
next their heads were in opposite directions. One
body seemed to be revolving in one direction, and
the other in another. In this position, they came
towards the ground very rapidly. When within

about 15 ft. of the ground they separated, the queen
shooting outward and upward, carryin? with her a

white thread-like appendage. I did not watch her,

but turned my attention to the drone. He did not

fly away, as I expected, but came directly to the

ground. Poor fellow; he was used up. Although I

upset one bee hive, and knocked the cover off from
another, and pretty nearly dislocated my neck over

grape vines, I never lost sight of the drone, for he

fell within ten ft. of me. He caught just above the

ground on a weed, but fell off. He made two or

three tumbles first one way, and then the other,

then tried to stand on his head; but he seemed to

have lost his balance, for he could not stand at all;

so he rolled over in the ditch, curled up, kicked
first one leg and then with the other, and died. I

am keeping his body as a relic for his posterity.

W. C. Howard.
Chelsea, Iowa, Sept. 13, 1880.

CALIFORNIA BEE-KEEPING.

No. 4.

fDO not think 4x4 sections exactly suitable for

this State, as they do not hold enough honey to

be worth 25c, which is the smallest change that

is plenty here; and, as Californians are very careful

about paying too much merely for the looks of a
thing, we thought best to make our smallest sec-

tions large enough to hold about l?i lbs., so as to

sell readily for the aforesaid 25-cent piece. I also

think that a 35-cent box and a 5C-cent box would be
quite salable.

We have been trying our hand at making thin fdn.

for sections, out of the whitish-yellow wax we get
here, and I tell you we can almost see through it.

We also find that fdn. run 12 ft. to the lb. is suitable

for brood frames when put on wires. In order to

make my 5-inch mill more handy, we take off the
wooden top bar, and it works better without it.

We have tested the queen nursery to put over the
frames, to our utter satisfaction, and pronounce it

a splendid failure. The broad frame of cages is also

a failure, unless we kepp a card of unsealed larvae

on each side of it, to induce the bees to come close

to it, so as to keep it from chilling duriDg the very
cool nights here.
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The Lippia nodiflora is growing stronger and
spreading farther every day, and is covering the

ground with a perfect mat of green foliage decora-

ted with a multitude of small, white flowers. It is

now yielding honey constantly but slowly.

Instead of sending for tested queens last spring,

when we wished to Italianize our bees, we sent to

J. D. Enas, of Napa Co., Cal., for 4, dollar queens.

They were all of the leather colored class, and all

proved to be purely mated, and we have now many
of their hybrid daughters laying.

We think it will be better not to ship much honey
to San Francisco, till the glut from the lower coun-
ties is over, and the market more settled in regard

to prices.

I think the basswood queen cage a perfect gem,
and it is not very likely to be smashed in the mail.

Our P. M. can not find any thing in the Postal Guide
in regard to the ruling of the P. M. G. about mailing

queens. Please tell us where we can direct him to

find the law about it. O. S. Davis.

Lemoore, Tulore Co., Cal.

If your P. M. will look at the Feb., 1880,

number of the Postal Guide, page 45, sec-

tion 235, he will find the ruling in regard to

mailing queens.

PACKING HIVES FOR. WINTER ON THE
TENEMENT HIVE IDEA.

W HAVE just been reading in Gleanings Dadant's
M method for wintering bees, and, although he is

a distinguished bee-keeper, I have the bold-

ness to say, I think I have a better method. I take
boards 16 ft. long, and make a box, or I will call it a
house, wide enough to receive the hives and leave a

space of 4 or 5 inches for packing. Eight hives can
be placed in this length of house, with suitable dis-

tance between the entrances. I place pieces of

board cut of suitable length, and about 4 inches

wide, up and down on the front of the house, to

form a division between each two hives, with a

board on their tops extending along the length of

the house, which protects the entrances from sun
and rain. It will be seen that the bees can fly out

whenever the weather will permit, which I think is

an important item in wintering them. I put a piece

of burlap on the top of the frames, and pack with

chaff or fine straw, covering the top 6 or 8 inches

deep.

As yet I have spoken only of wintering, but I am
trying the experiment of keeping the bees in their

houses all summer. In handling them, I raise the

cover, which is hinged to the front side of the house,

and put a prop under it. As I stand on the back
side of the house, the cover, thrown up, protects me
against stings from the front. In working my bees

in this manner, 1 save the expense of both bottom
board and cover, and also save the trouble of lifting

them out in the spring, and in again in the fall.

Another advantage in handling bees in this manner
is, the shade and opportunity for ventilation in hot
weather. Ventilation is accomplished by raising

the cover a little, by which I can graduate the tem-
perature of the hives considerably.

I find that these houses furnish an excellent con-

dition for bees in the spring. By keeping the pack-
ing in until settled warm weather, and the en-

trances small, the warmth of the bees is retained,

although the weather may be cold and changeable,
and breeding goes on rapidly, while spring dwind-

ling, that fearful trouble of the bee-keeper, I think

will be avoided in a great measure.

The experiences of the past season have rather

confirmed me in the above described mode of win-

tering and summering my bees. The results of the

past season with me have been rather favorable,

when compared with bee-keepers generally. I have

taken off 1,223 lbs. of comb honey, from 36 colonies,

and nearly doubled my stock of bees.

J. C. Carpenter.
Cherry Creek, N. Y., Sept. 1, 1880.

Your plan can hardly be called new, friend

C, for tenement hives have been illustrated

in our back numbers, on almost the same
plan. The house apiary also embodies pret-

ty much the same idea. The objections are

that your hives are a fixture, and many find

it inconvenient to be prevented from walk-
ing all round a hive, myself among the num-
ber. The arrangement will, no doubt, win-
ter bees excellently, for the protection is

even better than most chaff hives. I decid-

edly prefer to have the covering left on all

summer, where honey and not queen rearing

is the object. Your report speaks well for

your plan, during such a season as this.

m >•• m

EXTRACTED VERSUS COKIR HONEY.

M S the season is now about over, reports seem to

/^ be in order; and, as I like to know what oth-
' ers have been doing, I will report. The num-

ber of my colonies last fall was 43; the number this

spring, 43; increase this summer, 13,-3 natural

swarms, and the remainder artificial.

There was no white clover. Basswood yielded

honey only two or three days, but the bees filled the

hives full enough to last until fall harvest com-

menced, which was about Aug. 15th. From that

date until now, I have taken 700 lbs. of extracted

honey from 20 stocks that were set apart last spring

for that duty. The remainder of the apiary, 23

stocks, were run for comb honey. I gave them sec-

tions filled with natural, drone comb, which 1 cut

out of my combs last year for this purpose, all nice,

clean combs. Now the result is "nil," or nearly so,

—only 25 sections filled, and 50 or so about 54 full.

Had I run my entire apiary for extracted honey, I

might have had at least 700 or 800 lbs. more honey.

It is evident to me that I do not understand the art

of getting comb honey. My bees are in good condi-

tion for winter. All have plenty of sealed honey to

last over.

A great many queens have been lost this year. As
many as six old colonies lost queens and failed to

rear others, so I had to buy them. I got four of O.

Foster; three of them were fair, and one was al-

most black, still she may prove all right..

QUEEN OELLS ON DRONE COMB NOT ALWAYS A FAIL-
URE.

Now a little yarn; I had a lot of queen cells built

on drone brood. After it was time for queens to

hatch, I looked at them, and was tearing these cells

out, when I found that one cell had a nice queen in

it. I had torn the cell down, and had the queen by

the head, but uninjured. I gave a queenless hive a

good smoking, and dropped her in, and now she is

doing good service. B. F. Pratt.

Dixon, 111., Sept. 12, 1880.
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A VISIT FROM FRIEND TAYLOR.
QUEEN CELLS; SELECTING THE BEST.

fpIEND TOWNSEND, on p. 323 of July Glean-
ings, speaking of selecting queen cells, says,

"Choose the best ones to leave." Will he
please tell us what he considers the best?

I confess, friend T., I feel somewhat as
you do, like asking how we are to tell which
cells are hest ; for some of the finest looking
queens have emerged from the smallest and
most insignificant looking cells I have ever
seen. I think it very necessary however to
have cells contain a plentiful amount of roy-
al jelly, if we wish good and vigorous queens,
and we therefore want the cells built in
strong, thrifty, vigorous, working colonies.

DOES DISTUB1NG BEES IN WINTER AFFECT THE CON-
SUMPTION OF STOKES?

M. A. Gill, in July Gleanings, says that some
bees are small eaters. Don't you think that "tink-

ering" bees during winter makes them consume
more stores than they otherwise would do? Don't
you think that setting hives where the sun shines

on them in winter, thus causing the bees to fly out
every warm day, makes them consume more than if

they were kept in a shaded place?

I think it very likely, that disturbance in
winter would make the bees consume more
stores than they would if left in quietness.
The influence of the sun shining on the hive
might make the bees consume more, and
rear more brood; but, even ?i they do, I
think I should prefer to have the sun strike
them. The hives in the house apiary are al-
most entirely in the shade, as it were ; but,
as a rule, bees have done better outdoors in
the chaff hives.

where the bees got the honey.

I have noticed that a great many hee-keepers
whose letters have been published in Gleanings,
say they do not know where their honey comes
from. I always feel disappointed when I read an
interesting letter telling of a fine flow of honey,
when the writer either says nothing of where the
honey comes from, or says he does not know.

I agree with you in this, also. If a sud-
den flow of honey came to our apiary, espe-
cially at a time when I did not expect it, I

would find out where it came from, even if it

did take considerable hard work to follow
the little fellows.

QUEENLESSNESS; HOW TO TELL IT BY THE APPEAR-
ANCE OF THE TOP OF THE COMB.

Sometimes you experts talk as if you liked to mys-
tify us. For instance, in Aug. Gleanings, p. 367,

speaking of a stock that was supposed to be without
a queen you say, "I raised the mat and took a look
at the tops of the combs and said, 'Why, this

stock lias a queen.' " How could you tell by just

"looking at the tops of the combs"?

I assure you I did not mean to mystify,
my friend, but I thought you would under-
stand how I knew, without my taking space
to explain that. Where you see new, white
comb, right over a dense cluster of bees, you
may always be pretty sure that there are
eggs and brood underneath it, even though
you have had good reason to think the hive
queenless. Just watch and see if you can-
not tell, too.

STORING ALL THE HONEY ABOVE.

I have a colony of blacks that store honey in the

upper story, which is filled with 1 lb. sections, while
their combs in the lower story are nearly empty.
They have tilled about one-half of their sections, and
built comb in many of the others, and it is the only

one of my colonies that has stored any surplus yet.

I have a strong notion to raise drones from this col-

ony to mate my young Italian queens with. What
do you think of the cross? We might develop a

strain of bees that would store all their honey in su-

pers, except what they needed for current use. In

that case, we can well afford to feed them pure,

white-sugar syrup for their winter use.

I keep my bees in the regular, ten-frame, L. hives,

all the year round. One out <f 4 died last season,

but the one that died was a 4-frame nucleus, and it

died of sheer starvation.

Your arrangement of the different departments in

Gleanings is admirable as far as it goes. Bear in

mind that I am licensed to write you long letters,

and criticise your excellent publication, for you
have time and again told us to do so. You have the

"blasted hopers," swindlers, growlers, boys, ladies,

and honey, all nicely divided off and sorted; but I

have always noticed that reports of beginners are

invariably thrown in promiscuously. Start a begin-

ners' column. James G. Taylor.
Austin, Texas, Aug. 13, 1880.

It is a fact, that blacks and hybrids, much
more than pure Italians, are disposed to
store their honey in the upper story, or even
in the case of sections above. And this has
been considerably talked about, too. While
some consider this a desirable trait, others
do not. I have seen hybrids put almost
every lb. of their honey into the sections du-
ring a large yield of honey in the fall, and
then they would have to be fed or they would
starve ; while the more prudent Italians put
none in their boxes, but had the combs be-
low literally crammed, and bulged into every
interstice. They would winter without care,
while the others would not. A cross with
the blacks would assuredly correct this, but
many would not care to have it corrected, es-

pecially those who use the extractor. I
agree with you, that you could well afford to
feed the sugar, but a great many do not
want that trouble.—Thanks ; but we all

have so much to learn that, in one sense, we
all are beginners ; are we not, friend T. ?

oA

<5> \v

OR HONEY PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

GIANT hyssop.
M RE you aware that there are two varieties or

Jr$\ species of the figwort which produce honey?
I have two varieties now growing in my

garden and apiary. The species are quite distinct,

and both of them are superior to the spider plant.

The latter produces nectar only early in the morn-
ing and late in the evening, while both species of

the figwort are crowded with bees all day long. The
variety which you call "Simpson honey plant" has a

mug-shaped flower, and seed pods similar to flax

"bowls;" while the other variety has spikes, or

heads, like wheat or barley, minus the beard; and
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the bloom is white and small, coming out at each
receptacle, much like the bloom of wheat, but
much more perfect, the flowers being nearly as long
as those of the gooseberry or coral berry. To see
the bright Italians probing these tiny white flowers

all the day long is refreshing to the lovers of the
beautiful. If you have never seen the last named
variety, I will take much pleasure in sending you
some seed at my own expense, when the seeds arc

thoroughly ripened. G. W. Demak.ee.
Christiansburg. Shelby Co., Ky., Aug., 1880.

To be sure, we want to know all about any
plant tbat has even a remote relation to our
favorite Simpson Honey Plant, and we ac-
cordingly wrote friend I)., to send us frag-
ments of the plant, and some seed as soon as
possible. Almost before we had time to ex-
pect them, we received a stalk and leaves,
almost exactly like our own Simpson Plant

;

but the bunch of flowers was nearly like a
head of wheat, only it was a square head, in
stead of a round one. Enough ripe seed
shook out of the heads, while we were look-
ing at them, to plant quite a little bed, and
into the ground they went at once. Strange-
ly, the seed, too, looks exactly like the seed
of our common Simpson Plants. The fol-

lowing card came with them :

By to-day's mail, I send you some sections of some
of the honey producing species of the figwort. For
convenience. T selected the smallest specimen I

could find. You may get a glimpse of the little

white flowers. These spikelets, or heads, have been
blooming for 4 weeks. I mean the same heads which
I send you. They have the curious habit of throw-
ing out a few fresh blossoms every day. Hence the
flowers, though perishable, keep up a regular suc-

cession. Dr. Killich, in his "Dictionary of Facts,"

says that there are 21 species of the figwort. Doubt-
less there are more of them which produce nectar.

G. W. Demaree.
Christiansburg, Ky., Aug. :>J, 1880.

Now see how Prof. Beal upsets all our
''speculations:"'

This is Giant Hyssop, LophanthU8 uepctoides. It

belongs to the mint family with sage, bergamot,

catmint, etc. ; while Scrophularia nodosa (Figwort)

belongs to another order. I am sorry you bee men
have seen fit to give new names to old plants which
already had good names, both common and scientific.

By Simpson plant you mean figwort, I suppose, or

guess. The plant above referred to is like one sent

some weeks ago. W. J. Beal.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich., Sept. 3, 1880.

Thanks, friend Beal, I presume you are
right about coining new names. By the way,
this reminds me that we have a book of
pressed specimens of honey plants, which
one of our girls made, and we have the
names and all that has been written in
Gleanings right on the page with them.
Well, this book has got so voluminous that
we often, of late, trouble our kind friend
Heal, with plants that are already named and
described, as in the case mentioned above.
We are going to try to do better after this.

As the seeds are now up, we are going to
have some Giant Hyssop, and I presume it

will bear just as much honey under that
name, as if it were really a new figwort.
Here is another report of the same plant

:

You will find enclosed the top of a plant, that

grows here in small patches, and the bees seem to

be perfectly insane over it. Please tell us what it is,

and what it is worth as a honey plant. I have not
noticed it until this fall, but for 2 months my bees
have been at work on it. D. E. Robbins.
Hesperia, Oceana Co., Mich., Sept. 1, 1880.

Prof. Bcctl:~I send you some plants to be named.
No. 1 we call Boneset, but if it is Boneset, it surely

does not secrete honey here. No. 4 also, which I am
told is Golden Rod, is in the same fix. The last three
specimens are full of bees from morning till night.

Sunman, Ripley Co., Ind. E. B. Vincent.
The samples sent were as follows: No. 1, Boneset;

Xo. 2, Helianthus [sunflower family.—Ed.]; Nos. 3

and 4, Golden Rods; t>, Aster; 5 and 7, two species

of Polygonum, closely related to buckwheat and
smartweed. The writer perhaps has observed that,

in wet weather or in dry weather, white clover and
many other plants fail to secrete honey to attract

bees. So it is also with Golden Rod, Boneset, etc.

W. J. Beal.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich., Sept. 3, 18S0.

matrimony vine.

I send you a few roots of a perennial vine which

blooms from April until frost nips it in the fall, and
of which the bees are very fond. It may not be of

much value as a honey plant, but I am inclined to

think it will prove to be one of the best we have
in this part of the country. I am sure you will not
grudge it a nook on your honey farm. We have had
very dry weather for 6 or V weeks, but these vines

bloom on, and are roaring with bees from daylight

until dark. I examined the flowers just opening,
at 2 o'clock to-day and found them filled with honey,
although it has been a very sultry day, with a dry

j

south-westerly breeze. It is a profuse bloomer, as

the samples I sent you show, and, so far as I am
|

able to judge, bears honey all the time. I have ex-

! amined the flowers at various hours of the day, and
in very dry weather, and find each flower, when just

(

ready to open, containing a drop of nectar almost,

if not quite, equal to that on the spider plant. The
bees work on it all day, even when basswood is in

the height of its glory.

Bean Blossom, Ind., Aug. 24, '80. E. S. Arwine.
Prof. Beal on receipt of the flowers replies

as follows

:

The flowers are Lycium vuhjarc (Matrimony Vine),

introduced from Europe but now common in old

gardens, and waste places. It spreads rapidly and
; becomes a nuisance. Prof. W. J. Beal.

Lansing, Mich.

We have the vine in our garden, and in
i bloom; but perhaps it is too small to show
j

any great activity among the bees on it as
yet.

INDIAN PLANTAIN.
I this day send you a specimen of a weed that bees

work on from early in the morning until night, even

|

during the driest and hottest weather. We have
, other good honey plants, but, like buckwheat, they

!
are only forenoon plants, while this, like white clo-

t ver, is an all day plant; and, as it comes in blossom
from the middle to the last of July, and lasts until

|

frost comes, it is just what we want. You can smell

the bloom, as you can the linn, before you get to it.

You can get enough seed out of this sample to raise

200 plants, by planting or sowing them right away,
on any kind of ground, as they grow here in a stone
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wall among other weeds. They will grow in spite of

other weeds, and, in fact, I believe they thrive best

among weeds, as they grow from 2 to 6 feet high. I

will send you some roots in the fall if you wish. If

sown this month or next, it makes root enough to

bloom some next season. M. L. Hobbs.
Middleport, Meigs Co., ()., Aug. 17, 1880.

We sent the specimen to Prof. Beal to be
named, who replies as follows

:

The plant is Cacalia suaveolens (Heavy Scented

Indian Plantain). Gray says, "Rich soil; Connecti-

cut to Wisconsin and south; rare; blossoms late in

summer." W. J. Beal.
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 24, 1880.

Please name the enclosed honey plants. No. 1 is a

good honey plant. No. 2 is still better, and has been
in bloom two months. Bees work on it early and
late. No. 3 is not yet in bloom, but will be in a few
days, and will yield honey until frost. There is a

great amount of it in this country. Bees are now
doing well on sumac and buck bush. The latter has

yielded honey in abundance for two months, and is

the surest thing yet for honey. Buckwheat is just

teeming with bees. G. W. Stites.

Spring Station, Ind., Aug. 10, 1880.

No. 1 is Simpson's Honey Plant or Fig-
wort. No. 3 is Eupatorium altissimum, one
of the Bonesets. No. 2 we sent to Prof.
Beal who named it "Pycnanthemum lanceo-
latum, a kind of mi;vt, called in some locali-

ties narrow-leaved Basil."

VERBENA HASTATA, OB BLUE VERBENA, ETC.

Enclosed find leaf, flower, and spike, of a plant

that bids fair to become noted for the honey it pro-

duces. A single plant standing in my garden has

now been in bloom for five weeks, and will bloom
until fall. This single plant engages from 12 to 20

bees from morn till night. A few acres of it would
certainly be of great value. Can you give its name,
and value as a honey plant? Motherwort has made
a favorable impression here this season. Basswood
flow was short, but heavy. The honey came in a
perfect flood while it lasted. A young swarm that

came off on the 20th of June had its ten combs built

out from top to bottom in just 10 days.

Bloomdale, O., July 17, '80. R. B. Robbins.

The plant you sent is one that seems to be
raging among my bee-keeping friends at
present, as several specimens have been sent
in. It belongs' to the Vcrbenacece or Vervain
Family, and the species is Verbena hastata,
or Blue Verbena. The seed of it has been
advertised in the list of honey producing
plants for a good many years past.

I send you the flowers, seed, and also some small

plants of a plant which grows in my garden, but I

do not know the name. My bees have been at work
on it, gathering both honey and pollen for nearly

three months. The plant is quite hardy, living out
all winter without any protection. D. B. Hall.
Parkersburg, West Va., Aug. 7, 1880.

Prof. Beal, to whom we sent the speci-
mens, replies as follows :

Plants sent are Scabiosa. It has no common
name but Scabish. One species is called Mourning
Bride. They belong to the teasel family.

Ag. College, Lansing, Mich. W. J. Beal.

INDIAN HEMP, OR SWAMP MILKWEED, ETC.

Editor Gleanings:—Inclosed please find specimen
of honey plant. The only name I know for it is In-

dian Hemp. It is a plant that grows generally in

wet, waste places, but I have seen it on dry, light

soil. It blossoms just at the time when basswood
stops blossoming. My bees just hum on it from
morn till night, and I am satisfied they get consider-

able honey from it. But the honey of this plant, in

my mind, is of secondary interest when compared
with its other good qualities. You will notice the

plant is very rich in "fiber," and of an excellent

quality. The specimen of fiber I send is gathered
from stalks two yeais old, perhaps, which have been
run over by cattle and broken down; but the lint, or

fiber, still clings to the old dry stalks. Now, can not

this plant, that is so rich in fibrous material, be util-

ized in the manufacture of ropes, cords, linen, etc.?

It occurs to me that sections of country where there

is much wet, swampy land, if well set to this plant,

might be made quite remunerative with its crop of

honey, together with its fibrous material. The plant

grows in bunches, or hills, with from 6 to 30 stalks to

the hill, and from 2^2 to 4 feet high.

I think it is admirably adapted for bridging over
the space that occurs between basswood and buck-
wheat. I believe the plant is a relative of the milk-

weed, and perhaps would have, in a measure, the

same fatality to bees; but, as the nectaries of the

flower are smaller than those of the milkweed, of

course the trap would necessarily be smaller, and I

am satisfied that it has not the sticky substance that

so tangles the bees in the milkweed.
I also send specimen of a shrub that grows and

blossoms with the Indian Hemp. It is also a great

favorite with the bees, and grows in bunches similar

to the currant, from 3 to 5 feet high.

Friend Wilson and myself have taken 3000 lbs. from
our 46 old swarms, ana it is all basswood.

M. A. Gill.
Viola, Richland Co., Wis., July 24, 1880.

Prof. Beal kindly names the specimens
sent as below

:

The herb is Ascicpias incarnata, Swamp Milkweed.
The second, the shrub, is Spircea salicifolia, or Mea-
dow Sweet. W. J. Beal.
Agr'l Coll., Lansing, Mich., Aug. 20, 1880.

WHATAN AUTHORESS THINKS OFMOD-
ERN REE-CULTURE.

ALSO HOAV SHE SUCCEEDS IN TRANSFER-
RING, AFTER AN EXPERT (?) DIDN'T.

f;IIE following is from the pen of Mrs.
Marie Rowland, author of "Papa's—"" Own Girl." The letter was not in-

tended for publication, but I have obtained
permission to use it. If I mistake not, it

contains some very valuable lessons for even
our veterans.

I have, I believe, read every No. of Gleanings,
since I subscribed last December. I had never

owned a bee then, but I meant to get some, and so I

subscribed for your journal sending a dollar for

Bro. Pressey (the largest bee-keeper in town) for the

ABC. He has my Gleanings, and I borrow the

ABC. I have so much need for it that I keep it

borrowed most of the time. I must get me a copy
out of charity to him. We commenced talking

about the "new departure" in bee-culture last win-

ter when we both read "The Blessed Bees" with
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great interest. Mr. Pressey, as the result of an

awakened enthusiasm, built him a beautiful apiary

right in his flower garden, and transferred all his

bees—some 13 or more colonies—to the Simplicity

movable-frame hives. A professional was engaged
for the first day, and I was present by courtesy to

learn all I could; for by that time we had got three

colonies of black bees in old boxes on our place.

I shall never forget that first day of transferring

in that pretty little apiary. It is, I think, about 12

feet square, and, long before the day's work was
done, it was the most sickening looking place,—hon-

ey "swobbed" pretty much every where, and the

floor literally black with dead bees! My whole busi-

ness all this day was rescuing bees imprisoned

in honey. The next day the work had to be contin-

ued without the professional, and I boldly offered to

go down and help. I got there quite early, but Bro.

Pressey had swept and washed the floor thoroughly,

and every part of the building was in exquisite order,

as it had been, indeed, the previous morning. We
both agreed that we could transfer bees in a neater

way than it had been done the day before, and that

with less murdering of bees; and the experiment
justified our belief. My part of the work was fitting

and tying the comb into the new frames, and help-

ing hunt for queens while getting the colonies into

their new Simplicities. It was certainly a hard

day's work, and I got one or two stings. The previ-

ous day there had been none. The professional

wore a bee veil; the rest of us, nothing. I do think

that transferring bees is one of the most distressing,

dirty tasks imaginable; but it is such a pleasure

when all is done.

A week before I had had my first experience in

hiving a swarm. It was the first time I ever had
touched a bee. They hung on a low mulberry bush.

I just put the Simplicity on a chair under them, re-

moved the cover, and with a soft velvet brush swept
them down on the frames. My success was perfect

in every particular, only I did not see the queen. I

was too excited to think of but one thing,—getting

the hive closed and on its stand. How good the lit-

tle pets were! The next week, we transferred, unit-

ing without any trouble one weak, queenless colony

with a strong one. One colony was taken to a

neighboring town, where it is to be Italianized

and commence queen raising, I believe. I have
therefore two, fine, large, colonies,—one with a sec-

ond story, and we have had more honey than we
could dispose of, except by giving some away. The
merchants here sell the pretty little pound section

frames. Mr. Pressy will send to you, to-day I think,

for these little sections, and for fdn. for him and me.

By and by we are to have Italian queens.

So much for two of your New Jersey ABC class.

Marie Howland.
Hammonton, N. J., July 1, '80.

FRIEND KEEKAN'S STORY.

M'ERE is another vote for the cartoons. Let us

have a good one every month. Only last—
'

night, I had almost an exact duplicate of

friend Merry Banks' dream in Aug. No. of last year's

Gleanings, where he dreams he was invited to

speak at a bee-keeper's' convention. I was making
(to me) a splendid speech, when I was awakened by
the cry, "O Jamie!" and beheld my wife sitting up
in bed, wanting to know what I had hit her in the

face for. Everything was plain. I told her my

dream, and wp had a good laugh, but it was some-
time before I could go to sleep. The last thing I re-

member, I was thinking how happy I would be to

have 100 chaff hives on a nice plat of ground, all ar-

ranged in hexagonal form, and each of them bring-

ing in honey at the rate of 63 lbs. per day, as they do

in S. C. Whew!
Last fall I had 20 swarms, and doubled back to 18.

These I packed in chaff. All came through to spring

nicely, when one queen proved to be a drone layer.

I pulled her head off, and united her bees with

another swarm. These IT came through splendidly

to apple bloom, from which they gathered consider-

able honey, and built up fast. White clover proved
to be winter-killed, and basswood was a failure

.

Few swarms have gathered enough to winter on,

and, as they seldom gather any more than they con-

sume after these are gone, I was thinking I would
have to write you a letter for Blasted Hopes, espe-

cially after examining a strong swarm about the

Kith of Aug., and finding not over 3 lbs. of honey,

and that not sealed. Thought I, "Here goes for a

good feed." So I spread the frames that they might
store considerable more than they would need for

themselves, which would do for others. I then got

my feeder ready, but I had no feed prepared. As it

was late, I put off making it till morning.
UNLOOKED-FOR BLESSINGS.

The next morning I was on hand early with 10 lbs.

of coffee A sugar for their first meal. Just before I

commenced to make my syrup, my mother asked
me if I had noticed how busy the bees were that

morning. I told her I had not, and thinking they

might be "on the rob," I went out to see. The first

one I noticed was the one I was preparing to feed;

and, sure enough, there they were dropping down
like grains of corn, they were so heavily loaded;

they were going in so fast I could not count them.

I went around to every hive, and they were all just

as busy. Thought I, "I'll not make that feed just

yet; maybe this means business;" and so it did.

The swarm I was going to feed has now got its hive
so full that they have crowded the queen for breed-
ing room. Another hive I can't weigh on steelyards
that pull 110 lbs. I have taken only a small quanti-
ty of section honey, as I had given up all hopes of
taking any, and therefore was not prepared for the
rush.

heart's-ease as a honey plant.

This honey came from Heart's-ease, and is very
good. I had three, three-frame nuclei, and by giv-
ing them empty frames ihey have gathered enough
to winter on, which is all my increase. I wish I had
some of the bees that friend Blanchard (of Wis.) is

going to kill. I could accommodate about a dozen
swarms very nicely with frame-* of solid sealed hon-
ey. I will go into winter quarters with 20 swarms,
and no queens much over a year old, except one,
and this one I thought the bees had superseded; but
to-day I found the old queen in the hive. Send me a
queen for this hive. I would like to compare her
with my young queens that I have raised from the
queen that I told you about on page 338, Sept. No.,
last year's Gleanings,—the one of which you i ro
dicted that, if I attempted to rear queens from her,
1 would find the old, black blood cropping out every
now and then. Contrary to this, every queen has
been as large and bright as any Italian queen I ever
saw. I would like to have you see some of the
queens and bees, which I have succeeded in breed-
ing from bees that were almost black in the summer
Of '76. I would send you a queen but I haven't an
extra one in my apiary, and it is getting rather late

to rear any, 1 think. Taking the season through, it

has been the poorest we have had for several years.
If it had not been for the honey flow in Aug., few
swarms would have been left around here by spring,
unless fed. J. W. Keeran.
Bloomington, 111., Sept. 10, 1880.
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Or Enemies of Bees Among Insect Tribes.

MALLOPHORA BOMBOIDES.

FUOF. A. J. COOK: —I send an insect for your
inspection, respectfully asking that you name

^^
it, &c. I have observed, as well as my pro-

fessional duties would permit, the habits of this Bee
Dragon. Early in the morning, I find him concealed,

—snoozing I suppose,—on the under surface of some
broad leaf. As soon as the bees get to flying, these

insects are also on the wing. They seize the return-

ing, laden bee, in their strong claws, and at once
alight on some firm object, as the trunk of a tree, a

post, or a stake. They then, with their powerful
mandibles, bite a hole fully 1-16 in. in diameter on
the upper part of the back of the bee's abdomen,
and proceed to empty the victim, under which pro-

cess, of course, he dies. This emptying process oc-

cupies probably from 3 to 5 minutes. He now re-

leases the dead bee, and takes wing to seize another.

I must say, however, I never could follow one with

my eye so as to be sure that the second depredator

was the same rascal I had seen before, or so as to

form any idea of how many bees one of them could

empty. I do not remember what day they first made
their appearance; but, in general terms, it was over

a month ago. During rainy weather, I don't see

them; and when we have a heavy dew they don't

stir much until the sun has dissipated it.

Geo. H. Waddell, M. D.

Coronaca P. O., Abbeville Co., S. C, Aug. 20, 1880.

Prof. Cook replies as follows :

This is Mallophora bomboidcx described in Glean-
ings, 1879, p. 14, and Manual of Apiary, 5th edition,

p. 268. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich.

THE STINGING BUG AGAIN.
Enclosed in a piece of wood, I send you a dead bee

which I found on an artichoke leaf, with the accom-
panying insect apparently preying on the lifeless

body. Is it an enemy of the honey bee?

David Strong.
Lincoln, Lincoln Co., Tenn., June 11, 1880.

Prof. Cook, to whom we sent the specimen
mentioned above, replies as follows

:

The insect is the Phxjmata erosa, which is no in-

considerable enemy to our pets of the hive. This

pest is fully illustiated and described in my Manual,
4th and 5th editions, p. 2:i3. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich.

A NEAR RELATION TO THE ASILUS MISSOTTRIENSIS.

Last week, while viewing the bees on the buck-

wheat, I saw an insect pounce upon a bee, and then
fly away and light; so I watched to see the opera-

tions. By the movements, I judged that it punct-

ured the bee with its bill, and sucked the honey out
of it, as I can not see how it could eat them. I

should judge there were a thousand or more of them
around that buckwheat patch, and if each of them
thinks proper to make a dainty meal out of two or

three bees a day, it will be quite a drain on the apia-

ry. I will send you by mail three of the depredators.

If you know their name, pleise give it in the next
Gleanings, with their mmner of breeding if it is

known, so that they m ly be destroyed if possible.

Polo, 111., Aug. 16, 1833. Anthony Stoner.

Prof. Cook to whom we sent the speci-
mens replies :

—
The two flies are Promachus hastardi. These flies

look much like their near relatives A?ttus Missouri-

ensis, and, like the latter, are great insect destroy-

ers, and are found widely distributed. The insects

of this entire family are very predacious, and are

nothing loth to take bees. I have been absent one

week, and upon my return And five different species

of them from different states, sent me for name.
Lansing, Mich., Sept. 3, 1880. A. J. Cook.

THE ABC CHILD THATGREW SO FAST.

something about the great flow of honey in
wisconsin.

AM satisfied that my bees were too warm in the

cellar, and had not enough ventilation. They
bred up all winter, and consumed all the honey

in doing so. I am satisfied further that it injures

bees to be confined 5 months without a fly.

You seem to think it a besetting sin that I should

say my bees worked out fdn. in 8 hours. I wrote

you of it Aug. 5th, '80. That was in an upper story

where I was having fdn. drawn out for new swarms.
Four days later, the same thing was done in 2 hours,

in a lower story of a strong nucleus, the facts of

which I reported to the American Bee Journal. I

know it is a big story, but I find many things are be-

ing performed in a great honey flow, that are never
attempted at other times. There has been one con-

tinuous flow of honey from May until the present

time, and still it continues. It might seem large to

tell you that a swarm hived July 13th, and weighed

July 31st, showed a gain of 79 lbs., but it is neverthe-

less true. This is not in my apiary alone, but go

anywhere in this county, and you will find black

swarms outside the hives building comb, and, in

some instances, I have helped take 25 lbs. of honey
from under projections of the hive. You speak of

my reports of a year or two ago, etc. Well, I am
satisfied with my figures, and with the amount of
honey I have taken, and with the price I am selling

for; but when I read of people raising plants for

bees to work on, it surprises me; and then that they
get 30 or 40 lbs. of honey in a season, when I can take
that amount every 15 days. If you think I jump at

conclusions too quick, please come up and help
weigh up what I have on hand, and help take off

what is ready to take off; and, if you come before
frost, I will insert a sheet of fdn. in some young
swarm, and you may see it pulled out in 2 hours. I

should be pleased to have some one else report to
you from this vicinity if they will. E. A. Morgan.
Arcadia, Wis., Sept. 3, 1880.

You have rather misquoted the substance
of mv comments on your last month :

s arti-

cle, friend M. You will see, if you look at
it again, that it was your decision in regard
to the L. frame I thought hasty, and not
what you said about the flow of honey. I
should enjoy it most rarely, to make you a
visit while the honey was being built on the
outside of the hives. Seventy-nine lbs. in
18 days is not a very unusual yield; you
know I mention in the A B C 43 lbs. in 3
days in our locality. I know that our yield
is small, even with the plants we raise ; but
as the plants keep things lively at a season
when we should otherwise have next to
nothing, I think the plants pay. If you had
300 stocks in your yard as we have, you prob-
ably would not get so much per colony.
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From Different Fields.

"HONEY FOR SALE (?)"

9 HAVE waited patiently for the time when I

could put up, in my door-yard, one of those

small signs having on it the words, "Honey for

sale." But, up to this time, my hopes have been
vain; my bees refuse to furnish any surplus. I

give them plenty of room, but they persist in lying

out. I fear it has become hereditary with them. I

thought that they certainly would be coaxed to fill

those nice sections in the honey crate I got of you
this spring, but they have not.

There are no bee journals taken in this vicinity,

and one cannot make the people believe that they
are of any benefit. The only bee-keepers of any
note near me, are Dadant & Son, near Hamilton, 111.,

about IS miles off. Many people keep a few bees
here, but mostly in box hives, and never see the in-

side of the boxes. Some of them do not believe

there is such a thing as a queen bee.

I have twelve stands, and by the help of chaff

cushions, and candy made of flour and sugar, winter-

ed them all without loss. Now, if you can tell me
how to make them profitable, you will confer a last-

ing obligation. I read Gleanings each month, and
get much information from it. If I could make bee-

keeping pay, I would like to keep a hundred stands.

My bees have given me no increase this season.

Henry J. Alvis.
Montrose, Lee Co., la., Aug. 29, 1880.

I think you are on the right road, friend
II., and that all you need to do is to hold on.
Go and see friend Dadant, hy all means. I
would go four times 15 miles to visit his
apiary. If he has no honey either, this sea-
son, of course you need not be discouraged

;

but, if he has, why then learn how he man-
aged.

"HONOR to whom honor is due."

I feel that we owe the Post Office Department a

big vote of thanks for their promptness in forward-

ing queens. We have had three shipments of queens
this season, and in every case the queens came be-

fore the notice of the shipment, and came through

invariably in about four days from Ohio and Michi-

gan. You queen breeders also as a general thing

are just as prompt as you can be.

Cassville, Mo., Sept. 1, 1880. Mary A Terry.

All right, friend Mary, and much obliged
to you for calling attention to the matter.
We do owe them a vote of thanks ; that is

so. And, while we are about it, I rather
think Ave owe another vote of thanks to

friend Cook, and others who bellied the mat-
ter of getting permission for queens to go in
the mails, to its successful termination.

BOOK "LARNIN," VERSUS BOX niVES.

Our honey yield is about over. I averaged this

season, about 107 lbs. to the coloDy. An old "box-

hive" bee-keeper told me, a lew days ago, that he
had taken from one colony, four eight-lb. boxt 8 of hon-

ey this year! He gave me this Information in an ex-

ultant tone, as if he thought he had "crushed" me
for good. A few days afterward, I saw him again,

and getting him "cornered," I coolly told him,—

"Well, friend B., I yesterday took off the last sur-

plus boxes from one of my hives, and it foots up,

from this particular hive, 127 lbs. in beautiful, one-

pound section*."

Although this was a positive fact, friend B. broke
rudely away, leaving one of his coat buttons in my
hand, and exclaimed " Geminy ! Christmas!" Of
course, friend B. thinks, to put it mildly, that I was
romancing on a grand scale. R. C. Taylor.
Wilmington, N. C, Aug. 30, 1880.

BALLING THE QUEEN; IS IT DANGEROUS?
I let out my queens almost as soon as I got them,

and the bees received them without much fuss.

They balled one or two of them a little, but I kept

the smoker going. Now a question or two: What
harm do the bees do in balling a queen? they don't

sting her. I have had a queen balled for hours at a

time, and then run around all right as soon as freed;

and I never lost one from being stung while intro-

ducing. But it does look as if she would be stung,

when she first emerges from the cage, and two or

three wicked bees pounce upon her. Well, anyhow,
Mr. Root, I don't want them to double themselves

up in that way on my nose, for I have tried the

thing and do not come out of it in as good a temper
as the queen apparently does.

Pawnee City, Neb., June 10, 1880. C. R. Miles.

But they do sometimes sting them to
death, friend M., and that, too, right speedi-
ly. I have known the bees to ball them, and
keep them thus a whole day; and when they
were let loose, they were minus a wing or a
leg, but did good service after all that. The
maimed and wingless queens we often find

in hives, I think are from this balling at
some period of the queen's age.

A "SWARMING" FLAO.

Please tell that man that clubbed his bees with

stove wood, next time to prepare a flag, by getting

a pole similar to a flshing-rod, about 15 or 20 ft. long,

and attaching a width of factory cloth about 2!i yds.

long. Make the pole crooked so it will turn readily

in the hand (or better still would be two swivels),

and, my word for it, they will soon make up their

minds to alight; that is, if he swings his flag vigor-

ously in the front part of the swarm.
Will you please tell me, if heavy swarms of bees

will be too warm packed in chaff on three sides, and
cushions on top, in a house apiary, with the front of

the hive to the open air. Also how large an en-

trance should they have? Mrs. Jane Collins.

Romeo, Macomb Co., Mich , Sept. 2, 1880.

P. S.—Much obliged for your picture in the jour-

nal, but would rather see the original walking in at

the door. Jennie.

Now_, there is an idea for friend Hutchin-
son, with his banner apiary- If a swarm
started off, all lie would have to do would be
to take a Hag from a hive, and just "flax it

around" among them. If more swarms
came out, he could let his wife take a flag

too; and so on.—I do not think, friend Jen-
nie, it will be possible to make bees too warm
in the winter, with chaff packing, while they
have the entrance open as they have in the
house apiary.—I would a great deal rather
walk up to the door too; but there are so
many doors, I fear I should never get
around, even if I started out.
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DOLLAR QUEENS REARED LATE IN THE FALL.

One of those queens I received from you last Oct.

is worth all and more than the cost, but the other is

far from being pure. That, however, is all right.

Dollar queens are dollar queens. If it hits, all right;

if not, no growling.

ITALIAN BEES WORKING ON RED CLOVER.
If some of those fellows who say Italian bees are

no better than blacks had been here during dry

weather in August, and seen the yellow bees on red

clover, and bringing honey by the— not quite car

loads, while the blacks were simply living from
"hand to mouth," and now must be fed or die, I

guess they would "draw in their horns." Comb
honey is worth here 25 c. per lb. H. Breneman.
East Germantown, Wayne Co., Ind., Sept. 14, 1880.

HOW TO PREVENT QUEENS FROM FLYING WHEN IN"
TRODUCING.

I have successfully introduced six queens, which
all came in good order from W. Z. Hutchinson's api-

ary. I used that tent you describe in Gleanings,
or, rather, one similar to it. Three of them flew up
against the tent, but I could catch them easily and
put them back into the hive again.

John Reynolds, Jr.

East Clinton, Kennebec Co., Me., Sept. 13, 1880.

"Well, I declare, friend R., you have hit
the nail on the head. I have been wonder-
ing for some time what we should do to pre-
vent the losses that occur from queens fly-

ing off, but it never occurred to me that the
tent would do it, although our boys have
been using them constantly while introdu-
cing, to keep away robber bees. We do not
want to clip our queens' wings, and we don't
want to daub honey on them; for, in the
latter case, if they should not be received
they are in a bad predicament.

PRETTY GOOD FOR A 3-FRAME NUCLEUS.

Last May I bought of J. C. & H. C. Sayles, of Hart,

ford, Wis., a 3-frame nucleus. I brought it home
and the bees went to work. I got 30 lbs. of surplus

honey from them. About the 20th of July I sold S.

C. Miles, of this place, a 2-frame nucleus, and he now
has 2 colonies of bees from that nucleus, making 3

colonies of bees and 30 lbs. of surplus honey from
one 3-frame nucleus. Let any one beat that if they
can, with the blacks or hybrids either.

THE 3 BANDS ON BEES JUST HATCHED.
Please inform me if young Italians have more than

one or two bands; or are the three bands on them
when they come out of the cell? I think perhaps my
young queen has become fertilized by a black drone,

as all my young bees have one and two bands on
them now. G. Phillips.
Stetsonville, Taylor Co., Wis., Sept. 15, 1880.

It is rather difficult to see the bands on
young bees just hatched, and I would not
therefore want to pass judgment on a queen
until her bees are three or four days old.
Still, with practice, one may tell pretty ac-
curately the first day the young bees begin
to bite out of their cells, when a pure queen
has met a black drone.

ANOTHER WHO HAS COME FROM BLASTED HOPES
INTO THE SMILERY.

I have been sadly discouraged with my bees. I

have watched them pretty closely all summer, and
they have made only just enough for breeding, and
my hives are now full of bees. We have passed

through one of the severest drouths I ever witnessed

in my life, and I have lived in this county 43 years.

Our corn crops will be less than one-half the usual

amount raised in this section. Don't understand me
that the drouth has been general: there will be plen-

ty of corn in other places. Within the last 15 days

we have had several of the heaviest rains I ever

saw fall, and the bees are on the "boom." To-day

I examined my bees, and found every frame full

from top to bottom,—not an empty cell, but very

little of it was sealed. I gave them some frames of

comb for the queen to continue laying.

8MARTWEED HONEY.
They have made it out of smartweed, which is

abundant here. My bees have fully enough to win-

ter on, and I am happy. I lost 23 out of 24 last win-

ter, but 1 could not give up/the idea of having bees, so

I bought five colonies, and have increased to 13. I

bought 4 weak colonies in box hives for f1.50 for the

lot. I found two of them queenless, so I doubled

them and have two fair colonies. I can buy late

swarms in box hives from 50 c. to SI.00 each. I have
plenty of honey, and will buy all I can get hold of.

My honey is not fit for table use, as it has a strong,

biting taste. I have now 16 colonies.

F. M. Jeffrey.
Waynesville, DeWitt Co., 111., Sept. 6, 1880.

WHERE PROPOLIS COMES FROM.

I think that I have discovered how and where bees

gather propolis. May 10th, 8 o'clock a.m., I was
planting corn, and a very loud humming of bees at-

tracted my attention. I soon discovered quite a lot

of them on a hickory-tree that was too young to

bloom. I concluded that I would make an effort to

find out what had attracted them to that tree; so I

mounted the fence, and from that to the branches of

the tree, and seated myself in a position to watch
their movements. They would commence at the

base of the young leaves, and appeared to be clip-

ping the under side of the stems with their mandi-

bles; and when they reached the leaf proper they

would poise themselves on the wing, as they do when
gathering pollen. 1 could not see anything in their

mouths, but, after some time, I could discover the

appearance of propolis in their pollen-baskets. I

think, from my observation, that it was slow work,
and would take a long time to gather a load. If I

had had a powerful glass, I could have discovered

the propolis passing from their mandibles to the

pollen-baskets. Will some bright ABC scholar

work out this problem? S.H.Lane.
Whitestown, Ind., Aug. 24, 1880.

TRANSPLANTING THE SIMPSON PLANTS.

One error you made in Aug. Gleanings I wish to

correct right here. You say that the Simpson Hon-
ey Plant is a rather hard thing to transplant. On
the other hand, it is one of the easiest plants to

transplant I ever saw, — just as easy as cabbage
plants. I have transplanted about fifteen hundred
grown from seed this season, and do not think I have
lost a half-dozen of them. I have handled them all

the way from two inches to six inches high, and at

all times from June until to-day, and they seem in-

variably to thrive better after being reset than be-

fore. A. A. Fradenburg.
Port Washington, O., Aug. 16, 1880.

I have discovered my mistake, friend P.,
for I, too, have been transplanting them all

summer, and now make them grow without
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a bit of trouble. During this dry fall weath-
er the young plants are now bearing nice lit-

tle crops of honey.

THIEVES IN THE APIARY.
Mr. Editor:—With your permission, I will tell W.

Z. Hutchinson how to rid his apiary of thieves. In
the first place, always give the boys all the honey
they want to eat every time they call to see you.

Get them to eat all they can, and, ill a short time,

they will not care enough about honey to steal it.

We have always succeeded in this way, and have
never lost a lb. of honey, nor had a colony disturbed.

If this fails, then you may rest assured that the

thieves do not belong to your neighborhood. So we
give you remedy No. 2. Go to some good dog breed-

er, and buy a genuine, English, bull dog. Build him
a "shingle, chaff, tenement" kennel, somewhere
near your apiary, and see to it that it is painted up
nicely and kept as neat as your bee hives. Give him
to understand that his business is to watch your
property, and that he must make friends with no
one. Give him plenty to eat, so he will not be
tempted 'to stray away nights. If treated and
trained well, we think you will have no reason to

complain. But should he be tempted to sleep on
duty, give some sure footed and courageous boy
half a dollar to "wake him up" some dark night, and
if thieves don't give your apiary a wide berth, please

send us a postal. F. L. Wright.
Plaintield, Mich.

QUEEN CELLS NOT ALWAYS AN INDICATION OF
QUEENLESSNESS.

I feel as if I should not be doing my duty to you,

if I did not write and let you know how we got along

with the last queen received from you. As you may
remember, I wrote you, telling you of our apparent
want of success in introducing a queen to a strong

colony of black bees. They chased her off after she

was let out among them, and she flew away, and we
had no idea of ever seeing her again; so I wrote
you for another queen, which arrived in due time.

Wrhen we opened this hive to put in the cage, we no-

ticed queen cells which seemed to confirm our idea

of loosing the queen which flew away; but, on look-

ing further, lo and behold! there was the old lady

quite at home, only twice as large as when we tried

to introduce her. How she got in there, and how
she made her peace with the little savages is more
than we shall ever know. The character of these

black bees seemed to change soon after letting in

an Italian queen, and we can open and look them
over with much less trouble. Another quite inter-

esting time we had with the last queen received.

On opening the box we found every bee dead, and
the poor queen had evidently turned her face to the

wall, and given up all hope. But I noticed some
signs of life in her, and set the cage in a warm, sun-

ny spot, and in ten minutes she had changed her

mind, and began to run around the cage. What to

do with her was the question now. As an experi-

ment we took two frames and bees from the gen-

tlest Italians we had, and put her between the

frames, and soon had the pleasure of seeing the lit-

tle fellows feeding her. We have given them brood,

fdn., etc., and it bids- fair to became a strong colony

before winter. Allow me to thank you for your
promptness in sending; also for the splendid queens

received, every one of which has proved more than

satisfactory. F. A. & J. C. Baller.
Bloomington, 111., Sept. 15, 1880.

MORE THAN ONE EGG IN A CELL HATCHING.
Please allow me to say that more than one egg

may hatch in one cell. At the beginning of the
yield from basswood, the queen in one of my best
swarms decided that bees were wanted in a hurry,

and began laying from two to six eggs in a cell. Of
course not all of these hatched, but I saw several

cells with three larvas in them, and more with two.
I think they were about 24 hours old. Just when
the surplus ones were removed, I cannot say; but
when the cells were ready to seal, there was only

one in each cell, and they hatched out perfect
workers. After the first three or tour days, the

queen dropped back to the good old way of one egg
in a cell, and has kept it up since. I have had little

surplus honey, and no swarms except a couple of

artificial ones, because my swarms were very weak,
and light in stores in the spring.

Dayton, 111., July 22, 1880. James A. Green.

Thanks, friend G. Since my remarks on
the matter, we have found several cases,
where two or more live larva; were found in
a cell, but, as you remark, but one was to be
seen when they were ready to seal up.

WINTERING THREE COLONIES IN ONE CHAFF HIVE,
ETC.

We have had a good yield of honey from the white
clover, and now the basswood is in bloom, and I am
getting at least something back from my bees for

the time and money I have spent. I am not out

much money however, as I make almost everything
I use myself. I am making some chaff hives by
hand. I do not find it such an awful job after all. I

got straight siding for the outside and though it cost

more than the rough lumber ($20.00 per M.) it is

cheaper for me in the end. The lumber for one hive

costs me $1.00. I am going to make 2 entrances in

the upper story, and try wintering 3 swarms in a

hive. How do you think it will work? It would be
quite a saving, and I like the Simplicity best for

summer use. C. B. Thwing.
Hamilton, Mo., July 2, 1880.

Your plan of wintering is not new, friend
T., and I believe it has worked well, where
sufficient care has been taken to see that
there was no crack or crevice where the bees
might get through, or even communicate
from one apartment to the other. The col-
lective warmth from the three stocks so near
each other is doubtless an advantage, but
the great drawback is in having at least the
lower one, where it cannot be easily looked
at, for at least 4 or 5 months. If they all

have an abundance of stores, and also an
abundance of bees, this may not matter very
much, but most people prefer, in the end, to
have every colony where it can be easily
overhauled and examined.

AN A B C "BOY'S" REPORT.
I came out this spring with 17 swarms, 13 heavy

and i very light. They have made 300 lbs. of sec-

tion honey, aDd increased to 35 very heavy swarms.
I have no extractor, or I could take 300 or over of

nice clover honey from the hives. They are all so

full that they are crowded for room to raise brood.

How will this do for an A B C boy, forty years old,

and the first season, without any capital to start on?

B. P. Lovejoy.
Grcig, Lewis Co., N. Y., July 12, 1880.
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ANTS FOUND GUILTY OF STEALING EGGS.

On page 10, of the "A B C of Bee Culture" you say,

"I cannot find that ants are guilty of any thing that

should warrant the apiarist in waging any deter-

mined warfare against them." Now, I will give you
my experience. This summer I made a nucleus

swarm, and introduced the queen, which they re-

ceived all right. A few days after, I made another
nucleus, gave them a queen, and they killed her. I

gave them another and they killed that one. Then
I put a frame of comb in a colony, and after it was
filled with eggs put it in the queenless nucleus.

Two or three days after, I took it out and the eggs
were gone! That was a poser. But, on looking at

the bottom of the frame, there was a small black

ant with an egg in its mouth. The mystery was
solved. Then, examining the first nucleus, I found
on the inside of the two combs where the bees clus-

tered, a spot on each the size of a silver dollar, filled

with brood; the balance of the combs were empty.
I put the hive on small blocks with dishes of water
under them, and the combs soon filled with brood.

Climax, Mich., Aug. 20, 1880. J. E. Pierce.

INTRODUCING BY AN A B C SCHOLAR.

I introduced the queen without trouble. I have
introduced ten queens this summer without pre-

vious experience or observation, and, by following

A B C, have had but one balled, although I intro-

duced a virgin queen 8 hours old to a stock from
which I had removed the queen but 5 minutes be-

fore, and did not cage the virgin at all.

Bean Blossom, Ind., Aug. 24, '80. E. S. Arwine.

41 DAYS TO INTRODUCE A QUEEN.
Now about those queens: You will notice that it

is 41 days since we took them over. One stand of

Mr. Wilcoxen's shows nearly all nice Italian bees.

The other showed no trace of Italians, and as he had
never touched the hive since liberating the queens,

and knew but little about them, he supposed they

must be queenless. But, from their actions, I told

him they were surely not queenless, and we would
see. So we proceeded to investigate. His hives

have the old L. honey board, and, for convenience,

after we had taken out the black queen, we placed

the little cage containing the Italian queen on top of

the frames, so it could be taken up and opened
without removing the honey board, showing him
how to open the lit tie cage, etc. He had opened the

cages, as he supposed, and placed them back, to al-

low the queens to walk out at their leisure. This

one, however, he had failed to open; and when I

opened the hive, there was the little cage, queen and
all, and, from all appearances, the queen was just as

lively and healthy as when we' put her there. The
hive contained plenty of honey and pollen, and the

combs in the centre of the hive were trimmed up all

ready to receive the eggs, showing that the little

fellows were waiting with all patience for the

queen's liberation. I gave them a cornh from anoth-

er hive, containing brood and eggs, liberated the
queen, and told Mr. Wilooxen there would be one
happy little home that night. S. A. Shuck.
Bryant, Fulton Co., 111., Aug. 31, 1880.

DIPPING FOUNDATION.
With regard to the fdn. machine, it did cost me a

severe struggle to keep still; but the demonstration
of the fact that God wiU plead the cause of those
who submit it to him, even though by the pen of a
distant stranger, is worth more to me than the "hon-

or of the invention," or the $100.00 either. The call

for queens has been such that, although I had hop°d
to do so, I have never had time to experiment far-

ther since my machines were burned. My success

so far with the machine is described on page 109,

March No.; but I hope, before long, if the Lord sees

fit to give the time and means, to show the brethren

a dipping machine that will roll out thin Wired fdn.

"a mile long" at our operation. Now, my friends,

you may all try it first, if you wish, and welcome;
but please don't quarrel over it. Oliver Foster.
Mt. Vernon, Iowa, Sept. 4, 1880.

HOW LATE IN LIFE MAY A yUEEN BE FERTILIZED,
AND BECOME A PROLIFIC QUEEN.

I see in Gleanings that there has been some
query as to how old a queen can be and yet become
fertilized, and a good, prolific queen. I will give my
experience in the matter. The first of March I no-

ticed that two of my colonies were queenless, and
had queen ceJls formed mid capped. In a few days

the queens were out, and I watched carefully to see

if they would become fertilized, as there were but
few drones, and the weathpr was rather cool. I

watched until the afternoon of the 24th day after

hatching, when I saw evidences that the queen had
mated; and, on the second day after, she com-
menced to lay, and proved to be a very prolific

queen.
HOW YOUNG A QUEEN CAN LAY.

On Monday, Aug. 2d, I had a swarm about o'clock

in the morning, which clustered. I caught and
caged the old queen, and then opened the old hive

to cut out and destroy the cells. I had found and
cut out one, when I noticed that the cap was par-

tially loose. I took the knife and raised the cap,

when out walked the queen. She was rather large,

and finely shaped. Having a few nuclei that were
without queens, I took her to one of them, and let

her run in at the entrance. I looked at her in about

an hour and found her all right. The two following

days she was there all right also; and on Thursday,
the 5th of Aug., about oue o'clock, I looked again,

and she was laying, and had a space as large as my
hand, full of eggs, it being 3 days and 4 hours from
the time she came from the cell. I have raised sev-

eral hundred queens, and these are the two ex-

tremes. Henry H. Lawrence.
Columbia City, Wbitley Co., Ind., Sept. 2, 1880.

TOO much brood in a hive.

You say that you never saw too much brood in a

hive at any season of the year. I am sure that 1

have, and this unseasonable brood rearing is the

only thing that ever troubled me in the bee line.

I have had colonies commence rearing brood

about the middle of July (the terminus of the honey
season), and consume all the stores they had, and
swarm, leaving a hive full of brood. It has always

worried me to see a great horde of bees raised to be
hatched at a time when there was no honey to be
gathered. My queens are now laying steadily, as

there has been sufficient honey coming in to keep
up moderate brood rearing. I have had a "test col-

ony" since the honey seasou closed, and they have
made a living. I think that my bees will be in bet-

ter condition for winter than they ever were before.

I am putting in young queens as fast as I can raise

them.
ABSCONDING SWARMS.

If bees have a location picked out before swarm-
ing, no amount of brood will induce them to stay.
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I always clip the queen's wing-, but this will not pre-

vent their trying to go. 1 have known them to go

to a tree and go in and stay half an hour without

their queen. On one occasion, I had to cut a tree

before I could get them to stay at home.
Leroy Van Kirk.

Washington. Pa., Sept. 1, 1883.

You say, friend V., that they consume
their stores in raising a lot of useless consu-
mers; is not a pound of bees worth more
than a pound of stores? Bees should cer-
tainly be worth ,5uc a lb., it seems to me, at
any season. If a hive has too many, divide
it; but I do not know that I ever saw too
many in one hive, that were the progeny of
a single queen. Give them plenty of stores,

and have a rousing colony to begin with in
the spring. Housing colonies are a grand
thing for almost any purpose, either queens
or honey.

I commented the season with 4 Langstroth, and i

old box hives. 1 had Italians in one of the L. hives,

from which I have raised some 20-odd queens, and
also got 21 frames (that is, of brood and honey), and
have increased my number to 16 colonies, all of

which are in condition for winter, although honey is

coming in lively from buckwheat and Iron Weed.
By the way, our father-in-law has a shrub growing
in his yard, which beats any thing I have ever seen

to yield honey. We call it "Pride of London." It

commences blooming in May, and is still blooming.

The bees are on it from morn till night, whenever it

is not raining, and just as thick, too, as you ever

saw on Simpson Honey Plant. J. W. Shull.
Pleasant Dale, Hampshire Co., W. Va., Sept. 1, '80.

ROCKY-MOUNTAIN BEE PLANT, ETC. SOME VALUA-
BLE FACTS.

The Rocky Mountain Bee Plant grows plentifully

here. Mr. O. B. Smith brought seed of it from Col-

orado, and sowed in his garden 21 years ago, and
from that it has spread 20 miles up and down this

river. It affords lots of honey. The apiary here is

storing honey fast, while the others 3 and 6 miles

above here, where this bee plant is not so plenty,

are not doing near so well. With the exception of a

rosin weed and Monarda, the Rocky Mountain Bee
Plant is furnishin? all the honey they get now. The
early golden rod is blooming, but they don't work
on it yet. Could any amount of the seed be sold? I

have employed some of the boys and girls to gather
it for me to take to Kansas, and they wished to know
if there would be sale for it and the Simpson honey
plant and the Monarda punctata seed. I don't think

much of the Simpson honey plant. It is not so good
as buck bush {Sym/phoricarpus vuluaris). It may do
better if cultivated. It seems to me that, with
the Rocky Mountain Bee Plant, melilot clover,

rape, and buckwheat, a man ought to do a fair

business in getting honey. W. S. Van Meter.
Smitbland, Iowa, Aug. 28, 1.380.

GIVING COUNTIES, ETC.

You arc right about our not giving the county.

You just scold until we all obey orders. I can find

most of the countiesby referring to the U. S. map.
but I don't like to do so, for the print is so very fine

that it takes sharp looking. But now, after all, this

is just the way I got your county,—by the map. If

yi>u had a map as large as one side of your factory,

It would be nice to see where we stay.

Well, well, honey is coming in at last, just as you
told E. A. Gastman it would some time. I had given

up getting any this season, but, if it continues com-
ing, I will have some extracted honey, though not

much in the comb. A. Grabill.
Oakley, Macon Co., Ills., Aug. 31, 1880.

A WORKING COLONY OP BEES WITHOUT ANY IUVE
AROUND THEM.

Some weeks ago, one of my neighbors came in just

at night, and asked me if I had lost any of my bees.

I went with him, and he showed me a monstrous
swarm about 8 ft. from the ground, under a large

horizontal limb of an apple tree in his garden. I

told him they were not mine, as they were black,

while mine are all Italians. Then he wanted me to

hive them for him. After getting an old, box hive

ready (he had no other), I took my hiving box, and
attempted to brush them off into it. To my sur-

prise, I found the bunch was solid with comb. I

then smoked them so that I could see the combs,
and found there were six. The center ones were
filled with brood mostly capped over, showing that

they had been there siuce some time in the spring.

The honey crop has been very light here this sea-

son. An experienced bee-keeper near here, who
got as high as 60 lbs. from some hives last year (also

a poor season) reports no surplus, or next to none,

this year. 1 took from my one hive, 24 lbs. the 3d of

July, and then divided it into three; but I will have
to feed them for the winter.

ARE ITALIAN QUEENS SOMETIMES BLACK?
I have a young-, laying queen, as black as the ace

of spades (supposed to be), the daughter of a pure
Italian. Her mother and sisters are a beautiful yel-

low, and the workers are all three-banded.

Wm. O. Post.
Essex, Middlesex Co., Vt., Sept. 10, 1880.

The case you mention is not entirely new,
several having been given in our back vol-
umes. It seems to indicate that our honey
bees, at some time in past ages, may have
been in the habit of building in the open air

;

possibly in a warmer climate. A curious
feature with these open air colonies is

their method of shedding rain, by clustering
with their wings in such a position that they
act like shingles. Hence, even driving
storms seem to harm them but little.—Ital-
ian queens, and drones, too, for that matter,
may be almost any color, and still produce
regularly marked worker bees. Ignorance
of this fact has caused a great deal of use-
less complaining. The majority of the
queens that come from Italy, are dark, and
some of them fully as black as our common
queens. Pure, common queens are also of-
ten so light, that one would call them Ital-
ians, without seeing their worker progeny.

MAKING BEES ACCEPT A QUEEN.

I have a very fine swarm of three-banded bees
from the dollar queen you sent me about the 6th of

July. It was my first attempt, but I had good suc-

cess. The colony accepted her on the first trial.

This gave me so much pleasure that I ordered
another queen which came Aug. 13th. But this one
I was very unfortunate with. I took her out from
the centre of a ball of bees no less than three times,

but I was determined that the swarm should be ex-

terminated by old age, or accept my yellow queen.
It was fully a week, however, before they came to

my terms, and I can assure you I don't want another
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such a task. This is my first year as a bee-keeper.

I commenced the season with 14 swarms. I extract-

ed from 7 swarms which gave me 568 lbs. of honey,

actual weight. The best one gave me 114 lbs. ; the

poorest 70 lbs. My other 7 swarms I set to work on

comb honey, and they turned out 250 lbs. But I do

not feel discouraged, as I know nothing of the busi-

ness except what I have learned this year. I in-

creased my 14 colonies to 30, and now comes the

task of wintering; but they are in good shape, for I

can assure you they have not been neglpcted. I use

the Novice extractor, which I consider a good one,

and am a reader of Gleanings, although not a sub-

scriber. I do not write this article especially for

publication. Orson J. Terrell.
North Ridgeville, Lorain Co., O., Aug. 24, 1880.

QUEEN CELLS; GREAT NUMBER FROM ONE COLONY.
We have had a poor honey season. My bees have

had the swarming fever. I increased from 23 to 41,

and put back about a dozen. I also had 4 or 5 buck-
wheat swarms, which I put back. I had a very
large swarm about the 10th of August, which 1 re-

turned, and killed the queen, a hybrid. I waited 6

days, and took out 86 large queen cells, and gave
them a frame of brood and eggs, 9x11 inches, from
my favorite queen. They built 40 cells with queens
in them on that comb, and 6 more on their own
comb; in all, 132. How is that "for high?"

H. H. FOX.
Tribulation, McDonald Co., Mo., Sept. 9, 1880.

QUEENS BEING FERTILIZED TWICE.
I have seen 15 or 20 queens come in with unmista-

kable evidences of fertilization. On June 19th, I

saw one come in with evidence attached, and just

21 hours after I saw the same queen—no mistake-
come in with the same evidence of fertilization

again. She was a pure, but very dark, Italian, and
now produces pure, rather bright, Italian workers,
and queens some dark and some moderately so, but
all brighter than herself.

HOW TO GET RID OF BLACK DRONES.
I suppress black drones in box hives, by moving

hives every two weeks, and substituting a movable
frame hive with 2 or 4 frames of brood in it, and a
queen cell, and thus make a large part of my
swarms. So also I make a certain number of box
hives and black bees almost as useful as any I have.
If you move them often enough, they will raise few
or no drones. G. W. Young, M. D.

Lexington, Lafayette Co., Mo.

I have about 70 stands of bees in all, more than
half of which are Italian. I bought an albino queen
of Mr. Valentine, last spring, and have now about a
dozen of her daughters at work in my apiary. I be-

lieve they are the gentlest bees I have, and are as

good honey gatherers as I ever saw. The bees have
done very poorly here till since the rains abated, 10

days since. They then began to work and have had
lively times ever since.

INTRODUCING.
I have been experimenting on introducing queens,

and the plan that causes the least trouble with me I

will now describe. I first assure myself that there
is no queen in the hive, and wait until they have
built a few queen cells, and capped some of them
over. Then I put the queen in the cage, and lay it

gently on the alighting board, while I examine the
inside of the hive, and remove all the queen cells

that are started. The bees arc making the acquain-
tance of the new mistress, and after the hive is

closed you will generally find the bees clustering on
the cage on the alighting board. Wait a little while

and witness their motions. If of a friendly charac-

ter, you may take the queen in the hand and then
hold it closely and gently to the entrance. If the

bees crawl upon the hand and try to feed the queen,

she is perfectly safe; let her go; and this will al-

most always be the rule. I have never lost a queen
introduced in this way. I very often take the queen
in my hand simply, and try her at the entrance of

the hive. If they attempt to sting her, I take her
away; but if they treat her kindly, she will remain
nearly still, and when a few bees have thus formed
her acquaintance she can be let go into the hive

with safety. When the cells are all destroyed as

above, they seem very anxious for a queen, and are

very apt to receive her quite readily. 1 have found
three hives this summer with two queens, and a

neighbor has a swarm that persistently keeps two
queens, and when he takes one out they forthwith

raise another. Please tell us through Gleanings
if this is not a f i eak. It certainly is not the rule.

Bedford, la., Aug. 11, '80. A. H. Van Voorhes.

Your plan is substantially the one I rec-
ommend, friend V., only I do not advise you
to wait until cells are capped over. Is not
this wasting almost too much time, with a
good colony? The secret of almost all these
plans lies in the fact that a queen allowed to
run in at the entrance of any queenless hive
will be accepted in the majority of cases.

You will remember that I toid you, a short
time ago, of letting 7 queens in at the en-
trances of as many queenless hives, and all

but two were acccepted. One of them was
a black stock, whose queen had been taken
out but an hour or two before, and they ac-
cepted the queen all right. In reporting on
new plans, it is well to bear in mind these
facts.—Two queens in a hive has been of
late a fertile topic.

EGGS disappearing.

A dollar queen which I had introduced commenced
to lay, and filled one frame of comb, made from fdn.,

full of eggs. In a few days, I looked in, and the

eggs were all gone. What was the cause of this?

I am putting frames of hatching brood in my nu-

clei to build them up strong. One of them came
out every day for about 5 days, and left brood and
honey. Its hive was new, and all nice and clean. I

could see nothing the matter. There were Vi gallon

of bees, and the queen was fertilized and laying.

Then I clipped her wings, and gave them another

frame of brood and honey, and they seem now to

have located. I have used "lots" of fdn., and the

bees seem to like it, and I just like to work with
bees.—Would you recommend me to use the chaff

hive for this latitude? M. P. Carter.
Carlton, Kan., July 3, 1880.

I have seen eggs disappear as you men-
tion, but it was usually to be explained by
the sudden stoppage of the honey yield.

Was it not thus in your case?—I think you
cured your nucleus from swarming out by
making it a little stronger in both stores
and bees ; but, ordinarily, I should not ex-
pect a frame of brood to help the swarming-
out matter, where the nucleus had unsealed
brood already of its own.—I would use chaff
hives in your climate in winter, or anywhere,
where ice freezes a half inch thick.
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WHAT SHALL, WE FEED FOR WINTER?
Will you please tell me what you would feed bees

that have got just about half honey enough to carry

them through the winter. Whatever I feed I have
got to buy. I believe I have all of your works on
bees, but do not exactly understand just what you
have positively decided on. I enclose a postal card,

and you will only need to say a few words. If you
will do me that favor, you will much oblige me.—

I

have about 700 swarms of bees with about half

enough honey to winter on. I. S. Crowfoot.
Hartford, Wis., Sept. 14, 1880.

If I had 700 colonies with half enough
stores for winter, I would supply the defi-

ciency with frames of candy made of coffee
A and best grape sugar in about equal pro-
portions. If it is less trouble to you to feed
it in the form of syrup, make the syrup as
described in A B G under feeding,—how to
make the syrup. If you have large feed-
ers, something like the tea-kettle feeders;
you can have two barrels made into syrup
and over the hives in about a half-day. If
you feed them enough of this to last them
until March or April, it will be just as well
to give them grape sugar alone after that.

I am taking it for granted that your colonies
are all strong ; weak colonies or nuclei may
not be able to get up sufficient animal heat
to melt the frames of sugar, so they can work
it up. They may die with this feed, but
they may also die with natural stores, as
past reports fully demonstrate ; but I think,
if properly done, such stores are just as safe
for winter as natural stores. I have made
no mention of flour in the candy, for I have
taken it for granted that the 700 colonies are
all strong enough, and brood rearing is not
particularly desired. Very likely the grape
sugar that is made now would be safe of
itself, but, to be sure of being on the safe
side, I would use half coffee A, as above.

DO BEES "STEAL EGGS" FROM OTHER HIVES?
A little experience I had in queen rearing may

look as though bees do steal eggs from other hives

sometimes. I had a good nucleus which had been
without fresh brood for nearly two weeks, when I

took them a queen cell, and found that they had
two acorn cups with an egg in each. Before 1

I thought, I spoiled them, or I would have left them
to see what would have come of them. I could not

find another egg in the hive. I gave them the queen
cell, and it came out in a day or two all right.

SPURIOUS QUEENS.

Now one other thing about queens "as ain't"

queens at all: I have found two or three this season,

all pretty much alike, little, black, shiny fellows—

and the bees acting around them just as they do
with a queen. I found one tc-day in a nucleus,

where I hatched a fine, yellow queen about three

days ago, and could not find her to-day, though I

looked carefully two times. The bees stood in a

circle round this would-be queen, and crawled over

her. I picked her up to see if she would try to sting,

but she did not, till I mashed her head. There are

no eggs in the hive. I guess they must be very aged

bees, and the bees act so out of respect to them.

V. \V. Keeney.
Shirland, 111., July 9, 1880.

I should be inclined to think the eggs
were the work of a fertile worker, friend K.,

but it is certainly a little strange that they
should be found in a queen cell, and no
where else.—I have often, of late, had to
hunt out these small shiny queens, before I
could get a queen safely introduced to a col-

ony which had been a long time queenless.

HOARHOUND HONEY.
I've got my foot in it now, sure. You know I

stated (see Gleanings, July No., p. 331-2) that hoar-

hound honey was bitter. Well, I only stated what I

knew to be a fact, for I had tasted it more than
once, and I supposed everybody who had ever tasted

of honey from the honrhound plant knew that the

honey partakes largely of the flavor of the plant.

Well, to-day, here comes a letter from friend E. W.
Morse, of San Diego, Cal., requesting me to give

any facts to show that the quality of honey from
hoarhound is bitter; for, he says, "It is quite a

mooted question with some of us apiarists whether
the honey is bitter or not."

In the summer of '74, I was in Missouri, and trans-

ferred a swarm of bees for a friend, and the honey
we took from that stand was about as bitter as the

average hoarhound candy we buy. When we looked
for the cause we very soon found it; for the bees

were in a lot that was covered thick with hoarhound.
This was while the hoarhound was in the hight of

its glory, and there was little else for the bees to

get, while it was so near that the bees did not have
to fly far with it. I leave it for scientists to judge
what chemical effect, if any, a longer flight of the

bee with the honey in its sack, or the age of the

honey after it is stored in the hive would
have upon the flavor of the honey. But there is no
accounting for taste anyhow; for, although I say
that I know that hoarhound honey is bitter to my
taste, others, no doubt, would eat the same honey
and never detect any bitter twang to it. I must
confess that I rather like it although it is bitter, and
if the quantity produced is sufficient to pay for

raising the plants, there is no doubt but that it will

sell. Jacob Copeland.
Allendale, 111., July 20, 1880.

I am sure, friend C, I would much rather
have it bitter, at least as bitter as hoarhound
candy, for then we can advertise the honey
as a medicine. Mr. Gray saw bees swarm-
ing on the plant on Catawba Island, in great
numbers, and perhaps we might get some of
the honey by sending there for it. We have
a small patch of Hoarhound on our grounds,
and it seemed to be fully as good as catnip.
Since you suggest it, I feel very much in-

clined to have a nice field of it, and plant a
few colonies of bees there just on purpose to
store hoarhound honey for medical purpos-
es. If anybody can furnish me some honey
with the flavor of hoarhound candy, I hope
they will send me a sample with price. I
will pay double price for it to start with.

FUEL FOR SMOKERS, ETC.

Tell those who want wood for their smokers and
don't know where to get it, just to take their ax and
go to the woods, and knock a hickory stump to

pieces, and they will find just as good as there is.

In '78, from two skips and a nucleus to start with,

I made 300 lbs. of honey; last year, from 13 skips, I

made only 100 lbs. ; and this year from 12, I don't be-

lieve it will be as much. H. P. Demokest.
Warwick, N. Y., June 19, 1880.
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A SUDDEN FLOW OF HONEY.
It has been very dry with us. Bees have not gath-

ered a living- for about one year, until the past 10

days. I tell my husband that it seems almost as if

the windows of heaven had been opened, and honey

sent to us to save our starving bees. They are now
filling up for winter, and our 250 colonies perhaps

have already V% or % enough, mostly from old balm,

pennyroyal, and buckwheat. The buckwheat is so

spindling and scattering, we thought it could do no
good at all. Black bees have nearly all died out, ex-

cept when fed. We are Italianizing all of ours, as

each Italian colony proves itself worth 3 black col-

onies in a drouth. I think perhaps the yield was
from a honey dew, at first, as they got such an abun-

dance in so short a time, when there appeared noth-

ing to get it from. Then the very spindling buck-

wheat has yielded bountifully.

Mrs. S. J. W. Axtell.
Koseville, 111., Aug. 23, 1880.

QUEENS THAT WON'T LAY.

Last spring, the first of May, I had a colony of bees

with a beautiful yellow queen, and not a cell of

brood or eggs could be found. I pinched her head

and gave them a frame of brood from another hive.

I have just pinched the head of a queen because her

eggs would not hatch, and have two more of the

same kind in nuclei. Is it the fault of the bees or

the queen? Would it be safe to introduce them to

strong colonies? I have 30 colonies, mostly pure

Italian. Bees have made but little honey. Fruit

bloom yielded some, but our best flow came from
red-raspberry and basswood. White clover was a

failure. J. W. Wilson.
Lottsville, Warren Co., Pa., Sept. 2, 1880.

I have known a few queens that would
not lay, but the number is so small I think I

should be pretty slow about pinching the
head of a good-looking queen. They often
stop laying, or refuse to commence, because
their colony is small, or because no stores

are coming in. I have known queens to lay
finely in a large colony, that would not lay
at all in a weak nucleus.

INTRODUCING under difficulties.

I received the queen from you on Thursday, 2d,

and put her in a queenless colony, caged by direc-

tions, and on Saturday about 1 o'clock tried to in-

troduce her to them; but "no go." She went down
among the bees unmolested at first, but about half

an hour afterward I found her balled. I released

her, and gave them a considerable smoking, and
thought they would desist; but about sundown, I

went in again and found her still balled. I gave
them another smoking more severe than before,

and thought surely, as she was in a queenless colony,

that they would accept her. I did not look at her

on Sunday, but on Monday morning, when I went to

look her up, I found her in a ball of bees, and nearly

exhausted, with one hind foot bit off, and the colony

going right ahead with queen cells (for I had been
supplying brood in order to keep out fertile work-
ers). I took the queen out, and caged her again;

and, in the meantime, fed the colony at night to get

them in a good humor. Tuesday morning I released

her again, but with the same result. I tried her

twice that day with no better success. I had ex-

hausted all my knowledge, and finally took all their

brood from them, and, in the evening, released her

again with same result, under all the rough tobacco

smoking I could give them; so I concluded, as all

my remedies had failed, that I would resort to a

still rougher treatment. I just chloroformed that

colony, and soon had them all down on the bottom
board. Then I let the queen loose on an empty
comb, and when the bees came to, they accepted

that queen. Wednesday morning she was layiDg. I

had taken up the idea that it would not be trouble-

some to introduce a queen to a queenless colony,

but this colony disappointed me. Now the queen
that I lost from this colony was taken out of anoth-

er hive, and introduced to this one without any
trouble or ceremony, except smoking, and that as

soon as I had removed their old queen. I have in-

troduced several queens, some virgins, to colonies

this spring, but without any trouble; so I have
come to the conclusion that it is the actions of

queens more than anything else that causes the bees

to reject them, and especially of those that have
been on a long journey. I furthermore believe

that the best time to introduce is immediately after

unqueening a colony that is in the same apiary

where the queen was raised. J. D. Foosche.
Greenwood, Abbeville Co., S. C, Sept. 9, 1880.

spider plant outdone.

The plant at last! Tea-cupfulls of honey from one
plant is not too much. A bee must take three or

four loads to clean one flower. It is the acassia,--a

shrub which grows from i to 6 feet in hight, blooms
from the first of June until frost, is perfectly hardy
with us, and blooms first year from seed. It is a

beautiful ornamental plant, and can be found in

every yard in the neighborhood. B. F. Carroll.
Dresden, Tex., Aug. IT, 1880.

My one colony of bees is working like beavers. It

is very pleasant to watch the workers when they are

civil, but not so pleasant when one of them attacks

you with his "business end," and makes you look

like a recent attack of erysipelas, as they have
served me quite lately. That kind of treatment
lowers the standard of one's enthuiiasm somewhat,
at least temporarily. I am at present, however, the

victim of "Great Expectations," which may dwindle

to "Blasted Hopes," but I trust not.

J. M. Manwaring, M. B.

Mishawaka, Ind., July 6, 1880.

AN AGREEABLE SURPRISE.
The queen that I purchased from you in July is

doing finely. I thought that I had lost her; for

when I was trying to introdnce her she escaped, and

went up in the air, and I supposed that I was out

$1.00. I looked for her in the hive the next day, but
could not see her. As I did not have any smoker, I

did not look again for 6 weeks, and then I was hap-

pily surprised to see the yellow bees hatching out.

J. A. Wilson.
Hanover, Mich., Aug. 30, 1880.

rape culture; remedy suggested for the black
FLEA.

Try the following, with which I have been success-

ful in the old country, against the black fly of the

rape family: Mix as much coal tar or coal oil with

sawdust as possible, and leave the sawdust so as to

be able to sow it broad cast, at the rate of 4 or 5

bushels per acre. Sow this as soon as the fly makes
its appearance, and repeat if necessary.

AUG. LEYVRA2.
Palatka, Putnam Co., Fla , Aug. 26, 1880.
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CONVENTION REPORT.

The North-Wcstcrn Bee-Keepers Association was

organized in this city on the 14th ult. Reports of

the honey crop for 1880 seemed to indicate that the

yield was about an average one. Indoor and out-

door wintering each had its advocates. All advo-

cated good protection, but they could not agree as

to what constituted good protection. There was

some nice, extracted and comb honey on exhibition;

also some combs that were no credit to the bees (?)

that built them. I was very much disappointed in

the implements shown there. They looked very

bungling, but no doubt answered the purpose for

which they were intended. If theCom ention meets

in LaCrosse again, I will try to show them some of

your fixtures and implements. I believe they would

set some of those present at this convention to

thinking. The results of the convention were a

pleasant time, some useful hints, and the acquain-

tance of brother bee-keepers. F. O. I'Oi.leys.

LaCrosse, Wis., Sept. ti, 1880.

TWO (QUEENS IN A HIVE.

I do not think doubly-queened swarms are as

much of a variety as is generally supposed. In mid-

winter of '78-79, I found a dead queen upon the

alighting board, and, of course, I expected to tind

the swarm queenless in tbe spring, but it was among
the first to carry in pollen. I think some writer on
bees has stated that, in anticipation of the death of

a decrepit queen, the bees will rear a young queen.

At any rate such a theory would account for the

presence of two queens in tbe same hive, the bees

retaining sufficient affection for the old queen to

protect her from the assaults of the new one. Late-

ly, I believe, one instance has been reported in

Gle vnings, where, if one of the two queens was re-

moved, another would at once be reared. If this is

a fact, it shows that bees will become accustomed to

the surrounding circumstances, and be guided by
them in spite of their instinct to the contrary. In

view of these circumstance, it may be found possi-

ble to induce a gentle, queenless colony, whose
readiness to accept queens has been previously test-

ed, to accept two queens. The combats of queens
may be more the fault of the bees than ot the queens.

As doubly-queened swarms would greatly simplify

queen rearing, the subject is certainly deserving of

careful investigation. N. H. Suplee.

Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 20, 1880.

TRIUMPHING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.
I transferred two queenless stocks into one hive,

and had good luck. I pried open the old boxes, cut

the combs, and filled 4 racks, and introduced one of

the queens I got from you. Then I hunted out the

black queen of a strong colony, and successfully

transferred it. But you may believe I had a hot

time of it with 5 stocks of hybrids. They got "on
their ear," and they went for every thing that they

saw move, even the chickens. But I stuck to them,
til I had my work done, at any rate, and my queens
are now safely laying. Isaac Rummell.
Warren, O., Sept. 19, 1880.

HONEY BY THE CL'l'FUL.

Seeds and queen canre all right. Bees weie all

dead but 2. I send you two orange trees (dwarf),

and one banana, to put in the corners of your
greenhouse. The banana you will xce grow, and
when it blooms you will see the honey by the "eup-

ful." It will blossom In 18 months. The orange

trees will blossom in 3 or 3 years, and bear the best

kind of oranges. Take the same care of them that

you would of fuchsias or geraniums, and they will

do well. Aug. Leyvraz.
Palatka, Fla., Sept. 16, 1880.

Many thanks, friend. L. The trees and
that wonderful banana are down in the
greenhouse already, and now we shall look
out for cupfuls of honey again, with re-

newed hopes. But I fear if we have got to
keep all the plants in the greenhouse, we
shall hardly be able to raise honey enough
for our whole 300 colonies, even at the rate of
cupfuls to a blossom.

%$}}€!%*> §M€uva(fmg.

^jf|V)EES have done moderately well. I have taken

FOj)) about 1,000 lbs. of honey, comb and extracted,

and have several hundred lbs. in boxes and
one-pound sections, to take off yet. Bees are doing
splendidly now, working mainly on buckwheat and
Spanish needles. The three-dollar queen bought of

you last fall has proved to be a very good honey-
gatherer, and several of her daughters are very fine

and prolific queens. I have 40 colonies all in fine

condition. Honey in this vicinity has been very
scarce, but may be more plenty this fall yet.

Henry H. Lawrence.
Columbia City, Whitley Co., Ind., Sept. 2, 1880.

BINGHAM'S HONEY REPORT FOR 1880.

Eighty-five colonies of bees in fair condition to

begin the clover and basswood season. Increased
artificially and otherwise to 110. Sept. 17th and 18th,

extracted from the upper set, third tier of frames,

14 to 15 hundred lbs. of fine, thick, clover and linn

honey. Shall pack 100 colonies as usual, each one
composed of two sets of frames, and bees, honey,
pollen and combs weighing 50 lbs. This is the small-

est crop of honey I have ever had, but my bees are

in splendid wintering condition, and my hopes are

not blasted. T. F. Bingham.
Otsego, Mich., Sept. 20, 1880.

Well now, friend B., it seems to me that
you have come awfully close to it, if you
are not in Blasted Hopes. An average of
11 or 15 lbs. to the colony is—well, I guess
we will say it is considerably better than no
surplus and not enough to winter, as some
report. I wonder how it is that L. C. Boot
is so much ahead of every body else this
poor season.

HONEY CROP FOR 1880.

This has been the poorest honey season that I ev-

er knew. My best have made about 80 lbs. of sur-

plus, while some have only provided for winter. As
I had many stocks and the majority of them good, I

am satisfied with the profits. I believe that bee-

keeping will pay oven in the poorest seasons, if

managed properly.
Leroy Van Kirk.

Washington, Pa., Sept. 1, 1880.

I commenced the season of 1880 with 114 colonies;

have increased to 104 colonies, raised 100 Italian

queens, and taken 4,000 lbs. extracted, and 1,400 lbs.

comb honey. C. M. Woolver.
Hallsville, Montgomery Co., N. Y., Sept. 18, 1880.
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GOOD FOR SEPTEMBER.
That rush of honey still continues, and the last 25

lbs. of fdn. is nearly exhausted; so I send for anoth-

er box. Byron Walker.
Capac, St. Clair Co., Mich., Sept. 4, 1880.

Our honey supply this season has been about as

good as with our fellow A B C's in Southern Ohio;

viz., 230 lbs. in section boxes, from 7 stands of bees.

We have had no increase. Bigger & Swallow.
Bellbrook, Ohio., Sept. 4, 1880.

Our 240 colonies of bees now have sufficient for

wintering, and perhaps 12 colonies are now in sur-

plus boxes. So hopes are not "blasted." I couldn't

bear to be in that department. We have united the

weak ones, and so have 14 less than in spring. We
are trying to have all pure Italians.

S. J. W. Axtell.
Roseville, Warren Co., 111., Sept 6, 1880.

This is the third year I have used packed hives, aiid

I am satisfied it is the best plan. In 1878, with twen-

ty hives, my average was over 100 lbs. per hive, and
I increased to 40 hives. In '79, with 40 hives, my av-

erage was 20 lbs. per hive, and I increased to 50

hives. This year, with 50 hives, average is 50 lbs. and
no increase. Andrew Jackson.
Deposit, Broome Co., N. Y., Sept. 13, 1880.

A good report from buckwheat.
My bees are doing very well since buckwheat

came into bloom. One colony has filled 50 one-

pound boxes with buckwheat honey, and will per-

haps fill about 15 or 20 more. The rest are doing

nearly as well. My bees are the light Italians most-

ly, but I notice that the dark ones work best. I have
43 colonies in fine condition. W. H. Travis.
Brandon, Oakland Co., Mich., Aug. 31, 1880.

FULL HONEY REPORT FOR THE YEAR.
I have 40 stocks, and have extracted 1,467 lbs. from

30 stocks. No comb honey. This goes to show that

my report, Aug. 14th, of 285 lbs., was premature.

J. Chapman.
Home, Newaygo Co., Michigan, Sept. 18, 1880.

The fall crop of honey in my section has been
good. I have taken about 500 1-lb. section boxes of

comb honey from 12 stocks. J. N. Woodard.
Coloma, Ind., Sept. 14, 1880.

$ch$ and imrkf
WHAT TO DO WHEN A QUEEN GETS AWAY.

fJjHE queen came all right. Thanks for prompt-
ness. I put her with a small colony for three—

' days, then added more bees and they balled

her. I brought her to the house to cage her, and
accidentally let her slip to the window. She hap-

pened to find a small hole in the corner of a pane,

just large enough to get out of, and was gone in an
instant. I suppose it's no use to cry over spilt milk.

Tecumseh, Neb., July 7, '80. Mrs. J. N. Martin.
LHad you watched, friend M., I think you would

have found your queen back at the very hole she

went out of, in from 5 to 20 minutes. Before you
let a queen out before a window, be sure the win-

dow is a perfect one, and has no holes in it that a

bee might get through.]

Dear Brother:—Our farmhouse in Jeff. Co., with
contents, was entirely destroyed by fire on the 8th

inst., about 1 p.m. No insurance. Our apiary suf-

fered greatly from the heat and flames. Our fine

colony in glass hive in the parlor was burned up.

The fire must have been the work of an incendiary,

as there had been no fire for 4 days about the prem-
ises. We can assign no motive for the act, as we
were striving to live "at peace with all men." All

our bee literature, with 3 years' files of Gleanings
except April No. , is in ashes. Truly this world is

not our abiding place. Pray for us.

St. Clairsville, O., June 21, 1880. D. H. Tweedy.
[We deeply sympathize with you, friend T., but

are you not a little harsh on humanity, in thinking
anybody would do such a deed deliberately? If such
is the case, truly Christian people should be up and
doing. There are many ways in which tires originate

spontaneously, as it were.]

QUEENS FLYING.

The queen you sent me I received in splendid con-

dition in five days after starting. I put her into a

queenless hive as soon as received. On the next day
I let her out of the cage, and I suppose, if you had
been on the lookout, you would have seen her some-
where around Medina, for I have not seen her since.

C. W. Leah.
Spanish Fork, Utah, July 18, 18S0.

[Use the tent next time, friend L., as mentioned
in another column, and you will have them then,

sure. Your queen must have had a long flight, if

she came clear back here. Are you sure it did not
come back to the hive?]

HOW TO RAISE A LOCUST GROVE.
I planted locust seed two years ago, and have now

a nice grove of 1,000 trees, on about M an acre of

ground, and have sold probably 20,0(10 plants to farm-
ers near here. I sold one-year-old plants at $7.00

per thousand, and two-year-olds at $10.00. When I

planted them, I had no 1 bought of the advantage it

would be to my bees, I was after the timber, and a

shady lot for stock, especially pigs. The trees, at

two years old, run from 8 to 12 feet high. I have set

out, besides my grove, nearly 100 around a lot of 2%
acres, and several of my neighbors have done the

same. Next spring I shall expect a fine lot of honey
from the blossoms. W. P. Wolf.
Wilmington, Clinton Co., O., June 22, 1880.

GRAFTED QUILEN CELLS; A HINT.

I grafted four queen cells with larva? of exactly

the same age. Result: Within fifteen minutes from
the time the first one hatched, they were all out.

I leave suggestions to you. G. B. Reploglf.
Unionville, Iowa, July 24, 1880.

300 LBS. FROM ONE COLONY.
I only keep bees for amusement, and do not keep

many colonies. One colony out of two gave me
300 lbs. of surplus honey this season. I have an im-

ported queen. G. S. Willis.

Nevada, Mercer Co., Ky., July 24, 1880.

QUEEN CELLS BY THE GROSS, AND CLIPPING VIRGIN
QUEENS' WINGS.

I put a frame of new fdn. full of fresh larva?, in a

hive having a young queen. In a few days 1 opened

it to see how my queen was doing, and she was not

there; but, instead, I found 61 cells, nearly ready to

cap, on one single sheet. No mistake, for myself
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and wife both counted them. How I wanted a lamp
nursery! Did you ever see the like? I don't know
that my queen was fertilized. Will bees kill a vir-

gin queen whose wins is clipped? B. F. Cathey.
Cabot, Ark., May 11, 1880.

LI do not think the bees would kill a virgin queen
because her wing was clipped, but she would be of

no sort of value. You might as well clip her head
as her wing, for she would go out just as usual, and
try to fly, and be lost.]

BEE-SMOKER VERSUS TOBACCO-PIPES.
I have no smoker, except a clay pipe. 1 used to

be one of the worst smokers in America, but I quit
'~ l

i years ago. I now hate tobacco as bad as any
man. Half a pipe will make me sick. I guess I will

send and get me a smoker, and lay aside the pipe for

fear it may teach me bad habits. H. M. Smith.

Frankfort, Mich., June 14, 1880.

[[ am very glad indeed, friend S., that you recog-

nize the danger of having a pipe near you, and that

no one may think I have a selfish end in view in giv-

ing such advice, I will make every tobaccc-user a

present of one of our best smokers, he to have his

choice, if he will agree to give up tobacco. If he
ever goes back to the habit again, he is to pay me
the price of the smoker. Who wants a smoker on
these terms?]

SAYING GOODS WERE NOT IN THE PACKAGE.
The drone fdn. was in the package all right. I

overlooked it. J. H. Creighton.
Chillicothe, Ohio, June 18, 18S0.

[Now, friends, we will try very hard not to leave

anything out of your orders, and will you please try

hard not to overlook them, when you open your
goods. See what this next friend says.]

I must beg pardon for what I said on that hurried

postal, and say I could only see one box at the de-

pot; and I picked it up and did not know until this

minute that there were two. Will do better next
time. All right now. Chas. D. Hoff.
Carey, O., June 18, 1880.

HORSEMINT.
My bees are working finely on a plant that we call

Horsemint. It is almost like the Rocky Mountain
Sage. It yields a large quantity of honey, and it

grows in large quantities in the woods, in lowtimber,

and fence corners. Louis Werner.
Edwardsville, Madison Co., 111.. June 18, 1880.

IIELIOTROPE AS A HONEY PLANT.

I have a large bed of Heliotrope in the greenhouse,

a plant that all of you know I suppose. It was load-

ed with blossoms all winter through, and is yet as

full as can lie. Whenever the sashes were lifted to

give ventilation, and bees were Hying outside, they

would fairly swarm on it. They are working on it

as steadily as on white clover or any other flower.

I think it would be worth while to experiment

with this plant. Have any of you bee-keepers

ever tried it? F. Holtke.
Cailstadt, N. J., June 22, 188).

COLOR OF DRONES.
1 bought a queen supposed to be Italian. She is

very large, and a nice leather color. Her increase

are mostly three-banded. Her drones are a part of

them black, and a part of them three-banded. Now,
here is the pu/.zle: why are her drones not all alike?

She has tilled her hive with bees, and two combs for

others. She came from a yard where they have im-

ported, hybrid, and black queens. Please inform

me what blood she is. S. H. Langworthy.
Riceville, Pa., May 12, 1880.

[I should pay no attention to the color of the

drones at all. It is only by the worker progeny we
nudge of a queen's purity.]

It is plain to me that for the last two years I have

belonged in the category of Blasted Hopes. In the

winter of '78-79, by the then prevailing cause, I lost

5 swarms. Last summer 1 lost one by bee moth, in

a box hive. I wintered 8 in Simplicity hives, and, by

feeding, they were all in good condition in March.

My time being occupied elsewhere, I did not see

them for a day or two, and when I did sec them, a

neighbor's bees had destroyed 4, and would have fin-

ished the rest had I not come to their rescue. But I

shall try again, and fight it out till success crowns

my efforts. J. M. Seidel.

Hudson, O., June, 1880.

FEEDING BACK SOUREn HONEY.
Can I feedback to my bees some very thick honey,

that has begun to ferment, so as to get it into sec-

tions? and can I do its with safety both to the bees

and to my reputation? I have a number of sections

not quite filled, and our honey season is over for this

year. I suppose the bees can fix it up all right, but

do not know. Geo. F. Williams.

New Philadelphia, O., July 20, 1880.

[If the weather is warm, the bees will restore it so

that it will be safe for brood rearing, but, if put into

sections, it will have more or less of its original bad

flavor. In that case, it would doubtless be safe

enough to the bees, but not to your reputation.]

SOIL FOR RAISING SIMPSON AND SPIDER PLANTS.

For potting take 1 bu. of black muck from a

swamp, 2 bu. of good, rich, sandy soil, 1 pk. of pure

bonedust, and 1 pk. of fine charcoal dust. This will

give you soil that will grow any thing you plant and

keep watered. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, O., Aug. 6th, 1880.

ABSCONDING MANIA.

We are having bad luck with our bees this season

so far. We have had 18 natural swarms, and have
had to hive the most of them from 2 to 4 times apiece,

and have lost 4 of them by absconding and 3 went in

with other swarms. On the 5th of this month wo
made 2 artificial swarms, and put them in the new
hives. One stayed all right until the next day, and
then left for parts unknown; the other stayed until

the 8th, and then they left in the same way. What
is the matter with our bees? and what was the mat-

ter with our artificial swarms? I do not know as I

have ever heard of an artificial swarm going off be-

fore. W. A. Bruce.
Warren, Wis., July 8, 1880.

[If you observed all the precautions given in A 1!

C, and our recent Nos., I do not know as I can give

any reason, but to call it an absconding mania, that

sometimes gets into an apiary. They will probably

get over it soon, but it is bad to lose so many bees.]

two queens in a hive.

How is this? It is said by old bee men that there

is not, at any time, more than 1 queen in 1 colony of

bees, which seems untrue, as we have had 2 queens

in one hive for 7 weeks, and they did not meddle

with each other; that is, did not kill each other.

The theory does not hold out. S. K. Hoshour.
Glen Rock, Pa., Sept. 6, 1880.
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THE PEET CAGE.
I have introduced all my queens this summer with

one Peet combination cage without loss.

Norwich, N. Y., Sept. 6, 1880. M. Ishell.

[But how many was "all," friend I.? It' it is 25 or

more, it is pretty well for the cage; but if but a half

dozen, it would not be very singular with any cag-e.]

Will a swarm of bees stay in a new hive without a
queen? [Not often unless they have unsealed brood.]

Can a queen be introduced to a hive that has been
queenless 15 days or more? [To be sure, and usually
without any caging.]

Will a queenless colony cut down and destroy
queen cells which are given them,—I mean sealed

cells? [Not usually. See A B C] T. W. Cooper.
Stone Wall, Smith Co., Tenn.

bees and confectioneries.

My bees did poorly until buckwheat, and, being in

town during the scarcity of honey, they were en-

ticed by the confectioneries, where they were sul-

phured and killed, so that I had to move them out of
town to save them. I did not get a single new
swarm this year; but they are doing finely now on
buckwheat. Geo. D. Silvins.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Sept. 6, 1880.

1 began the season with 14 colonies,—11 blacks and
o Italians. Have increased to IT hives, which are
full of brood and bees, and have honey enough to

winter on, but I got no surplus.

Thomas H. Hunter.
Zanesville, Muskingum Co., Ohio, Sept. 6, 1880.

twenty-two days in the cell.

1 had a young queen hatch a few days since, that

was 22 days in the cell. She is a fine queen, doing
good work now. Is this not unusual?

BEE MOTHS AND ITALIANS.
The bee moth are killing nearly all the black bees

around, but they have disappeared from my apiary
since I introduced those yellow foreigners.

B. F. Carroll.
Dresden, Texas, Sept. 4, 1880.

A very poor honey season is closed. I do not yet
know how much honey we have, but bees are in fine

condition for winter, and have honey to spare.

T. F. Bingham.
Otsego, Mich., Sept. 9, 1880.

The 28th of April, 1880, I landed here, with two, 4-

framed nuclei. From them, I now have 7 good col-

onies, in chaff hives, with plenty of stores for the
winter, and all are strong. C. W. Caskey.
Parsons, Kan., Sept. 14, 1880..

PAINTING IN COLD WEATHER.

Tell your readers that, if they will have their

hives ready and paint them after it comes cold

weather in the fall, the paint will last longer than if

put on in warm weather. Nelson Hubbard.
South Strafford, Vt., Aug. 26, 1880.

FROM 4 TO 20, BY NATURAL SWARMING.

I commenced last spring with 4 stands of bees,

which have increased by natural swarming to 20,

and are still swarming. I have extracted out of

three of the old colonies and two July swarms,
about 175 lbs. of honey, and they are now full and
swarming every day. I have had 5 large swarms in

5 days. J. P. Ingram.
Bonham, Texas, Aug. 21, 1880.

DIFFERENCE IN WORKING QUALITIES OF DIFFERENT
STOCKS.

I have awaited Gleanings to see reports from
red-clover queens. They are pirates are they? Don't
want them. This sets back the red-clover theory,

yet there is a difference in the industrial qualities of

colonies in the same apiary, conditions, so far as we
can see, being the same. lam anxious to know if

these qualities are transmissable. Traits of char-

acter are inheritable in bipeds and quadrupeds,
why not in insects? I wanted to experiment in this

direction, but my best colonies are hybrids, and we
should select the best of the superior races.

Jno. N. White.
Wolf Creek, Mercer Co., Pa., Sept. 6, 1880.

The queen which I thought was lost, I found in

the hive attending to business, like a good queen.
Kokomo, Ind., Sept. 10, 1880. J. B. Covil.

DIPPING FOUNDATION.

1 have made a Faris machine, and it works like a

charm. Many thanks to Gleanings.
John Carpenter.

Miamisville, O., Sept. 11, 1880.

I commenced last spring with two colonies—one
black and one Italian. I first removed the black

queen, and gave her colony a capped cell taken
from the Italian stock, and nearly ready to hatch.

At the same time I divided the Italians, as they had
more sealed queen cells, and were strong in bees and

stores. From these, Mr. Sampson and I have 20

swarms; and, through inattention, we let 5 other

swarms come out and leave us. Working for bees,

we have not saved much honey, as our young
swarms that were late needed it.

J. C. P. McLendon.
Dripping Springs, Texas, Sept. 14, 1880.

I have never raised any bees. I let them raise

themselves; but the wmms have been so bad of

late years, that I would like to help them. Don't

forget to print a Gleanings for me, for, if I can't

make a club, I will send myself. Mrs. R. Hall.
Wurtland, Ky., Sept. 3, 1880.

HONEY IN SEPTEMBER.
Bees are bringing in plenty of honey yet. I have

had several swarms come off lately, and hived one

good swarm to-day. John Kentch.
Tioga, Pa., Sept. 17, 1880.

CONVENTIONS, etc.

I have sold out at South West, and have purchased

a small farm of 41!£ acres here joining the village of

Nappanee. I am only 80 rods from the post-office,

and about 100 from the express office.—Friend A. I.,

I am really sorry you are so prejudiced against con-

ventions. I tell you we had a good time at Chicago

last week. I believe you would have enjoyed the

treat if you had been there. I. It. Good.
Nappanee, Ind., Sept. 20, 1880.

[I have no doubt at all, friend (i., but that I should

have enjoyed the convention, and I do not believe I

am very badly prejudiced, only that I can not but

regard them as expensive luxuries for the most of

us. I have not as yet published convention reports,

mainly because they are almost always contained in

the other journals, and the friends who take two or

more journals would hardly care to have the same
thing in all.]
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\ur fch*#.

Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that
there may be meat in mine house, and prove me now
herewith, snith the Loud of hosts, it' I will not open
you the windows of heaven, and pour^youout a bless-
ing, that there shall not be room enough to receive it.

MALACHI iii. 10.

fONCE heard a story of an old lady who
was one day entertaining friends ; hut,

' while she was ahsenton some household
duty, some one picked up her well-worn Bi-
ble, and, on turning over the leaves, was
somewhat puzzled to know the meaning of
the capital T"s written on the margin of the
leaves, sprinkled all through the hook. He
turned it over, and studied in vain, until she
happened to reappear.

'• .My good woman," said he. " what am I

to understand by these letter T's, that I rind
written so plainlv all through your Bible?"
"Those letter T's ? Oh! those are to indi-

cate that I have tried those passages, and
found them true, for you know T is the first

letter of tried."
Well, my friends. I have tried a great

many passages in the Bible, during the last
five years, and I do not know of any one
that 1 have rejoiced over, more than the one
above. Please now do not misunderstand
me, or get off upon side issues, in the beauti-
ful thought I am trying to get before you,
but let us all honestly try to understand the
great promise embodied in our text, just as
God intended it for us.
Suppose you had money without limit, ly-

ing idle, and that you also had a son, whom
you wished very much to grow up to be a
great and good man. This son goes into
business, but common prudence and fore-
thought would dictate that you first try him
with small amounts, before giving him un-
limited access to the money with which you
hope to aid him toward a useful life. If he
should commence at once by asking for
money with which to hire hands, and then
pay them their wages without any care as to
whether they earned what was paid them or
not, and go to buying expensive machinery
that he had no use for, you would feel at
once, that it would defeat the end you had
in view, to give him money too freely. Now
let us, on the contrary, suppose the son
showed a wonderful love for agriculture,
and only employed a few trusty hands, and
only a few good tools, and those not until
he absolutely needed them. Suppose, too,

that he produced a crop, exceeding that of
even the most experienced farmers, and kept
his accounts so accurately, that he could tell

almost as well what it cost cash out, as what
it brought cash in hand. Do you see any
difference? Suppose, besides this, that he
encouraged an enthusiasm in all the boys in
the neighborhood around, for going right in-

to honest, hard work, instead of trusting to

speculation; and that the effect was to stim-
ulate all, both young and old, to a love for
agriculture.
We are God's children,—perhaps the only

children he has in the universe, and the
wealth, if we may use the expression, that
he has at his command, he has no use for,

except to give to us, as fast as he sees we
are making a good use of it. Do some of
you say he makes us work very hard for what
little we get? How many boys* think the same
tiling of their parents V The parents certainly
know best, as a general thing, and God cer-

tainly knows best always. Do some of you
think you would like to have God give you
a little to try you ? He has tried you, and is

trying you, "with what you have. Do you re-

member the widow who invested her two
mites ?

Turn again to the two boys: one of them
very likely felt hard toward his father for
with-holding from him the money that would
do him harm, while the other did not care
for the money that, very likely, might have
been given him without doing him harm.
One had faith in his father's superior judg-
ment and wisdom, while the other had none,
and censured and complained. I fear there
are many of you who reject this idea of God's
special providence and care. A few days
ago, one of our boys resisted the marshal
and was thrown into jail. I talked with him
about it, but he said the marshal was unjust.
I told him inasmuch as we, the people, elect-

ed him for marshal, it was our duty to obey
him, even if he ordered us to do unreason-
able things. We should obey him so long as
he was marshal, out of respect to his office,

if nothing more ; and, if he really was an
unwise or unreasonable man, elect a better
one next time. I appealed to the rest of the
boys to know if 1 was not right. To my sor-

row, they all decided against me. I quoted
the passage about giving the cloak also,

when sued by an enemy, and told them it

was the words of Jesus, our Savior, for just
such poor misguided fellows as we are, but.
in spite of all I could say, they rejected
Christ and his teachings altogether. \Y*as I
going too far, in thinking that they were put
in jail and kept there solely because they re-

jected him and his teachings, and that they
would come out forthwith if they would ac-
cept him as their guide, and try to follow
him ? I mused farther, that the greatest
part of the troubles we have,—we who are
out of jail,—comes from refusing to accept
this same Savior and his teachings. I know
it is the greatest trouble of my life.

How shall we accept him ? how shall we
bring tithes into the storehouse ? how shall
we get these blessings so great in number
and quantity that we shall not find room
to store them ? I know some of you who
read these pages are poor in money, for
I have heard you tell of waiting all sum-
mer to get 2oc. that could be spared to send
for Gleanings; but, my friends, if my
income were only 50c. a year, I would most
assurdly take 5c. of it, or one tenth of the
whole, for God"s work. I do not mean that
I would always give it to the minister, but I

would invest it for the good of humanity in
someway which my conscience approved.
I would certainly give a part of the tenth to
the churches and Sabbath schools around me ;

I would give some to the Bible Society, and
the work of helping to send missionaries to
educate and civilize foreign lands ; and, be-
sides all these and others I have not mention
ed, I would constantly pray < Jod to show me
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opportunities of making good investments.
What I mean by good investments is oppor-
tunities of doing a great deal of good, or the
most good, perhaps, with the amount of
money and time I have decided to devote to
God's work. Many times money is given
for charitable purposes where it does harm.
A soldier with one leg came in a few days
ago, wanting help : he used the money to
get drunk with. A young man in trouble
told me of getting with bad companions and
losing all his money, and I loaned him $2.50
to get home, and took his ring as security

;

I was sorry for him, and thought I had made
a good investment, but I afterwards found
he had told the same story, and disposed of
several rings of the same kind, right in our
town ; so I had given money to Satan, in-
stead of the Lord.

The Christian people of N. Y. City, one
winter, decided to furnish food free of charge,
to the suffering and destitute. While good
may have been done in some cases, in many
others it only resulted in inducing persons
to give up situations where they were sup-
porting themselves very well, and relapse
into idleness, where they would be ready
tools for Satan. I fear the investment was
a bad one. Recently some individual with
philanthropic purposes bequeathed a million
of dollars toward civilizing the world through
missionary work. This sum did a vast
amount of good, without question, but it al-

so did harm by inducing churches and indi-
viduals to withdraw their small subscriptions,
which they had been in the habit of paying
yearly, thinking, with such a sum in the
treasury, there would be no need of their
giving. In this light, the million of dollars
was a bad investment. Cod wants the 5-cent
pieces, and you, my friends, need to give the
o-cent pieces, and every time you neglect to
give them, or withdraw your subscriptions,
you are harmed. Weak churches are harmed,
when they stop giving. The poorest Sabbath
school in our land should be taught to give
to God's work outside of their own little cir-
cle. In one sense, it is but selfishness to
give only to your own church, Sabbath
school, or neighbors. You get narrow and
contracted views by so doing. To reap the
great benefit of giving, and to secure the
blessings that God has promised to pour out,
you must give until you feel it, until it is
really a sacrifice, and you have to go with-
out something you greatly desired. In the
old Bible times, God asked for the first and
best of their flocks, and those who gave these
freely to the Lord were blessed with more
flocks and herds, until, like Abraham, the
land was hardly broad enough to contain
them.

If it has proven to be unwise to help those
who come asking for help, what shall we do
that we may not be imposed upon, and make
bad investments ? Ask the Lord to help you
to see those about you who need assistance,
but who do not ask for it. Ask him to
move your heart toward the objects he would
have you look after. Just last week, I felt
strongly impressed to call and see how a
friend who was addicted to intemperance
was getting along. lie is one I have written
of before, who, in a fit of intoxication, hung

himself, and was cut down and restored
by his wife. I felt that I ought to look after
him and his family, but finally neglected it.

As nearly as I can remember, it was the
next day after these impressions that he com-
mitted suicide ; and last Sunday morning I
saw his lifeless body lifted out of the river.

Had I heeded this feeling that came, I know
not how, he might have been now looking
after his fatherless children. When you are
feeling that you ow/lit to do something, do
it.

But, if those who are in trouble and need
help, do not ask anybody for assistance, how
is anybody to know it ? and how are they to
get help V Let them ask God, and he will send
somebody. Muller never told anybody he
was in need of funds ; even when they were
in the greatest straits, when a friend came
to him and asked him how his funds were,
he declined telling him. The friend replied
that he came there intending to give him a
thousand dollars, but that, unless he told
him how their affairs stood he would not
give him a cent. Muller was decided in his
sense of duty, in telling only God of his
needs, and his friend never gave him a cent.
I may not have given the sum correctly, but
it was a large amount. Is it not easier to go
to God for the things you need, than to ask
of any human friend V It is, if your motives
are right and pure ; but I know, from ex-
perience, what it is to be afraid to ask God
for help or for his blessing on our plans in
life. Where one man is on his knees asking
God for help , and another is asking God to
show him where to bestow help, it will be a
pretty safe thing to have these parties know
each other, and God will surely bring it

about sooner or later, to their mutual good
and happiness.

1 like to make good investments, and I do
not know of many things that give me a
keener pleasure, than when I get a box of
goods and find the articles all well and beau-
tifully made, and the price moderate. Tor
instance :

—

"Just look there, Mr. Gray ! are not those
beautiful spirit- levels? see, they have a
plumb and level too, and we can sell them
for only a half-dollar.'''

"Why, I declare, those are nice. Can you
really afford to sell them for 50c. ?"
"Yes, sir ; theymade them for me toorder,

and said if I would take a whole gross, they
would put them at an even $54.00. This,
you know, would be only 37|c. each."
Shortly afterwards, during a very dry,

dusty season, I told Mr. Gray we wanted a
watering trough, at the well right in front
of our building, for watering horses. He re-

plied that the well was so deep it would be
very hard to draw water from so great a
depth, with our pump. Pretty soon, I bought
a new pump, with rubber buckets, that
draws water from the 30-foot well, so easily
that a child could water almost any number
of horses. I then petitioned again, for a nice
trough.
"Why, Amos, it will be the greatest nui-

sance of any thing you ever undertook.
Your pump will be worn out in no time, and
there will be slop and a mud puddle all the
time. All the farmers around will come
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here to get water, because it is a little less

trouble than to get it at home."
I secretly rejoiced to hear him say this, for

I hoped such would be the case, and that
the poor horses that looked so weary and
dusty drawing their heavy loads from the
depot, might get a good many drinks of wa-
ter which they would not get at all, if the wa-
tering trough were not there. I wanted to
see the nice new pump worn out, and I

wanted to see a mud hole started near the
trough, for I had made up my mind I should
then have the fun of collecting all the stones
from the road side to lill it up. I cannot tell

exactly the conversation, but, if I recollect
aright, he said that the well would be drawn
dry. I felt sure it wouldn't, for when the
well was being dug, I had prayed for plenty
of nice water for tired and thirsty men and
animals as they passed along that road. God
told me to have that well dug, and he would
certainly help me to make it a "good invest-
ment.'

1

I will tell you how he told me. One
day I was in the depot. Some great, stout
men employed on the train, came into the
room, and said to the agent,

—

"Mr. W., have you got any good water
here V"
" There is some water behind the door,

but I do not know how good it ?s."

While one took a huge draught, the other
asked him if it was good.
" Well, yes,

1
' said he ;

" at least it ought to

be good, for I should think, by the taste, it

had been standing here since about last Sat-
urday.'

'

These boys were in the habit of swearing,
for I had heard them while unloading freight
at different times. They were intemperate,
sometimes, I felt pretty sure also. I knew
by experience, that one of the readiest ways
of reaching them would be by furnishing
them with plenty of nice water. To be sure
it would pay, and the well was soon dug,
right where they could see it with its nice
new pump, as the train passed. It was not
many days before I heard, from my window,
one of them say,

—

" Go right over there with your jug. Bill

;

there is a splendid well of water; I have
been there a good many times.''

May the kind Father above bless and watch
over them. Little did they know, poor fel-

lows, that the well was made almost on pur-
pose for them. Lid it not pay V Why, I have
felt happier over that investment, I do verily
believe, than over any one I ever made be-
fore in my life. Mr. ( Jray made a trough of
pine planks. The grain runs up and down
in the ends, so that the bottom and ends will

shrink and swell in such a way as to leave
no cracks. After the trough was securely
nailed, some strips of galvanized iron were
nailed around the ends, so as to hoop it as it

were, and some more strips were put along
the upper edges of the sides, to prevent
horses from biting the trough in pieces.
The trough was filled up level full with
bright, sparkling water, and I kept looking
out to see who would be our tirst customers.
A man came along, and looked inquiringly
toward it. and reined his horse toward the
trough. The horse pricked up its ears, snif-

fed at the new wood work, and then at the
water, and finally plunged his nose into its

sparkling depth, and (piaffed a draught that
lowered the water some inches. Next came
a large dog along the dusty road, looking as
if the duties of this life were rather dull and
monotonous, on just this dry, dusty day.
Suddenly, he raised his head, and I imag-
ined him saying to himself, " Why, is that
water, up there in that box? I wonder if

anybody will scold, if I just taste it. My !

but isn't that deliciously cool?'' And he
looked around, seemingly to see if any one
were going to scold him. Poor fellow ! as
he trudged away, I wondered if he had not
changed his mind, and concluded this world
is rather a pleasant place to live in, after all.

Pretty soon a man and his wife came along.
They' had just got off from the cars, and
were tired and dusty. They had nearly
passed by, when he turned his head, said
something, and walked back toward the
pump. It is true, he allowed his wife to

turn the pump while he held the cup, and he
took the iirst drink too, but I presume they
had been married a great many years, and
he had got used to being waited on, and be-
ing served first (like a man that lives down
at our house), and, besides, the poor fellow
had the headache ; for while she was pump-
ing some more for herself, he took off his
hat and bathed his head in the cool, clear
water in the trough. I mentally vowed that
the trough should be washed out often, and
kept clean, but I really fear that it needs
washing out just now.
My friends, that well and pump and trough

cost just about *6U.OO, nearly the same as
the gross of levels. The latter, when they
are all sold, will bring me about S72.00. The
well and pump will be a bill of expense as
long as I live, it may be, and I shall never
get one solitary cent for serving the public,
yet which pays best? One investment brings
money; the other, God's blessing, as prom-
ised in our text at the head of the chapter.
A few days after, a family connected with

our most popular saloon came past, and,
while their horse was drinking, I passed wa-
ter to them all, and with pleasant words
strengthened a friendship that has existed
for years between myself and that family.
I have often thought that Christ's words
about a cup of cold water could not come
very far amiss if taken literally.

A few weeks ago, I was over in the adjoin-
ing county of Summit. When we got near
Akron, we found, at intervals, watering
tanks right in the middle of the road. ( Un-
horse was so unused to such proceedings,
that he had a mind to be frightened at them.
AVhen coming home the day was very warm,
and Ernest remarked that, as Jack was
sweating unusually for him, we would have
to drive slower. But we were in a hurry,
and it required the whip to urge him on, and
he began to sweat more. Bight here came
one of the tanks. The water was taken
from a spring, and ran into the tank contin-
uously. He approached, and after seeing
what it was, plunged his nose into the spring
water almost up to his eyes, and took a most
unusual drink, although he had been wa-
tered but a verv little time before. After
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his drink, lie pricked up his ears, and start-

ed off on a brisk trot without any whip, and
he stopped sweating too.

I used to drink beer once, and I have a
great many times noticed that, if a cup of
good water were handy, after drinking the
water, I concluded that I did' not care so
very much for beer after all. The same is

the case with cider. A convenient place,
and the sight of a temptingly bright, tin
cup, may be the means of keeping your son
or mine from getting a habit of indulging in
intoxicating drinks. When the cup gets
rusty, hang out a new one. Tin cups can be
bought for only a few cents a dozen. Dig a
well, fix a pump and watering trough, and
you will have preached a sermon that all

classes of community will listen to; aye,
dumb brutes too ; and they will applaud your
sermon in a way that God will hear, even if

men do not.

My friends, if I were to tell you a neigh-
bor's house was on fire, you would rush out
pell-mell, and work like heroes, every man,
woman, and child of you: and yet you
would get no pay for it. I believe I am
pretty nearly right in saying that there is not
a neighborhood where this journal goes,
where fires are not raging, which consume
not only the body, but immortal souls as
well. Large sums are spent, and much time
is occupied by the best men and women we
have in our land, in working against the tide
of intemperance. You know how much I

like practical work,—something I can get
right hold of and do, instead of wasting too
much time in talking about it. Now, sup-
pose you who feel as I do about it take right
hold here, and declare we will make wells
and springs so plenty in this land of ours,
that no man or boy shall ever say again he
went into a saloon to get a drink because it

was the handiest place he could find. 1 f you
know of a spring any where on a side hill

near you, from which it is possible to bring
the water down into a watering trough by
the roadside, for the sake of the poor/dumb
brutes, for our boys' sake, nay, for Christ's
sake, set right about it at once, and fix it up.
If there is not shade naturally, make a nice
shade near the trough. Put up a bench too,

and it will be counted as treasures laid up
in Heaven, if it never brings any treasure
into your pocket here. If you have no such
spring, then dig a well as I did. Do not say
you cannot, but say, with God's help I will

;

and if you have not the time otherwise, build
a shed over the spot, and work at it rainy
days. Work at it as if you really believed
the promise in our text, and it will surely
come to pass. Let the women and children
help to buy the pump. These blessings that
come from giving are to be shared. Let
each one give of his own earnings, or his
own savings. When we go without some-
thing that we want so much as to make it a
real trial to give it up. we are then learning
the real lesson of self sacrifice, and shall
reap good accordingly. Dedicate the pump
and watering trough to the cause of Christ,
and, if you choose, have some pretty, little

motto, made to stand the weather, fixed up
conspicuously. Here are some

:

Ho, every one that thirsteth.

Come ye to the waters.

Let him that is athirst come.

Whosoever shall drink of the water that 1 shall
give him, shall never thirst.

Come on, boys, and let us see who will be
the first to have a standing and practical
temperance lecture,—one that works, not by
might, nor by power, but by the spirit that
Jesus teaches to all who will consent to fol-

low him. Help us, () Lord ; help thy chil-

dren in this work, that we may, with pure
water, wipe out the grevious stains which
have so long cursed our fair land.

Excuse me for interrupting you, please. I see (in

my imagination) you are very busy, but, neverthe-

less, T want to tell you that I appreciate Gleanings,
especially "Our Homes" very much. I'm an old

sinner, I know, a member of no church, but I read

"Our Homes" with interpst. Are you a minister of

the Gospel (I judge so at any rate)? and of what de-

nomination are you? Your "preaching" suits me
better than any I have heard from the pulpit. I

think I am somewhat of a "queer genius,"—proba-
bly a "hard case," but I can't help it; there is so

much rascality, and so very, very few people to be

trusted. It seems that everybody (some exceptions

of course) is just watching a chance to "beat" you.

Even in the churches, those who ought to set the

world a good example are often the worst. I have
very little faith in people generally, and as for genu-

ine Christians,—well, I don't know any; at least,

none that come up to what I think they should;

probably I expect too much of them. I say I know
none; I mean personally. I believe you are one, if

there are any. I wouldn't be afraid to trust you. I

try to do right, pay my honest debts, and don't try

to "beat" anyone out of a cent. If there is a mis-

take made in any of my business transactions,

whether in my favor or not, I am always ready to

rectify it as soon as discovered, but 1 know I don't

do my duty, as taught in the Bible.

Well, I guess I would best not detain you longer.

Keep up "Our Homes." I believe it does good.

When I read it, 1 feel something like this: "Here's

one man at least that is honest in what he says."

Wish you would tell me on enclosed card, or in

next Gleanings whether you are a Methodist, Bap-

tist, or what? J. J. D.

No, friend D., I am not a minister, but a
very ordinary sort of an individual indeed.
I am trying to help each one of the five or
six churches in our town exactly as I fixed

up the pump and trough I have been telling

you about, and I should be happy in going
iight into any one of these churches, abiding
by its regulations, and helping with all the
energy I "have, if that church happened to

be the nearest or most convenient place of
meeting Christian people, and studying
God's word. To be sure, there is one among
them that I make my special home, but, as
I fear we are prone to make too much of
these small dividing lines, I would a little

rather not mention the name of that one.
Will you not excuse me for thinking it the
better way V I am very glad to hear that you
have so much confidence in my poor self,

but is it not, partly at least, because we have
not happened to run against each other in

any way? If you were here, I am sure you
would find some very disagreeable things
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about me ; or, at least, Satan might persuade
you that I was far different from what you
think me now, which would amount to pret-
ty much the same thing, so far as you are
concerned. Now, friend J., if you want to
earn my good opinion, go right to the church
nearest to your home, no matter whether it

be one of those you have named or not, and
tell them you want to help the work along.
Lend your energies toward every thing your
conscience approves, and skip the rest ; or to
do still better, help in every thing which you
rind the better part of the people approve.
When ymi see Christians err, if you cannot
bring yourself to the task of kindly telling
them, to their faces, how it looks to you, ask
the Lord, on bended knee, to help you not to
mind it. Do this, and you will be happy in
spite of what all the world together can do,
for your feet will be on solid rock.

USEFUL ARTICLES FOR A S'lUL
AMOUNT OF MONEY.

OUR COUNTER STOKE.

fllOME of you may perhaps remember my
jO}) long talk to you in our Jan. No., and

the plans I then outlined, for making
short cuts in certain lines of business. You
may remember that it was on Christmas eve
I wrote. Well, after a part of the matter
was in type, I had some misgivings as to
the practicability of the plan I then advocat-
ed, and, above all, I began to fear that it

was impossible to have goods handled with
so little expense as I had planned, and that
the project would fail for want of suflicient
margin, and we should have to fall back on
the old way of paying several pro tits on
things, before they could pass from the man-
ufacturer to the consumer. I would have
given quite a little one evening while pon-
dering over the matter, if I had never un-
dertaken it at all. What shall we do when
we think we have made mistakes, and are
started in a wrong direction? When we are
undecid°d, how shall we get wisdom? I left

mY type writer, and went into the bindery.
The building was still and cold. The moon-
light came through the window bright and
clear. I knelt down and asked God to guide
me clear of mistakes, and told him I would
stop my whole plan, and give it all up, if it

was his will. On the other hand, I told him
if my plan was a right one, and well pleas-
ing in his sight, to please indicate it to me
so that I need not be troubled about it more,
to tell me wherein I was wrong, and, in
short, to take it all into his hands. Before I

rose up I felt satisfied, and I felt sure, too,
that God had something in store for me in
that line that I knew not of. A freedom in
prayer had been given me, that I had long
since learned to feel is sure to bring some
good with it. These promises are not un-
conditional, mind you; if God is going to
bless our work, we must look out that our
actions are in keeping with the idea.

A few weeks ago, after one of our Thurs-
day-evening prayer-meetings, a young man
who had lately stood up among us and de-
clared he wished to be numbered among the
followers of Christ, asked me if I could

spare a few moments. I told him I should
be most glad to.

" Mr. Root, I am selling tobacco and cigars
in connection with my other business, as
you well know. In fact, I am selling to
some, with all the rest, who are just learning
to use it; and it begins to lay heavily on my
conscience. If I stop this branch of my
trade, I may be obliged to give up my busi-
ness. All the other groceries sell these
things, and I shall offend a great part of my
customers if I decline. What shall I do?"

I hardly need tell you, my friends, that t
assured him God would never allow anybody
to suffer very long, for choosing to follow
where he lead. In a few days more, a no-
tice was put up in plain letters to the effect

that no tobacco, in any form, was sold on
the premises. An old hand in the business
once told me that not a grocery in Medina,
and perhaps not all the drug stores, could
pay expenses, if it were not for the tobacco
trade. What do you think of it, my friends?
Will you let a man lack custom in your
town, if he tries to follow his conscience in
these matters? Are you willing to be God's
messengers?
Well, I resolved that nothing should be

on the counter of our counter store, that had
even the appearance of evil. The houses
where I buy goods often put in samples of
new goods which I do not order; and, a
short time ago, they sent me a lot of toy re-
volvers with cartridges. As they could be
sold for 5c, the clerks thought they would
go off like u hot cakes," but I objected.
Shortly after, Mr. Gray had got a place marie
in the counter for those same pistols. I did
not quite know why, but a feeling came up
that it was not exactly the thing to see even
a toy revolver lying side by side with a 5c
copy of Gospel Hvmns. Some time ago,
The Day Star, mentioned last month, spoke
of Christian people carrying revolvers. He
said that the Bible teaches that the meek
shall inherit the earth, but these Christians
seem to have the idea that people who carry
revolvers are going to inherit the earth, and
the way in which they are going to do it is

by shooting off the rest of the people. On
another column, I have spoken of a neigh-
bor who committed suicide. He did it with
a revolver while standing in the river. His
wife told me he bid on it at an auction, and
it was struck off to him, although he had no
use for it and did not want it. Had it not
been in his pocket, the idea might not have
suggested itself to him. Not three days be-
fore, another man, at one of our hotels, tried
to shoot himself, but was so much intoxi-
cated he missed his head, and shot another
man, fortunately without much injury.
What do we want revolvers for? Providing
the boys with toy ones, I fear, will teach
them to want larger ones.
" But what are you going to do with those

little pistols?" said one of our boys who
seems to be watching my movements a lit-

tle curiously. That is the question; what
shall I do with them ? I would havesent
them back, but the expense would be almost
their value, and although they were sent me
without orders, I would rather pay for them
than to put my friends who sent them to al-
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most as much expense as they are worth,
while they only intended to do me a kind-
ness. I told the young man I would put
them in the mud hole that the horses have
stamped near the watering trough, and ded-
icate them to a useful purpose. "]>utthe
small boys will dig them out."
The idea suggested itself to me that I

would do it after dark, but would that be
just exactly right and square? I think I will

propose the question to our young folks at
the noon service. I have always told them,
I have no secrets in the world to keep from
anybody.
The counter store has prospered as you

know, for tons of goods have been sent to
you. A few days ago, the idea occurred to
me of testing its practical working among a
crowd of people, by taking it to our county
fair. As soon as I mentioned it, several of the
girls and boys volunteered to take charge of
it, and Mr. Gray, a little to my surprise, en-
tered into the scheme heartily, though at

fess that I myself began to doubt the wisdom
of the undertaking, when I reflected that it

would take S clerks two days to take care of
it, besides the labor of moving it over, and
setting it up. We talked it over at break-
fast table, on the first day of the fair.
" If you only made a decent profit on the

goods, " said my wife, " but to pay 4 c. for
articles, or even more, and then sell them
for 5c, as you do some of them, is out of the
question. Why, you will have to sell at least
a hundred dollars

1

worth, to even pay expen-
ses, and it seems almost impossible that you
can do that."
Let us kneel down and ask God's blessing

upon it, said I, and then went away, feeling
willing to have it a loss, if it was his will. I
do not tell you these things, my friends, be-
cause I wish to boast of my success, but be-
cause I wish you to learn to go to that kind
Father, with all your cares and trials, and to

learn to trust him, while you are trying to do
right by your fellow-men.

OUK COUNTER STORE READY FOR THE GOODS, AS IT APPEARED ON THE FAIR GROUND.
first, if I am correct, he was a little inclined
to think it small business. Accordingly he
built the little structure shown you above,
only he had a roof of boards, where the en-
graver has shown canvas. The counters
were divided by low partitions, as you see,
so as to make a place for every article in our
list. In the bottom of each box, the printed
name and description of each article is past-
ed, so that even a new clerk could tell all

about each thing, whether it was silver, steel,
iron, etc., and what it was intended for. Un-
der each counter are shelves containing the
surplns goods to replace each article as soon
as it was sold. On the bars overhead are
places to hang baskets and other bulky art-
icles.

It was quite an expensive task to fix it all
up, and my wife suggested that it was al-
most impossible thatwe could ever sell goods
enough to pay for so much expense. I con-

I went over on the morning of the first day,
and, although everything was in nice trim,
and the clerks ready for work, the people
seemed to stand off at a distance, and look
upon our little store with curious eyes, won-
dering and sometimes asking if it were not
a lottery, or something of that kind. I ex-
plained that it was only useful articles, most-
ly those used in every household, for very
low prices. One young man came up, and
took a ]0c. hammer. He told how many
years he had kept house, but had never
owned a hammer, because he felt he could
not afford one. As he laid down the coin,
which might have been used for a cigar, he
walked away, with evident satisfaction, as
he looked at its good, strong, hickory handle,
and polished surface, even though it was on-
ly chilled cast iron. lie showed it to others,
and more were sold. Very soon a group
was gathered near, picking up the articles
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and looking them over. It was an easy mat-
ter to keep things in their places, for each
one just fitted where it belonged. In an hour
more, it was difficult to get near the store,

and before night the place looked, for all the
world, like a hive of bees that was being
robbed, only that the robbers instead of go-
ing off with honey, were all loaded with arm-
fids of tin-ware, and tools of different des-
criptions. I pushed through the crowd, to
see how the girls managed as saleswomen.
Everybody seemed crazy, there was such a
roar and clatter. One would say:

" Here ! I will take this, and this, and
this, and this, and this, and here is a quar-
ter."
"All right, " said the clerk as she took the

coin, and then her hands flew as only a
woman's can fly, as she replaced the differ-

ent articles with more of the same kind.
When they could not replace them fast
enough, an assistant was called, and at the
5c counter, which was by far the busiest
place, it kept an assistant diving under the
shelves the whole time. Amid the din,
might be heard something like this

:

'" Ernest, give me another skimmer, dip-
per, ladle, bootjack, and tea-bell."'

'* Here is your money, take it quick, some-
body, and here are the things I have bought." '

'•Oh dear! The tea-bells are gone ; won't
somebody go quick to the factory for more
bells V

"

Through it all, there was a steady current
[

of good nature and merriment that was new
to me, amid so much business. Perhaps it
was the open air that made everybody feel so
pleasant ; or might be do you not think,
dear reader, it could be the effects of that
prayer way back months ago, in the cold,
still moonlight? There, before my very eyes,
was the answer. Goods were being sold by
the hundreds, at a rate I had never before
dreamed of, and at an expense that was
wonderfully small in the aggregate, com-
pared to the old, slow, and unnecessary mo-
tions. The most of the ones who were doing
it were not trained salesmen, but our own
boys and girls, and the purchasers were the
people of my own native county. The
goods were all handled without having eith-
er the cost or retail price marked on them
at all. The counter arrangement did it all.
Even Mr. Gray seemed to have forgotten
buzz-saws and basswood, and. in the interim
between selling handsaws and vises, was as-
sisting the girls, by explaining to customers
that the 5c bottles of perfumery were fla-
vored with "bologna,''' and such like pleas-
antries. When it came dinner time, they
were so much engaged with their work, that
they did not go to dinner at all, and 1 had
hard work to persuade them, toward night,
to leave long enough to go down to the eat-
ing house, kept and controlled entirely by
the ladies of one of our leading churches.
Instead of $100.00, the sales amounted to
about $280.00.

USEFUL ARTICLES
FIVE CENTS EACH.
TERMS OFPAYMENT—Strictly Cash With Order.

All Prices Subject to Change without Notice

B3P~ Articles with no
pustag-e marked are un-
mailable.

c- a,

2
I

Awls, Scratch, Wood Handle I 45
|
4 00

3 |
Awls, Brad, Assorted Sizes

I
45 | 4 00

8
i

Baskets, '„ bushel 40 | 3 75

Vi "
I

45 I 4 25
lA " '

I
50

|
4 75

Just think of it ! a Half Bushel Market Basket for
doe cents.

Bluing:, Oldroyd's Liquid, price of l»>x

containing 3 dozen bottles, $1 50.

4 I Brooms, Whisk
I

45 | 4 25
Nice to brush the sawdust olf your clothes; a very

good brush broom in fact, for 5c.

5
i
Broil .ts for steak I 40 I 3 50

2
|
Brushes, Paint, Paste, or Sash

| 35 | 3 00
4

|
Cake Turners, all metal and very

Pi'etty
| i:, I

| 36

Postage. ] [ pr . of 10, of 100

1
[
Carpenter's Pencils, with Rule on the
Side

| 40
|
3 75

i
Carpenters' Compasses, not equal to
steel ones, but, like the 5c. scissors, a
wonder for the money

| 40
| 3 50

12
!
Coal Shovels, Wrought Iron

| 48
| 4 75

1
|
Combs, fine. Rubber

|
35

|
4 00

2
|

" Dressing, good
| 45

|
4 00

1
|
Court Plaster, to be kept in Drawer
under Buzz Saw Table

| 30
|
2 50

8
|
Cups, 1 quart, (for only five cents)

| 48
|
4 50

5
|
Cups, Tin, 1 Pint

|
40 | 3 50

5
I

Cups, V2 pint (2 fo'- 5c)
|

20
|
1 75

4
|
Dinner Horns, Loud if not Sweet

| 45
|
4 25

Just the thing to let the "men folks" know when
the "bees are swarming."

6
|
Dippers, Tin 1 pint

| 45
|
4 00

A real Serviceable Dipper, and just the thing for
getting a cool drink out of the spring, or "old oaken
bucket."
2 I Dish Covers, Blue Wire Cloth, 6 in ... | 45

|
4 40

3
|
Drawer Pulls

| 30
| 2 75

!t
I
Dust Pans

| 45
| 4 25

Tip-top for keeping the Floor to your Shop Clean,
and just the nicest Present for your Little Girls.
2

|
Easels of Silvered Wire, to Hold a
Photograph

| 48 I 4 75
1

I
File Handle, self-adjusting (see 10c list)

| 45
|
4 25

12
| Folding Hat Racks, all Black Walnut,

Wonderfully Well Made for the
Money

|
40

|
3 75

13
|
Foot Scrapers

| 45
| 4 25

Splendid (for your wife's carpet) during muddy
weather.

7
|
Frying Pans, Good to Carry along
when you "go Fishing," or to melt
Bahbet Metal in, etc |

4*
|
4 75

2
|
Funnels, Pint | 45

| 4 25
8 I Garden Trowels

| 45
| 4 25

Would be cheap at 4 Times the Price.
2 I Gimlets I 40 I 3 50
3

|
Glass Cutters

|
30

| 2 50
Just such as have been selling from 25 to 50c each.

GLASSWARE.
I

Berry Dishes, Individual, very pretty
|

45
j
4 25

I
Goblets. Cups with Handles,Tumblers,
&c., both large and small, 7 very
pretty designs, and beautiful for
only 5c each

|
45

|
1 25
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4 I Graters, pond I
40 I 3 50

2
I

Hanging Baskets, Silvered Wire
|

47 | 4 50

1 |
Handkerchiefs, good size, fine, and
neatlv hemmed I

40
|
3 75

| Ink, "W. O.'s." Large2oz. Bottles: Price of Box
containing 3 dozen Bottles, Assorted Colors, Black,
Blue, Violet, with 1 Bottle each of Green and Red, $1.

3 1 Kitchen Knives, Fine Steel, metal
Handle, labeled "Kitchen Friend" | 40

[
3 50

2 |
Knives and Forks for Table Use (a
Knife and a Fork Are Two) | 48

|
4 75

Good Steel, but rather Plainly handled.
1 |

Knives, Pocket, 1 Blade, for Children.
[

45
|
4 25

Not very good, nor very handsome.
12 I Ladle, Pierced, Tinned Iron I 45

|

4 25
6

I
Ladle, Solid Tinned Iron

I
45

|
4 25

This is dipped in melted tin after it is all finished,
making- all the joints smooth, strong:, and secure,
and giving it all a beautiful glossy finish, as nice
and bright as silver, and just about as serviceable,
if we only think so. At the very small price of 5r\

you can get a new one whenever they become worn
or rusty.
3

| Lamp Shades, Good and Pretty | 35
|
3 00

7 |
Letter file and Paper weight combin-
ed, verv pretty | 45

|
4 25

5 |
Mallets, Wood. Just the nicest thing
to Drive Sections Together |

45
|
4 25

2
|
Marking Brushes

I
40

I 3 50

5 |
Marking Gauges. A very pretty tool
for the money

I
45

I
4 25

3 | Match Boxes, Tin Japanned
|
40

|
3 75

| Matches. Best Parlor, no Brimstone,
no Smell

I
45

|
4 25

7 I Match Safes, Bracket work
|

40
i
3 75

2
I
Mat Chromos, size 7xlt inches

|
40

|
3 75

As a general thing, I am not much in favor of
Chromos, but when I saw these beautiful pictures,
on a dark background, for only 5c, I decided they
were a boon to humanity.
2 |

Measuring Tapes, 36 inches, spring, in
tin case

I
45

|
4 00

4
|
Meat Forks, tinned wire, large and
strong

I
45

|
4 25

2
J
Memorandum Books, Excellent for a
Pocket mem. book for the apiary,
100 pages

I
40

|
3 50

6
|
Milk Pans, toy, lA pint, 2 for 5c. Ex-
cellent for nail boxts | 25 | 2 00

8 | Mincers, or Chopping Knives
| 45

|
4 25

4
|
Mirrors, in either Wood or Paper
Frames, nice to bring down a swarm
of bees

I
40

|
3 75

5 |
Molasses Cups, Tin, Nice for Honey. .1 48

|
4 75

5
I
Mouse Traps to keep in the Honey
House

| 35 | 3 00

I
Mucilage and Brush

|

Exactly like those that you pay 25c for. I do not
know how it is possible for them to be made so low.
Three dozen are packed in a box, and $1.65 pays for
box and all.

•2.
| Needles, the very best I know of in

the world (2 papers for 5c) | 23 I 2 50
4 | Nest Eggs, White Glass

| 35
|
3 00

4
|
Nippers, the Best 5c tool in the whole

lot, without question
|

45
|
4 25

4
| Oil for Sewing machines and other
light machinery, in handsome bottles

|
45 | 4 00

2
| Oilers, Zinc, Neat, Pretty, and Just

Right to Keep All the "Machinery"
Well Oiled

I
45| 4 00

5
i
Pans, 1 Pint, with Handle, very pretty
and Handy | 45

| 4 25

Postage. ] [Pr. of 10, of 100

5 | Pans, Jelly cake, 8 inch
|

4 | 4 00
" Milk, 1 quart I 45 | 4 00

3
!
Papers of Pins

I 45 | 4 00
N<>t first quality, for they are made of iron, as

your Magnet will tell you very quickly; but they
are useful for some purposes. For best brass pins,
see 10c counter.
11

|
Paper Weights, Bronze

| 45
|
4 00

1 |
Pencils, Lead, The Kind I Prefer (Am.
Phonographic)

I
45

I
4 00

7 I Pen-Racks, pretty and useful I 42 4 00
| Perfumery, Pretty, but not very good I 45 | 4 25

4
j
Pickle Hooks, very neat | 45 | 4 00

6 | Pincers, like the 5c scissors |
4n

| 3 50
4

|
Pokers, to stir the fire. Wood Handle

|
45

|
4 00

6 j Plyers, flat nose, of Chilled Iron, like
the 5c scissors, but excellent for
the money | 45

|
4 00

1
|
Rolling Pins, hard wood, well made . . ] 85

|
8 00

2 I
Rules, 1 Foot, for School Children. . . . i 35 | 3 00

2 |
Rules, 36 in., 9 fold, a very hand / tool
and a source of unfailing amuse-
ment for the baby

|
45 ,' 4 00

7 |
Sad Iron Stands | 35

| 3 25
4

j
Salt or Pepper Bottles, glass, white
metal top |

45
[
4 00

6
|
Sauce Pan, Tinned, 1 Pint, with Lip. . I 45

| 4 25
Just as pretty, and just as handy for a variety of

purposes as can be, and exactly the thing- for making
candy for queen cages.

2
|
Scissors, Japanned Handles, and Pol-
ished Blades I

45 | 4 25

Either round point for the pocket, and for little

girls, or sharp pointed. Wonderfully well finished
for such an insignificant price. Nothing equal to
the round points for making a little girl happy, but
you must look out for the pieces.
3 |

Scoops, Tin, for Getting Honey out of
a Barrel

I
45 |

4 00

2 |
Screw-drivers, Sewing Machine, Neat,
Wood Handle, fine steel I

25
|
2 00

3
|
Screw-drivers, Meta I Handle | 45 |

4 00

| Seeds, Almost anv K ind, per Package
| 35 I

3 00

|
Slates 8x11, good | 45

|
4 00

5
|
Soap, Fancy Cakes, Perfumed Toilet,

but good sized cakes, "Boss" . . .
|

40 | 3 75

12 |
" Blue India, large Cakes and best

Soap in the market
I

48
|
4 75

13 I Soap-Cups, to go on edge of tub or
Bucket I

45|4 00

7 I Spice Boxes, Gilt, Labeled Allspice,
Nutmeg. Cinnamon, &c I 30

|
2 50

With Close Fitting Cover, very neat and pretty.

These are exactly the size of the pint honey pails:

but they have no bail, and are not soldered. The
expense of soldering would be but a trifle, and they
would th«n make the cheapest and prettiest pack-
age for candied honev known.

1 |
Sponges, srood size |

40 | 3 50
2

|
Spoons, Table, Tinned Iron

|
38

|
3 50

2 1
" Tea, " (Two for 5c.)..

|
20

|
1 75

8 | Square Pans 8x12 I 45 |
4 00

3 |
stands, Silvered Wire, for Hot Dishes

|
45 | 4 00

6 | Stove Polish, Dixon's Best | 45
|
4 00

2 j Sunday School books, exactly the
samp reading matter has cost from
$1.25 to $1.50, very tastily gotten up. | 48

|
4 75

4 |
Table Spoons, Britannia, almost as
nice as silver, but bend pretty easily | 50

|
4 75

5 |
Tin Pails. 1 Pint |

50

Cover and all, and just right for \V% lb. honey.
5 00
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6 I Tack Hammer, Coppered, Iron Handle
i

40 | 3 50

4
I

" " Wood Handles
I

35
|
3 00

2 Tacks, Tinned, 3 Sizes of Papers |
35 |

3 00

4
J
Tea Bells, very neat and pretty, nice
for the baby and useful besides | 45 I 4 50

5 |
Tea Canisters I 45

|

4 25

|
Teaspoons, Britannia (See Table Sp's) | 40

|
3 5J

i

5
i
Tin Plates, for Honey. Set of 3, As-
sorted (Separately 75c, $1.00, and
$1.75 per hundred)

|
40

|
3 50

6 |
Tin Cake I'ans, Scallop, very pretty. .

|
45 | 4 20

6
|
Tin Wash Basins, 8 inch

| 45 |
4 25

If a Bee keeper don't need one, I don't know who
does, and these are so Neat, Pretty, and convenient,
I verily believe I should sell 4000 of them to-day, if I
could just pass a lot of them around among' you.
Only just 5c. Just think of it

!

2
|
Tooth Brushes, Neat, and Excellent,
but rather small

| 45 | 4 25
2

|
Towel*, tastily fringed and striped,
and just the thing, with a 5c wash
basin, to "set off" the honey house

I
42 I 4 00

17
|
Towel Boilers

| 45 4 00
3 |

Trellises for flowers, painted green,
very pretty

| 48
]
4 50

5 I Twine Boxes, to hold a Ball of Twine,
made of Different Colored Woods. . | 48

|
4 50

1
|
Views for Stereoscopes, from all
Countries of the World.

| 45
I
4 25

2
|
Wax Ball, for Work Box, in Shape of
Egg, Pear, Plum, etc

|
48 | 4 75

7
|
Whet-stones, (Hindoo Oil Stones)

j
45 | 4 25

2
I
Willow Work Baskets, 4 inch, pretty
and strong

| 45
|
4 00

2 |
Wire Nails, per Paper, 8 sizes

| 35 | 3 00
5 I

Yard stick, Graduated and numbered
as nice as a Pocket rule | 42

i
4 00

USEFUL ARTICLES
TEN CENTS EACH.
10

I

Baking tins oblong square heavy !

70 | 50

5 |
Balances, Spring, 241b., Accurate | 90

|
8 75

A customer writes: I can't see how you can sell

that Spring Balance for He. C. B. Thwing.
Hamilton, Mo., Feb. 4, 1880.

Spring Balance at hand. Don't see how you can
sell them for 10c. We have to pay 50c for the same
thing here. Aug. Tigges.
Marathon City, Wis., May 7, '80.

| Belt Punches in wood handles | 95
1
9 00

4 | Broom Holders, silvered wire, just
right for Whisk Brooms I

95 |
9 25

8
|
Brooms, Hearth

I
90 I 8 50

8 |
Brooms, Whisk, Wood Handles, good j 85 | 8 00

5 |
Brushes, Clothes, an astonishingly

good Brush for a dime I 85 | 8 00

4| " Hair ] 90
[
8 75

2 |
" Paint, Will do to paint hives,

but are rather small I 90
|
8 50

6| " Whitewash I
90 |

8 50

5 I Buggy Whips, good for the money. . . [
98

|
9 50

5 |
Butcher Knives, Steel and Temper
Best quality, 8(4 inches long | 90

|
8 75

3 |
Chamois Skins for Cleaning Cutl'y, &c | 85 | 8 00

Postage. ]

5 |
Chisels with Handles, V2 inch.

[Pr.of 10, of 100

....| 80 | 7 75

12
|
Chopping or Mincing Knives, steel

|
85

|
8 00

14
|
Clothes Lines, 55 tr. long, and have
been tested with 300 lbs. weight

|

90
|
8 50

17 |
Clothes Racks,Walnut Frame, 4 Hooks

l
90 | 8 50

7 |
CoftVe Canisters I 85

|
8 00

9
|
Coffee Pots, 1 qt., gooJ 1 90

|
8 50

5
|
Cold Chisels, best tempered steel

|
85

|
8 00

10
|
Dust Pans, Japanned 95 I 9 00

2 |
Envelopes, Bunch of 25, such as we use

|
75

]
6 00

2
|
Eye Protectors. Excellent to keep
saw dust and Turning chips out of
your eyes [

90 1 8 50

21

21
13]
2

1

Fi es, Double-Ender. This is price of
File only; price of Handle is giv-
en in 5 c. Counter |

95 | 9 25

Files for Cross Cut and Hand Saws. . . 85 |
8 00

Foot Scrapers I
75 | 7 00

Fruit Knives, White Metal Handle,
Steel Blade, all Nickel Plated, would
have been considered a few years
ago very reasonable at 50c 1 98 1

9 50

Funnels, Quart, Just right to pour
Honey I

85 1 8 00

8
I
Garden Trowels, Steel I

90
1

j
Gents' Socks, excellent for the money

|

90
|
8 50

4
j
Glass Cutter, with Knife Sharpener,
Corkscrew and Can Opener I

95 1 9 00

GLASSWARE.
i
Glass Dish, for "Honey Posies"

|
80

|
7 50

I
Glass Dish, with Glass Cover

j

80
1
7 50

Just right'for a 1 lb. Section of Comb Honey.
Same for Candied Honey, same price.

|
Glass Pitcher, Small, for Liquid Ex-
tracted Honev I

80
I 7 50

The above four pieces of Glass Ware were made
for Butter Dish, Sugar Bowl, Cream Pitcher, and
Spoon Holder, but 1 have "confiscated" them for
Bee-Keepers, as you see.

I Glue, Peter Cooper's, Liquid, with
Brush I

90
|
8 00

4
1
Hammers, Small, for Nails 65

|
6 00

5| " Magnetic I
90

|
8 50

16 |
" Full Size I 65 16 00

10
j
Hatchets, Bronzed, Geo. Washington

1
90

1
8 50

1
|
Ink Powder for Cheirograph, best | 85

|
8 00

14 Knife Trays of wood, make a splendid
nail box |

98
|
9 50

9
]
Ladles, same as on 5c counter, but
Larger and Heavier

1
80

1
7 50

1
i

Lead Pencils, red and blue, large, ex-
cellent for marking slates to hives..

|
65

1
6 00

2
1
Our 10c American Knife, Exact size of cut. Fine Steel Blade, Cocoa wood Handle

i 95
|
9 00

"Knives came all right, and we have three happy boys." R. H. Rhodes, Arvada, Colorado.
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8 I Lunch Box, Tin, Japanned |
95

|
9 25

3
I
Magnets, Horse Shoe

I
96

|
9 00

A beautiful Scientific Toy, formerly sold as high
as 50c. These are Nicely Finished, and Very Power-
ful; be careful not to let them touch Watches.
A customer writes: " The magnets attract all the

little folks, and some big ones too. I want you to
send me a half-dozen." H. H. Fox.
Tribulation, Mo., Feb. 25, 1880.

10 !
Mallets, Wood, excellent | 85 | 8 00

13 i Match safes, double, pretty and use-
ful

I
851800

18
|

Maple Sugar Bee Candy, in 1 lb. bricks.
Good for Bees and Children 1 98

|
9 50

2
i
Measuring Tapes, Spring, in Brass

case, 36 in
I

75 | 7 00

I
Mirrors, in Papier-mache Frames

j
85

j
8 00

10 |
Molasses Cups, Japanned, Nice for
Honey ! 95 |

9 00

7 I Nut Crackers, stout, will crack Hick-
ory nuts

I

95 19 00

2 I Nut Pick, all Nickel, very pretty I 95
|
9 00

|
Oil for Sewing Machines

I

90
|
8 50

The Very Best that Can be Obtained, 4 oz. bottles.
This is also the best oil for other light machinery.

8
|
Oil Cans, 1 quart [

98 19 50

5
|
Oilers, Zinc, Spring Bottom

I
85 | 8 00

15
I

Paper Weight, Bronze
I

75
|
7 00

3 |
Papers of Pins, best quality

I
80

|
7 50

4 |
PocketLevels, to be Put on a Square.

|
85

i
8 00

11 |
Potato Masher, Large

I

55
] 5 00

3
|
Prick Punches, best tempered steel..

6
j
Quart Measure, Tin, with lip

24 j Boiling Pins, Bevolving Handle

85 I
8 00

95 I 9 00
7 00

Bule, 1 Foot, Box-wood, Pocket
|
100

|
1000

Salts, glass, large
I

80
j 7 50

Scissors, same as 5c, but larger
|

75
|
7 00

Scoops, Tin, for " scooping " honey,
seeds, flour, etc., 1 qt

]
85

|
7 50

Screw Drivers, Wood Handles, Strong
and Nice, 754 inches Long

| 90
|
8 50

Screw Driver, metal Handle, nickel
Plated, small

|
95

|
9 00

Shears, 9^ Inches, excellent for 10c. ...
|

85
|
8 00

Sieves, in Wood Frame. lO'/i in. Round
|

85
| 8 00

Soap Stand, Silvered Wire
|

90
j 8 50

Stands, Tea Pot, Silvered Wire
|

85
I
7 50

Steak Pounders, turned of wood
| 65 | 6 00

Steels for Sharpening Knives, good . .
j

85
j 8 00

Straw Cuffs, to keep your shirt sleeves
clean when working in the Honey. . .

1

65
| 6 00

Suspenders, Excellent for the money
|

90
|

50

7
8
3
2
11

3|
41

5
|
Tack Claws, Polished Steel, Enameled
Handles

|
95

|
9 00

10
| Tin Cake Pans, Scallop, 10 inch

|
95

|
9 00

10
|
Tin Pail, with Cover, 2 Quart

|
97 9 50

I
" " no cover, 4 quart

|
95

I
9 00

7
|
Tin Pans, Plain or Milk, 4 qt |

95
|
9 00

Just think of it, a fair size, very pretty milk pan,
for 10c.

2
|
Tooth Brushes, good quality

| 85
|
8 00

4
]
Towels, same as 5c ones but larger and
better

|
90

|
8 50

2
|
Twine Cutter, to screw on your coun-

ter. Very handy for Clerks and
Merchants

| 85
|
8 00

10
1 Waiters, Plain, Japanned, and handy

because they are small
|

95
|
9 CO

10 I Wash Basins, 10 in., pretty and useful I 95
|
9 00

23
|
Whetstones

I
85

| 8 00
2 |

Willow Work Baskets, 5 inch
|

60
|
5 50

21
j Wooden Bowls, 1 foot wide

|
85

|
8 00

OUR "15 CENT" COUNTER.
2 I Belt Punches, hollow, fine steel | 1 00

1
10 00

I
Brooms, full size and very good

|
1 40 13 50

17
!
Coal Shovels, with long handles, 1

1 40 1 12 30

] 'ostage. 1 | Pr. of 10, of 100

3 | Files for circular saws, 5 in. (see cut
on page 13)

[
1 45

|
14 00

4 |
File, Double-ender, 10 inch, (no han-
dle; handle 10c) |

1 25 1 12 03
8

|
Hammers, Magnetic, all metal han-

dle, a beautiful tool
| 1 25 I 12 00

17
|
Hammers Carpenter's, Adze eye,
rather small but nicely finished. . . . 1

1 30
|
12 00

2
|
Knives, American "Barlow;" 1 inch
longer than the 10c knife, and the
blade is hand forged Razor Steel.. .

| 1 25 ]
12 00

1
|
Knives, Ladies, Ivory handle, 1 blade |

1 25
i
13 00

Sir:—My little knife came to hand last night and
the whole family want one. Please send three more,
all white handled. H. H. Fox.
Tribulation, McDonald Co., Mo.

12
|
Milk Pans, 8 qt | 1 40 ]

13 50
2

I
Needles, London Needle Co's best,
including large sizes and for all
purposes, Package i.f six papers . .

]
1 40

|
13 00

| Pails, wood, % size, Painted, 2 Hoops
|
1 30

|
12 00

3
I

Perfumery Wencke's genuine
|
1 30

|
12 00

2 Rules, 2 Foot. Pocket, Box-wood.... | 1 25 I 12 00
3 Scissors, solid steel handle and blade

|
1 40

j
13 00

6
I
Sieves, in wood Frames, Wire, round

|
1 20

|
12 00

5
I
Thermometers. Best, 7 inch

| 1 30
|
12 50

10
|
Twine, Strong Flax, y2 Tb. Balls I 1 30

|
12 50

62
I
Wash Boards Serpentine Zinc a good

article, that usually sell for 25c. or
higher I 1 30

|
12 00

7
j
Weeding Hook, Tinned to Prevent
Rusting, a most convenient Tool
for working among Plants

| 1 20
|
11 00

4
|
Willow Work Baskets, 6J4 inch 1 1 00

|
9 00

5
|
our 15 c. plane | 1 40

|
13 50

At first glance you might take it for a toy plane;
but, if you try it on a board, you will find it is a plane
in reality. They will sharpen a lead pencil beauti-
fully, trim up a wood cut or electrotype, take the
corners off from a rough box, reduce the width of
a board, and do it all in a workmanlike and finished
manner; and when they need sharpening, the bit is

taken out oradjusted securely, by simply turning a
single screw with the thumb and finger.

Twenty-Five Cent Counter.
Bell, Dinner, Brass | 2 10

| 20 00

11
|
Box Scraper, Excellent for Clearing
Bottom Boards, Etc., from Wax
and Propolis

I
2 25 I 20 00

18
| Braces, Carpenters, with set screw

I
2 10

I
20 00

I

Brooms, best quality j 2 30 j
22 50

3 I Brushes, Paint, very fair for Paint-
ing Bee Hives

I
2 25 I 20 00

7 I " Whitewash
|
2 25

|
21 00

! Clothes Baskets, Holding nearly 2
bushels |225|22 00

These, although pretty lig-ht, are a grpat conveni-
ence for holding light, bulky articles. We use sev-
eral dozen of them in our factory, and as they nest
one into the other, they occupy but little room when
not in use.
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|
Caliper Rule, XA foot, brass lined,

(see cut iu r)0c counter)
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! 22 00

11
|
Coe's Wrenches, Gin

I 2 45
| 24 00

4 |
Compasses, Carpenters, Good

f 2 10
|
20 00

15
|
Coffee Pots, or Boilers, 3 qt 1 59 : 14 00

20
j
Dinner Pails, with cup and coffee
Dish

| 2 00 | 18 50
24 |

Dish Pans. 8 qt. with handles
| 1 80

j
17 00

This is the pan used for our 60c Wax Extractor.
37

I
Dish Pan, 13 qt.- a "whopper"

I
2 10

[
20 00

3 |
Files, Best for Circular Saws, 6 in...

| 1 80
| 17 50

5 j
File,douhle-ender, 10in..with handle

|
1 60

|
15 00

I Garden Hakes, malleable iron
1
2 25

|
22 00

25 | Hammers, Adze E., Polished, Car-
penters, Excellent for the Money.. II 50 I 14 00

19
I
Hatchets, Painted Red

j
2 10

|
20 00

8
|
Hammers, Metal Handle inlaid with
Walnut. Light and Handsome....

|
1 60 |

15 00
|
Hoes, boys' size, best steel, riveted

blades
|
2 40

|
23 50

" ladies' " " " "
| 2 40

|
23 50

|
Honey, Raspberry or Clover, in pint
Tin Pails, with Covers

| 2 50 I 25 00

r. of 10, of 100

2 25 I 22 CO

6
|
Keyhole or Compass Saws, with Adj.
Iron Handle, a very convenient
tool indeed, Disston's make

[
2 00

]
18 00

I Knives, 2 Blades, Fine Quality, Am.
|
1 90

|
18 00

3 1
" " Heavier than above

|
2 25

|
22 00

5
|
Lamps, Brass, Night

I
2 25

I
22 00

7
|

" Cottage, Brass Hand
|
2 25

|
22 00

5
I
Lantern and Night Lamp Combined,
Small, but very pretty and useful

1
2 25 1 22 00

1 | Magnifying Glass, in very pretty rub-
ber case, to carry in pocket

|
2 25

1
20 00

2
|
Measuring Tapes, spring, 3ti in., in
Brass Case 1 2 10

|
20 00

2
|
Morton's Silver plated pen case and
pencil

I
2 00

|
18 50

For Pen for above see 50c counter.
10

|
Oil Cans, 1 Quart, for Kerosene |

1 60 | 15 00
12

|
" " 2 "

[ 1 90
|
18 00

6
|
Oil Stone Slips, the best

|
1 70

|
16 00

15
|
Paper Weights, Glass, Very Pretty.

|
1 80

|
17 00

31
3 I

1
|

12|
01

10
1

Plyers, Flat Nose, steel, very usetul
]
1 60

" Bound Nose |
1 90

Silver Thimbles, Pure Coin
|
2 80

Tea Trays, Japanned, handsome |2 10
Thermometers, Best, 10 inch |1 50
Tin Pails, 2 Quart, Japanned and
Lettered

I
2 00

15 00
18 00
22 50

80 on

14 00

18 00

Postage.
I

IP

2 |
Silk Handkerchiefs, real 8CTc |

10
|
Sieves, in wood frame, wire, round

12;i inch I

6 |
" all metal, 8'

2 in., c.rtra nice
\

6
|
Signs to Be Hung in Door Yard, in
Stock 3 Kinds, "Honey for Sale,"
"Bees and Queens for Sale" and
" This Property for Sale "

|
2 00 |

18 00

2 00 I 18 00
2 20

|
20 00

4
|
Putty Knives 1

1 60
|
15 00

Fine Steel, Cocoa Wood Handles, Steel Ferule,
Beautifully Finished, with Stiff Blades, or Thin
Elastic Blades, as you choose. Excellent for scra-
ping off wax and propolis in bee hives. The blades
are made Extra Wide with this end in view.
2

|
Scissors, Fine, Solid Steel Blade. ...

|
2 10

]
20 00

7
I

Screw Drivers, 1 Foot long, Fine,
Wood Handles

I
1 90

|
18 00

6
I
Shears, Nickel Plated I 2 00

|
19 00

illinium ii
I

3 L
mi miTTTTTTT

l

6
i

Try-Square, all metal, handle and
blade, accurate inside and out, and
a most beautiful tool for such a
small sum of money

|
2 00

1 17 50

I
Tin Pails. 6 Quart, Plain

| 2 00
|
18 00

6
|
Willow Work Baskets, 9J4 inch, pretty
and useful \

1 50
|
13 00

Thirty-Five Gent Counter.
17

;

Ot e's Wrenches. 8 in
|
3 30

|
32 00

19
|
Dinner Pails, with Coffee Cup 3 00 25 00

35
i
Farina Boilers, 4 qt.. Excellent

I
3 25 31 00

2
|
Scissors, 4 inches long

j 2 75
J
25 00

Handles as well as blades of Finest Quality of Eng-
lish Steel, and Beautifully Finished.

2
|
Scissors, Lace

1
2 75

|
25 00

Same make as above. These are the most Deli-
cately Pointed scissors I have ever found, and are
the best thing to be obtained for Clipping Queens'
wings.
10

|
Shears, Fine. Solid Steel Blades |.3 00

|
28 00

15 |
Sieves, Metal Rim; this is also used
for Wax Extractor, see Dish Pan
in 25c list 1 3 25

|
30 00

17 | Wrench, malleable, Adjustable | 2 40
|
23 00

FIFTY CENT COUNTER.

OUR 50C IIION PLANE | 4 25
!

40 00
his is a beautiful and useful full sized plane.
i

Carpenter's Level, and Plumb com-
bined, a most beautiful tool, Imi-
tation Rosewood, 14 in. long, splen-
did for leveling up hives, etc | 4 50

|
40 00

|
Carpenter'sSqu's, good, but not steel

|
4 50 44 00

Braces, pat. grip, 8 inch ...
|
4 50 | 42 00

[
Carpenter's Dividers, with wing and
set screw | 4 00

|
35 00

|
Coe's Wrenches, 12 in

| 4 50
|
44 CO

I

Cheirograph, Complete, 5%x8%,
Ink, Pad,&c. Sec page 10, Jan. No.

I
4 50 |

40 00
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|
Garden Rakes, malleable iron, with
iron braces I 4 25

[Pr.oflO, of 100

40 00

20
|
Hand Saws, 18 inch; Very Neat,
Made of Fine steel 4 00 I 37 50

40 00
Caliper Rule, beautifully finished, one
foot, 4 fold, brass lined I

4

Hammer, Fine Steel, Finely Finished,
although rather small, it is the very
best Hammer that can be bought | 4 25 I 40 00

35 00
33 00
44 00
42 50
40 00

4 00 50

4 50 I 44 00

33 |
Hatchets, Good Steel, well finished. I 4 00

Hoes, fine steel, riveted blades |
3 50

I
I .anterns I 4 50

5 |
Magnifiers, 2 Lenses, on 3 brass feet

|
4 50

10 I Measuring Tapes, 50 Feet, Fine ....
|
4 25

2 i

" " 36 in.. Spring with

stop, Nickel Case, very Handsome,
o rn , oA nA

a beautiful present for a Lady ...
|
3 50

]
o0 00

1 |,
Morton's Gold Pen, "Magic," no
case |

4 2o
I 40 00

For case see 25 and 75c counter.
9

j
Paper Weights, Glass, (4 Cannon

Balls) •••••

16
|
Pruning, or Sheep-toe Shears, Excel-

lent
1 am especially pleased with the pruning- shears,

as I have had them in constant use for the past

three days, pruning orange trees, and find them
g-ood. The price here for the same make is $1.00.

New Smyrna, Fla., May 1, 1880. W. S. Hart.

3 I Scissors, 5 in. long, English make,
and best English Steel, very beau-
tiful | 4 00

|
37 50

2 |
Scissors, Button Hole I

4 00
|
37 50

Same size and same make as above, with screw ad-

justment for Any Sized Hole.
16 |

Screw Driver, 20 inches long |
o <o

|
35 00

This is so large and strong, that in an emergency,
it will do nicely for a small handspike or crowbar.

Shovels, for Boys, Steel 1 4 00 38 00
" Men " 14 50

|
44 00

20 |
Sickles, or Grass Hooks, Fine Steel

Heautifully Finished I
4 00

2 |
Silk Handkerchiefs, real silk and
good size |

4 50

12 1 Spring Balance, with Tin Dish, Sus-
~„„^^ H.7 Th^no nhaino 9A I ha I 4 00

Postage. ]

27 |
Carpenters' Brace, Patent Grip,

10 inch Sweep I 60 |
58 00

64 |
Cheirograph, Foolscap Size, 8'4xl2i4 | 7 <>0

|
60 00

With this size we give a 2 oz. Bottle of Best Ink.

Ink not included if sent by mail.

2 I
Morton's Gold Pen in Silver plated
case and pencil

I
6 50

|
60 00

4 ! Scissors, Large size, English make.
Finest English Steel Handles and
Blades; 7 in. long- I 00

|
5u 00

8
|
Shears, 9 inch. Solid Steel Blade,
Nickel Plated |

6 75
|
65 00

This is the best and prettiest Pair of Shears, I

think, I ever saw; they would be beautiful for a

present for your wife or mother or any other lady.

2
|
Silk Handkerchiefs, Beautiful | 7 00 I 65 00

ONE DOLLAR COUNTER.
12 I A B C Book in Paper (Post paid at

$1.00 each) For less than 10 see ad-

vertisement in Gleanings |
6 30

I
60 oo

15 |
Cloth bound, 25c more, each book.

|
Axe fine steel, extra make and fin-

jsn I
9 50

I
iU UU

Basket, Oak"splint, 3 Bushels 1 8 50
|

""
80 00

I'-vWvVvirivtiri* ulvviWvi it

45 ' Carpenter's Saw, with 24 in. Square
and Rule, Straight Edge, and
Scratch Awl, Disston's make |S

3 |
Morton's Gold Pen in Gold Plated
Telescopic Holder 1

*

2 |
Silk Handkerchiefs, large and ex-

ceedingly pretty I
*

2 |
Tea Spoons, 3 oz., Solid Coin Silver,

with your Name or Initials neatly
Engraved thereon I

!

At this rate a set of 6, will cost $5.45. If

them without engraving, $5.00 only.

00 1 85 00
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dium.. 512
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Keeping Bees for Fun 546

Large Eggs 53ft

Laying Queen Leaving Hive
and Killing Another 526

Letter from Geo. Grimm— 519
Length of Bee-tongues 524

Lime-Valley Apiary 542

Locust-trees for Honey 544

Longevity of Bees 534

Mitchell .' 521-522

Moth-worms 531

Mollie Heath Plant 541

Mrs. i lotton 521

Must I 'andy be Fresh ' 550

My Dollar Queen 544
Necessity of Lawyers and
Doctors 556

New Bee Enemy 528
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Parker's Fdn. Fastener 547

Painting Tanks inside 545

Perforated-tin Separators..536
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Personalities 556
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Plaj ing of young Bees 54ft
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ton 550
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duced 527
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I;. i is. etc 535
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B, 'dress for Bee-keepers. .. .530
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Hives, frames, sections, boney-extractors, and, in
short, all supplies for the apiary, ordered tor next
season's use, during- the present month of Novem-
ber, will be billed at a discount of "> per cent, provi-
ding you mention, when you send the order, that it

was sent with this end in view. No discount on
counter {roods.

fcw£ §dumn>
Fn.ler this head will be inserted, free of Charge, the names of

all those having honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.

Please ntiou how much, what kind, ami prices, as far as pes

sible. Asm general thing, 1 would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. If near home, where
you can look alter it. it is often a very goodway. By all means,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we can furnish little

boards to hang up in your dooryard, with the words. "Honey
for Sale," neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10 cents extra tor

postage. Board's saying "Bees and Queens for Sale," same
price,

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.—Honey.—Scarce, both Extracted and

Comb; demand slow. We pay 10c per lb. for Ex-
tracted Clover Honey, and 16c for choice white Comb
Honey. Other good qualities, 8 c.

Beeswax—Is 20@25c per lb. on arrival.
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 21, '80. C. F. Muth.

Chicago. —Hone}).-Comb Honey is in fair de-

mand at ]5@l8c, for nice light lots; dark, 12 to He.
Extracted Honey. 7@9c.
Beeswax.—20(Th,23c for light, and 15@17c for dark.

Alfred H. Newman.
972 West Madison St., Chicago, 111., Oct. 21, '80.

New York.—Honey.—Best white Comb, small
boxes, new, 17@20c; fair, ditto, l.

r>@10c; buckwheat,
ditto, li@13c; large boxes, 2c per lb. less. White
Extracted, 8 l,»<&'Mic; Dark, ditto, fif»7c. Southern
strained honey. s.V' 95c per gal.

Becxwil.r.- 2o@24c. A.V. THURBEK.
158 limine St., New York, Aug. 2(i, 1880.

St. LOUIS Honey Our market for honey contin-
ues steady tit 19 to 21c. for choice comb, and 8 to lie.

for choice extracted. The market is nearly bare of
good comb honey, but it is reported here that there
is a large shipment coming of California comb, and
nwv look for lower prices.

Beeswax,—Quiet and steady; saleable at 21 to 23c.

Oct. 18, 188ti. It. C. (iREEIi & CO.
No. 117 North Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

This department differs from Humbugs and swindles, in giv-

ing the names and addresses of persons who. although they do
not advertise, obtain goods by making promises which they do
not keep. and. not only that, but they do not answer postals or
letters when written to. To avoid accidental in justice, no one's
name will be given ben- before we have ourselves repeatedly
tried to get a reply from him, and, at the same time, have as-

certained I ri in his F. M. . thai lie is a resident of the place, and.
in short, have done everything in our power to prevent this list

from growing larger. Besides all this, an additional warning
will be given each delinquent by sending him a printed copy ot

this list, before his name comes' out publicly. Those who will-

fully take another's property without equivalent, and who de-

liberately and purposely do wrong, we all wish to be warned
against, anil it is only such we mean to include here.

I). Berrv, Mansfield, Richland Co., ( ). 1-397

Elmer Braley, White Oak, Ingbam Co., Mich.
H. M. Major, transiently at Beebe,

White Oak Co., Mich.
W. U. Monroe, Ray City, Bay Co.. Mich.
J. W. Rlanton. Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
Those persons named below claim to have sent us money,

which we have never received. ( m tin- strength of their claim.

we have sent the g Is, asking for half price, but have heard
nothing from them since, though we have written each one
several times.

Joseph Stauffer, Staynor, Simcoc Co., Cal.

FOR SALE!
FailiDg health compels me to offer for sale, sepa-

rately or together, 114 swarms of bees, of the best

strain lor working qualities that can be had; Ree
farm of 50 acres of choice land, 15 acres in pine,

hemlock, basswood, elm, oak, beech, and maple tim-
ber; apples, pears, peaches, plums, and grapes in

abundance: two 110x10 barns—one nearly new, with
basement and bee repository; house, wood-house,
honey-bouse, and shop all attached. Shop, with
basement, near a line stream to which machinery
can be easily attached, 2H miles from It. It. depot,
lid WM. H. RALCH, Oran, Onondaga Co., N. Y.
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Gleanings received for October. It is just splen-
did in the new dress; could not get along- without it.

W. B. Griggs.
Suniield, Mich., Oct. 9, 1880.

I received your ABC book last week. I am much
pleased with it, and think it is worth double the
money. Clement Perrin.
Elma, Ont., Can , Sept. 18, 1880.

Gleanings looks very7 pretty in its new dress. We
feel mere and more as though we couldn't do with-
out it. W. D. Parker.
Defiance, O., Oct. 9, 1880.

I would not do without Gleanings for double the
price. Our bees have made enough honey for win-
ter, and some surplus where stocks were only
doubled. S. W. VanDorn.

'

Eldorado, Butler Co., Kan., Oct. 12, 1880.

The tested queens mailed on the 4rh inst. reached
me safely this evening in good condition. Thanks
for your promptness. I can get queens in less time
from Medina than from Atlanta, Ga., only 75 miles.
Of course, this i* the promptness of the shipper.
Forsyth, Ga., Oct. 6, 1880. F. N. Wilder.

A SUBSTANTIAL BIRTHDAY PRESENT.
Inclosed please find f1.25 for ABC, bound in cloth.

This is to be my pa's birthday present. He has long
b^en wishing for it, and will be greatly pleased to re-
ceive it, Anna Stanclift.

Brookfield, Mo., May 24, 1880.

The tools are all entirely satisfactory. Thanks.
We thought when we first "sot eyes" on that 10c G.
W. Hatchet that it was wrongly named—ought to
have been P. T. Barnum or '"Little Humbug." But
I tell you it is just '"boss" for sections and lathing
for plaster, etc. D. H. Tweedy.
Bridgeport, Belmont Co., O., Oct. It, 1880.

I have tripd the extractor, and am well pleased with
it. For strength, lightness, and beauty, it can't be
beat. Tell your customers those tin-lined enamel
sheets are not litud with tin at all, but bound on the
ends. That 25c tack hammer isa beauty; and, what's
more, it is a good tool. On the whole, I am more
than pleased. C. B. Thwing.
Hamilton, Mo., Oct. 13, 1880.

I received your postal of the 1st, stating that there
was no money in the letter you got from me. Now,
Mr. Root, I am positive that I put 50c in silver in
the letter. It was rather careless of me, and I do
not think you ought to stand the loss, and so I en-
close it again. D. E. Bobbins.
Hesperia, Mich., Sept. 1", 1880.

[Many thanks for your generosity, friend R. How
strange it is that people are so different in their
views of such matters! How cheering it is to find,
every now and then, one who insists on bearing not
only half, but the whole loss in such cases!]

The 3 one-dollar queens bought of you are
hatching out bright, full-blooded Italians; that is,
two of them. The other, the ants killed in the cage
before I had time to introduce her.

E. J. Atchley.
Lancaster, Texas, Aug. 21, 1880.

I was about to.give up raising bees, when I heard
of the Simplicity bee hive, and saw some of them,
and was so pleased with them, I bought several and
transferred my bees into them out of the old-fash-
ioned hive. They have been working so nicely since,
that I have concluded to try to make bee-raising a
profitable business. Milton C. Scott.
Forsyth, Ga., Sept. 7, 1880.

gleanings as an advertising medium.
You ask, '• Shall I continue your ad.?" For pity's

sake, no, no, no! 1 have been sending back orders
for the last two weeks. I send back orders to-day
amounting to $12.90. I have never been so rushed
with orders in all of my experience. Such is printers'
in£- W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich., Oct. 14, 1880.

The smoker is just what I wished. I wanted one
that I could light with a match, and this is just the
one. And then, the seeds were put up so securely
there was no danger of half of them being lost in
the mails, as I had some do last summer.

Mrs. E. J. Killam.
Dunlap, Morris Co., Kan., Sept. 14, 1880.

GLEANINGS AS AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM.
I suppose you will not feel offended if I tell you I

have received more inquiries from my "ad." in
Gleanings, and sold more stock, than from any
other 1 have, and it appears in some 10 or 12 other
papers.

I must also congratulate you upon the new dress
in which Gleanings appears. C. W. Can field.
Athens, Pa., Oct. 15, 1880.

I was greatly surprised, on reading "Our Homes,"
to see how nearly alike our thoughts had been on
"g"od investments;" for it was just such invest-
ments I was thinking of while writing you. And
God will bless these gifts of cold water in his name,
as he has already blessed you in giving to the w<>rld
your Home Papers, your inventions, and your life.

I am pleased with the fresh appearance of Glean-
ings in its new dress. What it contains always
seems like a good long letter from some friend. I
never enjoyed any work so much as my S. S. class.

Walter B. House.
Oberlin College, O., Oct. 5, 1880.

Gleanings came swiftly to hand; in reply I would
say 1 am much pleased with it, I still have the Aug.
No for 1879, which you sent me as a sample. I have
almost committed it to memory; but your writings
from pages 321 to 323 are a treasure to me. I love to
to st udy the nature of the bee, and to learn his hab-
its; but reading the above named writing creates in
me a feeling whii'h makes me far more nappy than
bees can possibly do, or any one can dream of. I

hope that, while I am your subscriber, you may con-
tinue to write thus. It makes me feel as though you
were " home folks." May Almighty God, the divine
Ruler of the universe, speed you and keep you stead-
fast to the end. S. D. Rutherfokd.
Kearneysville, Jefferson Co., W. Va., July 13, 1880.

The book and frames came to hand, express pre-
paid. The book is very neat indeed. I was a little

surprised at you pa> ing the express on the goods. I
would have been willing to pay it myself, even if you
did not have the saw. But you will be rewarded in
the future for all such acts of kindness.

J A Ware
Reidsville, N. C, Sept. 3, 1880.

L ¥ ou see, we have some of our heavy tools and ma-
chinery sent directly from the factories where made,
to save freieht, and our customers, not knowing
this, often order our goods sent with them. Well,
this would make our customers have two freight
charges to pajT instead of one; or, worse still, when
the articles are small they have to be sent by ex-
press. Now, in such cases, I have felt in duty bound
to pay the charges on the small articles, even though
it leaves us with less than their cost. I have done
this because no provision has been made in our list

for such cases. How very kindly our friend above
speaks, when I have done only as 1 would be done
by! Is this world all selfish?]

The bees all came through all in good condition,
but 1 went 5 miles after them three times before I
got them. You started them on Monday and I didn't
get them until Saturday afternoon. One of them
was for my brother. We both think everything of
them. They are regular pets, and are doing well.
His queen produces pure Italians; but the one I kept
produces bees of all kinds. Some have three bands,
some two, some one, and some are blacker than my
common bees, with no bands on them at all. I am
very sorry, but I don't suppose I can help it now.
The A B C I got of you is a great help to me. I am a
new beginner, and didn't know mueh about bee-
keeping. I study it every chance I get. 1 wouldn't
part with it for $500 if 1 couldn't get another one. If
you have 15 or 20 calls from this place for bees in the
spring, you can lay the blame on me. When I told
them 1 had sent for 2 lbs. of bees and two queens,
they laughed at me, but since they have seen them
there are 15 or 20 around here who want to send for
some of them in the spring.

Truly yours, James K. Gregory.
Crooked Lake, Wyoming Co., Pa.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

NO. 12.

FEEDING HONEY IN THE OPEN AIR.

HAVE always been told not to feed honey in the

open air, as it induces robbing1

. If fed in its nat-

ural state, I have no doubt but that it would; but
if it is largely diluted with water it can be fed in the

open air, and it will cause no more robbing- than will

the feeding of grape sug-ar. We have had a continu-

ous yield of honey here this season, from early spring

until the frosts came. Some of the time the yield

was light, but I did not find it necessary to feed to

start the young queens to laying, until the latter

part of September. It was so late in the season that

I did not wish to go to the expense of buying a bar-

rel of grape sugar, and, as I had some buckwheat
honey on hand, I thought it would be the better way
if I could contrive some plan to feed it to the bees-

I did not wish to go to the botheror expense of using

any "patent, perforated, atmospheric feeders," and
so I concluded to try feeding the honey in the open
air.

I k t honey run into a twe-quart fruit-can until it

stood about an inch and a half deep in the bottom of

the can. I then filled the can with warm water, gave

it a good shaking to dissolve the honey, and then in-

verted it upon a grooved board, the same as I did

when feeding the grape sugar. The bees "behaved"
themselves while taking this feed, and it had the

same effect in keeping up breeding and starting the

young queens to laying as did the gra pe sugar, while

the cost was not much, if any, more. I have also

tried the grape-sugar candy, and it seems to metobe
much the best manner of feediDg grape sugar.

FIX DP YOUR BEES FOR WINTER.

If your bees are not prepared for winter, don't wait

another day. If you have colonies that are weak,

either in bees or stores, unite them. Don't have any
weak colonies. If you have to put all of your bees in-

to one hive. If you can't get bees enough to till one
hive, then contract 1 he space in the hive by means
of chaff cushions. Make the bees fill—yes, crowd—
the space they occupy. Give them plenty of honey,

then protect them with chaff, sawdust, or something
of the kind. I know this advice sounds a little "old,"

but there are so many of you who neglect these

things, t hat T hope you will excuse me for calling

your attention to them again. In whatever manner
you do prepare your bees for winter, do the work
tJioroughly ; don't leave any cracks and crevices for

the hVat to escape.

I have now kept bees four years, and during all

this time I have lost only two colonies; and my
swarms, each fall, are made up by uniting nuclei the

last of October; which plan—uniting nuclei so late—

seems to be quite apt to lead to trouble in wintering

—at least, I think it is the reason. It is because I

never leave a swarm in the fall until it is prepared
for winter just exactly as I think it ought to be. How
many of 'you have your bees prepared for winter

now. just exactly as you think they ought to be?

Hold up your hands. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Very good, friend II. I would suggest
that those who do not hold up their hands
had better come to think of it, you told
them what they were to do, so I have noth-
ing to add. Oh, yes! my hand is up, only
that the bees are not all yet united. We are
keeping some queens for the brothers who
always want one just the last thing ; and, by
the way, we are going to try again selling
queens all winter to those who care to pay
winter prices. Last winter we sent them out
successfully during every month.

A VISIT TO MEDINA.

fT was our fortune, in the good providence of

God, to bo brought within forty miles of the

above-named place. Being so near, nothing

was more natural thun that we should feel an in-

tense desire to see Mr. A. I. Root's establishment

and apiary, of which every reader of Gleanings
has heard so much. We at once determined to grat-

ify ourselves, and see the elephant—&t least so far as

bee-fixings are concerned. Taking the morning
train on the 2sth ult., we were soon landed opposite

the brick establishment. Wending our way across

the railroad and through the masons and carpen-

ters engaged in the erection of the addition to the

main building, we soon made the acquaintance of

Mr. Gray,—the foreman, and next, that of Mr. Root
himself—all as busy as bees in running the institu-

tion. But who do you think put in his appearance

almost at the same instant? It was none other than

the celebrated apiarian D. A. Jones, of Bceton, Can-
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ada, of whom "Neighbor H.," alios H. B. Harrington,

declared that he was more desirous of making his
]

acquaintance than he would be that of General

Grant.

The forenoon was spent very pleasantly and prof-

itably, to myself at least, in discussing the qualities

of the three chief strains of bees, in company with

Mr. Jones and neighbor H.

When noon came, we were kindly entertained by

Mr. Gray and his excellent lady. The noon hour

was cheerfully wiled away in a spirited conversa-

tion on the great moral questions of the day.

Returning to the establishment, we visited every

department, from basement to loft, and were truly

surprised at the amount and variety of business car-

ried on. Tinning, smithing, turning, sawing, plan-

ing, printing, folding, binding, candy-making, foun-

dation-making, selling, mailing, clerking, editing,

and other things too tedious to mention, were all

plied. Really, Novice is our busy friend. We wish

him success. He has built up an immense trade.

We think his establishment the largest of the kind

in the world. May he long live to eDjoy the fruits

of his labor!

Our visit to his place and apiary will ever, be a

green place in the garden of our memory.

Sago, O., Oct., 1880. Wm. Ballantine.

and everything all "spruced up," and then have a

view taken and send it to you; but the other day a

traveling photographer came along, and I could not

resist the temptation to let you see how we look

note, so that, in the dim future, when we send you

another photo, you can "look on this picture and

then on that." So, here it is:—

Your humble servant is giving his little twin bee-

keepers their utual morning ride upon the wheel-

barrow, while their mamma stands near the tene-

ment hive, looking on admiringly — we suppose.

"Where is the 'new baby,' little gray eyes'?" Oh!

she is in the house, fast asleep.

The shop stands to the right of the house, and

does not show in the picture; but you can see a por-

tion of the cheap lath fence that makes a yard be-

tween the two buildings, thereby furnishing the

"little chicks" a safe playground. There are some
hives to the right of the view that do not show, as

well as quite a "sprinkling" behind the house. The
log house and outbuildings belong to neighbor W.:

you see, he has got his house into the picture, and it

didn't cost him a penny; but then, he furnished

those nice tall oak-trees, which will, perhaps make
it all square. Don't you think, friend Novice, that

this picture will he7p to tell how I am being happy?
W. z. Hutchinson.

Rogersville, Gene see Co , Mich., Sept. 4, 1880.

STILLmN-CC.DlN.0.

HUTCHINSON'S APIARY, AND THE BROWN-EYED TWINS.

THE BANNER APIARY. AND THE
BROWN-EVED TWINS.

5|pfc EAR NOVICE: — If some day, you should come
Wm walking up from the railroad station, and— should stop, lean against the fence in front

of our place and look over, you would see a "bee

yard" that would look very much like the inclosed

photo.

We did intend to wait until we had a new house,

I do decidedly think so, friend II.; and
the picture of those two little girls on that

wheelbarrow of yours is worth more to me
than you can think. I can imagine all the

little 'ones in many a home where Glean-
ings goes, gathering around it just to get a

peep. May God bless the children ! Are
you sure, friend II., you will be any happier

in the new house than you have been in this

one? I would bv no means discourage new
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houses, but I think we find, sometimes, on
looking back, that our happiest days were
passed in the old house. Fix up the sur-
roundings; have every thing well eared for,
of course ; but if I were going to "drop in,"
I think I should like to come just as you are
now, and have a real good time wheeling
the twins around your nice broad yard.

WISCONSIN AHEAD!
A ROUSING REPORT FROM ONE OF OUR OLD CON-

TRIBUTORS.

^jDITOR OLEANINGS:-I hope you art- not go-

fU_] \

ing- to put every one in the "Blasted" depart-

ment this year—at least, you needn't put us

there. Some of the bee-keep°rs around here say

this wasn't much of a year for honey; but I think

the following1 record, showing- the daily increase in

weight of one colony of bees for 4S successive days
will show that, if they failed, it was not by any defi-

ciency in the yield of honey:
DAILY INCREASE IX WEIGHT OF ONE COLONY FROM BASSWOOD
July 1 2 3 i 5 6 7 8 9 111 11 1

Pounds •;'.. 6 v m 1'.. l:>'.< km l: 10',< 7 IV, 6 3
July 13 H 15 16 17 is 19 20 21 22 2
Pounds.... •"> i's. 3 1 4J6 4 1 1 r>'.. :t

July 24 25 "
26

Pounds 5 3 i

FROM WILD FLOWERS.
July...
Pounds
August
Pounds.

28 29 :«> 31.

FROM BUCKWHEAT.

4 :t>,

16 17
21-2 2

Aug
Pounds ..

August .

.

Pounds.

.

You will sse by this that they gain3d207 lb3 , or a

little over 4J4 lbs. per day for 48 days, and they con-

tinued gaining slowly until frosts, about Sept. 10th.

This was an Italian colony in a two-story Lang-
stroth hive, 10 frame3 bslow, and only 8 above.
We commenced this season with 44 good colonies

of Italian bees in hives, with good straight comb3

,

almost all built from fdn. We have taken from
them 4700 lbs.; 3000 lbs. of basswood extracted, and
1700 lbs. comb honey in sections. We#also had 20

strong colonies of black bees, which we got of a

neighbor last winter. They were in all kinds of

patent hives with movable combs—at least, they
would have been movable if they hadn't been waxed
to the hive, and tho CDmbs alt built crocked. We
took as good care of th?m as possible, and got only

about 250 lbs. of honey, and no increase. Our Ital-

ians increased abDut one-third. We have sold about
1000 lbs. of basswood honey in sections for 18c, per
gross, and about 1700 of extracted for 10c. Our bees
are all strong, hives heavy with sealed honey, and in

good condition for winter. The 12th of July was said

to be the hottest day ever known here. The hive on
the scales gained 31 lbs., and there was no mistake
about it, for I watched them from 1 to 7 o'clock, and
they gained just 4 lbs. per hour. We also weighed
twoother hives; one gained 21 and theother 28V4 lbs.

We also weighed another colony that was making
comb honey in one-pound sections. They gained 12

lbs., and they must have built combs for all of it, for

their hive was full, and they had been working in

boxes about two weeks, and I gave them only a

three-cornered piece of fdn., about one inch on a

side, for starters. This colony made over 100 lbs. of

comb honey in one-pound sections, and several oth-

ers made as much. Our best yield of extracted

honey from one colony was 250 lbs.

Frank McNay.
Eau-Galle, Dunn Co., Wis., Oct. 18, 1880.

Many thanks, friend M. I am very glad of
your report, for I have begun to fear some of
our friends might get discouraged, and hard-
ly take as bright a view of our industry as it

justly merits. Your yield has been indeed
wonderful; and, while much may be due to
your locality, I am sure much is due also to
your management. The colony that gave
ihe great result was a two-story hive, strong
with Italians at the commencement of the
season, and the swarming impulse was kept
down constantly by a faithful use of the ex-
tractor. N ow, boys, look out that you are
ready for it, when God sends you such a har-
vest as he sent friend M. this season. Will
others from that locality please report? We
would like to know how much is due to the
bee-keeper, and how much to the locality.

REPORT FROM "NEIGHROR H."

S it is fashionable for bee-keepers to make re-

ports, we hand you ours. We started in the
i spring of 1875 with one swarm of Italians,

and have now 108. After looking it over, D. A.
Jones gave his opinion there was not a better apiary
from one swarm in live years in the U. S.
We wintered 56 swarms last season, and lost none:

sold $535 worth of queens and pounds of bee«, and
fed about $15.00 worth of maple and grape sugar.
We winter our bees on their summer stands, and
have never lost a swarm in a chaff hive. We think
queens reared in September or October are prefer-
able to any other, as they lay later in the fall and
earlier in the spring, giving lots of young bees to
work on willow, ground ivy, soft maple, and fruit-
blossoms. We had ten frames in each hive by the
first of April this season, and had to divide to give
queens space to lay in before apple-blo«soms were
over. There was a splendid yield of red-alover hon-
ey this year, and the Cyprian and Holy-Land bees
worked rather the best on it.

CYPRIANS AND HOLY-LAND BEES.

We had the pleasure of a day's visit with D. A
Jones, and found him to be one of those practical,
common-sense men that one never tires of listening
to. He is enthusiastic over Holy-Land and Cyprian
bees; and, as far as my experience goes, it will bear
him out in his opinion of them. One good point in
their favor is, they can not be robbed. The Cyprians
will "strike till the last armed foe expires." It is

laughable to see them clean out a band of robbers.
In appearance, the Cyprians are a little lighter-col-
ored than Italians, with a bright gold shield between
their wings. The Holy-Land bees have whitish
bands and light gray bodies. The queens are very
small when first hatched; long and slim, with dark
rings when full grown, and the most prolific layers I

ever saw. '-Neighbor H."
Medina, O., Oct. 25, 1880.

I presume our supply dealers have by this time,
settled all differences amicably, ready for another
season's business.

Just 5043 subscribers this 20th day of Oct. One
more month, and then comes the tumble; but you
see we got over the 5000 this year, any way.

In ordering goods from the counter store, if you
wish quite a number of articles it will save time to

mark the number wanted, right opposite the article

on the price list, and send it to us, and we will send
you a new list by return mail; or, to save postage,
lust tear out the leaf containing the articles wanted.
We ciin not well make mistakes then, and it saves
labor in writing the names of so many cheap articles.

our homes in book form.

Part First, of the above, a book of about 50 pages,
with a neat paper cover, will be ready to mail in

about two weeks. The price will be 13c each, or
$1 35 per doz. by mail; by express or freight, with
other goods. 10c, or $1.00 per dozen. The books are
to be strongly bound, and nicely printed on good pa-

per; and if you wish to lend them to your neighbors,
I hope they will last a good while.
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AT THE CONVENTION.

SINCE I told you last month, just as the
journal went to press, that I was going
to the convention, many have written,

asking me to tell you all about it. As a full

report of the proceedings will be given in
other journals, I do not think it will be well
to repeat them here. Friend Jones, neigh-
bor II., and I were on hand at the rooms be-
fore any one else was visible. As we were
in the vicinity of the Zoological Gardens, I

proposed we should give them a brief visit

;

and I wish it were in my power to tell you
how much I enjoyed it. You know how
much I have said to you. of late, about see-
ing God through all his works. Well, it

seems to me that a view of the different
forms of animal life which inhabit our globe
gives us a wonderful lesson in this field. One
of the first objects that met my view on en-
tering, was some beautiful white birds that
stood with their wonderful, expressive, and
human-like eyes, so nearly on a level with
our own that I almost involuntarily looked
for some one to give me an introduction.
As neither friend J. nor II. seemed inclined
to perform that office, I raised my hat and
said "•Good-morning !

" with as good a grace
as I knew how. The bird did not seem at
all offended, for he blinked his wonderful
eyes at me in a way that seemed to say that
he, at least, had no unkind feelings toward
me of any sort, and so I put out my hand
with a view of scraping acquaintance. At
this, he moved his long legs enough to step
back a little, and opened his beautiful pink
bill and — hissed like a goose. Well, well. I
walked off, it must be confessed a little sad-
ly, thinking my romance should all be so
suddenly dispelled, and that, instead of
learning from his fellow-traveler something
of the God who made us both, it was, after
all, only a meeting between two geese. I
looked back over my shoulder, and said to
myself,

—

" Any how, I should like to know what
God gave you those great long legs for, and
what good it does you to be able to hold your
head up so high."
While I was thinking that it might have

come by an effort through continued ages,
to reach for things up high—fruit and ber-
ries, you know—I noticed II. and Mr. Jones
looking over the fence at something.
" Why, what in the world ! Is that truly a

crocodile? Why, he is dead !

"

" Not a bit of it, dead," said friend Jones.
I looked over the fence at a pole. II. saw

where I was looking, and he climbed over
the sharp pickets in a twinkling. I confess
I was inclined to be a little offended when
that big bird hissed at me ; but when the
crocodile opened his jaws like a barndoor,
and gave such an unearthly wheeze, I was
ready to run and leave II. to his fate, even
though it might have been filling those hid-
eous jaws. But, a look at friend Jones reas-
sured me; for, big as the alligator was, I
felt sure if he gobbled Jones he would cer-
tainly have no appetite for me that day at
least. I was listening very intently with
open mouth while friend J. declared that
that beast would bite a man right in two at

one bite, when I jumped again at hearing,
behind my back,

—

"Git out of that yard, and let that 'ere
crocodile alone ; what business you got in-
side there any way?"
While I was wondering whether every-

body was going to be cross to us, crocodiles
and all, IT. leisurely stopped punching the
great "animile,"' laid down the long pole, the
sight of which might have been equally sug-
gestive to any schoolboy, and climbed back
over the sharp iron pickets. He got back
very leisurely, compared with the spry way
in which he got in. I do not know whether
it was because he was afraid of tearing his
Sunday trowsers, or whether he was a little

mad. You can coax H. to do almost any
thing, but he don't drive worth a cent. As
we passed the man who scolded us, I didn't
say anything, but thought,

—

"Why can't you be civil to a body that has
come down here to see the things you have
fixed up? Didn't we give half a dollar
apiece? As you didn't send anybody with us,
how should we know whether the crocodile
was made out of wood (like that painted
city over in the pond), or alive, unless we
stirred him with a pole? Don't you s'pose a
pleasant reminder would have done just as
well? You can keep your old crocodile, and
stay in the pen with him, if you choose ; and
if he should eat you up, very likely your suc-
cessor would try to make the place pleasant-
er to your guests."
The convention had got started, sure

enough, and I soon got very much interest-
ed in the proceedings. When it became
known that I really had got out to a con-
vention, I was very courteously asked to
take a seat on the stand ; and at the an-
nouncement that I was present, I was given
a welcome that warmed my heart toward
conventions, in a way that I had hardly
looked for.. The exercises of the day were
very interesting, and, almost before I knew
it, I was enlisted in the work with all my
heart, and several times I just caught my-
self on the verge of shouting "Amen ! " as I
would do at the young people's prayer-meet-
ing ; but still, at the same time I several
times felt a longing to sit down amid the au-
dience. I suggested as much, but the presi-

dent insisted ; and when friend Riegel, of
the Instructor, came and sat with us, I be-
came more reconciled.

It has been many times suggested to me,
that I am in danger of getting narrow and
contracted views unless I mingle more with
the people ; and I have no doubt but that it

is everybody's duty to avoid getting into
ruts, and to let their acquaintance with men,
as well as books, be, to a certain extent, of a
general character. During that afternoon, I

many times resolved to go out more into the
world, and to become better acquainted with
people who hold opinions even directly op-
posite from my own. It is worth a great
deal to be able to see, face to face, those you
have known for years through correspond-
ence. I was very glad indeed to meet Mrs.
L. Harrison and Mrs. Francis Dunham, be-
sides a great host of friends of our own sex.

The warm grasp of the hand, and the cheer-
ing words spoken, especially in regard to the
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Home department of the journal, I shall

never forget ; and I hope my friends whom
I met there will not think it was without
pain that I left them thus abruptly. I can
not take space here to go over the subjects
discussed, but you will notice them as they
come up, in different parts of the journal.

In the evening I was allowed to sit in the
audience, for which I felt grateful. As 1

listened to the friends who spoke in such a
pleasant, kind way of our favorite industry,
I was about as happy as I generally get. I

had, in my innocence, entirely forgotten the
many occasions when, in times past, this
very convention had thought it profitable or
well to take time to say unkind things of my
poor self; and when the president announ-
ced that a paper would now be read by the
secretary, on the subject that was being dis-

cussed (the color of Italian bees), I was as
much interested as perhaps any one in the
room. Not very many sentences were ut-
tered, however, before I was startled by hear-
ing my own name used, and used, too, in
any thing but a courteous way, to say the
least. "Lord, help ! " came the involuntary
inward prayer, as my heart began beating
fast. Again it came, harsher and severer
than before, and the illusion was dispelled.
Here, too, as well as through all my life,

must come persecution. As the writer went
on in a sarcastic way in his essay about my-
se7/(as it seemed to me), rather than about
bees, the blows came thicker and harder.
For a time, as I sat there silently, it seemed
as if even God had forsaken me. Was there
no God in Cincinnati?
Perhaps I seemingly exaggerate, my

friends, because I feel pain so acutely ; but
I feel joy just as keenly, and so I presume it

is all right. I was not' left in darkness long,
and the presence of my Savior seemed ten-
fold more dear for the experience of being
without him just one brief moment. A
verse of my favorite hymn expresses how I
felt :

—

Let the world despise and leave me,
They have left my Savior too;

Human hearts and looks deceive me—
Thou art not, like them, untrue;

And, whilst thou shalt smile upon me,
God of wisdom, love, and might.

Foes may hate and friends may scorn me

—

Show thy face, and all is bright.

That "face" was shown, and all was
" bright,"' truly; and, in one sense, I did
not care any "more about it. My worst
anxiety was that II. might not take it

as calmly as he did when the man scold-
ed him for punching the crocodile. I

prayed for him and he did pretty well.
As soon as it was ended, a host of friends
were on their feet, and they took my
part in a way I shall always remember ; but
I would much rather they' had let it all drop.
The president explained it as a joke, and
said something to the effect that the conven-
tion was a "high-toned one,'

1 and of course
would not do anything out of keeping with
that idea. PoorH:! the temptation was too
strong, and, although his question related
entirely to bees, he addressed it to the "high-
toned convention" with an emphasis that
was rather significant. I felt rather glad
when the time came that he should leave to

take the train for his home. The question
now came up, should I stay during the
whole session, as I had fully intended to do,
or should I go with him? '

I wanted to go
home ; or, at least. I wanted to get out under
the stars, any way. Nearly an hour had
been wasted in defending me. Was there
any good guarantee that the time of the next
two days would not be wasted in a similar
way? I was wanted sadly at home. The
talk had now drifted on 'the old disputed
ground of the yellow bands on the Italians,
and as I felt sure I could, by a few words, at
least partially harmonize the many conflict-
ing opinions, 1 spoke briefly; then gave
them a little talk on charity for each other,
and then God seemed to say, "You may now
go home."

I had enjoyed the day ; but there was a
new kind of peace with me as I went out in-
to the open air. It was so late that I feared
I should miss the train ; but at once came
the thought, "He told you how loirg to stay,
and when you might go ; waste no time,
and he will place you on the train, unless it

is his will you should do something for him
elsewhere." Another verse of that hymn
expresses it :

—

Man may trouble and distress me;
'Twill but drive me to thy breast:

Life with trials hard may press me.
Heaven will bring- me sweeter rest.

Oh ! 'tis not in grief to harm me,
While thy love is left to me;

Oh! 'twere not in joy to charm me,
Were that joy unmixed with thee.

Everybody of whom I inquired the shortest
route, seemed to take it for granted that I
knew something about Cincinnati ; but the
truth was, I had followed my friends of the
morning without looking, and I didn't know
anything at all, unless it was that 1 was in
my Savior's care, and he would direct. He did

,

and the plain, kind directions I received as
to how 1 could run across lots, as it were,
from one street-car to another, so as to save
time, came from a kind old colored woman.
I shall always remember her race with kind-
ness for this one act. The Bible says, "All
things shall work together for good to those
who love the Lord," and, while I do not
mean to say I am glad anybody has been
tempted to do a wrong thing, I do feel that
God has so turned the wrong, that it has done
me good. I shall be more careful hereafter,
in publicly criticising anybody who is willing
and trying to do right, and I shall thank God
for honest and sincere friends as I have nev-
er done before. It does not seem to me now
as if it was my duty to try to attend conven-
tions ; but 1 am willing to go whenever God
seems to call me to do so, even if it should
be a cross and a trial to do so.

As I stepped on the last street-car, I told
the driver 1 wished to catch the excursion
train. He said it would be close work, bat
that he would try to make it for me, and so
he signaled for hurrying the horses a little.

Although he was quite young, only about
the age of my own boy, he had a very pleas-
ant and courteous bearing, and seemed to be
one of those real nice, "clean" boys, whom
it is such a pleasure to meet. A man arose
in the car, and walked out on the steps. The
car slackened, and when he called out
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"stop!"it almost ceased moving. Our young
conductor was busy with his head another
way; but, as the gentleman had ample time
to get off easily, he, without looking, sig-

naled for the car to start up again, thinking,
I presume, of getting me through. All at
once we were all startled by hearing —
"Stop this car! I would have you to un-

derstand, sir, that when I say stop, I mean
stop!"
As the boy very courteously apologized,

saying he supposed he had stepped off, the
car came to a standstill, and a female, from
the further end of the car, very deliberately
arose and came the whole length of the car
and got off. I took a good look at the man
with the big voice and so much authority,
lie might have been a Sunday-school super-
intendent, or even a minister, by his looks;
but, for all that, he kept on in his harsh
words until the boy's face lost its gentle
look and paled with anger under his uncalled-
for severity. Why, oh! why could not this
man have remembered that the boy might
have had reasons he knew not of for seeming
to be neglectful of his customer's welfare?
Why could not that woman have been
thoughtful enough to the needs of others be-
sides herself, to have been near enough to
enable her to have stepped off, and saved so
much pain? The boy indulged in some pro-
fanity; but I could not help wondering if the
recording angel above had not marked two
scores against the name of the man where
he had put down one for the boy. I sympa-
thized with this young fellow-traveler, as I
never did before. May God help us all ! and
especially may God help me to remember
that

—

A soft answer turnetta away wrath; but grievous
Avords stir up anger.—Pbov. xv. 1.

'fjg^EES are gathering at present at the rate of 5 to

fJtPji 6 lbs. a day. Paul L. Viallon.
Bayou Goula, La., Oct. 14, 1880.

I have 44 stands of bees; commenced last spring
with 38, increased to 44, and got 2500 lbs. of honey.
Columbia, Mo., Oct. (i, 1880. J. W. Bbadley.

My bees will average from 45 to 50 lbs. to the hive,
which I think a fair yield, but it is mostly buck-
wheat honey. David S. Carll.
Deer Park, Suff. Co., N. Y., Oct. 11, lo80.

I had 63 swarms of bees last spring; increased to
140 swarms, and had about 5000 lbs. surplus comb
honey. C. H. G.
Manson, Juneau Co., Wis., Oct 9, 1880.

My bees have done well. 1 commenced with 45
swarms and increased to 94. Got about two tons
and a half of honey, one-half comb, mostly bass-
wood. A. J. Tibbets.
Downsville, Wis., Sept. 27, 1880.

I began last spring with one colony of Italians;
increased to four, and took out 40 lbs. of surplus
comb honey. They have now from 30 to 50 lbs. each
for winter. Wm. A. Murkar.
Aberdour, Ontario, Can., Sept. 27, 1880.

My yield of honey this season has been 89 lbs. of
comb honey per colony. Some have gone far above
those figures, but that is the average. I have 35 col-
onies. W. E, McWillis.

Collins, Oregon, Sept. 8, 1880.

I carried my honey to market the 16th of this
month. Sold comb honey at 16?.;c, and extracted at

12^0. So, my bees have paid me eleven dollars per
hive this season. That is pretty good, I think, for a
Texas bee-keeper. E. J. Atchley.
Lancaster, Texas, Sept. 20, 1880.

The 1-lb. sections are something new in this locali-
ty. I have taken SO lbs from one hive. My husband
has been selling it in his store, and thinks it would
be well to keep it on hand.

Mrs. Richard Willis.
Towson, Baltimore Co., Md., Oct. 6, 18£0.

For an A B C scholar, I get along very well this year,
considering the poor season. I had 7 hives in the
spring; increased to 19; got 264 lbs extracted honey,
and 90 lbs. comb honey in 2-lb. sections, black bees at
that. It is the general complaint here among the
bee-keepers, a poor season and very little honey.
Devizes, Ont,, Oct. 12, 1880. Wm. Coleman.

OUT OF BLASTED HOPES.
I carried only 15 colonies of bees through last win-

ter, but got about 1600 weight of honey this full, and
increased to 40 colonies. Take me out of Blasted
Hopes. A. L. Klar.
Pana, 111., Oct. 7, 1880.

With all the pleasure in the world, friend
K. Give us your hand, and step right out,
and go on prospering with the 40 colonies.

NOT IN BLASTED HOPES.
T see myself in Blasted Hopes in last Gleanings.

Hopes all blasted? No, sir, not I. I am too old for
that. My yield of honey has exceeded that of oth-
ers in this neighborhood for the five years since I
commenced to keep bees. I lost none last winter.
I have examined my bees since I saw myself in
Blasted Hopes, for I don't believe I belong there. I

find they have store for winter, by dividing equally.
1 have taken 725 lbs. from 26 colonies which I had
last spring; increased to 48 by natural and artificial
swarming, which gives 24 lbs. each. My old stocks
have beaten Bingham's 10 lbs., according to report.

N. A. Prudden.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Oct. 17, 1880.

I really beg pardon, friend P., for I think
I was in error. It seems to be one of my be-
setting sins, in my anxiety to have Blasted
Hopes kept up, to get in who do not belong
there.

Besides the tested queens mentioned elsewhere,
we have about 20 nice young hybrid queens to spare.

Friend Nellis is cross, Faris is cross, Given is

cross, and there are so many others who seem to
think they must be cross or they won't get along,
that I am sometimes half tempted to say, in the lan-
guage of the Psalmist,

—

'• They that hate me without a canst' are more than the hairs
uf my head. ' '—Ps. lxi.v. i.

Perhaps I lack wisdom; but, my friends, I have
tried to do right, and to be unselfish. The October
Exchange says:

—

In spite uf all the good qualities thai friend Root, editor of
Gleanings, has developed, he yet has one obstacle hard to sur-
mount, viz: he has difficulty to speak well of the inventions
of others, that he can not himself control. This holds true of
most kinds of apiarian supplies that he does not inventor man-
ufacture.

Now, fi-iend N., this makes "two times" you have
been cross. I don't believe I want to control any
thing or anybody. All I have ever made or invented,
anybody is at liberty to make or copy—even my A
B C book, as there is no copyright on it. I gave
Faris over $100 for inventing: a machine that would
spoil our roll business; and I did so, too, when I did
not think his machine practical, for fear he would
feel hard about it, and he feels hard now. What
more can I do? I like the Peet cage; but, before
dropping my own for it, I wanted to draw out the
experience of those who had used it. Was that not
right? Come, now; let us show the world there are
two people at least who can be pleasant to each oth-
er, even if they hnve got a "bee journal" apiece.
How much money shall I pay you or Mr. Peet for the
privilege of using some of the features of your
queen cage, in one of my own get up?
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THE BUCKET HIVE.

fNCLOSED you will find a circular. I wish you
could see the humbug Mve also. I took one of

J my Simplicity hives out while Mr. Parker was in

our town, and made him own up that the Simplicity

Hive was the best he ever saw. The old gentleman
appears honest ; but such a hive! Just a square box
with some triangular pieces nailed to the top, and a

bucket turned over on top of the cover for surplus

honey. I told the old gent if I considered the bucket
of any account I would use it, any way ; he threatened

me with all parts of the law. He said Hoot would
call it no patent. Any way. he could not sell one in

this county. A. C. Morher.
San Marcos, Tex., Oct. 4, 1880.

There are some rather sensible ideas about
this bucket arrangement for surplus; but
the idea that a patent can prevent you from
having your honey stored in a bucket or any
other household utensil, if you want to, is

most ridiculous. As some parts of the cir-

cular are rather interesting, I give the fol-

lowing :

HOW TO MAKE TOP OF HIVE.

Take a board IS inches wide, % or 3^ of an inch thick; saw in
pieces HiV, inches long; nail strips on the ends 18 inches long
by 2 inches wide, and % of an inch thick; this will prevent
warping and splitting-; strike a circle in the center 11V, inches
in diameter, then four more, one at each corner; cut out a slot
on each side of the center circle (on the inside), two 2-inch holes
or slots; follow the ll'-i-inch circle with the holes or slots; these
holes are for the bees to work up through into the honey
department; you can use two sizes of buckets, the common size
Mich as yon find in every store, and a 9-inch bucket if you use
the larger size. My experience has taught me to use but one at a
time ; when I use the large ones, this bucket covers the holes or
slots; when using the 9-inch bucket, put on four at a time, they
cover the holes or slots also.

HOW TO USE THE BUCKET.
Sharpen a 6d. nail, and drive it through a tin piece of wood 2

inches long; stick the nail through a piece of honey; drive the
nail slightly in the side of the bucket at the top; when placed in
position oh the hive, this will cause the bees to go to work
sooner than they otherwise would.
When the bucket sounds solid all round, it is full, and can be

removed.

HOW TO REMOVE THE BUCKET.

Take a long thin knife or trowel, run it under the bucket so as
to cut the comb from the top of the hive; tilt the bucket enough
to see if it is full and well capped; if the honey is not well
capped, replace the bucket, as the honey will foment if not well
capped; tilt the bucket so the comb will bear on the edges; this
in events the comb from breaking; if the bucket is full it will
weigh from 20 to 24 pounds. 1 have several hundred hives, and
they will average this year SO pounds to the hive.

HOW TO GET THE BEES OUT OF THE BUCKET.

Stick a piece of honey into an empty bucket, as directed; take
off the full bucket ; set on the ground near the hive; place the
empty bucket over the full one; tap the full one around the
Miles; the lues will, in a few minutes, all go up into the empty
bucket; then place-the empty bucket on the hive, and the bees
will soon go to work in the empty bucket; should the bees seem
to cluster an.l not disposed to leave the bucket, look for the
queen; she is sometimes in the backet; put her at the entrance
of the hive; after the bees go up into the empty bucket, set iton
the hive with the bees in it; but should all the bees fail to go up
into the empty bucket, which is frequently the case, remove the
empty one and places pie f paper or cloth over the full
bucket, and I he lues will go up on the paper; then shake them
off at the entrance .of the hive; should you have no empty buck-
et handy, use the paper instead of the bucket.
Another way to get the bees mil of the bucket is to take the

bucket into a building near by, the darker the better, and knock
on the sides of the bucket, and the bees will come out anil go
back to the hive. Thebucketcan be used on any shapedhive
with a level rarfi ; if you want to use the bucket on your old
hives, cut a slot in the top •; orS inches wide, just so the bucket
will cover it; experience has taught me that the large boles
through the top is the best; the bucket idea has many advan-
tages over any other thing I have ever seen or tried.

CHEAP ANIi ENDURABLE.
It is cheap, and can be bought at any store convenient to the

bee-keeper. Holds the drip convenient for shipping; the mer-
chant will sell it oil less e. in m lission ; keeps out insects, and is as
good for i mi in ion use as before using for hone v.

I use what I call a weather board to go over the top of the
bucket, to protect it from the gun and rain. It should lie made
of good lumber, free from joints and splits, 18x18 inches, strips
nailed on the ends to prevent warping.

All framed hives or boxes for honey have proved a failure, for
general use. They cost to,, much. It takes a mechanic to make
them; they are hard and difficult to work after made; the honey
must be boxed before shipping, and then- is a constant loss from
dripping from the time they ore taki n from the hive until sold.
You never know how much the loss is until you are lost alto-
gether.
Another objection is. the queen gets in the honev frames and

fills the middle frames with young bees; they have to be torn to

pieces to get out the comb containing the young bees. The
queen will go up in the bucket, but you have a show ing, you can
see and cut out the comb, and set the bucket on the hive, and
thus let it be tilled, or replace the vacuum with comb, and ship
in this way.
The queen seldom goes up in the honey department after the

swarming season.

MuTII-TROOF HIVES.

There is no such thing as a moth-proof hive. All old bee-
keepers will tell you that whatever will keep the moth out will
keep out the bee. The moth-worm does not keep out the bees,
(hie cause of the bees dying out is the queen becomes ban-en,
the bees commence dwindling; the moth then enters the hive,
and in a short time the bees die out or leave the hive. They
would die out if there was no moth-worm in it. I have mcii
bees die out and not a moth worm about the hive, and in a tew
days the hive would be full of moth worms. Another came is,

in the old-style hive, people are too apt to rob their bees too
late in the season, and then it is natural for them to die out.
Pay no attention to the moth preventative, even in my patent.
Tor if the bees are not able to protect thcimelves, they are not
worth having. Don't put the bucket on the hive until* it is lull
below. Take it off at the end of the honev season; some of
them will be partly lull of honev; put the wooden covers over
them to keep out dust, and set them away until next season. If
you have no wooden covers, tack a piece of cloth over them.
Experience has convinced me that charcoal is the best thing

to set hives on. Throw up a ridge 10 feet wide, just enough to
keep the water from ttanuing under the hives; put a bushel of
charcoal 5 feet apart each way. pound it down level and set the
hives on. The coal will keep down grass and weeds, and ants
won't build in it.

I first tried tin cans dipped in hot beeswax before putting on
the hives. The bees tilled them very prettily, but alter taking
them off, I found the honey would soon foment. My experience
is, that the wooden buckets are the best, and that honey « ill not
foment in them.
The intelligent, live, enterprising citizen cannot fail to see

the many advantages in the hive as an artificial swarmer, and
the bucket, as used by me, as a safe, cleanly and dui able honey
package.
For further information address or call on

JESSE W. PARKER, Patentee,
Columbia, Texas.

N. B.—All persons using the bucket, or any part of my inven-
tion on any hive, new or old, without my consent, will be pros-
ecuted to the extent of the law. J. W. P.

There, friend P., we have given you a good
advertisement free; the remarks about moth-
proof hives are pretty good, especially from
a patent-hive man.

A LETTER FROM OEOUGE GBMMl

.

SOMETHING ABOUT BEES FOB HONEY, RATHERTH1N
BEES FOR LOOKS.

fjp SEE in the May number of your valuable journa^
ji|[ a communication from E. Gallup in reference

to the question of improving- bees. His opinion

is, that we should endeavor to breed bees that come
nearest in all respects to the highest standard of ex-

cellence. He says that, in accordance with his ex-

perience, and also with the experience of the late

Adam Grimm, the dark, leather-colored Italians in-

variably take the preference to the extra light-col-

ored. That this was my father's experience, I can
vouch for, and it has also been my experience during
the last two years. If bees are wanted that have no
superior for honey-gathering, breed the dark, leath-

er-colored Italians, or a good strain of hybrids; but,

if bees are wanted for sale, breed the light-colored

Italians. I found, when I sold off the 1400 colonies

of bees during the two years succeeding- my father's

death, that, although intelligent bee-keepers evinced

their complete satisfaction, there were yet many
who would have been better satisfied had the bees

been of a brighter yellow. This fact explains itself

when we consider who it is that usually buy bees.

But few practical bee-keepers buy their bees. If

they meet with loss they resort to increase, not to

purchase. It is the unskilled In the profession that

usually resort to purchase. They rarely, at the time
of purchase, know more about bees than that the

Italians are better than our native bees, and that the

former are yellow and the latter black. Of course,

the bees must be warranted pure, for he wants only

the best. When they arrive he is ignorant as to

whether or not they till the bill. If the color does

not suit his more experienced neighbor, he is not
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satisfied, and will probably believe himself duped
until such time when his own education will enable
him to judge. So much about selling bees. The
main reason of my writing, however, is to ask Mr.
Gallup a question in reference to the relative quali-

ties of hybrids and Italians. Much has been said in

reference to Italian and black bees, but rarely has
the subject of hybrids been touched; and still I am
inclined to think that there are more of these in this

country than of either of the pure breeds, and that
they possess many excellent qualities. Has not Mr.
Gallup's experience verified the following, that there
are strains of hybrids unexcelled by our best Italians

for their qualities as honey-gatherers? I have hy-
brids in my apiaries that may be equalled, but cer-
tainly not excelled, nor are they particularly cross,

as is usually the case with our best hybrids. MaDy
times, during the last few years of my father's life,

have I heard him say, while in conversation with
other bee-keepers, that, if it were not for selling

bees, he would not take so much trouble to keep his

bees pure, as he believed his hybrids to be fully equal
to some of the best Italians. " They are crosser," he
used to say; " but that is what I want. My crossest
swarms have always brought me the most honey."
Docility may be a commendable quality in the Ital-

ians, and that fact alone would doubtles3 influence
many in their favor; but there are many like myself,
who lay little weight upon that point. I make no
pretensions to be able to examine my bees without a
protector and smoker, and should any one attempt
it, he would certainly be unmercifully stung. It is

honey that I want, and not docility or beauty of bees;
and those who aim at the same end will not despise
our hybrids because they are cross.

May I be rightly understood? I do not say that on
an average our hybrids are equal to the Italians; on
the contrary, they cannot compare with them; but
this I say, in view of the discussion about the im-
provement of bees, that there are strains of hybrids
of most commendable qualities.

I hope Mr. Gallup will continue to contribute to

Gleanings, as it cannot but lend that appreciated
journal an additional charm, as his spicy and inter-

esting articles always did the AB J during good old
Samuel Wagner's time, as Novice must well remem-
ber. George Grimm.
Jefferson, Wis., June 22, 1880.

Many thanks, friend G., for your valuable
and timely hints to our ABC! class. Well
do I remember the time when we used to
turn the pages of our Bee Journal to rind the
articles headed u Gallup.' ;

I fear our friend
has almost too many calls in the practice of
medicine, to enable him to enter into the
spirit of bees as be did once; but we trust
he is trying to do his duty by his fellow-men,
in the way God seems to point out to him
most clearly. Will friend Gallup try to take
time to reply?

Sep' MprtqtfgitS.

A boy's experience in bee-hunting.

I
HAVE been in this county two weeks, and have
visited a great many bee-keepers. They all

had Quinby hives, and mostly all Italian bees.
They say they are the best ones to handle, and gath-
er more honey than the blacks. The most honey,

they say, comes from basswood. I have had a good
time in the country with the bees, for a friend asked
me if I wanted some bce3. I told him yes. Then
we went with the ax and buckets toward the woods.
When we arrived there I began cutting a live-oak

tree. It had three limbs, each one containing a

swarm of bees. He told me that they were in that

tree since April. That was when he had seen them
flying about the limbs. Now, I want to tell you
something about the work we had to get them out
of those limbs. When I began cutting the limb off,

the bees got mad and began stinging me and my
partner, and a very bad job we had with them; but
for all their stinging I did not care, for I was anx-

ious to work at a bee-tree, for it was the first one
that 1 ever cut down in my life. My partner was
stung fearfully. I had my share of it too, but for

all that I got 3 swarms of bees and 5 tubs of honey,
and a great deal of wax. Geo. A. Schafek.
New Orleans, La., Oct. 5, 1880.

I should like to tell you a little about my bees.

I bought one swarm from a negro man for 25 cents,

and it was an Italian swarm. I will not take any
honey from it this year, for they are rearing nothing
but young bees. The next year, if I live, I will try

to make an artificial swarm. I am 13 years of age,

and am learning to be a cabinet-maker. My father

is teaching me the trade, and then, when I know it,

I can make my own hives. My brother. George A.
Schafer, will show me what I do not know about
bees. I also read Gleanings, which he gets from
you every month. If I live, till New Year, I will get
Gleanings for myself. Do you think cabinet-mak-
ing is a good trade? If I find anything about bees
worth knowing, I will let you hear about it; for I

am watchinsr them closely. Henky J. Kooke.
New Orleans, La., Oct. 5, 1880.

I think the cabinet trade a very good trade
indeed, friend Henry.

OR HONEY PUNTS TO BE NAMED.

A YELLOW ROCKY-MOUNTAIN BEE-PL ANT.

ENCLOSED I send you a specimen of a plant which
grows in great abundance in and around this

town. The bees work on it early in the morn-
ing, and it yields considerable honey of a yellow or

slightly red color. People here call it "wild mus-
tard;" but as it looks very much like the picture of

Cleome intearifolia, iu Jan. No. of A. B. J"., I call it

Rocky-Mountain Dee-Plant. But as I have not my
back numbers here at present, I am not certain.

Please tell me whether I am correct or not.

Wm. Muth-Kasmussen.
Independence, Cal., Sept. 13, 1880.

It has a startlingly familiar look, and,
were it not for the color of the blossoms, and
difference in leaves, I too should say that it

is a very near relation of our famous Cleome.,

Spider Plant, and Rocky - Mountain Bee-
Plant. Sure enough, for once, at least, we
are right. See what Beal says :

This is Cleome lutea, a species nearly related to

Cleome intcjrifolia.

W. J. Deal, Prof, of Botany and Horticulture.

BISHOP-WEED, BRANCH OF.

I inclose a plant, name unknown. I think it is

called Goose-fennel. Please name it. The bees fair-
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]y swarm over it morning and evening, from middle
of June to this time. It grows here on the swamp
It may be old to you, but it is new to me. If it can
be "tamed" it will be an acquisition as a honey-
plant. Geo. H. Waddell.
Coronaco, Abbeville Co., S. C, July 20, 1880.

Prof. Beal says :

The branching one, the plant, is Discopleuza eapil-

lacra (Bishop-weed). W. J. Deal.
Ag'IColl., Lansing, Mich., July, 1880.

EVENING PRIMROSE.

Inclosed, 1 send you a specimen of honey-plant,

which I find not very plentiful, but sprinkled here

and there along the roadside, and in the low lands

where the wild prairie grasses are killed out. It is a

great honey-plant. Early in the morning it can be
seen standing out in diamond-like beads at the base

of each bloom; and the bees—oh my! how they do
work! It is a constant hum for about two or three

hours every morning. I send these samples for you
to name them; and, whether or not you know any-

thing about the plant as a honey-producer, 1 am
going to save some seed to experiment with next

season. W. C. Haveley.
Falls City, Neb., Sept. 14, 18S0.

Prof. Beal answers as follows:

The fragments sent us are incomplete. The spec-

imen sent is some species of CEnothcra (evening

primrose.) W. J. Beal,.

Michigan Agricultural College.

Well, now, that is good news ! Our old
favorite, the evening primrose, is a honey-
plant. Years ago, I saw in Vick's catalogue
that he had an evening primrose, or (Enothe-
ra, as it was called, that bore flowers—was
it five inches across?—I really can not re-

member, but it was certainly a big story, or
seemed so. Well, the flowers bloomed, and
they measured, some of them, even further
across than Vick said they would ; and at
evening all the family were delighted to see
the wonderful life-like movements, as the
great showy petals unfolded. As if to cap
the climax of our wonder, a little later some
gaudy - plumaged and graceful humming-
birds came, and, as they flitted in the dim
dusk from flower to flower, unfolding
tongues that seemed for all the world like

miniature spring tapes, they became the
wonder of the neighborhood. We never
clearly decided whether Vick sends hum-
ming-birds to go with his (Enothera seed or
not ; but they always came with ours ; or,

at least, when the flowers came the hum-
ming-birds were on hand. Of course, they
were after honey. Well, a few days ago a
wild primrose was growing down by the
pond, and as soon as I saw it I was remind-
ed of those we used to have with the hum-
ming-birds. A few days after, a very unus-
ual number of Italians were hovering round
this plant, and I was wondering then if this

was not a variety, that yielded honey so that
the bees could get it.. Now. your letter, friend
H., makes it all plain, and we want some of
those seeds. Since it has come to mind, we
want some more of those that bear the big
flowers too; and if Vick should ever hap-
pen to see what I have written, I hope he
will be kind enough to send me a paper. If
he has improved them so they are seven

inches across by this time, I shall not com-
plain at all, for I shall expect the humming-
birds have improved in the same proportion.
If I have got any of the dimensions too large,
I assure you it was unintentional.

Pertaining to Bee Culture.

We respectfully solicit the aid of our friends in conducting
this department, and would consider it a favor to have them
send us all circulars that have a deceptive appearance. The
greatest care will be at all times maintained to prevent injustice
being done any one.

MHS. COTTON.
^f* T appears that Mrs. Cotton is still practicing her

£j[ old game of advertising what she never intends— to furnish. I sent to her for the book on bee-

culture, containing her photograph, which she

promises to send for one dollar. I wrote her that,

as I had sent her four dollars, at one time, for her

"Controllable bee-hive," and was swindled out of

that by not receiving anything but an imperfect

model of what she termed her "Controllable bee-

hive," I dared not trust her again; but, if she would
send the book C. O. D., I would remit the one dollar

on receipt of the book. Now, friend Boot, I agree

with you in thinking there is no such book in exist-

ence; or, if there is, and, as she says, she has insert-

ed her photograph " at the request of distant

friends," those friends are so few and so distant, lhat

none of them will ever receive any such book at all,

from her. I shall look for some information in re-

gard to Mrs. C, and her book on bee-culture, in Nov.

No. of Gleanings. A. P. F.

Ludlow, Vt., Oct. 1, 1880.

The writer of the above is now with us to
learn bee culture. Her reply to him is given
below

:

A. P. Fletcher:—You are unworthy of credit, as

your statements clearly show. I would trust a dog
with my dinner sooner than you for one dollar. Your
false and slanderous statements on postal card show
you to be a cur of the vilest sort. If you send me
one dollar I will mail you the book; but I trust none

of your sort. You are a fit companion for A. I. Boot.

Mrs. L. E. Cotton.
West Gorham, Maine, Oct. 8, 1880.

Well, now, I protest, Mrs. C, against such
partiality. I sent you a dollar for the same
book, years ago, and I have your letter of
acknowledgement, and later ones promising
the book as soon as published ; and yet, you
speak in that disparaging way of old friends,
when their name happens to come out.

Please, Mrs. ('., can't I have a book too, or
have my dollar back? Do you not know by
experience, that "hope deferred maketh the
heartsick"?

MITCHELL.
I notice, in the publication of Gleanings, that

you occasionally allow a column for the exposure of

such as are imposing or undertakingto impose upon

the public; and I desire in that connection to give

you a few hints with regard to one N. C. Mitchell,

who, in advertising what he calls his " Honey Extrac-

tor," and in tilling orders for same, is almost within

the statute against getting money under false pre-

tenses, if not quite so; and if some of the many he

has swindled would take the proper steps he might
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enjoy the luxurv of a term in the State prison. In

one of his circulars, issued in 1877 or '^8, be states

that his Arm will in May, 1878, remove 1,000 bee

stands to Sandusky City and start a large apiary for

the culture of queen bees, and if my information is

correct, he never moved a siriale stand there. This

bis: talk was to give him credit and importance and
make the public feel safe in sending- orders with the

money to him, when he intended, as his conduct

shows, to get the money and make no return for it.

Some timt- about the 18th of December, 1878, I sent

to Mitchell $13, for which he had agreed to send me
two '• honey extractors " and two farm rights and an

agency to sell territory. On the 22d of Hecember,
1878, he answered my letter, acknowledging- the re-

ceipt of the $115, and sent me the two rights and a

power to sell territory, but said that the Extractor

factory was shut down during the cold weather, but
would be open in three weeks, and he would send

them as soon as the factory was put to work. I

wrote to him about once or twice afterward and got

no reply from him, hut on the 30th of April, 1879, 1

got a letter from the firm of Ritchie, Costa Magna
& Co., of Indianapolis, who, it appears, were run-

ning tie Extractor factory, in which they stated

that so many comphunts had been made that they

did not want any orders sent to McDougall,who, they

said, had been manufacturing Extractors for Mitch-

ell; but that they tbcusrht I had long since received

my Extractors until they got my letters, and they

further stated that they would see that I got them
if they had to send to Paris for them. Since then I

have written several times to Mitchell, requesting

him to refund the money, to none of which I have
gotten any answer.

I should like to know if Mitchell has a patent right

to his improved modes of swindling; for, if he has

not, 1 shall very probably try what virtue there is in

a grand jury in sui^h cases as his. I should like to

have this matter ventilated in Gleanings.
Peter Brickey.

Lawrenceburg, Ky., Sept. 28, 1880.

I am very sorry to tell you, my friend, that
I fear your money is hopelessly lost, as hun-
dreds of others have lost theirs by sending
it to Mitchell ; but. you will find their record
from back volumes. If any thing can be
done to put a stop to this work, I will cheer-
fully help pay the expense of so doing.

MITCHELL.

Friend Novice:—Yours of the 7th inst., asking

for information concerning the whereabouts of

N. C. Mitchell, is received. He is located at Smith-

field, Mo., 14 miles east of Columbus, Kan. About a

year ago he traded territory in southwest Missouri

for the farm of Mr. Buchanan—the place on which
he is now supposed to be settled down. Last spring-

he called on us at the factory, and introduced him-

self as the " Great Swindler," N.C.Mitchell. We
talked with him about 10 minutes. Among other

things, he stated that he had started an apiary on
the Buchanan farm, and was prepared to furnish

queens in large quantities. We offered to buy, but
he had none to spare at the time. After leaving an
order for 300 queen shipping-cages, and paying for

the same, he took his departure.

A few days ago, an acquaintance asked us if we
knew anything about N.C.Mitchell, of Smithneld,

Mo. After giving him what information we had in

stock, he stated that Mr. M. had offered him "big

money" to go down to Little Rock, Ark., and start a

paper— ostensibly his own, but really the property

of Mr. M., to be run in the interest of the sale of ter-

ritory in that State, for the Mitchell Adjustable Bee
Hive. Our friend also told us that Mr. M. was about

through with Missouri, and was preparing to take in

Arkansas next; that the price offered for his ser-

vices at Little Rock was so bisr that he become sus-

picious, and declined to accept. So much for Mis-

souri and Arkansas.

Friend Novice, you needn't pull down the humbug
column, for, in all probability, your friend Mr.

Mitchell will abide with you for some time to come.

Scovell & Anderson.
Columbus, Kan., Oct. 12, 1880.

JUSTICE OR MERCY, IN BUSINESS
MATTERS.

£p|^N p. C47, July No., I find two questions referred

HUH) to your readers, as to what you shall do
^~"^ (should or ought) in specified cases; and, as

they relate to a subject often mentioned in your
columns, my feelings have tilled up till I must give

you my mind in the matter.

The first question, as to your duty with H. H.
Brooks, Belmont, Texas, who refuses to receive

goods ordered, would teem to depend merely upon
the responsibility of the man for the amount of

charges. As you have guaranteed them to the ex-

press company, you must assume thera. If you can
collect them out of Brooks, it is right you should do

so (according to your own and his published state-

ments).

In the second case, where 500 sections were reject-

ed and returned to you so summarily, you should

simply let them alone and retain the money—or, at

least, enough of it to make yourself good, whether
you accept or refuse the returned goods.

Leot you suspect my motive in this off-hand de-

cision, and perhaps the correctness of the latter, I

must assure you that I decided both questions on
their merits alone, with a view to do justice to the

parties immediately interested. And, let me ask

you plainly, is that the paramount consideration

with you in all such cases? because, if it is, it would
not seem so difficult to apply well-known bnsiness

principles to the very easy and infallible solution of

similar problems. But you will say, " I wish to do as

I would be done by." Perhaps, then, the other man
is right ; for, if you were in his place, you might want
to be "done by" just as he does; hence, to "put
yourself in his place" is hardly a safe rule to go by
—in some cases at least. But, is not justice—simple

and exact—the very essence of the golden rule in

business matters? Is it not the only principle to be

guided by—especially in the conduct of a large busi-

ness? I have read before of your perplexity when
a five-cent article would be returned by some very

mean or very ignorant person (for none other would

be guilty of it) because it did not tally with their ex-

pectations; and whenever I notice such a case, it

seems to me that your fear of giving offense to indi-

viduals, warped or clouded your judgment as to

pure right and wrong involved.

Yet there is another consideration which should

forbid your pecuniary sacrifice in cases where you
are not to blame, and that you have referred to more
than once; viz., the consequent necessity of advanc-

ing prices to make yourself good against such unde-

sirable customers; for, of course, in the long run, it
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is yourpaying customers, and not yourself, who have
to makeup the balance on such losses; otherwise

you would be forced to give up business.

Now, I say for one, that I do not wish you to as-

sume responsibility for any mistake of mine in any
dealing-s between us, and I do not see the justice of

imposing- on me an extra price for goods I may want
of you simply because some one else demands more
than is fair. Is not that it in a nut-shell? No man
should ask more of others than he is willing to con-

cede himself ; and any one who is unwilling that the

above rule should be applied to himself, wants more
than fair dealing culls for. Of course, all due pre-

cautions should be tak^n fas you undoubtedly do
take them) to prevent and correct mistakes before
closing the transaction. After ti at, it is perfectly

clear to a disinterested observer who loves the riirht,

that your responsibility ceases. Let these careless

ones pay for their own mistakes. That will be an ac-

tual benefit to them, as well as do right by all con-

cerned.

Very likely your troubles of this nature are multi-
plied because of your well-known anxiety to do more
than your share in all cases of doubt; relying on
which, many would use less care in dealing with you
than they would with other parties ata distance, and
especially with those known to them onlv through
the medium of printer's ink. It is my humble opin-

ion, that if you give out and rigidly adhere to the

rule I have given, your troubles of that nature will

soon be reduced to a minimum. Where you assume
risks, as in the case of express charges, for the sake
of your patrons you should exact the amount in ad-

vance to secure you against loss, the same as you
have been obliged to do for your goods. That will

effectually prevent the recurring of any such mis-

take as this Texas man's, as, of course, it is evident

that, had this rule been applied in his case, that

trouble would have been prevented. Let me sug-

gest, that you formulate and print conspicuously

and briefly in your journal, every month, rules for

the guidance of all your mail customers (and your-

self) to be infte.rilfy observed—unless you see g-ood

reason for relaxing them in spc cial cases. And don't

publish those special cases, unless yon want more
trouble. E. H. Marsh.
Danbury, Ct., July 22. 1880.

Many thanks, friend M., for bringing out
so clearly a very important point. But, my
friend, are you not overlooking the element
of mercy entirely, in your excellent essay on
justice? I know'it is not right to pay out our
monev because other people have made
blunders ; but cun we always have our
"rights" in this world? Can all of us al-

ways have all the money that justly belongs
to us? To carry it a little further, can every-
body always have what tliev think is their

"right"'V Now, almost every thing has dif-

ferent aspects ; and he who is wise will en-

deavor to see each subject from all its differ-

ent points; and I would beg of yon to care-
fully and thoughtfully,—nay, I would prefer
the word prayerfully,—consider that I am in

one sense a teacher A great number of
young men, if not older ones, aie looking to

me for an example; and. if my business con-
tinues to increase and prosper, they will be
looking to me more and more. If' I should
sue friend Brooks, and collect the $18.75 by
law. if he is worth it. they would think that
the proper way was to go to law for amounts

of that kind. If, on the other hand, I plead
with him as well as I could for what was
justly my due, and let the matter drop only
when I had exhausted all my powers of per-
suasion, and let it drop only to avoid quar-
rels and contention, would they not be in-
clined to do the same way? You may urge
that this question is a pretty clear one ; but
such questions are always clear to the suf-
fering party. Each one of us is selfish, and
we all think we are right, and the other
party wrong. If I were sure my judgment
was always right, and that of everybody else
who differed with me wrong, I should not
have so much hesitation about going to law.
Shall I, in my position, advise our boys to
have more to do with the law in settling diffi-

culties, or less? On which side of this great
question are we? or, if you choose, does hu-
manity err oftener in insisting on justice,
or in giving mercy?
Kemember, I do not advocate giving up

everything. If I did. I should not have a
Humbug and Swindle department, or even
the Black List which you see in this num-
ber. I recognize the evil of either of the two
great extremes, and, feeling that the quar-
rels and troubles of this world, especially of
the business world, are almost all caused by
going to the extreme of insisting on justice, I
am laboring hard the other way. 1 do not
want our boys to waste $50 00 in law for the
sake of saving $10.00 worth of property

;

and, what is still worse, hardening their
heart to the influence of the Spirit that
would lead them to eternal life. How many
of you who read these words have been driv-
en from your churches,—ay. and Bibles too,
—because of some quarrel into which you
have fallen with some neighbor? Who can
enter into a lawsuit, and have his heart filled

with love, at the same time, toward his fel-

low-men? Friend Brooks is not a swindler,
nor does he deserve a place in the Black
List, for he answers letters promptly and
pleasantly, as you will see by turning back
to his letters on p. 347 of the July No. I
know his example is a bad one. His course
is discouraging our young men from adopt-
ing the peace method of settling difficulties.

Friend Brooks, as your eyes rest on these
words, I call upon you before God and be-
fore your fellow-men, who are in danger of
being led astray by your example, to come
forward and show yourself a man,—one who
will not see another suffer because of a mis-
take entirely your own. That some of our
skeptical friends may not again accuse me of
interested motives, I will, if you choose,
withdraw my claim, and you may give the
money to the support of the nearest church
or Sabbath-school. It may come hard, I

know, and you may be illy able to bear it;

but God will bless you in doing your duty
and in making a sacrifice for the sake of his
cause, for as such. I feel all just debts to be.
Gladly would I pay it for you if I could ; but
there are cases when no one can stand in
our stead. Let not, T pray you, my brother,
this one act stand in the way of having men
accept as their guide in business matters,
the text, Christ's plea for the sake of peace:

If any man will sue thee at the law, and take away
thy coat, let him have thy cloak alio.—Matt. t. 40.
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I.ICM.'B'BB OF TONGUES OF DIFFERENT
KINDS OF BEES.

SOME HUNG, TOO, ABOUT OUR RED-CLOVEE
QUEEN.

M FEW weeks ago, we received thed'ol-

JJfi lowing order for specimens of the dif-—
' ferent races of. bees contained in our

apiary :

I am desirous of having sonic fpecimens of differ-

ent races of bees. Would you be so kind as to send

me a few workers'from each of your Cyprian, Holy-

Land, and red-clover queens? The best way to

send them is to put them in dilute alcohol, which

may be put in small bottles, and these put in a stick

of wood with holes bored in it. This would be less

trouble than putting each in a separate cage, and is

easily mailed. I would be much obliged for them,

as I have an opportunity to have some prepared for

the microscope. Each kind should be marked. This

will give us an opportunity to compare the tongues

of your red-clover bees with the Cyprians and oth-

ers. A. B. Weed.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 20, 18S0.

We sent a cage full of each kind, and to-

day we receive this as the result:

Last month I sent specimens of the three different

kinds of bees—Cyprian, Palestine, and home-bred
Italian—which I obtained from you, to Dr. J. T.

Main, of Jackson, this State, for his examination

under the microscope. Dr. M., by the way, is a very

skillful microscopist. The collection sent included

also a common black bee. Dr. Main mounted a

tongue of each kind of bee on a glass slide and meas-

ured it. They are now in the collection of the

Griffith Microscopic Club of this city. In his re-

marks on the specimens, Dr. Main said that the

most accurate way to obtain the comparative length

of bees' tongues is to have them reach for honey
through the meshes of wire cloth, as the tongue is a

muscular organ, and therefore liable to extension

or contraction at the time of being measured. The
measurements of the specimens are:

Tongue of Cyprian bee - - - - .252 inches.
" Palestine*" - - - - .256

" " Black " - - - - .266 "
" " Italian (homebred) .290 "

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 14, 1880. A. B. Weed.

I confess to being a little astonished, and
begin to feel that I was a little hard on the
bees of our favorite red-clover queen when I

pronounced them thieves. Will some other
microscopist try the result, and see if a sec-
ond similar investigation verities this? Many
thanks to you, friend Weed, for the pains
you have taken. If I am correct, we charged
you for cages and postage on these bees, and
here you have gone and redeemed the char-
acter of our red-clover queen. Her combs
contained sealed natural stores again this
fall, while we have been feeding nearly, if

not all, of the others ; but her stock has been
divided so much, I presume we shall have
to feed them some too.

FRIEND GOOD'S GOOD REPORT.

fF I should make an entire failure of bee-keeping

in the future, I should not blame you, as friend

Cole has done, but should still love and respect
you for the good you have done me in the past. My
hopes are not quite blasted as vet. In the fall of

1879 I packed 67 colonies of bees in chaff. All came
out in good condition in the spring. Twenty of the

weakest colonies I broke up into nuclei to raise

queens from; the balance, I raised for comb honey.

1 have now at this date 134 colonics in good condi-

tion for winter, with plenty of honey to winter on.

I have taken about 2100 lbs. of honey, of which
1800 lbs. was comb and 300 lbs. extracted. 1 have
sold 1821 lbs. at 17 and 18c per lb. I have 300 lbs. or

more on hand yet.

I have raised and sold 247 Italian and Holy-Land
queens, for which 1 received $271.00, and I have in

my own apiary some 60 young Holy-Land queens
that I raised, which I am going to keep in an apiary

by themselves next season. I made and sold 300

chaff hives this season, for which I got $1005.00. I

transferred over 1C0 colonics of bees in the spring;

made and sold over 500 lbs. of fdn., and sold over

$300.00 worth of supplies purchased from you. All

the hired help I had to do the above was $69 00

worth; but, for all that, some people say I keep bees

because I am too lnzy to work. Do you think I had
much time to play, after doing the above?
Perhaps you have wondered that I have never

growled about any of the four or live hundred dol-

lars' worth of goods purchased of you this season.

I will tell you why I have not. One reason is, I have
not had time; another reason, because everything
was satisfactory and as good as I expected it to be.

Nappanee, Ind., Oct. 14, 1880. I. R. Good.

AVell, I declare, friend G., I did not know
you had done so much in the bee business.
You certainly were not lazy, let others say
what they like, if you did all that with the
help you have mentioned. Counting the
queens you have sold, and the value of the
increase, you have not been so very far be-
hind friend Doolittle. While I think of it,

he has not told us how much he got for
his honey. Will all those who make reports,
please tell what their honey sold for? I
think it tends to develop a uniform price.

HOW THE DOCTOR AND HIS WIFE SUC-
CEEDED IN INTRODUCING THEIR

FIRST QUEENS.

f
WRITE to inform you that the five queens you
mailed me on the 27th of Sept. were received on

J
the evening of the 30th all in good condition.

Now, the next thing was to introduce them. This

was something I had never undertaken. I read your
directions carefully, and the next morning took my
smoker and went out and opened a hive to look for

the old queen; but before I could find her the rob-

bers came so thick and fast that I concluded it best

to close the hive and wait till the bees quit Hying. In

the evening I took my wife with me to look for the

queens. She is always willing to lend a helping hand
when I have a difficult job on hand with the bees,

and I must say she is a capital hand. We succeeded
in finding the queens in two hives before dark. Aft-

er removing them, we placed the cage containing

the new queens on the frames, according to your di-

rections, and closed the hive. We were two or three

days in finding the five old queens, as we could not

work at it but a short time morning and evening on

account of the robbers. Sometimes we would have

to look the frames over two or three times before we
could find her. A fter leaving the queens caged on

the frames 24 to 3ti h"nrs, I r»lene«d them. I did not
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keep tbe bive open to see how they received her, but

closed it as soon as possible to keep out robbers, let-

ting- her take her chances. After four or five days I

felt anxious to know how my queens sot along in

their new home, and how many had been sacrificed

by my not following- the directions for introducing-.

With some misgivings, I went in the evening about

sundown to make an examination. The first hive I

opened I very soon found the .queen all right, and
then went to the next hive. About the third frame
that I took out, the lirst thing that attracted my at-

t3ntion was four nice large queen-cells capped over.

Well, 1 thought to myself, I have "gone and done it

now," for T remembered having read somewhere 1

that one of the essentials to success in introducing

queens is to remove all queen-cells before releasing

her. I had about come to the conclusion that it

would be useless to make any further search for a

queen in this hive, when all at once I espied her, as

bright as a dollar, walking around among those

queen-cells as lordly as you please. I picked off the

queen-cells, placed the frame back in the hive and
closed it up, thinking that the theory of introducing

queens where there are queen-cells was exploded.

The next morning my wife and I went cut to search

for the other Ihrec queens. We were not long in

finding two of them. I began to think, by this time,

that we were capital hands at the business of intro-

ducing queens. We had but one more to find, and at

it we went. We looked at every frame in the hive,

but no queen con Id we see. On one frame were four

or five queen-cells. We looked the frames over
again, but with no better success than at first. By
this time the robbers were becoming quite plenty,

and we were obliged to close the hive, feeling very

much "down in the mouth." Thinking that the

queen was lost through my negligence in not remov-
ing the queen-cells before letting her loose, we con-

cluded we would take one more look for her. In the

evening we made the search; and, before we had
looked the frames half over, we found her walking
over the combs as independent as a queen on her

throne. Then I exclaimed, "Hurrah lor our side!'

Thus you have my first experience in introducing

queens. Dr. C. Abraham.
Faj ettc. Wis., Oct. 13, 1880.

It seems you succeeded very well, my
friends, without taking the second look, and
I agree with you, that such will be the re-

sult in the majority of cases ; but if we wish
to be sure, it will hardly do to take the risks
you did. Queens are sometimes balled, and
not killed; but in a great many instances
they are balled, and kept so until they die,

and nothing but recaging for a longer period
can save them. There is one point that
seems to be misunderstood by many, and it

is, that

(^TEEN-CELLS ARE NOT ALWAYS AX EVI-
DENCE OF QUEENLESSXESS.

For instance : when we introduce a queen,
she usually, sooner or later, destroys all

queen-cells found in the hive when she is re-

leased ; but she may not get around to it for
three or four days, and sometimes for a
week. In fact, it may be neglected until the
young queen hatches ; but in that case, she
usually kills the young virgin queen, and no
harm ensues, liut this is not always the
case, and it is, therefore, much better to tear
down all queen-cells, as you did, when you

find the introduced queen has not done it.

Now. you may accuse me of contradiction if

you do not look into the matter carefully ;

but note this : when you look over a hive
and can find no queen, and wish to be sure
there is none, put in some unsealed brood,
and see if they will start cells. If they do,
your hive is queenless ; if they do not, a
queen is there,—or, at least, something they
call a queen. If a queen is lost by any
means, they also start queen-cells from the
brood she left. The first of these rules I
liave, I believe, only twice seen to fail. The
second fails oftener, but usually for some
reason we can see it we look closely. The
last fails so seldom that Ave may call it a
li.xed fact.

««!>.«. <D—
ANIITHEU GlfANDKKPOK'JTFKOIU WIS-

CONSIN.

M S I am always .=o very glad to read reports from

7rf\\ others, I suppose the rule, "As you would,"
J

etc., binds me to make report of my season's

work. I commenced the season with 00 swarms in

Simplicity hives (improved, aslthink),and50swarms
in old boxes, wintered in cellar. All were the native

brown bees. I wintered more, but sold down to the
number given. I have now sold 5556 one-pound sec-

tions, white honey, at 15c., and dark at 12c. Per pound,
delivered on the ears at our station. I haveon hand
about TOO sections, partly filled, average about !i lb.

each, and I have extracted the honey from 7 Sim-

plicity hives, and have the combs put away for next
season, and I have 10 Simplicities full of nice sealed

honey. Shall I extract it, or shall I keep it for my
young bees next season? These combs and honey I

have obtained in doubling up for winter. I have
now ready for the cellar, 129 Simplicity hives (im-

proved) full of honey and full of bees, and 9 swarms
in box hives, to be transferred next spring. I trans-

ferred 40 swarms last spring.

I am determined not to winter any swarm that has

not made 30 lbs! of surplus, and but few that have
made less than 42 lbs. Some of them have made me
over 100 lbs. of comb honey.
One more fact 1 ought to notice: I have never

bought a queen, but have for many years disposed
of the queens that did not do well, selecting my best

workers to winter. Last year my bees were all
brown (or black). Now they are half yellow bees,
and have as much yellow on them as have Judge
Groty's, 2 miles from me, and he has no queens, but
daughters of imported mothers. He has nearly as
many as 1 have, as his drones are all full-blooded
Italians, according to accepted theory, and from
them I get my yellow bees, for there are no other
Italians near us. My bees have done very much bet-
ter than any 1 have heard of in this county. I want
to start this inquiry: Will wenotget better workers
by Italianizing by the use of drones than to use
queens? I believe it is a settled fact, that wo carry
the better qualities of stock more surely in tbe male
than in the female. May it not be so with bees?

II. V. Train.
Manston, Juneau Co., Wis., Oct. 15, 1880.

AVhy, this sounds like old times, friend T.
If I am correct, Doolittle advises to extract
the honey remaining in the sections, but we
have generally put them on the hives at a
time when they were not gathering, and let

the bees uncap it and carry the honey below.
Your idea of Italianizing by the drones is a
rather novel one, but by no means an un-
usual one; for nearly all the common bees
in the vicinity of all our large apiaries are
fast getting Italianized in that way.
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SIMPSON AND SPIDER PLANT.

WE are very much interested in your reports

from your bee-farm, hoping and believing'

that such and similar experiments else-

where will eventually give us some plants that will

pay to raise for honey alone.

We presume you have noticed the large number of

hiney-plants offered for naming by different parties

the past year, and there seems to be an increasing

interest in this direction all over the country, going

to show the great desire that such a discovery may
be made.

I am experimenting, in a small way, for the above
purpose, and will give results for this seoson. I

sowed my figwort seed early in a cold frame; the

plauts came up without any trouble, and in abund-

ance. I set them as soon as the ground was suita-

ble for corn, two feet and one-half apart both ways,

and cultivated likewise, same as corn. I did not ex-

pect it to blossom much the first season, but it grew
finely, and almost every plant blossomed and yielded

honey until frost came. I never saw such a sight be-

fore. There was about half an acre of it, and such a

rushing and hurrying of bees! Why, they fairly

fought, sometimes, to see which should have the first

opportunity to stick its head into the little old-fash-

ioned honey-hood, bonnet-like flower. One great

thing with figwort is, it gives out nectar all day. One
day I noticed a large number of humming-birds, I

should say between one and two dozen, very busy on

the figwort, like the bees, and having a great deal of

fun and frolic in their peculiar way. The Spider

plant I sowed was set and cultivated the same as fig-

wort. The bees worked on it only a short time,

morning and night. It seemed to yield the most nec-

tar in the morning. I too, like you, have seen that

nectar-drop sparkling in the morning sunlight. I

have seen a bee alight and ail himself at one of these

drops, and fall back, breathing hard, with evident

regret, like a boy who has been sucking cider

through a straw, and has got so full that he had to

quit, but was sorry he couldn't hold more. Perhaps
you know how it is yourself—I mean, as regards the

boy. Well, it gave nectar about as long as the fig-

wort; but there was a drought the last of July and

first of August, and many of those hot, dry days, it

gave little or no nectar for the bees, while figwort

gave honey right along all the time. They were
planted side by side. The balm-like aroma of the

Spider plant way very pleasant to me, and I could

detect its peculiar scent a great was off, and it made
me feel sometimes as though I would like to roll in

it. I have other plants, but think it not worth while

to report at present. I should like to hear from
others. R. H. Mellen.
Amboy, 111., Oct. 11, 1880.

— m m
A LAYING QUEEN LEAVING HER HIVE

AND KILLING ANOTHER.
iILL you please take time to read a singular

circumstance which happened in an apiary

of 35 colonies? Since receiving that choice

imported queen sent by you July 1st, we have raised

135 queens, 26 of which are in our yard ; the rest are

scattered north and south, east and west. But, to

the point.

Eleven days ago we opened a strong stock of black

bees, that we had traded four young queens for;

found and removed the black queen; went to one of

our nuclei, and caged a young queen that we knew

to be fertilized, but had not commenced laying.

We placed her on the frames of the black stock, and
the next day we released her. After remaining in

the hive 8 days she commenced to lay, and so we
thought all was well; but to-day, while tilting the

swarm made by uniting this nuclei with three oth-

ers, for wiuter, we found, to our surprise, that their

queen, which was a very nice one, had just been
killed, and was being dragged about on the combs.
She was thus dragged, by having a very firm grasp
on the wing, close to the body of the queen that had
been introduced to the black stock, 3 rods distant,

eleven days ago. After liberating the live queen
with the point of my knife (for she was held by a

grasp that must have meant "business" in the time
of it), I clipped her wing, put her in a cage, and car-

ried her back home; at sundown, to-night, I again

released her among the black bees. They seemed
much pleased with her, but I was not.

The hive (No. 15) containing the swarm made by
uniting the four nuclei, was a dark hive, and stood

some six feet distant from where this queen was
raised—she being raised in a white hive.

I can call to mind many very interesting and, to

me, singular circumstances connected with rearing

135 queens and introducing over TO; but this one
was uppermost in mind to-night.

What is the best way to dispose of a fertile worker
at this time of the year? E. H. Knapp.
Fabius, N. Y., Oct. 9, 1880.

At first glance, the case seems a little hard
of explanation, friend K., but I think we
can make it out after all. Let us see

:

Queens that have just begun to lay, taken
from a hive in the same apiary, and carried
to another, frequently go back to the home
from which they made their wedding flight.

This has been mentioned in our back Nos.,
and, I think, in the ABC. T think it comes
about by their being dissatisfied with the
new surroundings, and so they go out at the
entrance and take wing. They then natur-
ally remember the landmarks of their for-

mer home, and so in there. In your case,
there are two difficulties to be explained.
The first is, that she had commenced to lay,

and we always suppose a laying queen to be
a "fixture," as it were. I should suppose
she was not very well satisfied with her
home or she would not have waited 8 days
before laying. The second point is, how
did she get into a hive, not the one from
which she took her wedding flight? Now,
unless you know to the contrary, I would
suggest that the very day you opened the
hive and found her laying, she took wing
from the comb you were holding in your
hand, for laying queens, when frightened,
often do this, and, of course, she then went
home to her original white hive. When you
united the four nuclei, you of course sup-
posed her in the black colony, but she was
really in the nucleus, and you put the two
queens together yourself, and they fought,
and the result was as you have given it. If
you know this can not be so, I would sug-
gest that the queen went out while the black
bees were playing, and found bees from her
old home playing, and went home with
them. But this latter looks quite improba-
ble.—I would get rid of a fertile worker at
this season by uniting the colony to one with
a queen.
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ITALIAN, vs. BLACK BEES.

BOTH SIDES OF THE QUESTION.

ELA V E had a good opportunity of posting myself
on the bees this summer and fall. B°es barely

made honey enough to last them till about the

middle of August. Black bees had hard work to do
that, while the Italians made enough to swarm well.

Not one swarm of blaek bees in ten in this part of ths
country has put out a swarm since Aug. 15th. Blaek
bees have about filled their hives, while the Itali uis

have tilled their hives and given us from 25 to 75 Lb«.

of surplus honey to the hive. This is the experience
of all the bee-men about here, and another year
many of them will Italianize all their swarms.
My experience is this : In a- season when honey is

plenty, black bees do nearly as well as Italian; but
when honey is scarce and hard to find, one Italian is

worth three blacks. W. H. Shedd.
Watseka, Iroquois Co., 111., Oct. 6, 1880.

Your experience is about that of the mass-
es, friend »S.; bat even at this late clay we
find, once in a great while, one who favors
the black bees. We had one such visitor
yesterday, Mr. E. M. Johnson, of Mentor,
Lake Co., Ohio. Mr. J. has had both Italian
and black bees, for at least 10 years, to my
knowledge, and he has kept from one to two
hundred stocks, the greater part of the time.
He has lost as heavily as a hundred colonies
in a single winter, so that he has had experi-
ence in the ups and downs of bee-culture in
nearly all its phases. You know I have
said, until recently, that those who decide in
favor of the blacks, I could not but think
stubborn or contrary. Mr. J. does not seem
to be either. lie admits the points in favor
of the Italians, but claims the blacks to have
others to more than offset these. For in-

stance, the Italians, he admits, will gather
stores, and sometimes make a surplus, at a
time when the blacks would starve, during
a season when there was but little honey to
be had, but that, when a great Hood of hon-
ey came, such as basswood often gives, the
blacks would be ahead, especially when they
had to build the comb, as is usually the case
with comb honey. He also claims that the
blacks will draw out fdn. the faster. The
Italians, he says, will cram every i

(article of
honey in the brood apartment, tilling every
nook and cranny, while the blacks would
go in a body into the boxes, and build comb
and store honey in a marketable shape.

Friend J. has tried all strains of Italians,

and has had imported queens to breed from.
He was one of the tirst to order ( 'yprian and
Holy-Land queens of us, and so you can see
that he is on the lookout for any improve-
ment.
One objection he named to the Italians

was. that they, in coming home to the hive,
had to gyrate around the entrance along
while before entering, while the blacks
would shoot right in,without anysuch "pre-
amble." During windy days in the spring,
the Italians would be* lost all around the
entrance, while the blacks would either
stay in, or get back so quickly that none
were lost. I am inclined to think he is part-
ly right here. Under some circumstances,
the Italians will dwindle down, and the col-

ony will be lost during bad spring weather,

when the blacks, of exactly the same
strength, would survive.

k 'But, friend J., the hybrids are certainly
better than the blacks; are you not going to

have some Italian blood in your apiary?' 3

"Xo Italian blood at all, unless I change
my mind/'
"But you will certainly admit, that some

of your queens are a great deal better than
others, even among your black bees?

1 '

••Most certainly ; some queens are twice as
good as others."

"Then, in your new apiary of only black
bees, you will rear your queens from your
choicest stocks, will you not?"
"Well, there is a point. I have raised

queens from my best and most prolific ones,
and some of them were good, while others
were perfect 'scalawags.

1

I have also raised
queens, as an experiment, from my poorest
stocks, and they have turned out just as well
as any."
There is certainly a great point here, my

friends. Some of ray experiments in this

direction have turned out in just this way.
I fear Ave are often too hasty in expecting
great improvements from selections in
breeding. A customer once this summer,
in purchasing a red-clover queen, remarked
that he should expect me to warrant her to
produce bees superior to the common Ital-

ians. I told him I could by no means think
of doing such a thing. Xow, I would by no
means think of discouraging such attempts
to improve stock by selection, but I would
remind you that it is a work of toil and la-

bor, and that we can not expect to accom-
plish great results, without carrying it

through many generations, instead of one ;

and that, as soon as we stop, there will be a
constant tendency to settle back, as it were,
into about the original state of affairs. In
regard to the position that Mr. Johnson
takes, I would remind those who are in-

clined to take up with it, that, while he has,
without doubt, come to his conclusions
through practical work, there are a hundred
or more who have decided directly to the
contrary, in the same way, where there is

one that will agree with him. Do you ask
if he has been successful? I believe moder-
ately so ; but so far he has had at least half

of his colonies Italians and hybrids all the
time.

TWO QUEENS IIV A HIVE. .

AND HOW SOME OF THE "QUEEN TROUBLES " COME
ABOUT.

jJPY last three queens have just arrived. If you
will always send me such nice dollar queens

as the last six I got of you, I will never call

on you for a tested one. The first lot I received are

filling every cell the bees will allow them, with brood.

I am sorry indeed to tell you my imported queen
is dead. I am almost ashamed to tell you what a

careless trick I did. I am 55 years old, and have
worked with bees a good part of my life, and for

several years I have done nothing else but handle

them, and was well aware that about four times as

many hives have more than one queen as most bee-

men think. The hive in which I put my imported

queen proved to be one of that kind. I first took out
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the blacks, as I always do before giving them an-

other queen. When I found her, she was such a nice

large one that I looked no further, but set the cage
in the hive. In 24 hours I released her on a comb,
and the bees received her all right. In an hour and
a half I looked again, and she was there undisturbed.
In 24 hours I looked again. She was traveling round
over the comb, but seemed to be very stupid. In 48

hours I took my last luok at her. Now, what both-

ers me is this: Why did th° bees and the other
queen, which was a nice large black one, let her stay
there three days and then kill her? I could not find

her, dead or alive. A. W. Dalzeli,.
Enfield, 111., Oct. 8, 1880.

.fat §nu^cicg%,
Or Enemies of Bees Among Insect Tribes.

A NEW ENEMY ; PRAIRIE HORSE.
^jjf1 FIND a bee enemy here that I have not seen

I described in Gleanings. It is a kind of grass-

hopper arrangement, holds its head away up,
and lies around my hives all the time, catching bees
with its fore leg, and bringing its hand (?) to its

mouth coolly, eating off the top of the poor bee's
head, and afterward stowing away the remainder in

its capacious stomach. It is called a "prairie horse"
here, and it will light anyone or anything, even a
stick. I believe I have killed a hundred near my
hives this summer. It has a long, slender waist, and
one day I found one with a bee in its hand (?), and I

picked it up with my fingers, by the waist, and the
impudent thing did not care a bit, but continued
with its dinner without feeling the least disturbed.
Well, it will never eat any more of my bees.

Eureka, Kan., Sept. 27, 1880. Wm. Dyke.

Will you please tell me what kind of an insect this

is. It preys on bees, for I have caught it in my hive
killing them. George A. Schafer.
New Orleans, La., June 15, 1880.

The insect sent by Geo. A. Schafer, of New Or-
leans, is a true bug, of the same family as Phymata
erosa (see Manual, Vol. 4 and 5, p. 293). It is too
much crushed to give the precise species. Insects
should be boxed before mailing. Wrap them in cot-

ton batting, and place in a strong box.
Lansing, Mich., Sept. 21, 1880. A. J. Cook.

A large insect, very similar in general appearance
to the bumble-bee, infests my apiary in considerable
numbers, and do a great deal of damag-e. They cap-
ture laden bees on the wing, and, in extracting the
honey, kill them. They can empty one in less than
five minutes. They certainly can reduce an apiary
in a short time. I have noticed them only the last

few days. I know of no riddance but killing them
one by one. Is it what you call the bee-hawk?

Geo. H. Waddell, M.D.
Coronaco, Abbeville Co., S. C, July 20, 1880.

I should think, from your description,
friend "W., that the insect 'belongs rather to
the mallophora family. The bee-hawks are
a sort of dragon-fly. I know I have been
blundering badly on insects, and I have
bothered Prof. Cook so much I am about
ashamed to ask him the same questions over
again any more. Just now I am looking for
a boy—or girl (V)—having a natural taste for

entomology, and then I wish to have them
fix a neat cabinet for these insect enemies,
and have them so arranged that we can at
once identify the chaps when they are sent
in over and over again, as they are of late.

A few weeks ago I was in a held of red
clover, watching for Italians, when a very
large bee, so it looked, caught up an Italian
and shot off like lightning. I managed to
keep my eye on him long enough to see where
he alighted, and when I came up he was rest-

ing on a clover-stalk, sucking the nectar
from his victim. I had just time to note
that he was very much like the asilus, if not
one of them, when he "lit out" again. From
this, it would seem we have the asilus here
as well as in Missouri.

DUOUITTIiE'S REPORT FOR 1880.

fjJHE season of 1880 opened a little earlier than
usual, bees getting pollen quite freely as early

~ as April 17th, while on May 12th the willows

furnished a little honey, sufficient to start brood-

rearing nicely, so the bees were in a prosperous con-
dition to take advantage of apple-blossoms. May 22d

found our bees rushing out of their hives bright and
early to get the nectar which was being secreted in

the apple-bloom quite plentifully. The combs in our
hives soon began to show the result by the length-

ened appearance of the cells at the tops of the

frames; lengthened with new white wax, which al-

ways does the eyes of an apiarist good to behold.

After about four days, however, a rain set in. termi-

nating with cold, which put a stop to operations with

the bees till the bloom had gone. Our bees, how-
ever, had collected, on an average, about 10 lbs. to

the stock, so we were perfectly satisfied with the re-

sult, although we should have been more pleased if

nothing had occurred to hinder their gathering

honey until apple-blossoms had fallen off. When
our bees were all arranged for the season, we found
we had 70 to begin the season with, all of which were
in fine condition, June 10th, to take advantage of a
yield from clover, if such a yield could have existed.

But, alas! our open winter had made havoc with the

clover, the most of which was found standing on its

head, with roots pointing toward the sky with the

approach of spring. Still, along the roadside and in

old pastures of long standing, there was considera-

ble left that had withstood the constant determina-
tion of Jack Frost to heave it out of the ground, and
upon this we placed our hopes of a living, at least

for our bees, and perhaps a small surplus. But we
were destined to disappointment; for, June 18th

found us feeding: our bees to keep them from starv-

ing. On June 22d the blossoms of the whitewood se-

creted enough honey, so we ceased to feed, when
some of our most enterprising Italians began to

swarm. Basswood opened 10 days earlier than usual,

and 7 days earlier than it ever opened here before,

so that July first found the bees going for the woods
in countless numbers, although the yield at no time
was great. Our best swarm for extracted honey
gave us a yield of only 10 lbs. a day, against 23 per
day in 1877. On July 13th came the close of bass-

wood, after which our bees hardly obtained a living

from the few scattering plants, such as catnip,

motherwort, etc., which blossomed in waste places

and along the fences. Buckwheat opened Aug. 12th,

and we hoped for a yield from that source, as we had
not secured a pound of surplus from buckwheat
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since 1877; and surely it ought to yield honey one
year in three at least. Disappointment was again

our lot, for although there were 50 acres within the

range of our bees' flight, still they got scarcely more
than enough to supply the demands of the brood.

Thus one season for honey closed, with no surplus
except from basswood. Asa result, we again have
to report a poor season, yet not a discouraging one
by any means. We have taken, in comb honey, 3532

lbs., and extracted S12, or4344 lbs. in all, which gives

us an average of a little over t>2 lbs. for each stock in

the spring. Our bees have increased from 70 to 112

stocks, in fair condition for winter. Last year we
gave, as an average for the past 7 years, 00 lbs. per

stock, and were in hopes, by having a good year this

season, we might bring it up to an even 1C0 for an
8 years' average; but we have gone the wrong way.
and so have to chronicle, as our average yield per
stock for the past 8 years, 865£ lbs., nine-tenths of

which has been box honey. Now, there are three

requisites toward securing a large yield of honey in

a good season; a fair yield in a medium to a poor
season, and a little in a very poor season. First, and
most important, is the man, or apiarist. The man
who knows just when and how to do a thing, so that

everything is done at the right time, and in the right

place, and also knowing how to use, and having all of

the modern appliances for successful honey raising,

will rarely have cause to complain of his poor suc-

cess. Second: A race of industrious bees, whose
queen shall keep the combs well occupied with brood
at all times, till the honey harvest closes for the sea-

son. To this end, one should breed only from queens
thatgivethe bestresultsas honey-gatherers. Third:

A hive that is adapted to the natural instincts of the

bee, and also easy of operation for the bee-keeper.

For box honey, the boxes should come close to the

brood, so that no space of heavy wood or sealed

stores intervene between the surplus arrangement
and the brood. For extracted honey, a hive should

contain at least 3500 cubic inches of space, all in one
apartment. The idea is simply this: If our bees

and ourselves are always in readiness for a yield of

honey, and there are but five days' yield in the whole
season, we can secure something; but if not in read-

iness, the five days will pass and we shall get noth-

ing. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Oct., 1880.

Many thanks, friend D. On page 386, Oct.
No., you say you will go into winter with 100
colonies, and now you say, when you opened
up for the spring you had 70. Many of our
A B C class would, 1 am sure, like to know
just how you disposed of the 30. Did you
sell any? How many were lost in winter,
and why were they lost? or did you winter
all, and make the 70 strong by doubling up?
We are anxious about this, because we wish
to know if it really pays to double up in the
spring, even when we are not obliged to, to
make all of them come tlirough safely. We
are right in thinking you will have no ob-
jection to enlightening us on these points,
are we not?

«»«
FROM AN IOWA A B < BOY'.

jp SEE some slim reports from Iowa. My success
and experience for the last year has been thus:

Put 63 colonies in the cellar, all in good condi-

tion; took out 53 colonies in good condition. One

afterward proved to be queenless; had 18 in box

hives; sold two box hives in spring; transferred

four; added queenless colony with one transferred;

commenced summer campaign with 50; had about

100 swarms; put back and doubled, so that I run to

90, or 40 increase. I bought a tested queen of J. C. &
H. P. Sayles; introduced her the 11th day of June;

tried all Bummer to get eggs from her, but didn't

succeed until the first of August. A few days after

the August No. came to hand, I put July and August
Gleanings together; i. e., how to raise queens.

The first colony that I put to work (1 followed the di-

rections to the letter), raised or started me 37 queen-

cells. I sorted them at five days, and hatched 25 of

them. I started two other colonies a few days later;

they produced me It cells. I hatched 39 queens; suc-

ceeded in getting 23 fertilized. I introduced nearly

all of them by placing the queen with her little

swarm of bees in the middle of a queenless colony.

With one they killed off her attendants, but saved

her.

I introduced one unfertilized queen to a colony

that had been made up of odds and ends, and for

several days queenless. They accepted her "without

a word."
From 41 swarms runtoextrac!edhoney,l have taken

3700 lbs.; from 28 swarms, and all new and strong, I

got 1000 lbs. comb honey in section boxes.

I raised my queens by the use of my extracting

colonies. Of course, I had to divide up several to

make 37 or 39 nuclei.

I tried to keep from swarming by cutting out

queen-cells; failure, failure.

Four swarms alighted together one day. I made
three swarms out of them; saw one queen as I

placed them and kept watch of the other two. One
had no queen, and was leaving hive. I hurried and
got a card with sealed queen, and opened the hive
and gave 'em a puff or two of smoke in the mouth of

the hive in order to turn the stampeders. I then
put in the card, shut up hive, and in two minutes alt

was right. They stayed and did well—made about 2.i

lbs. comb honey surplus. I was taking out black
queens one day. One I didn't find. Next day, about
noon, I found her with a double handful of bees un-
der the back part of the hive. She had ran out and
was afraid of being captured if she went back.

BLACKS OR ITALIANS; WHICH ROB THE WORSE?
You say your boys say they wish all black bees

were out of your apiary; Italians don't rob; blacks
do. Have Sayles send you a queen, and if they can't
outrob your blacks, why, then they are not like mine.
I have i queens from them, and 85 to 90 colonies of
blacks. The Italians monopolize the whole robbing
"biz." They are a success!!) I'll have some hy-
brids next year for them to "buck" against. I use
the "Humbug Golden Bee-Hive." I got 1300 lbs. of
extracted basswood honey; 1500 lbs. of extracted
buckwheat. The rest Is white colverand mustard.
Haven't " writ" this for Gleanings. I only wanted
to put in my say. B. F. Little.
Brush Creek, Iowa, Oct. 6, 1880.

Pretty well done, friend L. Perhaps you
have got hold of a strain of Italians especial-

ly given to robbing. Try it during a season
when blacks are robbing and starving, and
Italians are all off at work in the fields, and
I think you too will decide, that if all your
bees were full-blooded Italians, you would
have peace and quietness instead of being
so constantly annoyed. I did not mean to

pronounce the (iolden hive a humbug neces-
sarily, but rather the man who tried to make
out he had any right to forbid your making
such a movable-comb hive if you wanted to,

or that he had invented any essential thing
about it.
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ARE THERE ANY SEASONS THAT WILL
NOT AFFORD A PROFFTARLE

CROP OF HONEY?
ARE BLASTED HOPES THE FAULT OF THE SEASON, OR

THE BEE-KEEPER?

£N the August No., p. 358, you say that, iu the

poorest seasons, you have never failed to get a

fair crop of honey, or something to that effect,

and rather imply that the failures are the fault of

the bee-keepers, and not the seasons. I know, of

course, it does us no good to complain of the bad
seasons; but, at the same time, shall we not call

things by their right names? If the season is such

that our bees do not swarm, nor lay up surplus hon-

ey, why not say so? Now, I will state my manage-
ment for the season through and would like to know
if you or anyone else could have done better. I had
20 stocks, spring count. Ten of them were not re-

duced by dividing at all last year. All were well

surrounded with chaff all winter, and, until in May,
all had trays of Root candy over their frames from
early in March until about the first of June. Three
were divided in early spring, and have been kept so

the entire season for queen-raising. Two were very
weak, and I only expected them to build up into

good stocks, which they have done. The remaining
24 were in fair, but none of them in extra strong,

condition, and were at first run for surplus honey.
The brood was spread, and empty combs given as

fast as my judgment dictated; and, as soon as I

thought best, I put on the boxes. A few of the best

had the upper-story Simplicity with the 5(1 sections,

starters and separators. A few more had the double
Simplicity with empty combs for the extractor,

while the rest, about 15, had the 23-lb. crate with
sections. Two as good stocks as 1 had, had each one
brood frame with 8 sections below; but neither one
of them put any honey in those sections, worth tak-

ing out, yet they have been in there all the season.

Not one stock in the apiary nearly filled its capacity.

Of the crated ones, the best one gave about SO 11 is.

Fully half of them gave nothing. One took all the

wax of the fdn. starters out, and, I presume, used it

below for brood cappings. Of the double-story Sim-
plicities, each stored a little, but I did not get a nice,

filled section in the whole apiary. I thought they
were filling np too much in the brood-chambers in

the latter part of June, and I extracted about 190

lbs.; and about the last of July I took about 150 lbs.

of poorly filled section honey, which makes the full

season's crop.

I got no natural swarms, and made but 3 artificial

ones before Aug. 1st, when I began to divide, and
have halved each stock but one. Aug. 17th I had one
natural swarm, and that to this day is a mystery, as

I had divided it about a week before. It had a

young hatched queen, but I can never tell where
she came from, as I could find no remains of a cell,

but found some cells unhatched. I shall go into

winter-quarters with about 00 stocks, not over large,

but mostly young bees, as I have nearly all young
queens, and they are laying finely yet.

THE SEASON.

The early part of the season was pretty dry—at no
time a severe drouth, but too dry for vegetation to

do well; since then it has been tolerably wet, but
nothing seemed to produce much honey. White
clover was scarcely anything, and the bees did not
seem to get much from what there was. A sidehill,

in sight of me, in '77 and '78, looked as if it had two

inches of snow on it; but last season and this it did

not show the least bit of white. Through July and
half of August there was scarcely any honey-bloom

;

but buckwheat has been fair, and now that is gone,

and nothing more to come this fall.

A. A. Fradenburg.
P. S.—l shall have to feed fully one-half of my

bees to winter through.

Port Washington, O., 1880.

Friend F., although it may be a little diffi-

cult to tell just where you erred, and, al-

though it may seem, as you state it, that you
did all that could have been done, do you not
think some older and more experienced hand
might have secured a fair crop, right in your
locality? Suppose, for instance, you had
made no attempt at increase, but, on the
other hand, had doubled up your stocks un-
til you had reduced the 29 to 15 or even 12

powerful colonies, and had used all the latest
appliances for getting honey and keeping
down increase, even with such a season as
we have had, would it not have been possi-
ble for you to have made 1000 lbs. of comb
honey that would have brought, scarce as it

now is, from $200 to $2-50? J f I am correct,
this is the plan upon wnich Doolittle works
for comb honey, and L. C. Hoot for extract-
ed honey. The above is the plan adopted
where no increase is desired. If increase is

wanted, you may be just as well off as you
are ; but the showing of the season's work
is hardly as plain a success, in the eyes of
the world. Besides, as you have increased
and divided, there is some danger of losses
during the coming winter.

POISONING REES.

HAVE BEE-KEGPERS ANY REDRESS?

fT becomes an upleasant duty for me to write you,

from the fact that the purport of this letter
J

is to tell the troubles of another. Mr. Peter

Klasen, a neighbor living about a mile from me, in

the corporation of Huron, has had his bees poisoned.

The particulars are as follows: Mr. Krock, a fellow-

townsman, has a vineyard. He claimed that Kla-

sen's bees were spoiling his grapes, and told Klasen
to keep them at home. Klasen told him it was an
impossibillity, and he says that he offered to pay the

damages. But no; he said he would not have the

bees there under any consideration. A few days la-

ter, Klasen noticed that his bees were acting queer-

ly, and many were dead. Mistrusting that some-
thing was wrong, he repaired to the vineyard, where
he found the cause of the bee-slaughter. It was
boards placed around the vineyard, with Paris

green or London purple mixed with sweetened wa-

ter. It killed many before they could get away.
It seems that Krock was expecting Klasen, and was
waiting for him, and ordered him off the place, and
raised a club to strike him. Klasen then drew a
revolver and threatened to shoot him if he struck

him. This led to a lawsuit. Klasen sued him for

damages, and was defeated. He is now intending to

carry it to a higher court, as it was before a justice

the first time. Mr. Klasen is one of your patrons,

who has accumulated about 70 swarms of Italian

bees. They have been doing well under his manage-
ment, and are the fruit of many years of labor and
study. I visited him the other evening at his home.
His topic for conversation was, as usual, bees. Said
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he, "My bees are all spoiled. There is not a handful
in a bive."

Mr. Root, my object in writing to you is to ascer-

tain whether there is any law for the protection of

bees. If so, let me know immediately. It is claimed
around here that there is no law for the protection
of bees. That being- the ease, we, the bee-keepers of

this section, might as well resort to brimstone im-
mediately, and keep the poison out of the honey.
We have already done so, for our business is at the
disposal of our neighbors, who forget to "let live,"

but never forget to live.

Mr. Hoot, since I began this letter I have been out
to look over my bees, and found that they also have
been to taste of the poisoned sweets. Four out of 13

have found it, and a few sunny hours may lay the

rest in piles, dead, before their hives. Bee-keepers,

is it not enough that our bark of industry be tossed
on nature's troubled sea? It seems not; for art, in

the hands of men, has the power to lay its hand on
the frail craft and sink it for ever.

It would hardly be fair to place this under the

head of Blasted Hope3. and yet you see how we are

situated. I can stand my loss, even if I lose them
all, as I probably shall, if the weather does not pre-

vent them from flying. But as for Klasen, I leave

you to imagine for yourselves. He has quite a fam-
ily, and has depended on his bees for a support.

They are destroyed, and he has 1000 lbs. of honey
that the people won't buy, for fear there is poison

in it.

My years deny me the privilege of advising you,

who are older in the business; and yet, would it not

be well for us, a class having the same interests, to

support this man in his attempt to crush this evil

in its infancy, for is it not an inroad that may lead

to your homes and apiaries? Advice and informa-

tion will be gratefully received from you or any of

your correspondents. Geo. Rosekelly.
Huron, Erie Co., O., Sept. 29, 1880.

It is possible, friend R., that the bees were
harming the grapes, and it may be, too, that
the owner of the grapes could have obliged
friend Klasen to move his bees away, by
taking proper measures ; but I am sure he
could by no manner of means make it appear
that he had any right, legally or morally, to

poison the bees. As bees are now taxable
property, 1 should suppose the penalty for
killing ihem, even if they are on your neigh-
bor's premises, would be the same as for kill-

ing a horse or cow. Another point should
be taken into consideration : The bees that
came for the grapes were not the only ones
killed, but the sweetened water attracted
great numbers that would not have come
otherwise, and the poison carried into the
hives killed greater numbers still. I think,
friend R., you are the one to go and remon-
strate with Mr. Krock. lie probably got
somewhat irritated by thinking he was
wronged—much more than was really the
case, and a friendly talk will perhaps be the
means of having the whole matter settled
amicably. Our attorney has furnished us
the following copy of the law, which it may
lie well to read- to him, to let him see the
enormity of the offense he has been commit-
ting.

There is no special law reaching the ease, but
your friend's remedy will come under the following

section of the Revised Statutes, t<> wit:

Sec. 6863. Whoever maliciously destroys or injures
any property not his own, shall, if the value of the
thing destroyed, or the injury done, is one hundred
dollars or more, be imprisoned in the penitentiary
not more than seven years nor less than one year;
or if the value is less than that sum, be fined not
more than live hundred dollars, or imprisoned not
more than thirty days, or both.

We think the above will reach the case of Peter

Klasen. Woodward & Andrew.
Medina, O , Sept , 1880.

HOW I ;t IliMl KOOT WENT DOWN, AND
CAME UP AGAIN.

GOOD FOR YORK STATE, AND GOOD FOR BUCKWHEAT.

ONE year ago last spring I found myself without

I bees, though I attempted to winter 60 swarms.
I did not write then, because I knew you

would put me in Blasted Hopes, and I was not ready-

to go there; for I had some hopes left that were not

blasted. I found 8 swarms then, which I bought at

$4.00 per swarm, and transferred from box to Sim-
plicity hives; and, by using combs on hand, increas-

ed to 30, and had about 400 lbs. surplus comb honey,

which more than paid the $32.00 for the bees. One
swarm died last winter, leaving me 23 swarms to be-

gin business with this spring.

Now for this season's work. I have extracted 5

bbls., of 360 lbs. each, of white-clover and basswood
honey, and 5 bbls. of buckwheat and fall honejr

, mak-
ing 3600 lbs. of extracted honey, and I have some-

thing over 400 lbs. of comb honey. My experience

with comb honey is not satisfactory, for the bees

irmihl swarm and leave it every time, this year; and,

though I moved some of it to the new swarms, giv-

ing them a full set of combs in the lower story, I got

very little finished white comb.
My expense out, this year, is $16.00 for barrels, and

$3.00 for queens. Product from the 29 swarms, 4000

lbs. of honey, and 28 natural swarms, all strong.

I extracted 1 bbl. of buckwheat honey from 5 hives

in one day. Wm. H. Root.
Port Byron, N. Y., Oct. 6, 1880.

Thanks, friend R., but we would very
much like to know how it was that you lost

GO colonies in one season. Your yield from
buckwheat is perhaps the largest one we
have ever had reported. It seems to me you
must surely have been able to see and taste
the honey in the flowers, when it came in
such a flood. Can anybody tell us about
this? Do you know where you were wrong
when you lost so badly, and why it was you
succeeded so well the winter after? Your
report tells us another thing, too,—that there
were localities where honey came in great
quantities, even this year; nearly 140 lbs. to
the colony, besides almost doubling the
number of colonies.

MOTH-WORMS, ETC.

fi
HAVE 9 stands of bees. 1 had 4 in the spring,

and increased them to 9. This year has been
' a very poor one for bees. I think I shall have

to feed them some to make sure that the>r will have
plenty to winter on. I find there is more to learn

than just to divide them. One man here had one
stand in the spring, divided them into three, lost

two, ami will lose that one if he does not look well
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after it. The worms were very bad here this sum-

mer. I suppose you will tell us to drive them out

with Italians. My bees are large, yellow, three-

banded bees. The queens are large, dark-colored,

with three bands. The bands are not as plain on

queens as on the worker bees. The drones are black.

I never handled bees or paid much attention to

them until one year ago last June, when we bought

ours. Now, friend Root, I would like to ask you
how I can keep the moths out of our hives. If we
(that is, my husband, for he always helps me) do not

go through them all every two or three days, the

combs will be full of worms, eating and uncapping
the brood. My bees are on the L. frames.

Mrs. E. J. Kill am.
Dunlap, Morris Co., Kan., Sept. 14, 1880.

I should think, my friend, that your combs
had been exposed to the moth at some time
before the Italians had them, and that the
eggs are just now hatching out. Keep pick-
ing them out as you have done, and, with
the help of the Italians, they will soon cease
troubling you. I have had similar expe-
riences for a little while, but it can not last

long if you follow it up faithfully.

A "VISIT" FROM FRIKiVD (ATHEY OF
ARKANSAS.

SEND you my honey report to-day, with some
of my experience with the new honey-plants;

and, as there has been something said by sev-

eral writers in regard to the cotton as a honey-pro-

ducing plant, I thought I would send you a sample,

thinking it would be new to many of your shop
hands, if not to yourself.

HONEY FROM THE COTTON PLANT.

I send you a limb with 3 open bolls on it. They
are a little dirty, too, from the effects of recent

rains. You will see, also, that the last two bolls

open are a little hard in the locks; that is also

caused by too much rain. It should all open light

and puffy, like the first one. The last two will make
very good cotton, but they are not well matured.

Had I sent earlier, I could have sent a sample of all,

on one limb, which would be, an open boll, then

grown boll just ready to open, ?i grown, half grown,
quarter grown, bloom, and squares.

The bloom in early summer comes out and opens
2 or 3 hours after sunrise. It is then pure white,

with 5 petals, a calyx of 5 leaves, and a bracelet of 3

leaves. In early morn, the bees work on the outside

of the bracelets, as though they were making fair

wages. After the bloom opens, they enter it and
suck on the inside of the corolla. They never touch
the stamens, except with their backs; but as there

is just room enough for them to enter between the

corolla and stamens, they come out entirely covered

with pollen, and you might take them for a new
breed of bees. They enter the hive in that way, but
come out clean.

I am sure that they gather some honey from the

cotton, but it is a poor honey-plant. Our friend who
writes that his bees are gathering large quantities

of honey from the cotton plant, spoke too soon. He
had better reconsider and look again. As a general
thing, the bees in this country have 5, 10, or 15

acres of good cotton to the hive. Would not the
whole South be flooded with honey if it yielded such

amounts? Two years ago my bees gathered enough
from it so that I thought I could taste the flavor,

which I thought cotton would be apt to give it; viz.,

a faint sweet. My bees have had free access this

year to at least 20 acres to the hive, without going

much more than a mile.

But to return to the cotton bloom. In early sum-
mer it is fully open by 8 o'clock a.m , and by 5 p.m.,

it shows a tinge of red; by night, it is all red; and
the next morning it is closed, and by the next eve-

ning it drops off. The 3 little bracelets you see on
the limb beyond the bloom, is what we call the

square.

The boll-worm miller lays the egg in the tender

bud; as soon as it hatches it punctures the square,

the bracelets expand, and thereby warns you of the

damage done. As the worm grows it follows the

limb, puncturing each boll, until it destroys them
all, and we lind him about the size of a common cut-

worm -a fat, hearty epicure, with about half his

length in a grown boll.

ARKANSAS AS A HONEY STATE.

This is a poor honey country at least. We have
no linden, tulip, sourwood, white clover, aster, or

goldenrod. If we could average, one year with an-

other, 25 lbs. of honey to the hive, we would think it

good. We generally have honey-dew, if it is dry

in May. But this year we had a dry May—the only

dry time we've had, and not one drop of honey-dew.
We have the apple and peach bloom, the whortle-

berry, the elbow bush, or button willow, which is

good; but the best honey-plant we have is the su-

mac. But our bees generally All up late in the fall

on—we know not what.

SPIDER PLANTS IN ARKANSAS.
I got about 15 of the spider plants to grow, but it

is growing wild all around me, and for the sake of

euphony we call it "polecat weed." Sometimes the

chickens eat so much of the seed that their flesh

tastes of it. But there is no doubt but that it pro-

duces the nectar, though I have my doubts about

the flavor of the honey if you had enough of it. But
another season will test this.

Did the all-wise Creator make a mistake when he

made this honey-plant to produce its nectar at night

for all shapes, sizes, and colors of moths to consume
while the bees were in their hives? I think the rea-

son some blooms don't have any nectar in the morn-
ing is, that they exude so much that it dropsout.

SIMPSON PLANTS IN ARKANSAS.
I succeeded in getting about 6 or 8 Simpson plants

to grow. The finest bloom was the 8th of August.
It was level full of honey. I waited one month and
watched the humming-birds carry off the sweet, and
not a bee had ever visited it.

One day I had extracted some honey, and had my
"bulldozing" hybrids excited, and I mixed a little

honey and water, and, with a spoon, filled several

flowers and sprinkled the leaves. They were soon

there. Since then I have never looked there, when
a bee could be out, but they were swarming around
it. The humming-birds have quit, for they know it's

no use trying.

This has been about as poor a honey season as I

have ever seen. Owing to several circumstances,

my apiary was reduced to 4 hives last spring, and
my bulldozing hybrids robbing my blacks was one
cause. They were one Italian and 3 hybrids. T

knew there was little honey to gather, and I tried to

prevent their swarming, but for all I could do
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against it they have increased to 9 strong- colonies,

and the largest swarm I ever saw went to the woods
and Ig-ot some honey besides—perhaps CO lbs.—while
my neighbors have had no increase nor honey.

ITALIANS VS. BLACKS.

As for the comparative merits of the Italians and
blacks, they will not bear a comparison, and 1 do be-

lieve, with my little experience, that for real "vim,"
"get up," swarming, and gathering honey, the hy-
brids are the best.

HATCHING QUEENS FROM DRONE EGGS.

I wish to say to friend B. F. Pratt, p. 477, October
Gleanings, that I know he is mistaken about rear-

ing a good queen from drone brood. The thing is

contrary to nature, reason, and—my experience .The
latter, however, would not amount to much, al-

though I have tried it in 3 different hives. But this

is my principal reason: All worker bees have im-
perfect female organs. So says the throng. The
work the bees do to make a queen is to so manage to

feed the lame as to perfectly develop the organs;
then she becomes capable of propagating the spe-

cies. But nothing less than the power of God can
change the male organs to female.

The species of flgwort which friend Demaree
speaks of grows here abundantly, but I have never
seen bees on them.

PROPOLIS, AND WHERE IT COMES FROM.

Friend S. H. Lane thinks he has discovered where
the propolis comes from. It comes from the sweet
gum in this country. The "wee ones" get a wad of

chewing wax every time I open a hive. I have
watched them taking it off. It is so sticky and
tough that it seems difficult to get off; yet they get

it and pack it in their baskets.

STINGS AND RHEUMATISM.

I have tried the bee-sting for rheumatism, suffi-

ciently to know that it is the poorest patent medi-

cine that 1 ever saw.

Yours for 1881, B. F. Carthy.
Cabot, Lonoke Co., Ark., Oct. 8, 1880.

fftg '%rcMwu>"
This department is to be kept for the benefit of those who are

dissatisfied; and when anything is amiss, Ihope you will "talk
right out." As a rule, wo will omit names and addresses, to
avoid being too personal.

f]
HE latter part of April last, my wife ordered

some bee fixtures of you, which she received—
' the first week in June. While she was wait-

ing for them she lost 3 swarms of bees, Italians, for

the need of hives. You must have known, when
you placed the order on your books, that you could

not send in time for spring wants. To be on the

safe side for next season, I persuaded her to order

her next year's wants in August, and so be sure of

them when needed. She accordingly sent you an
order the last week in August. The goods were re-

ceived Sept. 10th. When your Sept. Gleanings
came to us, we saw your offer to allow 10 per cent

discount for goods ordered during the month of

September. I told her it would apply to her order,

as a matter of course, and she accordingly wrote

you, and T inclose your reply.

She is considerably out by your short-comings,
and I insist that she has good reasons for claiming
the discount. She has great faith in you—I should
have more; but my experience, made up of 27 years
in active and successful business, is, that those who
mix up their religious matters with their business-
bear watching.—The biggest loss I ever sustained

($1700 cash lent) was by a man of this stripe. I

should think you would want to make amends for

the loss caused. I am sure I would. I do not ask it

as a favor, but claim it as a right. Think it over,

and let me know 3'oui conclusions. E. B. H.

Oct. 4, 1880.

Aly friends, I should not have given the
above, were it not for the paragraph that re-

fers to the faults of those who profess to be
Christians, and especially to those who have
the courage to carry their religion into busi-
ness ; who are not afraid to say before men,
that they are trying to follow' their Savior.
Jt is a sad thing for anybody to take a fellow-
being's money without rendering an equiva-
lent ; but, my friends, it is a far sadder
thing for one to do it who professes to
try to do right in the sight of God. I fear
these things do exist, at least to some extent,
or we should not so often hear of it ; and it

is that we may do better that I have brought
this matter up to-day. If everyone would
do a little better himself, we would have a
reformed world. If it seems to us that we
are doing about right already, let us, in view
of the selfishness that we are forced to ad-
mit exists in us all, try to do a little more
than "about right.'' If we each decide to
do this, we shall, in .all likelihood, even then,
do only about what is just.

When I made the offer of 10 per cent off,

in our Sept. No., the clerks asked at once if

they should allow the same discount on or-
ders received in Aug. I replied that most of
the August orders were for the fall crop, and
would not have to be held over for another
season ; and, as there must be some detinite
time for the discount to take effect, it would
probably be as well to have it commence the
first day of the month. The above order
was received in August and filled in Sep-
tember, which, perhaps, would alter the case
somewhat. To be on the safe side, we will
allow the discount. It will be remembered,
that I asked our friends who suffered from
our being behind hand in the spring, on page
248, June No., to send in their bills for dam-
ages. So few sent in such bills, that I not
only felt deeply grateful to those of you who
have suffered, but gained a new faith in my
fellow-men, and once more decided that this
world is not a world of "•selfish and grasp-
ing'' people. You know, my friends, some-
thing of the trials and struggles I have
passed through in trying to get selfishness
out of my own heart. Well, the result is,

that I have not only found that Christian
people are trying to be fair and honest, but
that those who are skeptical are also, as a
rule, trying to do the same, where misun-
derstandings and differences of opinion do
not conflict. Now, in regard to the three
swarms of bees that were lost. I think I am
willing, friend II., to pay you for the loss,

whatever amount you may think right under
the circumstances!
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LONGEVITY OF BEES THE MOST DE-
SIRABLE OF ALL TRAITS.

s|p]|DIT01t GLEANINGS:—I have carefully noticed

jtmi the prosperity of different swarms of bees for—
' a few years past, and invariably traced this

prosperity to the hardihood or longevity of the

workers. The most of our best writers tell us to

breed from tested queens lhat are most prolific, in

order to insure, at all times, swarms that are the

strongest. Who of us has not said, in May and June,

while looking over our bees, that such and svich

swarms had very prolific queens, as they had their

hives full of brood, and that we expected the best re-

turns from such stocks; but, as the season advanc-

ed, some stock that was weaker in the spring

months, and whose queen had never attracted our

attention by her prolificness, now had much the

largest working force, and were the very stocks that

gave us the best returns Ihrough the season? It

seems strange that we have so long mistaken the

true cause of this effect. Those workers could point

with pride (as many "humans" do) to the promise of

a long life and strODg constitution handed down to

them by their progenitors.

NOTICEABLE FEATURES OF THESE LONG-LIVERS.

1. Colony always strong, and ready to take advan-

tage of any honey yield.

2. Very many ragged-winged old veterans among
the working force throughout the entire season.

3. They bear their loads of honey right up to their

entrances with less effort than weaker bees do, and

a close observer can notice that, going and coming,

they fly more steadily and straight, and a trifle

swifter, than other bees.

I have tested this thing to my entire satisfaction

the past season by depriving stocks of their queens.

I suppose some who have witnessed the fearful mor-

tality of some queenless stocks through the working

season will think I must be mistaken; but I am not.

I divided one of these long-lived stocks June 26tb,

leaving about one-half of the bees and 7 Gallup

frames of brood. They filled the other 5 frames, and

gave me 70 lbs. of basswood honey. Although they

were kept queenless through all the season, they

filled up their hives on buckwheat, with ample stores

for winter. They were given a few eggs and larvse

on two occasions, to keep up their industry; and
when I gave them a fertile queen, Sept. 5th, they

were a very fair swarm. Right here I wish to say,

that all heavy yields of honey are very fatal to the

workers. I do not think that healthy bees will dwin-

dle as fast in early spring as they wear out in gath-

ering honey during a heavy yield. But to return to

my text. A strong colony of blacks, made queenless

Aug. 1, with plenty of brood, came near perishing

by Sept. 15th; also two swarms of Italians, with very

prolific queens, dwindled so during the first honey
yield that they failed to swarm, and gave but little

surplus.

I believe many have noticed two stocks, side by

side, and the one with a very prolific queen come out

in the fall weaker and with less honey than even the

moderately laying queen by their side, whose bees

are very hardy; but I have noticed that these long-

lived bees almost always have good queens—but not

always. I shall hereafter, in breeding queens for

my own use, if necessary, throw aside prolificness,

gentleness, beauty, etc., and breed from good work-
ers, long-livers, and small eaters, instead. And you,

Bro. Boot, the one we consider on the watch-tower

looking for everything new and desirable, must as-

sist us by your own personal observation, what time
you can steal from your many duties.

M. A. Gill.
Viola, Richland Co., Wis., Sept. 20, 18S0.

Many thanks, friend G. I have never no-
ticed, to any extent, what yon say, although
I have noted particular stocks that were al-

ways strong, year after year, and that seemed
to stand almost any vicissitude, and still

keep up. As this is a very important point,
it may be well to keep a lookout ; but does it

not pretty nearly cover the whole ground, if

we select queens to breed from, whose col-

onies give us the greatest yields of honey,
year after year?

HOW TO BENT BEES.

^pypjf
R- ROOT : —We wish your advice in regard to

Jy/ff renting bees. The facts are these: J. B.—:

Bennett, party of the first part, has in pos-

session 40 swarms of bees which he wishes to rent to

Frank Blakeslee, party of the second part. Five of

the swarms are Italian; the remainder are black

bees. Twenty of the swarms are strong colonies,

and the remaining 20 will require feeding before

spring. Mr. Bennett wishes to rent them for one
year, rent to be paid in cash, and your answer to

this is to be the contract by which both are to abide.

Now, we wish you to take this in consideration, the

same as if you were one of the contracting parties.

The business must be all settled now. The weak
colonies will require about 150 lbs. of sugar. You
are to estimate about what you think will die. The
hives are single ones, movable combs. We wish no
evasive answer, nor any more questions asked, be-

cause the bees have already changed hands, and

both parties have agreed before witnesses that your
answer is to be the law. Each party reads your

journal, and both are quite expert in the handling

of bees, and are willing to abide by your judgment
as to the probable number that will die through the

winter, the amount of honey and number of colo-

nies, and the expense of handling the same for the

coming year. A. M. Bennett.
Spartansburg, Crawford Co., Pa., Oct. 4, 1880.

If the winter should be a trying one, and
the season poor next year, the one who rents
may have a heavy bill to pay to make the
stock as good as when he received it, to say
nothing of profit; but, on the other hand, if

everything is favorable, he may clear more
from them than their present value. In
view of both these extremes, I would simply
reduce the stock to a cash value, and place
the rent money at about what such a sum of
money would rent for, as follows :

5 colonics, worth $5.00 each, - $25.00
15 " " 3.50 " 52.50

20 " " 2.50 " 50.00

Prohahle value, $127.50

The use of the above property one year (to

be returned in as good order and as many
stocks), at 10 per cent of value, is §12.75. I
Avould give the party who rents, the privilege

of buying outright if he prefers.
The above is a low estimate, I know ; but

bees that need feeding in the fall are not
very salable property, and this fall they are
especially so. 1 would, as a general thing.

advise buying rather than renting.
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From Different Fields.

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS.

NEVEE knew till I read your book, that virgin

queens can be introduced to nuclei or queenless
colonics. So, I made a small box, tacked wire

cloth on the bottom, cut a hole in the cloth cover ot

a populous colony, the size of the bottom of the box,

Bet it over the hole, nut out my queen-cells, and sus-

pended i hem in wire cages one inch in diameter and
2! 2 inches high; then set them in my little box, cov-

ered it up with cloths, nnd the warmth of the bees

hatched out all my cells nicely ; and as fast as they
hatched out I made up nuclei, and introduced my
white, tender queens secundem artem, and out of 13

queens thus introduced, all were killed but 3. The
bees would at once attack the little fellows, pull

their wings and legs, ball them sometimes, and
make as though they would sting them. I had smo-
ker in hand, and smoked the bees according to Hay-
hurst's instructions in A BC, and sometimes worked
an hour. To some that had killed their queens the

day before, and had started small cells, I gave young
hatched queens the next day, and they would kill

them in spite of my smoking and work. So, I have
laid aside my nursery machinery, and now cut out

my cells and insert them in brood combs the day be-

fore I make up my nuclei, and hang them in the

hive where they were built, according to instruc-

tions in ABC. This plan works all right, and I think

I shall adopt it entirely hereafter. Hayhurst says it

won't work at all times, and I reckon I must have
tried it at one of thof e " times." Before I tried the

above process, a neighbor of mine (a beginner), at

my suggestion had taken out black queens from full

colonies, in several instances, and introduced young
virgin queens at once, and they were always re-

ceived.

A neighbor found a bec-treo this summer, cut it,

hived the bees, took them home, left the brood

comb lying at the tree, which is usual here, and in

about two weeks had occasion to go there, and
found a considerable swarm that had hatched out of

those combs. He got a gum, and hived those bees

also, and took them home, and they also are doing

well. 8. C. Fox.

Maysfleld, Milam Co., Texas, Aug. 2, 1830.

Your plan of nursery has been given sev-
eral times before, friend F., and it will work
just as well as any, in steady warm weather.
I do not know where the trouble was with
your queens, so many of them being killed,

unless it was that you were new in the busi-

ness. It is much easier to introduce newly
hatched queens to nuclei, or very weak col-

onies; and, should you try it again, try them
in such, and I think you will succeed! tetter.

after cool weather has set in; but where
there is an abundance of bees and chaff

hives, or their equivalent, for protection,

there is very little danger. Candy is much
safer for cold weather.

FEEDING LIQUID FOOD IN OCTOBER.
In feeding diluted honey or syrup in Oct. for win-

ter stores, is there not danger of its not becoming
perfectly "rip« ned" before cold weather, unless cer-

tain limits arc observed? If so, what are such lim-

its? Olitbb Foster.

Mt. Vernon, Iowa, Sept. 24, 1880.

There certainly is danger, friend 1\, in

feeding thin liquid food to a wc;ik colony,

EARLY-AMBER SUGAR-CANE, ETC.

I can not get subscribers, as I thought I could.

They think they can get along without Gleanings
now, as it will be of no use to them this winter.

Some say they can not afford it; but they can afford

to pay me 50 and 75 cents for dividing their bees, or

at least they have done so.—My Early-Amber sugar-

cane seed that I received of you was planted about

the 1st of June, and from 1-5 of an acre I got 22 gal-

lons of No. 1 syrup. How is that for cane?

X. E. COTTRELL.

Fayette, Fulton Co., O., Sept. 25, 1880.

HONEY FROM COTTON.

This has been a poor season here for honey. I

shall probably get half a crop—not. more. I think it

a great mistake about bees getting honey from the

cotton-blossom. I have watched very closely, but

could not find them working on the cotton-blossom.

My hives are located in the middle of a large cotton-

field. Chas. H. Kincade.
Sterling, Chicot Co., Ark., Sept. 20, 1880.

It may be a great mistake, so far as your
locality is concerned, friend K.; but you will

see by reports from others, given recently,

that cotton is visited by the bees in great
numbers in some localities.

RACCOONS, ETC.

1 have received queens from Mr. Nellis in the

Peet shipping-cage. They seem to work well, both

for shipping and introducing.—

W

r
ill raccoons des-

troy bees? I find the droppings of some animal

that tracks nights among my hives, and I can't tell

whether he eats bees or not; but it does eat bugs,

crickets, and potato -bugs. — I see by Gleanings
that some of your customers lose their queens by
their flying away while introducing. If they will

use a Betsinger introducing cage, and put their

queens on the combs on the inside of a closed win-

dow, their queens will not fly away from them, and
they will scarcely ever lose one in introducing if the

hive has been without a queen over night.—Where
can I get full-blooded, home-bred Italian queens that

will produce the dark, or leather-colored bees? 1

want them very d^rk. I want bees for honey-gath-

ering. I don't care if they arc cross.

E. D. Howell.
New Hampton, N. Y . Sept. 23, 1880.

Raccoons will, at times, kill.bees, much in

the same way that skunks, frogs, and toads
do; and it would seem that a great part of
the animal kingdom have a sort of fancy for
preying on our pets, solely, it would seem, to
get' the little drop of coveted nectar contain-
ed in their little bodies.—Your plan will do
very well to prevent queens from taking
wing; but can you not as well release them
before a window with one cage as with an-
other? (iet an imported queen that pro-

duces dark workers, and raise queens from
her. They will be quite likely to grow light-

er, for the grand-daughters of our foreign

queens are almost always lighter than their

mother.
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Inclosed 1 send specimens from a swarm of bees

which I have. Some friend of mine found them
while bee-hunting. It seems that they had been in

an old woodpecker's nest, and some one had taken

the honey, and they had collected on a bush a few

rods from their old home. I took an old hive and

brought them home, some 2% miles. They have the

appearance of being pure Italians. That is my con-

clusion after reading your ABC book, which I have.

There are not any such looking bees in this vicinity.

There are 3 swarms of pure Italians in this place,

but they are not as light colored as those of mine,

and they have not lost any swarms. I am trying to

keep them by feeding, and keeping them in a warm
place this winter. I have not any sealed honey to

give them, but have some fdn. which I bought of

you. I should think the weather too cool to draw it

out. I have 5 swarms of black bees, but do not

think that they are good as Italians. If I could

keep this swarm over it would give me a good start

on Italians. J. E. Hammond.
Oxford, Mass., Oct. 4, 1880.

A part have the marks of full blood, and
perhaps all ; they are so dried tip that it is

hard to tell. It is pretty late for fdn., but
with careful feeding, may succeed. Can you
not get one comb from each of your other
colonies to give them and then feed? Your
chances would be much better, if you could
do so.

CALIFORNIA BEE-KEEPING, AND DOW THEY GET A
SWARM DOWN OUT THERE.

We have not had a good year for bees here ihis

year, but it has been so much better than last year,

that bee-men ought not to complaiD. I started with

26 stands last spring; have 98 now; have lost 4 by
skunks; sold 2, and have had several take French
leave; have extracted between 2000 and 3000 lbs. of

as nice honey as I have ever seen. Had it not been
for the fire last fall, and the fog this spring and
summer, I would have taken out at least five times

as much. I must tell you how I saved a swarm of

pure Italian bees. They clustered on a leaning oak
on the creek bank, about 40 feet up the tree, and
nearly 60 feet from the ground up. The tree would
not hold my weight, and I could not get a pole up to

them. To cut the tree would kill the bees. The
limb that they were on was 2 or 2% inches in thick-

ness. After getting my hive all ready (with 2 combs
of brood), I took my rifle, and, at the third shot,

down came bees and limb together. I hived them
the best I could, and to-day they are one of the best

swarms in the apiary. Neaily all of my bees are
two and three banded Italians. E. Cadwell.
Carpentaria, Cal., Oct. 1, 1880.

BEES AND SMALL FRUITS.

Would it be profitable for a man engaged largely

in small fruits to go into bce-culturc for honey on a
large scale? that is, would the bees break up the

fruit farm? P. C. Drake.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 8, 1880.

I would not advise any man to go into bee-
keeping on a large scale all at once, friend
1)., and for that matter I do not know that
I should advise him to go into any business
in that way ; but, as far as the bees inter-
fering with the fruit is concerned, I should
not hesitate a minute. I am now planting
strawberries and peach-trees, and I am sure
the bees will never trouble either of them.

We have 500 bearing grapevines now right
over our bee-hives, but I do not know that I

have ever seen a bee on the grapes, even du-
ring the severe drought that has just passed.
I believe bees do sometimes get agoing on
very sweet grapes, but it is only when they
are dead ripe, and ought to have been picked
some time before, unless I have been very
much at fault in my observations.

THE NEW COVER, ETC.

You ask, in Oct. No. of Gleanings, "What do you
think of our new cover?" Well, I for one don't think

anything of it. I can't see what the artist had in

view in the design, when he got it up. Oh that tree!

It looks as if it might be a bee-tree. Then that wig-

wam, or what is it? Where is the smoke? The only

pleasing feature about it is the motto in the arch of

the dome. The "queen" of my domicile says she

can beat it herself. Give us the old one next No.

What has become of the Diary and Account-Book
you spoke of in June No., page 261? J. P. Watt.
Duck Creek, Ills., Oct. 7, 1880.

Well, now, friend W., that is rather dis-

couraging. The wigwam, as you call it, is a
bee-hive, in its most primitive form

?
—in

fact, away back, before they even twisted
the straw into shape. On the other side, our
friend Whiting, the artist, has tried to show
a modern bee-hive. Tell your queen to give
reins to her artistic convictions, and send us
a sketch of the result. Friend Whiting had
only a sample copy and the ABC book, and
then did it to suit himself. Some others
think differently from what you do, as you
will see.—The account-book is all set up in
type, but the demand has been so small for
them, that, like Mrs. Cotton's great bee-
book, it has never yet been printed. After
a few more ask about it, we shall probably
get it going.

PERFORATED-TIN SEPARATORS, ETC.

I think there is a wide epread dissatisfaction with

solid-tin separators. Can't you furnish tinners'

punches of suitable size for perforating tin with

round or oblong % inch holes, and let us do our own
perforating? I fear wire gauze can never be made
to answer as nicely as perforated tin; and then,

we dislike to throw our old separators away, if they

can possibly be changed so as to answer.

J. S. Hughes.
Mt. Zion, 111., Sept. 21, 1880.

The subject is being considerably agitated
now, friend II., but 1 fear you will not be
able to get a punch to perforate the separa-
tors you now have, because it would bulge
and curl up the tin, unless a, die was made
to work with the punch. Who among us
has the necessary skill and tools to make
such a machine for a small amount of mon-
ey? Friend Jones is very enthusiastic on a
separator made to divide off the hive, so that
the queen and drones can be "fenced off,"
as it were, from the workers. The holes are
to be oblong, and he says that, if made ex-
actly right, the workers pass and repass,
without trouble, but the queen and drones
are effectually excluded. The separators
are made of zinc, and with a pair of them,
he claims to be able to make the bees store
all the honey they gather in section boxes, in
the body of the hive, and in the center of the
brood-nest, if we wish, and that, too, with-
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out getting either brood or pollen in them.
The idea, I believe, comes mainly from our
English friends. If I am correct, no sur-
plus boxes are used on top, but all are placed
in the one brood apartment, and the frame
is to be a deep one,—much like the old
American frame that has been used so ex-
tensively, and mostly discarded, if I mis-
take not. Our usual frame of sections,
placed on each side of the brood-nest, it

seems to me, covers about the whole of this
ground, but perhaps I am not right about it.

I have no doubt but that the perforated sep-
arators will be a great advance, but I can
not see how it will pay to perforate the met-
al by hand, unless one has much spare time
on his hands.

WHY DO THEY PICK AND PtTLL AT CERTAIN BEES.

Two or three bees arc often seen to take hold of

another bee and seem to be gnawing at it. Without
hurting it, it seems to be annoying to the bee, and it

curls itself on the side like. What are they doing to

it?

I think such cases are usually young bees
that have by mistake sot into the wrong
hive. The sentinels, recognizing that he is

not a robber, do not want to sting him, and
yet they wish him to take wing and get
away where he belongs. He, poor fellow,
discovers he is not with comrades, but, in
his fright, seems not to know where to go,
and therefore he curls himself up. not un-
like a young puppy when scolded, and en-
dures with meekness their bites and pinches,
until they decide, seemingly by mutual con-
sent, that no very great harm will accrue
from letting him remain.

DRONE COMBS FOR THE EXTRACTOR.

You recommend drone fdn. for comb honey; which
kind for frames for extractor? More honey may be
stored with drone fdn., but the frames could not af-

terward be used in the brood chamber.

I should by all means prefer drone combs
in the upper story, for the extractor. In
transferring I have saved out all the drone
combs, and put them into frames by them-
selves, and there is no question in my mind
but that such combs were idled and capped
over during a heavy yield considerably soon-
er than the worker combs by their sides.

CHANGES IN THE ABC.
Changes arc made in A B C from time to time; why

not publish them at the end of the year, making
them a part of Gleanings, from which they might
be separated and pasted into A IJ C? or, if separate,

sent to such as want them.
A. 15. Kise.

Safe Harbor, Pa., Sept. 20, 1880.

I have often thought of an appendix sheet
for the A B C, but there are so many chang-
es being made, and they are made so con-
stantly, that it has seemed a little difficult

to get*at it. All of the matter first appears
in Gleanings, and it is my purpose to put
nothing in the A 15 (' until it has been well
tested. Several- of our friends, when their
ABC gets pretty well worn, sell them for
about half-price to some neighbor, and get a
bright new one ; but I will prepare the ap-
pendix sheet, if there are enough who want
it.

A QUESTION IN REGARD TO STARTING NUCLEI.
If I should take a bunch of bees from a colony

and put them in a hive with some comb, and put a

queen with them, will they stay and go to work, or

wilt they go back to the old hive?
E. F. Varner.

Harvey sburg, O., Oct, 9, 1880.

Your experiment would probably fail, as
you state it ; but if the comb contained a
little unsealed brood, a great part of the bees
would be pretty certain to cling to that, and,
if there were enough of them, they would,
with the assistance of a queen, make a
swarm. In saying this, I take it for granted
that you would not undertake to do this in
the winter, nor even at the present time in
the fall of the year, but that all attempts in
the line of artificial swarming should be made
at about the time bees swarm naturally. A
very severe (and, I can but think, needless
criticism) has been made on a passage in the
A B C, because I neglected to state, in di-

rect connection, that the work was to be
done at a season when bees swarm, although
I very distinctly so stated at the beginning
of the subject. Perhaps I should add, that,
to have the above plan succeed well, we
rather need some young bees. Those that
cluster on the outside of the hive will be
very apt to go right back home—the greater
part of them.

THE GRAPE-SUGAR CANDY FOR WINTER.
I see some of the candy bee-feed is made according

to your formula, except in the matter of flour. I

used a less quantity, and it is candying in the cells

of some of the bees to which I fed it, and I am sorely

afraid it will be unfit for winter use. I was afraid to

use the full quantity of flour, on account of sour-

ing. What additional light can you shed on this im-

portant subject? lam feeding 12 colonics, and am
very naturally anxious to avoid mistakes and steer

clear of Blasted Hopes. I used the candy last win-
ter, which was very mild here, with the best of re-

sults. Sam'l Kau.
Homeworth, O., Sept. 21, 1880.

We have had no bad result from using it,

and have never had any remain in the cells
so but that bees used it out in the spring

;

but stores of candy only, of any kind, are
rather unsafe for winter. The bees will
sometimes seem unable to get the requisite
moisture to soften it up, and hence starve,
where they would not, had they access to
liquid food. On this account the candy
must be fed quite early, or the bees must
have at least a portion of their stores in the
form of liquid food.

A WABlil.ING SAW FOR MAKING RABDETS.

Friend Root, we have been making Simplicity

hives, and I think we have made an improvement
on the method you give for sawing out the rabbets
in the covers. We do it by running the board once

over the saw set wabbling, thus saving one handling
of the board, and doing as clean and smooth a job as

it is possible to do by your method, and, I think, at a

considerable saving of time. D. G. Edmiston.
Adrian, Mich., June .'5, 1880.

Thanks. We have tried the same plan,
but thought it cut so much slower that it

did not pay.
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COST OF IMPORTING, AND CYPRIAN AND HOLY-LAND
QUEENS.

As to whether it pays to import five queens, I will

let you judge from what the entire cost was. Cost,

of check, $7.15; of express, $13.76; total, $20.01, and
one of the queens was dead. The four are first-class

queens.—Why do you keep Cyprian and Holy-Land
bees with your Italians? From what I learn, they
are crosser than Italians, and no better in other

ways. Seems to me, you would not want to send

out Italian queens fertilized by these drones, and
consequently hybrid. Chas. R. Bingham.
Edinburg, Portage Co., O., Sept. 27, 1880.

AVell, it seems, friend B., you did not do
so very badly, after all, in importing a small
number of queens; for if they are fine ones,
as you say, they would have cost you a little

more to have bought them here.—You mis-
take about the Cyprians being cross. They
are very gentle, and nice to handle. I do
not remember that I have ever used smoke
at all for the Cyprians. It is only one of the
two colonies of Holy-Land bees that are
cross, and I have handled these without any
trouble, in the middle of the day, when they
were flying. They differ so little from the
Italians, that I can not think any objection-
able features will be developed by the cross.

Of course, we shall not carry it to any great
extent, unless the two races show some de-
sirable traits.

I started, this spring, with 17 swarms—13 good, and
4 very light. The light swarms have built up to

good heavy ones, and I have increased to 35, all hea-

vy but 3, which I am now feeding. I have made 546

lbs. box honey, sold $60.66 worth, and have on hand
142 lbs. yet to sell. I sold all at 16 c. per lb. This is

as near as I can get it. I think it will overrun this

some, as we have used a good many boxes in our
own family, which are not counted in this report.

I see in last month's Gleanings, that some one
wishes us to tell what cage we prefer for shipping,

introducing, etc. ; also how bee-stings affect rheum-
atism.

the peet queen-cage.

Now, I prefer the Peet cage above all others, and
my reasons are these: In the first place, they are

nicer, have more room for the bees to stir around,

are lighter, and cost one cent less to send them by
mail than yours. They are handier to introduce

from, for you can open your hive, kill or take out
your old queen, slide your Peet cage down between
your combs, close your hive, and the thing is done;

while, with your cage, one sometimes has to open
the hive a number of times before the queen will be

accepted ; and I do not like to have a cage on top of

my frames, because I can not use my surplus story

while it is there, whereas the Peet cage makes no
difference. Another good feature in the Peet cage
is, that the back is made of tin, the front of wire, and
you can see the bees much more plainly than you
can in any other cage that I have yet seen.

bee-stings and rheumatism.

In regard to the bee-stings, I can not see that they
make any difference in rheumatism, as 1 have been
troubled with it for years. Stings may be just as

good as any counter-irritant, as far as they go, but I

prefer other medicine, although bee-stings do not
pain me in the least after two or three minutes.
They swell quite badly at times, and at other times

not at all. When they strike a bone they swell, and
do not swell when received in deep tiesh.

That homely, dark, and small queen you sent me
i« all right, and has got the hive full of nice yellow

Italians. I looked at her three days ago, and, as you
said, she is a golden beauty.

I guess I will stop, for I want the reports all put
in Gleanings; and, if I till the whole book, how
will you get in the rest? R. P. Lovejoy.
Greig, Lewis Co., N. Y., Sept. 25, 1880.

I am very glad indeed to hear so many
good reports of the Peet cage ; but is it real-

ly true, that no one has lost queens while
using them? If 1 am correct, you may have
to open the hive a great many times with
even the Peet cage.—Your last remark,
friend L., is one that the A B C class would
do well to think of often. If we are going
to hear from all, we shall certainly have to
learn brevity.

OMITTING STARTERS IN SECTION BOXES.

Now, I have a little matter that I would like to

ventilate to you. When you sent catalogue, section

boxes were entirely new to me. Well, I thought it

a good idea, and went to work and put them upon
two hives—7 frames of 8 sections each, in each hive.

Well, the result is, that I have some 40 or 50 lbs. of

honey in each case, but it is put in them in such a

way that I can't get a single section out without

breaking the comb. It is fastened upon one or both
sides to the tin separators, and as soon as moved
the honey begins to run. Now, I don't know but
they are all right, but win) didn't you let us know all

about that part, or else tell us where to get educated

bees for the Z>ees-ness? Perhaps one well-trained

bee might teach a whole apiary, and then the sec-

tions would be of use. Is it a common thing for

you to have bees do this? If not, why not? and if

so, what can be done to prevent it? The separators

were of new bright tin, 3 in. wide. I shall go back
to the larger boxes if that is the way they usually

work.—My bees are Italians. D. E. Washburn.
Felchville, Vt., Sept. 27, 1880.

Although you do not say so directly, I in-

fer you omitted the fdn. starters, friend W.,
and then, of course, you would have trouble.
Had you examined the catalogue a little

more closely, I think you would have noticed
this point. Starters of natural comb will do,
if they are sufficiently large, and put in ex-
actly square ; but, of late, fdn. starters are
so universally used that I had almost forgot-
ten that anybody ever did make the mistake
you have. Your sections were, I presume,
by what you say, home-made. Prepared as
we put them up, not one section in a thou-
sand should leak honey.

INTRODUCING UNFERTILE QUEENS SEVERAL DAYS
OLD.

Though it is late in the day, I will attempt to an-

swer your communication in the July No., p. 321, in

regard to unfertile queens. Although I agree with

you in part, I will have to differ with you in opinion

in regard to introducing them; for I have intro-

duced them 4 and 5 days old; and, if you will send
me one next season, I will introduce her and return

her to you a laying queen. S. H. Lane.
Whitestown, Ind., Sept. 25, 1880.

The exce] >tion only proves the rule, friend
L. I too can introduce virgin queens four or
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live days old, sometimes ; but I would not
like to guarantee to do it. A month or two
ago a bright-looking young man brought us
some queens he wanted to sell. I questioned
him about his imported queen-mother, etc.,

and, as the queens looked nice, I bought
them to introduce. I may here remark, that
1 never buy queens without knowing some-
thins- of the one who raises them, or unless I

lirst introduce them into my own apiary and
test them. There were about 25 of the
queens, if I am correct ; but, before we got
them introduced, we found a good many
that looked surprisingly as if they were just
newly hatched. After "a great deal of work
we got about two-thirds of them introduced,
but many of them did not lay for ten days or
two weeks. Meanwhile, our boy had been
studying his A 13 C book that he took when
he sold us the queens, and pretty soon he
confessed that he. through ignorance, took
the greater part of the queens just as they
hatcbed out. He learned his lesson, and I
learned mine, a part of which was, that vir-

gin queens can be introduced by caging.
But 1 do not want to undertake it again.

CONVENTION REPORTS, ETC.

From what you say on page 491, last No., I should

think you thought of publishing- convention reports.

We have enough of that, and to spare, in the other

bee publications. My advice to you is Punch's ad-

vice to the man about to marry,—DON'T. L.C. Root
did report a good crop for 1880; but I think, from
what I hear, that Herkimer and Montgomery county
bee-keepers have all had a very good yield. Can't

you get some other report from that section—say
Philip Elwoods, Starkville, Herkimer Co., N. Y.? I

know his is very large, and he has about TOO swarms.
N. F. Case.

Glensdale, Lewis Co., N. Y., Oct. 3, 1880.

FOUR -BANDED 15EES.

You say in the ABC book, that you have never
seen a four-banded bee. Now, Mr. Hoot, one of the

dollar queens I bought of you produces all four-

banded bees. The third band is the widest of any.

Now, if you think I am mistaken, I will send you
some of the bees, so that you can see for yourself.

D. E. BOBBINS.
Hesperia, Oceana Co., Mich., Sept. 17, 1880.

Since reading the above I have taken a
look, and I think I shall have to confess,
that Italian bees can be selected that have a
portion of a fourth band, visible when the
bee is made to elongate itself sufficiently. I

do not think they can be found in every col-

ony, but perhaps one or more colonies that
can be made to show it may be found in al-

most every apiary. Do not confound this

band with the fringes of yellow down that
are always liable to wear off, but look for a
permanent yellow in t lie homy substance
composing the band.

KEEPING QUEENS A MONTH OK TWO.
Will you please tell £ow you keep queens a month

or two? I lost mine in ten days.

Maiu v L. Dk.MING.

Watertown, Wash. Co., O., Sept. 25, 1880.

Give them pure water and pure sugar and
fresh young bees as often as they seem
dumpish. We have kept them thus out of

the hives as much as a month, but occasion-
ally one would die, do the best we could. I
do not think it well to have bees out of the
hives more than a week or ten days ; but if

it were really necessary, I would make a
larger cage and give them not only water
and sugar, but sealed honey as well, and I

would give them about i or i lb. of bees with
them. This is the way friend Jones lixes

his bees for their long voyages from Cyprus
island and the Holy Land, and he says they
have never yet lost one in shipping in our
country, that he knows of. It is a good plan
to allow the little colonies to fly once in
awhile ; but when you do, you must stand
sentinel at the entrance, and when the. queen
makes her appearance, as she often will, you
must cage her and leave her near the en-
trance until the bees all come back ; then
shut them up, put her in, and your little

hive is ready for another three or four weeks.
Friend Jones uses a glass bottle of water,
with a notch cut in the cork, on my old orig-
inal plan.

BEES AND GRAPE JUICE.

1 am making wine, and the bees want to work on
the grape juice. Will it hurt them? I see nothing
in your ABC on the subject. Will they get honey
from them if they are not injurious?

Canton, O., Sept. 23, 1880. E. H. Morris.

Our bees have never gathered enough
grape juice to give it a test; but, from
what I have seen of the effects of fruit juices,
I should think it would be about as bad as
cider. It will not make honey, or, at least,
not such honey as comes from the flowers.
Cider stores, when ripe, form a sort of trans-
parent fruit jelly, which is almost sure to
produce an aggravated form of dysentery.

WHY DID THEY SWrARM OCT SO MUCH ?

About a month ago a hive had been invaded by 3

several small swarms of bees, one of which was Ital-

ian. Friend Foster lives 'i
1

:
z miles from me, and has

the only Italians about here within 7 miles, and has
lost one swarm. Soon after this quadruple volunta-
ry union, they left the hive for a bush in the apiary.

They were rehived without trouble. This perform-
ance became a daily thing, and, not yet being up to

the A B C's, I did not for a long time suspect the

want of a queen. 1 tried them in different boxes and
other frames, but stay they would not. I finally no-

ticed that little or no change was made on any comb
or fdn. given them, and that they had no pollen, and
were not laying up honey, and had no eggs or brood.

I then wanted a black queen of friend Foster, who
could not supply me, but named you. I sent from
here on the 7th; on the lcth, about sundown, they
swarmed out, and, after they had clustered, noticing
other bees entering the vacated hive (attracted by
the sugar syrup that was being fed to them in the

hive), I stepped up and closed it, turning away
again. My son of 12, however, recalled me. exclaim-
ing, " Here is a queen trying to get in!" Before we
could secure her, she mounted high up and flew

southward. Next morning, the 11th, they came out
again quite early, about 7 o'clock. After that, they
manifested no disposition to swarm, and Saturday
and Sunday they were storing some honey, and eggs
were discovered!

LARGE EGGS.
They were the largest bee-eggs that friend Poster
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or I ever saw—a good deal larger than common.
Friend P. examined the colony with me on Monday,
and we concluded that it had dwindled down so low
that it would be better to unite it with some other
hive. We found the queen that laid the large eggs.

She was large and fine looking, and, withal, full (I

suppose) of eggs. We pinched her head off, and, aft-

er a good smoking, emptied them into a well-smoked
hive. They were all right in a few minutes. I can't

account for the presence of this large-egged queen.
It was evident, she had been laying only about two
days. Perhaps she was a young, unfertilized queen
up to Saturday, the 17th. Geo. H. Waddell, M.D.
Coronaco, Abbeville Co., S. C, July 20, 1880.

Your large colony did not swarm out be-
cause they had no queen, but because they
had an unfertile queen, and no brood in the
hive, I think. At the time you saw this
queen, the whole colony had attempted to
follow her as usual ; but, not finding her,
they clustered, and the queen came back
alone, when your son noticed her. A frame
of unsealed brood, that we have talked so
much about of late, would, in all probability,
have saved all of your trouble. I can not
think why you should decide the colony
could not build up when they had a good
laying queen in the month of July. I would
have saved her on account of the large eggs,
if nothing more, even had it been December
instead of July. Are not some of our friends
a little in haste, to pinch queens' heads?
Give me a young laying queen, with the old-
est bees you can pick out, and I will make
you a good colony from them during any of
the summer months.

CALIFORNIA.
The only dollar queen I saved out of the four you

sent me last fall is the poorest layer I ever saw. She
can not keep up a decent nucleus. Still, the $5.30

was well invested, for the hybrids raised from her
and my black drones were far superior to the blacks

in filling frames full of brood—many of them giving

over 10 frames of brood and larvae to the hive. We
have increased from 10 to 40 by the use of fdn , us-

ing 10 frames below for brood, and 10 above for ex-

tracting. We got but little honey during the sum-
mer—just enough to keep up breeding; but now
they are doing well, we think. We got about 30 gal.

during last week; the honey is a light yellow and
fine quality, but I can not tell where it comes from.

Goldenrod is in bloom, but I can not find a bee on
it, even though some of the beautiful yellow tops

are within a rod of the hives; neither do they ap-

pear to gather from sunflowers, of which there are

thousands in bloom, except it be now and then a bee
that seems to be looking on the stalk for a kind of

pitch with which they fasten the frame tightly in

some cases.

BEES TROUBLING FRUIT.

We have over one thousand vines, of some ten va-

rieties, and had trees full of peaches, many bird-

picked, during the season when there was no more
honey than sufficient for brood-rearing; still, I have
yet to see the first bit of fruit disturbed by the bees.

They were lively on the blackberry blossoms, but
never disturbed the fruit.

There is one problem I should like to have solved.

What would you do if you did not want to increase

the stock of bees, but wished to get as much honey
as possible? that is, suppose you have two-story

Simplicity hives, and the queen is not satisfied in

tilling all the frames below, and goes up and Alls the
frames there with brood also. Again: Why do the

bees bite the capping off from many cells, some-
times leaving the little white heads exposed? Is cap-

ped brood injured by the motion of the extractor

forcing their heads against the capping?

J. B. Rumford.
Bakersfield, Kern Co., Cal., Sept. 4, 1880.

I should hardly want to rear drones to
stock my apiary, friend li., from a queen
that was not prolific ; but it may be that her
producing so little brood was occasioned by
something connected with her long journey,
in which case it is not likely her progeny
would inherit the fault.—You can easily get
the honey, even if the queen should lay in
every comb, both above and below, by the
use of the extractor. I think you wili find
that when the queen gets to laying very
much above, she is neglecting the lower sto-

ry, and I would lift some from below that
had no brood, and put those having much
brood below. If the colony is not strong
enough for the room they have, they will

often all move in a mass into the upper sto-

ry, because the warmth rises up, toward the
roof.—The uncapped brood you mention is

all right, and is fully explained in the A B G.
The extractor does not harm the brood un-
less turned so fast that the unsealed larvae is

thrown out.

I have watched you, and frequently have seen you
apparently forsake your own interest, and even of.

fer a reward to encourage an invention likely to

prove a loss to you, all pro bono publico, especially

to benefit the readers of Gleanings. I therefore

feel free to write as I would not otherwise.

COMB FOUNDATION.

I have used, this season, your light drone fdn.,

Van Deusen llat-bottom fdn., and Vandervort's nat-

ural-bottom fdn. Van Deusen fdn. makes about 10

sq. ft. to the pound, and Vandervort about 9>/2 sq. ft-

to the pound. I have tairly tested these varieties of

fdn., and ajn satisfied that the bees will begin to

store honey in all at the same time. I have had Van
Deusen fdn. drawn out and honey stored in it with-

in 24 hours after giving it to the bees, and I can say

the same of the others. The Van Deusen being the

lightest, I can with less money fill my sections, if it

could be obtained at the same price per pound as

the others. John Vandervort, of Laceyville, Pa.,

makes a thin, natural-bottom fdn. with a side wallas

high as the Van Deusen, and I don't see how a more
perfect fdn. can be made than this; but he has not

yet given us the price of it. My experience leads

me to use and recommend, hereafter, very light fdn.

with high side walls, the Van Deusen and Vander-

vort kinds being the only ones I have used answer-

ing the test. I shall also hereafter always fill every

section, and am sure I shall obtain, as I already have,

a profitable increase in the amount of surplus honey.

SIMPSON AND SPIDER PLANTS.

The seed I saved last spring has produced plants

that have caused me a good deal of disappointment.

I had often seen yellow-jackets and other insects

about them both, but never a bee; and yesterday,

thousands of winged ants (I believe they were) were

flying around the Simpson plants, seemingly enjoy-

ing something obtained from the flowers, but not a
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bee near. A few bees were then about noon on the

Spider plants. When the Simpson and Spider plants

first began to bloom, 1 could, every forenoon, shake
the drops of honey out of both, but lately could find

it in neither. This morning I went earlier than usu-

al to examine them, while yet the sun lacked a

half-hour of rising, and found the bees already

there, but no ants, yellow-jackets, or bumble-bees
then. They doubtless came in time to smell where
the honey had been.

MOLLIE HEATH PLANT.
Please tell us just how to grow this plant. I have

put the seed in the hands of a florist three times to

start for me, and but one seed germinated. Your
directions, "Stand seed on end," was closely ob-

served, and one seed sent up a plant, but the little

thing refused to "stand on end" after a few days. I

again obtained two seeds, as the plant had "damped
off." These I placed in the opini ground, and said,

"Take care of yourselves." No return from them.
Please direct us more fully, and describe the plant

and its bloom.
SECTION BOXES.

We have received samples of these from several

parties. Do they all send a fair sample of what we
may expect if we order a thousand? I received from
you a sample section very much smoother inside

than the thousand I received from you. Those
bought were satisfactory, but I think the sample
should always fairly represent the goodts.

Oxford, Pa., July 15, '80. S. W. Morrison, M. D.

I have never yet seen a Mollie Heath hon-
ey-plant in bloom. We have one in our gar-
den, but, although it is 3 or 4 feet high, there
are no blossoms as yet. We too had trouble
in getting it started, but the beauty of the
foliage is well worth the trouble, after all.

—

Samples of sections should certainly be no
better than the regular run ; but, our stock
of seasoned lumber giving out last season,
obliged us, against our will, to send out
work not quite as nice as samples sent in the
spring.

RHEUMATISM AND BEE-STINGS; A GOOD REPORT AT
LAST.

I noticed friend Lemmon's questions in September
Gleanings, and forgot to give any answer until I

saw it in the Oct. No. Seven or eight years ago 1

was struck down with neuralgia, or acute rheuma-
tism. I suffered all that it is possible for a mortal to

suffer and live. I tried all the liniments I could get

hold of, but with no effect. Since then I have han-

dled bees all the time. The doctors tell me that is

what is curing me. I can't tell how many stings I

get a season. I transferred 428 swarms this season,

and did not get stung except when I hurt the bee. I

often do not know when I get stung.

Enfield, 111., Oct. 8, 1880. A. W. Dalzell.

3 more colonies for a new start. In the meantime, I

got the ABC and Gleanings, and I now have 6 fine

strong colonies, each one with a fine large Italian

queen, which I raised from a queen I got from Hay-

hurst, all in L. Simplicity hives. I have received 75

lbs. of section honey so far, and $100 worth of expe-

rience. While I am writing, I would like to say two

things; i. e., the Hs story, to hold 28 sections, I could

not use, on account of the fact that the sections

would get gummed so fast to the broad strips that I

would often pull the bottoms oil' and otherwise dis-

joint them in trying to get them off; and then,

again, the bees will get on the strips and get mashed.

Second, I have some trouble by getting the comb
in sections stuck to the tin separators, and thus pull

the capping off when I go to remove them.

Austin, Texas, Sept. 29, '80. James G. Taylor.

I think your trouble with the 4 story, friend
T., lies in not knowing how to handle them,
in some way, for we have sold thousands of
such hives, and no one else has made such a
complaint. Find a section somewhere that
will come out easily, and you can then very
readily take out the rest. Drive the bees
out of the way with smoke when you wish to

replace sections. I fear you have not used
fdn. starters, if your bees stick the honey
fast to the separators.

SOME OF AN A B C SCHOLAR'S TRIALS.

I am getting along very well in bee-keeping, con-

sidering this is only my second year, and hardly

that. Up to the middle of last year I didn't know a

bee from a blow-fly. It was then I accidentally got

a swarm, or, rather, two. which 1 soon after made
one. That was 1 he time I sent to you for the first

queens I ever saw. ' The man I got the bees from
cheated me. There was not a quart of bees in both

hives put together, and, of course, in my greenness

these soon dwindled down to "M. T." hives, or, rath-

er, logs; for they were in logs. Last winter I bought

GRAPEVINES FOR SHADE, ETC.

I got one of your ABC books last summer. I be-

gan with two colonies, and now I have an increase of

six. I use the L. frame and the Simplicity hive.

This was a poor season for bees. All the honey
they gathered was in August. But my object in

writing to you is to say something about the grape-

vines. You told us in your ABC book to plant the

grapevines under the central wire, and then you
said that you had your entrances in all directions of

the compass, and I can't understand. It seems to

me the vines will be in the way of the bees if the en-
trances are turned southward. I would like to fix

my apiary in the same way, and I don't know how
to get at it. And something else I would like to
know: Don't you ever work up the ground around
the vines? It seems to me that if the ground never
gets worked up they can't grow; and when the
ground is worked and hoed up, it spoils the apiary.
Berne, Ind., Oct. i, 1880. David Schwartz.

The bees fly right out under the grapevine
trellis, without the least trouble in the
world, friend S., and we do not dig up the
ground around the vines, because we do not
want a very vigorous growth, where a vine
is confined to such narrow limits. I discov-
ered, by accident, a plan for making the
vines bear, at least on our soil. Last season
we prepared one of the seven apiaries
for setting out the hives, by spreading a
bank of coal cinders on the north side
of the vine, preparatory to setting out
hives. This spring we were astonished to

find this one apiary of about 60 vines full of
blossoms, while the rest had almost none.
When they were loaded with ripe fruit, it

was a sight indeed to see such a marked dif-

ference. A farming friend, on looking at
the matter, and hearing me defend coal ash-
es as a manure, asked if we did not burn
some wood with the coal ; and, when told of
the sticks and shavings that some days al-

most run the engine, gave it as his op'nion,
that it was only owing to the well-known
virtue of wood ashes instead of coal cinders.
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HONEY-DEW.
Wo have had quite a shower of honey-dew in Aug-

ust. Our bees carried considerable quantities of it

into the hives, commencing- to work in the morning-

before it was fully daylight, and continuing all day
busily. Brood-rearing went on rapidly, and they

seemed to be almost on the point of taking the

swarming fever, when the supply was cut short by a

cold rain. The substance is a sweetish liquid, with

a slightly pungent taste, and, after about two hours'

evaporation in the sun, is very sticky, and of about
the consistency of well-ripened honey. Bees, as

well as hornets, yellow-jackets, and other insects,

seem very fond of it. Now, all this was produced by
a small plant-louse on the small branches of our
common yellow willow. The insect looks like the

cabbage-louse, and a louse frequently found on the

tips of young grapevines, except that it is of a dark
purple color. It was discharged from the abdomen
of the insect in tiny drops about the size of a pin-

head; and, by placing the insect between yourself

and the sun, you could see it falling in a fine spray.

Early in the morning it would be so abundant on the

leaves that it would fall to the ground in large drops.

No surplus honey here. Bees are in excellent

condition for wintering. M. L. Stollard.
Tarlton, Pickaway Co., O., Oct. 4, 18S0.

NOT ONLY A DROP, BUT A STREAM OF HONEY FROM A
SINGLE FLOWER.

I have never seen the Cdbcea scandens recommend-
ed as a honey-plant. I have one plant, a very orna-

mental climber, with a large, bell-shaped flower,

which, at full bloom, has a small stream of honey
running from the cavity in the center, which seems
to be nearly filled to the lower and outer edge,

where it stands in a small pond, or, rather, a large

drop, where it looks as if it would drop off. I have
never watched to see if it did drop off, but I have
seen 3 or 4 bees take loads from a flower, and still

leave a good supply. Mine has not been in blossom
long enough to judge fully how valuable it may be
for a honey-plant. (I send a description, clipped

from a price list, which you may publish if you
think best.) L. < !. Lincoln.
Greenville, Montcalm Co., Mich., Sept. 20, 1880.

Here is the description :

Cob.ea.—A fine, rapid -growing climber, with
handsome foliage, and large, bell-shaped Uowers,
green at first, but rapidly changing to a beautiful,
deep violet blue. Seeds should be started in a hot-
bed, in rather dry soil, as they are apt to rot in open
ground. A well-established plant will run fifty feet
in a season, covering a large veranda with handsome
foliage and beautiful flowers. Tender perennial.

Since the ahove was sent ns, I have been
so fortunate as to get a nice large vine of
the ('oho a, scandens, and it is now in our
greenhouse, but will probably not blossom
until another season. This is how it came :

After talking with the inmates of our jail

the Sunday after the letter was received, I
told the men that if there was any commis-
sion I could execute for them to please men-
tion it, and I would be most glad to serve
them. One of them, who is a market gar-
dener, asked if I would be so kind as to take
up a choice vine he had, and put it in my
greenhouse, that it might not be killed by
the frost. I promised, and when he after-
ward mentioned that it was Cobcea scandens,
I was almost a little startled. Do you think,
dear readers, it is possible God sent it.

LIME-VALLEY APIARY. FIRST ANNUAL REPORT.
I put into the cellar, in the fall of 1870, 18 hives of

bees, apparently in good condition, except one. I

sold 2, gave one to a namesake, and lost 2 in winter-

ing,—and therefore began the season of 1880 with 13

stands. One proved to be queenless, and had to be
provided with brood to raise a queen. I hav.e in-

creased to 22, entirely by natural swarming, and
have taken 332J4 lbs. surplus in Lewis & Parks' 1J4

lb. one-piece sections, and 2iU lbs. extracted, from
upper story. Largest quantity from one hive, box
and extracted, 89J4 lbs. ; smallest quantity, nothing.

I have taken nothing but surplus—not having med-
dled with the brood department at all, and worked
for box honey, except on a few hives. All hives are

now well filled for winter. I winter in cellar,—and
have generally had good success. Honey sells in

this market at 15c for extracted, and 25c for nice

box. Demand is only local. Not enough honey is

produced here, however, to supply the market at all

seasons. Isn't that the case generally? I seldom see

honey for snk' in any town, except in fall and winter.

Do we sufficiently supply our home trade at all sea-

sons?

I use a hive 1014x16^, and 11 in. deep, with frames
running crosswise. 1 sometimes wish I had adopted
the Langstroth, for the sake of uniformity; but I

have about come to the conclusion, that it doesn't

make much difference what kind of a hive a person

uses if lie knows lime to handle it.

I began bee-keeping more for the pleasure of it

than for profit. My experience has indeed been
pleasant, and the more I study bees and handle
them, the better I like it. There is more genuine
eujoyment in handling the bees than in selling the

honey.

My neighbor bee-keepers have not done as well as

I have. They complain that the bees refused to

work in boxes. I find it much more easy to get ex-

tracted honey from an upper story, than nice box
honej-. Eugene Secor.
Forest City, Iowa, Oct. 4, 1880.

SEPARATORS OF STRETCHED WIRES.

I read what you and some one else had to say

about wire -cloth separators. Being at the time
ready to put in some wide frames, and needing sep-

arators, I concluded to try an experiment. As a
temporary expedient, I drove tacks on one edge of

the end bars, just % in. apart, then strung some fine

wire, as fine, or finer, than the horse-hair used by la-

dies for waxwork, back and forth, horizontally onli/,

until one side was so covered. The section boxes in

place, and frames in hive, so far seem to be as good
as any separator, and much cooler than tin. The dif-

ficulty is, to get them tight enough and not break.

Geo. H. Waddell, M.D.
Coronaco, Abbeville Co., S. C, July 20, 1880.

The idea of wires, friend W., is hardly
new, and I think the principal objection is

their frailty. If stuck with propolis, they
would be pretty sure to be broken in remov-
ing the ho.iey. A few wires, braided across
to strengthen and stiffen them, would make
a sort of open wire cloth of large mesh and
very fine wires, and it is this we have been
talking about making.

THE GIANT HYSSOP, OR NEW SIMPSON PLANT, ETC.

Prof. Beal's notice of the plant I sent you, as found
on p. 479, Oct. No. G. B. ft, surprises me. I supposed
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the professor to be quite proficient; tmt I doubt if

he ever saw this plant growing. If you live to see

this giant hyssop growing in your garden, you will

see a plant nearly Identical, in its early growth, with

flgwort—stalk, leaves, general appearance, seed, and
also habits of growth. I judge that so many features

in common indicate that they are of the same fami-

ly and genus. This plant has no resemblance to

anything belonging to the mint family. But I may
be mistaken theoretically. Your advertisement of

the " nice spirit-levels " in Our Homes is aicftillu in-

genious, I should think. G. W. Demarke.
Christ iansburg, Ky., Oct. 5, 1883.

Are you not a little rough all around,
friend D.V I confess I was inclined to think
it strange that two plants should look so
much alike, and not be related at all; but I

thought, and still think, that our very kind
friend Prof. Beal knows a great deal better
about his own line of work, than— well, than
I do, certainly. As I suggested to him that
I thought it must be another ligwort, it is

hardly likely that he would be" mistaken.
You also think that I chose my illustration,

to which you refer, because I wanted to sell

levels, do you, friend D.V It came into my
mind as I wrote, and I used it; but it was
not until it was in print that it occurred to
me I might be charged with using the Home
Papers for advertising purposes. If I suc-
ceed in selling all the levels at retail, I shall
make a profit on them of $ 18.1)0. This
amount I will most cheerfully remit to you,
as soon as you consent to accept it and use it

toward making, or fixing up any public wa-
ering-place in your vicinity. Are you not
in danger, my friend, of seeing evil in oth-
ers where it does not exist?

A QUEEN STORY.

Those queens you sent me over a year ago came all

right. It was a very cold, snowy day here. I had to

carry thpm a mile or so. On opening them, all the

bees and queens lay on the bottom dead, as I sup-

posed. I lighted my lamp and held them over to

warm them. The queens all revived, and most of

the bees. I discovered that the queens had the

greatest powers of endurance.

I kept them awhile until it came warm weather,

and then put them into my swarms. A little incident

I will mention:

When I let loose one of my queens, the bees had
not received her, and they immediately balled her.

I took her out and slipped her into the cage. Oneof
the bees followed. She then slipped out and rose a

few feet and disappeared. I had lost my queen! I

waited one hour; no queen appeared. I traveled

three miles on foot to see some friends, and carried

my coat on my arm, changing it from one arm to the

other half a dozen times. When I entered my friend's

house, and had shaken hands, a child discovered a

bug upon the window. 1 looked at it, and there was
an Italian queen-bre on the window. Having my
little cage in my pocket, I put her in, took her back,

and put her into my hive again. How came she up
there, three miles away? Well, she must have
alighted on my coat some way, and, being frightened,
hid away. I lost both swarms by the water-pipes in

the cellar freezing and bursting in winter, and
molding the combs. I have two very fine Italian

swarms in there now.

BEES CRAWLING INTO THE EAR.

Last Saturday I put two Italian queens into black

swarms. Just before finding the last queen, a bee

got under my veil and crawled about on my ear. I

tried to pinch him, having a frame of bees in my
hand. He got a little frightened and ran into my ear,

more than his length—in fact, out of sight. Whether
he was after ear-pollen, or to make me dance to the

tune of Hail Columbia, I know not; but drumming
on the drum of my ear with his two antlers wad what
kept me in an anxious state of mind. If any of your
Western bee experts would like to try that thing for

the sake of listening to some high-keyed music, they

may, but give me the music of my calliope, of which
1 am the inventor, in preference. Did you ever hear

of the like? I went to the house. The lady said at

first she could not see him; but on pulling the lower

part of my ear down, he was visible. The good lady

then picked him out with a darning-needle. He
didn't stay, and I don't want any more to go into my
ears. You wouldn't, would you?

J. C. Stoddard.
Springfield, Mass., July 18, 1880.

To be sure, I wouldn't; for, to tell the
truth, I have had just exactly the experience
you mention. It was a year ago last spring,
when friend Hill, of the Bee Keepers'1

Guiclc,
was paying us a visit, that we went out into
the apiary, after a cool morning, just when
the bees were beginning to fly. it was so
cool that they seemed to have that unpleasant
fancy of alighting on one's clothing; and
then, if he should happen to turn them out
of the sun, they would dive down out of
sight, apparently seeking a warmer place to
stay. In a very few minutes, a bee alighted
on my ear. Thinking he would fly away
when he got ready, I did not even take the
trouble to get him off. Pretty soon he be-
gan to crawl into my ear. I did not mind it,

for I thought I knew there was no passage
into the head. To my horror. I was obliged
to admit myself mistaken; for, of all the
horrible sounds and sensations, I believe I
never before experienced any thing like it.

Of course, I expected every minute he
would sting, and I just felt as if I really
could not have a sting right in the inside of
my head, no kow. I lay right down in the
mud, gave Will my knife, small sharp blade
open, and told him to get him out. He said
there wasn't any bee in my ear; but I told
him to cut down into it until he got to him,
and, by pulling the ear down as you say, he
pried him out without l ary" a cut, or sting
either ; and I tell you I felt as happy as a
bird after that.

Moral.—Don't ever let a bee crawl into
your ear.

ORAPE SUGAR AND HONEY; COMPARATIVE VALUE
AS BEE FEED, ETC.

I desire to know whether 5 lbs. of grape sugar will

make 5 lbs. of stores or honey. And can we raise a

tested queen from a tested one? D. E. Best.

Hests, Pa., Oct. 8, 1880.

Five lbs. of grape sugar will make more
than five lbs. of stores, because the bees will

have to bring some water to put with it be-
fore they can store it in the combs. This
water will soon evaporate, however, if the
sugar is pure grape, and it will be a3 hard in
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the cells as it was in the barrels. Although
honey is composed principally of grape su-
gar, I hardly think 1 lb. of grape sugar will,

aside from its hardening propensity, sustain
life as long as 1 lb. of honey ; this may be ow-
ing to the cane sugar contained in the honey,
but not in the grape sugar. I have before
estimated that grape sugar is worth $ as
much as cane sugar for feeding bees, and
further experience has not induced me to
change that estimate.—To be sure, you cau
raise tested queens from a tested queen, so
far as the mother is concerned ; but you can
only determine that your young queens have
met Italian drones, by testing them by their
progeny ; and it is this that constitutes a
tested queen. To be on the safe side, of late
years we have been in the habit of using
queens imported from Italy, for mothers to
all our queens.

BEES THAT WON'T START QUEEN-CELL 1

*.

I have 3 queenless hives. Now, how can I set

Ihem queens from my old hives? They have started

queen-cells all over their combs. I have somi good
strong swarms, but I can not get a queen-cell that

has any egg- in it. I wish you would start me right

in this matter. Now, ABC tells me to put in a

frame of brood. I have done so, but there is no
queen or brood as soon as they are all hatched. I

want to work for increase instead of honey this sea-

son. Will my bees raise their own queen? Will saw-

dust do as well to pack down bees for winter, as

chaff? L. L. Loomis.
South Eidge, O., July 9, 1880.

I think, my friend, that if you have a hive
that hatches the brood without starting
queen-cells, they have a queen, or something
they treat as a cpieen. It seems a little sin-

gular that you should have three such. You
will have to give them two or three frames
of bees and young brood, and they will cer-
tainly start cells then, or enable you to hunt
up and remove any wingless or imperfect
queen they may have. As to which is best,
sawdust or chaff, is an unsettled matter ; we
prefer the chaff

:

ROBBING NEIGHBORS' HIVES, AND WHAT TO DO
ABOUT IT.

I am not a regular subscriber, but would like to

ask a question. Last summer, a neighbor living

about half a mile away came to me and said he be-

lieved my bees were robbing one of his stocks. He
said he had been flouring the robbers. We then
went to my bee yard and soon saw (as I have but 3

or 4 stocks) some of them coming in as white as my
uncle when he has had a hard day's work in his

gristmill. He asked me if I could not stop them
someway. T asked him what I should do. He said

if I woul 1 only turn up the hive and run a stick up
in they would stop at once. I accordingly picked up
a short stick, and, while I wa<5 doing as he suggested,

I heard soma lively footstep', and on looking around
I saw my neighbor with one hand in his hair, and
with the other striking at something; and the last I

saw of him was when I handed him his hat over the

fence in the street, and he looked as if somebody
had struck him. Well, I sat down and had quite a
hearty lai;gh, until his son told me my bees had
completely ruined one of his father's stocks. I then
began to feel very sorry, and wondered if I ought to

pay him for the loss of his stock, or give him the

surplus honey, which -was about R0 lbs. Please tell

me which, if either, would be right. I must say, I

hardly think it was my fault. If he had read Glean-
ings, or some other bee-book or paper, he would
have known better what to have done. He has been
a bee-keeper much longer than I have.

Willitt C. Brown.
Pleasantville, Westchester Co., N. Y., July 24, 1880.

I am very glad indeed, friend B., to see
you indicate such a Christian spirit, in be-
ing willing to recompense your neighbor,
even when he is greatly at fault, and I am
sure God will bless you for it. It would not
be right, as it seems to me, for you to give
him so much honey, or to pay him for the
full value of the colony ; but I would sug-
gest that you talk over the matter together,
and you will easily arrange the matter satis-

factorily to both of you. If it were my bees
that were robbed, I would not take any thing
as recompense ; but if my bees should rob a
neighbor, and carry his honey into my hives,
I would willingly pay him for the honey, and
also for the loss of the bees and queen, if he
thought it right I should do so. Perhaps the
bees and queen were not lost; in that case,
you can help him to fix them up. I do not
know but that I should reprove you a little

for laughing, friend B. There are times
when one must not laugh ; and especially
is such the case when a fellow-being is suf-
fering.

LOCUST-TREES FOR HONEY.
I noticed an article in June No., p. 265, by some one

wanting to know about the common locust as a

honey-bearing tree. Since 1874 the locust has blos-

somed heavily until this spring, when it almost failed

in this section. The consequence was, that bees

were nearly ready to starve before the clover blos-

somed. They are doing pretty well now, and are

making a good deal of h-mey. I have had the only

swarm that I have heard of in this section. I have
made seven artificial ones, which I think are doing

pretty well. But, to return to locust. It is one of

the most valuable trees grown here. Although it is

a native of this State, I believe it is up to all other

wood. For posts in the ground, at least, I know no
other so good. It grows very fast when properly

cared for. But the borer is hard on it. They tell me
in Missouri it must therefore be well cared for to get

it to live. I do not know whether the bloom is al-

ways full of honey or not. In the spring of 1879 they

worked well on it, and filled their hives so full of

honey that they blocked the queen and injured them-
selves. We have no extractors here, and so we had
no remedy.
But, to return to Gleanings, I would say that the

sample copy furnished information enough to pay
for my subscription, and so I shall have it the balance

of the year. Tell those who want trees I will deliver

them at the express or freight office at from $15.00 to

$50.00 per 1000. Nine hundred will set one acre, and
afterward, in about 6 years, cut every other one out,

going each way, and you will have a nice orchard
and lots of nice posts if the soil is favorable.

I have one of your lamp nurseries made for my
own use. S. D. Rutherford.
Kearneysville, Jefferson Co., W. Va., July 13, 1880.

MY DOLLAR QUEEN.
The first week in May, one of my box hives sent

out a large swarm which clustered on a cedar-tree.

T hired them in a Vi story Simplicity, except about
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a quart, which jarred off and settled about the root

of a currant bush. These soon took wing1 and en-

tered the caves of a neighbor's house.

A beginner in bee-kpeping, 1 thought I surely had
the queen. On visiting a supply dealer in business,

he advised me to look for brood. I did so, but did

not find any; but I did find that a strong colony had
become weak within three weeks, and I sent to A. I.

Hoot for a dollar queen, and received her by return

mail May 26th. I at once placed the cage above the

frames, and the bees were delighted, feeding- her

through the meshes. Within an hour I opened the

cage, and she was allowed to pass among- the combs
unmolested. The colony was very docile, and I in-

troduced without smoke. On looking in next day, I

soon discerned her with attendants paying her as-

siduous attention. She commenced laying in about
a week, but not very freely; this I attributed to her

long- journey.

By July they were about half Italianized, but still

weak; so, I introduced a frame well filled with brood
and honey. This produced quite a number of

blacks, and visibly strengthened the colony. Her
progeny were of the same quality as the escort bees.

Some, of course, were darker than others, and very
gentle and industrious. I enjoyed watching them
very much when they came home. They seem so

much larger than the blacks, that I concluded they
carry heavier loads. I shall not be satisfied until all

my colonies are transferred and Italianized. In

August they wore still weak and short of stores, and
so I fed them until fall honey commenced coming
In. Then the queen disappeared, and I secured an-

other frame of brood, and they are now, with few
exceptions, blacks—weak and short of stores.

H. M. Nicholson.
Camden, N. J., Oct. 10, 1880.

WHAT TO DO WITH BEES THAT NEED FEEDING IN

NOVEMBER.
I can get a good many bees that will be killed, by

going for them, and if sugar will do will try to use

them. Nothing but black bees in this country, ex-

cept one Italian nucleus I got of H. H. Brown this

summer. My crop will be nearly 1000 lbs., all comb,
in 6x6 sections, from 21 stands in spring. Only five

swarms -surplus all buckwheat.
T. F. SlIEPHARD.

Town Hill, Luzerne Co., Pa., Sept. 4, 1880.

It will be a little risky to try to winter col-

onies without combs, friend S.; but if you
can get the combs also, or if you can spare a
comb or two from several stocks of your
own, I think you can save them without
trouble. Years ago, some of you may re-

member I was very vehement in advocating
coffee sugar as being cheaper and superior
to honey for winter stores. Our friend
Jones, when here, says that I may say that
my position was all right on this, for he has
tested it with hundreds of colonies. The
only amendment he would make would be
to use a purer sugar still than coffee A, and
he has settled down on granulated sugar as
being best and cheapest, all things consid-
ered. It costs only ic more than the A, and
very likely furnishes just as much pure su-
gar for the money, lie wintered 168 colo-
nies entirely on sugar last winter, and all

came out all right. We have fed out two
barrels of it since he left. For winter stores,

we melt grape sugar, let it get cold or nearly

so, and stir in about an equal weight of the
granulated sugar. It is stirred in a large
dishpan, and wdien it is so stiff that it can
be handled with a paddle, it is put into wired
frames in the way I have told you. In half
a day, or perhaps a little more, if the weath-
er is warm, the frame can be hung in the
hive, and it is the most satisfactory way of
feeding I have ever used. One of these
frames will be emptied into the combs in
about two or three days, and the stores are
ripe and thick enough to cap at once. The
only trouble I have found, is that the bees
build comb in the empty frame about as
soon as the candy is out of it. You must
look out for this, and get it out, and move
up the division board. The tray to set over
the frames will answer the same purpose

;

but in our queen work we find the frame of
candy less in the way. One set of wired
frames may be used over and over again.

GALVANIZED IRON HONEY-TANKS.
Will you please inform me if you or any one you

know has had experience in the use of a galvanized
tank to keep honey in? Would the acid of the honey
acton it, and what would be the effect? How long
will tin generally last if used for the purpose?

PAINTING TANKS IHSIDE.

If a cask or tank were painted inside, would the
paint have any bad effect on the honey?

COOPERING.
Do you know of any published work on coopering?

We have the timber in the mountains, and may be
under the necessity of making our own honey-casks,
but have no time to go and learn the trade. Perhaps
we can get hints from books that will enable us to

pick up enough of the trade for our purpose.
HONEY VS. SUGAR, AS A BEE FEED.

Have you ever practically tested the question, Will

1 lb. of coffee sugar go as far, or further, in feeding
bees, as 1 lb. extracted honey?

A CHEERING REPORT.
I started last spring with 10 stands of bees; have

devoted U of the time of myself and boy to caring
for them, making frames, etc. I put in full sheets of

comb fdn. on wired frames, and have, as the result

of the capital and labor, 40 swarms and 3800 lbs. of

honey, worth probably 5c per lb. as it stands. My
bees are hybrids—good to work, but heavy on the
sting.

ALKALI WATER.
The 5-cent wash-basin we got from you was quite

a gem; but our alkali water made black spots all

over it in a few days, and would soon have eaten it

up. I gave it two coats of paint inside, and now it

promises to last a long time. Moral—Let those who
have alkali water, paint their tin basins, pails, etc.

THE FOUNTAIN PUMP.
Would the fountain pump do for pumping honey

from the tank it runs into from the extractor up into

a large tank?
Isaac B. Kumford.

Bakersfield, Kern Co., Cal.

Tin, if used for honey alone, Mill answer
almost indelinitely.—Although I have never
tried the fountain pump on honey, there can
be scarcely a doubt but that it would throw
honey. You would need to remove the noz-
zle, so as to give as large a passage as possi-
ble, especially if the honey was thick.
Galvanized iron is not fit to use for any

utensil containing food, as has been amply
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shown by our back numbers. It was used
in England awhile for extractors, but is

now, 1 believe, discarded. Paint, if thor-

oughly dry, will do no harm.— I have never
heard of any book on the cooper trade. Can
any of our readers tell us if there is one?
One pound of coffee A sugar will go further
as a food for bees than 1 lb. of honey, with-
out question ; but in feeding the sugar,
some of it will be inevitably lost in getting
it sealed up in the cells as the honey is, or
should be, for winter; therefore I would
hardly undertake to sell the honey that we
might feed sugar, unless there was at least a
little difference in price in favor of the
honey.

FEEDING EXTRACTED, TO GET COMB HONEV.

I purchased a lot of extracted honey cheap this

summer, and if I can get it into sections I can sell it

for three times the price I paid foi it. I have been

feeding- from a milk pan, as per ABC, but they

don't take it fast enough—only about 10 lbs. in three

days and nights. The ten brood-frames are full and

the colony large. When the cover is taken off, I

find about two or three quarts of bees clustered on
the under side, building comb. These are shaken
off, but they all get back inside of 30 minutes. I

have tried one frame of sections in the third story,

alongside of the pan, but they won't work them;
then I tried an empty fourth story, thinking they

wouldn't climb to the cover. Well, they didn't for a

day or two, but started comb on the side of the third

story. This I kept cut off, but they finally got up to

the cover. Then I filled the fourth story with sec-

tions, thinking I could trap them into it; but they

couldn't see it, and clustered and commenced build-

in? comb underneath the broad frames Now, what
am I to do? I want to get that honey in sections.

Well, I will try two more plans, and if they don't

work I shall have to give it up unless you can help

me out. The honey is white clover, and very thick.

The bees are blacks, and so populous that ( don't

think they could be put into a one-story hive on ten

frames. If you can make any suggestions, I wish

you would do so. Geo. H. McGee.
Point Marblehead, Ottawa Co., Ohio.

It seems, friend M., you have succeeded
nicely, only in this one respect, of having
the bees build comb next to their feeder.
Our neighbor prevented this one season, by
greasing, with tallow, the hive containing
the feeder, and the outside of the pan. I

think a better way, however, would be to
have a box marie so as to rill all the space
unoccupied with frames of sections, instead
of the pan. This box can be coated with
wax so it will not leak. Friend B. also used
a box fastened to the back part of the hive,
with a hole to let the bees through into it

;

but they commenced to build combs in this
box, and he was obliged to grpase the sides,
and, if I am correct, the float also, before
they could be prevented.

HOW OLD MAY A QITEEN BE, AND STILL BECOME
FERTILIZED?

I see in Gleanings that there has been some
query as to how old a queen can be and yet become
fertilized, and a good prolific queen. I will give my
experience. The 12th day of Jan., 1880, I found
queen-cells in a hybrid hive. The queen hatched,
and began to lay on about the 10th of Feb. ; and,

about the first of March, drones began to hatch, and
by the middle of April, worker bees began to hatch.

It was a strong hive, but got quite weak. I had to

buil'1 it up with brood from other hives. It is strong

now. Query: Was she fertilized by her own drones,

or was it by some others? They were the crossest

bees I ever saw or heard of. I was compelled to kill

her in August, as the smoker had lost its power of

subduing the little de—hybrids.
Geo. W. Stebs.

Spring Station, Ind., Oct. 1, 1880.

I can not think, friend S., that the queen
raised in the fall was ever fertilized ac all,

but that some other queen got in and re-

placed her in the spring, about the time you
found worker eggs in the combs. No in-
stance has ever been reported, of a queen
that was raised in the fall being fertilized in
the spring; and I am not sure that a queen
that began to lay drone eggs was ever after
fertilized.

keeping bees for fun.

The queen is introduced and laying. I had a seri-

ous time introducing her, and I guess that if I had

not been in a hurry she would not have been intro-

duced yet. I got her one week ago to-night. I left

her on frames 48 hours, and then tried to introduce

her. but it was no go; the bees balled her in less then

a minute, and so I took her and put her back in the

cage. Twenty-four hours later I tried again, with

like results. The bees did not ball her this time, but
seemed to be trying to eat her legs off, and so I

caged her again and waited 21 hours more, then let

her loose on top of the hive. She went down into

the hive, but the bees would not let her alone, and
so I tried to get hold of her, but she flew away, and
was gone about 5 minutes when she came back and
went into the hive at the bottom. I lett her 5 min-

utes, then looked her up; but no sooner had I got

my eyes on her than she asr»»in took wing, and did

not come back for half an hour. Then I went away
to work. At noon I came home and found her in

the hive all right. Thus I have got a queen, and got

her into my hive all right; but I never introduced a

queen in my life. I do not keep bees for profit. I

keep them for fun. H.M.Smith.
Frankfort, Mich., June 21, 1880.

diversity in the price of honey in the same
market, etc.

We had a fair honey sea«on during August and first

part of September. Out of one two-story Langstroth

hive I extracted four gallons, the sameamount I had
before from that one hive early in July; six others,

double-stories with combs, did nothing during the

early season; but I got nine gallons from the six

hives the first week in Sept; fifteen stands I pre-

pared for section and box honey; in the sections I

got nothing. They built out the foundation starters

only. Five colonies with honey boxes, comb already

built in 1878, furnished something over 100 lbs. of

nice comb honey. Only three small lots of comb
honey came to town this summer for sale; the first,

belonging to a Mrs. Zett, hid probably 30 or 40 lbs.

nice comb; she could get no offer in the groceries,

and retailed it in town at 10c per lb. The next lot, in

2 lb. crates, was brought in by a Mr. Wagner. He
had nearly 200 lbs. from f^ur hybrid stands. Two of

his made nothing. The comb was mb«tly built last

year; he realized l*c per l*i. Mr. Nelson, a butcher,

sold it for him, who retailed it at 25c per lb. Another
lot of •omb honey came to Mr. Swain's grocery—

I
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don't know where from. They retailed it in the gro-

cery at 10c per lb. in chunks. Mr. Swain has some
nice-looking- honey from the east, in glass sections,

at 35c per lb., including- wood and glass, but there

was little sale for it.

I am not anxious to sell my honey this year—not
at such low prices. We can eat it; it is cheaper,

healthier, and better than strong store butter, which
sells from IS to 20c per lb., and sometimes scarce at

that. Good ripe honey will keep twenty years, and
has, like the Irishman's whisky, "nary a bone in it."

I have the same number of colonies I had last

spring—22; every one of the lower stories is full of

nice capped honey. Not one out of the whole num-
ber needs feeding. This is the first time since 1860

that I have not had to feed any at all.

Colonies lhat are not well supplied yet with honey
will srffer this winter; it will be at least 7 months
from now bet ore they gather natural stores again;

and, if the winter should be very cold, and spring-

late, it may be longer. Geo. L. Hollenbach.
Noblesville, Hamilton Co., Ind., Sept. 25, 1880.

The above illustrates very forcibly the un-
settled state of the market for honey. All
the way from 10c to 35, and for comb honey
too! What is the remedyV I think more
thrown on the market would tend to equal-
ize things; and if some one would advertise
to buy and sell honey, and take all that was
brought in, at some price, and then grade it

and put it in nice shape himself, this would
fix things. A farmer, a few days ago, said
he had some honey, but I told him I did not
make a practice of buying it, and that he
had better take it to the groceries. He said
he preferred to sell it to me, and would take
15c for it in I -lb. sections. I took it at once,
and I shall have no trouble at all in getting
I8c from the grocers, as soon as they sell out
their present stock. They seem to fail to
comprehend that honey does not spoil like
butter and eggs, unless sold out immediate-
ly. I think, judging from the past, one
would be safe in paying lsc for all such hon-
ey that is brought in ; and if he retailed it

at 20c the year round, the public would have
to pay, on an average, just about what they
do now. only it would not have so many ups
and downs.

'•intemperance" among bees, and the remedy.
Our bees have been working- briskly the la«t three

days on buckwheat and aster; and if it continues

pleasant another week, I thiik it will put them in

good condition for wintering, though they had a

hard time of it last month. They have been taking-

peach brandy until nearly all the bees that inhabit-

ed the hives a month ago have died drunkards.

But I am glad the peach crop is over, and my hives

are populated (not so densely), but with more heal-

thy bees. When the peaches commenced ripening,

my hives were crowded with bees and plenty of

brood. I was looking- through them tu-day, and I

find nothing but very young- bees in the hives—about
one-third of the amount of bees that were there a

month ago. My bees were worse on the fruit this

year than I ever kne.w, but they seemed to carry

but little into the hives, and now I lind the old bees

nearly all died off already, and but little brandy in

the hives. I hope we shall nave but little trouble

during winter. I am very fond of the peach fruit,

and have a great many trees; but my experience

the last few years has satisfied me that peach-juice

is detrimental to bees; when the fruit becomes soft,

the bees will collect on it and fill themselves with

the brandy until they become drunk, and often re-

main on it during night. We had several heavy
showers of rain during the peach crop, which helped

a great many of the little topers out of the way.

I let the hogs have access to the orchard and the

yards; and where they did not get I had the peaches

picked up every morning, as many as possible, and

fed—thus preventing, to some extent, the bees from
gathering on them. S. Valentine.
Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co., Md., Sept. IT, 1880.

I agree with you, friend V., that fruit

seems to be destructive to the bees whpnever
they work on it, in the way you mention

;

but surely you can do better with the peach-
es than to let them rot, or even feed them to

the hogs. If you can not sell them in the
green state, gather them up, partly rotten
ones with the rest, and have them dried.

Dried peaches always bring a price that will

certainly pay well for the time needed to

care for them.

RAGS IMPREGNATED WITH SALTPETER FOR LIGHTING
SMOKERS.

Mr. Detweiler, at the Michigan State Fair, showed
us one of his own inventions, which seems to be so

valuable that all bee-keepers should know it. It is a

kind of tinder for lighting the fuel in smokers, made
of rags soaked in saltpeter water, and afterward

dried. When rags are treated in this way they will

light instantly upon being- touched by a flame. They
do not blaze, but smolder, and will continue to give

smoke as long as a vestige of them remains. A piece

of rag lighted, and put into the bottom of a smoker,

will light the wood better than live coals, and is far

more convenient. It is especially good for simplicity

smokers, as a small piece can be pushed into the

side-opening.

It seems to me that this idea of Mr. Detweiler's is

equal, in its way, to that of his tin rakes to keep

sheets of fdn. from sagging. H<g prepared in this

way is easily carried in the pocket, and may be used

without a smoker, which makes it convenient for

use when away from home. A. B. Weed.
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 21, 1880.

Many thanks, friend W., but the idea is

not new. It has been given one or more
times, in our back volumes. The writer
there advised gptting an old worn-out book,
of convenient size to put in the pocket ; this

is to be saturated in the solution, and then
opened so as to have the leaves dry. To
light a smoker, tear out a leaf; or, if the
work to be done requires only a short time,
opening a single hive, for instance, a leaf out
of the book, placed in the smoker alone,
would give all the smoke needed.

The following would have appeared some
time ago, but got covered up out of sight in
that "great pile of letters" of which I have
so often told you.

PARKER'S FOUNDATION FASTENER.

In answer to the question in Gleanings, p. 279,

June No., concerning the fdn. fastener, I will say

that I invented and commenced using- it about two
years ago. I did not get an electrot> pe until some-
thing over a year ago; it was either Jan. or Feb.,

1879, at least. You will find it by referring to the A.
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B. J., April No., 1879, p. 150: also May No. of A. B. J.,

p. 197; also Bee Instructor, published by S. D. Iticgel,

Adelpbi, O., in the April No., 1879; and I will further

say, I had never seen anything of the kind. When I

first thought of some plan to fasten fdn. in boxes, by
which it could be done neatly and rapidly, it just

came to my mind as many other things have, and I

can say I did not even know of similar devices being

mentioned in Gleanings; for, truth to tell, I never

heard of Gleanings until about three years ago. If

J. L. Lafferty has invented precisely the same thing,

it was all unknown to me; but I can prove, by a

number of persons here, that I had my machine in

use abaut two years ago; but the first notice of it

in print was a little over a year ago. I am quite a

hand to think out plans and machinery to work with,

and might have had a patent on more than one ar-

ticle, but have never tried to obtain one on anything

yet. All I have to say concerning this fastener is, it

is my own invention; and I have acquaintances

enough here who know it. W. D. Parker.
Defiance, ()., June 1, 1880.

GRAPE-SUGAR CANDY FOR WINTER.
I see by the May Gleanings, that some one com-

plnins that bees won't touch your grape-sugar candy,
and you say they ought to have got a small 10c tray

first and tried it. I got a tray of you, and put on top

ot frames of my best Italians, covered with a quilt,

and kept it there all winter. "Nary an eat" did they

take; but I made a few pounds and put on top of the

frames. One colony ate nearly a 4-lb. tray; another

about a third of one, and another starved with a 4-lb.

tray, their honey having just run out.

WINTERING SUCCESSFULLY WITHOUT CARE.

A neighbor has 20 swarms in old box hives-crack-

ed, warped, and rough as can be. He has not lost

any for three years, and they are all in a row out un-

der lee of a rail fence all winter, part on a bench,

part on bricks, part on the others, and all neglected.

How is that for chaff or winter protection or cellar-

ing?

I have just transferred my only box hive to a Sim-

plicity. B. S. Binney.
Shirley, Mass., May 20, 1880.

It is a little singular, that the colony did
not use up the small sample tray at all ; I
can account for it only by thinking the little

sample had got so dry and hard they did not
discover what it was. Although bees do
sometimes seem to entirely neglect candy
made of cane sugar, they are not quite as
apt to as they are the grape-sugar candy. In
giving it to a stock for the first time, I would
look after them a little until they get started
on it, and really know what it is. There is

always a liability to failure in this way, with
any kind of candy stores in winter, and I

would therefore strongly recommend the
bees being fed up to good condition before
real cold weather comes on us. The 20 col-

onies that all lived through in the old and
broken box hives, were probably in old,
tough warm combs, and with plenty of sealed
stores, gathered in the early part of the sea-
son. While such a case may be occasionally
found in almost every neighborhood, taking
the country at large we find that box hives
with no care have perished at a fearful rate
within the last few years—so much so, that
thousands who once kept bees are now out
of the business entirelv. Here is a good re-

port from an unprotected Simplicity hive
;

but I would by no means think of advising
one to try to winter in that way :

WINTERING IN AN UNPROTECTED SIMPLICITV HIVE.
Hurrah for the first swarm! To-day, May 15th, the

first swarm in this season came out of a Simplicity

hive, that had very little protection during last win-

ter. It was not fed, and had no other help whatever.

It had its own way. So, the Simplicity hive beats

the chaff hives by giving the first swarm. It is the

first swarm around this neighborhood, and, perhaps,

in Michigan. Otto Kleinow.
Detroit, Mich , May 21, 1880.

BEES IN TENNESSEE.
"Robbing time" commences about June 1st with

us down here. We all use the old gum, or box hive;

keep the native black or brown bees. I have kept
bees more than 10 years, and have a large acquain-

tance, but never saw a colony of Italians nor a bee-

smoker, and but one frame hive, and that my own
make. This might be a great bee country. Most
well-to-do folks keep a few hives; give them but lit-

tle attention, and get a similar return. Probably

the worst hindrance to bee culture here is, ignor-

ance of the business, carelessness, bee-moth, winter-

kill, or freeze, and starving. But yet, my bees are

a source of pleasure and profit to me.
Gaius Branson.

Clear Spring?, Grainger Co., Tenn., May 17, 1880.

nONEY FROM THE WHITEWOOD.
I send you a sample of crystallized poplar or white-

wood honey, all taken from one blossom dried on the

tree. Whether any had been sipped by insects, I

can't say. It was about an average of the many I

examined from various trees. The bloom appears

about the first of May, and continues from two to

four weeks. The honey is very thick, and, to my
taste, superior to white clover. Now, what does

your Simpson, or Spider, or even Century plant,

bearing its half-gallon of hone3% amount to when
compared with the stately and far-famed poplar of

South-Central Indiana? A single tree may yield its

whole gallons of honey yearly for ages (I have no
trees for sale), and in old age yield its body for $5.00

to $50. Teach us how to have our colonies strong

the first of May, and we will astonish the w<">rld by
our crops of honey. Joe A. Burton.
Mitchell, Lawrence Co., Ind.

I think the sample of honey with the
above letter never came to hand; but,
friend 15., I tell you, honey don't geta chance
to dry down and crystallize in the blossom,
in our whitewood trees; on the contrary, a
bee will station himself by a bud the night
before so as to be on hand when it opens,
before the rest get there. I am not sure they
do it with the whitewood trees, it is true,

but that is the way some of them seem to
manage with the Simpson and Spider plants.

We have an abundance of white clover, and a great

deal of small fruits; but bees find rather scarce pas-

ture after white clover disappears. Plenty of gold-

enrod; do the bees get any honey from it? I want
to keep about a hundred stocks at this point for

lioncy. I have the Simpson plant, late variety com-

ing on, and I wish to transplant as soon as they are

ready. About how large should they be before

transplanting? Some are just coming through the

ground. Can I successfully transplant them this
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season? What do you think of one acre of the above
plant to carry through one hundred stocks after

white clover till frost, counting- some on buckwheat?
My object is surplus honey. Wm. M. Young.
Nevada, Wyandott Co., O., May 24, 1880.

Spider plants should be about as large as
cabbage-plants to transplant nicely ; trans-
plant at any time during wet, cloudy weather.
I think it will take about 1U acre's, instead
of one, for loo colonies.

ARTESIAN WELLS.
Please tell us or give us some information in

Gleanings about your Artesian well; how deep it

is, size of bore, and how much water runs out of it,

and whether it throws water higher than the surface

of the ground. Samuel Keagy.
Maria, Bedford Co., Pa , May 25, 18c0.

Well, friend K., it does not even carry the
water to the surface of the ground. Ton see,
we ran short of water, and had quite a time
to get enough to keep our works agoing, and
so I told the boys and girls one noon that we
would have to ask God to bless our efforts
in obtaining water. We kept on drilling un-
til the well was over 100 ft. deep, but still the
water would not hold out until night. Some
of them suggested that God had not answer-
ed my prayer. I told them I thought he had,
and that the fault was in some way ours.
Finally, we ran a pipe clear to the bot-
tom of the well, with a pump-rod inside of
it, and had the pump-cylinder clear down to
the bottom. Now we have an abundance of
water, even during the driest times. God
does not see lit to bring the things we ask
for right to our feet, but we must get up and
go after them, as well as pray. The well, 3
inches in diameter, was drilled into the rock,
and the pump and tubing are only about 24

inches in the largest place outside.

PLAYING of the young bees.
I have purchased a few colonies of bees. One day

they all seemed to be crazy. Those coming in with

pollen would immediately turn and come out, run
all round the entrance, and even on top of the hive.

The neighbors said they thought perhaps there were
millers in the comb. 1 thought a little about it, and
then referred to the ARC, and there 1 found it all

plainly, it being the young bees coming in with their

first load, being exactly the way you describe it; and,

as they have all sobered down, I concluded that was
it. C. S. Burke.
Batavia, Genesee Co., N. Y., May 3, 1880.

$&<i§ and (luerm.
HOW EASY IT IS TO BE MISTAKEN.

SB
WENT through that box again, and, sure

enough, there tins the cant file. I hate to ad-—
' mit I was so careless, but such was the case.

There were three of us looking too. M. H. Hunt.
May 13, 1880.

I have introduced 18 queens in the last 30 days, and

have not lost any. Have none balled.

A. a. Swingle.
Hancock, Washington Co., Md., Sept. 28, 1880.

FIRST premium, to unglassed sections.

First premium ($25.00) for best 25 lbs. of comb hon-

ey at the Kansas State Fair this fall, was awarded to

"your humble servant." Honey was in 1-lb. sections

of pine, without glass. Second-premium honey was
in whitewood sections, glassed on two sides. All

basswood honey in both lots. James A. Nelson.
Wj-andott, Km., Oct. T, 1880.

GOOD FOR THE CYPRIANS.
The two Cyprians are clinkers on a nest. The

Vankee hen's-nest that caused the hen to lay herself

all away but feathers is nothing compared to the

first Cyprian queen—3200 eggs in 24 hours, by actual

count. How is this for high in the young foreign
"mistress"? B. F. Carroll.
Dresden, Navarro Co., Texas, Sept. 23, 1880.

FOUL BROOD CONTRACTED BY BUYING COMBS.
In buying comb of different parties, am I liable to

introduce foul brood in my apiary'? M. Isbell.
Norwich, Chenango Co., N. Y., Sept. 28, 1880.

|To be sure, friend I., if you buy combs of any-
body who has had foul brood in his apiary. In these
days of fdn., I should hardly think it would pay to

buy combs.]

FOUL BROOD.
Bees have done well this year in Texas, but I have

a bad report to make for myself. I lost all my bees
last year by foul brood. I started anew last winter,
and now I have 40 or 50 stands ruined by it again.

This is too bad, isn't it? I am glad to say, that, as
far as I know, there is not a case in Texas, except in

and around Dallas. F.F.Collins.
Houston, Texas, Sept. 29, 1880.

FROM 1 TO 41 IN TWO SEASONS.

Two years ago this fall I bought a hive of bees in

the box hive, and now I have 41 colonies in L. hives.

I sold 31 queens this summer. Now, if you can beat
this, I should like to hear it. Honey crop was very
poor here this summer. E. Corlett.
Cumminsville, Canada, Sept. 27, 1880.

LVery well done, friend C. As you do not give us
any particulars, we shall have to conclude you in-

creased the one to about 6 or 7, the first season, and
from the 6 or 7 made 41. That is a pretty good re-

port, but not above what may be done by one who
tries, in a fair locality. But I presume, of course,
friend C, you not only got no honey, but likely fed
considerable sugar.]

INK BY MAIL FOR 25C. PER GALLON.
I would like to have you try my ink-powders.

They are put up in 25c packages, each package con-
taining enough to make 1 gallon of the best black
ink. This letter is written with the ink made from
the powders. William Ellwood.
Rome, Oneida Co., N. Y., Sept. 10, 1880.

PREMIUM BLACK INK -I'l IWUKRS.
Directions: Dissolve contents of puper in one gallon soft wa-

ter; bail slightly, or simmer in mi iron vessel 16 minutes, stir
the liquid ;i few tninutej while over tin- (ire; take off, ami
when set tin I, st tain twice tlmiu^li coi nine hi muslin or sheeting
cloth, The above is a jel black from the first, Bows beautifully
from the pen, and is so indellible that even oxalic acid will not
remove n from the paper. William Ellwood,

Rome, N. v.

[Of course, we made a trial of the package, and,

sure enough, it makes a beautiful jet-black ink, and
we have introduced it on our 5 and 25c. counters.
That it can be sent by mail, and thus save the great
expense of shipment, is a great advantage. The ink
is of a jet black when first written, and our clerks

say they can discover little difference between it and
Oldrojd's, except that it dries up and clogs the pen
more. This would be likely to be the case with any
Ink.thnt has water only for the liquid portion of it.]
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BED BUD, OR JUDAS-TREE.

I can furnish 4 or 5 red bud, or J udas-trces, to any
of our bee friends, or lovers of a fine ornamental

flowering tree, and that will furnish an abundance
of nectar in April. J. B. Murray.
Ada, Ohio, Oct. 3, 1880.

VIALLON'S CANDY FOR QUEENS ; MUST IT BE FRESH-
LY MADE?

I was sick when the Sept. No. reached me, and
therefore did not answer [See page 427.] Yes, I

have sent queens with as good success with candy
one month old. I have no doubt that coffee A sugar

would do as well, as the quality is due to the flour

and honey, as far as I can see. P. Viallon.
Bayou Goula, La., Sept. 24, 1880.

I lost a large swarm of Italians last week, by not

being a subscriber to Gleanings. Papa says "we
boys" don't know all about bees, and so we want
your journal. Kennard Shaw.
Loreauville, La., Sept. 23, 1880.

It is rather late to Italianize this fall; but if I

should conclude to do so in the spring, could I not

give the old stocks dollar queens after the first

swarm has left? "Would they not push ahead faster

than ihose that reared queens from the egg? Lit

would certainly save some time.] My bees gave me
40 lbs. of honey per colony this year, the most of it

being from buckwheat. I take Gleanings, and
like it very much. I for one would be willing to pay
25c more per year for the cartoons and pictures of

different apiaiies. Frank P. Greiner.
Hanover, Jackson Co., Mich., Oct. 9, 1880.

Hundreds of colonies of bees have died here this

summer among the natives. No honey, and hot,

burning hot, winds are causes.

"The Cyprus Apiary." Frank Benton.
Larnaca, Cyprus, Aug. 31, 1880.

[Friend Jones, when here, pulled a postal out of

his pocket containing the above, which would seem
to indicate that they have blasted hopes in other

places as well as here.]

Is it necessary to give more space between the

bottom of the frames in the L. hive and bottom
board in winter, to allow better circulation of air,

and prevent the entrance from being clogged?

Wm. Wakefield.
St. Paul, Minn., Oct, 13, 1880.

[I do not think it will be necessary to give more
space, in any hive, if it is properly looked to; and if

you use a good chaff hive, you will have no dead

bees on the bottom-board at all—much less, in the

entrance,]

QUALITY OF HONEY FROM COTTON.
I took a frame of sealed honey from a hive yester-

day, and on tasting it, I found it had a very bad fla-

vor. It tasted something like cotton-seed, which
led me to believe that it was from the cotton-blos-

soms. Please inquire into this
;
and see if cotton

does make such honey. D. S. Bethune.
Snyder, Ark., Sept. 17, 1880.

DARK FDN. FOR THE BROOD CHAMBER.

Please send me 25 lbs. of fdn., size for brood cham-
ber, to be used without wires. I don't care if it is

dark, for such was the color of the last 25 lbs. you
sent me; and if it works like that, there is no use in

fussing with wires. I told some of it, and they all

say the same of it. A. Schneider.
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 27, 1880.

DEPOSITORY OF

Or Letters from Tbose Who Have made
Bee Culture a Failure.

sg^JROM 130 stands, we will not get 400 lbs., and don't

Jpl expect to carry half of them through the win-

ter, unless they are fed. No swarms this year
—not one. This is the first failure I have had since

I have been keeping bees—28 years, and it does sure-

ly pinch. H. "W. "White.

Broad Run Station, Fauquier Co., Va., Oct. 11, '80.

I began in the spring with 4 colonies, and those

badly demoralized by moths. I now have 7, 5 of

which are in chaff hives of your pattern. I have en-

gaged 15 stands in box hives, all blacks.

The honey got thus far has cost five dollars per lb.

or very near it; but it is my fault, for we furnished

the bees nothing to work on during the dry weath-
er, which we should have been prepared for. The
Simpson plants grow here by the million in our
fence-corners, groves, and woods, and the bees are

busy on them aud Spanish needles all day.

Lee Warner.
Allison, Lawrence Co., 111.. Sept. 28, 1880.

You do not say, friend W., that your hopes
are blasted, but I rather think mine would
be if my honey cost me the price you name.
This happens, too, where Simpson plants
grow by the million. I don't believe I would
invest in those 15 stocks if I were you ; not,
at least, until I had made what I have do a
little better. If you can not make one or
two pay expenses, I feel pretty sure you will
not do better with a larger number.

This has been a very poor season here for bees. I

have about 50 colonies, and won't get 300 lbs. of hon-

ey. The greater part have enough to winter on.

The nights have been too cool or wet.

T. S. Holsinger.
Six Roads, Bedford Co., Pa., Sept. 22, 1880.

It looks bad for a man who has plenty ot bees to

buy honey, but my bees have done no good for this

two yeaie. I will have to feed them to get them
through this winter, and I think I wih quit the bee
business, so you can put me in the Blasted Hopes if

you choose. J. F. Boss.

Simpson Sta., W. Va., Oct. 2, 1880.

Isold my bees some time ago. They didn't like

my way of doing business, and I didn't like theirs,

and so we dissolved copartnership. I did it unwil-

lingly though. I can sec a great deal better now.
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 8, 1880. H. J. Baker.

My report for this year is like a great many others'

—very poor. I took 60 colonies of bees on shares this

spring. I had 20 of my own. From the 80 I did not

get over 150 lbs. of surplus honey. We had plenty of

white clover, basswood, and other honey-plants. I

think the cool nights in June and July were the

cause of the failure, the honey not secreting in the

bloom. I noticed, after a warm, balmy night, the

bees stored more honey. J. H. Thornburq.
Winchester, Rand. Co., Ind., Sept. 28, 1880.
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ur ic^#.
And the lord said unto the servant, Go out into

the highways and hedges, and compel them to come
in, that my house may be full.—Luke xiv. S,i.

BOMEBODY told me that my class in the
jail had had quite an increase I

found them to be mostly young men,
and, to my surprise, they were rather more
intelligent, and better educated, than those
I generally met. Intemperance was, either
directly or indirectly, the cause of the great-
er part of them getting in. One, I was told,

was a printer, and that he had, in times
past, conducted a newspaper. I opened the
Bible, as usual, and asked them, one after
another, what their feelings were in regard
to the book. The most of them believed in

a part of it; but the greater part of them
dwelt upon the sins of professing Christians.
During the talk, the newspaper man, whom
I will call M., asked permission to propound
a question. Of course, I told him my great-
est wish was to have the class ask questions,
and to state to me frankly their difficulties in
accepting this book as the word of God.
"Mr. Boat, you say that God created us

all?"
" Most certainly/"'

"And that he knows every thing, past as
well as future?'''

•' I believe that is the orthodox under-
standing of the matter."
" Well, now, Mr. R., is it consistent with

your ideas of a just God, that he created a
part of us, knowing, at the time he did it,

that we should go down to endless ruin and
everlasting punishment?"
" My friend, you have struck on a point

that, in one sense, may be beyond man's
comprehension. In presuming to dictate to

the Almighty what he should or should not
do, we are taking a great responsibility on
our hands. If I should ask you whether you
believed space extends without limit, tilled

with worlds like ours, or that there is an
outside to it, you would be compelled to de-
cline answering either way. Such questions
we often have to give up helplessly. The
part of your question that concerns you and
I, however, we can answer easily. If you,
by drink or crime, sink yourself into dis-

grace and a drunkard's grave, is the fault
yours or God's?"
He answered promptly, as did all the rest,

if I remember rightly, that the fault would
be theirs.
" \'ou are sure of this, boys?"
"Yes, sir!

"

•' All right; now please remember it, and
in any of our future talks, please do not 'go
back on it.'"

After some further talk in that line, I ob-
tained their permission to kneel with them
in prayer, and they all knelt down with me.
We had many talks of this nature. One
Sabbath one of them asked me why it was
that he was not as well satisfied of a future
state of existence, and that God cared for
him, whether he went right or wrong, as I
was.

" My friend, have you ever asked God to
give you this evidence?"

" I do not know that I ever have."
" Well, when you are alone, kneel down

and tell him, as you have told me, that you
wish to know of his loving-kindness for you,
and you shall have evidence. But remem-
ber also, that, "if any man will do his will,
he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be
cf God, or whether 1 speak of myself."
Weeks passed. Some Sundays I felt much

encouraged with the work, and at other
times it seemed as if my words were all mis-
directed zeal. One Sabbath morning, sev-
eral teachers in our Sabbath-school came to
me, saying they felt that somebody else
would do better'with their clssses, for they
felt sure they were not doing them the good
they ought to have. I told them that, on
that principle, I should like to resign also,

and that we had better give up the whole in-

stitution, and not have any Sunday-school at
all. As they laughed at this aspect of af-
fairs, I told them I felt rather they were the
ones exactly, for they had shown me how
anxious they were for the salvation of the
souls intrusted to their care. They prom-
ised to go on; but still, it cast a gloom over
my spirits. I went to the jail in the after-
noon, feeling somewhat despondent, but
praying hard that God would give me some
evidence that my hard work during these
busy Sundays was not in vain.

As the most of the boys had sinned in the
way of intemperance, I exhorted them in
that direction, and told them pretty plainly
where their lives were tending. M. finally

said he was not going to drink any more.
They almost always said this, and I there-
fore did not think much about it. I talked
with him about his past life, of his father
and mother, and finally asked him if he had
any objection to putting down, in writing,
his resolution in regard to the use of intoxi-
cating drinks. He said he had not.

"M., have you ever before signed a
pledge?"
" I never have. I have always talked

against it, and I have never in my life, until
my confinement here, thought of doing such
a thing. I have always taken the ground,
that any man that could not break off when
he had a desire to, did not possess much self-

will; but now I am willing to sign a pledge."
"And you are willing to ask God to help

you? "

" I am."
You can see, my friends, that I am not

very fast about urging people to sign pledges,
unless I can see something to indicate that
it will be a thorough Avork. He took the
pen and rapidly wrote, in a fair hand, the
following:

With my mind lirmly madcup, and by and with the
help of Almighty God, I do hereby pledge myself to
in future abstain from the use of all intoxicating-
liquors, either malt, spirituous or vinous, and to do
all I can to induce others so to do.
[Signed] **

[Signed] **

Medina, O., Sunday, Oct. 3, 1880, 3:23 P. «.

The last name was that of an old gray-
haired man, who was in for the second time
in a few weeks, for the offense of intemper-
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ance. I had had some very frank, friendly
talks with him, and he recognized that it

was almost his only hope. There was at
this time only one more inmate of the jail;

and, although the paper was offered him to

sign too, he declined. Before I went away,
M. expressed a wish to see our minister. I

promised to have him come, and went away
happy, feeling that my prayer was answered.
I met our pastor afterward, and he agreed
with me in thinking M. was almost on the
point of accepting Christ as his Savior. An-
other Sabbath came, and I found, on going
to the jail, that M. was out, and another
young man in his place. Very soon one of
them began to laugh at me about M.'s pledge.

" What about M.'s pledge, boys? is it not
all right?

*'

" Right! He broke it the minute he got
out"
"And he borrowedmy hat," exclaimed the

new comer, " so that he might make a re-

spectable appearance in the court-room, and
he has left town with that too."

I tried to beg a little charity for him, and
to suggest that he would return the hat.

But, 1 confess my faith in him and in hu-
manity took a considerable fall. I began to

feel that it is in reality a terrible thing to
get once into the service of Satan, and to

look back through the years to see how many
there were who had started, and who had
never for one instant turned back. O
Lord, have mercy on poor, weak humanity!
I was thinking of his solemn oath, and how
sure I was that he would keep it.

" Mr. Root, do you not think it was better
that I did not sign that pledge? " said one of
the men; and I was aroused to the thoughts
of those still in jail.
" It was better, Mr. IT., that you did not

sign it, if you were going to break it; but,
my friend, would it not have been far better
still, had you signed it and kept it? "

So, poor M., with his bright, hopeful face,

is gone, after all, was my thought, as, with a
heavy heart, I went away. But the week
before I had felt so sorry for him that I had
been planning to carry a case and some type
to him, that he might pass the time more
tolerably, while in confinement. It was all

over now.
The next morning, while working here at

my type-writer, I was surprised by our pas-
tor.
" Mr. Root, we must do something for M."
" Why, he has broken his pledge, and there

is nothing we can do."
"But we must pull him away from his

present associates,—get him work, and make
him keep it."

1 looked up into his bright, hopeful eye,
and took courage at once.
" Can you not give him work, and keep him

here among you? "

" Why, I have all the printers I can possi-
bly use; but, I will go with you and see what
can be done."
As we walked up street, I unburdened

myself, as it were, and told him how dis-
couraged I was, but added:
"My friend, I will confide to you, that I

will set M. to work, or any other boy or girl,

man or woman, who will kneel down with

me and ask God to help us and them to lead
a thorough, consistent Christian life after-
ward.- I have always done this, and I have
never yet failed in finding work. But in
this case, our friend has not even promised
to be a Christian, but, on the contrary, has
seemingly gone the other way. Those whom
I have helped have come to me, and I must
confess I have very little faith in going after
him."
" Perhaps you are right; but when I met

him this morning, he looked so bad I felt
that I could not pass him by. In answer to
my questions, he said he had fared badly
since his release."

We did not find him, and I undertook the
task alone. I went into all the places where
1 thought he might possibly be; but, al-

though they said he had been around, I did
not tind him. On the way home, however, I
caught sight of him in one of our livery sta-
bles. He went at once with me to our min-
ister's, and we had a long talk. He at first

seemed inclined to excuse himself by saying
he had drank only beer and cider; but when
he was reminded that it was before God he
was to be held accountable, and that God,
and God only, was to judge him, he was si-

lent. I told him that it seemed to me that
the decisive point in his life had arrived, and
it was in his power, and his alone, to decide
whether he would serve God or Satan. Aft-
er some time, apparently spent in consider-
ing the subject, he declared it as his inten-
tion to be a Christian if it were possible for
him to be. When asked if he would kneel
with us in prayer, he expressed himself as
willing. I led, and our pastor asked him to
follow. After a short interval he com-
menced, but almost immediately broke
down, and the sobs that convulsed his frame
for the time rendered it almost impossible
for him to utter another word. At length, in
broken sentences, lie implored God to for-

give him for his hitherto broken and wasted
life; and there on his knees he virtually ac-
cepted Jesus as his Savior.

As he arose, I took him by the hand, and
told him I was now ready to "give him work,
and, although I had nothing in view for him
to do, I knew God would help us both if we
came to him in that attitude.
"Friend M.," said I, "you have started

out right; but you now come face to face
with real trials. You have resolved to
live the life of a Christian; but what price
are you willing to nay for a pure Christian
life? How much can you endure, and how
much will you give up for ChrisCs sake? "

" Why. 1 will give up everything; what is

it? "

" You use tobacco, do you not?"
" Yes; I have used it almost all my life/'
" The conditions of our establishment are,

that no one shall be employed who uses to-

bacco. I feel sorry. Friend M., to ask so

much of one who is just starting out, and
the thought of it was troubling me while we
knelt in prayer; but, to do justice to the oth-

ers who are there at work, I see no way in

which you can be spared this trial at the

very outset, at it were. God knows I would
excuse you if I could consistently, or that I

would bear the fearful trial myself if I
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could; but I see no escape. My own broth-
er's boy I was compelled to let go, because
we could not think alike on this very point.
I mention this to you, that you may know
what a vital point among my boys I feel it

to be."
" If I give up tobacco I sball be so nervous

it will be almost impossible for me to set
type at all; but 1 will try.'

1

As he said tliis, there shone from his face
a determination of purpose that gave me
much hope. The minister told him God
would help him over the nervousness, and
that we would all pray for him. lie re-
mained there to dinner, while I went back to
my work, to find our boys out of copy, and
many things needing me sadly; but I felt

sure God would help me to bring it all out
right when I had been absent on such an er-

rand.
It may be well to remark here, that M.

had been falsely imprisoned. When he told
me in the jail he had been put there
through spitework, he was right; but I had
heard the story so much that I gave little

credit to it. After being kept there 56 days
he was tried by a jury of his peers and dis-
charged, because they could find nothing
against him. He was charged with forgery;
but when the charge failed to be substan-
tiated, our laws opened his prison-door aad
set him free; but not one word of apology
did the law tender him,—no recompense did
it offer for the time lost, and none for a tar-
nished name.
In the afternoon he came down and went

to work. It was very soon evident that no
such skill had ever before been in our com-
posing-room. The very first whole day he
set about 10,000 ems; and, at the rate we
pay, 25 cents per thousand, he was placed in
a position where he could soon retrieve, in a
financial point of view, what he had lost by
his incarceration in prison. In the evening
I asked him how he got along without tobac-
co. He told me that when he got so ner-
vous he could not work, he went over to his
room and prayed for strength, and that it

always came. Xot without some suffering,
though, dear boys; for, besides the praying,
he said he chewed up nearly the whole of an
old leather pocket-book by tearing off little

pieces.

Said my nephew, young Gray, the boy who
is crazy on microscopes and electricity, " Un-
cle Ame, how are you going to keep M. at
work, if he sets type every day like that? "

• We are going to ask God to give us some-
thing to do, George."
George has a very practical way of looking

at all these things; and, although he is, lam
sure, deeply interested in all my efforts to

reform humanity, he likes to see some kind
of a chance for the prayers to be answered.
I am glad he does, for I like to be watched;
and I like to have the closest scrutiny ap-
plied, to see whether God's promises are sure
or not.

•• But you will have to get something pret-
ty quick. The journal will be all done, and
there will be no more type."
George was right, lie who asks God to

help must expect to work, both with hands
and brain, and to endure trial and fatigue.

that he perhaps would not have without
calling on God for help.

k
' George, 1 do not know how long M. is

going to hold out; but if he keeps on in this

way, looking to God for help in every trial

that comes up in his new life, there will be
no trouble at all in giving him plenty to do.

A thousand places will be open to him, and
thousands, like him, are wanted every day of
our lives. The demand for such men is, and
always has been, far beyond the supply."

How is it. boys? Are men plenty, who
live constantly in the fear of God, and who
can also set over 10,000 ems a day?
This question soon came pretty squarely

before me : Was I right in what I said to

our minister as we walked up the street?
Would I always be able to give employment
to all who should come to me with faith in

God and zeal for work? As I have so often
before, I took the whole matter to my heav-
enly Father, and asked him to tell my friend
and I what we should do. The answer, as it

seemed to me, was, that I should gather up
the leaves of the old Home Papers, and put
them into the book I have so long talked
about, and that M. should set the type. The
idea is already under way; and, my friends,
will you not breathe a prayer to God as your
eyes rest on these words, that he may hold
out and not be drawn back again into the
toils of Satan? It is his hand that is setting

the letters, one by one in their places, for the

very words your eyes arc voting on this mo-
ment.
The question comes up: When he got out

of jail, why did he not come at once to my-
self or to the minister, and get assistance be-
fore breaking his pledge? He did promise
me to come and see me as soon as he got
out; but he said everybody seemed so prone
to consider him a jail-bird, and to be so sure
that he must be at least somewhat guilty,

that he became discouraged, and concluded
that his presence would be a disgrace to

either of us. Every one turned a cold
shoulder to him, he imagined, and so dis-

couraged,he gave up, little caring what would
become of him. He would undoubtedly
have kept on his downward course, had not
the minister come to me that Monday morn-
ing and plead so earnestly for him.
There are crises in the lives of almost all

of us. Do we, as Christian people, keep our
eyes open to see when circumstances places
it in our power to lend a helping hand just

at that all-important time? M. now says,

that, in one sense, it was the best thing that
ever happened to him,—his being sent to

jail. Almost the very day he chose to put
his trust in his Savior, the man who was in-

strumental in getting him imprisoned was
arrested for drawing a revolver on another
man, and would have gone to jail had not
friends come to his rescue. My friends,

there is a God above who hears even the ra-

vens' cry, and who, in his own good time,
administers justice.

Conversion in the human heart has al-

ways been an interesting subject with me.
The question during revival times is often
asked if anybody can be a Christian who
wants to. I should say, most decidedly,

yes! In M.'s case, it seemed as if tie had
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come to a point where two roads diverged.
Which should he take? We talked with
him until it was evident that he clearly un-
derstood what would be demanded of him if

he chose to lead a Christian life. So far as
L could tell, from outward appearances, he
simply chose the right path, and then went
ahead, no matter whether he felt like it or
not. I tell you, my friends, this is the kind
of religion we want to encourage. Ask God
to help you choose the path of wisdom, and
then work and push ahead, no matter how
you feel. In due time you will feel God's
appi'oving presence if you only endure and
hold out. I did not notice that M. felt par-
ticularly happy until the following Thursday
evening, when he for the first time stood up
and publicly declared that he was going to
try to lead a Christian life. As he sat down,
I saw he looked happy.
After we got back he said,

—

" Why, Mr. Eoot, was that not a nice meet-
ing? What real nice boys and girls those
were! Why, it was just a pleasure to be
there. I declare, it has been one of the hap-
piest evenings I ever spent in my life/"

Again he spoke of the minister and his
wife. He had stayed with them over night,
and had been there almost every evening
since he had entered upon his new life. Said
lie —

" If ever God created two good people, in
every sense of the word, those two people
are Mr. and Mrs. Ryder. Why, I tell you it

is worth more than one can tell to have two
such people for your friends."

I may not have got just the exact words;
but the idea I wish to bring out is, that a
new-born soul begins straightway to see the
good there is in other people. But a few
days before, these boys in jail had been ever
ready to see the mistakes in others first. In
truth, after thinking everybody had turned
against him, M. found friends everywhere.
People stopped him on the streets, and told
him they rejoiced to hear of his new stand
in life, and those, too, who professed to be
skeptics and infidels. This kind of religion
is always approved of by all classes. Some
one did, it is true, tell him they heard he had
"got religion;"' but, if I am correct, he re-

plied pleasantly that he "hoped he had/'

Nowr
, in regard to that book. How do I

know it will pay? Howr do I know I shall
not waste a great deal of money in making a
book, and then not have it sell, after all? I
do notknow; and, in fact, I do notknow how
a great many of my ventures will turn out.
But God knows; and, while I am going to
him in earnest prayer, and working hard,
and, as I think, disinterestedly, I do not be-
lieve he will let me make very bad mistakes.
I am sure he is in sympathy, both with M.'s
efforts and my own, and I therefore expect
him to move the people to buy our little

book. While I have this faith, I also expect
to try, in every way in my power, to make
the book pretty, useful, and attractive. The
friend who made and engraved the beautiful
design for the cover, and chose the text at
the top, is one who has faith in prayer, and I
have prayed he might make a pleasing and
attractive cover, and asked him to do the

same. If I am going to ask God to bless
the work, I can not consistently charge a
very large profit, and so wre have fixed the
price at 10c. I was going to try it at 5c, like
the 5-cent Sunday-school books; but I found
that if I did so, 1 should be obliged to use
cheap paper and ink. I like nice books, and
nice ink and paper; do not you? I look at
it a little this way:—
One Sunday afternoon I asked Mr. Reed,

my former pastor, to go with me to my class

in the infirmary. By some means I wras dis-

appointed, and had' to take an old rickety
buggy that looked rather shabby. I apolo-
gized to him, but at the same time asked
him if it was not right that we should, when
out on our mission work, desire to go at

least well dressed and respectably equipped.
" It is right, Mr. Root. Asa rule, the peo-

ple in the jail or the infirmary will have
more respect for us, and we shall be more
likely to do them good if we go well clothed,
with neatly blackened boots or shoes, and
with a clean, respectable-looking horse and
buggy."
The above may not have been his words,

but it was the substance of them. Now, is

it not so with books? I do not wear a gold
chain, nor any jewelry, and probably never
shall; but I do like to be dressed well—not
expensively, necessarily, but I want my
clothes to fit well, and not to be so much
worn as to be seedy, especially on the Sab-
bath day. Yes, I should want them paid
for. If they were not, I would rather have
the seedy ones; but I would work awful
hard to get some paid for, I tell you.

About the inside of the book? Well, I will

tell you. When I started to try to be a
Christian, it was a pretty great change in
my life, and I thought that if the Bible was
true at all, it was all true, and so I began
testing its promises. Very soon I started a
religious department in our bee journal,
Gleanings; but. somewhat to my surprise
and discomfiture. I was told by some of my
very best friends that the thing would be ec-

centric and out of place; that I would do
more harm than good by such an unusual
proceeding. Although I felt the weight of
this, still, it seemed to me that God said,

"Go on.'" So I went on, and my little jour-
nal arose, until it has now over 5,000 sub-
scribers, and that, too, in spite of the re-

ligious department.
When you begin to read the book, you can,

if you note, see that I was a little unsettled
at first as to what my precise work was to

be; but I trusted in God, ami I think I did
not make any very great mistakes. You
will note that I did not at first choose a Bible
text to open my chapters. The reason was,
that I knew very little about the Bible. I

remembered, indeed, the texts 1 had learned
in early days at Sabbath-school, and you
will see that I used these pretty freely. As
I have been reading these papers over, and
preparing them for print, it has more than
once seemed like a piece of foolishness to
think of putting them into a book; but, for

all that, I think I can see where the Spirit of

God was guiding me, even if some of my il-

lustrations are homely. As God often
chooses the weak things of this earth to con-
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found the mighty, I l'eel hopeful that he may
make use of these papers; and, to tell the
truth, I have felt several times, in reading
them recently, that the lessons were exactly
what I need now, if I have grown consider-
ably in Bible knowledge and wisdom since
they were written. Dear reader, may God
bless them and you. as you follow over the
pages !

In my talk about watering-troughs, etc.,

last month, 1 came pretty close to the sub-
ject of cruelty to animals. You will per-
haps notice, that I called ministering to the
wants of these dumb friends of ours, just as
much God's work as helping along a Sunday-
school. Well, I have several times spoken
of a brother of mine in San Diego, Cal. This
brother does not exactly agree with my
views of prayer, etc.; but of late, by some
queer freak, (or was it because his old moth-
er here at home has been praying for him so
earnestly?) he has shown great zeal in the
work mentioned; and I know by his letters,

and the notices of the work in the papers,
that his life is not only made happier by it,

but that it will eventually lead him to the
gates of the eternal city, if he follows the
Spirit that is calling him, and accepts the
Savior when he reveals himself, as he cer-
tainly will very soon.

[San Diego Union, July 30, 1880.]

When the local Society for the Prevention of Cru-
elty to Animals was formed in this city, Mr. Root,
the President, forwarded a copy of its adopted Con-
stitution and by-laws to Henry Berj>h,the founder of

the first and original society in New York City, and
in reply has received the following- interesting- auto-
graph letter from Mr. Bergh, which we are permit-
ted to copy:

New York, July 13, 1880.

M. S. Root, Epq.—Dear Sir: I have before me a
copy of the by-laws of the society of which you are
the honored President; and I can not but reflect on
what a glorious work has been accomplished by the
right-thinking and humane people of our country
during the past twelve years. But a few years ago
civilization was comparatively unknown in the now
great State of California—the Indian and the hunter
being- its only inhabitants until the schoolmaster, the
mechanic, the scientist, the clergyman, the mer-
chant, and last- -but most important -came the hu-
manitarian; and now, at this early period of its his-
tory as a State, it can boast of several institutions
whose moral influence is gradually spreading" over
the great Southwest. Situated as you are on the
borders of Mexico, the humanizing work in which
you are engaged can not fail to attract the attention
of the citizens of that country, who have the moral
civilization <nd » ei-being of their fellow-country-
men in view, and may be the incentive to the organ-
izing of humane societies similar to your own.
To labor in the education of public sentiment of

humanity and gentleness toward God's inferior cre-
ation, is a labor of love, and commends itself to all
having the future prosperity of their country at
heart. The Pacific Slope is nobly represented in the
merciful confederation, and 1 venture to predict
that ere long not a State or Territory of our beloved
land hul will have declared through their legisla-
tures that cruelty to animals is a crime, with pun-
ishment to offenders found violating- humane enact-
ments. With great respect, Henry EtERQH,
President American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty lo Animals.

I want to say a word in regard to the subject of
prayer; and especially would 1 cull attention to the
remarks about the Lord not Helping a lazy man.
Now, it seems to me the position is just this: if a
man is too lazy to help himself, he cannot pray; for
prayer is not the mere repetition of words, but the
earnest desire of the soul; and I think an earnest
desire of the soul for anvthing will naturally be
coupled with an earnest effort to get it; and il tin-

man is too lazy to exert himself, ho will be incapa-
ble of having an earnest desire, and therefore he
may have a desire, but no prayer,

ilakersfield, Keru Co., Cal. Is»ac B. IIi'mford.

I have just hid a card from poor, sick Mrs 11 , the
insane woman of Gr.RA.NiNP.-!. Saesavssfie has been
very sick, and is still confined to her bed. I have
also a letter from Brother Mathews, who is still very
enthusiastic in his prison work. He says he wants
more reading matter; all fie can get he can use to
good advantage. He would like the papers sent him
by mail, as the express companies complain of be-
ing burdened. If enough for a box, it can bo sent
him free, by freight, if he is notified.

Mrs. S. J. W. Ax tell.
Koseville, III., Sept. 1, 18 1 ).

Let us remember brother Mathews and his
work, by saving and sending him papers

;

and let us remember poor, afflicted sister 15.

in our prayers. Remember that not a spar-
row falls without God's notice, and that we
are of more value in his eyes than many
sparrows.

Here is a short poem which I found in the Fout/i'S
Companion, and 1 like it so well that I thought I
would send it to you for Our Homes:
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CLEANINGS tNB_EE CULTURE.
-A„ I. ROOT,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,
MEDINA, OHIO.

TEKIUS: $1.00 PER YEAR, POST-PAID.
FOR CLUBBING RATES, SEE FIRST PAGE

OF READING MATTER.

3VEX3XDX3\T^^., 3XTO-V. 1, 1880.
And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilder-

ness, even so must the Son of man be lifted up; that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but
have eternal life.—John iii. 11, 15.

If you want to succeed in business, answer
promptly every letter or postal, of whatever nature,
the very day it is received.

The price of Spider plant and Simpson seed has
been reduced to $1.00 per lb., or 10c per oz. , as you
will see by our next price list.

One of our friends wanted a smoker that holds
two quarts. We made him one, and I tell you it,

ought to give smoke enough to suit any one. If
anybody else wants one, the price will be $1.50, or
$2.nO if sent by mail. It has a monster bellows, to
correspond to the huge firepot.

DECLINE IN THE PRICE OF GLASS.
Glass has finally declined, so that our list should

read 50c. a box less. Friend W. O. has also been en-
abled, in consequence, to put his ink down again at
old prices; viz , $4 00 per gross, and 20 per cent off
for lots oi 5 gross. See his revised advertisement.

Beware of personalities! One bee journal died
through giving too much space to differences be-
tween two of its contributors, if T am not mistaken.
Ask yourself over and over again if the article in
question is going to be of general interest and value
to all of your readers.

Every family ought to have at least a look at one
of the 5c Sundav-school books. You can not buv a
book at the stores that, will please the children more,
even if vou pav five times as much : and all of these
are carefully selected, and are perfectly safe to give
your children. Sample by mail for 7c.

They have got a bee paper in Canada, called the
Dominion Apiarian Bazar, published at Toronto.
The editor is a very good-natured and funny fellow;
but for the life of us we cm not tell what, the sub-
scription price is. Perhaps that, like the stump
speaker's topic, will appear as he "gets along."

"Dollar queens are all gone for the season, unless
our friends in the South can still supply us. Tested
and imported queens we can still supply, at the pri-
ces given in our catalogue; but we may be obliged
to send them by express, instead of mail, a« it gets a
little colder. Remember, wp guarantee only safe
delivery at your express office.

Our friend Given feels hard toward me because I
objected to a "growl*' on account of its length. I of-
fered him, I think, one column, and he can have it

anytime; and he can use it, too, to show up my
shortcomings in any way he chooses, and, if he pre-
fers. I will matte no defense. But I can not think
it best to take any more room for something not of
general interest to our readers. I also objected to
publishing a testimonial without the name of the
writer appended. Did I not do right?

FEEDING STOCKS THAT ARE NEEDY, IN NOVEMBER.
To bees that are without stores now, I would give

candy made of granulated sugar, and grape sugar,
as mentioned on page 515. If the colony is strong
and well protected, give them aframe full: if rather
weak, and in a hive not chaff-walled, give them small
lumps of it. a little at a time, rigtit over the cluster,
and then cover them upwarmlv. As fast as they
consume it, give them more, until they have enough
stored in their combs to last them.

Our neighbor Shane has just taken some boney to
Cleveland, and reports that they offer 18c for the 1

lb. sections, but only 15c for the so-called prize sec-
tion, holding ljj£ lbs. Quite a difference in price, for
so little difference in size. Our neighbor Mason also
took down some nice extracted clover honey, and
got 18c per lb. for that; but it was onlv a small lot
sold to a grocer, who retails it in tumblers.

ORDERING SMALL LOTS OF GRAPE SUGAR.
Remember that grape sugar can not be sent profit-

ably long distances, either by freight or express, in
small lots, say less than 100 lbs. We have had a great
deal ordered in lots of 10 and 25 lbs., where T felt sure
it would cost our customers almost, if not quite as
much, by the time he got it, as to go to the groceries
and buv coffee or granulated sugar. Tf you will or-
der a barrel, we can get rates of freight on it, to al-

most any place, from 40 to 75c. per hundred.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE HOLY-LAND AND CY-
PRIAN BEES AND THE COMMON ITALIANS.

Friend Jones, while here, gave us the following
test: The two former races have between the wings,
right where the shoulders join on to the body, a sort
of disk, or shield, of a golden yellow color. In Ital-

ians, this same shield is of a brownish color, and, in
the blacks, pure black. At the time he was here, 1

thought it a pretty decided mark of distinction; but
a more careful examination reveals the fact, that
many of our Italian stocks have the golden disk al-

most as plainly as the others.

In the Nov. No. of last year, I advised a friend to
go to his minister, rather than to a lawyer, to settle
a matter ahout some horses that were killed by
bees. I did not mean to intimate that lawyers were
useless members of a community, as society now is,

but rather that we might strive to live in such a
wav as to avoid, as far as may be, the necessitv of
calling on them. Our familv physician is one of the
best friends we have,—or, at least, he ought to be;
but for all that, we would he very glad indeed if we
could get along without him,—in the capacity of a
physician.

COVERING THE BEES FOR WINTER.
Tt is about time now for most of you to put on the

ch«ff cushions. Cover the bees wi'h th<» wooden
mats, burlap, old grain-bags, or the enameled sheets,
as you choose: but make this covering close, so no
bees can get above it during the winter. Bv far the
nicest way to do this, in my opinion, is to spread
ahout a peck of loose chaff all around the sides and
edu-es of this cover. If some of it rattles down
amonc the bees, it will do no harm. Now press in
vour thick chaff cushion, and no draft c»n possibly
get throogh the hive. If you do not agree with me
in regard to the enameled sheet for winter, used in
this way, don't use it.

A QUANDARY.
Mr. Geo. M. Deer, Riga, Lenawee Co.. Mich.,

wrote m« a postal, saying he had a barrel of honey
that he would sell me for 8c per lb. Thinking that
at this verv low price, it was not likclv to be extra
good. I told him to send it along. Tt has come, and
is as handsome clover and basswood honey as you
ever saw. What troubles me is, that on another
page I have reported that nice extracted honev sells

for 18c. Prohablv T sha'l not be able to get 18c for
it, but it will, without doubt, ret>il for 14 It is a
fair bargain, and T presume friend B. is perfectly
satisfied ; but the honey is so much nicer than I ex-
pected, T <lo not feel easy about it. How much more
per lb. shall I pay him? Tn other words, how large
a profit ought we to make on what we buv of our
neighbors? We who are trving to be Christians, say.

THE HOLY-LAND AND CYPRIANS. IN COLD WEATHER.
Neighbor Blakeslee reports his Holy- Land

queen as rearing brood and drones too, at a great
rate; but neither he nor any live man can handle
them at this time of the year. Neighbor H., too,
has Holy-Land drones by the thousand, but not a
one among the Italians. This peculiarity of rearing
brood and drones late in the season, without anv
feeding, is certainly a great thing, and that alone will

be worth all these new races have cost, in my opin-
ion. They are as easilv handled as Italians, when
the weather is warm and they are getting honey. I
hereby take back what I said about their not being
different from Italians'. Will tried twice to unite
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bees with our Cyprian colony; but he says all the
smoking- you can get up won't make any difference.
They stung and carried out every last bee. Not
much chance to rob "'them fellers." We have given
them frames of candy, and they are now rearing
their own bees bravely.

FEEDING EXTltACTED HONEY, TO GET THE BEES TO
FILL OUT SECTIONS.

We have had some statements made recently in
regard to the matter, that are so different from my
own experience (in regard to the loss of honey by so
doing), that I would suggest an experiment. Get
a pair of platform scales with a dial, capable of re-
cording lull lbs. Set a hive of bees on the platform,
and, in the third story above the frames, put a tin
pan full of honey. If there is a loss, the hand of the
dial will record it while the bees are taking the hon-
ey out of the pan. I have made exactly the above
experiment, and the whole apparatus weighed just
about as much when the honey was down in the
combs as it did when in the pan. I gave the colony
50 lbs. of thick honey, and they weighed so nearly the
50 lbs. more, that there was practically no loss. If
you doubt it, try it yourself. For all that, I would
not feed to get comb honey, for the reasons I have
given in recent numbers.

— H i m>

EXPRESS CHARGES.
Will the friends be careful about sending us

things by express that we do not order? If you pre-
pay the charges, all very well; but even then it

would be better to ask first if we would care for such
a thing or article. 1 know you mean it in kindness,
and I presume you do not consider that the charges
often amount to nearly a dollar on things that may
be of no value to us.
One of you sent us a box of roots by express, on

which the charge was 80c' I did not order them, and
I do not want them. If I refuse to accept them, the
express company will have to lose it, unless our
friend will lose it himself. He, knowing my zeal for
new honey-plants, in the generosity of his heart sent
me a whole box full of roots, not thinking, apparent-
ly, of the charges, or that I might preter to try a
single plant first, to ascertain whether it would
thrive on our soil. Shall I let him suffer, or even the
iDnocent express co? Another friend sent by ex-
press some back volumes of Gleanings, on which
the charges are, I think, 45c. We have tons, almost,
of the same already. Shall I pay the charges? 1

said once I wouldn't; but I guess I will, after all.

But, please be careful, my friends, will you not?

THOSE $1.00 WATERBURY WATCHES.
My friends, we can not very well be disappointed

on these right away, for we have just opened a box
containing a whole gross; yes, 114 of these beautiful
stem-winding watches. We shall have every one
carefully regulated an.1 tested before sending them
our, and every one that does not please you may be
sent back any time within :S0 days, you paying nil

postage. This will save all need of a long descrip-
tion of them. I carry one myself, and it gives me
more pleasure than any watch I ever before owned.
If yon wish, you can have the one in my pocket. By
buying so many. I am enabled to furnish them, by
the dozen, for $36.00, by express. Not less than a
whole dozen will he sold at this price; but. for ac-
commodation, I will sell two watches for $7.50; three
for $11.00. or six for $20.00. You may say my con-
science allows me more profit on these than it did
on the honey; very true, for I have to be responsi-
ble for their " good behavior," tor 30 days. It you
will take all the risks. I will make any watch 25e
cheaper, except tnose sold by the dozen or half-dttz.
For every wa\ch wanted by mail, you must send 15c
extra, for postage mi 1 registering. A watch will be
sent free to any one sending us $12.00 for 1:.' subscrib-
ers, and asking no other premium.

SOME MOKE BUSINESS TROUBLES; OK. (II VSl.'s If E-

CEIPT-BOOK.
A customer asked if we could furnish him Dr.

Chase's receipt-book, and if so, at how much. We
replied. #2.00 for the new edition, just out. He sent
the money, and we wrote the publisher to mail it to
his address, and send lis bill; or, if he chose, to send
us bill first. No reply but a printed circular. We
wrote again, and he said he couldn't furnish it for
less than $2.00 to anybody, and he must hav« cash in

advance. We sent the money, telling him to be sure
and mail it to our customer direct, as he must be
impatient at such delay. He mailed it directly to us
instead. I therefore had to sell the book at cost, and
pay a heavy postage on it besides. But, worst of all,

come to look it up, our clerk had kept no record of
the transaction, and there was no way but to go to
the publisher again after the address. This pub-
lisher's name is K. A. Beal, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1 ex-
plained to him we were publishers, and that it was
ptettyhaidto do business without a commission,
and then pay for his blunders besides; but he seems
to be happy for all that,—at least, he does not say he
is sorry. Dr. Cha«e used to give us an excellent re-
ceipt-book fora little money; but now his $2.00 one
has the whole fore part of it occupied with his pat-
ent medicines that he will send for 50c. a box, or a
dollar a bottle. I do n^t mean to say this spitefully,
but to warn you that, if you send for the book, you
will pay $2.00 for a patent-medicine almanac with a
little about bees, in very small type, at the back part
of it. —-e».-S>.<3»-

ARE THERE BLACK BEES IN ITALY?

Friend Jones assures us there are; but when
questioned further, if I am correct, says he could
find none in the districts where Tremontani, Bian-
concini, and Fiorini are located. You will remember,
we have purchased queens from these parties only.
I should think we have imported from 500 to 1000
since I began the importing business. The greater
part of these have been introduced and tested in our
own apiary. Not one of all these has ever produced
bees that did not show the three yellow bands, under
the test given in the ABC. Of those sent out to
other parties, we have had perhaps a half-dozen
cases where they called them hybrids. Of course,
more than that number have been called hybrids by
inexperienced persons; but, all but about a half-
dozen, as nearly as I can judge, have afterward ac-
knowledged that the bees were all right, according
to the ABC test. Of the half-dozen, at least half of
them at first pronounced the queen's progeny all
right, but after a time, sometimes the next season,
they pronounced them h\ brids. I can not but think,
and I believe they are inclined to agree with me,
that the queens in these cases migtit have been
changed by some of the various means that have
been so often mentioned of late. Notwithstanding
this, I have, in most instances, if not all, given them
another queen. I did this because I would rather
lose myself, where there is even a small probability
of my wronging somebody else. One or two of the
three have afterward voluntarily paid a part of the
value of the second imported queen. This leaves
three cases unexplained. If I am correct, two of
these were queens that produced three-banded bees
in our apiary, but did not after being introduced in-
to other hives. I can not hut think that in these
cases, there is a possibility that there was a queen
left in the hive where they were introduced, and
thus they were replaced. What do you think about
it, after the facts I have given? We have one case
remaining, where an imported queen was sent out, I

think, right from the box she was imported in, and
she produced hybrid bees. I sent another, but the
trieud who received her agreed with me that there
was a possibility, at least, that, she was replaced, but
that he saw her so often, he could hardly think such
was the case. He paid me part of the price of the
second one.
Why do we not clip their wings? Because we

should catch "Hail Columbia" from a great part of
our customers, if we clipped all our queens as soon
as introduced. We might clip them as wesend them
out, when requested to do so; but as a queen, after
being clipped, is excited, and possibly suffers pain,
she is not in the best condition to bear the hardship
of a long journey. Besides all this, it is no positive
proof if your queen is clipped ; for queens, after be-
ing balled, frequently have their wings bitten off, so
that it would be difficult to tell whether her wings
had ever been clipped or not. Look and see how
many of your old queens have stumped and jagged
wings. What shall we do to be sure we have always
the same original queen we purchased? I do not
know; but we arc now making a test ol aniline on
their wings.
Mr. Jones says he found plenty of black bees in the

vicinity Of Home, if I am correct. He also said there
had been much complaint of the queens sent by Po-
metta. It may be well, when buying an imported
queen, to know who sent bur out.
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UK. WERKYBANKS' SON AND
NEIGHBOR'S DAIGHTEB.

HIS

MASTER MERRYBANKS, after hear-
ing his father tell some wonderful

' stories about the way bees gather
honey from the flowers, takes the oppor-
tunity of imparting the same startling facts

to the daughter of their next-door neighbor.
This neighbor, although a very homely man
himself (as you may have observed in our
Sept. No.), has a very comely daughter. The
hog-pen has been fixed up again, and he has

HOW THE BEES GET THE HONEY.

put his bee-hives a little further away. Mr.
Merrybanks has also got his buggy fixed,

and that truant swarm that went off to the
woods in spite of the tin pans, etc., is now
contentedly reposing under the foliage

of that tree you see in the distance, (there

is a tree in the distance, is there not?)
And this reminds me that I have been feel-

ing badly, to think our artist did not give
the boy any larger feet ; but then, you know
boys 1

feet usually grow some as they get
older. Perhaps, next time we see him his

feet may be larger.

I am sorry to be obliged to caution our readers
against sending: any honey, or any thing else, to G.
W. Marshall. Davenport, Iowa, who is advertising
for honey on commission, in some of the journals.

If you have a colony short of bees, you can, by
commencing at once, raise a nice lot of young bpes
with a frame of flour candy. Put the candy in the
center of the brood-nest until they sret well started
on it, and then mpve it a little to one side. Endea-
vor to pre\Tent them from building a comb in the
frame in place of the candy if you can. You can
use a tray of candy to set over the frames if you
prefer it.

NICE CLOVER AND BASSWOOD HONEY FOR 25c A PAILFUL, PAIL
THROWN IX.

Yes, and the pail has a cover on It besides. While I think of
it, it may be well to remark, that the pail docs not hold Quite a
quart; but still it is a very good pail, and holds a lull ]'.. lb. of
nice honey. If you do not want a tin pail, we will put the hon-
ey in paiiet- pails for an even 15c per lb.

The above ad. we have just put in our county pa-
per, to help sell that nice barrel of honey. We can
furnish you paper pails, for retailing honey, for
from one to 3c each. Sample by mail for 2c.

The American B:e Journal will be published as a
weekly at $2 00 a yerir, during 1831. We will club it

with Gleanings at.$2 .75 The WeMern Hnnnj-Bvt
hns changed it's name to the Am rica't B ie- Keeper,
and advanced the price tit 81.00 per year.

PREMIUMS FOR SUBSCRIBING EARLY.
Every subscriber wh-> remits us $1.00 during the

present month of Nov., for Glf.anivos for the year
1881, may have his choice of any articl? on the 10c.
counter, providing" you mention it at the time you
s»ndthe dollar, tell us which article you choose, and
send along the postage.

Ail who remit during the month of Dec, may have
any 5c article under the ssime conditions.
We offer no premium for any single subscriber

after the first of .Tan.

To avail yoursel p of these o'fers, you must comply
with the conditions named. Do not tell the clerks to
pick out your premiums themselves, and do not
omit the postage; for we want the whole business
so that we can go right along as rapidly as we can
handle the goods, just as we did with the counter
store on the fair grounds.
These offers are for $1.01) subscribers for Glean-

ings; we can not afford it on those that are sent in
at club prices. Any of the articles on any of the
counters may be secured by counting each name at
the price given, viz. 10c.

RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE COUN-
TER STORE.

5C. COUNTER.
3 |

Cork Screws
]
45

j
4 00

GLASSWARE.
|
Bird Baths | 48 14 50

j Cake Plates, 7! i inch in diameter
|

48 | 4 50

|
Egg Cups, individual, regular little

beauties
I

4S
I 4 50

I
Pickle Dishes or boats S 1

i in. long
|

48
|
4 50

!
Tumblers, large size for only 5c, and
with tin cap for the same lc more,
making a nice receptacle for jelly
or honey for 6c I 50 | 5 60

2
|
Magnets, Horse Shoe, l lA in | 45

|
4 50

IOC. COUNTER.
10 [

Bread Pans, deep and square I 85 | 8 00
10 I Bread Pans, shallow and nice

|
85

|
8 00

6
|
Cake Spoon, heavy, with smooth, wood
handle, just the thing for sponge cake

|
85

]
8 00

<> | Stew Pans, very nice, 1 qt
|

85
|
8 00

9
j
Tin Pans, 1 pint, 3 for 10c. Very pret-
ty and very useful

|
28 ] 2 50

15C. COUNTER.
5

]
Call Bells for School Teachers

|
1 40 |

13 50
7 |

Molasses Cups, Crystallized, splendid
for the price

|
1 30

|
12 00

25C. COUNTER.
10

i
Casters, 3 bottles, Silvered wire,

small, but handsome enough to
make a little girl crazy I 2 25 | 29 00

2
i
Rubber Bands, light, gr. boxes

I

2 00
|
18 00

18
j
Sauce Pan, with lip, beautifully re-
tinned, and looks as handsome as
Silver-plated, holds 3 qts

|
2 00

|
18 00

35C. COUNTER.
42

|
Coffee Mills '.. . . | 3 30

|
3S4]1>

8 |
Wing Dividers

|
3 30

j

32 I (I

50C. COUNTER.
25

|
Call Bell, Duck pattern, very unique

\
4 50 ! 44 00

|
Coal Hods, japanned

|
4 50

\
40 00

FOR JS-A-XjIE.
A few thousand Bed Bud trees, 2 to 5 ft. They are

hardy, and beautiful when in bloom. Every bpc-
keeper should have them to ornament bis yard, and
for bee forage. For price apply to
lOd J. B. MURRAY, Ada, Ohio.

FOR SALE.
One 352 H. P. upright boiler, with gauges, etc., in

complete and splendid order. 47 Pi in. flues. Only
$75.01). One Barnes' rip and scroll snw. in good order,
cost $10 00: only $25.00. One"10xl2 XX drilling tent;
left wall newly made tor extracting. Will trade for
Ex. Honey. Apply immedia'ely.
KM JNO. Y. DETWrLER, Toledo, ( ).
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WORTH KNOWING!
Dealers and users of smo-

kers are cautioned n «>.-!i iri.st

selling1 or using- smokers hav-
ing-, substantially, my patent
draft, unless made by me. as
I am their original and first

inventor, patentee, and only
legal maker. Without an
open draft, a reliable tire in
any bellows smoker is im-
possible; while, with Bing-
ham's open draft, stove
wood, chips, or anything
[combustible, burns as stead-
1 ily as in a parlor stove. The
largest bee-keepers use from
one to twenty Bingham smo-
kers and Hingham & Heth-
erington honey -knives in
their different apiaries. Over
|rhree thousand have been in
Steady use three years. Ev-
3ry bee-keeper speaks in the

Qhighest praise of them, ex-
cept the makers of infring-

ing smokers. No word or letter of complaint his
ever come to us from the twenty thousand happy
users of them. We have never heard of any smoker
or honey-knife said to be better than Bingham &
Hetherington's. M. Quinby made a Pi-inch smoker
which he sold for $1.5U, in which only dry rotten wood
could be burnt, the draft was so poor. Bingham
made a l^'-inch smoker for one dollar, which would
burn anything combustible, and never go out. For
this valuable improvement and reduction in price,
and patent. Bingham is abused by every gentl mtn
who wants to make infringing smokers. Five dol-
lars, received before Dec. 31, 18H0, will buy 13 Little
Wonder l 34-inch Bingham bee-smokers; 6 will he
sent on receipt of $3 .50; or one as sample, postpaid
to any address in the U- S., on receipt of 75 cents, if

before Dec. 31, 18S0. Bingham smokers are of three
sizes, patented Jan. 9. 1878; reissued July 9, 1878.
Send card for circular.

Address BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
12d Otsego, Allegan Co., Michigan.

PRESENTS FORTHE HOLIDAYS,

OF IJSEFtLi AND BKAl'TIFUL ARTICLES
FOK A WOVOERFUILV SMALL

AMOUNT OF MONEY.

50
FINE MIXED CARLS, with name, 10 cents,
postpaid. M. L. Dohman, Binclairville,
12tfd Chaut. Co., N. Y,

As an illustration, we can give you, for

ONLY FIVE CENTS,
Sunday-School Books containing the same reading matter as

those sold from Si. 00 to 1.50; 70 different volumes are now
ready.
Beautiful little Pocket-Testaments, with flexible cloth oovera
W l-handled pocket knives for boys. A wonder fur the

money. Ju*t think of it ! any of the above for only 5 cents.
The secret of our sailing these so cheap is, that we buy them

by the thousands. We sent an order yesterday to one establish-
me, ii for over 2000 of these little knives.
We have fur months past sold scissors for only 5 cents, but

now we have a very good pair of small shears for only FIVE
CENTS.
For only 10 cents, we can give the hoys a two-bladed knife,

jlWt as pretty as can be.
For only l.'i cents, a pair ot scissors, solid steel, handles and

blades beautifully finished.
For only 25 cents, really good shears, with finest quality of

steel blades.
Beautiful Bibles for only 26 cents.
.lust the cutest and prettiest mittens for the baby, for only 15

cents, and very good ladies' gloves lor 15 cents.
Cloves and mittens for anybody, for •.'.'. cents.
And goon, clear up to OUT American watches, regulated and

warranted, for only $4.00 each. We purchased of the factory,
in Waterbury, <'t., a whole gross of these watches a tew days
ago. .lust think of it: 111 in a sin-! .lei. and vet more than
one hall of them have been sold in less than 30 days. OwgOOds
go into almost every civilized country on tin- lace of the earth,
anditwill therefore be almost impossible to keep a full stuck
of every thing just before the holidays; therefore, come at once
II you GO not wish to be disappointed. We have lime now, and
can give you just what you ask for promptly. Send an order
to Bazaar of Useful Articles, ami Bee If Medina boys and
gills can not wail on you promptly anil correctly.

atalogues ofover 600 articles furnished free on applica-
tion, or sent by maij anywhere. These goods will be sent to
friends anywhere In the world. Fur postage, etc.. see cats.
Jogue. .\. I. iiOOT, Medina, O,

"W. O.'S" ETK
In 3 oz. bottles, black, violet, or blue, in &

gross boxes, per gross $4 00

In quantities of 5 or more gross, $3,20 per Gross.

In Pint Bottles, per doz $3 00
In Quart " " " 6 00
In Gallon Jugs " " 13 00

Green and lied ink are necessarily more expen-
sive, and the price will therefore be one-half more.

Liquid Bluing, in 6 oz. bottles, per doz 50
" " " " " gross $5 40

I will send M gross, 3 oz. inks, assorted colors,
black, blue, violet, and one bottle each of green and
red, as a trial order for $1 00.

WM. OLDKOYD, Columbus, Ohio.

The Oldest Bee Paper in America—Established in 1861.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
PublishedWEEKLY, at 82.00 a year.

The first and third numbers of each month, Sl.OO a year.
The first number of each month, SO cents a year.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN, Editor and Proprietor,
974: West Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE, a new double-barrel breech-loading
shot-grim, with 18 brass shells. Price $32.

Wm. G. Vanhouten, Deckertown, Sussex Co., N. J.

CHEAP SECTIONS!

Durins" the month of December we will make the
"Boss" section, any size desired, up to 5x6, for $5 00
per M. JAMES FORNCROOK & CO.
Watertown, Jeff. Co., Wis., Dec. 1, 1880. 12d

I
ARISE

To Inquire if you have
received Doolittxe's Bee-
Keepers' Club-List for 1881.

If not, you can save money
by sending your address,

plainly written, to

G. M. DOOL1TTLE,
Borodino, Onondaga Co.,

13d N. Y.

The A B C of Bee Culture.
Bound in paper, mailed for $1.00. At wholesale,

same price as Glkaninos, with which it may bo
clubbed. One copy, $1.00; 3 copies, $1.90; three cop-
ies, $3.75; nve copies, $1.00; ten copies, $7.50.

The same, neatly bound in cloth, with the covers
neatly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.35; 2 copies, $2.40; three copies, $3.50; five cop-
ies, $5.25: ten copies, $10.00. If ordered by freight
or express, the postage may be deducted, which will
be 12c on the book in paper, and 15c each, on the
book in cloth.

Cook's Manual in paper or cloth at the same price an
above-

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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fcm% %clm^n.
Under this head will be inserted, free of charge, the names of

nil those having honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, I would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. If near home, where
you can loo*k after it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we can furnish little

boards to hang up in your dooryard, with the words, '

' Honey
for Sale, '

' neatl v painted. If wanted by mail, 10 cents extra for
postage. Boards saying '

' Bees and Queens for Sale, *
' same

price.

[ wish to purchase a quantity of comb or light ex*
tracted honey. Correspondence solicited.

F. L. Wright.
Plainfleld, Liv. Co., Mich., Box 32.

I have for sale one barrel of extra nice linden hon-
ey granulated. Sample can be had by applying to

J. B. Mukkay, Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio.

I want choice extracted, botb light and dark, and
comb bonev. PI ase send sample with price.

T. L. Vondokn, 820 S. Ave., Omaha, Nebraska.
Nov. 11, 1b80.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.—H>ney.—Scarce, both Extracted and

Comh ; demand sl'>w. We piy 10c per lb. for Ex-
tracted Clover Honey, and 16c for choice white Comb
Honey. Oi her good qualities. 18 c.

Beewax— Is •»u@25c per lb on arrival.
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 21, '80. C. F. Muth.
Friend Ro"t:—l was away from h<">me, and return-

ed ltte list night. Excuse delay. Demand for comb
hon"y, slow; supply, good. The mark"t for extract-
ed clear honey is very lively, and supply scant. The
prices are the same as quoted last. Snpplv and de-
mand of bfi-gwax is about medium. Prices range
from 18 to 22 cts. C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, Nov. 23, 1880.

Chicago. — Honey.— Comb Honey is in slow de-
mand al 2U@22c, for nice light lots; dark, 12 to 14c.

Extracted Honey, 7@9c.
Beeswax.— I9@21c for light, and 15@17c for dark.

Alkhkk H. Newman.
972 West Madison St., Chicago, 111., Nov. 23, '80.

New York.—Honey — Best white Comb, small
boxes, new, 17@20c; fair, ditto, I5@l6c; buckwheat,
ditto, ll@13c; ltrsre boxes, 2c per lb. less. White
Extracted, k 1/2@9 i/2 c; Dark, ditto, 6@7c. Southern
strained honev, H5@95c per gal.
Beeswax.— ::i®iic. A. Y. Thurber.
158 Duaue St., New York, Aug. 26, 1880.

St. tons—Honey—Our market for honey contin-
ues steady at 1M to 21c. for choice comb, and 8 to lie.

for choice extracted The market is nearly bare of
good comb honey, but it is reported here that there
is a large shipment cming of California comb, and
mav look for 1 >wer prices.
Beeswax,—Quiet and steady; saleable at 21 to 23c.

Oct. is, ikho. R C. Greer & Co.
No. 117 North Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

"MISCELLANEOUS COUNTER.
FOR $2.50.

"Little Detective" Scales. This little Scale is made
with Steel Bearings and a Brass Beam and will
weigh accurately any package from M oz. to 25 lbs.
It is intended to supply the great, demand tor a
Housekeeper's Scale. It is hardly as rapid a

weigher as the "Favorite,"' and does not, like it,

take off the tare; but it weighs a smaller quantity,
does it rather more accurately, under all circum-
stances, and costs $1.00 less. Every scale guaran-
teed perfect. Not mailable.

FOE. $2.00.
Nutmeg Clock. A good, serviceable, Seth Thomas
clock; requires No Key, and the hands are set
without opening it; beautifully finished in Nickel
Case. By mail, 15c extra.

FOR $3.50.
Knives, Table, triple plated on steel, best, per doz-

en, $3.50. By mail, 40c extra; y2 doz., at doz. rates.

FOB. $4.00.

At first. I was somewhat prejudiced against these,
thinking a good time piece could not be made for
such an insignificant sum of money; but after hav-
ing sold over a gross of them, and carried one sev-
eral months in my pocket, I am fully convinced we
have never before had any thing like it for twice the
money. The only inconvenience 1 know about it is,

that it takes from one to two minutes to wind it up.
This is in consequence of the very long mainspring,,
which till-" a barrel almost the full size of the watch.
This very feature, however, avoids the great strain,
in so small a c >mpass. which we rind in all ordinary
watches, to such a degree that I have never yet had
a mainspring break, nor have I ever heard of one
breaking. As the watch can easilv be wound with
one hand (no key being required), it is an easy mat-
ter to wind it while walking along, or even when ta-
king it out to observe the time. Only one pattern is

m;tde, and that is open face; but it has a heavy
ground-glass crystal that is seldom broken. As the
greater part of my life has been spent in repairing
watches, I feel myself competent to judge.
For a Christmas or New-Year's present, it is the

prettiest and most usetul article for a boy, man, or
even for a lady, who teaches, or for any one who
needs a timepiece (as they are rather small in size),

of any thing that ean well be imagined. The cases
are heavily nickel-plated, and wear with a luster,
when carried in the pocket, surptssing even silver.
The whole is put up in a very pretty box, with a

book of interaction in the care of it, and every time
I look at one, I can only wonder that ihey can be
furnished for any such sum of money. We shall
have every one carefully regulated and tested be-
fore sending thetn out, and every one that does not
please you may ho sent 'rack anytime within 30
days, you paying all postage. This will save all need
of a long description of them I carry one myself,
and it gives me more pleasure than any watch I ev-
er before owned. If you wish, you can have the one
in my pocket. By bu>ing so many, I am enabled to
furnish them, by the dozen, for $36.00, hy cxjjress.

Not less than a whole dozen will be sold at this price;
but, for accommodation, I will sell two watches for

$7.50; three for $11.00, or six for $20.00. If you will
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take all the risks, T will make any watch 25c cheaper,
except those s< Id by the dozen or half-dozen F<'i

every wateh wanted by mail, you must Bend 15c ex-
tra, for postage and rtgistering. A watch w id b<

sent free to any one sending us $12. 01) for 12 sub-
scribers, and asking no other premium.

FOR $9.50.
We have once more in Block, good strong" 2-ounce

case American Silver Watches, nil regulated and in

running order, that I will mail to any addresa forib<
above price: and if it does not please you, you maj
return it within ten days and get your money. Or i

will send you the watch for 20 subset ibers, at $l.0i

each. You can have either burning or open face,
and such a watch, lor a present, ought to make auj
boy (or man either) happy.
The above as well as (he $4.00 watches will regu-

late so as to run wbhin 2 or 3 minutes per week; it

you want greater accuracy than this, it will cost you
more. Say for a watch running to a minute a week,
$20.00, and for a minute a mouth, $10 Of, iu the pock-
et.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

KIND WORDS FROMJUR CUSTOMERS

The 10c pocket-level I could not have bought at

our hardware store for less than 25c.
Liuden, Genesee Co., Mich. L. E. Welch.

Inclosed find for Gleanings another year. It

is of more benefit to me than 5 colonies of bees.
J. S. Dewey.

Spring Lake, Ottawa Co., Mich., Oct. 20, 1&80.

I find Gleanings in Bee Culture is ju«t as essen-
tial, in taking care of bees, as the pendulum of a
clock to keep its machinery moving properly.
Burlington, la., Oct. 22, 1HS0. K. Bulmer.

I could not get along without Gleanings. Your
A B C is worth $10 (0 to any bee-keeper. How can
you get them up so cheap? A. S. Myers.
West Woodstock, Windham Co., Conn.

The goods you sent came ail right, and I must say
that I am more than pleased with them, the only
surprise is, how you can sell them so cheap.

H. D. Norwood.
Dundas, Rice Co., Minn., May 15, 1880.

I wish to thank you for promptness in sending
queens. The order left here at 8:10 p.m. on Thurs-
day, and the queen was here on Saturday morning,
and is now safely introduced. C. H. Hoyt.
Norwalk, Huron Co., O., Nov. 8, 1880.

Find enclosed $1 for Gleanings for the year 1881.

Bees are a failure. I don't take Gleanings lor bee
reading, but for the Home Papers.

John S. McCormick.
Columbus, Cherokee Co., Kan., Oct. 13, 1880.

I was much pleased with those Simplicity hives
you sent me last spring, although they were very
slow getting here. I transferred my bees as soon as
I got the hives, and from one hive sold over 11 dollars
worth of honev. Prettvgood lor a beginner, I think.
Sabatha, Kan., Oct. 17, 1880. Wes MoNary.

I feel somewhat lonesome; here, as my 'better
hal " and babies are in Ohio. 1 miss them very
much, and miss Sunday-school too. as it has been my
hiuli privih go to superintend one for some years.
But Our Homes, affords me a great source of enjoy-
ment. Go on, brother, and in the '"morning" we
shall meet in one great family. G. W. Caskey.
Parsons, Labette Co., Kan., May 11, 1880.

The queen you s«nt rre last came all right in good
order, dry and nice, and 1 got her introduced all

right, and 1 am well pleased and very thankful that
you did not yet out of patience. 1 intended to let
you know ab< nt the result sooner, but it slipped my
mind after I got her introduced. D. Bailey.
Chester. O., Oct. .29, 18K).

[And I, friend B., am thankful that you did not get
out of patience ]

I have given up the idea of keeping bees without
Glkantnc.s. It is like cooking without a stove—very
poorly done. The first copy I saw was two years

ago. I could not wait to read it through until I sub-
-eribed lor one for m.\ self, und expictto lake it as
long as I live. 1 like to see Ihose cartoons, they are
•<> laughable; and the Home Papers,! call my ser-
mons. They are just splendid.

Mrs. Julia A. CoCHRAN.
Macon, Macon Co., 111., Oct. U5, 1880.

For the inclosed, send Gleanings another year
I have huilt up my whole apiary from GlkaninuS
uid would not do without it noli' f.'r half my apiary
>vould amount to yearlj ; so, you see, it is a fixture,
so to speak. I am at work on a picture of my apiary,
>vhii h I will send you, as soon as complete.
Hanover, Mich., Nov. 5, '80. Frank P. Greiner.

I owe you a warm thank for your kindness in send-
ing me your A B C book, which is a reullj valuable
one. 1 do not know how a bee-man, pariieulaily a
beginner, can get along without it.

Last fall 1 received a dollar queen from you: add-
ed it to a very weak black- bee swarm, with an
abundant store of h >ney. This summer they gave
me the most honey 1 ever received from the beax i"St
iliek-bee swarm; but hereafter I want n- in ire

black bees. G.N Harc*,M.D.
Bcllevue, Huron Co., O., Oct. 11, 1880.

T am very much pleased with your counter store,
where we can get so many useful articles at about
one-half the price we have to pay at any retail store,
where such enormous profits are filched from the
people. The time is not far distant when the, labor-
ing classes will be alive to their own interests— will
think and investigate, and will buy so as to save
much of their hard-earned money that now goes to
make nabobs of the merchants. By the way, don't
jou think that, by buying a gross of eight-day per-
petual calendar cf cks, giving the hour of the day,
day of the week, day of the mouth, and month of the
>ear, that jo" could furnish >our subscribers with a
real, good, substantial, and pretty article for not ex-
ceeding $5.00? You might give notice in Gleanings
for all who would take one, to give you notice by
postal card. They would be a nice present to make
our wives at Christmas time. J. S. Dkwh-y.
Spring Lake, Mich., Nov. 1, 1880.

[An excellent idea, friend D., and we tender you
thanks for the suggestion. Those wives will please
take notice, that thev must not be surprised to see a
calendar clock, if one should come. 1 will write at
once to the manufacturers, and see what they will do
on a gross. A gross of real good Seth Thomas clocks
will cost, I fear, not less than a thousand dollars.
lie not too seArere on your friends, the merchants,
friend D. ; with their sales, and their high rents, they
often have to pay, they often can not well do much
better.]

I think, if T had been in your place, I would have
sent the thimble to an engraver to oblige a sub-
scriber who has alwajs paid his dues. I offered to
pay for it, but I suppose such ttifles are beneath
your dignity. Inclosed find one cent for postal with
statement of account, and one cent for postal to re-
turn receipt at once. Don't make me wait as usual.
Leesport, Pa., Nov. 3, 1880. Owen H. Wily.

[Now, I assure you, friend W., I had not hought of
being unkind or unaccommodating. You will see
by the list, that we make only about 3c each on our
thimbles, in selling them at" 25c. Jewelers usually
get 5Uc for the same; but they are obliged to charge
this profit to cover expense of engraving. Itistrue,
I could have sent the thimble to an engraver, but he
would charge 2*4c per lett-r; and. if your name
happened to be a long one, you would think it exor-
bitant; or, at least, people usualh do, until it has
b' on explained to them. I should have had to send
a boy with it, and before it was done I would likely
have to send several time-, judging from past expe-
tience. Do you nut see that such things would ruin
my project of selling things to you close? Again,
should I attempt to have a clerk explain all this to
you by letter, tbe time of the clerk would more than
absorb the 3 cents protit. To make the counter
store a success, I am obliiged to watch constantly,
and renress every leak and loss of this kind; and I

am obliged, too, to omit explanations, many times,
because the profit on the an iole will not admit of it.

Now, as a rule, will it not be best, in many of the af-

fairs of lite, to have charity enough for those with
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whom you deal, to presume they have some good
reason you do not know of, for their upp irent '-dig-

nity," as you have termed it, and to try to^forbear
harsh censure?]

Bis dat qui cito dat. That is, "Twice done which is

done quickly." The ABC arrived three days be-

fore the return of the registration receipt card, and
I am satisfied. But the spirit moves me, and 1 must
say something more. It may be that it will . ive you
pleasure; if so, well. It may be that it is a matter of

indifference to you; if so, I have lieen benefited b'

exercising1 a kindly intention. Heretofore, and still,

I have alwavs shrunk from a man who drags relig-

ion, God, and the Bible, into the common run of
business affairs. Why? Because 1 have personally
experienced, oh so often! hypocrisy of that sort

used as a cloak for deception; and consequently,
on reading the first number of Gleanings, owing
to the prejudice of 30 years or more I felt as a cat
might be expected to feel on rubbing her hair, the
wrong way. On second consideration, however, 1

saw the work was a valuable one to bee-keepers,
and that its tendency was highly moral. In tone,
too, it had the peculiar riny of sincerity (at least, I

think so), and I said to myself, " judge not. If Root
feels like quoting Scripture, and expressing his relig-

ious feelings on every occasion, why should 1 object
because my task is to keep my personal religious
feelings to myself, although, probably, quite as
strong as his? Perhaps after all it is I who am
wrong, although I am neither afraid nor ashamed to
own up to my allegiam-e to Jesus, when occasion re-

quires it. Quien saoe? as they say in Mexico."
Well, what is the moral of all this? I felt, as I was

reading Gleanings this morning, that perhaps I

was doing Root an injustice in my own mind, and I

felt so uneasy that l arose, left a comfortable fire,

and sat down here in a cold room to write this
"amend." Why I should have done so, I know not
further than that the spirit moved me (I am not a
Quaker), and on reading a "Life Picture in two
Chapters," it comcided so with my own experience,
that I thought it might give you some pleasure to
know, or let your readers know, my loss On the
ltth of Sept 1 wrote to you, inclosing remittance,
and registered the letter. In about a month after, 1

thought it time to get a reply, but none came. Well,
on the 22d of Sept. I sent a registered letter to a
firm in Chicago, and on the 18th of Oct. I received a
reply and return of registered receipt, but no word
from Mr. Root, although I had written to him eight
days before writing to Chicago. At this stage of the
proceedings, having for the moment forgotten I had
registered my letter to Root, I actually sat down
and wrote to him to know the reason—why. When
I recollected I had registered his letter, and as I had
not his returned receipt, of course I knew he was
not to blame so far, and I tore up my note. Finally,
on the 2M of Oct., just 1 month and 3 days, I re-

ceived the books, etc., from Root, and in advance,
too, of the register receipt. Had I not registered
my letter, I would have been harboring hard feel-
ings against Root all that time, which he would not
have deserved; for which, bogus advertisers are
chiefly to Mame in making good-natured, and even
Christian gentlemen suspicious. If you wii-h to pub-
lish this in whole or in part, you may do so leaving
out my name and address.

KIND WORDS TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
Do not return any thing until you have first writ-

ten us what you think is wrong about it, and we have
desired you so to do.

Several of our friends have immediately, on re-

ceiving their goods, written back harshly, because
some article was missing; whereas, had they but
waited for the next mail, they would have received

a bill notifying them that the missing article was
out of stock, and would be sent soon by mail. Shall

we not learn a lesson in being slow to complain?

ORDERS REFERRING TO PREVIOUS CORRESPONDENCE.
A great many of you write first and ask for an es-

timate on certain things made so and so. Well, this

is an excellent way to do, and we are very glad to

give such estimates; but many troubles and com-
plaints have occurred by our friends not referring

to this estimate, or giving us any hint that such a

one has been sent them, when they come to make
the order. As an illustration, a friend asked what
50 ridge-boards for chaff hives would cost, made 2

inches longer than ordinary. We gave him prices,

and he sent an order; but the order said 50 ridge-

boards, and nothing more, without the remotest al-

lusion to his having written before for figures on an

odd length. When he got them, if I am correct, he
said he could not use them at all. We can instantly

lay hand on all your former letters, if you give us

any kind of a clew to the fact that one is to be

looked up; but there is no such thing as remember-
ing, scarcely one hour, where so many are at work
and so many letters are all the time before us. Will

you not try to bear this in mind?

EXPENSE OF GETTING GOODS TO YOUR HOMES.
Although we are making it a study all the time

to make our price lists plain, it seems there is a

good deal of misapprehension. A lady asks if we sell

the counter goods; if not, where she can get them.

Another friend wishes to know if we could not send

them by freight or express, where one wants quite

a number of articles. Why, bless you, my friends,

we are all the time filling great boxes with them, to

go to almost every part of the world. We put on the

postage, simply to give you an opportunity of get-

ting samples cheaply, before you buy in quantities.

Orders from great distances, California, for instance,

often go cheaper by mail, even if the package
weighs 3 or 4 lbs., and then you always know just

what the goods are going to cost, without any mis-

take. We are constantly figuring, and doing our

best all the time, to get cheaper rates by express

and freight; and if you carefully read over our
rates in the fore part of our price list, you can usu-

ally avoid expensive shipments. On postage, eve-

ry cent represents 1 oz. Well, from these figures

you can easily determine what the goods will weigh;

and if you will ask your station agent how much it

will cost to get a package weighing so much, he can

usually tell you very nearly, and thus prevent dis-

appointment.

BLAMING POSTAL AUTHORITIES, AND EXPRF.SS COM-
PANIES, ETC.

I know how natural it is, my friends, to scold

somebody or about somebody, when we are disap-

pointed, and how seldom it is we think of the idea

that we may possibly be wrong. A card was brought

me just now from a man who says he sent an order

for grape sugar, and hopes we are gentleman
enough to send it along at once. Inasmuch as it is

the first thing we have ever had from him, it seems
a little rough. Right under my hand is a letter from
our friend P. P. Rhody, New Castle, Ind., containing

$7.00. The address on the envelope is as follows,

not a scratch of the pen more:—

Mr A IMedina
Ohio

As the letter reached us, it seems to me the postal

clerks ought to have a medal for their skill in de-

ciphering what is wanted by the people; and it

should he something more than a leather medal too.

Just imagine them, while hurried with business,

guessing out that a man by the name of "Medina,"

who lives in the broad State of Ohio (the whale State,

mind you, no particular county), was your humble
servant ! Shall we not at least give them a vote of

thanks, and promise to do our part better?
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

No. 13.

LATE QUREN-REARING.

£^J:1NCE friend G. M. Doolittle's article, "A Proper

|^vj) Time for Queen-Rearing." appeared in the
'

Oct. No. of the A. B J, several correspondents

asked for my views upon the suhject: and, as I con-

sider the subject one of importance as well as of

general interest, I take this method of replying.

In the first place, let me say, that friend D.'s ideaR

are good, and that to some bee-keepers and queen-

breeders it is quite probable that the "coat will fit;"

but, althongh I agree with friend D. in many of the

ideas that he advances, I do think it is possible to

rear just as good queens in September and October

as in June and July. Of course, if weak colonies or

old bees are set to building queen-cells, or if the bees

are not fed when no honey is coming in, we might
reasonably expect that the queens hatched would be

"poor sticks;" but if full, strong colonies, containing

plenty of young bees, have all their brood and their

queens removed, and are then given a comb of lar-

vae, just hatched, and if they are fed plentifully when
no honey is coming in, my experience has pr >ved,

that just as good queens can be reared in autumn as

in summer. And I will tell you how my experience

has proved it: During1 the last three years I have
made a specialty of queen-rearing,—devoting almost

my whole time to the business; and, during June
and July, tested queens were frequently removed
from full colonies, and their places filled by young
queens that were reared during the height of the

honey season, while swarms made up by uniting

nuclei the last of Octohcr were supplied with queens
that had just commenced to lay, that were probably

hatched Oct. 15th. Now, in the proliflcness or longev-

ity of these queens, taking them upon an average,

I have never been albe to detect any difference.

Friend D. raise* fine comb honey, and he will, of

course, admit, that he has opporniniiies to learn the

details of his business that he would not have if he
made a specialty of raising bees or queens; and I

think he will also admit that we qu< en-breeders

have greater facilities for learning- facts in regard to

our specialty than has the bee-keeper who raises

honey. Fir instance, friend D. any a. by ihe loss of

old queens he has had queens reared out of season,

none of which proved to be efficient lavers for any
length of time. Friend D , were thesequeensalieaj/s

reared in full, s'rong colonies? You know, before a

queen is superseded, she quite frequently shows her
lack of proliflcness to such an extent that her col-

ony is somewhat reduced in numbers. And were
these colonies always fed plentifully when they were
rearing queens? If some of these colonies were
weak, or if they were not fed when no honey was
coming in, how do you know that good queens can
not be reared out of season?

A great deal has been said about "following na-

ture." When, by having cells built in good, strong

colonies, and by feeding the bees liberally, we suc-

ceed in rearing good queens out of season, we, of

course, do not follow nature. But when the farmer
controls the breeding of his domestic animals, does

he follow nature? When the fruit-grower prunes
his vines and trees, does he follow nature? When
the p mltryman keeps only young hens, gives them
warm quarters, feeds them plenty of food, and gives

them a few stimulants, and thereby causes them to

"shell out" the eggs in mid-winter, does he follow

nature? When the bee-keeper prevents the over-

production of drones, does he follow nature? And
when he furnishes his bees with comb fdn., does he
— but, hold on! I b'lieve friend D has expressed his

doubts as to whether fdn. pays or not. But never
mind: if h does doubt its profitableness, there are

hundreds—yes, thousands, of bee-keepers who know
that it pays, and pays big too.

If you wish to rear queens late in the season, you
must begin to unite your weaker nuclei as soon as

Sept. 1st, and by Oct. 1st each nuclei must c< nt lin at

least three frames, and sh>uld bo just crowded with

bees. The bees must also be fed in some manner. If

que< ns in some of the nuclei become old enough to

lay, and look as though they would lay some time,

and still they don't lay, then remove the queens from
some full C' lonies, and introduce these queens in

their places, and they will usually commence laying

in two or ihrep days.

And now, just a word or two about

THAT PICTURE.

Of course, wife and f were very much pleased to

8"e the Banner Apiary so nicely pctured out in

!
Glraninds: and—but, now, friend R . hold your ear

| close, while I whisper It to you confidentially: we
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used to laugh just a little at the pictures of some of

the folks in some of the views of apiaries that you
have so kindly given us, but we will never do so

again; never; wo won't even smile.

W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Now, a word, friend II., in regard to our
drawings. It is very expensive business
having wood-cuts made so accurately that
the human figures on a landscape are accu-
rate to life, or even fair-looking specimens
of the genus homo, if scrutinized too closely.

The one who has been pictured usually feels
badly about it ; but the great mass of the
reading public, who take in the general ef-
fect of the whole, seldom find any thing
wrong. If you look at the picture of our
house apiary in the A B C, you will see that
Miss Maud has been pictured—I really dare
not use the words she did when she first saw
the picture. It is so bad that I complained
to the engravers ; but they said it was not
to be expected, that human figures, at such
a distance, should be at all accurate ; and,
as the picture cost a deal of money, I let it

pass. No one has ever noticed it since, to
my knowledge. I have tried engravers in
all our different large cities, but they seem
to average about the same. The one in the
present No. is better, but the ligures are
large, and in the foreground, and I paid ex-
tra for it, besides. Friend II., I think I am
safe in saying, our 5000 readers are well sat-
isfied with the happy, homelike abpearance
you and the twins present as you look up to
its smilingly and with animation, after your
morning exercise. I have just had another
look at it, and, if you all look as bright and
happy when I come to see you as the ideal I

gather from the picture, I shall be well sat-

isfied.

AN IMPROVEMENT ON COVERED SIUI-
PLICITV FEEDERS.

,#|N page 140, April No., 1878, 1 mentioned
§LB) the covered feeders of F. McNay and^^ J. C. Dickinson, and remarked that
the latter had a pane of glass over the top,
so the apiarist could always see just how the
feed was being taken,—whether the bees
were getting daubed, whether the feed was
too thick, etc. This feeder was made to set
over a hole in the honey-board, and the feed
was poured in by an auger-hole, in one end.
Well, I believe the handiest way to feed in
warm weather, has been found to be to place
the feeders before the entrance, for we then
need not open the hive at all, in going around
with the feed, nor do we have to bore any
holes in the hive when we wish to attach a
feeder. Even a frame of candy nun? in
the hive has its objections, for it makes the
space larger, when the bees should be con-
tracted to a few combs, and we have been
considerably troubled this fall by having
combs built in place of the candy, as soon as
it was consumed. On this account, a feeder
outside is best, especially after you have
squeezed the bees down to only a few combs,
as we want them for winter. Well, now, to
uncork and cork up an auger-hole is consid-
erable trouble, or even to move a tin slide,
when robbers are about. The novel part of

the feeder below, consists in using a sheet of
glass that slides back and forth so as to cov-
er or uncover the little round hole through
which the feed is poured, and yet let no bees
out.

gray's covered simplicity feeder.
The sheet of glass is omitted in the en-

graving, but it slides in the grooves shown,
and the end opposite the filling-place slides
under the little wooden board which covers
a small portion of the feeder. The glass
moves so easily that it will fall from one end
to the other, as the feeder is tipped. The
operation of feeding is only to go round with
your coffee-pot of syrup, and fill them up
wherever you can see through the glass that
the feeder is empty. Slip the glass back
with your linger, fill \\y>, and then close. No
syrup goes over the backs of the bees, be-
cause the wire cloth lets it through only un-
der their feet. It is all made of one block of

wood (with a wabbling saw), except the lit-

tle board over one end, and the strip that
holds the glass from being dropped out and
broken, at the other end. Making these
feeders will be fun for the boys this winter.
We can furnish them for 15c complete, or
20c neatly painted. If wanted by mail, add
10c for postage.

nqcuragmg*

E
HEREIN inclose my report for 1880. After send-

ing you my report last spring, I lost four col-—
' onies. When the season opened, a part of our

apiary was weak. I ran all the strong stocks (about

half the apiary) for box honey. They have averaged

10C?! lbs. per colony. Honey sold at 12'/i and 13'/2C

per lb., all in 5x5 boxes. Stocks run for queens have
not brought in so much money, and are not in as

good condition for winter; but they were much
weaker last spring. I have had only one swarm this

season, and as I have sold a great many bees by the

pound and in nuclei, I shall go into winter-quarters

with only 40 colonies. I have not done bod this sea-

son, but not as well as I expected.

Plainfleld, Mich., Oct. 25, '80. F. L. WuiGHT.

I am well pleased with Gleanings. I have 10

stands of bees; no increase this year, and have not

taken one pound of surplus honey; yet I am not dis-

couraged. H. W. Hitt.

Merrill, Scott Co., 111., Oct. 19, 1880.

Friend II. , I marked your report for Blasted
Hopes; but after I saw your last clause I

thought you deserved this department for

your hopeful spirit, even if you haven't got
any honey.

My report is: Started with 18 medium and 4 nu-

clei; white clover very poor; very little honey and
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few swarms. Buckwheat pretty good. I increased to

28, and took 870 lbs. box honey and 30 lbs. extracted

from sections; total, WO lbs. Best Italian, 70 lbs.;

best hybrid, 77M lbs. No swarms; and best black,

85 lbs., and one swarm. The Italian and hybrid had

some brood taken away, and the black had some giv-

en it.

There is rather more than an average crop of

honey here. Those who gave their bees the best at-

tention have averaged better than usual, while the

careless ones are vice versa. I have au order tor a

Novice smoker next spring, from a box-hive bee-

keeper. I think it is the boss. J. B. Case.

Baptisttown, N. J., Oct. 21, 1880.

MY REPORT FOR 1880.

Started with 150 stands; increased to 155; took 5800

bs. honey- -3200 extracted, 2000 comb; and, thanks to

Honey Column in Gleanings, honey is about all sold

—extracted at 9c per lb., and comb 13 to 15c.

One stand Italians; remainder blacks and hybrid?.

Robert Quinn.
Shellsburg, Benton Co., la., Oct. 12, 1880.

Pretty good, friend Q., for this poor season;
almost 40 lbs. to the hive, from an apiary of
over 150.

DOES BEE-KEEPING PAY ON AN' AVERAGE?
I herewith send you my report for the last six sea-

sons, in order to show you what I have done, taking

the seasons as a whole.

WHAT I HAVE DONE WITH BEES SINCE 1875.
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1879. Now for 1880. I had the 9 hives in the spring,

and made them up to the 41, and took COD Ib3. of hon-

ey, and fed some sugar in the fall. Mr. Root, it will

be hard for you to beat me much; for if I take a no-

tion to do any thing, I go at it to win.

E. Coklett.
Oumminsvilie, Ont, Can., Nov. 5, 1880.

That is exactly the right way to go at it,

friend C. You see, I guessed pretty nearly
right when I calculated, last month, that
you must have made at least 6 or 7 the first

year, although you got as high as S new
ones, and 134 lbs. of honey besides. I de-
clare, I wonder if we had 'not better emi-
grate to Canada—a lot of us. Friend Jones
seems to have wonderful yields year after
year, while we are all in Blasted Hopes
down here. Hurrah for Canada, the land of
snow and frost, for bees and honey !

DEPOSITORY OF

Or Letters from Those Who Have Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

FACKAGES received, and directions followed.

For results, I respectfully refer you to page

384, ABC. Rub out all the hives but two,

and—"that'* me." T. J. Harper.
Atlanta, Ga , Nov. 4, 1880.

Our friend had a dollar queen and an A B
C book. After getting the above pathetic
postal, I turned to page 2S4, and found this

picture, which we produce.

Don't cry, friend II.; your queen was only
a dollar one; and, as you have got your
book left, you are about as well off as the
woman was when the bottom fell out of her
tub. She said she could then "see through
it" all as plain as day. We will send you
another next summer free, if you will men-
tion it.

In examining my bees T see that they are without

stores for winter. They have eaten up all their

honey within the last six weeks, it is so dry.

Rev. Joh* McKean.
Lewlstown, Mifflin Co., Pa., Oct. 13,188).

Please do not entertain a thought that this year's
business in the apiary furnishes the "sinews of war,"
which occasionally find their way from me to deal-

ers in supplies, for the reason that I have yet to re-

ceive the tirst dime from this year's sales! True, I

have leceived as much on an average as 6 or 8'lns. of
honey, in small section boxes, per old stock! This
is most astonishing, but not half as much so as the
report, "Honey is quite plenty on the market now,
and prices have taken a tumble." From zero, eh?
Koshkonong, Wis., Oct. 15, 1880. D. P. Lane.

This has been such a poor honey year that 1 can
not afford to send for Gleanings again. From my
apiary at home, of 70 stands, I did not get 1 swarm,
and no honey until buckwheat season, and then only
a few pounds. Phil Osburn.
LeClaire, Scott Co., Iowa, Oct. 30, 1880.

Very sorry to part company with you,
friend O.; but we tender our thanks for
past patronage, and wish you success with
the bees all the same.

I am in the bee business. Am making a living at

raising early potatoes fnr market, and other

minor pursuits. Have taken about 40 lbs. of honey
from 20 swarms this season; increase, one swarm.
Have helped out several black swarms on winter
stores from thpir yellow rivals. Season very poor.

Many black swarms in this vicinity will starve be-

fore spring unless fed. Prescott Undkrwood.
Lawrence, Douglas Co., Kan., Nov. 8, 18S0.

%uw(bu%§ f $MndUi§,
Pertaining to T5ee Culture.

We respectfully solicit the aid of our friends in conducting
this department, and would consider it a favor to have them
send us all circulars that have a deceptive appearance. The
greatest care will be at all times maintained to prevent injustice
lieinfr done any one.

fjJPJlILS department seems very near being

J!L left without any occupant this month.
We have heard nothing from Mitchell

for quite a long time ; and Mrs. Cotton, it is

said, has sent some sort of an equivalent for

all money sent her during the past year, ex-
cept the book, and the book is to be out
soon; or, at least, so her publishers say. A
copy of the drawing for building her hive
has' been sent me, and that, at least, is pret-

ty well gotten up ; but as $4.00 is almost
enough to buy all the standard works on
bee culture, it would seem a pretty good
price for the contents of a book of only four
leaves. However, as it answers pretty well

to the advertisement, we can easily let that
part of it go. All that remains is for her
now to pay up old scores, or account for the
money sent her previous to the past season.

If she will undertake to do this, and to send,

in future, all she advertises, we shall all be

glad to lend her a helping hand. She says

my dollar was returned to me a long time
ago ; but as it is only just now that she has
made such a statement, it looks a little sin-

gular. I sent it to her by P. O. order, that

I might be sure she received it ; and it

seems to me that fairness would say it

should be returned in the same way. I will

willingly give her this dollar, and several
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more with it. if she will make a satisfactory
settlement with all her customers.

All pei sons who have sent money to Mrs.
Cotton, for which they have received no re-

turns, neither in the shape of money nor
goods, are requested to send particulars to
R. E. Holmes, ('ash. Ilurlbut Nat. Bank,
\A est Winsted, Ct. Bear in mind, that this
gentleman does not care for transactions
where the paities did not receive what they
expected, but only those where she has kept
the money and returned no equivalent what-
ever. Neither does he want facts from those
who have sent for her recent book, for the
book is. 1 presume, now in the hands of the
publisheis; or, at least, a printed statement
lias been sent me, purporting to come from
her publishers.

The card below, in regard to the old divi-

sion-board swindle, should have had place
several months ago :

—
I write you to know whether or not there is a pat-

ent on the division board now in use by all bee-kepp-

ers. There is one King, in Northern Georgia who
claims he has a patent, and intends to prosecute all

wtionreusmg the board, unless they pay for it; in

fact, a great many farmers have paid him $o CO for

the right. By answeiing, you will greatly oblige

many of us. J. B. Tkavis.
Atlanta. Ga., May 19, 1880.

I trust no one is, at the present time, mak-
ing any such absurd claim, or trying to

frighten people by it into handing over their
money. No patent at all, friend T.; never
was, nor ever can be. ttee our back num-
bers.

DOOL.ITTLE ANSWERS QUESTIONS.

?E see, by November Gleanings, that Doolit-

tle is call« d upon to answer a few ques-

tions; and. as w° are always willing to im-

part all we know of the bee trade, if it will be of

benefit to our fellow apiarists, we hereby answer to

the best of our ability.

We are asked, on page 524, what our honey sold

for, as it was omitted in our report. We did not re-

port the price, for the reason that, since the death

of Geo. H Roberts (our honey merchant at Syracuse,

N. Y.), we have been obliged to ship our honey on
commission. We shipped to four different houses-
three in New York, and one in Buffalo. Up to date,

we are advised that a little of it has been sold at 82c;

more at 20, and a still greater share at 18; the high-

est price being obtained in New York. As commis-
sion and txpense of getting to market amount to

about two cents per lb., the net returns will be pro-

portionally less.

On pa^e 525 we read, "Doolittle advises to extract

the honey remaining in the sections, etc." So we
do, if our bees all have sufficient stores for winter;

but, as a rule, oil do not, and so we adopt the plan as

there given, of letting the bees take it below. They
are thus fed just what we want them to have, and
the sections are much cleaner than they come from
the extractor. Instead of letting the bees do the

uncapping, we do it for them, and then the combs
are always emptied, which is not always the case If

the bees are left to uncap them.
On page 529 comes some pretty tough questions,

lor the reason that wc do not relish answering ques-

tions that we don't understand ourself. Novice
says, "Our ABC class would like to know just how
you disposed of the 30," that being the difference be-
tween the fail of 1879 and spring of 1880, showing a
loss of 30. "Did you sell any?" Yes, just one. "How
many were lost in winter?" Six in bee-cellar, six on
summer stands packed in chaff, or 12 in all. '"Why
were they lost?" Now you have got us, and we
might just as well say candidly that we don"t know,
as to theorize on poor honey, too much cold, damp-
ness, and a hundred and one other things that tend
toward the destruction of bees in winter. It was
simply this: they died. We never claimed to know
how to winter bees without loss, and told you all we
knew of the matter about a year ago in the A. B. J.,

to which some felt disposed to take exceptions. We
have never been enabled to find a satisfactory reas-
on why one of two stocksshould die before spring,
and the other come out in good order, when both set

side by side, and were as near alike in the fall as two
peas, as far as human ken could discern; neither
have we found any other apiarist who could give a.

satisfactory reason, although we hope such will be
the case ere long. In 1878 we prepared 90 colonies
(mostly packed in chaff) for winter on summer
stands, and our neighbor Cotton, half a mile away,
prepared 20 in the same way. In, fact, we helped
him prepare them the same as ours were; and in

the spring of 1879 we had 19 left of our 90, and he
came out with the whole 20 in good order. Now,
who will answer, "why were they lost"? Out of 00

put into the cellar the same fall, 56 were taken out
in good order. So, to be on the safe side, we winter
half our bees in the cellar, and half on summer
stands. Well, but what was doue with the other 17,

as you have told us of only one sold, and 12 lost in

winter? We looked our bees all over, and selected

out the 31 weakest, and in due time they were
doubled up so as to make 17 as good swarms as the

very best, and thus we had 70 to start the season
with. If it is desired, we will give our plan of

doubling colonies, both in fall and spring, at some
future time. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Nov., 1SS0.

Many thanks, friend D. That is exactly
what Ave do wish to know ; and, in fact, we
wish to know all about everything you do
with your bees, especially so long as you
make such a sure, safe, and certain business
of it as you have done in times past. 1 am
sure that more than one of us have felt a
deep interest to know about your losses,
which you have mentioned in this; for, if

you lose now and then, in spite of the best
care you know how to give the bees, we shall
be less likely to get discouraged, even if some
of our best -laid plans fail occasionally. Items
from actual experience, by our successful
honey-raisers, in both failures as well as suc-
cesses, are what we look anxiously for.

TOBACCO COLliTIN.

YTf^ your last Gleanings I saw where you stated

H that if any one would quit smoking tobacco you—
' would send them a smoker; and as 1 generally

smoke a pipe when I am tending to my bees, I

thought I would send to you for one emoker on the

terms mentioned in Gleanings.
Oct. 21, 1880. Samuel Yorsa.

Glad to hear it, my friend. I do not know
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but I shall learn to think such investments
as these as good ones as was the watering-
trough. May God help you to be true to
your pledge, so that I shall never get any other
pay for smokers, except the consciousness of
having given you a start in a safe direction.

You can send me one of your smokers. Away
goes the pipe and tobacco! Of course, if I ever re-

turn to the habit again, you shall have pay for your
smoker. J. J. Simpkins.
Summerfleld, Ala., Oct. 21, 1880.

I am ready to take a smoker on the terms offered

in last Gleanings, by throwing tobacoo and pipes

away. I have used them 18 years.
D. H. Lathrop.

Shinn, Adams Co., Iowa, Oct. 25, 1880.

"And so you let them stand, without ever
looking at them ?"
John looked troubled. As there was noth-

ing to be said, he thought the best thing to
do was to say nothing ; and so he only hung
his head and fumbled the leaves of his book.

Come to think about it, I guess you had better put
in a moker, as I quit smoking tobacco, Oct. 16, 1880,

—50 y^ars of litre. R. H. Rhodes.
Arvada, Jeff. Co.. Col., Oct. 19, 1880.

May God bless and strengthen you all.

IKU. I»13 UH.\ 1JAM4> AND HIS NEIGH-
BOR.

MR. M. has had his bees all nicely packed
up in chaff hives, and put away for
some time ; but not so with his neigh-

bor. He kept thinking he would get at it be-
fore long, ad through the fall ; but as it be-
gan to grow cold, he finally struck upon the
bright idea of having the boys do it. They
had plenty of time, and so they would be
sure to do it all right. His bee journal had
stopped, and so one morning he determined
to send on 25 cents and have it started again,
so he might see who got into Blasted Hopes

;

and, as he sits down to write the letter, he re-

members his own bees. I shall have to ex-
plain, that the young people whom we saw
last month getting acquainted after they
got through discussing the flower, went over
to friend Merry banks', and Mary, the little

girl, finally loaned Freddie one of her 5-

cent Sunday-school books, and as soon as it

was brought into the house, one after an-
other of the family picked it up and read it

through, as if they were starved for such
bright-looking story-books. Well, John was
just then right in the midst of the book,
which happened to be " Gutta-percha Wil-
lie," and he was too, deeply interested about
that water-wheel Willie made, to wake him
up mornings.
You remember John as the boy who

brought the bee-hive when the bees were
swarming. Well, all at once his father
looked up and said.

—

" John, did you fix those bees in a dry-
goods box full of chaff, as I told you,—the
way it said in that last bee-journal?"
"Why, father, I didn'thave time thatday."
"Weil, then, why did you not do it the day

after?"
" Whv, it rained the day after."
"And you mean to say that nothing

has been done about it after all this time,
and the thermometer 8 degrees below zero?"
"Why, you said if they were out of honey

I should give them some candy ; and mother
said there wasn't any sugar to" make candy
of."

JOHN GOING TO FEED ME BEES.
"Well, sir ! put down that book, and go

this minute and fix those bees up as they
should be."
Poor John ! All his enjoyment has gone,

and as he buttons his scant "coat about him,
and prepares to brave the elements, he men-
tally wishes that father wouldn't be so cross,
but would come along with him and show
him how. and see if the work be well and
properly done this cold, freezing, stormy day
in November, and then write his letter for
the bee journal afterward. Poor father! for,
as he tries to write his letter, he discovers
that he is unhappy too. Just at this crisis,

friend Merrybanks"comes along. But as this
story is getting long. I think I shall have to
wait until next year before I tell you how he
brought sunshine—yes, sunshine, even while
tne wind was blowing the snow in at the
open door, and the thermometer below
zero—to both father and son, on that cold
wintrv morning.

GLEANINGS !N_BEE CULTURE.
-A„ I. BOOT,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,
MEDINA, OHIO.

TFJUMS: Sl.OOPER YEAR, POST-PAIB.
FOB CLUBBING BATES, SEE FIBST PAGE

OF BEADING HATTEB.

TUOQIDlJNr^L. XXESO. 1, 1080.
And I will bring the blind by a way that they knew not: I will

lead them in paths that they have not known: I will make dark-
ness light before them, mid crooked things straight. These
things will I do unto them, and not forsake them. — ISA. HI: Hi.

The departments of Bee Entomology and Botany,
though quite full, are both crowded out of this No.

The Indiana State Bee-Keepers' Society meet in

annual session at Indianapolis, Jan. 13 and 14, 1881.

P. O. stamps, any quantity, of any denomination,
are at present as good to us as cash. Ones preferred.

We can furnish forks, best triple plate, on nickel

silver, to match knives on page 5t>4, for $1.00 per set.

By mail, 30c. extra.

The following shows how the $4.00 watches please.
I received the Waterburv wateh this evening, and think it a

perfect beauty. It will sell itself. It seems strong and durable.
Inclosed Is check for $32. Send me eleven more by express. 1

want them for Christmas. (:. A. MORGAN,
Arcadia, Wis., Nov. 'U, 1SS0.
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Please, friends, do not write us to continue your
subscriptions, when you have sent the money to

some one else. It complicates matters in a way you
have no idea of, and very often some one "gets

mad" before it is all fixed.

Khiend Doolittle's comments and review of the

A 15 (' bonk arc completed: and, as it contains many
valuable hints and suggestions gleaned from his ex-

perience in honey-raising, it will be given complete.

commencing in the January No.

We have enlarged Gleanings to 00 pages this

month,- S more than usual, to accommodate the in-

dex, and also to give you the counter list once more,

iust before the holidays. It will probably appear no
more, except in the price list.

We have got out a new mandrel for foot-power
saws, which we shall illustrate next month. It will

hold the same saws as our $5.00 mandrel, but will

cost only $2.75. By mail, 50c extra. It runs on steel

points, and runs easier than the $5.00 oue.

We close the year with 5040 names. Inasmuch as

the honey crop has been so poor. I can hardly bope
to have tne subscription continue up to its present

number; but whether you renew or not, my friends,

please accept my most earnest thanks for your kind

support thus far.

THE BLACK LIST.

We have no more names at present as candidates

for the Black List ; but several names have been sent

us that are under investigation. Unless they make
some sort of a reply before next No., wc shall have
to give their names.

We are expecting daily some California honey
from friend Wilkin. It is to cost us 10c, delivered

here, and we are making preparations to put it up in

tins, so that, when ordering goods from us, you can«

if you choose, have a 2-1 b. can of California sage

honey put iu as sample for only 28c.

On all orders for goods received during the month
of December, for any thing on our price list, of

whatever nature, we will give a discount of 3 per

cent, providing you mention the mailer when you

make the order, and refer to this notice. No,<jdiscount

will be allowed unless you do this. f

The following was received just too late for the

Honey Column:—
Forsale. 5 bbls. of cloverand basswood honey, mixed, and one

bbl. fall honey, very light. Price m cents on cars here. Bar-
rels hold 360 lbs. , iron-hooped, and waxed.

.1. J. swartwciit. Union City, Branch Co.. Mich.
aJsoBbbls. clover and basswood homy, mixed; barrels hold

"jo lbs. . iron-hooped, waxed, and painted.
F. K. Johnson, Union city. Branch Co., Mich.

The following advertisements were received after

our advertising pages were printed: -

Vor $1.10 I will send the " American Agriculturist " lor 1881.

Three subscriptions, received a1 one time, Sl.OOeaoh.
Geo. O. Tompkins, White Plains, Westchester Co. , X. V.

In) you keep bees!
Thin subscribe fur the "Bee-Keepers' Exchange," an origi-

nal, valuable monthly, Price ,;, cents per year. Sample free,
send for our Empire 'Club List before subscribing fur your peri-
odicals, ana save money. Address J. H. Nellis,

Canajoharie, Mont. Co., N. V.

Friend Nellis has very kindly proffcrod the Peet
cage, or any of its desirable features, to anybody
who chooses to make them. It will be but a small

recompense to friend Peet for his ingenious con-

tribution, to style all cages after that pattern,—Peet
queen-cages. Our thanks are also due friend Nellis

for his agency in bringing it out, and adding to its

desirable features.

GLEANINGS FOR 1880.

As we ha\ e a large quantity of back Nos. on hand,
we will send the entire volume for 1880, postpaid, to

any address in the U. S. or Canada, for 75c., if or-

dered before Jan. 1st, 1881. None will be sent at this

price if the order reaches us after Jan. 1s£,' as our
reason for offering them so low is, that they will go
at pound rates of postage until that d ito.

DR. CHASE'S RECEIPT-HOOK, AGAIN.
Our notice of last month brings out the fact, that

the hook published at Ann Arbor, Mich., claiming to

1h' the original Chase Receipt-Book, is a sort of

swindle, ami patent-medicine advertisement, gotten

up by said Beal. Dr. Chase is in Toledo, O., and we
can mail the genuine book to any of you fin receipt

of the price, $2.00. No wonder I thought the doctor

had degenerated

!

INK.

After trying a great many kinds of ink, we find

none that stand all tests like "W. O.'s" If more
convenient to order of us, when you are getting oth-

er goods, wc can furnish it at his prices. The ink

made of the ink-powders advertised in this number,
is excellent in every respect, except that it dries up
quicker, having only water for the liquid portiou.

We can furnish the powders also. See 5 and 25 cent

counters.

It will be observed, that some of our honey quota-

tions arc old. This is because n o reports came in by
the time we went to press. Thurber has just replied

as follows:—
Best white honev. small, neat packages, 17<r<l9c; fair do. , 1&§

16c; dark do.. ]](.'< i:tc; lar^e boxes about 2c ^ tb. lbs*; white
extracted. 9@10c; dark do., 7®8C| Southern strained, 80&85.
Market a trifle weak. >\ ith indications of lower prices.
New York. Nov. 14, 1880. A. Y. THIRBEK.
Still later:—
There is little change to note in honey, comb or extracted. Wp

quote: Comb in 1 and 2 lb. sections, choice. 19 to 21; medium. 16

to 19; extracted, selling 9 to 11. Demand yood for both, comb
and extracted. Beeswax, steady at 81 to 22K.

St. Louis, Nov. 23, 1880. It. C. Greer & Co.

PERIODICAL SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS.
My friends, I hardly know what is right in this

matter. Some of you, in sending to me for goods,

say like this: "Mr. Root, I want all of these things,

and I think I can trust you to furnish them to me as

low as anybody does." If I charge him a dollar for

Gleanings, he may say that others advertise it for

only 00c. If I charge him 90c, why should I not let

you all have it for the same? Simply because I could

then give no commission at all to the kind friends

who work hard to get up clubs. What is right and
Christian-like all round? Who will tell?

PREMIUMS FOR SUBSCRIBING EARLY.
Every subscriber who remits us during the pres-

ent month of December, for Gleanings for the year

1881, may have his choice of any articla on the 5e.

counter, providing you mention it at the time you
send the money, tell us which article you choose, ani
send along the postage.

We offer no premium for any single subscriber

after the first of Jan.

To avail yourself of these offers, you must comply
with the conditions named. Do not tell the clerks to

pick out your premiums themselves, and do not

omit the postage; for we want the whole business

so that we can go right along as rapidly as we can

handle the goods, just as wo did with the counter

store on the fair grounds.

Tliis offer is now also made to those who subscribe

in clubs as per first page of reading matter, if sent

before January 1, 18S1.
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DOINO HOUSEWORK BV MACHINERY.
Tn preparing- ihe Home Papers for publication, I

was quite stirred up again by rending my own writ-

ings of a few ycirs ago. in regard to economy in the

use cf fonds of different kinds. Well, the expense of

preparing is often quite an item, as well as the first

cost of the raw materials. After a good deal of

study, and asking God to help too, I became satisfied

that our daily food c:>uld be cooked and served much
on the same short-cut idea that has been devel >ped

in the counter store. One < f our girls agreed to un-

dertake it, and the room formerly occupied by the

counter store, before it grew too 1 irge for it, was
christened "Home of the Honey Bees Lunch Room."
Kight near the counter, where people are served,

rises a steam-pipe, connected with the boiler of our
engine. The pipe curves d iwnward just over an
iron sink. When any article is to be cooked or

boiled, a jet of steam is simply turned on or into it.

By this means a cup of coffee may be made fresh, al-

most while you are giving the order, and a dish of

oysters may be served almost as quickly. When the

customer is gone, all dishes are cleaned by th>s same
jet of steam in a twinkling, and go into the cupboard
of the counter out of sight in about the same time.

Perhaps you would like to see our bill of fare. Here
it is:

HOME OF THE HONEY BEES

•LUNCH ROOM.—

H Clover Honey in Comb, re §.

g Clover Liquid Honey or P~
t- Clover Honey Candied, 5?

* rt Basswood Liquid Honey or ®g
•«•- Basswood Candied Honev. er-%
p:3 Either of the above, with Biscuit and Butter - - 5e. a

u>

tuj Boston Baked Beans, per dish 5c. % g
1

.Sw Class of Milk (large) - 5c. tt£
|s

|
Hot Coffee 5c. » 3-

° k! The Celebrated Boston Codfish Balls, per dish - - 5c. 5 ft

a? Boiled Eggs and Picadilly Sauce .... 53. ~<s
o § Oranges - 6c. o S
§.s Ginger Snaps, Lemon Crackers, Oat-Meal Crackers, CD'
-" or Cream Soda Crackers, per % lb. - . - Be. § £•

* Comb Honey by the lb. 20c. eg.
P Liquid or Candied Honey per lb. - ... ]-,,. ',

c Oysters, per dish - 10c. *-%

The public are always welcome. -«
Nov. 6, 1880 A. I. ROOT. "&&

How can it all be done at the prices? Well, for 5c

we give VA oz. of honey, lA oz. butter, and a biscuit;

the net cost of which, at the b iker's and grocer's, is

3c, and we have lc profit, and lc for cleaning up the

dishes for the next customer. Our 10c dish of oys-

ters is 1 gill of the bivalves, 3c; J4 lb crackers, 2c;

% pint of milk, %c; lA oz. of butter, %c. Total, 6'/£c.

You will observe, that with these small lunches we
insure havinsr it all eaten up, so that nothing is left

for the— shall I say swill tub? We don't have any
such thing here, and no occasion for any. If any-

body wants more, why, they can have just as many
lunches as they choose. I often take my meal3 in

the lunch-room when hurried, and 10c gives me a

full meal—all I want, and perhaps more than 1 need
The very cheapest that anybody can get board in

Medina is $3.00 per week, without 1 idirins-, and if you
wanted to get a girl to d > ordinary housework, you
might ride all day and not find one; and if you
should try to hire one of the trirls in our factory,

whew! they wouldn't tro; and the worst of it is, my
story is too long. Girls are coming tome all the

time for pi \ces, and I hardly think any of them
would object to cooking f »od in our little lunch-

room any more th in they would tt folding bee jour-

nals if they were treated is th >u rh they had souls

to s ive M vy G >d bls33 the gin te of our nation, as

woU aa the boys I

A CAUTION IN RKGVRD TO FIRES, ANDTHE IISE OF OIL- L. ViTlPS.
5^pOU will remember the friend who sent
2[l us the little brushes (see p. 376, Aug.J

No.) Well, that this poor friend and
his wife may have our prayers in their
great trouble, I give you the following:—

1 1( Id you a short time ago, I would send you a re-
port of my bees and honey when I trot done making
honey; hut 1 shall have to deter it for awhile, as I do
not feel like writing Hiiythiiur about it now. I have
told you th'it my back No's of Gluaninqs were de-
stroyed by fire. I don't know as it is risrht to bur-
den other people's minds with our own grief, but to
us it is too unbearable. On Oct. 22d our bou-=e took
fire and burned down, with every article ot cl ahinsr
and furniture in it. The fact that my wife and »• If

saved onlv what we had on (air backs is of but little
consequence, for our four children (our all) could
not be saved from the tin mes. They were in bed. We
went out onlv a few Rteps from home, and left the
lamp on the maiule. turned down to half its volume.
It exploded, and in an instant the whole interior of
the bouse was in fNnv s. Although the first Hash
wasseen.no one could get there quick enough to
rescue even one child. In the minutes the whole
building had fallen in. Our youngest a darling lit-

tle boy, was about 2 years and 3 months old; the
other three were jfiils—the oldest 1VA years oil,

—

deep and mature in thought as a woman,—alwa\s at
the head of her cl iss in school. But I wll not say
more. My dear « ife is still confined to her bed, and
it will require a 1 ntr time for her to recover from
th^ suock. But we fullv expect to meet them again
in the future. Yours in grief, Chas. Bridges.
S*n Fernando. Los Antrt les Co . Cal.

This is indeed a terrible blow, my friends,
and it is hard, I know, to say, tk Thy will,

not oms, be done." I thank God. friend B.,'

for your concluding sentence. Hold on to
that, and you will be sustained. We can not
fathom, as to why God permits such events
in life; but if we trust him, we may be able
to see in it a call to us, not only to that
heaven where these four innocent darlings
have gone, but to some work he especially
wishes us to do for him and for our fellow-
men. Many a great mission worker has been
led to his or her field through great trials

and tribulations. I would suggest, that we
all take this as a lesson ; and while we ap-
preciate the blessing of having these little

ones by our side, as we have not done be-
fore, we lake especial care of our lamps and
the oil we burn. In our State, the explosive
oils are prohibited by law. When you leave
the house, a small brass lam)) is safer than
the large glass ones ; and even a small glass
lamp may be made safe by placing it in a
wash-bowl, or even a wash-basin. If the
lamp then breaks, the dangerous oil can not
saturate the cloth and furniture. A little

child was recently burned to death in our
own town ; and, years ago, I was once awak-
ened in the night by the crowing of the baby.
I rubbed my eyes and looked, and it was
caused by the blazing up of the bed clothes,

caused by an exploded or broken lamp. I

put the fire out with my hands, without
waking my wife, until it was about all over;
but it gave me some blistered fingers. After
that we used a small night-lamp, and set it

in a wash-bowl. Of late, the letters coming
saying some friend has been burned out,

are getting quite frequent; and although it

may be very small consolation, friend B., to

tell you th it you may, by your letters, have
saved many another home, yet I offer it,

such as it is. May the peace, such as the
world can not give, but that only Jesus gives,

come into your silent household!
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fl« "pmk¥%:
This department is to be kcjit for the benefit of tln.se who are

dissatisfied; and when anything is amiss, [hope you wil] "talk
right out." As a pule, we will omit names and addresses, to
u\ oid being too personal.

%r% ^ ,n0 wn F' * think the counter Kinds do not by

j*T*i any means "till the bill." Fur instance-, your
advertisement explicitly says, "Coe'S wrench

35c;" but the wrench is not Coe's; it has no stamp,
and is a very inferior cast-iron imitation, which is

practically worthless. Advertisement also reads,

"Thermometer, best, 10-inch, 2.">c." Now, I am not

sure that I know how to measure thermometers;
but I can not get 10 inches on this, unless I measure
around the ring once or twice; for the body, by my
rule, is but 7 inches Ions. * The '"Steel,for sfiarpftiing

knives," "good," iBcast-iron. The 5cuippeis broke
in four pieces. at the third cut through fourthick-
ih sses of newspaper, the first lime I took ihem into

my hands. Now, friend Root, does your advertise-

ment lead one to think that these tools are such as

described, and as they really cue, or does it lead them
to suppose that they are really genuine, and as nctu.

ally described in circular? Although I confess to

having- been taken in badly, yet it was my own fault

in expecting to get a good article fur less than it was
really worth, although repn sented to be such; for a

genuine article can not be afforded at the price ot

shoddy. But, friend Hoot, allow me to sav, I think

the claims in your circular are rather broad. Never
mind Please send the inclosed order all right, and
we will shake hands over the past.

J. A. Hopkins.
So. Oxford, Chenango Co., N. T., Oct. 25, 1880.

Most gladly will I shake hands, and thank
you too. friend EI., for your very kind and
gentlemanly way of making complaints.
Now. us I make our defense, please bear in

mind, that in all I say I am looking as pleas-

antly and good-naturedly as I would if you
bad been praising our goods all the time.

When I started the counter store, Coe's

wrenches were offered me so that I could
sell them at 2.5c, and make a small profit on
them. I sent for samples, and pronounced
them satisfactory, and a large trade opened
on them at once. I gave one of them to our
engraveT and he copied it, stamp and all.

Then came the tremendous rise in iron, and
1 was told the wrenches were worth nearly
double the money, like a thousand other
things. I wrote to different manufacturers,
and finally got what I called a very fair
wrench, that I could sell at 35c. During the
rush of business, I found it impossible to ex-
plain to customers why our goods were not
what we advertised in the winter, any more
than to say, in a general way, we had done
the best we could, in view of the advances.
I now find the price list of these 35c wrench-
es reads, "Coe's T-ottem" instead of "Coe's
•patent."' The stamp put on is "Coe's pat.,"
meaning Coe's pattern : thai is. that the
wrench is after the Btyle of Coe's wrenches
All my advertisements have been changed
to Coe's pattern ; and when I said Coe's
wrenches, I did it ignorantly. Will you for-

give my carelessness? We sent a shorter
thermometer, because the length could not
then be bought for the price ; but was it not,

even at 25c, far below what you usuallj pay
for a 7-inch thermometer?
The steel is Besserrnr steel, made of cast-

iron, it is true ; but it is harder than the or-

dinary stt el. as you will see by drawing
across it the hardest-tempered knife you can
find. It j on will read Ihe directions sent
with it, you will find that it needs to bo
ground on a grindstone when dull. This
conversion of cast iron into steel direct is a
new industry that promises great things.

Excellent shears are made of it already ; but
1 do not consider them quite equal, as yet,

to the faeed-steel shears, and so do not offer

them, except on the 25c counter ; but our
men of genius are working hard at it, and I

have no doubt we shall soon have good steel

shears for 25c, and oilier culling tools in

proportion. The 5c nippers are nipprrs, not
cutting-plyers ; to be sure, they would break
as you used them. \\ e have just put in the
price list, "Not to cut with." A good cut-

ting-plyer is worth troni 75c to a dollar. The
5c oms are to '•nip" or pull things with
The counter business is yetting to be a

great industry, and the old high prices tor

household conveniences are getting a Mow
that they will never survive. Complaints of
the goods have been very few. if I except
t he wrenches and a few such items. In
fact, my fliends, I fear you have not com-
plained enough. The tinware, 1 purchased
and put in the price list as it was billed ;

but 1 do not know that any one has ever
complained that the tin pans did not hold
out full measure. In fact I did not know it

mj self until a dealei informed me that the
6-quart pans for 10c did not hold even 5
quarts. 1 went at once for a quart cup to

measure ; but. lo and behold ! some of our
quart cups were not truthful. This is a very
serious matter my friends, and it ought not
to be tolerated for a moment; no, not even
if cups are yiren away. Lest you are too

hard on the manufacturers, I will add, that
some of their tinware overruns. The pint
pails, for instance, held almost a pint and a
half. In despair. I went to Webster's Dic-
tionary, and found that a tin vessel 7 inches
in diameter and G deep, holds just a gallon

;

and we are now trying to have all the tin-

ware light; at least, I am going to try to tell

you the real truth about all these goods; and
I request it as a favor, that you tell me
whenever you think any thing is not up to
the recommend.
When goods advance, it always makes

trouble ; and especially is this! he case where
they are sold so close that a slight change
leaves no margin ; but when they go down,
and we elm send you a better article than we
advertised, or send just as good, and advise
you of a balance placed to your credit, it

makes it pleasant all around ; and not a few
of you have been warm in your thanks, on
being agreeably surprised in that way during
Ihe past few months. What I desire, would
be that you may know me so well, that you
will at once presume thete is something to
be explained, when you do not get just the
thing you expected.
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MY little sister found a swarm of bees on the

hedge. My father took a box and hived
J them, and then went to friend Scovell's and

bought one of his movable-frame hives, and put

them in it, and got 40 lbs. comb honey. The next

spring my father bought 5 moie swarms in box hives,

and transferred them; Increased them to 20, and got

400 lbs. honey. That winter 2 swarms died, and we
then started in the summer with 18; increased to 29;

got no honey, but got enough to winter on. They
wintered safely last winter. This summer we in-

creased to 42; got 943 lbs. of extracted, and 280 lbs. in

1-lb. section boxes. We winter our bees on their

summer stands.

I am a boy only 18 years old. My brother, younger
than I, helps me take care of the bees. We did all

the extracting. David Kirk.
Columbus, Cherokee Co., Kan., Aug. 15, 1880.

Pretty well done, friend David, both on
the bees and making ont a report. Why, if

yon continue to keep on at this rate, some of
our big bee men will have to look out for
their laurels. May God's blessing rest on
the boys of our country !

I suppose I mu3t report my honey crop. I om-
menced the season with two swarms; increased to

five by artificial swarming. Theyareall Italiansbut

one. I sent for a queen to Mr. W. Z Hutchinson,

but he could not fill the order, and now 1 will wait

until next spring, and then send for one. Well, I

have taken 90 lbs. of comb honey in sections and
Small boxe3. The 5 swarms have 240 lbs. in their

hives for winter. The greater part of the bee-keep-

ers in this section of the country report almost a

total failure for surplus. My honey is from buck-

Wheat and Spider plant mostly. There are great

quantifies of buckwheat, raised in this locality.

There is no white clover nor basswood in reach of

my bees. We had very dry weather here part of the

summer. I intend to pack my bees with buckwheat
chaff f<T winter. Which is the better, buckwheat
eft' or out chaff? I make rustic hives for winter,

with 5 inches ,;f space all around the hive, which sits

-•.side of a "nigh box. Do you think they vvill winter

prepared thus in this locality? I am but 10, and 1

send you quite an order for one of my age.

Albert Osburn.
Spring Rluff, Adams Co., Wis., Oct. 21, 1880.

Thanks, friend O. Your plan of fixing
the bees will do very well, as you will see
from an article in another column. Buck-
wheat chaff is thought by some to be even
better than oat chaff ; but I am inclined to
think the latter a little warmer and dryer.

I thought you would like to heir something about
bees from a little boy eight years old. Pa gave me
1 wo stands of bees the first of August. I have fed

them rrgularly, and have six frames of bees and hon-

ey. I have them in a chaff hiv. I put them away
tho first of this month; packed them in chaff on
e <eh side, and on ihe frames and banked the hive

around half way up to the top outside with sawdust.

I am going to school, and 1 read your ABC book at

night. Pa takes four bee journals, and I read them.

I like to read about bee-keeping. I help my pa at

queen-rearing, and finding them for him. The bees

are going to starve where they have not been fed,

and some are dead now. Pa has his all packed in

chaff hives. He has 33 stands, all in good order for

winter, but not as strong in bees as he would like to

have them. I will let you know how I get along in

the spring. Freddie L. Craycraft.
Salem, Ind., Nov. 6, 1880.

Well done, Freddie! Your letter is tip-top;

and, as you are the youngest bee-keeper that

I ever had a letter from, I would like to en-

gage you as a regular contributor. You
know, we pay some of our oldest bee-writers
for the time it takes them to tell us how
they manage. Well, we will send you a
5-cent Sunday-school book for each letter as

long as the above, if yon will send us one
every month. Tell us all about your pa's
bees as well as your own ; and be sure to

tell us how many die in wintering. Tell
your father he must look sharp, while "a
duel's amang ye takin' notes,'' in very
truth.

BEES I\ UTAH.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT THE'COUNTRY.

fHAVE been thinking that I would say some-
thing to you about our beloved country and

" bees. I well remember, when I was a boy, I

heard people talk of this country; but little did I

think, at that time, that I ever should become a per-

manent citizen of that far-off country. But circum-

stances brought it about. I emigrated to this coun-

try in 1862; stopped a few years in Salt Lake, and
am now living here in a little village called Wash-
ington. From the time I left my native State (Indi-

ana) until I reached Salt Lake, the scenery was tru-

ly grand and romantic. I often thought, how
strange, how great, is thy creation, O God I

Utah, as it is in a natural state, is every thing but

invitin?. You can travel for miles, and see nothing

but a barren, sterile country; every thing that grows

is of a desert nature, living without water. It real-

ly looks as though red ants and lizards were the

chief inhabitants of this extensive Rocky-Mountain
country, to say nothing of the honey-bee. But how
changed the scene when irrigation is properly ap-

plied! It puts new life in the land; vegetation of

all kinds springs up; every thing is gay and lovely.

You, my friends, who live in rainy countries, have a

drought for a few weeks; how do things look in

that short time? Quite wilted. We have some rain

hero, say a good shower every year or two.

In the first settling of this country, bees were

shipppd from California; and it was for several

years a great struggle for them to live. Many colo-

nies died for the want of stores. Bee pasture was
so deficient on account of the barrenness of the

country, that it rendered it almost an impossibility

to keep them alive through the winter; but very

soon the water was taken from the mountain
streams and spread over the land ; farms were ta-

ken up; orchards were planted; largo bodies of land

taken up, and planted in vineyards. Water, in this

case, has made the mare go; water has soaked the

earth; and it has brought a variety of flowers, and

so the busy bee is at home in Utah, even down to
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the desert plants or shrubs. Some of them, in t heir

season, are full of nectar; such as the shrubs called

musquito and cactus plant, and a shrub called rab-

bit-bush. The latter is great for honey. It is now
just beginning to show its golden blooms. I must
say, that it is quite diverting to see a honey-bee in

a cactus-bloom after pollen. If he is a black when
he enters the bloom, in coming out he is an Italian

(perfectly yellow all over.) There are many other

tiowers that grow on the desert, that I have noi men-
tioned, from which bees get more or less honey.

Our climate here is quite mild and pleasant; bees

are hi lull blast here the first of March, and from
that time until the middle of November; there are

not many days throuyh the winter but you can see

bees around the entrance, or Hying; yet, through
the summer we often have Some unpleasant weath-
er, it being so very warm. It is not uncommon for

the heat to be up to 110 to ll.rr in the shade for many
days together; but yet, as soon as the sun hides it-

self behind the western mountains, you can feel the

cool, cheering, and bracing atmosphere, which
makes everything pleasant; and quite likely you
will want a blanket over you before morning. As
for this heat that 1 have been speaking of, 1 always
considered it a little unnatural.

The lay of country (a basin-shaped tract— in fact,

it is called the Great Basin of Utah), is surrounded
by a heavy chain of mountains The soil in this

Great Basin don't amount to any thing very great.

If you look at the face of the country as you pass

along, it shows that it has been literally burned up.

There are two places in our settlement that show
where the hot lava has been thrown from the earth,

and has run for miles away. The face of the land

has a very hard appearance, from the fact that it is

mostly stone. Thousands of acres are paved with a

sort of rotten stone—just right to conduct the heat

in warm days. This being the case, the sun, pour-

ing its brilliant rays upon those rocks that I have
just mentioned, makes them very warm; yes, s iwarm
that it is quite disagreeable to hold<>ue in your hand.

This being the case, day after day, every thing be-

comes very much heated. Now, in this exec-ssive

heat, if bees are not well shaded, they are very lia-

ble to melt down. Such is a very common occur-

rence; in this location, bees are very apt to build ir-

regular combs without foundation, I thiuk. Foun-
dation, in this country, would work uicily. Last
summer 1 had two melt down. I have had good luck

this way. I have lost none at all. Don't understand

me, that I have a great apiary. My apiary consists

of five hives of blacks, and the one of Italians that I

got of you. All are doing finely. I have taken 50

lbs. of honey from each black colony up to the first

of August. They arc still making stores (I use top

hfves). I many times think that, if you were here

with your facilities, you would build up a place that

would be greatly admired by all tidy and ihdustrious

people. Your climate is too cold; the warm season

is too short Ihere are many things that we grow
here that you can't grow in Ohio. Here we have
cotton, almonds, pomegranat' s, all kinds of grapes,

figs, and many other fruits that grow in warm cli-

mates.

I must Bay something to you in relation to our
lovely climate. From October until the last of Feb-

ruaiy, every thing is quite calm. Day after day you
may look at the heavens, and not see a cloud, and
scarcely feel enough wind to furl a pocket-handker-

chief—the sun pouring forth its lovely rays week

after week, just right for a workingman to enjoy

himself in getting a living in the way the Almighty
hits marked out ; that is, by the sweat of the brow.

In our little town there is, I thiuk, about 225 or 230

stands of black bees, all in movable trames.

One man sent and got the ABC and Gleanings
through my influence. 1 thiuk there will be others

who will follow suit; if they don't I shall always

think they ought to. At present, they know how to

kill bees at any rate. W. Lancaster.
Washington, Washington Co., Utah.

FROM AN A B C SCHOLAR.

THE PKET CAGE.

*T\] ItlEND ROOT: — 1 know you are an honest man.

Jlp"
1

1 have had enough dealings with you to prove
this tome beyond a doubt ; but my experi-

ence compels me t«» think that jou are mistaken in

regard to the Peet cage, which statement you will

find to be true, if you will give it a fair trial. With
it, the past season, 1 have introduced 10 queens wit fa-

out a single loss; and have also caged all of my
queens with it iu uniting bees, without losing a

queen. Besides this, I saw several queens intro-

duced with it iu my brother's »piary without a loss.

In the ABC, under rhe head of Hybhids, jou say,

'•If you should desire to introduce a queen or queen-

cell to these bees, they would be very likely to de-

stroy all you could bring." I have introduced queens
to several cross hybrids with the Peet cage without

any trouble.

For introducing only, T make it about ]?£ in. long

by I in. wide, without any bottom. An entrance is

provided at the top for putting theqiteen into it, alt-

er it is fastened to the comb. All bee-keepers owe
Mr. T. O. Peet a vote of thanks for giving his valu-

able invent ion free to the public. Now, friend Hoot,

do give the cage a fair trial, and you will think as

favorably of it as I do.

wintering two colonies in one chaff hive.

I have five of your chaff hives, with two colonies in

each. They are arranged as f. 11' ws: a thindiv ision-

board made of comb-guides (an illustration of which
W. B. Moore sent you), is plact d in the center of the

hive, which divides it into two equal apartments.

Now, a % in. pit.ee, long enough to reach from the

outer shell of the hive to the iun< r shell, is placed in

the entrance against th*> end of th" division-board.

A ?i in. board, 18 in. long by 12 iu. wide, is now stood

against the hive at the middle of the entrance, and
securely fastened. My hives have slanting alight-

ing-boards, and the board which div idt s the entrance

is given the proper slant at the bottom, to make it

rest on the alighting-board. I have had some hives

arranged thus ever since the first of August, and not

a queen has been lost yet. My alighting-boards are

|
made of 7a lumber, 20 in. long by 14 in. wide, and are

prevented from warping by nailing a piece about

14x2x?a across each end on the upper side. Blocks

are nailed on the under side, at the edge that comes
against the hive, to raise the board even with the

entrance. Thus you see ir slants to the ground,

making them a nice "porch," at a cost of only about

two cents. I have been using i hem ever since last

spring, and have not had one to warp. By painting

them, they could be made to look very beautiful.

J. P. Mooke.
Morgan Station, Pendleton Co., Ky., Oct. 30, 1880.
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Udhi §(ipM^mnt-
HOW TO DESTROY ANTS.

taptf^HEN you go to a hive, raise the cover, and
WM find (he quilt iiterally covered wiih those
-J -' pesky little black ants, and about twenty

eggs to every insect, carefully replace the cover

without disturbing them. Then go to the house;

borrow your wife's tea-kettle, welt filled with boil-

ing water. Now return to the hive; carefully re-

move the cover again; turn it bottomside up oti the

ground. Now pour a portion of the liquid all over
the quilt, also some in the cover, and, my word for

it, those ants and eggs that came in full contact with
the medicine will never trouble you again. No pat-

ent. You can replace the wet quilt with a dry one,

and lay the other on top of hive to dry.

Independence, Iowa. Jessie Sheldon.

WHEN TO MAKE A START, FALL OR SPRING.

1 desire to raise only a few hives of Italian bees,

which I presume will furnish enough to pay their

cost. lama widow, and have no one to attend to

them but myself. I would rather pay higher for

them, and avoid the stinging of the black bees. I

am told by those who raise them, that I had better

not begin until spring. If this is your belief, I will

expect no answer. If you think I could keep out of

doors this winter a colony successfully, with the at-

tention of a novice, I will goon with it; otherwise I

will wait until spring.

I have been studying your Gleanings and Bees

and Honey for the past week. My head swims with

the facts your books present, and I hope the ABC
will throw more light upon my mind regarding

frames, sections, foundations, nuclei, and the like.

What a world of delight must have opened to you
when /i/ si you commenced this study!

Eliza C. Rives.
Chatham, Pitts. Co., Va., Oct. 26, 1880.

It will be easier and safer to wait until
spring, my friend ; but the bees will proba-
bly cost you quite a little m >re then than
now. I hardly know you sufficiently, from
your letter, to be able to advise. Some of
my friends, whom I can call to mind among
your sex, I would advise to wait until spring
before starting ; there are others whom I
would advise to get the bees now, and go to
work. Any one who is really interested,
and who would consider it a pleasure to
study the matter up, and to do the work, [

would advise to go on, even if they wished
to purchase bees in mid-winter ; but those
who would be absorbed in other cares, so the
bees might be forgotten or neglected, I
would advise to wait until settled weather in
the spring.

—

Yon are right, about the world
of wonders that unfolded themselves to me
in my experiments with that first bee-hive.
From your concluding remarks, I am in-
clined to think, my friend, you are one of
those who will succeed with bees; but I

would warn you, that you may find the in-
dustry an outlay with no income, for some
time to come.

of Italians for $7.00 each, and that season increased

them to five; but, owing to a severe drought, which
lasted nearly all summer, she did not have muchsur-
plus honey. The five were all wintered safely, and in

the spring of 1880 she bought 10 swarms of blacks at $7

each, running in debt for the whole amount. This

year she has sold honey to the amount of $300, and
to-day has 46 swarms in good condition to winter,

thus paying for her bees and having a nice surplus

left, besides nearly twice as many bees as in the

start. If any one can show a batter account than
this, I should like to soe it.

We have one draw-back to bee-keeping here: We
are situated just on the edge of one of tho great lum-
bering districts of this State, and the swarms of

hands employed in the woods seem to think that

melons, honey, and fruit are perfectly legitimate ob-

jects of plunder; and if you ever had your best

swarm of bees ruined by thieves, when you had but

a very few, and felt too poor to buy more, then you
know just how I felt one Sunday morning a year ago.

If you or any of your contributors can suggest an
effectual remedy for this nuisance, I for one will be
profoundly grateful. E. Hunt.
Sheridan, Mich , Nov. 1, 1880.

Well done for the ladies, friend II.! and
many thanks to you for giving us this excel-
lent report. Will not the fence of barbed
wire aoout your bees and crops, mentioned
recently, keep away marauders? Would it

not be well to start Sunday-schools too,
around at the schoolhouses, and raise up
and civilize these foolish brothers whom
God has perhaps providentially thrown in
your way, while you at the same time save
your -honey? I am not sure but that the lat-

ter plan will be quicker and more effective
than the barbed wire fences. " He who con-
verteth a sinner from the error of his way,
shall save a soul from death, and shall hide a
multitude of sins.'

1

A SUGGESTED IMPROVE flEXT OVER
FRIEND HASli'S SCALE.

A SCALE FOR REGISTERING THE DAILY LOSS OR GAIN
OF A BKK-H1VU.

Perhaps it might interest you or your readers to

know how a lady near here succeeded in bee-keeping,

and made money by it. In the spring of 1879. Mrs.

A. M. Sanders, of this place, purchased two swarms

vfyJKIE^D NOVICE:—Gleanings for September
j*fJ has just been received; and, on looking over—

' the pictures, the diagrams of friend Hasty's

hive-scale immediately struck my eye, and I hasten-

ed to read the description. Well, the apparatus is

ingenious, bur, as you say, not convenient. Now, I

have an idea in my head, which has been brewing
there for some time; and, as you call for improve-

ments, I will give it to you to work out and improve
upon if practicable; and if you can make any ihing

out of it pecuniarily, I shall only be too glad to have
benefited you as well as the bee-keeping fraternity.

My ideal hive-scale is a combination of Fairbanks'

platform scales and Chatillon's "Family" scale. It

should have a platform, a la Fairbanks, large

enough to set a hive on. This platform should rest

on the same oscillating apparatus as in Fairbanks'

scales, so that the hive may always stand firm and
level, and have very little vertical motion. The
graduated arm, carrying the weights, should be sub-

stituted by a smooth one carrying a sliding weight

with a set-screw. At the short end of the arm, or on
the upright part of the platform scale, should be ar-

ranged a dial, a la Chatillon. I am not acquainted
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with the inside arrangement of the "Family scale,"

but suppose that it might be arranged so as to be
connected or disconnected with the platform scale

by the simple turn of a button or the like.

Now, in regard to the weights, taking my own
hive as a standard. I use a two-story hive with

frames, which will take 6 one-pound sections in-

stead of 8, as I regard the regular Langstroth frame
as too large and inconvenient to use in the extract-

or, where I want the frames to hang just as in the

hive, and not stand on end. Each story contains

about 2000 cubic inches. The mimes are O^xlS'/i,

outside measure, made of ?« stuff. Lower story

takes , 10 frames. In upper story I use only 9.

Empty twc-story hive weighs about 24 lbs. An ex-

tracted comb, just weighed, weighs 2 lbs., which
makes 18 lbs. for nine. I have often extracted 50

lbs. of clear honey from a set of fmmes in a hive

which I formerly used, of a different shape, but

same capacity. Allowing 58 lbs. for contents of

lower story, which, of course, in most cases is too

high (although I have had one case of Italians which
were completely "honey bouud"), I will sum up as

follows: —
Honey in upper story 50 lbs.

9 combs" " " - 18 "
Contents of lower story, including swarm 5s "
Weight of empty hive - - - - - 24 "

The hive-scale should therefore be capable of car-

rying a weight of 150 lbs. The sliding weight on the

arm weighs the tare; that is, the whole hive with-

out the surplus honey, and should be capable of be-

ing slid back till it indicates no weight at all. The
dial-hand, wbich indicates the actual increase or de-

crease of weight of hive, should indicate as high as

50 lbs., and the dial may be graduated as fine as you
please. In order to be complete, the dial-hand

ought to be able to move some distance from to

the left, so as to indicate loss as well as gain. Now,
when you make any change in the weight of the

hive, as in putting on or taking off upper story, ex-

tracting, and so on, move the sliding weight back or

forth until it balances the hive. Fasten it there

with the set-screw. Then connect the Chatillon

with the Fai' banks, and any subsequent increase or

decrease will be indicated by the dial-hand. As 50

lbs. can be weighed by the dial, when the sliding

weight is pushed back to just keep balance with the

empty platform, the arm which carries the sliding

weight ought to have a 50 lb. mark or notch, and a

100 lb. mark or stop (at the further end) for conven-

ience in weighing any thing heavier than 50 lbs.

The dial should be right in front of the hive, so

that the bee-keeper, standing behind the hive, can
read it at a glance. The bees will have to fly out

and in on both sides of the upright part of the Pcale,

which will not be much in their way. Nothing of

the apparatus should bo at the side or back of the

hive, to interfere with the operations of the bee-

keeper. Under the dial, or on the back of the hive,

I would hang a slate, with pencil attached, to mark
down the changes from day to day. I would set the

scales on a platform, like the bottom-board of a hive,

with cleats of 2x3 scantling. To the front of this

platform I would nail two uprights with acrosspiece

on lop, or the uprights may be driven into the

ground like your grapevine trellises, and to this

crosspiece I would hinge a light cover to protect the

apparatus from the weather, and at the 6ame time
shade the hive. This cover should slant to the front,

so that I can read tho dial without stooping or rais-

ing the cover; and when I want to work with the

hive I throw the cover back on its hinges, out of my
way. It may be held in this position by a button,

hook, c itch, or the like.

This last arrangement would, of course, be home-
made. Tho scales themselves should bo as plain

and light as possible, on account of cost and freight

;

but 6hould have a substantial coat of paint, so that

they may be left on the stand all the year round if

desired, as they would be in this and the Southern

States. They ought not to cost over $10.00 to come
within the reach <>f bee-keepers of modest means,

but of sufficient intelligence and enterprise to like

to know the exact state of the honey-flow.

Now, if you or anybody else can simplify or im-

prove on this, do so; and I hope, that by nextspring

you may be able to put on the market a hive-scnle

which will weigh a full two-story hive, for which the

60 lb. spring scale, aside from the swinging of the

hive and other inconveniences, is of no account

whatever. Wm. Muth-Rasmossen.
Independence, Cal., Sept. 11, 1880.

Many thanks, friend M., for your sugges-
tions. Your improvement, or, at least, its

principal feature, would be to have a dial-

scalp, of a capacity not exceeding 50 lbs., so
arranged that it would register the ups and
downs of an article weiging 1-30 lbs.; that is,

instead of going from up to 150 lbs. in oz.,

which would be a very expensive apparatus
indeed, we simply have a machine that will

register from 1U0 lbs. up to 150 lbs.—the dial

having to sweep only 50 lbs. No doubt this

can be done ; and if the demand were suffi-

cient, I think it might be made very cheaply.
I have already ordered a scale that I think
may be made to do it.

A NEW IDEA IN WINTERING.

WARMTQ AND DRYNESS SECURED BY CHEMICAL
MEANS.

jnMHIS will be a hard winter on bees in most parts

j«{[ of the country, on aocount of lack of good—
' stores, and mostly old bees,—a poor prospect

certainly. We must help the little fellows, or make
up our minds to lose them. Last winter I kept 10

stocks warm, dry, and in good health, by chemical

means; i.e., by a generous use of quicklime. My
other stocks had the dysentery, and everyone of the

chaff hives was mildewed and wet, in spite of three

drjiugs during the winter; while the 10 cushions

used on the hives with lime, were asdry and clean as

when first made. No one will believe the amount of

water quicklime takes up by chemical affinity, unlc39

they try tho experiment for themselves; therefore,

take about 1 quart of it in a basin, and !j pint of wa-
ter, which pour slowly on the lime, stirring well all

the time during tho slaking, and if tho lime was
properly made you will have a perfectly dry pow-
der, still capablo of absorbing more water beforo be-

coming damp. The action of the lime- is threefold:—

1. It absorbs moisture;

2. It absorbs carbon dioxide (carbonic acid;)

3. It gives out a largo amount of heat.

This it does slowly, and in exact proportion as it

absorbs the breath of tho bees; i. «., much moisture,

rapid chemical action, much heat. What is still more
strange, this is dry heat, not moist.

This absorbing action is so slow, and the amount of

heat so small, that nothiDg but scientific instruments.
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hygrometer and thermometer, and the hers can ap-

preciate the meaning- of a constant, mild, dry, pure

atmosphere. What is the use in making: the bees use

up their honey, worth 15e per lb., to develop the re-

quisite heat to keep them alive, when it cau be done

with lime, worth less than one cent per lb., and which

1* almost as valuable ajlcr this slaking- as before?

D >u't believe ine when I say, not one of theten hives

above mentioned used over 15 lbs. tit" hon<-y (all they

had; in wintering- ut of doors, even if it was a mild

winter, for I can hardly realize it myself, even when
I see the figures In my yard-book now before me.

When you tr.v the experiment of slaking- the lime,

notice the heat devefopefl, but not with jour flng-er

(unless for a cartoon). I used the lime in a feeder a la

Van Deusen, made Hat and laid broadside next the

bees undercushion; this wastroubles me, requiring

frequent r« filling. I will use, this winter, on my
weak stocks, a box made like your chaff-cushion

division-board, and to hold about half a peck of lime.

Chloride of calcium (calcined) will absorb much
more water than lim^, and I expect much from it

for these same purposes; but it will have to be con-

tained in a water-proof vessel, as it is one- of the

most deliquescent substances 1 know of. Absence
of actual experiment is the only reason that prevents

me from recommending this substance to the careful

bee-keeper, although 1 am certain it would be a suc-

cess. C. Lover.
Reisterstown, Balto. Co., Md., Oct. 18, 1880.

SOME ITIOKE NEW BEES.

CHINESE BEES, OB BKBS FROM THE VICINI-
TY OF CHINA.

M FRIEND in a neighboring town fur-

Jrfi, nishes us the following very valuable—J
letter. We first give Lis own letter

as a sort of introduction :
—

I inclose a letter which I have just received from
my brother, C. D. King, who is a missionary. He
wrote me some time ago about the naiives bringing

in honey, and I asked him to hunt up some bees and
see if they were like our bee« here. You will see by

his letter that they are not like ours. Now, there is

a probability that he will be called back to America
to stay a year, and I very much want some of those

bees. Do you think it possible for him to bring

them so far, and keep them in confinement so Ion*

without their djinar off on the way? It takes six

weeks or two months to make the trip. You have
had some experience in shipping bees long distances.

Please write out and send me just such instructions

as you would give if you were having them brought

for yourself. It may be possible that he will have
an opportunity to stop once or twice on the way;

and if so, would it not be best to let the bees have
ally? If he succeeds in getting them. I will keep
you posted as to their welfare, honey-gathering

qualities, habits, etc. C. T. King.
New London, O., Nov 2, 1880.

Here is the letter from the missionary :
—

I am ready to tell you about the swarm of bees

that I have been observing and playing with for

nearly half an hour. Some of them are still flying

about in a disconsolate, disorganized state, lighting

here and there on the prostrate fig-tree on whieh
they clustered this morniner, or on the branch of a
lime-tree, which lies entangled with the branches of

the fig-tree. Others of the colony are imprisoned in

a large glass bottle, or jar, which stands before me,
on the table. This is the first opportunity I have
had for telling you anything about Assam bees, aud,

as you perceive, 1 am inclined to make the most of

it.

I am more and more convinced that the theory

which 1 caught at months ago is, in a far greater

measure than I then supposed, the true explana-

tion of the almost utter absence of bees about our
houses and grounds. The ants have the monopoly
in the business of gathering svveets. They, instead

of bees, are found swarming about every shrub and
every blossom that has anything sweet about it.

They industriously pick up every grain of sugar that

falls from the hands of careless servants. They lick

up every drop of syrup that is left on the table or

floor or di-h, and if perchance one gets a drop on
his clothes the ants take that also, and he finds a

hole in the cloth, to tell the slory afterward. The
bees have but very little chance. But the natives

protest that there are plenty of them in the jungle.

My own conviction is, that there are many more
bees in the hills than on the plain. The Nagas at

one time carried on quite a pretty extensive trade in

beeswax, aud they used often to bring in honey
when 1 was at Samaguting.
This swarm that I found settled before my very

door this morning as I came out after a ten-o'clock

breakfast, was a very small swarm of very small

bees. I should hardly have recognized them as

honey-bees at all if they had not been clustered

after the manner of bees. I first scraped off a part

of the cluster into my bottle to examin them. Hu-
nai admitted that they were hiru (small), and when
asked if there are larger ones, "Dongor nikam as-

sene?" he replied, "Dongor assc" (large ones there

are.) And others of the natives say the same thing.

There are two kinds of bees in Assam,—a large kind
and a small kind, with babiis alike, so far as these

people can tell. I have not time to tell you their

story of how the creatures are born. But they, or

at least some of them, think that some other insei-t

places the little worm (larva) in the cell prepared
by the bees.

These bees in the bottle before me are more slen-

der and but little longer than the comm >n house-fly

which is so plentiful with you. This Uuter pest is as

scarce here as are the bees themselves, if not more
so. The head and thorax of these bees before me
arc bhick. Their waists are a reddish yell >w, but

the abdominal portion for more than half 1< s length

is black, marked with three white stripes across the

back, with a slight pencil-mark, apparently meant
for another stripe, near the extremity. On the un-

d-r side, the yellow predominates, and takes the

place of the white, so that they seem to have black

stripes across the yellow. Their wings are white

and transparent, with a very delicate brown stripe

along the outer edges. By looking closely, one can

also see a brown network traversing the delicate

white wing. On the underside, their black heads

and thoraxes seem to be covered with a white down
or fuzz.

What more do you wish to know about them? I

have not told you, though, that I made a sort of an
attempt to hive the swarm. I made a very small

hive out of a small Assam tea-chi-st, and shook my
bees into it; but they were all in the air again in

less than ten seconds. They were easily disturbed

and driven from their chosen pi tee of rest; but

would soon settle again somewhere on the same
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small tree-top. I finally captured the queen; and
she is with a few of her colony in this bottle. She
has but very little black on her body, and is not so

pretty as her little attendants. C. D. Kino.
Sibsagar, Assam (East India), Sept. 21, 1880.

Many thanks, friend K. I read the letter

all through in almost breathless anxiety to
have your brother tell us something about
the honey the bees gathered. Of course.
they produce honey, or honey would not
have been offered for sale as he mentions.
I fairly ached to tell him to take his queen
and bees out of the bottle, and get her to
stay in the hive some way. Tell him if he
starts to bring you some bees, to fix some
stout little boxes, about six inches square.
Put at least 1 lb. of candy for every oz. of
bees on one side of this box. Have it melt-
ed and poured in, so that it can by no means
break loose. Some cross-sticks would be
safer. On the other side have a bottle of
water, fixed with a slot in the cork, and have
it so it can be taken out to replenish, and so
it can be done, too, without endangering the
queen. Now, right between the water and
candy, fix firmlv a comb of their own. filled

with'honey. This honey will keep them un-
til they have learned surely how to use the
susar and water ; but the sugar and water
will be much healthier for them in their
long confinement. I would, if possible, let

them fly every week or 10 days. I presume
it will not be practicable to fly them on the
vessel. Has friend Jones ever tried this?
When you let them fly, watch the entrance
carefully ; and if the queen comes out, she
must be caught and put back. If she is

kept in the hive, there will be no danger of
the bees decamping. Perhaps a wire-cloth
tube might be fixed to let them pass out of,

so that the queen could be seen before she
got quite out, and the entrance then stopped
until she turned back. We should be very glad
to have this whole matter submitted to friend
Jones for hints and suggestions. We want to

see these little friends of ours tried in our cli-

mate, even if they are small. The descrip-
tion would almost lead one to think them
the same, or nearly so, as the Egyptian bees.
The large varieties, we should be still more
glad to see, of course. We will send your
brother the Gleanings, friend K. It al-

ready goes to a great many missionaries,
and if any of our friends have missionaries
of their acquaintance, in any part of the
world, we will send it to them free of charge,
as long as God gives us the means, and we
will feel it a privilege to do so, besides.

1— > ^
BLACK lilis IN ITALY.

;oj EVEHAL times I have vouched that there are

j^i no black bees in Italy. During my visit, last-

ing five full weeks passed there, I was unable

to find a stock of hybrids, although I visited scores

of apiaries in Italian Switzerland and Piedmont. Of
course, even in the same apiary I saw some bees

darker than others; the queen sometimes being

dark, and the bees bright yellow? sometimes it was
the reverse, but the same differences can bo no-

ticed, more or less, in every race of bees,—in Cypri-

an as well as in Italian.

While I was there I made inquiries about the pu-

rity of bees in the entire peninsula. Sumo inter-

ested bee-keepers told me th it the bees in the north

are not as bright as those of Lombardy, whaie others,

disinterested in the question, told me that they are

all the same throughout the whole extent of Italy. I

know that black bees were found at Nice, but, by
looking at the map, you will see that Nice, nov a

French city, is outside of Alps—mountains that the

yellow bee must cross to mix with bla" • bees. \:
Mona, a well-known bee-keeper of It.'.li.tu Switzer-

land, has written and has narrated to me that, to as-

certain if the yellow bee was entitled to tho name of

"Ligurian" bee, or of "bee of the Alps," us she was
named at first, he had undertaken a journey around
the whole Italian peninsula, and that, from Pied-

mont to Calabria, and from Calabria to Venice, alo: x
the Adriatic Sea, he had everywhere found the pure
Italian bees. •

Let us remark, that Mr. Mona is a breeder of

queens, and that such assertion was in discord with

his own interests. Mr. Jones, when be sajs that

there are black bees around Rome, is altogether in

discordance with a well-known Italian beekeeper,
Dr. Angelo Dubini, Treasurer of the Italian Bee-

Keepers' Society. For several years Dr. Dubini has

been accustomed to leave his patients, for a few
weeks in summer, during which vacation he makes
extensive trips in the different parts of Italy, visit-

ing apiaries. On bis return home he relates, in the

journal of the society, the incidents of his voyages.

Although he has thus explored every part of Italy,

he never found any black bees in the numerous api-

aries that he has thus visited.

Now, the assertion of our friend Jones, and of

some other bee-keepers, that there are black bees in

Italy, can not be explained but in this way: The
Italian bees differ in color from the black bees, only

by the transparency of the first rings of their abdo-

men. You can see this transparency when a bee

flies against the glass of a window. Of course, the

thinner the shell the lighter the color. Tn an old

worker, the wing sometimes seems to be thickened,

for the transparency has decreased. In ihe fall,

when the bees eat dark honey, the wing<» have a

dark color, on account of the d*rk contents of tho

crop; and in spring the same bees seem splendid in

color; the honey in their stomach being lighter in

color.

Some honey in Italy is very dark; such is th«

heath honey; some pollen there is quite black; such
as the pollen of the poppy. Of course, a beo filled

with such dark food will look as black as a common
bee. If anybody doubts the fact, let him feed a few
bright Italian bees with honey mixed with a little

lampblack. So, to my mind, our friends who saw
black bees in Italy did not look closely enough be-

fore pronouncing their judgment.
Another accusation that I see in the report of the

convention held at Cincinu >ti, is, that the dark
Italian, or leather-colored Italian bees, are full of

vindictiveness, and ready for light. We have intro-

duced In our apiaries at least one thousand imported
queens, during about 14 years In the importing busi-

ness; and yet we have, without a single exception,

always found the Imported bees, even the darkest,
very gentle to handle; and we are sure of bciug in-

dorsed in this assertion, by the hundreds of boo-

keepers to whom we have sold imported queens.
We can also vouch, that a great many of our cus-

tomers have found the leather-colored bee better

than the light yellow; probably on account of the

greater thickness of the shells of their wings-thick-
ness which gives to the bees a greater endurauce.
Hamilton, lib, Nov. 0, 1880. Chas. Dadant.
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FKIEND FARIS AND HIS INVENTION.

WiJLL yon please give nr* a little spies In

Gi,r*nimc3>* to reply to Mr Chas. S. Larkin?
fn the first pi ice, t deny copying nny part

of Oliver Foster' * plates. Now for the pro if.

This is to e«rtifv, th >t f biuffht of John Faris a
o*j«- to -y Simplicity oep-hivo, with ten frames, with
f.iii.id tti .n in s.une, in Juuo, IS 9.

J IKN W. HCVINQER.
Town-H >use. Smyth rv>., Va.

Th'si* tn certify, th it Mr. .1 .hn Fi-is exhibited to
m>' 't iiff -re it tim ss i i th» ve ir 1873 o'ti i foiind i-

ti i i with prettv fiirimivossi 'tis I used a »rno of it

in th • L in fStroth frames, fun length, which c tused
the bei-s to build straight c mb.

H. G. Hkninger.
Town-House. Smyth Co., Va.

No*, this proves, beyond a doubt, that I did make
fdn in 1879.

In June, 1879, I mode a pair of plate', L. size;

made some fdn, hut it was a little rouurh, on ac-

count of lit t lo wind or bubble holes in iht plates;

but I remedied thit by making the comb perfooilv

wet, and t'e plaster very thin, f wrote to Mr. Root
concerning mv plates and experiment, but it never
appeared in Glhanings. That was ab ut June or

July, 1879. I wrote to Mr. Ro t about the first of

th*s month, if he will be pleased to hunt up that

letter. He replies, that he ctn n-it find any such
correspondence. I suppose that he has" got it mis-

laid; but be ihat as it may, I experimented and
gleaned on. Riuht here I want to say, I got a good
idea from Dr Hirris"n, or rather from a descrip-

tion of his machine, by Mr. R 'Of, on page 239, June
No , 1879. Mr Hoot describes it as heinir like a book;

then, you know, I made a pair of frames, and just

hinged them together like a book-back; then all I

had to do was to get two pi ates that would fit per-

fect lv together. That cost me a good deal of time

and money to bring it to perfection. I would knock
out and refit, until 1 had the yard pretty white with

fragments. I get my plaster from the bank raw, so

I had to burn and prepare tt for use before I could

use it. Well, the next thing was something to dip

my plates in; and so I went to woik on a box. I

brought that to perfection, as I thought; then I pre-

pared some wax, dipped my plates in the wax,
cooled them, and pulled them open. About one-

half of the sheet was on one plate, and the other

half on the other plate. None came off. Then I re-

membered some bee-keeper said, pour hot water on
the plates. Well, that was all right. Then I got a

lit'le starch, and it peeled So, you see I had about
completed my plates before Mr. Foster's article ap-

peared in the March No , 1880. I did try one of Mr.

Foster's id*as, and that was slapping the plates to-

gether hard. That spoils the impressions of the fdu.,

and so ! dropped that.

I think Mr. Larkin has been very unkind in accus-

ing me of copying Mr. Foster's machine. Not
knowing the facts, I hope he will make some apolo-

gy for so doing. I attribute my idea of dipping to

my success, which I believe nobody claims. If you
will look on page 109, March No., you will see that

Mr. F. dinped his pi ites several times before closing

them. He dips his plates straight down; I dip level.

I never tried his plan of dipping. Mr. Root says, in

his ansver to Mr. F.'s letter, he has tried his plan,

and was elad to go hack to the rolls again.

Oh! by the way, when I spoke of" Dr. Harrison's

miehine, f meant the editor of the American Bcc-

Kz per, of Lebanon, Mo. John Faius.

Chilhowlc, Smyth Co., Va., Oct. 20, 1880.

Tf, as you stand before Gorl awl your fel-
low-men, friend P., vou feel that you have
done risMit by our silent friend, Oliver Fos-
ter, I presume it will be best that we all let
it drop. The credit of the book idea does,
I believe, belon? to friend Harrison, for I
never heard of it until he advanced it, al-
though it seems he never succeeded in mak-
ing full-sized sheets with a scood cell-wall on
each side. Shall we not cultivate a spirit of
striving to o-'ive others the credit due them,
while we pleasantly let it drop, even if they
should forget to remember us in the same
wavV " He that loseth his life for my sake,
shall find it."

IMPORTANOK OF PRF.PAHING
FOK WINTEK UAKLY.

BEES

DAMAQE OFTEN DOME BY EARLY FH0ST3.

IRJRTEND KOOT:-I believe I will give you a little

of the experience we have had throuah here
with the cold winds this fall. Two weeks ago

to-day it blew the hardest I have ever known for a
steady gale. It blew a great many wind-wheels to

pieces, now and then a chimney off, stacks, etc.;

also a bee-hive cover now and then. Then it was
pretty cold for three or four days. Well, the conse-

quence was, that the bees were canght in small

clusters all over the hives on the outside combs, and
chilled. It seems as if there was a good double-

handful brought out, and I don't suppose they are

all cleaned out yet. Many of them that were brought
out did not seem to be dead; hut I suppose the sua
shining on them revived them; but they were too

neat ly starved and weak to get back into the hive

again.

I was at friend Oatman's last Saturday for two or

thr<e hours. They were packing their bees in chaff

boxes, and will pack the most of them. Some of them
they will put four in a place, back to back; will put
some shallow frames in the cellar. I think he said

that he never saw so many bees killed off in this way
before. His hives looked just about like mine—dead
bees piled out in front. They have no surplus honey
this season. They have about 300 colonies.

Yesterday I was at friend C. H. Stordock's, north-

west from here about fifteen miles. He also thinks

his bees are weakened a great deal from the chilling

wind, and he said they would have to go into winter

quarters soon if it became cold. He thinks another

fall ho will try to have all his bees contracted on
five or six combs, about the last of September. That
is just about my idea of it. I think if our bees had
been crowded on just what comb they would cover,

there would not have been so great a loss as there

has been. I don't suppose yourebaff hives have such

a report as this to give, havethey? Friend Stordock

got a good crop of basswood honey this year. His

bees got in about 12 days' work—about the best he

ever had.

Friend Hodgkins, of Shirland, has had a cider-mill

about 25 rods from bis bees, and when they bad a

chance they patronized it freely. He kept them
shut in part of the tirno. but he says it killed off a

great many of them. He would find lots of them ly-

ing outside, looking just as if they were ready to

burst open. I was at the mill one day, and the pom-

ace was covered thick, and they would shovel bees

and all into the cheese. It must be bee-juice and

cider together. V. W. Kkeny.
Shirland, 111., Oct 30, 1880.
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FEEDING BEES.

*
-V'"XT'-

HAT, says the beginner, have I got to feed

the bees? Why, I thought they fed them-
selves, and would make honey to feed the

bet I.'
i fir too. All right; so they will, if we manage

them rigrhtly. But there are times when it pays to

feed them. If we have some late swarms, and we
wish to winter them, the probability is that they will

have to be fed. If we take too much honey from the

bees during the honey harvest, they may be short,

and want feeding to pet them through the winter.

Again, the season may be so poor for honey that the

bees won't get enough to keep them through the

winter, without feeding; but, fortunately, those very
poor seasons don't occur very ofteb; but when it

does happen, be sure to feed the bees, and keep them
through the winter if possible. Remember, that al-

most all who keep bees will let them starve these

poor seasons. It is not very likely that two very-

poor seasons will come together; but if that should

happen, stick, stick to the bees. It will be all the

better if you come out right and save the bees.

But what shall we feed? Feed honey if you have
it; if not, feed sugar made into syrup. During the

months of June and July is a good time to save
combs of honey to feed. If one has a good place to

keep them, combs of honey in the frame is the very
best and handiest way to feed. We can then just ex-

change the empty combs for those filled with honey
enough to do the bees, and the job is done. But, un-
happily for bee-keepers generally, myself with the

rest, we don't have a proper place to keep these

combs of honey safely from the worms. We need a
room where we can smoke them with sulphur, to

keep the worms from destroying them. The next
best thing to feed is extracted honey.

WHEN TO FEED.

As soon as frost kills the blossoms in the fall, look

over all the bees, and unite the weak ones. All oth-

ers that have not enough stores to last until the first

of April must be fed until they have enough to carry

them through until that time.

How much do they want? That depends upon the

size of the colony. I never weigh ; I always guess at

the amount by the looks. Be sure to give them
enough. I find it don't take any more honey to last

from the first of October to the first of March than
it does to last from March 1st to fruit-blossoms.

After that time the bees, as a rule, will take care of

themselves, as far as feed is concerned.

I think if an average colony of bees has 15 lbs. of

honey October first, it will last them till the first of

March—perhaps longer; but it is better to look them
over as soon as the first of March, and feed all that

are getting short of honey; and keep feeding enough
to keep them until the fruit-blossoms appear. In
IsT'.i I fed BOO lbs. of honey in the fall, and then fed,

in the spring of 1880, 1600 lbs. more. Of course, it

was some work to extract that amount of honey, and
then feed it back again; but we can not always tell

just how much to take away, for the reason wedon't
know how much they will gather after we quit ex-

f racting. It depends on the season. This season we
had a very short time to extract honey. There was
no white clover. We got 0000 lbs. within two weeks,
.lust as the basswood commenced to blossom, we ex-

tracted all the honey we could get; then we extract-

ed all twice more—the last time, just at the close of

the basswood season. The last time we extracted,

we knew the probability was that we would have to

feed back perhaps as much as we were then taking

away. Then, why did we take it away? Wehadtwo
very good reasons for doing it. First, there had been
a great deal of wet weather, and the prospect was
good for late honey, and we concluded to take the

chances. If there should be enough honey gathered

after this to winter, all right; if not, we could feed.

Our second reason for extracting the last time, was
this: Our first honey was very dark and unsalable,

while the third extracted was very nice and white;

so, if we should have to feed back, we could feed the

dark honey and. keep the white. The difference in

the quality would pay all the trouble; and, I am
happy to say, the result has proved to be in our fa-

vor, as the bees have gathered very nearly or qilite

enough to winter from late flowers.

HOW TO FEED.

Right here is a point where we must be very care-

ful, and not get the bees to robbing. When the bees

are gathering honey fast, there is no danger. We
can have honey about in almost any form outdoors,

and the bees will not touch it ; but at a time when it

is necessary to feed, it is an entirely different thing.

Let the bees now but get a taste of honey outside,

and it will make them nearly crazy to get more, and
they will crowd in everywhere they can to get

honey. For this reason, we must feed in some way
so that other bees can not get at the honey. In the

spring of 1879 I found that I had to feed about sixty

colonies of bees. I had a few Harrison feeders, but

not nearly enough, and what I had were too small to

suit me; besides, I did not like them. The honey
was fed through a cloth, and I found it was a nice

job to get the feed just right, so it would not drip

too fast, and still be thin enough to enable the bees

to get it. I accordingly set my wits to work to see

if I could not do better. I got out my A. B. Journal

and my Gleantnos (I take both papers), and they

often help me out of trouble. I hunted in them for

every kind of bee-feeder T could find. I wanted
something that would not be in the way of the bees,

or interfere with their work after they had emptied

the feeders. I examined Prof. Cook's feeder—a sack

of cloth hung between the frames, filled with honey.

That wouldn't do for me. The feeder would be in

the way after the feeding was done, unless I should

be on hand to take it out; and for me, with three

yards of bees, away from home, I would be very-

sure to leave them in too long. Besides, it was a

cloth feeder, and was liable to the same objections

that the Harrison is. Then, there was Mrs. Dun-
ham's feeder, on the pepper-box plan—a tin box or

flat can, with holes in the bottom. This was to be

hung in the hive between the combs. It had one of

the objections of Prof. Cook's. It occupied the place

of a comb and would be in the way; and should it be

left in, the bees would soon want it out, so they

could put a comb in its place. Besides, I don't like

the idea of dividing the brood-combs in early spring-,

and putting a cold tin can between the combs. I

want to feed over the bees, on top of the frames or

honey-board. I use a honey-board, and put my
feeder over a hole in the board, right over the bees.

The bees will then come up under the feeder, and

get the honey. The heat of the bees below helps

very much to keep the honey warm, and they can

get it at any time, and it would not be in the way at

any time after the feeder was empty. I finally de-

cided upon what I thought would fill the bill, and got

up my pepper-box feeder, as I use it now. I don't
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claim this as altogether my own invention. The
pepper-box cover, or bottom, tog-ether with the at-

mospheric pressure to keep the honey in place, is

old; but there are some things about it that are

new—or, at least, I have not seen them before. How-
ever, as far as I am concerned, there is no patent on
it, and I hope there never will be. For that reason I

sent one of them to the editor of Gleanings some
three months ago. He wrote me that he liked it, and
said he would illustrate it in his paper; but so far he
has not done it. I desire anybody to make or use
them who wish to. Our tinners here make them to

hold Wi lbs.; single, for 15c each, or $1.2") to $1.50 per
dqzen. I have fed over $:S000 lbs. of honey with
them ; have over 100 of them, and, for my use, it is

the best feeder that I have ever seen. I have had
them In use when the weather was freezing cold—in
fact, by spells down to zero, and the bees would
empty them if the honey did not get candied.

To use this feeder, fill it; put on the cover, turn it

upside-down; put it over a hole in the honey-board,
or, with a two-story hive without honey-board, put it

on the frames, with an opportunity for the bees to

come up between the frames under the feeder; tuck
the quilts around the feeder; put on the top cover
of the hive, and let the bees work at it. A good
strong colony will usually empty a feeder in two
days, if the weather is mild. Some colonies that I

was feeding last fall had the feeders filled up in

November and left on all winter. When I looked
them over in March, almost all the feeders were
empty. A few had a little candied honey in them.
Now, I think 1 have done with this subject for the
present. If any one wants any further explanation,
.just say so. Ask any question you please, and I will

try to answer it. Edwin France.
Platteville, Grant Co., Wis.

The feeder was laid aside without illustra-
ting, friend F., because it is virtually our
regular pepper-box feeder, that we have ad-
vertised and sold for years past at 10c each,
or $1 .00 per dozen. Your improvement con-
sists in so making it, that it has a rim to
keep it up from the honey-board, and so
that, if the honey-board has but one hole un-
covered, no bees can get around the outside.
It is also, perhaps, a trifle handier for the
bees, when set over the frames. From the
illustration given above, I presume our
friends will have no trouble in making their
own, with the aid of our $1.00 soldering out-
fit. The tin hoop, that just slides over the
top of the quart can, has a "bead" run round
it, about midway from either side, and in
this a circle of tin is snapped. After being
securely soldered, it is pricked full of holes,
and this cover is then slipped on the can, so
the rough part of the holes is downward.

HOW TO MAKE BEE-FEEDERS, ETC.

Cut a 14x20 sheet of tin in four equal piec-
es, so that each piece will be 6x14. Roll it
up so as to lock the joint and make a cup
5 in. high. Two more sheets of tin will
make just 8 tops and bottoms for our 4 feed-
ers. At 7c per sheet, you will have 19c for
doing the work on uhe 4 feeders, if you sell
them at 10c each. You will need a tinner's
machine for turning up the bottoms, and for
running a bead where the perforated cover
is slipped in ; but you can make a very fair
feeder, without any other tools than a pair

of snips and a set
of soldering imple-
ments if you art-

very anxious to do
the work all 1 your-
self. This feeder
will hold a little

over a quart, but
Ave call them quart
feeders. * When you
make tinware, al-

ways give your cus-
tomers full meas-
ure. By making
the feeders half as
high, you will have
a 5c feeder ; but as
you have got to
have just as many
covers, it is pretty
close work to make
the latter and make
a profit. The strips

francf/s pepper-bos that go round the
feeder. cover can be saved

from the sheets that cut the round pieces.

By leaving out the holes, and making the
band to the cover half as wide, you will have
a quart pail. If you have not tools to lock
the joint, you can roll it round a cylinder of
wood, lap the edges, and solder. Slip out
the wood, and take another. We make all

of our honey-pails thus, for the covers fit

nicer. How many of my boys will start a
tin-shop this winter? Keep it neat and nice,
and you will enjoy it and make money too.

A SUBSTITUTE FOB CHAFF HIVES FOB
WINTEBING.

E (that is, my son William and myself) com-
menced one year ago last spring with three

colonies of bees, and with a little care and
managing we hnve now to go into winter-quarters

with 22. Just about a year ago we traded with one of

our neighbors for swarms about the time we put
them away for winter. And I want to tell you how
we did it, for the benefit of others who are asking
how they can winter their bees successfully, surely

and cheaply. I am not going to say this is the best

way, by any means; but I think it is a better way
than putting them in a damp cellar, or any cellar,

and, perhaps, next best thing to a chaff hive, and, in

a very cold latitude, a little better. I went to the

dry-goods stores and bought a lot of dry-goods

boxes—one for each hive, large enough to hold a

hive, with a space all around of about 4 or 5 inches.

I filled in the bottom with 3 or i inches of chaff; then
I took a hive, stopped the entrance at the bottom,
and bored a hole with a center-bit about 2 inches
from the bottom-board, in center of front of hive l' s

inches, and inserted a pine tube, made by boring a

?i in. hole through a piece of pine plank about six

inches long, and also boring a hole to correspond, in

the box, and setting the hive in the box with the

tube, passing out through the hole in the box to give

the bees a free passage out and in at will, except,

perhaps, during a very warm time in winter at mid-
day, while there might be much snow on the ground,
and danger of snow-blindness, and bees alighting on
snow and becoming chilled. With that exception, 1

would leave the tube open after filling the rest of
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the box with chaff snugly packed around and above

the hives, with a good cover to exclude storms, and

with sufficient supply of honey, and leave them just

where they have been duringthe summer. All came
out in splendid trim in spring. Tbey need not be

taken out until they need more room in the passage

at working time; in this latitude, say about the

middle or last of May. Care should be taken not to

take the box from them too soon; but if they show
signs of being too warm in the spring from lack of

ventilation, they will hang out on the outside of the

box; and then I would remove the chaff from over

them, as there will be plenty of young bees at that

time, and they need a warm nursery during the cool

nights in the fore part of May. We till the upper
story, or top of hive, above thecloth with chaff; also

in place of mat to hold the animal heat of the bees,

and also to absorb all moisture that may arise from
them.
Below I give you a diagram of box, with tubo in-

serted. The box should be raised a little at the back
side to carry off water, if supplied with a board roof

or cover. D.

Independence, Iowa, Sept. 10, 1S80.

Very good, friend 1). Your plan is not
exactly new, but it may be new to our
younger readers. Your manner of lixing the

entrance is good, and may be easier than
bridging over the usual entrance. My ex-

perience has been, that we had better leave

the chaff packing around them the year
round ; and on this account, the chaff hive
would be least trouble, in the end. Your
dry-goods-box plan will answer excellently,

for it has been very extensively used for sev-
eral seasons past. I»e sure that it is done
right, and that the bees have a clear passage-
way out and in.

WHEN THE HONE¥-BEE FIRST CAME
TO AMERICA.

^7\ ft-lt- ROOT:—Inclosed I send you evidence that

l|*/."|! I think must remove all doubts as to whether
the honey-bee of this part of the country is

of a fcrous, or native, race. 1 should have sent this

statement before, but it was not convenient to ob-

tain Mr. Murphy's statement in confirmation of it,

and I did not want it to rest on my statement alone.

Before the waters of this section of country found
an outlet, the highest bluffs must have been sub-

merged. As it subsided, a layer of rock formed on
the tops of some of the bluffs that now border the

bottom lands of the Missouri and Nemaha Rivers,

composed principally of the shells of fresh-water in-

sects. Suddenly sinking to lower levels, the waves,

beating against the sides of the bluffs, formed one
shelf after another, so well defined that they can be
traced by the eye from bluff to bluff, half a mile or

more away. Three layers of rock were formed, with

intervening- layers of earth 25 or 30 feet thick. The
lower one is but a few feet above the surface of the

bottom land, or Hats of the rivers; the second, some
30 feet higher. On the.up-stream side of a bluff, that

formerly sloped gradually down to the waters of

the Missouri, a horizontal layer of rock of the mid-
dle course, 11 or 12 inches thick, formed,—composed,
to a great extent, of fresh-water shells; on the up-

per surface of the rock were several inches of shale,

and above this, two or more feet of earth. The for-

mation of the bluff was such that the water striking

against it would form an eddy. Here we procured

the rock, imbedded in which Mr. Murphy and I found

the petrified honey-bee, of which he writes.

The shale scaled off, leaving the whole upper part

of the bee bare. The position of the bee and its sur-

roundings would indicate, either that it had fallen

into the water at this point, or that it had drifted

here with the current from above, and been caught

in the eddy, and held by it until the water, becoming
thick and turbid, had deposited sediment around it,

and held it in the same position in which it was when
first drowned. Its head was a little depressed, and

its wings a little opened upon the back; two legs on

each side were clearly to be seen. Each segment
of the abdomen, the thorax, the upper part of the

head and eyes, and the outlines of the wings, were
as clearly denned as in the living honey-bee.

MB. MUltl'llY's STATEMENT.

In the interest of science, I hereby state, that, in the tall of
1879, while cutting stone at Mr. WUtse's, we found imbedded in
the rock a petrified honey-bee in perfect condition, resembing,
in all respects, the native honey-bee ot this section of Country.

James Mur PHY.

To suppose that the sub-variety of this race, mark-
ed with yellow (of which 1 wrote in a former com-

munication) received their markings from an ad-

mixture of Italian blood, is to suppose an impossi-

bility. They were procured in the spring of 1861, in

an old box hive that had not swarmed the year pre-

vious,—a time when frame hives and Italian bees

were not known in this part of the country, -in time

of civil war, and so soon after the first successful im-

portation of the Italian bee, that the idea is prepos-

terous.

As to when the Italian bee was first successfully

imported, see Patent-Office Report for 1861, p. 321.

I inclose Mr. H. A. King's views on this subject, as

expressed in the October number of the Bee Journal

in 1873, in reply to questions from me in regard to

this same race:

There are no ''native bees," in the sense of existence here
prior to the advent of civilization. The Indian calls the bee
"the white man's Itv, " because the white man brought the
bees to this Country, and they have not preceded the advance of
civilization westward. It has been only a few years since been
were first taken to California. For a year or more they were
sold for about $100 per stock, and main of the venders made so
nianvstoeksfrr.ni one, that purchasers often lost all their stocks.

The black bee is called the German bee in Europe, in contradis-
tinction to the Italian bee. A number of apiarians in this coun-
try, especially in the South, claim that there is a -lavish bee
constituting a different race from the Italians. We Have often
noticed that old bees, and bees bred in old, dark-colored combs,
appear much darker than young bees bred in new. light-colored
combs. The old bees looked dark because tbey bad worn Off the
light-COlored down, which is easily rubbed otf when wet. We
should be glad to hear from sonic of our Southern apiarians
about the gray bee.

And here is what Mr. K. Metcalfe says of the na-

tive bee of New Mexico:—
There is a wildbee here that is striped very much like the Ital-

ian. It is a brown bee with while stripes around its abdomen:
stripes show more plainly on underside. Thick body and head
like a housefly. They are very quick in their movements. 1

have killed many of them, and find their honey sack quite as
large as that of our bee. 'flic Mexicans say tbey always build in

the rocks, l have never found bu1 on.- den of them. I was
making a long march across the mountains, « ithout water, and
did not stop to examine them. Our horses and mules stirred

themup by starting some loose rocks down the hill, that rolled
over their den. They swarmed out in great numbers. The
Mexicans whom we bad with us wanted to stop ami smoke them
and get the honey. 1 am sorry we did not.

Other evidence might be produced, but I consider

the case fully established. Jekome Wiltse.

Rulo, Neb.

But where is that petrified bee now, friend

W.V You surely did not throw it away, did
you? It would be an excellent specimen for

our geologists, and entomologists too. I

confess this subject is deep water for me,
and I wish some of those in whose line it

strikes would give us more light.
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A BIBLICAL VIEW OF BEES AND HONEY.

fN translating the Hebrew Scriptures, no depart-

ment has presented such insuperable difficul-

' ties as that of natural history. On this ac-

count, when we read of the pygarg, gier-eagle, night-

hawk, fallow-deer, stork, heron, cormorant, ossi-

fruge, and some others, we may be pretty sure that

we do not know the exact animal the writer had in

view when he was commanded to tell the Jews not to

eat such and such ones. But as such restrictions are

not now in force, it makes no difference to us if we
can not say that this or that beast belongs to the bo-

vine, equine, saurian, or strigidte family.

In regard to the correctness of the interpretation

of some words, however, there exists no doubt; and
one of these words is bee, as the equivalent of
the Hebrew word dehnrah. The primary meaning of

this word deborah is, to arrange in a row; to regu-
late. This is doubtless in allusion to the geometri-
cal habits of the bee, observed by man in primeval
ages.

The Old Testament speaks of bees but four times,

and not in a very flattering way then, if we are to
consider them as mere pets. In Deut. i. 44, Moses
says, "The Amorites chased you, as do bees." In
that country, the "upper stories" consisted of con-
venient cavities high up in the rocks, and couutless
thousands of swarms "transferred" themselves
from place to place, and not unfrequently took abso-

lute and undisputed possession of the territory.

When we consider the vindictive nature of the Ori-

ental bee, it will be evident, that no more formidable
enemy could be met, especially in such cloud-like

numbers. But how could so maDy bees "winter"
successfully? Tropical countries produce a greater
nbund.nce of flowers than our latitude, and these
flowers have a far higher percentage of honey than
those raised here, and this honey can be gathered
the year round, and was not eaten five months in a
year amid the frosts of an almost arctic winter.

In Psalms cxviii. 12, David says, " They compassed
me about like bees." He was speaking of what he
seems to have considered very malignant enemies,
and this verse goes far to show that the bee was no
insignificant opponent in his day, about three cen-
turies and a half after the preceding verse was
written.

Isaiah flings a stick at the bee in the seventh chap-
ter of his book. He says, " The Lord shall hiss for the
bee that is in the land of Assyria." To describe the
horrors of an Assyrian invasion of Judea, the pro-
phet compares the attack to the sudden rush of bees
upon an enemy. It is said that in those days the bee
could be called forth by hissing, and made compara-
tively manageable. Surely, the ancients must have
missed the old tin pans of our age!
The first recorded case of "robbing" is that of

Samson. The muscular youth was on bis way to
Timnath to do a little courting, for he was then pay-
ing his addresses to a woman of that place. While
on the way, a young lion came out and roared at
him. The writer was careful to say young lion, for
an experienced lion would not have challenged
Samson. The challenge was immediately accepted,
and Samson tore the cub as though it had been a kid,

and flung the carcass away. The hot, desiccating
wind of that country will dry fresh meat in so short
time that putrefaction can not ensue; and when
Samson returned he found the carcass filled with
honey. Reaching down, he pulled out a broad fr—

no, simply the honey, I guess it was, and went on his

way eating it, lacking nothing but milk and apple

dumpling to make a good meal. This gave rise to

his riddle—"Out of the eater came forth meat, and
out of the strong came forth sweetness." Samson
was the original " honey extractor," and this is the

first time we read of honey being made in the " low-

er story."

"By their fruits ye shall know them." This is just

as true of bees as men, and I do not think the mean-
ing of Jesus is perverted when I so apply these

words. The Bible everywhere makes the most hon-

orable mention of honey, which word is also correct-

ly given as the correspondent of dabash.

The first mention of honey in the Bible is Gen. xliii.

11. Jacob was about sending his sons back to Egypt

;

and, in accordance with the customs of those days,

he sent down some presents to the royal heads of

that country, and among others was " a little honey."

This shows that honey was ranked among the great-

est delicacies of earth, lean not agree with those

who say that Jacob intended to cell the old king by
any such proceeding.

In Ex. xvi. 31, we read that the miraculous manna
tasted like "wafers made with honey." This indi-

cates the high esteem in which honey was held as

food. This is further evident by these passages:—
For the Lord bringeth thee into a land of honey.—

Deut. viii.

Make an agreement with me, until I take you into

a land of oil olive and honey.—II. Kings xviii—and
many other places.

In Proverbs, we find honey alluded to iu a more
specific—almost medicinal—manner. " My son, eat

thou honey, for it is good." The son finds it very

goud, and apparently eats very liberally. We next
see him back of the house, making some literally

»neJf»./!(ioMS—honey-flowing—sounds. Ahead appears
at the window, and a voice says, "Hast thou found
honey? eat so much as is sufficient for thee, lest thou
be filled therewith, and vomit it."—(Prov. xxv. 16.)

The pleasure of eating honey is greatly enhanced,
to me, by the fact that Christ partook of it after his

resurrection--" They gave him a piece of a honey-

comb."
In this manner do many of the sacred writers men-

tion honey, placing it very high among articles

which God has kindly given to man through the

agency of that respected insect, the bee.

Medina, O., Oct. 28, 1880. W. P. Root.
— « ^

A BEE DISEASE IN WAR1 WEATHER.
^HpTTST a few lines to ask your advice on a case ot

qfJJ "bee disease." It is only one colony out of 42

that is so affected. It was a black stock in the

spring. I introduced an Italian queen, and extract-

ed from the upper combs only. They were in a Sim-

plicity hive; and so, thinking it would stop the dis-

ease, I put them into a chaff hive and tucked them
up good and warm, but it has not stopped it. The
bees are dragged out of the hive by those not af-

fected, and flutter in the dust; they can not fly;

their abdomens are very much swollen, and they
finally get over on their backs and die.

It was a very powerful colony before it was so af-

fected, but they are decreasing rapidly. I can sweep
up a good-sized teacupful every night.

Would it be advisable to takeaway their honey and
feed them with good white-sugar syrup? or what
would be your advice?
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I commenced the season with 18 fair colonies; in-

creased to 12, and took about 600 i}± sections, and
about 150 lbs. extracted. I had made calculations

for a much larger yield; but our calculations so of-

ten fail! It has been a very dry summer, and is so

at present writing. I did not get any white honey.

HONEY FROM THE LEAVES OF THE CATALPA.

I came very near forgetting to tell you about the

catalpa-tree. It belongs to the family of Btynouias.

There are about 6 trees just around me. They are

planted for ornament. It was rich in honey this

year, both in the blossoms and on the underside of

the leaf. At the axles of the main ribs, the leaves

are large. The drops would be large enough for 2

loads, I should judge. And did the bees work on
them? I should have been very much pleased could

you have stood underneath those trees and heard
their merry hum; but you would have had to be up
nearly as early as you were on the morning that you
found out about the Spider plant. It would have
dispelled some people's notions about plants aud
flowers secreting honey only from the blossoms. It

is the last tree to leaf out in the spring.

W. G. Saltford.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Sept. 28, 1880.

On receipt of the above, I wrote friend S.

as follows:

—

If it has not ceased when you get this, I would
take away all the comb, aud give them empty ones,

and feed them on granulated-sugar syrup.

Here is his reply concerning both items:

Please find inclosed a part of the leaf I told you se-

creted the honey. They are a little touched by frost

now. Their right color is a deep green. The colony
I wrote you of dwindled down so they are on three

combs. 1 fed them as directed, and I think it has

checked the disease. Thanks for information.

I packed some of your chaff hives last fall with red-

cedar sawdust, the cushions as well, and I don't be-

.lieve I lost a single bee. The enameled cloth was al-

ways damp whenever I looked in, but no frost. This

is my second summer with bees, but I have never
lost a colony, either by robbing, swarming, or other-

wise'. I shall try to winter 42. All praise due the A
B O and the journals. W. G. Saltford.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y/., Oct. 1?, 1880.

We have the catalpa-tree in our town, but
it has, so far as I know, never produced any
honey. The above facts, and a host of oth-
ers, seem to indicate, pretty conclusively,
that almost every plant in the vegetable
kingdom may, at times, be in condition to
secrete honey, and, more wonderful still, it

may come from the foliage instead of from
the blossoms. I have many times seen bees
prying around on the underside of leaves of
different kinds, as if they were in search of
something, or had at some time found some-
thing there that they remembered. The
leaves sent show a black spot at the place
where the large veins branch out. To be
sure that there is no microscopic insects
that have contributed to the production of
the honey, a careful microscopic examination
would be well, and I have given the dried
leaf to the boys, but they can not detect the
remains of any such agency.— In regard to
the bees: I think most diseases of that na-
ture may be cured, or at least benefited, by
a diet of pure sugar.

HOW TO KEEP BEES.

SOME OF FRIEND MUTH S IDEAS.

fjiHERE is, in my estimation, no hive which com-
bines so many advantages, and has fewer ob-

jectionaole points, than the Langstroth. The
only objection made to it has been, that the frames
are too shallow for a successful wintering—an ob-

jection which hundreds of us, for years past, have
proved to be no objection at all. We winter bees in

Langstroth hives as successfully as bees are win-

tered at all; and Langstroth's disciples are counted
among the most successful bee-keepers iu the coun-

try. The shallowness of the broad-frame, with the

honey-chamber immediately above, imitates nature

the nearest, and is, consequently, apt to give tho

best results. We must keep in view, that not win-

tering alone is our object, but a full honey harvest.

Give me, therefore, a shallow frame—a frame just

deep enough to insure successful wintering.

Bees, if left to themselves, keep their brood close

together, and store their honey above. It should bo

our aim in early spring to get these few frames,

composing our brood-chamber, filled with brood. By
the aid of division-boards, wo can give our bees just

as many combs as they can well cover. They can

control their temperature better in a smaller apart-

ment, and breeding is promoted. Their frames will

be tilled with brood from end to end and from top to

bottom. When without division-boards, we- find

small patches of brood in perhaps twice the number
of combs, but amounting to not half the quantity of

brood. We should at no time allow a vacancy in

any one of our hives, if we care for the welfare of

that coiony.

When using division-boards we have to examine
about once a week, and add an empty comb as the

number of bees increases. Division-boards should

not touch the bottom by V2 inch, as bees will help

themselves lively from combs of honey hung on the

other side of them. Our few frames being tilled

with brood at about the beginning of the honey har-

vest, we may put our section boxes on. One at a

time is porhaps best, adding another just as soon as

a lively progress is noticed. We have then large

colonies, and may not only expect large returns, but,

as there-are so many young bees hatching all the

time, the queen is kept busy refilling with eggs

those cells just vacated, that no swarming fever may
turn up if tho necessary room to store honey is giv-

en above.

When the queen has the necessary room to depos-

it eggs, and the bees have the necessary room to de-

posit honey, no swarming will take place. This we
may set down as a rule. But there is no rule with-

out an exception. A queen may be crowded for

room when a comb filled with honey is on each side

of the brood. No difference how many empty combs
hang on the other side. So may bees, especially

Italians, be crowded for storeroom if we don't give

one full comb above, serving them as a ladder to run

up on. C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., Oct., 1880.

PKGPAKED PAPER FOR SEPARATORS.

E commenced experimenting with paper for
mm separators in 1871, and, although we had

tried every thing we thought suitable for

the purpose, we never fully succeeded until we
coated tho paper with shellac. We have thoroughly
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tested them made like samples, and iind the bees
unable to cut them. We have used a {rood many like

the samples, and not one of them has been injured
by the bees.

PREPARED PAPER FOR THE BASE OF FDN.

The fdn. is made on lighter board, prepared in the
same way.

I made a crude bath for dipping-, and, as I had to

dip at the side of the can to avoid the lumps of wax,
I did not get the paper coated the same thickness on
both sides. T drove to York (making; a round trip of
41 miles), where, through the kindness of Messrs.

Rians & VanEaton, the fdn. was made. As you have
all things necessary for making fdn., I send samples
of paper for trial; and if you succeed any better

(and I have no doubt but that you will), please send
me sample by mail. Itiiedsomeon the wrapping-
paper, but succeeded in getting only one fair sam-
ple. I regret I did not have more paper to send you
for trial. As the machine does not seem to injure

tfce paper at the base of the cell, I think this must be
an improvement on wood for this purpose. In mak-
ing, the sheets of paper would have to be cut the
size to be used, as it would not do to cut them—at

least, not until after the cells are drawn out by the
bees, unless the edges were again coated.

Sample sent is one I used when they came between
edges of boxes. The result was, the comb was made
%. in. thicker, and boxes glassed up as much (the 12

boxes weighing 25 lbs.) as the 5x6x2 boxes.

We shall keep the paper for separators (also the
comb fdn., if it proves to be a success), to supply
bee-keepers the coming season, price list of which
and directions for shellackingthe paper, will be giv-

en in our 4th annual circular, issued in Jan., 1881.

We shall discard tin and use paper in the honey-
boxes altogether.

Honey is hardly half a crop in this part of the
State, our crop from 84 hives in spring amounting to

only 2900 box and 109 extracted, at most. I expect to

winter about 150 hives.

Mr. Rians thought fdn. on paper wall could be bet-

ter made on press instead of rolls. J. E. Moore.
Byron, N. Y., Sept. 28, 1880.

The shellacked paper is very nice, and we
are much obliged to you, friend M., for it;

but I am afraid it will not prove sufficiently
substantial. It would be better than tin,
without a doubt, because it is a non-conduc-
tor of heat, unless the bees will be more apt
to attach the honey to it. Your experiments
have doubtless satisfied you on this point.
The objection to wood as a base for fdn.
(that it takes too much wax to bring the base
of the cell into proper shape). I think will
apply here. I have experimented a good
deal on paper of all kinds; and, although I
have good combs in my apiary built out on
paper, I can but think it is as yet a failure,
and principally because of the additional
quantity of wax it requires.

A BEGINNER'S UPS AND DOWNS.

SSEE, in Oct. No. of Gleanings, a number of let-

ters, some reporting success, and some blasted
hopes, and so I thought I would give my ex-

perience in bee-keeping. In the fall of 1878, in a
trade, I got some 10 swarms of bees in miserable old
gums, which I brought home, and thought I would
try to see what I could do at keeping bees; but as

it was so late in the season, I could do nothing but

study and prepare for the coming spring, and, ac-

cordingly, I sent for sample copies of some of the

leading bee magazines, of which I selected Glean-
ings, and have been a subscriber since. Then I sent

for your A B C, and also for King's Text Bool:, all of

which I studied with zeal until toward spring, when
I sent for a Simplicity and a chaff hive, and went to

manufacturing hives, waiting patiently for the time
to arrive when I should try my hand at transferring,

which I did with success, many thanks to your A B
C, and so launched out on my first season of bee cul-

ture, which was a poor one in this locality; but I got
about 100 lbs. of surplus, and increased to 17 swarms,
but not very good ones. And here let me say to any
new beginner, be cautious about dividing for the

sake of a big increase, until you are thoroughly con-

versant with the business; but with good packing,

and feeding some grape candy in Feb., 15 of the 17

came through to April 1st O.K. But the 10th of

April, which was a very warm day, I happened away
from home, and, like some children when the old

folks are gone, my bees thought they would have a

playspell; and, from my wife's toll, they had a big

one, and the consequence was, when I got home they

had got so mixed up that I had but 10 swarms left,

and I tell you I felt as if I ought to go into Blasted

Hopes. Nevertheless, I gathered up the empty
hives and took care of the combs, and made the best

I could of a bad job. So, you see, I started in this

season with 10 swarms again, but with more experi-

ence. The 10, 1 have increased to 14; got 200 lbs. ex-

tracted honey. 100 lbs. in pound sections, and nearly

200 lbs. in L. frames, which I kept to give to any
swarms I might get of my neighbors, who were go-

ing to sulphur theirs*. My 14 swarms are all packed
for winter, and are full of bees, and have from 20 to

30 lbs. of honey each. I forgot to say, that in July I

got a dollar queen from King & White, New London,
O., which arrived safely by mail; was introduced

without any trouble, and proved to be purely mated.

I also got one queen from her eggs, which has pro-

duced bees nearly as light-colored and distinctly

marked as those of her mother. And now, friend

Root, what would be your advice in regard to mak-
ing a house apiary to hold 38 to 50 swarms? I am
thinking about it, because I have so little room, and
want to increase my stock another year as much as

possible. Do the house apiaries prove a success?

and will a swarm on the north side of a building do
as well as on the south? I have only an acreof land,

and am breeding several different kinds of fowls,

and so I have to economize ground as much as pos-

sible. I took my extractor, a hive, my smoker, and
some honey, to our fair at Troy, Pa. The extractor

was quite a novelty, as there were hundreds who
never saw nor heard of such a thing. Although I

got no premium for the articles taken, yet I think it

a good thing, for there were a good many wanted
me to furnish hives, and transfer their bees in the

spring. H. E. Chace.
Gillette, Pa., Oct. 18, 1S80.

Very good, friend C; you have learned
some very important lessons, and I think
you will get along nicely now. If you can
not get room on the ground, perhaps it

would be well to build a house apiary ; but
they are being generally discarded. Taking
the season right through, the bees will do
just as well on the north side of the house as
on the south side.
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From Different Fields.

HONEY AS A MEDICINE.

CONSIDERABLE has been said of late about
1/ bee-stings as a remedy for certain ailments.

Even if the testimony of the witnesses had
been favorable, and it should have been proven that

bee-stints would cure rheumatism, I fear that most
people would prefer the disease to the remedy. Now,
I propose to advocate the virtues of a medicine
which is pleasantei to take than to expose one's self

to the venom of 50,000 bees for the sake of absorbing
the juices of their "business end." Two years ago
this fall, after taking a severe cold, I found myself
troubled with a bronchial affection, which clung to

me with more or less severity for a year or more.
During the last six months I have eaten honey very

freely, and during the summer and fall when ex-

tracting, I ate honey all the time I was at work, be-

sides at meal time. I found that no medicine was so

grateful to the palate, in allaying the tickling sen-

sation which causes the slight coughing. I am near-

ly cured, and I attribute it to the honey. I have
taken no other medicine for a year, because physi-

cians did me no good. Honey used to give me a

severe colic; but of late I can eat it at all times

with perfect impunity. Although troubled some-
what with dyspepsia, yet I can eat honey any time

in the day without any bad effects.

I should like to hear from others on the subject of

"Honey as a Medicine." If it is true that it is good
in bronchial or lung diseases, it will be a very pleas-

ant remedy to recommend to our friends. No wry
faces when they take our dose. Eugene Secor.
Lime-Valley Apiary, Forest City, la., Oct. 18, 1880.

SOME OF THE TROUBLES OF IMPORTING.
In the last few days I received an invoice of ten

queens from Bianconcini, Bologna, Italy—not a live

bee in the lot! What shall I do about it? I have
spent about $20.00 already, and still have no import-

ed queen. The tested one I got from you last March,
after doing me good service, tramped off with all my
bees—I mean from her hive. One of the dollar

queens is all right, giving three-banded bees; one is

lost; the other, I think, is hybrid. It. K. Walker.
Darien, Ga., Oct. 14, 1880.

I can hardlv tell -what is right in such a
matter, friend W., hut I know what I would
do if the case wrere mine. I would pay you
your money back, and pay all expenses ; and
if F could not stand it to do business in that
way, I would stop doing business. Of
course, this is with the understanding that
you did faithfully all your part in the trans-
action.

ITALIAN BEES AND CHAFF HIVES.

I think this is the poorest honey season we ever

had. The most of our bee-keepers say their bees

did not swarm, and got but very little honey. They
arc mostly blacks, and in box hives. I got some to

try the Simplicity and chaff hive, and fdn. and sec-

tions. They think they arc so nice they want me to

transfer their bees into my hives next spring. Well,

I have told you about my neighbors' bees and now I

will tell you about my bees. I have 57 swarms; 27

in chaff hives. 1 made a chaff hive last spring, a

year asro, and transferred an Italian swarm into it,

and it gave the first swarm. I put it into a chaff

hive this season, and I got from the parent stock 07

lbs. section honey; from the swarm, 81' i lbs. section
honey. I got 50 from another. They were t*ie best

I had. One black swarm gave 27 lbs. surplus. They
all have their lower stories filled for winter.

Ashland, ()., Oct. 18, 1880. T. J. Elliott.

WHEN TO I'UT IN A FRAME OF CANDY.
Suppose you have several swarms of bees with,

say, two-thirds honey enough to winter, and wish to

give them a frame of candy; where will you hang it

—in the center, or at one side of the hive? Then,
again, if there are five or six cards of comb partly

filled with honey, wouldn't it be better to place the

candy on top of the frames? I think bees have gen-
erally done quite well in this vicinity during the

past season. L. E. Bemis.
Athol, Mass., Oct. is, 1880.

The bees will take it much quicker if put
right in the center of the combs; but if you
do not watch them they will build ;i comb in
place of the candy as soon as out. A tray of
candy on top of the frames is better, only it

is more in the way when we are raising
queens.

HONEY-PLANTS, ETC.

Your new cover for Gleanings is nice; the de-

sign is splendid. Bees in this locality have for three

years hardly made a living. The Spider plant did

not secrete any honey here. The bees did not no-

tice it, but worked late and early on the hemp, which
is a good honey-plant. Simpson's did well: but the

best thing we have here through the dry weather of

July and August, of the wild weeds, is a large vari-

ety of verbena. We have three kinds here, but "the

large purple is the bee-plant. We think if there is

any one plant worth cultivating for honey alone, it

is catnip. The honey is excellent, just minty enough
to make it of good flavor. You spoke of hoarhound
honey. For those who like the taste of hoarhound,
it is nice honey, and has a double medicinal quality.

I had so much this year I did not know what to do
with it, and so pulled the plants up. There were
enough around the yards and lanes to cover a fourth

of an acre. I can furnish lots of it next year, if it

yields honey as it did this year, for the ground is

covered with young plants from the seed.

Pearl millet is the best plant for pollen we have
found. I have seen bees so eager for it as to hang
to it all night, and work on it by moonlight. I do

not think it affords much honey, but the pollen is

soft iind very yellow.

I have a wax-extractor that cost me 75 cents to get

made. It works like a charm. 1 would tell you
about it, but am afraid you would not have time to

read it, seeing this is so long. Wm. Emerick.
Sumner, Lawrence Co., 111., Oct. 10, 1880.

I have two apiaries one of 75 and one of 40. This

spring I got 1800 lbs. of box honey from the 10, and

increased to 70. I ran the 75 for extracted honey;

they gave me 0000 lbs., and increased to 100. I have

plenty of buckwheat, but it did not yield first-rate.

I see a low of your correspondents wonder why the

bees don't work on such and such flowers. The rca

son is, I think, it is too cold; to secrete honey, give

US warm nights. Then look out for a heavy basswood

yield; days this year; last year 5 days. In 1878 it

! lasted 10 days. The weather was still and warm,
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without any rain. Rain will use up flowers very

quickly, I think. What do you think, Novice? That
id what we knew you by when E. Gallup gave you
a crack over the knuckles, and you gave him as good
as he sent, in the old A. B.J. My wife thinks you
have got that bee in the wrong place on the new
cover to correspond with the words, "Peace on earth,

good will toward men;" or, at least, that is not the

kind of beea we have here.

W. Lamar Coggshall.
West Groton, Tompkins Co., N. Y., Oct. 18, 1880.

A BARREL OF BEES.

The two one-dollar queens I ordered were to go
with a barrel of bees which a neighbor proposed to

give me if I could get them out without destroying

the comb. 1 thought I could draw or smoke them
out, but by neither process could they be induced to

leave their home.
THE DRUMMING-OUT PROCESS.

By the way, friend Root, this is one of the points

in which the ABC book is wanting. It covers the
field of scientific bee culture pretty thoroughly, but
it does not reach back to first principles. Perhaps
you will say I should write it false principles. Well,

so be it; but when you revise the book, just tell us
how you would get the bees out of a barrel alive,

and without destroying the barrel or cutting the

comb.
Failing to accomplish my purpose with the barrel

of bees, I turned my attention to some young swarms
which my neighbor thought it advisable to take up,

and I soon had four of the old box hives knocked to

pieces, and the bees in two separate boxes. 1 had
plenty of bees for two strong swarms. I brought
them home and turned them loose on some frames
of brood and honey from my other hives, and they
took up their abode with me at once. I then hunted
up the queens; and here, by the way, is another sug-

gestion for the ABC.
HOW TO FIND A BLACK QUEEN.

It has always been a matter of much difficulty with

me to find the queen in a comb among thousands of

her progeny. To expedite matters, and make a

sure thing of it, therefore, when I want to find a lot

of queens I lift the hives from their stand to another

directly in front of it, having previously tacked a

newspaper between the two stands, on which to

shake the bees. I then place an empty hive on the

old stand, which I raise from the bottom-board by a

couple of wedges just enough to let the workers pass

in, but not the queen ; then from the first hive I lift

one of the center frames and brush off the bees on
the paper, placing the frame at once in the new hive.

I then take another frame, while another keeps a

sharp lookout for the queen at the entrance, and I

usually find her before four frames are placed in the

new hive. If a number of queens are to be hunted
up, several hives may be thus treated at the same
time to advantage. The bees will be crawling in all

the time, leaving a less number to conceal the

queen.

FEEDING, TO MAKE BEES ACCEPT A QUEEN.

One of my queens flew away while 1 was trying to

introduce her, and the other I worked with a week,

releasing her every day only to have her balled, till,

finally, the idea occurred to me to bribe the bees

with a dish of sugar syrup to accept the queen.
They took the bribe, and accepted the queen at once.

You were right in regard to the queen-cells which
I wrote to you about some time ago. They were all

hatched out when your card came to hand. Ten
days later, all the young queens were laying.

TOO MUCH BROOD IN THE FALL; IS IT PROFITABLE
TO HAVE?

They have done well since in the egg-laying line,—

so well, indeed, that I fear they may devote so much
of their winter supply of honey to brood-rearing,

that they may find themselves short of stores be-

fore spring. Do you think there is any danger of

this, with a supply of 21 lbs. of honey? The selected

queen which I got from you last July gave up laip ing

several weeks ago; and, as her hive was rather light

in bees, I have been feeding them maple syrup for

the past two weeks, every night, and only yesterday

did I discover eggs in the combs. If a pound of

maple sugar will make a pound of Italians, as I havo
seen it stated in Gleanings, this hive has a fine

prospect before it ; for I have fed them about 6 lbs. of

the sugar.

MAILE SYRUP FOR WINTER STORES.

How is maple syrup for winter stores? Perhaps I

have been doing a wrong thing in feeding them so

much of it that they have been obliged to store it up
in their combs.
This is my first season with bees. From three

hives in the spring I have built up to eight. I took

about 00 lbs. of honey from the three hives when 1

transferred them, and have fed 3i> lbs. of sugar to

furnish them with the necessary stores for winter

It has been all outlay with me this year; but next,

year I hope to reap some return for my expenditure

of money and labor. James McNeill.
Hudson, N. Y., Oct. 15, 1880.

Under transferring, you will lind,

friend M., directions tor drumming out the
bees, but it does not get out all of the bees,
and sometimes it gets out only a very small
part of them. I do not know of any way to

jiet them all out, without destroying the bar-
rel, or cutting their combs. Why not trans-
fer them in the usual way?—Your plan of
linding the queen was added to the A 13 C in
the last lot printed.—Maple sugar or syrup
is . wholesome for winter, if good ; but a
poor article is about like feeding brown
sugar. It will do for a warm-weather feed,
but not for winter.—Feeding the colony to
make them good-natured, when introducing
a. queen, has often been recommended, and I

have just now penciled it to go in next A B
C's printed. Thank you for reminding me
of it.

EARLY-AMBER SYRUI', etc.

I was reading, in Gleanings, your method of

manufacturing the Amber sugar-cane, and it seems
to me that you arc a little behind the times down in

Medina. We raised about U of an acre of the Am-
ber sugar-cane, and it made 115 gallons of nice am-
ber-colored syrup. We made it in little over a day.

We used the Cincinnati Victor Mill and the Cook
pan, copper, 12 feet long, on a tilting arch. We have
made sorghum syrup and considerable sugar ever

since the seed was introduced into Michigan. We
have made as high as 2500 gallons in one season. Tho
greater part of our business now in the fall is mak-
ing jell from cider. We use no sugar. Mr. Haw-
ley, of Napoleon, has a large cider-mill that runs by

steam. My son and his son-in-law make jell for

him. They run two copper pans. Cook's patent, 12

feet long. They average daily 220 gallons of nice

jell from apples nothing else. Some days they make
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over 100 gallons each. Last winter I had 32 swarms
of bees. They came out all right in the spring, and
looked very promising. I was sick all winter and
spring, and let out my bees. They did not swarm
till the first of'.July, and then only a part of them;
but they were the largest swarms that I ever saw.

They hived them, but they left for the woods, all but
three swarms. 1 think it was forthe want of honey.

It was the poorest season for honey in this section

that 1 ever knew. They put boxes and sections on
the most of them, but very few made any surplus

honey probably ','> lbs.

1 got up a sawing-machine, and run it by horse-

power. I made my hives and frames with saws,

ready to put together and nail. One-half of them I

made chat!' hives. You may look for a small sample
of sorghum syrup made on Cook's evaporator from
the Amber cane; also a sample of our apple jell.

The jf 11 was made from part sweet and part sour

apples; not as good flavor as all sweet apples. I

think if we should use a little time to neutralize the

acid, it would do to feed to bees spring or fall for

winter stores. J. T. Weeks.
Napoleon, Mich , Oct. 12, 1880:

The samples are both very nice ; many
thanks to you, friend W. The Amber syrup
is certainly very much lighter in color than
our own, but I think it was because some of
our cane was not well ripened. At the first

planting, some of it failed on account of the
dry weather, and so we planted again, and
the second crop was not fully ripe when cut.

T think the apple jelly might do for bee feed
late in the spring, or in very early fall, to

keep up breeding; but I would under no cir-

cumstances think of using it for winter
stores. The Amber syrup is so near the
color of honey, I should not be surprised if

it would do very well, even for winter stores;

but such experiments should be made cau-
tiously, on a few colonies at a time. What
can you sell such for, by the barrel ? Our
children are inclined to prefer it to honey.

that waterixg-trough; a suggestion.
I was reading about your watering-trough, and I

wonder why you have that mudhole beside it. Sure-

ly, that is neither neat nor convenient. My brother-

in-law has a trough at which the public, man and
beast, may drink, but it is minus the mudhole. Be-

fore he set the trough, he dug a deep drain, com-

mencing where the back of the trough would be, and
running it on down the side of the road a few rods,

and then across the road; then he Idled this drain

with broken stone, and set the trough, after cutting

a nick in the back edge, so that the surplus water all

runs out on the stones and away down the drain.

He covered the drain with earth, on which the grass

stows, and it is dry and nice all about the trough. I

have noticed people look down at their feet when
standing near the trough. I suppose they were
looking for that mudhole. E. H. McCLYMOND.
Templcton, Armstrong Co., Pa., Oct. 21, 1880.

Neither is there any mudhole around our
watering-trough now, friend H.'; but I fear
it, is not as tidy as the one you mention.
Thanks for suggestions.

FORTY SWARMS FROM BTVTB, AMI THEIR INCREASE,
/ ETC.

1 am around again: Well, I must tell how my bees

haw done. They did not do much but swarm. X

was too busy to attend to them until it was too late

to keep them from swarming. I had 40 swarms out

of 5 colonies, and the increase. Whew: nothing but

bees; it was too wet, more than half the time, for

them to work through the latter part of buckwheat.

My last buckwheat was a failure for honey; but

buckwheat is good, and goldenrod helped them
along, so that I will have 23 in fair condition for

winter. O my! the doubling up, you just ought to

see. Don't you think I ought to be in Blasted Hopes,

only about 100 lbs. of honey from 5 colonies? Well,

friend Boot, no giving up, even if I am nearly in

there. I will get about 15 hives with nice straight

combs to start for next summer.

I
A WORD TO BLUE EYES.

Now, see here, Blue Eyes, I am after you: I want

to know how many swarms you can raise out of

your hive of bees. I see you sitting on your pa's

lap. God bless you, your pa and ma, and brothers

and sisters'. May be I will come to see you yet. If I

go to Ohio, to see my brother and sisters, I will come
home that way; but, oh how I will pull your nose!

My baby is now 13 years old. Ain't she a whopper

for a baby? I am going to send you some radish

seeds, and if you sow them I will tell you how to

make big ones. If they commence to shoot up for

seed, you just go after them and pick those shoots

off, and you can raise them three inches through in

good deep soil. Well, this old ugly man who scolded

your pa once had better stop writing, had he not?

Your friend, and friend of all young folks.

St. Johns, Mich., Oct. 17, 1880. H. L. Warstler.

Many thanks, friend \V. Blue Eyes will

be very glad to see you if you can get her
over her bashfulness. You must have had
a long-continued yield of honey to have had
so many swarms from live, it seems to me.
If they should happen to keep on, and do the
same thing next year, where will you be?

BUILDING COMB ON THE WAY.
The queen and bees seem none the worse for their

long trip. They had built comb, and attached it to

the side of the box, and the queen had filled it with

eggs. I cut off this comb and inserted it in a queen-

less colony, and will try to raise a qu?en from tho

choice eggs. I am much pleased with the queen and

bees. Thank you for your liberality.

F. N. Wilder.
Forsyth, Monroe Co., Ga., May 18, 1880.

MOTH-WORMS IN THE BOXES.

Worms have made their appearance in my 1-lb.

sections, which I have kept in a tight case since

their removal from tho hives, and so I suppose I

must have carried in somo eggs or worms with the

honey. Can you give me a remedy, if there is any,

that will not damage the honey? I can not tindany

thiDg concerning worms in surplus honey in the A
BC. ILL. Band.
BoBton, Mass., Oct. 14, I860.

Under the head of bee moth, my friend,
you will find your case fully considered.
Tick out the worms by hand, if there are but
lew, and no more will come. If there are
too many for that plan, fumigate the honey
according to directions in A 15 C.

WINTERING BEES IXDER THE SNOW.
It has been a rather poor honey season hero. It

has been tho driest season we have had for fifty

years. I have taken 80 lbs. of box honey from 12 col-
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onies; which is better than most people have done.

I wish to submit one question to you and the many
bee-keepers that read Gleanings, in regard to win-

tering bees under the snow. I have never tried it,

and therefore I ask for information. I have four
hives that sat where the snow will drift over them
four feet deep—one of them a chaff hive. Will it be
safe to let them sit there through the winter?

Charles B. Ellts.
Corinna Center, Me., Oct. 16, 1880.

I believe it is generally conceded, that bees
are a great deal better off covered with snow
than without it ; and the more snow the
better. The only point that needs to be
looked to, so far as I have learned, is to be
sure- that they do not stand in a low spot,
lest, when the snow melts, the water run in-
to the hive. Snow is sufficiently porous to
allow all the ventilation needed, without
taking any pains to clear it away from the
entrance. Of course, mice should have no
possible means of access to the inside of the
hive.

I will now report my progress as a bee-keeper for

1880. I have taken 320 lbs. of section honey from 10

stocks, 30 lbs. being the most from any one single

hive. I had no increase. Other bee-keepers in the
neighborhood have realized comparatively nothing,

so to speak, and complain of the season as being a
poor one. White clover yielded nothing, and we
have no basswood to speak of. Honey retails at 15c

per lb. for comb, but there is no extracted in the
market; but if nothing happens to prevent, I think
I will place some on the market here next season.

EVAPORATING CANE JUICE, ETC., BY STEAM.
I believe you have made a beginning toward revo-

lutionizing the manufacture of molasses. There
are advantages in your mode of boiling the juice of

the cane that can not be had with any other mode
where the heat of the Are comes in direct contact
with the juice. This is one cause of so much dark-

colored syrup; the boiling is uneven. By boiling

with steam, you not only have a steady heat, but all

danger of burning the syrup is removed.
I was not bothered by the bees this year again, and

I seem to think that they don't care much for cane
juice or molasses, for my bees had quit storing hon-
ey, and, before I was half through working at the
mill, the honey tlow stopped, and until then I did

not see one bee about; but then I saw about two or

three a day until I was doue, and they did not seem
to care much for it. Nearly all I worked was early

amber. I have about 2 lbs. of early-amber seed that

I am going to thrash out. I believe the seed of early

amber here is much larger than it is further north.

1 got some from Wisconsin last spring, and it was
much smaller than ours here, and the seed I got
from it is as large and tine as any.

A suggestion.—Why will your mode of boiling cane
juice not be just the thing to cure green, unripe, ex-

tracted honey, make bee candy, etc.? No danger of

burning, I think. Please give us your method of
thrashing cane seed. T.J.Cook.
Newpoint, Ind., Oct. 21), 1880.

I did not invent boiling syrup by steam,
friend C, but only the plan of making these
tubes in a cheap and cleanly way. of tin. I
confess I am greatly surprised at the rate
these small pans boil, and I presume it is

much owing to their being made of such
thin tubes. It is a most excellent arrange-

ment for melting candied honey, evaporat-
ing thin honey, melting grape sugar, or any
thing of that sort.—We thrash our seed with
a flail, but it don't thrash as easily as wheat
and oats, by considerable.

WINTERING ON CANDY ONLY.
Did you ever winter bees on your candy feed with-

out other feed? I have had weak swarms in the

spring cluster against it and die. I think it was be-

cause they had no honey. S. H. Hough.
New Milford, Portage Co., Ohio, Oct. 26, 1880.

It is always dangerous to depend on candy
for a weak colony in cool weather, and that,
too, with any kind of candy. If we have a
strong cluster that will warm up and melt
the lumps so they can get them into their
combs, I have no fear of them ; but in giv-
ing any colony candy when they are out, or
very nearly out, of stores, we must watch
them until they get started on it. After
they have got to consuming it briskly, it will
furnish animal heat enough so they will go
on without danger, unless there comes a very
cold snap. There is nothing so safe as a
frame of sealed stores, in such cases ; but
these stores may just as well be sugar syrup
that has been fed in warm weather, as combs
of honey. I have wintered a colony on candy
alone.

A NEW WATER-FONT, OR FEEDEH.
1 have just sent you a

water - font. To fill it,

put it in a pail of water,

with one hole out of wa-

ter. When filled, hang or

set it level. If this font

meets your approbation,

and you would like a

number of them, I will

furnish them for 10 c.

apiece, at the shop, or on
board the cars, in good

order.

Henry Talman.
Eldora, la., May 25, 1880.

This water-font is made of stoneware, and
is a very pretty-looking utensil for only 10c.

As they are a little heavy to ship, perhaps
our friends who want them would do better
to send direct to friend T. I presume they
can be made readily at any potter's, for I saw
the same thing on my recent visit to friend
Stahl's, in Mogadore. In having them made,
be sure to tell the potter to make the holes
so small that bees can not get inside. In
using some of our board feeders, I first got
the grooves too large, and the bees, in their
eagerness, would push into them, even un-
der the liquid, and be drawn up into the jar

by atmospheric pressure. Something of the
kind made of glass would be very neat, and
I presume they will answer just as well to

water small chickens as bees. Is there a
glass-worker among our readers? The font
sent us would, I should guess, hold about a
half-gallon.

DANGER FUOM TWO QUEENS IN A H1VF.

The queen you sent me Sept. 13th came all right.

She was very dark-somuch so that if 1 had seen her

with black bees, I would have taken her lor a black

queen every time. 1 was just five days in getting
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her introduced. 1 took her out of a ball of bees five

different times. I tried to introduce her the day I

got her; and when, on looking- for her half an hour
after, I found her in a ball of bees with one of her
wings nearly torn off. I tried her every day for Ave
days before the3T would receive her. On openingthe
hive about 10 days after she commenced laying, I

saw a queen very much like the one I had just put
in, only she was much smaller, and had perfect

wings. I knew this was a young queen, and I took
her out; and on the next frame I found the queen
you sent me. They have not tried to supersede her
since.

YELLOW ItEES FROM DARK QUERN?.
I .just finished packing them in chaff yesterday,

and find that her progeny are all three-bunded bees
but they are dark. A stock in this same hive played
that game on me tkree years ago; viz., by raising a

queen and destroying the one I had put in after she

had been laying two weeks; but they did not succeed
this time. The first bees were black, but these last

ones were pure Italians. All are packed in chaff,

ready for winter when it comes, and I feel pretty

sure that all (20 swarms; will come out in the spring

O. K.; at least, I am sure they won't starve.

J. W. Keek an.

Bloomington, McLean Co.. 111., Oct. 29, 1880.

FLORIDA AS; A HONEY STATE.

In your remarks to H. A. Harriman, in Blasted

Hopes, May No., you justly charge him with care,

lessness; but there is a point where he shows the

trait, that you did not mention. He says, in speak-
ing of bee-keeping in the South, "Si far as my er.

perience goes, it is not a bonanza, and at present 1

am inclined to think the profits will not be so great

as in the North. Our honey is not so smooth, a little

more acid, and has a greater tendency to make one
cough than Northern honey; is darker generally,

and, when extracted, is sent to city markets and sold

for manufacturing purposes, and has to compete
with molasses. In 1870, mine netted but 45c per gal-

lon—not quite 4c per lb. Again, the honey-flow is

more continuous, but not so great at any one time,

so that brood-rearing goes on briskly, and but very
little surplus is stored." His carelessness is shown
by using the words, "Southern honey." All this may
be true of Arkansas honey, but it is not true, in a

single particular, of Florida honey, and I believe

Florida is considered a Southern State. The honey-

flow here, instead of being continuous, is divided in-

to four seasons, with two, three, or four weeks of

drought between. The honey here is as smooth as

any in the North, and most of it light-colored; in

fact, our cabbage-palmetto honey, which forms the

big crop of the season, la SO smooth and 80 light-col-

ored, that many fear that it will not sellinthe North,

on account of consumers thinking- it a manufac-
tured article. We have but one crop of dark honey,

and that is the last one of the season, and is used to

feed back during the next spring. As to the profits

here, I fail to see any reason why they should not be

far greater than in the North, as we have to go to no
expense to winter, and we never lose bees on ac-

count of the cold. The bees increase very fast, and
we never have a. year without a good crop of honey.

We can ship our honey to any of the big markets by
water, which is always cheap transportation; and as

we have more good pine growing in Florida than in

any other State in the Union, hive-lumber is cheap.
When I came to Florida, I cried "Eureka!" \ was

correct. If any one wants to ask questions, send
stamps, as I can not afford to spend time and find

stamps and paper, for the sole benefit of entire

strangers, as many seem to think. W. S. Hart.
New Smyrna, Fla.

two queens in a hive, again.

I am what you might term a beginner in the bee
business. I had two colonies last summer in the old-

fashioned Langstroth hive; last fall I tried to Ital-

ianize both colonies, and I succeeded with one. The
other Italian queen, by some means or other, got
killed. The old black queen that I took from them
also died. I was under the impression all winter
that they were without a queen. I thought to raise

them a queen by giving them brood this spring, but
I discovered early that bees were increasing. I

transferred from an old L. hive to Simplicity on the

12th, and found a black queen and any amount of

brood, and quite a number of Italian bees.

Now, the query is, where did the queen and Italian

bees come from? or do black bees ever have two
queens? It was the second day of October when I

took away the old queen, and I am certain she died.

Now, friend Root, what is your opinion on the mat-
ter? My bees wintered well, and I think they will

swarm soon. H. C. N.
Strattonville, Clarion Co., Pa,, May 20, 1880.

Two queens in the hive, undoubtedly,
friend N. You killed the old one, probably,
and as she was of little or no use any way,
they thrived just as well.

WINTERING in a hill-side cave.

I shall have to bother you with one question: My
first lesson in the ABC commenced with 6 and in-

creased to I!'. I want to winter without loss. My
apiary is on a south hill-side. I have dug in the
ground, and put straw under the hives, and an inch
board on each side, and banked them with straw and
then dirt, up to the top of the lower story. Please

tell me if this will do. All are 7 and 8 frames, with
cushions on each side. I take off the oil-cloth cover
for winter. Wm. Malone.
Oakley, Lucas Co., Iowa.

If you can avoid dampness, you will suc-
ceed very well in the hill-side, so far as win-
tering is concerned. But this plan, as well
as all other plans of indoor wintering, will,
many times, keep the bees damp and cold,
when they would be warm and dry in the
open air. A single hive in the open air
warms and dries through in a very short
time during any warm, sunny day; while
your hives in the cave would be cold and
damp. If you can make your side hill so as
to be a perfect protection from cold winds,
and yet admit all of the sun, it will be a
great help ; but I do not believe I would
have any earth overhead, unless you inclose
the hives like a cellar.

TWO QUEENS IN ONE HIVE.

Please send me a tested queen; I will stand the
loss, if any, by mail. I got one two weeks ago; the
two, one for a neighbor, came all right; but as I did

not heed your warning (bo sure there is no queen
present), I am out a queen and a dollar. "How smart
we are when we find it out ourselves!" Please send
by return mail. George W. Dillon.
Canton, Stnrk Co., O., Nov. I, 1880.
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CAGING QUEEN-CELLS OVER THE CLUSTER OF BEES.

Please give some directions how to cut out queen-

cells and put in small cage, and also iu regard to

putting over cluster of bees to hatch out. Please

give particulars in full. I tried the plan, and out of

8 cells there were only 4 that hatched; and it appears

to mo that only those that were laid horizontal

hatched, and those that I put in the cage with the

apex of cell upward failed to hatch.

Dk. H.J. Peters.

Kogersville, O., May 81, 1880.

If I am correct, 110 one has succeeded very
well with your plan of hatching queen-cells,

friend P., and this is why the idea has been
discarded. I think the cells hatch a little

better if they are placed pretty nearly in the
position in which they are usually built, al-

though we seldom take any pains to turn
them thus in the lamp nursery.

TRANSFERRING IN OCTOBER, ETC.

I am busy transferring from box to L. hives and

frames, and all are doing well, despite the pestifer-

ous robbers. The two colonies 1 transferred three

weeks ago have filled their frames with unsealed

honey, and some of the queens are quite busy.

I send you a sample of the insignificant little weed

that grows profusely all over the country herefrom
which and from goldenrod our bees are now filliug

the hives. We call it "stiekweeJ." Can you tell

what its botanical name is?

The species you inclose is Aster miser,

which has been so frequently mentioned in

back numbers.
Some months ago my friends and acquaintances

thought, and even suggested, that I was just a little

"daft" on the subject of bees and bee culture; but

since I have talked with many of them, and loaned

them Cleanings and ABC and Langstroth, I flud

many of them taking the contagious fever; and I

think next spring you will have from this neighbor-

hood five correspondents and customers where you
had one or none last season.

About those gray-back bees. How do you account

for them ? There are too many for it to be a freak of

nature; besides, they are just as industrious as the

other workers. Each has a white spot like a drop of

milk or paint on his back, and they seem to be a

shade larger than their companions.

I have a large hybrid colony of two-banded bees.

I thought I was mistaken at first, but an hour's

close observation satisfies me that nearly all of them
have two distinct yellow bands, and the other two
bands are narrow white. All who have looked at

them notice the difference between them and my
pure Italians, as much as the difference between
them and the one-banded ones. Are they three-

fourths Italian? It is a large and very industrious

colony, judging from the way they pour out of the

entrance all day. L. M. Shumaker.
North Danville, Pitts. Co., Va., Oct. 11, 1880.

There is very little trouble in transferring
in October, or, in fact, at any other season,
when the bees are getting honey enough to
enable them to build comb.

I fear you have not read your ABC book,
friend S., or you would have seen about the
bees with the white spot on their backs. It
is not a race of bees at all, but simply be-
cause the bees are getting honey from the
wild touch-me-not.

The bees you mention are probably from a
black queen that has met an Italian drone.
They are often marked in that way.

DAVIS' TRANSPOSITION PROCESS.

I think it ought to be well known, that the trans-

position process is not always a success, and that

those who buy queens will be much more likely to

get what they expect. Last season I transferred

larva? into 7 cells, and waited results; and what
were they? I got two Italian and five full-blooded

black queens. The black bees removed the Italian

larva;, and replaced them with black larvse. I did

my work very carefully. L. S. Jones.
New Philadelphia, Tusc. Co., O , May 31, 1880.

You say you did your work very carefully,
friend J., and yet you admit, that the blacks
had larvse of their own that they could put in

place of what you gave them. I should not
call that "carefully," at all. We always let

them build cells of their own, until their
larvae is all out of the hive, and then tear
down their cells and graft them, and they
are obliged to use the Italian larvse, whether
or no.

AN A B C SCHOLAR'S EXPERIENCE.

About the 1st of July I sent to you for a dollar

queen. She arrived safely on the 7th, when I, being
laid up by severe affliction, called on a friend to in-

troduce her. He killed the old queen, and intro-

duced the Italian, and the bees killed ber right away.

I immediately sent to you for another, which arrived

in good time, and in good order. I was still in bed,

but I got my friend to introduce her. By this time
the bees were anxious for a queen, and accepted

her at once, and she went to laying right away. But
fiom some cause, the colony had become greatly re-

duced, and it was very difficult to keep it up in liv-

ing order. I was quite busy after I got up from my
affliction, and neglected t hem for a couple of weeks,

when, about Oct. 1st, I noticed one day while the

family were at dinner, that my bees were swarming.
I went out and found my Italians leaving their gum;
but, fortunately, I had clipped the madam's wings,

and she was found on the ground in front of the

hive, and we put her back, and all the bees returned

at once. I immediately examined the inside of the

hive, and found it minus honey, plus a great many
worms. I at once removed all the frames that had
signs of worms on them, which left me only four

sound frames, with no young bees of any age. Bad
fix, you say. Well, I thought so too; but I gave them
some common sugar syrup, and in two days there

were eggs in two of the frames, and in ten days two
frames were capped over full of brood, and the bees

have been very busy ever since, carrying in pollen.

I have kept up the feed; and intend to keep it up
through the winter. Do you think I'll bring them
through all right? My bees are beautiful three-

banded, leather-colored ones; longer, but not so

heavy nor plump as my other bees. I have given my
Italians two frames of black brood to keep up tho

colony since introducing the queen, and I can now
every day make a comparison as to size. The Ital-

ians seem more lively than the blacks in their mo-
tions, but I can not say as to whether they are pref-

erable or not. James Bussey.

Bastrop, La., Oct. 20, 1880.

You can feed them all winter and build
them up, in your locality, without any
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trouble at all, friend B.; but you want to
keep them going:, after you once get them
started. Bees, like people, sometimes get
discouraged, and won't try ; and we wish to
be careful to avoid letting them run short of
rations, or any thing of that kind. I think
you can make' your Italian colony swarm, by
February or March, if you crowd them along
as you are doing now.

'

SAVING BEES FROM THE SULPHUR PIT.

I had the good fortune to save four large colonies

from the sulphur pit yesterday, to which the owner
had determined to send them. I transferred them
to nice new L. hives and frames, and this morning
they are cleaning up theirhomes, throwing out dead
bees and other debris. But, strange to write, the

four box hives did not furnish a quart of extracted

honey, and not a single sheet of white comb. I have
now a pile of black stuff (once comb) that would All a

water-bucket, and I can not do other than burn it. I

saw young bees that had been hatched in some of

this comb that werebut little largerthan house-flies.

The time when the first colony was placed {not hived 1

in the oldest gum, was so far back that, as my Lord
Chief Justice Coke would say, " the memory of man
runneth not to the contrary." I never saw such
sheets of comb in my life, and hope I shall not soon
again. L. M. Shumaker.
North Danville, Pitts. Co., Va., Sept. 2:;, 1880.

A REPORT FROM THE CYPRIANS FROM FRIEND HAY-
HURST.

I have one of Mr. D. A. Jones' "fifteen-dollar" Cy-
prian queens. She was received too late to test her
fully this season. Her worker bees are beautifully

marked on the lower as well as the upper part of the

body. I have ten laying queens from her; they also

are well marked, and so nearly alike, being almost

perfect counterparts of the mother, that it would be

difficult to make a selection. If she continues to

breed thus, I shall value her highly, as most of my
imported Italians have produced a great variety of

color in their queen progeny, many of them being

very dark, even when raised under the most favor,

able ciroumstances. E. M. Hayhurst.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 20, 1880.

AN A B C SCHOLAR'S REPORT.
As I do not see Minnesota very well represented,

I thought I would report my success in bee culture,

although I am only an A B C scholar six months old.

Last spring I started in with six weak colonies of

bees; but not understanding the ways of the little

" busy bee," 1 was advised by our friend Hon. J. P.

West, of Wells, to subscribe for a bee journal, and
so I sent to you for A B C, and also subscribed for

Gleanings, which I read with great interest. In

June my first swarm came out when I was away
from home, and left for parts unknown. Thought I,

I will put a stop to that, and so I went to work and
divided them. Then I sent to friend A. I. Root for a

queen. She came on immediately, and I introduced
her to my best colony. She went right to work lay-

! ing, as though nothing had happened. She proved
to he a pure Italian, and I have raised over 20 beau-

tiful Italian queens from her, and have inereasedmy
apiary to 24 colonies, besides extracting over 300 lbs.

of nice honey, and got my apiary Italianized also.

How is that for an ABC scholar only six months
old?

Don't drop the cartoons, for they will bring on a

smile when other things won't; and you know that

is very essential when a fellow has been transferring

black bees. L. C. Seaton.
Banks, Faribault Co.. Minn., Oct. 25, 1880.

STILL ANOTHER FEEDER.
I will tell you how I made my feeders. They are

simple, and any one can readily obtain them. I pro-

cured some one and two pound oyster-cans (in the

back room of the stores;) at the bottom I punched a

hole from a quarter to half an inch ; rolled a piece of

tin a size larger, and two inches long; soldered it to

the can, and then tied a piece of flannel at the other

end, covering it like a strainer; then with my pock-
et-knife I cut a piece of soft pine to fit in the top, to

prevent bees from getting in. I use mine by boring

a hole just above the entrance and letting the spout

go in, and fastening the can by a wire hook soldered

to the side at top. It works well, and puts the feed

inside, while the can remains outside, to bo exam-
ined to at will. F. M. Ledbetter.
Greenville, Ga., Oct. 15, 1880.

MORE HONEY THAN A MAN CAN LIFT.

I will state, that I think my bees have done well,

considering the fearful drought. I have swarms
that have filled three hives solid with honey; that is,

I placed two empty bodies of hives on top, one above
the other. I fail to find any one who has got muscle
enough to raise them off their foundation.

I must state, that the 1 lb. of bees I got of you the

19th of June has built up to a rousing swarm, and has
filled a l'i story hive solid with honey.

Greenwood, Col., Oct. 15, 1880. H. H. C. Bruce.

A'ery good, friend 15 ; but if you had this
honey, or at least a part of it, in 1-lb. sec-
tions, it would bring you from 20 to 25c per
lb.; but as it is, you will probably be trou-
bled to get 15c for it. I know that great
amounts of honey can be obtained by piling
hives up in that way.

QUERIES ABOUT HONEY-PLANTS, ETC.
I am thinking some of setting out some Simpson

and Spider plants next spring, but, before doing so,

I should like to know if they are hard to get rid ol

,

should a person desire to get them off from the land.

Also, will they grow on sandy soil (side hills)?

Will sweet clover stay where sown, or will it run
all over the plantation? Our bees gave an average
of about 15 or lti lbs. per colony; some none, one 50

lbs.

SOMETHING ABOUT FRIEND MORGAN.
Though but 20 miles from friend Morgan, we did

not get hit by his big honey-storm. The hills be-

tween the two villages must have kept it confined

inthe Trempealeau. The fact is, friend Morgan has

scooped the pile of us this year.

Our honey in 1-lb. sections took the "palm" at our
fair, besides making a stir among some of the bee-

keepers. F. O. Polleys.
LaCrosse, Wis., Oct. 11, 1880.

The plants mentioned are in no more
danger of becoming troublesome weeds,
than tomatoes and cabbages ; in fact, they
are just about like them, in respect to hardi-
ness. I fear they would not bear much hon-
ey on sandy hill-sides, unless the ground was
good,—say any good corn ground. Sweet
clover is very easily got rid of by plowing it

up, because it never blossoms until the sec-
ond year. You must get up early, next sea-
son, friend P., and not let friend Morgan get
all of the great honey yields.
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EGGS NOT HATCHING; HAVE BEES EARS?
As I am an A B C scholar in bee culture, I would

like to ask a few questions. About 4 weeks ago I in-

troduced 4 Italian queens, 3 of which laid and raised

a nice lot of bees, and the other laid the second day
after I let her loose, but never hatched an Italian

bee. What was the reason? I also put some eggs
in the hive and they are all gone. The queen is all

right, for I saw her to-day. I also put eggs in the

3 other hives, in which 1 inserted Cyprian queen-

cells. From 2 of those the eggs were removed. One
of the young queens, in 4 days after, laid in the same
piece of comb, and plenty all around it; the thirdone
has the brood sealed over. The eggs were all from
the same frame. 1 have 50 stocks in good condition

for winter. I use the L. hive, with a chaff packing
case. It has been a poor honey season here, espe-

cially the fore part, there being no white clover. I

have 7 swarms that I got when they were going to

take them up—3 Italians that were buckwheat
swarms. Will it do to winter them on sealed honey
without any pollen? I have one Cyprian that I got
in August. She is a good layer.—Do bees have ears?

A friend of mine thinks they have none.
C J. Haight.

Rush, Susquehanna Co., Pa., Oct. 20, 1880.

The colony that would not hatch any of
the eggs given them, I think had got dis-
couraged, for some reason or other, and did
not take care of them. W here a stock is

quite weak, weather cool, and no honey
coming in, they sometimes act in this way.

—

About bees hearing : This is an old question,
and I do not remember now how it was de-
cided,—if, in fact, it was decided at all.

Some experiments seemed pretty conclusive
that bees do hear ; others, that bees do not,
where sufficient pains was taken to be abso-
lutely certain their hive was not jarred.
Mrs. Root thinks they hear, because so
many of them would come to the pump
when they heard the chain rattle. Will
Prof. Cook please tell us if bees have ears?—
Pollen is not at all necessary for wintering.
and some think they winter even better
without any. Of course, they must have it

before they commence brood-rearing.

THICK COMBS IN TRANSFERRING.
I am very enthusiastic on the subject of bees. 1

have been transferring lately, and have had excel-

lent success. The only trouble I have is in not be-

ing able to get as many cards in the new hive as I

think they need, as they are so thick. Some of the
hives will hold only six frames, so thick is the old

-comb. Will they do well with that number?
E. Z. Wood.

East Smithfleld, Bradford Co., Pa., May 16, 1880.

The thick combs will do no harm, unless
the bees begin small bits of comb in the
spaces below, or because it leaves too many
cold spaces at the approach of cool weather.
On this account, you should begin to trim
off the protuberances as soon as they get the
combs well fastened, and gradually bring
them up into proper distance. The brood
combs can be pressed one way and another
until you get the combs straight and flat.

The comb is frequently found too large for
the frame when the bulges are straightened
out ; and in such cases, cut out a slice next
the bottom-bar, and, if necessary, draw the
bottom-bar up against the comb until the

bees fasten it, with a transferring wire.
Where bottom-bars are found bent, down-
ward so as to kill bees, we bring them
straight in the same way. Bring your combs
into good nice shape, and then keep them
so. Pad, crooked, ill-shaped combs in a
hive, year after year, are an expense, both
to the bees and their keeper, that should
not be tolerated.

When the honey season opened I had 50 stands of

bees; increased by natural swarming to 78, all in

movable-frame hives, and in good condition for win-

tering. They are the common black bees; made
2300 lbs. of comb honey, some in G-lb. boxes and 1' j-

1b. sections; 150 lbs. extracted, making a total of

2450 lbs. of honey, averaging 40 lbs. on the old stocks;

my best hive made 1175£ lbs. comb honey. Nearly
all is buckwheat honey; the yield in this locality

was very good. The early honey was a rather short

crop. An open winter, which froze the clover root,

and a rather dry summer following, was, in my
opinion, the cause, although the season opened well

on raspberry and fruit blossoms. Bees did not

swarm as much as usual as supplies fell short in the

height of the swarming season.

PREVENTION OF EXCESSIVE SWARMING.
I do not approve of too much swarming. One

good swarm from a strong stock of be^s is plenty

for profit. All other swarms should be returned to

the parent stock. The way I return such swarms is

by hiving them in a box or bee-hive cover, and plac-

ing them as neir the parent stock as I can, close

by the side of if, and letting them remain there

about 21 hours; then, return them, queen and all,

and they will not swarm again, as a general rule

perhaps not once in 10 times. I often take a part of

such swarms to increase weak stocks, taking their

queens away to supply queenless stocks during the

swarming season. lam well satisfied with the re-

sult. This season compared well with the general

result all over. Grooner Goff.
Stcvensville, Soil. Co , N. Y., Nov. 1, 18S0.

BEES DON'T OPEN GRAPES.
According to promise, I now give you the result of

my experiments with grapes. As soon as the bees

commenced on the Catawbas, I selected a large

bunch of sound ripe ones, mashed a portion of them,
and laid them on a hive in my apiary, and in a short

time they were covered with bees. I then took my
seat by them, and, with a large magnifying-glass,

watched their movements until they had cleaned up
all the juice that laid around loose. I then smeared
all the sound grapes with juice, and watched them
clean it all off, and they never allowed their jaws or

pincers to come in contact with the grape. They
used no means, except their antennas, or tongue,

which they slightly doubled under, near the point,

and, instead of sucking the juice through the point,

they wiped it up as a person would water with a

cloth, only not quite so fast, but much faster in pro-

portion to their size. I also watched a number of

wasps, from time to time, and discovered that, in-

stead of trying to open the grape, Mr. Wasp would
force his head between the grapes and imbibe the

juice from a worm-hole, by drinking with his mouth
and not with his tongue, as the bees do. I then pro-

cured a nice grape, with a minute hole in one side

containing a worm, and laid it close to the cluster

on the hive, put some juice over it, and soon had
several bees at work wiping it up, and as I sat with
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my glass, saw the little worm pop out of the hole, as

if frightened by the bees crawling over it, and en-

sconce itself between the next two grapes, and at

once commenced fortifying Itself. In less than an

hour it was completely hidden by a web of its own
weaving:. I then left it until morning, when I found
the skin of the punctured grape, but no bees about;

and, on separating the two grapes, T found them
both punctured. 1 examined them, but the worm
had very mysteriously disappeared. I then from
time to time would mash a grape and put the juice

over the others, which would soon be visited and
licked off by the bees, and the sound ones always
left untouched, and they are still lying- on the hive,

dried like raisins, nice and sweet. By my experi-

ments, 1 am forced to the conclusion, that, instead

of the honey-bee destroying- sound grapes, she only

g-athers the juice of those punctured by the worm,
or otherwise injured, and thus deprives us of the

pleasure of swallowing- many a firry morsel of delic-

ious fresh meat along with our grapes. She has the

capacity to cut open any grape, but not the instinct

to do so; which, if she had, the bees would in a very
few days destroy every grape in the land.

BEE-STINGS AND RHEUMATISM.

I am 58 years old, and have from time to time

been troubled with rheumatism in my neck, and on
several occasions have been stung exactly on the af-

fected part, and it always aggravates the complaint
for a day or two, without eventually appearing to do
any good nor harm.

GRAPE SUGAR FOR WINTER EEEDINC
I fed about a dozen hives this fall, with syrups of

grape and cane sugar, mixed, as follows: To 4 lbs.

white coffee sugar, 1 quart water; and to 4 lbs.

grape sugar, 1 pint water; heat both to a syrup,

then mix, using 2 parts grape and 1 part cane syrup,

/by measurement. It makes a very nice syrup, and,

so far, I can not distinguish it from pure cane syrup,

in the cells, and the bees appear to like it equally as

well. I will report results in the spring.

Oxford, Ohio. D. A. McCORD.

SPIDER PLANT GROWING WILD, ETC.

I commenced with 20 colonies; reduced to 18 by
uniting, and now have them in fine condition to go
through the coming winter. All in L. hives. I am
perfectly delighted with the business, and the

strangest thing to me is, that I reached the age of 47

before I knew I had any such taste. I find that the

hybrids in my stock have succeeded better in honey-

gathering than the full Italians, colonies about of

equal strength; notwithstanding, I hope to get rid

of all my hybrids next spring or summer, from the

fact that they are worse to rob and sting, I think,

than pure Italians. I am inclined to think we have
the Spider plant, known here as the "polecat plant."

From the representation in your A B C, it is doubt-

less the same thing. M. S. Waters, M. D.

Bethel, Tenn., Oct. 28, 1880.

You are probably right about the Spider
plant. I have been told it grows wild in the
South; and, if lam correct, it lias before
been recognized as a plant known by the
name yon mention.

LOSING (?)TEN DOLLAIiS.

I must tell you how you did not get ten dollars

that you were about to get. This summer we had a

drought for nearly two months; bees had almost

quit brood-rearing. I was just upon the eve of

sending you the above amount for grape sugar,

when I noticed that calm, satisfied hum in my apia-

ry, which you have described as the sure sign that

honey is being brought in. I opened a hive, and,

sure enough, there was the fresh unsealed honey.

This was about the middle of September, and the

yield continued until frost, Oct. 17th. Many hives

that would have required feeding, now have plenty

for wintering; so, this is 1 he way you lost the ten

dollars, and I know you are glad of it. My bees are

about half hybrids and full Italians; I raised my
queens from one bought of Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Au-
gusta, Ga. Give me hybrids for honey, swarming,

stings, and robbing. J. A. Clements.
Villanow, Ga., Nov. 4, 1880.

Thank yon, friend <
'. I think a great deal

more of earning such good opinions of my
friends than 1 do of the money they send
me ; although, during these fall months,
S10.00 hills seem to do a wonderful sight of
good, it does me more good to hear of yields
of honey coming unexpectedly.

DORS THE POSITION OF THE CELL AFFECT THE QUEEN?
You no doubt have observed, that all apiaries

have some certain few hives that do better than

the others, and yet no visible cause,—the queens be-

ing prolific, and the workers more vigorous, produc-

ing double and sometimes treble the amount of

honey. I have never heard a satisfactory reason giv-

en in any bee journal. I am quite sure that I have
discovered the cause; viz., the queens are reared

in horizontal cells, same as workers, only longer; a

little rim on end of cell 1-16 of an inch long present-

ing the appearance of a drone-cell, except rim. In

conversing with queen-raisers, all say that queens

appear, of which they can not account, at times. I

have investigated the matter to my entire satisfac-

tion, in three different cases, such queens produc-

ing the above-named result. I have one such

queen whose hive produced 240 lbs. of honey, and
gave more than double of help than any other hive

in making new swarms. I saw her hatch out of

such a cell last 3'ear. In raising cells, I find, where
great numbers are produced by a hive, I can almost

always find 2 or 3 such cells, and sometimes more;

but I never noticed, until this year, that they were
the best queens. If I am right, one more step for-

ward in our industry. Please give the matter some
personal thought. A. L. Klar.
Pana, 111., Nov. 4, 1880.

Although the position of the cell may
make some difference, friend lv.. I am
strongly inclined to think you will lay less

stress on this particular point after a "more
extended series of observations. Is it not
rather the quantity of royal food that the
bees have placed with the queen before she
is sealed upV

I exhibited those things at our fair, but, as there

was no other apiarian display, nor any competition,

I of course got no premium or anything. It seems
to be the general opinion, that this is not a good

country for bees. We have neither clover nor bass-

wood, and bees don't work much on buckwheat, and

I never seen them on goldcnrod and asters; and yet

my bees have paid me very well. I never lost any

yet. I think we can afford to raise honey-plants

here, for we can get land for $3.00 per acre. Labor

on a farm is only about $12.00 per month.

Nashville, Barton Co., Mo. John Umhols.
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BEES DYING SUDDENLY.

Your postal was received, in regard to my bees dy-

ing. About the time I received it, they had stopped

a little, and in five days it was all over. I looked in

the hives, all of them, and they have plenty—every

one being full, and some working in the sections.

After they quit dying, they were one inch deep in

front of the hives for a distance of t! feet out, being

both young and old bees. I cleaned them up and

carried them away, and swept the yard, and now I

see nothing wrong. As for the Spider-plant seed I

got of you, I got 13 plants, and they bloomed and

were doing well when a heavy frost killed the last

one of them. I watched them every day while in

bloom, and saw the drop of honey very plainly. I

will get some more seed of you next year. I got

only 3 Simpsons. D. F. C. Hambly.
Spanish Ranch, Plumas Co., Cal.

I am inclined to think, friend II., that it

was something your bees gathered that
caused the mortality. After the plant had
ceased blooming, they stopped dying, as you
mention. I presume you are sure it was not
a case of poisoning, like the one mentioned
in the Nov. No. V When bees begin to die
in that way, I would feed them heavily with
granulated-sugar syrup.

Bees have not done much here this summer. Lin-

den and clover were failures. Bees did not get any
more than enough to live on until the middle of

August, when strong stocks gal tiered some surplus.

1 got 425. lbs of comb honey from IT hives.

J. H. MORBISSON.
Warsaw, Hancock Co., 111., Oct. 18, 1880.

CAN BEES CONVERT WORKER EGGS INTO DRONES?
I have recently had an item of experience bearing

directly on that point. I mentioned, last week, the

loss of queens in their flight. One has returned, and
is laying. The other swarm, to which I gave two
frames of brood in all stages, have sealed several

queen-cells and built out one-fifth (by estimate) of

the remaining cells for drones, and have them seal-

ed. Most of them protrude about }-i inch. The hive

from which 1 took the frames had no drone brood,

and has none yet. Appearances indicate that even
bees think and reason and forecast to a greater ex-

tent than some are willing to admit. These bees
raised a queen, and lost her through scarcity of

drones. Realizing this, apparently, they are now
providing drones in order to avoid a recurrence of

the calamity; and the probability is, that the eggs
from which they are being raised were fructified.

Is the foregoing conclusive evidence, that bees can
raise drones at will from worker eggs?
Georgiana, Fla., Aug. 19, '80. Frank A. White.
Aug. 25.—Some of the drones are hatching from

the cells built on worker brood. If the bees had
proved to be workers, as I thought it possible,

thouerh not probable, the foregoing "item" would
have proven that bees as well as men are liable to

fail in carrying out their plans. As it is, how can
any one say, " 'tis but chance," when it is so mani-
festly the accomplishment of a part of the law of
their existence, which law, though not yet fully un-
derstood by man, was given by a Being as far above
man in knowledge and wisdom and power, as man is

above the most insignificant of creatures on the face
of the earth? F. A. W.

I at once wrote our friend, that I thought
he must be mistaken, and asked him to be
sure to tell us if the eggs were in worker
cells ; if in drone, of course they were laid
as drone eggs in the first place. Here is his
reply :

—
The entire frame in question was worker cells.

The hive from which it was taken had but few
drone-cells, and they contained no eggs. The queen
was not crowded, for only enough honey was com-
ing in to keep up brood-rearing. There were no
eggs in drone-cells in any of the bives, five in num-
ber. Father, mother, and I, estimated that about
one-fifth of the cells in said frame were drawn out
for drones, the capped excrescence protruding fully

}4 inch beyond those capped as workers. Many
of them hatched before the queens, some after. It

did look "knobby" ! It is the only frame I have seen

treated in that way. I am inclined to the opinion,

theory to the contrary notwithstanding-, that bees

have full control of the sex produced from an im-

pregnated egg. I think all intelligent apiarists con-

cede that they can control two of the sexes. We
know that an omnipotent God lias given them this

power, and it seems to me probable that it is extend-

ed to the remaining sex.

The experience referred to above has set me to

thinking on this subject, and in order to draw out

the truth, if possible, I will ask a few questions:

—

Does the anatomy of a queen show an ovary where
eggs can not be impregnated, and one where they
can? Can a drone from a fertile worker's egg im-

pregnate a queen? Can the drone of a "drone-lay-

ing queen" impregnate a queen?

If any one has already investigated this subject in

all its bearings, microscopically and experimentally,

I should like to be informed, as I have not the facili-

ties for either examination or experiment.

Georgiana, Fla., Oct. 9, 1880. Frank A. White.

I think, friend W., that the eggs in the
ovaries of the queen are all alike,—unim-
pregnated. The impregnation takes place
as the egg is laid, while passing the mouth
of the "spermatheca. Berlepsch decided,
from a single experiment, that drones from
a virgin queen are capable of fertilizing

queens ; but, although several of our read-
ers have at different times kept virgin drone-
laying queens for the purpose of having
young queens fertilized very early in the
spring, I believe no one is very sure that
these drones served the purpose. I have
always supposed it impossible for bees to
produce drones from worker eggs ; and, in
fact, eggs have been cut out of worker cells

and skillfully placed in drone comb, and rice

versa, but they always hatched out drones or
workers, just as if they had not been moved.
Your case is a little different, however,
friend AV

r
., but still, not unlike the very com-

mon experiment of placing a frame of'work-
er eggs in a queenless colony for the pur-
pose of getting queen-cells. So far as I
know, these always hatch out worker bees,
and I must still think that your comb would
have batched drones in worker cells all the
same, if the comb had been left in the orig-
inal hive, where the eggs were laid. It is

notunfrequent to find a queen that suddenly,
as it were, lays quite a patch of drone -eggs
in worker cells, and this, too. at a season
when drones are not needed.
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$&§?> and §mriq$.

NEW l*SE FOR A SMOKER.

PJiFIE smoker you sent c.une all right, smd sooaer
than I looked for it. It gives perfect satis-

faction, and I must say it is a doubly useful

article, for it is one of the best things out io blow
and start the tire with, and so much fun for Albert
that he is willing for me to lie and rest while he
makes the lire. What an invention I

L. K. MUNDUENK.
Rise Hill, Darke Co., Ohio, Oct. 30, 1880.

[Well, I declare, friend M. ! I am heartily glad you
have found out that the smoker is good for starting

fires, and I don't know but that all the women will

be wanting one when it gets to be known; but I

really can not approve of your lying in bed while
the boy builds ihe tire. Why don't you get up and
"flax around" at something else? If my boy should

get up before I do, I do not know but that I should

be offended—at myself.]

ISKKS AND GRAPES.
Bees never puncture the skin of the grape. I have

watched them myself, and had others watch them.
They suck the juice after the grape is punctured by
birds or wasps. Owen II. Wily.
Lees-port, Pa., Nov. 3, 1880.

WILLOWS; WHICH KIND ARE BKST FOR HONEY?
Which kind of willows are best as a bee plant, and

how close should they be set for fence?

F. S. Paddock.
Perry Center, Wyoming Co., N. Y., Oct. 19, 1830.

[I do not know which willows are best for bees;

but I seldom see bees on those used for hedges about

here. A species taken from the woods sometimes
yields large quantitiesof honey, apparently; butthe
finest specimen of willow for bees that 1 have ever

found was a tree bought of a nurseryman. It was
budded with a killmonark, but the top died, and the

stock made a tree that was a perfect roar with bees

lor several days. Can any of our nurserymen read-

ers tell us what it probably was? I should like a

half-dozen trees for our grounds.]

Has any one invented an uncapping machine?
Would su'-h a machine be a valuable invention, if it

would uncap both sides of a comb at once, and re-

tail for about $2.00? O. H. Hyatt.
Farragut. Fremont Co., la., Oct. 10, 1880.

[The idea has been many times given, and some
machines made, I believe, but all are now discarded.]

Bees have done very pnorly this yenr; increased

from 1 to 7; not one taste of honey. Pleaso don't

put me in Blasted Hopes. I have been feeding all

summer, aud will feed all winter. I am full of hope

for the future. Kdwahd Tunnicliff.

Kewanee, Henry Co., 111.. Oct. 22, 1880.

[Why, friend T., ti at seems to be the way with

you all. You have had bud seasons and no honey,

but still you seem hopeful. That is right; and one
who trusts God, has a good reason to be always hope-

ful] • _

SKINKS EATING BEES, AGAIN.

My red-clover queen, got of you, has been losing

some of her family by skunks. I shot two in my
apiary. F. W. Comings.
East Berkshire, Vt, Oct. 1C, 1880.

HOW TO FEED EVEN HONEY OUTDOORS.
There is not the least difficulty in feeding honey

or sugar syrup in the open air, if it is sufficiently di-

luted. I have fed honey thus for the past year, fre-

quently with no robbing whatever.

S. W. Morrison, M. D.

Oxford, Chester Co., Pa.. Nov. 2, 1880.

PROCEEDS OF 2 COLONIES IN 5 YEARS.
Five years ago I bought !) linn gums, bark includ-

ed, cavities filled with black bees, etc. I soon intro-

duced them to sash hives and gold-banded mothers,
and have been selling bees fall and spring ever since

gums went out of date with me. I have HO left yet,

and they are in good shipe for King Zero; 100 colo-

nies gave me, this poor season, 2000 lbs. section honey,
and 1000 lbs. extracted. The above is nearly all sold,

and I have the gold for it. J. B. Murray.
Ada, Hardin Co., O.

We have only six stands of bees; but one new
swarm this year; two stands made 150 lbs. of sur-

plus; the other four made enough for winter use. I

make my own hives, like Simplicity.

J. W. BOWEN.
Turkey Creek, Ind., Oct. 15, 1880.

Season bad; swarms on hand, 130; surplus, 7000

lbs., mostly extracted. Have fed back 500 lbs., and
will have to feed in spring. Jas. Scott.

Farley, Dubuque Co., Iowa, Oct. 29, 1883.

A CAUTION IN ADDING OTHER BEES.
We built up a colony for the queen you sent. She

laid a quantity, but in adding a last frame of bees
aud brood, we got a queen iti, and she killed yours.

Tho young are beautiful, and thorough-bred.

Gadsden, Ala., Oct. 22, 18S0. A. W. Bryan.
[Glad of the caution, friend B. Many a queen has

been lost in this way, and I presume many a misun-
derstanding has arisen from just such occurrences.]

WHEN BEES FIRST CAME TO AMERICA AND WHERE
FROM.

I Ihink that "Hayden's Dictionary of Dates" states

that bees were first introduced into Boston from
Holland in 1767.

1 may be mistaken in some of the above points, as

it has been a long time since I have seen a copy of

the book. (See letter of W. B. Terry, on page 220,

May Gleanings.) D. H. Kelton.
Mackinaw, Mich., May 20, 1880.

NEW COVER, ETC.

I don't wish to find fault, but, after reading friend

Watt's comments on new cover, I will tell you what
I thought when Tttrst saw it. I think it is lacking

in a mechanical point of view. Tho ladder has
either a terrible kink in it, or is a short one, resting

on the limb which is supposed to be hidden behind
"Bee Culture." The "wigwam" hive should show
the third post on the outside; and the beo in tho

'dome" looks as if it might be on its last wings, and
few of them, goinsr for something: it could not quite

reach. However, I think tho design is quite neat,

and much better than 1 could do myself.— I am at a
loss to know how friend Dalzell can get s'ung and
not know it. I think I should know when a bee
stung me without having to be told of it, for it hurts

considerably and a little more sometimes.— I had 39

colonies last May; took 2500 lbs. honey; 1-5 extract-

ed, 1-5 comb, in winter quarters, with 46 colonies

now. James A. Nelson.
Wyaudott, Kansas, Nov. 3, 18S0.
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ITALIANS VERSUS BLACKS.

My report for this season, friend R., is not flatter-

ing. We have had a poor season. I started in

spring with 14 colonies—2 Italians and 12 blacks.

One Italian I fixed for swarming, and the other one

for section honey; the one gave me two good

swarms, and the other 100 lbs. of honey. My blacks

gave me nothing; so you see if they had been all

Italians I would have done better. I sold my honey

very readily for 25c. per lb. A. H. Duff.

Flat Ridge, Guernsey Co., O., Nov. 5, 1880.

PEET'S CAGE.

I must here state, that I think Peet's cage for

shipping and introducing queens, Ihe best thing

ever brought up yet. F. M. Wright.
Enosburgh, Vt., Nov. 9, 1880.

DO QUEENS OFTEN MATE WITH DRONES FROM THEIR
OWN HIVES?

I would like to know if queens of one hive will

mate with drones of the same colony. My opinion

is, they will not. If this question is not O.K., do not

trouble. I give, as an excuse for asking simple

questions, I am "fresh," as a bee-man—only one

summer's standing. C. A. Stevens.

St. Liboire, Bagot Co., Pro. Que., Can., Nov. 9, 1880.

[To be sure, the question is a proper one, and so i3

any question pertaining to bees, for aught I see.

Send them along.—As a general thing, I think it

rare that the queen meets a drone from her own
hive ; but if we have drones in profusion from her

hive, at a season when they have none from other

hives, she would be obliged, of a necessity, to meet
those or none. At such times, the queen usually

goes out a great many times before being success-

ful.]

HOW TO MAKE A FOOT-POWER SAW.
The file and eye-protector came to hand safe and

in good order; I tiled the saw all ritrht, and it cuts

through inch stuff very well. My saw-table is made
in this manner: Say that you were going to make a
buck-saw saw-horse to saw wood on, thus: X; put
on a top, so as to make a table. A friend made me a

mandrel, with \i in. pulleys on the same, and the

overseer of the machine-shop made me a shaft, one
inch in diameter, 18 in. long, with a crank, and acbn-
necting-rod, and I fasten a treadle-board to the rod,

and work it with my foot. I have a 10-inch pulley

for belt, and 21-inch balance-wheel to give it motion.

It runs very well. I am well pleased with your
goods. Felix A. Cortes.
Graniteville, S. C, Oct. 1, 1830.

[Very good, friend C. I suppose you put the shaft

through where the X's cross. A crank on each end
of the shafi would be better, and you could have one
made movable, so as to slip the shaft through. Your
frame will need to be stayed to something, or it will

probably spring about too much.]

ENTRANCES TO THE SECTION BOXES ; HOW LARGE
SHOULD THEY BE?

If you thoroughly understand the nature of the

bee, you have the opening too small between the

boxes. You may take apart 10 old or new stands of

comb, and you never will find a space less than % or

V% in. for the bees to pass and work in; and if they
be allowed to make their own entrance to deposit

honey, it will never be less than % or y2 inch. Your
opening is scant \ inch. J. C. Towson.
New Madrid, Mo., May 14, 1880.

[You may be right, friend T., about the space the
bees choose to have between their combs; but I feel

sure, from many experiments, that J£ inch will an.

swer all purposes for the slots in the section boxes.

With a larger space they put on more propolis, and
often little bits of comb, which they do not when
they have little or no room to spare. The openings
to our sections can never be less than li in., but may
be quite a little more, if the boxes are not keyed up
perfectly tight.]

It did me good to see Mr. Hutchinson's apiary and
twins. I have no twins, but can can send you a
photograph of my bee-yard, in which I take consid-

erable pride. Jas. T. Fife.

Corning, la., Nov. 3, 1883.

chaff hives.

Last spring I had ten swarms of bees iu chaff

hives. I was sick all the spring, and four swarms
ran away at apple-blossom time. I have taken about
300 lbs. of comb honey from them, and have in-

creased to 25, all in good condition for winter.

C. H. HOYT.
Norwalk, Huron Co., O., Nov. 8, 1880.

[Why, friend H., the chaff hives were a bad thing

for you, if they enabled your colonies to build up so

that they sent out swarms in apple-bloom, and were
lost. Next spring, we trust you will not be sick,

and that those early swarms will be taught better

manners.]

I had 50 hives last spriner; have 58 now; 1000 lbs.

surplus, besides enough to winter on; 350 lbs. box,

650 extracted. J. W. Utter.
Pine Island, Orange Co., N. Y., Oct. 2T, "80.

plaster for fdn. plates.
I want to make a Faris comb fdn. m 'chine. I have

plenty of the best of planter. Some plaster will not

calcine, and will not get hard, no matter what you
put in it. I have been in the business long enough
to know all about it. When I succeed, I will write

you all about it. H.W.White.
Broad Run Station, Fauquier Co., Va., Oct. 30, '80.

bee-stings and rheum vtism; the stings are a
"success," after all.

We have read with interest the developments
about bee-stings vs. rheumatism. Our report is as

follows: Two years ago last spring, Mrs. K. was af-

flicted with rheumatism in the left upp^r arm,
which continued four or five months; not acute, but

very annoying. One day she had an accidental sting

on the wrist of same arm, which caused a great and
very painful swelling, continuing: three days; but

from that day to this she has not felt the slightest

touch or rheumatism. A C. Kendel.
Cleveland, O., Nov. 15, 1880.

HONEY FROM FRUIT-BLOOM.

A friend of mine has a colony of hybrids in a chaff

hive, that has given him 7 broad frames of 4^ sec-

tions full of honey, from fruit-bloom; likewise a

rousing swarm on the 12th inst. You ought to rec-

tify your statement in the ARC. Last spring, one
of the colonies I got of you in 1878 gave me 7 frames
of sections, 4^, from fruit-bloom, and for the sea-

son, 150 boxes, m, and 20 lbs. of buckwheat, extract-

ed. W. G. Saltford.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., May 17, 1880.
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ur %cm$>
When a man's ways please the Lord, hemaketheven

his eueniies to be at peace with him.—Pkov. 16:7.

IT is true, my friends, that we may some-
M timps receive persecution for doing right,

in this day and age of the world ; but I
think the eases are very few and far between,
where one is persecuted for a persistent
course of rigid living before God and his
fellow-men. When I took the stand I did
against tobacco, I made a great many bitter
enemies ; or. at least, it seemed so 'for the
time being ; but as timepassed,one after an-
other, in his sober, quiet moments, would ac-
knowledge that I was right, in the main,
in the stand I had taken. Said one of our
hading business men. who does quite a large
trade in tobacco and cigars, " Boys, Root is
pretty nearly right about it; and the best
thing you can do is to stick to your places,
and throw away your tobacco."
A kind friend, who has more than once

pointed out to me my faults, wrote the fol-
lowing soon after receiving our last num-
ber:—
"Enemies arz more than the hairs of my head," and

" persecuted all my life." Why call them enemies?
Without doubt, they are perfectly sincere them-
selves—believe just what they say, and want to make
you and other people see yourself just as you look

to them. What difference does it all make to you?
Are you any different in God's sight? You may be a

great deal better if you can realize that there maybe
some truth in what each one says; and, instead of

defending yourself, accept it as a blessing. If you
are sincere and watchful, you will soon think they
might have said much more with truth if thi-y could

have seen into your heart. Seems to me, the Lord
has not yet succeeded in makingyou meek and hum-
hie habitually, if you have been persecuted all your
life. When y>>u cease entirely to feel them (the per-

secutions) as they affect you—won't that be blessed?

Brocton,N. Y. "A."

I accept the reproof, my friend ; and al-

though it is by no means often that I feel

that I have enemies, and am persecuted, I

know I get into the spirit oftener than I

should. I know there is truth in what peo-
ple say, even if they do say it unkindly, and
often in an exaggerated way ; but one can,
if he tries hard (by the help of his Savior),
live in such a way that there will be very
little ground for these things to start from.
1 know I am no different, and no better (and
I oftentimes think, in my better moments,
that I am not as blameless), as the average
about me.

I once heard that young minister who
taught me the way to life say, in his prayer,
that he thanked God for his enemies, be-
cause they told him of his faults. I am try-

ing to do "this, my friend, and it oftentimes
seems to me as ir nobody else ever made such
blundering work of it as I do True. true,
the Lord has not yet succeeded in making
me meek and humide. or I should not have
had so much persecution; for persecution
seldom holds out long where one takes it

with a Christian-like spirit. I used the verse

from David (about his enemies being more
than the hairs of his head) perhaps a little

unwisely. I found it in our morning Bible-
readings, and had a good laugh over it. I
wonder if David was not a little sour and de-
spondent when he wrote that? It gave me
comfort to think that even he had such
troubles; and when 1 got at my work, it was
running in my mind. You know 1 only said
I was sometimes almost tempted to think as
much. 1 do not really think I ever had so
many enemies as that, even if they were all

summed up. By the way, my wife savs I
should explain that the hairs on my head are
now getting so few and scattering, that I
should not have so very many enemies, even
if it were all true.

By your concluding remark, my friend, I
am to understand, am I not, that it is not a
bad thing, after all, to feel that we are per-
secuted? The inebriate in the ditch feels no
persecution, because he does not care for
any thing that can be said. It follows, then,
that it is right to care, when we are wrongly
accused, providing we care in such a way as
to cherish no hard and revengeful feelings
toward the one who has wronged us. In a
book written by Holland, called Nicholas
Minturn, we are told what a task it is, and
how much hard labor is involved, in getting
those who have entirely lost self-respect to
once more regain it. After it is once re-
gained, then comes pride, and we have to be
careful about going the other way. It is well
that Ave have enough pride and energy so
that we can be stirred to the very depths of
our souls; but what a beautiful sight it is to
see one who, when thus stirred, preserve a
quiet and calm exterior! Suppose you are
trying hard to lead a Christian life, and have
got the better of most of your old sins, and
have nothing but kindness and good will for
everybody. Somebody asks a favor of you,
that seems but a little thing to him ; but you
have reasons you can not well explain for
knowing you would be doing wrong to grant
it. You refuse as pleasantly as you can, and
forget the matter; but the disappointed
brother does not, and pretty soon, by some
means, a. rumor is started, that you are guilty
of some of the sius of your old life,—say, that
you had got drunk or lost money gambling.
You do not trouble yourself about it until,
finally, some friend brings you a newspaper,
and, with his linger on the spot, shows you
just what all your friends and enemies are
commenting on.

But a few years ago it would have been
the most lik>ly thins in the world, and there-
fore everybody accepts it, almost without a
thought. At first you are so stunned that
you hardly take in the whole matter; but
meanwhile your heart beats until you can
hardly speak, and the hot blood of anger suf-
fuses your face. What right has any editor
to print such a false statement as that, and,
too, without giving you even an intimation
of what lie is going to do? Why, there is A,
15. and C, who should have known better
than that; and yet, in some unaccountable
way, every friend you have in the world
seems, without the slightest scruple, to have
turned asrainst you. What is the right thing
to do? Shall you show how untruthful it all
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is by calling the editor and everybody else

concerned in it bard names. Is it not a
Christian duty of yours to have the malign-
ers of your character prosecuted for the pro-

tection of others? You spring for your hat,

and declare, inwardly, that u this thing"
shall be sifted to its very bottom. All at

once occurs to you these little words from
the Gospel Hymns:—

Have we trials and temptations?
is there trouble anywhere?

We should never got discouraged-
Take it to the Lord iu prayer.

You wheel around, get off by yourself

somewhere where there is absolutely no pos-

sibility of any one hearing you, and tell

your kiud Savior all your troubles. Before
you rise up, you doubtless think of one thing,

amid all your troubles, to be thankful for,

and this one thing is, that you did not go and
see the editor and give him a Apiece of your
mind!" For some reason or other, you nat-

urally turn to your Bible; and, as you open
it accidentally, probably about the middle,
as a Bible naturally opens of itself about the
middle, your eye falls on these words :

—
Commit thy ways unto the Lord; trust also in

him, and he shall bring it to pass And he shall

bring forth thy righteousness a« the light, and thy
judgment as the noonday.—Ps. 37:5, 6.

" Wonder of wonders ! how did I ever
happen to strike on this? 1

' you think. Is

not that a most glorious promise, my
friends? I have been reading it over and
over, for the past week. With these words
of hope and courage ringing in your ears,

you open at another place, and read —
For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to

keep thee in all thy ways. They shall bear thee up
in their hands, lest thou dash thy toot against a
stone.—Ps. 91:11, 12.

Here we have a promise that God will

even guard his children from making mis-
takes and blunders. Why, had you started

off as you were going to do, in anger, you
would most surely have '"cast your foot

against a stone." Blessed be the name of

the Lord ! Here is one more verse :
—

Because he hath set his love upon me. therefore
will I deliver him; I will set hiiu on high, because
he hath known my name.—Ibid. v. lti.

You see, my friends, that all these great
promises are just because we have known
the name of the Lord, and chosen him for

our refuge in times of trouble.

The question comes up sometimes, "How
long shall we wait to have these things
right themselves, or to have God right
them?" Joseph waited in prison two years.

Very likely they were as profitable years as
any he ever spent; but I am pretty sure
they were slow, wearisome years to him. I

wonder if he ever felt like complaining that
his lot should be so bard, for simply trying
to do right. Shall we never take any pains
to correct false reports that are started
against us? There may be circumstances
where it would be well for us to take some
pains in such a matter ; but as the tendency
is almost always to try to set the matter
right ourselves, instead* of letting God do it,

I would urge going along in the path of
duty, and paying no attention to it. Sup-
pose, for insiance, you do go all over town,
and follow it from one person to another.

In a little time it will be noised about what
you are doing, and the very fact of one's
running about to bolster up his character or
reputation is in itself damaging. If yon
stick to your legitimate occupation, and half
do your duty, your reputation will take Care
of itself. Let "it alone; see that you are at
all times behaving yourself in a proper man-
ner, and are never seen in the company of
only good, respectable people, and you will

have all tbe credit you deserve, in a '•twin-
kling," I might almost say.

Now, a^word or two about trying to de-
fend yourself before the public — on the
streets, for instance; or, if you choose, try-

ing to defend the cause of religion on the
street-corners. If anybody should ask you
if the reports are true, by all means tell

them they are not; but if they should seem
inclined to argue the case, or to doubt your
simple statements, let them have it their
own way. One who is honest does not need
to affirm he is so, by adjectives or loud talk-
ing; not but that an honest person may be
entrapped into argument and loud talking,
but that if he does get so entrapped, he weak-
ens his cause. I certainly should know how
strong the temptation is to say just one more
word, or to explain just a little, for I have
sometimes thought it would be almost more
than I could endure, to leave a thing right
there ; but after an hour has passed, I have
been astonished to discover there was real-

ly no more that needed saying, and felt very
glad I had conquered the temptation to go
on. I once listened to a most excellent ser-

mon, and one that I could not help but feel

was urgently needed, although it cut ex-
tremely close in many directions. As the
minister passed out, one of the congrega-
tion began censuring him in regard to the
discourse. A mild reply was given; but
the displeased party was in no mood to ac-
cept mildness ; and, as he was not a Chris-
tian, every reply of any kind seemed only to
make him the more unreasonable, until we
had the spectacle of the minister and an infi-

del discussing in what might almost be called
a loud manner on the streets as they passed
home from church. I could not but feel

that it was unwise, and I prayed hard that
our pastor might have grace given him to
stop. He did ; but, if I am correct, he told
me afterward that it seemed every time as if

just one word more must make it all plain,

in a way that would end the matter. But I

have sometimes wondered if that were not
one of the subterfuges of Satan, to lead us
on into his toils.

It occurs to me just now, that the letter at
the head of our talk to-day was written for

my own private benefit, and not for publica-
tion ; but, knowing how gladly this friend
would do anything to help you all, I have
taken the liberty to use it, and have put on
the signature, "A.," myself, that Iruight be
able to refer to it afterward. Now, please
notice the thought she gives us, of accept-
ing persecution as a blessing, instead of
trying to defend one's self. Preposterous!
the natural human heart w?ould say ; who
ever heard of such a doctrine? Come to

think of it, it seems to me I have seen some-
thing in some old book, a little like this :

—
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Blessed are ye, when men shnll persecute you, and
shall say all manner of evil against you falsely, for
my sake.—Matt. v. 11.

Again as I read over these words, comes
up as it has come up hundreds of times be-
fore, '" Lord, help !

" and I am prone to say,
iu the language of poor Peter. "Lord, save,
or I perish.""

'

Am I not making a little progress, friend
UA."? If you have followed our bee journals
for years past, you will perhaps recall some
of the troubles that have from time to time
come up. Many of the friends who were
once so hard (as it seemed tome, remember),
and who spoke so severely in regard to these
same Home Papers, have now become
friends; and quite a number have written
kind letters, recalling their former expres-
sions. Some of them I have met personally,
and 1 have been astonished as well as de-
lighted to find that we really had a pleasant
visit together. Truly,

—

When a man's ways please the Lord, he mnketh
even his enemies to be at peace with him.— Pkov.
10:7.

Charles S. Robinson says, in the Sunday-
School Times of Oct. 30 :

—
Sume persons appear to be trying all their lives to

keep the rest of mankind from infringing their
private patents, trespassing upon their p .^sessions,
pilfering their copyrights, <.r diminishing tbeir dig-
nity. Their language is apt to run in this way: ''The
world owes me a. living*, arid a living I must have;
such a thing 1 will not do, sueh another ihing 1 will
not do, for anybody; I have my rights, my privi-
leges, my pre-eminence; I never agreed to do this,
nobody has any claim on me to do that." So the
scores of men " horn tired" are finding occupation
in resisting imaginary encroachments, and claiming
sympathy bt cause they can not get their due appre-
ciation.

Again,—
In the congregations of various churches there

are many men and women who demand and claim
and demand again. They want to be visited, to be
sought, often to be coddled and flattered, and re-
ceive unintermitting attention, as the yenrs pass on.
They assert prerogatives without number. Over
against ihese, we find ernest workers who go in for
exploits, and abandon everything which lies in the
way of success for Christ ami the covenant. A tine,

high self- forget fulness characterizes th> ir entire
Christian life. By and by they are at the very front.
but even of this they do not seem conscious. A
grateful church recognizes its n liable helpers, and
summons them into prominence.

Once more-
Mr Moody said once in the Hippodrome: '"This

world will always go fur the hest w herever it can find
it; all you have to do, therefore, is to make yours
the best, and it will surely go for you."

Now\ boys, where shall we take our stand
in the business of life? Are we all ready for

the battle? Hurrah! here comes some more
strong helpful words from our friend "A."
When Christ was accused, he opened not his

mouth. Think what he bore, and of that silence,

and compare it with our feelings and actions when
unjustly treated. It seems so weak and foolish, to

me, for a human creature to clamor for his rights,

and for justice. Go out alone under the stars, and,

if you watch them long enough, you will feel the in-

significance of what concerns only yourself, and you
will not want to reply. You have one Friend who
is never unkind. Never mind the rest, or what they

think of you. IIo looks at the heart and knows the

truth. "A."

Brocton, N. T.

May God bless you for these words, friend

A.' : They often sound strangely to us,

and sometimes we feel like questioning

whether such a course is really the best one

;

but yet, away back in that old book we
read,

—

But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil; but
whosoever shnll smite thee on thy right cheek, turn
to him the other also.—Matt. 5:J19.

Here is something from a brother-worker
away across the seas :

—
LETTER FROM INDIA.

Dear Bro. Root:—Your letter, with its substantial

token of interest, came to hand last week, as "a sac-

rifice acceptable, well pleasing to God." You ha%e
cheered us in other ways, too, for the monthly visits

of Gleanings with its Home talks has often re-

joiced and comforted our hearts. We rejoice in

your prosperity, and in your effoits to unite busi-

ness and service to the Muster, and in your endeavors
to lift men to a higher plane of life in business af-

fairs. I think that your success is the seal of God's

approval. You have an interest in our prayers, and
we trust that you will continue to walk in company
with Christ, and thus become more and more useful.

As you will see by the date of this letter, we aro

at our mountain home. The rains begin soon, when
we expect to return to Ellichpur. Here we find

plenty to do, and are able to pursue the study of the

language. God has not left us without tests of

faith in many directions; but this, you know, is

more precious than gold or silver. Out of every

fiery trial there have come precious lessons, and
for these we praise God. Our work, on the whole, is

encouraging. Perhaps an idea of how we work will

not be uninteresting.

Our native helpers are true, earnest Christiana,

and are a great help to us. They are about ~."> years

of age. Abraham was a Mohammedan, and was con-

verted six years ago. His father was wealthy, but

Abraham gave up every thing for Christ. He
has been greatly persecuted. A year after he was
married to Sarah, he went to see his people, think-

>ing that perhaps his people had become reconciled

to his being a Christian. But they imprisoned him—
tried in every way to make him deny Christ, and to

marry another wife. Abuse and threats and prom-
ises were u«ed in vain; and it was only through the

agency of English officers that he was released.

Sarah is a Hindoo, which means an idolater, as all

Hindoos are idolaters. She was converted when a

child. She had been married, but all her husband
wanted was twenty rupees for wedding expenses,

which were given him, and he gave her up. They
have both seen trial, and this has fitted them for the

work. They are very earnest, and bear with pa-

tience and quietness all the abuse and insults which

at times are heaped upon them, rejoicing that they

are counted worthy to suffer for Christ's sake. Tbey
both read, write, and speak Marathi perfectly, while

they only sped; Hindoostani. They sing very nicely

both native and English tunes. In the early morn-
ing they take their Marathi Bible and hymn-book,

and make their way to one of ihe ten villages adja-

cent to Ellichpur (which, with Ellichpur, comprises

as yet our field, in number about 50,0011 souls.) They
make their way to a central part of the village, and
begin singing. The people are fond of singing, and
soon a crowd gathers about them. They sing for

fifteen or twenty minutes, and then Abraham will
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read a chapter, or part of a chapter, and explain it,

dwelling upon some simple but important truth,

trying to make it plain to the dark, dark minds,

and hearts before him. When he is through, Sarah

will take up some additional thought in the same
chapter and explain it. In this way about an hour

is spent, according as the people seem willing to lis-

ten. Not unfrequently, the priest of the village idol

makes a disturbance, and tries to dissuade the peo-

ple from listening. If they lose faith in the idol,

then his lazy occupation is gone. About 9 a.m.,

Abraham and Sarah return to the "bungalow," oft-

en bringing with them some of the village people

for medicine. The immoral lives of the people are

productive of every form of disease. During the

day, Abraham and Sarah are in constant contact

with the people, and invite them into their little

house, where they sing and read and preach to them.

Toward evening, Abraham goes into the market-

place {bazaar, as it is called in India), and preaches,

and sells tracts. Sarah makes her way into some of

the homes in the bazaar, wherever she can get in,

and preaches Christ to the women. She has a real

tact for getting at them. My work is to give medi-

cine for two hours la the morning; preaching Christ

as opportunity offers, and to talk with individual

ones (we live close to the bazaar, and are in constant

contact with the people), preaching once or twice a

week in Hindoostani, and once a week in English,

the care of the work, and study. So, you see I need
not be idle. Mrs. 8. visits with Abraham and Sarah
in the villages, and among the women in the bazaar;

has charge of an English Sunday-school; is house-

keeper, and keeps up the study of the language, and
assists in the care of the orphan children. Miss

Frow's work is with the six orphan girls. Her health

is very poor, and she is able to accomplish but little.

We hope that she is soon to be better. In the eve-

ning, we gather together and talk over the day's

work, sing and pray, and plan the campaign for the

next day. This is our work, day after day, against

the hosts of Satan. We are few; our foes are many;
but, blessed be God, the battle is not to the strong

nor the tace to the swift, and, shutting out all doubt,

we set our faces like a flint toward Christ, resting

upon the promises alone. We do not feel discour-

aged. We are just beginning to use the language to

advantage. There are several who have expressed
a desire to become Christians, and we are keeping
them on trial, that we may know that their desire is

genuine. Treachery and deceit are the nature of

the East Indian, and it is only the grace of God that

is able to transform them.
When I brought our six little girls home, they

were the greatest thieves and liars y<>u ever saw,

even with your experience. They would steal every
thing that they could appropriate, especially eata-

bles, and then they would deny every thing so cool-

ly! They also quarreled incessantly. But now we
can leave any thing within their reach, and know
that it is safe. If they thoughtlessly tell a lie, ihey

are quick to come and confess it. If they wrong an-

other, they ask forgiveness. They are as changed
as light from darkness. What has wrought it?

They have been taught the gospel 1 They have
learned to love and fear the God of the gospel; they
grieve if they do contrary to what the gospel teach-

es them is right; and I tell you, brother Root, the

work wrought in these little heathen girls is suffi-

cient answer to all the rhetoric of a thousand lion

Ingersolls. I wonder what the result would have

been if we had tried Ingersollism upon them 1 Ohl
how can we be so blind to the glorious gospel of

Jesus Christ? It alone is ''the power of G<d unto
salvation to every one that believeth." It is a
blessed work to rescue even six: immortal souls from
the darkness and sin of beath< nism.
While I write, they are reading their morning les-

son, and read readily in words of two and three syl-

lables. You will wonder, perhaps, how we bring

these girls up, and how the life of a native Christian

differs from that of the people about them. The
great mass of the people live in little houses about 13

feet square—mud walls, and a thatched roof of grass.

There is only one room; no chairs, tables, stools,

stove, nor beds; no knives nor forks nor spoons. In

one corner are two little places for cooking—little

arches like, and two or three earthen dishes, and
one or two brass dishes. The woman cooks the

food. Whf>n it is ready, the man eats from the

dishes in which it was cooked, using his fingers for

knife, fork, and spoon. After he is through, the

woman eats in the same manner. Their bedding is

simply a blanket, spread upou the ground in warm
weather, out of doors; during the wet and cool

months, indoors. They always sleep with their

heaUi c aercd. I suppose this is to protect them-
selves from poisonous snakes. In the morning they
shake out their blanket, fold it up, and take it into

the house. I am often reminded of Christ saying

to the palsied man, "Arise, take up thy bed, and go
unto thine house." In America, such a command
would seem ridiculous; but here, it is the custom of

all the people, every morning, and seems perjectJy

natural that Christ should give just such a com-
mand. All the parables of Christ are more easily

understood in this far eastern land.

But I have wandered. Back of every bungalow (a

bungalow is a large house for Europeans) is a build-

ing about one hundred feet long and 12 feel wide,

divided into about 10 houses, for the servants of the

people who live in the bungalow, for these English

officers often ke< p as many as ten servants. Caste

obliges every one to cook his own food, for often

there will be as many castes as there are servants.

Well, Abraham and Sarah never eat with us, but

live out in the servants' houses, and maintain the

simple customs of their country, eating with their

fingers and sleeping on the ground. Of course they

eat together, for Christ in ihe heart ennobles

woman, and she becomes an immortal soul, equal

with her husband, for whom Christ has died. The
heathen idea is, that they are only animals. When
they come into our bungalow they always sit on the

floor, as a chair seems so awkward to them. Thus
they are one with their own people in the simplicity

of their habits; but in purity of heart and of life,

they are as far removed as the east is from the

west—as light from darkness, as heaven from hell.

How the religion of the Lord Jesus is adapted for

every clime, and for all peoplel Abraham and Sa-

rah are very neat and clean, and their little home is

a model of cleanliness and order. The children live

in the same way, cooking in one of the servants'

houses, eating with their fingers and sleeping on the

floor of the veranda. They are taught to sew, and
to be useful in doing the work in the bungalow.
Thus we are trjing to do the work which we are

sure God h<is called us to do. Although not under a

"board," we are in entire sympathy with their work,

and we have the cordial Gouspeed of many of the

dear brethren of the board. Ours is a large and
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neglected field. There must be the sowing-time, or

the harvest will never be gathered. "How then
shall they call on him in whom they have not be-

lieved? And how shall they believe in him of whom
they have not heard? And how shall they hear

without a preacher?" Tuoohundred tlionsand souls

around us who have never heard that a Redeemer
has come into the world! souls living in the very

depths of degradation and sin! Again, God bless

you, brother Hoot, for your gift to this work. "It is

more blessed to give than to receive."

Sincerely, J. W. Sibley.
Chikalda, East Berar, India, May 25, 1880.

In reading- the 3d to 7th line inclusive, pagre 263,
right-hand column, June No.. I could not help but
think of what you said in Our Homes. May No.,pag-e
239. in regard to the housebreaker. The words are:
"At present, perhaps the best thing1 we can do with
the one who breaks into our house while we are
asleep is to shoot him down "

"O ye of bttle faith! not only in God, but," etc.
Is not God abl« to protect us as "well in the one case
as in the other? Does not the B>»ok of hooks say.
"Thou shalt not kill'? TMd not our Savior say to
the soldier, "Go thy way, and do violence to no
man"? and did he also not rebuke the apostle for
drawing his weapon? I do not intend this as fault-
flndinir. I think the moral parts of the New Testa-
ment are grand and good and practical.
Sterling, 111., June 4, 1880. J. Sykes Wilson.

Well, I declare, friend W.! Is it not a lit-

tle singular to rind a man who advocates
non-resistance, and who is still a skeptic?
You know I said, perhaps it was the best
way; and you know, too, now much I dislike
the use of "shooting-irons 1

' of any kind.
Will you please tell us briefly how to get
along with a housebreaker when we wake up
in the night and find him with his hand in
the pocket of our trousers that lie on the
floor? What is the Christian thing to do?—
any one.

Reading so much about praying, in Gleanings
lately, 1 would ask you for a few explanations about
it. When you ask God for advice in your pra\er,
you seem to be always sure of having got the right
answer of him, or, at least, instruction for the course
which jou thought best before your prayer. In
consequence of your imagination, you put forth all

your energies to accomplish it, but how can you tell

that you got an answer or not from G^d? If you
had not asked for advice of him and followed your
reason and experience, and worked with the same
enerery to accomplish it, what do you think would
be the difference in the end? Please explain in
Gleanings for the benefit of some of its readers.

Henry Oito.
Independence, Buchanan Co., Iowa, Nov. 6, '80.

If I understand you, friend O., you think
the prayer was answered simply because my
faith made me go to work with more energy
than I had before I prayed. Now, suppose
we say that praying simply gives us more en-
ergy, and nothing more ; would it not, even
then, be a good plan to pray? Would you
not be glad to know that your boy was going
to God in prayer, under such circumstances?
Would it not be well if our nation of boys
were all going 5 to God in prayer for every
thing they desire that is good and true and
pure? In our lesson to-day, I showed you
how prayer would hold one back when he
has energy in the wrong direction. Let us
suppose, if you please, that God answers
prayer by simply giving us wisdom as to

now to use onr energies ; will it not then be
a good thing to pray? Was not that the way
in which God directed Washington, so that,
with only a handful of men full of energy,

he founded our country, in the face of fear-
ful odds? I am sure you will join hands with
me,—at least thus far, Mill you not, friend O.?

As several have inquired about those who
have been mentioned in times past in our
Home Papers, a few words in regard to

them may not be amiss. The following is a
single paragraph from Mrs. G. B., the in-

sane woman, written to her friend Mrs.
Axtell:—

dear sister! join me in thanking God and my
kind friends, that I am ever and ever so much bet-
ter; my head is almost right now, and I feel very
much like myself, and very happy and thankful too.
I do all mv work, except washing and ironing (with
my husband's help. Mrs. G. B. Oct. 25, 1880.

You see that those who put their trust in
him are not forgotten. We may have to
wait a season, as did Joseph in prison ; but
if we go to him he will always give us grace
to bear onr crosses until the time shall nave
come for deliverance.

I read your articles in Gleanings with interest,
still being favored with the magazine through the
kindness of yourself or another friend, I am not
certain which. I wish you all success in your noble
work. May (lod bless yoti, and give you courage to
continue. S. (j. McFahland.
Bangkok, Siam, June 28, 1880.

Thanks for kind words, friend M. As
this makes the third communication we
have from missionaries, in this number, I

think we shall have to start a missionary
department next year; and if we do noth-
ing more, we may be able to hunt tip all the
varieties of honey-bees that exist on the face
of the earth. Honey-bees and civilization!
Who will help? Gleanings goes free to all

foreign missionaries, friend McFarland.

The following is from C. B. T., who sent
us the poem last month:

—

My brother is converted, and we are happy! I

wish you could tell us what time during ihe month
you write the Home Papers, that we may pray for a
special blessing upon you at that time. C. B. T.

Give God the praise, friend T. May he
bless you too, friend T.. for your suggestion.
I have often felt that I should like the pray-
ers and sympathy of those who read these
pages. I usually write them about from the
15th to the 20th.

My friends, this is the last number of the
year : and, without question, quite a number
of you will drop from our ranks, and you and
I shall know each other no more. I should
be glad to have you continue with us, it is

true; but, my friends, I should be far hap-
pier to know that you have decided to have
Jesus with you, and to make him a partner
in all your joys and trials through life. Do
not look to me nor any other human counsel-
or for guidance, but take your Bible for
your guide, and, on bended knee, promise
your God that he shall be first and foremost,
and above all, and you shall not only have
joy and peace through this life, but eternal
lite iu the world to come. It is just such a
choice that has made our friend M. the new
man that he now is—a faithful member of
one of our churches, and a zealous worker
in trying to bring other souls to the Savior
he has himself found. Will you not, my
friends, go and do likewise? May peace and
God's blessing rest with you all

!
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Those of you who have read the life of
Muller may have remarked how singular it

seems to hear him every now and then speak
of the number of Bibles and Testaments be
has sold or given away, lie seems to do it

with a sort of exultation that a business man
feels when speaking of the amount of goods
he has sold in a single year, without making
any bad debts. I have many times thought
of the matter in our own land ; but the
trouble is, that every household contains
one or more Bibles already, or, at least, so
far as I ]<now them. A few days ago I saw
a very pretty little Testament offered for

sale by the, American Bible Society, for only

5 cents, and it occurred to me that, if they
could sell them for so small an amount, why
might I not V I wrote for terms, and also for
the cheapest Bibles. A very pretty Bible is

made for 25c, but the only discount they can
give to anybody is 10 per cent. At this rate,
the Testaments would cost me 4Jc, and the
Bibles 22i, and the freight has to be puid
from New York to Medina besides. My
friends, the books are here, and almostevery
time I go down into the counter store, Eliza
lias the good news for me that another Bi-
ble or Testament has been sold. I make on
each Testament, clear of freight, f of one
cent, and on each Bible, H of one cent.

SEEK YE FIRST THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS, AND ALL THESE
THINGS SHALL BE ADDED UNTO YOU.—Matt. 6: 33.

up to God, and to consider the question of
our responsibility we owe to him for these
immortal souls he has given us. The boy is

probably a neighbor, for he seems acquaint-
ed, and even the little girl looks up at him
with the confidence she would have in some
intimate acquaintance. As he points to th«
rising sun, we see a church and schoolhouse
in the distance; also a fertile valley, and
some fields of grain. The thought we would
convey by this is. that the Bible, wherever it

goes, even into the remotest corner of the
earth, is sure to carry civilization and in-

dustry with it, as well as good morals and
Christanity. Wherever it goes, the land
shall eventually " flow with milk and honey."
May God help its to speed it in its mission.

My friends, the above is th'e picture which
is to grace the first page of our little book,
" Our Homes. 1

' The idea I have tried to
convey in the picture is, that no home can
be such a home as God designed we should
have on this earth of ours, unless the Holy
Bible be the sun, or shining light, that pre-
sides over it. In the picture, a young man,
or young evangelist, if you please, or a mem-
ber of the Young Men*s Christian Associa-
tion, approaches a pretty home, and as the
different members of the family come out to
see what he has to offer them, he presents to
their attention a new book. The new book
may be supposed to be a copy of these same
Home Papers, if you choose, or at any rate
it is a book exhorting all mankind to look
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Apiary—
Advantages of hilly or mountainous district, 18; pic-
ture ot uur a., 33; Harrington's house a., 79; how
to stock an a., 11.; a tasty a., 125; laying out an
apiary, 12s; starting an a. on $2 50. 222; bouse api-
aiies discarded, 358; thieves in the a., 359, 450, 4*5;
work in the a. in August, 369; Allen's lawn-hive a.,

373; Junes' a., 389; Martin's a., 425; are large a. a
nuisance? 426; Uailup's a., 427; Buchanan's, 438; a
visit to Simpson's, 4t>8; the Banner a., 514.

Absconding Swarms-
New swarms abs., 278, 339, 390; l>e's remarks, 381;
not prevented by frs. of brood, 429, 486 ; mania for.
493.

A I wine Clover-
How to harvest, 71; foreign seeds in, 111; does not
run out, 117; A. In New Hampshire, 129; does it

pay? 174; not injured by frost, 2U3.

Alighting-Boards—
How Smith makes, 324; made of slate, 387.

Bees-
Advertising b. don't pay, 34; blessed b.. 36; b. and
cane-mills, 57; b. drinking at hives, 58; balling
queens, 59; two swarms separating, 66; letting bees
starve, 66; dead b. in front of hives, 71; frequent
handling, 73, 166; dob. rob because of lack of stores?
76; shipping b. in winter, 76; robbing the neigh-
bors' b., 76; strong stocks to get honey, 76; b. by
the lb., 78; how to manage when robbing, 106;
building up weak colonies, ill; suspended anima-
tion of b., 114; moving bees often, 118; raising b.,

and letting them run off. 119; teaching b. to gather
honey, 120; taking b. from a tree in January. 120;
does eonliuement cause dysentery? 121; dark v.

light Italians, 124; handling bees in winter, 126;
why did they die? 128; blacks and hybrids, who
Wants them? 129; when and how to take b. out of
cellar, 129; handling b. with rubber gloves, 130;
how much do they pay? 130; managing by electrici-

ty, 131; handsome b., 162; cross b.. 165,. 385; do
healthy b. void their laeces? 165; water for. 8; b.

and grapes, 12, 58, 63. 217; a big bumble-bee. 15, 233;

will requeenin^ in the fall prevent dwindling? 16;

Italians v. blacks as n bbers, 23, 76, 173, 529; advan-
tage of being near, 24; what to do with a barrel of

,

26; brimstouing, 26; houses, 26; slighting bushes
and trees lor. 26; an October swarm. 27; keeping
without trouble, 28; will lt»lians predominate? 28;
three to sixty in three years. 29; a small swarm
from a heavy large one, 30; setting b. near a road,
31; getting b. thatvtre to be brimstoned, 31, 71. 391,

595; letting b. starve, 32; will loss of Sling kill b.?
32; unbed stocks quarreling, 32; poisoning b, 34,

530; Muth's ideas ot keeping b ,587; do bees pay on
an average? 569; It. b. and chuff hives, 589; a bar-
rel of b.. 590; drumming b. out, 590; is much bro. d
profitable? 590; yellow b. from dark queens, 693;
have b. eats? 596; b. do notopen grapes, 596; dying
suddenly. 598; cmi b. convert worker eggs to
drones? 598; b. in Utah, 576; Chinese b.,58a; two
colonies in cine chaff hive, 577; abuut from l toil
in 2 seasons. 549, 569; in-and-in breeding. 573; when
To begin raising, 57s; cauti u in adding new b, 5)9;

fixing early for winter, 5*2; queenless stocks that
won't start cells, 170: on snares, 171, 599: when do
b. eat most? 171: b. to look at, or for honey, 173,
519: how many swarms for one apiary? 175: where
did they come from? 220: albinos, 2:'": killing rob-
bers on Sunday, 222: cutting a I), tree, 223: loca-
ting bees near barnyard, 224: hiring buys to tend
b., 224: length of b. tongues, 226.524: britnstoning
b , 225: huiitimr b., 225: billing their own queen.
228; don't starve, 230: cultivation of in N. England.
231: uncertain property, 232: quills to brush b..

232,233: selling D. and queens, '-'<>.
: water for, 267.

277: ray first attempt with, 269; how b. remove
water from honey, 270: handling vs. disturbing b.,

275; culture of b. in olden times, 275: dying in a
cellar, 278: do b get lazy in the tropics? 279: smo-
king b. with mullein, 230: smoke making b. angry,

282: how do they improve time? 283: tinkering b.
to death, 284: where did 0. come from? 2t5: active
b., 286: b. voiding water on the wing. 307: in gar-
rets, 311: when did the b. come to America? 311,
599; by the lb., 315, 36s; finest swarm in Texas, 318;
can b. strain water from new honey? 318: small
eaters, 324: educating people in b. culture, 325: en-
larging race by crossing 327: giving new swarms
the whole hive, 327: how bees lived in the ark, 330:
do bees sleep? 335: b th it won't rear queens, 336:
b. ihat know nothing. 337: notional b., 3.7: new
swarm returning to old hive, 338: stai viug in June,
339, b. dying without queens, 340: unsealed brood
for new swarm, 359; how to get b. into cages, 368:
brushes to remove b., 376: swarms leaving atter
being hived, 378: pursuing b. uuder difficulties,
379: swarming and attacking their queen, 379; b.
that won't stait queen-cells, 380, 544: non-swarm-
ing, 380: hybrids vs. Italians tor houey, 381: b. and
fruit, 382, 390. 536, 540, 59.1: difference in working
qualities, 384: importance of unsealed brood in a
hive, 386; do bl tcks wr

. rk on red clover? 388: wild
b. in Texas, 389: by the lb. by express, 390: blacks
eailiest in morning, 413; Cypriau and Holy-Land,
413: b. in Arkansas, 421: the deadly and too-busy
b., 426; A B (J test of Italians, 431: b. that won't
woik, 434: queenless stocks crosser than others,
4:>5: what to do with lib. of, after May 24th, 438;
what to do with cress b., 440: to make b. of sugar,
440: b. that won't Work in upper stories, 441: Kill-
ing b. for their honey, 442: four-bauded Italians,
442: hunting b. with compass. 442: lizy b., 444: ap-
pearing dead wheu chilled, 464; hunting b. iu Tex-
as, 468; the Arkansas b., 471; disturbing b. in win-
ter. 478; blacks storing all the honey above, 478;
Italians on red clover, 484; too much brood in a
hive, 486; working colony with no hive, 487; making
b. accept queen, 487; do b. steal eggs? 489; 22 days
in the cell, 494; b. and confectioneries. 494; rela-
tive merit of Italians and blacks. 527, 533, 600, lon-
gevity of b., 534; how to rent, 534; why do b. pick
and pull others? 537; starting nuclei, 537; tour-

• banded. 539, b. and grape juice, 5.9; why did they
swarm so much? 539; b. iu the ear. 543; b. that
need feeding iu Nov., 545, 556; keeping n. tor tun,
546; intemperance among b., 547; b. in Tennessee,
548; J oung b. placing, 549, difference between (Jyp.
and Holy-Lanu, 556; covering b. for winter, 556; are
there black b. in Italy? 557, 581; when the b. first
came to America. 585; HUilicd view of b., 586.

diswask.n oif

—

Dysentery in the fall, 24; dwindling, 22, 59,284; first
report of bee malady, 80; is spring dwindling a
disease? 124; is dysentery a disease? 211; dysentery
or confinement the cause of tiouble, 259, ;,33; anew
disease. 444; a disease in warm weather, 586.

Bee Feed-
Juice of sugar-cane for f., 30; brown sugar for win-

ter f, 31; Si rgbum safe as a b. f, 105: maple sugar
as a substitute for candy, 121; Hour in liquid food,
167; to keep liquids from souring, 167; coin, 167;
pea Hour, 169; molasses, 176: Hour candy iu winter,
227; brown sugar, 239; sorguuui bad for honey, 230;
eggs. 233; liquid food in October, 535; maple syrup,
59u; how to feed honey outdoors, 599; oats for bees,

131.

Buekvtlieat—
B. iu northern localities 78; sometimes a failurci
125,203; silverhull, 203.

Detwiler's, 132; l»eet's,132,494, 538. 577,660; Hnrris',154:
Heine's, 168; mailing queeu-e , 106, 169; all of
wood 176; a hint iu regard to, 271; combined ship,
and Intro, c, 449.

Candy—
Grape-sugar c. made with honey, 74; why does c
drcp? 74; c. for bees, 127; Ban's report on grape
sugar c, 108; putting c. into frames, 230: how
to make, 231; brick C, 276; making grape-sugar c,
276: mixed with maple sugar, 278; lazy man's bee
e., 288; pollen ft, 382; c. lor cages that require no
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water, 427: c. and its effect on bees, 435; Viallon's
c., 550; flour c, 558; when to put in a frame of c,
589; maple-sugar c, 208, 233.

Cliaff-
For packing, 11, 66, 284; leaves v. chuff, 77; c. pack-
ing for mild winters, 79; advantages of keeping it

on late, 112; c. for keeping bees below mats, 159:
corn-silk vs. c, 172; c. as packing, 284; strong
stocks v. c. cushions, 334; cotton-hulls v. c, 4136.

C'lieirogranh-

10, 82, 128, 132, 168, 234, 236, 2S4, 432, 4:34.

Comb-
er building in spring, 72: fastening c. to separators,

75: fastening c. for trans., 130: what to do with
empty, 229: furnishing built-out c, 275: utility of
empty c, 320: full of dead bees, 338: broken-down,
368: drone c. for ex., 537: building c. on the way,
59] : thick c. in trans., 596.

Departments-
Humbugs and Swindles, 20, 81, 155,212, 260,317,400,
452, 471,521, 570; Smilerv, 14, 64, 104; 161, 200, 265,313,

475; Growlery, 21, 56, 103, 156, 210, 202, 345, 365, 449,

469,533,575; Ladies' Department, 21, 112, 156,211,
258,531,578; Heads of Grain, each No.; Notes and
Queries, each No.; Blasted Hopes, 36,81, 210,258,
313,370,419,467,550.570; Box-Hive department, 30,

181; Obituarv, 36, 161. 288,370; Boys' Department,
157, 212,323, 418. 470, 520, 576: Our Own Apiary, 159;

Bee Botany, 259, 371, 423, 478, 520; Kind Words. 305,

461; Reports Encouraging, 518, 508; Bee Entomolo-
gy, 528; Cartoons, 154,243, 451, 558, 572.

Dividing—
A grand mistake in, 180: a boy's trials in d.. 418.

Drones—
Inworkercomb.il; age of d., 34, 131; d. in January,

123,128; in February, 170; early, 173; how to kill,

285,439,488; d. wanted, 336; purity of d., 338; Dzier-
zon theory, 375: to get d. in fall, 451; d. meeting
queen, 476; color of, 493.

Early-Amber Sugar-Cane—
As a bee feed, 57: how to sow seed of, 79: mills for,

104: yield per acre, 105: E. A. in Canada, 105: the
Minnesota, 153; seed of, 182: yield in Mississippi,
391: report from South Carolina, 433: our report,
166: in N. W. Ohio, 535: syrup from E. A., 590:
evaporating juice, 592; clarifying. 57.

Enemies of Bees-
Ants, 25, 329, 431, 486, 578: tochina fly, 58: mice, 74,

157.163,278: toads. 119, 390: cockroaches. 125, 230:
dragon flies, 2;4: Braula, or It. b. louse, 264: ants
of New Mexico, 272: king-birds, or bee-martins,
287: moth, 329, 435, 43(5, 494, 531, 581 : bee-hawk, 372:

beetles, 372: bombilus Mex.,372: asilus Missouri-
en sis, 391, 482: mallophora bomb., 14, 482: stinging
bug, 482: black fly, 490: bee horse, 528: raccoons,
535 : skunks, 599.

Extractors and Extracting—
Ex. with vertical motion to crank, 29: ex. in Nov.,
29: ex. all unsealed honey for winter, 31, how I in-

vented my ex., 59: a home-made ex., 118; a 50c ex.,

157: ex. near hive, 179: how Hutchinson ex. hon-
ey, 255: Horner's ex., 274: substitute for wire
cloth in ex., 328: how many frs. in upper story for
ex.? 331: ex. the wires, 338.

Feeders—
Another, 70: a cheap feeder, 131, 233: f. to slip under
frames, 171: Parker's, 218: the. best, 358: how to
make, 584: a new water font, 592: Ledhetter's,
595; an improvement on covered Simps., 568.

Feeding Bees
Grape-sugar bee-candy, 17; early-amber sugar-pan*1

,

13: benefits of feeding during scarce forage, 23; f.

a Sept. colony. 28; f. sugar to make honey, 32; f.

in open air, 74, 513; feeding sorghum, 154; flour
feeding in spring, 167; feeding honey in March, 174;

objections to feeding flour, 174; f. in spring. 234;
feeding ext. honey to get comb in sees.. 399, 546.

557; feeding back soured honey, 493; when and
how, 582; f. to make bees accept.quean,! 90; simple
way of f. sugar, 222, 224.

Figwort—
Manner of raising, 34, 68, 69, 122, 131, 179, 264, 276, 493,

526: medicinal qualities of, 79: is f. a bad weed? 79:

grown in boxes, 125: inMarch,159: whointroduced
it? 236: f. in May, 265: germinating seeds of, 282:

early and late f., 315: mistaken for weeds, 331, 339:
in July, 367: planting an acre, 380; in Minnosota,

384: in Michigan, 412: transplanting, 484: in Arkan-
sas, 532: a failure, 540: is it hard to eradicate? 595.

Foul Brood-
How exterminated in Utah, 322: salicylic acid for, 330:
Kaye's notes about, 333: how to eradicate, 376: con-
tracted in buying comb, 549.

Foreign Countries—
From Germany, 17; from Scotland, 22; from New
Zealand, 120; from Cyprus, 215, 320, 391, 550; from
Palestine, 268; from Assam, 580; from Hindoostan,
603.

Foundation—
F. for comb honey, 31; flat-bottomed f. not a success,
33; the new $15 f. machine, 56; f. in sections, 59;
cheaper f. mills, 00; Bourgmyer's f. mill, 60; Giv-
en's f. machine, 61. 331,358, 360,361,451; to make
full sheets of f. with little wax, 77: wired frames
tor f., 78, 364; dipped f. v. rolled, 88; making f. at
one dipping, 109; flat-bottomed f. starters, 121; f.

machine with wooden rolls, 124; f. with square
cells, 126, 152; Dunham's machine for making f.,

152; f. for surplus boxes, 179; flat-bottomed f . 207;
when shall we hang f. in hives? 223; progress of
the f. business, 254; drone v. worker f. for starters,
281; when to hang f. in hive, 284; something new
from Jones about f., 308; Cheshire's plan to hold 1'.,

309,387,388; Faris f. machine, 312, 363,441,449,453,
494. 582; porcelain plates for f., 327; f. for new
swarms, 328; cutting f. starters on Sunday, 337;
Harrison's machine, 361; new way of making, 364;
puttingf.into wired brood frames, 377; Dunham f.,

379; drone f. for honey, 382; fastening f. into
frames, 386: hardening plaster with alum, 389,444:
curling up. 435; keeping unused f.. 442; Foster's
dipping f.. 486; different kinds of f..540; dark f. for
brood chamber, 550; plaster for f. plates, 600.

Frames-
Movable, vs. box hives, 71; carpeting to cover

f., 75; in one piece, 117; what to do with odd-
sized f., 119; uniform length of f., 129; short L. f.

compared with others, 131; to transfer movable f.,

221; tongs to lift, 222; which f. is the best? 363; oth-
er f. than li., 363; deep or shallow f. for warm cli-

mates. 374: worn oil-cloth to cover f., 3S7; of candy,
438; different kinds, 467; mats to cover f.. 431.

tirade Sugar-
Cheapness of g. s. and sorghum, 105: g. s. that will

kill bees, lis, 170: difference between g. s. and
syrup, 124: g. s. that won't harden, 131: g. s. mor-
ally, 158: a humbug, 230: as a bee feed, 258: feed-
ing g. s., 307: feeding g. s. outdoors, 331: oak, 415:

g. s. for wintering, 442. 537, 518, 597: g. s. v. honey
as a bee feed, 543, 545: Davenport g. s.. 221.

Hives and Fixings—
Shipping-crates, coior for, 21: size and shape of
starters. 23; legs for, 24: roofs, 26, carpet to cov-
er frames, 27: Scnvell's uncapping-box, 28; suc-
cessful decoy h., 29; chaff h. ahead for comb hon-
ey, 31; how near may h. be placed? 31; can h. be
too warm? 31; how to contract eut. for winter,
31; to put on a tin roof, 33; snow on h ., 35; Deanes
simp, chaff h., 37; corn fodder around, 66; winter
covering under cushions; and enameled sheets,
66; 8 or 10 frame, 69, 128-181; pasteboard paper for
rooting h., 74; wool for cushions, 78; packing chaff
cushions, 79; what to do with box h. that are short
of stores in winter, 80; cheap way to fix leaky
roofs, 80: leaky covers, 110; chaff h., v. cellar win-
tering, 120; size of entrances, 122; triangular
starters, 122; making water run from Simp, cov-
ers, 123; to prevent covers from leaking, 124, 209;
queenless hives in spring, 126; plank, v. chaff h.,

128; stencil plates for marking h , 129; shavings
for packing, 129: chaff h., v. tenement, 159; patent
h., 167, 170, 277, 330, 385, «4; honey-boards, why not
needed, 169; alighting boards, one piece, 169; chaff
h. and A B C scholars. 172: fastening starters, 174;

painting inside, 175, 234, 271; odd-sized h., 182. 223;
case for I

1

2 story, 207; questions about chaff h.,

219; chaff h., 177, 181, 221 : paint for h., 222, 319, 328.

340; separators of wire cloth. 224, 431; how to feed
box h., 231; paper slates for h.. 233, 277; box h.
not always a success, 233; chaff h. of lath, 233; to
get surplus from box h., 233; a h. of empty combs,
234; paper for h., 235; roofs for chaff h, 270; rin-
sing h. with salt water, 279; sloping entrances for
chaff h., 281; a big h., 311; the golden h., 318; sep-
arators of wire, 326, 542; Mrs. Cotton.s h., 328; use
of division boards, 328; comb-holder on chaff h.,

331; sheets of enameled cloth, 358; Simp, upper
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story over box h., 374; how to see the inside of h.,

379; changing old h., to L., 390; trans, clasps of
wire, 391; Hasty'8 hive balance, 416; uniformity
in h., 425; separators of strips of wood, 437; pack-
ing for winter on tenement plan. ITT: painting in
cold weather, 494; the bucket h., 519; seps. of
perforated tin, 530; omitting starters, 538: grape-
vines to shade h., 541; prepared paper for seps,
587; good report from chaff h., 600; Baker's divi-
sion boards, 0*5.

Honey-
That pleased Queen Victoria, 19; combs of sealed h.
for feeding, 29; red-clover, 30, 117, 390; dark h. and
old bees, 31; will h. freeze'/ 33; advertising honey
pays this year, 34; expensive, 73; sourwood, 75;
now Kendig gets big crop of h., 76; h. of the South,
78; extracting unsealed h. for winter, 81); h. from
the oak. 120; h. from goldenrod, 122: h. from black
gum.1'4; stealing, ItiT; adulterated comb h., 172;
sending h. across the ocean. ITS; melting candied
h.,208; how used in Louisiana, ','11; how to sell, 227;
a tiowthat did not start brood-rearing, 229; smart-
ing, 235; pails for, 230; novel package for surplus
h., 283; wooden buckets for surplus h., 2SH; h. from
corn and cotton, 314, 532; holly h.,328; tit for kings,
333; Florida and palmetto, h., 330; basswood h., 391;
to make h. in July, 420; profit on, 437; h.in August,
44(1; curing h. by sun's rays, 442; ext. v. comb h.,
477; h. from smartweed, 4*4; hoarhound h., 189; are
any seasons not profitable for h.? 530; diversity in
price of, 546; medicinal qualities of h.. 589; Doiilit-
tle's remarks about selling h , etc., 571.

Honey new-
Origin of, etc., 70,218,279,437,542: acloudof,75: from
the oak, T9: from the beech, ."t: from the clouds,
214: Cook's article, 2ft>: in Denver, Col., 443.

Honey Plants-
Erica vulg., 17; scropb. vernalis, 17; sunflower, 18,

400; Lucerne, 35; purple thoroughwort. 58: blue
thistle, 58, 108, 129, 130, 220, 232. 230, 28T. 314, 3T8, 380,
466; white Dutch clover, 59, 169; cultivation of. 71;

r»d raspberry, 77, 109; will seven-top turnip bloom
the same season? 79. 1T3; California sage, 34, 371,
110, 178; hoarhound. 110; water-leaf. 58; rape, 157,
173, 235, 317,490; altalfa. 35, 178, ::24. 371; clover seeds,
25; violets, 180; symp. vulgaris, LSI; seven-top turn-
ip. 208, 286; Pauloina Imperial is, 208; dandelion,
208; smartweed, 214; red-bud, 220. 287, 325, 550; ra-
dishes, 2.'5, 329; h. p. of Virginia. 235: golden clus-
ter raspberry, 236; h. p. of Colorado, 259; Italian or
scarlet clo\er, 205; our basswood plantation, 265;

locust, 265. 5*33, 37 i, 380, 492, 544: thistles not dan-
gerous. »76: sourwood, 282, 328, 371, 386, -134: aspara-
gus, 285, 387; sugar-corn, 285: Canada thistle, 287;
saffron, 287; white clover not yielding honey, 313;
weeds, 314; time of basswood bloom, 317; lippia
noditiora, 324. 424; Chinese-oil radish, 331; horse-
mint, 3&5, 435, 493; red clover, 337; Spanish bayonet,
348. 375; buck-bush, 371; stone-crop, 371; buck-
thorn. 371; soap plant, 371; chimesal, 371; verbena,
371; monardus aristata. 372; heartsease, 381, 481;
button-bush, 381; Spanish needle, 389; cotton for
honey, 389; sumac, 390, 435; melilot, bad for bees,
413; tlax of New Zealand, 421; asclepius tuberosa,
423; Minnich's. 424; trumpet weed, 424; how to
raise, 430; cotton, 433. 535, 50; pennyroyal, 443;

good report from melilot. 440; propagating trees
by layers, 441; goldenrod, 442; silverhull buck-
wheat, 443, 453; blue lupine, 405; cornels, 465; basil,
465; gathering seeds. 473: basswood in Missouri,
475: giant hyssop, 478, 542: matrimony vine, 479;
Indian plantain, 479: verbena hastata, 480: Indian
hemp, or swamp milkweed. 4^0: Rocky mountain,
487, 520: acacia, 490: heliotrope. 493: bishop-weed,
520: evening primrose. 521 : Molhe Heath. 541: Co-
baea scandens. 542: whitewood, 548: pearl millet,
589: willow, 599; fruit-bloom, 600: cloverthatyields
no honey, 33.

Introducing
How I i. Dec. 1st, 25; by especial methods, 25; i. cage
for cold weather, 29; without ceremonies, 66;
Keeney's cage for i., 73; i. at swarming time, 79; i.

<jueens without a case. 157: Doolittle'sconclusions, I

158; essential conditions for i., 103: i. by an A II C
scholar, 327, 486; remarks about i.. 399: a failure in,

382; i. with sweetened water, 432: King's plan for i.,

437; i. by frequent smoking, 438; i. by caging a
frame of brood. 4419; i. quickly, 442; a* hint from
Dougan, 470; i. in 41 days, 4H0; a new plan, 488; i. un-
der dilliculties, 490; how the doctor and wile i, 521;
i. virgin queens, 535. I

Italianizing—
I. by cutting out drone brood, 131; I. in the fall, 111.

Lamp Nurseries-
Adams' opinion of, 231; Hayhurst's opinion of , 200.

Pollen
Artificial. 08, 112; surplus, 71; not necessary for win-

tering, 82; pea flour for p., 110; straw smut as a
subsiitute tor p., 128; from milkweed, 329, 410.

Propolis—
To prevent p. from sticking to the fingers, 32; where

p. comes from, 484. 533.

Queens-
Talking, 7; natural v. artificial, 11; rearing, 12;
voices of, 7; balling, 19,20,225; friend Alley's, 25;
when does she cease laying? 27; three remarkable
ones, 27; how old may one be and become fertilized?
27, 540; a hybrid that grows pure as she grows old-
er, 27; dead at entrance, 28; twoinahive,30; work-
ers from a q. that was wingless when hatched, 33:
select q. raising, 68; queenlessness in cold weath-
er, 71; do q. lay drone and worker esrgs alternate-
ly? 73; q., how tbey differ, 75; can they feed them-
selves? 78; does it pay to raise? 79; can an import-
ed q.'s daughter produce bees all black? 79; im-
provement in q, 115; double-q. stocks. 115; rear-
ing select q, 110; long-lived q., 117; is Italian
blood "catching"? 119; early q. from the South.
120; keeping extra q. in cages. 121; second gener-
ation from imported mothers, 123; q. eggs remain-
ing dormant. 72, 123; Cyrenius on q.-rearing, 123;
queer accident to a q., 12T; can't be judged by
looks. 131, 430; Hutchinson's way of raisinsr, 151:
by mail, 154, 174, 203; Snyder's red-clover q., 160; do
q. go abroad to mate? 173: marking, 175; q. that
keep laying daughters, 177, 227, 474: who wants
black q.? 180: dead in front of hive, 208, 338,381:
black q. with yellow bees, 208: rearing q., Gallup's
ideas, 213: quarter-blood, 216: the red-clover q., 35.
102,115,225,264,282,337, 398: q. to California, 234:
finding q. in stocks supposed to be queenless, 271:
must q. meet drone, to produce eggs? 273: missing
q., 285: retarded development of q., 285: how to
import, 286: unfertile q. not marketable, 321: teet-
ing before swarming, 331: q. filling cells full of v

eggs, 334: dollar queens, misnamed, 337: desirable
points in q, 338: superiority of Cyprian q., 338; do
imported q. produce hybrids or blacks? 358; rear-
ing q. for market, 369: q. and bees, or honey? 372:
non-laying q., 381: flying when intro.,383: to Colo,
and Wash. Ter., 384: stray q. replacing old one. 387:
q. meeting drone more than once, 391, 451: $3.00
q., 392: q. that won't lay, 399: q. having cramp, 399:
Cyprian and Holy-Land, 399: all not alike prolific,
401: q. eggs under microscope, 420: It. q. changing
to blacks, 423: non-laving q. when of proper age.
437,490: blacks balling the q., 438: don't haste to
pinch, 438: resuscitating, 439: how soon do q. lay-
after journey? 442: taking wing, 443: lost in intro.,
443: how old to lay? 443, 480: two in a hive, 443, 527,
592. 593: q. raised late in fall, 444: young q. fast in
cell, 444: advice to breeders of q., 461: Jeffrey on
<l-rearing, 474: judging q. by looks, 474: lost in
mails, 474: are bees of pure q. alike? 474: how to
tell queenlessness, 478: is balling dangerous? 483:
dollar q. late in fall, 484, 507: to prevent flying when
intro., 484: how late in life can q. be prolific? 486:
Italian q. sometimes black, 487: q. fertilized twice,
4: eggs disappearing, 4S8: spurious, 489: two in a
bive, 491, 493: what to do when a q. gets away. 492:
clipping wings, 492: q. leaving hive and killing an-
nother, 526: hatching q. from drone eggs, 533: cost
of importing Cyp. and Holy-Land q.,538: intro. un-
fertile q. several days old, 538: keeping q. a month
or two, 539 : large eegs, 539: a q. story, 543: 3200
eggs in 24 hours, 519: troubles of importing, 589:
to find a black q., 590: Davis' transposition pro-
cess, 594: eggs not hatching, 596: do q. mate with
drones from their own bive? 000: Good's Holy-
Land q., 509.

Queen-Cells-
From natural swarming, 173,207: to get choice, 322,
362: trouble in getting, 329: inserting, 308: does it

pay to raise queen-c, 309: position of, 390, 597:
market value of, 390: natural, 391: when should be
given? 415: how to repair those cut, 432: Town-
send'8 plan for trotting, 434: large number on one
comb, 440: on drone comb, 477: selecting the best,
478: not always signof queenlessness, 485, 525: sev-
eral eggs in a q.-c. hatching. 485: great number
from one colony, 483: grafted, 492: caging over
cluster of bees, 594
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Reports, Various-
Hopes not blasted, 24: good r. from ABC scholars
and others, 30. 32. 33. 74. 77, 132. 125, 171, 176. 177. 178,

212. 22!, 224,231, 287, 329, 332,411,492, 569, 589: hive
f'uil of honey and did not know it, 26: a good r.

from blacks. 30: from two to twenty-five in one
season, 31 : a good r. for 1879, 32: troubles, 32: a big
crop in Canada, 33: large yield from asters, 33: r.

from Iowh, 34: our r. for 1879, 35: r. of an A B C
scholar. 66: from eight to thirty, and 900 lbs. of
hnney, 74: good r. from hybiids, 79: hurrah for
T-xas! 109: from California, 114, 130,161,165,178,
180. 267, 274. 422, 476, 533, 540: r. from Colorado,
120: Doolittle not in the shade, 162: from Lang-
stroth, 179: from an A B C child, 226: Ballantiue'S
r.. 266. chapter from real life, 275. Good's good r.,

278,361.524: Maxi's r. from Florida, '280: good r.

from sorghum, 280: ABC scholars' mishap*. 282,

541. from Geo. Grimm, 310. r. from Maryland,
310: r. from Louisiana, 314, 374, 491. a barrel of
honey from one swarm, 314: from boys, 323 r.

from tenement hives, 334: a new scholar's troubles,
366: Hunt's report from Michigan, o79: good r.

from Texas, 380: good r. from hybrids, :i82: dark-
ness aud sunshine, 384: good r. from Tennessee,
391: L. C. Root's r. for 1880, 418: Duff's story,
426: good r. from buckwheat, 436,442: a fish— bee
story. 439. ABC scholar's first year, 443: r. about
sunshine, 452 r. of 34 bee-keepers, 407 r. from
Western Missouri, 475: Taylor's r , 478: Keeran's
r.,481: great How in Wisconsin, 482: a boy's report,
485: a sudden flow in Illinois, 490: Bingham's r. for
1880,491: Ballantine's visit to Medina, 514: Wiscon-
sin ahead, 515, 525: r. from "Neighbor H.," 515: Cin-
cinnati convention, etc , 516; Doolittle's r. for 1880,
528: from an Iowa boy, 529: g «od r. from York
State, 531: r. from Arkansas, 532: Nicholson's r.,

545: from 1 to 41 in two seasons, 549: discouraging
reports, 550 a beginner's ups and downs, 588: forty
swarms' from five, 591: Fl >rida as a honey State,
5"3: Bussev's experience, 594: Hayhurst's r. on the
Cyp. queen, 595: from Minnesota, 595: more honey
than a man can lift, 595: Case's r. for 1880,

569: Quinn's r. fur 1880, 569.

Robbing -

Wet cloths to stop r., 228; how to remove robbers,
226.283; how to disgust robbers, 287; look out for
r., 338; robbing neighbors' hives, 541.

Saws and Other lHaeninery—
Improvement in wabbling s., 29; Oldroyd's miter-
box. 46; tools, 99. 256; Parker's fdu. fastener. 102,

547; cost of apparatus for sugar-making, 105; to
wabble saws without collars, 124; saw mandrels,
124,366; Adams' horse-power not a failure, 125; s.

that are too hard, 130; Adams v. Childs horse-
power. 269; mills and bees, 170; device to hold work,
209; to make a hand-ripper, 211; a scraper for the
apiary, 279; planing saws, 283 tinners' shears,
283: tongs, 283. glass-cutters, 286: lillipuiian plan-
ers, 3 >1: hammocks. 339: tool-chests, 339: brains v.

machinery, 376: implementsforthe apiary, 432: the
Given dies, 434: wabbling s. for rabbets, 537: iron
tanks for honey, 545: to make a fooi-power saw,
60J: an improvement in scales, 578.

Sections-
Vacant corners in, 23' Gray's machine for making,

64: one-piece, 131, 234, 2.,5, 335 rack for prize s.,

132: cheaper, 168: new way of making dovetailed
s., 189 n rrow top-oars for s., 235: who invented
the one-piece? 285: odd-sized, 340 the Forncrook
patent, 365: keeping unfilled s. over, 380: sent as
samples, 541 : unbiassed s., 549: entrances to s., 600.

Smokers—
Match-box for, 11: fuel for. 79.335,489.547: improve-
ments in by Bimrham and Boot, 108: Clark's cold-
blast, 130: Bingham's, 131: paper for, 179: home-
made, 1*0: still another improvement, 206: tan-
bark for fuel, 228: another trouble with, 330: large-
sized, 369

-

s. v. tobacco-pipes, 493.

Spicier Plant-
Manner of raising, 34, 61), 131, 179, 526: not always a
success, 73: tenderness of, 331: in Arkansas 389:
good yields from, 392: in July, 399: in Maine. 413 in
different localities, 473: in Arkansas, 5:32: growing
wild, 597.

Stings-
How Steele did not get stung, 67: slings shown by
microscope, 205. s. and rheumatism, 441, 472, 533,
538, 541, 597, 600.

Swarming—
Why did they persist in? 16: choosing location be-
fore s., 31 natural v. artificial. 67: s

- out in the
spring, 129: how to decoy runaway swarms, 131,

475: first swarms going to the woods, 177: a swarm
SO feet high, 233: to make second swarms stay.
233: aswarm from a swaim 17 days old, 213: a non-
Sivarmer, 234: to prevent after-s.. 280: prevented
by shot-guns, 284: swarms coming home, 285,

443: many queens from nat. s., 327: to prevents.,
329: Oren's swarm-catcher, 332: retarded by giving
room, 339: do boxes retard? 377: swarms going to
woods. 428: mania for s., 433: to use the swarming-
box, 444: a "swarming" hag, 483: from 4 to 20, by
nat. s., 494: excessive s., 596.

Transferring—
Tr. in December, 78: tr. in fall, 127: turning combs in

tr., 228: tr. early, 231: an A BC scholar's tirst tr.,

287: tr. successfully the tirst time, 438: tr. under
difficulties, 439: how an authoress succeeds in tr.,

480: tr. in October, 594.

Ventilation
V. for Simp, covers, 133: why they died, 2H.

Wax-
Cleaning off w. with oil, 203; improvement in melt-
ing w., 207; knives to scrape w., 232; substitute for,
462.

Wintering
Cellar wintering, 23, 175. 326: unsealed store3 for
winter, 24: in a cellar, 27: winter passages, how to
make permanent, 28: cellar w. in towa, 34: ducks'
feathers for w., 72: w. on caudy alone, 80, 178, 235,

592: oat hulls for w. packing, 80: how much does
it take to wiuter b ? 170, 281: hints on w., 226: tim-
othy chaff for w.,235: Dadatu's plan for w., 418:

how the "A B C child" winters, 423: w. three col's
in a chaff hive, 485: what to feed for w., 489: w.
well without care, 548: w. in unprotected Simp,
hive, 548: substitute for chaff hives in w., 584: w.
under suo.v, 5J1: w. in a hill-side, 533: anew idea
in, 579.

Workers—
W. in partnership. 433: how to get rid of fertile
workers, 436.
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Ca^es, Queen 257
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McCords 449

Cans, Tin. to Fill Cages 257
Counter Store 600
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Dovetailing Machine. . .• 189

Extractor, Homing's 274
Egg of Queen, Magnified. . . .420

Files 102

Fdn. Machines, Dunham's.. 152" Cheshire's .309
" Faris' 812

Frame totRaise Cells 362
Feeder, Park's 218

" France's 684
" Gray's 668
" Talinan's 592

Gray's Machine for Making
One-Piece Sections..^ 64

Honey -pails 40

House, Wire-cloth 309
Hive-balance 410

Knife, Putty 432

Match-box, for Smoker 11

Machine for Starters 50
Parker'sKB

Mandrel, Homemade 366
Mailing-cage, Brooks' 108

'• Harris' 154

Nailing-box 209
Nippers 266
Novice and Blue Eyes 398

Oldrovd's Miter-box 40

Our Homes 600

Plates for Retailing Honey . .40

Press for Making Fdn. in
Frames 61

Plvers 101, 102

Parker's Machine 102

Poeket-rules 100

Punches 202

Roofs for Hives 270
Rakes 388

Scales 101

Scissors . - 101
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Tool for Working Among
Hives 72
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Tii-squares 256

Tunnel, to Cage Bees 368
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OUR "COUNTER STORE."
Vim little know, my friends, what pleasure 1 have

taken in collecting these goods for you. more es-
pecially those on the 5c counter, and I have looked
forward many a time to handing them over to you,
and to the pleasure I should take in hearing your
exclamations of surprise, at so good an article for
such an insignificant sum of money.

USEFUL ARTICLES
FIVE CENTS EACH.
TERMS OF />.! YMENT Strictly Cash With Ordi r.

All Price* Subject to Cliaii^c \\ ii bon < Notice

C*T' Articles with ))>/

postage marked are un-
bailable. For postage
tt> Canada sec page 3.

2 I Awls, Scratch, Wood Handle I 45
|
4 00

:{
i
Awls, Brad, Assorted Sizes ! 45

j

4 00
H Baby wagon 5x7 in., stout 40 '5 75

8 ! Baskets, % bushel
I

40
|
3 75

U "
| 45

j

4 25
>/2 " | 50

!
4 75

Just think of it ! a Half Bushel Market Basket for
flee cents.

Bluing, Oldroyd's Liquid, price of box-

containing 3 dozen bottles, $1 50.

14
j
Boot-Jacks, iron, japanned 48 1 50

10
| Brackets for flower pots, \ ery pretty

|

40
|

3 75

4 ! Brooms, Whisk I
45

| 4 25
Nice to brush the sawdust off your clothes; a very

good brush broom in fact, for 5c.

5 Hroilers for steak or for toasting bread
]

40
|

:; 50

2
i
Brushes, Paint, Paste, or Sash

| 35 |
o'OO

2 Brushes, California Yucca, splendid
for brushing bees off combs, etc., etc

|
40 |

:i 50
4 | Cake Turners, all metal, very good. . . I

45 4 25
5

j

Canteens, lpt, handy for dinner bask't 45 too
1 I Carpenter's Pencils, Rule on the Side to :; 75

Carpenters' Compasses, not equal to
steel ones, but, like the 5c. scissors, a
wonder lor the money ' 40 I 3 50

8 : Carpenter's Hand Screws 35 \ 3 25
J 2 |

Coal Shovels, Wrought Iron
|

48
I
4 75

I
Coffee-Pot Stands, bronzed

i
40 :>'.:.

1
!
Combs, fine. Rubber 35 loo

2 1 " Dressing, goixl
I

45 4 00
14 Concentrated Lye in iron cans, good 45 4 :.'."i

3
|
Cork Screws 45 too

1
I
Court Plaster, to be kept in Drawer
under Buzz Saw Table

|
30 2 50

S
|
Cups, 1 quart, (for only five cento) > 4S

|
4 50

5 I Cups, Tin, 1 Pint
|

to
|

:i 50
'<

• 'nps, y2 pint i2 for 5c) 20
;

1 75
o Curry Combs

|
46 4 00

4
|
Dinner Horns. Loud it' not Sweet

|
45 | 4 25

Just the thing to let the "men folks" know when
the "bees are swarming."

I
Dippers, Tin 1 pint

|
45

| 4 00
Area! Serviceable Dipper, and just the thing for

getting a cool drink out of the spring, or "old oaken
bucket."
2 I Dish Covers, Blue Wire Cloth, in ...

|
45 | 4 40

:i
I
Drawer Pulls.'. I 30 8 75

it
I Dust Pans

I
45 4 25

Tip-top for keeping the Floor to your Shop Clean,
and just the nicest Present for your Little Girls.
2 | Easels Silvered Wire, to Hold Photo's

|
48 ! 4 75

12 Folding Hat Racks, all Black Walnut,
Well Made for the Money 40 | 3 57

Postage.] |l>r.<>f 10, ofiOO

1
i

File Handle, self-adjusting (see 10c list)
I

45 | 4 25
13

I
Foot Scrapers

j 45 |
4 25

Splendid (for your wile's carpet) during muddy
weather.

8 Fruit Can, Tin. 1 ql 18 4 25
7

|
Frying Pans, Good to Carry along
when you "go Fishing," or to melt
Rabbet Metal in, etc

|
48 175

2
|

Funnels, Pint
|

45
i

4 25
s

|
Garden Trowels

| 45
|
4 25

Would be cheap at 1 Times the Price.
%

j

Gimlets I 40
|
3 50

:;
|
Glass Cutters

|
:30

|
2 50

.Just SttcTt as have been selling from 25 to 50c each.
2 Gospel Hymns, Parts 1, 11 or 111, as

you choose, paper covers
I

48 4 50

nLASSWARE.
Berry Dishes, Individual, very pretty 45

j
4 25

I

Goblets, Cups with Handles, &c., both
large and small, 7 very pretty de-
signs, beautiful for only 5c each (.". 4 25

I Bird Baths..'. "
j 48 4 50

Cake Plates, 7!i inch in diameter
|

48
|
4 50

I
Egg Cups, individual, little beauties

I
48

|
4 50

Pickle Dishes or boats 8*4 in. long . . . 48 | 4 50
i
Tumblers, large size for only 5c, and
with tin cau for the same lc more,
making a nice receptacle for jelly
or honey for 6c 50

J
5 CO

|
Lamp Chimneys, the same exactly,
that are sold elsewhere for 10c 1

48 | 4 50
Oval Dish, 7 in 48 | 4 50
Salts on foot 48 150

5 Graters, Nutmeg 45 | 4 00
4 (iraters, good. Horseradish, etc

j 40 13 50
2

|
Hanging Baskets, Silvered Wire

|
47 | 4 50

1
j
Handkerchiefs, good size, fine, and
neatlv hemmed

|
40

|
3 75

|
Ink, "W. O.'s," Large 2 oz. Bottles: Price of Box

containing 3 dozen Bottles, Assorted Colors, Black,
Blue, Violet, with 1 Bottleeach of Green and Red,$l.
2

|
Ink Powder with directions sufficient
to make 1 pt. black ink 40 3 75

;; Kitchen Knives, Fine Steel, metal
Handle, labeled "Kitchen Friend" | 40 | 3 50

2
j
Knives and Forks for Table Use (a
Knife and a Fork Are Two) 48 | 4 7a

Good Steel, but rather Plainly handled.
2 Knives for boys, wonderfully well

made for 5c 45
| 4 25

12
|
Ladle, Pierced, Tinned Iron 45 4 25

6
I

Ladle, Solid Tinned Iron
|

45
j
4 25

This is dipped in melted tin after it is all iinished,
making all the joints smooth, strong, and secure,
and giving it all a beautiful glossy tinish, as nice
and bright as silver, and just about as serviceable,
if we only think so. At the very small price of 5e,
you can get a new one whenever thev become worn
or rustv. *

3
|

Ladles, Cream, for table use 40 I 3 50
3

: Lamp Shades, Good and Pretty 35 [3 00
2 Lamp Wicks best, doz. packages

\
40 3 75

7
:
Letter file and Paper weight.'

j
45 I 25

2
|
Magnets, Horse Shoe, \y« in

\
45

j
4 50

5 |
Mallets, Wood. Just the nicest thing
to Drive Sections Together

| 45 | 4 25
2

;
Marking Brushes 40 I A 50

Marking Gauges. A very pretty tool
for the money

i
45

i
4 25

3| Match Boxes, Till Japanned
| 40 j 3 75

Matches. Best Parlor, no Brimstone,
noSmell 15 125

7 I Match Safes, Bracket work to 375
2 1 Memorandum Books, Excellent for

the Pocket for the apiary, 100 pages I 40 3 50
2

I Mat Chromos, size 7x11 inches 40 3 75
Asa general thing, I am not much In favor of

Chromos, but when I saw these beautiful pictures,
on a dark background, for only 5c, I decided they
were a boon to humanity.
2 I Measuring Tapes, 30 in. spring, tin case I 45

I
4 00

1
I
Meat Forks, tinned wire, strong 46 j 4 26

8
!
M Incers, or Chopping Knives 45

i
4 25

l Mirrors, Wood or Paper Frames, nice
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to bring flown n swnrm of bees | 40
|
3 75

5 |
Molasses Cups, Tin, Nice for Honey.. I 48

I
4 75

5
I
Mouse Traps to keep in Honey House 35

I
3 00

5
J
Mugs, Picnic, planished 45

|
4 00

I Mucilage and Brush
Exactly like those that you pay 25c for. I do not

know how it is possible for them to be made so low.
Three dozen are packed in a box, and $1.65 pays for
box and all.

2 |
Needles, the very best I know of in
the world (2 papers for 5c)

|
23 I 2 50

4 I Nest Eggs, White Glass
| 35

I
3 00

2 1 New Testament, in pretty flexible
c'oth rovers

I
48

'

45 1 4 25
Nippers, the Best 5c tool in the whole
lot, without question {not to cut with)

Oil for Sewing machines and other
light machinery, in handsome bottles

|
45

|
4 00

Oilers, Zinc, Neat, Pretty, and Just
Right to Keep All the "Machinery"
Well Oiled

I
45

[
4 00

#==

5| Pails, Tin, 1 Pint I
50

| 5 00
Cover and all, and just ri?ht for Wi lb. honey.
6

|
Pan, Sauce, Tinned, 1 Pint, with Lip I 45 |

4 25
Just as pretty, and .iust as handy for a variety of

purposes as cati be, and exactly the thing for making
candv for queen cages.

8
| Pans Square 8x 12 I 45 |

4 00

8
|
Pans, Bread, deep, 2 qt I

45
|
4 25

6
I
Pans, Tin. Cake, Scallop, very pretty

j
45 | 4 20

5 Pans, 1 Pint, with Handle, very pretty
and Handv I

45 | 4 25
8

|
Pans, tin, called 2 qt., really 3 pts |

45
|
4 50

5 |
Pans, Jelly cake, 9 inch |

45 | 4 00

6
|
Pans, Milk, toy, Vi pint, 2 for 5c. Ex-
cellent for nail boxes I

25
|
2 00

3
|
Papers of Pins I

45
|
4 00

N<d first quality, for they are made of iron, as
your Magnet will tell you very quickly: but they
are useful for some purposes. For best brass pins,

see 10c counter.
11 |

Paper Weights. Bronze
I

45
|
4 00

1 |
Pencils. Lead, The Kind I Prefer (Am.
Phonographic)

I
45 I 4 00

2 1
Pen Holder, with pen, pencil, and
eraser I

40 |
3 75

2
|
Pen Holder, nickel plated, with pen. . |

40
]
3 75

7
I
Pen-Racks, pretty and useful I 42 I 4 00

I
Perfumery, Pretty, but not very good I 45 I 4 25

4 |
Pickle Ho. -ks, very neat I

45 I 4 01)

20
I

Pitchers, small, brown, very pretty. . . j 40 |
3 75

1

5
|
Plates, Tin, for Honey, Set of 3, As-
sorted (Separately 75c, $1.00, and
$1.75 per hundred) I 40

|
3 50

25 | Plates Pie, yellow ware | 40 |
3 75

30
| Pudding dishes, yellow ware | 40 j

3 75
6

| Plyers, flat nose, of Chilled Iron, like
the 5c scissors, but excellent for
the money I 45 I 4 00

10
|
Potato Masher, either wod, or wire | 40 j 3 75

4
I
Pokers, to stir the fixe, Wood Handle | 45 | 4 00

Postage. 1 [Pr. of 10, of 100

20
|
Rolling Pins, hard wood, well made .. | 45

|
4 00

3
|

Rules. 1 Foot, for School Children. . . . i 35
|

Rules, 36 in., 9 fold, a very hand, tool
and a source of unfailing amuse-
ment for the baby

|
45

|

Sad Iron Stands | 35
|

Salt or Pepper Bottles, glass, white
metal top

]
45

|

Sandpaper, best, assorted packets of
5 sheets | 40

|

Scoops, Tin, for Getting Honey outof
a Barrel | 45

|

Screw-drivers, Sewing Machine, Neat,
Wood Handle, fine steel | 25

|

Screw-drivers, Metal Handle
|

45

3 00

4 00
3 25

4 00

3 50

4 00

2 00
4 00

40 13

2 |
Scissors, Japanned Handles, and Pol-
ished Blades I

45
| 4 25

Either round point for the pocket, and for little

girls, or sharp pointed. Wonderfully well finished
for such an insignificant price. Nothing equal to
the round points for making a little girl happy, but
you must look out for the pieces.

Sewing Silk, on spools I 40
|
3 75

Shears, a real wonder for 5c |
45

|
4 25

5 Shoe Blacking
I

45 14 00

6 Skimmers, tinned, long-handled j
48 4 50

16 Blates 8x11, good I
45 | 4 00

5 I Soap, castile, genuine
|

40
;
3 75

5 | Soap, Fancy Cakes, Perfntned Toilet,
but good sized cakes, "Boss" . . .

|

12 |
" Blue India, large Cakes and best

Soap in the market
I

48
|
4 75

13
I
Soap-Cups, to go on edge of tub or
Bucket, very handy

|
45 | 4 00

7 |
Spice Boxes, Gilt, Labeled Allspice,
Nutmeg, Cinnamon, Ginger, &c I

30
|
2 50

With Close Fitting Cover, very neat and pretty.

These are exactly the size of the pint honey pails;

but they have no bail, and are not soldered. The
expense of soldering would be but a trifle, and they
would then make the cheapest and prettiest pack-
age lor candied honey known.

1 |
Sponges, good size

|
40

| 3 50

I

Spoons, Tea, Britannia (See Table Sp's)
|

40 |
3 50

6 1 Spoons, Basting, long bandied, a'l

metal, very handy in the kitchen—
[

48
I
4 75

4 I
Spoons, Table, Britannia, almost as
nice as silver, but bend pretty easily

|

50
|
4 75

2
| Spoons, Table, Tinned Iron

|

38
|
3 F.O

2 1
" Tea, " (Two for 5c.)..

|

20
|
1 75

3 |
Stands, Silvered Wire, for Hot Dishes

|
45

|
4 00

6
|
Stove Polish, Dixon's Best |

45 | 4 00

5 |
Strainer, or wire skimmer, very handy

|
45

j 4 25

4
|

S» miners, to set over bowls
|

40 | 3 75

2 |
Sunday School books, exactly the
samp reading matter has cost from
$1.25 to $1.50, very tastily gotten up. | 48

|
4 75

6 | Tack Hammer, Coppered, Iron Handle
|

40
j
3 50

4 j
. " " Wood Handles

|
35

|
3 00

2 |
Tacks, Tinned, 3 Sizes of Papers

1
35

|
3 00

4
|
Tea Bells, very neat and pretty, nice
for the babv and useful besides

|
45 I 4 50

5 | Tea Canisters I 45 I 4 25

7 |
Tin P' it Covers, with ring

|
45

|
4 50

2
|
Tooth Brushes, Neat, and Excellent,
but rather small |

45
|
4 25

2 |
Towels, tastily fringed and striped,
and just the thing, with a 5c wash
basin, to "set off" the honey house

|
42 I 4 00

17 |
Towel Rollers

|
45

|
4 00

3
|
Trellises for flowers, painted green,

I
48

|
4 50

5 I
Twine Boxes, to hold a Ball of Twine,
made of Different Colored Woods.. I

48 | 4 50

5 !
Twine, Balls, \i lb. sterling

j

48
j
4 50

1 Views for Stereoscopes, from all

Countries of the World. | 45 |
4 25

2 | Wax Ball, for Work Box, in Shape of
Egg, Pear, Plum, etc

|
48 | 4 75

7 |

w bet-stones, (Hindoo Oil Stones) 45 4 25

3 1 Whips, with whistle for little boys. . . . |
45 | 4 00
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6 | Wash Basins, Tin, 8 inch \ 45 | 4 25
If a Bee keeper don't need one, I don't know who

does, and these are so Neat, Pretty, and convenient,
Only just 5c. Just think of it

!

2 |
Wire Nails, per Paper, 8 sizes | 35 | 3 00

5 I Yard stick, Graduated and numbered
as nice as a Pocket rule

i
42 i 4 00

USEFUL ARTICLES
TEN CENTS EACH.
10 I Baking tins oblong square heavy

| 70 | 6 50
5

|
Balances, Spring, 24tt>., Accurate | 9U

i
8 75

Postage. ] iPr.of 10, of 100

2
!

Fruit Knives, White Metal Handle,
Steel Blade, all Nickel Plated, would
have been considered a few years
ago very reasonable at 50c I 98 | 9 50

4'Hd.m.i

41
41

8|

81
8|
51

4
I

2
I

01

"I

5 I

5
I

61

31
5

1

14|

17 1

»'l

3!

Belt Punches in wood handles, good ] 95 | 9 00
Broom Holders, silvered wire, just
right for Whisk Brooms

| 95 | 9 25
Broom Holder, for brooms, mops, or
any similar article

]
90

]
8 50

Broom.-, Hearth
I

9(1
I
8 50

Brooms, Whisk, Wood Handles, good
|

85 | 8 00
Brushes, Clothes, an astonishingly

good Brush for a dime I 85 | 8 00 !

flair
I

90
| 8 75 I

" Paint, Will do to paint hives,
but are rather small

|
90

|
8 50

,

Whitewash
| 90 18 50

Shoe i 85 | 8 00
Brushes, Horse, excellent

]

90
|
8 50

Brushes, scrub, also handy for black-
ing stoves

1
SO

] 7 75
Buggy Whips, good for the money. . . I 98

| 9 50
Butcher Knives

| 90
|
8 75

Cake Spoon, Iteavy, with smooth, wood
handle, just the thing for

i

sponge cake
|

85
|
8 00

|

Chamois Skins for Cleaning Cutl'y, &c
|

85
|
8 00

Chisels with Handles, !/2 inch
|

80 | 7 75
Clothes Lines, 55 ft. long, and have
been tested with 300 lbs. weight

|

90
| 8 50

Clothes Racks,Walnut Frame, 4 Hooks
|

90 | 8 50 !

Coffee Canisters
I

85
j
8 00 ',

Coffee Pots, 1 qt., excellent for the
money I

90 | 8 50
'

Coin Holder for 5, 10, 25 and 50c | 85
|
8 00

5
|
Cold Chisels, best tempered steel

|
85 |

8 00
8

]
Corn Poppers, nice j 90 I 8 50

8
! Cullenders

I
90 8 50

8
I
Dippers, tin. 1 qt

I

90
|
8 50

10
| Dust Pans, Japanned, full size

|
95

I
9 00

2
I
Envelopes, Bunch of 25, such as we use

|
75

I
6 00

2
I
Eye Protectors. Excellent to keep
saw dust and Turning chips out of
your eyes I

90
| 8 50

1
Files, Double-Ender. This is price of

File only; price of Handle is giv-
en in 5 c. Counter I

95 |
9 25

Files for Cross Cut and Hand Saws. . . 85 |
8 00

Foot Scrapers
I

75 | 7 00
Funnels, Quart, Just right to pour
Honey I

85 | 8 00

s
I Garden Trowels, Steel. |

90
|
8 75

| 90 j 8 50
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10 |
Pail, Tin with Cover, 2 Quart | 97

I
851

I

90
|

I
85

|

of 100

9 50
9 00
8 00
8 00
8 00
8 00

12 I
" " no cover, 4 quart

10 I Pans, Bread, shallow and nice
6 | Pans, (or basin) deep, 3 quart

10 | Pans, Bread, deep and square
6 I Pans Stew, very nice, 1 qt with handle
9

I
Pans, Tin 1 pint, 3 for 10c. Very pret-
ty and verv useful

I
28 | 2 50

10 |
Pans, Tin, Cake, Scallop, 10 inch |

95
|
9 00

7 |
Pans, Tin, Plain or Milk, 4 qt I

95
|
9 00

Just think of it, a fair size, very pretty milk pan,
for 10c.

15 |
Paper Weight, Bronze I 75

| 7 00
3 |

Papers of Pins, best quality | 80
| 7 50

4 | Pocket Levels, to be Put on a Square. |
85

j
8 00

^11 |
Potato Masher, Large

I 55J500

3 I Prick Punches, best tempered steel . . I 85 I 8 00

| 2 | Purses, first rate for specie
|

85
|
8 00

> 6
|
Quart Measure, Tin, with lip

|
95 I 9 00

1 13
I
Kat Traps a regular neck breaker. .

|
80

|
7 75

, 24 |
Rolling Pins, Revolving Handle

|
75

|
7 00

21

61
2

I

10 1

Rule, 1 Foot, Box-wood, Pocket
|

Salts, glass, large
I

School Bags, or satchels, sea grass. ..
|

Scissors, same as 5c, but larger
|

Scoops, Tin, for " scooping " honey,
seeds, flour, etc., 1 qt

i

Screw Drivers, Wood Handles, Strong
and Nice, 7}4 inches Long

|

Screw Driver, metal Handle, nickel
Plated, small I

Shears, 9 lA Inches, excellent for 10c
Sieves, in Wood Frame. 10Mt in- Round
Soap Stand, Silvered Wire

[

Spectacles, any age, wonderful for 10c
|

Spoons, Tea, German Silver
|

Stands, Tea Pot, Silvered Wire
|

Steak Pounders, turned of wood
|

Steels for Sharpening Knives, good . .
j

Straw Cuffs, to keep your shirt sleeves
clean when working in the Honey.. .

|

Suspenders, Excellent for the money
|

90
I
8 50

80
I
7 50

85
I
8 00

75
I
7 00

85
I
7 50

90 I 8 50

95
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8
|
Brushes, Horse, excellent | 2 10 | 20 00

4 | Brushes,Vami sh, oval, good
|
1 80 | 20 00

2
I

Caliper Rule, V2 foot, brass lined,
(see cut in r)0c counter) I 2 25

6
\
Can-Opcner, cuts a circle any size..

[
1 80

lo
;

Casters, 3 bottles, Silvered wire,
small, but handsome enough to
make a little trirl crazy :.' 25

Clothes Baskets, Holding' nearly 2
bushels

These, although pretty litrht, are a great conveni-
ence for holding light, bulky articles. We use sev-
eral dozen of them in our factory, and as they nest
one into the other, they occupy but little room when
not in use.

22 00
17 OH

r. ; 20 on

25 [ 22 00

11
|
Coe's pattern Wrenches, in., mal-
leable

I
2 45 | 24 00

4
|
Compasses, Carpenters, Good | 2 10

I
20 00

15
|
Coffee Pots, or Boilers. :5 qt j 1 50 1 14 00

20
|
Dinner Pails, with cup and coffee
Dish

|
2 00 |18 50

32 I Dish Pan, 12 qt.- a '-whopper" | 2 25 ' 20 nn
24

|
Dish Pans. 8 qt. wiih handles | 1 80

|
17 00

This is the pan used for our 60c Wax Extractor.
3 |

Files. Best for Circular Saws, 6 in .. | 1 80
|
17 50

5 |
File.double-euder, 10 in..with handle

|
1 60

|
15 00

I Garden Rakes, malleable iron
|
2 25

|
22 00

3
|
Gloves, ladies, cotton lined, long

wristed
|
2 25

|
22 00

3
|
Gloves, mens, ladies cloth, very
warm and nice

I
2 25

|
22 00

3
;
Gloves, mens, cotton lined

|
2 25

|
22 00

4 | Gospel Hymns, I, II, or III, words
and music, board covers

|
2 25

|
22 00

25 | Hammers, Adze E., Polished, Car-
penters, Excellent for the Money.. I 1 -

r>0 I H 00
13

| Hatchets, chilled iron. Painted Red
|
2 10

[
20 00

8 | Hammers, Metal Handle inlaid with
Walnut. Litrht and Handsome....

|
1 60 \ 15 00

I
Hoes, boys' size, best steel, riveted

blades
| 2 40

| 23 50
ladies'" " ". "

| 2 40 |
23 50

|
Honey, Raspberry or Clover, in pint
Tin Pails, with Covers

| 2 50 | 25 00
3 |

Ink Powders, with directions suffi-
cient for making- 1 srnl black ink

|
1 70 | 16 00

15
|
Ink Stands, snail - shell pattern,
mounted in bronze, very pretty ..

1 1 75 | 16 00

launam,--—~ ~ '

6 |
Keyhole or Compass Saws, with Adj.
Iron Handle, a very convenient
tool indeed, Disston's make

I Knives, 2 Blades, Fine Quality, Am.
3 1

" " Heavier than above
4 |

" one blade but a "whopper"
|
Lamps, large, glass, on foot, with
burner, no chimney

5
J

Lamps, I'.rass, Night
7 " Cottage, Brass Hand
5

I
Lantern and N'ght Lamp Combined,
Small, but very pretty and useful

|
2 25

I
22 00

|
2 00

I

1 00
I
2 25

|2 10

' 2 25

| 2 2.i

12 25

!
18 00

|
is 00

I
22 00

j

20 (III

|
21 00

122 00
I 22 00

1
|
MagnifyingGlass, in very pretty rub-
ber case, to carry in pocket

|
2 25

|
20 00

3 I
Measuring Tapes, spring, 36 in., in
Brass Case

I
2 10

|
20 00

3
|
Mittens, nil wool, for either men,
women, or children

|
2 25 ] 22 00

2 Morton's Silver plated pen case and
_ pencil

| 2 00 I 18 50
For Pen for above see 50c counter.
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6 I Oil Stone Slips, the best
| 1 70 1 16 00

25 |
Pail, stout, tin, 10-quart

| 2 40 ,
23 00

10
|
Pails, Tin 2 Quart, Japanned and
Lettered

| 2 00 | 18 00
I
Pails, Tin 6 Quart, Plain

| 2 00 18 00

3 |
Plyers, Flat Nose, steel, very useful

|
1 60

| 15 00
31 " Round Nose

j 1 90
| 18 00

4
|
Putty Knives

| 1 60 | 15 00
Fine Steel, Cocoa Wood Handles, Steel Ferule,

Beautifully Finished, with Stiff Blades, or Thin
Elastic Blades, as you choose. Excellent for scra-
ping off wax and propolis in bee hives. The blades
are made Extra Wide with this end in view.
2

|
Rubber Bands, light, gr. boxes

|
2 00

18
j
Sauce Pan, with lip, beautifully re-
tinned, and looks as handsome as
Silver-plated, holds 3 qts

| 2 00
2

|
Scissors, Fine, Solid Steel Blade....

|
2 10

7 j
Screw Drivers, 1 Foot long, Fine,
Wood Handles

| 1 90
|
18 00

6 I Shears, Nickel Plated
I 2 00 I

19 00
I
Shears, fine steel, but small

| 2 40 | 23 00
1

' Silver Thimbles, Pit/c Coin I 2 30
|
22 50

Silk Handkerchiefs, real silk | 2 25 | 22 00
Sieves, wood frame. 12"4 inch

| 2 00
6 I " sill metal, Wi in., extra nice

|
2 20

6
|
Signs to Be Hung in Door Yard, in
Stock 3 Kinds, "Honey for Sale,"
"Bees and Queens for Sale" and
" This Property for Sale "

| 2 00
Tea Trays. Japanned, • andsome i 2 10
Thermometers, Best, 10 inch

| 1 50
| 14 00

Twine-Boxes
j 2 00

[ 18 00

in

18 00

18 00
20 00

18 00
20 00

18 00
20 00

lll[lll|lll|lll|lll|lll lllll

6 |
Try-Square, all metal
handle and blade, ac-
curate inside and out,
and a most beautiful
tool for such a small
sum of money

| 2 00
| 17 50

6 |
Will iw Work Baskets, 9J4 inch, pretty
and useful

i 1 50 | 13 00

Thirty-Five Cent Counter.
8

| Carpenter's Dividers, with wing and
set screw

I 3 30 | 32 00
42 | Coffee Mills, square box. good | 3 30 33 00
17

j
<~!oe's pattern Wrench. 8 in malleable

I
2 40 23 00

19 I Dinner Pails, with Coffee Cup | 3 00 25 00
35

I
Dish Pans, 10 qt. a " whopper-er" ... | 2 75 25 00

i'>
I
Farina Boilers. 4 qt., Excellent

| 3 25 31 00
25

I
Gates, for molasses, honey, or oil, to
screw in b irn-1, 7a in. bore

|
2 80 | 27 00

5 I Kr"'fo American, 2 blade, a whopper
j 3 25

]
31 00

At '* " smaller,
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but with rounded ends, and G. S.
shield in handle | 3 25 I 31 00

28 | Pails, tin, 12-quart, good | 3 01) | 28 00
2

I
Scissors, 4 inches long i 2 75

J
25 00

Handles as well as blades of Finest Quality oi Eng-
lish Steel, and Beautifully Finished.
2

|
Scissors, Lace

|
2 75

|
25 00

Same make as above. These are the most Deli-
cately Pointed scissors I have ever found, and are
the best thing to be obtained for Clipping Queens'.
10

|
Shears, Fine, Solid Steel Blades

|
3 00

|
28 00

15 | Sieves, Metal Kim; this is also used
for Wax Extractor, sec Dish Pan "

"*

in 25c list
| 3 25 | 30 00

FIFTY CENT COUNTER.
8

j
Brushes,paint,best for hive-painting

| 4 50
| 43 00

25
|
Call Bell, Duck pattern, very unique

| 4 50 ] 44 00

Caliper Rule, beautifully finished, one
foot, 4 fold, brass lined

|
4 25

| 40 00
10

|
Carpenter's Level, and Plumb com-
bined, a most beautiful tool, Imi-
tation Rosewood, 14 in. long, splen-
did for leveling up hives, etc

I
4 SO |

40 00
I Carpenter's Sou's, good, but not steel

|
4 50 44 00

27
I " Braces, pat. grip, 8 inch. . . | 4 50 | 42 00

25 |
Cheirograph, Complete, 5J£x8.3JCi
Ink, Pad. &c. See page 10, Jan. No. I 4 50

I 40 00
|
Coal Hods, japanned, good

| 4 50
|
40 00

34
|
Coe's pattern Wrench, 13 in. mal'ble

| 4 50
|
44 10

I
Garden Rakes, malleable iron, with
iron braces

I
4 35

| 40 00
6 |

Gospel Hymns, I, II. and III, words
and mus-ic. paper covers

| 4 75 I 43. 75
The same in board cover, 10c extra each book.

11
|
Hammer, Fine Steel, Finely Finished,
although rather small, it is the very
best Hammer that can be bought

| 4 25
I 40 00

10
|
Hand Prill, geared, with chuck and

drills, splendid tool
| 3 53

|
32 00

20

33

Hand Saws, 18 inch; Very Neat,
Made of Fine steel

|
4

Hatchets, Good Steel, well finished. I 4
I Hoes, fine steel, riveted blades

| 3
I
Lanterns, for kerosene, good, & nice

|
4

5
|
Magnifiers, 3 Lenses, on 3 brass feet

|
4

10
|
Measuring Tapes, 50 Feet, Fine

| 4
2

I

" " 36 in.. Soring with
stop, Nickel Case, verv Handsome,
a beautiful present for a Ladv. . . .

| 3
1

|
Morton's Gold Pen, "Magic," no
case

|
4

For case see 25 and 75c counter.
9

i
Paper Weights, Glass, (4 Cannon

Balls)
|
4

10
|
Pruning, or Sheep-toe Shears, Excel-
lent

| 4

00
(III

50
50
50
25







4 flMfe




